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CHAPTER l,: 'GENEML INTRODUCTION 
The author's interest in the subjeot-matter of this thesis 
dates back· to his own sohooldays, when he was an interested but 
frustrated sCience pup1l. In more recent years his profess-
ional duties as a university lecturer, physios method instructor 
fo't" Uni verst ty Eduo8.tlon Diploma students, physics examiner for 
the Jo1nt Matriculation Board, co-drafter of a ne,., sohoo~ .. 
. , 
phys10s syllabus aI:d part flu't;?1.0r of ·~;'8act-:.r$' c,1..~':;',:~eB for nel'1 
soience syllabuses (Helm 1963, Prin·slooet al 196,8) and sOhool 
textbooks tHelm' et s.l 1969, 1969s., 1969b) have oompell·ed. him 
to take a much more ~ oti ve interest, "f'lioh has helpeJ. bim to 
understand his early frustration.' It has also strengthet;led 
hie conviotion that any attempt to teaoh fundamental physical 
ooncepts and principles at an elementary level should be based 
on a very oarefUl study of those concepts and principles. 
The main purpose of the present study is to give a de-
tailed cri tioal survey of possl ble teaching approaches to 
fundamental physioal ooncepts and prinoiples wh1ch could reason-
ably-be taught at sohool, and to consider the1mp11cat1o'ns at 
this survey for the teach1ng of physioal soienoe 1n South nfrioa. 
In general, this study will not deal with those aspects of the 
problem which are more properly the conoern of specialists in 
educational theory and method. Thus little or noth1ng will 
be said in the following pages about the details of olassroom 
technique in the presentation of the topics under discussion. 
Instead, the author will se'ek to establish those points which, 
1n his opinion, must be covered in any proper presentation of 
these topics. 
A survey of this kind on the scale of the present work 
does not appear to have been attempted before. The nearest 
equivalent to it in English seems to be Wa.rren's book, liThe 
/Teachi ng •..••. 
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Teaching of Physios" (1965) I whioh 1s ~alnly oonoerned with 
exposing some of the more serious errors and faulty tradl't1ons 
in the teaching of physics in Great Britain. Dr. Warren makes 
a number of valuable pOints, but the ter~eness with whioh he 
deals with many of them may leave the unsophisticated reader 
with a sense of bewilderment or frustre.tion. The oorreot 
approache·s to partioular topios or sub-topics el'P :"'f? en only 
briefly indicated, and no rer ... ·: '? ~tempt is ·~.e.d.e·'.to oome to grips 
wi th the underlying philosophioal issues. Some of these issues 
are discussed, sometimes at some length, 1n the excellent 
Teachers' Guiies to the p~~C an~ Nu~!lel~ P~ysios courses (PSSC 
1960, Nuffleld Guides I - V 1966), but it 1~ no+. to be expeoted 
of suoh works that they should devote too muoh space to argu1ng 
points of~pr1ncip1e: their main concern is with giving aid to 
the teaoher 1n present1ng these oourses. 
I 
!That a study of the present kind might prove useful is 
suggested by some ev1denoe recently obtained 1n the Course of 
an enquiry conduoted by the Br1 tish Corom! ttee of O'hem1cal Edu-
oation 1nto the teaching tra1n1ng of ohem1stry graduates (of 
.,., 
Elton 1968). Pract1s1ng teachers completing a quest10nnaire 
lesued by the Committee ranked "gu1dance related to the teach-
ing of one's subjeot" as the most important aspect of a teaoh-
ers" tra1 n1 ng oourse. It is not really surprising that pr~o-
tie1ng teaohers should th1nk th1s, slnoe it 1s in trying to 
teach his subject at an elem.entary level that the oonscientious 
scienoe teacher becomes most strongly aware of the many diffi-
i 
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oulties of presentation whioh oonfront him and of the extent of .~ 
his ability to oope with them. There can be little doubt that 
in South Africa at present, the subject training provided for 
1ntending soience teachers is inadequate. At oertain South 
African un1vers1ties, methods of ooping with this problem are 
!currently ••••• 
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3. 
currently under review. In the absenoe of foreknowledge of 
what these deliberations may produce, we would strongly suggest 
that an important part of suooessful subject training must con-
slst of a oarefUl study of the oontent of the subject, with 
espeoial referenoe to 1ts underlying logic and philosophy. 
In fact, we think th~t the intending teacher should be exposed, 
at least in a small way, to the k1~.a. of analy~~~ "i' ~'Undamental 
oonoepts anc. prlX1ciple~ fr18.-t wl~l be attempted "ln the mal n body 
of this thE'lsis. H'e will th,en have had the opportuni ty of meet-
ing and thinking about some of the crucial problems in the 
teaohing of h~8 subject be:'~re h~ meets th"'~\· 1n the olassr·oom. 
-In what follows, analysis of fundamenta ~ p!\/sics.l ooncepts 
and pr1noiples and tea.ching approaohes to them (Chapters :3 to 
lil) will be preceded (Chs.Pter 2) by a disoussion of 8. number of 
important general issues related to physics teaohing. The 
i 
attithde of the present writer towards his task is inevitably 
ooloured by his views on these genere.l issues, so 1 t 1s im-
portant that these should be made known at the outset. F1rst 
of the issues to be disoussed is the relationship between • 
physics teaohing and educational theory. This is taken first 
because it oan be said to be fundamental to the whole enter-
prise. If, thB.t is to say, the teaohing approaches one favours 
tows.rde topicS in physics are in serious oonflict ''11 th educa-
tional theory and the research whioh supports it, then the 
foundations of one's thlnkinl!. are clearly insecure. The re-
malning general issues meed not be listed in datail here. 
The order of their presentation hae been determined not by their 
relative importanoe, which would be diffioult to assess, but 
largely by the convenience of treating some of these topics in 
olose sucoession. Thus the first four are fairly closely re-
lated to one another, all being in some way ooncerned with the 
underlying logio of the subJect~ The next two, while not as 
/olosely ••••• 
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closely related as the first four, nevertheless oan be said to 
belong together to some extent, since both rala te to the 'need. 
to present tne subject in a stimulating way. An essay on the 
role of practioal work comes next, and finally in this ohapter 
we inolude a survey of the physios syllabuses in use 1n South 
Afrioa prior to the introduotion of new Common Baslo Syllabuses, 
and a discussion of the oontent of the latter. It 10 fitting 
that this should immediately rrrf'0u.e tt-' .. e m:~~~:-~ :I:!.~rtion of this 
'Ghe&is, sinod the lBt~ver 1.s presented agalnRt the baokground 
of tne newly-introduced syllabuses. 
5. 
CHAP TER 2: GE~TERJ\L I S SUE S REl1\. TED TO 'ITIE 
ELEHJGNTi\RY TE1\CT-II'TG' OF PHYSI as 
--~----------------------------' 
2.1 SC.ience teachinp: pnd educRtiona.l theory 
2.1.1 Concept forrn~tion Bnd the pupil 
It seems fair to say that some, at least, of the recent 
d.;:ovelopments in curriculum reform in school science have taken 
place independently of educetion81 theories or of t::'lP ,i.:'S_ 
~. 
coveries of education(.l J;:aycholog·:·. 0ertc.J.nly this has been 
the case in South Africa, where the planning of syllabuses in 
senior school science has bflen left to speclaliClts in edv"':atiQn 
rather than Educa~lon. As one who was concerned in the re-
vision of the physics syllabus for the South African Joint 
Matric~lation Board, the present author knows that decisions 
concerning the content of this syllabus were guided to a large 
extent by the feeling that the existing syllabus was inBdequate 
beCfluse of its lack of conte.ct with the world of the present-
dey physicist. It vms elso felt that careful planning of the 
ne'T·' syllabus mip.-)1t le~d to improved approaches to the tepching 
of traditional material. There was no conscious Rttempt to 
use the results of researc":1 in educ2.tlon81 psychology on 1IThat 
B pupil could safely be expected to absorb at B. partleular 
stage of his development. Instead, it was Bssumed thRt the 
accumulated experience of the tep-ching of certain topics at 
school and university had established that these topiCS could 
be "understood" at an elementary level (in so far as any topiC 
could be said to be "unc .. erstood" B.t any level), so that the 
introduction of topiC8 of sup:r:osedly comparable difficulty 
should not cause serious emberrassment to pupils or teachers. 
Justification for proceedi::1g in this r..vay is that similar 
methods have achieved some success in the past - pupils have 
managed to learn some physics at school, and it seems reason-
able to argue that t~e les8 confusingly the subject 1s taught, 
Ithe • .... 
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the more use it will be to pupils later on, particularly if 
they are to continue their studies. But so long as relevant 
psychological research is ignored or not taken explicitly into 
account, there exists the danger that one may not be taking 
full advantage of the abili ty of the child to learn concepts 
at a particular age, or that one may be overestimsting that 
AS far 8S the present study is concern~~J ~~ere 
would be little point in elur:;d~.~;~ng t~ ... e nr~(,~re ... of certain 
fund.ernental .Joncepts ta.na. o)utllning the W8.Y in whioh they might 
be taught at school, if in fact it were found that at school-
go1ng age J the pupil could not t)~ eA:?eot~d to absorb these con-
cepts to the. r'eq'iiireu ex:tent. 
The classic work on the child's abi11 ty to f:)rm and nandle 
mathematical and scientific concepts 1s that of Plaget and his 
co-yorkers (cf Lovell 1962 and the references given therein). 
i acco~ding to Plaget, the intellectual development of the child 
proceeds through a sequence of well-defined stages, viz. sensi-
motor intelligenoe (birth - 2 years), intuitive thought (4 - 7 
years), concrete operations (? - 11 years) and formal opere.tiona 
.,. 
(11 - 15 years). (This summary is given by Wilkinson (1965); 
according to Lovell (1968a) nIn Plaget's developmental system, 
formal operational thou~ht sets in around 14 - 15 years of age 
in ordinary pupils although earlier in the very able pupils. ft) 
It is in the last-mentioned stege that tne child is able to 
think about concepts in some~hing like the way a soientist does 
and to understand "higher-order" conoepts such as those of 
momentum, work, specific heRt, electric intensity bnd po~ential 
difference. Therefore it is only when the pupil haa reached 
the sts.ge of Itformal operational thought" that it becomes fea.s-
lble to teac~ nim science along the lines ordinarily laid down 
in science syllabuses. At present, it is aocepted in South 
Afrioa that this sort of teaching will begin in Stan~ard ~. 
/Ordina.rily ••.•• 
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Ordins.rily a pupil in Standard Six '-1111 ei ther turn thirteen 1n 
the first half of the year or fourteen 1n theseoond. 1.ounger 
pupils will also be found in Standard Six, but they will be 
among the brighter ones. Aocordingly, if Pieget's ideas are 
correct, South Afrioan pupils begin their more formal study of 
scienoe at approxims.tely the right age. To this extent we may 
feel conf~dent that tne planned syllabuses ~re not at,·p·~pting 
the Impossible, at least as ff:l:!' ·,4"..4 ,he -:ntT(;~'~\ltlon of most 
.., 
fund~menta.l t-: .... nd c.er1vel ~.Jncepts is concerned. 1n respeot ot 
fundamental princ1ples or laws such as those of the oonservation 
of momentum s.nd energy, there is also enoouraglng evidence from 
the psyohologists. Experiments on the ability of ch1ldren to 
grasp conservation of various quantities such 8S ~olume ~nd 
weIght have shown that while the idea of a conserved quantity 
takes some time to develop, it 1s qUite well established by the 
time ~he child has reached the age of eleven' (of Lovell 1962). 
I 
One might be tempted to oonclude from the above account 
that tne findings of tne educstiona.l psychologists merely oon-
firm what experience and oornmon sense .M.ve already shown to be 
true, and that there 1s thus no real need to take them into 
account. however, it may well turn out that when it is pro-
posed to introduce new top1cs into a syllabus or to try a new 
method of presentetion. of traditional mater1al, the psycholo-
gIsts may have useful advioe to give. Certainly it would have 
been useful to know in advance whether the available evidence 
. 
suggested that tne teaching of, say, the meohanism of propa-
gation of eleotromagnetic waves would be a practical propoei-
tion at 9onool. At the moment, relevant evidence of the kind 
that might pass muster a.s being "soientific" does not seem to 
be B.t ha.nd" Lovell (1968b) has stressed that in the case of 
this top10, tne pupil must be familiar with a formidable array 
of conoepts and principles in order to grasp what is being 
/taught ••••• 
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taught, but he has not gone eo far as to condemn the inclusion ; 
of tne topio in a school sylia.bus.· In general, . the present 
position appears to be that tne praot1cability or otherwise of 
introduoing new and possibly difficult topios into sonool 
Bylletuses can only be established by tne degree of "suocess" 
wnioh greets the teaoher's efforts in the classroom. Tnis 1s 
clearly upsatisfaotory (of. Skinner's rema~~e below) i ?~d it is 
to be hoped that oontrolled e~?p,f'-~ulent? in :'!:.Ls ... conneotion will 
Goon oe und.a! 'take:n. in the me'ant1me there is, we suggest, no 
need for excess! ve timid! ty on tne part of the planners of ' 
sylle.buses~ By all mee,ns let t~".lem try t.o tnolude new material 
in a syllabus if thi s does not appear to reJ;'J:l"esent too great an 
advanoe 1n "d1ffioulty" on what has previously be~.n taught. 
Some teac.qers at least would lTeleome the Challenge tnat tnis 
provides, and their pupils might welcome it too if they felt 
that ~teould plug a hole in their knowledge 'that desperately 
I 
needed plugging. Until the psychological researchers oan offer 
more definite information in this respeot, there would seem to 
be no harm in exploring new territory in the classroqm, provided 
. .,. , 
that this territory is kept within bounds gene:rally conoededto 
be reasonable. 
2.1.2 The objectives of physics teaching 
Another matter of fundamental importance to whioh eduoa-
,tional theorists are wont to draw attention and edUcationalists 
-to discuss, 1s the question of the objectives of a course of 
instruotion and the extent to which these oan ~e or are being 
realized. No doubt it is true that many of those concerned 
with teaching science at sohool or university have not always 
been oareful to formulate their aims olearly and to oonsider 
whether or not their own teaohing 1s properly directed towards 
those aims; perhaps, too, not all the reoent attempts at 
/currloulum ••••• 
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currioulum reform have been as soundly motivated in this re-
speot as they might ~av'e been. In s'ny event, ediloat'lonal 
theorists and psychologists have from time to time reminded 
scienoe teaohers of their oblIgations in th1s respeot, though 
they have seldom done so in terms qu1te as forthri~~t as those 
reoently used by B.F. Skinner (reported by Sohwartz 1968). 
Ski ~l~er has condemned scienoe teaching in general for 1 ts re-
llanoe on "aphorisms and folk wisdom". He suggests .... ',l8. ~~ 
"classroom observation •••• is probably one of 'the poor,est 
settlngs and situations in whioh to conduct an effeotive analy-
s1 s of teacher practioessince the s1gn1:floant oonf'.:-'q ueno.es :.f 
teaoher behaviour, namely student behaviour many years after he 
has had contact with his teaoher, oannot be disoerned in the 
cls.saroom ..and hence cannot be oorrelated 'fi th teacher pract1oes. It 
And he maintains that I'The key atep in improving the status of 
sOienoe eduoation is discarding the high sounding but meaning-
less conoepts that we have been rely1ng on to desoribe what is 
to be taught and how it is to be learned - suoh notions as in-
telleotual structure and ooncept formation - and to emphasize 
.,., 
instead conorete, definable behaviours and the prooesses whioh 
can be used to shape and control these behaviours. n Thus it 
1s important) in Skinner's view, to speoify the desired "ter-
m1nal behaviours I! expeoted of pupils in order to shape and oon-
trol them. 
Perhaps there is a need~for reform of present approaohes 
to science teach1ng along the l1nes Skinner 1ndicates. But 
suoh a reform will, we th1nk, be mainly conoerned with teoh-
niques of instruction - what Skinner oalls "sohedules of rein-
forcement" - rather then with the content of syllabuses, although 
the latter may conceivably be affectei by the former. Clearly, 
no matter how one may ohoose to reform one's "sohedules of 
reinforcement", one still has to teaoh a subject; and it will 
!rema1n ••••• 
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remain important, we suggest, that the sUbjeot-matter should be 
... 
taught 1n a way whioh respeots the fundamentals of the subjeot, 
as well as being in aooordanoe with what Wilkinson (1965) oalls 
"sound eduoational theory. " 
What the desired "terminal behaviours" are, Skinner does 
not .discuss. Thus one does not know whether or not he would 
approve as aooeptable "brha'iJ!oural objeotives" those lIsted by 
Ned(:'~s~y (196~) $ '';1z. knowledge, understand! ng '''Snd abll1 ty to 
le8,rn~ But it is likely that many soienoe teaohers would noW' 
aoknolfledge these as worthwhile obJeotives. Conferenoes ot 
s~leno€ tes."hert::' t~nd nowadays to affirm obJ eat! vee for their 
teaohing which amou.nt 1n essence to the above three (e.g. 
American Assoo1ation of Physics Teachers 1957, Miohaelhouse 
.' 
1968), with partioular emphasis on "understanding;" it is not 
too much to say that "teaoh fo·r understanding It has now become a 
rally1ng cry at such conferences. Likewise, individual teachers 
who discuss the problem in detail arrive at muoh the same for-
mulation of aims (e.g. Rogers <1962). 
One oan a~gue that th~ above behavioural objectives are~. 
equally well sui ted to any subject, and the.t the 'physios teaoher 
ought to epeoify in detail what he intends under the headings 
of knowledge, understanding and ability to learn. Nedeleky 
has in fact done this: under "knowledge" he lists possession 
..... 
,£f information about laws and prinoiples, theories, facts, 
deflni tiona and even ~i9tory; know'ledge of relations between 
laws of nature and 8p~clf1c phenomena, theories and phenomena, 
experiments and oonolusions, and broad oonoepts and classifi-
os. tions and speoific s, and labora tory kno~'11edg!t; under lIunder-
standing lt he lists understanding the individual topics and prin-
oiples taught in the course, understanding the interrelation-
ships of physics prinoiples and their relatIonships to prin-
cIples of other disciplines, understanding the natur.e and 
structure of physios, intui tive understanding and labors.tory 
understanding; and under "ability to learn" he lists the ability 
Ito ••••• 
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to understand prose, the ability to understand non-verbal 
symbo11sm, disoiplined thinking, imaginative th1nking And 
ingenuity, knowledge of sources of informat1on, and ability 
to learn from experiment or obaervat1o~ Again, teachers 
would probably agree that this deta1led list of obJeot1ves 
covers most or all of what they would like to see aohieved 1n 
any introductory physios oourse. Some might be inol~~~d to 
observe somewhat oyn108.11y t:bY.t !;(.e :pr';'.~jlar;t ~·oehavlour8.1 ob-
.... 
3ective" tor most tea0h6~s (and parents and pupils), viz. 
abilIty to get through the appropriate examination, has been 
omitted from the above list. In fr.c't, this objeotive has been 
implIcitly inoluded, because any physios ex~mlnation, however 
oarelessly 1t may be set, does in effect test so~~ or other ot 
the obJeotives listed above. 
If these are valid objeotives for an introduotory physios 
I cour~e, then they add up to a powerful argument in support of 
I 
the present undertaking. It is diffioult to see how a teacher 
oan contribute positively toward the s.ttainment of, these objeo-
tives if his own knowledge and understanding of theeubjeot and 
"!', 
ability to learn more of it are seriously deftoient" If he is 
oontent to present the garbled version of the feots on whioh he 
may have been brought up, then the best that can be hoped for 
1s that the pupil will come to realize that his "lIve" source of 
information is unreliable and turn elsewhere for guidance. 
If the teaoher has a poor appreciation of the nature and struc-
ture of physics, and if his "understanding (of) the individual 
topics and principles 1n the coursen 1s deficient because of 
failure to probe these matters deeply enough, or olouded by 
misoonoeptions derived from faulty traditions, then one oannot 
hope that he will be able successfully to "teach for understand-
ing". To aohieve this and tne other obJeotives, he needs 
ideally to study the kind of analysis of approaches to fundamental 
!phys1oal ••••• 
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physical concepts and pr1nciples which is attempted in the main 
body of this thesis. 
2.1.3 Summary 
So far as can be assessed at present, it would Appear that 
the newer physios syllabuses do not seriously exceed the capa-
bil" ttes of a reasonably .intelligent pupil in the senior BC.hool. 
More researcn is undoubtedly needed into the ability of p~y~ls 
the ideas of the quantum theory or even special relativity .. but 
until the results of such researoh are available, we do not 
think that attempts l,;O teB_~!1 these top:tus in the olabsroom 
should be barre·l. Although the psychologists may exhort 
teaohers to reform tneir approaches to and outlook on physios 
teachIng, it will still be necessary to teach some physics; 
and if the teacnlng of physios is to be taken seriously, teach-
ers will have to be concerned about tne underlying Philosophy 
of their approaches to the content of the subject. The gener-
allY-ag.reed oDjectives of the tee. ching of physios (or of s.ny 
.,. 
soience subjeot) are the attainment by the pupil of knowledge 
and understanding of the subjeot and ability to learn more of 
it. For the teacher to guide the pupil towards the attainment 
of these objectives, he must .be properly equipped. For this 
reason, a study of the present kind, which is primarily aimed 
et B.nalysing B.nd clarifying the underlying logic and philo-
sophy of the presenta tion of funde.mental physi ce.l concept sand 
prinCiples, can be claimed to be relevant to tne needs of the 
present-day teacher of physics. 
2.2 The problem of si~pliflcation: myths and half-truths in 
physics teaching 
A funda.mental problem in physics teaohing is how to make 
difficult ideas intelligible to beginners. To the best of tho 
leu thor's ••••• 
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author' e kno'\ofledge, there exists as yet no aooepted general 
"theory of simpli~lcetion"whioh oan be used as a guide to ~ 
the elementary teaohin~ of 8 subject. Instead, supposedly 
satIsfaotory elementary. s.pproecbea to particular topios appear 
to have evolved by a prooess of trial and error, and theee 
approaches have come to be s.ocepted as part of the tradi tion -
one might almost say the dOh!~~ - of physios, teaohing. Voioes 
of or! t~~(';~dm r;."ve ('·~~ds1on8.11y been raised aga~nst this tra-
(,,1 tion, but for a long time they seemed to have 11'ttle effect 
~n 1ts princ1pal guardians, viz. the examin1ng authorities, the 
teecher~ and the authors of elementary textbooks. oln reoent 
years, however, the critical voices have become stronger, and 
certa1n authorities res~o~sible for planning new physios courses 
have made ~known their desire for increased rlgour in physics 
teaching. For example, persons oonnected with the Phys1cal 
Soience Study Comm1ttee course in physics have been heard to 
say that it 1s the intention of the course to present the sub-
Ject.in such a way that nothing learnt by the pupil would have 
to be unlearnt later; and the committee responsible .for draft-
"1'. 
1ng the new Common Basic Syllabuses for physics, physioal science 
and chemistry for South African pupils state 1n their preamble 
that "What is taught at high-sohool level must unavol.dably be 
lncomp~ete; it should, how~ver, never be lTrong" {Committee 
of the South African enemies1 Institute and Institute·of Physics 
1965) • Warren (1961,1965) ~a8 mounted well-aimed attaoks on 
.. 
spec1fio errors in textbooks and in the tradition of physios 
te~ohing, and the reoent1y-established journal "PhysiCS Educa-
tion" has followed this lead by running a feature devoted to 
the cr1 ticism of examination questions called "Why is this a 
bad question?" and by publishing articles and correspondence 
conoerned with the correction of errors in physics teach1ng. 
As m1ght have been expected, this tendency towards in-
creased rigour has been welcomed by professional physicists, 
Ibut ••••• 
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but it has elicited an equally pred10table reaction from ex-
perienoed t'eacnere, who ·have insisted ,'that some sa'orifioe' of 
r1gour is essential if difficult concepts ere to be sucoess-
fully taught at sohool level. AS examples of this attitude 
we may take the reaotions of Ruohlis (1904), who believes that 
" ••• we should seleot the maximum of precision oonsistent with 
the gC81 of aohieving comprehension of the ~oncepts we seek to 
teaoh", and Jardine (1964), who wri tes a.s follo.~s in t}oii) ~;'..,;-
face to his series of books, ~IPhysics is F'un i': <'ITo say tyou 
must simplify wi thout fS.1sifylng' is unree.li'st1oll Every 
attempt to simplify falsifies to some extent. Let us ac·~ept 
this and go on to el1m1 nate the falsifies. tion progress! vely. ,t 
~omer (1966) has expressed views closely similar to these. ' 
He advocat~s a "combination of oversimplification with removable 
lim1tations" and goes on to stress that "the ability. willIng-
ness, even eagerness to unlearn is of extreme importance in the 
world today_ " One Oan readily sympath1se with these views, 
sinoe the diff1culties of making concepts oomprehens1ble at 
any level are not to be minimized. 1,) nfortunately ,'. t.here are 
"1'. 
cles.r dangers in the unoritioal adoption of th~se views. rt 
would be all too easy for the lazy or inoompetent teacher or 
examiner to take e. much too conservative view of "the maximum 
of precision oonsistent wi th 'the goal of e.chieving oomprehen-
sion. " Likewise, a policy of '·oversimpl1fication with re-
movable limitstions" might P!Y dividends if applied by the 
right hands, but in the wrong hands the "limitations" might 
never be removed, even if tnelr existenoe wes recognized in the 
first. place. 
at any rate, let us grant for the moment ths.t Ruohlis, 
Jardine and Tomer have something of a· c8se, and see ""hather 
their attitudes are in any degree reconollable with the pursuit 
of increased rigour. In fact they are, sinoe it is obviously 
/lmposslble ••••• 
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impossible to present the whole truth (if there is su~h 8 thing) 
about any given concept within the 'confines of a 'school physics 
oourse. Is it possible to present notlung but tne truth? 
Tomer's use of tne word oversimplification and Jardine's 
reference to "falsification" would seem to imply that it is 
not possible, and perhaps here too one can agree. ljutlt 
should au.rely be tne al111 of llny conSoientlo,ua teaoher· t:, tell 
8.S much of tne truth as possllJlp .? ~ a1; tlr..J"·~ ,.,to be consta.ntly 
f:wareof tne ~wh(jle" trutn. and to regard it l!'S his g08.1. If he 
does tnis, he will indeed be satisfactorily reconciling the re-
quirements of tne olaasroo~ wit~ toe purFuit of rlgour. 
Tne question of overslmplifies.tion and ~l.ts possible oon-
sequenoes is so important thHt it must be given l\'l.~ther atten-
tion here ... Tomer takes as an example of exousable oversim-
pliflcation the use of the conoept (if suoh 1t oan be called) 
of fterectrioal pressure" for voltage. He says: "Before a 
student can understand energy he oan be taught that voltage is 
eleotrical pressure and this will enable him to feel right about 
the flow of ourrent [SioJ in metalilc oircuits." There 1s eome-
.,. 
thing to be said for this: the concept of "eleotrical pressure" 
1s not "wrong", it sImply does not mean very muoh, and if it is 
used very carefully it oen be made to serve as a satisfaotory 
basis for the understanding of ourrents in oirouits. But wh~t 
1f th~ teaoher has been so oonditioned that he does not think 
of improving on the teaohlng~of potential differenoe as e1eo-
trical pressure, or if the requirements of the syllabus seem to 
prevent him from going beyond this? The author well remembers 
the frustration he experienced when being taught this Part of 
the sohool syllabus. The fundamental oonoepts associated ,d th 
eleotric currents were loosely Itexplained" by way of the ",ater 
analogy, and no attempt 't-The.tever was made at giv1ng an acoount 
of these ooncepts in ~lectrlcal terms. Nor did the approved 
/textb90k ••••• 
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textbook provide any help. Its effectiveness ae a teaching 
ald 1n this connection may be judged from its "defln1 tion" 
of EMF :- (Gordon and Neser, no date) "The EMF of any 
generator is the pressure it has availa.ble for causing a 
ourrent" • 
It is easy to cite other examples of oversimplifications 
that have long been eanc""~f~. ~a. by tradi tion but which can easily 
lead to confuGJ.on .. »:" total lack of oomprehens1o~n. Cons1der 
the introduction of th.e conoept of mess as "quanti ty of "tt1&tte::. i '. 
As a means of starting the pupil off on the study of a subtle 
spd elubive concept this may perhaps be exoused; we are, after 
all, conditioned to th~ practice of paying for commodities 
according to their "weight", B.nd the term "quantity of matter" 
thus provi~es some link with experienoe. But to define mass 
in this way and to leave it at'that, as eo many of our text-
books have been content to do, is inexcusable. The pupil who 
is left with the impression that this is all that there is to 
be said about mass hes gained a totally false view of the 
si tuation. 
One may reasonably complain, too, about the properties with 
which magnet1c lines of force are occasionally endowed in order 
to explain certain electromagnetIc phenomena. Pupils Bre en-
couraged to think of lines of force ae "tendIng to 9~orten" and 
"tending to repel one another sideways" (cf. Gordon and Neser, 
oP.Cit.), and also as entities capable of jumping into and out 
of a coil in which the current is switched off or on. 
Now it is true that Faraday thought of lines of force in this 
way (cf Trioker 1966), and they were undoubtedly of great help 
to him. But our understandIng of electromagnetism has deep-
ened since Faraday's time, and it is at least questionable 
whether one should invite pupils uncritioally to accept such 
statements as the following:-
I( a) ••••• 
1? 
(a) "The lines of foroe are forced to crowd together within 
this space. Sinoe lines of force tend to repel one' 
another, this crowding tends to oause the w1res to repel 
eaoh other. H (An exple.netion of the mutual repulsion 
of parallel wires carrying oppositely-directed currents.) 
(b) "In tending to shorten a.nd repel one another sldews.ys 
thes~ lines of force drive the wire forward 8.P if ~t were 
an arrOlT 1mpel1ed by B. b(\·~s'!:"'·'!.ng u~ .. d.er stre,ss. II 
{An expJ):.,.nation o~ ~Grle .force on a current-carrying oon-
ductor in a magnet1:o field.) 
(0) "The alternating curre~t in the ~rlm~ry 0011 produces a 
varying magnetio field whose lines of force out aoross 
the windings of the seoondary coil to induce ~n ~ ·M F 
1n it .. " (An explanat10n of the induction of an EMF 
1n the secondary ooil of an alternating ourrent transformer.) 
[The ~bove quotat1ons are taken from Gordon s.nd Neser, OPe oi t~ 
I 
No attempt 1s made in the context in which these quotations 
appear to stress that lines of foroe exist only in the pupil's 
imag1nation or on the paper on whioh he draws them. Thus 
.,. 
instead of being taught to regard lines of foroe patterns 
simply as helpful pictorial representations of these phenomena, 
the pupil is misled into supposing that they e~lain what is 
happening. (Of oourse, (0) ebove is not even oorreot as a 
piotor1al description; an EMF would be induced in the 
seoondary coil even if no part of it were in a magnet10 field, 
so that to talk in this conneotion of "lines of force cutt1ng 
aCl'OSS the windings of the secondary" is to mislead the pupil 
inexousably. ) Compare this usage of lines of foroe with what 
one encounters ln, say, Rogers's "Physics for the Inquiring 
Mind" (Rogers 1960) or in the Nuffleld Physics Project Course 
(Nuffleld Guide I). (Note: The Nuffleld Teachers· Guides 
will in future be referred to in the following way: 
Nuff1eld Guide I = Nuffield Physios Teachers' Gulde I, 1966) 
In these courses extens1ve use is made of lines of force to 
laid ••••• 
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ald visualization and oomprehension; for example, the term 
"oa~apult force" is used to oharacterize the foroe on a 
current-oarrying oonduotor in a ma~netio field (Rogers op. 
cit. and Nuffield Guide (III) ), and this is surely of great 
nelp to anyone in remembering the salient features of this 
force. But students of these oourses are not allowed to gain 
the idea that lines of f-:rcl;! are "real"; thus on page 572 of 
"Ph:,. ~1.~ 8 of tne l~lquiring Mind II the reader is '''.firmly told that 
Alle1 ther set of l1n,eEI. [eleotric or magnetic] is really there7' 
of course. I 
The a:ttrib-~~.tion of fiot! tious physical properties to llne~ 
01' foroe may ohari';t:'bl:" be plaoed in the category of "possibly 
useful myths. n How is one to oategorize the traditional defi-
nition o~ a magnetio line of foroe as "the path along Whioh a 
north-seeking pole tends to move in a magnetio field"? 
(Gordon and Neser, op. oit.) Here is a statement whioh has 
the weIght of a long-established tradi tion benind 1 t; even 
Rogers (1960 ) gives what is essentially thi e de:flni t1on, 8.1-
though he qualifies it in the next sentenoe by sayl,rig " ••• if,we 
have doubts about obta.ining 8. test pole all by 1 teelt, we de-
fine them as lines along which a tiny test oompass needle 
would point". There 1s no doubt that this definition is 
mythioal; no-one has ever found a. rl'ee ma.gnetic pole (cf. Section 
7.15.2 ) and even if such a thing dld exist, it would not 
follow a line of force unless it were subjeot ~o oertain 
speoial oonditions. Yet this defin1tion is still enthusias-
tically taught at various levels; with the introduction of 
magnetism into the syllabUS for primary sohools in this country, 
chIldren now meet it qu1te early in their school careers. 
Is there really anything to be gained by the use of such a 
mythical def1nition? Surely there 1s no point whatever in 
dragging in the fiotitious oonoept of B free magnetI0 pole when 
/the ••••• 
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the pupil is already familiar with the. compass nee~le and the 
way it behaves. One is forced to conclude thet the defini-
t10n of a magnetio line of force in terms of free north poles 
must be put in the category of "polntle9~ myths." 
The examples given above of myths current in physics teach-
ing form only a small part of those known to be in common use. 
The available evidence suggests that in many cesp'" t.teae myths 
are u sed qui te unorl tlcal1y ;'" ~ld t;l thou G 8 n:, awareness the t they 
~ myths. In the face of this si tuat10n 1 t is surely a tact1-
oel error to plaoe as much stress on the value of oversimpllfi-
cation in elementary phys.1.:'s te&.ohii'.l8" at' J.ardine B.nd Tomer would 
have us do. We should rather insist that 'Fhl1~ oversimpllf1-
cation 1s certainly necessary, it must be used with B proper 
sense of responsibility if its effects are not ultimately to 
be harmful. In the words of Noakes (1969), " ••• making things. 
I 
easy !is a difficult job, whioh cannot be done unless you approaoh 
it from above." This will be the standpoint adopted in the 
detailed oriticsl survey of the teaohing of fundamental ooncepts 
to be found later in this thesis. 
.,. 
It remains to oonsider ~omer'9 argument ooncerning "the 
ability, willingness, and even eagerness to unlearn. " He 
poses the question: "In scienoe classes should we not st~mp 
out the idea that success depends on learning, for once and for 
s11, the 'oorrect' models?" One can unheSitatingly answer 
this question in the affirmative, snd still feel bound to point 
out that pupils will derive little benefit and possibly a good 
deal of harm from being taught ideas that are needlessly in-
correot. Illhe pupil who enters uni versi ty wi th an idea of 
potential difference based on e.n insecurely defined "electrical 
pressure" and is then given the true story by his physics lec-
turer, 1s not likely to feel gra.teful for having had to learn 
8Q.mething at school which he must nO"1 unlearn. For him, the 
only retrospective value of the exp.erience may well be that the 
!euepicions ••.•• 
suspicions he had entertained about his teaoher and his text-
book have nOlT turned out to be well founded! 'rhere is a 
gree.t deal of differenoe between this sort of thing s-nd the 
careful study of various models as alte~native explanations 
tor a particular physical phenomenon. Whereas the latter 
forms an essential pert of the study of physics, the former is 
an inexousable waste or thE' pupil's time •. , On~ p~-ye. i$lnexcus-
a.ble" beoause not only oovld ".; 1'":. r; t1me nave ~oee'tl more prof! tably 
spent, but "the misconceptions aoquired 1n this way might prove 
very diffioult to remove later on. 
The conclusion seems ! nescfi.:oable thi;:t ourrent efforts to 
reduoe the amount of "unlearning lt by the rOt'tll'3[l' out of errors 
and faulty traditions and the intelligent planning of courses 
deserve all possible support. In the following pages, atten-
tion will be drawn wherever necessary to the existenoe of such 
I 
error:s B.nd faulty traditions and alternative suggestions for 
I 
improved presentation will be offered. 
2. 3 'rhe place of the atom, the molecule, the elect10n ~ 
other sub-atomic "particles" 1n elementary phYSios 
teaching 
In the previous section, we noted the p,mergence of a t~n­
deno.y towards increas-ed rigour in elementary physios teaohing. 
Another feature of contemporary phys10s teaching is the ten-
denoy to include more and m~re "modern" material in elementary -
. 
oourses in order to add life and interest to them. In this 
seetion, we exa.mine s. pa.rticular form of this "modern12atlon", 
viz. the early use in an elementary physics course of ooncepts 
speoifically assooiated with "modern- physiCS. 
One of the papers distributed e.mong delegates to the Inter-
national Conferenoe on Physics Education in Paris (1960) was 
entitled "The Teach1ng of Physics in Schools" (Brown and Clarke 
., 
1960) • 'l'hi s was the report of a speoial comm1 ttee of European 
physioists under the oha.irmanshlp of Mr. Norman Clarke, whose 
work had been sponsored by the Organisation for European 
/Economic. -•••• 
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Eoonomio Co-operation. Much of the report is taken up with 
the au tIl ne of propo~ed new school 'physios course's' arid the 
principles upon whioh these should be based. One of the 
commlttee 1 s recommendations in this connection has attracted 
so much attention that it must be quoted 1n full here: 
"We have recommended that the introduction to physios 
shc1';.lJ be through a oonsideration of atoms, .. molecules, and 
electrone. We do this for two main reasons. 
children these days are s.w-are of the terms and have at l,east 
a vague idea that metter oonsists of these entities. J\ teaoher 
1s therefore able to begin the course by building u,on tb,3 
children's interest and by dea11ng with a branch of the subjeot 
which also has the virtue of being able to provide a good deal 
of st1mulation. Second, and more 1mports.nt, the teaoher should 
start from the ve'1!1 beg1nn1ng to present physios in as modern .,'1 
terms as poss1ble. Children should obtaln an early grasp ot 
the idea that the physioal world can be interpreted in terms of 
moving partioles and of wave motion." 
This kind of proposal is not new. Compare the following 
statement, made by no less a person then Ernest Rutherford 
(1923) nearly forty years earlier: 
"1'. 
"It seems to me important that new oonoeptions and results 
the.t are genera.lly aocepted by scientific men should bA incor-
porated at once in elementary teaohing, provided that they sim-
Plify ourrent explanations o~ assist the formation of a clearer 
picture of na.tural prooesses .•••• We are quite certa.in ths.t the 
existenoe of the a.tom is no longer a hypothesis but a verified 
faot,. and we are confident the.t tne masses of the individual 
atoms and the number of atoms in a known weight of material are 
known with errors whioh are oertainly' less than 1 percent. 
In teaching both physics and chemistry, there seems to be no 
/obj ection ••••• 
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objeotion to presentln~ atoms at an early stage as real con-
stl tuents of matter about whose c.oncrete existenoe there Is 
no longer room to doubt. II 
Tbe proposal of the OEEC committee thus has eminent back-
ing. Implementation of it Is one way of ensuring that pupils 
will encounter something of recent (l.e. post-189B) develop-
ments in physics. Is t~is the best way? The author1 s experi-
ence leads him to believe th8t a number of soience ter::I~:r8: 
some of 'tv-hom i.·d:"l nev~r h~ve he~.r3. of ~.Jle C"2;;"~ rf~ort, or Ruth-
erford's statement, tnink thpt it is the best v.re.y, for reasons 
th~t are very much the same as those quoted above e Are the 
pupils of these '~;eache.rg recel ving the right kinu of intro-
duction to physics? 
In attempting to answer that question, let us consider 
ce.refully what kind of introduction this is. It would seem 
that the pupils must take the existence of atoms, molecules 
and electrons for granted'from the start. As the course de-
velops, more and more of the nature of these enti ties will be· 
'revealed, but their existence is to be assumed throughout. 
In other vrorcls, the pupil is apparently to be denied the"foppor-
tunity (and, it mIght be added, the fun) of follow:i.ng the argu-
ments and observing some of the supporting experimental evi-
dence in favour of the exi stence of these enti ties. This seems 
a very serious limi tB tion. tfuen a pupil embarks upon the study 
of science, he really hps no more reason for believing in atoms, 
molecules and electrons than he has for believing in fairies, 
except that he vdll h~ve gBthered by this time that his elders 
end betters don't believe in fp-iries v,rhereas they do believe 
in atoms. It is on this basis - i.e. on IIhalf appreciated 
modern concepts floatinB ¥lthout visible meens of 8upport" 
(Tricker 1962)- thet his serious stua.y of physic8 is expected 
to rest. This kind aT situntion has been well dramatised 
by Rogers (1968a) who I in 8. lecture enti tIed. 1I\'n1Y should 
/People ••••• 
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People Believe Whs.t Soientists Tell Them? n , began by spending 
severB.l minutes in luoidly 'eummariz"ing the known properties ot 
molecules and atoms before announcing "That's not scienoe -
th&tls gossipl ". 
When looked at in this light, the oase for the OEEC recom-
mendation seems eo shaky that we feel almost oompelled to try 
to ~e#:.present it in terms rather more persuasive than those used 
by the OEEC. Suoh an attempt might run along these l\~p~: 
.... 
"In teaching phySiCB to Oi::r p~pl1s, ~Jr. havt3 to ~f.: G through a 
lot of material most of which won't seem very ex,01 tlng to our 
pupils. If they have to wal t until we have marshalled s~.l t"'e 
evidence in favour of the ex1stenoe of atoms, molecules and 
eleotrons before they can see these conoepts being used to,ex-
plain vari~us phenomena, their interest in the subjeot may al-
ready have be,en killed. As the late Professor Franois L. Fried-
man put 1 t: "Every professional sOience book rests on the 
philosophy of start1ng with the known and going to the unknown. 
And this is the surest way to bore the ohildren to death. 
with tt1e unknown and work to the kno,~ntJ (Brown, Clarke and 
st~rt 
.,., 
Tiomno 1964). So let us tell our pupils sometnlng about atoms, 
moleoules and eleotrons right at the beginning; then we can 
use these concepts to help brighten up the routine physios. 
And let us not worry too muoh about presenting things in a 
strictly logical order: life is short and the time available 
in sohool minimal, and we shall inevitably have to do a lot of 
. 
corner-outting and dogmatio presentation in order to get through 
the syllabus, so we may as well be content to let the particle 
structure of matter form part of the dogma." 
Perhaps the argument sounds a little better when presented 
this way; in any event, it does disclose a basis for a compro-
mise in wh1ch the advantages of the IItell them about atoms at 
the begi nning" approB. ch cs n be e nj oyed wi thou t any real sac rl-
fice of the principles lying behind a striotly logical approach. 
lIn ••••• 
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In suoh a oompromise ~pproAch, pupils would still be glven some 
aooount of the partiole structure of matter at the Btartof~ 
their oourse, but this time it would not be as a slloe of dogm~ 
walting to be swalloweq. Instead the particle picture of 
matter would be treated ae a plausible model of matter, the 
details of which are BubJeot to verification and elaboration 
by experiment. The model ~~:.l be used to "nterpret and "ex-
pla,1'. It ~1!"J.enome:.na ? nc' to serve as the baeis for". a detailed 
theory whose predlctiC?na can be ohecked; shortoon:ingb in. the 
ex~lanations based upon it can be dealt with by mod1fioations 
In this way the pupils do have physios preaen-
ted to them in mod~rn terms without be1ng cheated of the intel-
leotual excitement that ~an acoompany the unravelling of the 
truth about the nature of things. This is essentially the 
approa.ch followed by the Nuffleld Physics ProJeot: as stated 
1n their Guide (Nuffleld Guide I), " ••• we shall treat atoms 
as familiar things from the beginning and enoourage children 
to learn more about them; but we shall maintain a warning flag 
by asking again and again in the early years: 'How do you know 
there are atoms? Hqw do you know how small they are?.~ Did 
that experiment tell you for certain, or did you have to make 
a risky guess (assumption) in 1 t? '. II 
The celebrated PSSC oourse is B.Iso planned along these 
lines (White 1960, PSSC 1960). Quite early in the course, be-
fore the pupil encounters a~y formal study of meohanics, he is 
oonfronted with the atomic theory of matter. However, thi s 
section of the course is no mere recital of facts; some ev1-
dence in favour of the atomic view is presented and the pupil 
is also given some of the ohemical background. Later, after 
having made some acquaintanoe with the fundamentals of eleotri-
oity, the pup1l hears plausible arguments, based on experiment, 
for the existenoe of electrons and studies the behaviour of 
/electrons .•••• 
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eleotrons and positive 10ns in eleotrio fields. 1:Ie 1s now 
well prepared for the study of current eleotrlo1-ty a.s the motion 
of charge carriers such as eleotrons and 10ns. In the last 
seation of the course he ventures on a much deeper exploration 
of the structure of matter, again based'on experiment, 1n which 
further details of the structure of the atom are revealed, as 
1s the so-oalled "duall tyll of rad1ation and matter. 
In both the Nuffield PhY91~~ ~roJ~~t ~~J che more ambitious, 
.... 
hlgber-leveI. PSS~ phy~l'Js c~urse, the integra tion of the use of 
modern conoepts with a pre:sentetlon of the subjeot 'that is 
essentially logical has been su.ocesafully oarried out. One 
mlght quarrel with details of either projeot (e.g. the use of 
the electronic charge as the fundamental unit of o~rge in the 
PSSO cou~se - see Trioker 1962), but minor d1ff1culties of this 
sort do not obscure one's admiration for the whole. That these 
oourses represent major departures from trs.dl t1one.l approaohes 
I 
I 
to physics teaching is not 1n itself of oonsequence. If there 
are ~ny dogmas to be accepted in physios teaching, one of' them 
must surely be that there is no One True Method of :presenting 
the BubJeot. Unfortunately, there have been some who have~ 
sought to follow the lead of PSSC physics (which was first in 
the field) without pay1ng proper regard to the underlying philo-
sophy of that course. The discuss10n of heat and temperature 
by Stollberg and Hill 1n the1r reoently-published textbook 
(Stollberg and Hill 1965) may be used as an illustration, since 
it is typioal of the approach to this topic adopted by a number 
of new textbooks. After a rapid review of molecules and inter-
molecular forces, and a treatment of some of the properties of 
solids, liquids and gases in terms of the "kinetio-molecular" 
theory, they move on to a discussion of temperature and heat 
in l"1hlch the oonclusion is arrived at thB.t the temperature 01' 
a sUbstance depends on the kinetic energy of lts molecules. 
/I.n .•••• 
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In the next paragraph, the idea of the absolute zero of tem-
perature is introduced. The diffe·re·noe between temperature 
and internal energy is then explained, followed shortly by an 
acoount of' the different modes of heat transfer. Here the 
authors really rush ahead: in quick suooession the reader is 
told that heat radiation is produoed by tne vibrations of atoms 
an~ molecules, that their electrons ere displaoed, sending out 
waves whioh belong to e family oalled electromagnetio "pa'rt'~~ -
..... 
all this and a good deal :norr. On t~le ~J.ole, ~'::t~e :"re8.t~leas 
exposition is acourate; but one cannot help :feeling that its 
inlpaot 1 s somewhat reduoed by toe fact tha tit precedes ~he 
treatment given in the book of the mea.durement of tempere.ture 
(which follows tradi tional lines and in so doing oomMits s,ome 
of the traditional blunders) and of waves. We venture to doubt 
whether this. kind of thing we.s really what the OEEC oommi ttee 
had in mind when advocating the presentation of physios in 
modern terms. 
In South Afrioa, the report of the QEEC committee has been' 
noted and the inclusion in the Common Basic Syllabuses for 
Physics and Physioal Soienoe of a section ent1.tled"The Particle 
Struoture of Matter" is an avowed attempt by the drafters of 
these syllabuses to give effeot to the recommendations of this 
report. Indeed, in the detailed oomments.ryaooompanying the 
:first draft of the Common B~sfo Syllabus for Physical Soienoe, 
their only reference to this section consists of the same quo-
. 
tation from the OEEC report that we have given above. However, 
teachers were initially given no indication of how the OEEC 
reoommendation was to be implemented. The present writer, en-
trusted wi th the task of writing the portion of the Te.acher's 
Guide relevant to this section (Prinsloo et al 1968), took it 
upon himself to suggest that the partiole picture of matter 
should be treated as a plausible model and reoommended the use 
of oertain experiments to provide supporting evidenoe for the 
partiole picture. 
/Apart ••••• 
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Apart from tnls seotion and later seotions dealing with 
the kinetic theory of gases and the nature of an eleotrio current, 
there are no explioit indioations in the syllabus of the way 1n 
which the conoepts of the atom,.moleoule and eleotron might be 
used in teaching these parts ot the course not direotly con-
cerned with them. In general, one might voice the criticism 
that insuffioient attention has been given in the dr·r i'~lng of 
South African soienoe syllab':'3E't LiO tt-~..: BE . .t:.1dfaotory incorpor-
..... 
etiun of mo&ern ldea& into the general teaching scheme. 
Understandably enough, the main trends 1n syllabus revision 
have been the inolusion of me.tey·1al previously unts:ught and the 
exclusion of materiel now thought to be les~~ "relevant" than 1 t 
onoe was. The stage has now been reached in whl~h a better-
lntegrate~ presentation oan be worked out. The working-out of 
suoh 8 presentation is not the primary aim of this thes1s, but 
I 
1 t will be both neoe Beary s.nd expedient to give some oonsldera-
I 
tion to this problem at various points 1n the succeeding pages. 
2.4 The use of "black boxes" in elemente.ry teaching 
The term "blB.ck box" probe bly comes from eleotron10 e and 
eleotricB.l engineering. in which fields it is used to denote a I" 
~devioe whose internal constitution and/or mode of operation are 
unknown to the user. Its incorporation into the vocabulary of 
the schoolteacher is probably attributa.ble to the PSSC, who in-
olude a section on ble.ck boxes in the chapter on "l-!eesurement" 
1n their physics textbook (PSSC 1960). AS they put It, "we 
speak of a physics.l system of ~;,-ny kind as a ·'blD.ok box' when we 
have me.de use of it without s.I1B.lyzlng how it functions, without 
lifting the lid." They point out that in our everyday activi-
ties as professional soientists or science teachers, we oonstant-
ly s.nd unavoidably make use of "black boxes ", ranging from our 
own sense organs to exoeedingly oomplex items of eleotronio 
equipment. The PSSC authors also remind us that for anyone 
lone ••••• 
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one of us, some blaok boxes appear bl~oker than others, and 
that as our work and understanding progress we oS.n "open" 
more Bnd more of them. Perh~ps moet important of all, these 
authors outline the prooess whereby we acquire the Judgment to 
know when and how to use blaok boxes; this we do by using the 
boxes to measure lThat we already know - we oS.librate them. 
'i°he . lecturer ms.y take 1 t for granted ,that h~ '!rl,'",l be using 
black boxes,. real end conner t·J.f:·~ J thrc..ughctlt h,is oareer; 1n 
this J he h~\B no ohoioe whatsoever. Where he does have a l1m1 ted 
choioe is 1n respect o:f what blB.ok boxes he may res.sona.bly use 
at B. given stage in his p:>~senti~tlo~~ of ~ t.opI0. This is an 
important problem to whioh the conscientiou,:' t5f\oher end any-
one seeking to guide him must give careful thought. Today, 
apart from the blaok boxes which have for years formed part of 
the teaoher's stock-in-trade, there are many wonderful devices 
i 
available which seem to offer exolting possibilities for olass-
room demonstration or even laboratory work. Oa thode-rs.y 08011-
loscopes, D. O. amplifiers, electronic timing devices, B.udlo-
frequenoy osoillators and many other alluring items of equipment 
.,. 
- can the teaoher safely use any or all of these at the first 
opportunity or, if not, at whpt stage ought h~ to use them, and 
how shOUld he deCide this? 
Of oourse it is the last of these questions whioh 1s really 
fundamental. On what grounds noeA one decide that it 1e per-
mleslble to use, say, a Boaler-plus-quartz-oscl11ator ae a clook 
in 8n experiment to determine "g" by free fall? The difficulty 
that lies at the back of the teaoher1 s mind is this. The ope-
ration of blaok boxes used in physios teaohing very often de-
pends on principles not yet explained to or understood by the 
pupils. So when one usee suoh a device to illustrate or ex-
plain a given prinoiple, 1s one not perhaps cheating, especially 
when the principle being illustrated is one on wh1ch the 
/operation" •••• 
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operation of the blaok box aotually depends? An advooate ot 
a strictly logical approaoh to teaching would olaim wi th . some 
Justice that one undoubtedly wes cheating. But any tee.cher of 
other than the Harmchair" variety cannot be a strict logician 
1n praotioe; in the words of the Nuffield Guide, wIn practical 
teaohing, where our aim is Borne sense of understs.nding, rather 
than a st.ructure of rigorous log1csl building ~ThiC'~ T·7;? she.ll 
never achieve, we all of us h~J"/€ to le~:ve (,·~t ,eome of the argu-
went and. ind.1:1ge J_n oc~a sior-..B 1 loo'sening of logio." (Nuffield 
Guide I). Does this mean that thp teacher is free to use all 
ava1lable black boxes as and whef: he ple.sBeE.i, without regard 
tor log1cal su~oession of ideas? One might doubt this, since 
1ndisoriminate use of blaok boxes is hardly conslttent with an 
"occasion~l loosening of log1c". We deal with the general 
problem of logic in phys1cs teach1ng in the next sect1on, but 
at th~S stage we can make the assertion that unless one pays a 
I 
good deal of attention to logio 1n one's presentation, one's 
pupils are bound to reoeive a very confusing idea of soience. 
Having looked at the underlying principles, "re may now re-
.,. 
turn to our fundamental question. we oan give the following 
short answer to it: one can ju~tiflably use a given black box 
to illustra te e poi nt or pri nclple if one can provide some sort 
of oonvincing demonstration thBt the device does what it is iL-
tended to do. :t:hen the bleck box 1s not just a beautiful toY' 
which bewilders 89 much as i~ amuses; its potentialities as a 
measuring instrtment stand revealed for all to appreciate. 
Consider how we could apply this principle to our example above 
of the scaler-plus-quertz-osol11ator used as an electronic clock. 
Tne working of tnis devioe would be oompletely obsoure to a pupil 
meeting it for the first time in a mechanics lesson, although 
the teaoher could lessen the obscurity a little by drawing atten-
, ... 
tion to the fact that tne (invisible) quartz crystal is executing \ 
v1brations; 1f pupils had previously been given some 1dea of 
the association of clocks with repetitive motions, this point 
/might" • It •• 
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might be worth making. In any oase, the function of the scaler-
plus-oscillator can be nis.de plain by sho'tvi ng that the seconas 
"ticked" off by it Are the same as those of a conventional clo~k. 
From this it 1s a reasonable extra.polation that the electronio 
clock is aoourately ticking off tenths, hundredths, thousandths 
and ten-thousandths of a seoond, 'and the teaoher can use 1t to 
measure the short time intel~pls character~stic of the "g" - by 
free-fa:} exp:z;:,lmr;y;:( wi th some oonfidence thet,hls pupils will 
~e~1eve lmat he 1s doing. ('l"he simple make-and-t':..-eak c 1rou! t':j 
used to start and stop the clock should not be difficult to 
understs.nd. ) On another occasion he could use this eleotronio 
clock to measure tne even shorter times taken by sound pulses 
to travel di stances of th,e order of a metre or two. Oonven-
tional meQhanics.l olocks or stopwatches are, of course, black 
boxes to most people, in the sense that relatively tew of us 
ever trouble to find out exaotly how they work. But they will 
be rather lese blsck then electronic clocks to mS.ny pupils, who 
will. know something about the role of the bAlance wheel or the 
pendulum and be familiar with the prinoiple of gearing dOlm • 
.,. 
'i'he use of convention~.l clocks or stopwatches to make m'easure-
menta in mechanics might itself be thought to raise a little 
1 aette of logic. AS the Nuffield Guide (I) points out, "~le 
never worry about using a stopwa tch (",hose bala.nce-wheel con-
trole tne time by executing simple harmonic motion) to time a 
pendulum or even 8. loaded spring. We use the watoh and make 
perfectly good discoveries concerning simple harmoniC motion." 
The discoveries are indeed "perfectly good", as can be seen 
from the baokpround story to them, which runs something llke 
this:- "We base our mes.surement of time on repetitive motion 
and so design our clocks to be driven by repet1tive motion of 
some kind. ~eceuse of tnis it does not surprise us ths.t many 
of the repetitive motions we observe around us are found to have 
Is ..... 
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a constant period. More oareful study of such motions show's 
us that when they hav'e smB.ll amp11 tudes, they have a number of 
noteworthy a.nd easily desor! bS.ble ohara.oteri sties: the ampll-
tude remains nearly constant (if we are luoky!); the acoele-
ration 1s proportional to the displacement from the equilibrium 
position; the displacement, velocity and a.·oceleratlon VB.ry 
.. 'l1 nJsoidally wi th time; and so on It. Ther'e is nothing clrc'.1.1ar 
in the logic of all this; the clocks used in o'ur :3.b'J'",'!3.'(vrles 
ms.y have depended on simple har1llonic motion for their operation, 
but they have to be calibrated against other clooks (e.g. atomic 
ones) which are not thus dependent. ~~is fact als~ ~ake~ ou~ 
observations ooncerning the consta.nt period of repeti tive 
motions less tr1vial than they otherwise mIght have seemed~ 
The oathode-ray oso1llosoope is rapidly beooming standard 
equipment in 'sohool laboratories. A knob-twlddler's paradise 
outs1de and a maze of complioated electronic oircuitry inside, 
it 1s the very arohetype of a blaok box. Its possIble usee 
as a. teaohing instrument s.re so many that we would dowell to 
oonsider how it mIght be introduoed to pupils. In elementa~y 
teaohing one might first want to use it to show the "waveforms" 
of musical sounds. In this application, it is used to draw 
grAphs of pressure versus time. If we do not wish merely to 
assert that the combination of oscIlloscope and ~lcrophone can 
do this for us, we must think of a way of convinoing pupils 
that it does. The essential steps in the argume~t would be 
(1) to show that if a point is simultaneously subjeot to hori-
zontal movement at oonstant speed and vertical movement that 
varies in some arbitrary way with time, the resulting curve 
traced by the point is a graph of the variation of the vertical 
displacement of the point with time: 
(11) by sett1ng the time base of the osoilloscope to a slow 
speed of sweep to show that the spot on the screen does appear 
Ito ••••• 
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to move across the screen at uniform speed: 
(11i) to point out that this horizontal speed of travel is some-
thing that is determined by the controls on the instrument and 
not by what we put in from outside: 
( 1 v) to show the. t the up-a nd-down movement of the spo tis dete r-
mined by what goes into the microphone - the harder one shouts 
or olaps .one's hands, the more the spot jumps. The~d are the 
essential points; it is not "ler/Jdsary to r..,a:f a.nything about 
t::he adjustments tha t nave to be made to obtnln a stationary 
pattern, though pupils 'suff1ciently interested to ask about this 
oould have the point expl$~ ned t" th9ID et~qily enough. Teaohers 
who still feel that too much mystery surrouf'ds the opera tion of 
the osoillosoope in this type of app11cation might like first 
of all to"show their pupils photographs of oso11lograme obtained 
with Dayton C. Miller' s nPhonodeik t1 (Miller 1926), whioh does 
I 
reproduce the "wavefor.:n" of a sound w1 thout electronio assistance. 
I 
The oscillosoope is a happy example of the kind of black 
box whose lid can grs.du8.lly be lifted as the pupil's knot'lledge 
and understanding of physios increases. Once he hes learned 
.,. 
something of the fundamental concepts of electrioity and been 
shown the phenomenon of thermionio emission, he \nll ~ able to 
understand what an eleotron gun is and how the oathode-ray tube 
works. Then he will understand that in many applioations th~ 
osoillosoope draws graphs of voltage against time, and that in 
the osoilloscope demonstratlpn of sound waveforms, the micro-
phone provides the link between the pressure variations of the 
sound waves and the voltB.ge varia.tiona portrayed on the soreen. 
He can then draw full benefit from oscilloscope demonstration 
of the "waveforms" of alternating voltages from the mains or a 
simple A. C. dynamo. This is most valuable, because only in 
this way oan the pupil see direot oonfirmation of the theoreti-
cal curve the.t has been sketched on the blackboard o;p drawn in 
the textbook. Note that we have £:!sid "full benef1tlQ; the 
!pupil ••••• 
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pupil 1s not handicapped in his appreoiation of this demon-
stration by his ignorance at this stage of the principles' of'" 
eleotronio amplification. Proof that the spot really is de-
fleeted by an amount proportional to the voltage applied at 
the vertioal input terminals is easily obtained by a simple 
exeroise in oalibration, making use of Itnown voltages applied 
to these terminals. Thi A l~:' ~n important exerot se for the 
pupi'. to ¥arr;; out" ';:'or it brings home to him tl.:le fact that 
'he osoillosoope can b~ used,ae a voltmeter (see a~so ~uffleld 
Guide IV in this conneotion). 
If the syllabus includes a survey of the rudiments of 
eleotronios, whioh it ehould. the lid of the osc1lloscopic 
blaok box oan be lifted even further by virtue of the .pupil's 
newly-aoqudred familiar! ty wi th the pr1noiples of amplifioation. 
Perhaps, too, something of the' idea behind the operation of the 
time-base oirouit oan be explained, together with an initiation 
into the mysteries of " synchronlratlon" , ftflyback", and "trlgger-
The pupil's understanding of half an osoillosoope TtTorks 
would still be fa.r from oomplete, but it has at least advanced 
to the "blook-diagram" stage; moreover, he may by now have 
quite a good idea of whet happens inside some of th~ blooks. 
I"t will by now be realised that there would be nothing offen-
sively 1llogical about the use of this eminently electronio 
instrument in teaohing the fundamentals of electronics; we 
oan even use it to demonstra~e amplifioation, though we should 
preferably keep its own amplifioation setting oonstant during 
this process. 
Not all blaok boxes lend themselves so readily to a general 
revelation of their contents as does the oathode-ray o8oillo~ 
scope. The previously-mentioned soaler is a case in point; 
another is the D. C. amplifier whioh, of oourse, has to opera 'ce 
in conjunction with a galvanometer, ammeter or voltmeter. 
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The unquestionable 8dventBg~s of this type of instrument Bre 
that it makes posslbl~ tne deteotiori Bnd meaeurem~rit ~f ~xtreme-
1y small ourrents (e. g. 10 -12 A or even less) such as are 
typ1cal of weak ionization, photoelectric emission in certain 
types of photocell, ~nd ohs.rge and discharge by electrostatio 
induction. The more elaborate D.C. amplifiers include pro-
vla~c~l for measurement of a wide range of cprrents and vol tages 
and even o~ electric charge. The Nuffl eld Gul,p.e IV r ~:.~n".r:~:.s 
that "These devlc~s can hardly renk ,ad 1 fsmilibtr bl·sck boxes' 
like stopwatches"; hOl-leVer, they should not be rul.:ed out of 
order on this aocount. AS he.s been snggested abov,:,. thE: sat~ s-
factory use of an instrument as 8. teaching device will depend 
on how the pupil is prepared for it. Since in elements.ry' 
teaching the D. O. amplifi er is JTlost likely to be used to meS.Bure 
very small cUTrents, its introduction to the clase should take 
the form of a demonstr~ tion that it Of) n work like B.n ammeter 
or galvanometer. For this purpose, the combination of D,C. 
amplifier and ammeter CBn bA conneoted in series with a gal-
vanometer or microammeter and used to measure ourrents that 
gl ve easily readable deflections on the latter. The 01s9s 
can then reasol"'..ebly eccept the use of the instrument to measure 
muoh smaller currents, and provided absolute valu~9 of these 
currents do not have to be used (this would raise awkward 
questions of calibration) there would be no serious trans-
gresslons of the canons of lqgic. Since absolute values of 
currents are not needed in introductory experiments on ioni-
28.tion by radioactivity J the photo-electric effect end electro-
statiCS, this condition is easily satisfied in elementary 
teaching. 
It 1s clear tha t use of the D. C. ·amplifier in the WB.y just 
described presupposes previous acquaintance on the pupil's part 
with another black box - the ammeter. This ruleA it out for 
/u set •.•• 
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use in introduotory demonstrations in electrostat1cs, a't least 
in a oontext in whioh the serious study of eleotricity begins 
with electrostatics. Perhaps the view expressed by Harrap 
(1966) is rather too optimistic (or pessimistio, depending on 
the point of view): It... in five years' time the aV8.ilabili ty 
and convenienoe of D. ell amplifiers, together wi th their output 
being displayed on en obviously electricB.l meter, TIlB.;)" filcike the 
gold.-leaf electroscope obst)l~ t6, ' It is t.\.ll te ... likely that the 
D.C. amplifi~r ~~ll estebl1eh 1tself as an increasingly useful 
teaching tool, but 1 ts very nature (s.nd cost) would seem to pre-
clude 1 ts use too early it: .,. phyr~ics COU1'f!~., ev~n though 1 t may 
one day beoom€ almost 8.S familie.r as a stop~I~~tch. 
So far our discussion of black boxes has been confined to 
mes.suring ''instrument ell These are by no means the only devices 
which fall into this olassification, however. Many of' the 
I thlng~ that are commonly used in teaching laboratories are also 
I 
black boxes, in the sense that the teaoher or his pupils do not 
knolv all the t there is to kn0w about them. ~upils may use mag~ 
nify1ng glasses 1n order to read the soales on certai'n 1 nstru-
"-, 
mente more easily; perhaps they have not yet learnt anything 
of the theory of lens behaViour, but this does not etop them 
from using these devices with complete oonfidenoe. 'l'he use of 
meroury in barometers and manometers 1e aocepted, possibly long 
before the pup1l bas found out anything about surfaoe tension 
or the properties of liquidA~ and meta.Is in general. To this 
extent, mercury is a black box for him. And 'I,hs.t of tha t in-
dispensable device in the teaching laboratory, the prim~ry (or 
seoondary) cell? bow far would one get if one insisted on 
lifting the lid of thi s blD.ok box before usi np. 1 t in demon-
strations and experiments? This example 1s eo interesting 
that it deserves detailed consideration. When one uses a cell 
., 
.':',' 
or a ba. ttery in elementary physios ole.sees and wishe~ to explain .:-: 
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something of its function, one might adopt the following 
approach: °Here is a two-terminal device whose internal 'oon-
stltutlon we shan't bother about for the moment. 
conneot its terminals to the ends of a conductor, a flow of 
charge is maintained in the conductor. Let. us no,., try to 
tind out in physical terms what the cell or battery has to do 
in order to maintain such B .. .clow of charge,," The result of 
the ~ n":r·& t:1ge. ~lon duggested in the le at sentenc~e would be a 
d'esorlpt1'on of the cel.1' s action in whioh one talks abou.t the 
maintenance of concentrations of opposite charges on the ter-
m! nals ~nd 7.he need to supply energy to s.ny a.dd! tionel charge 
pushed on to these terminals. ~~ the cell accomplishes these 
things 1s not of immediate concern. Later, this aspect of the 
blaok box ,may be exposed to view - probably in a ohemistry 
leeson, In the meantime, oelas and batteries oan be used as 
D.C, souroes - a fortunate oircumstanoe, for how else is one 
to operate D.C. circuits unless it be by the use of electronio 
power supplies (black boxes again-) - and their EMF·' s and in-
ternal resistances can be meesured. 
i'hose who feel that this is somehow "wrong" oan permps' 
derive a little comfort from history. The first primary 
'cells" were made by Volts. (cf. ~.fa.gie 1935) t~ho took as his 
starting-point Galvani's work on the oontraotion of frog's legs 
under the t;lction of (supposedly) electrical stimuli. Volta 
realized that his pile of "c~lls" ..• n [prOv!c1ed] an unlimited 
charge or [imposed] a perpetual aotion or impulsion on the 
eleotric fluid, n but nel ther he nor his oontemporeri$s had any 
idea of the meohanism whereby this WB.S achieved. 'llhi s did 
not doter people from rnB.king and selling Vol tBic piles and using 
them for further research into electriclty~ .i. ndeed it was 
through the use of Volta's newly-invented black box that NiChol-
son Gnd Carlisle were able to achieve the electrolysis of water 
land .•..• 
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and Davy that of molten salts of potassium and sodium, thereby 
discovering important clues to the action of the Voltaio cell. 
Even nOvl, the detfl.ils of wnet happens inside primary f!nd second-
ary oells are ocoasionally the subject of oontroversy, but we 
go on using these cells just the same. If this was the actual 
sequence of events in history, then surely we need not feel any 
~l~Aivlngs of consoience at using cells or batteries as black 
box~a in physios clBsses. 
Enough has now b~en eeld In respect of these selected 
"ble.ck boxes fi to show thFt toe enthusiastic teBc'ber who is also 
thoughtful ca.n devise a se ti sfactory r::--tionale for ",'1.e Ub: 1 oJ.' 
almost B.ny blaok box wi th which he might WB.nt to enhance hi s 
teaching. and this is just as well, because he is constantly 
going to ha.ve to use such devices, ~lhether they "rank as fami-
l.1er black boxes" like stopwatches or are more sophistice.ted, 
like some of the exemples discussed above. .l-lS physics ad-
ve.noes, more and more black boxes will become available to the 
ele~entary teacher \consider tne laser, which did not exist 
prior to 1960 and is now widely used in the teaching of physl-
.,. 
eel optics) wno must be prepared for tnis situation and be ~ble 
to derive maximum benefit from it. We shall accordingly in-
clude references to bl~ck boxes in the following peges wherever 
we feel it hppropriate. 
2.5 !ne use of strict logic in the teaching of concepts and 
principles 
To some extent, th~ above topic has alreedy been under dis-
cuss10n in Sections 2.2 - 2.4. This is BS it should be, for 
t':1is 1s a fundamental issue, underlying all th~t is done in the 
name of physics teaching. The tral~ee teacher, preparing a 
model les80n for his examination in the practice of teaohing, 
1s likely to select a topic in which he can demonstrate his 
powers of helping his pupils to appreciate hoVl one thing follows 
/from ••••• 
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from another. Unless he has been conditioned to be a mere 
fact-swe.llower, incapable of thinking cri tically, he know's 
that his own acceptance of scientific facts end principles 
is partly based on the logic of the arguments presented in 
their support, and· he would like to foster a similar atti-
tude 1n his pupils. We know that his instincts are right in 
this; tha.t there is 8 "logic of soientif1c, d1scov~!'y?~ which 
should be respeoted in the t~~JJh1.~'!g of $C1e~i0e..... Awareness of 
this makes O~le wish to avoid circulari ty in theoretic~l argu-
ments or in the reasoning with whioh one supports one's experi-
ments - one wants to escap": the :-'mbs.,"rasf:;"T'ent of a "Zanzl bar" 
argument or experiment (Rogers 1960). (The B.sEociation of 
the name "Zanzibar u with logical ciroularity derives from a 
fS.ble conoerning a retired sea captain and a Jeweller, both of 
whom lived on the island of Zanzibar. The jeweller set his 
i 
olock~ aocording to the time-signal provided by the sea oaptain, 
I 
who fired off a gun at exactly noon every day; and the sea 
captain ensured the accuraoy of his ti~e signal by constantly 
checking his ohronometer against the clocks kept by the jewel-
.,. 
ler!) Rogers B.nd Tricker (1960) have given e:xampl~a of this 
type of absurdity, which may still be found in elementary text-
books; to these and others we shall draw attention later in 
these pages. Tricker hns also commented on another kind of 
Circularity of reAsoning which, he says, 1s becoming widespread: 
" ••• the use, in elementary stages, of oonoepts derived from 
later stages, the oonsideration of which depends on an under-
standing of earlier ones. " The examples he gives take the form 
of the bald assertion of known facts about the eleotron, proton, 
neutron, the atomic nucleus and the hydrogen atom at the begin-
ning of elementary courses in physios and chemistry. In one 
of the examples cited, the subject of electrioity is actually 
bu.~l t up deduotively from some of the basic facts of atomic 
theory. This can be logical 1n 1t~ way, but one has to ask 
/whether ••••• 
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whether this is the kind of logic that is wanted. tl'he best 
. ... justification one· CB.n invent for this kind of approach i's tha.t 
1n it, the bas10 lde&s ere treated as postulates to be justi-
fied a posteriori by the experimental confirmation of the 
theory based on them. Surely, some might say, t~ls is exactly 
the way subjects like relativity and quantum mechanics are 
taught, ana. nobody cornp:c-<ln~~ e.bout this? . It is instruotive to 
~·OJr./.J.l.'·',; the latter situation wi t~'l the former ..... None of the 
kinematioal or dynamica.l predictions of speoial relativi ty lte 
wi thin the ;direct experience of the student (seeing the formula 
~'~ E :: mo~ in Qom1~ ~?\trlps hardly comes under tl'1e heading of 
"direct experience \~) ~ A sensible way of teaohing the subjeot 
1s therefore to state Einstein's postulates after an·adequate 
Introductlon and then to derlve the standard predictions from 
them, preferably by way of properly-chosen "thought experiments." 
Essentially the same could be said of quantum mechanics: many 
(in a sense, all) ot its predIctions ~ lie within the direct 
experience of students, but the links between these·facts of 
their experience and the basic principles of the the'ory are so 
.,., 
complicated that it would be impractioable to :teach the subject 
in 11 sequence of inferenoes from everyday llnd laboratory obsex-
va tion. With "olassical" elecirloity and electromagnetism the 
situation 1s altogether different. The links between the rele-
vent phenomena and experiments and the prinoiples inferred from 
them are easily demonstrAble end so make possible the general 
pattern of teaohing t~e subjeot wh10h has long been in use. 
To supplant this with e teaohing order in which, for example, 
the ampere is defined as 6,25 X 10 18 electrons per second and 
Ohm's Law 1s deduced from Drude 1 s electron theory before any 
ev1dence for the existence of electrons has been' presented, 
seems a perverse refusal to take advantage of the aids to oom-
prehension so generously made ava11able by Nature. 
/1 n ••••• 
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In answer to our earlier question, then, purely deduotive 
logio 1s not the kind that is wanted in elementary physios 
teaching, if the alternat1ve of a combination of induotive and. 
deduct1ve reasoning can be used. Only 1n the latter case oan 
the teacher build up the subject with frequent referenoes to 
the pupil's own experienoe and 80 have some chanoe of implanting 
unders ta nding. Tr10ker (OJ!. 01 t.) mS.kes the point that tt ••• the 
dedl·.~ t~ rle metilod. gJ. ves no ins1ght into the mind of the orlg1n-
ator of the conoepts B.nd the problems he faced". This m8.y seem 
to be an appeal for preference to be given to the historical 
e~proact1.J t':'lt i.t1 our view 1 t can be interpreted more widely th~.:-1 
th1s 1f ·we alter tbp. w\\rd1ng slightly to res.d Jt... gl ves no in-
sight 1nto the way in which concepts origina.te. It This insight 
is a vital part of the understanding of solenoe, and a teaoh1ng 
approach in whioh the pupil can be led tows.rde it is obviously 
to be preferred to one in whioh conoepts are plaoed before him 
as "gifts from Heaven lt (Rogers 1960). This kind of teach1ng 
approach does not have to be given a spec1f1cally historical 
slant) although this might be helpful (cf. Section 2.6). 
The title of this section refers to n~tr1ot logic". 
Thus far we have concerned!~wi th the importance of logic in 
physics teaching and not 'vi th it's degree of strictness. How 
striot, in faot, should the application of logicsl principles 
be in elementary physics teechlng? In this conneotion, the 
Nuffield Teacher l s Guide (Nutfield Guld~ I) commits itAelf to 
the following observe tion: "Children are not logioal in their 
learning. They will not thank us for strict logio 1n building 
our teaching order and in providing experimental checks before 
each new step. The tis 't'lha.t we should perhaps do in the sixth 
form and must do in university physics; but here we want to 
build some understanding rather than puzzle our pupils with 
formal requirements. 
l'We are concerned wi th what the pupil actually learns and 
knows and understands rather than fulfil11ng our own needs of 
/proper ••••• 
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proper logic in building sound scienoe. We must of course 
build sound scienoe ~s ·tar as we can, but we should a'coopt the 
limitations of pupils' viewpoint and skills and make the beat 
of them. " If the opening statement of the quotation is correct, 
some co~promise with striot logic is needed if pupils are not 
to be "puzzled with formal requirements". The Nuffield way 
pf n~ndling the problem. has already been i~lustrated in the 
section dealing wit~ the use of the concepts of th~ ·~';c.", mol~-
'''',t. 
oule B.nd electron in elementaryteacIllng; we BS.'" that in the' 
Nuffield course stoms are treated as ufamillBr things It :from the 
beginning, but that this familiarity is constantly :"ubje0ted 
to challenge in the form of reference back to observation and 
experiment. (Ot oourse, this is very different from the 'postu-
lational ~se of the concepts of tne microsoopic world.) 
.. ~. 
There are other ways in whioh the requirements of striotij· 
logIc oan be relaxed eomewhat in order to present an image of 
phys10s which is not too forbidding at first. . An obvious one 
is ~eliberately to omit certain steps in the argument, though 
if possible this should not be done without some wa.r,n1ng be1ng 
"1", 
given as to what is being done. For example" suppose the oon-
cept of foroe is being introd,uoed in the lower standards of the 
senior school. The treatment could begin in the usual way with 
reference to pushes end pulls and to examples of forces en-
countered in the pupi 1s' everyday ·lives. But to make the sub-
Ject quantitative, it is de~ir9ble to bring in the idee that 
foroe Can be measured. The pupils will not yet be at the stage 
l-rhen they could deri ve proper benp-fi t from a tree,tment of the 
relation between force and acceleration, so that so~e other 
mee.ns has to be found of' introducing the measurement of force. 
An obvious possibility is to use a spring balance calibrated 
by hanging known mB·sses on it (of. Helm et al 1968). For the 
spring ba.lance to be calibrated in this ,"yay requires the use of 
the fact that gravitational foroe is proportional to the mass 
of the object on which it BctS. In the absence of e proper 
I dyns.mical ••••• 
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dynamics.l treatment of foroe, in the c.ontext of whioh it oan 
be sholTn that grs.vi tationel force is proportions'l to (inertIal) 
mees, this fact cannot be given ~dequate justification. 
Should one then abandon the idea of hav~ng pupils measure force 
at this stage of their careers? Only if one insists through-
out on B. rigorously logical approach. If one does not so in-
sist, then it is still possible to oontinu.·e by sP~in.5 something 
like nWe just don' t kno~j wrr' t}~':,:c it ~s trJ.e o.r not that the 
gravitational force on an object 1s proportion~l to its mass, 
but it seems rea.sonable that it might be. Let's assume that 
it is. and SE'e how we get ')n. It In thi~ ~YJ the wool has not 
been pulled ever pupils' eyes~ but not too ~uoh fuss has been 
me.de about the logical difficul ty. In the mean.#~ime J the pupil 
has learrred to think of force that something that can be mee.aured, 
and he is able to use this notion in forming his early ideas 
I 
abou~ work and energy. (For an alternative a.nd more rigorous 
approaoh to this topic, see Seotion 3.8.3~) 
It is generally agreed that there are some 16gic~l diffi-
oulties whioh one should not worry too much about even at a 
"1', 
fairly advanced level of teaching; indeed, too mueh concern 
for this kind of thing 11J'ould driv,e the over-oonscientious 
teacher mad. Nevertheless, the number of steps omitted from 
a given argument should b~ kept to a minimum, at sny rEte for 
more advanced pupils, who frequently show a praiseworthy re-
luctence to take scientific~faots on trust - and obvious cir-
cule.ri ties in logic. should certainly be avoided. It is up to 
the teacher, 1n faot, or to those ,\-Iho plan his teaohing approaoh, 
to arrive at a kind of "norm of reasonableness" in logical 
rlgour, 80 that on the one hand the logic 1s strict enough to 
introduce pupils to the discipline to which scientific argu-
ments must submit, while on the other hand it is not so striot 
as to stand in the way of a presentation of a topio whioh con-
veys the essence of the truth but ~hich 1s not completely 
immune from c~1ticism on logical grounds. At this point we 
!11nk ••••• 
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link up with our earlier discussion of myths, half-truths and 
oversimplification, for the decisions that the 'teacher he.s to 
make in this connection oonoern the extent to which he is going 
consoiously to simplify what he is teaching. We have implied 
earlier that the teacher should be aware of as much of the whole 
truth about the subjeot 8S possible; here we should like to 
stress that this knoy,11ed~." .~:aould be the background to 8.ny 
clec~* r·i«.iS oDGhe ;'norm of reasonableness" in logioal rigoul." 
th~.t the teacher might heve to take. In the following pages, 
th"e attem:pt '>li11 be made both to describe· this background and 
t~~ augg~st teaobt T1~ approaches whioh conform to the crt ter1a 
suggested above. 
2.6 'l'he historical or "humanistic" e.pproAch to physics teachir~ 
TO the best of the write~ts knowledge, no authorities today 
seriously advocB.te the wholehee.rted adoptIon of the historical 
approach to the teachIng of science. Quite apart from anything 
else, there simply is not enough time available at school or 
universi ty to make such an spproach practicable .. 01'). the other 
hend, a number of author1. ties have put forward eloquent pleas 
for sOienoe to t>e taught in B. more "humanistio" way than before, 
and they make it olear that thi~ implies the inclusion of a 
certain amount of history in the teaching plan. 
cent of these pleas he.s come from Rabi (1967) J who sums up his 
message thus: uSo what I p~opose as a suggestion for you :1 s 
-
that science be taught et whetever level, from th~ lowest to 
the highest, in the humanistic WAy. By which I mes.n, 1 t should 
be taught 1-11 th a certain historical understanding, wi th B. philo-
sophical understandi ng , with a social underste.nding end a human 
understanding in the sense of the biography J the ne.ture of the 
people who made this construction, the triumphs, the trla19~ 
the trl bula tiona .. U 
Various conorete suggestions have been made concerning the 
/appllcation ••••• 
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applioation of t~ls kind of teaohing philosophy 1~ olassroom 
and laboratory. Professor W. Sohaffer (Brown and Clarke 1960) 
thinks that " ••• the laboratory is a very suitable place in 
which the historical approach can be int.reduoed, in which we 
oan keep men in the humanity of physios, and in whioh experl-
ments can be carried out. We should oarry out practice1 ex-
per1ments due to men like Ga11leo and Newto·n, to "~-:'U14g and Fres-
nel. These can be Intro/~~uc~"l ~o that phy,t11cB · ... C8n be Been as 
the kind of adventure of the spirit, the human quest in whioh 
men with certain kinds of knowledge at their disposal and with 
a oertain int~lleotual cll,;,qte a:."ou11d th(.'i~ ~ttempted to solve 
their problema. n A new sohool physios oou~~e ~nown as "Har-
vard ProJ eot Physios II (Hol ton 1967) represents a full-scale 
attempt ta teaoh physics in a humanistio way; it achieves this, 
among other ways, by the use of carefully-·selec ted areas of the 
I 
histqry of science as "pedagogic aids" and by attention to the 
way in which science has influenced and can influenoe the world 
around us. Students of the course are provided with "readers" 
which inolude passages not only from soientifio literature ~lt 
also from a variety of other sources ranging from S~.1ake9pea.re 
to scienoe fiction. It is noteworthy that e~en in oourses not 
otherwise committed to a humanistio approach, some provision is 
made for the inclusion of cert~in slices of histo~y. Thus in 
the Nuffield Physios oourse, Year V, a considerable amount of 
time is devoted to a detailea study of the development of man1 a 
knowledge and understanding of the solar system. This 1 s done 
1n order to give pupils the full background to Newton' s crol~ning 
aohievement in "explaining" the solar system by means of a 
theory that was to prove even more fruitful in the years follow-
1 ng his deatn. The PSSC course inoludes a section in which 
the same material is rather more rapidly covered. In the new 
CQ~mon Baaic Syllabuses for PhysiCS and Physical Science now 
looming ••••• 
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coming into use in South African schools, allowance is also 
made for the inclusion of historical matter, but the wording 
of the relevant instruction is cautionary: "The history of 
physical science should only be dra.wn on where the historioal 
development is an aid to understanding. n Since our ultimate 
oonoern in these pages is with the teaching of fundamental 
physical concepts and prino~)J~s, we muet now consider whether 
the litr .. iy::d V.;:'d of' r:.le historicA.l approaoh can be nan aid to 
un~erstand1ng" in this connection. apart from its v~lue in 
making the presenta.tlon of the subject more "hu'Tl8nistio", does 
the hif.ltorical approach help to sharpen the pupillS perception 
of physical concel--te? 
AS an example, le~ ~s tBke the study of motion. In teaoh-
lng tnis ~ranch of physics, we need to introduce the concepts 
of displacement, velocity,ecc~leration, mass and force, among 
others. Does it help us if we appeal to history in trying to 
convey their meaning? Consider acceleration: in a non-dog-
matic approach to this concept, a teacher would not simply con-
front his pupils wi th the approv~d defini tion of ecc~lera tion, 
"f 
end oB.rry on from there; he would first talk to them about the 
idea of acceleration 8S being vaguely associated with change of 
speed, B.nd then invi te suggestions for a way of deflntng some 
measure of this concept. It is more than likely that a class 
dv dv led on in this way would suggest both dt end ds as possible 
measures (though of course trey would not express them in these 
terms) • In other words, they would bring to life one of the 
situations dramatized by Galileo in his "Discourses '1oncerning 
the Two New Seie.nces". At this point in the discuSSion, the 
teacher might prooeed to point out to his pupils that Galileo 
he.d discussed this very problem, and present them with his arg1J"'" 
menta and solution. Or he might go on to reach the same eon-
elusion wltnout any mention of Galilee. In either case he 
/would, •••• 
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would hope that he had helped his pupils to gain some insight 
into the present-da.y.meanlng of acceleration, but lvnether or 
not he ~li shed to bring Galileo 1 nto the di scussion ~Tou1d surely 
have been a matter of taste. It might be argued that whether 
or not Galileo is mentioned in this case, the approach used is 
really the historical one. To this we might reply that there 
,.S nothing essent1a11y historical about thl"s s.pproech - that 
1;~ 1 s the na. tural appl'o~ ch one might use 1 n trYi np to yer,0h 
e.ooelers.tion by drawins on the puplJ.1 a own experience. 
History makes its entry when we link what we are teaching with 
epeci1'1c historical figures and events .. 
What of the other concepts listed at the beginning of the 
previous paragraph? 'take me,ss B.nd faroe, the evolution o'f both 
of which h~s been carefully chronicled by Jammer (1957,1960). 
One would probably do more harm than good by spend1ng appreoia-
ble time in the classroom on early ideas of what is now called 
"mess n ; it would be muoh better to lead the pupils sa directly 
as possible to the modern view. As for force, recent develop-
ments in the teaching of mechanics have shown hOTJl tolntrodu¥e 
1t in a satisfaotory way without referenoe to history - except, 
of course, for the mention of Newton's name in the proper place! 
In general, we might SAY of the use of specifically historical 
matter in the teaching of physical concepts that in oertain 
cases this could be helpful, in that one could thereby add a 
human touch to one's teaching and so help to fix an important 
idea in pupils' minds; but we have to add that the same end 
might well be achievable in other l'rays. 
It may happen that certein principles or theol'les in phys-
ics might with advantage be taught along historical lines. 
'l'here is much to be said for arri vi ng at the Pri nciple of Con-
servation of Energy along a route whlch~ at any rate in 1ts 
final stages, is essentially the historical one, 1.e. vie the 
work of Rumford e,nd Joule. (Cf. the Nuffleld physics course, 
lin ••••• 
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in lmioh puPils review an im~reBsive aocumulation of historical 
ev1denoe 1n favou~ of a -fixed quantitative relationshiP between 
heat ~nd work, and are then invited to draw their own oonclu-
sione.) For the teaohing of the charaoteristios of a good 
scientific theory, the story of the evolution of the Newtonian 
picture of the Bolar system is particularly well suited; we 
have seen that the Nuffleld -::[;yslcs oourse accords it a proml-
nent pl.!.1 ;f";': on "",h.l r; ~ ~oount. But here also we could p..rgue that 
.... 
1 t is not essential to make one's teaohing e:xplici ~lY :.l.istori-
cal: eql11valent teaching e.pproaches oould be devised which, 1n 
princlFle~ oould be Just es effeotive; or an appros.oh derived 
from history could 'be used but wi thin a n.on-hl.atoric8.1 frame of 
referenoe. (Of. the !-'02C a.pproaoh to t11e nature of light, in 
which th~ partiole model of light 1s discussed with only occas-
ional referenoes to hi story wl?lch are in any os.se not essential; 
only at the end are experimental results obtained by Fizeau, 
Foucault and Miohelson cited in order to show up certain defects 
of t.he model.) One must emphasize tha.t unless B.. great deal 
of time is at the disposal ~f the teaoher, his 8.0CO~,nt of history 
1" 
will be one in whioh the faots are BubJected to a great deal'of 
streamlining B.nd editing. A close look at virtually any por-
tion of the history of soience will reveal the vast amount of 
effort spent on issues which seemed vite.lly important when they 
were first raised but are now regarded as unimportant or irrele-
vant. Scienoe's obstinate. refusal to progress along an un-
. 
swerving logios,l path is certainly something tha.t every SCience 
student Should know about; he should be aware that 30ienoe 
often takes wrong turnings, the wrongness of whioh may only be-
come evident after Borne time has passed. This may well be the 
most valuable lesson ,",hleh the history of soience can teaoh him. 
But it is out of the question for him to be taken along eve~y 
/step ••••• 
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step of the originsl devious route followed by science 8 
He could best gain 8. feeling for the way in which science 
progresses by doing A lIttle "researoh t' of hie own under CBre-
ful direction. (Cf. again the Nuffield physics course, which 
me.kes explicl t provls10n for thi s kind of work.) 
Even where history does seem to have given us s well-
ordered ""ay of presenting ps.rt of a. subject, it a,..ps not follow 
that our adherence to thin n(~",d "'.::e sl!:t'vish" '. Newton' e forrnall-
sation of the founCLs.tlons o'f mechanics might appeal to us, for 
example; whe.t was good enough for Newton 1s surely good enough 
for us. HU t is 1 t? For one tt1ing ~ hi~: tdrminology would have 
to be rendered in modern language; for 8not~er~ we might be a 
Ii ttle unhappy about his defini tion of "quanti ty of matter" (see 
our later discussion of this point); and for yet another, we 
would probably not want to announce the Laws of Motion so near 
I 
the b:eglnning of the discussion. So for sound pedagogical 
reasons, we would be compelled to depart somewhat from Newton's 
way of presenting tne RUbject. We need not feel consclence-
stricken about this; in ~Triting his nprincipia" Ne'\vton \,la~ not 
trying to provide a textbook for use in schools or ?lni vers! ties. 
It he.s become oommon practice in physics teaching deliber-
ately to follow cert8in of history' e celebrated "wrong tracks". 
In some Cases one may question ,,{hether this is altogether "risa. 
For example, does one really need to spend very much time on 
the details of the Hohr theQry of the atom when teaching atomic 
structure? In teaching special relativity, is it essential to 
meke a tremendous fUBs at the outset about whether or not motion 
relative to the ether Can be detected? (This is not necessarily 
such good history as one might suppose. Einstein does not 
appear to have been specifically motivateq by the null results 
of ether-drift experiments in formulating the special theory 
Of, relB.tl vi ty. Cf. Shankland 1963, 1964). In discussing the 
/ o.onstl tu tlon ••••• 
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consti tu tion of the nucleus, must one flrs~· talk abou t the 
proton-electron model and show wny i,;· must be ruled out, be-
fore introducing the proton-neutron model? The answers to 
these quest10ns and otners like them are not neoessarily all in 
the negative; they will be given due consld~ration later in 
this thesis. Whet 1s important 1s that these questions should 
be Ao~ed, for in trying to answer them we mippt srrive at approa-
ches to teaching these topics that are superior to thr, 0. 1 .::.:3 we 
have used before. 
Explicit attention to history in a school physics course 
could have at least one unfortun8te reqult. (The ·:"lthol' is .!.n-
debted to Prof. J.A. Gledhill for call!ng attention to t~ls 
possibility.) History, or at any rate history in the fo~ in 
which it might be dispensed in the olassroom, lends itself to 
being stored ·up in the memory for future regurgitation in an 
examination of the appropriate kind. At a time when strenuous 
efforts are being made to improve examinations in physics as 
tests of understandIng, anything which tends to shift the empha-
sis from understanding towards memory work should be firmly 
resisted. One can all too readily visualize a slt~tion in 
which the teaching of selected slices of potted history would 
be made the excuse for the provision of dictated notes on the 
subject and for the performance of even les8 practical work than 
usual. Of course this does not happen in such a te~chlng pro-
grAmme e s Harvard Proj eo t Ph;y'sics, which is well supported fine.n-
01ally, selects and trains its teachers for its particular ends 
end keeps careful control of its tests and examinations. But 
in the South African context introduction into t~e syllabus of 
specifically historicpl material could easily leRd to the kind 
of Abuse deplored above. PerhJ~s this is one of the reasons l'l, 
why planners of South African syllabuses have preferred to 
exclude this kind of material. 
/UP. • • • · 
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Up to this point, the tenor ot our argument has been that 
it 'is not by any means s'eIt-evident that the use of historlc"al 
matter in physios teaching is a good thing. This must not be 
taken to mean that the teacher can safely negleot the history 
of physics in his own training. On the oontrary, it is de-
sirable that his knowledge Bnd understanding of it should be as 
extensive as possible. 1 n ..J-i.,der to teach ba. sic ooncepts well, 
those concepts have 9"01 ved. A realization of how painfully 
slow the process of evolution often was \\T111 help him to Bppre-
c! e. te t;le r.l..~ tur~~ oJ." the ta sk the. t confronts him in the 01a89-
room in ma.king con\.\ept~ clear. A knowledge of the facts of 
history will also make him aware of the resemblance between the. 
misconceptions of his pupils and those of early thinkers in the 
scientific field - he will find many budding Babylonians or 
Aristotelians in his classes - and help him to direct his pupils' 
thinking along the proper lines. In short, history can give 
the peroeptive teacher valuable hints. 
2.? Physics as an "open" subject 
It is one of the fundamental tenets of PSSC philosophy 
the. t "... the tenta ti ve nB. ture of all knoiNledge must be 
consistently stresaed H . (White 1960). In the pursuit of this 
goal, "Theory and experiment alike are presented as processes 
of sucoessive approxlmation~ in which final answers are neither 
-
expected nor sought. It is repeatedly made clear t~at any 
area of physics, however well-trodden, ends at last qt a fron-
tier beyond which lies the unknoNn. II I n the same api ri t, Mr. 
Norman Clarke has asked It ••• whether or not an entirely ne1f 
approach 1s needed, en approach that presents physics fr"JT11 the 
earliest stages S.s a living subject, a subject that did not, 
even as far as schools are concerned J cease to develop about 
/the ••••• 
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the year 1900 n (Brown and Clarke 1969). Closely allied to 
this attitude towards elementary physics teaching is the 'view 
that even a school oourse in physics should n ••• [refleotJ, as 
muoh as possible, the world of physios a~ it appears to the 
professional ph~sicist, for only in this manner 1s it likely 
to have any olear relevance to the student himself." (White 
1960) • 
It is unlikely that enyc/'p. ",'C)uld &erictlsly:. challenge the 
!'lrst of the above-stated principles" The evidenoe that phy-
slos remains an Dopen" sUb.jeot 1s so overwhelming the.t one 08.11-
not now imagine some prese~:'f;-de.y or ~ven f'llture Lord Kelvin 
announoing that all the great discoveries in ~hyqlos had proba-
Ibly been made and that future progress would be confined to 
more aocurate measurement of known quantities. Such is the 
rate of advance of the subJeot that any physics course wh10h 
I does pot at least hint at this is guilty of presenting a 
I . 
damagingly false view. One does not encourage a prospective 
physiCS student by, in effeot, suggesting to him that the subJeot 
is not one to whioh he can make a posl tive contri butt/on. 
An obvious way to stress the existenoe of· a "frontier be-
yond which lies the unknown" is to speoify in netail the loca-
tion of that frontier, i. e. to tell pupils about vlork tha.t is 
going on in physics at the present time, about "the world of 
physics as it appears to the professional physiCist." And it 
is here that difficulties se~m to a.rise, beceuse one immediately 
starts to wonder whether it is possible to convey to school 
pu~lls a meaningful view of oontemporary physios. One feels 
bound to concur wi th Holton that n... the pyramidal structure 
of physics, so beautiful B.nd almost unique to OUII field, makes 
1t practioally impossible to talk in honest detail about most 
of the actual problems on whioh physioists are now working" 
(Holton 1967). But while one admits the truth of this, one 
/also ••• ,.. 
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aleo notes the use of the important qualifying phrase "in 
honest detail" in Holton's'statement~ Detail, hO'nest or other-
w1se, is not vital to an introductory mention or discussion of 
the problems on which present-day physioists are engaged. 
Holton himself seems well aware of this, since the list of con-
tents of the "Reader" for Unit 2 of the Harvard Physics Projeot 
co~~~e includes articles on Gravity experi~ent9 (D1cke, Roll 
and '''feber), the expansion of the un! verse (Bon~l), ner:,rr.t:-·!d 
mass (Hoffmann) and qu·as~s {E'elnbergi, to me!~ .::100 only a few 
01' tho se co noerned wi th present-day phys1c s. 
then, seems to be oapable of solut1on; but to see "ow 1\ ea;~ 
be solved we need to glanoe at the field of present-day physics, 
in tne hope that we might acquire some valuable olues. 
It i~ oustomary to olassify researoh in any of the sciences 
under the he~.dings of "pure" and "appl1ed" researoh. '!'his 
classifioation might seem to be helpful to the puristically-
inclined teacher) who might say "I'd like to tell my pupils 
about modern research in phys1cs, but of course it' 8 only pure 
researoh I need worry about) because only this is the real 
"-, 
thing. n Suoh a teacher would no doubt have partioularly 1n 
mind the work of the "elementary"-particle and nuclear phys1-
cists in talking of "the real thing", tnough he might perhaps 
widen his scope a little to include, say, the activities of the 
solid-state physicists. At the same time he would set hie 
faoe firmly against any disopseion of the contributions of 
physiCS to modern technology, under which heading he might in-
clude almost anything froM electric shavers to hydrogen bombs. 
There. is no doubt thB.t the view of modern physics of our hypo-
thetical teacher is much too narrow-minded; in analyzing why 
1 tis GO, we CB.n perha.ps s.chieve e. clearer underatandi ng of the 
nature of llpure ll and lIa.pp11ed ll physics and at the same time 
arrive at a view of modern physiCS which is both more broad-
m1nded and of greB.ter help to pupils. 
lIn ••••• 
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In the first place, a clear definition might help. 
A short defini tion of llpure research" might be II r esearcn pur-
sued for its Ovln sa.ke, i.e. without any ps.rticular a'ppllca~ 
tions in Vie1-1. " It is at once evident that this definition 
is much 1-1ider in 1 ts implications than that which our hypothe-
tioal teacher may be supposed to have had in mind. 1vherea 8 
for him, pure researc~ :t.l physics v!ould be concerned only 1",1 th 
?dvt'f ..ces : .. 11 lCj' . .)~ .. ..Ledge of the 00.s1c principles of the subject, 
the definition jU$t given embraces any reseBrcn. direotect to-
llB.rde the a.dvance of kno"Tledge 1>',i thin the boundaries of phy-
slc~. ~ven this definition might be held by so~e to bp too 
nerrOloT. Ho'tv, f0r example, 1s one to classify the v.Tork of 
Georg van Bekesy (wir.Lner of the Nobel Prize in physiology and 
medic1ne in 1961) Crick, Watson El.nd WIlkins (joint ",inners of 
the Nobel prize in physiokogy end medicine in 1962), and Per-
utz a.nd Kendrew (joint winners of the Nobel prize in chemistry 
in 1962)? Of these men, all but \~'atson B.nd Kendrew are or 
were physicists, but their research has consisted in the appli-
cation of physica.l principles to the unravelling of problems 
"f 
I , 1 
of pressing interest in other fields. Bekesy, for examp e, is 
an experimental physicist of great ingenuity who, by the appli-
oatlon of the principles of c1e.ssical physics, he.s succeected 
in clarifying many aspects of the functioning of the cochlea, 
while the other physicists nemed above have achieved eminence 
by the successful use of~ X-ray cl1ffrnctlon techniques in re-
vealing the structure of the DNA, haemoglobin and myoglobin 
molecules. In a sense this is certe.inly pure research J but by 
its nB.ture it does not leAd to any advance in physic~l knoVl-
ledge. Indu.bi tably, hOiAJeVer, it is part of "t!1e 1'lorld of the 
present-day physicist" and as such it is relevant to the con-. 
cern of any teacher wanting to tell his pupils about thB.t 
world. The fact is that professionBl physicists today are 
engaged in a wide range of research 
/activity ••••• J 
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activity, virtually all of which 1s po~entlally capable of 
providing stimulation both for those engaged in it ~nd those 
who come to hear of it. Divi sion of this range into "pure" 
B.nd "applied" cs.tegories 1s not as meaningful to the pupil as 
1 t might be to his teacher and, as we he.ve seen, it is not 8.1-
ways so easy to fix the dividing 11ne. In the ciroumstances 
1 t is sensible to adopt the broadest possl.ble vieT.,. Oj~ ~·ln9.t con-
sti tutes "modern" physics. 'J-:~(; ~uris~ at'!:.l. tude exemplified 
'by o'~r hypot:J.stical teacher above WBS a naturfll enough reaction 
to the onoe-popular ~.tti tude among teaohers and textbooks that 
the Justification of physi~s (or ind0sd tlf f-Any science) was to 
be found,ln its "applications". This a.ttit'~de transferred it-
self readily enough to pupils; indeed the typIoe..l modern pupil 
may still .. be heard to ask "what's i t ~? It, when looking at 
some demonstration on a physics exhibition. C erts.i nly thi s 1 s 
i 
a dis~orted view of the function of physics but it would be un-
I 
wise for any teacher to go to the opposite extreme. 
Among the most prominent fields of research 1n which present-
day physicists are engaged are nuclear and elementary-particle 
,. 
physics, solid-state physios, pls.sma physics, spectroscopy, and 
space physics Bnd geophysics. At first glenoA, one might be 
inclined to classify B.ll these ag "pure" J but this ~Tould be risky: 
plasma physics proba.bly received its blgp,est stimulus from the 
need to develop controlled therMonuclear fusion, which 1s essen-
tially teohnological; al thougb sps,ce and geophysios pose many 
fascinating problems of a "pure" nature, research in these fields 
would not be as ~rel1 supported as it is were it not for the 
possible technological consequenoes; and much of solid state 
research is specifically d.irected tows_rds technologies.l ends. 
But this is beside our present point, if our arguments above 
be aocepted; all we are oonoerned with for the moment is to 
define some areas of interest in present-day physios ~nd suggest 
./how .••••. 
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how they might be l1nked with physics teaohing in sohool. 
. .. 
It is not difficult for the teacher to indicate theloca-
t10n of the present-dey frontiers of knowledge 1n nuclear 
phyeics~ NO discussion of the proton-neutron model of the 
nucleus would oe oomplete without at least some consideration 
of how such a structure could be held together; e.nd onoe one 
has introduced pupils to th0 idea of a specific81ly nuolear 
foro'), ('·!.le haG br(:'..lf.)nt them into e realm of ph-feies in which 
all the answers erp. not kno'.fn~ 
-
'llhe same i e tru e of the de-
tails of the nuclear structure itself - here the teacher need 
d~ no ~~re ~han mention the fact that it has not yet proved 
possible to invent q model of the nucleus that will account for 
all a spects of 1 ts behaviour~ a syllabus which incl~des the 
proton, the neutron and the electron provides an adequate start-
lng-point for some reme.rks abou t "elementary" particles 1n 
general, with especial reference to the problems confronting 
modern research workers in the field~ The pupil will have 
learnt enough about the techniques by 1-ihich sub-atomic particles 
can be identified to ha,ve Borne appreCiation of the "I!BY the evi-
.,. 
dence for these particles is built up, an.d while hie and the 
tee.chers· speculation about the place of all these particles in 
the scheme of things is not lik~ly to get very far, it does at 
least help to show something of the nature of thp problem. 
Virtually a.ny modern physics syllabus for sohool use in-
cludes a oertain amount of v~ery elemente:ry physics of metter 
in bulk, including solid state physics. Again there is enough 
baokground material here for the teacher to be able to point out 
that the fundamentel difficulty in this field lies in the vast 
numbers of particles "I,i th which one has to deal, and that l tis 
largely on this account that the discovery of a number of pheno-
mena in solid state physics ante-dated their theoretical expla-
nation by many years. 
/plaema.~~~. 
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Plasma physics presents one with essentlally the same 
diffloul ty wi th this M·ffer-ence: that whereas "rith solid-state 
physios quantum meohanlos hes to be used in order to glve the 
full story', olassioal mechanios and electromagnetism suffice 
for this purpose in the oase of ple.sma physios. It is neither 
deslrable nor necessary for the teaoher to introduce pupils to 
an~ of the Jargon of this subject (Debye length, plasma fre-
quenoy and so on); on the other hand, since most of the , .... r ...... ter 
.... 
in the universe is in thl? plpsma stEl~.;'3, 1=-'~pilr. l.,:'.;.~,ht not to re-
meln ignorant of what a plasme is, and they shoul'd also be given 
some indioa tion . of the importance of plasma. research bot~ to 
teohnology and to other bI~$nches of phislcs. Here 18 a link. 
with space physios, in which a knowledge of plasma physics, is 
needed for the understanding of the behaviour of planetary 
1onospheres ~ if any) B.nd me.gnetospheres, to mention only two 
top1cs of importance. A significant fea.ture of space physios 
which sets 1 t aps.rt from those branches of modern physios so 
far considered, is thet its phenomena cannot be made the sUbject 
of controlled experiment in the same way as other phenomena can. 
"f 
To take one example only: one might like to find out whether 
the variation of electron density with height in the earth's 
1onoshpere depended in 8 particular, predicted WA.y on eleotron 
and ion temperatures at the given heights. Techniques exist 
for measuring these quantities with fair accuracy, so that in 
principle the problem might seem simple enougn to solve. In 
praotice, it 1s impossible to take a portion of the ionosphere 
and isolate it so that its electron density distribution is in-
flue~ced by temperature ~lone; several other complicating fac-
tors are always present. The only way out of this kind of 
difficulty is to take 8S many observa~lon8 as possible at various 
times and see rmether a pattern emerges which Can convincingly 
be explained in one way snd no other. For pupils taught to 
try to .tvary one thing at B time" in their experimenting, this 
Iwould ••••• 
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would be a nevJ' situation ",hich they certainly ought to know 
ebout; for one thing , ,it t~Till help them to eppreciate the 
difficulties faced by the weather forecaster! 
In short, the interested teacher will be able to find 
"lwads-in" to almost any branch of research in modern physics, 
which will make it possible for him to say something interes-
ting a.bout these topics vd thout confusing his pupils l-li th 
"hO;'J0':".; dG~ili!.. He may as well make the effort, becfluse 
''', 
there is every likelihood the t the scientific dociety in :-):1. 8 
school might anticipate him in thj s$ and it would be s she.me 
for him to leave all the exciting contempora.ry material to an 
extra-curricular body. Ns.tursl1y he 1'.7i11 be une.ble to fulfil 
''l-{ :' ','~ .,.J;',' , . , 
r ' 
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his proper function ~,~9re if he ha.s not formed some acqu~int8.nce ,_ 
wi th !'the world of the present-da.y physiCist". One could 
argue that an essentl~l pa~t of the training of a competent 
physiCS teacher is the prOVision of such 3.n acqua,inte.nce, for 
even if he w"ere not to take the ini tiative in the classroom 
in telling his :pupils about these matters, he .~'lould not be 
able to avoid answering questions on them put to/him by some 
"t. 
of the brighter members of his class.. It is of course de-
sirable tha t the a newere he l'1lould gi 've to these questions or 
the information he gives of 1?is own Bccord should be correct. 
The kind of thing to be avoided is illustrated by the follOvl-
ing extract from a recently-printed supplement to a much-used 
physical science textbook: 
. 
"Neutrons hold the positive protons in the atomic nucleus 
together. The rea.l ne ture of the bindi ng force is ·still to be 
explained, but M and n mesanR, recently discovered, eppear to 
.play a pa.rt. Mesons have 8. me 88 between thB t of a pro ton fl no_ 
an electron and may bp either positively or ner:atively ch~l"re,.·. 
The exchange of a meson between a proton and a neutron is 8Ur-
gested as the binding force. II (Gordon, Neser and Pienaal'l, no 
date [the book appeared in 1964, hO~Teve~J. 
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The present aut~or haa oritlc~ed this passage in detail 
elsewhere (Prlneloo at lil, 1968), but it may be remarked 'here 
that its Bcore of half-truths and plain mistakes per l1ne is 
enviably high. It is impossible to justify this shoddy treat-
ment of the topio on the grounds either of necessary oversimpli-
fication or that the souroe material is too erudite for even 
the conscientious tee.che~ o:~ textbook author to comprehend. 
A. O(.I~'r(,.tJt so·count at tl:le sS.me level would be no more difficult 
to, unlierstand than the origine.l, which in any case cone19"'::8 
largely in a reoital of (alleged) facts; and as for the second 
s~~ggest,~d e;~OUSi: ~ 'nany popular and oorrect accountf.' are now 
available for the ~aneflt of anyone interested. One cannot 
expeot a teacher to have reed all of the available 90~rce 
material; but he should Bt least be able to refer his pupils 
to Bome of it if the need arises. 
Our suggestions concerning the establishment of links be-
tlieen syllabus materia.l and the "present-day world of the physi-
cist·" were made on the assumption that the syllabus could prov-
ide the necessary opportunities. It will be clear from the 
.,. 
above discussion that a syllabus does not have to be wildly 
"modern It in order to do thi s. Obviously, however, the more 
a syllabus 1s oriented "in the general direction of modern 
physics" (White 1960) snd the furt 11er it goes 1n this direction, 
the easier it will be to link up with present-day work. This 
raises the important que8tl~on of ho~" far a school syllabus can 
reasonably go "in the general direotion of modern physiC S". 
At this stage, we do not propos~ to answer this question in any 
but a general "to11'iy: leter 1n the thesis it will be dealt wi th 
more specifically with referenoe to particular topiCS. The 
main point we ",rish to make now is the.t for the tel:lc~r' 8 8].~, 
syllabuses shOUld be designed to go as far in the direction of 
modern physics as 1s consistent with the pupil's potential 
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understanding of the material. We say "for the teaoher's sake" 
for this reason: that 'one' of the most powerful l'ncentlv'ee any-
one has for keeping abreast of the development of a subjeot is 
having to explain it to someone else. We have oome aoross 
many saddening examples of teaohers who in past deoades received 
their train1ng under the most respectable auspioes, and who 
ha¥~ now drifted so far away from their s~bjeot in its present-
daygulse that they would appear to have 11 tt~e or no 'In . .f ::.Je 
of regaining contaot. It is At leaot a reasonab2e assumption 
that these teachers would not have been in this position if the 
requirements of the syllabus had compelled them to ~rnOl'l i) 11 \tle 
of ,what was going on in the world of physics. On the other 
hand, we have oomeaoross heartening examples of teachers 'both 
young anq old who have been prepared to acoept the challenge 
of the partially "modern" oontent of reoently-introduoed sylla-
buses, and who have found. that they could tea.oh it better than 
they dared hope. The au oce s s ac hle ved by thi s Ie. tter ca tegory 
of teachers carries with it this lesson: that one should not 
be too hasty in deoiding that this or that top10 cannot be 
"1', 
taught. Subject to the limitations mentioned 1n Section 2.1, 
1t is surely better to deoide that some topio Ahoul~ be taught, 
and then try to develop ways of teaching it effeQtively, than 
to shrug the problem off at the outset. Take the principles 
of quantum physics: by general consent, these are difficult to 
grE!sp, even at qui te an adv~nced level, and yet they are direot-
ly oonoerned with a great deal of present-day physios. On this 
latter aooount, several authorl ties he,ve taken the bold step of 
including some quantum physiCS in sohool syllabuses, and muoh 
effort has been and is being put into the development of satls-
reotory ways of teaching this material at an elementary level. 
It is probably' too early to judge the suocess of this experiment, 
but one may hope that trial and error will in the end aohieve 
/the ••••• 
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the desired result of tne stimulation of pupil and teacher alike. 
We h8.ve seen that principle 'of teaching physics BS an 
"open" 8ubj ect presents challenges to the teacher in respect ·of 
both his general acquaint~nce with present-day physics end his 
understanding of the concepts and principles upon ,,,hich it is 
based. Thu~. once agBi n the teacher's need for a ~Tell-developed 
understanding of funde":".r~nte.l concepts and principles is brought 
lr~+ ... o :c>romlnenoe • 
. 2. 8 The role of practicsl work in the elementary physics 
2.8. 1 I ntroduc t~9.Jl 
Since physics could not exist without observat~on, experi-
ment and measurement, no-one would seriously contest the impor-
tance of practical work in the training of the physics pupil. 
We find this attitude receiving official support in the pub-
lished syllabuses o'f various examining bodies in South Africa. 
Thus the syllabuses of the Joint Matriculation Board in Physic's, 
Physical SCience a.nd Chemi stry were, in the years ,preceding 1965, 
"t, 
each prefEtOed by the st8tement that "Al though due regard should 
be paid to fundamental ••• theories, it is intended that the syl-
labus should, as far 8S possible, be treated from the experimen-
tal point of View, end the question ps.per will lay stress on ex-
perimentC'.l methods. II (Joint Matriculation Board 1962). Sim-
ilerly, ~he "Remarks" pr~~acing the sylle.bu8 in Physical Science 
for tne Cape Senior Certific~te (Cape Education Department 1961) 
include the comment that "It is very clesirable that pupils 
should be given e.mple opportunl ty of hnndling flpp~rp.tus and. ma-
teriel, B.nd of making their o\~.Tn observa.tion8 ~nfl deducttons". 
Unfortunately, the strpss lsid on experimental methods in exaMi-
nation papers has provided. no guarantee the.t the cpndidates 
wri tlng the papers would ever have encountered these methods. 
The author knows of several pupils at reputable girls· sChools 
who had never even seen such familiar items of appa.re.tu8 e e 
/ammeters, •••.• 
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ammeters, voltmeters, ge1vBnom~tp.r8 end rheoRtnts in their 
school 1abora tories. He 'h9 S also coached Afri c·e.n candida tea 
for the afore-mentioned examinations who had never been inside 
a physics or chemistry laboratory_ Worst of all, he has it on 
reliable B,U thori ty th~t tne headmaster of a repu table boys' 
sohool virtually elimi ne. ted practical work from hi s science 
c~c3ses, on the grounds that the time thus saved would enable 
.his pupils to be better prep!lred for the ~rrl..tten eX".r,i." cions: 
Whether the last-menticned horror story is true or not, it is 
clear that the system hitherto in force has been open to serious 
abuse. Any improvement on it should be bp,8ed on -." car€:::"ll ~·88es, 
ment of the aims and velu~ of practical work and detp-iled con-
slder~tion of ho1.v thesp. aims could be p..chieved; in thig' ".'fay it 
might b~ possible to spcure a better treatment of the subject 
from the experimental point of view. 
2.8.2 The aims of prpcticpl work 
Various authorities have drewn up their own lists of the 
aims of practical work in school physics and, not surprisingly, 
there 1s a fair measure of sgreement among them. BoulincT 
(1961) lists the aims of school practical work as followo: de-
velopment of skills, learnlnf facts an~ principles, inculcation 
of SCientific metnod, and maintenance of interest. Santur (cf. 
BrOTtln end Cla.rke 1960) speaking actually of university physics 
courses, states the following 88 the aims of prectical work: 
. 
the development of m8nual skil18, the development of faculties 
of observation, the evaluation of results, the p,alning of fenil-
ieri ty ,·r1 th physical equipmpnt, and t_he recordi ng of observflt-
ions ~nd the presentetion of results. Dechene and Eurin, (cf. 
Br01\Tn and Clerke 1960) rppresAnting the French point of vie"" 
thin.k thnt practical \'Tork is wIunble beep-use it enriches per-
Bonal experience, consti tlltes 8. means of developing the pupils' 
Initietive, helps the understending and interpretation of 
measurement and, v,nen "tv'lell-conducted, can develop team spiri t. 
/1 n ••••• 
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In recent years, those responsible for the develqpment of the 
NUffleld Physics Project in Great Bri taln have wilt up a nPhy_ 
sic s for All II course for pupils from "ll+n to O-level which 
places considera.ble emphB si 8 on practioal work by the pupils 
themsel ves. They point out that uA very strong influence in 
young peoples' understanding of science end scientific lv-ork is 
their o~V'n experim ents 1 work •••. They need·' thi A .PC ... ";3(,),,18.1 experi-
enoe of sclence." (Nuff!.eJ.f. C.·.Aide I). Nede'lsky (1965), es we 
have Blready seen (Section 2. 1), lists labors tory knowledge and 
understanding end ability to learn from experlm~nt and obser-
va.tion among the behavlo~~ ~l ob.~ actives ~):\' an introductory 
science course. Under "laboratory kno'tvleb~ef!, he lists ]\:now-
ledge of a.pparatus end meteri~ls, laboratory procedures B.nd 
rela tions betiiveen de. ta and genereli Z~ tiona from da.ta; under 
n labors.tory understanding", he Ii ste the understanding of pro-
I 
ces$es of measurement, of experiment and of the relation be-
tween theoretical or "book" physios and phenomena, and the 
ability to design and carry out experiments Bnd to interpret 
da. ta; and under "abil1 ty to learn from experiment or oDse,pva-
tlonlt J the ability to pursue experimental inquiry, possession 
of le.bora.tory skills Bnd imagiMtive thinking in the la.boratory. 
As might be expected, th~re is a good deal of overlBp 
amongst these verious statements of objectives. In pDrt1cu18r, 
Nedelsky' 8 extended list of precisely specified objectiv~s in-. 
cludes most of 1vhat sppeer:S in the other 11 ats. Even 1~lhere an 
objective in another l1st does not coincide directly with one 
of Nedelsky's, closer examinDtion may reveal the.t 1 t embraces 
severB 1 of the obj ec ti ves on hi s li st. One cpn clai~ thiR to 
be true, for exemple, of suoh objectives 8S 1I1eernin~T fpcts 
B nd pri nciples n, "inculcation of sci entifie method", "providing 
persons.l experience of science" end "development of faculties 
of observa tion ". For our purposes, it will be convenient to 
/group. • • •• . 
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group the above objectives under eight headings, viz. develop-
ment of skills, . development of f~culties of observation, eval-
uetion of resul ts, the gaining of familiari ty wi th physical 
equlpment, learning fac ts and principles, Inculca tion of sci en-
tiflc method, the recording of observations and the presentation 
of results, and maintenance of interest and the provision of 
personal experience of pc1ence. These eims will be examined 
oT.'I.t-;".:8.11y ~nd c~n attempt 11'1ill be mElde to assess their relative 
' . 
.1mportsncB for a high school course in phY81cs~ 
(1) Development of skills Boulinn has arp:ued thpt this eim of 
school practica..L ~,!ork 1s important for those who ~l"e to become 
research workers. he points out the obvious value of this 
kl nd of trai nl ng for persons in thi s category ~nd claims th~-t 
the years spent at school pr?vide much more opportunity for 
such tr~ining then do the three undergraduate yeers of a uni-
versi ty course. He himself, however, estimates that no more 
than 15% of school pupils Bre likely to enter scientific car-
eers in which practical skills ere necessary end questions 
whether, for the other 85%, the school physics laboretory ~hould 
be the place where the pupil lenrns the sort of skill which 
will enable him to mend fu ses or replBce tep we. shere. Boulind 
is, of course, discussing thp proble~ in the context of the 
British educational system; in South Africa one would 88sert 
with much les8 confidence thpt the physicel science pupil had 
. 
more opportunity for development of manual skills at school 
th~n ~t university, Bnd one would estimate the proportion of 
pupils likely to teke up scientific careers PS le~s th~n Dr. 
Bouli nd 19 15%. Thus it 't-TOuld bp. even less ep sy in South 
Africa to defend this p.im of prf1cticRl 1york on stntisticnl 
grounds than it is in Great Britain. A realistiC eppropch 
suggests that the development of manual skills should be 
/trea ted ••••• 
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treated as an incidentBl alm of school praotioal work; that 
as a result of oarryl.ng out A fair humber of experiments . during 
their sohool oareers pupils would, with good guidanoe, aoquire 
SOMe sbili iy to carry out simple mea.surements, repairs and con-
struotional work. But it must be stressed that it is more 
Important for the physios pupil to knoT~ what makes a fuse blow 
th&~ ~o know how to repair it. ~~ 
( 11) Development of f8cultles of obs€:~atj an .,,'"7"'~' n"'? a1" the 
,...'At"~ ..... ~ 
) , ~. --' ,,- .. - J..Y' 
same arguments oan be &dvanoed in favour of this aim as for 
a1m (1) above, and it can be argued with almost equal force 
that thl,s is an Incit~ental aim: "almoEt equal" rath .. ~r thVl.u 
nexactly'equal"~ because the abIlity to observe aoourately 
comes oloser to the real stuff of physics than does the aoqul-
sition of manual skills. But one can still claim that this 
aim can be achieved for the pupil as a result of his perfo~lng 
a number of experiments not primarily designed with this end 
in view._ 
(iii) Evaluation of results as physics is vitB.lly concerned 
with the results of measurement, there can be no question of 
the importance of this aim. Unfortunately there are olear 
signs of its almost total neglect in South African soience 
teachi ng. It is still possible to come across second-year 
physics students who will naively write down the result of an 
experiment to an implied acc?racy of four signifIcant figures 
without regard for the actual experimental situation - and this 
despite their having received instruction on this point during 
their-first year at university. In many such oases there is 
good reason to believe that this undiscriminating attitude to-
wards experimental results was acquir~d at school; and since 
the matr1culation exam1nation, despite its ,alleged stress on 
exparimental methods, has never tested this kind of thing, 
there has been no incentive for the teacher to set his pupils 
right in this respect. 
IOf • •••• 
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Of course we are not advocating,the presen~~tion of a rig-
orous theory of tne treatment of errors as part of sChool 
physics. ~vhat .l.e necessary is that the teacher should re-
mi nd pupils that there ere lim1 ts to tne accuracy of anY. gi ven 
measurement, and that these limits should somehow be reflected 
1n the way the results of the measurement are recorded. 
,', 
Wi thout some understBnding of this poi r.lt , . thp r::.pl1 cannot be 
sal d to have ma.de proper 0'" it.:- Jt wi t'o physi-cs ~t ell. 
To clear up eny other possible misunderstanding on this 
1 seue, we should 81so streAs tn,Ett i t 1 s not necessary for a 
teacher to 9pend a gre~ t ieBl 0f e!lerg:,;' ~:t cl~ ssroom t='nd 1~b-
oratory in urging his pupils to b~ n8CCUrf!~~. i: 
of insight can be gained into cprtBin areBS of physics by means 
of measurements Bnd celculetions the.t may be quite rough; what 
is important is that the pupil should be to some extent ~;"'T9,re 
of ~he degree of roughness. An appreciation of th~ manner in 
~ 
whlc,h experimental techniques can be refined to yield "accura te·/J 
results. in particuls.r clrcumstp..nces is part of the advanced 
training of tne physici st. 
(1v) Tne gaining of familiarity with physical equipment 
Everyone would surely agree that pupils should come to 
know somett'ling of thE> equipment with which physics i.s. partly 
"made"., and t.hat they should preferably have the opportunlty 
to see ~nd handle such equipment. There are obvious limits to 
the extent to which opportunities of this sort can be' provided 
in the elementary laboratory, and the point should thus not be 
over-stressed. But one T,.,ould hope that pupll8 'r~Tould hRve 
formed direct acquaintp.nce wi th at le~frt: some of the 'slmpler 
tools of the physicist 1 s trade, Ruch as the metre stiCk, the 
stop vmtch" the thermometer, the a.mmeter, the voltmeter ~nd the 
cathode-ray oscilloscope 
~~ruments in common use, 
to mention only e few measuring 1n-
Any course in school physics which 
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mekes reasonable provision for practice.l work can be made to 
aChieve this aim. 
(v) Learning facts and principles If by "leerning" is meant 
t.he imprinting of facts and principles upon the memory by what-
ever means, tnere can be no doubt that practical work by tne 
pupil 1s not essential to ~~is aotivity. Those who have ex-
perien'?E.. of tf'1e U~~~ 0f programmed instruction claim unrivalled. 
.... 
s~.:cceS8 for it as a. means of inculcating facts fer rc,gurgi t~t·~.vn 
in the .appropriate kind of exnmlnation and, ~s hps alre~dy been 
mentioned, many South' African pupils 11sve elree.dy shO~ln them-
stSl vee capable of passing tb~ir matriculation exam:J..netlons in 
physiosl science ~11 tho'n t h~vlng 't..rasted their veluElble time on 
But the conscientious teec.her wi th the immed-
la te as well as the ul timete welfare of his pupils at he~.rt will .. ~ 
not be content with this situation: he will went his pupils to 
learn their facts snd principles by meens lee8 sterile and soul-
less, possibly by discovering them for themselves in the labora-
tory under hi s careful guidance. 
In thiru~lng about how to solve this problem, the teacner 
msy fell prey to a certei n temptation: thB.t of doing it B.ll by 
. demonstra tio n. In the paper b,y Boullnd already ci ted, there 
is an impressive list of the edvantages of demonstration exper-
iments by the tea.char over prectical v,rork by the pupils; demon-
strations save time for pupils and teaCher, they save money -
"one set of apparatus costs lees than 15" -, the teacher CB.n 
empheeize crucial results or readings and underline the prin-
Ciples, he can get more ~ccurete results than the pupils can, 
and he CB.n use apparatus that would not be safe In pupils' hands. 
All this is undeniable, and the teacher could hardly be blRmed 
for concluding tt1Pt it would ree.lly be better if he just did. 
1 t all himself. But in so doing he would unwi ttingly h~ve 
decided to deprive his pupils of tne fun they could derive 
from carrying out certain experiments individually. More 111111 
Ibe . .•.• 
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be said acout tnis point later under the heading .of "Mainten-
anoe of interest". In the meantime it is suggested that 
pr"ctical work by the pupils oan be of considerable value in 
learning facts and principl~e, Where by nlearning" 1s Mesnt 
both "learning to know and understend", and thst careful 
thought should be given in the design of ~ny syllabus to the . 
seleotion of sui te.ble experiments for this pur'P~ ... ~·. 
(vj.) Inculc.?tio> of Gt:. ~ .• ".lt:!.tlc method 
."'--------------
In listing thiA among 
the possible aims of' practIcB.l work, Boulind was careful not 
to speak of "~ Scientific Met"1od"~ ~.9 hps been forcefully 
pointed out by various physicists (e.g. Ro'~r:;rs 1960, Zemaneky 
1962) there is no single Soientific Method, but h v8rlety of 
possible methods followed by scientists in pursuing scientific 
problems. 13y setting out to solve a problem a.long experlmer.-
tell lines, a pupil OB.n gain experience of and insight into 8UC;~ 
I 
methods. As .t$oulind points out, the type of experiment whlc;., 
a pupil performs wi th the aid of a deta.lled list of instruc tic 
is completely useless in this regard; a completely differe~t 
approach 1n experiment-setting has to be adopted by the teaCJ1e~ 
(Of course, "cook-book" methods are not entirely to be despls{ 
all of us are content to follow the step-by-step instruct10ng 
of the handbook prov1ded vtnen confronted with some unfamiliar 
applience or piece of apparatus. Hut we do not need exhaU8-
tive training at sOhool or university to fit us for this kine:;' 
. 
of activity.). Given ~ suitable problam end the tIme in w~ic~ 
to solve it, the pupil can gain something froM his own pxppri~ 
• mentel work which it is virtually impossible for him to ecq~~ 
in any other way. 
(vii) The re00rding of observations and the presentation of 
resul-u That individual practical work can provide 
tr.alning in the recording of observations and the presentBtic,:" 
lor . .... 
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of results is obvious enough. The q~estion to be oonsidered 
nere is the extent to which suoh training is neoessary in the 
elementary sta.ges. Mucn of our scienoe teaohing has been 
dominated by the assumption that it is neoessary and nae 
sought to impose upon pupils a rigid form of presentation of 
results. That this kind of training has not aohieved the 
desired ·ends 1s only too evident from the .. kind 0"" Wi: Ii: pro-
duced by uni verst ty student.j c:-<"led upon .. ~o ".:wri te up" their 
experiments. In the main, these students betray 11 ttle or no 
sign of being able to give a decent s.ccount ot what they have 
done in the laboratory. 1:s tlj.~re ilny pv"'.nt 1n attempting to 
train school pupils in the presentation of ~eevltB if those 
whom it ought to benefit gain little trom it? And what of 
those pupils who will never find their way into a research 
laooratory? Is this kind of trAining of sny use to them? 
I In reply I to the first of these questions one might sug-
! 
gest ths.t if the training 'tlere improved, it might obtain better 
results; and in reply to the seoond one might say that if a 
pupil does experiments at all, ne should get used to the idea 
of recording nis results in a way that is intelligible to him-
self and preferably to others 8.S well. The two replies are 
really interdependent. Impro'ved tra1ning in the "wrl ting-
up" of experiments would lay greater stress on individuality, 
whioh would help to make the pupil more interested in what he 
was doing; this increased~intereBt would in turn make it 
easier for the pupil, be he future soientist or not, to get 
used to reoording the results of his laboratory work. This 
does not mean to say that every experiment carried out by the 
pupil should be made the 9ub,1 ect of e. d~tal1ed lS.boratory re-
port, to be oorreoted in due course by the already overburdened 
teacher. Some experiments might be so simple that little 
would be gained by mak1ng notes of them (cf. the Nu~field 
Guide (I), n 
••• 
they are things to do and see, and we should 
/no ••.•• 
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no more ask for notes after the experiment than we do after 
8· visl t to the circus. 11); others could be adeque. tely deal t 
with by informal notes (again the Nuffield Guide 1s worth 
quoting: " ••• a PUpil's own notes, written informally like 
the notebooks of most research men, will keep him nearer to 
real science than formal wr1ting up of each experiment"), and 
others again could be giver ~etal1ed reports, although this 
W01"J.d "J::~J.y b-:. aptr~pr18.te in the later school years. 
". 
(viii) Maintenance of interest ~nd the provision of personal 
experience of sc1ence. 
--,------------------
These two ai~s nave been ooupled together beoause they 
are very olosely relatD~. In the abov~-oited article, Boulind 
eseerts ~hat "Perhaps the primary Justification for pre.otic9.l 
work le, in fact,the arousing and maintenanoe of interest." 
Tnie interest can be aroused and maintained by letting the 
pup1l feel that he 1s experiencing scienoe at first hand -
that ne 1s "a soientist for the day", in the memorable phrase 
of the Nuffield Guide (I). He will be espeoially able to 
enjoy th1s feeling if he is. not g1ven too much advanoe infor-
mat10n conoerning what is to come out of the experiment he is 
. engaged in. There will he.ve to be a lim! t set to what the 
pupil Can discover for nimself in tnis way; moreover, a good 
deal of intelligent stage-oetting will nave to be done by the 
teaoher if this kind of teacning is to succeed. Those respon-
. 
sible for devising nel" teaohing approecnes which emphe.size ex- . 
perimentation by the pupil (e.g. the Nuffield Physics Project) 
appear to be at least as well aware aa anyone else of the limi-
tations inherent in thp method; there seems to be no need for 
the concern expressed by Warren (1965) J ,."ho regards tne empha.-
s1s placed upon pupils "f1nding tnings out for themselves" as 
"very disturbing". (In this oonnection see elso Helm 1966~. 
A pllrticular adVantage of this "personal experience of 
scienoe" wnicn links up wi th "learning facts and principles" 
/has ••••• 
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has been neatly summarIzed by Nedelsky (1965): "Laboratory 
," 
work ••• is pract~ca.lly "irreplaceable ••• for helping the student 
understand tne relation between theoretical 'book' sclence and 
real phenomena". Here we have perhaps the most convlncing 
single reason for extensive practioal work by the pupil. 
2.8.3 The need for praoticRl work 
A ~~~ber of pOG~ltle ~ims of praotical work in physics' 
.n~·~e been considered above. It has been shown t~at ~ll of 
these aims Oan be served t>y practioal work to a graa. ter 01' 
lesser degr,ee, and that some in particula.r B.re uniquely and 
All this adds up to a strong argu-
ment for a' grea t d,tal )!' practice.l work to be done by sonool 
pupils as p~rt of a oarefully designed syllabus, In wnion ex-
periments have been included wnicn will serve some or otner ot 
tne aims discussed above. In tne main section of this tnesis, 
attention will be given to the recommendation of experiments 
sui ted to form part of a course in wnion experimental and ".bl~ck­
noard" work (one hesi tates to call the latter "theory") are 
closely linked. 
2. 8.4 String and sea_li ng-ws.x eppa.ra.tu s 
A word should be added here about the use of "string and 
sealing-wax" apparatus in sohool physics. 
From Maxwell's'time to the present, the pr~ise9 of this 
8.PPI'OBCh to elementary prs.ctical work have been sung by eminent 
au thori ties. In favour of it one must say at once that there 
1s more to it than the mere making of a virtue out of necess1 .. ty. 
As Maxwell (quoted in Tricker 1967) has put it: "The simpler 
the materials of an illustrative experiment and the more fami-
liar they are to the student, the more thoroughly is he likely 
to acquire the idea whIch it is meant to illustrate. The edu-
cational value of such experiments is often inversely proport-
10na1 to the oomplexi ty of the apparatus. The student who uses 
/homemade ••••• 
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homemade apparatus, whioh is always going wrong, often learns 
more than one lmO has· the use of carefully adjusted instru-
ments, to which he is apt to trust and which he doee not take 
to pieces." However, both pupils and teaohers sometimes grum-
ble about simple apparatus on the grounds that it is not aoour-
ate enough or that it is unneoessar1ly orude. S1nce the use 
c: ~uch apparatus 1s a prominent feature of newly-developed 
courses in school physics, these or1 t10isms are wort')1 ."',? 80m.:;.> 
..... 
. oonsideration. J:t1 iret ~ne must in6~st tnat tne simplicity of 
a given experimental set-up becomes self-defeating if it pro-
duoes a sense of' lrri tat10n or frustration on the "Cart ~it' t\:6 
experimenter. The author's first acquaintance with Newton's 
rings was made with the sid of a sodium flame as light souroe 
s,nd 8 t:avell1ng. miorosoope which was unable to track ecrase 
. the field o.r view in s etraignt line. In order to obtain a 
reasonably well-illuminated interferenoe pattern, he had to 
move the flame as close as possible to the microscope. The 
result· was that instead of experienoing the thrill of studying 
a beautiful and hitherto unfamiliar phenomenon, hi~ major con-
"1". 
cern was wi th trying to look down the mioroscope wi thO'llt slnge-
ing his hair. Obviously the occasion was a memorable one, but 
not qui te in the way intended. In this case the unfortunate 
experimenter would have been much happ1er if the apparatus pro-
vided had been just a little more sophist1cated. 
If a certain standard of accur~cy is expeoted 1n the per-
. 
formanoe of a given experiment, then the apparatus should be 
capable of yielding up such accuracy without the PlPll having 
to spend too mUOh time and trouble in aohieving it. Some of 
the oomplaints about lneccuracy msY' arise from e faulty approach 
by teacher and/or pupil. If toe pupil has been oonditioned to 
believe tnat the primary purpose of his practical work ie to 
obtnin a "good" value for an already knovTn numerioB.l result, 
then the mere sight of apparatus of obViously simple design is 
likely to put him off. But let us suppose that his upbringing 
Ihas ••••• 
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has been different; that he has grown accustomed to using 
simple apparatus t.o make> simple disooveries, quali tative 'or 
quant1tative, to suggesting speoific improvements in the design. 
of an experiment or the apparatus used for it, and to forming 
a clear idea of what aoeuraer is and of its relative importance 
1 n different 8i tua tions. Then he 1s unlikely to develop a 
resistanoe to "string Bnd se,fling-'ti'8x" as such, and his appre-
ciatj r.~n rJ-:' mo!·~ el~gd.nt and sophi stieated forms of B.pparatus 
0,,111 'be all the greate:r for the experience he has had of simpler 
forms. 
In short, apparAtuB that is simple in design and construc-
tion has a vital ro]e tn play in building up a pupil's feeling 
of what physics is all about, but it can only fulfil this funo-
tion if gi .. ven its proper setting by the teaoher. Provided 
that this type of apparatus is·not used for purposes for whioh 
it is plainly unsuited, no d1fficulties need arise. The pupil 
me.y feel tha t the experiments he performs a-t home or in the 
sohool laboratory are very far removed from the experiments 
ourrently being conducted with apparatus in the mega-' or giga-
"'\' 
dollar range. The teacher. can reassure him by discussing wi th 
him some of the reasons why certa.in modern apparatus costs so 
muoh. Such a di scussion might prove very frui tful. A pupil 
curious about the 114~OOO,OOO-dollar Stanford l1near aooele-
rator or about the even more expensive accelerator projects at 
present being planned, might ;leBrn a good deal from a teacher 
Who took as his starting point the energies attained by the 
eleotrons acoelerated in the cathode-ray tube of an osoilloscope. 
In thi s lTay a link cen be estebll shed between the pupil's ex-
perienoe and the activities of present-day professio!lBl 
phy 8i c 18 t 8. 
/2.9 •.••• 
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2 8 9 The oontent of school physios syllabuses 
2.9.1 Some faenera.l considerations Of the making of school 
syllabuses in physics there is no end. This is by no means 
to be deplored. There 1s oertainly no ideal school physios 
syllabus, suitable for all pupils for all time, and in the 
absenoe of suoh a thing, there will always be room for dls-
c·usslon of 1ihat should be taught at school under the heE'~_:~"'g 
of physios. 
A var1ety of attl tudes towarde their task is to be found 
among planners of syllabuses. There are some who teel that an 
introductory physios ooux'se should bt; olosely rela >·3d t~ the 
everyday life of t.he pupils, if neoessary to the exclusion of 
"modern pnyslos"; there are others who, as we have seen, feel 
that a ~wentieth-oentury physics course should be orientated 
. "in the general direotion of modern physiCS". Others again 
believe that school courses in the sciences should be influenced 
by the technologioal needs of the oountry and should therefore . 
be. the basi s for fairly specifio technological traltling. Still 
others, mindful of the needs of the university student, w1ll 
want to apply a principle onunciated by· Mendoza (1965), viz. 
" ••• that subjects which are touohed on at school, however 
superficially, are later accepted by uni vers1 ty students 8.S 
'easy' or at least as approAohable." 
Whiohever oategory they fall into, oonscientiouB planners 
of syllabuses vnll want to ~onsider whether or not their pro-
posed choice of oontent makes poss1ble the realization of the 
'·behavioural objeotives" (of. Seotion 2.1.2) they have in mind. 
As Nedelsky (1965) has emphasized, this means choosing topics 
not only for their intrinsiC importance but also for their 
,. i llu at ra t i v e value n • Thus one may want to include a brief 
treatment of a "naive It particle model of 11ppt in an intro-
ductory physics syllabus/' (cf. Section 8.2), not because this 
/adds ••••• 
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adds 6nytning vital to tne oontent, ·but beoause .it illustrates 
tne need to modify a theory if certain of its prediotions 
olean with experiment. Consideration of the illustrative 
value of a topic oan be useful in reduoing tne content of a 
syllabus, as Nedelsky has also pointed. out. Wnen a rrumber of 
topios seem to have equal claims for inclusion on the grounds 
of intrinsio importanoe, aome mR""- be found t." .• ;''37B more illu s-
trs.tl ve vp.lue than o1:;~~ !,~~.l1 81'.1 this Can ju~'8tlfy tne exclusion 
· ... ,/ . 
of tne lass illustrative ones. Application of tnese principles 
of topio seleotion still leaves a good deal of scope for variety 
in the l'esu~ ting syllabu~,:9 a.rll~J it en:):,':' <~ be added, for· possi-
ble error - tne f1n1sned sy118.OO8 may a.ft~'). a\l not permi t 
wholly sucoessful realization of the desired objectives. For 
tneee,reasons, no syllabus, however august its sponsorship, 
should be treated as a saored document, immune from critiCism 
I 
01' emendment~ 
2.9.2 Reoent developments in syllabus-making 
It nas been implied in the precedIng section '\;nat Intl'o-
"'t 
ductory pnysics eyll&busee drewn up by different teams ere 
likely to be different, and that this is no ceu ae for concern .. 
Desp1te tnls, many of tnose concerned witn syllabus-making from 
the inside cannot help feelIng tnRt tnere ougnt to be some 
measure of general agreement concerning ~!at sbould be taught 
in sohool physios. And ~ndeed something like ~~is does now 
. 
seem to be emerging. Looking Bt syllabuses that hnve origi-
nated outside South .L\frica in recent yea.rs, we find '8. number of 
common features. Consider the reoommendations for the NEe sen-
tiala for a Hinimum Course in Physios" (Schoene 1965) based on 
the report of the speoial committee of the OEEC (cf. Section 
2. 3 a\~ve), and tne syllabuses drawn up by the" Scienoe Masters' 
Association and Assooiation of Women SCienoe Teachers of Great 
Brl ts1n (1961)', the Nuffield Physics Project (Nuffleld 
!Gulde ••••• 
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Guide I), the Physical Soienoe Study Committee (PS~C 1960), 
the Harvard Physics Project (Holton 1967), a committee set up 
by the Nuclear Research Founds.tion of the Universi ty of Sydney 
(Parry 1964), and a epecial oommittee appointed by the State 
of' Victoria, Australia (Caro 1963) .. (In connection with the 
lest, it should be noted that the Leaving Certificate and 
Matriculation Physics Course for Viotoria, is enb~~~n';ial1y 
identioal wi th the PSSC P:lyej Jr:~ eours-e.) All these syllabuses 
are distinguished by An emphasis on fundamentaJ.s - the basic 
prlnclplesof m·ech~9.nicaJ weve motion and el,ectriclty reoeive a 
good deal of attention - ~:1d by a g;~nero~ls though not dispro-
portionate treatment of modern physios. Alao i it has been 
aocepted by those drafting these syllabuses that if an in-
oreased ?mount of modern material 1s included, some traditional 
material will have to make way for it. Consequently topics 
I 
whose! inolusion has long been taken for granted have had to be 
om! tt ed. from these new sy1la bu se s.. 
It is this last point Whioh has aroused and still continues 
to arouse most oontroversy~ The arguments against have been (1962) ~ 
suoointly expressed by Zemanskt: "~Vhen ~.n entire sttbj ect, such 
as geometrioal optios, or thermodynemios, or r.coustios is 
skipped, the student is presented with a distorted view of what 
physics is. Such an omission might oonceivsbly affect the 
student's future cereer •.•• Why should it be regarded ss legiti-
mate to skip the subjects or statics and hydrostatios in order 
to ·conoentrate on atomic physics at the introductory level? 
Why is tne world of the unseen more important than the familiar 
world of ladders leaning aga.inst walls, hammooks stretched be-
tween two trees, or boats floating on water? loan see no 
Justification for leaving out whole branches of physios that 
infringe directly on the students' everyday life." In fact, 
Ze~ansky was thinking specifically of introduotory college 
physios when he made these remarks,. and his views regarding 
!physlcs ••••• .\ 
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physics as taught at school might conceivably be q~lte differ-
ent. We may nevertheless take the above-quoted passage 9.S 
a convenient statement of thp ergument 8~ain8t deletion of 
familiar and well-loved topics from schoQl physics in favour 
of the inclusion of more modern physics, since it 1s typicBl 
of the views of teachers devoted to t~e estab11p~ed t~~~1tiono 
Zemansky makes two m~ln polnts:-
(a) omission of certain topic!" !~ . .,es tIle Il'pil a. distorted 
'view of physics; 8.rl...t 
(b) in our teB.cl1ing~ '1e should not neglect the famlliar '{.:l'orld 
The short enSvJer to (a) 1s that any view 0/ ~hy~tcs bt"tsed nn a.n 
8 Cq ue.i ntance 1'li th i t acqui r€.ld only e. t school 1 s bound to be di 8-
tarted. ,,1110 present physics to B. pupil in such a itley that his 
impression of it is coloured by what some present-day physicists 
, 
are d~lng is unlikely to be very harmful. It 1s cert9inly un-
likely to a.tfect his future career, B.1 though Zems.nsky might ~jel1 
be right in implying thp.t this could happen to f3 collElge or uni .... 
vers1 ty student. The a 88umptlon the. t seems to 11 ebehi nd (~o) 
is that a pupil should first ~chieve a thorough understAnding 
of the physics of the femiJler 'vorlet before ettB;:'lptlng to probe 
the unseen world. In the ebstrect p this mey spem ~ Aound prin-
clple on 't'lhich to bese one's tppchinp; of physics, but it is 
difficult to uphold it in th~ face of certain difficulties en-
oountered in the "familial' world'Y of education. 
pupils are actually ~~it~ by the prospect of learning about 
those a spects of the familiar "Jorld which are "covered'o by such 
topics as ete.tic8, hydrostatics, thermel expansion e.nd calori-
metry (espeCially specific heats!? How many teaohers are there 
who aX'e capable of presenting this materis.l in en exel ting ~v8.y 
80 B.S to "give pupils great inslght into science"'? (Rogers's 
phrB.se. ) One 8U spec t s th8t there are very fei,'! 1 n ei t1.1er ca S91) 
10 n, • ~ •• 
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On the other hand, Bom§ pupils ~re excited at the prospect of 
learning something apou't the u.nseen 'World, and me.fly o'r their 
teachers B.re both exol t~d f't the prospect of teaching this 
materiel and capable of transmitting thp.t excitement. In 
short, the present-day educational climate does to some extent 
favour the inclusion of modern physios in the schoo~ syllabus, 
e.n~i !t is rea1istio to take this into Recount. In Seotion 2. 7 
we have a.lso argued in fs.vour of the inc1us4.on of 80m''', ]TI,-, "~crn 
material on the grounds that this is a itJlay of compelling the 
teacher to keep up wi th his subject. We conolude that we must 
come down on the side of those who have designed th~ new 3y1).',.-
buses listed above, at any rate as far BS their attitude to-
wards modern physics 1s concerned. 
2.9.3 "What should we exclude? 
What topics should make ~my for tne new material? 
Undoubtedly stetlcs, hydrostatics, therrns.l expllnsion Bnd ca1ori-
metry must be favourebly considered for exclu91o~ On the 
subj~ct of hydrostaticR, Prof~ssor ~ogers has this. to sey 
(Nuffleld Guide I): "Hydrostetics is not undesirable; but it 
is unneoessary. StudleR of the Principles of Archimedes ere 
not important as prepsrstion for other topiCS i~ physics; and 
as they are taught they do not, I think, give pupils rreat in-
eight into sclence. In many a school, pupils weigh things in 
air and wa,ter till 1 t is e.lmost a meohanical habit. ft We' need 
not add anything to this sUmming-up.' As for sts.tics;. its ohief 
vB.lue in an introduotory course is as a means of 1llustra t1ng 
the fact tha.t force vectors add up 'to zero in equilibrium 
ai tUB tions, Of course it elso embraces the Law of the Lever, 
\-!hloh is very ",ell sui ted to 1 nvestiga tion in the eleMentary 
laboratory end cen be used as an early illustre.tion of a physi-
cal law. But the tedious e1~boretion of these basiC principles 
in the solution of problems concerning gates, ladders and doors 
can safely be omitted. i· 
, . 
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The q~alitative faots of thermal ~xpanslon ca~ easily be 
dealt with in the primary sohool, and it is good to see that 
they have now been relegated to this sphere in South nfr1can 
schools. Quantitative work on thermal ~xpansion with its 
definitions of the various kinds of expansion coeffioient and 
the use of these in "standard" problems almost unrivalled in 
their laO'k of pOint, would seem to serve no· Ul?~-r~ ... ~t. :p:,.rpose in 
a sohool physios oour9~. T:"2If.8l expansion of ... gases can be 
des.l t wi th in the c'ont~xt of thermometry end the ges 121-18. 
The basic ideas of celorlmetry - "heat m~8surempntn - ere a 
necessary pre~equisite for ~~e q~~ntltat!~( treatment ot 
, 
energy conservation and oan therefore 8oaro~:y 1,~ avoided. 
Likewise it is valuable for a pupil to know of the existence 
of latent heats of ohange of ph~ge, beoause this help~ to fill 
in en important detail of his pioture of matter. But the value 
I 
of extended laboratory work in calorimetry, involving the 
measurement of the specific heats/water equivalents/thermal 
oapsoities of various materials and objeots by the/method of 
mixtures, 1s doubtful in the extreme. 'llhere would be, some point 
"1', 
in finding the values of speoifio heats of substanc~s if these 
were then oonverted into "s.tomic" or molar thermal capacities 
Rnd the results wer~ co~pared with theoretioal prediction. 
But this extension of the subject cannot be accommodated in a 
sohool course, elthourh at least one South african textbook 
hes tried half-heBrtedly to point the wa:' by including a brief 
referenoe. to the Law of Dulong and Petit (Gord,()n end Neser, no 
date) • AS no indio~tion is given by the Ruthors of the s1g-
nificanoe of this law and the deviations from it, one cannot 
help ~Tonclering ",hy they bothered to i nelude this matBrial at 
ell. Perhpas they imagined that conscientious pupils would 
store up this information B.nd pa.tiently ll"lai t 1 ts clariflca.tion 
st .. some la.ter date. 
/Among •• " •• 
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Among other topios nowadays regarded as "expendable" are 
geometrioal optios B~d ~oun~~. "Expendable n should "not "in 
these instances be equB.ted 1'111 th "valueless", however. As one 
group of syllabus authors puts it, "Sound is one of our two 
means of communioation and as such deserves a plaoe in the 
syllabus. n (Joint Committee of the South Afrioan Chemical 
In~~~tute and Institute of Physics 1965). .n. good deal of fun 
and genuine enlightenment oen be derived from an elemtC'T..t,.,.';:~ 
'''. 
study of sound, end for 'tnls repson :1 c 1s a pi"~y co have to ex-
elude it from 8 school syllabus. On the other hend it is not 
essential to the development of other topios now re!,:arde···~ as 
important, so that it OBn be left ou t wi thou t doi ng .!!lY.Q1l harm. 
(One wonders a .:1.1 ttle ~1"oout this, of oourse; a newspaper ,re-
porter onoe informed his readers that a researoh group at 
Rhodes University were oonstruoting eqUipment to reoeive sound 
waves from the sun. Perhaps a smattering of knowledge about 
sound might ~ve prevented him from perpetrating this gaffe.) 
It would be difficult to Justify tne total exolusion of geome-
trlcal optics from i ntroductory oourse~. It appears to be 
generelly agreed nowsdpys tnat such courses should include 8: 
study of light, leading on to s preliminary investiga.tlon of 
1 ts nature. An investigation of this kind has to take into 
e.ccount the known behaviour of light, and the fundamentsl prin-
oiples of geometrical optios embody important features of that 
behaviour. Significantly J both the PSSC and the N.Uffield 
physios courses allow some space for tlns topio. Admittedly 
one should not overdo this indulgence tOWArds it. To quote 
the B.bovementioned p,roup of syllabus s.uthors again, "There 1s 
11 ttle basic physiCS in [geometrica.l optiCS] and, in any cB.se, 
the quantitat1ve aspect leads to forMulae ~Thlch are not exaot 
enough to be used in instruments. II In other words, little 
purpose is served by .1..heoretlcal quanti teo ti ve trea.tment of 
refleotion from curved mirrors, imB.ge formation by lenses or 
/even .•.•• 
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even deviation of llght by a prlsm. (Dispersion by e prism 
and its use in spectrometers, which ~ lmportant, do' not re-
quire reinforcement by derivation of the formula 
(A+Dmin) fL = sin 2 • ) 
sin ~ 
2 
Should technolog1c~1 ~etp.rial be included in physics 
• A 
syllabuses? ". 
1'he inclusion of technological m8terial 1s against the 
present-day trend in the planning of physics syllabuses, at any 
rete in the Western ~orld. Perhaps tl).~.S is on acce,..'"\ i1t 0::- the 
excessive atte?~lon given to technology in earlier syllabuses. 
The tendency to exclude technology has been deplored by some 
cr1tics, notably by Elton (1967), who in criticizing the ab-
sence of technology a nd the applications of science from the 
Nuffleld Physics Course, has stressed that "it is the mutual 
interaction of ~cience and technology] which fertilizes both ••• 
nel thpr can flourish unless the communi ty a s a whole e,ccepts 
their importpnce and for that reason I Science for AlII [1. e, 
e general introductory couree in sCience] must give an appre-
ciation of Doth science and technology to all those who wlll 
not take the subject ~ny further". nccordingly he 8upgests 
that "we should not just teach descriptivp technology .•• we 
should teach e good deal of it". There is cl~erly some merit 
in this suggestion, but 1 t raises a number of questions. 
Should "descriptive technology" be tS.UfPt as technology, i. e. 
should one segregate e portion of the science syllabus from the 
rest and call it ntechnology"? Exactly wnat should be taught 
under this heading'? ~1J:1a t pri nciples should be followed in 
trying to teach it - ehould 1 t be taught e.a "applied 9C~ enoe ", 
with emphasis on the fact that it is the application of scien-
tific prinCiples which 1s under discussion, or should the 
/emphasis ••••• 
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emphesis be placed on engineering aspects? 'fhe answers to 
.. 
these and related.questions will have to be found if Elton's 
suggestion is to be implemented, but most of them 11e outside 
the scope of the present work, which is concerned with the 
teaching of physics. Whet is more directly relevAnt is the 
question of whether time which might otherwise have been de-
voted to teaching for ir-:~e(.sed understanding of physics should 
l ns"/.:.le~~. "De gi ven vver to the teaching of techn~logy. Elton ~s 
f'1rmly of' the oplnlon ·thpt it should; purists in the field of 
physic s educe.tion will maintain that 1 t should not. Me ny 1'1ill 
!~el th~.t it; is c~nsible to Bpply the kind of com.promise solu-
tion that s.ome havtA:. B.J:'f'lied for ma.ny ye~rsJ namely to add in-
terest to the teaching of certain topics in physics by the dis-
oussion of excit~ng teohnological applioations of physioal 
principles. (Cf. Seo tion 2. 7)". In the right hands, this oan 
lead to genuine eru1ancement of physics teaching while at the 
same time it can help pupils to learn some basic technology • 
. There is one speoifically teohnological topic thet could 
witp advantage be included in B sohool physics course, viz. 
e1eotronios. Many boys hnve en interest in end apti tude for 
electronios; many of the black boxes currently used by the 
physicist are wholly or pe.rtly U'electronic" in oontent, so 
th~t there is an obviouA utilitarian link between physics and 
electronics; and it is possible t.o bese one's te~ching of 
electronics on underlying phys1c~l principles. This lest 
point is important, for it Cen reasonably be argued that if 
technology is to be included in a course labelled "physios" 
or "physical science", the point of departure for it should 
always be the underlying scientific principles. In the past, 
the incorporation of technological applications into B Bcience 
syllabus has sometimes deteriorated into a "descripti ve teoh-
nology" of the worst kind, w1th pupils being expected in exami-
nations to give detpiled descriptions, preferably accompanied 
by ennotated Sketches, of various contrivances without having 
Ito • .••• 
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to show any scientifio understanding. tl'hl s suggests the. t if 
certein specifio concessions to teohnology (e.g. the inclusion 
of elementary electronics) ar~ to be mede in a physics syllabus, 
the method of.approach to the chosen topicS must be oarefully 
delineated. We shell see below that the Common Basic Syllabus 
inoludes an options.l section on electronios. In Chapter 9 of 
th~.s thesis, consideration will be given to .. the teaching of 
thie material. 
2.9.5 Past and present syllabuses in South Africa 
Our surv'ey of recent trends in syllabus-making outside 
South Jtfrioa. has 8ho\~n tha'~ by and large the new sylJ.abuses 
are charaoterls~d. by B.n empha.sis on fundamentals and on the 
inclusion of "modern physios", the latter at the expense of 
the omission ,of oertain traditional material, if neoessary. 
We now turn to an examination of the South African scene, bo-~.h 
befol"9 a.nd after tne introduction of new syllabuses in this 
country.· First, we look at the syllabuses in physics and 
physical science of the Joint Matriculation Board that were 
in use until 1965, when new syllabuses approved by the board~· 
first became the subJeot of examinations. At that time, only 
e. few pupils (between a hundred and a hundred-and-fifty) from 
the private schools entered for the J.M.B. exe.mination in pure 
physlcs. [The number of pupils studying pu·re physics at 
government schools (i.e. those responsible to Provincial edu-
cat10n departments) was far fewer, as only one or two schools 
offered it as a subJect. ] The influence exerted by this 
syllabus was thus small, (althougb it should not be forgotten 
that some of the best university entrants in the country came 
from the group of pu~1la affected by ~t), but it is nonetheless 
worth oonsidering as an indication of the prevailing e.tti tudes 
of the time. It beg1ns ~dth a two-page preamble, most of 
whlch is ta.ken up ,,;1 th a discussion of electrical un! ts and 
/their ••••• 
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their definl tion. Quotation of a few sentences will serve to 
illustrate the flavo~r of this seotion: "Electrioal quantities 
are measured by the effects they produoe and in particular by 
the electromagnetic, electrothermal and eleotrochemical effects. 
The use of any of these introduces d.1·.fflcul ties l\men the attempt 
1s made to relate them in a simple and obvious manner with 
Ilbs.J:iu te uni ts. Thus the use of the elec,tromagnetic effect 
involves the rather difficult concept of the -q.nit mag·,Jr,t."." pole, 
while the use of the electrochemical effect rel1ea upon the 
value of the Faraday and its relation to the :fundamental uni ts 
of the e.g.s. system." I n the pare.gr~ph follo,.,lnp.· thi s :~uo--
tation, the ampere is defined (in the 1960's~) as being "one-
tenth of the absolute eleotromagnetic uni t of current, nam'ely, 
that cur~ent which produces a magnetic field of one dyne per 
unit pole at·the centre of a oircle one centimetre in radius 
when it flows through an arc of the o1rcle~one centimetre long," 
and definl tiona are also given of other electrioal uni te. 
Some remarks on the subj ect of lflnternational" un! ts follow. 
The purpose of the inclu.sion of this section is nOV-There made 
"{ 
clea.r. No recommendation 1s even made ooncerning which units 
should be taught, absolute or international. The contents of 
the syllabus then follow. In summary, these are the meaaure-
ment of area, length end vol'..lme; Hooke's Law; surface tension; 
statics of a particle and B rigid body; the fundamentals of 
dynamics; work, energy and~power; elementary hydrostatios; 
temperature and thermometry (inCluding maximum and minimum 
thermometers); linear ~nd cubical thermal expansion, including 
ooefficients of expansion; the gas laws and absolute tempera-
ture; changes of phsAe, including saturated and unsaturated 
vapours; oalorimetry; the neture of' heat and determination 
of IIJIt; transport of heet; rectilinear propB.gation of light; 
photometry; laws of reflection and refraction; thin lens 
/formulae ••••• 
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formulae; optical instruments, including the eye and the 
oorreotion of its def.ects; dispersion of light and spectrum 
formation; general oharacterist1os of sound; velooity of 
sound; standing waves on strings and in B resonance tube; 
elementary magnetism;: msgnetio moment; field plotting; the 
earth's magnetic field; magnetic effects of an eleotric ourrent, 
l.nc:t:4d.1ng field of currents in ciroular co~l, solenoid and long 
straight 1~ire; the tsngp.nt galvanometer; potent1~1 ~-.f:~~ence~ 
., 
Ohm' B law; simple problems on ~urrenG, voltage. resist.9.nce s.nd 
energy disslpa.tion; Wheatstone bridge; he~tting eff'ect of an 
eleotric current; qualitative treatment of force 0' .. a cU:lrer..~­
oarry1ng conductor in a magnetic field; moving coil instruments; 
laws of electrolysis; ~ Leclanche cell and lead aocumulator; 
eleotroma,gnetic induction; A. C. and D. C. dynamos; the trans-
tQrmer. 
No one can deny that th1s syllabus included a good deal 
of solid, wortbwhlle physios. Unfortuna.tely it also has other 
rather less praiseworthy features. Perhpas the most obvious 
of these is the fact the.t it might have been drafted/ in 1890 -
none of the developments of the last eighty years are mentioned 
at all. (npart from the sections on electricity and magnetism, 
the syllabus bea.rs a close resemblance to that offered by Ben-
Jamin Worster at his Acsdemy in London in 1722 (Bishop 1961).) 
The kinetio theory of metter is not even mentioned, and one 
cannot asemme tnat it was s~ppoged to be implied. Another aig-
nificant omission 1s that of time and its measurement, and of 
oourse the syllabus is also noteworthy for its inclusion of 
various "expendable" topics discussed earlier in this section. 
The whole thing seems to have been constructed on the principle 
of "what was good enough for my grandfather is good enough for 
me If. Despite its virtues, it is not a syllabus caloulated to 
inspire teacher or pupil in the mid-twentieth century. 
IAfter •.••• 
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After this, one turns to the physios part of tne corres-
ponding physical sOienoe syllabus wltn no high hopes of flnd-
lng any redeeming features there. Nor are there any. This 
material consists s1mply of a watered-~own version of tne above 
syllabus. Its meohanics section is made up of tne following 
topios: "Elementary notions of force. Balonclng of parallel 
forcee; the moment of a force". Similarly tne ;3E"f.Jtlon on 
electricity has been prt'¥1ee. 1.)1' most of its po.tentiel1y worth-
while fes.turea. 
Tilecorrespond1ng syllabuses formerly prescribed for the 
. Cape Senior ';ertiflcate \ ;;~pari';,~en"c of t>::\'1stion, Cape of Good 
Mope 1961) present a somewhat more 1nv1t1n~ ap~earance$ 
In the Case of pure pnysics, the entire contents of the Joint 
Matr1cul~t1on Board syllabus are inoluded, with a number of 
valuable additions, e.g. the electromagnetic spectrum, cathode 
i 
ray~, tnermionic emisSion, the photo-electric effect and X-rays, 
But tnis syllabus catered for an even smaller number of candi-
dates than did the J.M,B. physics syllabus - only one or two 
government sonools in tne Cape Province offer pure physios as 
a subject - so its influence we.s negligible. Tnephysics 
portion of tne Cape pnys1cftl soience syllabue did to its advan-
tage 1nolude some of tne additional topics contained in the 
pure physics syllabus, but on the otner nand contained no mech-
anics. NaturC:J.lly t~is was a orippling omission and oonscien-
tious teachers have been s~verely handioapped by it in their 
attempts to present a ooherent pioture of the subjeot. They 
and tneir fellow teaohers in the otner provinces have been 
furt:uer handicapped. by certain other dlfficul ties, viz. tne 
textbooks recommended and tne type of exam1118.tion question 
tna t was set, The tnen typical Soutn Africsn textbook in 
physioe.l solence, such 8S the above-c! ted work by Gordon a.nd 
N~ser, was seriously mls1ee.ding on most matters of importance, 
IDe spi te, •••• 
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Deepi te this, 1 t "las tres-ted by most t~acher8 as having sorip.... 
tural suthor! ty. Exemins.tlon questions exemplified all of the 
faults exposed by Prof. Rogers in his discussion of examination 
question-setting (Rogers 1962, Brown, Clarke and Tiomno 1964, 
Nuffield Guide I). Candidates (and their teach~rs!) could 
oonfidently expeot to be asked to describe an experiment to 
verify th~s law or determine that specific heat, to 0,:"'-2:1 label-
led sketches of the maximUJ\l-er~d-~"I:' .. d..mu!:";i thE"'''';f~.,Jmeter, the vacuum 
..... 
flash or the Leolanchc ce~l" or to work out problems which re-
qulred them to Plug in data into some remembered formula. 
Of testing for understandi!"~ of 'the 0ubjf.:(':t there w"ss 11 ttle or 
none~ Thus even tee chers attempting to melr.e tbe best of a 
bed Job by teaching for understanding within the confines of the 
then exis~ing syllabus were thwarted by the style of the final 
examina tion. 
ft was in tnis prevailing atmosphere thet a oonference of 
scienoe teachers from South African privete schools resolved in 
Deoember 1900 to ask for the introduction of modernized 8ylla-
buses. Considerably to thei r surpri se th.ey found thB. t they 
l' 
had been anticipated by the Joint Matrioulation Board, who B_t 
that time already had a new draft syllabus for pure ohemistry 
in their hands and had agreed in principle to the compilation 
of new syllabuses in physics, physical sOienoe and biology as 
well. In pursuanoe of this objective they asked Prof. J.A. ' 
Gledhill e.ncl the present wri ter to draft a new syllabus for 
pure physios s.nd the physics portion of a new syllabus for 
physical science. 'l'hese authors completed their "lork in 1961~ 
the new syllabuses were duly published and were examined for 
the first time at the end of 1965 (Joint Y:atrlculation Board 
1963) • Phe syllabus authors were strongly influenced by 
recent developments in the U. S.A. and Greet Bri ta1 n end sought 
to incorporate some of the best features of these in the new' 
/ syllabuses. 
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syllabuses. 'l'hey tried aleo to improve the presenta tion of 
some of the traditional material by specifying a more quan-
tItatIve treatment in certain places (this was espf1clally true 
of electricity and electromagnetism) and listing the syllabus 
headings in such a wP-y BS to suggest a more logical teaching 
approach than might previously have been used. At the same 
tIme they dld not eliminp4p ~ great deal at the materiel for-
m':Jrl:, i ~~.,Jluded, IN'it,h the reeul t tha t while the .",nev, syllebuses 
were commended on account of their inclusion of modern m~t0r-
1a1, they were also criticized (in the CBse of the physical 
BC~ ?>nce ~yllt{bus~ ~~srply criticized) on the grounds of being 
overorowded •. Neve:t·+,he'l eSB, scienoe teaohers tB.ckled the te.ek 
of tee.ching the "new look ii sylls.buses wi th a will and .8. number 
have testified to enjoying the experience. In the meantime, 
the Joint }·!atr1culation Board had taken certs.in other decisions 
of great importance to South African science teaching:-
(1) It aocepted that when a new syllabus was to be implemented, 
me're publication of the syllabus ,,'SS not enough; this had 
to be supported by the publlcation of a teachers' guide 
setting forth deteiled information about the content of the 
syllabus and, iNhere necessary, ~ecommendlng·. possible teach-
Ing approaches. The present'\.-Trlter was e.sked In'1962 to 
undertake the writing of thp teachers' guide for the new 
physics syllabus end to uontri bute to the teachers 1 guide 
for physical science. 
(1i) It accepted the principle of regular reviAion of sylla-
buses, so that the dpnger of fossilization could be removed. 
(111) It agreed to the adoption of "core" syllabuses 11!hlch t'Tere 
to be common to ell the exa~ining authorities in the country_ 
These authorities were to be allowed to add a certain amoun~ 
of extra rne.terial to the "common be. sic syllabue lt in acoord-
ance with their inclinations. 
/The ...•. 
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'.Phe present w'ri t~r hfJS been told by a member of the 
Joint Matriculation Board that it now diesvowsany intentlon~ 
of reoommending possible tee.ching approaches (Gledhill 1968). 
However, when it originally commissioned its "tee.chers· 
guides", the authors of the guides were given olearly to under-
stand that they should outline possible teaching approaches. 
For example J in a letter to r~.l: au thor from the edi tor of the 
guidF' tc ~ne ~~vl C;~ln!:lon Basic Syllabus in physics, it was 
.... 
state,d that a "Re.pr~eser::ttative Committee of the JOil:C MG.trlcu-
lation Board" had "requested that the guides should clearly 
ln11ce.t~' .•. ~ ].:0 88:101e teaching approaches to a number of topics 
especiBlly t.hose unfamiliar to teachersn. There ,"Iere very 
good reasons why the Board should have maue such a request. 
By and la~ge, South African science teachers needed (and still 
need) guidance in the teaohing-not only of topios unfamiliar 
to them but also of those with ~1hioh they had long been familiar. 
It would have been imprudent, to say the leBst, to heve in-
flicted B. neTtl syllabus upon them ",i thout B.t the same time offer- . 
lng them some assistance in planning the teaching of,its "new" 
.. ,. , 
topics and taking the opportunity of correcting seriou:::t errors 
in theil' approaches to "faml~iarlJ topics. To its credit, the 
Joint Matricula.tion Bonrd fully appreciated this at the time, 
whatever doubts it may have had on the subject in later years. 
In addi tion, the South African Institute of Physics com-
missioned Mr. (now Professor) J.W. Brommert of the University 
of the Witwatersrand to Write a physios textbook for South 
african schools. J~l though this book is unlikely to sell widely 
e.mongst sohool pupils J most of "Thorn w'ill be taking physioal 
scienoe or biology if thp.y take sCienoe at all, it could be a 
most useful reference vTork for South .n.frican sCienoe teachers. 
Acting upon the third of the above-listed decisions of the 
Joint Matriculation Board, the South African Chemical Institute 
B.nd the South Africe.n lnsti tute of Physios set up COMml ttees to 
ldra.ft. II ••• 
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draft new common basic syllabuses in physics, chemistry and 
physical sCience. These syllabuses were accepted in due' 
course by 'the Board, end other examining authorities have since 
adopted their own s11ghtly-enlarged versions of them. Thus 
the present position in South Africa 1s that the older 9y1la-
buses which, as has been seen, were in greater or lesser 
degree unsatisfactory, have now all been replaced. 
the crucial importance of 'the 'f';e-:.'I ~ommo:.l bsr.i0 syllabuses in 
". 
physic E tlnd l.::ayslcal Bci enoe, they mu st be closely examined 
here. rfheir sims and the p.uiding principles followed 1 n their 
draftIng are set forth in P. uree:eble ~'vhle;~ t a substantially 
the Bame for both syllBbus~8, and which deA~rve~ extended 
quot8.tion: 
M(i) ,The objective of the syllabus should be to provide 
the School-leaving child with 8 picture of Physicel SCience 
[or P~SiCS ] which reflects the status of our subject in our 
contemporary oivilization, and in so dOing, to contribute to the 
provision of useful and responsible future citizens of this 
country - of civilized people as distinct from technioal bal~ 
bariens. 
-(ii) It should be recognised that school-leaving children 
fall into two C8 tegories - the E!.ajori ty who will receive no 
further instruction in Pnysicel Science [PhysiCS], and the ~ 
who will continue "rith their ~tudie8 in this subject s.t univer-
si ty. The former require a. rounded-off picture of physical 
-
science - [PhysiCS ] '~hereEl s the latter must be provided wi th a 
besis for further study. 
"(iii) It should be recognised that contemporary civili-
se.tion sees tHO main fecete of physical science [Physics J; 
namely physical science BS a science •.•.. and physical science 
as a technology .•.. " Both facets should be adequa.tely deal t wi the If 
"tiv) The teaching should be visualised s.s a str'...lcture 
consisting of an orderly framework of laws and concepts, 
/erec ted. " •• " 
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ereoted by the tools of mathematics, on whioh useful facts 
ere co-ordineted ••••• 
It (v) The hi story IJf the subj eot] should be drawn on only 
where the historical development is an aid to understending. 
"(vi) The syllabus should contain mAterial from the fron-
tiers of modern physics end chemistry. IlluAtrations ~hould 
be drawn,trom everydBY life ••••• Where po~sible, matt:.clal of 
this n8ture should flow from r3ci~~jltifl:. pr'~n(;lple9 and con-
'''. 
~ep~s; but where th~d 18 not po~slble it should not be con-
sidered as an 1nsurpa sisablf? obstBole, or as t:'n exouse for 
omitting such matellliA.l. !ns't~~!:ld. q~~alit,~tlve, end partioularly 
visual (piotoria.l) methods should be resort(.~a to. 
"(vii) What 1s taught at high-school level must unavoida,bly 
be incomplete; it should, however, never be wrong. FUrther-
, , 
more irrelevant, a.rchaio end useless material must be rigidly 
excldded. 
I 
I 
n (viii) Physicsl science should be ta.ught as a ooherent, 
unified subject •.••• A division into physios and chemistry is 
bound to cause confusion end misconceptions. rt [FoI,'/'obV1ous 
,. , . 
reasons, tn1s point does not appear in the preamble to the pure 
physiCS syllabus.] 
"(ix) The factual content should al,,,,ays maintain 8 correct 
perspeotl ve in relation to physica.l soience as a whole. Over.-
emphasis of irrelevent details sho~ld be avoided at all costs. 
"(x) At all times prin~iples should be reduced to the most 
. 
general Possible form; it should be emphasized that prinoiples 
oover e 1dde range of phenOMena. " 
It will be noticed that points (iv), (v), (vi), (vii) and 
(ix) are in direct s~reement with certain of the views advocated 
in the preceding pages. Of the sta. tement a s a ~Thole 1 t can 
b~ said that the prInCiples it enumerates are an adequate 
foundation on which to bese a sCience syllabus. The contents 
lof • •.•• 
" :! .. 
t . 
, " 
.' ~ 
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of the syllabuses themselvBs represent a oe.refu.lly tho'..lght-
out'sttempt to follow these principles, and if properly taught 
could provide an excellent introduotion to physics or physical 
soience. (Although the only explicitly-stated objective 
( c. :f. pt. (i)) is scarcely e clear-cut behavioural obj sctive, 
the syllabuses are in fact so designed ~s to meke possIble the 
8 ttai nment of the desired ~,b.J ect! ves of kno~ledge, understand-
1 ng r l:d 1";.;';'1 1i t:,r to learn.) 
'''. 
In some ways, the very first sectlon, common to both 
syllabuses, 1s the most controversial. Enti tled "Science and 
Te~nnolcuy1J, it i ~nludes among '1 ts list of sub,' eats "The obj ec-
tives of science and technology; the elp.rnents of scientifio 
method; the scientific mean1ng of facts, ooncepts, laws, models, 
theories ap.d hypotheses. It It is aotually included within 
double square brackets, whioh indicates that it should "normally 
be deal t iftli th before Stds IX and Xu, i. e. before the last t-;'10 
school years. Although tne authors of the syllabuses do not 
explioitly say that topiCS should be dealt with in the order· in 
which tney are listed, the general design of the syllabuses and 
the aocompanying comments de seem to suggest ths.t this W8.S the 
intention. Assuming tnls to be so, one must doubt the wisdom 
of trying to tes.ch "the elements bf scientific method U a.s such 
to pupils whose level of sci~ntific sophistication 1s still 
distinctly low. Most professional scientists would probably 
agree that they learnt "the ~lements of 6cl~ntific method" 
along with learning ebout 8cinnce itself - that BS their scien-
tific experience grew they realised more end more t~e 91gnifl~ 
cenee of what they were doing in the le.boratory ~nd of scien-
tific work generally. 'l'he commentary !lCCOMpenyinp: the Physiua1 
Science Syllabus (Joint Coymni ttee of the South African Chemical 
Institute and Institute of Physics, 1965) says: "Scientific 
method must be carefully, alt~ough briefly, explained. The 
concept of a scientific model ~ust be partlcula.rly stressed." 
/Thls .• , •• 
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This seems extraordinarily unres,listic., How can one possibly 
explain scientific method "carefully, although briefly" J 'to a 
school pupil? And would it not be better if "th~ concept of 
a scientific model" oould b~ progressively understood by a 
pupil through his experience of a greet m~ny such models, than 
through an isolated discussion of models in gene~l? 
Fortunately, althouph thp. tone of this sectil""'1 o~· thE' 
syllabuses suggests that the -:".H'r of t~"' ... ose J.'·Bs"ponslble wer~ not 
flrnG .. y enougr~ ancnoreG. to the ground$ the 00 ntents of the re-
msining seotions re8tor~ one's oonfidence. Section 2 of both 
syllabuses is concerned wi tt-t "Cl:'~8s1\~al 1-tet)henios lt , under ,,"lhlah 
heading a proper foundation is provided for ~he ~est of the 
course. The physical soience syllabus here inolud.es veotors 
and their, addition, resolution of veotors into components, the 
fundamental principles of dynamiCS, including conservation of 
i momen~urn, Newton's Law of GraVitation, work, energy and power, 
; 
oonservation of energy and the relation between heat and work. 
To this list the physics syllabus a.dds the study of rectilinear 
motion, oentripetal force end circul8r orbltBl motiol'l, ~nfl the 
First Law of Thermodynamics. (Inoidentally it is BG8Umed by 
those drafting the syllabus th~3t pupils will h~v~ met ~ 
calorimetry before reaching th~ senior 9t~ndard9.) Section 3 
is "The Partiole Structure of ~""A.tter" in both syllabus~s, and 
deals wi th Brownian motion, th~ existence of electrons J protons" 
neutrons, atoms, molecules a~d ions, and thp kinetic picture of 
me. tter. Its inclusion was evidently inspired by the report of 
the OEEC Committee oited in Section 2.3 of this thesis. Some 
migh t que stion its pIa, cing B.t this point, bu t wi th careful 
teaohing th!s could be justlflAd. Sectlcn 4 of the physiCS 
syllabus is teken up with "qualitative description of Van dar 
Waals forces" as B. prelude to seotion 5, which deals in some 
detail with the particle picture of gases, solids and liquids. 
Under "gases", we find elementary ki~etl0 theory of gases, 
/ki neti o .•••• 
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kinetic tneory interpretation of tempe~ature, Kelvin tpmpers-
ture scale J th.ermal equ11i brlum, ideal g~ s 1ewa, ·hes.t o~p'aci ty 
and Dalton's Law of PertiBl Pressures. Under "solide" the 
topics listed range from cryste.llinity to lattioe energy, 
orystallization and melting. "Liquids" includes only the liquid 
state and surface tension. In the physioa1 soience syllabus, 
all this material appears at a much later stage in wh~'~ might 
be called (though not offlci!': 1::<-: the "'Oh~·""i.!BtryJl seotion of 
'''. 
'Gblis syllabud; 1 ts iJ,lt.rod:uction l,s preceded by treatment of 
the stomic nucleus, tne atom and molecules. Indeed, \,,1 th the 
exception of the sub-sectl·~'1 on t~ase~, t.~::~s would appear to be 
the more logical place to have it. One mig"1t nave this reser-
vatton about the inclus10n of th1s material: that in syllabuses 
by no mes .. ns underweight, there might be 1i ttle time available 
for the teacher to give e.nything but a brief, I·telllng-the-
i 
fects!" treatment of these topics. 
"Ele ctriai ty and Magnet! em" consti tu tee Spc tion 6 of the 
physics syllabus; it is Section 4 of the physicsl science 
sylla.buB, coming immedi~ tf'ly after the particle structure of 
"{ 
metter. This seotion follows the lead of the corr~apondlng 
section of the immediately preceding Joint Vatrlculation Board 
syllabuses in outlining as full a treatment .of the subjE'ct as 
seems compatible with pupils' level of understanding. It be .... 
gins with a consideretion of the inverse square law, conser-
vation of charge, the elect~lc field, potential and potential 
-
difference. In tne words of the drafting committee, "These 
are the concepts wnicn. will be required leter end without which 
no real understanding of tne behaviour of electriCity is possl-
blat " WIth this statement one ce.n only Bgree, vJhile at the 
same time regretting thet it hP.8 taken so lon~ for th~ prin-
ciple it asserts to achieve official acceptance. The deter-
mination of the electronic charge by 1-l11liF..an's method 1s 
!lncluded ••••• 
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included in this sUb-section on "eleotrostaticB. n J\ preli-
mli1ary treatment of 11current-electrioity" follows, witn con': 
slderatlon being given to various modes of charge transport. 
Qualitative treatment of the magnetio effects of currents pre-
cedes quantitative electromagnetism, in the course of which 
the uni t of current 1 s properly defined Bnd "magnet1c inductionlt 
( -B) is tree ted B s the fu "'.~~_8Tl'entel magnetic. field que.nti ty. 
R.es!.r,t::':':,lce an~ EM:'" are introduced, together w1..th some elementary 
c i.rcul t theo ry • I~lec.tromagnetic induction is B.pproache\.t quan-
tlta.t1vely V19 FarEldRY' B Law. It is heartening to see that 
m~~qt of' vlha ~ 1s J'I.:"'f}luded in Section 6 of the physics sylla.bu9 
finds its way into 3ectton 4 of the phyplc9.1 science sylle.buB 
as well. 
'l'he "funds.mentels of vibration end wave mot.ion come next 
1n both syllabuses. 'I'he tre~rtment outlined takes the p'upil 
a.s far as interference, d,iffraction s.nd polar:1zation, all of 
them tree. ted qua.li te. ti vely. The stage 1s now set for the 
introduction of electromagnetio waves, which are aotually con-
sldered before light as such is brought in. ~Vh e n 1 tis, th e 
emphs.sis is pla.ced on a stt~dy of the nature' of light; at this 
stB.ge evidence 1s f.!dvenced for light being a form of wave motion, 
culminat.ing in the rev~lation thet it consists of electromep;netlc 
Wfl.ves. 'I'he next section, "Geometrical Optics", 'basically 
deeling with elementary geometrlce.l optics,. includes a brief 
tret3tment of dispersion f}.nd~of the mea.8urement of the VF'loclty 
of light. Sound 1s elso included in both syllebusp.s; we he.ve 
already quoted the dreft.ing committee's defence of its lnclu-
sian. '11hose aspects e.ingled out for quantitative treetment' 
are standing "Tevee on strings l?nd in pipes, and the re80nBnce 
of air columns end the detprmination of w'svelength. Elemen-
tary vaouum tube electronics, from the diode and triode to the 
modulation, transmi8sion and reception of radio waves, forms 
section 11 of the pure physic 8 syll&bus; it 1s listed also as 
/ sec ti 0 n. " . " " 
i· 
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seotion 9 of the physical sOience syllabus but appears there 
in single square brac.kete, whlc~ means that it 1s a "suggested 
extension of the besic syllabus." The drefting committee 
point out thet elthour,h ther~ is little basic physics in this 
section, "there is en plmost irresistible demand for some under-
ate.nd1 ng of electroni cs Bnd thi s should be seriously considered. H 
Th1d is a realistic approaoh, Bnd one Cen Qnly regret thAt in 
the mid-nineteen-sixties it yTe s not thoupht neQes9r.;~!,y "",0 : ... ~'1-
clude some referenoe to 901io.-sts.te eJ.'ectronic'S as well. 
In "Elementary Trp.~tment of the Nature e.nd Properties of 
Electrons and Radis.t1ons" (section 12 ~.n pure physl·.q, Scrti(.~! 
10 in physice.l science), the evidenoe for the pa.rticle-llke 
and wave-like properties of electrons and radiations is surveyed; 
this inol~des electron diffraction and the photo-electrio effect, 
the latter leading to e oonsideration of energy quantization. 
The inclusion of this section is to be welcomed, although it is 
clear that its presentation will present B considerable chall-
enge to tea.chers - perhaps the biggest of a.ny in the new sylla-
buses. I n the phy sic s syllabus, a section entitled "The Atom" 
"! 
follows next, a1 thoup.:h t"e one e fter the t ("The 1\ torn10 Nucleu s") 
1 eS.de off 1'1i th uThe evidence for the nuolear p.torn a 8 provided 
by Rutherford's experiments on the scatterlnp of ~lph~-p~rticles". 
This se~ms odd, BS the bulk of the section on rtThe Atom" deals 
with atomic Models, Btomic Anergy levels end th~ electronic 
structure of at~m8~ AS thp~correspondlng section in the 
physioal science syllabus comes !l~ "The }\ tomic Nucl'eus 11 J 
Be one might expect, one is left wondering vmy the order of 
these ,sections 1v8S inverted in the physics syllabus. The 
section on the nucleus starts, ElS ha.s been seen, \>.ri tr. Ruther-
ford's alpha-particle sc~ttering expel~iments and moves on to 
the sizes of atom and nucl~us, the constituents of nuclei, 
nuclear reections (includln~ fission and fusion), E = mc 2 , 
/partlcle ••• " • 
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particle acoelerators end artificial redioectivity. 
Tnose draftinf these COMmon Basic Syllebuses made no 
specifio recommendations concerning accompanying practical 
work. Instead, they included the following dlrectivp. ~rnong 
the preliminery not~s to th~ syllabus: "Physical scip-nce is 
s.n experimental science. All p.xamining bodies must submit 
wi th their syllabus the ml nimurn illustrat~.ve prac't-",-Cti.·::" work 
which they prescribe for l.r~.tr~ ~m.l.fttion rj:xefltJ:Jt.l~.on purposes. n 
The eX.9mlning bodies heve duly done this, furnl~hing det~iled 
lists of experiments, some of which ere to be done by the 
teachers as demonstr~tlon ~"(perl:');ent~," ana. the remainder by the 
pupils themselves. These lists show thB.t t~OS€ responsible 
for drafting them have taken proper note of the work done by 
the PSSC and the Nuffield Physics Project in designing Buitable 
experiments that can be done with simple apparatus. Many of 
i 
the r~commended experiments ere tBken directly from the PSSC 
I 
and the Nuffleld courses" 'I'here oan be no reasonable objection 
to this: if experience suggests that certain experiments have 
obvious pedagogical virtues, by ell means let theseexperlments 
be adopted BS widely as p08s+ble. A weloome feature of these 
Ii ete of experiments 1 A the ebsence from tl1em of experiments in-
tended to Wverify" cert~in laws or principles. To be sure, some 
experiments which werp. for~~rly d~qignpted in this w~y er~ Ati11 
included, but the pretpnce thpt they constitute "vpriflcetions" 
of any sort has now bppn Bb~ndoned. In p,eneral it o~n bp. 8~id 
-
of these ne~l "practict:ll syllebuseB" thl-lt thpy erF' edequp.te for 
the realization of the eims of school prActice1 work in physics 
discussed in Section 2.8" It is always easy to suggpst addi-
tions to lists of this kind, and indeed o~~ would hope th~t 
teechers themselves would w~nt to supi--1ement the "offioial" 
experiments where they COUld. Bu t ",hEl.t 1 s there elready is 
certainly cepable of giving the pupil an interesting ~nd worth-
while time in the SChool lBboretory_ unfortunately, by no 
/means .• " ~ • 
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meens all South Rfr1cen pup1ls at pres~nt studying the new 
syllsbuses have been given a f~1r opportunity to carry o~t the 
recommended experimental work. In the Cape Province, for 
p.xemple, many schools Ipck the necessary. equ1pmpnt, And the 
Provincis.l Department of Ed.uc~tlon i s 8ppar~ntly not yet able 
to help them. 
versity an1ence depBrtmpntR; others erp no~ in e r~uition to 
do so, while still othfl'rs wi ".". (!') dou"t ~ or '!ti·J.lU~ to do what 
they heve 81i-1ays dor~ J !:.dmt~lJT to "teacht~ 1 t 8.11 from thp book. 
'l'ne -autn,or has been :s.sBur·ed 11;.:y off'fiei~:lle of the Cape Education 
Department that this l8me7t~p.ble (3tat.? of ;.~ffp.lrs is only ternpo-
rBry. 
The only serious doubt that arises in C0nnectlon with these 
syllabus~s is whether too much material may not have been packed 
into 8 two-yee.r peri ad of study. The experience of the next 
few y~ar8 will helP to decide this issue. 
i 
I n helping to implement tht:' syllabuses derl ved from the 
new common basic syl18buses, the Joint Matrlcu18tlon Boe.rd h8.8 
com~1ss1oned a new Teechers' Guide for Physical Science. For 
.,. 
unavoidable practical reasons, this h~8 hsd to be produced in 
two p~rts; a. "physics" pp.rt, for ,,,hich the preeent wrl tel' was 
pertly responsible end whic~ hPA alrep.dy AppeAred in print 
(Prinsloo et 31 1958), pnd 8 "chemistry l7 pert, which hB.s not 
yet Appeared. (Thi s d1 vi ston, 1 t vJ'111 be noted, is 1 n eppe.r-
ent contre.diction to the pr~nclple quoted 8bove that "A divis-
ion into physics end chemistry is bound to CPUA8 confusion end 
mir:'Joneeptlons" • However, t~e controdlctio~ is only apparent, 
beceuse the second, flchemistry" hBlf of t1-J.e syllabus does in 
fact follovT smoothly ;1 nd neturslly upon the first.) At the 
same time, tr.le provincial departments of education J:wve set 
about organizing refresher courses for their teschers as a 
matter of the highest priority. l~S textbooks for t'.1cee 
courses, small-8cele teRchers' guides were produced for private 
/clrouletlon •.••• 
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ciroulation; the present writ~r wes asked to contribute to 
the "Guide" used by the 'Department of Education of the Cape 
of Good Hope for its refresher courses for standards 9 and 
10 during 1967 (Department of Education, Cape of Good Hope 
1967) • 
A most weloome fp.1EIture of the "new-science-syllabuses" 
movement is the att~ntion c~rrently being.given to the provl-
sio1" of "!Jette:- ex""m~net1.on pApers - 1. e. exem:\,nRtions w"ich 
oonstitute better tes~B of und~rstRndlng thpn their predeoes-
sors did", Indeed 1 t is e~senti8l tha.t stt~ntlon should be 
gtven tJ this m~tter, 8S the b~st-lntentioned efforts Rt sylla-
bus reform cen be !:'ull~.fled by poor examins.tl on-setti ng. 
Many teachers are awsre of this danger end are teking.steps to 
oombe.t it. Thus at e conferenoe of soienoe teachers from the 
". 
priva te schools held at Michaeahouse, Ns.tal in January 1968 
(Michaelhouse 1968; see elso Bosco 1968), a cons1derable amount 
of time was spent on this problem, with delegates criticizing 
questions from past exemlnetion papers and individuelly and 001-
lectlvely devising better ones of their own. AS they were 
assisted in their deliberations by Professor mric RogeI'Is,· the 
result WB.S a great olsrification of ideas; delege.tee felt that 
they hen fought their WPV through toW?.rds more enlightened examl-
netion-question-setting, which would help thE'm in thf?ir class-
rooms Bnd in their appr~iA~l of the work of th? offioial €xp-m1n-
ere. 
As a footnote to this pccQunt of the current situation in 
South African science tepching, it can be mentioned thet the 
various educptionBl puthoritiAs ~BVA drewn up ann bpgun to im-
plement science ~yl18buses for stpnderds Six, Seven Rnd ~1ght 
(junior secondary school) and standerds Three, Four Rnd Five 
(primary school). The syllabus for standards SiX, Seven and 
Eight is intended BS an intrcduction to the syllabuses for 
standards 9 and 10; th~ primary school syllabus is intended 
Ito • •..• 
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to provide a qualitative introduction to the physi9s1 sciences 
end bl ology. The npw primRry Bnd junior syllsbuses thpt the 
euthor has seen do show th~t their planners wpr~ keen to ensure 
thp.t pupils would be adequAtely prepared. for senior school 
SCience. The planners are obviously aware of th~ work of the 
Nuffleld Physics ProjPct, ~ic~ has exercised e beneficial in-
fluenoe o·n them. There is ~ welcome emph,esls iT" th(:se sylla-
buses on experiment~l work t~" c:'''' done 'oy t;.l~ p"~pils themselves 
with the sirnplest possi'blp. apparatus, p.nd Eln attempt 1s made to 
i'emili8rize pupils with. tn~ concepts of the microscopic world 
at en early etage. 
was done in too much heste end because i t ~~ n!;t thought fl t 
to seek the advioe of university scientists in drafting these 
8y1l8OOse,,8, there are signs of carelessness in matters of de-
teil and of failure to consider fully enough the implics. tiona 
i 
of so~e of the outlines given for certain topics. Some of 
these dlffioulties will be discussed in the following chapter 
of thi s the ai a. 
-ro sum uP" we c~n SS.y tnet the new 8clence syllabuses for 
South African second!'ry schools r~flect an outlook 1~;'11ch 1s 
"modern" in the best senAe of t'1.~ term. In time the content 
of these syllabuses may be 90me'tolh~t p~red dOiflTn pnd possibly 
modified in other re8pects ~8 well, but th~y contpin ~ ~~rd 
core of basic scienCe which is unlikely to be altpred v~ry 
) 
muoh in the neer future. ~n the following, main pp~t of this 
thesi a, tne present wri tel" will concern h~.mself wi th whs. t he 
has chosen to identify 88 this hard core, (or at any rate the 
"physics" portion th~reof) which will also be found in science 
syll~buses newly introduced in other cou~Gries. His chief 
elm vli11 be to set out in some dete.il (8) the points that 
should be made in Bny adequate presentation of the topics con-
cerned at an elementBry level (b) the background to tnis pre-
sentation with lvhich en "ideal teecqer" ought to be ncquainted. 
!Thus." ••• 
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Thus tne mein section of this thesis will consist, in pffect, 
.,. 
of' B glorified "Tet:Jcners', Guide to Physics for Stendprdp. Six 
to -ren", with a much morp d~tt=l11ed discussion of certain issues, 
then ,"!ould ordinarily bp found in such e ",ork. Somp of the 
materiel will consist of an pnlarged version of thp author's 
oontribution to the various above-mentioned "Te.9chers' Guides"; 
some of 1 t will also bp bRSq',: un contributions he W9S e.sked to 
The author likes to think that 
'~. 
this material could serve BS the basis for B textbook foi.' the 
Imethod tt training of physios teachers end the.t even those con-
c~rned ~'ri'th uni 't'"eroi ty teachIng of the subj ect might find 1 t 
of some use. 
r' 
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CHAPTER 3: PHYSICS IN THE JUNIOR SECONDnRY SCHOOL. 
3.1 Introduction 
Most of this ch~pter (Sections' 3.4 - 3.19) de~ls 
with topics which are currently included in South Afrioan 
Junior secondary ec~ool syllabuses. Before thesp topics 
are taken up, some B.ttention ~.;; 6iv~;" to ~ ::Jt";:.ieral problem 
whioh e.ctivel~~ CQnr;f~;n:'3 j-,le A~condBry schoo'l teacher of 
phys1os", namely the nature of physioal defini tiona end laws 
end their correct treatment in the classroom. ACOOI~dl ngly, 
Sections 3.2 and 3.3 are devoted to the ~lsoussion of defi-
nitions end laws respectively. 
3. 2 Il'he nature e.nd importsnce of defini tiona ~----------------------------------------
3.~. 1 
I 
The role of definitions in the teaching of physics 
! In ''tredi tlonal" pnysios teaching, deflni tions of 
concepts and units have always played 8 prominent role. 
One can confirm this statement very easily by looking at 
the textbooks on 'f;Ilaich much of tt1i s ki nd of teachi np; h~ S-r 
been be sed. For px~mple, thp first two peges of thp first 
chapter of the ce1ebrAtpd "Textbook of Physic8" by Duncan 
pnd Starling (1918) ere lprge1y taken up with th~ stptement 
of "preliminary definitions H, and in the rest of thp book 
definitions are dr8wn to the reader's attention by bping 
printed in black type. ~(A very relipble test of whether 
a given textbook is "treditionel" or fo1lo~r~ a "new approach" 
1s whether or not it gives definitions this kind of prom1-
nence. ) In many ceses these defln1 tiona are set do't-'ln vli th-
out preamble, as though they were self-explanatory or even 
self-evident; tnus the sum total of the discussion of the 
concept of mass i B the sentence J1~ means quanti ty of 
., m~tter. 11 
The prectisinr, physicist fihds definitions useful be-
Icause ..••• 
, ~;~'.' -~ 
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cause they enable him to be sure that other physicists know 
what he is talking about. The teeoher's enthusls'sm for 
definl tiona is understandable for tV-TO rea sons in perticulo.r: 
(i) It is obviously convenient to have at one's disposal a 
neRt summery of the meaning of a physioel concept or unit; 
(1i) definitions cen be memorized by pupils for subsequent 
regurgitetion in ~n examination. ~~;i th the fi rAt of these 
res sons one cp-nnot re~11Y quarrel. If it 1s poss~~l~ ~o 
oonvey something of the meen! n.g of a physical concept in a 
fe"I" "rell-chosen 1~ora_S, such a ncl~fini tion" is u8eful e s s 
reminder of ylhet the conoept is, an1 ~ s suoh it ___ "1 so :.', nk~ 
up with the uee made of it by the professional physicist. 
This is an entirely acceptable function of definitions in 
elemel}tary teaching Bnd one v,h1ch they will no doubt al1\T~lYs 
fUlfil. 'While approving 1 t \ole should nevertheless lodge a 
protest against the prectice noted above of beginning rather 
than ending e discussion of B concept wlth a definition. 
More importantly for our present purposes, we must also ex-
press the hope the t cere would be ts-l{en to ensure the "correot-
ness" of the definitions used; 
,. 
if the pupil or student is "ex-
pected to remember e. definition, there should at least be 
something right snout ~rhet he 1s trying to co~rnit to m$mory. 
In recent ye~rR, cert8in textbook au~~ors hsve exper-
ienced pricklngs of conscience on this point pnd hp-ve gone 
to some trouble to pvoi~ thp errors of thpir pr~ftecaEBorB in 
-
Somphow the view seems to h~ve eein~d pround 
that an tloperat1onel dpfinition'· might be the kind of defini-
tion to aim at end, although one might h~ve doubts about the 
ste tus of operational defini tions a 8 i1efi n~ tiona (of Sections 
3.2.3-5), the results of this tretid have un~oubtpdly been 
benefi olal. Few authors end, one hope8~ fewer teachers are 
no\..,~,days inclined to say 't mass mes,ne quanti ty of matter" and 
leave it at that. 'l'he defini tion of EMF quoted in SectIon 
/2. 2 .... II 
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2.2 would be laughed out of court todBY by any co~petent 
physical sCience t.escher, 'toTheree s formerly he might hs've let 
1 t pB S8. Yet th~re still AeelTlS to be room for confusion. 
In e recently-published school textbook (Stollberg end Hill 
1965) we read: II1\, .force cpn che.nge the shape of an obj ect; 
it c~n change the velocity of an object. This 1s celled. 
(\ii operational d~finl tion of a force becpuse it deseri bee 
an activity to mek~ cl€8r whet 1s meant by th~ ~orrr ~ 
It 18 doubtful wheth~r thlA ~x~mple of ~n oper~tional defl-
ni tion 'TN'ould be found pnti rply acceptRble by the origl nator 
of the term. Or consider the following sent~nc0 frorr. a 
recently-produced Teachers' Guide <Orange Free State, 1967): 
"For the purpose of this course [Standards Six to Eight] 
8.11 def1nl tions S.re to be liml ted to opere. tional defi ni tions. u 
The phrase' "limited to" seems to imply thet at some later 
stage, operational definitions could be replaced by 80~e 
other, more acceptable form of definition. This Guide oon-
tains other observations on definitions which seem to lend 
"'I 
strength to this view, e. g. "'I'he..Y.Qll 1s the capacity of a 
source of electricity to use 1 coulomb of electricity to 
perform 1 joule of work. At t":1i8 stege [the volt] is rather 
B difficult concept, Bnd even tnen the ebove definitIon is 
only an operfltlonpl on~, not exe.ctly phrpsed es the s'cientist 
~Tould prefer i t. " (The u ~p of the 'tIITord .. 0 nly 11 in thp second 
of these eentencP€ is stgnlflcBnt.) But nowh~re in this 
Guide Can one find any example of what e setisfectory defi-
nition ls, as opposed to an operational one. TheBe quota-
tions suggest that therA i8 room for clarification not only 
of the term "operetional defini tion" but of the nature of 
defini tiona in general. ~ve she.ll· consider this problem 
below J end attempt to set up ori teria for definl tions sui t-
able for use in element~ry teachiug. 
/3. 2. 2 .•••• 
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a. 2. 2 'l'he nsture of defini tiona A definitIon, one might 
say, 1s a statement of wl-J.At sOJ"!1ethlnp: 1s in terms of s'omethlng 
else. Thus we hpve Bunge's (196?) definition of a definl-
tion as ~the expr~sslon of an identity thp stipulation of 
which enables us to ellmi ns te one concept i n f~.vour of others. " 
Presumably eny definition Wp should W1Ah to use in elernen-
tary physios should meet this bpsic speqiflcatj~n~ To see 
lThs.t it implies, let us cO~·j:31;'c.r th,..: foJ.:'v~V'~np.; fiot1 tious 
d~flni tierl of ,linc:pr) momentum! "The momentum of a par-
tlcle 1 s a mell sure of 1 ts qua ntl ty of motion. It On the face 
of it, this defini t10n C'onfor"\s t~ thf~ bf:sic requirements: 
it expresses something (momentum) in termB of something else 
("que.nti ty of motion"); If the latter be held to be a con-
cept, t?en it might seem that we are elIminating one concept 
in favour of another. The obvious difficulty with this 
definition is thet it will convey little or nothing to a 
I 
pupil or student who hp.s not been given an exhaustive account 
of ~]'he.t might be meant by "quanti ty of motion. " In con-
trest, oonsider thp 8cceptE'd definl tion of TT10mentum (Ne"/,r-
ton's own, renderp,d in mod~rn terms): "The ~omentu~ of a 
particle is the product of its mess end its velocity." 
This definition st~tes R prpc1s~ qupntitativp reletionBhlp 
between the new concept, momentum, an~ two prpviouely estab-
lished ooncepts, viz. mess and velocity. In t~p context of 
Newtonien mechaniCS, no-o~e haR been able to improve on it 
as e definition of momentum, end 1 t seems unlikely that B.ny-
one ever will. One might still argue that the pupil would 
not gein a "feel" for momentum from this definition alone; 
ths.t would only corne from some study of certain dynamical 
8i tuetions. On the other hand, even the pupil armed only 
with this definition would know exactly what to do if he 
were asked to measure the change in momentum underGone by a. 
body in a collision. By this time he would know how mass 
/8. nd ••••• 
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end velocity werp m~PAured, snft ~ll.he would hsve to do in 
tne above situ~tion would be to measure the m~8B and v~loolty 
of the body before pnd eftpr the collision pn~ then pveluate 
the "mv" productA in accordpnce with the defin! tion. Thus 
the 'tma 88 timeA veloci ty" defini tien of mOl"'lentum he s a tre-
mendous edvsntsge over the pseudo-definition given eprllp.r: 
1 t enables one to use thp concept evpn though one ",:F:ht not 
have u nderstood it B full f'~ ~r~.1 ! ~C8 n,~ c. ic tells one, in 
p.r1 nc1ple J how to l'lee.Bure momentum. 
3.2.3 OperBtion~l endc~n~!i tuti ve defin! tiona 
A definition the~ see~s to lay ~)~n a prescription 
for measurement of a concept is whs.t is oJ.'diL!l'"ily under-
stood by the term ··opere.tional defini ticn". Hany twen-
tieth-century physicists have taken the view that the proper 
definition of a physicel concept must be in terms of measure-
I 
ment operations. Cf. Alonso and Finn ~ 19b?): It ~nJ imJ:ort-
ant requirp.ment is thpt t~p definitions of physical qURn-
tities must be operptionAl, in the sense th~t they must in-
..... -
dlc~te eXPlicitly or implicitly how to meesure thp qu~ntity 
defi ned ••• ll;he Btti tudfl expre:9sed here is typlcnl of 1,yhpt 
may be found in mpny modern textbooks. It would pppear to 
derive directly from thpt formuleted in th~ following terms 
by Bridgman t192?) in his It'l'he Logic of 1"od~rn Physics": 
"To find t.he length of an ob" ect, ;,..re ":leve to }:erfOI'TTl certain 
physical operations. ~rie concept of length is therefore 
fixed when the operations by vrhich length i3 measured ere 
fixed: the.t is, the conceFt of length involves Be much as 
s.nd nothing more the.n the set of opera tiona by which length 
1s determined. I n general, we meRn by any concept nothing 
more than a set of operations; the concept is synony~ou9 
wlt~ the corresponding set of operations. If the concept 
1 s physical, a s of length, the opere tions B.re actuel physical 
operations, Demely, those by W1 ich length is measured; or 
/1 f ••••• 
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if the conoept 1s mental, BS of math~me.tica.1 continui ty, 
the operations are mental operetions, namely those by which 
we determine whether a given aggregate of magnitudes 1s con-
tinuous" ••• ft •• the proper definition of a concept 1s not in 
terms of its properties but in terms of actuB.l opera.tions." 
As has been pointed out by Hesse (1952,1961), Eddington 
(1923)· antioipa ted Brldgma n by a fe~T years in th.e ,/w-olice tion 
of 8 clear summing-up of "." P~;":'Zi tionc~ll '9:-~'~, viz. ftA physioal 
., 
quanti ty 18 defined by the series of opel~atlons and calcu-
letions of 1·ihich it is t'.1e :result;" and indeed tne seeds 
of the operB tionflli at v :~, ~1-"poi ;-, t t-:.'.~"\e t", ',. h~ found in the 
writings of earlier physioists and philof~'",p.h~!'s such ~s 
Mach (1902). But of all modern writers on the subject, it 
is und9ubted1y Bridgman who h~s been the most influentiB.l; 
certainly it is not surprising that his name more than any 
other has oome to be associated with operationalism. 
I 
Whi ternan (1967) remarks the t "I n view of Bridgman 18 re-
peated references to 1mental operations' .4 •• 4 it seems 
rBther stre.nge the. t contemporary opinion should lwve widely 
, -r , 
imputed to him e, posi tivistic insistence on purely physical 
operations." He desoribes as 8. "non-Bridgman Operetlonism fl 
-
the doctrine th8t (1n Popper's words) "theoret1cB.l concepts 
have to be defined in terms of measuring operations" 
(Popper 1957, 1963). But 8S the above quotation from his 
"The Loglc of Vodern Phys~cs" suggests, there is good reason 
for believing that in his' e~rlier writings Bridgman d.id up-
hold Just such a doctrine. With the tenability or other-
wise of this doctrine we deal below; our imrned1RtE' concern 
is to establish whether or not definitions Buch A8 thRt of 
momentum given above cpn fairly be described BS "operational ll • 
If we regard the defini tion of momentur.1 a.s the product of 
mB.sa and vel.oci ty lls satisfactory, and. we accept ths.t this 
kind of definition is operetiona~t then we would presumably 
/ineli ne .. " •• 
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1 ncllne to the vie;., that opere.tiona.l defini tions 01' physica.l 
concepts are the kind to be aimed at. 
There is little doubt that many today would accept the 
above definition of momentum as operational. Those authors 
who make a point of avol-Jing their a.llegip-.nce to the opera-
tional approach (e.g. Arons 1985 end Alonso and Finn 19~7) 
use as specific exnmples of sptisfactory defin1 .f;ioll:; state-
ments which have similnr ('~"A'\"~uteridtlcc t,o those of the 
definition of momentum aa msss ti~e8 velocity. (E. g. Alon-
son ~.nd Finn! n ~ •• to s~y tha t ~~loci tv is thp di stpnce ~~ 
divided bY,tf1.e time 1s :-:..\ ope:-atil)ne.l ~:prlnitlon of velocity_ IJ) 
No,., the loglcel soundness of operational 'ieft '1i tiona has 
been questioned by 1.3. number of modern cri tics - we consider 
thel~ oriticisms below - and it 1s of interest at this point 
to note what these critics might regard as acceptnble defl-
i 
nl~ions of physical concepts. As a good example of an out-
spoken contemporary critic of operationalism we may take 
MS.rio Bunge, who in his book "Foundations of Physlcs ll (1967) 
sets about a thorough re-examination and constructive cr~ti-
c1em of the founda.tions of physiCS from the Viewpoint of the 
philosopher of science. Let his definitions of linear 
momentum and velocity bp. tpken 98 test CAses, since supposed-
ly operational definitions of these concepts ~eve been quoted 
ebove. 'l'urninp: to Bunge's exposition of the "Beckpround 
Bnd Primitives" of PertlQle 1<fech8nics, we finn thpt he de-
fines the linear momentum (syrnbolic8.1ly) e s the produc t of 
the mass and the velocity of the pertlcle, while his sym-
bolical definition of instentnneous velocity is p,lven in 
the form "V elf ~ 11 Put these arp eXActly the deflnl-
- dt 
tions f,iven earlier as apparent examples of operationAl 
defini tions. Evidently the confusion that surrounds the 
interpretation of the term "operational deflni tiOil" i 8 not 
limited to the authors of school texts and teachers' guides. 
/A .•••• 
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A helpful discussion of the problem for our present 
purposes is tnAt of Mergenau (1942,1950). He prefers to 
use the term "epi sternic df\finl tion" (or "instrumental de-
fini tionU) in plpcf.\ of "opE'rptional d.efin! tion", but his 
discussion makes it clear that his Uepistemio deflni tiona" 
are the same 8S "oper~tionp.l definitions" in Bridgman's 
sense. He focuses 8 ttention on the e8.sencp c:- t!· ... ese 
"Bridgms.n" defini tionp, 1 ... '. Gneir Instl.·ume,ptal oharacter 
"an actual use of physic,al instr~ments i'd involved. If 
(Cf. Bridgman's orlgins1 stetements, and also Hesse's (1952) 
first rule for opera tlo'.<:J.l de:~1 ni tlon~~ .... , "The defln1 tions 
are to include only physical operations ':"f~1Ct~ are or could 
be aotua1ly performed.lf ) Illustrating the point 'vi th re-
ference to speed, Margenau points out that speed can be de-
fined instrumentally or operationally as the reading on a 
I 
speedometer, an instrument which measures speed directl;z: •. 
Now it is true th~t the definition of speed as nd18t~nce 
divided by time" CE'n be m~de "instruments.l lt if th~ t~r~rns 
"distance" end "time" are taken to refer to actual me88ure-
"f 
ment operations of dietence B.nd time; but! t 1s elso true 
thot tne ides. of speed es "distance divided. by tlmf'" seems 
complete in itsp-lf.without one hp-ving to think of specific 
map surement oper8 tiona. AS FeynmBn puts it, "~ie beliAve 
that there is something to mep9ure before we build the 
speedometer" (Feynrnan et pl 1963). 't'he "Romething" 1s 
distance travelled per unit time or, more preCisely, ~~ • 
Thus this form of definition of speed is not essentially 
opera tional or instrumentsl, in contrast to. that involving 
a speedometer. The d~finition of speed as "distence divi-
ded by time" or dx falls into the class of WhB.t Mergenau dt 
cells constitutive definitions, which link together several 
., different "constructs" (1!erp;enau· 8 preferred word for con-
oepts); the definition of momentum as "mass times velocity" 
/le .•••• 
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1s obviously of the same type. The essential character-
1atia of constitutive definitions is that they meet the above-
quoted condition of Bunge (1967), Viz. they "enable us to 
eliminate one concept in favour of ot.'1ers"; in another ph~se 
of Bunge's, they establish "concept-concept correspondencee. Q 
Many of the ooncepts met with in physics are "derived" 
in the sense that oonven"tiomlly they are dpr"'79(j~ :t'rom ottler 
concepts. Generally r,pe~~~. ~~ J it is poee1..ble to formulate 
oonstl tU/Gi ve detini tiona for ooncepts lr.1 this category J 13.1-
though in oertain ceses closer analysis may reveal t~at ap-
parently consti tu tl ve 6.~finlt1.onh B.re :n0re oorrectly regal~ded 
as operational. Such oases will be oon~1dA~ed when neces-
sary in later sections of this thesis. For the moment, we 
note ~at many definitions oommonly thought of operational 
are more accurately desoribed as oonstitutive, and that con-
I 
stitutive definitions are acceptable to both phys1cist and 
I 
philosopher. 
3.2.4 Is operationalism tenable? 
The reason wny constitutive definitions have come to be 
regarded as operational by some is plain enough. It is the 
implied quantitative content of tnese definitions that nas led 
to this confusion. Sinoe these definitions usually (though 
not invariably) contain clues to the mes.ns whereby the concepts 
defined may be measured, they have the superficial appearance 
. 
of being based. on measurement operations. However, they are 
not so based; not, that is, unless one chooses to insist, 
following Bridgman's original line of thought, that concepts 
nave no meaning whatsoever except in terms of measurement 
operations or of the numbers representing the results of meas-
urement. This extreme operationalist doctrine still lingers 
on in some quarters, so it is fitt1ng now to examine some 
. of the criticisms that have been voioed against it. 
(1) As has been snown by Ramsay~(193l), Braithwaite (1953) 
land ••••• 
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and others, it is logically impossible to define all the 
concepts of any theory in terms of operations. One might 
be surprised to find tnis said of olassical physios, but 
it 1s a familiar situation in modern. microphysics, in which 
it has been found expedient to employ concepts w~iCh oannot 
be linked directly with measurement operations and which 
cannot therefore be given "opere.tlonal _,defi :'1l-:"·n 'J • An 
obvious example of eu~h t:. orj:lcept is the st-ate function 
of quantum mechanioa, 'wt'lich has no direct physical elgnifl-
canoe. Only 1 te a~bsolute square can be assigned a physical 
Interpretation~ It 1~ Inter~stlng t~ ~ote the attitude of 
the 1ead1r.lg opera tiona1ist of our time t(; tn-~oretical con-
cepts of this kind (Bridgman 1961). He has summed it up 
by saylng tnat lilt is desirable that tne paper-and-penoil 
operations of tne tneorist be capable of eventual contact, 
I 
B+tnOUgh perhaps indirectly, with instrumental operations." 
With regard to tne \V -function itself, he oomments that 
•••• defined as a probabl1i ty amp1i tude, [i tJ is at first a 
pure construction of the theoretical physiCist, but again 1 t 
"f 
makes its connection tnrough mathematical operatlons, in this 
case operations of integration, with the mean density of elec-
tric cnarge, which does have instrumental significance." 
In other words, Bridgman does not appear to be insisting tnnt 
"instrumental interpretation or validation must be given to 
every element in [a] theoFY" [the quotation is from Lindsay 
(1961), who was putting the point to Bridgman]; indeed 
his general attitude as expressed above would surely be found 
acceptable by all or most physicists. 
(i1) According to the crit1cs of operationalism, the view 
that we can pefine tneoretlcal concepts in terms of measure-
ment operations really puts the matter back to front; we 
need tneories and the theoretical concepts embedded in them 
to oonfer meaning upon the obser'va tiona or measux'ement 
/opera tiona ••••• 
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operations we oarry out. In Popper's phrase (1963), 
"Measurements presuppose theories". Virtually any measure-
ment operations take place against a baokground of some 
Bort of theory, and the data we obtain from our meaeure~ents 
oan be said to be "theory-laden" (Hanson 10 58). Mes.9ure-
ment of time with B clock presupposes a I. theory " of time-
keeping with clocks (of Seotion 3.6); JDeasnr"~'~!J~ of 
length wi th measuring T-t')dr-, 1::::1 bound up ~1 th .".ideas about 
temperat1..lre and thermal exp~nsion (of Pepper 1963); Oare-
ful analysis of methods of meesur1ng mass (of Secti ona 
3.7.2 and 4 .. 7.10) shows ';,lIat tC~Be are ~~~~xtricab1y bound up 
wl th the theoretical structure of alaBsic~"I1 ~\~ol"~,nicD; and 
so on. 
(111) ~f the fundemental oonoepts of theorles were confined 
in meaning by the operations by which they are measured, 
I 
th~se theories would be inoapable of growth, beoause they 
would not have the flexib11ity which could enable them to 
assimilate new observations without radioal change of meaning 
\ of Hesse 1961). The need for flexibility in tbe meaning 
.,. 
of runde,menta1 ~oncept8 ae.n be illustrated wi th referenoe to 
momentum and its relationship with mass. I n the speci~.l 
theory of relativity, we may retain the definition of momen-
tum as "mass times velocity", provided that W~ ere prepared 
to broad.en our i nterpreteticn of ma,ss. We may, for ,example, 
have "defined t • mass previpusly as force divided 'by acoele-
ration, but mass defined in this way is not the quantity we 
must multiply by velooity to obtain "relat1vistic" momentum. 
~AS we sha.ll see in Sections 3.'7.2 and 4.7.4, there are 
difficulties associated with the quoted "definition" of mass 
even in Newtonian mechaniCS, but these do not affect the 
polnt at issue.) alternatively, we may prefer to treat mass 
" 1n releti vi ty as an invar1ant quanti ty ~ of Sect1cn 3. ? 2) , 
in which case we shall have to r~-deflne momentum in 
/relati vi ty ..... II • 
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-relativity as 'mass times proper velocity. The willing-
ness of phY81cist~ to a~oept this 'kind of "open';"ertdedness" 
in their attitude towards fundamental oonoepts makes possible 
the extension of old theories and the development of new 
ones. 
(lv) The "1ncompl~teness" of the meaning conveyed by an 
opera.tionel def1n! tion is elsa apps.rent from the fact that, 
as it stands, such a definition implies that th>? o./'1,",::a. 
.~. 
concept only comes into e.xl~tence.~ "then the operation's bY' 
wh! ch 1 tis mea sured are carr! ed ou t. To overoom,e this 
difficulty, operational definitions have to be ~~ders~1od 
to mean that the oonoept defined 1s ~there all the time" and 
.would be "obtained" II the speoified operations 'tlere carried 
out (cf Bergmann, Hempel 1961). Otherwise we should have 
to oonolude thst the operational definition of speed with a 
speedometer means that 1f the speedometer of a oar 1s broken, 
the car could have no speed - and this is manifestly not the 
way 1 n whlohwe think of speed (cf Feynman et s.l 1963)" 
In the face of these critioisms, it is difficult to up-
"{ 
hold the tenabill ty of extreme (non-Bridgms.n) opere.tlonalism" 
Lindsay· s (1968) summing-up puts 1 t well: "Thoroughgoing or 
rigid operationalism appears to be outside the mainstream of 
suocessful physical inquiry. Irhe tempered operationalism 
of Bridgman1 B middle yel.:lrs, which incorporated mente.l or 
paper-and-penoil ooncepts. along with thos~ instrumentally 
-
defined, seems to be nothing more than the standard scheme 
of physioal theorizing now ourrent, with varying degrees of 
n 
emphasis, among modern physicists. 
:-We must nOli consider the status of opere.tionfl.l defin1-
tions 1n the light of these critioisms. We have seen that 
it 1s not possible to define all conoepts operationally, 
and that definitions of this kind encounter the objeotion 
that they plaoe restrictions on the meaning of concepts 
/whioh ••••• 
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which may turn out to be crippling.. In view o~ all th1s, 
1 t may be asked whether J1operat1onal deflni tiona" ca.n 
properly be oalled definitions at all. Bunge (1966,196?) 
has strongly urged that operational d~finltions oannot 
qualify as definitions in the strict sense of tne term s1noe 
they are not "logical identities" or "ooncept-concept oorres-
pondences". It is plain ths.t operatiol1al def".1'l1 t 10ns eatab-
11sh oorrespondenoes b~tw:~",;r. .Joncep'Gs e~Jd operations rather 
.... 
than between conoept;s and ooncepts. '.rharefore, unless we 
hold with Brl(lgman that B. c,onoept is Jtnothing more than a. 
eet of opeJ'atione n - as: we h&.ve G-aen, ~l,lCh a standpoint Ttl0uld 
be insecure, to say the least - we have to 8.0m! t the oorrect-
ness of Bunge's argument. 
3.2.5 'I'he role of opere.tional defil"'..1 tiona 
In view of the above considerations, do we need 
"operational deflni tions" at all? Margeos.u (1942,1950, 
1961) claims that·we need both constitutive and operational 
deflni tiona. AccordIng to him, " ••• it is neoesaary .• q 
that every accepted scientific measurable quantity have ~t 
lea.at two def1n1 tions, one for-mal [consti tuti ve ] and one 
instrumental [operations!]" (~argenau 1961J. (Lindsay 
(.1968) has expressed essentially the same view: " .•• ~very 
physioal oonstruot that represents a physical quantity sub-
Ject to measurement must contain both epistemlc [operational] 
and constitutive aspects -in its definition"; the only 
difference is that whereas Margenau prefers to talk of sepa-
rate constitutIve and operational definitions of the same 
concept, Lindsay Bees oonstitutive and operational elements 
as being fused in a single definition.) The referenoe to 
a measurable quantity 1n these quotations is signifloe.nt; 
it implies that oono~pts not susceptIble of direot measure-
. ment and therefore Inoapa.b1e of being given opera.tional 
/defin1t10n ••••• 
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definition are not to be ruled out of order on this acoount 
alone. We might summarize Ms.rgenau· 9 argument in favour 
of the need for operational definitions as followa:-
Operatione.l defini tions are, by oommon consent, links 
bet",een conoepts and immediate experience (even those who 
object to the use of the word udefinition" .nerp would surely 
edrn! t the oorrectness of t?-~1B description) and have value 
for !)'~.;,oi E;?ly th1 .. d ree.son. Wi thout suoh links lIe should 
". have no physics. It is an eminently 'fI!701''thwhiJ.e a~_m to 
determine whether or not a given physical oonoept has 
nop~ra tional. meaning It (i. e. yields up measurable values) 
and to establish the oond! tiona under ~111io11 1 t Can have 
such meaning. 1n t~.ia way one can f~.x a bOI'derline between 
useless speoulation and profitable theorizing. 
Looked at in this ligbt, "operationalism" has undoubted 
value and operatione.l defin1 tions can playa useful role, 
al thougn whether they oe.n correctly be oelled "defini tiona" 
ls, as we M.ve seen, Op~n to debate; "prescriptions for 
measurement" might be a more generally ecceptable term. 
While it is obvious that it must be possible to furnish 
noper~a tional defin! tionell or "presoriptions for meEi surement II 
tor a.ny measurable physioal quantity, it does not necessar-
ily follow that it 1s possible to furnish constitutive de-
finitions for all SUCh quantities within a given conceptual 
Bcheme. 'rhoae conoepts in physics whioh are oustome.rily 
tree.ted as "fundamental" -lnstea.d of Itderived ll , such as 
length, time, mass, temperature and electric char'ge J cannot 
be gi ven ooneti tuti ve defini tiona unlsss one ohooses to 
regard them as derived from other concepts which are instead 
to be treated as fundamental. This doee not contradiot 
what we take to be the true import of Margenau's assertion 
that .. all measura.ble quantities must be susceptl ble to for-
mal definitions that link [tnemJ non-operationally to other 
/concepte .•.•. 
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concepts of tne tneory". (Margenau 1961). Fundamentally, 
Margenau 1s merely insisting on tne need for formal relations 
between conoepts whicn form part of tne struoture of a valid 
sOientific theory; and tnis oondition can be met even if 
some of tne conoepts Os nnot be oonsti tu tively defined. /::.1-
tnougn it ms.y not be possible to connect some of tne "unde-
J::.~ed" ooncepts of a tneory by means of' consti tl tive defini-
tions, they may nonetneless be oonnected by axioms r n :~/~d9" 
., 
The points tnat wtj have made r.~oncernlnc aelini tiona of 
and relations between concepts 1ii11 receive further elabora-
tion when Trn~ come to consider the fundamentals of cl&~."'ica:;" 
mechanics (Cnapter 4) J wnere we take up SUOh matters as 
wnetner or not 1 t is ~.·oBsible to define foroe and mass a,nd 
wnether the relation between them 1s characteri!ed by defi-
ni t1on, axlom or exper1mental ls.w. 
3.2.6 Definitions and tne teacher 
(i) Conoepts. Tne impl1oations of tne foregoing disouss1on 
for tne practising tee.cher must now be examined. Pernaps 
tne foremost of tnese is tnat pnysical ooncepts a~e not ~, 
neoessarily capa.ble of "pl'eclse Jt defini tlon(in the sense 
that tnelr full oontent of meaning ae.n be compressed into 
8 snort statement), or even of definition at all in tne 
strict sense of tne word. It is essential for tne teaoher 
to appreciate this point, lest he seek to propagate the oon-
trary view and so give nis- pupils tne 'ilrong idea of now pny-
sics works. He would do well to realize that it is far wiser 
llQ! to attempt to define certain \)0 ncepts, tns,n to hand OU t 
pseudo-defini tiona of them to pupils. Next, tne teacher snould 
have some understanding of the difference between oonstititive 
and operational definitions, and be aware tnat some doubt 
attaohes to the olaim of tne lS.tter to be regarded as true 
"definitions" at all. Aoquamtance 
/w1tn .•••• 
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with these ideas on defip~tionB should incline him towards 
oasting a critical e~e 6n the definitions he encounters in 
textbooks. 
A useful olue to the adequacy or otherwise of a defini-
tion 1n terms of the foregoing discussion 1s whether or not 
the proposed definition has quantitative oontent. A oonst1-
tut1ve definition, wh1.ob . .r·~lates a given concept quantita-
~iv~ly to othe~a. obviously has this characteristic. 
It does not nec:essarily folloli that non-quanti,rjjatl~e deflr.t:-
tlons of ooncepts are automa.tioally bad or useless (see be-
low). b,-,.t tr;e laok of quanti tative oontent in a statement 
purport1ng to 'b~ a definition ought to put the teacher on 
his guard. 
We have noted that it is impossible to furnish oonsti-
tutive def1nitions for the· fundamental oonoepts of a theory. 
How, then, if at all, is o~e to define them? In a number 
of oases 1t is possible to formulate operational definitions 
of such conoepts, but because of the doubtful status of 
these statements as definitions, it 1s probably wisest not 
to treat them as suoh, partioularly in elementary teaohing. 
In a sophistioated treatment of the subJeot, one Oan simply 
treat fundamental ooncepts as undefined or "indeflnables tl • 
Thus in a neat, formal "axiome.ti~a.tlonn of the foundations 
of particle mechanics (e. g. tha.t given by Bunge (1967) ) ,. 
such fundamental concepts as time, length, mass and force 
are listed as being among the "primitives" of the theory, 
with no attempt beIng made to give them formal d~flnltion. 
Such a procedure is too forbiddingly austere to be of much 
use to the clemente.ry teacher, who might 1A1ell feel that 
there 1s something to be said for tr.yinC to sum up at least 
part of the essence of a fundamental ooncept 1n a short 
statement - a "definition", 1n fact. .Non-quant1 tati ve 
"definitions" of this sort oan undoubtedly be dev1sed for 
leome ••••• 
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some fundamental concepts. For example, we may ndeflne u 
temperature as "that property of a system which 'determines 
whether or not it will be in thermal equilibrium with other 
systems" (Sears and Zemsnsky 1964). Such "definitions", 
whioh "give a sort .. of flavour of what the conoept is or tell 
what it is not" (Margenau 1950) are oalled denotative de-
.flnltlons by Margenau. They have proved useful in the past 
in forming P8.rt of the basis of a pupil' s undercta"~?l~.,:; of 
., 
8. concept, and there is no objeotion to their continued use 
in this way, provided that (a) they ,are chosen or formulated 
with extreme care, and (b) they ar~ treated as "def1r~ttlr<1s" 
and not a·s "Defini tiona", 1. ell that they are not given the 
"heavy-prlnt h treatment and made "swot"-material for exami-
nat1onf? A denotative definition would be worse than uae-
less if it failed to meet cond1tion (8); we have already 
noted unfortunate examples of this in the oase of mass (of 
Section 3.2.1) and EMF (Section 2.2). 
~eason for lns1 stlng on condl tlon (b). 
There 1s e very good 
Since denotative 
definitions can only give "a sort of flavour of what the 
, l' . 
concept is", it would be unwise to give them undue promi-
n~ence. If 1t is desired to set an examination question 
on, S~ty, the meaning of mass, it would be better to ask the 
pupil to try to tell his "Uncle George" (of. Boul:tnd 1966) 
about mass than to s.sk him to rep:' oduoe a "deftni tion U of 
it. If th0 best the pup.il could do towards answering suoh 
a. question would be to reproduoe a memorized. IIdeflnltion" 
of mass, he would then qualify for only some of the avail-
e. ole ma.rk 8" In the following pages we shall give attention 
where necessary to the problem of acceptable denotative 
deflnl tiona. 
Of the ourrently available textbooks to which a teacher 
might "rant to turn for guidanoe. the present author has come 
across at least one whioh uses an approach to definitions 
/oloselY •• lt •• 
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olosely aimils.r to ths.t advocated here. This is rUniver-
8i ty Physics" (Third Ed1 tion) by Sears B nd Zemansky (1.964 ) .•. 
These authors lay down the rule that "A definition of a 
quantity in physics must provide a set of rules for oalcu-
lating it 1n terms of other quantities that oan be measured. I! 
Though it may seem that this statement smacks of operation-
alism,. this does not appear to be the way in whlot 1 ~s 
authors view it .. 
... 
Z~mansky rule clmou;~/~& GO 8. description of a oonsti tu ti ve 
defini tioD, 81 though one must take Oare here as not all 
prescriptions for caloulating one quant1ty in terms of other 
measurable quanti ties Ct::ln safely be takei.a as defin1 tiona. 
Sears and Zerra: nsky recognize the existence 01' "fundamental 
lndeflnables Jl , such as length, time and mass in meohanios, 
a faot which further suggests that they have a oautious 
i ap~roach to the problem of definitions. 
I 
To sum up: One of thp most important tasks of the 
teaoher of elementary physios is to oonvey to his pupils 
some feeling for the na'ture of physioal ooncepts .. Both 
the definitions he gives of suoh concepts and the teaohlng~ 
with which he baoks them up should be directed towards making 
the pupil realize that physioal oonoepts are not just "there U 
in Nature, waiting to be recognized and used - instead they 
are man-made, oonstructed by a sophisticated prooess of ab-
straotion from experience and seleoted for their usefulness, 
i.e .. their ability to be incorporated within the framewor~ 
of a physioal theory .. No pupil could gain a full appreola-
tion of this point during his years at school, but he could 
perhaps be guided away from certain misconceptions he might 
have acquired or be in danger of acquiring. The use of 
oonstitutive definitions where appropriate will certainly 
help in this respect in showing how ooncepts Oan be con~ 
/ struc ted •• , ... 
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struoted from other ooncepts. \fuere 1 t 1 s not appropria te 
to usesuoh defln~tlons, as in the case of th~ tuhde~ent81 
ooncepts of a theory, it is necessary to emphge1ze the cen-
tral importance of the quanti tative relB.t1onshipe between 
these concepts and others in the theory. Suitable deno-
tative definitions of concepts Oan be used, but only as 
~~lnts of reference for the pupil's understandinp. of the 
ooncepts so "def1ned". 
(11) Uni tEL. I n defl~11ng the un!:s .in wb.iOrl pnysloal con-
cepts Can be measured, one is less open to confusion B.nd 
or! t1ciam than in seeking to def1ne the conceptr tbem~elv,'s. 
One Can now set striot lim1ts to the mean1ng of what is being 
defIned, som~thing ~~Ioh, as we have seen, is not necessarily 
possible for physical ooncepts. One l s definitions .must now 
have quant1tative content if they are to be of any use and 
be closely 11nked to measurement operat1ons, and this at 
once narrows the range of acceptable types of defini tlon: 
denotative definitions are ruled out altogether, and aocept-
able definitions must either be oonstitutive or operetio~~l 
.,., (see below). We can in fact lay down a simple programme 
for the definition of units in any given field of physics, 
viz. 
(a) Decide whioh oonoepts are to be used BS bases for 
~andera~ in the system of units to be established (they need 
not necessarily be identicel w1th those ohosen as fundamental 
.. 
concepts), and then set up definitions of these standards. 
For example, in the MIS system, the chosen standards are 
those of length, mass and time, and 1nternationally agreed 
definitions establish the standard metre, kilogram end second. 
t b) Formula te deflnl tiona of the v.n! ts of all f1deri ved II 
conoepts in terms of the units of the concepts from whioh 
they are derived. For example, since momentum 1s defined 
as the product of masa and velocity, the unit of its 
/magn1 tude •..•• 
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magnl tude can 1,e compounded sui tably from the un! ts of mS.sa 
and veloai ty (and of COurse the un! t of the magnl tude of 
velooity must in turn be oompounded from those of distance 
and time); henoe one arrives at a definition of the unit ot 
momentum of the following form: a body of mass 1 kilogram 
travelling wi th a veloai ty of megni tude 1 metre per second 
has e linear momentum of magnitude 1 kilogram-metre per 
seoond (1 kg.m.s-1 ) (The significance of nam1~g un~ (r in 
this way 1s dls~ussec~ in :3ection ;3. 9.~. ) ~ .. ' De:i;1nitlona ot 
thl s sort can be regB.rded as cOl'lst1 tu ti va since they B.re 
equl valent to defining oertain un! ts in terms of othf-:X't!J. 
It may be convenient to defl~~ the units of fundamental 
conoepts in terms o:~ those of other oonoepts. Thus in, one 
presentation of classioal meohanics, force is treated 89 a 
fUnde.men~al conoept and mass is "defined" 8S the ratio of 
foroe to acceleration; on the other hand the unit of force 
is defined in terms of the previously ohosen or defined units 
of mass and acceleration. Since the un! t in whioh 8. ooncept . 
is measured is not to be identified with the concept itself, 
thl s procedure doee not imply any oircularity of logic. ~. 
In oonnection wi th (a) above, conoerning stonde.rds, 
oerts.1n pOints deserve closer attention. It is usual to 
say, for example, that the unit of mass in the SI system 1s 
defined to be the mess of a certain cylinder of platlnum-
iridium kept at the International Bureau of Weights and 
Measures at Sevres. 
on two main grounds. 
Such a statement is open to oriticism 
First, " ••• an initial standard 1s not 
e unit ••• Nothing less than the oomplete specification of a 
scale will s9.tlsfactorl1y define 8. unit. If 1"19 mere 1y 
refer to a particular object to be used BS en initial stand-
ard for the fundamental mee surement of eome quentl ty. we 
have not defined a unit for the measurement of that quent1ty. 
In addition, we must deseri be tne fundamentfll measuring pro-
eedure, and nominate the principle of correlation" 
/{Ellls •••• , 
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,Ellis 1966), (By "principle of oorrelation" Ellis means 
the method of assigning numerals t'o tne members' of what he 
oalls the ~extended system of standards", which in the case 
of me.ss· 1 s the set of masses built up by fl nding known mul-
tiples and submultiples of the standard mass through comparl-
Bon of masses with an equal-arm balance.) Second, a deflni-
'~!\)n of a standard is unm1staka.bly an operational definition 
- the whole point of having one is to establish a rj rr~(,.~ 111~;~ 
between a measurement oar~1ed out :n a spec:r1~d sitaation 
or on a specified obj ect and the standard 1 t deI'ineo - and 
as suoh it is in doubt as a gef1n1t1on. Bunge (1967~ ha~ 
suggested the name "refer! tion" for a defini tion of a 
standard, on the gro~"nde the.t it speoifies a relation between 
8. "conoepttt (e. g. the concept of "1 kllograrnme n) and ,a physi-
cal obJeot or situation (e.g. a cylinder of platlnum~irid1um) 
whioh is the referent of the conoept. 
With regard to the first of these oriticisms, we may 
note that the pupil in the senior sohool is sufficiently 
familiar with the idee of rneesurement to have an intuitive 
.,. 
gra.ep of the ,jfundementel measurement procedure'· and I·prin-
oiple of oorrelation" used in setting up a ece.le of length. 
He enould not nave too much difficulty in understanding the 
applioation of these ideas to the setting up of scales of 
mass and other quantities; indeed it is an essential part 
of hie training in physics that he should gain this under-
standing. Thus the criticism regarding the incompleteness 
of toe definition of B. un! t in terms of a sts.nds.rd would be 
met to a sufficient extent by the instruotion which the 
pupil would normally receive. Conoerning the other oritl-
ciem, it may perha.ps be agreed tha·t the distinction between 
a "referi tionl1 and a defini tion is a subtlety of'terminology 
whioh need not trouble the elementary teaoher. .tiie account 
of his subject will not be complete unless he inoludes these 
I"referitions" ...•. 
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"referlt1ons", and if he calls them anything at all, he may 
as well oall them definitions. 
Finally, 1t 1s wortn returning for a moment to the 
doubts evidently felt about "operational deflnl tiona" by 
the author of the O.F.S. Teaohers' Guide, sinoe 1t 1s mainly 
in referenoe to deflnl tions of uni ts thB.t he uses thi s term. 
-de have seen the.t he desoribes his definition of s, volt as 
"only" operational. AS he sa.ys, the dafini tion 1",: :r:J~' 
.... , 
exaotly phrased a e a scientl at WClttld prefer· 1 t. However g 
1 t does bring together the rignt un! ts ( the volt, the 
coulomb and the joule); the olumsiness of phraF;tng -r':'9.11y 
results from the gallant attempt of the author of the Guide 
to define tne volt as a unit of !~. a oonoept which it is 
not Possible to define properly 1n tne oontext of the 'sylla-
bus ooncerned. In fact, an aooeptable definition of tne 
volt would express it either in terms of the joule and the 
coulomb or the watt and the ampere. .a. deftni tion of this 
sort me.y be "onlyl1 operational - whether it is or not we 
snail oonsider in a moment - but it is dlffioul t to see ho,,; 
one m1ght improve on 1 t. Consider the sec.ond of the soave 
implied definitions of the volt. More fully expressed, it 
amounts to toe statement that "In the S1 system, the unit of 
potential differenoe, to 'oe oalled the volt, is a. watt per 
ampere;" i.e. the volt has been definerl in terms of the 
watt and the ampere. We oan therefore claim ths.t the volt 
is oonst1tutively defined~ In applying this definition we 
would carry out 1n8trum~ntal operations; e.g. we could 
oalibrate a voltmeter by measuring the rate of heat dissi-
pation in a resistor carrying a known current and then 
~.~ .... " ~'.-
making use of the fact tnat the measured ra.te of hes.t disel- '.' 
pation 1n we.tts divided by tne measured current in amperes 
yields a potential difference measured 1n volts. }jut the 
un1 t of potentle.l differenoe 1 s no more opera t10nally 
/deflned ••... 
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defined than the oonoept itself; i~ the oontext of circuit 
theory, for example, one might choose to define potential 
dlfference as the rate of energy transfer per un1 t current, 
and this is certainly 8 constitutive ~efinit1on. 
3.3 Physical laws end the teacher 
. It is imposei ble to proceed very fer i n th~ ~ Itsntl-
tative teaching of physios ",oJ'i" ... !.i-:'l.lt ;:i~nt~.t-:i~llg or disoussing 
". 
s(Jme phys:,~cal :~ law'; v£ ot:ner. The nature of the subject 
seems to require that a pupil's progress through it must be 
punotuated by stB.tements of s'lch law8~ in the past, he was 
invariably required to oommi t these stat;v2!~l,ente to memory. 
In old-fashioned physics oourses, a pupil migh~ h~ve been 
required to t·verlfyft these laws in the laboratpry; nowa-
days, he 1s more l1kely to be expected to "dlscover~ them 
tor himself, aided by a certain amount of stage-setting from 
I 
I 
the tea.cher. Because laws bulk so large even in an elemen-
tary physios course, it is important for pupils to gain some 
understanding of their nature. 
It would be natural for a teacher to wonder whethe~ ~ 
there exists any reliable general description of what con-
stitutes a physical law. The most helpful 8i~ple descrip-
tion known to the suthor is that given by Rogers t1960): 
"It is ••••. a relationship, or description of behaviour 
whlcn has been discovered, and which seems very general and 
to 
appeals to us as simple and 1mportant. " This can be re-
garded as an unexceptionable statement of What a physical 
ls.w 1 S J embracing all knovTn eXB.mples, provided that one is 
careful to amplify what 1s meant by a "description of be-
haviour that has been discovered. It In the case of many 
lawa, thi sate. tement oan be taken almost Ii terally. 
Hooke's Law, for example, oan be said to describe the way 
·in wnich certain materials "behave" wnen stresses are app11ed 
Ito ••••• 
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to them, if by IIb~haviourJl in this instanoe one mes.ns the 
.. 
manner in which oertain measurable properties of the mater-
lals depend on the applied stresses. This law was "d19-
oovered" in the sense that it took a partioular experimenter 
(Robert Hooke) to peroeive this relationsh1p between the load 
appl1ed to a apri ng B.nd the reeul ting extension. Whether 
or not Hooke gues~{"!1. ch~! oorreot form 'of this relationsh1p 
'!Jefore putting 1 t to experimental test, w'e'" 10 not know: 
that he did IWverlry" it to bis own satisfaction 1s certain 
(c.t Magie 1935). Laws like Ohm's concerning the proper-
tiee of carta'" .\. eleotrioal oonductors, Boyle' s ~onoernlng 
ge.ees, Kepler' 6 001'~\.~erning ·planetary motion and even Cou-
lomb's ooncerning the force between statio electrio oharges 
may be said to be in the same oategory 8S Hooke's Law, in 
that their "disoovery" seems to have been olosely assooiated 
with the analysis of experimental or observational data and 
they constitute an almost direot "desoription of behaviour." 
Suoh laws (with the exoeption of Coulomb's) are often oalled 
"empirical laws" (of Conste.nt(1963): "Suoh a relatlonaf.'\lp, 
based purely on experimenta.l evidenoe, is called an emplr1-
£!! relationship, or an empirical law. H), to distinguish 
them from "fundamental laws". Empirical lew9 apply only 
to certain materials or systems and have a restricted range 
of vB.lidi ty, whereas fundam~ntal laws have muoh more general 
applioabili ty and their :range of va.lid! ty Is, or may be 
postulated to be) ".much wider than thet of the typlo8.1 emplrl-
cal law. It is for this reason that Coulomb's Law 1s placed 
in the oa tegory of funds.mental rather than empirical law's, 
even though 1 ts udiscovery" was associated wi th experi'nental 
observation. It will be noticed that the examples of em-
plrloal laws mentioned sbove, besides being Hdesoriptions 
of behaviour whlch have been discovered", also meet Rogers's 
/other .•••• 
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other or1 teria of generali ty (in the sense of being ·'fairly" 
rather than "very" general) • simplicity and importance. 
One of tne tasks of the theoretical physicist 1s to 
"exPla1'n 't empirioB.l laws, i. e.. to der! ve them from the fun-
damentals of a partioular theory (or of several theories). 
Spmetlmes a "law" may be derived from the fundamentals of 
~ theory prior to its 1nvestigation in the laboratory .. 
Constant (1963) places such laws 1nto the speoial ~~t~t~...,ry 
of "derived laws". ~1ott!Ally, 1 t is not ec"s,}! to find straight-
forward examples of ttderi ved lal'lS It; a gr'ea t meny physioal 
laws seem to' have been "empiricallyit disoovered first.. and. 
ass1m118, ted into SB.ti staotory physioal theories aftert.,rs.rds .. 
One olear-c~t eXampj,e of a derived law appears to be tbe 
Maxwell-~oltzmann Law of distribution of speeds of gas mole-
cules, wh+ch waB originally derived from the assumptions of 
kinetic theory and not investigated experimentally until 
me.ny years after its di 8coverers had d1 ed.. Clearly, "de-
rived la.we" of this kind are similar to empirioal laws in 
the manner in wnich they oonform to Rogers's descript10n of 
physioal laws. 
'l~he cs,se of "fundP.mental laws n is of particular inter-
est.. Newton's Laws of Motion "descr1be" the motion of 
bodies, and were discovered by Newton and others by dint of 
Borne hard thought about and careful observation of motion, 
but attempts to "verify" them, as opposed to merely illus-
. 
trating them, run into th~ d1fficulty that one does not 
seem to be able to avoid assuming somewhere or other some 
a~pect of what one 1s trying to prove. One may search the 
literature in vain for an aooount of some definitive verifl-
cation of Newton's Laws of Motion.ooMparable to the experi-
ment of Plimpton and Lawton \ 19,36) on Coulomb's Law. Thus 
the "description of benaviour" furnished by tnese laws is 
not quite of the same kind as that exemplified by empirical 
laws .. 1 t may still justly be oalled a lldesorlption of 
/behavlour ri ........ 
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behaviour", 1n ths.t the observed bepav10ur of· maorosoopio 
systems 1s oonsistent with Newton's Laws of Motion, but tne 
desoription is no longer an unambiguous experimentally 
estab11shed relationsn1p between t"N'O or more physios.l oon-
cepts. Newton's Law of Grav1tation can again be held to 
be a "descript10n of behaviour" - it desoribes the motion 
of planets and eatell! tee ovpr a wide r~ngp. of ~s.:f~1di ty -
and Newton "discovered" 1 ..... ~ :-. ~rl the sens~ that he was the 
., 
f'irst to show that tile obs,erved motions of heavenly bodies 
were consistent wi th it. But it has never been subjected 
to what oou.ld properly ~e called .. ex;pe~~~,ent8.l test - as 
Lindsay (1968) hs.s pOinted ou t, " •.. the C1:lve:'disn experiment 
•.••• is a method of determin1ng U- on the assumption that 
Newton~s Law holds" and not a Nverif1catlon" of the Law -
and 1t 1s unlikely that it ever will be. 
I 
I The laws of classioal electromagnetism in their moet 
! 
generally ~pplioAble form require perhaps even more cautious 
1nterpretation of the terms Ildescription of behaviour" and 
"discoveryU than do the previous examples. CoulQmb 1 sLaw 
1n the form referred to above is not true in the general 
oase: 1 t has to be repls.ced by Gaues 1 a Ls.'t-"t, ~mich relates 
tne surfa.ce lntegrel of toe electrio field vector over a 
olosed surface to trIe total charge enclosed within the sur-
face. TIlls has not been sub.1 ected to a di reot experimental 
test of general validity.. Maxwell (1881) must apparently 
" 
be given the oredit for implioitly proposing that this re-
lation, which is equ1valent to Coulomb's Law for non-accele-
re.ting charges, should be applied genera.lly. 
statement will be found in Maxwelllati!i~reatiee on Electricity 
and Magnetism" that tnls equation is now being given much 
wider applicat10n than its derivation in a purely eleotro-
., static context would suggest. ~ut Maxwell lists it among 
the 'tGeneral Equations of tne El~ctromagnetic Field 'f in 
article 619 and implioitly uses it in arr1ving at his 
/expreselon ••••• 
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expression for the ndispla.cement current" in articles 610 
and 611). This is certainly "discoverylJ of a kind, but 1 t 
is obviously ilfferent from the simple inference from experi-
ment which appears to have characterized the discovery of 
some laws. It is tempting to regard Faraday's Law of Elec-
tromagnetic Induction ss "inferred from experiment" and there-
fore B. direct Jldescription of b p !1.8.viourn , b;)t one should re-
member teat tl1e fl.CC'lr~.r;y ';f :r"araday l s exper'iments in this 
oonnectlon "'wV'as of the order of perhaps 1 part in 20 (cf 
Tricker 1966) ~ and there heve been no recent e ttempta to 
"verify" it to a higher ~egre~ of accu~2~Y, Not only hflS 
Maxwell's "Law of Magnetoelectrlc Induct~~jni; (this is Con-
stant's (1963) term for it), which relates the "circula tion" 
of the,magnetic field vector to the rate of change of electric 
flux, never been the subject of direot experimental check, 
I 
but it does not seem possible to devise any simple experimen-
tal arrangement to carry out such a check (cf Section 7.21,2). 
It :1 s 1mposs! ble now to 'oe certain of how Maxwell arrl ved at 
the discovery of this Law, but the following remark 1s typioal 
.,. 
of his published arguments concerning the need for it: II . .. . 
the extreme difficulty of reconciling the laws of electromag-
netism with the existence of electric currents which ere not 
closed 1s one reason among many 1,rhy lfTe must admi t the exis-
tence of transient currents clue to the varia t10n of di splEl.ce-
ment [1.e. the D vectorJ,~ Their Importa.nce 1'1111 be seen 
when we come to the electromsgnetic theory :-;f light lf (:'-!aXi"ell 
1881, article 60?) .. (There 1s no indice.tlon in MaXt'lell' s 
published ",ork ths.t he was influenced by considerations con-
cerning t.he symmetry of thp fundaMenta.l equa.tlons in erri "ling 
at this law (of Bork 1963).) T~u8 the Law wes postulated 
in order to patoh up an inconsistency in the theory, and not 
.. in any '1ray inferred from experimen t .. If 'V-1e 
!may,., •• 
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may stretoh the word "disoovery" to inolude "inventionU or 
"postulation", th~n Maxwell oertaiDJ.y l1d1soovered"' the Law 
of Magnetoelectrlc Induotion. The remaining Maxwell equa-
tion, whioh states that the net magnetio flux through any 
closed surface is always zero, oan be held to be an infeI~ 
enoe from experiment and thus a fairly direct desoription 
01 behaviour, in that free magnetio poles" whose existenoe 
would violate th.is "law", have never been deteoted ~~~'. Seo-
.... 
tion 7.15.2); the demonstra tion 'tnat fln appr1opriately-deflned. 
..!I! 
f1eld veotor B must have zero divergenoe is a straight-for-
ward exercise when it is assumed th~.t Itthe alge1:.',,"'Qic ~'lm of 
the magnetism of [any magnetio] part1cle is zero n(Man~ell 
1881, article 402). But at the time that Maxwell asserted 
~ 
that B .. was neol!ssarlly divergence-free (lithe soleno1dfll con-
dition whioh is always satisfied by the components of the 
magnetic induction" as he remarks in artiole 403), the 
attempts to detect free magnetic poles were'not being con-
ducted on their present scale, if indeed they were made at 
all, so that this Law has, at least to some extent, the 
charaoter of a postulate. 
Enough has now been said to show that although funda-
mental laws are clearly ·different 1n character from empiri-
calor derived laws, they oen still be accommodated within 
Rogers's simple description of physical laws 1n general. 
This means that the teachfJr's burden in telling his pupils 
-
about la.ws 1s not too hef.lvy. I n a typical present-day 
course, the first example of a physical law that a pupil 
wi'll encounter is likely to be a law of the empirical type, 
such as HooKe 1 9 Law, whioh can be "inferred from experiment". 
(Cf the Nuffleld Physics Course, where provision is made 
for pupils to investigate the behaviour of oneap springs 
for themselves.) Subject to oertain conditions whioh we 
discuss below, the teacher oan oomment on theemergenoe of 
/this ••••• 
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this relation from the experimental data in muoh the same 
'terms as those ,used by Rogers, and so introduce the pupil 
to the term "law". When at a later stage the pupil en-
counters fundamental laws, (e.g. Newton's Laws of Motion 
and Gravitation end the Laws of Conserva.tion of Momentum 
and Energy), the teaoher cen draw attention to the faot 
that while those are Rtil.!. fflaws" , they ~re in a different 
In some expositions 
". 
o'f physics, all suoh "fundamental laws" are oalled "pr:1n-
clples§ to distinguish them from tIle other kinds of law 
(Of 8holtley ~nd Williams 1965, in whioh "Newton's Laws of 
Motion and Grav1 ta tton become "Princlplea" and Archimedes's 
Prinoiple is degraded to a mere "Re1a~ion".). We do not 
think that one need go quite as far as this in order to 
emphasize that there are different kinds of physical law, 
although there can be no objection to teachers or textbook 
authors prooeeding in this way if they think it likely to be 
advanta.geous. What is important 1s that the pupil should 
appreoiate that the laws now under discussion are of much 
.,. 
more general application than those he first met, and that 
the step of assuming that they have a wide range of validity 
1 B taken on tne be. sis of faith in the outcome rather the.n on 
unshakable direct evidenoe. It is important that, wherever 
possible, pupils and/or thA teacher should oarry out experi-
ments which illustrete th~se laws, but the teacher should 
stress that these experiments are merely suggestive or illue-
trati ve of the underlying la.we and must not be taken to be 
"proofs" of their validity. Given this kind of preparation, 
pupils might be able to a.coept the introduction in 1 te 
proper place of Manlell' 8 "Law of Magnetoelectrlc Inductlol1. fi , 
for which it will not be possible to offer them any experi-
mental 1llustration at all. NO doubt we need more researoh 
into the problem of how pupils respond to the introduction 
lot ••••• 
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of such postulates in the oontext of the physioal sclencss, 
but it is at least reasonable to suggest that with'the 
approach suggested here the pupil need not be too alarmed 
by the appearance of a law which is obviously postulational 
in charaoter. 
Finally, there is a further point 'ooncerning even the 
~l:;lplest laws which the teacher should help his pupils to 
appreoiate. It is commonly said of physioal laws ;!':lr. r Ghey 
.... 
are 1t inferred from expdrienoe" .. i';"his is tl'ue inasmuch as 
these laWB derive from our attempts to describe experienoe, 
and in the oase of suoh laws as Hooke t s or Boyle' 9 or ~~he 
laws of reflection and refraction of 11gh t, . the inference 
from experier.l.Je may c~em very direct indeed. But the pro-
cess of inferenoe is more complex than it may seem at first. 
Before Hooke's Ls.w oS.n be inferred from a set of measure-
mente, the appropris.te measurements must be oarried out, and 
thl s requires a decision on the part of theexperlmenter 
conoerning what to measure. That 1s, the experimenter must 
decide which concepts he 1s to study the rels.tion .between, 
and this means that the right ooncepts must already be avall-
able. (Cf Bunge 196'7: 
" 
....... before we Can Join conoepts 
to build [law] statements, the concepts muetbe there".) 
Hooke l s Law as applied to the stretohing of a spring con-
cerns the concepts of ~extension" and "load"; Ohm's Law 
deals with the relatively sophistioated concepts of current 
snd potential difference, and the laws of refleotion and 
refraction of light are 1~ormulated in terms of the concept 
of the light ray, which the pupil is likely to meet first 
in the context of a pe.rticule.r theory of light, 1. e. that 
which assumes that it travels in s~raight lines. 'l'hess 
examples ehow that even the este.bllshment of familiar empir-
:toftl lev-fs takes ple.oe against a background of some assumed 
conoeptual structure. The teacher should do hie best to 
/ensure .•••• 
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ensure that this aspect of the emergence of a physlce.l ID.w 
from data obtained in the laboratory 1s not lost on the 
pupil. When the pupil is busy ttdiscovering" Hooke's lor 
any other) Law in the laboratory, his attention should be 
direoted to the decisions he has made in setting up the ex-
per1ment and 1n interpreting the data he obtains. He should 
be que.stioned about tne confidence with which he (-\1"'..;:~ .. gna a 
particular mathematioal re:"''ltj,' .dshl;- to r .. ~alr or group of 
.... 
p!lysj"oal (;OncE1pte &na the range over whl0h he expects this 
relationship to hold. All this should help him to regard 
even ttemplrloal lawsli a~ more the:1. merp ~9. posteriori 
summaries of da.ta It (the phra se comes from Bun~e (196?), l\l'ho 
makes plain his opposition to the view of physioal laws it 
represe,nts) ~ 
3.~ 
I 
I 
Measurement end units 
'l'he sooner a. pup1l starts measuring things, the better, 
as far a.s his secondary-school physics 1s concerned; &.nd. by 
the time he nas reached Standprd Six he 1s Rurely old enough 
to gain some grasp of the meaning of units of measurement~ 
and the standards on which they are based. It may be that 
his early measuring in Stenda.rd Six may be placed in the 
context of finding out about different forms of matter, as 
in the Nuffleld Physics Course, but this does not alter the 
fact that ne will have to face the question of units and 
stande.rds in order to have a proper idea of what he 1s doing. 
Here we will treat the matter as a subject :n itself; our 
discussion could eas1ly be placed in a context of the kind 
mentioned above if the need arose. 
What system or systems of uni ts should be used? jll th 
the general adoption of Systeme Interrwtione.le (SI) units 
by the scientific community of the world, there 1s less 
/po1nt ••••• 
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po1nt than ever in drawing careful distinotions between 
MIS and CGS syste~s In ~lernents.ry'teachlng; s'nd with South 
Africa itself commi tted to metrioation 1n the near future, 
with SI'as ita approved system of units, one need have no 
qualms of oonsoienoe 1n neglectIng the Bri tish Englneeri~·lg 
system in one's teaching in favour of SI. 
3. 5 'I'he Concept of Length and its uni ts and standards 
...., .. ~
any need for a teacher to dwell on the ooncept of length as 
such. 'I'he furthest thB,t need be gone in this dlrect10n is 
to stress how clo~ely the conoept is bound up in vur minds 
wi th the way in wh1c1:1 '"Ie measure 1 t. Even when we think 
of something as being long,'our thoughts seem to lead 
naturally to wonderlng~ long it is - and the moment we 
start making estimates of that kind, we are mentally oarrying 
out orude measurements of length. It would do pupils no 
harm to have this brought home to them - and it would help 
them to feel at ease ~rhen they meet this kind of thing again l 
e.s they will repeetedly be doing in physios. .,., 
Introduction of the metre and its multiples and suO-
multiples is not the kind of problem that affords the teaoher 
any difficulty, though his presentation of this material 
oould be oons1dere.bly livened up by the use of examples drawn 
from everyday life and from the macroscopic and microscopic 
worlds to illus,tra te different orders of magnl tude of length 
(of pssc 1900, 1965: Chapter 3 J IISpaoe and 1 ts Measures') ~ 
AS for the stR.ndard metre, what might otherwise be rather a 
dull matter could lead to a useful J open-ended discussion if 
approached in the right way. If" that is to say, the sub-
jeot could be discussed under the headings of (i) the need 
for a standard (ii) the ne.ture of a standard, with the pupils 
being invited to express their views on both points, the re-
sults might well bp. benefic1el. ~bi8 is nardly the moment 
Ito • .••. 
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to introduoe the idea of a wavelength standard, in terms of 
whioh the standard metre is now defined: perhaps it is stlll 
true that llearly mention of [the new definition] to any but 
the most sophistioated pupils can only lead to mystifioation 
and confusion" (Helm 1963). It is recommended that the 
modern definition of the standard metre should be kept in 
'.nind by the tea.cher and stored up for fU,ture use; 1 t can 
be ma.de know'n to p".pile after they have lea~.ned gor~J~. t> .... ng 
about light waves. lWere 8 school ever to be fortunate 
enough to be equippea wi th both a la.ser and a Michelson 
1nterferometer, it woul~ be very ea~y for the te~~her ~~ 
illustrate the relation between length measurements and in-
terferometry. Straight-line fringes obtained with the' inter-
ferometer using le.ser light s.re eas11y projected, so that the 
passage of the fringes past a reference point 9S one of the 
m1rrors 1s moved can readily be seen.) I n the meantime, 
referenoe Oan be made to the old standard metre, whose speci-
f.1cB.tion (the distance between two soratches on a platinum -
iridium bar kept at tne lnterrw.tional Bureau of Weigh ts and 
Measures at Sevres, near Paris) can readily be grasped. 
For those who want it, an excellent account of the history 
of the standard metre is available tBar'mll 1962) iI while 
some Useful material along these lines will also be found in 
Feather's book on uMass, Length and Time" (Feather 1959). 
Feather makes the point ~et "the precise definl tion of sta.n-
dards of length did not in fact precede the accumulation of 
kno~11edge", whioh is R useful reminder not to OVfU:-emphasize 
the need f9r 8tand~rds. 
3.6 !he concept of timp. and its measurement 
UTime" is a topic which South AfriCan science sylla.-
buses have kept well clear of in the past; it is only in 
the new syllabuses that it he.s been allowed explicl t treat-
/ment ••••• 
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ment. It may be that the reasons were mainly practical: 
that time ·measurements in a school laboratory should pre-
ferably be carried out with a stopwatoh, and stopwatches are 
expensive. But since Utime" was implicitly included in the 
pure physios sylls.buses 't-ihich did treat kinematios and dyna-
mice to some extent, this argument doe~ not seem altogether 
~clid. Perhaps it WB.9 the nature of the topic 1 tself which 
l19S the chief stumbli.ng-block. 'rime is not the k~ ;\1 r·~ con .. 
.... 
oept one Can attempt to tl'eat by laying do~r!! a deflnl tion 
and leaving it there. As in eo many other things, the .PSSC 
led the way here by gl ving time and 1 ts measurem~nt e. .I)ro!r,:'.-
nent plae,e early in theiIl physics course. They showed that, 
tar from presenting ~ny fomidable problems" the study of' 
time could be absorbing and exciting if approaohed in the 
righ t l18.y., 
What ~ the "right way·t? It is suggested that this 
might take the form of a two-pronged attaok; the one prong 
being the performs.nce of time measurements by pupils B.nd the 
other a. considera tion of the fundamentel principles of time 
measurement. As with length" this stress on measurement is 
important. It CBn help to dispel the air of mystery (and 
mystioism) wnich for Aome still surrounds the conoppt of 
time, anct it Can pave the way for an understanding of the 
approaoh to time to be found in special relativity. With 
the latter subject peroolating lower and lower down in uni-
versity physics syllabuses so that many universities now 
teaoh it in the first yeer, 1t 1s to be hoped that at the 
least, what 1s taught at sohool will not hinder the pro-
spective student in his appreciat10n of the ldeas of 
rele.ti vi ty. 
The basis of the measurement of time is repetitive 
motion. Everyday experience comes to our ald by providing 
Ius. , ... 
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us wi th a nost of examples wi th whi.ch to illustrate this 
point. We need look no further then our own' hodier. for a 
mechanism ~lhlch seems to beat "time l' more or 1eee Itregularly'! 
namely, the heart. Or, in looking around us and conf1ning 
our attention tor the moment to natural phenomena, we ob-
serve the rising and setting of the sun, the passage of the 
seasons, the motions of other heavenly bodies: h~ toe ere 
repetitive motions on a gyrn1 deale. ~a~ning our attention 
.... 
enoe agaiil to hum~H! 'Oeings, we find that there are many 
persons) usually those who have obvious musioal talents, who 
can maintain a regule.r :-hythm5 .. o f.<!ltte:.."'u by waving a stiok 
in tue aIr, banging a stick on a drum, striking the keys of 
the piano or by various other means. Finally there are the 
many meohanical contrivanoes whIch incorporate repetitive 
motion and w.nich may. indeed. be intended for use as olocks. 
Al~ this should be brought nome to pupils. who could in due 
I 
course be encouraged to 1nvest1gate Simple examples of repe-
titive motion for themselves. e.g. simple pendulums or ob-
Jects hanging from verticB.l springs B.nd exeoutingoscilla.-
.,. 
tions. We have referred to tne alleged element of acirou-
lerity" in such experiments in our earlier section (2.4) on 
black boxes, the Circularity lying in the use of (say) stop.-
watohes to mee.sure the period of repetitive motion. We 
(and tne Nuffield Guide) have implied earlier th~t this 
logical difficulty is not 8 matter of gree.t consequenoe; 
-but it Can in fact be bypassed, and in the process one could 
possibly bring one's pupils ver,y olose to an idea of what 
time measurement is all about. One might, for eXB.mple. ask 
"Wha t do we mee n when we sa.y tha tour l1eartbeate [or an 
unrnythmlcal drummer's strokes] aren't qui te regule.rf( n 
If tne answer 1s given that one oan check tnis agaInst a 
watoh, doubt can equally well be cast upon this pr~oedure. 
But instead of prematurely extending the disoussion at this 
/pol nt ....... 
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point to a oonsideration of standard olocks, one oan suggest 
an experiment with a' simple pendulum and an objeot' hang1~g 
from a apr! ng. One's heartbeats oan be oompered in ftregu_ 
larlty"'w1th the small-amplitude osoillations of the pendu-
lum and w1 th the oecilla.tions of the he.nging object, and 
the osoillations of pendulum and hanging objeot oan be com-
:;~:red wi th each other. Here is a foundation for a wider 
disoussion of the ohecking of well-made clocks agR1 ::8'" r .le 
another, against the P.:pp~t:'ent mot5.)11 0:: thc- th",:J &ild stars 
across the heavens and against atomic and molecular uvlbrs,-
tiona" . It 'ls not suggested that this kind of dis~~~slon 
need .be entered into at Standard 6 level; the pupil first 
needs to capitalize ~ little more on his intuitive grasp of 
time b~fore he oan derive benefit from the approach suggested 
above. But if he does not finally face this issue, his 
appreoiation of this most important ooncept will lack a 
v1 tal dimension. 
'Much fun oan be had with time measurement" which will 
also advance the pupil tows.rde the state of 90phi~tloatlon 
"I' 
1n which he os n understa.nd the discussion Buggested above.' 
We need not enter into detail here about the numerous experi-
ments that Oan be done on direot and indireot methods of 
measuring time; suffioe it to say that short time intervals 
are, for obvious reasons, particularly exciting to measure 
and that both simple and elaborate apparatus are available 
for this purpose. Under the former we may mention the hand 
strobosoope made famous by the ~.S.S.C. (1960, 1965); under 
t~e latter, electrio stop clocks, stroboscope lamps, oathode-
ray osoilloscopes and quartz-osc1llators-p1us-soalers. 
(In Section 2.4 we have oonsidered the logical problema 
attendant upon the use of these "black boxes ll .) South 
African teaohers should not negleot to mention the oaesium 
olock n01'1 insts.Iled B. t the Republio Observe. tory, J ohannesbl..lrg, 
or the "pips" broedcaet from it at one-second intervals at 
/the .•. ~ • 
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the frequenoy of 5.0 MHz. 
Should s teaoher try to define time for hie pupils? 
Definitions are available that would be intelligible to 
phys1cists, e.g. Iftlme is the independent variable in the 
equations of meohanios" (Margenau 1950) - a oonstitutive 
definition - or "time is tha.t whioh is measured wi th a 
clock" - an operationpl t1 dciinition". But the first of these 
d~f~~Y~!.tiond 1.s .llot really lntelltglble to the $ddln~ physl-
.... 
OlfJt~ 1fhile the seo.ond, even if we momentarily leave 8.aide 
the oontroversial aspect of operational definitions, merely 
shi:f'~:e t.!.le br:.:':~~n on to the meaning of the word "olock II -
whioh ls· where ~~ (~~ tne teacher) oome in. The trouble is 
that there ls far more to the oonoept of time 'Chan· oan 
possibly be oonveyed by any g11b definition. It is olear 
that the provision of a definition would in this case not 
solve any problems. For this reason, the answer to the 
question posed at the beginn~ng of this paregra.ph 1s in the 
nega.tive. 
Finally, and agEtin wi th especia.l reference to' the future 
.,.. 
eduoation of any budding physioists in the olass, ~mat about 
"absolute" and (for want of a better name) "relative" time? 
The prevailing practioe in these matters 1s to let sleeping 
doge lie - to make the implicit assumption that time 19 
absolute and leave it at that. (One presumes that no 
teaoher would infliot Newton's resou~ding phrases about time, 
-
or some modern version of them, on his pupils.) In defenoe 
of thls there are two powerful arg~~entB: (1) in the pupil's 
experience, time ~ to all intents and purposes absolute; 
(11) the suggestion the t time might be other than absolute . 
might prove confusing and disturbing to the average olass. 
Reluctantly, one feels that one has to admit the probable 
validity of point (11). There are serious practioal dlffi-
cultles to contend with here. Given the present structure 
lof • •••• 
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of physios or physioal soienoe syllabuses, there is little 
·time in which t.O discuss the "relativl ty" of time 1n 8: wa'"'y 
whioh will be both worthwhile and intellIgIble to the aver-
age senior sohool olass. And even if the time were avail-
able, there would be very few teaohers who could take advan-
tage of it. We ere therefore inolined to be timid' and 
suggest tnst the most ~hn~ the oonsoientious teaoher eQuId 
r~a~~Dably do in this oonnection would be to suggest to his 
.... 
brlghter pupils that they ere a.seuming the absoluteneSB of 
time and that this assumption might not be valid in 8.11 cir-
,cumsts.l1ct:S. (With the questions of whether relativlty 
should be introd:lced into the sohool syllabus and, if so, 
how it should be taught, we deal in Chapter 1:J...) 
To, sum up: for the presentation of the ooncept of time 
we suggest (a) an introduction based on simple experiments 
on time measurement with clocks and/or stopwatches, to be 
followed by (b) more advanced experiments in which clocks 
of a less oonventional kind could be used to measure short 
time intervals; and f1nally (c) a closer look at the mean-
ing of t1me measurement, in which the conoept of a olock is 
critioally examined. 
Mass 
-
3.7.1 Introduction One of the simplest quanti ta.tive 
experiments a. pupil CB.n do early in his cereer is to u'\olelgh" 
-
something on an equal-arm balance or some near-equivalent 
devioe, In this way, he mep.ts t~e concept of mass. 
Of course he has be~n familiar with it in a way or with its 
fa1rly olose rela t1 va, weight, for qui te some time beforehand. 
He knows that many commodities he buys are priced according 
to their weight and he has seen people Uwelghing" things 
(in some such oesss, it may actually have been the mass that 
/was ••••• 
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wa s be1ng determi ned) II NOW he meets it in the laboratory 
'and the clasaro,om, and for his future well-being in studY:"', 
ing meohanios it is necessary that this concept should be 
handled with some oare. We have already derided the prac-
tice of "defining" mess as "quantity of matter" end leaving 
it at that. Our task here is to suggest a way of improving 
on this. ''Ie shall tp<1kJ.j 1 t in tylO pe,r~s; in the first, 
( .. ,1a~,tJelow; we she 11 justify in detail our rejection of 
''', 
"quLsnti ty of matter," and di souss methods of treating ms.ss 
for Standard Six or StAndard Seven pupils; in the second 
(see Seo ~1on~ 4~, "7.10-1'2) we shall a.pproach ma.ss more rigor-
ously from withi~ the oontext of dynamics. 
3.7.2 Mass and "quantity of matter" 
It is all very well for the present writer and many 
others besides to deride Jlquantlty of matter" as a definition 
of mass; the fact remains that this definition or desorip-
tion still turns up, even in textbooks dedicated to a I1modern u 
approaoh and intended for university use. (Of Cotts and 
Detenbeolt 1966; Harn,~ell B nd Legge 1967; Freier 1965.). "f. 
Even j.n a book almost entirely devoted to the exposure of 
errors in the tredi tiona,l presentation of sohool physios. 
we find it stated that "Msss can be defined as the quantity 
of matter in a body" (Warren 1965); in the immediately pre-
oeding sentence tne suthor tells us that the definition of 
mass is difficult! We snaIl deal with Dr. Warren's defence 
of thl s deflni ti 0 n indue course; we mB.y remark t)ere tha t 
the fact that this is the onlI definition of mass to appear 
in such a book, 1s symptomatic of the power this tradition 
still exerts (cf Helm 1966). No doubt there are still 
soience teachers in South Africa who know of no other defi-
nition of mass than this "wholly unnecessary absurdity" 
/(Llndsay ••••• 
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(Lindsay and Margenau 1936). One remembers the genuine 
sense of surpri se and wonderMent wi th which a corl"espo'nd-
ent to the South African science teachers' Journal "Spec-
trum" greeted thA appeerance of a t'ne~ concept of mass" 
J.Pe meant "inertial mess"] in the PSSC physics course 
(Owen 1963). Therefore it seems sensible to devote some 
space to the problem here, in the hope that Som? ~~~rlfi­
cation will result. 
Although th~ ooncept of quantity of matter did not 
originate with Newton (see Jammer 1960), 1 t 1s no doubt his 
use of the term whl ch ~\>~.: 9 pri:1ariJ.y l"t..:·nQnsi ble for i ts 
cont1nuing popularity. AS is well know~~ N~wton defines 
"mot1on" (momentum) as the product of I1quantl ty of matter" 
and ve~oci ty, and in this and other passages in his "Prin-
clpla" the term "quantity of matter" appears to occupy the 
I 
sarme place in Newton I e vocabulary as !l mase 11 does 1 n ours. 
Defin1 tion 1 of tne Principia reads, in Motte's translation, 
"The quantity of matter 1s the measure of the same, arising 
from 1 ts densi t~T and bulk conjointly", 1. e. it is the product 
of density and volume. Tne interpretation of this definition 
has been disputed ever since its publication (cf. the summary 
given 1 n Jammer, oP. c1 t). On the fece of it, it is olrcu-
lar; how 08,n one define mess (lJquB.ntity of matter\) in term\3 
of volume and denSity, when density is defined in terms of 
me.ss and volume? But 1 t. seems that Newton, while hi s con-
. 
oapt of density is similar to ours, did not define it in the 
way now accepted as usual; and as various authors have 
pointed out, among theM Margenau (1950), Warren (1965) and 
Brown (1965) , it is possible to l1defi::.e" density opel1ation-
ally with the aid of experimental procedures involving 
Archimedes' 8 Principle end wi thout any referenoe to mass or 
volume. In this ,\.;ay we can "save" Newton's defi!:! tion from 
!c1rcularity .•••• 
1 
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oircularity, but this does nothing to justify us in using 
"quantity of matter" ss a defini tion of mass instead of a 
synonym for 1 t . Did Newton himself attaoh a deeper meen-
. 
lng to this phrase the.n is apparent from his defini tion of 
it? Jammer (op.cit.) maintains that he did - that Newton's 
Prinoipia shows th~tt for him, Itquentity of matter l' was a 
fundBmental oharacteristic of 8. body, wh~ch determined ito 
gravitational e.ttrpction for other bodies B.no. t') ""./'_C·;~. 1 ts 
... 
inertial mass (nvis inertle." in Ne~~fton's original) was pro-
portlonal. But nei ther Newton nor his lt1nterpr.eters" are 
able to desoribe this 'tfunde.ments.l <:'haracteristl·)lt for 'lS 
in terms th{lt would nowade.ys be regarded as oonvinoing. 
In this connection, tne author of the Nuffield Gu1d.e .. : ' 
:.·(IV}.. suggests tha.t Newton's use of "quanti ty of matter ll 
"was pro'bably only a teaching device to make something 
clearer to people who were struggling with a new and un-
familiar idea. We might try that phrase ,dth our pupils 
t,OO. t. .8.1 though plauei ble, the first of these ata. tements 
does not seem to accord wi th whe.t Newton e.ctually wrote 
"'1". 
about the concept. (We shall deal with thA. seoond state-
ment in due courseJ. We hasten to point out that we are 
not making a fatuous attempt to discredit 8ny part of New-
ton's towering achievement. It is simply suggested here 
that what may have been B natural and perhaps intuitively 
obvious v.ray of rega.rdlng lTt8SB in Newton 1 s a.B.y need not seem 
eo at the present time. Newton's Laws ha.ve nOT..t been "11 th 
us for nearly three hundI'ed years II and the experience accumu~ 
la"ted over that period nOl-lsdays ene.bles soientists to have 
a more precise understanding of certain aspects of meohe.nics 
than was possible for anyone livln'g in the seventeenth 
centur-y. In our view it would be unwise not to take advan-
tage of this gain in understanding if it can benefit our 
teaohing. 
II s ....• 
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1s it a gain in understendlng and could it benefit our 
teaching? In trying to enswer these questions, let us 
look at the argument used by some to justify the prominence 
they give to ~quantity of matter" in ~eaching mass. In a 
reasonably sophisticated form, it goes someth1ng lilte this 
~cf PSSC 1960, 1965): "Can we find some sort of measure 
tor matter as we have for time and space? 
itself at first - the nv err ll volum~ of d. number of pieces 
.... 
of metal is not ohsnged if we cut some of the pieces in 
half ,and the more m\etal we have, the more volume it takes 
up.. But this runs lnt:~. obvl('us ::'iff:1J:ll.lt1ee with gases, 
to say nottdng of the everyda.y phenomenon of ~xpa.nsion and 
contraction of matter. Fortunately we find that there is 
a prope~ty of matter we can mea.sure with a ba.lanoe, wh1ch 
lIe oa11~, which does seem to do the job for us. Take 
I 
a piece of metal, find its mass; knock it about to change 
its shape, find its msss again - same answer. }!el t it dow"n, 
find its mass again - same answer. 'rake anothe,r plec e of 
metal whose rn~ss is the same as that of the first, find the 
mass of the two piecee together ,- answer: twioe the mass 
of either. So we have twice the mass for twice the amount 
of stuff, three times the maSS for three times the amount 
of stuff; so mass 1s proportione.l to quantity of metter 
and can be taken ~8 a meaSure of it." In defence of this 
line of argument, we Can 9.ay the.t as far 8.S i t go~s it seems 
" 
to be pretty sound reasoning, although one might object that 
the intuitive notion of "amount of stuff" or "quantity of 
matter" is not treated very searchingly. Bu t suppa 8 e 'we 
take it further, and now say: "Here 1s a piece of iron and 
here is a piece of lead. I nave measured their ma.sses on 
a chemical bale.nce, and 1 find they are the same • llccord-
. , ing to the idea of mB.SS we have just err1 ved at, I must con-
clude that the t~JO lumps of mets.l ha.ve the same que.ntl ty of 
metter in them. .t;ut what do 1 mee.n by this statement? 
/I ..... 
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I think I can see what is meant when it is said that two 
identical pieces of lead have twice the quantity of matter 
of one of the pieces. eut it seems that the only meaning 
I CB.n give to tne statement that tne lumps of lead Bnd iron 
have the same quantity of matter in them is that they have 
the same mass, where mass is that interesting property of 
matter we measure with a GG~mioal balance. We hs.ve clearly 
r':.'Jcl~ed tne stege "There "re are defining quanti ty of matter 
in terms of mes~;J rather than the other 'T,'ll3Y round. U 
·Cf. toe following indppendent statements on this point, 
puLiJ. she':: in ~he SBme yeBr: (1) fl1fhose authori tie~ who still 
feel oompelled tf') tBlk about t' qu.antlty of matter' in dis-
oussing mass uee the pnraae essentially as a ~Jnonym of mass, 
that is~they occpsionally use three words instead of one to 
describe the same concept without, by this means, making it 
any clearer" (helm 1963). (ii) ft ••••• !f we look closely 
at the expression 'amount of materis.l' J we see that it has 
no meaning independent of the concept of mass. Since we 
no" nave a perfectly clear procedure for measuring mass [1. e. 
the dyne.mical method], we can discard tne concept of 'amoullt 
of materlal 1 as an unnecessB.ry and somewhat inexact synonym 
for mass. it Vl'aylor 1963). 
(Maoh (1902) appears to be making essentially the same point 
"rhen he refers to the diffioul ties one encounters "Then trying 
to apply the concept of Ifquenti ty of m~tter" to chemice-.Ily 
-
heterogeneous bodies. ) 
This might be tnought to dispose of tne problem, were 
it not that there are some who attempt to revive the concept 
of Itquanti ty of mRtter" wi th reference to our present-day 
knowledge of microscopic ~8tter. ~husJ according to Bunge, 
" .•••. atomic physios teaches that the ~proper) maSS of a 
system is proportional to tne number of heavy 'particles' 
/that •••.• 
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tha t make it up.9 for which reason mass is regnrcled a 8 a 
measure Df the quantity of matter in the system" (Bung~ 
1967) ~ But "a toP.1ic phj78ics ll 1s some,\·,hBt misrepresented 
here; in the words of Constant) "0 .... the mass of a body 
is ver-:l nearly proportiona.l to the number of heavy elemen-
............ """"sr: t 
tery pe.rtlcles (reut::'ons ~,,"~1 protons) contained ~ln t1:1e body" 
(Congtant 1963) 
elementary teaching', 
portiona11ty are small, but they ere of profound lrl'lportance; 
~uch too Impo.i'~~\~nt, in fact, to be obscUret1 by 't1i"ldue empha-
9ignif~ cantly II none of the 
"quantity of metter" enthuslas"cs have, to our knoiN'ledge l1 
a. ttempteo. to explal n ~,.,hat they mean when they say (e 8 they 
presumably must) that the "quanti ty of rna tter il in the neutl~Ol1 
is greater than that in the proton~ 
There 1s one more point to be considered before we deal 
with the question of tne possible Ifbenefit to our tee.chingtl 
resulting from enhanced understanding of the ooncept of mass~ 
"'1'. 
This is the question of the light shed on the concept of 
mass by special relf;.tlv1ty theory. We take up the relation" .. 
ship of mass and energy latei; at this point we wish to con-
sider what J if e.nything~ the rela tivi8t,ic vj.e~'T of mass can 
tell us that might be of relevance to our present discuss~on. 
It has sometimes been salq (e. gc JammcJ:l 1960, Helm 1953) 
that the well-know~ r81atlvistic mass-velocity relation is 
in .1 tself enough to meke nonsense of the concept of i~qu8,n ..... 
tlty of matter"; how oen "quantity of matterl~ b2 suppo~ed 
to increase with velocity? But perhpps on9 is not being 
quite fair in takin~ this line. 
mo 
m:.g~ 
1--2 c 
for the "relativistic mass u by taking the 
-,,/ 
i'.:, 
)·'1 
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m v 
relativistic expression for momentum. p • ~ and di-
# r:-;2' " Jl-~ , 
vlding it by tne velocIty, in accordance witn the classical 
definition of momentum. But tnis is not tne only way of 
epproac.nlng tne problem; we could equally 1vell choose to 
define relatiVistic momentum as the product of the proper 
v 
(rest) mass mo and the "proper veloci t y /
1
_ ,:~'- • in which 
,~' ~2 
0&:39 we ol)t~ir~ 8. mp,.~> ~ ... h~)/ .... does not inc'rease"wlth velocity. 
Some time ago, 01Lee.ry (19478) recommended dropping tne con-
cept of 1Jrela.tivietic masen and following tne alt'ernatlve 
approacn sUGgested above. In certain ""l?~}ently-publ18hed 
treatments of speCial relativity (Smith 1~65, ~aylor and 
Wheeler 1966, Helliwell 1966, Brehme 1968) other authors 
h~ve taKen up this cry and contended that it is preferable 
toiconfine tne meaning of the term umase" to tne rest mass 
I 
of'a system and to avoid the use of the term "relativistic 
mass" (= mo ) altogether. 
}-_ v2 ' 
~2 
Accordir€ to them, the concept 
of IIrelativistic ms.ss II hes several disadvantages: 
(1) by writing mo;nentum 1n relD.tivlty as "mv" one conceals 
J 
2' 
the factor 1 - :2 and may forget it is there (Hell1well)j 
(li) one may mistakenly think that to calcula.te kinetic 
en e rgy 1 n rela ti vi s ti c meche nic 8 ,one need s imply au 'bs ti tu t'e 
the rela.tivistio mB.SS for "mlf in the classical formula 
i mv 2 (Helll'tirell); 
(lii) tne idea of relativistic mass makes increase of energy 
of a particle 1/:1 th velocl ty or momentum appear to be connec-
ted wi th some Change in the internal struoture of a pa.rt1cle I 
whereas the increase of energy with velocity has its roots 
in the geometrical propert1es of space-time (Taylol" end \vheeler); 
(lv) since energy is alit/aye equal to m (relativistic mass) 
Itim~s .••.• 
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times 0 2, it i8 not good economy with words or oonoepts 
to call m the me 89, lllo the rest mass and mc2 the energy 
(Sm1 th) ; 
(v) it seems desirable to have the word "mass" refer to 
an intrinsic property of the particle and not to a property 
of its motion (Smith); 
mo (vi) c<l.lUng j 1-"'-£-: "m9 ss" appUes this name to thE' time 
-2 
C ' 
component of tho en.ergy-momentum 4-veotor, when we hs:''1C a 1 ...... 
ready (in the guise of "rest mass") given this name to a very 
dil';; ~ren ~ oo!:~,e:ot, the magni tu~ of thi s 4-veotor (Taylor anfi. 
Wheeler) • 
In addition, Lyngesen (1967) has reoentl~ pointed out 
mo 
that th~ use of the word "mass d forf_
v2' is not in accord-
. -2 
c 
ance with ourrent usage among elementary particle physicists, 
who are in the habit of using "mass" for "rest mase ll • 
AS against these disadvantages, Helliwell and Resniok 
(1968) have pointed out that there are oertain pedagogic 
advantages in using the concept of relativlsitc mass: the 
expressions for momentu~ and total energy take on simple 
forms in terms of relativisti.o mass, and one can give a 
plausible explanation for the existenoe of an upper limit 
to the speed of a body - its inertia increeses 9S it goes 
faster and so it becomes more and more difficult to increase 
. 
its velocity still further. Both Helliwell and Resnick 
conolude that it is really a matter of taste whether one 
uses "relativistio mass" or stioks exolusively to "rest 
mass" as the only "mess" - either approa.ch, if oonsistently 
and correctly used, must give the right answers (of. also 
Katz 1964). In this connection it is worthwhile asking 
wha t is actually mea sured ina determine tlon of the Ifmass It 
of a rapidly-moving partiole. The answer is that "mass n 
/1 B ••••• 
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is never measured directly; that the momentum and energy of 
the particle ere measured and a value for "msss" i~ferred 
from use of the appropriate formulae, or the momentum of the 
partIcle is compared wi th that of another pBrtlcle of kno'l',m 
mass and having the same velooity (Segre 1964). Thus the 
value that may be assigned to "mass" in such a determination 
fJ.epends on how one chooses to interpret 8. formula; the choice 
is diotated by the experimenter, not the exper1~ent, 
In the faoe of all this, one na.s to 8.d~fl1t that the argu-
ment that the increase of "relativistic mass n with velo,ci ty 
1s in itself enough to discredl t thp. notion of m~q8 b:';; flqt:~: n-
tlty of matter\ loses something of its force. On the other 
hand, the very fact t~~at the interpretation of "mass" in 
relativfty seems to be a matter of taste can hardly be said 
to gi va mu'ch support to any assooiation of mass wi th Itquan-
tity of matter." But let us assume for the sake of argu-
ment tnat some of the objections mentioned above to "relati-
v~stic mass", especially those labelled (ili) and (vi), have 
fundamental validity, and that we really should reserve the 
"f 
term Hmass" for "rest mBsslt only. How does this alter the 
situation, if at all? It is true that by this meens one 
avoids the seeming emberr~ssment of an'increase of mass with 
veloci ty. But there are other difficulties to be faced: 
rest mass is not conserved in ine1astio colliSions, the total 
rest mass of a system of ~a.rtic1es is, in genera.l, less than 
-
the Bum of the rest masses of the individual partlcles, the 
rest mass of a system increases if the system is heated -
none of this encourages one to set too much store on an inter-
pretation of rest mass as "quantity of matter. " 
To sum up: we have shown that neither in olassical nor 
in modern physiCS does the idea of mass as Ilquanti ty of matterrJ 
sta nd up to crt tlca.l exami na t ion. i,ve oonclude wi th Lindsay 
and Margenau that this idea 1s indeed a "wholly unnecessary 
absurdity." 
/3.7. 3 ••••. 
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3.7.3 How should mass be introduced? 
After this essay in what some will undoubtedly 
(though mistakenly, we think) regard as windmill-tilting, we 
turn with some relief to the problem of how one might teaoh 
mass. Neither the importance nor the difficulty of the 
concept oan be overestimated. If it has taken centuries for 
'.nan to evolve the conoept B.nd aohieve some degree of olari ty 
about it, and if some respected teachers st1.J,.l s1:1o"~ ~(' J,J..fus1ofl 
when presenting 1 t, then there i·s obvious need f'o.r caution. 
The ohief short-term goal of teaohing lfmasB If a tsohool is to 
enable pupils to appreciate 1 ts lnt~mate assoo1a~·~ on W': th 
inertia and~ allied with this, its use in quantitative dy-
namics. A secondary aim would be to brinR out the role 
played by mass in the phenomenon of gravitation. If a 
teacher c~n achieve as much as this with the average PUpil, 
he will bave done well. HOW Oan it be managed, and, in 
particular, how should one start? 
It is useful to look first at some of the methods in 
current use. We have already noted that in the p,SSC. course, 
(PSSO 1960, 1965) the initial emphasis is on the alleged 
association of mass wi th "quanti ty of matter". In fairness, 
one must point out their use of this approach is as good as 
one Oan hope for, and that there is tio question of their 
~efining mass as "quanti ty of matter": the only defi ni tion 
of mass that appears in t~e chapter under discussion 1s 
"GraVitational mass is whnt we measure on the balance". 
And their purpose in introducing mass this way he.s an inter-
esting motivation; it precedes a detailed introductOry dis-
cussion of moleoules and atoms, behind which l1es the law· of 
conservation of mess, with which is equated (B-9 a good approx-
-1matlon), a law of conservation of matter. A s they rema.rk 
at the end of the Chapter: "The conservAtion of mass lmatter) 
1s basic to the idea that chemical reaotions are rearrange-
/ments ..••• 
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mente of atoms. It underlines the whole of the disoussion 
of this chapter. •• In the physics course outlined 1n the 
",physios is Fun" books by Jim Jardine t1964, 196·5, 1966, :1967), 
mass is also introduced (in Book One) 8.S a measure of quan-
tity of matter, with the balnnce as the measuring instr~ment. 
Molecules and atoms have a.lready made their appearAnce in 
the oourse, but no ettempt is made at this point tc ~1nk the 
discussion of maas 1/i th th.; ('~~:.sti tuents or' matter • In a, 
. ~. 
later chapter~ the phenomenon of 1,nerti9 i 8 studied, and 
inertia is used B8 e basis of mass comparison. Sinoe the 
underlying logic 1 s of c(,Tlle li1terest s;.'<'i relevance J we out-
line it briefly here. Mr. Jardine invit(s h~s readers to 
take a pair of large cens, fill one with sand or water and 
leave t~e other one empty, suspend them from the highest 
polnt available, and try to push each can in turn. He 
I 
th~n asks them to a.newer a number of pertinent questions 
I 
which. draw attention to all the important pOints that need 
be noted for the moment. Finally, however, he asks "If 
you were in a spacesp...ip where the two Cans were weightless, 
how do you think you might tell which nad the greater mass?" 
Of course, the expected ans'ver is "try pushing each ce.n in 
turn and see which is easier to push fJ , or words to thB-t effect. 
'l'he reason why one approves this method of mass compariso.n 
is that the mass of B body is 8. concept which 1s a.ssociated 
with the inertia of the bo~y, so that if one compares the 
1 nertias of two bodies, one ~ 1:e compar1 np.: their masses. 
Hut consider how the situation must appear to a pupil follow-
i ng Jardine's course. He has been introduced to mass as 
tt something-to-do-wi ttx-quB.nti ty-of-matter-'t'1hich-v:e-.can-
measure-wi th-gra.vi tational-attre.ction". So at this stage 
he thi nks of rna 8S a 8 "quantity of matter". Now he does 
Jardine's experiment with the cans, which shows hl~ that 
the difference in inertia of the cans is related to their 
/d1fference. ~ ..•• 
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difference in mass or {as far as he 1s concerned) the 
'difference in ~heir n~u~nt1ty of matter~. '1'0' enableh1m 
to appreciate the implications of this more fully, he 1s 
asked to imagine the same experiment being carried out in 
a spaceship. This, it 1s hoped, will make him reelize that 
the comparison of the "quantities of matter" of different 
bodies ce.n always be aCC(l~'f:tished by oomparing their iner-
t~~e~ even If ~ cdlance oannot be used. 
''', 
In our vie~rJ ~arfl1nev s approach gets the l~glc of the 
problem 'the wrong way round. If mass is fundamentally a 
met~2!').re .,1' ir~rtla) then this idea ought to be the etartlng-
point of. onets discussion of mass. One oan show, if one 
wishes, that the inertia of two similar bod1es tak.en to-
gether ~8 greater than the inertia of either body, so that 
the "quantity of matter" in a ohemically homogeneous body 
is directly dependent ~ its mass; but it is seriously 
confusing to reverse the prooedure by starting from a postu-
la ted assoois.tion between mass s.nd an unexpla,int:;ld rtqusnti ty 
of matter" and then showlng that inertia. 1s dependent on 
mass "defined" as quantity of matte~ I nslstenoe on thi s' 
latter approach oan lead to the kind of trap into which 
Jardine himself fe.lls when, in a later volume (1966) of 
his course, he refers to inertia as a "property of mass. " 
Near the end of tne chapter in which he gives the above 
approach to mass, Jardine,states that "The greeter the mass 
" 
of a body, the p,reater is its inertia. In fact mass is a 
measure of inertia." For him, these statements are a 
summB.ry of e relationship bet"leen inertia e.nd mass that is 
supposedly 8. dedn etian from experiment. It would hnve been 
better if they had been treated instead as a summary of what 
mass J.~ 
~'he importance of mass is recognised in the Nuffield 
Course by giving it repeated attention: "In our progre.mme, 
/the ••••• 
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the concept of masS receives more and more attention from 
year to yearll .. (Nuffield Guide IV). In the' fir'at year, 
pupils do some weighing, but no great fuss is made about 
what exactly 1s being measured this way. 'l'he issue of 
"ma.ss It versus Uweight d is allowed to lie dormant until some-
one forces 1 t by asking "What is the name of the number 
":l:.!:t t we get? n when, says the Nuffield Guide, "the best 
answer 1s M.uSS - "Ii th a promi se of explanation JR.tp .i'. " 
In Year II the concept is t8ken no further, the attitude 
at tnis stage still being that i'we should try to use I mass' 
in the proper places without much comment on it. ~ ..... ,~ Yet' ,'" 
III mass becomes tne object of more serious, though still 
fairly informal study. Some simple experiments with 
"trolley and tiokertape'· are used to give pupils some "feel" 
for the oo.ncept of inertia and of the relation between force, 
mass and acceleration. Another notion may also be lntro-
duced: It ••• mass may ha.ve been desoribed as a measure of 
how muoh stuff 1s piled together when we try to accelerate 
several trolleysd, In Yea.r IV J tne empha.sis is on mertia, 
with numerous experiments and demonstrations to bring home 
the idea, and tne quantltative relation between (inertial) 
ma.ss, force and accelers.tion is experiment~lly e8t~bl18hed. 
(Inoidentally, Book IV of the Nuffield Physics Guide makes 
1 t clear by implication that the phrase "a.mount of stuff" 
1 e used essentIally 8S a synonym for mass. Cf. the follo,.,-
ing passage: "'l'he pull of the Earth's field is proportional 
to tne amount of metter-to-be-pul1ed. 'l'he mBSS to be 
accelera.ted 1s proportione.l to the 8mount of metter-to-be-
aocelera ted, We have no guarantee .•• that these two kinds 
of • amounts of me.tter· are equal, or proportional, for all 
different materials. d) 
1 n a syllabus drawn up by tne Science Hasters' .n.esocla-
tion and The Association of Women Science Teachers of Great 
Britain (Soience Mesters· Association 1961), mass is 
/apparently .•••• 
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apparently intended to be introduced by way of its associa-
tion with inertia. 'l'he relevant 'nnote n in the 'sY'11abus 
reads: IIMB-sS is a. property of a body, and depends on in-
ertia, wnich 1 e tne property of continuing at rest or lvi th 
constant speed in a stralgnt line unless a force is applied.. It 
among approaches in use in South .H.frlca, we may mentlon the 
':'ntroductory approach followed by Hrommert in his new text-
book for South African Schools (Brommert 1968) . 
. ~. 
tells his readers, "You have learl1ed to r~Jognlsesrnall and 
large masses. You may even have establisbed your own scale 
of masses by having learned to classify stones e~cor~:,g ~~ 
how hard you Can safely kick them. IOU hElve measured, very 
crudely but nevertne:~ss measured, mass." One could argue 
that this is a rather terse introduction to 8 (presumably) 
unfamiliar physical term. At any rate, after this brief 
reference mass is not dealt with again until the fifth chap-
ter of the book, which is entirely devoted to the topic. 
Here ·the author explains that his main concern for the 
moment is not to "give pseudo definitions of mass" but to 
tell readers something about it, tne problem of possible 
.,. 
definition being left to a later stage. "Telling something 
-
about itH is ohiefly taken up with mess in its grs.v1t8.tional 
B spect, v!i th the mai n emphe s1s being placed on teohniques 
of mea. surement. (J\S l:3rorrrrnert l s book is likely to beoome a 
ste.nde.rd referenoe work for South Africen tee.chers of physl-
. 
cal sclence, it is possible t~a.t some et least of his suggss-
tiona may become widely adopted.) Fi nfl.lly, i t 1 s 0 fin t e r-
eat to mention the approach to mass given in a book on rela.-
tivity written for a lay audience by Bondi (l96ea). 
(Originally, the material of this book appeared in a series 
of articles publi shed in t~e "Illustrated London NeviS n. ) 
How does a prominent SCientist with n gift for communication 
tackle the problem of explaining mass to the unini tle.ted? 
lIn .•••• 
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In Bondi's case, he goes straight for the 1nertial basis of 
me.se: "As for ma~s, we are all fami11ar wi th the tact that 
the same spring extended the same way will move some objects 
much less rapidly than others, and we cell the objects that 
move sluggishly massive, while the ones that move rapidly 
are called light." (In the next sentence, this idea is 
·;.!l'Uoh more precl se1y but 1es8 concisely expressed.) 
These are some of the ways in which the conoe~ ... + ... '.'<" masa 
.~. 
is introduced" Are they and other posslble ones all equally 
acceptable? A few years ago, the present writer expressed 
himself as follo~18 on the matter: "Different ap;,rOA.0~·:.)S 
are, of course, possible and probably equally valid. Some 
teachers may prefer .~~ give Borne picture of mass by i ntro-
ducing ~t as l quantity of matter', treating this as a concept 
to be refined on and ultimately refined away and replaoed 
by something better. Others again may wish to give mass 
operational significance from the start by discussing it in 
terms of the inertia of a body, pointing out that it is 
easier to throw certain objects fonlsrd than others and ex-
.,. 
plaining this as a difference in inertia between the objects .•• 
Individual teachers will be the best judges of what should 
be served to their classes 98 the first course of this parti-
cular mea.l. " (Helm 1963). No doubt many teachers 't.,ere 
very happy to agrep. with these views. The writer himself, 
however, is no longer so ~ure that he Can endorse them. 
The trouble is that too ce8uB.l an atti tude to the underlying 
logic can eas11y lead to the kind of confusion which could 
prove a real block to understanding. We have seen this 
happen in a particularly glaring manner in Jardine's approach 
above, in 1V'hich mass is defined by' implication wi th reference 
to quanti ty of matter and gra.vi tational attraction, and it 
1s then suggested that the inertia of a body depends on its 
mass, instead of the other way round. This mistake is not 
Ime.de ••••• 
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made in the Nuffield and PSSC approaches; although the 
" 1a tter starts wi th me 88 as "quanti ty of matter" and has it 
measured on a bale.nce, when dynamics is studied inertial 
mass is introduced quite independently of the previous ideas 
of mass, 
There are some who might wonder whe.t A.ll the fuss is 
about. "Surely", or~ c&n hear them saying, "there is no 
We all know that thp balance 1s B.n 
o 
excellent instrument for measuring the ~esses of maCTO-
scopic objects. Why can we not be happy with ~~ls and 
aCCt1:J t i t f!"c\~ the start, trea ting mass 8.S defined in terms 
of operations ih""ol\"1ng gravl tatlonal forces? Is there any 
real need to define mass afresh in terms of BOlne other, less 
easily, graspable operations, which only give us back the 
same ans,,,er in th e end? U ~e deal with a more fully-devel-
oped version of this argument in Section 4. 7.10. For the 
moment we stress that to proceed in the manner just suggested 
obscures a most significant fact of nature, viz. the fact 
that all freely-falling bodies in the same region of spa~e 
have the same acceleration. At a time when physicists are 
still actively interested in establishing this result to the 
highest possible degree of ao·curacy (cf. Dicke 1961, Roll 
et al 1964), it seems more than a little s11ly to assume it 
without any kind of proof at the beginning of one's physics 
course. 
Ideally, one would wish to teach mass from its inertial 
aspeots, developing it quantitatively within the context of 
dynamics and ~ establishing the relation "w = mg" by ex-
periment. This is undoubtedly the way in wh1ch it should 
be done in the senior secondary sohool years (Stands.rde 
Nine and Ten), and we shall in due course examine possible 
ways of treating mass along these lines. But, with regret, 
we have to conclude that this 1s not a realistiC way of 
lintroducing ...... 
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introducing the concept in a typical school course in 
• 
physics. It seems generally agreed that pupils need a 
certain maturity in order to achieve more than an entirely 
superficial understanding of Newton1a~ mechanics, Bnd the 
fact i8 that some knowledge of mass is needed before it can 
be assumed that this maturity has been attained. It 1s 
needed as a background to elementary work OT! ~~-:0 ~Leasure­
ment of force and the ':'8]~ '..Jr',(-" cion of ap.r1ng·~.balence8, which 
will in turn be needed f,or ,an 'introduction to energy and 
work; it 1s needed also in elementary calorimetry. The 
easy way out 1s ths.t al~ '!:lady !n u~;.e fcY' 'Ttany years: start 
wi th mass as quant i ty-of-ma tter measured :-11 ti~ a balance, 
forget about inertia altogether and damn the consequences. 
This no, longer merits serious consideration, as the fore-
going arguments should have shown. Some sort of compromise 
I 
is! evidently necessary. One possible procedure ls the 
followlng:-
(i) Start by introducing the pupil informally to the 8.S8001-
etion of the name Ilmass" with the property of inertia tnot 
"{ 
necessarily to be dignified with this name at th~s stage) 
(cf. the quotation from the "Teachers 1 Guide for Physics" 
gi ven ee.rlier in thi s sub- sec tion) • Point out that we can 
devise a ;,'lay of measuring this property directly (e.g. by 
a sophisticated version of Brommert's difficulty-or-ease-of-
kicking method), bu t thet ~t11i swill te.ke us into too deep 
waters for the mo~ent, so we wait until later to discuss it. 
(ii) Suggest that there seems to be a correspondence be-
tvleen the ease wi th 'tIThich we can set a body moving a.nd its 
heaviness - the ease wit'1 which vIe c8.n.1..ill it. Point out 
that we can compare the "heaviness" of things qu1te simply -
by using an equal-arm balance, Analyse the process of com-
.parison of heaviness of objects with an equal-arm balance. 
That is, take two objects of tne. same material and of as 
/mearly ••••• 
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nearly the same dimeneiorie as possible and suspend the~ at 
equal distances from and on opposite sides of ·the oentre~of 
a metre-stick pivoted about this pOint. 8i nee the two 
objects are as nearly identical as possible, they must have 
the same heaviness; the experiment Shows that when two 
objects of the same heaviness are suspended at equal dis-
tances from and on opnostttJ sides of the centre of the metre 
th€ lat~8r is in equilibrium in a horizontal position • 
. '. 
So ti~ have the basis of 9. general principle fOl· comparing 
the heaviness of two objects: if any t"TO objects bslanoe 
-
eaCl1 other or\ an equal-arm balanoe" their heavinesses are 
the same. 
(iil) Discuss the possibility of comparing~~2se~ .by oomper-
Ing heavineeees. Suggest that since there does seem to be 
a definite correspondence eetween the inertia and the heavi-
ness of a body, it is perhaps reasonable to suppose that if 
two bodies have the same heaviness, their masses must be the 
same. Make it clear tha.t this relationship between heaviness 
end ma.ss is not to be taken as self-evident - that it will 
have to be put upon a sound footing in due course. 
(lv) At this point, or earlier in the presentation, a fuller 
B.ccount can be given of what ·this comparison with an equal-
arm balance is actually concerned with. It is really a 
comparison of forces - of weights, 1n fact; 8,0 the distinc-
tion between mass and we~ght has n01; to be drawn, end the 
point M.S to be made tha.t in using the be.lance we assume 
that when the balanoe tells us tha.t the w'eights l)f t~.ro things 
ere the same, their messes must be the same es 1'1911. iNe 
should raise a werninp flag (if we may be allowed to use 
Nuffield terminology) 8.nd emphasize that this 1s an assump. .. 
tion, proof of vlhlch ~lill be forthcoming le.ter" 
(v) i:rne way is nOl'I clee.!' for further discussion of the 
principle of I1~Teighlngll wi th the equal-arm balance. The 
/idea" " ••• 
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idea of a standard of mass can be 1ntroduced, and the means 
whereby, in prinoiple, a set Of· '·l4'e1ghts lt could' be ma:nu-
taotured and compared wi th a standard kilogrs.m can be ex-
plained': two obj eots which balance each other and, when 
combined, balance a mass of 1 kilogram have masses of 
o. 5 kg each. 
This Etpproeoh succeeds in the main .. preliminary obJ ec-
tive of an introductory presentation of ma~~: it ?ste~lish~d 
a link in the pupil's mind bet1V'een me.se sr!..i. lnert1n, and it 
gives a method of measuring me.ss. While the J.att:er depends 
on an unproved assumption, the 8.9sumption is cl~arl~\ \3tf'lt~d 
and the pupil has the assurance that the matter will 'be 
taken up agb.in in 1 ~"i proper place. ~o attempt 1s made to 
lean 0]1 "quantity of matter" at any stage of the argument. 
In essenc,e, th1s approach 1s very olose to that of Brommert 
deseri bed above. It is not free from objeot1on: in par-
t1cular, it is regrettable that although mass 1s introduced 
via inertia, the method of its measurement wh10h the pupil 
first encounters depends upon grav! tat10nal effects and, 
"'f 
moreover, upon an assumed proportionality between weight and 
ma.ss. U nfortuI1Bte1y there does not seem to be any obvious 
way of avoiding this difficulty if mass 1s to be introduced 
1n the junior secondary sohool and if, as we suggest, pupils 
are to be ma.de to reali2.E? from the beg1nning that the term 
"mass" is to be aSBoci~ted with inertia. They need to be 
-
able to measure mass, and the only method they can be expec--:, 
ted. to understa.nd at thlsearly stage 1s the grav1 tational 
one. this places a considerable responsibility upon the 
teaoher, who will have to ,~ork hard to ensure that hi s pu.pils 
retain their grip on the concept of mass as something associ-
ated w'ith inertia 't~Thile their method of measuring maes makes 
use of the ~heavlness" of the objects concerned. 
/A ••••• 
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A po ssi ble al t erne. ti v (! to thi s approach is to co no en-
trate entirely on. the gravi ta tional aspect in an introduc-
tory presentation, so that inertia is simply not discussed 
8.t all. When Newtonian mechanios is discussed, the term 
for which the symbol rtm" is used in the equation "F s:. rna" 
can at first be identified with a "measure of the inertia 
of the body Ii ; when the behaviour of bodies in free fall 1s 
discussed, the identification of this concept 1'~I:t tr. t~.;r, pre-
viously-introduced "mass" can be effected.. Summariz ed, 
the di scussion might take thi s form: "~"e have shown that 
there is a property of ms.tter assooiated with i-i;q i!lt:~tie., 
which lre cen measure by d1 viding the net force on a body by 
i te acceleration. ~e learnt in earlier standards that there 
is 8, pIJoperty of metter called mass, which is proportional 
to ita weight - the farce with which the earth pulls on it. 
Since freely falling bodies fall with the same acceleration 
in the same place, it must be true that the' weight of a body 
must also be proportional to the quantity we associs.te with 
its inertial property; when we put all this together, we see 
"f 
that the quanti ty associe.ted wi th the inertia of a body is 
in fact proportional to the mass of the body_ n This 
approach is log1c8lly consistent; it has the merit of deal-
ing at length with one aspect of mass before going on to 
deal with the other, but it inverts the usual order of doing 
things, and one suspects thet few teachers would be happy 
wi th it. Somehow it seems neater and more na.tural to argue 
from the facts of free fall that the equal-arm balance really 
does compare messes {in the inertial sense) then to argue 
from these facts that, say, an experiment in which we com-
pare Uinertias ll by a dynamicel method really does compare 
masses tin the graVitational sense). Inoidentally , it 
might be 1-rondered just no't" the approach just described 
differs from that of Jardine, concerning which we were some-
l-lhat ori tical. 'l'ne difference is this: that in the above 
/approach. _ ••• 
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approa.oh, the pupil would know exactly 1Vhere he wa B 8. t any 
stege, from the PQint of vie,-; of assumptions mad.e 'and' defini-
tions used; whereas Jardine's approach does not convey the 
same certainty. Starting with an implied definition of mass 
1n terms of weight, he later shifts his ground to mass im-
plicitly defined in terms of inertia, and ooncludes from free 
fall experiments that they It Qusti:fy ] ou~ earlier assumption 
that we oe.n use ,",eight as a measure of mass" (fr8,r~ir.~ i966:. 
Assumption or defini tion? 
other. 
" 
So tar we hS.ve a.voided explio1 t referenoe to "il1~rti~J.. 
mass" and "gravitational mass'l. We have done this for two 
reasons: first, bec~uee no one would dream of using these 
terms ip an introductory treatment of mass; seoond, beoause 
there are' some authorities who maintain that to speak of two 
kinds of ma.ss is to make e. simple matter seem needlessly 
compl1 cs,ted. 'l'he lS.tter s.rgument must be ·seriously consld-
~red, and it seems better to deal with it when a more sophis-
tics.ted approach to mass is under a~iscusslon. (Se,e Seotion 
With the introduction of weight as an B.ocept8.ble measure 
of mass, the ""1ay is open for a more extended qua.li tative 
. disoussion of gra.vi tat1oD, espeCially the B.pparent dependence 
of gravi tational pull on [inertial] mass. In the now super-
seded Joint Matriculation.Board Physics syllabus of the 
.. 
,early- and mid-nineteen-s1xtles, there \-l8.S aotu~lly B. sylla-
bus topic for the junioX' seoondary sohool entitled "mass 
disoussed from the gravitational standpoint", and the oorres-
ponding section of the 'l'eachers' Guide suggested as an "in-
terim definition of mass" the statement that "the mass of a 
body is th~t property of it that determines its grav1tational 
attraction for other bodies". as the above discussion has 
made olear, we now take the view that it would after B.ll not 
/help ...... 
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help very much to discuss mess in this way in the early 
stages, and certainly not to define it in terms of 1 t·s 
gravitational aspects. (The above definition Is, of 
course, too loosely worded for comfort; the mass of a. 
body, as opposed to a particle, Is not the only property of 
it that determines its gravitational attracti~n for other 
bodies; its shape and 0.::"G cributlon of qensi ty play their 
,,)Ilrt ;.;:I.1soj. I"'..; .i.e, in fact, the intention ~.ere definl tely 
not to try to 0.efi~e mass. Some feeling for its nature a:ld 
a knowledge or one way of measuriLg it will suffice for the 
\'I~ will take up later the problem of wnether mass 
can be defined qt ~11. 
A practical point of some importance ari~es in connec-
tion with the treatment of tne technique of measuring mass 
with the aid of the balance. Ten years ago the equal-arm 
balance was still tne principal instrument for measuring 
mass in the laboratories in South African schools, as it no 
doubt ,,,as in their counterparts in other countries. Today 
the 9i tUB.tion is ve.stly different; science teachers he.va 
turned eagerly and with obvious relief to tbe simpler forms 
of balance no't'l1' available from many suppliers. liSimpler, " 
of course, means "simpler to·oper8.te U and not "simpler in 
principle"; and this is precisely the problem. 'While the 
direct-reading type of be.lance makes life e. lot simpler for 
both teacher and pupil - tne latter does not nave to spend 
. 
a protracted time in making a. mass measurement B.nd then make 
sure to add up the ma.sses correctly J tne former does not 
every 
have to strain aB~ nerve to persuade him to do it properly -
tilis gain is achieved at the expense of some loss in obvious-
ness in principle of operation; the new types of balance 
are "black boxes" to some slight extent. the point is 
easily got round, however; all tha~ is needed is for pupils 
Ito • ••.. 
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to convince themselves 1n1tially of the soundness of the 
calibration of the balanoes by using them to measure known 
masses tee g. the IIwe1ghts" from an old-fashioned weight box}. 
For tne rest, we heartily approve this new approach to 
"weigning" 1n the elementary laboratory; it saves a great 
deal of time and trouble, while still yielding e degree of 
aocuracy wnich 1s more than adequate for .. any mess UlctA9Ure-
(Those 
who want to do hi6nly e.cau.re.tfe lveighing for whatever purpose 
can b'e referred to ·the ohemistry labor.story, where they will 
almost certainly find t.:~e }.-l'oper lnst~l'm.ents.) The time 
has certainly come for lengthy treatment~ of the operation 
of the chemical balance, including disoussion of sensitivity 
and st~bility, to disappear from syllabuses and textbooks, 
if they have not already done so. There are so many other 
I 
matters which are both more exclting and more important that 
! 
this loss would not be notioed at all. 
3.7.4 Mass and the teaching of chemistry 
We make bold to sey that in spite of the dlffiou~­
ties it presents, the proposed treatment of mass we have out-
lined 1s a satisfactory way of introducing the ooncept to a 
physios pupil and would be found acceptable by physicists. 
Would it be acceptable to chemists also? Or would they be 
disturbed by its firm rejection of an association between 
" 
mass and "quantity of matter"? We saw above that in the 
initial approach to mass in the PSSC course, maSS was linked 
with lI quantlty of matter" so that "conservation of mass" 
could become "conservation of matter ll , and this in turn 
could be taken as "strongly suggesting that chemical change 
is a process of rearre.nglng component parts. II ThiS, of 
course, was Lavoisier's view of the faots • NOvTadays, while 
. acknovlledglng the valid! ty of the link between conserva. tion 
lor .•..• 
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ma ss and the idea of "rearrangement. of oompone~t parts", 
one is not bound to base one' 8 supporting argument on' any 
initial assumption that msss is a measure of an ill-defined 
rlquanti ty of matter 11 ; that is, the assooiation of mass wi th 
"quantity of matter" (in whatever sense) does not have to be 
treated as fundamental. Instead the teacher oan start by 
taking from physics the fact that there is a :::r'oparty of 
matter called ma.ss wh~.rJh i~S ~sso'ciated wi th. inertia and for 
which there is a method of measill."'Iement. Physics provides 
two further experim,ental fact.s a.bout mass that are relevant, 
viz: 
(1) that the tots.l mass of n similar p8.i. ... t;ic~.eB is equal to 
n times the mass of a single particle; and 
(1i) that if the total mass of a oollection of dissimilar 
partioles is measured, it is found to be equal to the sum 
I 
o~ the masses of the individual particles. 
(As we have pointed out above, these relations are in fact 
only approximate, but as fs.r as their chemical applications 
are concerned we may take them to be exact.) The tes.cher 
.,. 
can then draw attention to the additional experimental fact 
from chemistry that mass is conserved in a ohemical reaction, 
end suggest that thi s should be Interp;reted in terms of some 
theory of the composition of the matter, making use of the 
above experimentel facts about mass. A possible theory ls 
that matter 1s made up ot "ultimate particles" (Dalton's 
phrase) which are neither created nor destroyed in a chemi-
cal reaction, bu t simply ree.rra.nged. The fladditive" prop-
erty of mass, embodied in fects (i) and (1i) above, means 
that it is a simple consequence of this theory that mass 
must be conserved in a chemical reaction. It may not be 
the only possible theory, but it certainly fits the facts. 
The teacher and his pupils can then go on to extend this 
reasoning to enoompass the law Of definite and multiple 
/proportions •••.•• 
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proportions. 
Onoe the atomic theory 1s a.ccepted, fact (i) 'above 
Justifies one in asserting that finding the mass of, say, 
a lump of iron 1s a met~od of counting the number of atoms 
1n it or, more generally, that finding the mass of any homo-
geneous substance 1 s B. method of counting the numbe!' of 
"molecules" in it. (Of Sears 1964). I~ it be olaimed that 
between 
this amounts to ao~no''''ledg1ng the relationship ne'f!-~ r:/~8S anti 
"quantity of matter" (in a lim1tf~d sense), w,e hs;ve no 'qu81"rel 
wi th this; by "quantity of matter" is now meant something 
preoise, viz. unumber of atoms" or "rru.mber of mv~ecu~~s." 
But clearly this relationship bet'tveen mass and number of 
atoms or molecules need not and ought not to be oonnected in 
any wa7 with one's initial thinking about mass. We have 
1n fact shown tha.t the proportional1 ty bet'V.J'een the mass and 
the number of atoms or molecules of a homogeneous substanoe 
is a plausible deduction from oertain experimental faots 
Qoncerning mass and thiS, in our view, is how it ought to 
be treated~ even in ohemistry. Since our primary co.noern 
"'1', 
in these pages is not ~dth the clarifioation of chemist~y 
teaohing we will not press this point further; but in answer 
to our original question, it seems to us ths. t there 1s no 
good reason why the approach to mass outlined in 3.7.3 need 
not be acceptable to ohemists, who could bUild on it to suit 
their own purposes 1n the manner just described. 
3.7.5 Experimental work 
Finally we consider some demonstrations and experi-
ments that could be done to reinforce the very important 
ideas introduced here, namely association of maSS \d th 
1 nert1a~ and the messurement of mass by means of a balance. 
Preferably, the concept of inertia as such should receive 
some attention in class before it is suggested to pupils 
/that ••••• 
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that a measurable physical property oan be associated with 
inertia. itle .vlill a"BBume that this bB.ckground has alree.~dy 
been filled in by the teacher (we deal with it ourselves 1~ 
disoussing force in the next section) and consider only the 
association of mass with inertie. The task is to develop 
the idea of "relative-ease-of-starting-or-stopping-different-
things. It Obviously px;erlm~nts chosen, to illustrate this 
f':hOf~Ad be one~ in which friction plays a m\nor part. 
Tne:re area nu::nber of poasibili ties; we have already 
mentioned the suspended tin cans, one fUll, the other empty 
(J t.:~d1n3 19t~~·" 1\fuffleld Guide IV), Brommert 1 B "rela ti ve-
ease-of-kickabi 11 t~r" of stones idea (Brommert 1968), B.nd tl1\) 
comparison of the eS.se wi th wnich different u;,j ects can be 
thrown fo~~rd (Helm 1963). In any such demonstrs.tions, 
it is preferable thBt the pupil should not have any reason 
beforehand for thinking that one of the objects used 1s 
heavier than the other. These preliminary comparisons 
should concentrate on differences in inertia only. ~le may 
add to the previous short list the following suggestions:-
.,. 
(i) Take a pair of balls of similar external appearance and 
size and invite pupils to set them rolling. 
(11) Place a pa.lr of identic'al-looking closed tin oans next 
to each other and the edge of the table and ask a pupil to 
snatch them simultaneously to'tverds him. 
(11i) Do demonstra tlon (~i) "IIi th a pE.ir of similar toy Cars 
or trolleys, one of them TITeighted internally wi th lead. 
(1v) Carry out a more sophisticated version of (ili) but 
this time have the cars or trolleys pushed in turn by a 
spring compl-'eseed to the serne extent, or exploded apart by 
8 spring. Perhaps one oould say to pupils beforehand 
"It would be a good idea to give both cars the same push. 
But ca.n "1e be sure that two success! ve pushes wi th our fingers 
l1B.ve the same strength'l Can you suggest a way of getting 
/somethlng ....... 
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something to push with the same strength on the two cars at 
once J or on two cars successively? IS This demonstration 
represents a step away from a purely anthropomorphic apPl"oa.ch 
to the problem, and 8.S such 1 t might be a good idea at this 
stage. 
Having come as far as this, some teachers might wish 
to press on and have their pupils measure mass with the PSSC-
type inertial balance (of. Section 4.7. 12) .', T':lif '11~.'~:"'1i se(..t11 
a good 1dea - it affords a reasonably preci sa method of 
measuring mass without reference to grav1tet1on. Unfortu-
na.tely the technique 1s a 11 ttle sc:phistlca ted :~ -:'r tL~: fU.l..l 
value of tbe method to be eppreciated at this stage of the 
pupil's understanding of mass. He hss first to obtain a 
ca.llbration curve by timIng the period of oscil1e.tion. of 
the balance for several different number-s of slmils.r me.sses 
on the balance; then he measures the unknown mass by placing 
the Object in question on the pan, f1nding the new period of 
993111atlonJ and reading off the mS.88 from the graph. 
Possibly a bright group of pupils might cope 't'J'ith'this, but 
1 t seems more realistic to suppose that th~ avers.ge Junior 
secondary school pupil is not fully ready for this method 
of mea.suring me.ss. 
Once pupils have gained a semi-quentite.t1ve fep-ling for 
the idea of inertio, the correspondence between it Bnd 
"lightness" or "heaviness" ought to present no dlfflculty~ . 
I).'here rems.ins the gaining 'of familiari ty wi th the techniques 
of measuring mass with a balance. If, as ~Te have implieo., 
the chemical balance should play no more than e.n introduc-
tory role here, there is no good reason why the pupil should 
have to spend a lot of time in the laboratory lee.rning hOll 
to .t"Teigh". The technique of using pointer-type or triple-
beam direct-reading balances can be very rapidly acquired 
and the point need not 'be laboured. What eise can be done 
about Uwelghlng"et this stage) besides teaChing pupils how' 
Ito ••••• 
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to do it? Tne traditloool ee.rly applioat1on of weighing 
1 s the determi·nation of the densi ties of various materlals4 
The Nuff1eld Guide (I) makes out an exceedingly strong case. 
for not dealing with density too early in a pupil's career 
and, although their discussion is concerned with eleven-(plus)-
year-aIds, we Oan perhaps take the hint and not place too 
much emphasis on den"t ty and its determination in this par-
A quick review of the mathod of determin-
1ng the densi ty of. a regular solid, and a measurement of tile 
a,ensi ty of ai.r '(of. the Nuffield Guide I for B.n excellent 
metcQd of do~~~ this) will suftloe~ For the rest, it is 
desirable tha.t~"'e ::UPlls have some fun with weighing. 
If by the time they reaOh the secondary scnoo~ they nave not 
had the experience of using a nome-made microbals.nce to weigh 
extremely light objects, this omission should certainly be 
rectified, and the present part of th·e course is a good pla.ce 
to do it. (The p.S.S.C. laboratory Guide and the Nuffield 
Phys10s Guide to Experiments I both give details of the con-
struction of the cool-dr1Dk-straw type of mlcrobalanoeJ. 
As the Nuffield Guide ~oints out, tnere are possibilities 
here for looking fOl~ard to~~rds other aspects of the oourse-
use of the microbalance for the measurement of electrical 
foroes or for close observation of tne evaporation of liquids 
are only two of the ideas that mignt be stimulated by work 
with this instrument. 
3.8 Foroe 
3.8.1 Introduction There are many reasons wny the ooncept 
of force snould start to impress itself on a pupilla con-
sciousness at e. very es.rly stage in a pnysics course. 
First and most fundamental - according to one viewpoint, we 
can sum up the whole of ~re8ent-day physios in the four 
types of interaction between particles currently known: 
/gravltational, ••••• 
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gravitational, electromagnetic, strong Bnd weak, t;1e latter 
two being 8 ssocip. ted wi th the nuclear domain. (Of. Feynrn8n' 
et 81 1963). Second Bnd slmost as fundamental - in a 
sense, forces are but one stpp removed from fields of force, 
and the concept of a field 1s of crucial importance in con-
temporary physics" Third. 8nd more mundflne - forces B.re 
part of our everyday experi enoe and it, is compa.re (~~""ely ee sy 
toe sta.bli sh a Ii nk betlo'e r ;: ~.,; .. ,:: s ex;,erl i-" i 1~.e a nd the be gi nni ng s 
of' a scient1fiC Cc !lcept of force. Fourt, end highly precti-
oal - the 'energy <concept is n,eeded early in any modern phys1-
cal science or physics OOU1~~, a~d it cannot be given proper 
quantitative meaning without the aid of ~ quantitatlvely-
established force. Last for our present PUl~f0ses - 1 t offerE. 
an opportunity at an early stage for suggesting the unity of 
physics. 
I I Fortunately the concept of force does not seem to pre-
I 
sent us ",ith such Bwkward problems in presentation a.s does 
tae ooncept of mass. Although it would be far from true to 
say that there 1s unanimity in the scientific wo~ld obout 
.,. 
the meaning and status of the ooncept of force (we shall take 
up the oontroversial espects of the subject later), no one 
seriously contests the validity or SUitability of the usual 
anthropomol"phic introduction of force as a "push or pull n. 
We may not be happy with this description as a definition 
although, as Merg~nau h~s pointed out, it oan be defended 
e B such if pushes and pulls CB.n be Assumed to be mee.sured 
(Margenau 1950); but this does not really matter at this 
sto.ge. What is wanted in! til:'lly is not a precise defini tlon, 
but a statement about the concept that contains no glering 
absurdities and Ce.n serve as a basis for discussion of force 
and for development of a way of measuring it. nPush or 
pull~ is satisfactory on all these counts. 
/3,,8.2 •.••• 
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3.8.2 Introducing force 
1'0 enebl~ pupils to draw maximum benef! t 'from an 
introductory tre8tment of force, it is suggested that such 
9 treatment should cover the following points:-
(1) preliminary exploretion of the concept of "push end 
pull U ; 
(1 i) study of the effects of foroes (including Newton's 
First Law); 
(11i) study of different kinds of forces; 
(1v) oalibration of a spri~g balance in force units and 
measurement of forces; 
(v) pairs of forces R.nd Newton' 8 Third Law. 
Point (i) can be spe~dily hAndled by means of very Simple 
"force-feeling ,t eXperimentA (the Nuffleld Guide (I)descri bes 
this section ss "fifteen minutes of play"r)). Rubber bands, 
strings and springs can be used to provide pulls for pupils 
to feel. Compression of a spring does pro'duee a push of 
~he sJ)ring on the agent compressing it, but this requires 
the pupil to decide ",hether wha t he is feeling is his push 
.,. 
on the spring or the spring's push on him ,and this might 
reise the speotre of Newton's Third Lew B. 11 ttle too ea.rly 
for comfort. 'rhe Nuffield Guide recommends the repulsive 
force between e. pair of bar me.gnets to illustrate pushes; 
BS this at once dra~Ns attention to action-e.t-a-distence 
forces, it 'Would bp a doubly valuable demonstration. 
A weight held in one 1 8 hend Ce.n be used to demonstrete 
'~nother action-at-a-dlstpnce push or pull. The Nuffield 
Guide suggests it as s means of feeling lithe ~8rthl s pull", 
though here the pupil is actually feeling thp push of the 
weight on his hand; it requires an act of imagine.tion on 
his part to connect the pull of the earth on the weight with 
the push of the weight on his hand. ASSOCiation of the 
name IIforce 't with pushes B.nd pulls 1s Virtually all that is 
/needed •••.. 
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needed to clinch tnls stege of the argument. 
. . 
Jardine ~1964) poses the following question to the 
pupil near the beginning of his introductory chapter on 
force: "How would you recognize e force if you met one?" 
This sort of question could form an exoellent link between 
the introduction of pushes and pulls and the study of what 
they do. 
~",eJ it? 
19 a force to l>t-' identified ~18 such only 1 f 'we 
D1~0u8s1on of ~he stretching of.~ spring by a 
weight hung from i:t or the effeot of $ me.gnet held in thf1 
hB.nd ana ne8rby steel pin or needle oe n point the ~y to-
~l"l·is tl:e 1(~.0ntifloation of the presenoe of a force by whe.t 
it does.to thinGS, not just by feel. This is a nighly im-
portent step in the direction of abstl~adtion ;;:rom. experienoe, 
but it .. is a. step whioh pupils seem able to tB.ke ee.sily 
enough. i),ihe study of the- effects of forces should encompass 
stretching twith springs or rubber bands), twisting (with 
thick rubber tubing), turning (with a simple lever arrange-
ment) and most important of all, the effect on motion_ 
In our view, the study of tne first three of theSiS effects 
need not be too protracted at this stage; a quantitative 
study of the turning effects of forces is obviously beet 
postponect until force uni tA have been introduced., end the 
other two need not bp explorpd 1~ depth plthAr. It is the 
relationship between force and motion on which the stress 
now should be lald_ 
»~he relationsnip between force and motion" is, of 
course, Newton's First Law 1n disguise. 'l'he main pOints 
to be made here are that a body has 1nert~, that is,it 
tends to continue in its state of rest or uniform motion in 
8. straight line, and that a. body v;ill be accelere. ted if 
subjected to a resultant force. In regard to the first 
point, we suggest strongly that tnls be approached via the 
pupil's everyda.y experience, in particular of things thD.t 
/nave" " " " • 
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have happened to him. There are many things that will have 
happened to the average "European lJ pupil, boy or girl, that 
ere readily explicable in ter:ns of J1inertia", even though 
they may not have obvious reference to a tendency to con-
tlnue in "uniform motion in a straight line". We may agree 
with the historians of soienoe that it was really quite 
natural for Ari stotle and his contemporarie8 t '" t:'~.ink the t 
circular motion WPS t~2 n?~v~~l motion of celestial objects, 
that a force was needed to maintain motion, and that hee.vier 
bodies must fe.II :fa ster t~~ n lighter ones (of. Toulmin and 
Goodfield 1960); but t>:s neb'i not m.i~~,~ed us into heving 
our pupils initially follow Aristotle's 1~ot~teps when inter-
preting their own experiences. The pupil's attention can 
be directed towards those of his experiences which stro~gly 
support the idea of inertia; given the right kind of guld-
I 
anoe, he will soon find himself able to interpret other 
experiences in terms of the effects of foroe and inertia.· 
If the attitudes of some first-year university students may 
be taken as typicel, some pupils will be Aristotelian ln~ 
their outlook on mechanical phenomena; they should be edu-
cated tOlvards the 81 terootive view wi thou t delay. In the 
jet age, pupils will have travelled on or in bicycles, motor 
oars, buses, treins and aeroplanes. If they have had to 
stand in a crowded train or bus, they will know vp.ry well 
what happens to them if the bra.kes B.re epplied suddenly, or 
if the vehicle gets off to a jerky start; if thpy bave ever 
jumped off a moving bus, they will have some idea of the 
dangers .attached to this prq~edure; they will ~~ve some 
idee. of the function of safety-belts; and t~ey will be 
familiar with the principle that the faster p vehicle is 
movl ng, the ha.rder it is to stop it by applying the brakes • 
. _These are just some of the points that could be mede in the 
process of extracting inertia f~om experience. Then the 
/pupil ••••• 
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pupil can witness some of the now-celebrated demonstrations 
of near-frictionless motion and be invited to compare·what 
he sees on the demonstration bench with his experiences 
when free-wheeling on his bicycle on a level road. The 
problem arises here of at what point the idee of friction 
should be introduced. We suggest that even though the word 
1S probably part of the pupil's vocabula.ry already, it should 
not te used 1"lhen these demonstrations are f*rst sh'/lrr 
The motion of a dry ice puck, alI~ :puck or b.llder on a linear 
air track should be taken 3.B what it seems to be, viz. unl-
form motion in a straight line. When ·the prob}~m 01 the 
free-wheeling bicycle or oar or toy is disoussed, it can be 
hinted that a force is responsible for the retardation 'and 
the culprl t ldentified as "fr1otion". 
Demonstrations of the effect of force on motion can now 
be given, preferably under conditions in lmich friction plays 
little or negligible part. Tentatively, the relation be-
~ween foroe s.nd acceleration can be introduced,here. 
AS yet, acceleration 1s not a precisely-defined c,6ncept for 
the pupil; but for the purposes of the mome~t it aoes not 
have to be. The pupil 8lready knO't-'lS the word; he a 99001-
stes it with what heppens when a motorist "puts hIs foot 
down" ~ in other vlords wi th "going fa ster". (Adm~ttedlY 
he may already have been subjected to confu~ing influences. 
about :1 t, such as the st~tement that "everybody know's it is 
possible to go faster downhill wi thout accelere.tinglt J but 
these need not be serious obstacles in the Path of proper 
understanding.) • Now he cen be invited to study the con-
'-......, 
nection between "going faster" or "going slower" and the 
application of pushes or pulls. ·The demonstrations he sees, 
the little experiments he may try and reoollection of his 
own experienoes will all help. Regarding the last-mentioned 
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point, he will kn01'l that a passsnge.r in a motor-car travel .... 
llng on a smooth, straight, level road only tr'feels something" 
when the car is being accelerated or decelerated; that, for 
example, a passenger feels the car sea t pushing age.lnst his 
back when the car is being accelerated. He will also have 
heBrd of the effect of large accelerations on the occupants 
of space vehicles. On this evidence he shouJ r: 1'1) prepared 
to aocept the.t pushes ·:"Ir J''''l~:~ ~ "ca~seR accelerations or de-
oelerat:l.ons - tr.l.a\i they can Sl011 things down or speed them 
uP. But this study of the relation between force and accele-
ra tion should not be c("'7'flne~1 to prob,":.?ms of change of speed. 
Among the demonstrations or experiments :1e :s~es done should 
be ones in which forces change the directi·on of motion of 
objects, without necessarily changing their speed. (Cf. 
Jardine 1964, in whioh this kind of demonstration is done 
I 
l!1l a game of "blow football" wi th a table tennis ball and 
I 
drinking strawsJ. It is not essential for the teacher to 
describe what happens to these objects as "accelerationH -
that can come later. But if he leaves his pupils with the 
strong impreSSion that forces can change directlon of motion 
as well as speed, he will have laid a good foundation for 
later understanding of aoceleration as a vector quantity. 
This work on force and motion also provides e good 
'opportuni ty for the introduction of the idee. of a net or 
resultant force acting on something. Elementary instances 
of the failure of a push or pull to produce any motion at 
all can be explained as the effect of opposing pushes and 
pulls acting on the body in question. 
"" 
3.8.3 1£e measurement of force 
After this more sophisticated discussion of force 
and its effects, attention can be given to the problem of 
measuring force. Ho,,,;' splendid it would be if thenev-rton 
/ could ••••• 
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could be introduced in s. manner simple, direot s.nd unam-
biguously rele. ted to its' fundamental defin1 tion.· . Muoh 
beating about the bush and creation of possible confusion 
could thereby be eliminated. Unfortunately this is simply 
impracticable at this stsge of the pupi11s knowledge; to 
understand the newton in terms of i ts fundamental deflnl tion; 
~e would have to have some experience o~. kinematios, for 
which the syllabus) realistically enough, me1; .. es no r}.l.~/·""Ance 
a t this point. So reQour'se has 1;J be had ~o SOlme inte'rim 
approach; none are entirely 'satisfactory but the better 
ones, if oarefully taught, need not give rise to tro..:~:"'~~e 
later on. 
The bas~c princ!91e of all such interim methods of, 
measuripg force is the use of a spring balance calibrated 
by hanging weights on it. The purist is instantly suspicious 
of this, and yoli th good reason; he fears a premature B.ssump-
tion of proportionality of weight and (inertial) mass, tdth 
the risk of circulari ties in the logic when the, subject is 
studied in a more edvBnced 'Y-lay later on. Unforturiately he 
is unable to propose anything better. We must therefore 
accept the limitations of this approach and do our best with-
in them. The safest procedure from the point of view of 
logic is one that is, in fact, described in Book II of the 
Nuffield Guide and in the first-year university physics 
textbooks of Sears B.nd Ze~ansky (1960,1964). The present 
writer described it in the first draft of his Teachers' 
Gu1de (Helm 1963), then ouppressed it on the grounds of its 
possibly being too subtle for the age-group for which lt~wa8 
intended. Emboldened by tll'e Nuffield precedent, he is nO'liT 
happy to endorse their recommendation. 
described as fo11ows:-
The method Oan be 
Take a number of brass blocks or cubes having as nearly 
/the ••••• 
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the same dimensions as possible and place them in turn on 
. the scale pan 9f a spring balance, noting the position 01 
the pointer of the balance in each case. [This prell~lnary 
step should confirm the expectation o~ the class that the 
spring balance will be extended by tne same amount ee.ch time.] 
Then place in turn two, three, four and five of the blocks 
in tne scale pan, and on0~ 3gain note the position of the 
poin~·?~ in ~aob ~ase. Regard anyone of the blocks used in 
.~. 
trne experiment as B. standB_rd. obj ect having a "lt~igh ~ oI'" one 
unit of force. Then make a foroe scale for the balance by 
ms<'king the Buccessi va posi tiona of the pointer noted above 
as 1, 2, 3, 4 a.!~d 5 uni ts of fo,rce respectively. Any pull 
on the balance (provld.ea. it cloes not 2xtend t~ ... e spring be-
yond th~ calibrated pert of its scale) can naif be measured 
in terms of the units of this scale. 
Of this method of calibration, the Nuffield Guide(II)-com-
ments: "We certainly should not raise any question with 
c.hildren about tne assumption behind this calibration process,' 
yet tne teacher should keep it in mind: we assume that four 
equal lumps hung together on a spring pull it down with four 
times as big a force as one lump. We have to make some 
assumption like this in constructing a scale of measurement 
for a thing like force. " To this vie would add the follow-
ing observations: that with thirteen- or fourteen-year-old 
children it might not be unreasonable to mention the assump-
tion behind this calibrption process, even though 1.,e might 
not wish to raise any question about it; and thptt as des-
cribed here, this oalibration procedure does not involve any 
preme.ture assumption of a-ger;ere.l conata.nt of proporttonall ty 
between weight and mass. What it does assume is the additive 
property of weight for similar obj eots; and if vJe add to 
this the assumption of a~ditivlty of mass,(we naturally find 
/tha t ..•.. 
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that weight and mB.SS bear a fixed ra.tio for such objects .. 
But this is no pr90f that if we 'were to take a'ny other se't 
of objeots (made of aluminium, say) that weight Bnd mass 
would bear the same ratio for them. This fact hes to be 
established by independent means. 
If no attempt is made to make the pieces of metal used 
~~ this experiment conform to any part1quler specifications 
of size or mass J the uni ts of the force sca~e of tr.r, ".)~,,:'ancl. 
are a.rb1 tre.ry~ This is 110 bad tl~..J. ng; thl:"',cie ~emporB ry uni ts 
could eve~ be given aome special name, and the spring b~lance 
oould be used to measure the weight of some obj€"1t i~. teF~'S 
of these un! tS e The limitations of such a force scale) 
especially the depen-:ence of 1 ts calibra.tion on ~lllere th:ls 
1s carvled out, could be discussed lnth pupils, This could 
lead straight to the introduction of a newton; the need for 
9 "unit of force which would stay the same and be the same 
Guide II ' 
everYlvhere n (Nuff1eld/) could be stressed, and the ne1 .. ;ton 
could be identified 8S the official unit. There still re-
mains the question of how one should define it at, this stage. 
One answer is to attempt no definition at ell - to shelve 
the matter altogether for the moment. This is not es cOw"ard-
ly as it may seem; one could reasonably argue that since 
the correct definition cannot yet be given, it is of little 
real use to produce a temporB_ry defini tion lihich migh t 
possibly be a source of cpnfusion, Class YJ'ork on the 
measurement of forces could be done entirely in terms of the 
arbitrary foroe-scale este.blished by the preliminary ca11-
br~ttion. Another possibility 1s to introduce gravitational 
uni ts of force pri or to a.n~~ scusalon of the newton, and. 
then to express the newton roughly in terms of them. 
Essentially this is the approach a.dopted both by the Nuffield 
course and by the new syllabus for standards SiX, Seven and 
Eight in South J-\frica. A better approach than either of 
!these ••.•. 
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these, in our opinion, is to mS.nufacture B. set of "standard 
. obj ects" each of whic'h "'QuId he.ve a weight of 1 newton ta 
8 good approximation (their mass would have to be roughly 
102 grams each). Then pupils could be told something like 
this: "This object has a weight of 1 newton. I can check 
this by hanging it on a spring be.lance the.t ha.s been proper-
ly calibrated in term~ of che oorrect n~wton9, although 
.r.,=-t·~).~ .. J.ly I don~ t have to go to such lengths" - there are much 
simpler ways of knowing th~t this has s. weight of J. nfr'i!tor., 
which you 1 11 hear sbout later. Of course, if this object 
has A. "t'1i(:.~.ght :')f eXActly one ne~lton here, its weight wonl t 
be exactl;y: one \:e~lt:')n somevlhere else. That means that if 
we want to calibrate our spring balance for v~ry 8;ccurate 
'tlork, we must be careful to do i t in the right ple.ce. 
Luckily for our own purposes we neect not be so fussy. II 
And so the discussion could prooeed, leading smoothly on to 
the measurement of forces in newtons by the pupils. There 
seems a great deal to be said for this approach; it brings 
in the right units of force ea.rlyon; it really ,removes 
any need to introduce gravitational units of force, with 
their acknowledged potential for confusion and the need to 
define them in terms of en e f3sumed proportionali t;r between 
weight and mass; and 1 t cennot be seid to confuse pupils 
in the itJay it 1s defined, since this "definitionlt in terms 
of simple operationA nee~ never be c~mmitted to print or 
memory. 1~Te seriously advoce te it e.s e. superior al terneti ve 
to tho se usually offered. 
Wi th a spring balance celibrated in ne~ltons, thp. teecheY' 
\. is able to suggest to his pupils that they may feel s fo~oe 
of one ne"rton for themeelves, by the simple act of pulling 
on the spring balance so that it reads one newton. This 
will help pupils not only to appreciate how strong a force 
lot . •... 
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of one newton is, but also to gain familiarity with this 
fundamental unit of ·force. The measurement o·f· the w'eight 
of various objects in newtons will help teacher and pupil 
to keep the ooncepts of weight and mass well separated; 
if the pupil becomes used to measuring mass in kilograms or 
gra.ms and 't-Teight 1 n un! ts 't-11 th an altogether different name, 
:.i.~ 1s not so likely to fell prey to the confusion \vhich 
teachers have to labour so he.rd to prevent. 
3.8.4 Newton's Third Law 
The. revi sed Joint 1A's.trioulation Board syl1~bus for 
pure physiCS inc}'lded ~s one of 1 ts topics for tl~~ jUl!lor 
years, nNev;··~t')n' s Third Law end. simple illustrAtions of 1 te 
application". Newton's Third Law 1s gener8l1y conceded to 
be a puzzling topic for beginners, and indeed morA advanced 
students sometimes stumble when pondering instances of its 
appli Cft ti on. Professor Jay Orear remarks in the Preface 
to h~8 book "Fundamental .Physics" (Orear 1961, 1967) that 
liberal a.rts students taking a course in elementary physics 
"have more trOUble in underste.nding Newton's Third Law than 
"1", 
they do in underst8nding Fermi energy or ch~rge conjugation 
i nvarlance ". This kind of experience might make one hesi-
tate before trying to intr.oduce even e simple treatment of 
this topic into pre-matriculation SCience. Yet 1>'6 fee 1 
that, provided certain precautions are observed, the attempt 
would be \'\;ell worth me-king. The fact of nature embodied in 
the Third Law, viz. that forces are alvTays to be found in 
pairs, is fundamente.l to B-ny serious study of forces end 
should surely be brought into the open as soon as possible. 
Any honest di scussian of the use of thp. spring balance to 
apply a known force to an object cannot sidestep the. point 
that the spring balance really measures the force that is 
exerted on it - that is how ' .. 16 usually calibrate it - and. 
/not ••• ,. 
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not the pull that it exerts on something else; in fact we 
implicitly invoke Newton1 s Thir'd Law when we use the spring 
balance in tne manner indicated. What of the situation 
when we push age.lnst a door wi th our hend - 1s it our own 
push that we feel, or tha.t of the door aga1nst our hand? 
The latter answer is, of course, correct, end the moment 
we pose the question we ere compelled to accept tr-.:; reality 
of dforces in paire~. 
Eve:r.fbods ha .. · probably heard Newton' s Third Law stated 
in the direct translation f'rom Newton's orig1nal Latin, viz. 
"Aotion and reac.tion ar~ eq'_~~~~l 8\'d oP::'0si teo " Here is one 
instance of 'If That may be familiar to the ~~)upils being of 
little or no use to tne teacher. One may 8ta~e with some 
confidence that this rendering of the Third Law forms a most 
unsuitable starting-point for a discussion of this topic; 
I 1~ surely conveys very little to any but those who already 
I 
know what it means. In the Space Age, it is better to be-
gin wi th the principle of the rocket or, if this is felt to 
be too advanced a starting-point, to take up the problem of 
how to get off tne surface of a frozen lake if lmplements~ 
for obtaining a grip on the surfaoe are not available. 
Jardine (1964) suggests that pupils try to approximate to 
this 81 tuption by carrying out the experiment of stflnctlng on 
roller skates or a trolley fl.ncl throirn ng va rious obj ec ts. 
This seems an excellent way of clearing the ground for a. dis-
cussion of the rocket principle. The e.uthor's 01:oTn experi-
ences'in talki ng to schole.rs A. t a prepe.ra tory school on the 
one hand and intelligent laymen on the other suggest that 
these ideas Can be appreciated if prep.~nted in simple terms. 
Various questions arise in connection ~Ti th t~e presen-
tation of Newton's Third Law at an elementary level:-
~i) Should the equali ty of 'taction" a.nd "rea.ction" be 
'stressed at this stege? 
Iti1) .•••• 
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(11) If 1t is, how does one justi~y it? 
(lil) Are there any other examples besides those already 
mentioned that can usefully be oi ted here B.S illustrations 
of the operation of the Third Law? 
'110 (i), we might answer that it is not essential for 
the equality of action and reaotion to be brought home to 
11 
the pupil at tnis stage; it 1s more lmp.?rtp..n": fCl:.~ him to 
be aware of the exi st~:r~o~ ~)~' .foroe pair-s then of the equall ty 
. ... 
of the forces composing them. But the issue of the relation-
ship between their magnitudes is bound to come up, 8.nd if it 
does there is no point ';.T1 con~eallng ~\.!~ fact that the mag-
nltudes are equal. This immediately br~~g~ up question (11): 
how do we justify it? The author Can remember reading as 
a schoolchild the correct explanation of the principle of 
the rocket and being puzzled, not by tne connection between 
I 
Newton's Third Law and the propulsion of the rocket - this 
seemed logical enough - but instead by the Law itself. 
It did not seem obvious to him" and he wondered/ whether some 
soientific or ucommon-sensE=!" argument ls.y behind lit whlch he 
for some reason wss unable to see, Later he lea.rnt that 
tnere ~las no question of any theoretice.l OJ.'" even direct ex-
perimental proof of the Law; one accepted it because with 
1 ts aid, one 1'18.9 able to give a satisfactory account ·of 
Nature. Perhaps it would be just as well for pupils to be 
brought face to face with~thls situation eerly in their 
careers, and so come to realize that there are physical laws 
or axioms which cS.nnot be deduoed from some previously-
ata te d theory. 'l'he conscientious pupil may take Borne con-
vincing that he need not, indeed cannot be expected to pro-
vide a justification for Newton's Third Law, but he will 
have learnt sometnlng of va.Iue when he 1 s finally conVinced, 
On the various alleged experimental "proofs" of the 
~rhird La1'l involvinp: the use of spring balances, we need not 
/comment ••... 
... 
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oomment in deteil; we have already referred to tl1.e fact 
. that tnis La.", is imp11citly assumed in the oustomary appli-
cations of the spring balance. Rogers (1960) has suggeste~ 
tha.t "we can show experIments that illustrate t1:1e idea of 
ACTION = REACTION even if they do not prove it", but after 
ree.ding his lucid account of these experiments and t:':1eir 
logical flaws one canno~ ~cllp wondering whether it would not 
1;0 b~·~ter ·~o O~tl;'; such "demonstrations n al together. Rogers 
.~. 
elsG discusses another fallacious proof of the Law, v.iz. 
the .obJect-resting-on-table "proof". Since it is likely 
tc r'ema).o a .T.JOtential source of confusion, and since 1 t is 
still Po~'Slble 'to find in textbooks suoh statements as "If 
a man stands on 8. le~el floor, his weight ac :;~; ng vertically 
dOv-lnwards is the action of the man on the floor" (Stead 
1948), we think it worthwhile to include some discussion of 
this "proof" here. While it is certainly true the t the Law 
applies to an object at rest on a table as well as to almost 
e.verything else, the fact that the object 1s in equ1llbrium 
does not prove the law: it means rather that the force 
exerted by the table on t~e object is equal to the force 
exerted by gravity on the object. The forces just men-
. 
tioned aot on the ~ object, and so do not constitute an 
aotion-and-reaction pair in the sense of Newton's Third Law 
and cannot be used to prove it. The action and reaction 
pairs in this Case are (a~ the gravitational pull of the 
. 
earth on the obj ect and the gravi tational pull of the ob-
Ject on the earth; (b) the force exerted by the object on 
the table and the force exerted by the table on the object. 
(The forces in (a) ere gravi tatlonal, t~ose in (b) elast.:t~). 
Certainly in the special case of the obj ect beine; in equil!-
brlum on the table, the forces in (a) are numericelly equal 
to those in (b), but this is not an illustration of the Law 
under discussion. Suppose that the object, instead of 
/restlng ••••• 
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resting on a table, is on the floor of an accelerating lift. 
Since the object ts 'now accelera'tlng, like everything' else 
in the lift, the force exerted on it by the floor cannot 
be equal to its weight; it 1s still true, however, that 
the foroe exerted by the object on the lift floor 1s equal 
to the force exerted by the floor on the object. 
\~f. the statement quoted above from Ste~a.,) .. 
It is unlikely that a teacher who understand€' 'i~hr-~ abov{;; 
.... 
discussion of the object on the t&ble woul~ del1berat~11 
introduce this example in the course of his teaching o.f 
Ne;lton's Third Law J for he will probably feel tl~~t i~!::i oo-u-
plexity is too daunting for a beginner. Yet an enterprising 
pupil is almost cert(::'in to raise it, and we should consider 
how th~ teacher might best answer it. Perhaps it is most 
1mportant ·c.f all for him to seize the opportuni ty to stress 
the fact that aotion-reaction forces generally act on 
different bodies, whereas the equilibrium state of the ob-
~ect on the table shows the equality and oppositeness of 
two forces acting on the same body. (We say "generally" 
""I' 
because some pupil might point out that if he pinohes him-
self, the action and reaction foroes act on different parts 
of the same body, namely his own.) To the pupil who asks 
" Hov-J does the table 'know' hOill]' strong a.n upward force it 
must exert on the object resting on it?", the answer can be 
given that the surface of. the table is slightly depressed 
by the objeot lying on it, just as a bed "gives" slightly 
when one lies on it, or a trampoline when one stands on it; 
the deformation of the table surface will oontinue until the 
restoring upNard force exerted by it 1s just enough to coun-
terbalance the weight of the object. 
In discussing the object on the table, we have given a 
partial answer to question (ill) above, which was ooncerned 
with examples of the app11cations of the Third Law, 
Naturally there are many examples that could be given - the 
/importa.nce ••••• 
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importance of the "reAction forces" in such familiAr activi-
ties as walking or climbing, the recoil of a gun, the' re-
aotion of the water on the hose from whioh it is emerging, 
to name only a few - but it is probably unwise to pile on 
too many at this early stage. As for more complicated 
examples, such as the problem of the horse pulling a cart 
or an engine pulli ng a trai n, these are best J eft out unless 
the teacher is really c01":l(:tC'~rJ.t of ni.'S ab11i ty to sort out 
". 
for his :: ... upl1s lrlh::'ch f'oress acton which bodies. This 1s 
the crux of the matter: e.s Whitmore (1967) has pOinted out, 
:pupils and students seem tv ~xpe:::'1en(.:~ difflcul ty at first 
/ in oonsidering parts o~"a system 'in isol:~,tlon, and while 
this is a diffioulty they will have to overcome, it seems 
pruden~ not to attempt too much in this direction at first. 
Should the pupil be given a formal statement of the 
i T~rd Law at this stage? lve have already implied thl:tt it 
I 
is certainly unwise to give Newton's original statement; 
we feel also that B fOrIDEll statement 1s unnecessary, but 
that after having heard, experienced and pondered the ideas 
implicit in,the Third Law, the pupil should devise hie own 
informal statement of it, along the lines of "If I push on 
something wi th a certain force, that something ~lill push 
back on me with B.n equal force", This will help to fix 
these important ideas in his mind. Later he can be guided 
towards producing a more ~ormal version, e. g. "When body A 
. 
exerts a foroe on body B, then body B simultaneously exerts 
an equal and opposite force on body A". 
3.8. 5 .Summar-I of the introductory treatment of force 
We recommend that in an introductory treatment of 
a force, this concept should be informally IIdefined ll B:s push 
or a pull; that besides the more obvious examples of pushes 
and pulls, gravitational,magnetic and eleotric forces should 
/a1so ••••• 
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e Iso be demonstre ted; the t pupils .should be made a.we.re of 
the qualitative relationship between force and acceleration; 
that the quantitative nature of force should be made clear 
wi th the aid of a spring balance, cal.i bra ted. in new'tons by 
the method described above; and that the occurrence of 
forces in pairs should be pointed out and simple examples 
g1ven·of the application of Newton1 s Third Law~ 
Both the Siouth African j'unior secondary sohool 
scienoe syllabus and the K\\ff1eld PhysiCS Projeot prescribe 
the experimental study o~/the turning e~fect of a force, 
// 
leading to the establishment of the Law of th~ Lever (or 
nprinciple of Moments"). One cannot reasonably object to 
the inclusion of this topic in an elementary physios course, 
as it provides a good opportunity for pupils to Itdiscover" 
I 
I 
a simply-stated but important law through straightfort~rd 
experimental work. It needs no special oomment here, as 
no logical pitfalls lie in wait for the teaoher who presents 
1 t. Later (Seotion 4.13) we take up the question o'f wh&ther 
the Law of the Lever should ultimately be regarded as a 
"derived" or a. "fundamental" Law. 
3. 9 .Elementary notions of energy e.nd work 
3.9.1 Energy in present-day physics tee.chir..g 
-
It 1s a notewort~y feature of modern courses in 
sChool physios that they allow a prominent place to the con-
oept of energy. The p.S.S.C. textbook devotes lengthy 
chapters to work and kinetio energy, potential energy, heat, 
moleoular motion and conservation of energy, and energy and 
motion of charges in electrio fields. The textbook for a 
Canadian physios oourse closely resembling the PSSC oourse 
1s oalled "1·!atter a.nd Energy" (Maclachlan and }ifcNeill1964e.). 
A spokesman for the Nuffield PhysiCS Projeot ha.s said that 
/"the ••••• 
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It the topic of energy pervades the whole course" (LBwi B 
1965); a glance throug1:1 the teachers' guides· for this cour'se 
shows that energy is expllcl tly treated in Year I (IIA first 
look at energy") J Year II ("Energy changes, power") J and 
Year IV ("Universal conservation of energy") J and that 1 t 
is used·in support of muoh of the other material of the 
oours~. The rea so ns why energy should be gi ven ~)r: 1. a kind 
of preferential trea tment l n (:~!.emen·~ry ::-~curses are obvious 
.~. 
E:!nough. It enablo s qui te complex phenomena to be discussed 
in comparatively :simp1.e terms'; i t i.e :f:ound to be exceedingly 
useful in other soiences bt~:~,des phys1.ce: (e. g. chemistry and 
biology) ; / and the PrincJ.ple of Conservation of ~nergy 'is a 
fundamental physical principle of a.pparently \.blcb.a.llenged 
validity. vmat is new in the treatment of energy to be 
found in these new courses is the emphasis placed on estab-
l~shing energy as a quantltative concept. I n former days 
I 
it was common practice in South African teaching of physi-
cal science to make free use of the concept of energy with-
out at any stage showing how it could be measured. Need-
less to say J this 8.pproach to the problem added to ra theI' 
than lessened the pupil 1 s confusion, and one can only marvel 
that it took so long for its deficiencies to become offlci-
8;lly recognized. The new attitude towards the teaching of 
energy should do much towards promoting e real understanding 
of the nature of physical concepts B.nd of principleB of 
conservation in physics. 
It must not be supposed tr~t the prominence given to 
energy in elementsr;r physics teaching hes been greeted "lith 
enthusis.sm in 8.11 qUflrters. Thus both G.E Brown (1965) and 
Armstrong (1965a) have implied that there is something Rkin 
to mumbo-jumbo in present-day usage of the term Itenergy" and 
that in the new approaches to school physics energy is being 
'mRde to appear what it is not, viz. something perilously like 
/the •• , • , 
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the "caloric II of the ea.rlier theories of heat. We shall 
emba.rk on a full-scale analysis and defence of ·the, "orthodoxl~ 
view of energy later in this thesis (Section 4.15); here 
we will 'content ourselves ,dth remarking that in the hands 
of the oa.reful teacher, there need be nothing corrupting 
about the modern ",Jay of presenting energy. 
3.9.2 The introductory treatment of energy 
"'-
. .,. 
.A I1modeJ:'ll ~.ray" at IntrodlJcing ens7'€;" ~r1!'\:- has found 
wide acceptance is that originally describ€d by th,s P'I)'S.S.C. 
and by Rogel-'s in their respective textbooks, and vih~,')h is 
now to be found il1 the NujYfield Physics Course (1966), 
./ 
Brommert (1£h29) and ~aciachlan and 1-!cNeil1 (1964a) ,to me,ntion 
only a few recent accounts. In this approa.ch, one begins 
,. 
by talking about the difference between those jobs that re-
quire fuel and those tha.t do not. Jobs in the former cate-
Eory are distinguished by the faot too.t when they are per-
formed, the forces involved move their pOints of application 
fn their own direction (in Rogers's ph.rase, "the foroes move 
along"); for example, the lifting of a weight requires the 
application of a force r~ving an up~~rds component. The 
assocls.tion of such jobs 'lftli th the consumption of fuel leads 
to the supposition thet somethlng migh.t be transferred from 
the fuel to the system on which the job is done; this "some-
thing" is tentatively called "energy". ("1\ t thi s stage 
'energy' is a. term that is used in describing ~ctivi ties 
that are accomplished or jobs that are done, and in descri-
bing the consumption of fuel need.ed for the job"- Maclachlan 
and McNeiJ11964 b). Tnis st8tement is far too va.gue to 
serve as a definition; it is an ~nterlm description intended 
to help the pupil feel his way towards an underst~nding of 
energy. 
The quantitative development of the subject is begun 
by oonsidering a Job whose quantitative aspects are easily 
/described •••••• 
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described. An obvious example 1s. the lifting of a load. 
Let us d.efine B. lfun1 t job" in this connection as the lift-
ing of a weight of 1 newton by 1 metre, and say that unit 
amount of fuel is required for the p~rformance of this unit 
Job. Then a job of lifting e load of 5 newtons by 1 metre 
is equal to 5 unit jobs (think of the job being done by 
lifting 1 newton at a time) and a job of llft!ng 1 newton 
by ;3 metres is equal to ," l:~':'"~it jobs, requir".ng :3 un! ts of 
fuel (think of tne land o'f 1 ne1tlfton as being lifted 1 metre 
at e. time) ~ "Tn'erefore a job of' raising B. load weighing 
5 newtons by 3 metres ~~ould require I5 unite of fuel. 
/ 
Tnis type of reasonIng, suggests that th~ am~unt of fuel 
used up in this kind of job is proportional to the product 
of the, force applied and the distance moved by the point of 
applioation of the force in its own direction (if the load 
I 
l!s lifted at consts.nt veloc! ty, which is implici tly assumed 
above, an upv~rds force equal 1n magn1tude to the welgnt of 
the load must be applied to it). If the amount of fuel used 
for any Job is taken as e tentative measure of tbe energy 
required for it, then tne preoeding argument suggests that 
the energy required for B particular fuel-oonsuming job is 
directlY p~oportional to the product "foroe times distance 
moved along" for the Job. "Force times distance moved along" 
1s thus B. measure of tne B.mount of energy made available by 
the fuel for a particular job or, as we prefer to say now~­
days, the amount of energy trensferred from the fuel. 
One advanta.ge of this method of presentation is that 1t 
shows prior to any formal definition of "work" that the qua.n-
tity "force times dieta.nce· moved along" has physlcB.l interest 
and significance. In elementary teaching, this is much to 
be preferred to the practice of ini ti::ltlng 8. treatment of 
work and energy wi th l:l bs.ld statement of the formal definl-
tion of "work". 
/3. 9. 3 ••••• 
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3. 9.3 'rhe introduction of work 
There are various ways in which the concept of work 
could be introduced following a discussion of the above 
type. For example, one might simply say at this point, 
"We've seen the.t fuel-consuming jobs are jobs in which 
'forces move along', and thet the fuel used up is propor-
tions.1 to tne produot 'force times dlste.nce moved along 1 . 
We give a speolel npme to this important qupnt~ty: ~e say 
that when a force Imoves along', it does vrork, and we say 
the.t tne a.mol.?-nt of ~",ork done by the force 1s equal to the 
product of the (TI'egnl tudp ,of) the :,:)rce and the ;~lste rlee its 
/ point of al.:plice.tlon moves in the dil"~ection of tne force. It 
This 1s a' ve~J direct way of introducing "work It, but there 
is still a slight el~ment of formality about it which might 
be found unsUitable in en elementary treatment .. It 1s per-
haps for this reason that in the Nuffield physics oourse, 
the measurement of energy changes is preced~d by an extended 
qualitative discussion of different "forms" of energy. 
By means of a number of simple qualitative experiments (some 
"'I' 
of them "thought experiments"), the pupil is made awe.re of 
the idea tha.t in a. Ituseful Job" (one requiring fuel), energy 
is transferred from something to something else. For 
example, we need II fuel ,. to do a job like stretching e spring; 
but the stretched spring can itself do B job when returning 
to its normal length. Sb if 1'18 think of energy ae "that 
which is stored in fuel and \vhlch CB.n enable us to do s. use-
ful job" I the action of stretching e spring seems to he.ve 
transferred energy to a spring. With the aid of these 
rudimentary ideas about conservation of energy, it is possi-
ble to assign a more definl te meaning to Ii 'f}TO rk II for the 
pupil; work is a measure of tne energy transferred in a (II) 
"useful job". as the Nuffield Guidel puts it, "Work If. s. 
tells you how much you've taken out of one kind of energy 
Istore ....• 
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store and put into B nother". In pursuing this polnt, the 
Guide draws an analogy between work as a measure of energy 
transfer and cheques or postal orders as a "measure" of tne 
amount of money transferred from one person to another. 
Tnis nelps to make clear the important idea that work is not 
itself a form of energy, just as cheques or postal orders 
are not money in themselves. 
The Nuffield Guide "~~?$ pairls to stress en important 
.~. 
point e.,bout tnls tl"'es"cment o'f work and energy, viz. that it 
sidesteps the di.:ff1cul ties aS90cie ted with the ter'llS "work 
done onD and "work dor..q b)-" and the .::~.,comp8..nylng use of plus 
/ 
and minus signe for the amount of work none. One simply 
has to take care to speoify that the work is tne transfer of 
energ~ from some particular form to some other particu~ar 
form. Thue when one lifts up e suitcase, one transfers 
i 
some of one's store of chemioal energy ("breakfast energyn 
I 
in the' Nuffleld phrase) to potential energy of the suitoase 
(strictly speaking, potential energy of the earth-sui teB.se 
system).- By implicetlon, work is al'ways positive in this 
"'{ 
tree.tment. This does indeed seem a reasonable appro~.ch to 
the problem in the early stages of s. tree.tment of 1--lork and 
energy; it is only later that the pupil need ooncern him-
self ~Ti th the full Implle~tione of "W = Fe oos6". 
3.9.4 nDerived" units, including those of work 
Following on the qua.ntl tatlve development of "work" 
outlined above, there is no reason why one should not proceed 
directly to the correct 8I unit, of work, viz. the newton-
me tre or joule. The introduction of this unit raises a 
question of some importance: how, if at all, 1s the teaCher 
to justify the form whiCh the unit of a "derived" quantity 
like work takes on? Should he take it as essentially 
self-evident that when a concept like work is 
/oompounded ••••• 
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compounded from other concepts, the unit for the derived 
. concept snould .be compounded in asimiler "rsy from the units 
of the other concepts? 'the answer seems to be that this 
is virtually tne only thing he can do short of venturing ir~ 
to the realms of dimensionel analysis .. tl'he pupil who knows 
and has formed some understending of a unit like nmile per 
hour" has already ecqulr~~ dome feeling for the treatment 
of l).n~. GS 1 .~. thJ ~ vlSY, and 1 t should be qUi te es.s~ for him 
.... 
to extend tnia pri nCiple to the "mul tlplica tio!!" of the ne~tl'4 
ton lEI.nd tne metre to form the newton-metre .. Constant { 1963) 
go~.'t~ 8.0 far ·!.:.lS to formulate a general rule' for the compound-
Ing of units: tII'When physical quanti ties are mul·tlplled or 
// 
dIvided together, or l"alsed to the n th powe:r~; their oorres-
pond1n~ units are respectively multiplied, divided, or raised 
to the n th power, like algebraio quanti tl es. II 'l'he idea 
tna tun! t s ce.n be mul tipll ed, d1 vi ded 0 r rai sed to the n th 
power is likely to rneke the hair of the sophisticated dimen-
slonftl 8.nalyst stand on end; in order not to soock him too 
deeply we should perhaps describe the compounding of the 
"'I' 
newton-metre from the newton and the metre by saying that 
Itl t 1s as \ ttlough we mul t~ply together the ne~lton B.nd the 
metre u. SUCh a practice is· unlikely to embed any serious 
misconceptions in thp minds of pupils. It is important for 
them to regard tnis way of building up uni ts as na.tural, and 
the less fuss tha.t is made e.bout it the better. We think 
-
it unnecessary ever to dictate to 8. clses such e. rule as 
Constant's, quoted above; by repeatedly meeting instances 
of tne formation of units of derived quantities, pupils will 
become acquainted with the general principle without having 
to have it spelled out for them .. 
What is the underlyinp, signifioance of such complex 
unit names as the newton-metre tor, more fully, the 
It is wortn considering this question for a 
moment to see whet~er, in fact, the justification for 
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compounding units in tnls way can De rendered in a manner 
wh1cn would be int.elligible to tne pupil at any 'stage 'of 
h1s school career. A recent discussion of tne matter is 
that of Ellis (1966), wno suggests tnat tne significance of 
tne complex unit names is that they indicate how "dependent 
scales" (l.e. scales derived from otner scales) rest on"in-
iependent scales" (l.e. those not so derived, SUCh as tne 
commonly-used scales of length, time and mas~). 
not seem to be a partIcularly pro'.f'ound statement, but Ellie 
reveals its significance more fully by d18o'usslng what hap-
pens 'to dependent scalee if one deCides to cnang,;.~ tnb ). nde·, 
I 
/ 
pendent scales on wnich they 'are be.oed by. multiplics.tien by 
oonversion factors. For example, 1f tne mass, length and 
time sc~le8 are cnanged to similar scales by the conversion 
factors p,q, and r respectively, then the scale of force 
derived from them must be changed by tne conversion factor 
The fundamental name of tne unit of force (e.g. 
m:-kg/s2 in S1) tnu8 indica tes tne form of this conversion 
faotor. As Ellis points out, tnis information is important 
beoause relations between physical quantities are oonvention-
ally "expressed witn respeot to olasses of similar scales". 
("Similar scales" a.re soeles for a given quanti ty which arB 
rele.ted to one another by constant conversion factors.) 
We doubt whether attempts to translate tne above reason-
ing into terms understand~ble to the average pup1l at ~1et-
ever stCtge would be ~Torth the effort spent on them. Tne 
prinCiples under discussion here are of fundamental import-
anoe to the theory of measurement; but it is true in general 
that some understanding of tnese prinCiples Can be acqUired 
more or less intuitively in tne course of vntnessing repeated 
applications of them. Early attempts to raise this under-
standing from tne in"tuitive level cou.ld well produce confusion 
wuere none previously existed. In cases wnere tne 
/process ••••.. 
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process of setting up a scale of measurement is not intuit-
ively;obvious (e.g.' time or temperature), it III neoessary 
to deal with this problem explicitly, since failure to do 
so would be likely to "embed serious misoonceptions in the 
minds of pupils". 
The renaming of the "newton-metre" as the~oule illus-
tretes anotner common praotice in regard to physical units 
the eubsti tution of A single word, usually der! va"': :r~~'':u1 a 
.~. 
proper I"..ame, for l:l l1&.me ~ompound,e::d of gev~!'al "'words. 1men 
euen cases are encountered (e. g. "watt" for joule per secona, 
"volt" for joule per coulomb, "farad" for coulomb 1-S~ vo} t) J 
1 t is important that ttl~more fundamental form of the unit 
/ 
should be gl.-ven fi2~ht. Pup1ls snould also be introduced 
to tne standard ways of abbreviating units, as'laid down by 
the Comm~ssion on Symbols, Units and Nomenclature of tne 
International Union of Pure and Applied Physics (I.V. P.A. p. 
1965), and now embodied in the "Basic Guide to the Metric 
System in Soum Africa" (South African Burea.u of Standards 
1968, • 
3.9.5 To~mrds conservation of energy 
There are various possible extensions of the above 
account of energy tnat mignt be considered for use in an 
elernent~ry treatment. In tne Nuffield course some atten-
tion is given to machines, with stress being laid on the 
role of macnines a8 "for.c~ multipliers" end on the feet that 
their energy output never exceeds tne energy suppl1ed to 
them. Tne reasons sdvanced by the Nuffield Guide I for the 
inclusion of maohines are tne following: "Children enjoy 
leerning ••. descriptlons and explanations of various machines; 
and they feel they ~re becoming know'ledgeable engir1eers. 
SUCh teaching establisnes links betrleen physics and the 
ordina.ry world 8S well as engineering n.. This is true 
enough, and if there is sufficient room in tne course, one 
/would ••• ~ • 
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would agree that pupils should enjoy the benefits of this 
. kind of discus.sian. . Of course it would not be neces'sar'yo 
to spend time in explicit definition of such quantities as 
mechanical advantage, velocity ratio and efficlency, or of 
the relation between them; a few simple examples of machines 
could be discussed, such as the seesaw and a sImple system 
of pulleys, their meohaTJ~c~l advantages (whioh need not be 
')0 n:..I:..tled) ..;oul':.-:" be experimentally determined and oa.lculs. tions 
.~. 
cf8.rried out on the. energy transferred to and b;r the machin:~. 
!'he .la.tter point will provide further support for the idea 
o~ ~ner~y c0~servation. 
/ 
Another ex~~en£lon 9f Uenergy"to be found a.s early as 
the end of Year One in the Nuf:fleld course is an introduc-
tory tI!eatment of radioBcti vi ty. The intention here is to 
ShOlT by means of cloud-chBmber tracks that atoms of certain 
substances occasionally shoot out little pieces of themselves 
and tha.t these "li ttle pieces" (alpha-pEl_rticles) clearly have 
energy associated wi th them. The inclusion of this 1ntro-
duction to "atomic energyll (a.s it is called in the Nuffield 
.,. 
Guides) presupposes that pupils will previously have been 
given some grounds for believing in atoms, that t~ey will 
have some idea. of the sizes of atoms (or at any rate that 
they are much too small to be seen), and that the operation 
of the cloud chamber should not be entirely mysterious to 
them. Perhaps it is thi~ last point which is most lmport-
. 
ant. l\ny honest teaching of this topic will he.ve to try 
to convince pupils that the tracks seen in the cloud chamoer 
are made up of droplets that mark out the paths followed by 
the alpha-pa.rtlcles and thpt the alpha-particles ere not 
themselves visible. This means that some explanAtion vnll 
have to be given of the formation of the alpha-particle 
track. If the introduction of radioactivity has been pre-
ceded by some account of elementary electrostatics, then it 
/would. •••.• 
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would be permissible to tell pupils someth1ng about the 
formation of ions. in the chamber by the passage' of alpha.-
pa'rticles; the use of smoke particles or ions to promote 
droplet formation should be demonstrated to pupils. 
There is no doubt that radioaotivity can be most use-
fully introduoed if treated in the manner described above, 
both for its own seke end because of it~ revelation of 
sources of energy within the atom. 
able to speak of this energy as "atomic endrgy~ at this 
stage ,since the pupil oannot yet b~ given f.1rm evidenc·e :for 
the existence of' the 3.tomio nucleus .• ) 
// 
The treatment of en~rgy so far outlined hBs stopped 
short of any direct, quantitative demonstration of the 'con-
servat~on of energy. We feel very strongly with the plan-
nere of Nuffield physics both that such a demonstration 
should be left to a later stage in the course, and that prior 
to that stage energy conservation should be' merely hinted at 
and not simply asserted as an incontrovertible fact. 
Compare what happens in the chapter lI\vork-work-w'ork" of Book 
"'f 
One of UPhysics is Fun" by Jardine (1964). In the third. 
peragraph of this che.pter, the author seys: "You cannot 
me~e energy or csuSP. it to disappear; you c~n only change 
it into 8 different form. Scientists cell this fact the 
conservation of energy end textbooks usually sey, ItEnergy 
-
cannot be created or destroyedt". In a book one of the 
most attractive feetures of which is the constant question-
lng of the reader on points that are raised, it is astonish-
ing to find the author suddenly flinging down a statement 
likely to provoke 8 big question from the reader, to which 
he gi ves no suggestion of an answer, viz. "How do you knoW' 
that energy cannot be created or destroyed?" It 1s greatly 
to the credit of the Nuffleld course that it treats the demon-
stration of conservation of energy as one of its cllmJ~lc 
(" 
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moments. Surely it is right that so important Bnd funda-
mentel e. principle should not be made the subject of mere 
hand-waving by the teeQ~er Rnd tacit aoceptpnce by the pupl~. 
I n our later And fuller consideration of energy w€' she.l1 
outline arguments and demonstrations by which the meaning 
s.nd truth of the conserve.tion of energy cen be brought home 
to pupils. 
-'j.lu . Prp.8sure 
3. 10 .. 1 1!:! need for the concept of pressure in elementar! 
phye~.:'~ courses 
// ·1!hec0!1c€.\.~t of~pre8sure, € <3pecially fluid pressure, 
1s indispensable to a.ny physics course. Even if ·we tresl. t 
pressure in liquids as e side-l seue J ,,"e need the concept of 
pressure to be able to te.lk se nsi bly about the'behaviour and 
properties of gases; and we do need to talk about ther.e, 
both becHuse we find i t edve nts.geou 8 to develop en elemen-
te.ry kinetic theory of {!,Bses in our teachlng, end because we 
shall want to discuss constent-volume thermometerA 1n more 
advanced teachlng of the concept of temperature. AS' with 
other concepts 'Ttle introduce, ~Te 'TtTant to expla in the nature 
of the concept and discuss practlc21 ways of meRsuring it. 
FroT:1 carte in remerks 1 n the Nuffield Gui de (r), (,' •••• 
this is a region where a difficult concept and unruly appa-
ratus combine to make the~ essence of the topic too hard for 
pupils of this egfl It), we may infer that ''Pressure u is not 
e8911y taught to pupils of average age around twelve. 
'1)0 pupils tvlO or three years older (say in Standard Seven 
or Eight in South nfric~n schools), the concept itself ought 
to present much less difficulty, and the difficulties en-
oountered in the Nuffield course in trying to relete the 
concept to pre.ctlca1 method.s of 1 ts measurement should 
/lik ewl se .•••• 
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l1ke'toTise be minimized. Such pupils ought to be s.ble to 
follow the fairly simple ohein of reasoning which leeds 
from the definition of pressure through simple idees about 
fluid pressure to the principle of the U-tube manometer. 
This is, in fa.ct, the sequence of ideas recommendecl in the 
new syllabuses for junior seoonda.ry schools. 
3. 10 .. 2 11he nature and defini tif'n of pre·sB1~r·~ 
:J*!';fIIIIIIIr..-..........;"'#' . .....-....-.--~".,...~ 
S1nr,B s. ~tr:'fle:;,~J. Seven or Eight pupil Oan be taken 
to have g:e.lned fSorne familiar! ty 1f1 th force as a quanti tative 
concept, 1 t should not be too dif'ficult to lead h1m on from 
this to a c·onslderetlon ~f the effect ~f' a force applied not 
~ 
at e. point, but over en erea. In particlA.lar he oan be ehoitm 
-
the effect of the same force applied to different ereas of 
some suitable material. On this basis the concept of 
p~essure can now be defined in the proper way.. Some text-
I 
I book au thors (and, no doubt, the teachers who sle.vi 8111y follo·w 
them) are surprisingly cereless a.bout so simple e matter e.s 
the correct fundamental definition of pressure. Consider 
the follo''ling exe.mples from South ilfricen textbooks: Of 
(8.) ItPressure per un! t ~rea = ,Th~~! U (Gordon and Neser, 
no date); 
(b) uDie krag wa t op 1 n eenheicloppervlakte u1 tgeoefen vlord, 
word die druk genoem. D~lk 1s krag per eenheidoppervlakte". 
\The force exerted on unit area is called the pressure. 
Pressure is force per unit erea.) (Prinsloo et al, 1965). 
Comment on the f1rBt of these quotations ill superfluous. 
l'he second quotation illustrates a much more oommon mistake, 
by no means confined to South .H.rrican textbooks, viz- that 
of failure to specify that pressure is normal force per unit 
B.rea. It 1s true that tl1e context usu8.l1y makes it cles.r 
that this is what 1s meant; but surely there is no herm in 
. making whet is implicit explicit in this cese, especie.lly 
las • •.•• 
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~e it requires the add1tion of only one word to a very 
simple deflni tion. Anotner mistake to be avoided in tne 
early stages of the teectling of pressure is exemplified by 
th1 s quotation: "Tne pressure exerted by a liquid is per-
p~nd1cular to tne surface with wh1cn it is in contact" 
(Gordon and Neser, no date). In tn1 s statement, l1pressure R 
is being used synonymously witn "force n; 1n fact, ~~re 
"force" to be subst1 tuted ":r)r ~l?re8.r:(~re" I '{;nestatement rTould 
.. 
be unexceptionable. AIS it stands, 1 t 1s misleading -neceuse 
it implies tnttt pressure, like force) is a vector quantity. 
By raising this obJectlc.'1 we; -'\0 nc"t me~n 'to imply that the 
pupil must be aware of tne distinction between vector and 
-------
scal~r quantities at tnis stage. Rather do we suggest that 
the teaoher should keep tnis distinction in mind eo as not 
to BOW tne seeds of future confusion in tne mind of the pupil. 
I 
! Some time ago, a minor controversy on tne subjeot of 
"Does Pressure Ha.ve Direction? II flared up in the correspon-
dence columns of the American Journal of Physics, (Summers 
1946, 1949; Barton 1949; Stickley 1950; Dempster 1951). 
"'{ 
The fioo.l contribution to it by Dempster clears up the mat-
ter satisfactorily. He pOints out tnat in advanced treat-
ments the pressure in a static fluid 1s in fact regarded as 
a scalar quantity, defined by the equation F = pA (in the 
-" 
l1mit 9.S A tends to zero), where p is the pressure and A is 
a vector W110se magnl tude i~s eqUB-l to tnat of the ~rea on 
-wnioh tne force F acts and whose direction is tha.t of the 
outward- or in1tJard-drawn norma-1 to the area. He proposes 
the follow'lng versions of the usual textbook eta tements con-
cernl ng the pressure in a static fluid: "I n the case of a 
fluid at rest, the force exerted by the fluid upon any sur-
faoe is perpendicular to that surface; at any given pOint, 
the force exerted upon an element of surface is independent 
IOf • •••• 
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of the orientation of thet Burface." {The second part of 
this statement 1s intended to replace lithe pre'seure fn a 
fluid at rest is the same in all directions at any given 
pOint". ) Even tnls is not fully correct; we should in-
eert the phrase Itthe magnitude of" in front of "force" in 
the second part of Dempster's proposed revision. 
There is no reason why the pupil s~ould not te told the 
oorrect S1 un! ts for pressure at this pointt.. vl~. J~e~·:~~ons/ 
metre 2 (N 1m2 ) -. Although these will not 'oe the un! ts he 
will use in his inltialstudiesof pressure, he should 
nevertheless know about them, even if only bece:\~e tn-;v a'l,"'e 
the un1 ts :lmpl1ed by the .Jlef~ni tion of pressure. 
3.10.3 The measurement of pressure 
In arri ving at a means of designi ng or call bra ting 
e pressure gauge, the most urgent need is to show that the 
pressure at e gIven level in a liquid depends on the height 
of liquid above that level. A stande.rd demonstration for 
this purpose is the one in which a tin can is punctured at 
various di sta.nce s from its be se and is then filled. lTlth "f. 
ws.ter. 'lihe veloc! ty "'i th which the water emerges fr0:11 a 
hole 1s taken as en indication of the pressure of the water 
at the level of the hole. Described in these terms, the 
demonstration seems a reesoP...flble means of achieving its 
intended purpose. However, there is a snag; the horlzon-
tal range of the jet is uBually taken as a naive measure 
of the veloei ty of emergence of the "'~lter, B.nd thi s ra.nge 
will nature.l1y depend on the height of the Cen above the 
surface on which the jet is allowed to impinge. If this 
surface is simply that of the trough in which the bese of 
the can rests, the water emerging from a hole near the base 
of the can will have a very short range, comparable to that 
of t.t1e wa ter emerging from a hole near the top of the can • 
. II J? •• • • • 
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In surprisingly many textbooks, these readily verifiBble 
·facts are ignored and diagrams are given showing the can~ 
resting in the trough or on B table and WB.ter from the 
lowest hole travelling the furthest. Teachers could use 
this as an illustration that textbooks do not always tell 
the truth! (The "WElter Can Paradox" has been discussed 
by 8. number of 8.uthorF" '~.g .. Paldy t1963,) and Biser (1966). 
'":"l€ latter- g1"tl~S an amusing survey of the t:t::ea.tment of the 
phen'ornenon in s1xt~en different textbooks and describes an 
expe~lmental study of it.) 
In an alternative 1tdemonatrationu of the dependence of 
fluid pressure 'In depth, ,which appears in at least two South 
~ African textbooks, a glass tube 1s attached t~ a manometer 
and lowered to various depths in a liquid in a tall gas Jar. 
Manometer readings are taken for dIfferent depths of the 
tube mouth beneath the liquid surface, and the corresponding 
differences in level between the free 11qtlld surface a:nd the 
surface inside the tube are also measured. From these read-
lnge it is concluded thpt the pressure inside a Itquid in-
creases uniformly with depth. (In the formooscrlbed, the 
experiment appears in Prinsloo et a1 (1965).) Gordon and 
Neser describe essentially the same experiment, reaching 
the conclusion thpt "the pressure is proportional to the 
depth below the free 8urfBce". (sic), end in the O. F. S. 
'reachers' Guide for Stt=!nC\~rds 6, 7 and 8 teachers B.re re-
commended to ttl nv~ stigate [the] rele.tion betiN'een pressure 
B.nd depth, using e mercury manometer lt .) tIere i$ a "Zan-
zi baru experiment (Rogers 19RO) if there ever W8 s one. 
I n order to use the ms.nometer in the way in which 1 t i 8 used 
in this experiment, it hes to be assumed thpt tne pressure 
in a liqUid increases uniformly with depth beneath the 
liquid surface - whicn is exactly what the experiment sets 
out to prove. If tne experiment were carried out with 
Iwa.ter ... II ... 
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water in the gas .Jar Bnd mercury in the manometer, then the 
most 1 t can be· said to establish is that .u pressure in-
oreases uniformly with depth in mercury, it must do the same 
in water. But tnls is hardly worth the time spent in tnk-
1 ng readir..gs, tabula ting them neatly and then dravllng a 
graph! If there were some independent meBns of calibrating 
the manometer, thi 9 c,:;ul-l as.ve the experiment, but there 
l:ef):llS to be none that CQuld conveniently b~· ... used 1nl school J 
The demonstration with the punctured CBn is acceptable, 
provided that it is oarried out correctly. But it cannot 
be uBed to f~l~\1 the quanti tat1ve relation between pressu.re 
and depth be1o,'i~ tho surface. JardtYle (1964) suggests the 
~, 
use of a previously-calibrated Bourdon gauge to investigate 
this relationship; this raises the question of how the 
Bourdon gauge was calibrated. One could calibr~ate it by 
making use of the prinCiple of the dead-weight tester (the 
author is indebted to Professor Gledhill for reminding him 
of this possibility). That is, one could attach the gauge 
to a vertically-mounted cylinder and piston and apply a 
.,. 
known weight to the letter, so that known i:ncrements of 
pressure would be applied to the air inside t~e Bourdon 
gs.uge. It is true the t the absolute pressure ~lould not be 
known in this case, but t'1.is does not matter: the Bourdon 
gauge enn be set to reed excess pressure (over etmospheric), 
and it is the Variation of t1:11s quanti ty wi t11. depth below 
the surface of the liquid in whioh the chief interest lies. 
The alternative to this procedure is to derive the re-
lation between pressure and depth theoretically for pupils 
and then to have them do some simple experiments which give 
it qualitative support. The proof amounts to showing that 
the 'tveight of a column of liquid of uniform cross-section 
1s proportional to the height of the column and should 
/present ••••• 
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present no difficulty. It cannot ~t this stage be exten-
ded to produce the formula P :. Po"+ ~gh, because the pupil 
knows nothing quantitative yet about acceleration; and it 
should not, in our opinlon, be used to produce a variant of 
this formula in vlhich pressure would be given by grev1 tation-
·&1 uni ts of force per un1 t area. The a.dvantage of the 
latter procedure would be that the dens~ty of the ilquld 
would appear explici tly i~ .. t~'IS forrr!lAla for ~.iquid pressure. 
In spi te of this, \..re think it best to keep gravi ta tione.l 
units of foroe ou~ of the way if 'we possibly can. The pup.11 
ehouldoertainly be a-Vn.?::"e 01: the 1e:pe~-\:1.ence on dens1 ty, so 
that he wO:lld realize that it would be mc,re sensible in some 
....... ' .................... 
situations to use, say, a wa~er instead of a mercury mano-
meter to measure pressure differenoe; but most important 
for him at tl1ds stage is the knowledge that by means of a 
I 
m~nometer (or a suitably calibrated Bourdon gauge) he can 
measure pressure in so many oentimetres of mercury (or what-
ever liquid is in the manometer). He does not yet need 
absolute units for pr~ssure, but he does need to have a 
clear understanding of the sta tements tha t n the difference 
in pressure between the two ooltmns of the manometer is (x) 
om of mercury" or "the pressure of the air in this container 
1s 80 em of mercury". 
Here or earlier, pupils should do a simple experiment 
to show that, at a given ~evel in the liquid, the pressure 
1s independent of the direction of the force exerted by the 
liquid (or, as it is usually expressed, "the pressure is the 
same in all clirec tions JI). The simplest such experiment is 
an extension of the "tin can" experiment described above 
(cf. Nuffleld Gulde I). Again several holes are knocked 
into' the can, bu t thi s time they are spac ed horizontally 
round the tin. The experiment should be done with a can 
·/of ••••. 
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of undistorted shape and with one whioh has been knocked 
into irregular shape, so that the water would come out of 
the holes in directions other than horizontal. 
The one application of the facts of fluid. pressure that 
pupils should certainly know would be the mercury barometer. 
For pupils really to understand how it works, the explana-
tion of its action should be as full BS 1s consistent with 
their kno~Tledge of the concept of pressure end of '',,''If'' ::aws 
.... 
of fluid pressure. If the barometer is tilted over, :pupils 
should be helped to understand llhy the dlf1'eren.ce in level.;s 
is still the same; they do not yet know about c0mpOhonts 
of forces, but tbey should,~e able to understand that part 
~ 
of the weight of the ~ercury column must now be supported by 
the walls of the tube. It would be unwise to burden pupils 
wi th the "hydrosta tic paredox u or other subtle consequences 
of the principles of hydrostatics. Pascal's principle 1s 
the only other fact concerned wit~ fluid pressure that they 
~eed know about, end it can be treated as a matter for simple 
dernonstra tioD wi th the ald of I'Pascal' s syri nge" or s~milar 
"'{ 
appe.ra tu s. The application of this principle to hydraulic 
systems can be briefly discussed; if discussion of pressure 
follows the.t of energy, the "force amplification" of a hydrau-
lic system cen be discussed from the point of view of energy 
Bnd compared with lever systems in this respect. 
3.10,4 Fluid pressure fr6~ the molecular point of view 
Demonstration of the existence of gaseous pressure 
can introduce a discussion of a model of a ges that would 
account both for the propensity of a gas to fill its con-
tainer and its ability to exert a pressure. The kinetic 
model can then be brought in and its predictions discussed 
with tne aid of a simple meohanical model for class demon-
stra tion. {Many teachers would prefer to take up this 
/Bspect ••••• 
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aspect in the context of 8 general study of the'particle 
model of mat .. ter. Cf. Section 3.13. 2 .. ). 
Although it is not usuel to discuss "moleculer" models 
for the pressure exerted by liquids and solids, some pupil 
might well raise this point, here or later, and so we con-
sider it briefly here (cf. Swartz 1966). It is of' course 
true to say that the pressure :~erte~J. by" ~ r~lG."t.lid resul ts 
from i ts 'W'eigG~;, bn .;: '..,'.11 ~ ~.lorle cannot clart'ry metters on 
the molecul,ar seB.le'; the weight of a liquid is the force 
of gravity upon it, and we w9nt to kn01rl how the liquid trans-
roi ts this l,"'C)rce to the b:".rfac 6S in con'~~'\1t wi th it, or how 
one part of the liquid exert-s~is force :)n ~1nother. The 
answer lies in the forces between neighbouring molecules of 
the liquid. The mean separation of neighbouring molecules 
inl a liquid is not much different from the 11 equllibrium " 
I 
separation for such molecules (i. e. "ro",· the distance be-
tween the centres of adjacent molecules when the force be-
tween them 1s zero). When they are squeezed closer toge-
ther tha.n this J the 1 ntermolecu1ar forces become repulsive. 
This is what happens when the liquid above a certain level 
presses dOvln on the liquid below it J or 'tV'hen all the liquid 
in the container presses on the base, The ~olecules are 
pushed closer together, end so adjacent layers of liquid 
exert repulsive forces on each other; the liquid above 
pushes down on the liquid ~bp.low, and the latter pushes back 
on the liquid above with an equal and oppo!ite force. Any 
given layer w1thin the liquid is in equilibrium under the 
action of the forces exerted on it, i.e. its own weight and. 
the forces applied to it by the layers of liquid above and 
be 10"1 i t. A given molecule will be under restraint from 
repulslve forces from molecules above and below it. Mole-
", cules in the surface of the liquid are constrained by the 
weight of the atmosphere above fhem to take up equilibrium 
/po 8i tion 9 ••••• 
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positions at vertical mean distances less tnan ro trom tne 
molecules below tnem. Again it 1s tne short 'range repul-
sive forces between molecules wnien are tne means wnereby 
~ne atmospnere exerts this foroe upon tne liquid surface. 
In tnis case tnese forces are exerted during collisions be-
tween tne molecules of tne atmospnere and tnose of tne liquid. 
A.s a model to aid tnis explanation t;>f the tr~~lomission 
of pressure througn e l1qp.'i.d, 0ne C~ U~€ the idea (or an 
.... 
actual mechanioal Inodel) o:f a lattice of balls joined to-
getner by springs. Applies tlon :of a force to the top of 
auon a lattice will re~:ll t 1!1 tnt:. ba.'11q being pushed closer 
togetner; if tne weignt of tne balls 1 s appl"ecie.ble, ttlose 
-----near the bottom of tne lattice will be markedly oloser to 
one anotner tnan tnose near tne toP. In jrlew of the com-
pl1cated nature of tne motions of molecules of a liquid, 
i.t~e above description must be regarded as a considerable 
I 
oversimplification (cf. Section 5.4.18); yet it is essen-
t1ally correot. 
3.11 Temperature 
3.11.1 Introduction 
In tne 'l'ea.oners' Guide for Physics for the Joint 
Matriculation Board (Helm 1963), the present writer wrote 
•••• We believe th~t the treatment of temperature to be 
found in many textbooks in common use is open to serious 
critioism on grounds of logical rlgour ••• It is ••• because 
so many of the oonventional treatments are so formulated 
tnat they cannot fail to confuse the pupil almost from the 
start that we suggest tnat a fresh beginning must be made." 
In wri ting these oriticisms, the author had in mind the Itind 
of treatment of temperature in which misleading statements 
/were ••••• 
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were made about tJ:?,e relative "advsnte.ges" end "disadvantages" 
of mercury-in-g"la ss end A1coho1-in-g18.sS thermometers, and 
fundamental confusions were evident about the ideel ges scale 
of tempera ture. In the years since the above rem8rks were 
~lri tten, there he 8 been no general improvemant in textbook 
----
treatments of temperature. itn.1ile a number of first-yea.r 
un1 vt?r~ i. ty 'textboo}:6 and e few school textbooks offpr unex-
(:eptionable tre~tTT1f'nt8 of this topic, en.d t~!ere ere signs 
that the forthright crt tlcisms of Hogers (1960) 8.nd 1-larre!\ 
(1961\1 1965) are having their effect, S'OMe new school text-
booka betray ~ \., ~) \" "'''' same kinde of confusion B<:j the old ones 
dld and others i~troduce ne~lk~1ds of confusion of their own 
devi 8i ng. In some CBses the textbook authors have been 
follo,\-,i ng in the footsteps of the planner8 of syllabuses who 
have not thought out their methods of atts.ck on temperature 
with the reqUisite care. Thus in our view there 1s still 
as much room for criticism of the teaching of temperature 
as ever, and as much need for the outlines of a correct 
epproach to be carefully set out. 
3.11.2 A oritiqu~ of the introduction of temperature i~ 
terms of t~e kinetic·theory 
Perhaps thp most widespread of t~e ~new kinds of 
confusion" 1s the tendency to initiate a tre~tment of tem-
perature wit~ the essertiQn that thp temper~ture of a sub-
etpnce depends on the everege kinetic energy (or simply on 
the speed) of its molecules, As fer AS it goes, this stAte-
ment is true enough. The objections to its use in intro-
duc1nL temperature pre the follo'lfling:-
~i) It is simply not possible to produce a reesonf'.ble argu-
ment in favour of the existence of a relation between tem-' 
perature and average molecular kinetic energy without brlng-
1 ng in 8. string of assumptions about the nature of heat and 
matter, This is eXBctly what Js.rdine (1964) and Stollberg 
lend .•••• 
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and Hill (1965) do; they begin wlt~ the assumption that 
heat is a form of energy and then proceed swiftly to the 
9.ssumptlon that metter is made of molecules in ces.sele"ss 
motion, on which basis they oan then.argu~ that temperature 
is related to molecular speed or average molecular kinetio 
energy. They both set forth this argument before embark-
1ng on any disoussion of the mes.surernent. of t::'J!pe'J,"lsture. 
(1i) If f)ne is goi ng ~o (1~/f~ 11e t'empera ture J , .. impl1ci tly or 
explici tly., in terms of averege molecular kinetic energy, 
then one ought to h:9ve a preci se numerical reletionshlp 
bet~"een te:npera.ture anC: ~ver(-\,;:e klnet:c energy in mind" 
It 1s only for e.n ideel gas---tbEt it is p~s8:!.~)le to state 
suoh a relationship in e convenient form, 1.e. one whioh 
wl1l yi-eld up temperature a,s it is customarily defined. 
And in any Case it seems more than a little unrealistic in 
I 
a·ttL elementa.ry course to choose as a defini tion of tempera-
ture a relationship which cen only be given operational 
meaning in rather special Circumstances, e.g. in measuring 
the temperature of ions end electrons in the ionosphere or 
exosphere, where one measures the average kinetic energy of 
the particles directly, or in measuring the temperature of 
hot plasmas, where top tpmpereture is inferred from meesure-
Mente on the Doppler brofl.denlng of spectre.l lines. 
(iii) Behlnd the present-dey tendency in both syllabuses and 
textbooks to stress tl.1e relation betvleen temperature Rnd 
moleoular kinetic energy Is, one suspects, A desire to make 
the concept of temperature more meaningful. How nice it 
would be to be able to ssy th~t temperature Is "reellyn 
the average kinetio energy of the molecules. But is it? 
We have indicated above thet only for an ideal gas is the 
tabsolute) temperature dlrectl~ proportional to the average 
'. kinetic energy of the molecules; and what 1s one to say 
about the tempera ture of .re.dlation - a most useful concept'? 
lEv en •.••• 
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Even if the reletlon,ebsolute temperature oc average mole-
cular kinetic energy were to have universal validity, 'we 
would not be Justified in saying tnat ureal temperature 1s 
the average kine~ic energy of a molecule u• As Rogers 
(1960) puts it, "we have not discovered [this relation] as 
e description of 'true' temperature; we manufa.otured it 
when 'tie settled on the gs.s scale for con,venience. ~ 
llv) As is well known, it ~.f' :Ji.,ssible tG !?iv",e B satisfactory 
l~def1ni tion U of trrnperature having a wide rBnge of appl1c~-
bill ty, wi tn re.ference to meorosc:opi,c concepts only. 
\By tldeflni tion l' in th.:! ~ case we .:'I1ear.:. :'I -combination of a 
denotative definition of temperature in ~ermg of thermal 
--equilibrium and the definition of the Kelvin scale in terms 
of the ~ropertie8 of the Carpot oycle.) I n vi ew of thl s, 
it seems a dubious proceeding in an elementary course to 
i de&ine temperaulre in terms of microscopic conoepts, when 
I 
this definition depends on a particular theory of the nature 
of mi croscopic me t ter. 
tv) Fashionable methodR of "defining It temperature .in terms 
of the kinetic theo~J in elementary courses are considerably 
oversimplified versions of the ureal thing". 'llo define 
temperature rigorously within the context of the kinetic 
theory of geses requires the following sequence of steps 
after the establishMent of th~ initial assumptions of the 
theory tcf. Feynman et el~l963): 
(a) Introduce the concept of tnermal equilibrium. 
(b) Define temperature denotatively in terms of thermal 
eq u1li brium. 
(c) Sh01-] , using sophi sticr:l.ted kinetlc theory, that when t~TO 
ideal gases a.re in thermal equilibrium, the mean trB.ns-
latlonal kinetiC energies of their molecules must be the same. 
~ d) Define a temperature scale consti tut1vely in terms of 
'the mean kinetic energy o~ tne molecules of an ideal gas. 
The presenC'e of step (0) in this sequence places this 
/rigorous ..•.• 
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rigorous treatment well beyond the reach of any sohool 
syllabus in physics. One wonders whether those who so 
eagerly introducp. thp concept of tempereture in elementary 
treatments by way of thp kinetic theory have Bny reel idea 
of the extent of the oversl~plification embodied in their 
e.ppr08.ch. If they had, perhaps they would not be so ready 
to lay eo inseourp. p f01rldAtion for the "introduction of an 
;/Jl})'Jrtant fur..damentel concept. . ... 
On account of·these objections, we regard it Be unwise, 
eBpeoially in an introductory treatment, to lfdeflne" OT' 
" exp2s.in\l te~~.;·t;':rature in terms of the s.vere.ge (translational) 
klnetioenergy t-Jf T;1('1lecules. We feel that it is attempting 
too much too soon in the w~f exploitation of th.e kinetic 
model df matter, to confront a pupil in the junior secondary 
school wi th the a.ssertion that Ittempere.ture is a meesure of 
the average kinetic energy of the molecules of a gas "before 
he he.s had any opportuni ty of making e proper qua nti ta tl ve 
itudy of gaseous behaviour, or even of making a preliminary 
study of tnerma.l equi Ii brium or the manner in 1'1hich a tem".:{' 
perature scale is set up, By all means let pupils become 
s.equai nted wi th thi s I'i nterpreta.tion l' of tempera ture J bu t 
let tnem eto 80 Pt B moment 1.n1ich is truly opportune. It 
may be felt the.t tnie mflkes th.e treatment of temperature 
less exci tins and less "modern" at school than it other~"ise 
migh t have been, If t~ia is indeed so, then perhpps after 
all it is still bp.tter tD stick to the more correct and les9 
exclting treatment, for this is less likely to leave trouble-
some misconceptions behind in the minds of the pupils. 
3.11. 3 ~ suggested ';ntroduction to temperetu.re - Stage One 
At tne root of any correct presentation of temper-
eture 1s tne concept of tnermal equilibrium. However, 1 t 
appears to be the stenderd 8.nd a.pproved practice to keep 
/well ••••• 
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ltell clear of tnis concept in 1 ntroductory tree tmente of 
temperature, if tne textbooks B.re e.nytning to 'go by. 1''t 1s 
difficult to see 'rtmy this should be so; there is nothing 
frighteningly difficult sbout the idea of thermRl equili-
brium and the way in whiol-J it is associated 1.,ith tempera-
ture, as we hope to show. In t~e treatment of temperature 
which we now proceed to ~'1~"':11ne, thermal equilibrium will 
be e0~Jrdo~ itp ~~oper place. 
.~. 
By 'way of introducing 8. discussion of tem;.era"~ure in 
en nexciti.ngl! way, one can begin by reierrine brlefly to the 
p\\~ill s earlier experience of temperature as something 
measured with a thermometer and related to "hotness" or 
"coldness", and ther.l raise the question of w}~i'::.t could poss1-
.\ 
bly be, meant by sta.tement·~ in the press about temperatures 
of millions of degrees in the sun) the stars and in the ex-
plosions of ."atomic" and "hydrogen" bombs. Vlhen the physi-
clst talks about suc~ fantesticelly high temperatures, one 
c.ould Sf3.Y, he must be discussing something that Is well 'beyond 
the range of humen sensation. 1ihat, then, can the physicist 
mean by "temperature"? 
To answer this question, one CAn start by referring 
back to the humble mercury-in-gle.ss thermometer and briefly 
desoribe 1 ts mode of celibration. Then one can discuss in 
detail the way 1n which we use it to measure temperature. 
Suppose 1 t 1s used to measure the tempera ture of a beaker 
. 
of warm water. To do this, we place the bulb of the ther-
mometer in the beaker and stir the water a li ttle; the mer-
cury thread ri ses a t first and then 8.ttains a steady reading. 
Be'fore the thermometer wee pleced in the beaker, the mercury 
inside vIES in mecrwnicel and chemical equilibrium; the 
mechanical forces on it were balanced, and it was not under-
going any chemical chenB~s. -The same was true of the water 
in the beaker. But Rfter the ther~ometer wes pIeced in the 
/water ••••• 
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water, th.e length of the mercury thread changed. Had we 
sufficiently sensi.tive instruments, we would ~ls'o heve been 
able to detect ~ tiny change in the volume of tbe water in 
the beaker. Therefore, when we placed the thermometer in 
contact wit~ the water in the beaker, they could not initi-
ally have been in equilibrium' wi th each other, because each 
1;.!'!~erwent change s. After a while, no further che.nges took 
plece, and equilibrium was attained. This is evid~nt~~ a 
'''.. -
special kind of equilibrium, dit'fe:"-ent froITi meeDs-nicel and 
chemical equilibrium; we call it thermaleqttl1ibrlum il and 
say that the the rmoMeter a nd the "18 ter have a tt!:l~ ned t::ler" 
mal equilibrium. 
(Of course, thib is,.hardly a rigorous treatment of, 
"~ 
thermal equilibrium; to provide that we should he.ve had to 
invoke the concept of a diathermic wall, s.nd arrive at the 
statement that "when two systems are sepereted by a dia-
thermio wall, the joint stt-lte of both systems ths.t exists 
~hen all changes in the coordinates have ceased 1s celled 
thermal equilibrium" (Sears pnd Zemansky 1964, Zei!1ansky 
""! 
:).964). But perheps it will be allowed that the fs.ilure to 
mention diathermic wells at this level of treatment is not 
a d~ngerous over-simplification, and that the failure to 
give a rigorous definition of thermal equilibrium is equally 
inoffensive. ) 
Pupils can next be irvited to consider whether if two 
bodies are each in thermal equilibrium wi th a third, they 
B.re necessarily in thermal equilibrium with each other. 
Of course t~e answer is that they are, but it is important 
to make the point here that this answer can only be deCisive-
ly given by experiment; we cannot take it 8S being obvious • 
. '(Cf. Zemansky (1964): 1I1ivoman A loves man C. ~Toman B loves 
man C. But do es ";ome n A love woman' B?II) There is no need 
at this stage to dignify this result with its officiel title 
flfThe ••••• 
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liThe Zeroth Law of Thermodynamics l1 • ~Vhat 1s needed is to pur-
~. sue the argument further so B 9 to erri ve at a· definl tion 
of temperature. From the "Zeroth Lal"", 1 t is possible for 
us to imagine a collection of bodies or systems 90 arranged 
that when any two of them ere placed in oontaot, they will 
immediately be in thermal equilibrium. Suoh a collection 
01' bodies must he.ve some property in oommon. 1Vhs tis this 
property'? Or, putting the question in slightly o.::·f~~~ent 
form, 'VIThat property of a body or system determi'nes whether 
or not it will be in therm81 equilibrium wi th 8.noth~r body 
or system 11hen plflced in oonte.ct wIth it'? Evic.0ntly it }s 
not its mass, its VOlume, its density or any of its physical 
properties we have 8~udled so far. It is, in faot, B. 'new 
'~ 
property which we call its ~mperature. We oan now define 
temperature as follows:- The temperature of a system is 
that property ~Thich determines whether or not it will be in 
thermal equilibrium wi th other systems. Aocordingly, when 
~wo or more systems are in thermal equilibrium, they are 
said to have the same temperature. 
3.11.4 The stf3tus of the "Zerot:1. Law" 
The above discussion of thermal ~quillbrium a.nd 
the nZeroth Law" hes been b~sed on the ort~odox view of this 
aspect of the subject. This view is essentially the same 
8.S that adopted by Maxwell in his "Theory of Heat" (of. the 
. 
tenth editio~J 1891). Maxwell, after having given denota-
tive defini tions of lJ.eat end temperature, states a "Law of 
Eque.l Temperetures": "Bodies whose temperatures Are equal 
to that of the same body have themselves eqUAl temperatures ", 
He points out that "this law is not e truism", dre.ws atten-
tion to its empiricel baSis, end stresses that it is "the 
foundation of the whole science of thermometry". Nowadays, 
it is generally regarded as preferable to state the "Zeroth 
Law" in terms of thermal equilibriu:n rather than of tempera-
/ tUl"e .•• , • 
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ture. (An exception is provided by Thomsen (1962), who 
thinks thet the sc~le'r nature of temperature ought 'to be 
clearly implied by the statement of the law, and according-
ly states it as folloYls: t'There exists a ~calar quanti ty 
called temperature, ~mich is a property of all thermody-
namic systems (in equilibrium states), such that tempera-
't~ure equa.ll ty is a .EecessB.ry and sufflcie·nt condition for 
thermal equilibrium".) But the u~clerlying 8','tt~ tU0.f'" f)l such 
modern expositions of th'e subject as t110se of Ze'ffiansky 
(195?), Plppa~d (1957), H$tsopoulos .and Keenan (1965) and 
Buc'ldel.hl (1956) remal ns the SBme as 7~axwell' s. 
This Uo~thodox view" has recently been challenged by 
Redlich (1968), who asserts that "The 'zeroth law· is ncit 
the gen~re.llzatlon of observations, it is not a necessary 
--oondition for the definition of temperature, and it is no 
law" • (I am grateful to Professor J.A. Gledhill for oall-
1ng my attention to this paper.) Redlioh illustrates his 
argument with two examples. The first ooncerns an object 
A that is permeable for neutrons, B.n obJ eot B that . absorbs 
neutrons, and e.n obj ect C that radle.tes neutrons. "Not 
knowing anything of these radiation properties", he s~ya, 
"we establish thermel equilibrium between A end B Bnd be-
tween A f1.nd C. Then vie find ths.t B warms up on contact 
"'I' 
with C. n In his othpr example, A,B end C ere represented 
by water, benzene end carbon tetrachloride respectively: 
lithe thermal equilibria AB Bnd AC are easily esteblished, 
but Band C produce a heat of mixing on conts.ct. It Redlich 
concludes that, far from being a la~v, the "so-celled zeroth 
. , 1s simply en exemple of a rule of order imposed on 
us by any description of netural events", which in the 
examples oited and in similar situations leads us to look 
for an ini tia1ly unsuspected "non-thermal mode of interaction" 
which is the cause of the failure to establish thermal 
!equilibrium. 
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equilibrium. 
Initially, this reasoning appears persuasive, but it 
seems to us to be open to certain objections. First, let 
us examine Redlich1 s examples more c19sely. It is immed-
iately apparent that they violate a fundamental condition 
that is always, follo\nng Caratheodory (1909), laid down in 
the rigorous exposi tion of classlcR.l the'rmoa.yn::·,~ics, viz. 
tha t there should be B "di '..t t:" ... e:rmic W3.11!; betwee n the sys-
tems whi·ch are supposeo. to intera·ct therrnally with epch 
other. Suoh a ,mIl would presumably be constructen. so as 
to prevent the PB ssage "'l~ mat:er fr.om ' .. ~~ system into the 
other, so tha.t the 81 tuation depicted in :8ed11ch's first 
example could not arise. Thermal co~te.c t by mixIng, en-
visaged 1n the second example, is also ruled out by the re-
quirement that a "diathermic wall" must be present. Red-
, / I ~ 
1iOh has anticipated~this objection and seeks to counter it 
I 
by referring disparagingly to the introduction of tlcondl tions 
of isolation ••• th8t come as an afterthought. 
at the start, tbey are entirely indefinite, 
As introduced 
Restric tions 
"'f 
imposed afterwards in particular cases have sapped the con-
ceptual 8tre~gth of thermodynem1cs lt • (Recites no evidence 
in support of the last steteTJ'lent.) But it is surely normal 
prectice in fO,rmallzing tne structure of a theory to set 
down 1vi th some cere the condl tions under which its fundamen-
tal laws may be c1eimed t@ hold. It may well be thpt some 
of these conditions may be "afterthoughts tl ; first ettempts 
at setting up a theory are generally less careful than later 
ones. 
Another objection th~t can be raised Against Redlich's 
first example is th~t one would not expect a pair of systems 
to attain thermal equilibrium if there was 8. constant trans-
fer of metter from one to the other. Redlich would presu-
mably retort that in terms of th~ conditions he lays down, 
/one ••••• 
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one 1s not supposed to know beforehand that there 1s suet a 
·transfer of met~er, sO that it would be the experimental ~ 
observation th8t the Zeroth Law 1s apparently viole-ted that 
would me.ke one au spect that something odd is going on. 
As we have seen, this 1s his reason for rejecting the view 
that the Zeroth Law 1s a "law"; 88 soon as one encounters 
a 91 tua t10n in which 1 t "'i!;,;.ears to be vloleted, one looks 
f~'1' r-<ld (R~dJ~1(~L1 implies) inv8.rle.bly finds a", means of tlrescu-
ing" it; hance, a~cording to Redlich, Popper
'
e Clr69, 1963) 
c:rl terlon clf refutBbl11 ty for a physical law or theory cannot 
be ::~€t~ o€ca·IJ~e lithe zeroth law cen never be found to be in-
velid ". Let ur. consider t~ls idea in conjunction with Red-
lich' B ba.ld assertion tha.t the Zeroth Law is ?"lot B general-
ization from experience. The latter assertion seeMS to be 
contradicted by the fa.cts.. It l.§ 8 fact of experience tha t 
if a thermometer registers the same reading when placed 
successively in contBct \Ill th a number of everyday obj ects, 
tl.1.e latter objects will be in thermal equilibrium when placed 
in "contact" with one another. (\\'e could always, if vIe 
Wished, arrange for this experiment to be carried out subject 
to certain precautions wnich approxlnfl.te to the use of a.dia-
betic enclosures and diBthernio walls required by the strict 
theory. ) On the basis of this kind of experimental result, 
one aoquires confidence in the gener8.1 validi ty of the law 
under eppropriBte condi tiQns, end finelly gi vee 1 t the ete.tuB 
of P. fundamentpl lew. One does not CAst doubt on that 
stetus when, in dealing with the kind of situetion di~cussed 
by Redlich, one sugpests thpt the ~pperent Violation of the 
lew is probebly to bp attri~uted to a fel1ure to satisfy the 
conditions una.er T;Thich the lew can bp expected to hold. 
It is nei ther u nusue.l nor u nrea. sone ble for a phy 81 cal IS.vl to 
be used in this WBy_ When beta-decay of nuclei ,,,a s firs t 
studied experiment~lly, the phenomenon appeared to violate 
/the ••••• 
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the Laws of Conservation of Energy B.nd l\ngule.r Momentum. 
Some physicists, reluctE'nt to believe that such' a ·vlois.tlon 
hed really taken place, suggested that the miss~ng energy 
and angule.r rr.omentum were oarried away by an undetected 
particle, the neutrino. 'J:helr stand in the ma tter we 8 
vindicated many years later by the detection of the neutrino 
by Reines end Cowan (1956). To the best of our knowledge, 
the 1 nsi stence of physicists on adhering to· ... th~Fle .·,Jr.:r~Gr­
vB.tioD lB'T,vs was not vle~1ed by them or others 8S a degradation 
of the status of these laws to "rule.s o~ o rd,er,ft • In ,our 
vievl}l the a ttl tude one adopts towerds the Zerot~\, 18"iJ ~ n tl:~e 
enelyeis of Redlich's exemples 1s essentially the same as 
that adopted by Paull, Fermi Bnd many others towards oonser-
vetlon~ of energy end rno~entum in respect of beta-decpy. 
It is not'that these laws "cen never be found to be invalid", 
but that previous experience suggests that their range is 
very wide, to say the least. 'l'herefore in- 8i tuetions in 
rlhich they s.:ppeer to be violated, it is natuI'al first to try 
to trece the supposed vloletion beck to some hitherto unsus-
pee ted factor. 
Redlioh's remark that the Zeroth Law "is not e necessary 
condition for the definition of temper8ture" is obviously 
true. Illhere is nothing to prevent ·one from introducing and 
defining temper8ture bpfore introducing the Zeroth Law if 
one so llishes. The coneept or therma.l equilibrium cen be 
introduced end temper~turf' defined immedla tely efterv1ards 
wi th respect to the therTi1Bl equilibrium of a single pair of 
systems. This cpn be done whether temperature 1s treated 
as 8 funda.mentel concept or wh!?ther it 1s treated e.e "de-
rived", as it is in a formulation of thermodynpm1cs in which 
entropy is treated 8S fundamental end tempereture is derived 
from it. But the concept of temperature oan only be regar-
ded a s useful wi thin the context of a theory in which the 
"Zeroth. " ••• 
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Zeroth Law can be assumed to have wide validity. Hence a 
·tree·tment of temperat'ure in ;'1h1eh tne Zeroth Law 1s stete.d 
before temperature 1s introduced cannot seriously be said 
to be in error. 
We oonolude that Redlich does not Bppeer to have sub-
cte.ntiated his olaim thAt the Zeroth Law 1s "no lew". 
Oertainly there 1 s noth1~':,; in what he he s to say which may 
b~ t&l<~n a~' in ~i:y W,JY InvBll datlnp: what wt=' have oS.lled the 
''-. 
ttorthodox" view of temperature a.nd the Zeroth L~w, dnd ele-· 
mentary teachers need not feel in eny WRY u.neB9Y about the 
oo\'r~etne.ss of .:9 treatm.ent of temperature based on this view. 
tl'he though tful teacher may well ~londeI' whether the 
Zeroth La1-1 cannot be ~el~i ved from the other l~~'T~lS of thermo-
dynamic;. 8. It turns out that it can - provided that a suit-
able additional assumption.is made. Turner (1961, 1962) 
has produced a proof of the Zeroth Law based on the First 
and Second Lews of 'l'nermodynemlcs and on a It~enernl assump-
t.1on ooncerning thermal equilibrium" to the effect that 
"thermal equilibrium will result if any numb~r of ibod1es are 
"'f 
allowed to interact by any arbitrary set of thermal oontaots. If 
HetsopoulouB and. Keenan (1965) prove the Zeroth Lew from the 
Second Law and t1mp11citly) the First Law, and also the Gibbs 
principle of generalized inertia, a simplified statement of 
which is, in these authors' words, "thet e sudden discontin-
uous a1 teretion from a fin1 te rate of eha ng~ to B. zero rate 
.. 
of ohange cannot occur ~I:ithout finite altere.tion in the 
, circumstfl nees 1 ". They remark that "E:tl1 attempts 80 far 
to prove the zeroth lew from the seoond law elone have failed", 
and point out that the lew apPlies only to systems whose en-
tropies have continuous derlvetives with respect to their 
energies end that it may fail for other systems. TheBe 
proofs of the Zeroth Law are sophisticated and there 1s no 
possibility of their being used in an elementary treatment 
lot .. .••• 
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of the subj ect. For such a purpose 1 t ~s .. sensible to 
trea t the Zeroth .Law B s an i ndependen,~", ·func1ame'nte 1 law. 
3.11.5 . A suggested introduction to temperature - StagesTwo 
and Tnre~ Illhe forpgoing consti tu tee Stage One of thF' pro-
posed introductory treatment of tempere,ture. It hae, as 
T,le see 1 t, the following p.dv~.ntages:-
(1) It places prop~r emph~si9 on the role of thermal 
equilibrium; 
(1i) 1 t arrives et a definition of temperature which is 
entirely divorced from any antbropomorphic aS8ociat\ons 
(after S.ll, the J.·~.lp11 r':'99 been lrnplicl tly using t.i:le defini-
tion tltemp€;Z'2ture 1~ hotness measured on some definite scale" 
for some time previously; he should now be ripe for some-
thing better); it thus helps to point the way towards a 
satisfactory answer to the question posed at the beginning, 
viz. u~Jhat does the physicist mean by tempe!ature? 11 
In Sta.ge Two, the problem of the mee surement of temper-
a ture ae.n be teken uP. Here one can begin by referring 
, "'f 
egein to the mercury-in-gless thermometer in the beaker of 
we ter. In the process of B.ttainment of thermel equillbl"ium, 
thp- length of the mercury thread increases at first, then 
becomes stee,dy at a npw value; i ts becomi ng steady shows 
the t therma.l equi Ii bri urn ha s bee n a tt~.i ned. I f the ther-
mometer ~Tere pIeced in another beaker of water, the length 
.. 
of the mercury thre~d ',Tould have a different value ,-,hen 
thermal equilibrium W8R reached. We conclude from the de-
f~nition of tempereture that the two beakers of water must 
be at different temperatures; and we see that the length of 
the mercury thread Cen be taken as an indicator of those 
temperatures - or rather, it is an indication of the temper-
a ture of the thermometer itself, which Is the same a s the t 
of e1 ther beak e1" of we tel" ~,hen thermal equill brium ha s been 
a ttai ned. 'lihis introduces the idea of e thermometric 
/property ••.. " 
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property whose value is to be used to speolfy tempers.ture. 
Then the remaining step~ required 'for the estebllshment of 
B temperature scale should b~ outlined,viz. the definition 
of ~hanges in tempprature B8 bAing proportion81 to the chan-
ges in the value of the thermometric property, and the choice 
of a fixed point or fixed points to which arbitrary values 
~~r the temperature would bp assigned.. This last point 
reises a practical matter of some ImportAnQ6 to th~ t~~~rter~ 
I n the comment S ElC comr;any! np; the li!e"W' Cvmmor~ Bddic Phystctal 
SCienoe Syllabus (1965) he 1s advised as :follows: QIlJl.~he 
Celsius gas scale 1s defined 1n terms of the tllip\~ point 
and this fact must be accepted. It is suggested that the 
Oli ' b b °O_-K e s us sca.J..{i e 1 ni,;::'oduced y t 
- 273.15 
It should thence explained that standardising laboratories 
have meas~red toe ice and steam points on this scale and 
found them to be O.OOoC and 100.000 0 respeotively. ~ 
We would suggest instead tnat the introduction of the Cel-
sius . sea.le by thi 8 means is nei ther desirable nor necessary 
at junior secondary school level. (We leave astde the 
.,., 
question of 1rlhat is meant by the eels"ius gas scale.) 
-
At this stage, the pupil cDuld be given no sptisfectory 
e.ccount of TfThere the m~gic number 273. 16K as thE' tempera-
ture of the triple point co~es from. Also, he could have 
no idea yet of now a tempers.tul"'S like, eey, 5X could 
possibly be me~sured. lp feet, he is not yet ripe for a 
consideration of whethE'r such temperatures have operational 
meenlng and~ it would seem pede.gogically unwise to thrust 
this upon him prematurely. Everyone knows that the Oelsius 
scale tempers.ture is now officie.lly defined by tOO;: K -273.15 ; 
but everyone 8.1so kno1>!s that for.@.11 precticel purposes in 
the school laboratory (and indeed in many other laboratories) 
the Celsius sce.le is identicB.l ~llth a temperature scale 
/establlshed .•.•• 
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established by using the ioe Bnd st.eem points a,s fixed 
points and d1 vid1 ng the temperature interval bet,.,reen them 
into 100 degree s. The teacher would therefore scarcely be 
pr8ctising wanton deceit if he introduced the idea of the 
CelsiUS scale with the aid of the ice and steam points; and 
he could always salve his conscience by wB.ving a t·wB,rning 
fle.g n '1n the shape of a statement thet this i~ no'c how the 
Celsius scale is offi~J~al>i -:'eflnea. nowaday's, and that 
pupils will hav~ the eorre'ot de:flni tion explained to them 
Th\e transitIon from two :fixed pOints to one 
fixed point 1s not 11k~)y to caUf ... e se:;.'-! QUS d1str.ess when the 
occasion arises. The most important pc~~t8 for pupils to 
appreCiate about a fixed point are the necessity for it and 
the arb1trariness of the choice of value to be aSSigned to 
its temperature. 
I 
! In Stage Thre~ of this introductory treatment of tem-
perature, the point should'be made thet one could construct 
8 Variety of different Celsius thermometers based on differ-
ent thermometric properti~s, according to the prinCiples ~ 
previously outlined. Following on the heels of this, it 
should be stressed that it must not be expeoted thet these 
different thermomet~r8 would agree with one anoth~r ~xcept 
at the fixed paints. NO tre~tment of temperature Can be 
oons1dered adequate if it does not make this extremely im-
porte nt point. 'l'he questio.n should bp. put to pupils: 
"Which thermometer is right?", and it is essential to con-
vince them that tne correct answer to this question is 
"Whichever one we choose as standard". l1 n i te otherwi se 
rather brief consideration of the introduction of tempera-
(II) 
ture, the Nuffield GUide/does bring this point out strongly: 
".nek whether one Ca n be sure these different types of ther-
mometer will agree with one another. Warn pupils that we 
oannot expect that, but must chQoseone standard type. ") 
/3. 11. 6 .•••• 
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3. 11.6 The "advantages" of mercury - in - glass thermometric 
s081es-
In tradi tione.l treatments of temperature, the 
above kind of discussion of thermometric scales did not appear. 
Instead, oonsideration ~ga8 given to the comparison of the ad-
vantages a.nd disadvantages of meroury-in-glass and alcohol-
in-glass thermomet~reo -this type of c..ompe.rison was open to 
~~r!·..)~~s crit.lc-:"sl1'J on e. mmber of counts. .,:rhus B.mong other 
things it TIres eaid. tha.t '·Slnce mercury freezes at -39°0, i't 
is not good for extremely cold weather, while alcohol does 
not fre~ze tP\tll the temperature is -11700. On the other 
hand, alcohol b(;~ In at 78°0. Thus for determining the 
temperature of stearn, you '\~ould use mercury, which has a 
n boiling point of 3570 0. . (The aotual quotation comee from 
Stollberg and Hill (1965),obut similar statements oan be 
found in a great rnBny school textbooks, inoluding many pub-
lished in South Africa. ) These statements are true, of 
course; but one must question the wisdom of making them at 
thi 8 stage. To a pupil to whom the need tor the' choice .pf 
a eta.ndard thermometer has not been explained. or even hinted 
at, what exactly does it meB.n that ltalcohol freezes at 
If he i a lucky, he will have been shown hO't1f to 
calibrate a mercury thermometer. He has been told that 
mercury freezes at -39°0 and that alcohol boila at 78°0. 
HOW, then, is he to rega.rd the statement concerning the 
freezing point of alcohol 8S verifiable? One cannot set 
up B.n ualcohol-in-glass" temperature scale by the method of 
two fixed pOints, so that there is no alcohol-in-glBss scale 
to extrapolate into the region -390 to -11700. Nor can the 
aloohol-in-glass thermometer be caliorated against the rner-
cury thermometer in tnis region, for obvious reasons. 
Since the pupil knows nothing of the choice of standard scales 
lot . ...• 
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of temperature or their range of applicabili ty the bs.ld 
statement that "mercury free7es·e.t -117°0" is'at best· 
meaningless for him. 
An Uadvantage" of mercury usually referred to in this 
connection is that "mercury has very uniform expansion, 
giving equal lengths of scale for equal temperature inter-
vals" I in contrast wi th aloohol which I1does not e::"!:!And quite 
~Oompare also the 
follol'11ng} in e. te:~,,::""t;.ok pl,,\bl!shed in South Africa as recent-
ly as 1965: nKwik ~sit reelms:tlg ui t by verhi tting en krimp 
reelmatig in by afkoellngD t'Mercury expands uniformly wi th 
heating and contracts uniformly lJ"i th cooling) (Prlnsloo, 
He. ttingh and Koen 1965),,). Of course, the teDoher knows 
very well what these statements mean. 'l'he "temperature 
intervals" referred to in the, quotation from Tyler are tem-
perature intervals of tne standard ideal gas or thermodyna-
I 
mlc scale of temperature, end it is in terms of this scale 
that the expansion of mercury turns out to be uniform and 
that of alcohol not. But what Can the pupil understand at 
"'f 
this stage by the assertion that "mercury has very uniform 
expe.nsion tl ? Tne only temp~rature scale he knows is based 
on the expansion of mercury, so thp.t for him "mercury he.s 
uniform expansion" is either meaningless (cf. ~ogerst9 forth-
right and amusing discussion of this point (1960», or it 
implies that temperature, besides being a reading on a ther-
mometer, as he has thus far been led to believe, is also a 
mysterious, ill-defined entity which can take on quantitative 
meaning without reference to a thermometer or to any theory 
with wh1ch he is aoquainted Be yet. Thus oan arise the kind 
of confusion about the nature of temperature which Can t~~e 
years to eradioate. 
It is true that confusion of this kind was prevalent 
·even among eminent scientists until well into the nineteenth 
/century. 
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uentury. As Maoh remarks, "Until contemporAry t~l'lles ••• 
workers in thi s field seem more or' less ull'llcons61ou"sly' to 
have sought for a natur~l measure of temperature, a real 
temperature, a kind of Platonic Idea of temperature, of 
whioh the temperature read from thermometers is only an in-
complete and imperfect expression" (Maoh 1896, quoted in 
:1119 1966). He gives a number of quot~tions to illustrate 
this polnt, e.g. Lambert: 1I0ne hesi ta tes as to whethp-X" i;he 
.... 
actual degrees oX' hea tar€' really proport.tc; ..al. to the degrees 
of expanslon ft, and, Dutton: "Mercury ••• seems to approach 
more nearly to a uniform expansion". But present-fu:\y 
teaohers are no more bound to perpetuate these erroneous 
ideas in thel.r treat~~~nt of tempera.ture tha.n they are to 
teach the caloric theory of heat without correction. 
We oannot deny that the pupil is to some extent conditioned 
towards a nPlatonic Idea of temperature" by virtue of his 
experience since early in his schooldays of 'reading some-
thing'called "the temperature" on thermometers. Eut again 
there is no good reason why 8 teacher should tacitly accept 
this state of affairs instead of seeking to improve on it. 
In view of the oonfusion whioh can arise, it is best 
to omit all reference to mercury l s uniformity of expansion 
and alcohol's lack of it in any introduotory treatment of 
""f, 
tempera ture. Later it would be sensible to point out ths.t 
there 1s , in fact, good a~reement between the thermodynamio 
.. 
and the mercury-tn-glass scales over the range of validity 
of the latter, and that this agreement is an entirely for-
tu~tous consequence of the properties of mercury. 
There is really no good reason why one should spend time 
in class 1n discussing the advantag~8 and disadvantages of 
mercury and alcohol as substances for use in thermometers. 
Omission of such a discussion will mean the loss of lists 
lof •• ••• 
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of points which could conveniently be memorized for exami-
. nation purpose~, but 1n these days when even examiners s~em 
to be convinced of the need for examination reform, this 
loss is not too serious. 
3.11.7 Conclusion 
There would be no need to take this treatment of 
temper~ture any fU~~~dr for the moment. It has established 
'!,.h.~ fundamental concept of thermal equl1i "cr-::'um and. 1 ts 
association with temperature, and 1 t has established the 
ftu'ldamental principles of t1:"),'e measurement of tempers.ture. 
It has introdu.J.~d the mercury-in-glass the~"'mometer, the scale 
of whioh can ser,,"e & € a perfectly sa t·;, ~facto~r temporary 
standard for temperature measurement for any work to be done 
.-
1n the laboratory at this stage. It he.s not sought to 
build any link between temperature and the molecular model 
of matter; we believe we have just1f1ed th1s adequately in 
our introductory remarks in this section. Some mig.~t oom-
plain that if temperature is to be dealt with in this way, 
one has to begin it BS a oompletely fresh topio; at lea~t 
on the "tempera ture-B.s-average-kinetio-energy-of ... moleoules II 
approaoh the introduotion of temperature follows smoothly on 
what has gone before. We do not believe this to be a serious 
objeotion; one might like to think of physiCS as Ii "unified" 
subjeot, but there are situations in which it might well be 
.. 
disadvantageous to try to stress this unity too early. But 
even if this is oonoeded to be a genuine drawback, we believe 
that the advantages of th~ above treatment still recommend 
it above some of th~ more popular ones. 
3.12 Other topics connected with "heat" 
3.12.1 Thermal expansion of solids and liquids 
It has long been traditional practice to include 
quantitative treatment of this topic in sohool syllabuses in 
/pure ••••• 
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pure physios. It was not included in the new South Afrioan 
'Common Basio Sy.llabuses In Physios and Phys10ai solence, "'but 
some examin1ng bodies have seen fit to add it to their own 
syllabuses for these Bubjects. One wonders why this has 
been done. The quantitative treatment of the thermal expan-
eion of solids and liquids oan lead nowhere in a school 
science course. The""'? eeems no point in determining the 
c<:e'f:'iclen'Gs of linear and cubical expansion of various sub-
ete.nees, except to make the fa.r from profound pOints that 
(8) they are qui te small in the case of liquids and very 
sma.ll in the · .. ~lC3e of solids, a.na 
(b) they. are di:f.'f"er~nt for different mS.terlals. The seoond 
point at least can be established by means of d simple qua1i-
tative~experiment which oan be done in the primary school; 
indeed such experiments are" already included in the new 8y11a-
buses for general science in the primary school. AS for the 
first pOint, the data obtained from measurements of coeffi-
oients of thermal expansion cannot conveniently be utilized 
in the discussion of any theory of thermal expansion, since 
"f, 
a quantitative theo~y of thermal expansion goes far beyond 
the reach of any school syllabus. 
There seems to be an irresist1ble urge compelling both 
teachers and planners of syllabuses to try to explein the 
thermal expansion of solids and liquids in terms of the kin-
etic theory of matter. Qn the face of it, the explanation 
ie very simple. J\S the temperature goes up, the "molecules" 
acquire more energy; they vibrate more vigorously and so 
need more room in which to move. (In this and similar con-
texts, the word "molecule" must be understood to denote mole-
cules, atoms or ions, whichever may be approp~iate. 
Brornmert (1965) has suggested the use of the term "amion" 
as a collective name to embrace the terms atom, molecule 
and ion.) 
/While ••••• 
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While this explanation is true in its way, it is misleading 
in that it implies. that even if the intermolecular' potential 
energy curve were completely symmetrical about the equili-
brium molecular separation, thermal expansion would take 
plaoe. The truth is otherwise. Because the intermolecular 
potential energy ourve for neighbouring "molecules" ina 
j,,&ttlce ls, ln genera,l, asymmetric about the equilibrium 
separation, increeslng vibrationa.l energy gives ri:J"; 'r':; an 
increasing average separation betw'een mol'eoules (c:f. ltarren 
1965, Halliday and Resniok 1966). Thus thel'\mal expfl.nslon 
iB, microscopically speaking, a far more complex ~hen0~eno~1 
than might at first be supposed. The moral of the story is 
that teachers should restrain their urge to "explain" thermal 
expansion, and planners of school syllabuses should. cease to 
require that teachers should explain it. In fact, we would 
strongly suggest that thermal expansion of solids and liquids, 
exoept in so far as it may contribute usefully to the teach-
ing of temperature, should be left out of secondary sohool 
science syllabuses altogether. The qualitative facts of 
, "f 
thermal expansion and their practioal oonsequenoes can be 
taught in the primary school, when the annoying difficulty 
of explaining the phenomenon cannot arise. If pupils in 
the secondary sohool s.ak for an explanation of it, the a.nswer 
ca.n be given In much the usual terms, except that the teacher 
should wave his warning fl~g ooncerning the inadequacy of 
his explanation very vigorously indeed. Perhaps when he 
gets round le.ter to te.lklng about the she.pe of the inter-
molecular potential energy curve, he can tell his brighter 
pupils sometbing more sophisticated a.bout thermal expansion. 
But this is emphatioally not the kind of topic on which ex-
amination questions ought to be set. 
3.12.2 Heat and calorimetry 
Here we are onoe again on traditional ground - we 
/almost ••••• 
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almost said hallowed ground. For traditional oalorimetry, 
. . 
·despite the sn~ers to· which it has been subjected by the ~ 
spokesmen of new phys~cs courses of schools, still lives on 
in many places. For instance, the new syllabuses for 
general sCience in junior secondary schools in South africa 
still require determinations by the method of mixtures of 
the specific heats of soJl~9 and liquids, and of latent heats 
Can ~Te not disRense wi th this 
sort of thi ng? T~e celebrated "Nuffield" jibe (cf'. Lewis 
1965) about the amount of water transferred just oompensat-
int; for the cl.!I1ount of heat lost to the surroundings pOints 
up the ridiculo\~9ne9S of muoh that is done in the name of 
tradl tional calorimet.:r;y; e. g. the solemn abs-:.~rdi ty of weigh-
ing to~hundredths or even thousandths of a gram and then 
measuring temperature differences to two or at best three 
significant figures, and making only the most rudimentary 
attempts at correction for heat losses. The progressive 
teacher is understs.ndably impatient with those who would 
seek to preserve their allegianoe to these experlm~nts, and 
oannot really be blamed for wanting to d08way with this kind 
of calorimetry altogether. For his sake and that of elemen-
tsry teaching generally, we should study the question of what 
purpose is served by experiments on calorimetry and see if 
any short cuts are possible. 
From the pOint of vi~w of the elementary physiCS teacher, 
the most important purpose to be served by s.n introduction 
to calorimetry is the provision of a uni t of "heat", which is 
af Possible preliminary to a quantitative demonstration that 
"heat" is a form of energy. If it is agreed that such a 
demonstration is an essential part of an introductory physiCS 
cour9~L - ~pli we shs.ll prooeed here on thi s assumption - then 
hardly 
we oan' .' do wi thout tne calorie or the kilocalorie, at least 
to start wi th. From the point of view of chemistry, it is 
/important •.••• 
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important to know something about oalorimetry in view of 
the amount of attention bei ng paid to the rnes'surement' of 
"heat" in present-day teaching of chemistry. So some 
oalorimetry is necessary; it remains to be decided how much 
and in what form. 
There are various ways of introduoing tne idea of a unit 
of heat. A safe t though somewhe. t longwlnded if.pp:}oach is to 
ce.rry out 8. series of flho:,·t f'Xperitrlentg des-1gned to show 
that the amount of Ilhe'atrl (whatever "heat fl msy be) liberated 
or absorbed by a 'bo,dy or en amount of liquid 't'V'hen it changes 
temperature depends on ~ ts mass, the ~"8~ni tude of 1 ts change 
of tempera ture, and. the nature of its me':erlq,l. (This is 
the approach reoommended for junior secondary schools in the 
Orange~Free State.) Thus one oan heat up a pair of similar 
beakers contaInIng different amounts of water for the same 
I l~ngth of time and with similar burners, inter-changing the 
I 
burners half-~le.y through (cf~ Jardine 1964), and show that 
the sms,ller amount of water experiences the bigger rise in 
tempe re. tu re. Different me sses of metal hea,ted to the same 
high temperature oan be transferred to similar amounts of 
water in similer beakers, producing different tempereture 
rises. Similar masses of different metals can be trans-
ferred to similar p.mounts of water, producing differE>nt 
temperature rises; and finelly simllsr mBsses of the same 
metel can be heated to diffprent temper~tures a nd then tra.ns-
ferred to similar amounts of water, producing different tem-
pare, ture ri se s. 
It is question~ble whether this rather lengthy bUild-
Y-P, which ce.n at best only provide evidence tha.t heat libe-
rated or absorbed depends on the product (mass x temperature) 
for a given materiel, is worth the time and trouble spent 
on 1 t. In the Nuffield course this preliminary €xperimen-
'tat1on 1s reduced to one simple ~xper1ment, in which pupils 
/hea t ..... 
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heat 1 kilogram of water electrically 1n an aluminium sauce-
pan and measure the temperature rl·se. (The electric heater 
ls, as yet, a "black boX" in this context, but this does not 
matter here; a Bunsen flame would be at least as much a 
By way of justifying the method of measurement 
of heat~ the tea.cher is simply asked to "Explain that for 
~ver 150 years scientists have been me~suring heat given to 
water by multiplying the mass of water by ·the tempe--:'ature rl~~c" I 
and to suggest to his pupils that ~t if; ret=! ~on&ble that the 
amount of heat delivered t,o the '?mter should depend on how 
much '/'~Ta.terthere is 88 well as on the temperaturA ri: ... ~. This 
is surely adequate. Tastes ms.y dif:f'er about the Ifa.ppeal to 
s.uthor! ty" a:p'parentl~' implied by the reference to ~lhat ecien-
tists have been mes8ur1ng for over 150 years - some might 
prefer to stress that the choice of urnass x tempera.ture rise" 
as a measure of heat delivered to water is in the nature of 
8 plausible guess to be justified or otherwlse by the consis-
tency of measurements based upon it - but few could rea.son-
ably contest that this kind of experiment 1s a neat and effec-
tive way of starting off a trea.tment of heat. And a repeat 
of thi s experiment wi th a different mass of water (SB.Y 0.5 kg) 
in the saucepan could achieve several things: If th~ heating 
were carried out for the same period as before, it would show 
that the temperature rise was greater in this instance. 
This would lend support t9 the idea. tha thea t deli vered~ was 
proportional to mass times tempera.ture rise I s.l though the new 
value of this product wonld not be exactly the same as the 
earli er one. attention could be drawn to the fa.ct that no 
allowance has been made for the container of the water, or 
for possible 108S of heat from water and container to the 
surroundings. It would not be worth the trouble to attempt 
to correct for these factors in an experiment like thiS, but 
pupils should be aware of them and reali2e that they would 
/hs.ve ••••• 
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have to be taken into account in acourate work on the 
. measurement of·heat. 
Ei ther at thi s stage or s.fter the introdu ctory experl-. 
ment, the calorie and kilocalorie can be introduced as 
( temporary) units of heet. Penhaps it 1 s worth mentioning 
to pupils thpt there is no reason to suppose that exactly 
the same amount of hp.~t 18 needed to raise the temperature 
("/~ ~ given mas~ of wate:r from, sS.y, 90 0e to 910 e as 1s needed 
to raise it from 200 C to 210C. The point 1s not one of any 
practica.1 :1 mporte nce for any experiment that might be done 
in tne s~hool laboratory, but it would be just 8S well for 
pupils to receive Eln early lntime.tion. of the fact that spe-
cific hes.t is not necessarily independent of tempereture. 
So far we have not said anything about ~ problem whioh 
seems to bulk large in the ·minds of most teachers, namely 
the need to make clear the difference between hea t a.nd tem-' 
perature. It seems to us that this problem need not be a 
serious one if these ooncepts are approaohed in the manner 
suggested in these pages. Aocording to this appro~ch, 1iem-
perature is introduced by WB.y of the concept of thermal 
equilibrium whlch,be it noted, is lJ.Q! defined with reference. 
to heat. Heat, on thp othe~ hend, is introduced as "Borne-
thi ng which 1'7e gi Vp to a body to l.-.a(s)ile i ts ternp~rFl ture 11 or 
"something which ~ body giv?s up "..,hen i t8 telTlperature drops"; 
simple experimentA of th~ kind described above show that 
when the same amount of he~t is supplied to different masses 
of the same substance, different rises in temperature are 
produced .. It is only when there is too much talk of ,thea t" 
in introducing temperature that the problem need become 
aoute. lncidentally, the practice of attempting at an early 
sta€?e to uexplain" temperature in terms of average mOlecular 
kinetic energy 1s not, we think, likely to lead to a clari-
fication of the difference between temperature and heat. 
One method used to 11 nk tempera ture and average ki netio 
/energy .•••• 
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energy of the molecules is to do a simple experiment on the 
increase of g8seo~8 pressure with tempers.ture at c'onstant 
volume, end then to argue thAt in terms of thp. molecular 
explanation of pressure, the experiment shows that increased 
temperature is acco~panied by increased molecular kinetic 
energy. This is tru~ enough; but experiment and 8rgument 
\Setnnot by themselves olearly establish that "temperature II 
is associe.ted wi th averap:e molecular kinetic energj l-;{': 1.e 
"heat" is associated with totpl molecular energy. This 
kind of clarirication can only come when a ~uantit8tive 
attempt has been made to link pressure wi th ave:i."\~ge k.l netio 
energy; and at that stage it is probably better to replace 
"hes.t If wi th ttinterns..!. energy" anyway, 
~he concept of specific heat or "specific heet cs.pacity", 
as it is now officially called, is needed in an introductory 
physios course, even if only to make sense of the measur~ents 
. by . which one seeks to sho"T that "heat" is a form of energy.. 
~reditionally, specific heats would b~ determined by the 
method of mixtures in the ~lementary physics laboratory, ~but 
it is extremely desirable to get away from such a messy and 
clumsy method. A sensible procedure would be to try to 
adapt the principle of modern methons of measurem~nt of 
specific heat to thp school lebor8tor~ This hss b~en done 
·in the Nuffield course by the inclusion of an experiment in 
which a block of aluminium is electrically heated for a cer-
tain length of time and its rise of temperature messured. 
This experiment rests on the assumption th~t the electrio 
heater supplies the same amount of heat in the same period 
of time to 1'mete'7er it heets; thus if 1 t has been established 
in a previous experiment in which 1 kg of water was hea.ted 
for 5 minutes that, say 5 X 103 calories were supplied by 
the heater, it is now 8S8umed that tne heater will supply 
5 x 103 calories to the block of aluminium if it heats it 
lfor •.• '" • 
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for 5 minutes. The Nuffield Guide/refers to this Bssump-
tion as "a large unsupported as'eumption, whioh we should 
offer in an apologetio tone" and "the weak point of the 
whole experiment!' Perhaps so; but it must not be thought 
on this account that this assumption makes the experiment 
inferior in principle to a "method of mixtures" experiment. 
In using the "method of mixtures", it l.s necessarr ~o . make 
a corresponding r'heat oons'jr-i~~t1on'~ aBe~':"fll>t.1on, namely that 
in the Etbsenee of neat; Ios'ses to or gains from the surround-
lngs, the heat lost by the components of the mixture that 
cool dow'n is equal to t:~1e hest g,<:-.. 1.neo. l)jI the components that 
heat up~ 
In this Nuffield experiment, the block of aluminium has 
holes Arilled in it to take the thermometer and the heater, 
and oil is put into the holes to provide good thermal contact. 
T*e result of the experiment is of course that the same 
I 
amount of heat produoes a bigger rise' in temperature in the 
block of aluminium than in the same mass of water. This is 
now explained by saying that the amount of heat needed to 
heat 1 g (or 1 kg) of aluminium through 1 Celsius degree is 
les8 than 1 cal (or 1 keal) - and 80 the idea of the specific 
heat of a substs.nce can be introduced. The fact that the 
experiment in question cannot yield up an "accurate" value 
for the specific heat of aluminium is of no consequence here; 
1 t has helped to introduC:,e "specific heat tI s.nd shown hOYT, in 
principle, it can be measured, and that is enough. There 
1s really no need to elaborate the concept of specific heat 
any further in school physiCS; certeinly there is no point 
in having pupila spend time on rneasurinp Rpeciflc heats of 
various substances. "Thermal cspaci tyll is B. concept of 
marginal usefulness at this stage and could perhaps be intro-
duced; if it is,. no advantage would be ga.ined by introduCing 
. "wa ter eq u1 valent If a 9 well. Those 8.spects of spe cific hee t 
land ••••• 
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and thermal capaoity whioh make the,concept of partioular 
interest to physioists, viz. the comparison bet1veen pre-
dicted and observed values of molar thermal capaoity, go 
beyond what can conveniently be oovered in a sohool oourse. 
Finally w'e oome to "latent heat" (or "specific latent 
It 1s undoubtedly important for a pupil to know 
about the existence of this quantity, for thl~ ~s something 
that he will be able try e·~~lf.J.n in terms of'· the kinetic p1c-
ture 'Of rna tter. But the existence of "latent heat" can be 
shown qui te simply by 'means of' the well-k nown "cooll ng-
curve-of-n.::tphthalene (O~ .. pBr8.~fin-1.g'ax~; :"experiment, and by 
the fact thet when water boils its tempe:r\~tt1.~e stays constant .. 
Whether the pupil should have to carry out the usual deter-
minations of the latent heats of fusion of ice and evaporation 
of water is debatable, to say the least. Perhaps it can be 
i 
a~gued that these experiments show that (i) heat absorbed or 
given up in a cnange of state is proportional to the mass of 
the substance changing state (ii) the latent heat of vapori-
aation of water is much bigger than the latent heat of fusion 
"f 
of ice. Point (1), which "commonsense ll might lead one to 
expect, is "shown" by the fact that different pupils using 
different masses of water or ice obtain much the same values 
for the la.tent hee t :1 n cB,l/g. But the very definition of 
a latent heat is built upon this essumption, the quantity is 
of course defined before ~t is measured, end it 8e8ms to be 
common practice among teAchers and textbook writers to take 
this point for granted anYWRY. As for point (ii), if it is 
really desired to demonstrate this experimentally, this can 
a.lw8ys be done in an approxtma.te fashien by she,,,ing that 1 t 
takes longer using the same (electrical) heating supply to 
boil away a given m~S8 of water than to melt the same mass 
of ioe. 
II t. " ... 
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It is of course possible to ta~e the view ~hat as the 
calorie and kilocalorie are not accepted SI units of heat, 
one ought to try to dispense with them altogether. We do 
not think it is essential to go 8S far as this: one oan 
introduce these units along the lines suggested above, and 
then abandon them after the relationship bptween heet and 
work has been studied experimentally. If it ~~ deoided to 
do wi thout the calorie 131 t{',@'~:."~her, 'then t~n~ following teach-
lng sequence is l"e!jommendea:-
(1) Establish expprimentelJ.y by one of the methods outlined 
above that heat deliver ... :1 is pro!->.)rtio,'.;ql to mass times tem-
perature rise for a given material. 
(li) Carry out an experiment to show quantitatively that 
"heat", 1s a :form of energy. Spurgin (1969) suggests measur-
lng the specific heat oapacity of a copper block by heating 
I It!wlth a friction band. He says nIf this can be done by a 
variety of pieces of appers.tus, it will be lllustratlng the 
essence of JOUle's work, that a certain amount of mechanical 
energy will al~Tays produce the sa.rne amount of heat, in t~rms 
of e. certeln rise of tempertl.ture for a certein amount of a. 
particular material. This will appear frOM these experl-
ments in tne constancy of the specific heet oapacity obtained, 
irrespective of the method used. " We would prefer that at 
this stage the result should be expressed in the form "the 
work done in joules divided by the product of the mASS and 
the temperature ri se 1s a constant. If 
(ill) On the basls of tho result established in (li), suggest 
that it 1s legltimate to use the joule as a unit of heat, 
B.nd introduce the concept of specific hea t capac! ty wi th the 
unit Joule per kl10gramme degree Celsius (the joule per kilo-
gramme kelvin can be kept for use later). 
(1v) Measure the specific hes.t capacl ty of water In J kg-1 
°O~l by th d f ill 1 t e metno 0 m xtures, ~s ng a copper os or me er 
and the result obts.ined In (111) and (lv) (cf. Spurgin, op. 
cl t. ) 
I (v) ••••• 
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(v) If necessary, measure other 8pe~ific heat capacities and 
specific le.tent heats using whatever method is deAired~ 
To proceed in this way would require a revision of ex-
isting South ~frican syllabuses. Those concerned with the 
drafting of these 8yllabuses ought certainly to consider 
such a rev! sion. Obviously if they do decide to implement 
it they must arrange th~ new syllabus in such P W&f that 
pupils are prepared for tt;s ~pproaoh tc nheat" by being given 
9 n adequ8"t€ u.nders~cendlng of the ?TleaSUreT'1pnt of ~. 
tj,'his oa.n be done wi thin thp general structure of the existing 
junior secondary school qyl~~tus~ 
3.12.3 The transport of heet 
This topic, tree.ted quali ta ti vely, we s once a 
favourite in secondary school physical scienoe syllabuses in 
South Afri ca. It seems now to have disappeared from the 
I 
senior second8ry school, but is still likely to turn up in 
the junior secondary school or even in the primary school. 
We feel that there is really no case for including a quanti-
"'f 
tative treatment of heet transfer in a syllabus which goes 
up to O-level or its equivalent or a year beyond. Inclu-
eion of quantitative thermal conductivity would achieve 
little purpose beyond making it possible for careless exami-
ners and teachers to set problems of the kind 80 savagely 
pilloried by Warren (l~65). .HS for radiation, there would 
be no hope of being able to present e deriv~tion of, say, 
Stefan's law or Planck's lew in such ~ school course, and it 
would be a pity simply to h~nd these results out to pupils. 
(There Is, of course, no hope of being able to derive them 
experimentally either.) 
Pupils should certeinly be aware in a general way of 
the three modes of heat tre.nsfer. We feel that there 1s 
~o need to spend much time on this. Easy experiments to 
. 
show some of the features of conduction and convention can 
/be. " ... 
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be done in the primary school, which is surely the best 
ple.oe for them •. 'l'he Nuffield course allots a fair amount 
of space to slIghtly more advanced experiments on heat tran~­
fer; these would be most useful should any teacher find that 
he can spere the time for them, but it seems better to treat 
this sort of thing B,S optional in the secondary school. 
If this topic ~ tr~dGed in the secondary school, some 
~zplp.natio~l of' th/e various modes of heat tTensfer ",111 be 
C8; lled :for. Convection presents no probl~ms in this re-
o:peot. ~'!1.th conduction a 1:1 ttle More cere needs to be 
..'I, typical tAxtbook explanstion is the following:-
"As een end va n 1 n MPtaalstae.f ~"erhi t word, 18 die B.nder end 
oak spoedig 'Wsrm. Die mo1ekules ~1S.t verwarl11 ;V'ord, ossileer 
met grater en grater amplitudes. Deur botslngs met buur-
molekules word kinetiese energie oorgedra en h1erdie mole-
kules begin oak hewiger oss11eer." (~~en one end of a metal 
rod 1s heated, the other end soon gets warm. The molecules 
that are heated oscillate with larger and larger ampl1tudes. 
Kinetic energy is transferred through collisions with ne~gh­
bour1ng molecules, end these molecules also begin to osc11-
late more vigorously) (Prinsloo et &1 1965). This explan-
stion can be faulted on two counts. First, it is misleading 
to talk of mole0ules being heated; "heat" and IJheeting" are 
essentially macroscopic concepts. Second, it 1s incorrect 
to say tha.t kinetic ener~y is tr8nsferred through collisions 
with neighbouring molecules. 
". 
In met~ls (and the Above 
account does speak of ~ metal rod), the "molecules" play 
8 negligible part in thermal conduction. In non-mpts.l 
solids and liquids, this conduction takes plece by a process 
that cen be described 8.S a kind of 1-la.ve motion (very high 
frequency acoustic weves, in fect) or, more precisely, ae 
"phonon transport". (Popular accounts cen be found in 
Sproull 1962, Warren 1965 e.nd Z1man 1967. ) 
lou t ..... 
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out of this difficulty is probably to use the account given 
II 
in the Nuffield Gut d;: tI'V'le descri be conductions s· some pro-
cess of handing heat on from one bit of stuff to the next, 
like a message being handed along a line of pupils from 
neighbour to neignbour". Use of the phrase 'tsorn~ process" 
avoids the problems of going into detail about the uprocess lf 
~c question, While the picture of a message being handed 
a.long a line of pupils could, wi t11 sam e effo.rt, be :,.··sf.p.::ded 
as an analogy wi th w~ve motion! 
Radiation needs even More C8re in description", Here 
are some statements about "radiant heat" from a ".!outil .Hfri~an 
textbook !Gordon and Neser, no date): "Radiant heat, light, 
X-rays, etc., are all fundamenta.lly the same; they di ffer 
only in their wavelengths ..... Radia.nt heat is only one form 
of the radiant energy which the sun emits, and differs from 
light in the.t 1 ts wavelength is longer, and that it exerts 
a hea ting effect on the skin, instead of stimulating the 
opt1c nerve ...... another name for heat waves is infra-red 
rays •.• Both light and heet 'TNa.ves, when absorbed by bodies on 
which they fe.ll, are converted into heat energy. Hest waves 
possess the gree.ter heating effect; light waves produce also 
the sensation of vision by tneir chemical effect on the retina 
of the eye ll • It ,.nll be evident:; thet tbese statements be-
trey a. fundamental confusion about the nBture of I1 r ad1ant 
heat"; thet is, the auth9rs 'believe thpt whp.t thp.y 8re 
pleased to call "heat weves" have the gre8ter heeting effect. 
II 
As the Nuffield Guide/pucR it; ",All the ordinary incandes-
cent sources we know, including t~e sun, pmit infra-red radi-
e. tion in a much -more pO~Terful stres.m than vi 8i ble light. 
The reason why a thermopile or thermistor exploring through 
the spectrum 1s heated 80 much more in the infra-red is not 
that infra-red consists of "heat radiation" but simply be-
cause there is more of it!" 
/1 t ..••• 
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It is clear that if teachers a~e to explain the nature 
of so-called "re.die nt hee t" correctly, there are certs'in 
points that they will simply have to make: 
(1) that it is wrong to distinguish bet'\V'een "heat rs.dlation'· 
Bnd other kinds of electromagnetic radiation, since all 
electromagnetic re.diation will produce helSlting of a surface 
which absorbs it; 
(il) that radiation can O!4~Y ~l.C'oduee IJh(;at'~f ~T"'en it 1s ab-
sorbed. In rec:om'rnending tl1is approach, the Nuffield Guide 
refers to it half-epolog~tically as "do~m~tic". But the 
were all dogmatic-and wrong; a little do?:~e 1n this con-
nection will not come amiss if it 1s right. 
Lf the teacher is concerned about avoiding confusion 
on the part of pupils on the subject of radiant heat, then 
j 
hel will have to exercise care in his interpretation of some 
I 
of the traditional experiments and demonstrations used to 
illustrate this topic. Take the experiments that ere used 
to show that IJ r adiant heat" can be reflected andtocused"! 
like light. What these experiments show is that infra-~ed 
ra.dlation can be reflected end focused like light; as we 
have seen, 1 t 'is spriouAly in error to identify "rfldiant 
beat" Vorl th infra-red rfldietion alone. Thus in intprpreting 
these experiments the teecher should make cleer that they 
ShON' thet the.t pert of the radiation from the source which 
does not excite our sensation of vision but lihieb is never-
theless capable of being absorbed by our skin end so felt as 
heat, is in certain respect8 similar in its behaviour to 
vi 81 ble light. It is also iMportant to try to show in the 
course of these experiments on radiation that visible light 
oontributes 1 ts share to what we feel as "radiant heat". 
This is not easy, as powerful sources of radiation such as 
/eleott'ic ••••• 
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electric radie.tors pump out most of their energy in the 
.. 
infra-red region. Again the Nuffield Guide comes to the 
teacher's ald in suggeRtlng an experiment in "i'mich a sheet 
of glass is used to cut out most of the infra-red radiation 
from an electric ·redletor, while of course still allowing 
the red light to get through. Here it 1s urged upon the 
pupil that because he ~an still ~ some radiation, the 
"-
f.~as~ cann0t hGve cut 1t ell out; end he 1s p.sked to move 
closer and closer to thp heater with the sheet of glass 
interposed betw'een 1 t and h1s cheek, which acts as detector, 
so ~:J.a t ~~e 'vI -: 1 feel e s 1'I1ell ~ 8 Bee th8t some radiation is 
still coming th7'~ug0 the glass. (The heater 1s mounted 
behind an asbestos sheet with a 1 Inch-diameteJ.~ hole in 1 t.). 
3.13 Atoms and molecules as the basis of matter: 
the kinetic theory of matter 
3.13.1 Elementary physiCS and the pe.rticle structure of 
matter 
In Section 2.3, W~ noted thet there is one sohool 
of thought which edvocateA thet the introduction to physiCS 
should be through a consideration of atoms, molecules and 
electrons, and thet there is a strong tendency in newly-
developed courses in school physiCS to stress the atomic 
nature of metter 88 early SR possible. We indicated our 
own lack of sympathy with a purely dogmatic introduction of 
atoms, molecules Blld electrons, but pointed out ths.t there 
were ways in '\~hich these ooncepts could be introduced wi th-
out requiring mere blind acceptance on the part of the pupil. 
Indeed, we feel it to be both realistic and sensible to foster 
an acquaintance with thesp concepts from an early stage in 
the pupil's study of SCience, provided that ample opportunity 
1s given him of considering evidence that points toward the 
reality of atoms, mol~cules and electrons. We might not go 
as far as the Nuffield course in treating atoms as IIfamiliar 
/things .•••• 
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things from the beginningH, but we would certainly think it 
desirable to let the'pupil do experiments end hear'arguments 
which suggest that matter might be made up of microscopio 
partioles. 
3.13.2 Experimental evidence in support of the particle 
model of matter 
In the rea.lm of physics, there are variou~ k~_j-1_::S 
'~. 
of experiment which ml~ht ~!.;e used :tn 8l!ppor'~ vI: the view 
that matter is mede up of microscopic partioles .. .'None of 
them l'Tould be' conolusive on its own; the interpretA'~1.l')n of 
the results as being suggestive of, say, the existence of 
atoms will invariably be found to rest on some or other, 
a8sumpt~on, whioh should be clearly stated. But the oumu-
lative effect of the study of a number of such experiments, 
the results of which are all consistent with the atomic view 
of matter, shOUld strengthen the validity of this view for 
the pupil. These categories of experiment are (i) dilu-
tion experiments; (ii) diffusion experiments; (ili) Brown-
"f 
ian motion; (iv) stu~v of crystals; (v) measurement of the 
thickness of a monomolecular layer; (vi) the study of radio-
active decay with the aid of en expansion cloud chamber. 
(As we are concerned for t~e moment with experiments suited 
to the Junior secondary school, we leave out of account more 
advanced experiments such as Millikan's oil drop experiment) • 
. 
(i) Eilution experiments (of Lewis 1964) Experiments of this 
type ShON that matter carl be spread out very thinlyII In a 
typical experiment, colouring material like fluorescin or 
purple dye could be dissolved in water Bnd the resulting 
solution could then be diluted more. and more, say by a factor 
of ten each time. The oolour would still be detectable even 
if the dilution ,,,ere very grea t; for example, a. concentration 
lor .. II • 1I 
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of 1 x 10-8 g of fluorescin per ml of water still gives 
B detectable uniform colour. It is clear thet the best 
thet this experiment cen do (and this is admitted by Lewis, 
for example) is to Sh0101 that .1! matter is made of tlul tima.te 
particles", ~ t~ere 1s a certain upper limit to the size 
of these particles. This might seem to be a possible 
'~tarting point for a consideration of the particulate nature 
of matter. .l:iO'T,oTeVer, it 1s report~d in the <Nuff.:'eJ.r'~ G'~lde (I) 
that teachers ~Tho 'ha.ve shown this sort of demonstration to 
their classes are Clalmost unanimoua Jt in recommending i tiS 
omission. The trouble appears to he that pupil~ ~re f~one 
to m1 sinterpret whe.t the teacher has sa.id and regard the de-
monstration as telling them "how small atoms are" or as 'pro-
vid.1ng evidence for the ecistence of atoms. It D1B.Y be that 
pupils in the lryear I" stage of Nuffield work would be more 
likely to be confused in this way than the somewhat older 
pupils in Standard Six or Seven in South Afrioan sohools. 
B~t perhaps we o~n accept the summing-up of the Nuffie1d 
Guide: "Now th~t we know so much about etoms, and can make 
"'f 
good measurements, the experiment is only of historioa1 
interest - unless we cen use it with very careful logic." 
(ii) Diffusion experiments There are rneny experimentB one 
cen do to show diffusion of gRRes, liquids and solids, and 
oertainly pupils snould see examples of all three during 
their years ~t school. L~wi8 (1964) recommends the follow-
Ing simple experiments for liquid and solid diffusion respec-
tlvely:-
To demonstrate diffusion in liquids, a tall vessel can 
be carefully filled ~.,i th three layers of liquid of roughly 
equal volumes, the bottom layer consisting of a strong sugar 
solution, the middle layer of concentrated copper sulphate 
solution and the top layer of distilled water. Slmul taneous 
u~~rd and downward diffusion of the copper sulphate will take 
!place. 
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Place. 
A hard-set g~latine (10% to 20% in water)' 1s 'suitable 
for demonstrating that solid-like substances (in the sense 
that they are 'not fluid) Cfln ShOll diffusion. A closed 
boiling tube having gela.tine in its lower half end potassium 
ohromate solution in th~ upper half Can be used to show the 
'!iffusion of gela.tine in any desired dir,ection. Lewis re-
oommends that three such boili ng tubes be mt;lde up :" ''10. ::1rOunted 
respectively upright, inverted and horizontal. A fourth 
tube, to be used as oontrol, should be completely rilled with 
gel.st1ne and mounted in any fashion. After a f~w hours 
diffuslon of the gela.tine in all directions should be apparent. 
Of the various ~xperiment8 to illustrate gaseous dif-
fuslon" the most spectacula.r is perhaps ths.t in whlch brom-
ine is allowed to diffuse first into B.ir and then into vacuum. 
Provided bromine "pigs", sui tably-shaped glass tubes B nd a 
rots.ry vacuum pump Bre available and provided the precB.utions 
appropriate for experiments involving bromine are observed, 
these experiments are easy to carry out end highly' rew'srding (Nuf-
field Guide IV) .. In the one case, the bromine diffuses 
slowly into the air; in the other J it appears to fill the 
vacuum instantaneously. 
To be of real use in interpretlnr the nRture of matter, 
these experiments on diffusion should be done when the pupils 
have some model for gaseotl.s behaviour in mind. In suggesting 
or supporting such a model, demonstrations of Brownian motion 
B.re invaluable. 
(ill) ~rownian motion There are a number of ways of demon-
strating Brow'nian motion. Smoke cells suitable for viewing 
under a microscope are obtainable domrneroially from various 
sources; these can be used to show the Brownian motion at 
the smoke particles as they come under irregular bombardment 
/rrom ..••. 
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from the molecules of the air. To show this motion with 
particles in suspension, one can use a pinhead-sized drop-
let of colloidal graphite in a few ml of distilled water; 
the disadvantage of this f1rrengernent is that it bes to be 
viewed under appreciably higher magnification than the smoke 
cell. Although Brownian motion may seem muoh more definite 
in its. implicetions than some of the oth,er demonst::~. tions 
Bnd experiments discus8ed j n ~'':lls s'8ctic'c, q,ne should re-
member that even i. G only acquires proper mea,ning in the con-
text of these other demoDstretions ana experiments. 
As Warren (1965) has po~nte~ vut$ .tJ •• v all that 8. qUBlits.tive 
study of [Brownian motion] Ce.n show is tJ1 et matter which 1s 
macroscopically at rest is microscopically in turbulent 
':rhe ttturbulent motion" becomes meaningful if we 
relate it to the diffusion of matter and to the fact that 
I li~uid films have a limiting thickness. 
I 
(1v) The thicknes8 of a monomolecular layer The importance 
that is nowadays attached to experiments in which the thick-
ness of a monomolecular layer of liquid is measured may be 
I "t 
gauged from the feet that the Nuffield Guide/devotes some 
eighteen pages to e discussion of the experiment, its baok-
'ground end its interprete.tion. 
the method is the following:-
The general princlple of 
.1\ drop of sui table liquid is allowed to form a layer 
on the surface of ~reter iu e large tray. From the a rea. of 
the layer and the known volume of the amount of liquid in 
the layer, the thickness of the layer can be calculated. 
Layers formed by tNO Rnd three clrops are shown to have re-
specti vely twice and three times the area of a le.ypr formed 
by a single drop. This indicates that a lower limit to 
the thickness of the layer of liqUid has been reached, and 
this lower limit can be identified with one of the dimensions 
'of the molecules of a liqUid. 
/There ...... 
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There are currently at least two "standard" versions of 
this experiment in use. I none, due to the PSSC J the method 
is as described above, with a 0.5 per cent solution of 01e19 
acid and ethyl or methyl alcohol being used as the liquid. 
This is dropped from e dropper, and the aloohol soon evapo-
rates, leaving B layer of pure oleic acid behin~ 
The Nuf'field Guide r . .c: ticizes this .. version on the grounds 
that "':8e ()~ a~0:ution of the layer-forming ... liqUid leads to 
·'/J1luo.h too compllceted arithMetic". In plf!ce of this, it 
r 1eool1l1memds the usp of (undissolved) olive 011. The drop 
f1'1 .. 'R wh~ch the layer on the water 1s :formed is adjusted by 
the experimenter to a diameter of 0.5 mm. Only one drop 
1 s used in the' eXperi:lient; that is to say the step is omi t-
ted in jlhich i tis shown by the use of more than one drop 
that a lower limit to the thickness of the layer has been 
reaohed. Instead the pupils B.re expeoted to be guided by 
the tea.cher's accompa.nying IIpatter" to\,Iards making Lord. 
~yleights guess that the layer must be one molecule thiok 
if 1 t has gone on spreading until i t ce.n spread no. more. 
The Nuffield version of the experiment 1s also preceded by 
a quiok sequence of demonstrations of surface tension 
phenomena. 
Obviously ee.ch of these versions has its edve.nt~ges and 
dl sadvanta.ges. II'he Nuffield version is, as intended, ari th-
metlcal1y much simpler thBP the PSSC version. On the other 
he.nd, in the Nuffield version the pupil is required to make 
e fairly delicete p.djustment of the size of his droop, an 
operation vJhich involves the use of a sce.le, ~""lre loop and 
magnifying gless, where~s in the PSSC verpion, in which much 
larger quantities of liquid ere actually dropped on to the 
surface of tne weter, no delicate adjustment of drop size is 
necessary; the experimenter measures the number of drops in 
one millilltre, and then has a good enough measure of the 
!volume ••••• 
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'''olume dropped on the water. 'l'he Nl.lffield cr1 t1cism of the 
allegedly excessive amount of arithmetio involved in the 
PSSC version loses some of its force if the pupils concerned 
are t':1irteen- or fourteen-year olds instead of eleven- or 
twelve-yee.r aIds. Thus the South Africa n teacher may feel 
that there is little to choose betw'een the tvl0 versions but 
~h~t the ESSe version is perha.ps to be p~eferred because it 
is simpler to carry out. At any rate no de\p quep~lo~ of 
principle is under deb8te :lere. C·ne exper:men't 1s undoubted-
ly of great value, and pupils should do it themselves. 
(v) The study of crystals A most fascinating fl~ld l'u:p 
que.li te.ti'Ve investigs.tion by pupils~ B.nd one which looks 
forlvard to far more p!."ofound investiga,t!ons, 1s the elemen-
tary 8'tt!dy of crystals l:tnd crysta.l growing.. It is signifi-
oant that poth the PSSG and the Nuffield Physios give this 
aotivity (and it is essentially an activity) a prominent 
place. 'Indeed it virtually begins the Nuffield course, and 
one oan see why the planners of that course were keen to 
introduce it so early - it furnishes an early opportunity 
for bringing in the idea of B.toms in en unforced manner .. 
There are three mein lines of lnvestigation in this prelimi-
nary look at crystals: looking a t crystals (preferAbly of 
"familiar" materiels) with the naked eye end through R micro-
scope, groidng crys tal s (e nd examininp: th~ fi ni shed product) 
and making models of crystals. In addition, it is possible 
to study the cleavage of crystals. All this is very simple 
in essenoe, yet at the same time can be very instructive. 
We would suggest th~t it is 11Q.l necessary to back up this 
work with impressive-looking models of complicated crystal 
structures, or with electron or field-ion emission microscope 
photographs of atomic patterns. But if the teacher 1'1ould 
like to supplement his tea.ching at this sta.ge with this 
material, we '\ITould suggest that he do it in the spirit of 
wanting to whet his pupils' ~ppetite for knowlea~e and 
/unders te nd! ng ....... 
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understanding of how this kind of information can be obtained • 
. (vi) '.ene study ot rDdiotlctl ve decay with the expansion clou~ 
ohamber To some extent, we have already disoussed thi~ 
point under the heading of "energy". (See Sectlon 3.9.5,J 
Another elementary demonstra tion which cen be regarded 
as suggestive of B.n atomic picture of matter is one showing 
contra.etlon of volume 'rr.rh€n salt dissolve.s in ,vater. This 
"\oT)'I.lJ..r:. seem to exhe.ust th~ repertoire of demonstrRtions sui t-
abile for this purpqse in the junior secondary school. 
t11 th one exception (the mea surement of the thickness of a 
mO:''~~)1101e,,ula:c layer) all these experiments have been qual1_ 
tative. Thi s 1 ~ a~ excellent reaso!'"' for 1nlB.ving the "warning 
flag" recommended by 'the Nuffield Guide: the teacher should 
try to convey to his pupils that however powerfully sugges-
tive the body of evidence a~sembled in these simple experi-
ments might be, it cannot be thought of as oonclusive. 
It is only when a theory has been developed on the basis of 
the atomic or kinetic picture of matter e.nd the rrumerioal 
predictions of this theory have been verified by e~periment, 
"'f 
that one can begin to aoquire a physiCist' sfeeling of con-
fidence in the correctness of the atomic view. Indeed, 
one can argue that such a feeling of confidence cannot be 
achieved \'\ri tbout a considf1retion of certain que.nti tative 
~hemical evidence. This is ~ problem we shall have to leave 
to the chemists; it is to~ be hoped that they would draw up 
their contributions to phY81c~1 science syllabuses with due 
regard for the problem, and that they would not succumb to 
the temptation of wanting to take atoms and molecules fully 
for granted rlght from the beginning. 
"The evidence for the existence of stomsia far too 
profound for young school children to understand", says 
Warren firmly in his book on the teaching of physics (1965). 
We may accept this proposition as self-evident, and at the 
learne ••••• 
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same time feel entirely justified in presenting to these 
I'young sChoolchildren" the kind of evidence the.t has been 
outlined above. What Warren is apparently saying is that 
we oannot ask pupils to do experiments on diffusion, Brown-
iBn motion, crystal· structure anct monomolecule.r Ie.yers and 
then expect them to arrive unaided at the conolusions t~at 
matter consists of extremely small "ultimate pprt1Jles" in 
oeaseless random motion,; t:'a't ln crj'stalllne. solids these 
IJpe.rtlclecl f1 are 8r~'8nged in a regular lattice structure and 
thBt in a gas they are rushing about randomly inside the 
oontainer, occasionally f1ol~i·::1.ing ird th 0ne another and wi th 
the walls. As he pu ts it, "Dlfficul t 8cJ.entiflc ideas can-
not be deduced by childish rea.soning from simply observable 
phe nomena. " Certainly they cannot. But it is surely not 
the belief of those who favour the early use of the above 
I 
experiments that children can make such deductions without 
help. Clearly some very positive "teaching" will have to 
be done here in order to direct the thoughts of pupils along 
the right lines; but this is not a valid argument e.geinst 
"'{ 
the introduction of this topic. 1fuat is important is that 
the teacher should not be ~ dogmatic in h18 approach and 
so deprive ~tpils of the opportunity of exercising critical 
thought. For them, learning about atoms should not be a 
matter of mere conditioning to the process of acceptance of 
what is laid down by Autho~ity. 
3.13.3 The integretion of the particle picture of matter 
.!ith the teaching of the entire syllHbu8 
Consideration must now be given to the problem of 
how to integrate this I'modern 'l material wi th the rest of 
what is considered essential in a school physics syllabus. 
One way of dealing with the problem is to decide that it 1s 
not worth solving - that material concerned with molecules 
land. •• •• . 
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bnd atoms and their oonsti tuents should be treated under a 
separate heading BS "modern physics" (or some such'title). 
It is safe to say that no teacher to~y would be happy with 
thl s approach. Even the poorer teacher or textbook author 
finds it convenient to use ideas derived from the microscopic 
world to explai n macroscopio phenomene,; and it would be just 
~~ well to regularize this kind of thing. The extreme alter-
nati ve to the segregation of everything tha.:!; could 1~e (.!a.sse~ 
as "modern physios" unJer a separete headirt:6, ~s the type of 
physics course recommended by the OEEC special Icomm1 ttee 
(Brow'n andCJ.arke 1960), to which 'We have already re;:~.'(.~:"'rec., 
This starts wi th liThe particle nature of matter. General 
1deas of the differe~~es between atoms, molecules and elec-
trons" " and then, after a preliminary study of the funda-
mentals of. meohanics, leads on to JtT~e simple properties of 
gases and vapours; ideas of tempera,ture and pressure a,s 
phenomena of particles in motion: states of matter B.nd change 
of state in terms of aggregations of atoms and moleoules; 
chemical bona~s", Bnd in due course to "The structure of a.toms; 
"! 
electrons as carriers of electricity; eleotrostatics; ther-
mionics; electromagnetism; magnetism;" with much more to 
follow. Some of the important fact~ concerning atoms~ mole-
cules and electrons are thus stated at the outset, B.nd much 
of whe.t follo1'TS i 8 deduced from or built up 1.,i t~ the aid of 
these facts, In Section F,3, we have given our reesons for 
the rejection of this kind of approach. We evidently need 
some middle way in which we aa.n somehow use the atomic pic-
ture of matter as a kind of unifying feature of the course 
without any premature disclosure of the faots conoerning 
microscopic matter, 8nd without violating those principles 
which we consider to be essential to the proper teaching of 
fundamental physioal concepts. We should not expect that 
the proposed "middle way" would necessarily abolish the 
/tradltional ••••• 
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traditional subdivisions of physics; there iA no compelling 
reason why it should, since our aim is thp comparatively 
modest one of tryi np: to intep:rete tlmod.ern" meterinl 't-ri thin 
our teaching of the fundr-nnentRls of the 8ubjectl) 
A possible "middle w~yll is 'co begin '\vi th some of the 
experiments discussed in this section (e 8 go the stuff .. ,. of 
crystals) in order to introduce the hypo·cheE~1.8 t:><:, ,M3.tter 
~ ......... ,~~.·.IM"'r, 
In our vlevT, thls is all 
that is needed for an introduction; it is no use confront-
ing the pu:cil wi th too "'1':1ny ;..~·eD.( abo\.\ ~ i;he micJ:'loscopic be-
heviour of me.tter at this eer':y fStage~ 'l'he pro~blem of ho'W' 
big atoms might be can then be discussed; this can be m~de 
the lfexGuse li for e. general treatment of tl1.e measurement of 
length, which could pave the way for the experiment on the 
th~ckness of a monomolecular layer. This could then raise 
the problem of ho"'! atoms IIstick together ll in solldB 8 nel 
liquids~ and of whpt they could be expected to be doing if 
they were constituents of a gas. Discussion of these pOints 
"'f 
brings in the concepts of "force" and~ "motion", v1.1ich could 
then be treated along conventional lines, Of. course J thl s 
lni tial treatment of force ''''Quld not take the pupil Hny near-
e1" t01'18.rcls underste ndi nF~ tne ~J....t.e. of the foroes bet1']~en 
atoms or molecules in me.tter in bulk; but i t \'v~ould be possi .... 
ble to establish quite simply the idea that if atoms are 
.. 
pulled too far apart, there is an attractive force between 
them, e.nd. that if they e.re pushed too close together, there 
must be a repulsive force between them q Thi s can be G.one 
by mee,ns of t::le ususJ. slmple a.rgument ::rom the fact that 
matter in the solid state obviously resists extension or 
compression. (It is very important for what follo'\>vs to 
stress th.e :Ldea that 11 metter consists of atoms (or mole-
'cule 8), then the fore e bet~leen n.eighbouri ng a toms mu s t be 
repulsive when the sepFlrRtion is very smell fI.nd attractive 
Iv..~en • • 41 41 • 
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when it is bigger. As Warren (1961, 1965) in particula.r 
has pointed out, serl~us misconceptions can be created irt 
the minds of pupils by failure to indicate the role of the 
short-range repulsions between atoms or molecules. The 
teacher's task is not compliea ted unduly by t.his require-
ment; if he usee B model of a spring Joining two balls to 
represent the intermolec\J:::J:' force, he c9uld suggest that 
tlJe t:fJ.-ing "las clack when tne molecules 1i'ere at their normal 
, ''' .. 
sepa.ratlons so that it 1s compressed ,,,hen the mJlecules are 
cJ.oaer t,ogether than this and stretched when they are i'ur-
Beyond thlc point, the use of t.he theme of ":rinding 
out about atoms" 8S a means of motivating the study of cer-
tain other areas of physics may seem to be some~mat forced -
if it he.s not already becomoe so! Thus it is difficult to 
see ":That "atomic excuse" 1"19 can invent for fincling out about 
energy, unless it be tha.t pupils have hea rd about atomic 
energy s.nd 'V'Tould like to kno~T more about 1 t. Bu t thi s kind 
of problem 'ftTould only arise if 1,1e stick rigidly to the pre-
mise that our ma.in business 1s finding about atoms, and that 
s.ll else is therefore incidental. 'I'he "8 toroic motif" ca n 
elwBYs be re-introdu'ced at p.ppropriate moments, sometimes in 
advance of the experimental evidence it is intended to 
illuminate or elucidate, sometimes after it. Thus the 
simple J quell ta tive model ~of B. cryste.lllne solid or of a, 
liquid could be used, in conjunction with ideas about energy) 
to predict the existence of latent heats of change of phase; 
or one coula_ use a simple model of an ideal ge-s to predict 
Boyle' 8 Law. alternatively, one cen interpret the results 
of "Joule-type" experiments on the relation bet'tll}'een "heat JJ 
and "lork in terms of vlhB_t happens to the molecules compos-
ing metter; the transmission of sound waves through ma.tter 
in its condensed or gaseous phases can likewise be given a 
simple lnterpretetion, 9.8 Ce.n the electrical behaviour of 
Ima tter. 
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rna tter. Thermionio emission oan be introduoed muon earlier 
in tne course tnan 1s customarily tne oase, ao'tnat instead 
of forming part of an isolated section called "eleotronics II 
or "eleotron PhYsics'·, it can be used to provide evidence 
of tne nature of tne partlcles responsible for the conduotion 
of electricity in metals. Other examples of tnis approach 
Will be found later in these pages. 
Perhaps purists will argue tnat although W~~ 8.,4'd ~d'retul 
in this kind 'Of teaoh1 ng to stress tnat we BI'S using modele 
toald us in our interpretation 01' phenomena, we a~e to SOIDe 
extent oneating~ -Decause we deliberately use only tnos~ 
models wniCh are known to oorrespond to some degree with the 
truth as we now know it. To this obJeotion we may reply 
that tnere simply is not time to oonsider all possible models 
whiCh mign·t fi t some or all of the faots and tnen go on to 
discover wny these models should be rejeoted; that neverthe-
less in some instances (e.g. tne study of the nature of l1gnt) 
it is advantageous to discuss in some detail the merits of 
rival models or tneories, and that tnis is in fact done; 
tnat in tne limited time available it is sensible to keep 
returning to tne atomic-kinetic model of matter, since eo 
wide a range of phenomena can be explained in terms of it. 
and 
"'( 
We stress again that tnis does not (or at any rate enou1d not) 
mean that tnis model is to be taken for granted; the teacner 
Should at all times encourage a ori tical atti tude towerds 
it, since its validity will be all the more appreciated if 
it snows itself to be proof against criticism. 
3.14 Electricity 
3.14.1 Electricity in tne revised syllabuses 
-
One of tne ways in which elementary physics teacn-
lng Oan claim to have advanced in recent years, particularly 
in Soutn African senools, is in tne improved approaoh to tne 
/teaoni ng ••••• 
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teaching of electricity. In former .years, electricity was 
exoluded altogether from the junior secondary school years, 
Bnd in the senior school it was expected to be taught wi th-
out reference to essential mechanical ~oncepts. Conslder-
able attention was devoted to current electricity, explained 
entirely in terms of the water analogy, with Ohm's law form-
lng the' climax of this part of the course", ElrotrJrnagnetism 
and electromagnetic indp0t~ (' n ~,lere dealt with "-in en entirely 
quaIl tative and ot'ten imaccu.rElte manner. Blec tro eta tic s 
was treated as an B.ft~rthought ,and received scent attention. 
The introduction of the i. ... ~'til Joi:rlt }'iatri('~1.stion Bon.rd sy1.la-
buses 1n Physics a.nd Physica.l Science e.nd the CJubsequent 
Common Basic Sylle.buses in these subjects completely altered 
the s1 tuation. .It was realised that the extremely great 
importance of electricity in modern science and technology, 
I 
end!the difficulties encountereahnteaching it at an element-
ary level, made it imperative for much more time to be allo-
cated to it in the secondary school. At the same time it 
we s also reali sed ths. t the phenomenologies.1 aspects· of the 
subj ect could be dealt wi th in the junior secondary school, 
leaving more time available for the teaching of electrical 
concepts in the senior sChool. 'l'he result we s that much of 
\-1hat 1vaS formerly regarded as 'uatriculstion-level work in 
electricity is now to be found in South African syllabuses 
for the junior secondary school. This h8S placed a heavy 
responsibility on thp. shoulders of the teachers of pupils 
in Standards SiX, Seven a nd Eight, who arp. nOlv-faced 'it'li th 
the task of providing en adequate founde.tion for the diffi-
cult and crucially important work in electricity in the 
senior ye8.!ls. There is a. reel danger that thi 8 foundation 
will be one of confusion end be~nlderment if certain guiding 
l2.rlnciples, v:hich we shall try to outline in due course, are 
not heeded. 
/3,,14,,2 " .... 
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3. 14.2 Electrici ty vie el-ectroststics 
.Ii significant feature of these new syllabuA re-
visions is the increased amount of electrostatics included 
in both the junior end the senior divisions of the syl1e.bus. 
This reflects an interesting change in attitude towards 
e1ectroste.tics· on the pe.rt of physiCS teachers allover the 
world. 'there wes p +:1m€, ~lhen electrostatics was regarded 
1·U. th suspicion as a sub,j eat a ~H~ocle.ted wi th 'some of the old.-
est s.nd most disreputable-looking pieces of 8.pperatu@ in the 
labora tory storE" cupboard. Except on very dry dpys, one 
had to gel to ~7traordlne.ry lengths to ensure thBt one's demon-
etrs.tlons he.a a ~~a5I')nable chance of working and the effort 
expended seemed out of ell proportion to the results achieved. 
As recently as 1960, we find ~rofe9sor Rogers prefacing an 
excellent chapter on electrt>statics in his book, "Physics 
for the I nquiri np: Mind I' wi th the following 8.pologetic re-
marks: nThe study of electrici ty at rest.". used to bulk. 
large in elementary physics. It was all that was known of 
electric! ty two c enturi'es ago, and tradition dies hard. 
It makes a poor bf!lginnlnp: for modern electric circuits, so 
we have avoided it~ NOW you need some knowledge of it for 
a tom1c physics. HOW much you see and learn of this pert 
of physics will depend on eppara.tu8, rleather end instructor. 
On the whole, the less thp better. » The reason for the 
change of etti tud~ tO~TerdA. plectrostptics 1s actuelly indi-
cated in part by a sentpnce from the above quotation (" - you 
need eome knowledg~ of it for atomic physics"); it is more 
fully set out by Herrap (19Rf): n ••• if one 1s to teech what 
hes become important since [1890J, the nature of electrical 
forces is one of thp. fundamental necessities. The ca se fOl" 
teachIng electrostatics depends on this greater relevance 
to recent physiCS, but in many ways the topic has n01" become 
easier to teach in itself and easier to relate to current 
elec tricl ty"" To this we might add that by startl~ one's 
/teaching. " ••• 
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teaching of electricity with electrostatics, one 1s in a 
.. 
'poei tion to dev.elop the concept of potential differenc·e from 
the concepts of electric field, electric intensity end po-
tenti~l energy in such a way that the pupil cen gain a proper 
appreciation of t~e significence of potential dlfference in 
an electric circul t soon after he has begun to study current 
electrici ty. Experip.no~7 h8.8 shown that .,1 t 1 s sati sfaotory 
t'J t<-~ech electI":l.cl ty in this way s.t first-yea,r universi ty 
le"vel, and 1 t i r, no~ stpndard pre.ctlce for text·oooks in 
introductory universi ty physics to follow this approsch .• 
(Ci\ MeCorrni(,f 1965; Halliday and Resniok 1966; ges.rs and 
Zemansky 1964; \'feber at 8.1 1959) to mention only a few). 
However, because of tr.le way in which electrici~y is divided 
into elementary and sdve.nced seotions in South African school 
oourses, it is not possible- to 1'0110,\1}' through this neatly 
logioal presentation in such courses. 
'l'he reasons why electrostatics has now become easier to 
teach the n before are to be found in the easy aveila.bili ty 
of plastic materiels which hold a cherge fer more reedily 
ths.n do tne eboni te end glass rods of old, s.nd in the devel-
opment of electro8t~tic gener~tor9 (e.g. model Van de Graaff· 
gener8tors) which are cheep, robust and rpliable. (Perhaps 
this is just an expmple of te~chl~g needs stimulDting the 
design and manufp-cture of thp right kind of tep-chinp: appara-
tUB. ) 'l'he work of tl-}p p.~.S.C. in the U.S.A. 118s B.IAO 
promptect the rnanufectur~ of cheap electroscopes, wl1ich can 
be most helpful in teaching electrostatics. 'I'he re sul t of 
this 1s thet it is now possible for pupils to do elementary 
experiments in electrostatics for themselves and have a very 
good chance of finding out whet their teacher hopes' they will 
find out. 'l'here is no longer the danger that a laboratol'Y 
period spent in cIa ss work on electrostat1cs 'Vlill degenera te 
into a pointless farce. 
/3. 14. 3 ••••• 
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3.14.3 Introductory electrostatics. 
(1) Charging by rubbing 
In the Junior secondary school, there seems to be no 
oompelling ree son ;,Thy work on e1 ectrlci ty should not begin 
with electrostatics. Indeed, this could follow quite 
smoothly on a discussion of forces: the 8ttractio~ of a 
rubbed pla st1c ruler for smal] ,,.;! th b~lls 0:- :pieces of paper 
.... 
OC111d be r!.Eled 7:)' 11;·:'":~rt,t~ ac'tion-at..-a-dlstence forces. 
'tIt li'ould be worthwhile stre.tegy .for the teacher to demon-
strate early on th~ t el,ectl~! cal fO'roes have no apparent 
oonnection wi th megnetic onesJ. After '~l'lis beginning, pupils 
could go on to .use plastic rulers or rods of v~rious kinds 
to establish that similar objects, similarly rubbed repel 
,. 
each other and that in some cQses, different rubbed rods 
attract each other. tJardine's \1964) suggestion of using 
I 
plastic rulers or strips mounted on watchglssses in these 
experiments works extrAmely well; the repuleiveor attrac-
tive forces are r~8dilY noticeable, even to quite ~jlarge 
"f, 
cls.s9 watching a lecturer performing these demonstrations ort 
a lecture-bench.) The term n che.rge l1 should be introduced 
at this stage. We would wholeheartedly endorse the sugges-
tion of the Nuffi~ld Guide that the teacher should "explain" 
the. co ncept of oharge purely in terms of ,,,h::;l. t the pupil he s 
seen happening in his experiments. He rubbed one end of a 
-rod and found that as B. result of that operA.tlon, the rubbed 
end of the rod was able to attre.ct small objects and repel 
other'" similar rods rubbed in the same way. The physicist's 
way of summing this up 1s to say that a charge hae been given 
-
to the rod by rubbing 1 t - the process of l"ubbing 1 t has 
given it this new, special property which we call a charge. 
It should also be estB.bllshed in the course of these experi-
menta that the attractive or repulsive forces are bigger 
/when •••.•• 
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when the attracting or repelling bodies B.re closer together. 
Some teachers will want, even at thi s es.rly a'tage, to 
"explain" the operation of charging a rod in terms of the 
motion of electrons. Indeed they may be required to do so 
by their syl18.OO9 or by their "Teachers' Gulde ll • Thus the 
Teachers' Guide for Physioal Science for Stands.rde Six, 
cleven and Eight in the Or~nge Free Ste.te, (1967) says: 
"Explain charge by friction 8S the removal of S}.f..Q.~ ... ::r);;.. " 
'l'here are certain points to bF' bOl'ne in mihd here. Use of 
words like "electrons" Bnd l1ions" should be very gu.erded at 
th1:sstage. The pupil "1'!sy have done some expe.!'~mentJ the. 
re.sul ta c.f which enoourage the idea that there might be 
things oalleo. atoms. Now he has done experiments whioh show 
him tha,t under certain condl tions, matter can become "oharged"; 
also, these experiments seem to show that there are only two 
kinds of ch8rge. There are various ways in which he can 
'1 nterpret these fao ts. HBving drawn the reasonable conclu-
sian that "neutral" matter might contain "positive" and 
"nega.tive n charge in equal amounts (whatever might, be meant 
"( 
by "amounts of charge"), 8S ~ell a~ possibly containing Aome 
neutral matter, he could say: "Perhaps atoms consist of 
positively-charged and negetively-cha.rged particles, vlhich 
normally stick together. Then when I rub certain things 
together, several thlngs could happen: perhaps some posi-
tively-charged pBrtlcles ~ove over from thp one obj~ct to 
the other, or per~aps some negatively-charge particles move 
over in the reverse direction, or perhaps both kinds move 
a t· once. How CBn I tell ~r11ich is rlght~ 11 Of course there 
is nothing in these experiments which can supply the answer, 
and we ought to make sure that pupils realize this. Many 
teachers would be impatient with this attitude; "Surely, 
one can hear them saying, "there is no need for this kind of 
/agnostici sm. 
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agnosticism" We all k.!ll?!. no t only. tha tit is th e nege.-
tively cnarged particles which move ecr08s, but that these 
particles are in fact electrons, and there is no point in 
ooncealing this knowlp.dge from puPils'! who 'tiill probe.bly (II) 
he.ve hea.rd of it enYl-ray." (Cf. the Nuffield Gulde/on t11.is 
point: " ••• pupils have heBrd of electrons end will them-
selves· tell us it i8 the electrons that move. SO Wf' should 
in practice move wi th the t:1Y';·".:fs - a~dd accept · ... this and say 1 t, 
if pupils do not s~y it for us. ~) But is our knowledge of 
this point so sec'l!lrtt/i' It is oertainly a well-established 
pieoe of textbook "folki..0re': "~hat it i~ electrons whioh move 
over in friotional or contaot eleotrification, but do any of 
us know of any convincing experimental evidenoe for this? 
Recently Harper (196?) has published an aocount of extensive 
research carried out in Inv~8tiga.tionof this problem, and 
I hie conclusions will be decidedly upsetting to firm adherents 
I 
to the tlelectronic ll explana.tion of these phenomena. Harper 
finds that free eleotrons play no role in contact and fric-
tional eleotrification of insulators; tha.t good insula.tors 
"t. 
like polyethylene or amber' 'onarge up" as a result of local 
hesting produoed by vigorouA rubbing, or by the acquisition 
of contaminating ions; thet the a.mount of chergp. acquired 
by these insulators is two to three orders of mpgnttude less 
than that acquired by glass or quartz under similar oondit-
ions, but that thpir electrical behaviour is so pronounced 
beoause tney can retain their charge so w~ll. 
We mention these results in order to make it plain that 
there is a real need for caution in explaining macroscopic 
phenomena in terms of microscopic matter. In ps.rti cular, 
we need to be careful in whet is said. about electrons and 
what they do. Certainly let us take the reAults of some of 
our experiments in electrostatios as suggesting that the 
"ultimate particles" of matter m~y be divisible into posit -
lively ••••• 
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1vely- and negatively-oherged components (although we should 
remember here that thp chain of reasoning really begins with 
the statement JIll there er~ etoms ••• It); but in referring 
to those components as (positive) ione and electrons we 
should point out that this is really just a metter of afflx-
ing names to things of ,v-hose existence we cannot as yet be 
certa.in, and of whoSEl nature 1-7e are largely 19norElnt. 
Pupils wanting morp information about, say, e,lectr~J"ie Jan 
be asked to apecify just ,",het it 1s they think they ought 
to knoll a.bout an electron. Perhaps they might say that 
they lloul d 'W"'8 nt to know its ma s s, hovl bi g i tis, l-}O~l fii'lCh 
charge it has or ,even what an electron ~. This could start 
8. useful discussion on the need to know these things, wi th 
promises from the teacher that pupils will be seeing and hear-
ing a great deal more about electrons in the near future. 
(11) 'l'he uni t of cr . .11rge 
The Orange Free Sta.te syllabus for Standard 6 requires 
the uni t of charge to be mentioned to pupils S9 being the 
tots1 chB.rge on 6.25 x 1018 eleotrons. 'l'he des1rab11i ty of 
""f 
this can be questioned. On the one hand, it is certainly 
desira.b1e for pupils to be introduced as soon 89 possible to 
the idea that char~e is something that cen bp measured. 
This can be done by ~eens of simple r~psoninf. fro~ p.xperiments 
on the attrs.ctlon or repulsion bet~Teen charged bodies; if 
body B repels body C more strongly the n body A does ""hen i t 
1 s held the same di ste.nce 8."",ay from C as A we. s, then B is 
presumably more strongly charged than A - we sey it has more 
charge than ll. Of course this is very crude - ideally we 
should be talking about partlcleR, not bodies - but the over-
simplification is not so gross as to disguise the essential 
tru the This is really all the pupil needs to know about 
the quantitative aspects of charge at this stage; within 
the context of an essentially qualitative introduction to 
/electrostatics ••••• 
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eleotrostatios thpre is nothing he cen.Q.Q wi th a uni t of 
. charge. Thus, t~lling the pupil that thp unit of the 
oharge is the ooulomb does not help him in eny way; nor 
does the information thAt the coulomb is the totsl oharge 
on 6.25 x 1018 elpctrons confer any real benefit upon him. 
This is not a definition of the coulomb, Bnd the t~8cher 
giving this information ~~~ld have to mB~e this point clear. 
It WV1;!.J~ b~~ muc,1:';. :llore valuable to tell th~ p4.Pil, "The offi-
olal unit of charge is about a million times [or whatever -~;e 
believe the: faotor to be ] the a.mount of charge on the dome 
of tha t V'-an de GrB.s.ff genera tor or on the t balloon we have 
charged up". fhis will give him s better idea of how big 
a coulomb is than the reference to 6.25 x 1018 electrons. 
(ii1.) CO,nductors 8 nd i nsuletors 
This prelimins.ry work on electrostatics could sS.fely 
go on to include the difference between conductors and insu-
lators, an introduction to t~e use of the electroscope, 
oharging by contact Bnd by induction, end the use of the Van 
de Gr8.sff generator. Tbf\ difference between condu'ctors and 
insulators can b~ demonstrated in a number of ways; it is 
particularly easy to do if th~ electroscope is used as an 
""f. 
indicator of charge. Again there Will virtuAlly b~ a com-
pulsion upon the teacher to ,texplain" toe different electlli-
ce.l behaviour of conductors and 1Jlsul~tors in terms of elec-
tron movement, and 8.gein h~. needs to be careful in givin.g 
. -
tha t explanation. ~ere he has to remember that there are 
conducting materiels besides meta.ls, and that in certain of 
these there could be movement of positive as well as negative 
charge carriers, and thet the latter do not always have to 
be elec trons. It is perhaps worth stressing that when the 
charge cB.rriers are in motion, they move wi thin the body of 
the conducting material and not just over the surface. 
On the other hend, it is not possible to give pupils at this 
stage a proof th~ t the exce 9S cha.rge on en isolated conduotor 
/mu st ••••• 
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must reside on its surface (but see belo,v), end no parti-
culer adve.ntage wO.uld be gained by mentioning :1 t .. 
(1 v) The principle of the electroscope 
A etraightfor~T8rd ,"!ey of introducing the principle 
of tne electroscope 1s to use a pair of (coated) pith balls 
suspended from thp same point; the giving of charge to the 
balls causes them to stand ep8rt. The a'ctual electroscopes 
to be used can bp ~f very f1imple cesign; for ~:;amJ . ':e, ,a. 
metal rod with a knob attsohed to one ~nd. III nd 8. gold leaf 
to the other, mounted in e -conloel fJ.esk by m.eans o-r a 
rubber stopper, will be found to arE''io'Jer ell the :<:lqui r~111ent9 
of the earl~er part of the course. Warren (19~5) has 
stressed the need for earthing the case of the electros6ope 
to secure maximum sensi tl vi ty, a.nd points au t tha.t thi s re-
quirement 'is often accidentally satisfied if the electro-
scope has a g188s case and is allowed to stand on e wooden 
bench, since "glass and 'wood are under common conditions of 
h,umidi ty and unclee.nliness sufflci ently good conductors for 
the purpose". l),'hU8 one does not tin these experiments, a-P 
any rate) have to worry about using electroscopes with metal 
cese9 which Can b? seen to be eartned. This 1s fortunate, 
as such a detall could only prove an annoying complication 
here. The electroscope cpn be used, emon~ other t~ings, 
to show sharing of charge (including "earthing" by sharing 
of charge wi th the hurnen b0dy); as An indica tor of the sign 
of charge; to show' thst the Bir ce n be made conducti np; by 
various meane; end in connection with experiments on char-
gi'ng by induction. 
Before showing that air can, in certain Circumstances, 
be made to conduc t elee trioi ty , it i 8 nece ssary to sho"!:" tha t 
in normal circumstances it conducts to only a negligible 
extent. The behaviour of a charged electroscope that is 
left to 1 tself \,1111 serve for thi s purpo se. Then one can 
show that an open flame held near the electro8cope will cause 
/The'l 'I 'I •• 
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the latter to discharge. This is not conclusive evidence 
th8t the flame does something to the eir; pupils could be 
invited to suggest other possibilities (e.g. that particles 
from the flame ere b~ing deposited on the knob of the elec-
troscope (Gledhill 1968) )~ and to suggest wsys of investi-
ga.ting and elimin8 ting these. It should Blso be shown that 
if a radioactiv~ source i8 held neer the,e1ectros.:;.):.t;e, the 
la tter can be di schp.rgE'd. ~~&ln t~ls 1s not conclusive 
e~ldence ~or ioniL~tlon of the ~ by th~ source. If in 
both the above CBses it 1s though"t that the eleotroscope is 
being discharged by the acc\1;'!~\llat~on C:I the knob of charged 
particles of appropria.te sign ejected by the flame or source, 
this could be checked by giving the electroscope a charge 
opposite to its original charge and repeating the experiment. 
We do not think it premature to use the electroscope 
j 
at, this Juncture to show the ionization of air by flames or 
radioactive sources. As far as the latter demonstration is 
ooncerned, if we use it in conjunction with what is seen to 
happen in e. cloud ch.amber when e. rac1_ioClctive souroe is in-
side it, this evidence c~n help to clarify what radioactivity 
is all about (end also the process of track'formation in the 
cloud che.mber). ThE' Nuffipld Guide frowns on the use of an 
electroscope for this purpose in Year I of the Nuffleld 
course "bece.use, while it is just as mysterious [as a Geiger 
counter], it fails to 810'1 the individual events". But 
in the present context, the electroscope is ~ mysterious, 
so this objection falls away. 
(v) Electrostatic induction 
For introducing electrostatic induction, experiment 4 
from Sectlon 2 of "11odern Physical Science Report No. lit 
(Lewis 1964) serves very well indeed. In it, equal and 
opposite charges are induced on a pair of copper calorimeters 
mounted on insuleting st~nd9 (e.g. wax blocks or polythene 
Itiles. ) 
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tiles). The calorimeters Rre placed in contect, e charged 
. rod or strip is h~ld 'neer one of them end they are sep8.rated 
while the rod is kept in position. An electroscope is then 
used to test the sign of the excess charge remaining on each 
conductor. The conductors ere then touched together and 
the electroscope i8 us~d to check if any charge remAins on 
them. After thi s experJ~~'I~!lt hes been performed B.nd inter-
P~9tt .. J., i t ~s p:)£Blble for pupils to exple.ln"for themselves 
wr.~y the leaf (or leaves) of B.n electroscope sho'uld deflect 
when a charged object is brought ~ the electroscope knob. 
Th\ :.ogic81 next step 1s to gl ve the electroscope a perman-
ent charge by lr.ductlon. The explanation often given of 
certe.in details 1 n this process of charging of the. electro-
soope leaves much to be desired (cf. the articles on "Char-
ging an Electroscope by Induction", in "The Physics Teacher" 
1965). Suppose e negatively-c~arged rod is held neer the 
electroscope. Prior to the "earthing" of the electroscope~ 
there will be an induced positive charge on the knob and an 
induced negative cha.rge on the leaves. What haPFens when 
"f 
the experimenter's finger touches the knob is usually descri-
bed thus: "The electrons flow via the body to the earth" 
(cf. Gordon and Neser, no date, Prihsloo et a1 1965). 
We pass over tbe question of how this expl~np,tion ought to 
be modified if the experim~nter is wearing shoes with clean 
rubber sole s. Wha t is mo:x:e important is the.t i tis by no 
means obvious to the average pupil or student that the elec-
trons should do what they are declared to do. The major 
difficulty here is this: why 1s it that the electrons, which 
he.ve been driven do",n to the leaves by the presence of the 
negatively charged rod, now decide to tra.vel up agein and 
then along the experimenter's finger to "eerth lJ ? The pro-
blem 1s solved if the necessary extr8 step in the descrip-
tion (and in the u8u8.l accompe.nying sequence of diagra.ms) 1s 
/inserted, ....• 
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inserted, viz. an indication of "That happens as the experi-
~enter'8 finger appro~ches t~e knob of the electroscope. 
The finger necess~ri1y has positive charge induced on it 
also, 80 there is 1es9 induced positive oharge on thA knob, 
B,nd some of the excess free electrons move sway froTTI the 
lea.ves. The oloser the finger approaohes the electroscope, 
the few'er excess electrons there will be .,on the leBo ves; 
wJ.:.or ~.:~le f;}~~lger tinally touches the electrosq.ope, the excess 
el~ctrons on th~ bo~y-electroscope system are all transferr0d 
to t~e experimenter's body - the positive charge induced on 
thE;: :fing0r pt.411s them across. 
Since the 8'lbject of electrostatics was introduced by 
the phenomenon of chal'ged obj ects attrecting b::lall obj ects, 
it would be well for pupils to gain some understanding of 
why a oharged objeot can attract an uncharged pith ball, 
piece of paper or speck of dust. The explanation lies in 
oharging by induction, but since the light objects just men-
tioned B.re me.de of insu18ting materiels, something ~T1l1 have 
to be said abou t the meche ni sm by which they cs n e cquire 
temporary chs.rges by inc.uction. Thi S OB n be exple.i ned a e 
a slight "pulllnp:-.9.pert 11 of the posi ti vely- and nega.ti vely-
charged components of the material becBuse of the presence 
of a nearby charged object. It would not be necessary here 
to pursue the behaviour of dielectric materials in electriC 
fields any further. 
(vi) The Van de Graaff generator and electric discharges 
w 
in ai£ 
The Van de Greaff generator can be introduced here as 
a black box capable of giving charges to its own domes and 
to objects pIeced in contact with them. A useful experiment 
to carry out early in one's acquaintanoe with this device is 
the determination of th~ sign of the charge on the main dome. 
One of the principel delights provided by toe generator is 
/1 ts ....• 
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its ability to produce impressive sparks. Tnis phenomenon 
will have to be discussed and explained; since pupils' know 
notning of "potential difference n at tnis stage J the ex-
planation must be given entirely in terms of eleotric forcee. 
Before we consider now this might best be done, we shall 
examine the question of the electrical Jlbreakdov.Tn n of a gas 
more closely. Those called upon to explain t~P- rnenomenon 
would presumably like ~o t~ ~~re of the background, and some 
of tne simple accounts to be :found in standard textbooks on 
electriC! ty differ someWha.t from one another. First, let 
us consider how the bre~~1"dol"n f'):f &n in~"")~"latlng material is 
1 nl tla ted. One's first inclins.tion m1gl'~t bf: to suppose tnat 
breakdown starts when the electriC field in the material is 
strong enougn to pull electrons out of i ts "molecule9n~ 
The follo1dng comparatively sophistioated description given 
i bYrScott (1959) seems to support this view: "At relatively 
high fields, the electrons in tne filled [energy] bands ••• 
as well as the fe1'IT available conduction electrons or ions, 
oan gain enougn energy by successive small quantum Jumps or 
.,. 
single large ones to be able to knook other charged partioles 
loose and make tnem available for conduction. " Correspond-
lng statements will be found in more elementary textbooks. 
Cf. Rogers· s (19HO) desoription of "point-disCharge": 
"A strong electric field near the point tears eleotrons off 
some atoms, leaving posltively-cnarged atoms. n However, as 
Goodlet (1955) remarks, "Since breakdovffi occurs at mUCh lower 
field strengths tnan are necessary to tear electrons directly 
out of molecules, some otner mecnanism must be postulated." 
In ordinary air, tne few free electrons and ions tnat ere 
needed to start off the Jlavalancne II diSCharge ~-rhich consti-
tutes breakdown, are always present as a result of cosmiC 
rays, radioe.ctivi ty of some kind or some other ionizing 
agent (of Goodlet (oP. clt.) and.Chalmers (1957) ). 
II t ••.•• 
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It is also possible that some of the "initiat1ng" 
electrons are supplied by field 'emission from 'o'ne'of 'the 
"terminals" between whioh the disoha.rge passes (Gledhill 
1968). ' This can happen if the electric field is strong 
enough and if the terminal 1s negatively oharged. 
-Appreciable" field emission cpn be obtained if the field 
~trength at tne terminal 1s of the order,of 108 Vim 
(Bleaney and Bleaney 1957), and some field e~issi0:) 't-;oj 1J. 
take place a t field strengths lO~;~I~ than tt-' .. le. Fi eld 
strengths of' this order of magnl tudle can be ·obtainled if 
the terminal'nas sharp-pointed projections on it of ~~diu~ 
Oe 1 mm or less and potential differenoes of the order 01' 
lOkV are appj .. ied. bet~.~gen the terminals. 
As for the formation of the spark itself, there seems 
to be gen~ral agreement that the theory originally PUt 
forward by Townsend (1915) gives the oorrect account of the 
phenomenon. Acoording to this theory, if at a given pres-
sure of the gas the applied eleotric field is made suffi-
oiently intense, the free electrons present will be able to 
gai n enough energy from tl1e fi eld bet~Teen colli sions to be 
able to eject eleotrons from the molecules with ~roich they 
oollide, thereby rele~sing additional free electnons and 
produoing additional ions. The newly-released tree e1eo-
trone oan also be accelerated by the field and so produce 
ionization by collisions ~Tl th other molecules, so that the 
-
number of electrons and ions present in the gas increases 
rapidly and the gas is readIly able to conduct. 
"'f 
In the vicinity of a sharp point on a charged conductor, 
the intensity of the electric field will be very much greater 
than at grea tel' dists noes S\vay or near other parts of the 
conductor, 80 that it is possible for ionization by collision 
Ito • •.•• 
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to take place near the point even t00ugh this does not occur 
furth era i,'lay • In this CRse one obtains what is known as 
a Itpoi nt eli scharge" J ~lhich i e a steady leakage of charge 
away from the poi nt, loTi th ions of the same sign a s the 
charge on the poi nt bei ng repelled vigorously Bi,~Tay from 1 t. 
If the charge on the point 1s positive, thA free electrons 
I 
B nd Bny negative ions that may be produced are f..rflwn tO~'T8rds 
the point and tend to neut .i"'~;_ '!.se th8 chl:;.rge there, while the 
:p~sl tlve ::'ons ere ·.a. .. epelled a.way) the net effect being that 
or posi tive charge being oarri ed 8.itlSY from the point itself. 
Should the charge on the poi 1~'1~ be negn ~1. 1l€, the description 
of what happens is much the same, with ap~ropriate reversal 
of the signs of the ions mentioned, 't-Iri th one or two addi tion-
a1 pOints of interest. The positive ions formed by collision 
~111l be accelerated strongly towards the point and those which 
i st~ike the surface of the po1nt oan liberate further electrons. 
I 
The phenomenon of the "eleotric wind" blow1ng awe.y from the 
point is just as epparent when the point 1s negatively-
charged as when it is positively-charged. Thi s mea ne tha t 
"{ 
negative ions mU8t play p prominent role 1n point discharge, 
since the neget1ve electr1c v.T1nd can scarcely be a sw1ftly-
blow1 ng breeze of elec trons. The formption of neg~tive ions 
is seldom, if ever, mentioned in elementpry discussions of 
gaseous discharges, so thet it is worth elaboreting on it a 
little here. The descript~on given by Page and Adams (1931) 
of pOint discharge sugp-ests one possible mechanism: It [The 
field] is seen to be very intense close to [the point]" 
Therefore air molecules in the vicinity of the point are 
strongly attracted. to it. On ree.ching [i t J they acquire 
some of thp charge on the point and ere then repelled". 
Neutral air molecules near the sharp point would be attracted 
towards it, because the molecules would acqUire induced di-
pole moments under the action of ~he field if they ,,,ere not 
already polar, and the field in the viCinity of thA point 1s 
Ima.l"kedly ••. " • 
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markedly non-uniform. If thp. po1nt 1'trere negatively charged, 
it would be possib.le in principle for those Mole'culee 'capable 
of forming negative ions by electron ettachmAnt to "ecquire 
some of the charge on the point". (This would not happen 
to nitrogen moleculeA but would be possible for oxy~en mole-
cules. ) In addi tion, there are several mecha.niems by \A;hich 
~:gative ions can be formed in the surr-ounding gas by inter-
action between free electrons and the molec.ules of 't'h.c: Gas 
{of l'fa.ssey 1950} , such B.S capture uf a free el.C'ctron by an 
atom in the presenoe of a third body whi,ch ta.ke~s awey 'the 
exoess energy ~ capture of B free eleotron by a mf)lec: ... l~ accom-
panied by vibrational excitation of the moleoule and subee-
quent stabl1izetion, Bnd capture of a free electron wi th dis-
Boci8t~on of the molecule. 
'llhere are sundry complexi ties connected \lli th gaseous 
discharges to v;hich T",e have not B.lluded in the above e ccount, 
such as the role of the "space che.rge Jt in point discharge, 
but these need not conc~rn the teacher intereAted in a "first-
order" unclersta ndi ng of thp 8.bove phenomena. 
'l'urning to thfl problem of descr1 bing the phenomena of 
spark and point di scherge in simple terms, we fi nd the t many 
textbooks are content with the following style of description: 
"The field in the immediate vicinity of the point .•• may be 
sufficient to ionize the air there. Those ions which have 
the same sign of charge a~ the conductor are violently re-
pelled away from it, g1ving rise to en sppreciable 'electric 
~Tind' " (B ennet 1965, 1ge8). Thi sis correct as far as 1 t 
goes, but it leaves out all mention of how the field neAr 
the point ionizes the air. We think that the mechanism of 
ionization should be discussed r"li th pupils, so the.t they can 
be prompted to consider how it might be exple.ined in terms 
of their present knowledge of electricity and the particle 
model of matter. A:. "first-ol"'der" idea of IN"ha.t happens can 
/be ••••• 
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be conveyed to pupils in simple terms; there is nothing 
intrinsically difficult about the idea of electrons speeded 
up by strong electrio foroep being able to knock other eleo-
trons out of atoms or molecules, an~ pupils ought to be 
told about this important aspeot of t~e formation of a dis-
oharge, as well as of the possible attachment of electrons 
~() molecules to form negative ions. I n" these terms pupils 
should also be able to understand the ioniza-:tion of ei:-' by 
particles emitted from radioaotive Bources. 
Point dischsrge should be demonstrated to pup11s f be-
oause of its intrinsic interest and beCA,use 1 t p:qys s. vi t~,l 
part in the aotion of the Van de Graaff generator. 'l'here 
ere a number of ,,\.;ays uf doing this: holding a sharp-pointed 
object in the hand and pointing it at the main dome of the 
generator when ~he latter is producing sparks - the sparks 
stop; using the phenomenon to produce the "eleotrio wind"; 
teping a pin to th~ dome end aiming towards 'an uncharged 
g?ld-leaf electroscope placed about one or two ,feet away 
(Le1.vi s 1964). I-ln ion-electron "model" of the phenomenon 
, "'f 
cen be described to pupils, who a,re now in a position to 
unrlerste.nd hOil'l charge Can p;et from thp belt of the genera.tor 
to the inside of its dome. It will not be obvious to pupils 
thet most of this che,r£;p must make its WfJ.Y to the outside of 
the dome. As ree sons 1my some, at least, of the cherge must 
go to the outside it Cen b~ pointed out thpt the dome is a 
conductor and that there are repulsive forces bet~Teen like 
charges. 
l\~any other useful points arise for discussion in connec-
tion itji th the V pn de Graeff generator: the need to supply 
energy to the oharges that Are beirig transported to the dome, 
where thi 8 energy oomes from and whs,t becomes of 1 t; the 
fact that trle rate of sp8rking depends on the separation of 
the domes, and thto less frequent the spe.rks, the fetter they 
lare; .•... 
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are; the fact that when charge is going from the main dome 
to a nearby conducting "po1nt", it is leaking off in Q' 
steady stream; tne fact that a neon disoharge tube (assum-
ing one is available) held along a ra.d1s.l line from the 
centre of the dome will glow continuously - these are only 
some that come to mind. Perhaps it would be a mistake to 
spend too muoh time it" dltJoussion of these points at this 
e~~g~; but pupils should make their acquaintance with these 
1dreas and phenomena, and be gi ven the opportuni ty of renewing 
it 1n due course. 
t vii) Tl1.6 elec ;,:("10 field 
The Van c.e G~\)aaff generatol~ C-: ... T'l. also be used to 
introduoe the idea of the eleotric field. ,One "flay of using 
,. 
it for this purpose 1s to fit an inverted paper "hula-skirt n 
over its dome, and switoh on. 'Ithe "hula-skirt" C!s.n be very 
simply made by attaching a number of narrow strips of light 
paper to a cardboard ring of suitable diameter. When the 
generator is running, the paper strips stretch themselves 
out along lines of the electric field of the dome. 
(The "hula-~~irt" oan assume the role of a paper crown which, 
wh'en placed on a pupil' 9 head, can be used to demonstrate the 
electric field in that vicinity Tflhen the pupil makes electri-
cal contact with a Van de Graaff generator and is insulated 
trom the floor •. ) This is the pupil's first encounter with 
an extremely important phy-slcal ooncept. For the moment, 
the idea of an electric field need mean no more to him than 
"the region around a charged object in which other objects 
can experience electrical forces. " The naive demonstration 
wi th the Va.n de Graaff genera. tor sho~'ls that there is a 
"pe.ttern of directions ll associated vIi th this field. To show 
up such patterns much more vividl~ and beautifully, one 
could use the now-familiar teohnique, which may be said to 
have been popularized by the PSSC, of sprinkling the surface 
lot . .... 
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of an insulatIng liquid with elongated insulatInr objects 
such as grass or lettuce seeds, hair clipplngsor powd'ered 
semolina, mounting an electrode or electrodes of suitable 
shape in the liquid and applying a D.C. or A.C. voltage of 
the order of several kilovolts. It would be as well not 
to use this demonstra,tion, beautiful and effective as it is, 
'~o introduce the idea of an electric field. If one does 
this, there will be no obvious connection for the r·J:9~,r,. 'oe-
tween what he has been doing in "electrosta,tics n and "'hat he 
now sees ha.ppening. By using the Van de Grs,af:f generat,or 
fIrst, this important link can be established; ~Tld \;~l~' 
demonst,ration then has the addi tional advantage of being 
able to show the pupil that a device like a 5-kv power supply 
or an .tL. '1. Transformer oa,n also "make" eleotric Charge. 
At this stage, only the simplest forms of eleotrio field 
(e.g. those due to 8 single point oharge, equal and opposite 
pOint Charges, equal and like point charges and equal and 
oppositely charged parallel plates) need be shown. 
3.15 Current electricity: elementary treatment 
3.15.1 Introduction 
In the junior secondary school years, there 1s no 
need to carry the above treatment of elementar,y electrostat-
los any further. The pupil knows of the existence of two 
kinds of charge; he know~ something about the forces be-
tween like and unlike charges and a little about electric 
fields~ He has also been given a model with the aid of 
whioh he can interpret electrioal phenomena. Later he will 
be able to elaborate this knowledge in a quantitative devel-
opment of the subjeot, which he 1s not yet mature enough to 
be able to appreCiate. There is, however, another aspect 
of electricity whose quantitative development he is mature 
enough to appreoiate - up to a point. This is the behaviour 
of simple D,C. circuits. Children are certainly capable of 
/ achi eving ..... 
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achieving a superficial but useful ~nderstand1ng of D.C. 
circuit theory at qUite sn early age. Thus the elder'of 
the present writer's two Bons once expressed an interest in 
some electrical experiments he came aoross in a book of the 
"Scienoe 1s Fun" type. Some torch bulbs and It volt oells 
were purchased for him, and tne writer brought home some 
pieces of copper wire and, a "mul timeter"., Very 81)on the 
young experimenter had .. Wl'~::l -:.nly sllght assistance, made 
certain funda.mental dls'cov·eries about closed circuits oon-
tain1ng single torch b'lllbs ,and ce1ls. He then went on to 
make predictions about '\~~"'at WGuld happ~~:" if twooells in 
series were used to light one bulb by it~01f or two bulbs in 
ser1es, and so on, and in due course verified these predic-
tiona experimentally. he did all this some months before 
his seventh birthday. There is clearly a oase for letting 
I 
children twice this age oarry out experiments of this type 
I 
1n the classroom. 
3.15. 2 'l'he introduction of the concepts of current and 
potential difference: some prelimiwry conSiderations 
. 
Wnile it is easy for cnildren to oarry out tnese 
experiments and to perceive the patterns into which tne re-
sults fall, tnis should not be the limit of their acquaintanoe 
with D.O. oircuits in the Junior secondary school. They 
should see hOW tnese patterns fit into some soheme of explan-
ation - a theory, in fact. This neoessitates the introduo-
t10n of the ooncepts of ourrent, potential difference and 
resistanoe - and this 1s where the difficulties arise. 
In the past, these difficulties seem not always to have been 
properly appreciated by teachers and authors of textbooks. 
To illustrate the defects and dangers of an approach to cur-
rent eleotricity in which proper attention 'is 'not pard to the 
logical /d~velopment ••••• 
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development of the subjeot, we consider that presented by 
'Gordon and Neee.r [no dat~. In this a.pproach, the sequehce 
of presentation is as follows:-
(i) Survey the magnetio effects of a ourrent, inoluding 
the principle of the moving-ooil galvanometer, without oon-
aider1ng the question of how the reading of a galvanometer 
is to be related to the ca~rent in it. 
(!.:l) :Descr:'lOe primary and seoondary cells, 1..ntroduoing the 
oo'ncept of EMF fie the "maxinmm electrical pressure f1 between 
tbe poles o.f a oell. 
l1 i':) ! n~r,oa::.~ c e the oonoept of re a1 stanc e by means of experi-
ments in which ,~·tres of different lengths and materials are 
1ntroduoed in a clrcui t and the curren't (in all~:Js! ) , is 
measured in each oase. Define the unit of resistance in 
terms of a column of meroury of chosen length and crose-section. 
(lv) Introduoe the oonoept of potential differenoe as "elec-
trical pressure difference" by means of the water analogy. 
(v) Introduoe Ohm's law by way of an experiment with a 
oirouit contalnlng a number of accumulators and a oalibrated 
ammeter, sta.ting the law in the form "The ourrent in any oon-
duotor, at uniform temperature, is proportional to the poten-
tial difference between its ends." 
(vi) Introduce the units of current and potential dlffer-
ence, defining the former in terms of the rate of silver de-
posl tion in a silver ni tra.~e electrolytio oell, and the lat-
ter in terms of the ampere B.nd the ohm. 
(vii) Di'scUS8 measurement of current and potential differ-
enoe, with special referenoe to the princ1ples of oonverting 
galvanometers to ammeters or voltmeters. 
(viii) Introduce the watt as the un! t of power, pointing out 
that fla watt is the rate of working when a steady ourrent of 
one ampere flows under a pressure of one volt." (The rele-
vant section of the textbook oontains the following remarkable 
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statement: "Since eleotrioal energy oan be oonverted into 
mechanioal energY.there is a definite relation between watts 
This gives the impression that the authors 
believe that the wS.tt is essentially a uni t of eleotrioal 
power, and the horsepower essentially one of meohanioal powerJ. 
The first defect of this approach to which we would 
~raw attention is its introduotion of the oonoept of electrio 
ourrent without any attempt to justify the u·ee f)f ~","'iE> /~erm 
"current" (unless we may regard the follo1'1ing sentenoe as a. 
Justifies. tion: "Everyone is fam111s.r wi th the :fact that an 
electrio current may be generated by a battery C\'I a d5namo. U)" 
Before the treatment has gone very far, the pupil 'is required 
to a.ocept as natural the measurement of ourrent in amperes, 
although no means has been suggested for calibrating the 
ammeter uS'ed in terms of amperes. The second, very serious 
defect is the manner in which the ooncept of potential dif-
ference is introduced: potential difference is linked 
vaguely to a discussion of differences in water level, but 
is not as yet given any quantitative significance .in terms 
. "f 
of power or current. The unit of potential differenoeis 
eventually introduced via resistance and Ohm's law, but the 
oonnection between potential difference, current and power 
is only made plain at a later stage. Finally, these oon-
cepts are linked together in the most casual and oareless 
manner Possible. There ~e other defects in the above 
approach, but the three which we have singled out are more 
than enough to condemn it. The first two go counter to 
what one would assume to be a fundamental principle of sound 
physics' teaching, viz. to back up the introduction of a new 
conoept with adequate discussion and careful attention to 
the problem of its measurement; and the third makes nonsense 
of any pretenoe that this is an attempt to teach a branch of 
the subjeot as though it were a ooherent part of a science. 
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The pupil will gain a very poor view of scienoe if he is led 
'to believe the.t· this distorted sample of it ie at alltyplcal. 
From this objeot lesson in how not to teaoh elementary 
ourrent eleotrioity, we may draw the moral that there are 
two main requirements to be satisfied in an adequate approaoh 
to the subjeot, viz. 
(1) the newconoepte 'I el31.j~oially ourrent and potential dif-
f .. Arr;r:c.e, nrtA-st l:e .introduoed "with adequate d~scuBsion and 
carefula.ttentlon tq the problem of their measurement"; 
(1i) the relationship bet"tleen these concepts must be as care-
fu11~" ·tr$ate(~ as one would treat such relationships in the 
discussion of 8.r;y physloaltheory. If, tor example, the 
theory makes some use of oertain concepts and ideas derived 
from areas of physios already famlliar to the pupil, then 
this aspect of the matter should be given due prom1nence. 
,The elementary theory of ourrent electricity is one of the 
more elaborate theories the pupil meets in his Junior secon-
dary school years; he should find the experience stimulating 
and instructive, rather than bewildering ancl confu.sing. 
"'{ 
To ensure that requirement (1) is met, it is necessary 
f1rst of all to glve an adequa te introduction to current. 
This means that the pupil must be shown that there 1s a 
measurable quantity associated with a closed circuit whioh 
1s the same everywhere in a simple series circuit, and that 
if the circuit is not a s~mple seriep. one, it is still possi-
ble to state a simple law regarding this quantity, viz. that 
if at some point P a branch A of the c1reui t 'fd1vldes into" 
a number of branches B, C and D, the value of this quantity 
1n A is the same BS the sum of its values in B~ C and D. 
In other 1'!ords, the pupil must be introduced to the concept 
of current by being shown that there is a quantity assooiated 
with a oircuit which conforms to what.would be called 
/ItKirchhoff' B ........ 
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"Kirohhoff's First Rule" in more sophisticated circles. 
For this f1measurable quanti ty" to conform to Kirchhoff" s 
First Rule it must be measured in terms of either the mag-
netio or the chemical effects of the current. Nowa.da·ys it 
is generally agreed that 1 t is sensible to ''lork from the 
start in terms of the magnetic effect. From the purely 
praotical point of view this is advantageous, becdUJ:::ie al-
though one has to use B. bFJ.a:.tf;E:: in ~ fUr' .. dame.(ltal measurement 
of' cl.lrreni; l'mether one bases the measurement on magnetic or 
chemical ef~eotsJ uee of the cbemical e~fect also requires 
a time measurement and '~he t.;~:tlng of£'. number of preoautions 
in setting up the experiment properly, SIf.." that what should 
be essentially a simple experiment, quickly exaouted, would 
lnstead,become a time-consuming affair with all sorts of 
complications attaohed to it. Use of the magnetio effect 
I in, this oonnection also has the advantage that it links up 
I 
with the approved method of establishing ourrent standards 
in standards laboratories and wi th the principle of opera-
tion of conventional ammeters. The faot that it would be 
impractical 1n an elementary course to base mes.surement of 
current on the internationally-agreed definition of the 
ampere is of no oonsequenoe; as Trioker (1955) puts it, 
"In spite of the fact that international committees have 
specified [the unit of current] by means of the meohanica.l 
force bet't'leen two c.onductoFs there is fundamentally not the 
slightest neceesi ty to introduce mechanical uni ts at all. If 
To introduoe potential difference adequately, it is 
neoessary to establish as early as possible that the rate at 
which energy 1s transferred between a given pair of points 
in B. circ'li t is proportional to the current and to another 
faotor which is oharacteristio of the pe.rt of tne oireui t 
in question and whioh also depends on the number of oells 
used to supply energy to the circuit. If this 1s sueC9SS-
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fully done, then however hazy the pupil may feel about the 
underlying significance of potential differenoe, at least 
he Can give it a precise quantitative meaning. The concept 
of resistance is less troublesome to a beginner than ourrent 
or potential differenoe and there is thus no need to make 
~ny preliminary observations on its presentation here. 
Requirement (1i) above will be met ~n part by introduo-
ing current and potential 11frereno~ pro~Grl~, sinoe the 1n-
t:..~oductlc:j of thes0 OOIDioepts naturally forms Part of the de-
velopment o:r th,:eelementary theory 0:[' D. C. oiroui ts. The 
explicit use of "oertain oo~,opts der1~ed from areas of 
physios already famil1ar to the pupil" ifJ necessary for the 
proper treatment of potential difference since, as we have 
seen, it is necessary here to make use of the ooncepts of 
energy and power. In addition, one oan try to suggest a 
mo*el for the observed faots oonoerning ourrents in cireui ts, 
a model based on the pupilla experienoe of eleotrostatics 
and on certain demonstrations that suggest that there is a 
oonnection between "electrostatics" and what happens in a 
current-carrying oircui t. This canoe done ll'ithout dogmatic 
8esertions about electron flow or the number of electrons in 
a ooulomb; the point of this model-building is that it is a 
preliminary exercise in trying to "explain" certain electri-
oal phenomena in electriosl terms" The pupil is likely to 
benefit much more from thi~ kind of discussion of the Bub-
-
Jeot than by the more tradi tiona.l one ~Thich confined itself 
strictly and frustratingly to the water analogy. 
3.15.3 Cur-rent electricity in the classroom: where to Btart~ 
'l'he above survey of the essentia.l points to be 
made in the elementary teaching of current electricIty might 
have given the impression that this material is too austere 
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to be taught in the Junior seoondary sChool. This is not 
the view of the Nuffleld Physios Project, whose plan for 
teaching electrici ty in Years II and III of their course 
follows essentially the lines suggested above. The Teachers' 
Guide to the work to be covered in these years contains a num-
ber of suggestions which, if followed, should help to make 
the subject palatable to pupils. We consider so~~ of these 
ideas below, together wi tn s(';~<"'othf':~s t~J.e·t have been put 
.... 
The first deols1o:n to be made oonoerning the teaching of 
current electrlcl ty lswher~. ";0 start. If the subject is 
taught at first without reference to electric charge, then 
it has to be developed on the basis of the magnetio and neat-
ing eff~ots exhibited by a wire when oonneoted to certain kinds 
of "blaok box n. The idea that some kind of ourrent is pres-
ent in the wire can be built up with tne aid of the analogies 
I 
with the flow of water and traffI0. These analogies, partl-
oularly that of the "WRter oircuit", should not be overstres-
sed, ot11erwise the pupil might find diffloul ty later 1n put-
tlng his idea of "potential difference" as "eleotrical pres-
sure" in the right perspective. On the . other hand, to attempt 
to lead straight into a study of electrio currents from ele-
mentary eleotrostatics raises the difficulty of oonvincing 
pupils at tne outset that charge is actually flowing round a 
olroul t containing J say, a. oell, a torch bulb end some pieces 
of oonnecting wire. It is possible, we think, to present 
evidenoe that at least pOinte in this direction, but the 
aooompanying arguments would be better understood at a later 
stage. There 1s always the alternative choice of simply 
telling pupils that current 18 a flow' of' charge (of Brommert 
1968) J but this kind of dogmatism is scarcely to be enoouraged 
in tne teaohing of soience. On the 'vhole 1 t seeme better 
to accept the kind of compromise approaCh employed in the 
Nuffleld and new South African junior seoondary sohool sylla-
buses, in whiCh the pupils first study 
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eleotrostatios and current e1eotrioity as essentially 
.,. 
'independent subjects, and are later shown that an e1ec'trio 
current is actually a flow of oharge. 
If the approaoh to ourrent outlined above were strictly 
followed, pupils would begin their study of ourrents by 
oarrying out some exper1ments showing them that magnetio 
etfects are associated wi~,c. a closed D.O.,. oircuit. 
Tt'l~n ',"", cov.:d 1)c shown that by connecting mor,..e cells 1n 
aeries into tne oir?ui t, iJblgger" magnetio effeata are pro-a. 
dnoed; and tn,s teaoher oould argue as tollows:- "When we 
cl~,9\) th~ ew! 1~chJ tne circui t shows magnetio effects Which 
are not there wtlen the awl tch 1s open. When we increase 
the number of oells in the olroui t, these magn~t10 ,effeots 
are more obvious. With tne switch olosed, there seems to 
be something in the cirouit-whose presenoe we oan tell by , 
the magnetic effeots it produoes. Putting more oel1s into 
the ciroui t makes this 'somethlng ll bigger and stronger. 
We oan measure some of these magnetic effects quIte easily" 
- here the teacher oould give examples - !teo perhApis we 
--
could take one or other of tnese measurements as an indlcs-
tor of' tne size of this • something 1 fl. From this point on, 
experiments wi th a current balance and wi th ammeteI~S celi-
brated with a ourrent balanoe oould be oarried out to show 
that this "something" conformed to Kirchhoff's First Rule. 
All this is adequately log~oalJ down to its studied avoidanoe 
or the 
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word "current" (of Tricker (1955): ... in the beginning 
this term is best avoided bees.use of 1 ts prejudicial asso-
01a tions·t ). Sooner or later thts word will ha.ve to be 
introduced, a1 though ini tially it ca.n. simply mean "that 
which the circuit has which gives rise to magnetic effects"; 
there would be no more specia.l significance attaohed to its 
use a t· this stage the.n there is to the use of the word 
"charge" for "that proper-~:/?;~11ch a pla'dtlc l'uler acquires 
when 1 t is rubbed wi tb a handkerchle:r"~ 
110 introduoe the subj\ect in this way would have the 
merit of moving quickly to t~e desire0 ~oal. However, it 
1s at present fashionable to require pupils first to play 
with oells and torch bulbs and so to discover the results 
of series and parellel oonnection of oells and resistors. 
This is how tne Bubject is introduced 1n the NUffield Physios 
I 
Project, and also now the new Junior secondary school sylla-
I 
buses in South Afrioa require it to be introduced. The 
Nuffield Guide (II) quotes glowing testimonials 'from teach-
ers to the en,joyment B.nd exci tement experienoed by/pupils 
in conducting these experiments and, as noted a.bove, t.he 
present euthor 1 s own son has likewise enjoyed himself. 
Perhaps, then, it should be agreed that while a satisfactory 
treatment must ultimately follow the lines suggested above, 
it ce.n be "humanized" by being introduced in the WB.Y laid 
down by the Nuffield Proj~ot. But if pupils are to begin 
their study of electricity by direot experimentation with 
torch cells and lamps, the introduction of the ooncept of 
"current" at an early stage cannot really be avoided. This 
means that pupils vlill meet "current" first as the "some-
thing" tnat is nin" the torch bulb that makes it glow; i.e. 
they meet current tnrough its heating rather than through 
1ts magnetio effects. There ls, we feel, no real objeotlob 
Ito ....• 
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to this provided that when tne measurement of ourrent is 
taken up, 1 t is done properly through the me.gnet10· effeot. 
Pup1ls should not be confused by the fact that when B cir-
cuit is'closed, there is something in it whioh oan oause 
both heating and magnetic effects; and the fact thBt one 
rather than the other of these effects is taken BS the means 
.,"r mea.suring this "something" need not c~use them any alarm. 
One can agree wi th Tricker that the llord "curr(~nt ,; nas 
.~. 
"prejudicial associati~nsP whioh 1t mlgnt t~ b~et to avold~ 
On the other hand, the Junior seoondary sohool 'pupil' sunder-
standing of the word "ourrent" outside the context G::: -elee-
triolty might not yet be so fully developed as to beg too 
many questions from i:-..im when the word is first used in oon-
nection,with electricity. It would certainly make matters 
easier for the teacher if he could use "ourrent" from the 
ste.rt, and perhs.ps he should, provided tns.t ne does not make 
the mistake of using the term too literallY.at first. 
A possible approa.ch for him is to say ths.t "'current' is the 
name we give to wnatever is tin' the torch bulb that makes 
"'f 
it glow", and tnat "tne brighter the lamp glows, the bigger 
the ourrent. 11 He need make no attempt for tne moment to 
suggest tnat sometning might be flowing in the oircuit, and 
indeed tnere would as yet be no evidence for such a flow 
available for him to use. An alternative approecn whiCh 
mig~t be held to "spoil th~ fun" somewhat but whicn does try 
to make tne idea. a li ttle more meaningful, is to say "Let 
us try to invent some kind of model of what is goinp. on in 
a closed oircuit. Suppose we make the guess that the lamp 
glowe because sometrling is flowing through it and through 
the rest of the cirouit of wnlch it forms a part. .t10W could 
we test a guess like this?" AS Gledhill {196S) has sugges-
ted, perhaps tne most obvious response here is to suggest 
that a wire in the circuit should be cut to see if anything 
drips out; the experimental fact that nothing drips out of 
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the wire whether it Is out before or. after inse~tion into a 
current-oarrying circuit would suggest that the ourrent in 
the wire is not to be identified with anything that is 
maorosoopic and obvious. So pupils ~nd teacher could con-
tinue the pursuit of a model for current, possibly by a dis-
cussion of what means by a ourrent in a rIver and of ho'" one 
could measure It, of what would be meant by a current in a 
olosed water oiroui t ano. 0 .. h~w. the ifour-rent"" mIght vary 
round such a olosed C1Tcuit. Here one -c'ould let pupils 
do what they might already have thought of doing, namely to 
try conneoting up s. sili:.~le st<7"ies cirt'~1,t with the same com-
ponents arranged in different ways. In ~ c~rcult oontaln-
Ing a pair of oells and a pair of similar lamps all oonneo-
ted in series, the lamps glOl'l wi th the sam.e brightness no 
matter in what order the oomponents are arranged round the 
I 
cireui t. This Can be taken as an indication that the 
"current", whatever it is, is the same everywhere in the cir-
cuit; and this provides support, though not oonclusive evi-
denoe, for the view that there is indeed something flowing 
round the circuit. This idea can be pursued further by 
conneoting up a circuit containing at least three lamps, 
two of which are conneoted in parallel; the latter two glow 
with equal brightness, but not as brightly as the other lamp. 
The brightness of the lamp is muoh too crude a measure of 
"current" to permit the co~clu9ion being drawn that the 
current in the third lamp is the sum of the currents in the 
other two; but the evidence 1s at any.ra.tenot inconsistent 
wIth that interpretation, which could be tentatively sugges-
ted by the teacher, if members of the class have not already 
offered i t. 
3.15.4 The measurement of current 
At this point it is clearly appropriate for pupils 
to embark on an investigation of the magnetio effects of 
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ourrents, leading on to the measurement of current by this 
means. Unfortunately the ne1f South African syllabus for 
junior secondary schools requires the ammeter to be intro-
duced as a current-measuring instrument before the pupils 
have studied the magnetio effects of B.n eleotric ourrent. 
In an experiment suggested in the Orange Free State Teach-
ers' Gulde for this sylls0us, the ammeter is to be suocess-
1 ~JaJ:1T oonn~uted. in series wi th a single lamp and one, two 
and three cells respectively; the pupil 1s expected to note 
the corr\espondence betlleen the reading of the ammeter and 
th~ ~r1€l1.tne0q of the lamp. The logic of the experiment 
goes something like this: "We have previously taken the 
brightness of the lamp as a rough measure of ~~e strength of 
the current; nOlf we see that when the lamp is brighter, the 
reading on the ammeter is bigger; so let us take the read1ng 
on the ammeter as a measure of the current. This 1s a sen-
sible thing to do, because using the ammeter in this way means 
that we can express the strength of the ourrent by means of 
a number on a scalp, and this 1s the sort of thing we tr~ to 
do when we measure something. II The weak point of this pro-
oedure 1s not just the use of a black box - in this case the 
ammeter - to measure current;' as we shall see, this can be 
justified. What does seem unsatisfactory is that this blaok 
box 1s not calibrated in terms of some measurable effect of 
the current. This kind af approach 1s bound to have pupils 
asking themselves or the teacher, "How do I know that this 
instrument [the ammeter] measures 'current', when I don't 
really know ,,,hat 1 current' is and I have no idea hOly the in-
strument works?" Certainly pupils can learn how to us~ 
ammeters and go on to work out "Ohm' 8 Law" or "energy dissi-
pation" problems in which ammeter readings have to be substi-
tuted into formulae; but if their state of knovlledge of 
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currents and ammeters is as indicat~d by the above imaginary 
question, have they really understood antthlng about the 
physics of current electricity? 
Obviously these diff1culties can be removed if the 
pupil does not meet the ammeter until after he has observed 
some of the magnetic effects of electric currents. Now that 
he knows about both heating and magnetio effeC'ts ()f ourrents, 
he Oan be led to thl nk mO~4'J ;:a eply abou'l; hOw a current can 
be mea sur-ad. This ra.ises the very important princIple of 
measuring a current (ls1hose true nature is still unknOl'ln) in 
terms of the effect it ~roauce8. Fc.r the pupil" there can 
be no obvious reason apart from practical convenience for 
the choice of the magnetio instead of the heating effect of 
a current as the basis for the measurement of current. 
Only later will he learn that "current" as measured in this 
I war is truly rate of flow of charge. But this does not 
matter at this stage. What ~ important is that the mag-
netic effect does provide a means of "putting the nunibers in" 
which is simple and d1reot. 
The fundamental method of measuring ourrent in terms of 
its magnetio effect requires the use of a ourrent balance. 
For preliminary work, it is desirable to use the kind of 
current balance in which the force measured with the balance 
is directly proportional to the current. The pupil is al-
ready familiar through his experience of temperB.ture measure-
ment with the principle of taking the change in the value of 
a certain property to be proportional to the change in the 
quantity for which a scale 1s being set up, so the.t he should 
be able to accept the application of this principle to the 
measurement of current wi th a current balance. OperatIon-
ally, that 1s to say, "current'J 1s going to be defined for 
him as beIng proportional or equal to the reading on the 
balance. But if the balance is. to give readings of current 
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which will lead to Kirchhoff's Firat Rule and to calibration 
of moving-coil ammeters which will give linear scalesto"the 
latter, it must give readings which are proportional to the 
"current" as ordinarily defined. This requirement would 
not be met by a parallel-wire type of current balanoe 
(Williamson 1958) or by that used in the PSSC course (PSSO 
Lab Guide and Teachere' 3dBource Book and GUide, Book Four), 
j :" b,~~~n of whi("l1 "the mea.sured force is propo~tional to the 
Sill, U8.l"e aT the c l1rre.nt. Current balances in the latter cate-
gory are more !fJfundamental" , in the sense that they measure 
the ;orc,~s of interaction between current-carrying conductors 
and so come olo~er to the approved method of establishing 
standards of ourrent, whereas "linear" current balances 
measure,the force of interaotion between a current-carrying 
conductor and a permanent magnet (or, leee satisfactorily, 
another current-carrying conductor in rNhiOh an 1ndependent 
current is maintained at a set value). Hut considerations 
of this kind need not concprn the pupil. From his point of 
view it would be perfectly legitimate to set up a scale of 
"f 
current based on a "linear" current balanoe. 
In the Nuffield course, the type of balance used is of 
the "moving-magnet" type; a small magnet hangs from one end 
of the balance arm inside a c01l, so that when the current 
is turned on in the latter, the magnet is p~lled into the 
coil and a counter-force m~st be applied to the other end 
of the beam to balance it. For a given position of the 
magnet inside the coil, the force on it ie direotly propor-
tional to the curre:llt; and as in the operation of the balance, 
the magnet would always be brought to the same position for 
equilibrium, we see toot this type of balance meets the re-
quirement of lineari ty. Other balances which would also do 
this are of the force-on ... ·the-conductor type, 1 n which a cur-
rent-carrying conduotor on which the force is measured is 
I su spe nde d ••••• 
suspended in the field of R permanent magnet. Current 
balances have unfortunately .!l.Q.1 been specified 'for' the' 
corresponding South Afrioan syllabus; if the oourse is one 
day modified to inolude them, one would hope that the sylla-
bus planners would follow the example of the Nuffield course 
and specify that the pupils themselves are to assemble the 
l'~ 2anoes. Then there would be nothing 9f the black-box 
about these fundamen'tal ourrent-measuring in~trumen-t;3 ~ 2.-'l,! 
least as far 8.S their oons cruotion was conc;:.rne:d .• 
In early work wi th the balance, pupils couJ.d t;e.ke read-
1ngs rcorresponding to ourrents previously recogn~ zed ;:'1' tht:}m 
to be equivalent to "full" lighting of one torch bulb o'r 
lamp, or greater or :~8S than thi s. They could also measure 
the current in two or three "fully 11 t It lamps connected 1n 
parallel and compare 1t with that in a single "fully-11t" 
lamp; and they oould use the balance to show that the current 
1s the same all round the oircuit. These latter measurements 
yield results which s.re consistent wi th the idea that electrio 
current is something flowing round the circuit, and if this 
"'f, 
idea has not yet been introduced, it might well be introduced 
here. 
The pupil is nov1 well-prepared to meet the fa.milier form 
of ammeter. In acoordance with the prinoiples of the satis-
factory use of blaok boxes, the ammeter should first be con-
neoted in series with the 9urrent balanoe in a complete o1r-
-
cuit and sho~m to give the same readings - or, if the current 
balance is not calibrated in amperes but in arbitrary units 
instead, the ammeter and current balanoe readings oan be 
shown to be proportional. Use of the ampere as the unit 
in which the ammeter is calibrated'is not something about 
which a great fuss need be made at this stage. Talk of the 
ooulomb and of a rate of flow of 6.25 x 1018 electrons per 
!second ••••• 
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second would serve no good purpose. We know very well tha t 
the def1ni tion of the a,mpere 1s a matter of arb1 trary 'choice, 
and there 1s no res.son why we should not "explain" the am-
pere by saying that physioists decided long ago to c8.11 the 
current that produced a certain size of magnetic effect an 
ampere; and that in our current balances, this defini tion 
of the a.ropere amounts to say1ng that a force O~ t1~.e conduc-
tor of [x] newtons means .... 'r-,OS·f· Ghe curre:.!t in" the oonductor 
is 1 ampere. 
~~e principle of operation o~ the ammeter is not some-
thing that is vi ta.l1y n~CeSB&t'y f~r :pt:~lls to know about as 
yet, though teachers wanting to make the black box a little 
greyer in appearance could eas11y do 80 by opeiung up the 
instrument and revea11ng the mechanism. It will be evident 
then that the (moving-ooil) ammeter works on the magnetio 
I ef~ect of the current. If pupils know enough about mag-
I 
netio effects of a current, they will be able to understand 
that when there is a current in the coil, forces on its 
sides vIill tend to turn it round, "Thl1e its turning motion 
will be restrelned by the hairsprings. 
3.15. 5 Summa.ry of requirements for a. satisfactory intro-
duction to current electricity 
Before we consider how the subject of current 
electricity might be further developed, we shall pause to 
. 
sum up what would seem to be the requirements for a satis-
factory introduction to this subject. 
(1) Background. It is implied in the foregoing discussion 
that if the measurement of current is to be properly Intro-
duced, it will have to be done on the basis of magnetic 
effects - in particular, on the use of a suitable kind of 
curre nt be. lane e. This in turn implies that pup1ls must be 
·familiar ,,11th the rudiments of magnetism, viz. "nat is meant 
/by ••••• 
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by a magnet~ magnetlc poles and the idea of a magnetio 
field. We teLe up these points in a separate section. 
(11) 'l'reatment. (a)Pupl1s can first become familiar with 
the idea of an electric current through experimentation 
wlth simple circuits containing torch cells, pleces of wlre 
and torch bulbs or lamps. To begin wlth, the current is 
~what makes the lamp llght up". AS a first, orude measure 
of this current, the br1ghtness of a lamp 1~ u9~d. 
(b) As a preliminary to proper measurement of current" the 
:pupil studies the magnetlceffects of' s.n electrio c'Urrent~ 
~J.'hese should include the making of ,~ simple elec::,:-omagJ,'!~t 
( e. g. by 'tVI'Rpping s. piece of Insulated copper lflre around 
a nail), and the foroe on a ourrent-cs,rry1ng conduotor in a 
magnetic field. It would not be necessary at thls point 
to show the magnetIc field patterns of current-carrying 
wires or solenoids; the maln theme for the moment Is the 
measurement of current, and It would be well to stlck faIrly 
close to it. 'rhen the prlnciple of the measurement of 
current by its effects Oan be disoussed, leading to me8.su~e­
ment of current by current balance and "calibration" of an 
ammeter by oomparison wlth the current balance. 
'I'he variety of experimentation in s.ll this should be 
enough to maintain interest on the part of the pupl1R, who 
are at the same time gi van e. treatment of the subj ect which 
ha s no e.wkvrard ga.ps of 10g;.lc 1 n 1 t. 
(Note:. It will be clear from the foregoing that the 
oe1ls used in these experiments are treated as black boxes 
throughou t. A t the moment, they are simply It the thi ng s ,,,e 
seem to have to uss in oircuits in order to obtain electric 
ourrentslf. On this point l see also our earlier remarks on 
oells in Section 2. 4J. 
/3. 15. 6 .•.•. 
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3.15.6 Elementary treatment of reslstance 
It is ea sy and convenient to introduce "resistance" 
qualitatively after the techniques of current measurement 
have been studied. (It can also be introduced before the 
use of the ammeter has been treated, the brightness of a 
lamp being treated as a "rough ammeter", but it would be 
neater to use genuine ammeters fDr this work. } An Intui-
tl ve pre-quanti ta tl ve ~~'m C'~ f.Jf "resi stance "can be taught 
wi th the aid of 'experiEents 1 n '!4"hlch conductors of different 
k1nds are inserted in a simple series eireni t which includes 
an ammeter. 
property associated wi th any conductor whi.ch ~elps to deter-
mine what the current w1ll be in the circuit in which the 
conductor is conne cted. Of course there is nothing to stop 
one saying, "r am going to define this property in such a l~Y 
I 
th~t its value will be bigger vThen the current is bigger", 
in which case one would be talking about conducta.nce. 
But tradition has accustomed uS,to dealing with resiRtance 
instead, at least in elementa.ry treatments, and so ~le think 
of our con€iuctors having bigger resistnnce when the current 
is smaller. Use of the "Tord "resistance" points strongly 
towards the idea of "something flo11Jing ft in the circui t, but 
BS this should already have been emphasized in the discussion 
of the experiments with the ammeter, it should cause no 
trouble. In the course of qualitative comparison of the 
resistance of different things connected in the circuit, the 
teacher could remind pupils of the difference between "con-
ductors Jl and Itinsulators" as noted in electrostatics. The 
experiments vii th circui ts will show thftt metals he.ve oompara-
tively small resistance, while strips of plastic material 
reduce the current to zero. This is not conclusive evidence 
,.that one is dealing v11th the same kind of thing in the tvro 
situations - an experiment with an ordinary ammeter cannot 
/d1sclose ••••• 
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disclose the huge difference 1n order of magnitude between 
the resistance .of a m"etel conductor and tnat of an inSula-
.tor of similar dimensions - but it is suggestive l all the 
SBme. nnd the pupil knows thet the material with which 
oopper wire used in the laboratory B.nd in the home is oover-
ed 1s called ··insule. tion"; he is bound to wonder, ninsula-
tion against what?" 
'lne ULe of' a variable resistance or rhe'ostat in a cir-
cuit Can perhap~ be. introduced to pupils by way of a d1s-
,cussl\on of hOl'IT one might adjust the current in aclrcui t to 
son~~ des! red ,~aluef) Pupils could m8ke their own orude 
rheostats using lengths of bare wire with crocodile clips 
as sliding contaots, and tnen progress to the ~eal.thing. 
This i8,a180 a means of starting tne treatment of the effec-
tive resistance of a pair of oonductors oonnected in series: 
the resistance of a piece of wire of given material depends 
on how long it is, so if we oonneot together two pieces of 
wire in series, we would expect tnat the resistanoe of the 
two togetner is bigger tnan tne resistance of either. 
Experiments on resistances in series and in pa.ra11el ca,n be 
carried ou t wi th lengths of ttreslstance"-wire and wi th lamps 
and so provide a be,si s for tne quanti ta ti ve conclusions to 
be used later. 'lthe results of these experiments should also 
be interpreted in terms of the urlow" model of electric 
current. It will also be~lnstructivo for pupils to compare 
the resistances of conductors of similar length and material 
but having different diameters. It would be as well in the 
course of this study of resistance to repeat the experiment 
showing that the current is the same everywhere in a simple 
series circui t. Although the point has been made earlier, 
1 t should perhaps be reinforced in case the idea of "res1a-
tance lJ has prompted some pupils to think that there 1s less 
current going out of than 1s coming into a "resistance. n 
/3. 15. 7 •..•• 
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3.15.7 Potential differenoe 
We oome now to that part of the subjeot which is 
likely to present most difficulty to pupils and teachers 
alike, viz. the introduotion of npotential differenoe". 
It is a comparatively simple matter to familiarize pupils 
with the 1vay in which a voltmeter 1s used in a circuit; it 
1s another matter altogether to get them'to ur:j.3r(,tand ~vhat 
the voltmeter really Tr~aF"'J."€~. The teacher· .. · should take the 
le. tter S.s his m8~in aiFJ ,even if he f'eels 1 t may not be com-
pletely realized 1n a Junior seeonda..ry sohool course. 
This means that he will +.ry t~ convinc~ 1:1i9 pupils that a 
voltmeter measures energy transfer per U!~t charge, and that 
as far as circuits a.re concerned, "energy transfer per unit 
oharge"'may be taken to be the definition of potential dif-
ferenoe. 
I 
If he does this, he should be able to safeguard 
himself against unthinking use of the term "electrioal pres-
sure n in teaching potential d1fference (see our earli er re-
ference to this matter in Seotion 2.2). 
It is obvious that if potent1al differenoe is to be 
"'f 
taught in this way, the pupil ~nll not only have to be con-
versant with the "flown model of an electric current, but 
will also have to accept that the quantity measured as cur-
rent 1s actually rs.te of flovT of charge. This does not mean 
that he has to be convinced that the "charge n flowing round 
in a olrcu~t is the same k~nd of thing as the "charge" w'hose 
effects he observed in eleotrostatics experiments. What he 
will really have to acoept is ths.t ttsomethingl1 flows in a 
oirou1t (he might as well oall the "something" charge) and 
that 1 ampere is actually the rate of flow of 1 unit of this 
something (he might as well call the unit the coulomb) per 
second. 
/3. 15. 8 ••••• 
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3.15.8 Digression: a sophisticated approach to potential 
difference via the water analogy 
Any method of treating the top1c within the present 
oontext is going to have to make use of the water analogy to 
some or other extent. Although it will probably be thought 
too difficult for the average pupil, we think it of interest 
to give here an outl111d of the most sophIsticated. treatment 
(1:i' potential. differenoe by means of thi s e.n:ilogy, 1 Tl a rom 
set out in part by Rogers (1960). The treatment builds 
on the ('by this time) well-kno1-m fact that in elements of 
eleo'G:ric circ\..~·~ ts» energy 1 s transferred.. Accordingly, 
one uses the cO~'\bep'i~ of energy 1n dit-:cussing what happens 
1n a "water curcuit". Suppose that part of such a oircuit 
consists of a long,thln, uniform ~ipe. The pressure de-
creases uniformly along the" pipe in the direotion of flow. 
(It 1s easily demonstrated that we have to establish a dif-
ference in pressure between the ends of the pipe in order 
to make water flow in it.) application of elementary meoh-
anics shows that a difference in pressure between the end~ 
of such a pipe implies that energy conversion must be taking 
place in the pipe, as work is being done on the steadily 
flowing liquid. No extra kinetic energy 1s gained by the 
liqu'id, so that the energy transferred to the liquid as a 
result of vlork done all appears as heat. (This presupposes 
conserva.tion of energy. gee our later comments in Sec'tlon 
3.15.9. on the sub.,ect of voltmeter calibration .. ) Here 1~ 
have an interesting correspondence between a pipe in a water 
circuit and a. conductor in an electrical circuit; in the 
pipe water flo1v9 steadily and energy 1s dissipated as heat; 
in the conductor, we think that there 1s something called 
"charge U flowing steadily, and energy is dissipated in 'the 
oonductor as heat .. Let us take the analogy a step further; 
we have a pressure difference between the ends of the pipe, 
Iso ••••• 
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so perhaps we can speak of a difference of "electrical 
pressure lf between the ends of the conductor. Il'his helps 
us very little unless we can speoify a means of measuring 
"eleotrical pressure". Indeed it ca~ be argued that we 
could have got to the idea of electrical pressure much more 
quiokly if we had wanted to; many faulty textbooks (e. g 
Gordon and Neser) show us how! But the .. water ~n!Jlogy does 
provide a useful olue s.s to," ]Y)1:1 to ~rocc-ed: ''', experiment Sh01'lS 
tllat the ~"'ate B.t ir::lich heat is developed in a pipe is pro-
portional to the pressure diff'erence between its ends and to 
the volume rate of flow;- so that the In"~ssure difference 1s 
proportional to 
energy liberated as heat per unit time 
volume flowing past a given oross-section per unit time 
(In ~act it is equal to this ratio, as can easily be shown.) 
I 
Pe]fhaps "electrical pressure difference" bet"~Teen the ends of 
a conductor can be defined as the ratio 
heat developed per unit time 
current 
where the current in amperes is now to be interpreted as the 
ra te of flow of che.rge in "coulombs :per second lJ pB.st a gi van 
cDoss-section of the conductor. 
We still have to ehOl., that the B.ctua.l behaviour of 
electrical circuits makes this definItion meaningful. 
One way of doing this is to perform an experiment described 
by Tricker (1955). AS specified in the original descrip-
'tion, the apparatuB required consists of nine six-volt Car 
lamps, three six-volt car batteries and an ammeter capable 
of measuring currents of up to 12 amps; it is used in the 
fo 1101v1ng 1-Jay:-
(a) Connect one lamp in series ~~th the ammeter and ~ 
1?attel"lY, thereby fully lighting the la,mp, and note the corres-
ponding current. 
/( b) •.••• 
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(b) Connect two le.mpe in 8e~ies and show that they.are 
.' is 
. only fully lit .if the current! supplied by tViTO be. tter1e e .. 
connected in serIes, Bnd that the current is the same as 
in (a). 
(0) Show that three lamps in series are fully lit by three 
batteries in series, the current being the same as in (a). 
(d) Connect two lampe in ~~rallel - one pattery 1s enough 
t? J.~!,Gnt tr .. em e~lG, the total current is twice~, the former 
value. 
t e) Proceec1, as above wi th series-parallel combine.tiona of 
th0 lampq, ffi~0wing that in all cases the number of lamps 
fully Ii t 1s given by the product ,of the number of batteries 
and tne number of "unlts U of current floll1ng, a lIu~it" being 
the current registered in (8). 
If the unl ts of power and "electrical pressure differ-
ence" are tempore.rily taken to be the power dissipated in 
one fully-li t lamp and the 'telectrics.l pressure difference" 
set up by one bsttery respectively, the result of the ex-
periment can be summed up in the statement 
Tote.l power dlsslpetect = "electrioal pressure 
difference" times "current". 
The term "electrical pressure' difference" can end should 
now be droppect, the corre ct term t1potential difference 11 
substituted end officl~lly defined as energy dissipated per 
unit charge or power dis9\pated per ~nlt current. The volt 
oan then be introduced and defined as a joule per coulomb. 
Ji.S we have implied, the reasoning in the first part of 
this sophisticated treatment of "electrics.l pressure" is 
probably too edve.nced for a Junior seconde.ry school pupil, 
However it would be helpful for the teacher to keep it in 
mind, because it does make clear the origin of "electrical 
pressure" as a quantitative concept. The development of 
/the~ , • " " 
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the idea in this way should make clear that the wo~ 
"pressure" used in this context carries with it none of its 
familiar oonnotations; in partioular, it should on no 
acoount be thought of as ttelectrical force per unit 8.rea" 
which, in so far as we oan give a meaning to it, would be 
the same anywhere along a uniform current-carrying conduc-
tor. On this subject the Nuffield Gulde (III) comments 
that "there -r,Tould be no harm in thinking of [P.f!.J 'J.g short-
hand for 1 pressure difference 1 If, .s.nd goes on: n'We 'may say 
that voltage or potentield1fference 1s the equivalent, fOT 
an el·ectrical ciroui t, of pressure o.i~ference fo~ a we.ter 
circui t. Some of' us enjoy thinking of p. d" as a real 
pressure difference, of something pushing quite hard; of 
somethi~g Which, pushing hard enough, hurts us by giving us 
a bad shook. n Those of us who think that we do understand 
what up. d." is, may. indeed find it amusing to think about it 
in the manner just described. But it may be questioned 
wJ;lether a pupil, trying despe:~ately to grasp something en-
tirely new to him, would find this way of thinking equally 
"f 
enjoyable. It is quite possible that he may be seriously 
troubled by it, that he rni~~t grope vainly for some explan-
ation of this supposed electrlca.l "push". Did he' bu t know 
1t, there can be no such explanatior.., because there iB no 
electrical t1pUSh" - at any rete, not in the sense implied by 
ca.reless use of the term I~electrical pressure ". The present 
writer vividly remembers being troubled by considerations of 
this sort at school; in consequence, he never felt happy 
about potential difference until the subject was taught him 
B. t uni versi ty. When much later in life hp. looked again at 
his school textbook, he realized teat neither he nor any 
other pupil could have been expected to understand potential 
difference when the topiC was presented in this manner. 
Perhaps he oannot now be blB.med for doubting whether "there 
. /would •••.• 
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would be no harm in thinking of p.d. as pressure difference." 
3.15.9 Potential difference as energy transferred per unit 
charge; the "voltmeter" approach 
We return to tne task of trying to desoribe a 
simple approacn to potential difference which aims at re-
vealing its slgnificsnce as energy transferred per uni t 
oharge. This approB.ch shoulr: ~-lso ~ho'T'; ~:~J.at a voltmeter 
-~. 
One llay of' beginning 1-s to fo,cue att'ention on the voltmeter:) 
which is 1n! tial1y e. black ~~ox wno-se function 1s to be re-
vealed by experiment. 1 ts correct mode of oonneotion lnto 
an already established oircuit could be d1eco~~red by the 
pupil by trial and error. Suppose that the ualready estab-
11shed Circuit" consists of a battery, three lamps and an 
emmeter, all oonnected in series; tne voltage of the bat-
I 
I 
tery and the wattages of the lamps should be chosen so that 
the lamps will glow with their normal brightnees in the cir-
oui t. Connection of the ~moving coil) voltmeter in series 
into this oircuit would produce a reading on the voltmeter 
and a reduction of the curr~nt in the circuit to a value 
too small to be reed on the ammeter. The pupil must now 
solve the problem of how to connect the voltmeter into the 
oirouit in such a way that it does not destroy the conditions 
existing before its connection. Eventually he should dis-
oover (or be guided towards discovering) that when the volt-
meter is connected in parallel across, say, one or more of 
the lamps, it does give a reeding 1-,lthout see1"1ing to upset 
existing conditions 1n the circuit. Further investigation 
would show that the volLmeter gives a bigger reading when 
connected a.crose tw'o lamps than "'hen connected acrosS one 
only; tnat it gives the same reading when conneoted in turn 
-. ~oross eacn of the cells oomposing the battery, and that if 
/1 t ••... 
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it is oonneoted scross different numbers of oells, its read-
ing is proportion~l to the number of oells acrOss Whioh it 
is oonnected. 
~he pupil now has accumulated quite a lot of evIdence 
about voltmeter readings for the oirouit under study. 
In interpreting it in the correct way, he will have to be 
rirmly guided by th~ teacher, who must now ask the pupil to 
think about energy transfer in electric cirQuit$~ 
oirouit Just described, attention could be directed to the 
energy transfer going on in each of the lampe. It W0111d 
seem reasonable to take 89 a fundam~ntal eseumpt:f)n tlJ.~t 
the 'total rate ot' energy dissipation in n la.mpe 1s n times 
the rate of energy dissipation in one lamp. Experiment has 
ehO't"ln tnat the vol tmeter reading across n la.mpe is n times 
the voltmeter reading across one lamp. Evidently the volt-
meter reading 1s a measure of how muoh energy 1s beIng diss1-
pated in tne portion of the circuit across whion the volt-
meter is connected. 'l'hat it is not a measure of this alone 
1s easily shown by a mod1ficetion of the above experiment 
1'11 th the lamps. Let the le,mpe nov I be oonnected in parallel 
with one another and in series with the ammeter and the 
battery, and the voltmeter be connected across the lamps. 
Now the reading of the voltmeter is the same as it was across 
one of the lamps in the previous experiment, wnile the read-
ing of the ammeter is three times its previous value. 
Since we still have three lamps glowing with their normal 
brightness, the total rate of energy dissipation by the lamps 
1s· the same as before. By extending the experiment still 
further to include other series-parallel combinations of 
lamps, vii th the number of cells oomposing the battery ad-
Justed to sui t, 1 t can be established as a genera.l resul t 
that the rate of energy dissipation in a given portion of a 
oircuit is proportional to the voltmeter reading across that 
/pa.rt ••.•• 
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part of tne circuit multiplied by tne total ourrent. This 
proportionality relation OB.n then be turned round to read 
rate of energy dissipe.tion" 
"voltmeter reading cc::.. '. Using 
total ourrent 
the Idea that current is "rate of flol" of 'Charge'" and that 
"rate of energy dissiP8.tion" 1s what it says 1 t Is, lIe oan 
a.l-ao write this relation as Itvoltmeter readingoC 
energy given up" 
ona.rge 
or rtvol tmeter rsadlng oC. en~:l'tz.~ g:tven up per 
.~, 
Tne ~p~t eeep 1s to state that the voltmeter 
1s in fact callb]?ated 1'n allen a ~ffly tnat its reading is equal 
to tne number of joules givf'Z"t up per coulomb, and that the 
volt is tne name given to the unit "joule per coulomb ll - nenoe 
toe name "voltmeter J1 for the instrument and "v,)l tage II as tne 
common name for tne quantity measured by the voltmeter. The 
offioial name for "voltage" must be introduced, together with 
some justifica ti on for 1 ts form. Eere one can say tha t the 
I 
I 
energy that charge gives up as it flow's through the circuit 
is a form of potential energy t and the term I1potential differ-. 
ence" implies that tne charge woUld have more of this kind of 
element 
potential energy at one end of a cireui t/then B.t the other! 
It will be recognized that tne experIments Just descri-
bed are essentially those described by Tricker (1955) 
approac.ned from a slightly different viewpoint. The major 
s.Bsumption of such experiments is tha.t energy is being "given 
up'· by charge flo11Ting round the circui t; wha.t is observed 
.. 
is tnat the lamps glow, and it 1s taken that tne energy wniCh 
the lamps are getting rid of is the energy t.l.lat wa ~ supplied 
to tnem from tne flol'ling charge. This is an assumption of 
8 kind of energy conservation; yet it is not full-scale 
energy conservation, since the interpretation of the experi-
ment does not depend on tne assumption that ~ of the 
neleotrical" energy lost by the onarge appears as energy given 
out by tne lamps. On tne other hand, any proper method of 
/calibrating ••••• 
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oal1brating a voltmeter direotly in ter.ms of energy transfer 
, per unit charg~ does'depend on the val1dity of the Principle 
of Conservation of Energy; if we want to know the number 
of Joules transferred by a heating 0011, for example, we oan 
only do this by measuring the "heat" output from the ooil 
in Joules, and tha.t measurement must depend on an assumption 
of the value of the r~lEl"~lon between th~ joule and the oalo-
""~ .. e~ 'I'he est~bJ..ishment of that relation i,~ itself a proof 
that conserva.tion of energy oan be extended to embraoe "heat" 
as 0011 as mechanloalenergy. Naturally \'1e cannot 1'or the 
PU~·1)O seG of ~" Utundamental II call bratlon of e. voltmeter rely 
on a value for 1~J n that has been obtained from electrical 
measurements; only a meohanically determined value for nJn 
is permissible here. (On this point, of. the Nuffield 
Guide III and IV and Tricker (1955). ) 
The fact that we have to rely on oonservation of energy 
in oalibrating our voltmeters may be held to be 8. serlous 
objection to the above approaoh to voltage in the oontext of 
the South African junior secondary school syllabu~es. In 
"'f 
those syllabuses, oonservation of energy ls not to be treated 
as fully establi shed~ How'ever J it will oertainly not be 
possible in this introduotory treatment to perform a oali-
bration of the voltmeter. In the absence of the cruoial 
experiment itself, there is no pressing need to explain its 
logic! Instead, refuge p~n be taken in. the following aocount 
of the matter: "We see from experiment that it 1s reasonable 
to olaim that the reading on a voltmeter is a measure of 
energy transferred per unit charge. But to prove that a 
reading of, say, 2 volts on the voltmeter does really mean· 
that 2 joules of energy is transferred for every ooulomb 0:1:" 
che.rge, needs an experiment that we shall only really te able 
to understand in the senior years. You may take it that 
the voltmeters we use have been or could be oalibrated like 
/this, ••••• 
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this, so that their readings tell you directly how muoh 
energy is transferred per coulomb. fI It seems a pity·to 
have to fall back on "teaching by assertion" at this point; 
yet the Nuffield Guide (IV) adopts much the same attitude 
in connection with this matter, even though Nuffield pupils 
are expected to know about energy oonservation before they 
deal with volts end voltmeters. In the Nuff1 eld. oourse, 
oalibration of a vol tmete:· j, ~ designate'J. as·~.an "Advanoed 
buffer optionjf, to, be (done only 'by fast groups of pupils who 
have tea.chers who a.:re "skilful at running this as a class 
experiment II. P~r the 7'est, the Nuff] ?ld Guide (IV) says 
"This is a plaoe where we should ask many pu:?ils to take our 
word for the inst~~ment's aotion - as we do with stopwatohes, 
balances and (quite often) ammeters." We oannot resist 
quo~ing this Guide' 8 oomments on "teaching by assertion"; 
I 
acpordlng to it, "Teaching by assertion 1s a weak method; 
I 
and if we indulge in it much we shall give science a poor 
name. Yet occasionally we may save pupils from confusing 
arguments for which they are not ready; and then we may be 
wise to make assertions. These are not so damaging if we 
ourselves remember clearly that we have made them." Nor, 
we might add, if our assertions are based on facts and prin-
ciples which 'tie ce.n make a reasonable claim to have understood. 
In sum, we would suggest that if potential difference and the 
funotion of a voltmeter a~e not to be taught in terms of 
energy transfer per unit charge (with the minor drawback of 
having to indulge in "teaching by assertion" at the end), 
they had best not be taught at a.ll, as thp d1sadvanta.ges of 
any other approaches far outweigh any alleged advantages. 
3.15.10 Potential difference as energy transferred per 
un! t charge: direct a.pproach 
AS an alternative to the line of attack on "volt-
age l1 just described, in which one begins wi th the voltmeter, 
lone •• ••• 
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one may try going straight to the root of the matter by 
talking about energy transfer in' circuits right 'from the 
start. (This 1s the approach described in the Nuffield 
Gulde (!v) ). Two lamps of different wattage connected in 
series in the same circuit show obviously different rates of 
energy transfer for the same current; and from this it 19 
~~ncluded that if we want to know how much energy is trans-
ferred in a given time in a gl ven circui t e~,ement, ',;;e ~v~J..l 
have to know both the current and the energff transferred per 
un1 t charge in the element. A conv,enient instrument is 
needed to measure the latter; by means of exper\mer'\'~~ of 
the kind already described, it is 'shown that the voltmeter 
meets this requireme~t. 
It can be argued that a defect of both these a.pproaches 
to ~voltagen is that at some point in the treatment, a 
black box is produced which happens to have just the right 
characteristics in order to measure energy transfer per unit 
~o doubt it ~~ a defect: in an ideal physics course 
in an idea.l lvorld we ~lould he.ve our pupils carefully consider 
"f 
tne problem of how to measure the desired quantity and even-
tually, with a little assistance from us, they would al'rive 
at the principle of a practical voltmeter. But this is not 
an ideal world, and it seems that no courses in science can 
ever be ideal; so perhaps we can rest content with the fact 
that, after all, our b1acf box is not just taken for grfl.nted -
its mode of use end its function are carefully esteblished 
by experirne nt. 
3.15. 11 The "vol tege II of cells 
An elementary tre~tmen~ of potential difference 
would scarcely be complete unless it made some reference to 
the function of cells or batteries in circuits. fl'he ex-
periments carried out by the pupils show that the voltmeter 
/g1vell ....... 
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gives a reading proportional to the number of cells across 
'whioh it is connected; in other words, to quote Tricker~ 
(1955) and the Nuffield Guide (III), a voltmeter can be use~ 
as a "cell counter r1 • This 1s interesting, but not speoially 
valuable unless one oe.n explB.in some of the underlying 
physics. To do this requires some more "assertion" from 
the teacher, who would hr.1ve to present the CB.ee somel1'hB.t 
E'~ ons thes8 lir~es: "lJ.'a.ke a circuit consist:t,ng of a lamp and 
a piece of ''(nJire j o1.ning it s terminals together; nothing 
hsppens in it. Arter the cireui t to include the kind of' 
bla01( DOo1: kno\tn. ;a s a j oell', and the lamp glovlS. We think 
that in the lam~. electrical energy is being changed into 
redlant energy; it is a reasonable guess tha~ the. charge 
that gives up eleotrical energy when it flows throu'gh the 
lamp, gains this kind of energy when it flows through the 
cell. We have seen simple forms of cell in which we have 
been aware of chemical reactions going on; again, it seems 
a·reasonable guess that in the cell, the charge gains elec-
trical energy at the expense of chemical energy. . Perhe.ps 
.,. 
the voltmeter, when it :ts connected across a cell, tells us 
the electrical energy ga.ined for each coulomb of charge pass-
ing through the cell." Behind this argument, too, lies the 
assumption if not of "full-scale" conservation of energy, 
then at least of energy "dis8ppearing" in one form and "appear-
lng" to some extent in 8.no~ther form. We feel that it is un-
necessary at this stage to mention explicitly the concept of 
To mention the term "electromotl ve force:t here ~Tould 
do much more harm thAn good. If pupils' can accept the idea 
that a cell is something which makes eleotrical energy avail-
able from chemical energy, they are off to a good start in 
understanding cells; and as beginners in the theoretical 
study of circuits, it would be much better for them to get 
used to remembering that the label "li volt e l1 on a cell means 
/ tha t ••••. 
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that the cell makes ava11e.ble 1-t jo~lee of electrical energy 
to evel~Y coulomb of charge flo'tiing through it, than for them 
to make the simpler correspondenoe "That means the cell has 
an EMF . of It vol tsll. The term EMF·. can besElved up 
tor the senior years, where it will be mo at useful B.S a 
general term for the rate of energy conversion from non-
electrical to electrical forms per uni t ·,charg~ ~lcwi ng 
through a "seat" or "Sf)Ur.' ... ,,::'f Jt EM,1t", Here 1 t 1 s nei ther 
an a.I'd to understanding nor 81 particularly oonven1 ent abbre-
viation. 
3.15.12 Tne use of analogy in teaching ~otential difference 
It will be noticed that 't"le have sc:c~.;,pulou8ly 
avoided any reference to 1telectrioal pressure" in outlining 
the· above teaching epproaohes to potential difference. 
Wei did this in order to demonstrate that there is no absolute 
I 
I 
necessity to use this term in this oontext; nor do we have 
to invoke the water analogy, once the idea of "flow of 
charge" is accepted. Many teachers will nevertheless want 
"'f 
to use this analogy as a teaching aid in presenting the con-
cept of potential difference. They will espeCially want 
to make use of the model water circuit (cf. Nuffield Guide 
(III) ) with its flowmeter Bnd pressure gauge as analogues 
for the ammeter and voltmeter respectively; the flowmeter 
1s connected Ilin series" with the circuit and the pressure 
gauge Hin parallel" wi th that part across which the pressure 
difference is to be measured. There can be no 'objection to 
this, provided that the tepcher clearly recognizes the limi-
ts. tions of the analogy a.nfl me.kes them plai n to the pupils. 
Then the analogy oen be a useful means of helping to drive 
home some points in the argument and a s an e.id to remember-
1ng some of those poi nts. 'l'he limi tations of the water 
analogy particularly ooncern the correspondence between 
/npressure ••••• 
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"pressure difference lJ and Mpotentia.l difference"; we have 
already drawn attention to tne dangers inherent in careless 
use of the term Ifelectrical pressure", and we feel it is the 
duty of the teacher to insist that this term is a mere syno-
nym for potential difference, in which the word "pressure It 
has altogether lost its usual meaning. In the senior years, 
when the pupil knows more about charge a.nd abf"ut fJlectric 
fi elds) he can be tauph t ~.J :lc,'J:[ler and mU0h be-tter analogy for 
the behaviour of ohe.rges in cireni ts. (See Section 7. 13.4) 
In the meantime, th~~ tee.chsr ~lho wants to use an analogy 
will have to do the be~~ t he (S~.n ~1i th ~~~~ 'vater-circui t 11 and 
remind himself conste.ntly that the use O'C an analogy 1s in-
tended to promote understandlng and not to obscure it. 
3.~5.13 Tne quantitative treatment of resistance 
I In the presentation we are recommending here, the 
I 
I 
pupil will already have been introduced qualitatively to the 
concept of resistance and have gained some feeling for it. 
Now that he knows something about potential difference, he 
is able to study resistance quantitatively. ~rhis study "f. 
should begin wi th a d1scussion of how resistance CQuld be 
mea sured. The discussion could be illustrated by means of 
a very simple circu1t consisting of a battery, a coIl of 
"reslstance"-wlre B.nd an ammeter, all connected in series. 
il'he current in the circui t could be read and noted:. Then 
a ooil of different re8istence is substituted for the first 
Call, and the current is read again. Suppose it is smaller: 
eccording to earlier idea of resistance, this means the second 
call has a bigger resistance than the first. So far, nothing 
new has emerged. But one cen now point out that the paten -
tial difference across the coil was the same in the second 
case as in the first ( a voltmeter can be used to check this), 
.and stress that for a given potential difference, the current 
in the coil said to nave a blgger resistance is smaller. 
/',J.'his ••••. 
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~lhi s can be re-worded in the form "To produoe the same 
ourrent in the co~l we say has a bigger resistance, we have 
to apply a bigger potential difference across it" - a state-
ment which is also subject to experimental check. At this 
point the plunge can be taken and the suggestion made tha.t 
we could measure tne resistance of a ·circuit element, in 
~~ct define it, by measuring the potenti~l difference across 
the element and the current in it and di vidi, .. !lg the ':::)./,:~el' 
into the former. (Some doubts might be raised in certain 
quarters a.bout the logical status 01' this d.efinition of 
resistance. Is it purely operational, and ther0for€ ~us-
pect'? Can resistence only be defined oonstitutively in 
terms of resistivity? The answers to these questions are 
not as ?lear-cut as might at first be supposed. We consi-
der them in detail in Section 7.19. In the meantime, we 
suggest that in the junior secondar.y school ~t will be eatis-
factory to take potential difference as·the definition 
current 
Of resistance. Of. also our remarks below ooncerning 
Boulind's definition.) ~rom this one prooeeds w'itnout 
"'f 
difficulty to the unit of resistance, the volt per amp, which 
1 s re-named the ohm. It ms.y be felt by some the.t the intro-
duction of tne quantit~tive definition of resistance is a. 
shade abrupt in this presentation. Certainly it is more 
usual to spend time first on Ohm's Law and so demonstrate 
that tne quantity potenti~l difference 
current 
is a constant for 
certain classes of conductor, and then to say, .fLet' e call 
this quanti ty tne resl stEl.nce of the oonductor. " But this 
la tter method has the ot)vious disadvantage of seeming to 
suggest that the ooncept of resistance is somehow bound up 
wi th Ohm's La1..r. Such a faulty association of ideas will 
naturally be reinforced if Ohm's Law is mis-stated in the 
form ittllne current in any conductor, at uniform temperature, 
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1s proportional to the potential dIfference between its 
ends"! t Gordon B.nd Neser, no ds. te. ) 
there are fewer teachers and authors of textbooks who be-
l1eve that Ohm's la.w holds for any conduotor .. Indeed for 
any tres.tment of resistAnce 1iTh10h approaches the concept 
via Ohm1 s Lavl to he.ve any real olaim to respeots-bili ty, it 
would ·have to go on to show ths.t there 8.;re cert~.ill olssses 
of oonductor far' w'hich Or ... ~j· r~ Law 1s no ... ,; tru..~. (It is re-
markable, by the way, that in the FSSC textbook, after an 
eXhaustive tree tment 01.' vol tage-cu.rrent character! sties, 
resistanoe is introduce~ as t l1e p!'opo)."~lonal1 ty constant in 
the statement of Ohm 1 s Law.> But even i~ this kind of care 
1s exercised, there is still a danger that the im tls.l entry 
of "res~stance" in the context of Ohm's Law will lead some 
pupils to believe that there is an inseparable connection 
I 
wllth tne two. Tnerefore we would reoommend that resi stanoe 
I 
should first be defined as voltage , and that if time 
ourrent 
permits, class experiments shou;I.d be done to sh.6w that for 
some kinds of ooncluctor, the resistance 1s indepen.dent of 
"f, 
the current at constant temperature, whereas for others it 
1s not .. We say .iit time permits", because in our opinion 
there is no urgent necessity for a detailed treatment of re-
s1stanoe in the junior secondery scnoal .. It is sufficient 
for the moment toat resistence should be defined as voltage 
current 
and that tne impression snould not be left with pup1ls that 
this quantity has to be constant.. Perhaps the teacher could 
ra.ise t.:r1e question in this way: ItHere is a ooil of resis-
tance wire. I oonnect it into this oircuit, and measure the 
potential difference across it and the ourrent in it .. 
1 divide the second result into the first, and I get its 
resistance. 
.. resi stance? 
Will I always get the same answer for the 
If I changed the circuit by putting another 
/ce11 ••••• 
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oell in series with everything else, this would probably 
'give me a new current. Would the new current div1ded into 
the nev.]' voltage have to be the same? n (Let it not be too 
hastily obj ected the.t this kind of question is, striotly 
speaking, tautological if the ooil is an ohmic oonduotor; 
we oan certainly use an ordinary ammeter and voltmeter to 
- tell an ohmio conductl")~1') from a non-ohmio .. one. We return 
t,~ t~J.is questlon 18 ter. ) ~o Tdhich the teacber or his pupils 
must sup~ly the answer thet one cannot possibly know until 
one has tried it; that the safest guess to make 1s that the 
resletanbe wl.I_~ not bp the same. 
-
.As we helve seid, if there 
1s time the pupj.l e ·~oula. investiga.t·e this question experi-
mentally, using examples of ohmic B.nd non-ohmic conductors 
oarefuliy chosen by the teacher, but we do not think this 
has to be !tin the syllabus. on In the senior years pupils 
will be better equipped to look into the significance of 
ohmiC and non-ohmic behaviour of conductors, and so we feel 
.this topiC is better studied there. Nor need any attempt 
be ma.de to introduce or to prove the formulae for .the effec-
tive resistance of a number of oonductors oonnected in 
series or in parallel. 
We wish to say a final ~"ora here about the defini tion 
of re 8i sta.nce. If B.ny defini tion of this concept he.s to 
be learnt, i t should be the simple q ua.nt1 ta ti ve sta tement 
that "the resistance of a~conductor is the potential differ-
enoe across it divided by the current in it. " tl'his is brief 
and precise and it tells on~ all one needs to know about re-
sistance for practical purposes. Boulind (1948) gives the 
follovling defini tion '(at least ~Te presume that it is inten-
ded as a d~finltion, since he gives it twice in three pages, 
the first time in italics): "Resistance i8 the property of 
a conductor wnereby potential difference is necessary to 
drtve current through it. " Tnere 18 no serious objection 
Ito • ••.• 
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to this as a statement telling us apout resista?ce, al-
thougn one might take exception to the idea of potential 
difference driving current through a conductor. But the 
briefer definition given above tells ~9 the same thing and 
more beside s. It is olearly to be preferred both as a 
definition and as something to be remembered about resistance. 
3. 16 Elementary electro1'llagne ;:~L:im 
::-.. A' ... /~ .-----.. 
3.16. 1 Elementary m~l~neti sm 
11e have referred to tne importa nc e of a kno1vledge 
. of magnetiBm as a prerey,"lisi te for thlc ~,ntroductory study 
of eleotrici ty. This knowledge need be qua~~tative only, 
since the relationship between magnetic forces and tne mag-
netio field vector is only needed in the senior secondary 
Berool course. 'l'he basic materie.l is so simple and so 
fabiliar that nothing need be said here about techniques of 
demonstration or experimental procedures. On the other 
hand the interpretation of some, of these demonstrations and 
experiments does perhs.ps need some comment. 1'he .' fir e t poi nt 
conoerns the nature of a magnet. It is important for pupils 
to learn to describe a magnet by its properties (it will set ~ 
itself roughly along ~ north-south line if free to rotate 
horizontally, it attrs.cts "msgnetio lJ objects to its ends), 
sinoe the principle involved is one of very general appli-· 
oB.tion in pnysics. The ~econd point concerns the descrip-
tion and nature of a magnetio field. In this first acquain-
tence with the idea of a magnetiC field, the pupil learns 
that he can assooiate a definite direction with any point in 
a magnetic field. In Section 2.2, we referred to the point-
lesaness of defir.iing tnis direotion in terms of a "free 
north pole", and recommended that it should be defined instead 
··as tne direction in which a tiny oamps.ss-needle would pOint. 
/Pupl1s .•.•• 
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Pupils should also learn to realize that "lines of force" 
have no physical eXistenoe, so that when they deal later 
l11 th electromagnetic phenomena., tney snould not place too 
great a reliance on "lines of force." Finally, the tnree-
dimensional nature of a magnetic field should be stressed. 
It is usual in textbooks on magnetism to offer some 
Blmple explanation of the behaviour of magnetic materials. 
In its most naive form, this ftexpla.nation" ''is p drr"o;:·1.pt1on 
of the "molecular magnet" theory in which 110 attempt is made 
to suggest to tne reader that the nmoleculsr" magnets a~ 
anything other th~n moleoules wh1Ch happen to be magnstic. 
This form of tne '''molecular mS.gnet" theory has long since 
been discredited and it should not now be taught to pupils. 
It is not necessary to tell pupils about magnetic domains, 
though tnere mignt be no harm in mentioning the term. 
What they should know is that a theor,y of magnetic behaviour 
ba:sed on the hypothesis of "elementary magnets" does seem 
to give us a correct picture of the behaviour of ferro-mag-
netic materials, but tnat this does not entitle us to,ma~e 
any rash assumptions about the nature of the '·elementary 
magnets." In Professor Rogers's book ~lg60) and in the 
Nuffield Physics Course (Nuffield Guide III), the "elemen-
ta.ry magnet" theory is used "to teach tne use of a theory. " 
'l'he basic assumptions of th~ theory s.re erri ved B.t from 
observation of itlhat happe:ns to ma.gnets ,"then they ere cut 
in two, and 1s used to predict the magnetic behaviour of a 
me.gnetized ring. ·lto clinch the argument, the theory is 
put to experimental test. This is an exercise well worth 
oarrying out if time permIts. at tne same time it would 
also be worth telling pupils (or at any rate the more ad-
vanced ones) tnat in tois Aimple form, the theory cannot 
take us very far; we need to try to make it quantitative, 
and we need to try to fill in the dete.iIs of wnat the "e1e-
mentary magnets" consist of. These matters Can be mentioned 
las • ...... 
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as an indioation of the deeper problems facing physioists 
conoerned with studying the properties of matter. 
3.16.2 The action of "keepers" 
It is also traditional to make some mention of 
the action of "keepers" when talking about magnets. Some 
aooounts of thi s action are mi sleading, .~f not dO~pr~~lght 
insecure. te. Consider tne f0:!.:~oJwin€: ql.lotet1on: HTt1hen in-
:t ". 
oiv1dual ~agn(;ts r.!'e Ctllow1ed to lie about, they slowly lose 
their magnetism .... Free p()les at the end of eaen magnet aot 
inductively on the steel to r~verse the magnetism existing 
in tne bar, so tnat the magnet tends to reverse itself in 
the absenoe of a keeper." (Gordon and Neser, no date). 
AS set ~own, tnese statements leave the impression that a 
magnet~ left entirely to itself, will gradually lose its 
ma~netism under the influenoe of its own demagnetizing fiel~ 
I 
Of course this 1s not true; but perhaps tne most unfortun-
ate aspect of tnese statements is their implication that a 
magnetizing or demagnetizing field does not immediately have 
"'f, 
its full effect on ~he material to walch it is applied. 
For pupils to be left in no doubt as to the true state of 
affe.irs) they should do an experiment in which e_ speci m.en 
of ferromagnetic material is magnetized by momentary appll_ 
cation of tne magnetic field of a current in a coil. 
should convince themeelve~ tnat merely flicking the switch 
.. 
in tne circuit on and off will result in as effective mag-
netization as leaving the current on for several seconds or 
minutes. If they are tnen led to wonder why it is necessary 
to stroke a speci~en repeatedly when magnetizIng it by strok-
lng With a magnet, so muon the better. .ne to the action of 
keepers, there is no reason why pupils should not be given 
an accura te acoount of their function, viz. that magnets a.nd 
·keepers form olosed magnetic rings lmlch cannot easily be 
influenoed by the presence of other magnets in the vicinity, 
land • •••• 
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and that the effectsof temperature changes and of mechani-
oal shooks are less severe with keepers in position. 
It is possible to go further and discuss why the pre-
senoe of free poles makes it easier for a magnet to lose its 
magnetization under the action of thermal and mechanioal 
shooks. That is, the teacher Oan talk about the effect of 
elle "demagnetizing field tt set up by the.,ufree poles" at the 
ends of the magnet. 
may '\-Tell be m'ore as s11y undel"stood by a pupil l1rhoae kno~~­
ledge of magnetism is as yet rudimentary, than by a more 
~ 
advanoed student, who knows that the B-veotor 18 the f~nda-
mental vector of the magnetic field and that inside the 
-2 
magnet J the f)lines 0: force " of B go from the South to 'the 
North :pole. Such a student (and possibly some phys10s 
teach,ere who have thought about the problem - see below) 
may wonder l'Thy 1 t is that the magnetio domains are supposed 
~ 
to be influenced by the H-field of the "free poles II ra ther 
. -JI 
than by the B-field. As Pugh a.nd Pugh (1960 ) poi nt out, 
, ..) 
if the domains were influenoed by the B-fleld inside the 
magnet, the effect of thermal and mechanical shocks would 
be to enhance rather then dest'roy the ex1sting magnetization • 
.. 
One of the points at issue here 1s the meaning of the B-
-JI 
vector inside the magnet. The B-vector whose lines p,o from 
South to North pole inside the magnet is related to the 
"magnetizing force" (H) an.d "magnetization" Or) vectors by 
..:. ~ ~ 
the equation B : ~(H +M), if SI units are used in general 
and, in particular, "Sommerfeld" units are used for the 
~ 
magnitude of M (cf Coulomb's Law Com~ittee 1950). In prin-
4 
clple, the value of this B could be obtained by cutting a 
-\ 
slot in the materia.l perpendicular' to the direct10n of M and 
....:II 
measuring the value of B in this slot. In practioe, aver-
~ f'.ged-out values of this B are obtained by measurement of the 
/flux ••••• 
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flux through a given oroBs-section of the specimen or, in 
more sophistioated experiments, by measuring the deflection 
undergone by very fast charged particles or SlO"ll neutrons 
that have passed through the specimen (cf. Section 1.15.2). 
-:lIo 
It should be clear that neither the "slot" value of B nor 
~ 
the average B obtained in conventional measurements corres-
~ 
pond to the B-vector "felt U by the atoms,. of the me·(;~ria.l. 
~ 
The atoms are essentially .1.n ;:':c'ee sJ:.l8.c'e, an~ the B-vector 
acting on them llil1 be (in 8I unlts) equal to )11J times the 
...:a ...:. ~ 
effective value of H in their vicinity and not to )lo(H + M). 
-" This H will not be equs!. to ti.le.t ~orm~2,ly speoified, which 
1 s determi ned by contri but10ns from l1l8.orvsoopic currents and 
from "free poles" on the Burfaces of the materlal: to those 
contributions will have to be added another from the material 
surro,unding the atom in question. For instance, Just inside 
I t~e ends of a long cylindrical bar magnet, the value 
I -" ~ M 
"oonventional" H 1s easily shown to be equal to -2' 
of the 
( cf. 
Scott 1959)" However, the effect of this "negative" field 
1s partially cancelled by the contributions from the surroun-
"'f, 
ding material which, if one is Justif1ed Inassuning spheri-
..:.. 
cal symmetry, would give a resultant of + * " This still 
..:. 
~ M leaves an effective H equal to -~ Whioh is oppositely di-
~ 
rected to B and is thus a demagnetizing field. In general, 
~ 
it is this "effective" H which must be thought of as deter-
mining the "demagnetizatibn" in the material. 
That these ideas still Cause difficulty and confusion 
1s illustrated by some recent oorrespondence in the journal ' 
"PhysiCS Education ll (Birch 1968, 1969; 1AcCaig 196~). Birch 
oorrectly observes that it is questionable to imply that what 
1s usually called the "self-demagnetizing field" is directly 
responsible for e demagnetizing action. He considers that 
" "taken in conjunction with the amperian current model there 
is no place in the macroscopic MKS-Sommerfeld approach for 
/an ••••• 
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...... 
an active self-demagnetizing H field; certainly tne approach 
......-.. ",' 
does not give place to a genuine self-demagnetizing B field. 
Perhaps a satisfactory atomic model for the latter can be 
deVised, bu tone iss till fB.ced with the problem of recon-
ciling this with a macroscopic picture which seems to pre-
elude it." This is unduly pessimistic. From our disoussion 
above , it will be app~l~ent that Birch is, right in suggesting 
-4 ~ ~'at the use of macroscopically defined Bani H vectors (i.e • 
.....:a, -3 ~ 
those related by tne equation B - A(H+M)ce.nnot clarify 
·the U\.emagnetizing process at the microsoopic level. However, 
our approach 0~Cl\VS that wi thin the ftMKS-Sommerfeld" context 
and wi th . the a1a. t)f the t1free-pole-ol"-surfaces n concept, 1 t 
...,.:) 
is possible to aocount for a '1genuine self-demagnetizing B 
field",' which is not to be identified wi th the macrosoopi-
~ -" 
cally· defined B or related to the macroscopic H by the pro-
portiona11 ty factor Po. As for the problem of devising a 
"satisfactory atomic model l1 for self-demagnetization, based 
on sn "Amperian curr~nt" approach, this would seem to have 
been solved by Warburton (1934), whose method is s'1mply to 
.,. 
p1cture a speCimen of magnetized matter as containing vast 
numbers of similarlY-B.llgned atomic current loops. From 
the well-knovm properties of the field of a magnetic dipole, 
he shows that et e particuler pOint in the speCimen, the 
resultant magnetic field will be made up of a "demagnetizing 
field", resulting from the contributions of all the "atomic 
dipoles" lying within a certain region of the specimen, and 
8. "self-magnetizing field", resulting from the contributions 
from all the atomic dipoles lying outside this region. The 
resultant field will depend on the relative magnitudes of 
these two fields, which 1n turn will depend on the pos1tion 
of the point considered and on the ratio of length to dla-
meter of the specimen •. 
There is clearly no problem here of reconciling this 
pioture wi th a "macroscopic picture whioh seems to preclude 
/i tn. 
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1 til. 'l'he so-cs.lled ttmacroscopio picture" simply tells us 
. . ...:.. 
that where there '-s a certnin macroscopic H, there must be 
-\ 
a oorresponding macroscopic B, or vice versa. How gel1'-
demagnet1zation Itworks" must be explained at lea.st partly in 
terms of a miorosoopio picture, i.e. interme of the field 
that must act on a microscopic partiole wit~in thp. material. 
~~r discussion above has outlined two eq.uiva.lent ways of 
arriving at an expression for this field. . ... 
In view of the interest B.nd importanc~ of these poInts, 
1 t 1s a pi ty that they are often 'om:t tted from iii scuiSslons 
of ~ermanent magnets to be found even in advanc~~ textbooks. 
Even a. recent treatment of the topic intended for the guid-
anoe of physiC s tea c~:ers (Thumm 1968) sums the ma tter up 
with the somewha.t misleading statement that n'rhe torque due 
to it 0.. e .. the H arising from the "free poles" alone] exerted 
on the aligned domains is responsible for the domain align-
-.:10. 
ment in the direction of (B-lron) when domain rotation is 
fa.oilitated by thermal or meohanical shooks." 
...!). - ....,;), To the pupil who kn01vs nothing of B, Hand M. i the 
"f, 
matters just discussed oan be of no ooncern. AS we ha va irn-
plled, he need only appreoiate that the presence of poles on 
a magnet must give rlsp. to a "demagnetizing field" inside the 
ma.gnet, eo that if the magnet were hee,ted or knocked ebou t 
this field would help it to lose its exiRting magnetization. 
He should certa.inly ..!l2! b~ told that the rne.gnet Jltends to 
reverse itself in the absence of a keeper"; for the magnet 
to "reverse itself", there must somehow be a demagnetizing 
or, reverse field in the magnet even if the magnet has lost 
all 1 t s magneti za ti on~ Just how this is supposed to arise 
the authors of the above quotation'do n'ot explain. 
Finally, the teacher might like to note that keepers 
are not as necessary with the best magnets as they once used 
to be, since the best of modern materiels are much more 
stable than those that were onoe in common use. (cf. Lee 1963). 
:f!i~' lu~.',:' . ~ .... 
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3~16.3 The magnetio effects of electric currents 
We ha~e .said earlier that some work on the mag-
netic effects of en electric ourrent should precede any 
treatment of tne measurement of current. We now oonsider 
just how far a study of these magnetio effects should proceed 
in the junior secondary school. A typical syllabus (Orange 
:J'ree Sta te 1967) specifi es the magnetic fields of a current-
oarrying straight wire and solenoid, the eleotroma&~et, the 
eleotric bell, t.he force on a curI·ent-oarry.ing conductor in 
a magnetic field, th? principle of th,e ammeter B.nd the prin-
oiple of tne electrio motor. Wi th this list of ~opioG ont) 
oan certainJ.y rest oontent. Regarding the magnetic fields 
of the straight wire and the solenoid, the vital points' to 
make are that the field lines appear to be closed and that 
there is marked similarity b~tween the external field of a . 
solenoid and that of B bar magnet. Of course it is desir-
able that pupils should see real "iron-filings" demonstra-
tions of the magnetio fields of these ourrpnt-cB.rrying oon-
ductors, or tha.t they should plot these fields wi th plotting 
"1'. 
o amps sse s. ~o show the similarity in magnetic behaviour of 
the current-carrying solenoid a.nd the oo.r ma.gnet, the foroes 
of interaotion 'between a ·be.r magnet and such a solenoid 
should be demonstrated. Demonstrations of the force on a 
current-carrying oonduotor should make plain that this foroe 
1s 8 maximum when the oond.uctor is at right angles to the 
field, thouEh no formuls. should be given in this oonnection; 
naturally one cennot in this oontext demonstrate that the 
force depends on the current in any quantitat1ve way, since 
we Assume a relationship in making our fundamentQl measure-
ment of current depend on the magnetic effect. 
A question of some importance arises in connection with 
the elementary teechinp of th~ force on a conductor in a 
/megnetio ••••• 
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magnet1c f1eld. Pup1ls must be oonvinced of the fact 
that if the condu9to·r ie held at right angles to the field 
(whioh it always will be in applioations of any interest 
to them), the direction of the force on it will be at right 
angles both to the conductor B.nd to the field. (They should 
elso know that the force is always at right angles to the 
oonduotor. ) Is it also necessary for them to know e rule 
relating the directions of the field, curre~t and ~~r~3~ 
In the Nuffield Guide (XII) 1 t is. strmngly argued that in 
a fix-st encounter with the subject, 1 t 1;8 not neceSlsary for 
pupils to know such rules. The Guide points OlAe tha 'I.; it 
1 s 8. good d~al more important for 8 pup1l to know (i) the t 
the three d1rections a.r~ at right angles to one snother and 
(11) that if the d1rection of the current is reversed, so 
is the direction of the force, than for him to memorize a 
rule wnich might in the end bulk larger in the pupil's mind 
then the physios on which it is based. In' the words of the 
Guide: n ••• the rule and the mnemonics used by pupils, take 
charge and appear to some pupils to be the main substance of 
. "f , 
electromagnetism .•• Physicists often say that the rules are 
also essential for pupils who are to become electrical engi-
neers; but we are told the.t intelligent e1ectrice1 engineers 
just turn the current on and see l:lhich way the wire moves. n 
On this View, when discussing the principle of operation of 
the D.C~ motor or the moving-coil galvanometer, one should 
stress that if the force on one side of the rectangular coil 
is one we.y, the force on the opposite side must be the oppos-
ite way - the aetue1 directions do not matter. If there is 
indeed a dpnger that emphesis on a. left-hand or right-hand 
rule might obscure the physics behlnd the ~lle, we would feel 
it advisable to play for safety and not teach the rule in 
the early stages. It c~n plwaye be produced when needed. 
lShould ••••• 
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Should any attempt be made to "explain" the force on 
's current-carrying conductor 1n a magnetic field? Iri our 
vle1-1, tne answer must be firmly in tne negative. Relati-
vity a.part, we cannot explain tnis force (except in terms 
of the forces on moving charges, a.nd this is not a slgnifi-
ce.nt step forward here) and we should not pretend that we 
can. Tnus rmile we may ~emonstre.te the "catapult" pattern 
o~ t.t~.f. Qom};inec;~ u.n1form magnetic field and a current-carrying 
wire, the appea~anc~ of the pattern should not 'be used in 
any pseudo-,explanation of the force on tne wire. 
Mucn hae been said elsewhere on the question of whether 
or not we shoulrJ continue to use the well-established con-
vention that "current is in tne direction from posltive to 
negati~e" in the teaching of electricity. To say that" in 
ordinary wires it is the electrons which oarry the charge 
and tney go from negative to pos1tive" is not, in our opin-
ion, sufficient reason for reversing tne familiar oonventio~ 
For we do need a convention, which ha.s e1 t.her to be t.,,~e old 
one or its opposite; and whichever we deo1de on, we Sha.l~ 
nave to contend with tne complex situation that arises in a 
current-carrying electrolyte, semiconductor or plasma, in 
which we have onarge carriers'of opposite sign moving '1n 
both directions. Perhaps the use of the "direction-of-the-
electron flow" convention would be found marginally easier 
by the beginner, but for tpia minor advantage we do not feel 
an impelling urge to start the kind of large-scale revolution 
wnion would be needed to revise existing textbooks and teach-
ing aids in tnis respect. There are too many other matters 
in physios teacning about whiCh we feel far more ooncern. 
3.16.4 Electromagnetic induction 
It seems now to be customary for junior seoondary 
Boience syllabuses to include an introductory treatment of 
electromagnetic induction. T.nis 1s perfeotly satisfactory, 
/as ••••• 
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as long as the treatment rpmalna fJphenomenolog1oo1";'; 
that is, it confines itself to demonstrations of the basic 
phenomena anc1 to discussion of some of their t=lppllca.tions. 
It 1s well-nigh imposAlble to give a satisfactory elementary 
explanation of the facts of eleotromagnetic induction; the 
attempts that he.vE' been made in this direction only serve 
tor the most pe.rt as proofs of the corr'ectness of this state-
mente In our ea.rlier section on overslmp1'1flc$)tl'.)~1 '".:a drew 
attention to the absurdity of a typical DexplaB'ation" of" the 
action of th'e transfonner in termso:f lines of force, aocord-
ing to which the expanding or collapsing lines c~ fo~ce 
around the ~rimary coil cut the secondary 0011 on thelr way 
out or In. That tn28 kind of statement is still encountered 
1e illustrated by tne following extraot from a reoently-pub-
lished textbook: ... n Trs.nsformator bestaan ui t twee klosse 
wat gerangskik is eodat die magnetiese kraglyne van die een 
kloe gesny word deur die ander klos. " (A tra.nsformer oon-
~lsts of two coils so arranged that the magnetic lines ot 
force of t.he one are cut by the other cOil.) (Prlnsloo Stt 
a1. 1965) In the Orange Free State Teachers' GUide, the 
follo'to.r1ng alternative expla.na tion of transformer action 
B.ppeare: "Electric wave inside oonductor causes a megnAtio 
wave ou tside i 1;. r,~agnetic wave motion outside second con-
ductor induces a ourrent inside it". Lest there be any 
doubt as to the supposed meani ng of the term "electric ws.ve" J 
we quote the remarks in this guide copoerning alternating 
ourrent: "Introduce elternating current; Draw attention to 
alternating polari ty; des or1 be as an electric "rave passing 
through the conductor. " Once one appreciates in what sense 
tne term U"rave" is being used here, or rather misused, one 
recognizes tnat tnere 1s a glimmering of sense in this ex-
plane.tion. Hut the form in whioh it appears illustrates 
ra ther well the desperB. te strai ts to which people B.re appar-
/-ently ...... 
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ently driven in trying to make eleotromagnetic induotion 
'palatable to beginners. 
One might think ths.t a way out of these difflcul ties 
m1ght be provided by Faraday's Law of Eleotromagnetio In-
duotion itself, wnich does after all sum up the whole Bub-
Ject .. Evidently thl s is tnp view adopted by Boulind (1948») 
sinoe near the beginl1tng of his ohapter on eleotromagnetic 
~.l:du~"r:;lon ne q~otes Faraday's Law in the fol'iowing form!-
ftl"llhe induced E.r~ .. F ... is proportional to the rate of ohange 
01' the 1ines of :force pessing through the clrcui t. " 
Properly 1ntt:\"~reted, this eta tement of the law 1 s perfeotly 
oorrect;. but '\\rl."l.~t ~ 9 1 t to oonvey to the uni n1 tinted pupil? 
Boulind's Olm suggestion to his readers to "Think of the 
magnet as hS.ving attached to it an imaginary web of lines of 
force fl would help to meke the sta.tement intelligible in 
situations in which there is relative movement between a 
circuit and a magnetic field. But it will not help to ex-
plain the action of a transformer, in which there is no motion 
relative to a magnetic field. Only if the pupil knows the 
"'f 
convention by which tile strength of a magnetio field is re-
lated to the number of lines of force per unit area of a 
surface drawn in the field, will he s.ble to understand what 
Faraday's Law is sBying in this case. Since the conoept of 
"magnetic field strength" is not one wi th which thFl pupil is 
aoquainted as yet, it is not possible for him to interpret 
"number of lines of force" in this way, and this kind of 
statement of Fare.day' slew cen only confuse him ea to the 
meaning of lines of force. 
We suggest that if an »explanation" of electromagnetic 
induction 1s to beg1ven at El.ll to junior seoondary pupils, 
it should be formulated in the follow1ng terms: "When a 
magnet moves towards a solenoid, the part of the m8.gnetic 
field enclosed by tne turns of tne solenoid changes. 
/When ...... 
When a dynamo coil 1s rotated in a magnetic field, the 
magnetio field inside the coil ohanges (compare· th'e s1 tua-
tion ~lhen the· coil is edge on to the field wi th that in 
which it is at right angles to the field); and when a 
ourrent 1s s~utched on in one coil Which is near another 
coll, the magnetic field in the vicinity of the seoond coil 
ohanges (there WE! s m magnetio field to begin with - it we 
.... 
neglect the earth'·~ field - Bnd then there is .fJ~~ llsld, 
so olearly ~~ere has been a change). In all these oases a 
current is induced in the oirouit through which the magnetic 
field changed, so we oonclude thB.t if the magnet~,'1 f1f:] d 
surrounded by a oircuit changes, there will be a current 
induced in the c1 rCUl tit. . 'l'he bigger and the more rapidly· 
we make the changes in the field, the bigger the ourrent 
seems to be. The idea of a change in a magnetio field is 
used here in a way which we hope will be felt to be unex-
oeptione.ble on the one hand and not entirely devoid of mean-
i.ng on the other. To those who would oomplain that the 
above account does not "explain" electromagnetic induotion, 
it Just tells one what is happening in terms of the language 
of fields, we would retort that most so-oR-lIed "explanations" 
of the phenomenon amount to no more then this anyway, and 
that the account just given et least provides a reasonable 
start for a 18 ter discussion of Faraday1 s Le.w. or course 
one oan give a more direct explanation of motionel induced 
.' (i .EM.F.s' • e. DfF 1.s1, induced by "flux-cutting") by the 
use of the force on a current-carrying conductor in a mag-
netic field; ~Ihen the conductor moves in the magnetic field, 
it is carrying its free charges along with it, these are 
moving charges and so must exper1e·nce "magnetic" forces, 
etc., etc. Although it is tempting to IIwrap uplt the pheno-
menon in this way by linkIng it to something the PUpil al-
ready knows about, we think it best to resist the temptation 
lin ••••• 
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in this case. The author's experi~nce in talk1ng to first-
year univers1ty students about this top10 leads him to state 
that to explain this aspect of electromagnetic induction 
properly needs time and care on the p~rt of the teacher and 
a thorough quanti tative familiar1 ty wi th "magnetic" forces 
on oonductors on the part of the pup1l. Accordingly, 1 t 
is be st left to thp senior second.ary school .. 
itA f'imple ~ntrodtH',t1·,~i1. ~Ol alternating 'ourrent" is also 
a tY'pical entry in junIor S9GOndary syllabuses, and indeed 
it follows naturally enou~h upon a discussion of eleotro-
magnetl·o induction. 
to a "transformer"-type pair of circuits, in which a regular 
sw1tchlng on and off of the current in the primary Circuit 
will produoe a regular alternation of current in the secon-
dary circult, as could easily be shown by a short-period 
I 
g~lvanometer. Or it could be done with the aid of a s1mple 
dynamo (rectangular coil rotat1ng in a uniform magnetic field) 
but only, we suggest, if the voltage output of the dynamo can 
be displayed on an oscilloscope screen. It is out of the 
"! 
question in an elementary treatment of thesubj eot to try to 
deduce the sinusoidal shape of the voltage~tlme curve from 
the motion of the coil in the field - even to try to bring 
in Lenz's Law and so deduce the alternation of ourrent di-
reotion every half-cyole is, we feel, an unnecessary oompll-
cation at this point. S0 we suggest that t"e pupil should 
see the sine-curve (prefera.bly.JlQ.:t to be os.lled a s1ne-~) 
on the oscilloscope screen, as produced by a real dynamo. 
This would require (1) a dynamo consisting of a rectangular 
0011 of at least 20 turns, (say) 8 em long by 4 om wide; 
(1i) an eleotrio motor capable of drivin~ the dynamo at a 
rotat1onal speed of B.t least 1000 revolutions per minute; 
(iil) a strong permanent magnet or electromagnet capable of 
supplying a reasonably uniform ~ield of at least 200 gauss 
lover ••••• 
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over the space in lThich the ooil rotates; (iv) an osoillo-
soope ,,;ith a verti~al defleotion' sensi ti vi ty of 0 .. 1 V '/em 
or better and capable of synohronizing or triggering success-
fully at frequencies as low as 20 Hz. Inores.se in the num-
ber of .turns on the ooil, th~ ~ddth of the ooil, the effec-
tive oross-sectional area of the field, tne strength of the 
~1eld and the speed of rotation of the dynamo would 811 in-
crea se the au tpu t of the dyne.mo. On the a9aumptir~ t~at 
the magnet has pole pieces Just over 4.: em F.i.i)srt and 4 em 
equB.re and supplies a :field of 200 gauss ll tha.t thp. ooil is 
4 em wide and has 20 turns end that its speed of 't"ot8. t Lon. 
1s 1200 revolutions per minute, this dynamo would have a 
maximum output of tht order of 75 millivolts. 'I'he magnet 
is the main limiting factor here in designing a dynamo 
capable of· producing a deteotable pattern on the screen of 
the osoillosoope. We would urge that schools be supplied 
with such magnets, which would be useful not only in making 
a dynamo but in experiments on the force on a conductor in 
a magnetic field as well. 
Use of the oscilloscope to demonstrate the alternating 
nature of the output from a simple dynamo must naturally have 
been preceded by an introduction to the oscilloscope along 
the lines suggested in our earlier section on black boxes .. 
Once pupils have seen the typical dynamo "wBve-form", they 
can be ShOitlr. the.t thp out:gut from a. meins socket (sui tably 
stepped dO"ln) he.s the sa.me "wave-form". It is not necessary 
to lay stress on the frequency of the mains voltage in this 
trea.tment; the background idea can be expressed by saying 
that "the current chsI"..ges direction 100 times a second." 
Since alternating current is the principal source of 
household electric! ty, B.nd since muoh of its use in the home 
is concerned with the heating effect of a current, some 
attempt should be made to justify to pupils that the heating 
/effect ... , ... 
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effect does not depend on the direction of the current. 
(By this time pupils should be thoroughly familiar wi th the 
fact that electrici ty hAS a heating effect a.nd wi th the 
standard application of this effect.) It is not necessary 
to produce a "mathematical" justification of this fact, e.g. 
by dari vlng Joule's Law and so sholving the dependence on 
the square of the current: this ce.n bp. left to tt.e senior 
years. Instead the mnttf.,':~ ':'~~n be e.ppr08ched experimentally 
by ",ay of the stuG..v of a simple circul t ~onsistlng of a cell 
and a lamp. Reveresl of the connection of the leeds from 
the cell to the lamp pr0duc~c no ~hanf~ in the brightness of 
the lamp; if an ammeter 1s included in the circuit and the 
connections to it are reversed also, this will show that the 
size ~f the current in the lamp is unaltered by tne change 
in connection. Next, pup~ls can be asked to imagine (or to 
I t~) the operation of rapid to-and-fro reversal of the con-
I 
nections from the cell to the lamp, B.nd to consider how this 
would affect the energy delivered to the lamp. They should 
not take much convincing that this "squB.re-wave" current"'!in 
the lamp would produce the same Uheating effect" in it as a 
direct current of tne same value, if the time spent in 
"8wi tching over" ,,'ere made negligibly small. From here it 
is a small step to convincing pupils ths.t a slnusoid811y 
varying current must be cap~blp of producing a heating effect. 
The above introducto?:'y syllabus for electrici t;T and 
magnetism should prove more than adequate as an introduction 
to the subject and 8S a besis for a more advanced treatment 
in the senior secondary SChool. Provided that descriptions 
and explanations of phenomena ere kept strictly within the 
confines indicated above, the teaching will have at least 
the negative Virtue that the pupil is not likely to be too 
seriously m:'J..sled by whet he sees, does a.nd hea.rs in class. 
·This negative virtue is by no me~ns to be despised: if the 
/pupll ••••• 
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pupil i8 to n~ve any cnance at all of gaining sometnlng 
wortnwnile from nis matriculation studies of eleotrioity, 
it 1s essential for nim to come to tnose studies unnarnpered' 
by serious misconceptions concerning fundamental concepts. 
And because of tne cen~ral importanoe of electricity to many 
otner aspects of nis matriculRtion pnysical sclence, one must 
nope that nis unders'!:on0'~l.ng of tnis topic vlill not De in any 
If it is tuougnt tnat sucn'~n introductory 
syllabus as tne one we have Bssumed above 1s too embit10un 
in its scope, tnen let its scope be reduced; for example, 
the work on cl~ctromagnetl0 induotion can be omitted, witn-
out any real lOb~. 
~.17 Wave motion 
3.1?1 Waves in tne scnoel curriculum 
One of tne novel features of tne new generat10n of 
syllabuses in sOhool pnys1cs ~~s tneir 1nclusion of sub-
stantIal seotions on wave motion. So successful has tne 
inclusion of tu1s "claSSical" material proved to be thHt ~t 
has now become standard practice to incorporate it in any 
present-day senool syllabus, "modern" or "conservative." 
Tne ~dvantC!ges of i ~s inclusion s.re plain enougn. As a 
means of energy transfer, 1~ve motion is of fundamental im-
portance to mankind; and the pnysloal tneory wnicn nas proved 
to be most successful in accounting for tne facts of tne 
microscopic as well as tne macroscopic world oan be expressed 
in a "langua.ge" wnicn nas ~ great dee.l in common wi th that 
used to describe wave motion. If a course in school physics 
is to give any kind of introduction to our me~n8 of communi-
cB.t1ng 'tvi tn one anotner and to our understanding of tne 
pnysical world, i~ will nave to lay ~n adequate foundation 
for tne understanding of ~'Tave motion. Fortunately the work 
of the p.S.S.C. nas helped a great deal to enable the teacher 
to make wave motion botn palatable and exciting to his pupils. 
/The ••••• 
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'.rhe design of oheep ripple tanks for indi vidue.l. use by 
pupils and the decision to use "Slink.y lJ springs to demon-
strate the propagation of both longitudinal ~ transverse 
pulses along springs ar~ two of the most noteworthy contri-
butions of the PSSC team. These developments make it feas-
ible for pupils to begin their study of wave motion in the 
Junior secondary school. 
An easy w'y of using a. "Slinky" spring to demon-
strate longitudinAl and tra~~~),"err:e wa~es is to stretch the 
spring out along the floor or the lecture benoh to a length 
of three or four metres, secure one end a.nd th~n send a 
transv~r8e or longitudinal pulse down the spring from the 
other end. .a1 though there is some damping of the motion, 
re:sul ting in a marked reduction of ampli tude as the pulse 
I 
tra.vels d011n the spring, the effect is by no means large 
enough to obscure wha tis happening. If it is desired to 
do these experiments 1'1i th less damping, the PSSC system of 
suspension of the spring may be adopted (see PSSC Teachers' 
Resouroe Book and GUide, Part INO); that is, the spring is 
supported by lonp pieces of string spaced at regulsr inter-
vals along the spring ann heving their upper ends attached 
to curtein rings which Cen slide along a rod fixed to the 
ceiling. One way of ero?sinp. interest in these experiments 
with springs is to ask the pupils to time the passage of a 
pulse down the spring ~dth a stopwatch and 90 measure its 
speed of travel, and then invite them to explain just what 
it 1s they have measured the speed of. A transverse pulse 
tre.vels qUi te slowly do,m a "Slinky", which is one of the 
reasons why this demonstration is so effective. '1'0 provi de 
a contrast "~th this and to show propagation of a pulse in 
'another "medium", a pulse ae,n be sent dOvln a few-metres'-
/length ••••• 
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length of rubber tubing. (Pupils could be put on their 
mettle by being a ske·d to tlme the 'travel of this pulse~ ) 
Wi th the ald of these simple experiments, a number of 
the fundamental characteristios can be made ple,in to pupils: 
8 disturbance can travel through the medium without the 
medIum as a whole undergoing any movement; successive "bl ten 
,)f the medium carry out their motions in, succesSion, not in 
step; the motions of the "bi ts" ca.n be at rig"'lt a!'p,l~~ co 
.~. 
or along the line in 'Vt'.~:11cl-: the di?turbHnce ~ra"Jelsor both~ 
and energy is transferred by tnis mea.nsfrom one point in 
the medium·to the other. This last and most import~~t point 
can perhaps be driven home by showing the oontrast between 
giving energy to som~thing by throwing an object at it" and 
glvlng,energy to it by jerking it by means of a pulse sent 
down a spx:-ing. A point worth experimental 'investigation by 
enterprising pupils is the uniformity of the speed of propa-
ga.tion along the medium; an B.pproxime.te check of thi scan 
be rna-de for transverse pulses along a "Slinky" .. This point 
is not 8S trivial as it may seem. Those of us who know 
"f 
something of the theory of wave propagation will know that 
the speed of wave tr~vel depends on the charecteristics of 
the medium, and will therefore conclude that if the medium 
is uniform, the speed of propa.gation must be uniform 8S well; 
the pupil mayor may not have some intuItion about this, but 
it would be a good thing ~or him to check for himself • 
. 
~here is only one more thing that Can usefully be done 
with t11ese "one-dimensional n waves at this stage, and the.t is 
to demonstrate the refleotion of waves. This is easiest to 
do with a length of rubber tubing or round-wire spring; the 
pulse 1s reflected with little diminution of amplitude at the 
ends of the "medium" .. 'l'his is not the moment to dra\Ol speCial 
attention to the inversion of the pulse on reflection; it is 
the phenomenon of reflection and not the associated phase 
IOhanBe ...... 
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change which is important here. Reflection of a longi-
. tudinal pulse oa n be shown wi th a suspended "Slinky" •. 
3.17.3 Waves on surfeces: the ripple tank 
'l'he pupil's attention should now bA turned to the 
r1pple tank.. This is necessary because he he.s to become 
familiar ~li th waves in tlr.~J dimensions a s a prepare tion for 
and because the ripple tank 
.~. 
i,s perhaps the simplest means of illustra"Glng the (~,Jnoepts 
of wave2ength and frequency. To some extent one oan demon-
strat\e the latter conoepts 'ttli th the aid of' a '·Sllnky fl or a 
piece of stret~~.hed tubing by she.king one end end so show the 
generation of a periGdic wave; but t~"l s sort of demonstI'a tion 
1s complicated unavoidably by the reflections from the far 
end of the "medium n. In the ripple tank on the other hand 
it is easy to generate trains of Circular or straight waves 
without hindrance from reflections. .1\ valuable preliminary 
demonstration for work with a. ripple tank is that which shows 
surface waves in liquids in section. 1~e Nuffield Guide 
(III) suggests generating these on a paraffin-h~ter interface 
in a tank one-third of full of water and one-third full of 
pa.raffin on toP. Il'he slo'iler motion waves thus produced 
enable the motion of the liquid near the interface to be more 
ea sily observed. On the ripple tank, pupils should first 
generate Circular B.nfl streigh t pulses end observe their re-
flection from barriers of various shapes. Just how far this 
kind of work should be carried depends on the requirements 
of the syllabus. In the Nuffield course a considerable 
amount of time is allotted to individual work with the ripple 
tank, and in the course of this pupils ere led to the idea 
of image forma.tion by waves and make preliminary investiga.-
tions of interference, diffre.ction and sea ttering. 'l'he new 
South African syllabuses for science in the junior seconda.ry 
!scnool ••.•• 
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SChool would not seem to allow room for thi s kind of exten-
ded introductory treatment; nor indeed do they specify it. 
In accordance witn tnese syllabuses, we shall assume that 
reflection of waves will be no more than noted at this stage 
and that interference 8nd diffraction will be omitted al-
together. 
'l',he study of periodic circular and~traignt ~{aV'es on 
the ripple tank should be ?a ~:r'!ed C'f~ t "'tTl ttl t.(le a.id of the 
ff~'otatlng dis1v' ty.~e ()f st-robrosco:pe made popular by the 
p. S. S.G., so th~.t pupi'ls C2n Jtsto:p" the Wfl.ves 8nd mBke 
measurements on them. I n ~,"1-3 Nu ffie.l i, course J teachers 
are urged to wait for pupils to mBke the suggestion that 
they should measure the "wavelength" (or whatever term they 
1nitial~y use for this concept). In the present context, 
we do not feel ths.t tnis recommends.tion has to be followed j 
but whetner teachers prefer to approach the topic in this 
I 
I 
way or not, we would repqmmend that the treatment of periodic 
waves be aocompanied by a simple description of their gene-
U II' 
ration in a one-dimensional medium, so that pupils Can grasp 
that one up-and-down-and-back-again mo~ion of the souroe gene-
ra tea one oomplete '·wa.ve". This should make it eBsy for 
pupils to understand the conoepts of "wavelength" and "fre-
qu,enoylt and to see thAt the frequency of the waves must be 
the same as the frequency of the source. A very simple 
definition of "wavelength" ,will be perfectly adequate here; 
. 
pupils do not yet kno1v B.bout "phase", and even to define 
wavelength 8S "the distance, in the direction of propagation, 
between any point along the wave and the nearest point which 
1s in the same stAte of vibration" (Prinsloo et al 1968) is 
too sophisticated a procedure for the moment. Pupils should 
appreoiate that they B.re measuring the wavelength of the pro-
Jeoted pattern on the sheet of paper beneath the rlpple tank, 
/nqt ••••• 
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not the actual wavelength of the su~face waves in the 
ripple tank. This is not 8 point which need cause pupils 
or teacher any concern; in partioular we would not regard 
it as essential for pupils to work ba~k from these measure-
ments to the true wavelength of the waves. Combination of 
frequency and wavelength measurements to yield a velooity of 
the wave should also be done by pupils;·· explp.nr .. tJ,on of the 
relation "waveleng th t~~:ne~:.J frclquency eqt~als"'wave veloai tyll 
should give the teacher no troubl~. It would be instruc-
tive for pupils to ~~B.rry out these measurements for various 
frequencies of the sour~.q; s!nce irlat€~. is a diapers! ve 
:f'or different 
medium, they should find that the wave velocIty is different / 
:f'requenci es. (One wonders what the unsuspecting teacher 
would make of this, if he accepts the following pIece of 
advioe from the O.F.S. Teachers' Guide: "Point out that the 
I 
ve~oclty of the wave remains the same, even though the crests 
pass a fixed point in more rapid succession u.) Early 
acquaintance with the phenomenon of dispersion would elimi-
nate the danger of the pupil coming to aooept non-dispers+ve 
media a s the norm. We do not suggest that speciB.l B. ttention 
should be drawn to this phenomenon or that it should be given 
its official name; we lrould merely \Allsh pupils to te-ke it 
as natural that the speed of waves can depend on their fre-
quency. 
At the moment it is accepted practice in the design of 
South African syllabuses that refraction should first be 
studied in a ripple tank as showing another aspect of the 
behaviour of waves. In the p.S.S.C. and Nuffield courses 
and also in the South African Joint Vatriculation Board 
syllabus of the mid-nineteen-sixties, ripple tank studies 
of refraction follow a first encounter with the phenomenon 
1n the context of optics. Either teaching sequence has 
points in its favour; we shall pot debate the matter here, 
/bu t .•. , • 
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but oontinue on the assumption that refraotion will be 
, , . 
treated as part 01 the general introduction to wave motio~ 
The points to be brought out in oonneotion with the refrao-
tion of water waves are (i) that when the waves move into 
a region where their velocity is different, their frequency 
1s unaltered; (ii) that if the 1l!TaVeS are other the.n normally 
inoident on the boundary between two media, their direction 
will be more nearly norma.l to the boundary i.n t.he ,red!um in 
wh1ch their v~locity is slower. Optimum tJo,ndi tions for 
seouring clearly observable reTraotion in a ripple tank are 
set out in the p.S.S.C.Teachers 1 R.esouroe Book .:'nd G,~tde; 
Part Two. In principle, it would now be possible to make 
measurements on 'the angles of inoidence and refraotion'and 
"dlscov,er" that the ratio of the sines of these angles was 
equal to the ratio of the measured wavelengths and hence of 
the wave velooi ties. We do not recommend this, however, as 
the limi tations on the accura.cy of these measurements are 
such' tha t the pupil could not' hope to "dl soover" thi slaw; 
the best that could be done would be for the teacher to tell 
him the ls.w so that he could confirm that his measurements 
were consistent with it within the limits of experimental 
error. (Certainly no attempt should be made at this stage 
to derive this result theoretically.) At some stage the 
I "~::' 
pupil should oarry out these measurements; but it would be 
better for him to do this~by way of testing that the behaviour 
of light 1s in this respect like the behaviour of WB,ves on 
The focusing of waves by means of refraotion can be 
shown with the aid of a plate of gls.ss shaped like the cross-
sectlon of a lens; if this i9 placed in the ripple tank, 
the water above it will act like a'lens on the waves incident 
upon 1 t. 
/3.1'7.4 .•••• 
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3.17.4 Graphical representation of transverse and longl-
tudlmll waves 
Rather surprisingly, the graphical representation' 
of transverse and longitudinal waves is included in the 
section on waves in the South African junior science sylla-
buses. We say "rather surprisingly", because we would have 
thought that the f9J.Z.,f!1 graphical treatment of ~18.ves implied 
~~y '~:(le inolusion of this topic was a Ii ttle 'premature for 
junior ~econdary school pupils. 1his reservation applies 
especial..ly to the graphical representation of longi tudinal 
wavE:s, sinoe i.191:'e pupils have to grasp the fact that longi-
tudinal displac"'-:;:"en'~s are plotted ve:-tlcally on the graph, 
so that the resulting curve bears no resemblance to the 
physica2 appearance of the wave. Still, if pupils are to 
cope with sound waves to the extent to which the same sylla-
bus requires of them, they had certainly best tr,y to master 
this material. The O.F.S. syllabus specifies that the 
cethode-ray oscilloscope must be used here as an aid to 
understanding. In the spirit of this reoommendation, the 
O.F.S. Teachers'· Guide seys: "Demonstrate a sine wave on a 
cathode ray oscilloscope and point out what is meant by 
wBvelength, frequency a,nd ampli tude. Then draw a si ne curve 
to illustrate the concepts". 1111 this is very odd. 
The alleged "sine wave" on the oscillosoope screen does, it 
1s true, resemble the she,pe the pupil will alree.dy have 
notioed vlhen he SR~" periodic waves bei ng sent down a "Slinky". 
However, it is in fact a graph of If something II (voltage) vary-
ing sinusoidally with time; as such, it has no advantage lD 
the present context over an arbitrary sine curve the pupil 
mlght plot for himself. The recommendation to use the 
oscilloscope here C8n only be understood on the assumption 
that authors of syllabus end Teachers' Guide have une.ccount-
ably oonfused a sine ~ wi t, a sine curve. How else can 
lone .•••• 
one explain the suggestion to "point out what is meant by 
wavelength, frequency, and emplitude l1 in reference to the 
"sine wave" on the oscilloscope screen? We need no olearer 
evidence tha.t there is great danger of confusing the pupil 
about the terminology of the subject, its fundamental con-
cepts and the gre.phical representation of waves. Obvious-
1.y the tes.cher ,,;111 need to draw e. very .,careful di stinotion 
between curves of displacement versus time t~ken e.,. ~ gl ven 
point in the medium and cur'Jes of' displacei1'lent 'versus 'd1s--
We see n\o way in which the 
oscilloscope could help to me.ke this dlstinctioD oleHi." a't 
this stage; on the other hand it is very olear to us that use 
of the oscilloscope ~ould oonsiderably increase any existing 
confusion. Aocordingly, we cannot recommend its use here 
stall. 
3. 18 Sound 
3.18.1 Sound as wave motion 
In drafting the new common ba'sic syllabus for phy-
sical sclence for South African Schools, the responsible ~. 
oommittee placed most of What they had under t.he heading of 
··Sound" in double square brBckets, mea.ning that this material 
~~ be covered in the junior s~condary school. The im-
plied recommendation has been duly adopted s.nd iNe according-
ly discuss the treatment of sound here • 
.. 
A study of this topio begins quite naturally with the 
sources of sound, and especially the sources of musical 
sounds. We need not pursue this point here, as the usual 
means of showing the a.ssociation between vibrating sources 
and musical sounds are fs.miliar and uncontroversial. Since. 
the emphasis for the moment is on sounds rather than their 
sources, there 1s no need to say more about the latter at 
this stage. In some syllabuses and treatments of sound, 
the next point to be taken up 1s "the necessity for a medium". 
/Usually ••• II • 
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Usually this is illustrated by the experiment in which a. 
bell-jar contain1l!gan electric bell is steadily evacuated. 
When tne pressure inside 1s low enough, the bell can no 
longer 00 heard. From this it is concluded that air 1s 
necessary to transmit sound from the bell to the jar, and 
this is taken as a perticulsr case of the necessity for a 
medium for the propsgation of sound. Of course the con-
elusion is correot but, as Lindsa.y (1948, 19.63, 19~':3) :18.8 
pointed out, 1 t does not follow directly fl'~Offl the above 
experiment. What the experiment re8.1ly shows is that 2.S 
the aensi ty or the air in the jar ls reduced, sCvnd i8 tr&.ns-
mitted less 'readily from the bell to the air and from the 
air to the walls of the jar. It is' known that sound 1's 
still satisfactorily transmitted at pressures of the order 
of a thousandtn of an atmosphere. At this pressure, a 
negligible fraction of the Bcoustic energy from the bell 
will be transmitted to the walls of the Jar. If we are to 
argue from this experiment that air is needed to transmit 
sound from tne bell to the jer, then we should not say that 
"1". 
"when there is no e.ir, no sound gets out, therefore we need 
air to transmi t sound u, whloh 1 s the usual argume nt, bu t 
instead that because the sound gets fainter as the air· pres-
sure is reduced, it seems thet the air inside might heve sorne~ 
thing to do wi th the transmission of the sound from the bell. 
If it is st~ll thought wo~thwhlle to do the experiment for 
the pupils' benefit, well end good; but we should not hood-
wink them as to its interpretation. 
An alternative approach might be the follovnng fcf. 
Helm et al, 1969b): "The phYAicist is interested both in the 
source of the sound and in the Tt.!ay· sound tra.vels. We have 
all heard the phrase 'sound waves' so often that we are now 
pretty well conditioned to believe that sound travels in the 
form of wave motion. And so it does, but we should not be 
/properly. " " • " 
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properly satisfied in this matter until we know why we are 
-
Justified in talking of sound waves. Let us think of ' some 
of the things we know about sound and try to relate them to 
some of the things we know about "J8.ves in general "• This 
approB.ch has the mE'ri t that it does concentrate attention 
on e fundamental problem, viz. the nature of sound. In a 
number 'of the existing treatments of the "subject~ the wave 
nature of sound is eith~r ~~k~n for grented ~rom thp, begin-
ning (ef Jardine 19A5) ror srasel-ted early in the disoussion. 
I t seems strange th8t when discuas1np. light, 't-I16 should take 
care not to make B sserti·~r.tfJ about 1 ts r>:+'ure \'1.1. thout some 
supporting evid.enoe, whereas in the case r)f." sound this cau-· 
t10nary a.tti tude is no longer thought necessary. The pupil 
now knows enough about ~Teves to be able to grasp that the 
behaviour of sound he a features in common wi th the behe.viour 
I 
of Ithe waves he ha s seen end studied. Thus he ce.n note 
I 
the. t sound takes a fi ni te time to tre.vel from one pla.ce to 
enother, that it can be reflected and that it also oan be 
refracted. llhia lest point Can be demonstrated by focussing 
"f 
sound with a belloon filled with carbon dioxide (cf. Jardine 
1965, for example). One could a.lso aho", the t sound exhi bi ts 
interference B.nd diffraction, but since the pupil hes not 
yet encountered theee phenomena in his study of weves, suoh 
e. demonstre tion "rould not e.va il much here. WOile it is true 
that without showinp. ihterf~rence and diffr~ction, we cannot 
provide conclusive evidenoe for the wave nature of sound, 
some evidence is undoubtedly better then none; it should at 
least convince pupils th~t WP. do not simply teke thp. wave 
nature of sound for fr~ntpd. Nor need we leRve diffrAotion 
entirely 9ut of thp pioture~ the pupil will have observed 
waves "going round oorners'· in the ripple tenk, anr it Oa.n 
~e pointed out to him that sound does the same sort of thing. 
The apparently contrasting behavi~ur of light in this respect 
CBn be considered When the nB ture of light is deal t ",i th in 
the Matriculation years. 
/The ••••• 
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'l'he speed of sound should be made the Bubj ect of experi-
... 
mentation by the pupils themselves. 'llhere are a number of 
straightforward methods of measuring this quantity, ell of 
which can be both interestlnp: B.nd enjoye.ble to pupils (cf. 
Jardine 1965). The simplest of these is to measure the 
time elapsed between thp flri~g of a gun Bnd the reoeipt of 
its sound some dister:c", HWSY. If it is' desired to oarry 
(",~.4t '~he expe!~irnent using e much shorter disf"Rnce, an "echo" 
methrod eel n "be adopted. A pupil censtend a hundred yards 
or eo from a high well end clap tY'JO pieces of ~Tood together 
wi th such s f"~'~quency that he he8!'S thp echo eX8ctly midway 
between the clap~~ A friend oan me~sure the time t8ken for 
a known number of claps. By way of creating additione.l 
Interegt, a teaoher with a suitably equipped laboratory could 
invite his pupils to co-operate with him in the experiment 
with a demonstration soaler described in Seotion 2.4 in our 
secrtion on "bleck boxe e 1t. The results obtained in this way 
could be compared with tnose obtained in the experiments con-
ducted over very lerge distances. 
after consideration of this preliminary evidence, whioh 
points towards the idea that '·sound" might be a ki·nd of wave 
motion, the teeohpr could ergu.e: "As fer B s we hp.ve tested 
it, sound seems to do thp kind of thin~ thpt waves do. 
Let us aocept thpt it is e kind of weve motion anQ see how 
fe I' vie can get. c:3i nce ~r~ normally t'hi nk of weves as' tra.vel-
ling .1.D or .Q.D somet"i np.: J we must a sk whet sound ,\-Teves travel 
lEo It is obvious thpt sound 1'TaVeS trevel ..!hrouph thp. air, 
end we oan do some simple experiments to show us thAt sound 
waves travel throuph water end also through ell sorts of 
solid IDflteriels. But this does not quite Bnewer our question; 
we wanted to know what sound "'B,ves travel .l,D. If (Thi s dis-
tinction between what waves travel throup:h and Whe.t they travel 
." 
lin .•••• 
.' 
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!!L.or 2ll is fer from trivial; we he.ve only to think. of the 
example of light to see why.) How is this disoussion to be 
continued? We have already seen that we oannot legitimately 
use the bell-in-a-·~acuum" experiment to deoide the question 
for us. It seems to us that the best that can be done in 
the oircumstances is to gey that if we develop a theory of 
sound propagation on th~ assumption that, sound 1s a kind of 
"·J'V~ :;.nOtiC!l. i:l a materiel med.ium, we oen U9~e this theory to 
p'redlot the speed ",i t11 whioh sound will travel in dlff'erent 
gesea, liquids and solide. 'Ithe prediotions of the theory 
e.r~,: al~tVr."\YB e,.j:lflrDl~d by experiment; in the case of air, for 
example,. the theory gives us s. formula rel~ting the speed of 
sound to the pressure and densi ty of tne e.ir, and if we plug 
the right values for pressure and density into the formula, 
we get the right vB.lue for ·the speed of sound in air. 
Unfortuna tely. the details of tnis theory go well beyo,nd a 
school course in physics, and for tnis rea.son tne above 
argument must leave some feeling of disss.tisfaotion wi th both 
teacher and pupil. .Jjo~Tever we shall see below t:q.·st a naive 
"theory" of the propagation of sound waves in gases can be 
dev~loped within the confines of the syllabus, and that the 
predictions of this th~ory can be linked up with work to be 
done in the Matriculation years. 
3.18.2 The nature of sound waves 
HaVing got to the point that sound wavps arp, waves 
of some sort in material media., the next poi nt to be esta.b-
liehed is the nature of these waves. The fect thet they 
are longitudinal is often t9ken to be self-evident; it is 
hardly likely to appear thus to the unin1tieted, snd so we 
suggest tnat Eome attempt should be made to justify this 
1dea. A possible "I1S.y to do this 1s to discuss with pupils 
how a sound could travel down ~ metal rod 8S a wave. 
'~. '.:. 
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To send a pulse of sound down the rod, one end of the rod 
1s struok; the end-most ls.yer of rod is compressed in this 
action; in returning to its normal volume it overshoots 
and compresses the next layer, and in this way a compression 
travels down the rod. This picture CBn be comper~d witb a 
long1 tudinal pulse trs.velling down a "SlInky" and wi th other, 
more homely illustrations of longitudinal waves - 8 j ark 
travelling down B ~lghtly-p9cked q:~eue of ,,,ol~lc ·:op ru,~by 
specta tors. This kind of re8soning should help to convince 
pupils thst s9urces of sound produoe com-pre.ssions or' r&re-
fe otirJns in the surrounding medium ~:tich are pro~~~~ tee.. as 
long1 tudlnal waves. 
Particle models for the propagation of sound WA.ves 
should cert81nly be discussed with pupils, especially with 
reference to sound waves in solids and gases. For Bolids 
the model 1s e strB.ightforw'erd one: B row of little balls 
Joined to one another by springs. For gases the model 1s 
aleo easy to describe - it is just the molecular model of a 
gas the pupil will already have encountered - but themecha-
nism by which sound waves trsvel through it is not eo easy 
to explain in terms of the pupil's vocabulary. '1'0 give a 
proper account of what 1s happening, one should refer to the 
momentum transferred from the source to the adjacent mole-
cules and from the latter to other molecules with which they 
collide. In terms which-the pupil might understand, this 
might become something likp the following:- "When the prong 
of a tunin~-fork is movin? outward, it gives the molecules 
next to it an extra pJsh, so thet they will bp travelling a 
Ii ttle fa ster in the "forwRrd' direction. TNilen they knock 
into other molecules, ~rhich they all-lays have B good cha.nce 
of doing, they will be able to pass on this forward push to 
tnem. ff One important idea that should emerge from this 
account is that the speed with which the sound travels in a 
Iga s .•••• 
ga s should be something l~ke th~ average speed of a gas 
molecule. When the pupil makes a quantitative study of 
the kinetio theory of gases in the Matriculstion oourse. he 
should be reminded of this prediction and shown that the 
speeds of gas molpcules oplculated from the formulae of the 
kinetic theory are indeed oomparable with the measured speeds 
of sound in gases. He should ~lso pppreci?ta at that stage 
the. t the obs6:rved l ~~-:- r:'e ~r) 'or:' the speed of s;und wi th tem-
perature is also to bp expectied in terms of this J1klnetio" 
theory of sound p-ropa gatiOrJ. 
Were tl1e syl1abuseb so B rranged te~ t the pupil would 
study sound after havir.g met quanti tS.tl Vf::~ kirlatic theory J 
the idea that 
I 
I 
speed of sound '""'-' avers.ge speed of gas molecule 
in e. gs.s ~ or root-me~ln 
-square) 
could be used as the basis of number of predictions concern-
ing the speed of sound. Since the pupil will he.ve had the 
formula for the root-mean-square speed derived for him in 
an elementary way. this formula oan be used to show that at 
oonstant temperature, the r.-m.-s. speed is independent of 
the pressure; that thp r.-m.-s. speed must be proportional 
t·o the square root of t11e B.b801ute temperature (this follows 
by taking into eccount thp deflpl tion of the ideal ge,g scale 
temperature); end thet et~ the seme tempereture Bnd pressure, 
the n-m. B. speeds of sound in different pe,ses will be inver-
eely proportional to thp square roots of thAlr densities. 
On the assumption that the speed of sound will conform to 
the same rules, one at onc~ obtains a number of v~rlf1able 
predictions concerning 1 t 'tl1 thout hav1ng to drag 1n c - j.¥~' 
as an unsupported formula. 
Some teachers may Wish to quote this formula end to 
. acoount for the presence of the "2/ n in it. There a re t,,~o 
!objections ••••• 
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obJeotions to' be raised age.inst this. First, the meaning 
of II t " will h8ve. to be explained to the pupil, who will 
heve to accept without JustifIcation from the teacher that 
the presence of "t " in the above formula is somehowasso01-
ated wi th Bd1eb~tic oompressions and rarefactions of the 
gas. Second, in many textbooks, including 8 number of 
e.uvanced ones J an incorrect or, at best ,.1 nc<?mplete explan.-
ation 1s given of why the compressions end r&refac·~·i.r:~~s are 
adiabatic. A typio~l st8tement is the pressure-
volume changes in B sound wsve oocur much too r,apld1y to be 
isothermal and mUAt be regerded B.S ad1ab~.tio chS):ge9)~ 
(McCormick 1965). This is essentially a modern rendering 
of Laplace's exp1anB~ionJ first published in 1816, of why 
the obsarved velocity of sound was appreciably higher than 
the value-calculated on the assumption that the compressions 
Bnd rarefactions were isothermal (cf. Fea.ther 1961, Lindsay 
1968) • As seems first to have been pointed out by Herzfeld 
and Rice (1928), this explanation ignores the fact that as 
the frequency of tne waves incree.ses, the d.1stancebetween 
.,. 
8dJ8.cent compressions end rarefaotions decree ses, which ~~Tould 
tend to make it easier for heat to flow fro~ oompression to 
rerefa.ction and so mflke thp process isothermal. Other 
writers (e.g. Condon 1933, Wood 1940 end Zemansky 1957) have 
drB.wn attention to this point; Zemansky gives a. simple ana-
lysiS of tne 8i tuation ~lhlo.h sho"J'8 that "for ordin8ry fre-
quencies, say frOM 20 to 20,000 cycles per seoond, 8nd for 
even the best-known heat conduotors, the wavele~~th is too 
large and the thermal conducti vi ty too small for an appre-
ciable amount of heet to flow" (Sears and Zemanaky 1964). 
From this one may conclude that the compressions and rare-
factions at "ordinary frequencies" are 8.diabatio beoause 
their frequences ere so low. In a reply to Whelan (1968), 
Blitz (1968) he.s suggested the.t this is also too simple a 
/view •.••• 
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view of the metter, since it fe11s to take into· account the. 
fact that "a medIum of propagation yull in practioe have 
boundar1es across Which heet may be conducted. When the 
frequency is sufficiently low the dim·ena1one of the medium 
become comparable with the wsvelength and thus heat exchanges 
will occur. Hence isottlermel condi tlons should be approa.ch-
ed as 'the frequency tends to ze~o.n 
that bott in L~pl~c~t r o~~~gL(lal discu'Ss1on and in th~ other 
above-quoted trea.tments of th,p probl.em, 1 t 1 s teci tly assu-
med that the dimensions of the mJ11um are large compered with 
the waveleflgth of the ~h>~nd "'~.ves. At ~ny rete it 1s plain 
the.t Laplace's original discussion of the pr{~blem, while it 
I 
has the ring of plB~sibility about it and leads to the right 
result, 'leaves one import8.nt factor out of account. In viell 
of the oomplexity of the matter, it will be seen thet it is 
I fiR' b~!)t not to discuss toe formula c = J--P; in cless at all; 
brighter pupils who show an interest in this as a result of 
their reading can be given eddi.tional referenoes to consult. 
3. 18. 3 'I'he waveforms of sound "Taves 
. Another important idea arising from e study of 
sound waves in gases is thet At any point in the ges through 
which the waves ere trevpl11ng, there mU8t be a verietion in 
pressure cBused by the pessagp of ti1P we·ves. The cethode~ 
ray osoilloscope Cen be t1s~ea~ to e.dventege in stressing this 
ldea, since if a microphone is connected to the terminals 
of its vertioal amplif1er, the oscilloscope will, in effect, 
plot a graph of pressure variation versus time. (It is 
lIkely that the microphones used for this demonstration in 
any school laboratory will be pressure-sensitiveJ. In line 
with our earlier remarks about the use of the oscilloscope 
to demonstrate waves, we should like to insist here that the 
·teacher should be sure to describe the pattern on the screen 
I correo tly ....• 
correctly - that it 1s a graph of variation of pressure 
against time end only in this sense a tlpioture of the sound 
wave It. 'llhe oscilloscope should be ueed to llluetre te the . 
aperiodIc ns.ture of '·noiee" (e. g. hissing) and the periodio 
nature of mUsicAl notes. If it is desired to illustrate 
pure tones Bnd so produce "sine l~vesP on the oscilloscope 
soree n J there are e. r.U'I'J1DVr of ways of doi ng thi s:-
I # , 
., .... , 
-.z:he sound of thp human wnistle 1s a p'()sd approximation 
to a pure tone; unfortunately it 1s diffioul t for the aver-
.age lt1histler to kee-p his whistle steady in frequenoy and 
amp3-! tuu3" 
(11) fIlo.tee in the 'npper register of the desoant reoorder 
(e. g. G or A in the second octe.ve of tne instrumen.t' 8 range) 
are very nearly pure tones, but a player with good breath 
control is needed. 
(lli) If a tun1n~ fork is mounted on a resonator of the 
"open-box" type, the note issuing from the box will be both 
pure and intense enough to elicit a satisfactory response 
from the osoilloscope. 
"'f. 
(1~) As an alternative version of (~11), a bottle cen be 
"tuned" to a given tuning fork by filling it with water to 
the right extent. When the 'vi bre.tinp fork is held over the 
mouth of the bottlp, the note produced by the letter will 
produce an adequately pure tone. 
(v) If the sohool laboratory posseases an audio-frequenoy 
oscillator and a loudspeaker, which it should, this oombi-
nation oan be used to produce a substantially pure tone over 
a wide range of frpquenoies. \That the sound comes from 
"bla.ck boxes%! is of no consequence here; it is the soun"g 
and 1ts "wave-form" that are ofinterestJ. 
The human voice singing sustained vowel sounds on notes 
of definite pitoh is the cheapest souroe of "oomplex" musioal 
/ sounds ....... 
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sounds if it is desired to snow the "waveforms" of these 
on the screen of the oscilloscope. If pupils or teaohers 
oan make string or wind instruments B.veile.ble, so much the 
better. For the success of this dem.onstretion, it is im-
portent that thp oscilloscope should be able to give a 
stable display without too much knob-twiddling on the part 
of the demonstretoro An oscilloscope with g~od ~ynchroni-
zation or, better stilI, :~I)C{1. ,jtriggeri~lg" 1s t~us needed. 
F'ortunately oscilloscopE'S 'specially designed for school use 
B.re now 8vai18ble ,..,.1 th But.omstic "triggerl ng" in the fre-
quency rRnge of intereE''!': (1. e.below ~O kHz). 
3.18.4 Sound, the ear and heRring 
The correlation between pitch and loudness with 
frequency and amplitude respectively should be demonstrated 
wi~h the aid of the oscilloscope and also, in the case of 
I 
the pitch-frequency correspondence, by mechanical means; 
Savart's wheel snd Konig's siren are the familiar items of 
8-ppara tus for the la tter demonstration. (Note the.t since 
"lntensi tyfl 1s a quanti ty B S yet undefined for pupils. it "f 
is not used here BS the aspeot of the stimulus whioh oorre-
lates with loudness. "Amplitude" is easy to define with 
reference to a "ai splacement"-time or pressure- time curve.) 
Cs.re should be taken not to use interchangeably terms des-
oribing measurable properties of the stimulus Bnd those 
desoribing aspects of thp sensation. Whet, incidentally, 
is one to make of thp following suggestion (from the Orange 
Free State Teachers' Guide)? "Use oscilloscope to show 
that pitch depends on frequency and intensity (loudness) on 
amplitude. " 
There is very 11 ttle the t a teacher ce.n say to a pupil 
about the relationship between pitch and frequenoy and be-
"t"leen loudness Bnd amplItude beyond that as the frequency 
!Increasee .•••• 
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increases, the pltch rIses, ani' the.t as the ampl1tude 1n-
.. 
oreases, the sound gets loudp.r. To the musioally-inclined 
pupil a musically-inclined teaoher could (and no doubt would) 
explain the relatIonship between musical intervals And fre-
quency ratios, but this should not be re?,Arded as being for 
general consumption. The renge of frequencies over which 
the ear can heer Can ,.,~ q.uoted in the usu.Al round figures 
ct '~20 to ~JOCO Hz", although the present writer has yet 
to hear of or come ,a.cross anybody capable of hearing sounds 
01' frequ.enay 20,000 Hz. (Wi th a loudspeaker and en au·c11o-
080111at,:,)1" i~ is possible for pupils to conduot crude "audi-
bi11 ty r~ngell teste for themselves.). The teacher who favours 
the "belleve-it-or-not" approach can tell hie pupl;ls about 
the enormous range of amplitudes to whioh the ear is oapable 
of responding (nomething 1tke 107 : 1 between the thre shold 
of pain and the threshold of audibility), though he will be 
able to offer no evidence for his astounding claims! 
Pupils will inevitably ask how the ear works, and car-
tB.inly this is sOT'lp.thing thAt every physiCS teacher ought 
to know something about. The ohief point of interest here 
ae far as the phyr:ics of the ear 1s ooncerned is thp. aotion 
of tne middle apr; if onp thinks about this at all, one 
m1 ght a. t fl ret be i nc11 ned to "NO nder why sound h8 S' to be 
oonducted to the coohlea via the eardrum Bnd the ossicular 
chain instead of going streight from the air to the oval 
windol'. In technical terms, the middle ear aots 8,S a trans-
former which matches the acoustic impedance of the air to 
that of the oochlear fluid; 1n terms which a pupil m1ght 
understand, the middle ear 19 a lever system which ensures· 
that as much BS possible of the energy entering the ear is 
transferred to the coohlear flu1d. As to what happens in-
aide the coohlea, the less said about this at this stage 
the better. The description given in the new Joint 
!Matriculation ••••• 
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Matriculation Board Teachers' Guide for Physical Science 
(Prinsloo et a1 1968), sbould suffice: .. "The coohlea oon-
teins a membrane to which thp nerve endings of the auditory. 
nerve are attached ••• T11P. vi bratlons stimulate the' nerve 
endings attached to it, and signals travel along from these 
to the brai n vie the Budi tory nerve. n (We h8ve taken the 
lIberty of improvinp.; thf' wording of the ·,aecond sentenoe.) 
] l'101(ldntal3.y tf".le statement thp.t "Different tones affect 
different sections. of the mpmbrane, f1 which appears in the 
same seotion of the GUide, is an oversimplification; while 
lo~()lizRt1on ')f tones on the membrane is quite specifio for 
higher frequenc~esJ this is not the case for lower frequen-
oies. 
3.18.5 Resonance 
'!'he phenomenon of resonance, whioh was the basis 
of the two demonstretions of pure tones wi ttl tuning forlcs 
to ~mich we referred above, might receive a little attention 
1 n vi ert1 of i ts p.rf?l3 t importance. It h~s been supposed that 
vlbra.tions as such would not be studied in this part of the 
course, so that any e~plsn8tion of resonance must needs be 
very Simple. It would have to take 8S its stsrting-point 
the fact that something that is set vibrating end left to 
itself would do so with a definite frequency (the possibility 
of more than one mode of vibration need not be stressed for 
the moment). If one tries to force it to vibrp.te by pushing 
and pulling on it with some frequency, it will vibrate most 
easily if the frequency at which it is "driven" is the same 
as the frequency at which it would vibrate if left to itself. 
T~is oan very easily be demonstrated with a weight hanger 
dp.nBling from a rubber band. If one moves the upppr end of 
the bend up and down at the right frequenoy, resonance is 80 
pronounced that thp. hanger flies off the band. 
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Altnougn superposition of sound waves, standing waves, 
bee ts and resonance of air columns' and determinati'on of "V'lB.Ve-
length are also included within double square brackets in 
tne offic1al Common Basic Syllabus, we feel along with those 
responsible for the Junlor sylla.buses tna.t these topicS are 
bet~er dealt witn in the senior years. Not all of them 
Q,j,·e essential to s. school course, but pup,"ls snould at least 
nave some experience and understanding of sts.,pdtng Y'f8V':?d, 
in Viel! of their relevance to tne problems of mode:rn phY.s1es. 
3 11 19 Light 
3.19.1 Wny teactl light'? 
One of '~he aims of teaohing optics to pupils is to try 
to give tnem an insight into tne nature of lignt. Suon an 
lns1gnt l1aS proved valuable to pnyslcists not just for its 
own sake but also because it has yielded importsnt OlU9S to 
tne way 1n wnicn tney could solve the puzzles of the micro-
soopio world. The que~ntiza.tion of radiant energy led physi-
diets to formulate tneories aooording to wn1cn tne energies 
of microsoop1c systems would likewise be quantized; and the 
most satisfactory of tnose tneories embod1es a description of 
tne benaviour of m1crosoopic "particles" wnion endows them 
with properties woicn are in part wavelike. Tnus the "dual-
lty" of the nature of lignt flnds a parallel in a correspond-
lng "dual! ty" in tne, ns.ture of metter. Ideally, the teaching 
.. 
of light snould point the way to tnese exciting developments 
1n a manner which is itself interest1ng and exciting. 
3.19.2 Introduction to geometrical optics: p. s. s. C. and 
Nuffield approaches 
Unavoidably, tnis teacning must beg1n wltn geometrical 
optics. Very likely the teacher will tackle this aspect 
of his ta.sk nandlcapped by tne distaste for geometrlcal 
/optlcs ••••• 
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optics which his own teacher and more especially his uni-
versi ty lecturers. will ha ve succ'eeded, intentionally or 
otherwise, in communicating to him. Yet he knows the job 
must be done; and so he end nis pupils plod their way 
through the traditional sequence of events, beginning with 
experimental proof of the approximately rectilinear propa-
gation of light and some of its consequences (the formation 
of shadows and eclipses), going on to' the laws of ~_·'JfJ. 30tion 
B.nd refraction and thence to the 'beha""iour of mir'rors and 
lenses and to the principles of optioel instruments. 
approach 1s unassailable on purely logiCAl grourcs, 01;. t does 
not usu~llly inspire much in the way of enthus~B8m for the 
Bubj ect. There are perhaps' two ma.1n reasons for this:' the 
topiO 1s covered in too much dete.il and the customary B.pproach 
1s too formal. It is to be hoped that the incorporation of 
most of the traditionel material on geometrioal optics in the 
squere-bracketed sections of the new Common'Baslc Syllabus 
for Physical Science will result in an improvement in both 
these respects. In its traditional form, geometrical optics 
"'f 
was first-rate examination material for examinations of the 
traditional type wit~ its laws and many definitions to be 
learnt, its ray diagrams to be drewn, its experiments to be 
described and its .tplug-in" problems to be worked out. 
Relegation to doub1 p -square-bracket statue meens tha.t the 
emphasis on this work in eXRrninations will bp much less than 
before; consequently ther~ will be less te~pt~tion for the 
teaoher to cover the subject formally Bnd in great detail. 
It should also bp easier for him to remember that his main 
concern is wit~ laying 8 foundetion for the understanding 
of the na ture of Ii gh t. 
These improvements do not alone ensure that geometrical 
optics will be found more attractive by the pupil. For ad-
vBnoed pupils, the kind of approach adopted in the p.S.S.C. 
/course ••••• 
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oourse might prove suocessful in th~8 respect; ,ln outline, 
the topio 1s treeted in much the usual manner but not as 
extensively, but the underlying physics is constently kept 
in view and the pupil should receive ~he impression that he 
is studying what light doeR in order to try to find out what 
it is. In pertlcular the Laws of Reflection and Refraction 
are ca.refully oon sidpred and a p{lrtlcle'model f'?r light 1 s 
advanced to explsi n th~m. }I'lnally it is sholin that ~lhile 
a simple particle model c~n bp used to eccount for reflec-
tion, it does not eocount setisfactorl1y for the refraction 
of light, Rince 1 t pred·;.~ts tnst light C\hould travel fe.ster 
instead of slower in th~ optically denge~ me~lum. 
All this is good tr8i ning in experimenta tion (:! nd the 
deduotion of soientific laws from it and in the making Bnd 
testlng of physical theory. Given the right kind of stage 
I 
me.!negement by the teacher it could, one hopes, achieve its 
elms. Hut for thi s to happen the right mental B.tti tude on 
the part of the pupils is also needed. The p.S.S.C. expect 
this atti tude from pu.pils in their seventeenth yeBr; can",{ it 
reasonably be expected from pupils some three or four years 
younger? 'rhe l'luffield Guide (III) SElys emphs.tically the t 
i t ce.nnot, and that for the pupils vii th whom 1 ts course is 
concerned (in their ~ourteenth year) the p.S.S.C. approach 
1s still muoh too formel. According to the Guide, pupils 
of t~is age will not f~el~eny urge to discover any lf~ 
about the behaviour of lip.ht until their ex~erience of the 
uses to ,,,hieh light CAn be put leads th~m to believe that 
such laws might bp helpful. fherefore the Nuffield course 
has its pupils in Year III begin their acquaintance with 
optics by playing with pinhole cameras, magnifying glasses 
and simple telescopes end microscopeA, and so receive an 
.. 1 ntroduction to rs.ys e.nd images. Only after the pupils 
/have ••••• 
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heve spent a good deal of time in experimentation with 
lenses and mirrors are the phenomena of reflection Bnd re-
fraction isolated for special study. Tnen pupils find out. 
about the laws of reflection And livery feet" pupils hear 
about Snell's LAW of ~efrAction. For those who do not 
oome into the latter cetegory, the facts of refraction are 
kept qualitative; !~ th0 words of the Guide: "The alge-
:'J:'D.!.O fOl'il1 of the law 1s llQ..t 9ssentlel to th~ discussion of 
the 'crucial experiment' to dlstingtl.ish b~tween waves and 
bull~ets." (For e dt seussion of whether thi s experiment 
really 1 s "c:·"!.'~lal It, see Seotlon 8~2).. In thlA course. 
pup1ls considel1 ootl-} the ""'Bve and the Jlbullet" theories of 
light; as in the p.S.S.C. course, they learn that if light 
~lere "bullets", 1 t \-Iould have to travel faster in the denser 
medium, ~Thereas 1f it were·~la.vee, it would have to travel 
elo,,,er. 'l'he suggestion 1 s made that if faci1i ties are 
available, s.nd if pupils like some drill, refraction of waves 
c·an be demonstrated wi th B. sme.11 Uarmy!' This demonstration 
ae.n be used to show totel internal refleotion and fOCtlS8in~ 
by 8. converging lens. 
It is easy to ImBgine pupils enjoying the Nuffield 
8.pproa.ch, e nd on~ wi shes i t well~ One ~rould be m1 Rtaken 
in crt ticizing 1 t on logic-pI grounds, since the prellmina.ry 
work on lenses and the formation of images is well supported 
by observations on the beh~vlour of Itray stre~ks". Whether 
the appro~ch 8S such will gain wide Bccept~n.ce remains to be 
seen; the new South AfricB.n syllabuses, for example, still 
favour the convent! onfl.l ou tllne of presente ti on. I n the 
meantime, one can benefit by t~klng note of any lessons 
that the Nuffle1d B.pproach may teach. Chief among these 
is perhaps the thorougnness with which the subject of optioal 
/images ••••• 
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images is treated. It is easy for pupils to g~.in a super-
rioial Understand~ng of virtual and real imag~s (~nd, of 
course, easy for them to learn their standB.rd deflni tiona) 
,Thile still retaining a feeling of insecurity about them. 
This is particularly true of their understanding of virtual 
images. ~~ether thp teeching of geometrical optics is to 
t':.lloll conventional lines or not, there i,e much to be said 
for introducing eflrly in th~ course a demonst.retio~1 ryt: the 
forme.tion of reel images and of virtu~l l.m8ges 'w1. th this aid 
of lenses and a rpy-box J accompe.nied by ,a :cBl'e~ul disQtlssi"on 
, . 
of how we see things. Thi s could help to remo~r;:> SOl'hO of 
the mystery end mi sunderste.nding thB.t needlessly surrounds 
the subject of optic~l images. It is astonishing how 'some 
misconce~tion8 of this sort can persist, even in the most 
unlikely places. Recently the present writer had to spend 
several minutes convincing an able physiCS teacher of many 
years t experience tha.t one res.lly could ..eee· a reel image 
even 'when the latter '\\ra8 not formed on a screen; . apparently 
he had not seriously considered this possibility until a 
question in a Joint 1Jatriouletion Board examination brought 
1 t to the fore. If pupils are properly instructed on this 
point, there is no reason why they should ever gain this 
curious impression. AS for vlrtu~l imagps, the problem here 
1s really to convince the pupil thet thp eye must ~ee an 
image B.t th€l point (or rpgiC?n) from l"rhich thp rays appear to 
di verge. He would underst~nd this most clearly if he knew 
that the eye Usees" by virtue of real images formed on the 
retina. 'l'hus a pair of diverging rays s.rriving at the eye 
and focused on the retina must give rise to B.n ima.ge there 
lA/hether they dl verge from B. real or a vil'tual source; and 
th1s image is interpreted as being the image of something 
situated at the real or apparent point from which the incident 
re ys d1 verge. It would not be difficult for a teacher to 
/demonstrate .•••• 
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demonstrate this; all thst 1s required is a luminous objeot, 
'8 pair of converging lenAes end a ray-box. In the fIrst 
stage of the demonstration, lens A is used to form en imege . 
of the luminous object on a screen. In the Reoond stage, 
the distance of lens A from the screen iR kept the sa~e as 
before, the luminous object i~ moved "forward and·le"ne.'B 1s 
lnterpole.ted between 1 t 811U lens A in sU9h a pos:! tion that 
P~! ~ ... JI'H~tge i'd a nee 49 ga 1 n formed 0 n the scree n. ''', Be twee n the 
l'enaes, the rays art? seen to form a similar pattern to that 
whicb th,ey formec. when coming stra.lght from the object to 
lens A. Len~ l'l he S clearly treated the ray s reaching it as 
though they had come from where the object originB.lly "las, 
wh1ch is now the position in which B forms a virtual 1mage 
of t.ne .obJ ect. We do not suggest that this full-scale 
demonstra.tion of tne formation of virtual images be given at 
the ou tset. It should be treated as the clinching demon-
stration in a sequence of hints and arguments all pointing 
i·n the same direction. 
3.19.3 Errors to bp avoided in the teaching of geometrical 
optics 
By its very nature,. geometricB.l optics is not a 
subject in which many logicel pitfalls lurk, so that it 1s 
not necessary to issue a list of warnings concerning such 
p1 traIls. 'l'ne tee~her may, hO"ileVer, need to b~ warned to 
avoid certain errors of omission or commission. In teach-
ing refraction, for example, he should make it quite clear 
that some reflection always takes place at the surface of 
separation of two medi8 and that "total internal reflection" 
represents the limiting esse of such reflection. If he 
teaches the subject by way 6f experiment and dembnstratlon, 
then this point snould give no troucle; taught "from the 
bock" it might well do. It would be as well for him to 
emphasize the.t 'when hp draws diagrams showinp.: refraction in 
/"Tnich ••••• 
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which reflected rays do not appear, the letter are omitted 
.. 
. simply for the· sake of clarity. warren (1~o5) has warned 
ags.inst the uncri tical use of th~ figure of 25 cm B.S "the 
least distance of distinct vision". pointing out thtlt thIs 
is olearly unrealistic for an s.verage pupil of normal sight. 
It is best to treat this figure as the Nuffield Guide (III) 
suggests, i. e. as e kind 01' "officie.ln leest distanoe of 
d:! st).not v~81orA the tis applicable to adul te· ... of normal sight. 
In drawing d.1ag:r-am£! illustrating the formation of images 
wi th micros,copes or telescopes, care sh.ould be taken not to 
show' the rays performing peculiar unmotivated changes of 
directlop as tn6Y pees through a rea.l image (cf. Prinsloo 
et 81 1965, in which tne action of a microscope is. illus-
trated in this way without 8. word being said in its defence). 
'lohe explanation usually giv"en of the way in which 8. tele-
scope produces a real Imsge in the focal plene of Its objeo-
tlve, leaves much to be desired. Typioally t the diagrB.m 
shows rays incident on the objective parallel to one another 
and at an angle the axis of t~e telescope. The re.ys con-
"'1'. 
verge 0 n a poi nt in the foce 1 pIa ne, whi ch 1 s ShO"lln a s the 
head of the image 0f the distant heBvenly object; the foot 
of the image is shown as resting on the Bxis. It is not 
usually made clear bv thp textbooks in which suoh diB.grams 
eppear7 that tne rays ShOl-Tn incident at an engle orlg1na.te 
from the "top" of thp obje;,ct,. and that rays origlneting from 
the '4bottom" of the object (which is assumed to be "sta.nding" 
on the axis) B.nd which s.re not shown will reach the obj eot! ve 
as a set of rays para.llel to tne axis. If this is not ex-
plained to pupils, they will be needlessly puzzled about the 
working of tne telescope. lncidentally, in some textbooks 
(e.g. Prinsloo et al 1965) the distant object which gIves 
rise to a finite-sized image' in the fOCB.l plane of the objec-
tive is cneerfully describp.d 8S a "star". 
authors had tne sun 1 n mind! 
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3.19.4 The laws of reflection and refraction 
In South African syllabuses, it seems to have been 
aooepted that pupils Will study refleotion and refraction as 
suon in tne junior seoondary scnool. Slnce, in fact, tnere 
are not many laws included in South Afrioan junior physical 
soienoe syllabuses, it is not unreasone.ble that pupils in 
th1s oategory shouTf'. fr~ur\.y the laws of r'eflect1on and refrao-
In order that they should find tnis '1nteresting, it 
:1 s desirable th8t pupils should come to knOl'l them bv a pro-
c~ss akin tlO self-disoover:r. The observation that the 
angleS of inclC~nce end reflection are equal ought not to 
present any difficu:i.ty to pupils; i:- would be obvious even 
in a demonstration experiment. The fact that incident and 
reflected rays Bnd t~e normal all l1e in t~e same plane is, 
in its way, obvious enough too, although the terminology in 
which it is conventionally expressed might not be. In draw-
lng attention to this la,w, teachers should emphasize tha.t 
while it is simple and obvious, it is by no means trivial; 
some hInt might be given of what might happen if incident and 
"f, 
reflected rays and the normal are not coplar:s. r. In regard 
to Snell's Law, the matter 1s less 8tr~lghtforward. It is 
safe to say that no standard 'Eight pupil, however bright, 
is likely to hit on this Law if left to find unaided the 
relationship between the angles of incidence and refraction. 
As has been pointed out (e. g. in the p. S. S. C. textbook), data 
on refraction were known end used for e thousand yeA.;I'S before 
"Snell 1 sLaw" l'ro 8 dt scovered independently by Snell and 
Descartes. ThUS, while the teacher should see that t~is 
law 1s "discovered" by the pupil from his own dS.tA, he w'ill 
have to give strong hints converning the iIITay in which the 
process of "discovery It should continue: "Is the ratio of 
1 to r constant4( ••• No~ Try the ratios of the tangents, 
or the cosines or the sines." No doubt this sort of 
I "di ". Bcovery .•••• 
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.. "'discovery" is highly artificial. But it does give the 
pupil a little insight into the nature of the d11emma which 
physiCists have often faced in the pa.st, snd which they are 
likely to have to face again, v1z. the reduction of a set 
of data to a simple, surnms.rlz1ng statement - a "Law II , in 
fact. I n this ce se the IJLa~TIt 1 s far from obvious, a nd the 
pupil is thus enabled to gein a little appreciation of the 
need 1n such CfJ se 8 to try ou t va r1 OUS pos 81 ~i11 tl e:-" t :'j the 
hope that one may ft t. We have q~oted the Nu:ffield Guide 
(III) to the effect th~t thp. preo:ls;e fonn of Snell 1 B Law is 
not essentis.l to thf? discussion of -the experimerl~; in w~loh 
the veleci ty of light in 8 I'dense" medium is determined in 
order supposedly to decide between "wBve It arid "particle'" 
theories of light. We think, however, thet the discussion 
of this experiment would gain in force and significance if 
it were to take the form of a comparison between the preCise 
predictions of e theory end the precise results of an ex-
~erlment. This comparison need not be studied until the 
Matriculation years, but i t ~Tould be convenient to have t.,pe 
ooncept of a "refractive index" avaliable for it ,men the 
time comes. 
Some teachers might wish to deduce Snell's Law from 
Huygens 1 s construction Bpplied to i~TS.vefronts arriving e.t 
and leaving the interface bet;;"een the two "media". il'his 
rai ses the y,uestion of wh~ther Hu ygens' s construction should 
be used at all in elementery teaching and, if it is, to what 
extent~ In conSidering the first of these points, one needs 
to' be clear abou.t the stetu8 of Hu ygens' s Principle on wbich 
the constructlon is ba~ed. Contrary to whet is sometimes 
supposed, it is not a fundamental physical principle of 
general validity. Even when it is applied to the simplest 
of situations in wave propagation, such as the propagation 
of plane or spherlcal w8vefronts, it is necessary to add 
Inad hoc It ••••• 
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"ad hoo n assumptions to 1 t 1n order. to aocount for the 
absence of a "back wave 11, Onoe this is done, there is no 
doubt that Huygens's construction or Fresnel's extension of 
1 t oen be used to prediot many of the. standard results of 
the wave tneory in a very simple way, and because of this, 
one has tne feeling that there is somethIng right about it. 
But) as many modern ori tics have pointed .. out. r!1.lyp.)ene's 
Principle rests on inseou":..·"J 1.Jundat1ons~ at· ... best, "i t is 
an artifioial scheme ti1at physicists have oome to accept by 
repeated use" (Nuffie.ld Guide III). We oonsider the d1ff1-
cultlee attached to tne 'Pri:nc:tple in S~e-tion 6.2.4-5, where 
we also show tha tIt i s possible to der! '~'? Snell's Law for 
waves on water by a method whioh seems to resemble Huygens' s 
construction but whioh is not open to the same objections. 
We do not think that tnere is much to be gained by the use 
I 
oflHuygens's Prinoiple in t~e treatment of wave motion 1n 
I 
the junior seoondary SChool. If, as 1s asserted in tne 
Nuffield Guide (III) J it is "far from obVious to pupils,·ft 
and if 1 t i*n01'1n to be a "convenient mathematical: device""f 
(Mendoza 1965) rs.ther than a genuine physical prinoiple, the 
teacher is probably better advised not to use it - at B.ny 
rate 1n the earlier stages of teRohing ~~ve motion and optics. 
(The concept of "refraotive index" will aleo be conveni-
ent for a pa.rtial Interpret~ltion of the dispersion of light', 
which should be quaIl tatlv~ely studied by pupils s.t this 
stage as 3.n introduction both to colour end to the spectrum 
of llhi te light.) 
Q.ualnt! tative work on refraction by lenses ~h9.uld, we 
. 
suggest, be kept to a minimum. It 1 s easy to show the 
general rules ,relating the position, magnification and 
nature of tne image to the distance of the obJeot from a 
lens; pupils should certainly experience all this and learn 
the prinCiples applicB.ble to the. drawing of the appropriate 
!diagrams •••••. 
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diagrams. They should learn spout" the focal length of 
the lens and learn thp "distent object" method of find1ng 
1t for a converging lens. But it is not necessary for 
th em to learn s.bou t 1f.1 + 1. = .1 " (or whe tev er form 0 f thi s 
u v f 
equation the reader fBvours) , with its attende.nt compli-
cations of sign conventions end ~Nhether or not onp ~hould 
provide a ·'proof" of thp forrrr;l~. and if f!o .. ·t.o;~lB t kind of 
proof. 
3" 19.5 Tr,eatment of the nAture 01' light in the junior 
seoonde ry schoo~ 
In order that the discussion or thG nature of 
light· should make its proper impact in the matriculation 
.-
years, it 1s desirable that any treatment of this topic in 
t~e junior secondary school should be very carefully con-
I 
sfdered. The full argument in favour of the v1e", that 
light might ce a .form of wave motion is besed on observa-
tiona conducted on B variety of. phenomena., only some of 
"'Thieh are covered i ~ the junior years. CertaInly there 1..s 
no harm in inviting pupils to cons",-der the "~Tave" B.nd Jfbtillet" 
theories of light end to think of possible arguments for and 
8g~inst these theories; but to brinp thpm down firmly on 
one side of the fence would be pr€mature et this stege. 
A curious entry in the Orp.nge Free St~t~ AyllS\bus for 
Stenclards Seven 8 nd Eight" reAdA: "Ligh t B 8 transverse 
weves ••• U se ripple tenk [i.e. tlwaves on ~le.t.er ir: a ripple 
tank"] as 3.nalogy. " Thus not only is the view put to 
pupils on insuffioient evidence that light is a form of wave 
motion, but they ere required also to recognize the trans-
verse eharB.cter of light waves. This 1s going much too far 
in thi s context, end one CBn only wonder whether the plan-
ners of this sylle.bus really intended this. 
lOne • •••• 
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One final point needs to b~ made. An underly1ng 
8S8umption in eny.stpnderd treatment of opt1cs is that 
light is something ymlch trevels. It would be just as 
well to emphasize this early in the discussion since the 
point sometimes seems to escppe pupils. The present writer 
once had to coach 11 first-Year universi ty student who, untIl 
v"'",herwise informed, hB.d imt-:lgined that light was Just "there"; 
the thought the t energy (or a nythi ng, for that. me t"./:T·' mi-ght; 
be travelling au twerdt:1 from thB 8CJurce W8S completely new to 
her. A 'Very elementery discussion of the posei 'bIll ty of' 
mea surl ng the speed wi th whicrJ. light trav sIs WOt'~ d b~ "~ U::''3-
ful interpolation in the course, especially since most pupils 
will know of an Bppr0ximate value for the speed of light 
B.nyway. ' The principle of, say, Fizeau 1 s method of measuring 
this quantity 1s so simple that it could well be treated in 
cls 8S. As has been pointed out by the p.S.S.C. authors, the 
disc type of stroboscopp. could, in princjple:, be used as the 
"light chopper" in Fl zeau' s experimental arre.ngeme.1t. 
The speed of light in vacuo 1s such 'an important quentlty 
in present-day physics that it cannot safely be neglected 
in any high-school treetment of the subject. It seems to 
us that this topic could conveniently be deBlt with in the 
junior secondary school. 
aw....., 
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OIl.apli'ER 4: CUSSIUAL MECHANICS IN THE 
SENIOR SECONDARY SCtlOOL 
401 Introduction 
'l1he importa.nce of careful teaching of thp funde!TlentB.l 
principles of cle.seice.l mechanics cannot be over-emphasized. 
Not only do these princlpl~s form the basis of EO much that 
the pupil is to study later in the course; '. their intrr::'.,J':.-
tion provides a ~~o:!derful ~,pportun~~ ty fr..r tr .. ,.4 ~/A3 :~.ler- to 
snow now physical concepts are invented in order to facili-
tate the analysis of physicel problems. If the pur:1 is to 
gain a proper idei~ of w.i:1at physics re.ally is all b"bout. this 
opportuni·ty ";ill hav~ to be seized and properly explol ted. 
For example, it is possible to teHch the subject of momentum 
and its .conservation by defining the concept of momentJm 
without preamble Bnd proceeding 1vith the aid of .Ne~Tton's 
'l'hird La1'r of :Hotion to deducE' the conservation of momentum. 
In this way all the requireMents of syllabus and eXBmine.tion 
oe.n be met. Hut to sstisfy the need of the pupil to dev~op 
a sense of the way in which concepts evolve, it is surely 
better to B.lloT,N' the concept of momentum to emerge netur~lly 
from, say, a properly-conducted discussion of collisions. 
Like other branches of physics J classical meche.nics 
should be regarded by the tea cher as a. means of stimulating 
in the pupll an inclination to think about the world around 
him in scientific terms as well as in other ways. So much 
of what the me.le pupil finds exciting today has its origin 
in the direct application of classical mechanics, and the 
subject itself owes its origin to man's desire to give a 
rational account of the motions of heavenly bodies. If the 
tea.cher ca.n keep these points in mind when presenting the 
principles of mech.anics, he can do a good de8l towerds making 
his pupile reali7e that the appreciation of science 18 as 
Ina ture,l ••.•• 
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natural and healthy en activity as the apprecip.~lon of the 
arts. 
4. 2 Vectors and sca18 .. rs, 'Tfli th special reference to the 
vector nature of displaoement and veloCity 
Pupils will have gained some familiarity with elemen-
tary ideas about motion and force prior to r'eachi~'!'"'; ::3ta.ndard 
Nine. 
t:i ve tree. ~li1en'-:" of ~.0·~!Qln requires explici t; use of the vector 
nature of the concepts listed above. Fortunately it is 
quite easily possible f0r a II:lpl1. to Cqin a uflrst-orderlt 
understanding of the nature of a vector (_:uB.nti ty, which 1-;112 
be fully adequete for the requirements of a 9(;:':)001 sylle.bu9! 
A "nigher-order" understandi ng of vectors, which invol vee a 
knowledge of the transformetion laws obeyed by vectors and 
I Ofl the difference betwepn polar and axial vectors, C8.n be 
I 
left to the un! versi ty to impaI·t; since it is not absolutely 
essential for e teacher to have 1_ t in order to teach the BUb-
Ject properly, we will not elaborate on it here, Jlthough we 
will briefly discuss polar and axial vectors later ,d th refer-· 
..... 
ence to the magnetio vector B tcf. Section 7. 15. 5). 
Discussion of an lrne.glnary trip undertaken from point 
A to point B via point C whlch does not lie on the straight; 
line AB should help (a) to introduce the pupil to the con-
oept of displacement ~nd to show that it has some use J and 
(b) to introduce the ldee. of a vector quanti ty a.nd the methed. 
of addi ng vectors. The vectorial nature of displacement 
OB.n be contrasted w~.th the nature of other physical q'LH?1.fLtl-
ties previously encounterpd such as length, time, mass, area, 
volume anrl density which are not directional nnd. are kno'ttnl 
as scalars. 
In connection with vectors, th~ Common Besic Syllabuses 
'specify the topics "ltddl tion of vectOY'fl ·by the P8rBllelog~.rt~.m 
flaw. ,. ..... 
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law, graphically; resolution of vectors, gra.phically into 
... 
components at any angle and quantitatively into reotangular 
compo nent s •• t The most important topic here 1s the quanti-. 
tative resolution of vectors into reotangular oomponents; 
it is essential for later ~rork that the very simple sine and 
cosine formulae for the oomponents of a vector Should be 
absorbed by the pupil. a small terminological point arises 
l·~e:T.'·'2 wnic.h peI".r1aps ought to be cleared out f)f the way. 
In tne :11 terature and in teaching, the word "component n is 
l),sed .in t~ro ways; in one, 1 t refers to the magni tude of the 
component vec~>;)r in the specified d1r·ection (cf llrons 1965): 
in the other, i~ re:Pers to tne component-vector itself ~cf. 
Spiegel 1959). In our opinion, it would be safer to stick 
to the latter alternative. It is easy to introduce compo-
nents by saying tha.t they a re vectors which add up to the 
orlgi nal veotor a nd are therefore equivalent to it. 'rhe 
teacher can always refer to the magnitudes of components if 
he wishes to. 
Undoubtedly it is highly desirable to use some directly 
.... 
physical approach in formally introducing tne concept of 
velocity tas oppoeed to speed) and making clear its vector 
nature. A good way of doing this is to use the p.S.S.C. 
approaCh of discussing the problem of how to find the speed 
of an aeroplane rele ti ve to the ground limen there is an 
appreciable wi nd. 1..fany boys would know that the airspeed 
indicator of an BProplane mea sures its speed relative to the 
surrounding air and would therefore appreciate that there ~ 
a problem. They would se~ eas11y enough that if tne aero-
plane and the 1.vind had the same direction, tne speeds ","ould 
have to be added to give the required answer, and that if 
the two directions were opposite, the speed of the wind would 
have to be 8ubtractedfrom that of the aeroplane. itlhat if 
the wind '\-Tere at right angles to the direction of the 
/aeroplane~ 
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aeroplane? Tnis case provides tne opportunity for the 
teaoher to introduce the idea of "veloai ty" as a vector 
quanti ty. 
It will be noted tnat it nas been assumed in the above 
discussion tnat tne concept of speed is understood to at 
least some extent by tne pupil. Certainly this ought to be 
true of boy puplle., W::1G F.~.re likely to be interested in cars, 
r·f":.o~;0te and ae:C'oplanes and at some stage to tiave formed the 
irdea. toot if tne speedometer of a. car re·ads "60 miles an hour"" 
tais means tnat "if tne car keeps going at this speed, it 
will travel 6S ~lles 1n one nour." On this kind of lntul t-
ive understandln~~ o~ tne ooncepts of speed n.nd, in ·partlcula.r, 
constant speed, it is possible to build tne foregoing discus-
sion of'wnat are essentially constant speeds and velocities. 
There is no need as yet to introduce instantaneouB velocity. 
By introducing tne idea of "trips II (displacements) made 
1n given times, one can justify the fact tnat velocities add 
vectorially. A point wortn msking even in an elemente.ry 
disoussion of vectors, is tnat the same answer 1s obtained 
"f 
wnetner one adds vectors "simul taneously J1 (ss in tne parallel-
ogram metnod) or "sucoessively" (resultant completes tnetrl-
angle), and that in tne latter OB.se tne order of addition is 
immaterial. Tnls is easily justified by means of tne 
thougnt- (or e.ctual) experiment of B. man going for a Short 
trip on a. truck across 'N'ni~ch ne proceeds to ,valk. 
If veloai ty is introo.uced by way of tne type of example 
we na.ve suggested (veloci ty of e.n aeroplane relative to tne 
ground), tne idea tnat velooity is specified relative to 
sometning is made explicit. This is tne first nint of tne 
ooncept of a frame of reference, wnicn is so important both 
to clBssical mechanics and to special relativity. As yet, 
tne term need not be usee, out if the pupil is properly aware 
/bhat ••••• 
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that the specification of a velocity implies a system re-
lative to which t~at velocity is measured, he Will have 
grasped a most important point. 
terence as such in Section 4. 6. 
We discuss frames of re-
In discussing both displacement and velocity, we have 
implied that their manner of addition should be Justified in 
et:ich case. We suggest that the teacher should take it as 
8 matter of general principle that whenever he nee to lntro-
duce a new vector quantity, he should rega!~ it as necessary 
to show that it satisfies th~ laws or veotor addition. 
Sometimes this may be obvious from the way 1n wr.!ch 1 t is 
defined (e~g. if it 1s defined 8S a scalar x known vector, 
or known ';!pector )~ in other Cases it will not be, ahd 
scalar 
then pupils should not simply be expected to take its veotor 
nature for granted. Pupils should become thoroughly famil-
iar with the rules that a vector multiplied by a scalar yields 
a vector and tha t a vector d1 vided by a scala.r yi elds a vec-
tor. This is very easy to prove if the "scalar" is in fact 
a pure number; if it 1s any scalar quantity, then the result 
is easy enough to argue in any particular cS.se (e. g. veloa! ty 
as dlsplace~ent). 
time 
4.3 The concept of acceleration 
In an earlier section, (2.6) we referred to the possi-
bility of intrcduaing the concept of acceleration through 
a class discussion of how one might specify a suitable measure 
tor an as yet undefined "acceleration", and we 8ssprted there 
that given the chance, pupils might come fo~~rd with sug-
gestions which were equivs.lent to ddV and iY.. If the 
S dt 
teacher is not pressed for time, he might well try this ap-
proach to acceleration; he could then guide pupils to making 
II dv ,t ( the choioe of dt some of them will be used to the idea of 
/this ••••• 
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this already from advertisements for motor cars or from' 
. reports on road tests), pointing out to them that this 
ohoice will turn out to be highly convenient later~ 
Indeed, one aspect of its convenience will soon appear, 
when it is found that the motion of freely falling bodies 
is characterized by oonstant aoceleration, where acceleration 
1 e defined as ".9l:" dt ~ 
The .vector nature of aoceleration ne~0.a to be emphasi-
2ed; that is, pupils need to be reminded from time to t11ne 
that aoc.eleration i·s defined as increase in velocity per 
uni t time anCt ~\.')t increase in speed. SiLoe pupils may tend 
to miss 'the poll'lt of this if their e ~ldie8 in kinematics are 
oonfined to purely rectilInear motion, they should have other 
types of motion discussed with them aleo, eo that they may 
appreciate that if a body is travelling in a certain direct-
ion now and in a different direction later, it has undergone 
an acceleration whether its speed has changed or not~ Again, 
the teacher should assure his pupils that it is no mere 
oaprice on the part of physiCists whioh makes them define 
aooeleration in this way, and that the full advantages of 
this definition will appear ~n due course. 
4.4 Rectilinear, uniformly accelerated motion 
4.4.1 Some general con8ider~tions 
It 1s a well-established practice to preface a 
study of the prin~iples of classioal mechanics with a fairly 
detailed study of rectilinear, uniformly aooelerated motion. 
This is an essentllll first step tO~Tards a quanti tative under-
standing of motion and it is no surprise to find it aocepted 
as such in present-day school syllabuses, including South 
Afrioan ones. In such an an8.lysis of motion, the ooncepts 
of instantaneouB velocity and aooeleration are implicit. 
/Should. ~ ~ •• 
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Should they be explicitly taught at. this stage? They are in 
the p.S.S.C. course, end in the Teachers' Guide to the New 
Common Basic Syllabus in Physical Science ~Prinsloo et aI, 
1968), the present lNri ter has gone so. far a e to say the 
follo'wing: uIn this ••• study of lineer motion it is of 
course inevitable that 8verag~ velocity and acceleration 
should first be defined, followed by the U8P of t~e concept 
of a limit to define 1!;9t~~ltrAneous velo'oity'and acceleration. 
ILimits' in this sense are fundamental to any but the most 
naive analyses of motion, and should be carefully explained. 11 
This view has not been ·:'I1.alle~ged in ::. ... "th Africa, but in 
the Nuffleld Physics Course, a oontrary ~~tltude seems, by 
lmplication, to have been adopted (cf. Nuffleld Guide (IV) ). 
That ls, while the principle of starting with the definitions 
of average velocity and aoceleration has been adopted, the 
I 
wdrd lIaverage II is not offioially used in oonnection wi th 
these quantities, and the idea of instantaneous velocity as 
a limiting value for average velooity in an interval is not 
introduced at all. (The nearest the Guide comes to ·dlscu·s-
sing this sort of idea 1s in its remarks about approximating 
the area under a curve by mpens of a series of vertical rec-
tangular strips; in referring to taking thp limit in such 
circumste.nces it seYR thpt t"is is "probably very wi Ae .mathe-
metical teaching; but it ~llll probably epoll our present 
teaching of physics entir~lY if we labour it. II) Despite 
this, the idee of "velocity at an instant" 1s explicitly used, 
as indeed it has to be if the well-known equations of recti-
linear motion are to be given any meaning. As the Nuffield 
Year IV is concerned with pupils aged fourteen or fifteen, 
the reluctance of the planners of the course to deal explic-
Itly with limits end their apparent willingness to treat 
~ instantaneous velocity 8S intuitively understandable can be 
readily understood. With pupl~s in South African senior 
/ secondary ••••• 
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secondary sChools the situation is different; they will be 
at least .sixteen years of age and should have some experience 
of graph drawing. For several years now, pupils l'rri ting 
the Joint r·~atricula tion Board examinations in physics have 
been required to approach veloci ty and. aoceleration via. the 
use of averages and limits, and their teachers M.ve not yet 
~omplained. We shall proceed on the assumption that use 
of these ideas will not itspol1 our teeching"~' but h~..::.p in 
achieving its aims. r.t'he Common Basio Syllabus for Physic8.l 
Soience does not speoify the use of the equations of' uni-
formly accelerated, rectilinear motion, but inst ... ;<td lH:!!\:S :Cor 
treatment of such motion by means of grs.phs of displacement, 
velooity and aoceleration against time. The introduction of 
tnese graphs is certainly excellent training for the pupil, 
for from them he Oan learn that 
(1) the slope of a displaoement-time graph at any point 
gives the velOCity at that point, so tnat it is possible to 
construct a velocity-time graph from a displacement-time 
graph; 
.... 
(ii) the a.rea under a velocity-time graph oorrespondlng to 
B. given time intervB.l 1s the displacement undergone in that 
time interval; 
tiil) tne slope of a velocity-time graph at any point gives 
the acceleration at that point, so that B.n acceleration-time 
graph ca.n be constructed 1rom a veloci ty-time graph.;. and 
~iv) that the aree. under an acceleration-time graph corres-
ponding to a given time interval is the increase in velocity 
in . that interval. 
The pupil should also make the acquaintance of velocity- and 
acceleration-time graphs in which ilegative velocities and 
accelere.tions are plotted. The interpretation of the areas 
under the "negative" portions of the curves as decreases in 
displacement or velooity should also be made clear to him. 
/Since ..••• 
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S1nce the study of thes~ graphs brings the pupil so 
close to Jl v = u+at 't and u's = ut+ _1 at2 It .. he 2 ~ might as 
well see these equations derived from the graphs and go on 
to derive "v2 = 2 u + 2a9 ft from the equations. Tnis is not 
for tne purpose of givlnp. the pupil a few extra formulae 
to memorize for thp. examination (l'le fully support Rogers's 
suggestlon (1962) thEd; tnes9 B.nd other formulae should be 
p:'1~r;red on the examination paper), but Simply to m8ke matte~8 
e.asler :for pupil and teacher ,",hen oertain import~nt topics 
are discussed. For example) if the :f'ormula s = ut+~ at2 
is not availat~u-: for use by the pupil (and it should not be 
used by him unless ~0me attempt can b~ made to derive it for 
him), tnen it would not be possible for him to do an experi-
ment to find tne value of Itg" by timing a falling obJ ect • 
(See below). 
. and uv2 = u2 + 2as" is an indispensable rela-
tion when kinetic end potential energy and tne conservation 
of tneir sum are under discussion. Therefore, even if a 
syllabus does not speci~{ these formulae (the Common Basic 
Syllabus for ~hysical Science does not), the teacher should 
still regard it as his duty to see that they are derived in 
olass, although his pupils 't.nll not be expected to make use 
of them in examinations. 
4.4.2 Experimental work 
It is highly importAnt that tbis theoretioal work 
on rectilinear motion should receive experimental support. 
The function of this experimental support must be carefully 
considered: we cannot prove the formulae for rectilinear 
motion experimentally, because they are logical consequences 
of the definitions of displacement, velocity and (uniform) 
accelera tion. But we can conduct experiments to determine 
whether the motion of an object under given conditions is 
uniformly accelerated or not. The pupil must be able to 
/recogni ze ••••• 
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reoognize constantly acoelerated motion \ihen he comes across 
1 t, since motion of this type 1-1i11 playa central role in 
his experimental approach to the laws of mechanios. There 
are various ways in 'frm.ich he can be shown ho't~ to detect con-
stant acceleration. If he has 1nitially been given an en-
t1rely theoretical treAtment of rectilinear motion, then there 
1s no problem at all: it 1s very easy to show, either gra-
phically or algebraically, the. t displacements in. S:A0C~ sslve 
equal time interv~lls increa 8e by a constant 2l.mount, whioh is 
the criterion by which he can recognize uniformly accelerated 
motion from measurements on 8. ticker ta.pe. The teacher 
might ~dsh to make the same point directly from experiment, 
and follow this up with the theoretical treatment. In' this 
case he' could arrange for a trolley to be pulled along by a 
oonstant force (not to be identified as such at this stage) 
and for marks to be made at regular time intervals on a 
length of ticker-tape attached to the trolley. Perhaps the 
easiest arrangement for introductory purposes would be to 
have the trolley run dow'n an inclined plane, so that "diluted 
"f 
gravi tyIJ (the term comes from the Nuffield Guide (III) ) can 
provide the constant force. The ticker-tape provides a 
record of the displacements undergone by the trolley in suc-
cessl ve time i ntervels. The quickest way for the pupil to 
infer constancy of acceleration from his data would be for. 
him to draw up a tlme-diepl8.cement table, consisting of five 
columns vIi th the follo"Ning l1eadings:-
..... 
'\ 
TIME OVEPJ\LL 
DISPUCEMENT 
DISFL.I\CEM~NT AVEMGE VELOCITY 
DURING THE DURING THE 
INTERVAL I NTERV 1\L 
AVERJ,-GE 
ACCELERATION 
DuRING THE 
INTERV,B.L 
The data obtained directly from the ticker-tape would be re-
corded in the first two columns. (For standard Nlne pupils 
we would recommend that the vibrator used for marking the 
tape should have the interval bet'TN'een 1 ts II ticks" cali bra ted 
11n • •••• 
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in terms of the second; this interval should prefer~bly be 
adjusted to be'equ8l to some convenient fraction of a 
seoond.) From thpm, the data to be entered in the third 
8 nd fourth oolumns of thp teble oould ea aily be deduo ed. 
If one assumes th~t the average velocity in each successive 
time interval is equal to thp actual velocity in the middle 
of the l.nterval - A ju ~ltJfiable assumption for this type of 
1';,')tJ.vn - one could plot a veloci ty-time gre:::·:n from thp date. 
in the fourth column (or just compare successive differences 
between pairs of numbers in this column). .1111 being well, 
the grapn wou.J.c be a straight line (and the auee·Assi ve diffe~'."'­
enoes oonstant), shewing the constan~y of the acceleration. 
In the fifth column, the calculated values of the average 
acceleration in the appropriate time intervals could be re-
oorded (they would simply be equal to the differences of 
successive pairs of numbers in the previous column divided by 
the time interval). It 1s worth pOinting out here that if 
the values of the average ecceleration in the last column 
were added up and divided by the appropriate number to yield 
a mean, this would not rpprpsent the best possible use of 
the data. SUPPos€' thet five values of thp displacement 
ere recorded in column (2), e'nn that the8P ere lebplled S'l 
to 85. Then thp displBcempnts in four successive time in-
tervals are respectively 82-81, 83-82, 94-93, and 85-94, or 
~ SI, .6.82, LlS3 and LlS4. 1'0 find the everage acceleration in 
three successive time intArva 1s means usi ng the differences 
If the values of average 
aoceleration obtained fro~ these differences are edded up in 
order to find 9 mean, then WA are left in effect wit~ only 
AS4 end A8l or, in terms of tne original displacements, Sl, 
62, 84 and S5- We do not suggest that this is of earth-
shaking consequence in the present context, but if the teacher 
wants his pupils to use their data to best advantage in some 
/ de term! ne ti on ••••. 
determination of .an ~.oce1eratlon, he should introduce them 
to the technique of using overlapping pairs of data. 
A detailed discussion of th1s point has reoently been given' 
. by Lanni (1968). 
'lihe Nuffield Guide suggests another way of presenting 
the da.ta obtained from a ticker-tape in such an experiment 
which ~ if therG ~~"'{':':~"r:> sU!'ficient time available, would un-
. .., 
doubtedly prove instruct! vee This 1s to jl~!1ke a "t?pe-cha.rt" 
aonsist:lng of piec'es of the tape representing displacements 
1n success.iva tirnA intervBls pastea up B.longside one another:l 
all starting ~\1.'om the same base-line. the Nuffleld Gu1de 
(III) suggestEJ tha t~ the pa sted t8.pe~i ha.ve 8., strange virtue 
tor beginners, of insist1ng on the physics.l na.ture of the 
cha.rt. " Of course the 11ne pass1ng through the tops of the 
str1ps of tape will be in effect a velocity-time graph. 
AS part of their experiments.l study of uniformly accele-
rated motion, pup1ls should carry out observatlons on a 
freely falling body and deduce the value of "gu. 'l'here are 
"f. 
two main reasons for d01ng this! (i) "free fall" is Nature's 
own example of uniformly e ccelera ted motion; and (11) Ug It is 
a quanti ty of some 1ntrinsic interest. To establish (i), 
it is clearly insuffic1ent simply to find the time taken for 
the object to fall from rest through a given distance, plug 
the values of ctistence and time into the appropriate formula 
end hence celcula te Ifgff. 'l'he pupil must be convinced that 
the formula really is ~ppropriate to the situation. For 
this to happen, th~ experiment should be done for several 
d1fferent 11eights of fa.ll, so that 1 t ce.n be shown tha.t the 
formula yielcle the same va.1ue for JIg" for each height - which 
it should do~ if the acceleretion were in truth constant. 
This kind of experiment can nowadays be done by timing the 
fall of the object with a demonstration scaler set to count 
/pulses ••••• 
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pulses fro'TI an oscillator te.g. a Leybold scaler .. 't\Those 
'·Clock n ticks 10,000 times a second, or a. Panax scaler, for 
which the oscillator frequency is 103 HZ.). For the Justi-
flcation of the use of this "black box" in this experiment, 
see our earlier sectio~ (2.4) on black boxes. It is easy 
to arrange a circuit end euxiliary apparetu8 80 that the 
release of the object (usuelly a large ball-bearing) starts 
the "clock" and its striking B. target stops '1 t. ry "vee use 
of illumine.ted photo-d1odeA the time of :flight of the ball 
bet1~een a chosen pB.lr of levels oan be me~. su-red ~~1 tb the 
sC~ller. This will yield results of better con~"'!stenf;y than 
those obtainable from the Aimpler form of the exppriment, but 
the added precision is probably not worth the added compli-
cation'of the algebra required to analyse the data. 
A more direct method of showing consta.ncy of acceleration 
1n free fall would be to take a II multiflash l1 photograph of 
a fal11ng ball and then obtain a "time-displacement ll table 
from measurements on the photograph. {The ball should be 
allowed to fall next to a vertically-mounted metre rule.) 
. ... 
If a value of "gil is to be deduced from the data, the strobo-
scope will have to be celibreted. Rather than simply accept 
the manufacturer' 9 cali bretlon, teacher and pupils should 
carry out their own calibration with a strobodisc rotated at 
a knOvln number of revolutionR per second. J\s the interval 
between successive rlp-shes of the stroboscope need not be 
much less than 1 second in this experiment, this calibration 20 
ought not to pres~nt any difficulty. 
an essential point to make in connection wi th "gil is 
that it is the same for ell freely falling bodies. as any 
physiCist knows, this is no trivlil matter; not until the 
seventeenth century did Galileo establish it experimentally 
snd back up his experiments with the kind of reasoning we 
/would ••••• 
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would now find acceptable, end not until our OTt7n century did 
. the full signific·pnce of this fact become apparent. 
Therefore time spent in making this clear to the pupil 1s 
time well spent, end the opportunity CBn also be taken to 
introduce some useful history; Aristotle, Gallleo and New-
ton can make their entry here to some advantage. The tale 
of Galileo's alleged exp?~~ment of dropping two balls of 
w?rk~~ly d~ffer2~t mass from the top of the Le8ning Tower of 
'. 
Pisa before an astonished crowd is e.pparently r.:.o more than 
8 fable., Certainly it is one of those stories the.t ought 
to bave 'bee!" true J but there are good. physical res sons for 
thir.king that Galileo would not have attempted to demonstrate 
his conclusion about the free fall of bodies ~n this way, and 
1 n any .ca.se there are no reliable accounts of the supposed 
event. What ~ true beyo~d doubt is that Galileo did carry 
out "private" experiments (e.g. with Udiluted gravity" act-
ing on balls rolling down inclined pls.nes) from the reBul ts 
of which he deduced that all freely falling bodies in a 
vacuum would fall wi th the same uniform ecoeleration. There 
.,. 
1s something to be said for acquainting pupils vnth the Lean-
ing Tower of PiS8 legend - it may help to fix the essential 
point firmly in pupils' minds - but for the sake of histori-
cBl accuracy it ought to be made plain that the story is 
apocryphal. (For modern accounts of Galileo's work, see 
Cohen (1961) or Arons (19?5).) If the eppers.tus i9 avail-
able, a modern version of Nev-lton' 8 "guines.-and-fea.ther" ex-
periment should certainly be done, prefers.bly by the pupils 
them se 1 ve s. The Nuffield Guide (III) gives a detailed 
aocount of hOvl to organize this as an experiment to be done 
by lna.ivid.ual members of a cla.8s. The teacher wishing to 
bring his pupils up to date on modern work in this field ca.n 
refer them to the results obtained by Dicke and his co-workers 
/Dicke •••.• 
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(Dicke 1961, Roll et al 1964), . which have verified GB.llleo's 
conclusions to wi thin 3 parts in loll. he can also tell 
them that the most accurate determina.tion of "gil yet made 
employed a highly refined form of the metnod in which the 
motion of a freely felling ball 1s timed (see Cook 196?). 
4.5 Projectile motion 
The Corrnnon Bssic Syllpr.,)s fo;~ PhY':3~~(;al Science places 
"ProJect:::'le J:lr:tior.,1 l.fJ :~d~~nf' .of' the resolution of the motion 
into t't'lO compo.il'lents·" 1m the catstP;ory of optional extensions 
to the syllabus; the c,orr'~spondlng syllabus for Physics in-
elude s the topic wi thou ~ stri ngs a ttac:l ~do Projectile motion 
is a simple example of motion that is ne't rectilinear but is 
in fact uniformly accelerated; it would thus help to broaden 
the pupi1 1 s understanding of acceleration and bring home to 
hlm the principle of independence of motions at right angles 
I 
t6 eaCh other. This prinCiple was first enunciated and 
experimentally checked by Galileo; today it is possible to 
demonstrate it by means much more direct than those that were 
"f 
available to him. "Multiflesh" photographs of different 
stages of projectile motion illustr8.te the principle most 
vividly;' fine examples ere to be found in the p.S.S_C. text-
book and elsewhere, bu t if the equipment is a.vailable such 
photographs can end should bp taken in the school l~boratory 
also. Whether or not this cen be done, pupils should cer-
tainly see the demonstretion known as t.he "Monkey and tlunter", 
in which a "bullet" aimed at a .• tmonkey" and fired at the in-
stant the latter is released will infallibly hit the Ifmonkey"-
provided the latter is not too small in relation to the bullet~ 
(See Sutton 1938, Nuffield Guide (III) ). 'l'he teacher may 
care to note that the principle of independence of velocities 
breaks down in the "relativistic" region, i.e. for velocities 
comparable vuth that of light: if the falling particle has a 
/large ••.•• 
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large IIhorizonta1" veloei ty relative to th~ enosen reference 
frame, i ts vertic~l Bccelere tion ~Til1 be found to dep'end on 
its horizontal velocity (cf Katz 1964, 
1968) • 
Resnick 
There would be no particular virtue in requiring Matri-
culation pupils to do numerical problems on projectile motion. 
Pupils should nevertheless appreciate that in the aDsence of 
air resistance, the hori'?nt21'com~0ner~ of the motion of a 
~roJecti . le i8 c.h8:ecterized by constB.nt velocity, while the 
vertical component is subj ect to a constant down,,,ards accele-
ration, viz. the aceeleratl?n due to ~rnvity. On the basis 
of these facts, they should be able to gain a semi-quantitative 
understanding of tne parabolic shape of projectile paths illus-
trated by multiflash paotographs. 
4,6 Frames of reference 
Lurking behind any quantitative desoription of motion 
is the concept of a frame of reference rela.ti ve to whioh the 
displacement, velocity and acceleration are spec1fied; and 
fundamental to a.ny modern account of Newtonian mechanics Is 
the concept of an inertial fra~e of reference, or "inertial 
frame n. Yet until comperatively recently thesA ter~s did 
not appear in Rcnool science textbooks, at any rete not in 
South African ones; they ere not Aven mentioned in two text-
books publishecl in South .B.fric8. during thp. la.8t four years 
. (Gordon et al 1964, Prinsloo et al 1965). Elsewhere the 
s1 tuation has altered somewhat, perhaps as a result of' the 
work of the ~.S.S.C.> whO give tne subject prominence in their 
textbook and have produced an excellent film called "Frames 
of Reference n (P. SOl S. C. - MLA 0307, rev1e~Ted by Brorln (1S63) ) 
to reinforce the presentation of it. We do now fi nd the 
term "frame of reference ll turning up occasionally in elemen-
tary textbooks (e.g. in Jardine 1966), even though it may not 
yet be mentioned in syllebuses. The points to be oonsidered 
/here •. " .. 
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here are ~a) Should the teacher discuss the concepts pf 
"fra.me of ref~rencelf and "inertia.l frames" "tIlth his pupils 
and, if so, to whet extent?; and (b) whether or not the 
teacher does raise these points in class, how much should 
be known about th~m as background to effective teaching of 
mechanics? It may be thet planners of future syllabuses 
will decide to answer tlJe first part of (a) in the afflrma-
";:11;':; and ufticlally prescribe the extent to "TNhich these mat-
ters sliould be oov.ered. We shall work on the assumption 
that this has not yet entered their minds. As things stand 
at the ;t:oment~ (b) is of more press1ngconcern to the teacher 
than (a) and W(~ accordingly deal wi th it first. We do so by 
giving an account of the background knowledge of the subject 
the.t any competent uni vers1 ty teacher of elementary mechanics 
ought to have; in our view, the schoolteacher ought to know 
B.t least much of thFl ba.ckground as what follows if he is to 
tee.ch mechanics adequately and also be able to stimulate the 
brighter pupils in his classes. 
The concept of a nfr~me of reference" needs little elabo-
ration here. Explicitly or implicitly, we use it whenever 
we desori be the motion of a body in quanti tati ve terms. 
Often we make it concrete by' identifying it in our speech or 
though t 1.,1 th some concrete obj ect or physi cal system; thus 
we speak of the velocity of an aeroplane relative to the sur-
rounding air, the velocity of the willd relative to the ground, 
or the velocity of a space-probe relative to the earth. 
But in the back of the physicist's mind when he speaks like 
this will be the idea of a co-ordinate system "fixedl.lnlt what-
ever object or system is belng spoken of as the frame of re-
ference. By this he meens no real set of very long rods 
somehow embedded in or attached to the object or system in 
question, but an imaginary set of axes relative to which the 
Idisplacement, .•••• 
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displacement, velocity or ~ccelera~ion of the body could be 
specified. In fect, there is nothing to stop the physicist 
imagining a frame of reference anywhere he likes B,nd moving 
in any rmy he ple~ses relative to some other frame of refer-
ence. This is not to say that such an arbitrArily-imagined 
frs.me of reference c-ould not, in principle, be "fixed in" 
some real object or system which has the appropr~.ti"~e motion 
and from which measuremer:~s (:~uld ';';e rnr.d.c:. ~. In fact, one 
usually Imag~nes t3UC:1 a frs.me of re:ference wi th the idea in 
mind that~ one were to carry out actual measurements rela-
tive to it of certain '1 l.la n\: 1 tle~~ OnE? 1:l'louldobtain part1cular 
values for those quantities. In this Genae one oan "ohange 
the velooity (say) of an object by changing one's mind", to 
adapt the dangerous phra,se that Dingle (1940, 1956) uses in 
this connection, but the veloc1ty arrived at should remain 
i ~easurable in principle. One oould 1magine a frame of 
I 
reference moving w1t~ e velocity of a hundred times that of 
light relative to the physlcfll system of interest, for exam-
ple, but t~is would be a singularly unprofitable exercise in 
"f 
the solution of any physioal problem, simply because no physi-
oal system could travel at suoh a velocity relative to any 
material object in which a frame of reference might be fixed. 
To illustrate the use that is sometimes made of "imagi-
nary" frames of reference in the treatment of physical prob-
lems, we discuss a collis~on between two marbles of equal 
mass, one of them at rest on a table and the other moving to-
wards it at a velocity 4 mls due North. Regarded from a 
frame of reference moving at a veloc1ty 2 mls due'North, this 
problem is particularly Bi~ple to describe and to solve: the 
marbles approach each other with equal and opposite velocities 
and bounce apart with equal and opposite velocities. If kine-
tic energy is conserved in the collision, the ma~bles will 
have the sa.me rnagni tudes of vel9ci ty in the "moving" frame 
lafter ••••• 
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s.fter the collision as they had before, from which one de-
duces tha t relative to the table, the marbles have- simply 
exohanged velocities, the initially rolling one now being at 
rest and the other moving off with velocity 4 mle due nor~~. 
In this case the use of a frame of reference "fixed in" 
neither the table nor one of the marbles has somewhat simpli-
fled the solution of a physical problem. 
The foregoing example illustrates an im;portan~ f~L~·i; abc~~t 
frames of reference: ~~at for certain ~lr~08e9 some frames 
of reference may be more helpful t.~3n others., It 1s this 
fact which, as we shall see, has led to the int:rf)duc'~-~ on of 
the conoept of an "inertial fra.me of reference" or "i nertial 
co-ordinate systems U into modern presentations of Ne~..rtonian 
meohanics. Suppose we fire a ball bearing into the air from 
a toy oannon, and we ~dsh to describe the subsequent behaviour 
of the ball in terms of the forces acting upon it, using the 
laws of Newtonian mechanics for the purpose. If we choose a 
frame of reference at rest relative to the laboratory {on 
earth) our task is very simple; our experience and training 
"f 
have led us to believe that only two forces act on the ball 
while it is in the air, viz. the force of gravity and the 
frictional resistence of the air, and if 1V'e assume this to be 
true an~ use the fact that resultant force equals mass times 
acceleration, we ere able to arrive at a. completely satisfac-
tory description of the behaviour of the ball from the point 
of view of our chosen fraMe of reference. If our laboratory 
is situated instead in e nJumbo Jet" flying at constant velo-
city relative to the earth, choice of a freme of reference 
It fixed in" the le.boratory would similarly enable us to account 
satisfactorily for the behaviour )f the ball. But if the 
aeroplane 1'Tere accelerating relative to the earth and we per-
sisted in using a frame of reference at rest relative to our 
/laboratory, ••••• 
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laboratory, we would find the.t the resultant force on the 
ball 1-lould not be equal to 1 ts mass mul tiplled by its· accele-
ration, unless we postulated the existence of an additional 
force on the ball, whose origin we could not attribute to any 
obvious agency inside or outside the laboratory. So we reach 
the conclusion that there is something special about frames 
of reference that are at rest or moving 1'1i th unifGJ:-!l1 veloci ty 
relative to the earth; i": 'i-'T('" ·u.se t:lem ~n our.. descriptions of 
motion, ~'~ewton' s Laws see)~ to riwrork It wi thout our he.vi ng to 
cell in una,ccount~8ble cOr iI.fictitlous l1 :forces. 
We are led neture:lJ.y t(. won:::er v'17.:y 1 t is thB.t these 
frames of reference are privileged in th~.e It,ray J and l-Thether 
we can establish e.n independent cri terion 'fJIn th the aid of 
which we- can select such "specie.l" frames. Inevl tably we 
look first to Newton himself, as the founder of modern mecha-
I n~cs, for a solution to this problem. We find tha.t in New-
I 
ton's writings (cf. Motte's translation of the "Principia" 
rev. Cajori 1947) there is no mention of anything resembling 
a "frame of reference" in the sense in which this term is now 
used, unless we construe the sta tement "... it may be tha t 
there is no body really at rest, to which the places and 
motions of others may b~ referred" in this way, or if we 
choose to identify NE'wton's "relative spaces" and "absolute 
space n itri th co-ordina te systpms. However, Dingle (1967a) 
has argued that "Although be might have done so, Newton did 
not introduce co-ordinate systems into his scheme. All his 
geometry is of the pre-Cartesian type, end he never enter-
tained the idea of imaginary reference frames tl ; a.nd if we 
ms.y accept this account of Ne~·"ton' s a'tti tude, we must concede 
that for him, "frames of reference" in the modern sense did 
not exist. But Newton certainly did meke use of the refer-
enoe "spaces" and IIbodies ll , and so we can still ask what 
oriteria he employed in selecting ti1ern. In particular, it 
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is of interest to know what refel"'ence space or spaces he 
had in mind 1-rhen in his First Law~ Defini tlon 'IV and 'Coro-
llary V he refers to a Itstate of rest or uniform motion in 
a right line. " Newton's observations on rlabsolute space" 
B.nd "relative spaces ff and "absolute (or "true") and "relative 
motions" appear to leave no doubt that when he spoke of 
~restn or "uniform motion in a right lihe" he meant absolute 
rest or 8.bsolute motion in a Rrlght line" ('Of. JaTT1":I~rr. l~54) ~ 
But, B.S he says, "It 1s indeed a ~n.e.tter of gresit dif'ficulty 
to discover, and effectually to distinguish, the true motions 
of particular bodies fro!"'! the apparent; bece.us~ th;;:: :partq of 
that immovable space, in which those motions are performed, 
do by no means come under the observation of our senses." 
Nevertheless, he 1:elieved that "s.bsolute space can be deter-
mined through the existence of centrifugal forces in rotation-
s.l motion" (Jammer 1954) (cf. his famous "rotating pail" 
experiment); and he asserted that "the centre of the system 
of the world is immovable", l'lhich centre he identified with 
the centre of gravity of the system composed of the sun, the 
earth and the planets. ThiS, then, 1s his "absolute space" 
relative to which all "true motions" take place; but, even 
if we accept Newton's unique "reference space", it may not 
seem of much help in selecting frames of reference for every-
day purposes. In Ne1~tont 801m treatment of dynamic8.1 prob-
lems, he mede use of hi s idea that forces l,vere "the causes 
8.nd effects of true motions". Thus in his vle1"', a pair of 
bodies moving in some manner relative to each other may each 
b€ acted upon by a ~ force, ~m1ch determines their tnle 
motions in absolute space. If the motion of one relative to 
the other is uniform in veloc1 ty '(which may be zero), the 
real forces are the same on each body; 1f instead their 
relative motion is variable, tne real forces on each must be 
different and the difference betw'een these forces determines 
/their •.•.. 
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their relative motion. If one chooses an "apparent SpCtce U 
1n WJ.11Cll one of the bodies is 9.t rest as one's' rer'erence 
space, then in this space an apparent force must Bct on the 
other body vJ"hich is the difference between the real forces 
acting on each of the bodies. Evidently B.ny "apperent space n 
may be chosen as e reference space and Newton does not appear 
to single out any clpss of such lIappare'nt spaces" 8S beIng 
better than others for this purpose. 
note here that, in B.ccordance ''''i th 1aJhat one might expect 
from the foregoing reasoning, Ne1'1ton
' 
S ¥iT.ri tinge make 1. t p1aln 
that he (toes not place centrifugal foroes in a ~~ec1al ca .. ~e­
gory of "f1ctitious" forces, as is now common practice in 
modern presents.tions of Newtonian mechanics. 
Thus Newton1 s own formulation of meohanics neither 1n-
troduces the ooncept of an inertial frame of reference nor 
g1ves us any direct help in selecting frames of reference 
relative to which it is possible to give simple quant1tative 
4escriptions of the motions of bodies. 'l'he first exp11ei t 
references to an "inertial frame" or an "inertial sY9tem~ in 
soientific Ii tera. ture occur in the wri tinge of Ludwig Lange 
(1885, 1886, commented on by Mach (1902) and Jammer {1~54) ). 
La.nge's "inertial systeT'1" iA set up as follow's: 
Let three "mass points", A, Band C be projected from 
the sS.me point in ape.ce end left to them~elves (i.·e. be not 
subjected to any forces): 'l'hen w:e cpn find e co-ordinate 
system S relative to which these three points describe three 
different straight lines. Suoh a co-ordinate system 1s de-
fined by Lange to bp an "inertial system"; relative to it 
any fourth mass point, left to itself, would move in a straight 
line. In effect, this last statement may be held to define 
an inertial system; that 1s, an inertial system is a co-or-
system 
dinate/relative to which a particle "left to itself't, i.e. 
not acted on by any forces, would continue in its state of 
/rest ••••• 
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rest or uniform motion in a str,aight line. To stete this. 
defini tion in somewhe t shorter form: an inertial system'· 
or "inertial frame of reference" is a co-ordinate system re-
Ie ti ve to which Ne,..,ton' s Ls.w of Inertia (i. e. hi s First LaliT 
of Motion) holds. i1'hi8 is, in fact, the commonly used defi-
nl tion of an inertip.l frAme toda.y; 1 t 1-,as adopted by Einstein 
for his expos! tion of the spec~al theorr cf ;P21.stivi ty (cf • 
... 
Finstein 1920~ 1922) c'nr~ iEl to be found in textbooks on that 
subject (see e~ g., Ketz 1964 or P.\esnick 1968) or on i ntroduc-
tory or intermedi.ate (univ\ereity) physics (8e·e e.g. p.S.S.C. 
1960, 1966 ~ Ki ttel et a~ 1965, or Sea:r~ and Zemansky 1964). 
(Dingle (1962~ alleges that '·widespread nonf).lslon" exists ·in 
regard to the meaning of the term "Inertial system" and quotes 
fifteen examples of definitions of inertial systems in an en-
deavour to prove his paint, but these examples are only appar-
I 
I 
ent1y contra.dictory in content.) 
At last we seem to have a prescription for choosing "con-
venient" frames of reference. . Itlnertial frames" as defined 
above are, in fact, frs.mes of reference in which the la1'Te of 
Newtonian mechanics will be found to hold end in respect of 
which descriptions of motion will be simpler than in non-
inertial frames. '1'0 identify such 8 frame, all ~re need to 
do 1 s to select a co-ordins.tp system rela ti ve to ~Thich a par-
ticle acted on by no forces will move 1-!i th uniform veloci ty~ 
Bu t immedie.tely we encounter a difficul ty: how do ~Te know 
whether or not any forces act on a partlcl~7 Suppose 'tn!e 
adopt Newton's definition of B force (Principia, Definition 
IV): "An impressed force is an action exerted upon s. body, 
in order to change its state, either of rest, or of moving 
uniformly for"tr\rard in a right line". Then our test for de-
ciding whether or not en "impressed ll force acts on a particle 
1 s to see 1-rhether or not the particle is being accelerated • 
. 
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Accelerated relativ~ to what? Presumably rplativ~ to an 
1nertial frAme,' 9i nee inertial frames ere the It special It frames 
we he.ve in mind when we enuncia.te the IS.w8 of mech~ nics. 
Whet is an inertial frame? But this is exactly the question 
we set out to answer when embarking on this argument. 'fhe 
customary "Voray out of this impasse is to employ B.n addi tional 
crt terion for the presen.:.e or a.bsence of forces on a body, 
~. If. 2' ~ the t ;0. fo:.'ce on a body mu ~t be associa ted wi th the pre-
sence of an obj eat .or objects in its environmer.l.t (cf~ EiseJ1-
bu,d 1958 or Ha1.11aAy arid ResniCk 1966 for an explici t eta te-
ment of this ,oetulate). Using this idea we are able to 
argue that if V\'l.':) could find an object in the universe that was 
very greatly distant from its nearest neighbours, we could to 
a good' approximation identify an inertial frame 11i th a co-
ordinate system moving with uniform velocity relative to this 
object. tCf. 1veinstock's (1961) definition of an inertial 
frame: "Whenever the motion of any particle is influenced by 
no external agency - strictly, if the particle is infinitely 
distant from all other bodies - that perticle moves with con-
stant (vector) velooity with respect to an inertial co-ordi-
nate system ".) Objects that appear to meet this condition 
are the so-called fixed atBrs. Thus our journey in search 
of inertial frames has now led us to the fixed stars, a des-
tination at which Mach arrived (conceptually, et any rate!) 
80me time ago, thouRh by~a somewhat different rout~. Commen-
ting on Lange 1 s defin! tion of an lnertial frame, he remarks 
that Itwe only s.pperently evade by such expressions references 
to the fixed stars II - a conclu8ion v1i th which vie migh t now 
sympa thi ze. 'l'he fixed stp.rs ere a re ther remote ste.ndard 
to appeal to for everyday use; again, the postulate Bssoc!a-
t1.ng forces wi th o'bj ects in the environment comes to our aid. 
Consider a body falling freely in vacuo towards the earth; 
it 1s by no means moving wit~ oonstant velooity relative to 
/the ••••• 
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the earth, yet to A very good e.pproximetion we can account 
for its deviation from motion with constant velooity by 
saying that it is pcted upon by a force arising from the 
presenoe of a very larg~ object in its environment; in 
other words, we say it i8 being accelerated by the force of 
gravity which is found to be proportiona.l to the mass of the 
particle on 1'lhich it Dctd" Provided thet this gravitational 
-:or'i~e is it' real:4 J ",e would feel 1 t rea.8onabl-e to extra.polate 
from the observ'ed motion of particles subj ect only to the 
gravl tational force to the assertion that if this force ';IIera 
removed* a p!,:ntlcle ltleft to i tself JJ would move lli th nea.rly 
constant velocl '+:y rE'letive to the earth. We could then con-
clude th&.t 8. "frame of reference" fixed in the earth would 
consti'tute a good approximation to an inertial frame. ~qe 
would be strengthened in this view by the knowledge of cer-
tain relevant facts concerning the earth, the sun and the 
stars: the 8.cceleration of a particle on thp equa.tor towards 
the centre of the earth is about 3.4 x 10-2 rnls2, the accele-
ration of the earth in itA orbit around t~e sun is about, 
6 x 10-3 m/s2, ene. the acceleration of the sun relative to 
other stars is likely to bp several orders of magnitude 
smaller than this (Ki ttel et a.l 1965). For certein purposes, 
allowance ,,!ould have to be mede for effec te. 8.ri sing from the 
rotation of the eerth on its axis, but for conventional l8.bo-
ratory experiments these-effects are negligible. Similar 
reasoning can be used to establish that a frame of reference 
l1fixed in" the sun would for many purposes serve adequately 
as an inertial frame; for example, it may be used in this 
way in treating the motion of the planets around it. 
Our quest for inertial fremes h~s now brourht us back to 
the earth and the sun (at any rate as far as our most pressing 
needs are concerned), and again a quotation from ~ach seems 
!relevant: ..•. " 
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relevant: HI have remained to the present day [i.e. the end 
of the nineteenth century] the only one i.rho i neists upon re-
ferring the law of in~rtia to the earth, end in the case of 
motions of great spatial and tempora~ extent, to the fixed 
stars. " Having reeched this sa.tisfylng conclusion, we are 
now ready to face the fact that we cheated a little in accep-
ti ng l'T1 thou t challenge the view tha.t there really are gravI-
tetional forces. What 1 roJ ():) r' JU8tiflc~) t~Qn for assertIng 
the t othe;r bodies exert gravi tati'onal forces on a gl ven body'? 
Have 1ie a means of checking this that 1s independent of one's 
choice of frame of ref~~enct; '? -io te·:;t for the presence or 
absence of an electric field, for examp10, one can carry out 
observations on the motion of positively- and negatlvely-
charged particles; if these experience the same a.ccelera tion 
when placed in turn in the same small ref,ion of space, no 
i 
electric field is present {cf. Bergmann 1968). With our 
supposed gravitationAl forces, the situetion is different. 
Tne only test available seems to be one based on Newtonls 
Defini tion IV - and thi s leads us to inquire onoe ag~i n 'lilhat 
"f 
en inertial fra.me is. We are ba.ck 1iThere "ire ste.rted. 
Or ere we? Surely we have already solved this problem, by 
showing thFt the acceleration of a particle on the surface of 
the earth is small relative to the fixed stars B.nd implying 
thereby that a frame fixed in the earth must be a good approx-
1mat1on to a.n inertial ~frame? l:3ut this .tsolutlon" depends 
on the assumption the.t space-time is so consti tuted that in-
ertiel frames Can have indefinite extent. If we cannot make 
this assumption, then we cannot assume that an inertial frame 
validly defined in one region of space hes no acceleration 
relative to an inertial frame validly defined in another re-
gion of space; and if we cannot make the latter 8ssumption, 
how CHn He know thAt the forces itJ'hich iNe call Itgravi tational n 
Ion . .... 
I 
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on eartn are not just fiotitious, "inertial" fo~ces arising 
from our choice of an incorreot frame of reference fro~ which 
to make our observation9~ It is an essential feature of 
"1 nertial force s" t e. g. the n c en trl fu~al fo roe Itt- the. t they 
Bre proportional to the masses of the particles on which they 
ar~ postulated to act; gravitational forces are known to ex-
hibi t this feature, as has been experimentally est:tullshed to 
a very high degree of aCCl):'··,£H·/Y'. 
,A means of ul~~imately esc,aping from these difficulties 
~ 1920 ,1922) 
was 'Bh01Vll by Einstein!, 'liTho said, in ef:fect: Abandon your 
prejudiced vie't'l that th~X'e s_r~ grt)vi ta tional forces in the 
universe. Stick-to your definition of an inertial frame as 
one in which a free particle will move with uniform velocity, 
but do not assume in advance that a frame of reference so de-
fIned can have indefinite spetial extent. 
I 
I According to Einstein's prescription, a particle in free 
fall should not be thought of as being acted upon by a gravi-
tetional force. By definition, the fact of its being in free 
fall implies th8.t no non-gre.vi t8tional forces act on it; if 
"f, 
gravitations.l forces do not exist, then it: is truly a free 
particle and, in terms of the above defini tlon, a fra.me of 
referenoe fixed in it must be an inertial frame. Space vehi-
01e8 in free fall are physical realizations of such inertial 
frames; it is a matter of familiar experience to space travel-
lers that particles "lef~t to themselves" in freely-falling 
space vehicles will travel with uniform velocity. Imagine 
tha.t at some future time someone is born and raised in an 
orbiting space station. Such a person would not ordinarily 
have any reason to suspect the existenoe of gravitational 
forces; 'to put it another way, no gravi tational foroes oan 
be fel t in the space station. This gives us an 81 ternative 
., "lay of ata ting the definl tion of an inertial frame: such a 
/frame., ••• 
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trame is one 1n which no gravi t.e-tional foroes will be felt 
(cf. Taylor and vvheeler 1966). . If our hypothe'tical space' 
ship is large enough, our hypothetical inhabitant of it 
m1ght make an interesting discovery if he made careful meas-
urements on the relative motion of a pa1r of widely-separated 
"free II partioles in the shiP. He would f1nd thCl.t the parti-
oles ~xperienced a definite relative a~oelerat1on. From the 
"prejudiced" point of vie'!>! of ~n ot:,:;erv;:r' .... In a terrestrlally-
lJased. fr2.me ot rete!~5n)ce, -one '[~ould say that this rela tive 
accelerB.tion arose fro'!'T1 the t1i:ff'erent gravi tetionel aocele-
rations experienced by the .~~rti"les :in e non-uniform gravi-
tatlons.l field. From the point of view' of the observer in 
the space ship, who has never heard of gravltD.tional forces, 
the particles are evidently subject to some kind of "tid.al 
force It. If this observer were sufficiently well educated, 
h, would know that a theory existed in whioh such tidal forces 
I 
are explained in terms of the curvature of spa,oe-time in the 
vicinity of the space shiP. 
eral Theory of Relativity. 
This theory is Einstein 1 s Gen~ 
"f, 
If a relative aocelers.tion between two free particles 
were observable in the space shiP, this would show that the 
spaoe ship as a vlhole could not strictly be regarded as an 
inertial frame. To the extent that this acceleration could' 
be neglected in cornperlson with other accelerations of inter-
est that might be measured in the space ship (e.g. those re-
sul ting from the application of II r ea.l u forces), one could 
tree. t the le.tter a s a satisfactory approximation to e,n iner-
tial frame for one's purposes. If one used only B limited 
region of the space-ship for one's experiments, the tidal 
accelerations one could observe in this region would be 
smaller than those that could be observed in the space-ship 
as a whole l and one would thus be working in an even better 
. approximation to an inertial frame. Thus l1inertial frames" 
lin ..•.. 
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in the sense with which we now use the term are strictly 
local in characte.r, 'and it is now clear why a 'warning was 
g1ven above that inertial frames should not be assumed to 
have iridefini te extent. 
The above discussion has shown that if the search for 
inertial frames is pursued far enough, it takes one inevi-
·c~.bly to the doorstep of the General Theory of 'R.elatlvi ty. 
Presumably this is not where teachers wou1d T,ATant t,,, :'Jad any 
but the brif!}1test of their pupils. There :3.re signs that the 
use of Elns.teinian inertial frem·as (or we. t Bergmann 11969) 
calls II free-1'all1 ng fr@mes of reference n J is be ';''1g (n:.nsidt:l'ed. 
worthy of trial at an elementary level. The introductory 
text on relativi ty by Taylor and Wheeler (1966) introduoes 
the r~ader to Einsteinian inertial.frames on page 8, and 
Xaempffer. (1967), in his introductory text on physics, dis-
cusses Einsteinian inertial frames before he mentions "Ne~l­
toman" ones (i. e. frames unaocelerated wi th respect. to the 
fixed stars). Also, one of the approaches to meohanics re-
commended by the Association for Soience Educetl,6n (l963) 
for their "advanced phase" syllabus does introduce the pupil 
to the Einsteinia n a.pproe.ch to gravi ta tion; but 1 tis note-
worthy that the authors of the syllabus remark that this 
approach should be confined to "the brightest of top-set 
slxth.-formers". As they say, nPupils below this level have 
suffioient difflcul ty in rna.stering the more elementary prin-
ciples". In the vie1v of tl1e present wri tel', nei ther pupils 
nor teaohers in South African schools would be ready for such 
an approach to mechanics for some time to come. Nor would 
the average South Afrlo~n senior school pupil benefit from 
any explicit discussion of the co~cept of an inertial frame 
of referenoe; the mental effort required to absorbs further 
new concept and to understand the manner of its definition are 
more likely to lead to bewilderment and confusion than 
/enlightenment ••••• 
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enl1ghtenment at this stage. ·(Of.course, 1f ~peclal rela-
t1v1ty were ever to be included in the senior sohool ~ylla-
bus, explicit discussion of th~ conoept of an inertial frame 
could not be avoided.) Nevertheles~, some attempt must be 
made to oome to tprms with thp problem of frames of refer-
enoe in mechanios teaching; as will have been apparent from 
the foregoing diSCUSSion, the matter 1'9 too i"'lror1cent to be 
shrugged off. We wi Flh t(' I.n-opos€' the f'oJ:lo1\Tlng:-
(1) I ntroducti'on rof thp. ttflrrnlJ:frflme of rpferpnce 11 
----------~----,~--~~--~----~------------
We suggest th8't the t~rm "f:r\ame of reference" should be 
introduced~ so thet i t (\~ln be,:)ome part ~)f the pupil) 9 vooa.bu-
lary and the associated ides. oan become ~art of his thinking 
about meohanical problems. The term need not be for~ally 
defined and there is no need 8S yet to speak of it 8S a 00-
ordinate system. Instead a frame of reference can for 
I 
p~aotical purposes be identified vli th a material object or 
system, though the pupil should also become accustomed to 
thinking of ims.ginary obj ects ~s reference fr8.me~ (e. g. "i'!hat 
would be the speed of thet[realJ aerople.nerelati've to B. ""foar 
[imagine.ryJ below it travelling in the ss.me direction wi th a 
speed of 60 m. p. h., if thp. speed of the 8 el"opla.ne 1s 150 
m.p.h.? •• In the imaglnery frame of refprence of that car, 
" the speed of the A~roplane is 90 m.p.h.) By way of elabo-
ration of the concept, it would be worth discussing with 
pupils one or two simplp eXBMples of the kinematic~l descrip-
tion of the motion of a particle from thp pOints of view of 
two different fram?8 of reference which have uniform rels. ti ve 
veloai ty; the motion of a vertically-falling raindrop as 
viewed from the ground Rnd from a moving car, or thp motion 
of a bomb dropped (in vacuo, preferablyl) from an aeroplane 
as viewed from the aeroplane and the ground would be suitable 
" examples. Perhaps, it should be made clear that both frames 
lof • •• ~ •• 
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of reference yield IIcorrectll descriptions of the motion J 
slthoufP in practice we might find it more natural or con-
venient to use one or th? other. 
(ii) Inertial fremes in disguise It is our singular good 
ft)rtune as earthly inhabitants to have beneath us an object 
which for many purposes can serve as an "anchor!t for a. satis-
factory inertial frp.!rre (in the pre-~instelnlan sense;. 
~IC/'~ this reasf.)n, 1 t has -neen possible for· ... Alementary mechanics 
to be taught qui tA successfully wi thout exp1ici t ref'erenoe 
---
to ..!r .... ertiM fre.mes; usually in such teaching the frame of 
reference hf.8 been, teoitly or avowedly .. lithe earth U or "thf' 
labore.tory" whioh, as WE:' have seen, must i nevi tably les.d to 
the emergence of the laws of Newtonian mechaniCS,. other things 
being equal. It is not our intention to complain of this; 
1ndeed, in this context we would take our stand with Mach in 
insisting in most csses on "referrIng the ls.w of inertia. to 
the earthtt or to frames of reference moving with uniform 
velooi ty relative to 1 t or portions of its surface, ~fua.t 
we l!Quld reoommend 1 s that where the ea.rth or any other",!oc.. 
Ject 1s used as the frame of reference lri the treatment of 
dynamical proble~s, this fact should on occasion be expllc-
1 tly ste ted. frhe su1 tebili'ty of a reference frame "fixed in" 
the earth can bp, taken for gr~ntec1, and thA logical o.ifficul-
ties assacie.ted wi th NeT;,rton 18 First La;"'1 os n be avoided for the 
moment by the use of a.r~mE'nt gi ven earlier, viz. the t a "free" 
particle near the earth does not move vdth uniform velocity 
because it has B. large body in its environment ~Thich exerts 
a gravl tational force on it. There seems to be no escape 
from the vievl that if Nf-n.~rtonia.n mechanics is to be 8uccess'-
fully introduced to senior 80hool pupils, it must be done on 
the basis that grf'vi tatione 1 forces are as .treal" as other, 
more t8.ngl bl e llpu she s" end "pu =t,..s ", ill though, a8 we have 
seen, the logic of such a presentation 1s open to oertain 
/doubts ••••. 
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doubts, it does have the merit of leading to a description 
of the 1ilorld a.round us in terms that can be understood by a 
beginner. 
Should I'non-inertial frames" (in the Pre-Einsteinian 
sense) be discussed with pupils? 
thet the ~ should not be mentioned. AS for the idea, the 
extent to which this !'lig~.J.t be discussed wi th pupils must de-
,?fJna on tl:..e tf':::toner' 9 assessment of how rftuch hi s pupils can 
8 S 81 milB. t e, If h~ feels that they might find the idea con-
tusing,. the course for him to follolJ is tostlck rigidly {i:r 
nv t Ii t~rall~l"! j to the earth or the laboratory B-9 the frs.me 
of I'eference to be used in virtually all problems of interest. 
For example, in discussing the motion of an artificial sstel-
I1te,round the earth, he would do so ent1rely from an earthly 
frame' of reference and not-raise the question of how things 
might look, dynamically speaking, to the occupants of the 
satelll tee .tie would steer entirely clear of such question~ 
a·s whs.t would have to be done to make the laws of physics 
hold inside an accelerating rAi11~Je.y carriage or e rotating 
merry-go-round. With luck, his pupils might not raise these 
issues themselves? lii th B brighter alpes, these issues could 
be raised and the v~luBble point made that in non-inertial 
frames) "fictitious" foresA (i. e. forces not 8ssocieted 1d th 
any objects in the environment) must be postulated in order 
to make the laws of mec~8nic9 hold. The above-mentioned 
film JlFrames of Reference" could be of great B.sslate.nce here. 
If "centrifugal force It has to be mentioned B.t all (see below, 
Section 4. 9) this would be the place to introduce it. 
In this connection, the authors of the "adve.nced phs.se It 
Physics syllabus mentioned above make en interesting obser-
vation: " ••• we have great difficulty in persuading pupils to 
8.newer A-level questions making the accepted distinction 
II 
[between "fioti tious" fOl"'cee and "real" grevi tationa.l force~. 
Does this very diffioulty imply that an intuitive "feel" for 
/reletivlstlc .•••• 
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relntl vistic dYIW.mics comes more naturally than is generally 
supposed? Perhaps 1 t does; the point is well worth de~ 
tailed investigstion. Perhaps the time may come when sixth-
form teachers in Great Britain and university teachers in 
feel 
other countries such as South Africa ~rill /f'ree to teach 
mechanics from the Einsteinian viewpoint; but if they do, 
they will surely have tn c·...tild on the founda tion laid by a 
c;ounG~ traj_~11ng ill th~ fundamentals of Newtonian mechBnics. 
We assert~d at the outset of this discussion that the 
teaoher ought to know at least as much S.8 the s.bove about 
fr"l!l:es of r:·cferE'nce if he 1 s to teach mecheni cs adeque tely 
and to be able to stimulBte his best pupils. It may seem 
to some thE.t this is gOing too far - that the difficulties 
attaohed to the concept of an inertial frame need be of no 
conoern to the teacher. But the teacher who chooses to 
ignore these matters surely does so at his peril; if he has 
not thought his llB.y through some of the above reasoning con-
qerning inertial frames and their definition, he may be thrown 
into utter confusion by an untimely question from a pupil who 
""f 
has pondered the problem Bnd been troubled by it. And as we 
have seen, this kind of discussion leads to general relativity; 
the teacher who knows and epprecie. tes this cs n give hi s best 
pupils excellent food for thought. 
4.? NewtonIa laws of motion 
4.7.1 Newtonian mechenics and the teacher 
Here we reach the h~rd core of classical mechanics, 
which i 8 at once one of thp mo st import-ant sections of the 
syllabus and one of the most difficult to grasp. Conse-
quently, more than ordln8ry cere and thought must bp. devoted 
to prepare.ticn for 1 ts successful presenta tion. The sltua-
tion in South African science teaching is such thst teachers 
in this country need a great deal of guidance in this 
/prepare. ti on ••••• 
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preparation (cf. Helm 1967). 'l'eachers i n government schools 
have been handicapped by syllabuses Which have carefully 
excluded even e cursory tres.tment of the funds.mentals of' 
mechanics. ''Ii th th~ introduction of the new common basic 
syllB:buses this state of affairs 'tA711l soon end, but many 
teachers 11'ill then have to try to teach mechanics properly 
without any previous experience. No~one 't'l71 th susn experi-
ence would suggest that t~t~ tdsk is go~ng to be easy; what 
follo"iTS below mayoe t:aken. ea an attempt onoe again to out-
line ,·mat is regarded. as essential becltground knowledge for 
the teacher. 'i.ihis wi}1 in turn be fC'llowed by a discussion 
in which we she.ll not try to lay down One True MElthod. of pre-
sentation of the subject, but instead suggest oB.sic principles 
underlying what seems to us to be a satisfactory treatment of 
the subject at this level. In addition, we shall try to in-
dic~te as clearly as possible the various pi tfa.lls tha.t will 
I 
have to be avoided if pupils are not to become seriously con-
fused about the fundamental issues. 
Classical mechanics 8S it is customarily taught in 
"f, 
sohools and in introductory university courses originated 
,,11 th Newton's "Principia", the tercentenary of the publica-
tion of which wi11 be celebr8 ted in less than twenty years' 
time. During the time that Newton's La'tvs have bepn the pro-
perty of mankind, controversies have raged about the precise 
interpretation of the cpntent of these Laws and the manner in 
Which they should bA taught. On the latter subject, one 
notes with a certain amount of cynical amusement the way in 
which certain issues are raised, hotly debated for a time 
and then laid to rest,. only to be re\rived some yearA lS.ter 
in precisely the same terms as before. Confronted with this 
state of affairs, the would-be teacher of mechanics might 
well take flight. let his panic must be countered, for New-
tonian mecha.nics ~ be taught; and panic is in any case 
unneoessary, because out of the vast amount that hes been said 
land ••••• 
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and written on the teaching of mechanics it is possible to 
extract some Bound J 'worthwhile advice. Our hypothetical 
would-be teacher might tske co~fort from the evidence of 
textbooks published over the last few decades which reveals 
that while there was once a good deal of confusion on the 
fundamentals of mechanics among textbook authors (and teac-
hers, one presumes) th~l'~ is much les8 now; in fact, among 
'IAhB !':il0re onli[;.,ntened mem.bers of the world~wide tea chi ng com-
muni ty 1 t seems the.t soneth! ng of e consensus 1s b~ing at-
tained ,on many of the important issues in TTlechanics t~achlng. 
4.7.2 Newto~'s'formuletion of mechanics 
Accardi :1g tr:l Thomson an.d Tail: (1886) j "w"e cannot do 
better, in all events at commenCing, than follow Newton 
somewhat closely~ The Introduction to the 'Principia' con-
tains in a most lucid form, the general foundation of dyna-
mics .. It There is no doubt that the idea that lithe Introduc-
t10n to the "Principia contains ... ~ the general foundation of 
dynamics" is still widely believed. Truesdell i( 1968) has 
"f 
trenchantly argued that this view olaims too much for Newton 
(whose achievement he in no way wishes to belittle) and gives 
too 1i ttle credit to the 1"iork of his successors, notably Euler. 
Himself a II specialist in mechanics lf , Truesdell asserts that 
"no modern specialist in mpchanics shares the opinion that 
the three laws at thp head. ofj3;he Principia]really suffice 8.S 
'e basis fOl'"' mechanics as a i.-Thole. II He points out that the 
attempts Newtqn made in Book II of the "Principia to come to 
grips with problems in fluid mechanics werp. lar~ely unsatis-
factory, becs.use NeT,lton's method of approRching thp.se problems 
we .. s to employ "specie.l reasoning, speCial hypotheses and 
special guesses, related vaguely to mechanical id~as and 
principles, but not in thfl least derived from B. system of 
mechanics", instead of lithe two essentials: the ooncept of 
/hy.drostatic ... " ., 
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hydrostat1c pressure B.nd the gener8.1 pr1nciple of linear 
momentum. n Evidently neither Newton nor his contemporaries 
"had a grasp of the princ1ple of momentum sufficient to solve 
a single problem concerning the motion of a deforming body. " 
Neither the Law of Moment of Momentum (Truesdell's name for 
the "rotations.l analogue" of Newton's Second Law) nor the 
Law of the Lever, without which problems in the mechanics of 
'" rigid or defomBbl a bodies cannot be solved, a.r~) tv b~ found 
snywhere in the Principia (see Section 4. 13 for 8 discussion 
of the status of these laws). II .... Furthermore, except :for 
certB.ln simple if important problemR, Ne't..rton gl'V ~~q no _evidence 
of being a.b~~e to set up differentia.l equa.tiona of motion for 
mechanic8.1 systems ••• the cold fact is, the equations are not 
in Newton's book." Evidently the first person to propose 
the equations Fx = max, Fy = may, Fz = ma z "as general, ex-
plicit equations tor mechanioal problems of all kinds u , 
applicable to every part of every system, wes Euler, who set 
forth these equations tor this purpose in B. paper published 
"f 
in 1752. At that time, Euler believed that these equations 
U[included] all the laws of mechanics"; later he was to con-
clude the t the Law of Moment of ~·Iomentum had to be added to 
them as a separate prinCiple. 
Classical mechanics in the South African secondary school 
sylle.bus is concerned e~8entislly with particle mechaniCS, the 
. 
basis of which, however imperfectly formulated, is to be found 
in the nprincipiau • Hence, although Newton may not have pro-
vided a completely penerpl forrnul8.tion of dyne.mics, ~ThB.t he 
acoomplished is still relevant to the needs of the present-day 
South African pupil. Truesdell mekes clear that the present-
day practice of using "F = rna II to solve problems in particle 
mechanics derives more directly from Euler than from Newton. 
However, the pattern of presentation of the subject to be 
/found ••••• 
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found in elementary courses 1 s 'still strongly influenced by 
ths.t established by Nel-lton in the nPrincipia"'; indeed, many 
textbook authors and teachers oonsider it obligatory to de-
clare their allegianoe to Newton, even to the extent of ored-
iting him with the performance of oertain experiments whioh 
he no doubt ought to have oarried out but unfortune.t'ely never 
did. . (Cf. Shortley B,nd. ylilliams (196'5) ~ 'who ~ in order to 
adapt Newton's treatmp.nt \~f ~.echanic8 to tneir own quasi-
Mech1an presentt"tion of the su.bject, refer to experiments in 
which Nev;ton is alleged to have mneasured th~ acoelerAtions of' 
a :pair of interacting 'b0d1 efi" ) "we ti.·\~l'efore thi nk i t 8ppro-
prla te here to a ttempt a brief sketch of Ne·~.,?ton' s formula tion 
of the fundamental principles of mechanics, from which it 
mlghtr be possible to sssess the ~tent to whioh his writings 
on the subject can be of use to the present-day teacher or 
I 
nprincipia" , Newton sets forth p~pl1. In Book I of the 
I 
eight Defi nl tiona, three "Axioms , or La.ws of Motion", a.nd 
eight Corol~ rles. The definitions are concerned with the 
co ncepts of "quanti ty of rna tter" (mass), "motion" (momentum) 
"f 
and force, all of them crucial to Newton's exposition of 
mechanics and none of them hitherto defined with any clarity. 
Derin1 tion I defines IIquanti ty of matter" as the "mea,Bure of 
the sa.me, arising from its d.pnsity and bulk conjointly"; TN'e 
be.ve commented ea rlier (Spo tion 3. 7.2 ) on the difficulties 
associated with this definition. Al though Burni stan Br01m 
(1965) claims thet it is a "perfectly satisfactory physical 
defini tion of a mea sure of an amount of matter", the uncer-
tainty about the Meaning of the term "density" as uspd in 
the "Princlpia rJ (cf. the discussion of this point in Ja.mmer 
(1960) ) and in particular 8S to how it is to bp mp'~8ured 
leads us to conclude that the meaning of Definition I is not 
entirely clear. However, in his commentery on this de~ini-
tion, Newton makes a most significant remark: he says that 
/"the ••••• 
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"the same [mass] is known by the weight of eac4 body. for 1 t 
1s proportional to the weights, as I have found by experi-
ments on pendulums, very accurately made, which shall be 
shown hereafter. " This shows that ~s Newton conceived the 
term. mass wa.S not defined in terms of the grev1 tational 
properties of matter, for if it were, his "experiments on 
pendulums It ltlould have been "Zanzibar eXI'erlmpnts I!. In other 
, . 
'Words, N,,1.rton did not :"e~:f';r,:i. mass as a priori measurable "N1th 
an equal-arm bala,nee, In De~lnitlon III he introduces ano-
ther concept, ffiJvl s insi ta~J or "innate force of matter" which 
is essent~.'llly identlcb.~ wi trl wha.t vlo't,;lf.1 now be called fliner-
He says: "The vis insita, or innate force of 
metter, is a power of resisting, by which every body, as much 
as 1n it lies, continues in its present state, whether it be 
of rest, or of moving uniformly forwards in a right line. 11 
I 
O*oe again, in commenting on this definition he makes a most 
significant remark: "This force is ever proportional to the 
body whose force it is; and differs nothing from the inaotl-
vi ty of the mass, but in our manner of' conceivlrig 1 t. It "f In 
other words, if by some means we are able to measure the 
"1nnate forces" of various samples of matter, we shell be 
sble thereby to compere their "quantities of matter", or masses. 
If one takes all Newton's various statements concerning "vis 
lnsita" into account, it seems fair to say that operational~, 
though not conceptuallY; he identified "vis ln91ta~ with 
~quantity of matter". Although he 9pe~ks of this concept BS 
a I1foroe" (an "unfortunate" and "unnecessaryll usage, as 
Feather (1965) puts it; Jammer (1957) regards it as a con-
cession to pre-Galilean mechanics), his use of 1 t is essenti-
ally consistent with the interpretation that it is to be iden-
tified with the modern concept of inertial mass. 
- himself suggests "vis inertiae" ("force of inactivityll) as an 
alternative name for this concept. 
/Def1nitlon ••••• 
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Defini tion II defines whet ~ve would now call momentum: 
. , 
"The quanti ty of motion is the measure of the sa.me, arising 
from the velocity end quantity of matter conjointly. " 
This ce.n be unambiguously rendered in modern terms ~ 9 "momen-
tum is the product of veloai ty and mass". The remaining five 
definl tiona are B.ll concerned with different kinds of "forces. n 
We have already referred to Definition· IV in ccnn~ction with 
inertial frames; in full" ~.'1:: rea.dB: !~:in 'impressed force is 
an aotion exert'ed upon a body J in order to Change its eta te, 
ei t..~er of rest, or of un11'orm motion in s. right line. JJ 
As countless commenta t~~s ht-t'v e pl:1nte~'! out and 1s in any case 
obvious enough, the content of this defl~ition seems to be 
identioal 'tilth thet of Ls.w I: "Every body continues in 1 ts 
state'" of rest, or of uniform motion in s. right line, unless 
a 
it 1s compelled to change that state by/force impressed upon 
1 t. " Like certain ot.:.'ler fee.tures of the "Principla ", this 
I 
confronts one with a puzzle: If Definition IV and Law I 
really had identical content· as far as Newton wae concerned, 
why did he choose to say the same thing twIce over, onoe as 
"f, 
a "Definition" Bnd once 89 a "Law"? And ·if he did not mean 
them to be interpreted in thl sway) howe xA.ctly are they to 
be interpreted? Many commentators have decided th~t Law I 
and Definition IV do say the same thing, end have preferred 
to regard the problem of why they were separatply enunciated 
e. s insoluble. Feather~(lg59, 1965) takes a slightly broader 
view; for him Law I states not~ing which is not stated in 
one or other of Definitions III or IV. Jammer (195?), ~Tho 
thinks ths.t for Ne,.;ton, force w'as !fa concept gl ven a priori, 
intui ti vely , s.nd ul tlms.tely in analogy to human muscular force", 
appears to regard Law I e. s "an empirical sta tement deseri bing 
the motion of free bodies"; and he says that IIDeflnition IV ••• 
is not to be interpreted as a nominal definition, but as 
/eummari zi ng ...... 
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summarizing the chsracteristic prop.erty of foro.es to deter-
mine accelerations. n 
Defini tions V-VIII Bl1 deal wi th "centripetal" forces. 
Definition V states that "A centripetal force is th8t by llhich 
bodies are drawn or impelled, or any way tend, towards a point 
se to a centre." Definitions VI and VII, concerned respec-
tively with the "absolute" and "accelerative" '(<lB.ntltles of 
centripet.al forces, hpye r.o 11rect relation to our main theme 
end will flat be dlscusl'sed here. Definition VIII states that 
"The motive qua.ntl ty of' 8 Icentrip,etal force 1s the measure of 
the same, proportional ~~., the motion i x; generates in a gi \len 
time. II Here agei n is a defi nl ti on wi th ~ I! nk. wi th one of 
the Laws of Motion (Law II in this case). Ne1'1ton se9ms to 
have singled out centripetal forces for special attention in 
this way in view of their central importance for his main 
, 
pulrpose, viz. the expos1 tlon of the "system of the world Jl • 
His remark in connection with Dafini tion IV that "Impressed 
forces are of different origin~; as from percussion, from 
pressure, from centripetal force" makes it plain that he~re­
garded centripetal force B8 a 1ughly important special case 
of an impressed force. 
Newton follows his set of definitions with a "Schollum" 
in whioh he f,ives his views on the subjects of absolute time, 
space, plaoe and motion. We have given some attention to 
these ideas in discussln~ "time n and "frames of reference" 
above; there is no need to edd anything here. The IJScholium" 
is followed by the Laws of Mo~ion, Law I has been quoted and 
briefly commented upon above. Law II runs thus: "The 
change of motion is proportional to the motive force impressed; 
and is made in the direction of the right line in which that 
force is impressed." It is instructive to compare this with 
", the usual modern rendering of the Lair/: liThe rate of change of 
momentum of a body is proportional to the impressed force and 
/takes ••••• 
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takes place in the direction of' the force." In all respects 
but one, the modern version may' be taken e.s an accurate ren-
dering of the content of the original. The significant 
difference is th~t thF' modern ste.tement substitutes "rote of 
-
ohAnge of momentum" for NeTtlton's "change of motion". Net ther 
in his statement of Law II nor in his commenta.ry on it does 
N e'V'to~ make a ny reference to "time" or :'ra te of {~"" .. c~lge II. 
Does this omission mean thnt ~J~W'torj~ s ~.G.e~ of force as 8. quan-
t1 tative concept ~~ct8 different from 'that now accepted? 
Maxwell {1,s76) thou.ght that it l1r.8S: he wri tea: " ••• by im-
pressed force [Newton~ meal~3 wha+. is !lOW called Impulse, in 
which the time during which the force E.·~t;s 1s taken into 
account a.8 well BS the intensity of the Jorce." Sever~~. 
modern scholars have followed Maxwell in this interpretation 
(of. Dijksterhuis (1961), Arons and Bark (1964), Bark (1964) 
an~ Arons (1965) ). Besides pointing to the B.bsenceof any 
I 
mention of time in the statement of Law II, these scholars 
draw' a ttention to such r~marks of Newton· s as ""vIlhen e body 
i 8 falling, the uniform force of 1 ts f.ravity acting equ~lly 
impresses, in eque.1 interva.ls of time, equal forces upon that 
body, and therefore gener8tes a "Thole veloai ty proportional 
to the time. If Such a statement could oertainly be teken to 
mean that a "force II in the Nevltonian sense \-18S something that 
1s generated over an interval of time. On the other hand, 
Seeger (1962) cites a s~etement from another part of the 
nprincipia u (Proposi tion XXIV, Section VI, Book II);t which 
can be held to support the conventional reading of the Second 
Law: "For the ve10c i ty which a given force can genera te in 
a given metter and a given time is directly as the force and 
the time, and inversely as the matter. The gDeater the force 
or the time is, or the less the matter, the greater the velo- . 
oi ty genera ted. Thi S follo".".s from the Second La,", of Motion". 
Here Newton certelnly seems to be saying whet in mathematical 
/form •••• , 
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form Tt10uld be rende~d S9 ltv = n ", ",here F would correspond 
m 
to the modern cone.ept of' force. . Also, a s Feather' (1965) 
points out, Definition VIII ~ make explicit reference to 
"the motion which it generf-l.tes in a given time" in defining 
the "motive quanti ty" of a centripetal force, e.nd he feels 
justified in "[revising Ls.w II] wi thout incurring the charge 
t~at we are in any way che.nglng the content which Newton 1n-
tended it to have H• (His "revision" is t~e usual Tlo~~~:"'n 
version) • 
viously studied Newton1 S 'TJ!Tri tinge at l'e,sst B.S carefully as 
anyone else', have both in recent works accepte0. the ~~';'SUB~ 
modern Version" without question (cf. Jammer 1957, Het\se 1961). 
Yot evel .. tf we i,ccept that Law II really does mean, tha.t 
foroe .. 1s proportional to ~ of change of momentum, our dif-
ficulties with the interpretation of this law are by no means 
et an end. The position is thus summed up by Hesse (1961): 
"This ••• may be interpreted empirioally or logically: either 
as the ne.tural genera.lizstion of the fact tha.t when what 
appear to be two equal forces llct upon a body, th/ey produce 
twioe the acceleration produoed by one force acting alone; 
or, 1f we assume wi th Newton (Defini tion I) thet a sta tical 
defini ti on of rna ss i S Alr~eedy gl ven, the law may be tftken as 
the definition of th~ measure and direction of the force 
acting, the constent of proportionality between force and 
aoce1eration being the l~ertial mass of the body." It is 
impossible now to be certain of which (if either) of these 
vierTS of Law II was held. by Ne1V'ton. Some commentators 
(e.g. Jammer 195?) have argued in favour of the first of these 
interpretations, on the grounds that Newton does, after all, 
distinguish clearly bet~Neen definitions and la"ii'Ts; ss we have 
noted, Je.mmer is of.:the opinion the.tforce, for Ne't"lton, was a 
concept given a priori. Others (e.g. Feather 1959, 1965 and 
- rather more tentatively - Hesse 1961) have taken the contrary 
/vlew; ••••• 
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view; for them, Lew II 1s indeed a quantitative definition 
. of force in terms of "mass and eCdeleration, so thftt, accord-
ing to them, Newton did not intend force to be an independent 
concept. 
In full, Law III runs BS follo,,,a: "To every action there 
1s an equal and opposite r~actlon; or, the mutual actions of 
two bodies upon each otr-.~j: are always equal, and direoted to 
It is to be regretted that in modern ren-
derlngs of this Law, the second part of Newto~ts Btatement, 
which amplifies the meaning of the fir$t, should so often be 
:.~ the full statement were given (with the term 
"fo ... ~ceJl used ~,n place of "aotion"), then at least it would be 
clear from the !'irst what the L:11" actu~ lly 8,'1Y9, even though 
its full implications might not initially be realized. There 
is much less room for doubt about the status of Law III (which 
MB.ch called "the most important achievement of Newton wi th 
respect to the prinoiples'l of mechanics) than there was S,"oout 
Laws I and II. Her~ seems to be an unequivocal statement 
about the way Na ture behaves, wi th no possi bili ty of i t ~ being 
confused with a mere definition. The only point of doubt is 
whether Law III is to be regarded as wholly empirical or 
--
whether, in the ca se of forces acting between different parts 
of the same body, it C8n be regarded as a deduction from Law.I. 
As Hesse pOints out, if Law I is a mere definition, La,w III' 
must be treated'as wholly empirical; but if a force can be 
recognized apart from the acceleration it produces so that 
Law I is truly a law, then Law III is a deduction from it as 
far as forces acting within a single body are concerned. 
Newton does appear to be using Law I in this w~y in his demon-
stre. tiona in the Scho11 urn folloirling the Corolle.ri es that Law 
III must hold for a pair of mutually attracting bodies and 
for mutually attracting parts of the earth. He was of course 
/partlcularly ••••• 
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particularly interested in the application of Law III to 
mutually attracti~g bo~ies, 9S i~s validity in' ~uch situa-
tions was essential to his thpory of gravitation. He sup-
poses an obstacle to be placed between two such bodies, A 
end B, to prevent their coming together. Then, he says, if 
B e. ttracts A more than A attra ets B, the obste.cle will be 
yushed harder by A than by B, a.nd in c-onsequence the whole 
system of three bodies will start to acce1eratf! t·t~'O~;~~:1 
space in the direction from A to B lJin int1ni ~Cum!lI. '(We might 
note that if the system is not in equilibrium, the force 
exerted by A on the obRte.cle is not l1ece8sarl1.;~ equill tot';he 
force exerted by B on A, a point which Ne1ito,n does no t mention 
in hiB brief" ,-:lscus'~·ion.) Bu t since no external force's are 
acting on the system, by Law I it cannot proceed to eccelerate 
awa.y in this ma.nner: nand therefore the bodies must equally 
press the obstacle, e.nd be equally attracted one by the other. " 
Of course this proof does not establish the'equality of action 
s.nd reaction when the attracting bodies do not heve B.n obsta-
cle between them; in the latter case the validity of Law III 
"f 
must be regarded BS proved by the correctness of thp predic-. 
tions based upon it. As far as its applicBtion to collisions 
is concerned, Newton believed that he had established this by 
exppriments he de8crib~g in the above-mentioned "Scholium": 
tlAnd thus the. third Law, eo fBr as it repp.rds percussions and 
reflexions, is proved by a theory exactly agreeing ~Ti th ex-
perlence. n (Newton does not describe how he measured the 
masses of the colliding bodies used in his experiments, 80 
that there is a possibility thet the correctness of Law III 
was un'Vli ttingly assumed in the determination of these masses. 
See below (Section 4.12) for a discussion of whether or not 
it 1s possible to prove the Law of Conservation of Momentum 
experimentally. ) 
/Finally ••••• 
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Finally in thl s brief survey o,f Newton's statement of 
the funde.mental principles of mechanics, we deal wi th the 
oontent of the six Coroll8.ries that follow the three Laws. 
Corollary I 1s Newton's proof of the ,theorem of th~ parallel-
ogram of forces:" 'lfA body by tT~TO forces conj ained will des-
,. ;. 
crlbe the diagonal of a parAllelogram, iT' t1:1~ Barr;: "'c1rne that 
1 t vlould describe -the slde~J by those f~.Jrc~s ~:pel. t. " It is 
• .. of .~ 
B fundamenta,l princip1e v/ W ...... ch8nics -4 J 'J.flt forces add veotor-
.. 
lally, 88 ~..r€ wou:ict now say. Ne~iton' s :proof whioh, interest-
ingly enough, treats of forces in given directions producing 
,",,,, 't .. 
uniform motlonsc in tho~t:) c=til"l0cti0ns (:.,,:,,~ the forces impul-
--
sive in this cese?'), depends on the a8b'~'72pt~,Jn that the effe·:t 
of one force applied to a body is indepe~ident of that result-
ing "from the application of a.ny other force, He does not 
state this assumption, which is, however, validated by the 
I 
c~rrectness of the results predicted from it. Corollary II 
points out that the preoeding Corollary is the besis for the 
le.w of composi tion' of one force, from two forces "s.nd, on the 
contrary, the reso.lutlon of anyone direct force ••• into tw'o 
oblique forces ••. which composi tien end reAolution are abund-
ently confirmed from mechanics". Coroll8~y III states, in 
Newtonian terminologY J the Princlple of Conservation of Homen-
tum: "The quantity of motion, ~Thtclt is collected by taking 
the sum of the motions directed towards the Rame partA, end 
the difference of those- thet ere dirActed to contrary pprts, 
suffers no change from the Rotion of bodleR among themselves". 
Newton proves this' with the aid of Laws II and III in e manner 
which 1s essentially the same as that of any modern textbook 
deduction of the Principle from Law III. Corollary IV 
states a simple consequence of the preceding one: that the 
oommon centre of gravity of an (isolated) system of interact-
.,·lng bodies rema.ins at rest or moves uniformly in a straight 
line. Corollary V is a statement of whet he_s been called 
/the ••••• 
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the "Newtonian Principle of Relativity": "The motions of 
bodies included in ~ given space are the same 'amorig them-
selves, whether that spece 1s at rest, or moves uniformly 
for"N3rds in a rig~1t line without circular motion". 
Corollary VI is Also concerned with rela.tive motion: "If 
hf)dles, a.ny ho", moved Elmong themselves, ere urged in the 
~lrection of parallel lines by equal ecceleratlv? forces~ 
they will all continue to move among theri'tselvPf!, .:'·A'~"~ 1,' the 
same manner e s if t1:1ey h~d been urged by ,ilO such force.s. f~ 
By "equal acoelers.tive force8 11 we may unqf'rstpnd "forces that 
would produce the same 8.cceleration in e~.ch bo~>·. " 
fore this Corollary tells us that if e uniform grBvi te.tional 
field. ~vere s,"~(ldenly to be impo sed upon 8. system of bodies, 
theIr relative motions would be the same as in the absence 
of the fl eld. 
This survey of Newton's exposition of the fundamental 
principles of his system, though 'brief and superficial, has 
a t least the following B.dvantages:-
(1) 1 t cloes make known '''hat NeirV'ton actually said; 
(li) it makes it clear that it 1s impossible to base an 
introductory treatment of Newtonian mechenics on an uncriti-
.££l use of Nevrton t s O~ln sta ternen ts f! 8 thpy Ate nd; ~ ny B. t-
tempt in tl:1is direction will have to depend on a number of 
decisions on the Interprptetion of Ne1,rton' 8 La~T8 B.nd Defini-
tions. This t 8 no cr1 ticiSTI1 of Ne~Tton, who v!B 8 not ~ after 
all, trying to write an introductory textbook for school or 
uni versi ty use; his urgent concern was wi t'1 clearing the 
ground' for his account of the ~System of the World". If in 
this 
the course of/he made st8tpments whic:" are not Nholly clear 
to sucoeeding generations, or the logic of which is sometimes 
open to doubt, this cannot be held to detract from the great-
ness of his achievpment. Mach (1902) has expressed the 
mS.tter well: "Like the commander of an army, a great dis-
coverer cannot stop to institute petty inquiries regarding 
/the ••••• 
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the right by ~"hich he holds each pO,st of ventag,e he has 1-ron. 
Thp magnitude of the problem to be solved leaves no time 
for this." 
4. "'.3 Mach's formu lD tion of '11ec1:18 nic'a 
No,yadays, then, we feel unable to accept the view' of 
Thomson and Tai t (1886) quoted at t1:1e b'2gin r :ing :.J~' the pre-
vious section. 
fOY-:i1ulat: ... on G~ th~ .t·A:.JdJ~t1erat81s of dyn8mics have led to a 
number of' a. ttempt£'4 t({J) r'eformulete them, of v!hic h the most 
famous and influentia:1 has probably "Jeen the,t of 1--!ach (1883, 
trans. 1902). In the },I.L'eSeLt century I 'various author1 ties 
(e. g. Gardner 1921, Roller 1936, 0' Lear~ 1947'0,0) have ~., '1?ged 
the adoption of the Machian approach in the introductory 
teaching of mechanics, end a number of introduotory textbooks 
inj mechanics or general physics now either adopt this approach 
I 
more or less explicitly or follow a treatment which is in 
accord with that of Mach in most respects. 
Lindsay 1933, first editlon(also subsequent editions); 
Ference et al 1956, Fe~lt~er 1959, Short1ey and WI1lie,rns 1965, 
Orear 1961, 1967 end Alonso a~d Finn 1967, to name only some 
2mong many. Also, in the treatment of mechanics recommended 
for "outstanding :pupils" teking the "advance phese" syllabus 
of the Associa tion for Science Education (19R3), th~ "experi-
mental propositions" set out as the basis of Newtonian dyna-
mics are substantially identical vli th Hach' 9 own Jlexpe~imental 
propo s1 tions. " ) Thus i t behoves us to exe.ml ne l-1ach t s ideas 
in some detail, end also to consider some of the criticism 
levelled at them in recent years. This should help us to 
acMieve a clearer focus both on the fundamental principles 
of dynamics and on whet is needed in their introductory 
trea tment. 
Mach's attitude to physiCS in general and Newtonian 
mechanics in particular in meny respeots resembles that to 
/be ....• 
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be found in the writings of Bishop Berkeley (cf. Popper 
1953, rep. 1963),.who took thp. vievl that "Force, gravity, 
attre.ction a.nd similflr terms ere convenient for purposes of 
reasoning and for computations of motion Rnd of moving bodies, 
but not for the understanding of. motion itself." (Berkeley, 
";)e motu", quoted in Jammer 1957.} If Berkeley 1 s correct, 
then a proper formulation of mechanics would not contain 
"force" as an indp.pendent concept, but seek to de.,':' !"~r: i t in 
terms of already-existing concepts such 8 s ap@.ce t time a.nc. 
mass. JrQ this tB sk 1f:ach addressed himself, but carried it 
a stage further in th8t he also 80~lght a definl',.1.on O.'F' mbc8S 
that would be dependent only on concepts of space and time 
and would thuB on tJ."J.e one hand be independent of force 'and 
on the other be free of the difflcul ties atta.ched to the de-
finition 6f mass as "quantity of matter". For Newton's 
sets of Defini tions, Laws and Corollari e8 Mach (oP. c1 t. ) 
proposed the substi tution of three "Experimental Proposi tlonsl/ 
~nd two defini tione, vlhlch we quote belo1't!-
Ita. ExperImental Proposition. Bodies set opposi te ea.ch 
other induce in eech ~ther, under certain circuMstances to 
be specified by experimentel physics, contrary accelerp-tior'~s 
in the direction of their line of junction. 
b. Defini tion. The mas8-ratio of 8.ny t:\iO bodies iB t 11 P neGa-
tive inverse ratio of the mutually induced eccelerptions of 
tho se bodies. 
c. Experiment8.1 Proposi tion. The mB.ss-ratios of bodies ere 
independent of thp character of the physical states (of the 
bO'dies) thet condition the mutual accelerations produced l be 
t1:1o se sta te 8 elec tri cel, me.gne tic, or vTha t no t; ~ nd they 
remain, moreover, the same, whether they are mediately or 
immediately arrived at. 
d. Experimental Propo 81 tion. The e.ccelera.tions vlhich any 
number of bodies, A, Band C ••• induce in e body K, are 
/independent .•••• 
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independent of each other. 
e. Definition.· 1.1:ovlnp: force is the product of the mass-
velue of a body into th~ acceleration induced in thAt body. ~ 
As Mach set out these idees less than e century ago~ we 
are not faced with Any difficulties of interpretation; he 
uses modern terms in B mo'-:~rn 'TtlB.y a.nd wi thout ~.ny room for 
m1 sunderstanding. His 'lefini tion of mass-ratio amounts to 
~he lollo1t;..L ng JqU8 ti on: 
= 'taBL 
,.aAI 
are respec ti vely the "mass-values If (masses) 
of the bodies .i..~, and. B J and l·aA! and J.aBf are the magni tudes 
of their accelerstions. His second eXl',erimente.l proposition 
tell"s us that this ratio 1s the same for e given pair of 
bodies whatever the means whereby they induce acoelerations 
in each other. It also makes the following point:~ 
Let there be three bodies, A, Band C 'Vlhlch are Hllovled 
to interact ifli tn one another in pairs. Then irMA, MB and 
ME Me 
"'f, 
Me are the me.ss-re tios of these particles t'1et Br~ found by 
MA 
mee surements on thf? mutuel acceler8.tions of A a.nd B, Band C 
and C and A respectivelY J theri it 1s en experimentel fRet 
tha t HA = (MB 'HC)-~ 
- - x-ME Me MA 
I n other words J the ma se-retia of A anc1 B may. be found 
.. 
"med1atelyfJ by measurements on the interactions of Bend C 
and 11 and C, as well as lIimmedie.telylJ by measurements on the 
direct interaction between A and B. The remaining experimen-
tal proposition is the assumption taCitly made by Newton in 
proving the theorem of the perel1elogram of foreee. . Hecht s 
other definition is, of course, Newton's Second Law in its 
conventionally-ste ted form, but here explici tly sta.ted to be 
'a defini tion and thus not an experimental law •. One notes 
/wi th •••• ., 
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with interest tnat in tne first experimental proposition, it 
. is stated in effect tnat B force on a body arises from inter-
action with another body (cf. our discussion of this point 
in connection wi tn inertis.l fremesJ. 
At first signt, 1"'acn1 s reformula.tion of the principles 
of Newtonian mecnanics ha.p a number of attractive feetures. 
The experimental propos~~1on9 and definitions are free from 
".m1:'!g'~l ty; tr,4'j attempt to define force and mass independently 
of eaoh other B.nd in terms of kinematicB.l concE:pts only, B~ems 
to nave been successful; and tne overall impression one re-
CE.:~~ ~ es ! sol' formal elegance. Moreover, it is not too diffi-
cult to presen ~ the essential fes.tures of 'tne Meehian approa.ch 
in a mB.nner ·suit'=l.ble for en elel.:-:ents.ry i:;reatn,nnt. The follow-
ing i'9 a description of a typical elementaFY treatment of 
meohanios from tne ~~ecniBn 'standpoint: 
Take two trolleys equipped with light, frictionless 
wheels (or tw'o gliders on a lineer air traok) and stte..ohed to 
eecn other by a string so tne.t tney compress a spring betvleen 
them, and plaoe them on e horizontal, frictionless surface. 
"f 
Burn tne string and mea.sure the (avere.ge) acoeler~.tionB im-
parted to the trolleys by the expanding spring. Repeat as 
many times as desired, compressing tne spring to a different 
extent in eaoh case. It will be found that tne ratio of tne 
aooelerations is always the same. Now place a block on one 
of tne trolleys and rep~at the above experiment. Again it 
will be found that tne ratio of tne aocelera.tions of tne 
trolleys, though different from what it was in the first set 
of observations, is constant. Evidently tne ratio of tne 
acoelerations depends on some innerent property of each of the 
cars; if we oal1 tnis property the inertial mass, we may 2um 
up tne results of the above experiment by means of tne equation 
MA -laBI where the MiS and tne a's refer to tne respective MB laAI' 
/aooeleratlons ••••• 
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~cceler8.tion9 ( strictly, their ma.gnl tudes) end inertial masses 
of the trolleys •. (~Jote thRt 'TJIre define thp. retia of !TI8SSeS 
to be the inverse ret~.O of the a.cceler8tions, in accordance 
with our intuition that thp less easily accelerated body has 
the bigger inertia. ) ThUS the experiment provides, in prln-
c"'.ple, a mee.ns of comparing inertia.l masses; if some Arbi-
trarily-Chosen body (preferably in the shape of a trolley!) 
1 s seleoted as hav Ing unit inertial mass, ' ... other br ,~1i~;; c', can 
have their Inertiel masses deter1r~ined by t:.le :u1etl1od just 
desori bed. vie ce.n no·W' introduce force by definintJ it as 
the product of the inertial mass (a.s measured t.~0ve; Hnd 
acoele~ation. 1ve can Justify thiG procedure for the moment 
on the ground.E-; that 1 t is B. fact of experience that to 'give 
a bod7 a bigger Bcceleretion, a bigger push or pull 1s needed, 
end the greater is a body's inertial mB.ss, the bigger seems 
to be the push or pull needed to impart to it a given accele-
rB.tion. The ul tlmete justifiaa tion for de'fi ni ng force as 
~he product of mass and Rcceleration ~!ould be the success 
with which a useful science of meche.nics cpn op'erected.yon 
thl s basis, 
In the above outline, an appeal is m8de to intuition at 
certain points in order to reinforce the presentation of the 
be sic idea s, It should bp noted that although such a pro-
oedure has obvious pedagogic advantages, it is strictly speak-
ing not really essentiaL to a presents.tion of Mach 1 8 programme, 
As is customary in elementary treat~ents, the outline omits 
discussion of the Ifmediate" determination of masses, on the 
grounds thet this is B. subtlety 'ilhich CB.n be left out in the 
ini tial stages; elso, it deals explioi tly vIi th only one kind 
of interaction between bodies, though both conceptuallY and 
in demonstrations it would be easy to extend the treatment in 
thi s respect. lNhpther i t is desirHble to introduce the sub-
ject in this 'ft.Tay is p question l,rhlch we have yet to discuss, 
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The method of compArison of mpsses could ee81Iy find a 
plRce in an ~l ternptlvp preRAntp.'tlon (see belol~) •. 
Feather (1959,1965), Oreer (1961, 1967) end many others 
use an approach to mech~nic8 which, 'f}l111le being ~.fechlan in 
spirit, pays lip service to Newton's formulation. ThAt 1s to 
say, Newton's Laws ere used in their conventional rendering, 
'i.;~ t Laws I a.nd II are tree ted 8.S defini tiona, wi th I a special 
CBse of II, end Lew III is used to give operationa: rr:;..t~",nlng 
to the concept of mes~J ~Thlch 8.ppBars in Lew L.£ (stated Be 
"force equals mBSS times accelerAtion") but is at that stagl8 
still undefin ed. This 1s done by applying the ~h11~ Law ~s 
a 
it stands to/pair of bodies in isolation (yielding MA aA = 
- It!B aB ano. ht:'~:ce th,:~ Machlan defini tio'n of IDAss-retio)", or 
by deriving from the Third Law the Principle of Conservation 
of Momentum 8nd applying thpt to a pair of isolated bodies 
to deduce the semp result. Thus this BpproRch, unlike Mach's, 
explicitly invok~A t~p concepts of force end mASS b~fore the 
l~tter concept iA defined; w~erea8 in Mpch's treetmpnt the 
content of Newton's T~ird Law is an ele~entery conRPquenee 
of the definitions of mess-rp.tl0 end of force, in the ~bove­
desoribed elternetiv~ trpetmpnt the sequencp. of ev~nt8 is 
reversed, the Thirn Lew b~lnp used to pstpblish thp concept 
of mass. Since Mach's spcond experimental proposition is 
essentially a re-rendering of thp Third Lew, it is f8ir to 
say tha t the above tree tment lays bare the hi storioal origin 
of the Machien approach while reaching the same conclusions, 
the consequent slight diminution in for.nal elegance beine 
compensated for by ~ corresponding ~mlnutlon in eusterity. 
4.7.4 Critique of Mach's approBch to mec~2nic8 
Criticisms of the Mach1an formulation of Newtonian 
mechanics have bepn directed et 8. nUTTlber of 1 ts aspects, viz. 
/the •..•• 
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the lim1 ted usefulness of the definition of mass-r8tio, the 
doubtful desirebi~lty of dpflning force in ter~~ of m~ss and 
aoceleration, the "frame-dependent" nature of the definition 
of mass-ratio, the doubtful logical status of Maoh's defini-
tions of mass and force, end the underlyin~ philosophy of 
r~s a.pproech. To see what is meant by the "11mi tp.d useful-
ness" of the definition of the mass-retia, let us consider 
the application of the definItion to fin isoletF"Q f.\r6~/;,l com-
posed of an Brbi trt-lrily fini"'ce number of p.(-lrtic.l~s (cf. Pandae 
1937, 1939, 1940). If Pech'g definition iA to bp of some 
use for this system, th.pn it Ahou1f.! be p08Bibl~ ·0 iLter \~rom 
meaBurements made on the accelerations of these particles 
when they int0:'Bct timnl taneously wi th one another what their 
relative masses are. It is easy to show that this is ~ 
possible for 8 system composed of more than seven particles, 
end that Na.ch1 s definition can only be "rescued" for such a. 
system if an assumption additional to Hech"s formulation is 
made (e.g. the conservation of linear momentum - cf. Jammer 
1957) • Bunge (1968) has pointed out th~t the invocation of 
"'f 
extra assumptions of this kind is at variance with Mach's 
a tti tude J 8i nee hp sought to develop mecha nie 8 in such a WB.y 
that the concepts of rn8BS and force 'tvere purely dpriv~'d con-
cepts and t~erefore not to bp used explicitly in stp.tements 
of the fundementel fl88umptions of the theory. (Feather 
(1965) - wh-:>, incln.pntplly, nO'l'tJ'npre mentions }ifech' 9 name -
has shown thet a set of ~pchlBn-type propositions concerning 
8ccelere.tions end their retios cen p,ive rise to a "complete 
mecbanics" for any system of an erbi trerily fini tP mlmber N 
of particles, in the sense thAt these proposition8 ensure 
that there pre preCisely (N-l) constant, independent retios 
of the component eccelerAtions) of the pe.rticles towards one 
another, i.e. there are (N-l) unique relative masses. 
/However ••••• 
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However, his analysis does not deal with the problem of how 
the component acc~ler8tion8 themselves are to ·he inferred 
from measurements on thp system.) 
It is readily evident thet Mach's definition of rnass-
ratios can only hold for inertial frames of reference 
(~f. Jammer 1960 for B detpiled discu881orW. Ehrlichson 
{196?) B.nd Mueller (1968) have m8intained in reply to Bunge 
(1966) that Mach 1ntpndf'd '11s definition 'to apply r)l"I3'::1' to 
inertial frames, Muellflr pointing out in ~'Qdl tion that con-
ventional methods of mass mps.Burernent 8r~, in effect, referred. 
back to inertial frp~es. Bunge (1968) claim s ~he t t'11s t s 
merely Bupporting evidence for his view (Bunge 1966, 1967) 
that 'because ~A'ach' s deflni tion of mass only yields corr~ct 
mass~va~ues when referred to a particular set of frames, it 
cannot be· valid BS a definition. Since this objection also 
applies to another common definition of mass, viz. mass ~ 
.~---.-. 
Force (force being treated heX'e as ·8 primary concept.,), accelere tion 
it should be carefully considered. Bunge (1966) suggests 
that "in mechanicA, we do not accept the positivist tenet 
that bodies acquire a mass upon bei~g subjected to msss meas-
urement operations but 8Asume instead th~t they have a defin-
1 te mass value all elong. II It is indeed true the t n'tole" 
(where "we" refers to virtue.lly ell physicists) .S2 think of 
bodies as "having e definite mass value all along", end that 
the mass-vElues WP 3sAign to them when obRerving them from 
an Bccelere.ted frern~ of reference ere those determined w'1 th 
respect to en inertipl frame. We therpfore have the situe-
tion thet we conceiv~ cf mess 88 an objective propp.rty, con-
tinuously possessed by e body, and independent of our choice 
of frame of reference (at least in non-relativistic situations); 
ye t, if ~Te follow Mach, we de fi ne mass ~" 1. e. say wha tit .1l! -
by means of en operational procedure which only gives the 
!right ••••• 
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right mass value w1:1en referred to the correct framec, We can 
only escape from the contradiction by modifying our interpre-
tation of Hach's "definition"; that is to say, we must ree;ard 
it not as E\ defini tion of mess but 8S 8 meens of Rpecifylng 
a procedure of me~sur~ment of mass TNUich is valid under cer-
~~in circumstances. As such it is still of fundeMental im-
portance in Newtonian mec~enics. 
first seem to bp en Rltprn8tlve escape-route, v12. to regard 
Mach's definition 8S a conBtitutlve definition inste~d of an 
operational one. We CBn turn it 5nto e consti~',tiv~ ,ief'lni-
tion if we regard the Bcceler~tions specified in it ns not 
being immediately observed quantities but as constructs in-
stead (cf. Margenau 1942). Since on~ is presumably at lib-
erty to specify one l s constructs relative to arbitrarily but 
sultBbly chosen fremes of reference, one could claim that the 
retio of messes of a pair of particles was defined as IIcon-
tinuously p08sessed ll by the particles by means of this con-
stitutive definition, instead of being only brought into ~ 
existence by the approprl~tp measurements of Bccelerstions. 
But there is another objection to be faced: Bunge alleges 
thEl.t 'Mach's def':ni tion is pn e~arnple of e "logicel "'.isteke" 
in that it confu8~~ en equpllty wit~ an identity. He SB.ys 
that the equation ~ I:: -BB 'Iestpblishes en equeli ty bpt1veen 
MB aA 
two expressions w~ich diffpr in meaninp end cannot t~prefore 
be regarded as the two sides of a definition. II The left-
hand side, thRt i8 tQ sey, is t~A ratio of t~p measures of 
the inertias of the particles, while the right-hand side is 
e purely kinemeticpl qu~ntity. He concludes: "The equali ty 
1s numerical not logical: it d.oes not authorize us to ellmi-
ns.te one of the sides in fevo(u)r of the other." 
/Bunge. " " ." 
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Bunge has advB.nced another objection to Mach's procedure 
\-Thich strikes e t th~ root of the entire Hs chia·n· formulation. 
According to Mach, the dev~lopment of M~chenlcs in thp slx-
teAnth and seventeenth cpnturies produced, in reality, only 
.Q..ill2. II grea t fa c t" "Different peirs of bodies determine, 
iJ'ldependently of ee.ch oth~rJ and mutually, in themselves, 
pdirs of accelere tions, l-Tl1ose 'terms' ei%h1 bi t a constant 
retio, the criterion pnc1 characteristic of· ... eech ppj!" 4~ 
perimental proposi tiona wi t" \",hich he sought to supp18nt 
. . 
Nel-lton l s formula.tion, end from it he defined tL"- mas!::: re.ti.o 
of 9. pa.ir of partl cle s. According to him, "in the concept 
of IDa.SB" [as ·~,,,.us dE:'.~"lneaJ "no theory of B.ny kind whatever 
1 s contained, but simply e fact of experience. II 
This assertion hes beencha.llenged by Bunge (1966), who claims 
thet Mach's "greet fs.ct li "is not B. direct expression of phe-
nomena; from observation alone we could not infer that the 
components of e system move under the sale influence of their 
rnu tual actions! only ~.n empirical checking of the conssqtlen-
cee of such an hypo thes~, ,,,,hen embedded i ri some thAory J 1s 
possible. If He gOE'S on to say that the gr~~t fact is in fact 
e. deductive conspquence of Npwton's postuletes for th~ very 
special case of en iso1ptpd system consisting of t1>iO inter-
ecting bodies. NOT" i t 1 R tru A the t th e "p.:re~ t fAO t I' ORn 
very easily be deduced from Newton' s L8~JS; ,,,,hat 'ftTP have to 
consider here 1s whether Bunge is justified in claiming that 
Mech was guilty of self-delusion when he esserted th8t his 
"great fact JJ eQuId serve es en alternetive Cqnd supprior) 
postulate to Newton's Second end Third Laws. 
At first si~ht, Mach's view does not seem unreasonable. 
We can imagine carrying out an experiment in which two isola-
ted bodies interact wi th e80h other by collision or under the 
/i nflue noe" •••• 
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influence of p;ravi tatlonpl, ele'ctro,stetic or magnetIc forces 
and in which the eccelerptions are mea sured f)nd found' to 
bear a constant rptl0 to eec~ othBr. But we have to concede 
thBt no-one hes ever cerripd out an experiment of precisely 
the.t kind. Certpinly the two-trolley experirnAnt described 
above is not such an experiment, since the two tro11eys 
obviously do not constitute an isolated.system. 
allow for our failure to --,'3O:~..j'~e tr<-m })",' t.ls~ng Mach's own 
Ma,ch~ s experimente.l Fro'posi tion 
"d Jt suggests that we may treat the interaction of the l1carsU 
with each other IndepL'\~den1;_:y of the.'..t" individual grevi te-
tional interactions wi th the earth B.nd -if their "conta.ct tf 
interactions wi th the table (or air track.) whioh suppor'~~ 
them. "If the latter t'TftlO interactions cancel ea.oh ot?er out, 
as they seem to, then we are left with only the accelerations' 
o~ the . cars resulting from their mu tuel interaction. But 
this description mpkes it obvious thet we oannot interpret 
the results of this experiment without referenc~ to snother 
so-called "experlmentel proposition." Consequently M~chts 
"1', 
"grea. t fe.ct n cannot emerg~ from an experiment lik.e this S.9 
en independent experimental fact, even if we interpret the 
resul ts of the exppriment enti rely \Nj~ thi n thp freme't']'ork of 
Meeh 1 8 own formulation of mpc'1anics. 
In this regerd it is instructive to comp~re Mach's 
!t'experimental proposi tion!' wi th Coulomb' 8 LaitT in electrosts-
tics, whlch he s long been a,ccapted as a genuinely experimental 
propo 81 ti on. To establish this Law directly by experiment, 
we could use B torsion balance or simllar device to measure 
the repulsive force between two simil3rly-charged small 
objects separated by various distances from each other. 
In so dOing, we would make use of our qualitative knowledge 
of electrostatics to minimize the disturbing effects of 1n-
'duced charges on other bodies and of the perturbation of the 
Idi stri bu tion ••••• 
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di strl bution of charpe on efl.ch body bv the presence of charge 
o n th e 0 the r. In lntp~prpting the results of the experiment 
'\Ire would successfully bp able to evolQ t1-)e pmb8rrB 8S?11ent of 
using the inverse equarp lew i teelf to ellow for di f-1turblng 
effects, end we would obt~in a re8ult "rhich ~vould 8ugf P st 
within the limits of expprimental error thpt the law of force 
bet,.;een t~'lO chflrRed obJects 1iTaS an inverse-square one. 
(If we vJanted to establish t"':1e law mor? 8.ccurately thr.rj "l.ihlf! 
... 
that there ~~s no electric field inside 8 hollow charged COD-
ductor, this' reeul t being a simple consequence t")f t\~ inverse 
sque.re l8v{ and ttle Principle of Superposition.) We ;\hould 
simpl~' be ~~.l}01;le to ~chiev~ a compa.re.ble "isolation" o~ a 
pelr ot: bodies intended to serve e s the test bodies in a 
Mechian-type experiment. We might, for example, be able to 
persuade a pair of bodies to interact with each other eIec-
trically as in the experimpnt just described, but in any 
terrestrial experimpnt we should be unable to prpvpnt each 
of them interecting grBvitptionally with thp parth end other 
objects. In order to intprpret the reBults of such an ex-
periment from a Mpchipn vi~wpoint, we shoula hav~ to ndisen-
tangle" the electricel intpr8ctions from thp gravitational 
ones - and this we could not do without foreknowlpdge of the 
Law of Gravitation or, B8 we have seen, wit~out use of ano-
ther "experimental propos~ tion", such as Mach's "d". In 
neither case, would we have achieved the desired goel of es-
teblishing the result as an independent experimental proposi-
tion. 
Mach's "experimental proposition", then, 1s nothing of 
the sort. Can it ~erve as a Rostulpte, in company with his 
other "experimental propositions", from which the rest of 
meohanics CRn be deduced? We hpve already noted the 11mi-
ta tions of t.he 1Je cllia.n formula tion, vlhether i tB founde tio ns 
;'be •..•• 
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be regarded 8S propositions or p08tul~teB, in respect of 
eystems of more thpn Reven pArticles~ It AE?t.'ms th8t' we 
must agree with Eunpp thpt thp best thet cen be RAid for 
l-1:ach's experimentpl propositions flnd defini tiona i8 that 
they are deductions from the La,we of Newtonif.ln mechflnics 
and not replacements for them. 
Mach's definition of force by mee~8 of che l~J~tion 
flF -::. rna" has come under st~o!'J:-: attf'r:~ fr'::"";1 B,?nge and others~ 
'I'i1i s de fl ni t10n d~ ~ .:.)t origi ne toe wi th Mach. The motivation 
for defi ning :force in this way a nd so turning Newton' 8 Second 
Law into a mere defin1~lon ~~em8 to ~~ back to Bishop Berke-
ley (see our eerlier quotetic.n). Fol:,1,;wlng in Berkeleyl 9 
footsteps, we hevp Maupertuis (1756, quo~ed in Jammer 1)J7) ~ 
declaring that "we should always remember that the concept 
of foroe is but an invention to satisfy our de8ir~ for ex-
I p1:Bnationn and B.ccordingly regerding Newton' 8 Second La\\T as 
P mere definition of force. Latpr, d1 Alpmbert, de S8i~t-
Venant, Kircnhoff End othpr8 besides Ppch defi ned force as 
I1me ss ti~e8 8ccelert3tion" in tl:1.eir expo8i tion8 of TI1E'cl1p.ni CS~ 
As we shell see be1o"" this defini tion is opfln to chal-
lenge on lop;icaJ ground8. But apart from this, dissstlsfao-
tion 1rlitl1 it hps stpmmed froTTl thfl feelinp.: thRt rtF = me" does 
reelly tell us something importpnt about the physical world, 
which a mere definition could not~ If ttforce" were si'11ply 
another Dame for "mass tiT-es acceleration ", we should nel ther 
be able to verify this relationshIp nor predict anything 
from 1 t. Yet in physics we commonly work with "laws of 
force" foY' grevi tl1tion end electromeBnetism and attempt to 
discover them for the "strong" 8nd nwepk interactions", 8S 
though tr..ere reElly were a concept celled "force" ,,,,hich hHS 
'independent properties (of Feynman et 81 1963)~ In using 
"force" in SUCh circumstpnces our intuitIv p idea of it is 
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surely that it is somet'1i!1f- other t"1Bn just "me ". ''Ie can 
resolve t1:lis dileTl'tma" in tTrJO w"eys. One i8 to decIde to 
treat force as en independBnt, And perhpps in the lAst re-
sort undefinable concept; to this idee we shall return in 
due course .. The other is to persist in viewing "F = ma" 
SS 8. definition of force, hut to formulate our mechanics in 
such a way as to nleke 1:; clear why it is u 8efuJ. in the non-
'Y1'31~t.i.vis'7·~c :.i.IT,i t to define force as mess times ecceleretion 
end in no other way. This is the approach adopt8d by E18dn-
bud (1958) I l'lho formulates a "Law En as follOWS, as consti-
tu~tng ~he ~~fective, though implicit, content of Newton's 
Second Law: rr~e ecceleration of a particle may be corre-
lated i~li th ObS6'l"veble propertie,J of tr~~. envi:~')n:nent and par-
ticle together with the position, velocity and tine relative 
to the chosen system" .. On the basis of this law, he is able 
to define an ecceleretion function for a p~rticle in a given 
environment. If tGis accelerAtion function is multiplied by 
the mass of the p~rtlcle, t1:1p resulting product c~p.recteri2e8 
e property of the pnvironrnpnt Nl:1ic~ is independent of t~e 
• n.~ 
E~rticle. This product 18 t;hen celled the ~! funotio~ 
or, more simply, the force actInr on the pRrtlcle of mass m 
w'hen pIeced in the pi ven environment. 
Jammer (1957) in the year in l~hic"1 81 Aenbud submi tted 
his manuscript for Fubllc8tlon, summed up what were essentially 
the same ideas in the fol3..oy,ling ",ey: Experience shows that 
the product "me" for a test body placed amidst a particular 
constellation of bodies (i.e. in a particular environment), 
i9 a function c? of the total configuration under discussion. 
(Jammer defines "configuration 'l in this context as ,Ithe 
amounts of the grRvltational mAsses, electric charges, meg-
n~tic moments, and so forth, 88 well as the geometric con-
stella tions. II) If t~p configurAtion is denoted by the 
/ symbol ••• " " 
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symbol X, t"is feet of exp~rience !T1flY be stated in the form 
rna -= ~ (X). Should t~p original te8t body bp replaced by 
enother of mass ml, it will be foun~ thet mla1 = rna; in 
general, for eny test body, the product of its !l1PRS end 
acceleration is e single-velued function of the configuration 
X. Thus Newtonls Second Lew is "an empirical stntement \vith 
respeot to thf~ fae: th8v J'..lst the product "mass times accele-
:ratlor:. is a f;~.fl~).e-v81ued function of the qonfiguration X; 
it is an analytic statement with respect to thd nCill1nel de-
fi nl tlon of force ". Accord1ng to Jammer, force plays the 
Pt1~t: of ,a "',,'ethodologic81 intermedls.te II in contemporary 
phyrics. WrH~1 e body is placed in a certain environment, 
it is observed 1,0 move 1n a ce~";:eln Wc~y_ BY' say1ng that 
the env,ironment gives rise to a force which in turn Bcts on 
the body, we are able to study the kinemAtical aspects of 
the body's beheviour separAtely from the physical s1 tuetlon 
in ~Thlch it finds itself, pnd we cen link the two, if i:,re 
wish, by means of t~e concepts of force end mass. o p. thi s 
latter View, force enn ~P.S8 ere u~eful but still dispensable 
"f 
concepts. However, as Eleenbud :points out, thp full sip.;nifi-
cenoe of these concepts is brought out ~Nhen we consider lithe 
tl:11rd law of motion" 'It,hich, in Eisenbud' s formulation, be-
comes: IIFixed mASS numbers may be associated .... rith the meter-
lal elements of the system 90 thet the totAl rates oof change 
of momentum Bnd angular mqmentum of the system are equal, 
respectively, to the impressed force end torque functions. II 
\,le shall not elaborate on this re-formulation of nev."ton' s 
Third Law, except to remark that it is significant that its 
Buthor finds it exp€dient to use the concepts of force, 
torq ue, :Ttomentum p nd f) ngule r rn0:11en tum. 
From some of thecriticisffiS considered above of MAch's 
defini tion of mass, it vIllI be apparent t~[-It there s.re certe-i:t 
dangers attached to defininp force 8S t~p product of mass and 
/e ccelere. tion. 
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B ccelere tion. For one thing, t~is definition 1s valid only 
for inertia 1 reference systems, 8' fElet which compf\ls 'us to 
treat the definition 88 constitutive rather than operational 
(see ou'r corresponding coml'nent 9 on the defini tion of 1"118 8S). 
For another, this d~finition does not 8~rve us well if we 
8re dea.llng 1'7i th partlele8 tr~velling 1·ri th relativistic 
{elocities; 8s ie well known, if we ere to preserve thp con-
cept of force \~Tit~in the fr8me~lork of specil;ll relp"~~_'''-, t:.'l, 'itT, .... 
:t.P 
have to 'torri te l\!e1I1!ton's Sf-conn La1,l 1 n "'Gnp rrj!'m P ;::.. dt , ':T'1!=1re 
pis the 7J1omentum, i.~. in A fOrr1 reppmbl:l np N€'1.!ton J 8 orip-
ina 1 s te. tement. 
some c1 reu.rnsta nce 8 and not in other's; thprefore we s"'.;,ould, 
to be jafe~ :~eme OFt' defini tion of this concept in suc~ 8. 
way 8.S, to be B,ll-embracing. Of course to define force 88 
"dp" dt woul.d meet thi s requirement as far as speciel relati vi ty 
end cIa ssice,l mechanics WB s concerned, 8i nce lI~tJ reduces to dt 
"mall in the non-relativistic llmit. But there ere other 
troubles to be faced: if F = rna is e logical identity B8 
implied by its U8P 8S a definition~ then, suggests Bunge 
(1966), "masses and forces could not be assigned (hypothe-
sized) independently. In particu18r, it would be imp08sible 
to f}ssign masses to un8ccAlerpted bodies. " 
of these remerk8, Ipt us contrast this suppospd definition 
of force 1'.1. th tht?t of I1nPflr momentum (momentum,;; meRS ti"11P8 
v~locity), w~ich would e~pepr to hpvp the 8pme fo~n, And to 
l\Thlch exactly t~e F!e~e objection l'J'1irht pt fir~t be t~ourht 
It is certpinly true t~Bt the definition of ~om-
eptum tells us th~t e body CRn heve no momentum unlp8s it ~ps 
B velocity - but thi8 iA pXBctly "'rhet v,,'-P requirf> of t~o defi-
ni tion. On thp ot~pr band, it would not bp trup to sPy t~Rt 
a body 't1Tlt1:1 no velocity could not C~ BS8irned P r"lP8S; if 1~f?2S 
has been defined earlier by 80me other relption, or if it hps 
been agreed to leave it undeflned, then we are not compelled 
to turn the equation round and say that mess 1s def'ned by 
/the, . ~ •• 
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the quotient mo'11 f'n turn 
velocity·· Difficulties arise with IIF = me 11 
8S a definition becauRP in this case there is uncertpinty 
AS to which of thp qu~ntiti~8, F or m, is rpplly being de-
fined. If we take m eA beinp defined by some procedure not 
involving accelerations or P..S being undefined (neither of 
'wnich decisions would m~pt wi th Hach' s epprovel) , thpn 1V'e 
shall be atle to hypothesize Masses independently of fn~~eB, 
bu t not the r!?V1?Y'''"' i? 
To conclude t~18 critiqu p of "F = ma~ ~s B definition, 
we shall take up certain irnplic~tions of the 8bove-~uoted 
discussions by J~-::mmer \1957) end ~i~Jenbud (1~58) t)f t'A~ 
ufor( .. ~ functton ll (Jammer' 8 ~ (X)). Both these authors 
point out thet a "force function" exists which is a Jlsingle-
valued function of the configuration X" (Jammer), cheracter-
lz1ng in certain C8.8es "e property of the environment which 
1 s independent of the particle" (Eisenbud). But if t~i8 
force function, whicl-} is equal to the mess times the p-ccele-
retion of the particle, oen bp "independent of thp pflrticle ll , 
1s it not 8 little AtrBng~ to define it in tpr~8 of proper-
tieA of the perticle re thpr th.,qn of thfl environment? It is, 
of course, impossible to givp a f,enerpl definition of t~e 
force function in tprms of thp pnvironment, but ppr~pp~ it 
is sa fer to conclufl p from thi 8 tha t the force funD~i on is in-
defin8ble, in thp strictly lopicnl 8~n8e of thp tpr~, thp.n 
to seek to define thp concppt in B wPy which 1s lopically 
insecure. 
As both Jemmer And Eisenbud make cleer, thp relation 
F = rna derives from e fact of experience, viz. that IIjust 
product 'mass times acceleration' is 8 single-valued function 
of the co nfi p.:ure ti on X II (J8rn~er). Suppose we put 9 pDrtlcle 
of knovln ml?8S into (1 given environment. It experiences a 
certain 8cceleration, which we meesure; using F = me, we 
C9lculate the force experienced by the perticle. 
/predict 
--_ ..... 
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RE~dict the acceleretion thpt another p8rtlcle of known mASS 
will experience if plpced in the same environment. ~A/~ ce.n 
mpke this prediction with confidence, not bpc~use Bo~pbody . 
hes "defined" fcrcp. 88 .",888 times flccelerflticn - no predic-
tive power cen repide in A mpre definition -but b~cause we 
believe that if the pnvi'r'::,jment stays the B8.!T1e, the S9Tlle 
force w'ill be ~xerted c/'. thp new pflrticle, 80 that its mass 
?~].r!plie~ by its ecceleretion will have the same velue as 
that obtained Hi th the original particle. I n short, IlF;~ rna U , 
instead of being just a definition of force, should be thought 
of ~s steti~~ ~ rel8tlon between a property of the environm~nt 
or hconfigure\:-_~.~n X", charsctArized by the conceFt of force, 
end a property ""f the particle l?laced i'l thei" enVironment, 
characterized by the concept of mass. 
4. 7. 5 Me ss, force and rela ti vi ty 
As a footnotp to the above discussion of thp Machian 
approach to mechenics, we consider whet influence, if any, 
the develo~ment of t~e thpories of S~eciel ~nd G~nerel Rela-
tivi ty ought to hp ve on our pttl tude towards the fundemental 
concepts of clpssicel mechAnics wit~ln thp context of that 
theory. 
force does not havp the same status in Gp.n~r8l RelBtivity 8S 
it hes in c18ssicfll mechBnlcs, while mp8S ge~m8 to retAin its 
stntus) we ought efter al~ to be content with treeting. force 
as a derived concept in clessic8l mechanics, defining it as 
"mass times acceleration" in 8i tuations in which it 1 s useful. 
If the general theory of relativity and classical mech-
aniCS overlapped, in the sense thAt the two theories to a 
large exter.t sh8red their bpsic concepts, hypotheses Pond 
methods of approecl-}, then it is perhaps conceivable th8t tIle 
ideas and results of tQP more advanced theory should influence 
lour ••••• 
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our way of reperoing thp concepts of thp morp pri~itivp 
theory. Speciel relativity ~nd ~lassicel me6heriics'do over-
1 e pin t hi S 1.;8. Y • T~e pffpct of the appllcption of th~ postu-
lates of Speciel Rolptivity is to mpke it n~cP88ary for the 
of momentum 
definition/to be modified Aomev"hat (i.e. "mpss tim~s proper 
velocity" instead of "mess times velocitylJ), Rnd to makp it 
plein thpt Newton's Second Law must be stated in th~ for~ in 
wh1ch Newton apparently fPve it in order to ,.refleC'-; -+:','" r: cor:-
cct relationshlp betw0en che forc~ exerte6 O~ the particle 
and its motion under the influence of this force. One conse-
quence of this is the disclosure of B relation;.:;,:i.p ~,,"~we€,' 
mBss and energy unsuspected in classical mechanics. However, 
1 t 1s .Jign1.f!C'e nt tt;~ t the stHtuS of the concepts of force 
end mass is not altered. Although Teylor p.nd :vnepler (1966) 
claim thf1t lito di scuss both momentum f.l1.Q. force in thfl context 
of relativity is to complicate the story" , it is still true 
thet if 1,.;e ere to consider the behRviour of' eny ~ particle 
or system, it is expedient to discuss this in terms of tlJe 
resultant force ecti~v on it, just PS it would be in classical 
"'f 
mecha.nics. 
General Relptivlty pnd cl~8sic81 mflchpnic8 cannot bp s8id 
to overlep in thfl ~ey thAt SpeciAl Relptivity end clpsqical 
mechanic 8 do. Generel Relativity pnd clessical m~chnnics 
ere two very diff~rpnt thAories, constituted in very differ-
ent ways and approaching ~he problem of p~rticle motion-
especially pRrticle motion in 8 grBvitatl~npl field - from 
. very different view"Pointe. The two theories overlap only ir. 
that they shere B COMmon domein of validity, i.e. Gpneral 
Relativity predicts the seme results B8 clessicel mechanics in 
the domain in ~'1hlch the Iptter theory mekes predictions wl:ich 
are confir~ed by experiment. I n. cIa 8 E:i cal mecha ni c s one 
introduces mass end force BS ne't-l "primi tive ll concepts essential 
to the theory, find one work8 wi th the hierarchy of inertinl 
/fremes ..... 
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fremes of the IINewtonian" kind. In t~ip context; one 1s 
compelled to employ the concf?pt of rr8vitetlonel forces e.nd, 
PS Newton wes th~ flr8t to Bho1'l, onp cpn establish e t~eory 
of grevi tAtione1 forcP8 w"tc, ~.Tork8 extremely 'rN'P,11 - up to a 
poi nt. In Generpl R~l~tivity, t~e belief in grevitetional 
forces is abandonad, the ~i~rarchy of Newtonian inprtial 
fremes of refereI!ce is rp.plpced by 10ca:; ln~-:ltiaJ PY:~)mes de-
fined by the motion of freely· ff.'11i~;~ pr.~·t:l.jle8, end "gravl-
the 10ee 1 curve ture of spflce-t1M te. "EquEltions (;f motion ll in 
this theory beer no reqemb~~nce to t~ose in classicel mechan-
los. In view of these ~eep QlfferenoeE between the two 
theories, it 1s difficult to see how the ldea~ and BpprG~ch 
of the ~Iwiderll th.eory cen usefully influence one l s wBy of re-
garding the concepts of t~e more limited theory wit~ln the 
context of thet t~pory. ItSi tU8tions in which force 1s useful u 
ere likely to be th09P in which i;V'e csn meaningfully 8pply the 
idees of clessical mechanics and/or Speciel Relativity, and 
in such situetions I1forcpll must' surely teke on tht~ Rtetua 
which those theorl €:lS accord to 1 t. As thp for?poing peges 
will have mede cle~r, differences of opinion still exist con-
cerning that stetu8, but thp re18.tloI1ship between c1~8sical 
mechanics and Gener~l Relptivity does not seem to be of the 
klnd thet cpn contrl~Jte enyt~ing to the resolution of these 
di ffere nce s. 
4.7.6 Other Bpproechp-s to mechanics 
There seems to be no 8voiding the conclusion that 
nowever attrBctive Mach's re-formu18tion of c18.ssical mechan-
iC8 might seem initially, it CAnnot stand up to ueteiled 
cri tice1 exa.minetlon. This is borne out by the number of 
attempts that hAve been made in more recent times to set up 
·.fOl--n1ulations in mecl-J.enics 'vhic~, while Hechien in spirit, 
lavoi d .•••• 
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avoid some of the pi tfalls of Mach' 8 original approach. 
L1ttle purpose would b.p served here by detf1iled diRcussion 
of these al ternatl VA formulf'tions. The b~st-known of them 
among those aotively concprned with physios teaching is pro-
bably Eisenbud's (1958), from which we have elre~dy quoted in 
+~e course of the soave discussion of Mach's definition of 
force. A number of authors have alree~y acknowledged its 
influence on their work (of Austern 1961, We.1nstori' l<";Gl, ar~d 
Halliday and Resnfck' 1966)) shovling that 1 G has been ,and is 
being taken seriously. Although it represents a considera'ble 
advance on MachI s presentation, its underlying >?1.ilo~ophy 
seems to bA much the same, in tha.t it plaoes primary emphe.sis " 
on "obBervstiODal cunoept8~ such as aoceleration and tteats 
mass arid force as derivable from these. However, as will· 
hBve been' evident from 1 ts "La1l' en, quoted B.bove. these con-
cepts are stated or plpinly implied in its fundamental lev-Is, 
so that there is no unrealistic attempt to'd.erive the 'rtrhole 
9f mechanics from ellegp.d "experirnent81 propositions" of a. 
kinematic nature. 1\lso, as 'tve have seen, ~!het is claime,,(d to 
be the effe ctive content of Newton's Second: Le~T is made the 
SUbstance of ITi senbud' 8 LEn.; B. But since Eisenbud still de-
fines mass in terP1('l o'f an pcceleration-retio (thoug'1. not, 7;1e 
must in fairr..ess edd, of the pcoelerB.tions of an isolated 
pair of bodies) end force as the product of mass and. accelera.-
tion, his presentation remains open to the kinds of objection 
e lready considered. This being the cese with his and other 
similar formulations of mechanics, one is led to wonder 
whether the v;hole enterpri se of trying to estebli 8h P1ec~1anics 
in this -wa.y 18 not perhaps m18gulded, end if it is, whe.t the 
alternatives are. To reach a de6ision on this point, let 
us pay some attention to thE' underlying philosophy of Machlan-
type approaches to mechanlcB which, as hes been .pointed out, 
1s that!!!l ooncepts, in pertlcular those of mf.'lss end force, 
/must ••••• 
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must be tre8ted es .,gbRPrvp-t1 onai; ~ha.t is, con~ept8 of any 
kind are properly d~finable only in terms of measureMent 
opera tions. We heve elreRdy noted the limi tBtions of this 
point of view (cf. S~ction 3.2), aban~onment of which would 
enable one to avoid thEl dlfficul ties encountered by ~/achla.n-
type approB.ches to mechanics. If, thRt is to say. ~e ceased 
to insist on the need to defi ne force and mass by o.t-1era.tlona.l 
or other means, we should ~'11:;;r:'J.'ly b:: 8"','.8 to "avoid the embe.r-
x·assmente provide(~, by adoption o.f the us'..ta.l "defini t10ns IJ of 
those concepts~ Nor ti'ould this be a case of throwing au t 
the baby together \"11 th ~he t·t: th 1'.,::ttel') the theory founded on 
these concepts and assocl~ted laws or a\'~oms is re8dily capa-
ble of suggesting procedures by 1ilh1ch tht'~:e undefined, "I-rimi-
tive II concepts C8n be meesured and so provide the linkage be-
tween these conc~pt8 end observations. 
I 
I A possible approach, then, is to choose "mess" and I1force ll 
I 
as among the basic undefined "primitives" of t~e theory (cf. 
B~nge 196?, Truesd.ell 1968) and to postulatEl sui tAble axioms 
or laws from io1Thich the theory C8n then be dev~loped in terms 
"f, 
of the "primi ti ves II. The choice of the new concepts of mass 
and force is not, of course, made out of the blue. The one 
1s a.ssocipted 't~Tith our anthropomorphic idee.s of inertia. and 
the other 'bri th our B nthropomorphlc idees of pusheri end ~~lls 
end, as Ne"lton was the first to S110v1, these concepts can be 
linked together in such e 1;"ay that ( i) 'tve ce.n find B. mea.TIS of 
mea suring them end (1i) a frui tful theory cen be erlected 
upon them. As B.xioms of the theory we cen take Ne"vton' s o~'fn, 
or ~t any rate the usual modern versions of his Second and 
Third Laws. (For present purposes the First Law cpn certainly 
be treated as a special cese of the Second.) These are not 
the only axioms vie should need in a fully-developed "Bxiom-
etisation" of mechanics (for an example of e full list see 
Bunge (1967) ), but they erp. the. ones which have the most 
linteresting •.••• 
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interesting physioal content. . Are' Newton's ,Se'cond e~d Third 
Laws "experimental propos1 tiona n in the Machlan sense? 
It by this we mean "propositions directly verifiable by ex-
periment U , then the answer 1s undoubtedly no, We have re-
ferred earlier to the diffioulties attendant upon any attempt 
at direct verification of the Third Law; s~rll1sr:; though less 
obvious d1fficul ties arise in ol"~nneo1:io~J 1>i{./l.ih dlrJect verlfi-:-
c!).t::.on o:? the 8eco~,~ a.r.,qe shall explain \-lhen exemlnlng teaoh-
1 ng s.pp)~oaches to Newton's Laws .. It is bett~r to regard them 
as axioms or postule:.tea lihose loonse.quences ce.n be put to ex-
periments.I test. 
Before we address ourselves at last to the questlc:,~ of 
how "F = man is to be taught at the elementary level, we teel 
1 t e.ppropriate to append the follo,\>ling quotation from Hesse 
(~964) to our discussion of rival approaches to the teaching 
I 
of mecha.nics: IIWe need not regard a.ny one vie",; of the nature 
of force, or Bny one formula~lon of the laws of motion, as 
being uniquely correct. Meohanios is rich enough tb contain 
most of the logioal aspects of t.he other sciences.,;. emplric'hl, 
defini tione.l, a priori, s.nd conventional, and alterna.tive 
formulations may be a.ppropriste for different purposes. " 
For our own immediate purpose, we shall adopt the axiomatio 
formule.tion sketched out in the previous para.graph, partly 
because by this means we can avoid arguments a.bout th~ best 
.. 
way in whioh to define mass and force, and partly beoause it 
1s easy to relate this s.pproech to reoently--evolved techniques 
of teaching "F = rna II in the 1abore.tory and the olassroom. 
4.?7 Attitudes to teaching Newton's laws 
Traditionally, dynamics begins with Newton's Laws 
of m.otion, from which one proceeds swiftly to units of mass 
.. and force and" force equals mass times acceleration.·n Let 
us quote Rogers (1960) on this ppint: "In most elementary 
/textbooks ••••• 
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textbooks, Newton's Laws are stated formally at the begin-
ning of the ohapter instead of at the end where they proper-
ly belong as summa.riee. And they are announced 90 firmly 
that students think tha.t Neliton got them from Heaven. 
He did not - he ws 9 merely re-'"lording thB views of GS.lileo 
and others who had p.xper",:-,·!~nted~ and' thought about TT'lotlon. 
He gs.ve them B f~ workt ng rules, partly be.sed on experiment, 
;;ar"t.:ly def1ni rlon And clB.riflcation of terms .... " We f~el that 
the pOints mad~ here by Rogers are valid, and pleRd earnestly 
that the subject should not be treated in the way he critl-
c1~~e. On y~ aocount must the pupil be allowed to gain th~ 
impression tho.'~ his first act in beginning the study of a 
funde.mentally ir.'.90rtsnt branch of physi08 is '~he swallol'l1ng 
of an approved set of dogmas. The intention should be to 
let the pupil develop a feeling for what lies behind the Laws 
of Motion before he hears or sees them stated. He ae.n do 
this by carryA?ng out certain simple experiments and by taking 
careful note of certain facts from everyday experience. 
If properly guided, he should not be in the pOSition of the 
unfortunate student who, as has been related in an article in 
the American Journal of Physics (Weinstock 1961), complained 
to his friends "Sure I ~ F m rna, but what's F, whet's m, 
wha tis a.?". 
For the sophisticated student, i.e~ one who has acquired 
some prior familiarity with Newton's Laws, it is indeed possi-
ble to begin with a simple assertion of these Laws, closely 
followed by a careful analysis of their meaning. This is 
the appro8.oh followed by Feynman et al (1963) J who present 
e most illuminating discussion of the Laws, in the oourse of 
which these authors vent their dissatisfaotion ruth the view 
of Nel>Tton l s Second Law Be a mere definition, and are careful 
not to produce a olear-cut definition of mass. But this 1s 
a presente tion intended for tne eli te freshmen of "Cal tech "; 
and even they, one would venture to suggest, would obtain 
/little •.••• 
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1i ttle benefi t from the d1soussion of' Feynme.n et e.l unless 
they had previously made some experimental study of the re-
lationship between force and acceleration. 
4.7,8 .Ee1-1ton' 8 FirAt Law 
Although, strictly speaking, we can regard the First 
·(~8.W as a special Cl3ee of the Second, there are clear pedago-
gical advantages of dealing with the First Law as such. 
',,> 
The concepts of I(!c,tlon-gol ~g".-on-ir~,,..the~":'1.bse!v··..,/ ~..)f .. .(orce, mot-
lon-going-on-when-foroes-are-bs.lanced, and of In:e'rtla, the 
property of a· body ,.,hlch 1 s reves.led by i ts ter-~eno:y to per-
sist in its state of re~t or uniform velocity, can all be 
brougl~+; out In the cC'uree of tIle study of demonstre.tion~ and 
experiments illustrative of the First Law. This will provide 
the opportunity for a more formal study of inertia with pupils 
than was possible or desirable in the Junior years. The 
pupil can see the concept of inert1a evolvl~g as a conclusion 
from controlled experiment. 
The approach used ce.n 1n some respects be closeily pa.ral-
lei to the early historical development of the subjeot, with 
particular reference to Galileo's pioneering work. Gal.ileos 
evolution of a principle of inertia by a process of simple 
experimenting allied to hard and clear thinking was a major 
step in man's understand1ng of motion. Pupils o~n oarry out 
for themselves the Galilean (thought?-) exper1ment of allow1ng 
e ball to roll down one inclined plane and up another facing 
i.t, from which they will very l1kely conclude thnt 1n the 
absence of friotion, the ball would attain to1ts or1ginal 
he1ght on rolling up the second plane, no matter what the in-
cline.. tion to the vertical of the la.tter might be. (The Nuf-
field Guide III recommends the use of a steel ball roll1ng on 
ourtain re.1l "hills", very firmly supported, for th1s experl-
ment.) Pupils should also carry out Ga111eo's "pln-and-
!pendulum ••••• 
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pendulum" experiment (cf. p.S.S.C. Laboratory G:ulde and Nuf-
field Guide III), which is a miniaturized, almost friotion-
free version of the previous experiment. Galileo proceeded 
from the results of these experlment~ to a celebre.ted extra-
polation: that if the second "inclined plane" were made 
horizontal, the ball would roll on foreve~ ir the ~csence of 
friotion. (.As various authori ttes have pol nt;.l out, Galileo 
.... 
interpreted the term lI~lor.J 1.(',I"1,(;a1 planer to mean "a plane 
parallel to the s'u.rface 'Of the earthH. In other words, for 
Galileo wha t we now call in,artie. me'ant a tendency to move 
wi th uniform motion in ~. clrc!"~lar pB.tl-.1", See Toulmin B.nd 
Goodfield 1960, Cohen 1961, Drs.ke 1964 ~.?\,:l L!~see 1966~) 
If possible, pupils should drAW this cono~uslon for themselves. 
If 'time permi ts and if sui table appars.tus 1s available, 
it is highly desirable to reinforce this conclusion by show-
I ln~ demonstrations of near-friotionless motion. This is 
very conveniently done with solid oarbon dioxide: for exam-
ple, if a block of dry ice of about 6 inches by 6 inches by 
4 inches 1s available it could be allowed to coast on a lapge 
and carefull~-level1ed sheet of glass; or a metal ring 
covered by a lid, with some dry ioe under t~e lid could be 
allowed to coast on B. smooth 'table (of. Nuffleld Guide III) ~ 
As an inferior but useful alternative the p.S.S.C. authors 
give a design for an "sir puck" th&t can be made from a piece 
of plywood, a rubber stoppe~ B.nd a bs.l1oon (P. S. S. C. Tea.chers· 
Resource Book and GUide, Part Three). In recent years, 80-
called linear air troughs B.nd trl!cks (Neher B.nd Leighton 1963) 
and even "air tables" (Daw 1963) have been developed for the 
performance of fundamental mechanioal experiments under well-
nigh frictionless condi tiona. In their refined form, these 
i teme of' apparatus are very expensive a.nd oannot reallstlcHlly 
be recommended for purchase by schools. However, muoh smaller 
I~length ••••• 
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(length less than 1 metre) and oheaper versions of air 
traoks are no· ... ' obtainable; indeed air tracks of this type 
can be made cheaply in a reasonably well-equiPped workshop 
(cf. Jardine 1966, Ritchie 1966). The basic requirement 1s 
a· length of a yard or two of Dexion Speediframe (hollow 
~~". bing of' rectangular cross-section) in "J'hich holes of 3/64 
inoh diameter are drilled at t inch intervals along the top 
and the sides. T""e air Bl1p~ly i e:l provided By '/;. ~f.\J'A·),m 
oleaner, and the "gliders" 'thB.t I l lde on the 0 ushion provid.ed 
by the esoaping air can be made from pieoes of Perspex sheet 
ot * inch thiokness. The disadvan+:nges of air ~,:,e.ck(~ fOl~ 
school use is that they require fairly sophisticated auxili-
ary equipment lor qUantitative experiments. To illustrate 
Newton's First Law, for example, it would be desirable to 
show ths.t 'when a "glider" is aoted upon by no/net foroe, 1 t 
moves with constant velocity. and unless the glider is able 
to travel an appreoiable distance on its air traok, the con-
I 
~tancy of its velocity will not necessarily be obvious to 
those watcQ\ng the experiment. (On the other hand, the t~n-
dency for 1 ts motion to persist will be obvious if the Jtglider" 
is allovJ'ed to rebound from elastic bands placed at eaoh end 
of the track; Ritchie (1966) reports thnt a gllder would 
make as many as 50 journeys on a 6-foot track of the simple 
type described above. ) To show the oonstancy of the velo-
city of a glider on an eir~track, or a dry ioe puck on a suit-
able surfaoe, the techniques of strobosoopio photography oould 
be employed (ct. R1tchie 1966, Dorling 1966, Nuffleld Guides 
III and IV). Certainly a properly-equipped sohool labora-
tory ought to have a good 35 mm oamera available or, better 
still, a Polaroid Land camers. The latter has the advantage 
that posit1ve prints are obtainable within a few seoonds of 
taking the photograph, but it is comparatively expensive. 
The article by Dorling (1966) descr1bes techniques by mes,ns 
of which 35 mm f11m may be processed in a maltter of minutes. 
ITo ••••• 
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To obtain multiple photographs taken at suocessive equal 
, short intervals of time, the apparatus can be illuminated by 
means of a stroboscope with a high light output - suoh an 
item of equipment is only moderately expensive and is well 
worth the cost - or a "meohanical shutter" in the form of a 
rotating slotted disk oan ~? placed in front of the camera. 
Stroboscopio photogrAphe of the motion of a freely-moving 
'(;]jier" Q~ d't~' loe puok would shOTtl that the obj eot underwent 
equal displaoeme'nts in equal t1me intervale. 
Sowe teachers fear that to the unsophist1oated pupil, it 
m1~bt a1-.::?,eal~ ~hat the gllders on the air tra.ok are being 
. driven 1:>Y the ~<\r esoaping from the holes along the track. 
Thus Gledhill (1~68) argues that nIt ~~-:'quiret\ a fairly 
sophisticated pupil to see that the air will not in faot 
drive the glider. II Obviously, if pupils are not oonvinoed 
that the air merely provides an almost-frictionless "oushion" 
on which the gliders oan travel, then demonstrations on the 
air track lose all their point. It 1s therefore important 
to let pupils see first of all tha t a glider originally e. t 
"f 
rest will rema.in S.t rest on the traok if left to i teelf. 
Provided that the track is well aligned B.nd level t B.nd the 
weight of the glider is symmetrioally distributed around 1ts 
oentre of graVity, this will be try9 to a good approximation. 
(Very slight deps.rtures from the horizontal oan produoe appre-
oiable drift velocities: ~ the manufaoturers of the Stull-
Ealing Air Traok point out that on "an ldes.lly straight traok, 
e constant slope of just ten seoonds of arc would sustain a 
drift velooity of from 5 - 10 em/en.) Then one can show 
that if the glider is given a pS.rtloule.r speed in a partj.oular 
direction, it ~nll sustain that speed for at least the length 
of the traok; this should be done for various speeds an& 
eaoh of the two possible directions along the track. If 
there are pupils who still believe tha.t the motive power for 
!the ••••• 
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the glider is provided by the air, they now have to explain 
why, if a1r blowing out of the holes along the track does not 
~t8rt a glider moving, it can keep it mov1ng in a given direc-
tion onoe it has been started, and how the air 08.n push two 
gliders along the track tow~rds each other. Perhe.ps they o~n 
b~ j.Jersuaded that the hypothesis that the gliders simply ride 
()n the air pro'videa a much more res.Bonabl'e expls.na.tion of 
what happens. 
Similar diffioulties oould ariee 'tli th b.lr pucks and dry 
1ce puoks, It has been brought to the writer's notice that 
some science teacher,s were troubled. hy the idea~·. ~t &. ·lry ... · 
ioe puck oug.r,.t perhaps to move off on i ts own, beoause of the 
lose of mass brought e\bout by sublimation. Those who are 
1nolined to believe in this interesting violation of the 
Seoond Law'of Thermodynamios ought to be encouraged to suggest 
why the sublimated CO 2 should. decide to move off 1n a pSE..ticu-
.!!.!: direction. 
The demonstrations discussed above ere conoerned with 
the motion the. t takes place when there are ~ forces acting 
along the direotion of motion of the vehioles under study. 
In order to banish any lingering, Aristotelian doubts about 
rele.tionship between force and velocity, it is also highly 
important that pupils should be convinoed that when no ~ 
force acts on an objeot, ita velooity is unaltered. Of course, 
this fact plays a vital Part in the demonstrations already 
desor! bed: the l1g1iders" or dry ice pucks rest on cushions 
of gas, they experienoe no net foroe in the vertical direct-
ion and have zero velocity in that direction. The attention 
of pupils should certainly be drawn to this aspect of the 
si tUB. tiona The Nuffleld Guide (IV) suggests an expl1cit 
demonstration of the faot that when balancing foroes act on 
an object, it experienoes no accelere."Glon. The essence of 
suoh a demonstre.tion 1s to show that when a pair of forces 
/ wh1ch ...•. 
ffl··' 
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whioh are known to be equal are app11ed in opposite direo-
tions to B.n obJ eo t, the 1a tter will be unaccelerBted. The 
diffioulty here 1s how to know that the forces applied to the 
obJect are in fect equal in magni tude~ The res.dy a.newer is 
to B.pply the forces by meens of calibrated spring balances 
(~~g. by those calibrated in newtons and used during the 
Junior years). In rea11 ty, the spring balances mee.sure the 
forces exerted on 1:;hem (cf. (\ur eer11er disC''lqE\pjOf'.' f~'ld 1n 
assuming that when they give the same re!sdlng, they apply the 
same force to the obJ eot, we are s.pply1ng Nelwton' B Third La.,·,o 
This diffioulty is inesoapable; but since pupil~ shou::'1 by 
this time be accustomed to interpreting the rea.d1ngs of spring 
balanoes in this WB.Y, and should have made the aoquaintance 
of the 'Third Law, it need not be a souroe of worrY' to teachers~ 
Two varie.t1ona of this type of demonstration are suggest-
ed in the Nuffleld Guide (IV). fn the first of these, it is 
shown tha.t when an obJ ect is dra.gged across a rough surfa. oe J 
tpe forw~rd force is equBl to the frictiona.l drag. In the 
arrangement suggested in the Nuffleld Guide, the object is 
question is a. brick resting on a plank. (the "rough surfaoe n) 
which in turn rests on metel rollers to reduce friotion be-
tween the plank and th~ table to a minimum. One spring 
bale.nee is used to pull the brick aoross the plank at oonstant 
velool~y; another 1s used to hold the plank stationary. 
Thus the foroes Bcting on~the brick are the forward pull ex-
erted by the spring balance, and the friotional drag exerted 
by the plank; the forces aoting on the plank are the fo~!arO~ 
dreg exerted by the frictional force between the plank and 
the brick, and the be ck~mrd pull exerted by the other spring 
bala.noe. Eaoh spring balance records the tension in it, re-
9ulting from the aotion of equal and opposite forces on its 
ends. Then.ll Newton's Third !.!l9. First Laws are true, we 
may oonclude that equ~llty of the readings on the spring 
/blanoe 9 ••••• 
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balances shows that the forces on the briok balnnce. There-
fore we cannot interpret the results of this experiment fully 
unless we assume the very Law whose va.lid1 ty we are seeking 
to establish, a fact of which the author of the Nuffleld Guide 
1 s fu lly aware, ~ s hi s foo t no t e shows. 
p;;:~ee with his summing-up the.t " ••• 1t 1s a demonstrs.tion of 
a rea.l event in the phys1cs 1 world 8.nd i:t does supply some 
information to people who might he.ve expected a d1 ~ ~·el"'.:nt 
result. Therefore J 1 t doE's convey some k:.lo~Tledge and should 
be shown. n 
The other arrangement suggested by the Nut::eld Guid~ 
leaves out the effect of friotion. the two opposing foroes 
on the test v€;Jiiole 'both being supplied by spring balances. 
The test vehicle this time becomes the plank itself, I,nce 
again riding on rollers 3 and spring balances are attached to 
opposite ends of it Bnd so arranged as to pull the plank with 
constant velocity. This demonstration meets with similar 
~iff1oulties of interpretation to those discussed in the pre-
ceding paragrs.ph, but for the reasons indio~ted there" i~1s 
nevertheless a good idea to carry it out. 
Atter this preliminary experimentation hs.s been completed, 
it would be fitting to sum it up in a formal statement of 
"Newton1 s First Law" in a fully modernized rendering. such a.s 
"Every body perseveres in its state of rest, or of uniform 
motion in a straight line unless acted by a resultant «or.net) 
force. n Such a statement should preferably folIo", attempts 
by the pupils themselves to produce a suitable summing UP. 
As to the. 1nterpreta.tion of this Law, we should wi th school 
pupils me.ke this tne most stralghtfor't'.1ard possible, viz" that 
the Law means what it appears to say - that an object experi-
enc1ng no resultant force is subject to no aoceleration, a.nd 
that if an object is undergoing acceleration, it must therefore 
/be ••••• 
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oe subject to B resultant force. We may use the Law, in 
other w·ords, in order to provide us wi th a simple 'crfterion 
for the presence or absence of a resultant foroe. 1\.s for 
the implied frame of reference relative to which the accele-
ration is speoified, we trust that matter has been adequately 
dealt with in Section 4.6. 
4,7.9 Newton's Seoond Law: introduction. An import:'?J i: pr~ .... 
I1mlnary experir:1~:;~t in th~ e0tebl::Ahme:' ...... of "",.-,."crr.· B Second La'\V' 
1 s the t wh1ch 9(101\T8 the t :a const&.nt force produ1ces constant 
ecceleratlonin a given object. 
e.xpeI~1ment are th~ application of a steady pull1nt:'> for·ue to 
e. Bu1'~qble ~.>0hicle ~·t11.1ch moves under nearly friotionless non-
d1 tions, Bnd the mea surement of the resul ti ng 800elere tion, 
It has now become standerd practice in many progressive school 
laboratories to use the method and apparatus for this experi-
ment developed by tne p.S.S.C. (of p.S.S.C. Laboratory Guide), 
wno have designed the now-ubiquitous robust, three-wheeled 
t~olleY8 suitable for use in this and other mechanical experl-
mpnts. '"( As a nrun~!ayn for sucn trolleys, a table of more 
than ordln&ry smoothness and approximation to a plane surface 
is required. The Nuffield Guide (III) suggests a pIe.nk of 
1 inch plywood or chipboard, 1 foot wide by 8 feet long, with 
lengtns of slotted angle iron on eaCh side to aot 8S fences. 
To provide tn~ oon8t~nt pulling force, a long thin rubber 
band stretched by a conBtant Amount 1s used. One way of 
ensuring thet the emount of stretch 1s kept constant is to 
use a rubber band or threed thet is about two-thirds of the 
lengtn of tne trolley, attach it to a post at the re~r of the 
trolley and stretch it so thHt the other end is just above 
the front of tne trolley (of Nuffleld Guide III), The ex-
perlmenter then walks (or runsJ) along next to tne trolley, 
keeping the rubber band str~toned to the same length. 
Alternatively, if a longer rubber band 1s used, one may hook 
lone. 'I .. , • 
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one end of it to the peg at the front of the trolley and the 
. . 
other over the end. of 8 metre rule held para.l1el to the trol-
ley; one then pushes on the rule and moves it along so that 
e particular graduation on the rule 1s kept opposite some 
fixed mark on the trolley (of Brommert 1969). 
We have mentioned earlier that the displacements under-
gone by the trolley in suooessive time intervals can be meas-
ured by attaching ~ length of ticker tepe td th~ t1~1)uY and 
making me.rks on 1 t at regular time intervals. Ttl e s tanda:.i."d 
technique is to pass the ticker tape under a disc of oarbon 
paper and over a pi ece of hard wood! an eleotri~ 'bel J. ~la!)per 
is al1ow'ed to bang on the oarbon paper. This method of mark-
ing di8plaoemen~s in equal time intervals supplants that long 
in use'wlth "Fletcher's trolley" and other variants of it, in 
wnioh a pe'n attaohed to a vibrator drew a wavy line on a strip 
of paper. The drawback of this method is thus summed up by 
the Nuffie1d GuIde (III): "Few ohildren see readily what the 
relat10nship is between the obvious wavy trace and a d.1stance 
or a speed ff • The disadvantages of the bell-clapper-marklng-
ticker-tape method are that the vibrators (bell un1 ts) s.re 
sometimes temperamental in adjustment, and that the passage of 
the ticker tape under the carbon paper diso and the clapper 
produoes a small frictional force l'mich 1s not slways neg11-
gl ble. ShuteI' (1905) has desori bed the modlficetions to 
p.S.S.c. trolleys and timfng systems thRt have been incorpo-
rated in the apparatus used in the first-yee.r physios le.bora-
tory at Rhodes Un! versi ty. These include the use of rectified 
A.C. from the mains to operate the bell-timers, ene.bling the 
fr~quency ,dth which the clapper strikes the paper to be pre-
ci se1y known (50 Hz in South Afri cit), and the addi tlon of a 
Vibrator unit to tne trolleys. Measurements carried out in 
th1s laboratory have shown that the bell-timer unit used in 
this way produces a fri ctional force of about O.lN J wh1ch is 
Ire.adi1y ••••• 
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readily compare.ble with the pulling, forces normally enooun-
tered in experiments with p.S.S.C. trolleys. It has' there-
fore been found expedient to use the bell-timers only in an 
experiment in ,.,hioh. JIg" is determined for an object whioh while 
falling "freely" drags a length of ticker-tape through a ver-
tioally mounted bell timer. In the trolley exper1-. .. 1nts, the 
vi bre.tor 19 used to produce a wavy trfloe on a e!1e,: t of paper 
mounted on the table on wr) c~; ",he t:'olJ r"y runs. I n this case 
the friction is ne~11gible compa~ed with that produced by a 
bell timer operating at 50 llz. In. sohool laboratories, it 
is probably best to US0 bell ~lme~s ft,~"I' these trolley exp~rl-
menta, for the reason already mentioned, The presenoe of 
friotion will not oonfuse the issue in th~ experiment denl:Jn-
atrating the constanoy of aooeleration fo~ a oonstant pulling 
force, provided that it remains substant1ally independent of 
I 
ve
1
loo1ty. This appears to be the case with the trolleys now 
I 
1n use. In other experiments requiring the use of trolleys, 
we shall see that the presence of friction ce,n be expllcl tly 
taken into account without causing undue complication. 
It is desirable that pupils should not simply take for 
granted any figure quoted for the frequenoy of the bell timer. 
By means of B. hand stroboscope they should be s,ble to make their 
own measurement of this frequency. 
4.7.10 Newton's Seoond Law: possible approaches to F m rna 
There are two main objeotives for the teacher in present-
ing nF - man :_ 
(1) the relationship "F = man nn.tst be esta.bllsbed; 
(11) satisfaotory prooedures for measuring the two new oon-
oepts brought together by this relat1on, viz. mass and force, 
must be developed. It is now co~~on practioe to make (11) 
f.ollow from (1) in elementary phys1cs teaoh1ng. Round about 
.the turn of the century. hO)leVer, many physiCS textbooks 
/treated ••••• 
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treated mass as n quantity for which a method of measurement 
independent of Ne",ton t sLaws we.a available; that is, 't!1ey 
defined mass in terms of weight (of Jammer 1960). Reoently 
(Armstrong 1965b~ 1966 a) an attempt has been made to revive 
this Viewpoint, and to suggest in addition that the terms 
"weight" and "mass" should be used synonymously. c: .~. nee 
these ideas might be found attractive by the in·?x~:erlenced 
teacher, we shall consider tr~,:'!r 1m .. ~.d.ic? ~ions in some deta.il 
bdfore go~ng on to dldCUSS point (i) abo~e. 
Typically, 9. presentation o~ this type proceeds along 
the following lines (0; .. Du110~ln 8~d S~.;:rllng 1918): The weight 
of a body ls defined as the R1.;traotlve ~1'~J1."oe which the earth 
exerts on the body. Then the procedure ~f measuring mab3 
with the aid of an equal-arm balance is described, and gravi-
tational units of force are introduced. To 1ntroduoe Newton's 
Se~ond Law, the following argument i8 used (Dunoan and Star-
ling 1918): nSince the weights of two bodies are proportional 
to the masses, and 81 nee both bodies fall freely wi th equal 
aocelerations, it follows that the forces required are propor-
"{ 
tiona.l to the masses if equal aocelel"fltions are to be imparted 
to a number of bodies. " (Thi e statement i q l~eproduced wi th-
out acknowledgement in Gordon~ Neser and Pienear, no date; 
these authors tack on to it the remark that "This conclusion 
is a pointer to Newton's Second Law, whioh can be proved ex-
perimentally".) It is th?-n said that "a laboratory experl-
ment may be devised to illustrate another law, viz. the force 
which must be applied to a body of given mass is proportional 
to the acceleration required. n For details of the experiment 
one is referred to a later page, where the experiment In ques-
tion turns out to be concerned with the use of Atwood's 
ma.chine. Finally, these facts are summed ,up in the equation 
"F = malt. 
/As ••••• 
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AS outlined nere, tnis approach does nave tne merit of 
being logically consistent. It is, however, open to'a 
serious objection on metnodological grounds. It seems un-
fortunate that tne Bssumption should be made at tne outset 
that mass and weight are proportional. They are, of course; 
but if we can bulld mecnanlce witnout making llse o~ what Jammer 
(1960) calla "a purely accidental aspect in o]a3s:'cal physics", 
viz. tne proportione,11 ty .. 'J:~ '<6'1ght and ',lass, then surely it 
would be better to do sa. (As we have already noted, Newton 
himself Xound it necessary to establish experlmenta~~ that 
welgnt was proportionai +'0 ma~9.1 ALt~ there 1s a furtner 
difficulty about defining mass in terms "f 'lin.:1ght; what is 
one to say about tne mass of such an obJcot as the earth 
(of D~dourlan 1939)? As for Armstrong's view that we should 
let what he calls "the measure of the body" be eitner "mass" 
olf' "weignt" and 80 If~trik~ a blow against senseless pedantryU 
and to use as a fundamental equa tion in pIa,oe of "F :: rna n 
"8. p" the equa tion - l!lI - where P and lfl are to be measured in the g' itl' 
same units, we wonder how he can seriously be11eve that tnis 
approach is less confusing tnan tne usual one) eopecially 
when he says tnat "t,he force of gravity on [a body] can still 
be oalled I weig.nt', just as • la ... the 'length' of a journey 
oen refer either to distance or time. n What his propos8.1 
amounts to is that Whereas it is customary in pnysics to use 
two different 'tvords, mA,ss~ and weight, to refer respect! vely 
to t~TO d1fferent conoepts which are measured in different 
units, we should now use either or both of these words to mean 
tne same or different things, just as we please, measured in 
the same or different units, just as we please. Comment 
seems superfluous; but we wonder how, in terms of tnis pro-
posal, one vlould cope wi tn tne term "weightlessness'l • 
In snort, thougn it is indeed possible to approach Newton's 
-
Seoond Law via mass measured in terms of weight, such an 
/approach ....... 
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approach is unneoessarily inelegant; and we might be well 
advised to stiok, to tne' allegedly" "senseless peda'ntryJt of 
using the terms I1maes" and "weight" with tneir tra.ditional 
meanings in pnyeics. 
In view of tne points Just disoussed, we recommend tnat 
'11' tne tea.ohing of Newton's Second Law, the fundamente.l 
wethods of measuring mass and force should emerge from a 
study of tne la.w itself s.nd not be tree. ted "fl8 'Pre", "~('.i.jJ.y 
established,> Since pupils ,will h&.ve beer~ introduced in the 
Junior years to measuring masses by means of balances, they 
shou Id have i t olearly explained to them the. t .;. \: thi B mo1"'~ 
a.dvanced study of mecha.nics J they will discover ,Thy they 
were justific~ in m~asurlng mass in this way • 
. 
I't will have been deduced from our remarks 'in conneotion 
wi th varlous formuls.tions of mechan1cs that ,",e are not likely 
to advocate that rtF = ma't should be ta.ught to pupils as the 
defining equation for force. Indeed, even if one did aooept 
that force was properly defined 1n this way, one could still 
argue tha.t it would be unm se to present th.e concept in this 
.' . "f . 
way at an elementary level. The unsophistlo8, ted pupil w'ill 
scareely be able to see the point of "defining" force 1n terms 
of me,ss and acceleration unless he nas seen some expel""1ments 
whiCh suggest that these conoepts could be linked like this. 
And if one is to perform experiments in tnls connection one 
mlgnt as w'ell introduce °force equals mass times accelere. tion" 
as a relationShip apparently establisned by experiment. 
This is the way in Which the topio is trea.ted in the p.S.S.C. 
and Nuffleld Physics courses, and this 1s the a.pproach we 
shall discuss here. 
The teaoher should be aware from the outset that the 
experiments he and nis pupils will be conduoting in cla.ssroom 
and laboratory are hardly exper1men".::al "proofs It of Ne"Tton' 8 
ISecond •• t •• 
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Second Law; "proof" is a1 together too big a '-lord to use here. 
Instead, these experiments should be regarded as prov1dlng 
strong hints as to the oorrectness of the Second Law, the 
ultimate "proof" (if suoh a thing really exists) being the 
sucoess of the theory of mechanics erected upon it. In the 
design and interpretation of these experiments certain 
assum,Pt1ons are made; some of these sltould be n:'i~C knOl'ln or 
be obvious to pupils and ?thcld 'VV'iJ.: n'j~Joe ... Since these 
:Assumpt1.ons rJ.elp '~o .: ev~al the uncertftin st~ttus of tnes9 ex-
periments as ftproofs B of nF·~ man, tne teaoher should cer-
tainly be aware of th .... :'Tl an:\. ~1e s~.all onneavour to state them 
olearly in what follows. 
There. Rre various ways of Investlgl;.·~lng ~he re1atlotl b6'~'" 
tween ~ooeleration and force experimentally. In the most 
sophisticated of these, the flrst step Is the estab11s.hment 
of a scale of force by an experiment in wnioh a spring balance 
I 
I 
pulls an object whose aooeleration is measured. The spring 
balanoe 1s calibrated in "force units" by making its scale 
read1 ngs proportional to tne accelera tiona imparted 10 the 
object, the latter being treated a.s a "standard object". 
(Note that such a oalibra.t1on requires no s,ssumpt1ons about 
the properties of the spr1ng, while the reproc1.uclb1blltyof the 
readings of the spri ng balanoe can be checked by experiment.) 
By experiment it is then shown that force as measured on tnis 
spring balunce scale a.nd ~ac celera tion are proportional for 
any body, although the proportionality constant Is, in general, 
different for different bodies. (For textbook treatments 
using this approach, see Holton 1952, Arons 1965 orHal11day 
and Resnick· " 1966.) 
This method of introduCing Newton's Second Law is quite 
elegant, bu tit helS B number of di s8,dvantagee for use in 
SChool. On the "theoretical" side, it would be difficult to 
/pe:rsuade., ••• 
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persuade pupils of tne virtues of initially setting up a 
". 
foroe scale by' setting the force proportional to the aaoele-
ration of the body ohosen as standard. On the nprac tical n . 
side, this approa.ch requires some very careful experimental 
work whioh vall have to be done under essentially frictionless 
conditions and therf'fore ),-cqulres tne use of dry ioe puoks 
or "gliders" or air tracks. While one can imagine a skilled 
·f.et=5. ~.her earrY).ng out these experiments and ~bte.ini~ -f-he d~­
sired :r'esults, one' cB.nnot for a variety of reasons see the 
pup1'ls t3.chieving this - and if "F ex: a'~ is not to emerge from 
exp(~riment9 Lf..l:r:e by the pupils themselves ~ a great deal will 
have been losto I ~c1denta.lly" 1 t s:i.ould be realized that 
the aSBumption iB made in experiments or tnis type that the 
sprlng'balance exerts the same force on different bodies when 
tne tension in it (given by its scale reading) 1s tne same. 
This means, in effect, that we are assuming Newton's Third 
Law in order to interpret the results of the experiments. 
We shall find tnat tnere 1s no wS.y of avoiding this assump-
tion in interpreting any of tne experiments by which we seek 
to eeta-bli sn the rela tion "F ex:: an. (A recent attempt to ~-
mulate Newton's Second Law (Katz 1967) without reference to 
the Thira~ Law does seem t'o be successful, but the author does 
not appear to have substs.ntlated nis claim that his Bpproach 
makes it possible to m~asure force and mass without implicit 
use of the Third Law.) 
An alternative experimentDl appr~ach might be to use a 
spring balance calibrated by some other means to apply kno\m 
forces to Various objects. There is no object1on in pI"i n-
clple to using a spring balance calibrated by hanging differ-
ent numbers of identical "weights" from it, as described in 
our treatment of tne presentation of force to the~n1or 
standards (Seotion 3.8.3). On the other nand, there would 
be serious objections to using a spring balance oalibrated by 
/hanglng ••••• 
i; 
hanging "weights" from a weignt-box from it, or to applying 
fOl"ces to the "test vehicles" by means of a. string pa'ss1"ng 
over a. pulley and attached to 8 scale pan oontaining such 
"we 19ht s" • Tnese latter metnods would viole.te our prin-
c1ple of not ,dshing to make use of tne proportloral1ty of 
weignt and mass in bulldlnp up tne fundamental prinCiples of 
meonanics. '1.1:19 d:J.sadvd,:,"",tGlge of using even a "oorrectly" 
CAl~ 0:: 8 te r; sp1:'·~.r:6 ba.lance in these experiment s 1 s the. t thi s 
makes the relationship bet~;een force and. accel~rat~on seem a 
1.ittle lessa.ireot than 1 t is in the kind of experiment to be 
d ..... ~~ribed b\'low. 
If we arn l'lOt to apply forces by means of a spring 
balanoe or nanglng we1guts, we !leed sc~~e otht."\),'!l means of' apply-
ing t9 a body forces having ma.gnitudes tha.t are known mult1p--
lee of some standard toroe e This is easy enougn if we apply 
these forces by means of different numbers of IdentIcsl rubber 
bands or springs stretcned by tne same amount. ~ve make tl1e 
assumption that vmen a trolley (say) is pulled by two Identical 
rubber bands eaon stretohed by the same, specified amount, 
the force exerted on ft is twioe tnat exerted by a single 
rubber band stretcned by tnis amount. Use of more rubber 
be.nda enables further mUltiples of tne "rubber b8.nd unIt" of 
force to be obtained. Our experiment for investigating tne 
relation betrreen force and. accelere.tion can therefore take 
the form of applying diff~erent numbers of "rubber-ba.nd un! ts" 
(or "spring uni tan) of force to the same trolley and measuring 
the resulting acceleration in each case (p.S.S.C. textbook, 
laboratory guide and teachers' resource book and gulde(1900\ 
Nuffleld Guides III and IV). In this experiment tne pupll 
1s effectively applying tne foroe himself, and he has a dir~ct 
"feel ff for what 1s meant by twice, tnree times or four times 
the same force. (For a description of the modification in 
luee ••••• 
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use at Rnodes UnlverBity in wnich springs are used to apply 
tne force to tne .trolley, see Shu ter 1965,,) . A plot of 
force versus acceleration should produce a Re~~D~ straight 
line wniCh does not pass tnrougn tne origin, but outs tne 
force axis at a point slightly above it. To1s positive 
intercept on tne force axis represents the total friotional 
f"oroe on tne trolley; it should be made olear to pupils 'that 
if this force is deducted from tne applied· ... fornl3, "{jiJ :plot \)f 
resultant force versus aoceleration must Cd a straight line 
througn tile origin, showing tnat the two quantities are pro-
P\~ti0Il8.1. . As an 8.1 ternative to tni s treatmel,t", of l·:r"'lct~.()n, 
tne teonnlque of til t1 ng .tne runway to compensate for friction 
can be adopt~~: (of r'~Jffleld Gu1de III, Jardine 1966). 
If tn~s were done, 1t would of oourse be best to discuss tne 
teohnlque·,dtn pupils beforenand, and if possible to have them 
suggest tne oorrect metnod of frlc~ion compensation. 
At tnis stage, tne ooncept of mass has" not yet been 
officia.lly introduced, wnile force nas been treats.a. as a 
"primi tl ve n fundamental ooncept for wnlcn no deflni t10n l1eect 
be suppli ed. Tnere are var10us ways in wrilon we could now 
proceed to introduoe mass and so arrive at RF : rna". 
(1) Follo,dng on tne experiment sho~Ting that a and Fare 
proportional, an experiment Ce.n nOvl be performe'd in which t.ne 
same force is ~pplled to different numbers of trolleys piled 
-
on top of o~e anotner an6 tne aoceleration 1s measured in 
eaoh case. The results show tnat for a given foroe, tne 
acceleration 1s inversely proportional to tne number of trol-
1e·ys. If tne assumption 1 S In8.de that tne mass of n trolleys 
1s n times tne mass of one trolley, this result may be expres-
sed in tne form tnat for a given force, tne acceleration pro-
duoed 1s inversely proport1ona.l to tne m~88 moved; in symbols, 
a c:C 1. • 
m 
1vnen tn1s result is combin.ed wltn tne result tnat 
IF .•.•. 
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Foe. a for a given m, we have that F oCma, or F.III kma. The 
units of mass and force are so cnosen as to make tne propor-
tlonali ty constant k equal to un! ty, and we fin8.lly nave 
F = rna. Tnis tne approacn followed.in tne Nuffleld course 
(of Nuffield Gulde I·i), by Jardine (1966) and Taylor (1963). 
(li) Inatead of maklng the assumption that m.o.9S 1r:. ~~:ddi tive, 
one can proceed by other meane to find f' methc{~. (Ji' mellsuring 
... 
mass that 1s independpnt rf ~ measurerr;nt of force, and then 
proceed to ShOl~ U1St a.ce ~ :for ,s. given foroe. Thus it can be 
shown by experiment that if the .same force 1s B.ppl1ed to tw·o 
dIfferent bodles, thei~ qocel~rations ~ill in general be 
different; and that if a different fOI~~~~ ie applied tC' the 
same pair of bodies, a new pair of accel01latlons vlil1 be ob-
tained, but the ratio of the acoelerations 1s the same as 
before. If we now assert that the ratio of the acoelerations 
I 
is equ::! to t.he inverse ratio of t.ne masses" in accord wi th 
our intuitive ideas that the body undergoing the smaller 
aooeleration has the bigger in~rtiaJ then it follows from the 
1. 
way in whic.n ~'le have n011T chosen to meaSUl"emass that a oC."fm 
for a given force. As before, combln8.tion of this result 
wi t!1 F c<. eo yields F :: kma or F = ma vl1 th oorrect choice of 
un! ts. This 1s essentially the approach recommended for 
"abler and more mathematically inclined pupils"" by the 
Association for SCience Eduoation (1963). 
As an easier version of this approach, Gledhill (1968) 
has suggested that one might introduce mass by arguing simply 
that it is reasonable to take one's measure of the inertia 
of an object to be inversely proportional to tne acceleration 
imparted to the object by an arbitrarily chosen force. 
Tnen one does not have to concern oneself with ~atio~ of 
aooelerations or masses. This approach then becomes very 
close to that dealt with as (11i) below. Sooner or later, 
/however, ••••• 
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however, the pupil must come to appreoiate the oonnection be-
tween the mass r~tl0 and the acceleration ratio for a pair 
of particles subjected s1multaneously or in turn to the same 
force. The reason is that our methods of mass measurement 
are based on the choice of a mass standard, and this means 
t~at praotical measurements of mass must be based either 
Ci1reotly or indirectly on compflrisons 11i th the mass sta.l1dard. 
When the pupil is introduced to mJ3.ss through dwntr,'::'c~~ ex-
periments, as is Bugpested 'here, the fol"'m of oomparison of 
masses that he meets first is that based on measurements of 
accelera.tion. Thus he 11 tera1ly i;~Till not be a~~ e to '~nd~r-
stand how mass is mea sured unless he understands this point. 
Ltl1) Hore di!-cct tr •. J.n either (1) and (11) 1s the approach 
1n wh~ch, having shown that F~ a for a given body, ene pro-
oeeds to carry out similar measurements to show that B. 1s 
also proportional to F for, say. a trolley with an additional 
load plaoed on it, but that the proportionality oonstant in 
the relation F ':'.. Xa 1s no'toJ' different (larger, in fact). 
The proportionality oonstant K 1s noW' treated asa meaeu~~ of 
the inertia of the body (or, as most textbooks us1ng this 
approach would say, it is gefined as the inertial mass of the 
body), since it is clearly dependent on it. Since "mass II 
1 e the name v;e gi va to the quanti ty vie associate wi th the 
inertia of the body, we can re~ard the constant K as repre-
senting the mass of the body; and so we can replace K in the 
relation F :. Ka wi th ro, where m noW' stands for mass. Hence 
we finally obtaln F = rna. (In view' of what was said earlier 
about the difficulties of defining mass and force, we would 
recommend that the relation m ~ ! not be taken as a definition 
a 
of mass, but rather as a relation -showing how it Can be calou-
lated from measurements of force a.nd acceleration. ) This is 
essentially the approaoh used in the p.S.S.C. textbook (1960, 
/1965) ••••• 
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1965) by Arone (1965), Sears and Z~mansky (1960, 1964) 
French and Hudson {1965} and many others. 
There can be no doubt that on grounds of economy, 
approach (111) ls superior to approaches (1) and (11). 
Approaoh (1) requires the assumption of the additivity of 
masses of similar obJects s.nd the performanoe of sMeddi t10nal 
exper!ment wnioh snows that a oC ~ for a, given F; i:tpproach 
(i1) " requires the perforrr:lnc~ of at.. ad<j..:.. tio,pal experiment to 
establish the cov~tal~Y of the aoceleration ratio for a pair 
of bodies acted upon by thle same force, and the acceptance 
by the pupil of the 1ll,.~~er10':~: lo0ntil...7 of this ratio "J'! th the 
inverse ratio of the masses; and both (1) and (i1) require 
the combination of two proport~onallty t'':9.tements into v:le 
and tn-en tne final setting c)f a proportional! ty oonstant 
equal to unity. Although we desoribed approaoh (ill) as 
t~Ough it required the performance of an additional experi-
! 
ment, this is by no means essential; one oan proceed straight 
from the earlier result that F = Ka to identify K ~dth the 
mass of tne object. No combination of t"TO propdrtlons.li ty 
"f, 
statements is needed, and no problems arise about setting a 
proportionall ty constant equal to un! ty in the fina.l step. 
The addi tivi ty of me.ss is not assumed; instead it ce.n be 
. Force proved by experiment that mas8, measured by acceleration :is 
indeed additive - that, for example, the mass of two trolleys 
is twice that of one trotley. 
In an overall relative assessment of tne merits of the 
three approaches, we can perhaps agree that approach (i1) can 
be allowed to drop out of the picture, at least as far as an 
elementary treatment of the subject 19 ooncerned. To "define If 
a ma.ss-ra.tio in terms of an acceleration ratio 1s an opera. tion 
which is likely to appeal only to "abler, more mathematically 
inclined pupils"; PUp1ls should certainly ~ tnat 
.. M I ~J 
. A _ tQ .t1 when the same force is a.pplied to obJ eots A and B 
MB JSAJ'" 
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(cf. our remarks in connection with (li) above), but 1t 
would be better for tnem to see this fact deduced from 
"F = rna". It 1s between (i) and (iii), then, that a decision 
has to be made. In favour of (1), it can be said that the 
assumption concerning the addi tivi ty of t.he masses of similar 
objects 1s likely to str~.::'.-:: a pupil as obvious, end that 
tnerefore tne ~~~er1 ~t:nt which uses this assumption to show 
~n::J~., aQ(~ for a given force is likely to srpeal to hj"n 8S 
heving some point.· The principal disadvant13.ges of (i) aJ~e 
the extra mathematioal reasoning it requires and the initial 
aPP€,ara.r!ce 0: ~ proportionality constant k in tne relation 
"F :: kma". 'In . .? latter arises, of course, as a result of the 
temporary use o! "trolley" un! ts for ma~8; fo:..:" a.n enterta1n-
lngly-wrltten denunciation of the use of a proportionality 
oonstant in Newton I s Second Law, see Dadourian (1939). 
In respect of economy of experlmental and mathematical prooe-
dure, B.pproaeh (iii) is an easy winner; its major disadvan-
tage is the intellectual hurdle presented by tne identifica-
tion of the mass with "K" in "F = Ka" - this step might 'Qe 
found a 11 ttle puzzling by some pupils. Perha.ps it 19 on 
this aocount tnat tne planners of tne Nuffield syllabus deci-
dad in favour of approaCh (1). It seeMS to us that Bpproach 
(ill) ought certainly to be tried out; it might be found more 
easily assimilable than might at first bB supposed. The dis-
cU8sion below will procead on the assumption that tnis is 
the approach being followed in the introduction of mass; it 
can easily be accommodated to approach (1) if this is.desired. 
For the sake of completeness, 8.nd because the idea cornea 
from one who has esta.blisned himself as a nota~ole contributor 
to tne advancement of the science of mechanics and to tne 
clarifiea tion of its history, we consider briefly an approach 
to mecna.nics put forward by Truesdell (1968) as l1a practical 
one today": 
I" 1. • •••. 
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"1. The axioms satisfied by foroes are motivated, and to 
some extent verified by experiments, in statics. 
axioms are taken over unchanged in kinetics. 
2. The principle 
~ 
F :. 0 
These 
as necessary and sufficiep~ for equilibrium [isJ motivated., 
and to some extent verlf5. eci by experiment, in ete.tics. 
F',jllr:i'N"l ng "une ~.J8. ~ch opened by James Bernoul11, we assume tha t 
motion has tne eff~ct of giving rise to apparent forces tnat 
are equal~ per unit mass, to tne negatives of the accelera-
tl\)~18 i!;' th(.16~ frames where [F"":: if is the' statj.cal equa t1on~ 
Application of '~nls DtAlernbert-Euler principle leads to 
r~ ~I' I! :: 'dtJa s the €t~neral aqua'tion of [pal'';icle] dyna.mios, inclu-
u ding both statics and kinetics. 
'llruesdell presumably 1ntends this appro8.ch to be used at 
university level, but it is of interest here to see wnether 
1 t is feasible to implement it B.t a lo"rer level. Tee.chers 
m1ght at first be attracted by t.he idea th8.t this topic. should 
be B.pproa.ched via statIcs, on account of the compara.tive ease 
.' "f . 
",ith ~lhich quanti tatlve experiments in sta.ti'cs could be done 
by pupils. But a.ifflculties would almost certa.inly a.rise 
when the a. ttempt 1s rna.de to introduoe the reletion between 
force and acceleration by way of ~'Alembert' s principle •. 
Tne author' 8 01'ln experience of learning to solve problems ir.l. 
ciroular motion with the ~id of this principle 1s that he was 
able to write down the neoessary equations while being very 
confused about what they really meant. The reoorded experi-
ence of others suggests that he was not unique 1n this respect. 
(Cf. our discussion of the teaching of circular motion in 
Seotion 4.9.). The idea of introducing "flcti tious", accele-
ration-dependent forces when changing one's frame of reference 
is a sophiBtlcated one (of also Section 4.6 in this oonnection), 
and it 1s nard to oelieve that even a very good teacher of 
/phys1cs, •••• 
~ .• I' • 
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physios at school could make it convincing ,,-,hen irltroduc1.ug 
the relation between resultnnt ·force and 8ccel~ration~ 
One suspects that an attempt to introduce "F:. rna" in this 
way would have the effect of putting this relation into the 
category in pupils I minds reserved for ideas that he.ve to be 
swallowed rather than understood - and tl1is would be unfor-
tunate. \ve therefore think it wiser f~',r t(Jjche""~~ to intl"O-
4. 7.11 Units 'Of m~ . .gs and forc.e 
. ~- ~ 
·~.·'rt 
Once the PlPil hal; ~eer:v!1'orce anl~ :'~asS are linked aa 
quantitative concepts by the equation F ~ ma 1 he is ready to 
consider the un! ts in ",hich they Cfl.n be flies.sured. He al-
, 
ready knows units of force of a kind: rubber-band units, 
I n principle, there is nothi ng wrone vTi th setting up an 
I 
offlc1.fll standard rubber-band unit of force - let us call 1 t 
the "Psso "- in terms of 1-,hich all forces may be measured; 
the uni t of ma8S would then be the PeSO-G. m-2 , for 'tImich the 
name "puck" -might be appropri~.te, In practice, of cour~e, 
one proceeds differently, A certain body 1s arbitrarily 
chosen to ha.ve unit mass, 1.e. a mass of 1 kilogram, and the 
unit of force 1s defined in terms of this. Once the stan-
ds.rd of mass is fixed, other masses may J in principle, be 
measured in terms of it by comparing tne acceleration of the 
unknotTn mass wi th that 01' the standard ",nen both are acted 
upon by the ~ force; from the Second Law it follows that 
the ratio of the masses is the inverse ratio of tne aocele-
rations. The uni t of force, callee1 the nevltoll (N), is 
_I") 
defined as that force "!hich imperts an acceleration of 1 m s ..... 
to 8. mass of 1 kilogram. There are thosp. wno suspect that 
this method of defining the newton contains, in this context, 
/a, .... 
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a hint of circularity; 1s one not .going round.R circle, 
they say, if one first introduces one's measure of msss as 
force 
acceleration a.nd then defines the unit of force in terms 
of the "product" of 8 mass unit a.nel an aoceleration un! t? 
Not really; it is the confusion between the fundamental 
mee surement prooedure of e concept (some ~10uld say "the de-
fin! tion of a ooncept") and the defini tlon of 'tht~ un! t in 
which 1 t is measured t.hat :1~'.~: gl ver.i. ri ~J~ to~ this unfounded 
Nel t~J.er the unit of i'orce nor tha t of mass have 
beenofflc1all.y def'lned at this stage, so that one is at 
li berty to define wha t::-'l1'er ui':il t ~) ne p~\~R se s first, after 'which 
the defini tion of the other must follov,· ~"'uto111atically from 
"F :. man • By enoosing 8 standard of mu~s first one is in 
effect laying down a conversion faotor between the original 
rubber-band "Pesen and the more convenient ne~~on. 
I 
t 
I 
4.~12 The inertial balance 
In order to drive home th~ association ofmasB with 
lnertlB. J it is desirable ths.t pupils should carry/' out oom-
parative determinations of mass which do not depend in any 
way on gravitational effects. As a. first step in this di-
reotlon, they should prove by means of the multiple-trolley 
experiment tnat the mass of n trolleys is n times the mass of 
one trolley. They could then use the principle of the 
additivity of the masses of identioal objects to calibrate 
a so-ce.lled "inertia balanoe l1 • The prototype of this device 
seems to have been designed by SOhriever (1939); a Cheap 
version of it has been popularized by tne p.S.S.C. (of p.S.S,C 
Laboratory Guide and Teaohers' Resouroe Book and Guide, Part 
III) and is now widely used (of Nuffleld Guide IV, Jardine 
1966, Brommert 1969, L1 vesey et a1 1967). In a way, 
the name "inertia [or inertial] balance" is unfortunate, since 
.nothing is "balanced" in this device. Rogers's (1960) name 
Ifor • •••• 
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for 1 t , the "w'ig-wag n maohine J 1s muCh more apt. 'l'he 
machine consists essentially of a tray or other suitable form 
of "scale pan", a.ttached to a pair of hacksaw blades so tha t 
it oan execute sideways oscilla.tions - IIwig-l'rags" , in fact. 
The period of oscillation of a given 1-rig-wag machine i8 deter-
m1 ned by the vibrating mass, so that a oa.llbra.tlon curve for 
the device can be plotted oy me~suring 1 ts period for verious 
know'n masses in tne "scale-pan". In the r..eoommer.<!le~: :orm 0r." 
the experiment, tne I1known masses l1 are prc-..,lded by kn01tln 
numbers of similar obj ects (e. g. t",o-inch C olamps). After 
a cali bra tion curve he e been plottf!d the devie b '1an 0(-' us~;d 
to find. the mass of some "unknown" objeot in terms of tne 
units of maSE qmplo¥~d in the calibration. 
A detailed understanding of the dynamics of the wig-~~g 
machine goes well beyond the requirements of a South African 
school syllabus, but a pupil does not have to have such an 
understanding in order to appreciate that a' comparison of 
masses is possible with the macnine. v~at could be pointed 
out to nim is tnat different objects placed on the upan" 
of tne macnine full experience the same force from the machine 
when the "pan" 1s displaced the same amount from its equili-
brium position. From this he can see in a general way why 
tne perioc1 of osc1l1a tion of tne maChine should be less vlhen 
more massive objects ere pIeced on it. But even snould the 
working of tne device remain obscure, tne pupil is still able 
to see experimentally thet there is a clear connection between 
tne mass in tne pan and tne period of osci1letion, and to 
realize that tne action of thp machine cannot depend on the 
"neaviness" of tne objects used. Reports reaching tne writer 
from various teacherR SUggSBt tnat pupils do not find the 
wigwag machine bewildering. 
/4. 8. 13 .•••• 
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447.13 Force as a vector 
Experimental. establishment of the vector nature of force 
is most easily aonieved in tne context of statics. .tlowever, 
since force has been introduced dynamically in this treatment, 
it would be a good thing for pupils to consldertne general 
~~se of tne application of a number of forces to a body. 
By tnls time they will already have made use of the ideAs 
tne.t parallel foroes add by ~lmple a.ri tnmetic ':n +,,I.1,} eats.b-
li snment of tne pror;o rtlona.l1 ty r.>f accelera tlon. and force) 
and that if a pair of anti-parallel forces B.re applied to a 
body, the magnitude of the resultant force 1s g~~~n b, the 
difference between the magnitudes of the two forces. From 
here it ought uotto be too diffioult to persuade them 'that, 
in general, a body would acoelerate in the direction of the 
resultant; obtained by veotor addit1on, of tne forcwa acting 
on it ( the Nuffleld Guide IV comments encouragingly that 
"If we present simple geometr1cal addition as obvious. pupils 
will·a.coept ltff); and that tne magnitude of t,tie acceleration 
would be equal to tne magnl tude of tne resultant force divided 
"f. 
by tne mass. 
4. 7.14 Problems on "F =. ma It ;-
One could scarcely nave a simpler formula tnan F - rna, 
end oalculations ba'sed on it are bounc:!. to be simple a.180. 
A t first signt one mignt feel inclined to oomplain that ~Ti th 
so simple a formula the only possible problems involving a 
single body are "plug-l~ ones, 1.e. problems whicn require of 
tne pupil no more the.n tha.t he snoulc1 plug given numbers into 
8. formula. In tnls conneotion, tne following pointe must be 
made:-
(i) Certainly caloule.tions based on F : rna. ere bound to be 
trivial. But tnis 1s of minor importanoe; tne interest in 
suon problems 11es in deoiding wnat must be substituted for F 
lor • .••• 
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01" m or a - espeoia.lly F .• Tnose witn experienoe in teacn-
lng elementary meaha.nics kno,\" very well that tne principal 
diffiou~ties experienced by beginners in applying Newton's 
Seoond Law are in knowing wnat tne relevant forces are, 
'llherefore in settinR problems of tnis kind speoial empha 81 a 
d!1ould be placed on giving pupils tne opportuni ty to think 
about ~mat forces are Boting. Until pupils become propeT-ly 
conversant 1-lith ~Te~ltonl s Tt".i:cl Lsv", they may hf';le f'\)f;'l .. d1ff1~ 
culty in sor"cing out 'VJ'hich forest'! act on vmich body; h01l7eVer, 
if they fO~l~'~ the pre.C tice of dra1nJing simple diagrams in 
which. tney attempt to show the forc~~s acting on ~;::e bc-L:.y of 
lnter~st, and are at tne same time enooul"lsged by the teaoher 
to dies.buse themselves of SUCh Aristotelian notions e.s 'Uthe 
force of the bodyu J tney may well meke progress in this 
direotion. 
(11) It 1s possible to set searching and worthwhile problems 
in elementary dynamics that do not require any oaloulations 
at all. (See Brommert 1969, Cnapter Four, for a ,number of 
problems of this type.) 
""f, 
4.8 Momentum as a veotor 
In tnis way does the Common Basio Syllabus for Physical 
SCienoe specify tne introduction of (linea.r) momentum. It is 
certeinly convenient to introduce the concept of 11ne~r mom-
entum 1n the wake of the. discussion of New'ton's First and 
" 
Seoond La:~v8, altnough 1 t would also be appropriate to defer 
this introduction until oollisions are disoussed. Rearrange-
m~nt of tne equation F = rna ln the form Ft = mv - mu Shows 
tnat if a oonstant foroe F is a.pplied for a time t to a body 
of me.BS m, the result 1s a. change -in the quantity "mass x vel-
oci ty" of tne body equal in magnl tude to tne pro due t of the 
magnitude of tne foroe and the time for which it 1s applied. 
This implies that the greater tne va.lue of "ma,sa x velocity" 
for a body, the larger tne force will ha.ve to be in order to 
/etop ••••• 
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stop it in a given time. T.hus· the quantity "mv" is seen to 
heve some physioa.l interest, and so it is dig'niried wi th a 
name of its own - (linear) momentum. 
The foregoing paragraph outlines an approach to momentum 
that is an lmprovement on the bare introduction of momentum 
by means of its definition. The vector nature of ~~e con-
cept, . while implied by 1 ts defini tion as the pro(;;"G ~ of a 
soalar (mass) and a vecto:~ (-·;eJ..oci't:/), '~e also shown by the 
:::els.tion£'hip to fi:.ttOt; revealed by the equation "Force x time 
= ohangeof momentum" .. Reformula.tion of Newton's Second La1't 
as "force is equal to \'t:)te \/1'" oh;:;..nge ~~f momentum" 1s an 
If > 
\ 
obvious and desirable step to take in :\~lloW'ing up the intro- I.:: 
duetion of momentum. It is in this for~ that the Law fu~st 
010ge)"y resembles Newton's original statement and it is in 
this form, too, that we have to use the Law in order to reta.in 
1~ in the structure of the Speo1al Theory of Relativity. 
I 
(In this case, momentum has 
Mo V 
P :;~'V2 \ • where Mo 1s the 
0 2 
question. ) 
to be redefined by the expression 
rest mass of the particle in 
"1'. 
Although this 1s not of direot relevance to a school 
syllabus, it is perhaps worth disposing here of a point whioh 
a.rises in connection wi th the interp1"'etatlon of Newton I a 
dp Second Law in the form F = dt ' wnere p 18 the linear momen-
tum of the system. The attention which this matter ha.s 
recently received in the correspondence columns of the "Ameri-
oan Journal of Physics" shows that there are still aspects of 
Newton 1 s Second Law which require clarification in the minds 
of some, Consider a rooket: it is a system of variable mass, 
since its mass 1s continually diminishi ng as a. res'ul t of the 
ejection of its exhaust gases (the same is true of conventional 
motor vehiCles, but not to the same extent~), If we apply 
dp 
.. Nevlton t s Second Law in the form F = Cit ' where p 1s the 
/mornentum, ••• , 
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momentum of the rocket, will we obtain the right a.newer for 
tne resultant force on the rocktl? Actually, we ~lill not; 
".9J2 It I' 
the rignt answer will only be obta.ined if the up" in dt 
is taken to refer to the tota1 momentum of the system of 
rooket-plus-exhaust-gases, whioh is lJ..Q.! a system of variable 
mass (cf Trigg 1966a, b, Halliday and Resnick 1966 phd Wessner 
196'7) 0 
.... 'C' 
'"1' ... 
.... 
MO~'ion '!, r} 9. ~~':r'/c0, pa ~j1 as an ir./.'0roduction to oircular ~ ~r~~~~#~,~ ___________________________ • ________ __ 
motion; centripetal force; circular orbital motion 
n:r ........ RLk'fii' 4_ " 
At presen1; these topi t : a are rel~gated to tnf3 status of 
optional extensions to t~le Common Basit, Syllabus. This is 
to be regretted, in vi ew of their Intrir. E 10 1 ~terest 81.': 
their great practioal' importance. We shall assume here that 
any self-respecting syllabus would want to include-these 
toPios, and therefore we shall give them promine.nt treatment 
I 
I here. 
If motion in a curved path 1s approaohed ~inematJcal~t, . 
as is implied by the above succession of syllabu~1 headings, 
then 1 t is easy to argue from the defini tlon of 'Bcceleration 
tha t even when such motion ts.kes place at constant speed, 1 t 
must s·till be accelerated, sinoe the d1rectio.n of the veloc1 ty 
is ohanging all the time. However, this may not seem to be 
a very profound deduction, particularly to the pupil who has 
not yet been able to see the point of defining aoceleration liS 
rate of ohange of velooity rather than rate of change of speed • 
.. 
So the matter 1s best approached dynamically, 1.e. from the 
point of view of the forces aoting. Somehow the pupil must 
be convinced that even if a particle is travelling at oonstant 
speed along a curved path, B, resultslnt force must act upon it;. 
, 
,', 
~ .. ' 
i' 
~ "' 
I 
, ' 
: " 
t, ~ 
One may try to tell him that "this is obvious - 1 t follows '.' 
from Newton 1 s First L8.'~~1f t but it would be best if this point 
, 'VTere made by experiment; that tne natural motion of, say, a 
/dry ••••• 
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dry ice puck on a smootn table is straight-line mot~on, and 
that a sideways push or pull wi.ll deflect its nourse, or 
that a stone whirled round at the end of the string is pulled 
inwards by the string, and would initially move in the direc-
tion of the tangent to the Circle if·this restraint were 
suddenly removed. (Initially, because its motion would of 
oourse also be subj eo t to the force of ~'.r-('v~ ~'J. ) .8y dls-
cuss10n of examples of this sort, the pr.r,:tl ':;"'L[l l-'coome proper-
" ly r,..rare of the fae: frla~ f\~.I.~cea ca.n cc..use chanBee of direc-
t10n as well as oT magnitude of velocltY$ and the point can 
be put to him that in the relation J1F ~ mart, the acceleration 
"a n need n('":t just be C01~·.erne~. \",1 th ont' r ~~es of speed. At 
this point it might be appropriate to dl)")usf' uniform c ~ 'ncu18.:· 
motion: tne pupil should be persuaded that in this case the 
~ 
acceleration is perpendicular to the velocity, both by means 
of e geometrIcal argument featuring tne use of velocity vec-
to!rs and by tne argument that no cnange in the speed of tne 
particle means that there can be no component of acceleration· 
in the instantaneous direction of motion. In other words j 
B. part1cle experienci ng uniform circular motion is alw8.YS' 
experiencing an acceleretion to~mrds the centre of its path; 
and if Newton 1 s Second Law applies to forces of constantly 
cha.nging direction, then it follows that such a particle must 
be subject to a constant resultant force directed towards the 
centre of its orbIt, i.e. to e centripetal forc~, to use 
Newton's terminology. Of course, no new cate~ory of force 
is Implied by this choice of oo.me and care fhould be taken to 
prevent pupils receiving the contrary impression. Perhaps 
it would be a good idea to omit the term "centripetal" alto-
gether; it is cert~inly possible to teach the subject without 
ever using it (cf Hewitt 1963). 
/Thi s .•••• 
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Th1s brings us to the vexed q~estlon of centripetal ve. 
oentrifugal force in elementary teaching of o"rbi tal motion. 
Debates on this subject have flared up from time to time in 
the correspondence pages of the "American Journal Physics", 
the "Physics Tee.cher" and, most recently, in "Physics Edu-
oation". (For a useful sum~Bry of the situation p:;' at April, 
1963,. see Strtthers 1963; for the discugsion in 1'~"hyslcs Eo.u-
oation" see Belham 196f)a~ ·0 f"!"'jd 1Jfa.~ieoj, Du.ffin B.nd Constable, 
all 1966;. In t.".Le r~uffle·ld Ph..vsics GuIde (V), an extended 
and entirely admira'ble discussion ,of the whole problem 1s 
given in a prefa.tory "\~ote ~v te.:,ohel.~n; in the main text, 
the author' of tne Guide vlrthally fall~\ over backwards in his 
efforts to be fair to the advocates of tt~ us~ of "oent). : fugal 
foroe '!, but opts firmly in favour of "oentripetal force ". 
With tnis choioe we are in entire agreement; but before we 
I l~dicate our reasons for this, let us briefly survey the slt-
I 
uB.tion. 1Vhen 1ve describe circular motion wi th respect to an 
inertial frame of reference, as has been done by implication 
in t.ne above discussion, ,.qe are bound to say that a particle 
"'1'. 
moving in a ciroular path is subject to a resultant force 
towards the centre of the path, as has been explained. 
On tne other hand, when the behaviour of the p8rtlcle is des-
oribed from the point of view of a non-inertial frame of re-
ference rotating w'i th it, a ficti tious floentrifugal If force 
has to be postulated to ?ct on the particle. It 1s necessary 
in such a description because, vi e~Ted from thi s 8.ccelerHtjlcl 
frame of reference, the particle is apparently in equilibrium 
and to account for this, we have to suppose that a "centri-
fugal force" equ8.1 s.nd opposi te to th9 centripets.l force acts 
on tne particle. Tnis Is, one might say J the "fundamental l1 
mas.ning of the term centrifugal force ll - it 1s a fioti tloua 
or "phoney" force ~Thioh \'J'e have to invoke vlhen we ohoose to 
"" 
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view circular motion from a freme of reference .rotating '>11 th 
the particle instea d of an inertial frs.me. (Cf. Nuffleld 
Guide V: "Centrifuge 1 fOl"oe i9 B. delusion ari sing from 
living in the rotating system and trying to forget it".) 
It i9 in this sense, presumably, that journs.lists or even 
eminent scientists writing books of a poplle~ oha~~~ter use 
the term lman they make such statements ~9 "Fvr 8 satellite 
'~)".:." [~I. ~ \-" .. ' 
r~ 
f' 
" ~, '. 
to rema.in in orbit eraune:" t?j~, ee.rth, t/.e ea"rth's gravitational,; 
pull must be b&.la.ilced 'b,. the centrifugal force If (of Me esey 
1960, 1965). Anot.hersense in which "centrifugal fore e It 119 
used 1s as the name fo.:' the :tAllct,lon :: .:'1"oe exerted by the 
orb1 ting particle on wha.tever agent is ~~~ .. ,:,ert~ ng the centri-
petal force; e.g. the force exerted by a ~tone on the string 
- -
which is ~mlrlihg it round. More confusingly, it 1s some-
things thought of in this kind of situation as the force Q! 
I t~e string on its pivot (e. g. the nand tha.t is whirling 1 t 
roun.d). Ei t~er of these views of centrifugal force confuses 
the issue, since it is with the, forces acting ~ the partiole 
thst we are concerned when studying its motion. Yet anqther 
way of introducing centrifugal force 1s by~ray of what Rogers 
(1960) calls the "engineer' 8 headache oure u (i t is somel1hat 
more politely c8.lled the "novice's headeohe cure" in the Nuf-
field GUide V) .. This is in the application of D'Alembert1s 
;.( 
t 
~ :~ 
; , 
principle to circular motion; that is, one reduces the problem, 
to one of statics instesQ of dynamics by introduction of a 
fioti tious force (in this os.se the centrlfu~al foroe) to bal-
ance out the real resultant force acting on the particle~ 
NOlV' the first and third l-.rayS desoribed above of introducing 
centrifugal force into a discussion of circular orb! te.l motion 
ere, in their v~y, qUite legitlmete, provided that all concer-
ned have a full understanding of what 1s belng done • 
.. But this is just the difficulty: are beginners in the subject 
!llJfely ••••• 
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likely to be able to absorb successfully tnese different 
ways of viewing tne ssm'e si tuatio'n? The author LS own ex-
perience botn as a first-year university student and as a 
teaoher of such students leads him to declare that use of 
the ooncept of centrifugal foroe and of D'Alembert's principle 
in the teaching of circular motion can be sources of long-
J!J,stlng confusion, and are therefore best avoided. The 
efforts of the teacher should be concentrated on try~~~ to 
make oi~cular il1ot.ion ~ndt.:rstendable f:t;*om t~.le ".1e'vlpoint of 
inertial fra.mes of referenoe and to count,er a,s firmly as he 
oan any mallgn influences arising from vB_gue r~··~ion~ ,)f c~nt:t::" .. 
fugal force that pupils may have acquired from outsid0 reading. 
It 1s 3rea tl~," to be d.eplored that "oentrifuge.l force" 1s used. 
so g~lbly and unthinkingly by many writers who ought certainly 
to have known better. Incidentally, tne sllck explan8 tion of 
tne beh~vlour of an orbiting satellite in terms of centrifugal 
force only "vlorks" for circuls.r orbi ts; as no sa tell! te exe-
eu tes suen an oroi t, it seems more tnan a Ii ttle dishonest to 
produce sucn an "explanation" as tnoupp it werevalld. 
When a pupil has a.cquired e. tnorough grasp of oi:rcula.r 
motion from the point of view of an inertiel observer, he is 
ready to study it from alternative vie'tvpoints. But this, 
we suggest, lies outside tne scope of any South African 
sChool syllabus, present or~future. 
If circul~r orbita~ motion is to be studied quantitatively 
...:-.------
(and there is not much point in introducing it if it is not), 
then e decision has to ~e taken about hOW to introduce the 
V2 
formula for tne centripeta.l acceleration, viz. a --r 
There are t1-10 possibl11 ties! e1 ther tne formulH mUt~t be de-
rived, or it must be obtained 88 a deduction from experiment. 
Obviously tne firs t course is tIle better to follo";, otner 
tnings bei ng equal. If, BS tne Nuffield Guide (V) suggests, 
/pup11s ••••• 
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pupils ~re made to appreciate tne need for euen a formula by 
be1ng snOvln tnat wi thou i 1 t we cannot make cal'culatio'ns of 
Bstelll te orbits or of tne tre.jectories of cnarged partIcles 
in magnetic fields, then they mignt be ready to make the 
V2 
effort to understand the derivotion of a = --. Perhaps the 
r 
simplest deriva.tlon to use 18 tne one using a. vector diagram 
t~ show the cha.nge of velocity when tne radius vector of tne 
and 
particle has traversed a certa In angle. (c,t Short'~-,!:v 1·.f.l.lli&~I.s 
1965) • By compa.ring tnis vector die.gram .~,~ tn "ene corx'espond-
ing triangle made by the initial and fioo.l radius vectors for 
tne pe.rtiele and tne line joining tneir ends, fl:\,~ no~ .. i 1[.'; · .... :,.at 
these triangles are similar, it is easy to ootain an ~xpre8-
sion f'0r tne :>:\,\;Terage ecceler8tlon in the 'time interval ,ut:.der 
considera tion. To obtain tne instantaneous acceleration, one 
must proceed to take the limit of this expression as the time 
interval tends to zero. This is the biggest stUMbling block 
in the 't'.rhole der! vet1on, and the Nuffleld Guide (V) sugge sts 
by-passing it by "l?-void1ngJ labouring .. or even referring to, 
the need to proceed to a lim1 t, or the method of doing so. II 
Only the teacher can decide ~ ho", best to proceed here wi th 
hi s class; if, at any ra te tit is a,greed tha t the dari va tioD 
2 
of L should hot form examination material, the teache~:' vlill 
r 
know that he need not approach the problem in the spirit of 
tI 8 'tva 110\." it or else ••• n • 
The experimentAl app'roach to " a = ~n depends on Sh01v-r 
ing that ttle centripe tal force is equal to the product of the 
accelerated mass and a quanti ty which turns ou t t·o bp. equal 
V2 V2 " to -r. Even if the pupil has had ua = -;; derived tor him, 
he should do this experiment as a means of confirming his pre-
diction that the force on a particle moving in a circle 1s 
given by F = mV2 .. A number of simple ways of carrying out 
r 
such an experiment are described in the Nuffield Guide (V). 
/We ••••• 
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We describe one of these, made'fa~liar by the p.S.S,C, 
(Labora.tory Guide and Teacher's Resource Book and Gufde, 
Part III), as being typical in the cheapness of the apparatus 
used and the simpliCity of the method, A rubber stopper of 
mass 60 grams or thereabouts 1s whirled around on t~e end of 
a nylon line about 1,5 metres in length which paB~:a through 
a vertically-held glass tube; the othe7.' end of tne line is 
a ttached to a paper clip '/b':; ~;.1 actcl ar, e. support for a. number 
of steel V'l8.she,rs \prefe::rably weighing about 60 grams each) 
whiCh, in turn, supply by their weight the tension in the 
line. The frequency ~f rotntio~ fo~ a constant radius of 
orbit and different numbers of washers is mAasured, and from 
these results it can be deduced graphict'.,~ly t.i1at the sqt:..~re 
of th€ frequency (and therefore the square of the speed) is 
proportional to the tension when the radius 1s kept constant. 
I 
F~rther sets of observations can be taken for different orbi-
I 
tal radii; these will enable the dependence of the radius on 
the tension for constant orbital speed to be deduced. 
A stopper of different mass can also be used, sO thet i ¥ can 
be sho'vn that the centripetal force depends on ~he mass of 
the obj eet on which it Hcts (this should come as 1i ttle sur-
pri se to the' pupi l! ) • Taken together, these results should 
show ths.t tne measured force ( = tension in the line = weight 
it supports) is equal to mV2 • 
r 
To give the pupil aome immediate reward for his trouble~ 
the teacher might allow him to do a quick calculation of the 
orbital velocity of a (hypothetical) low-altitude satellite, 
i, e. one orbi ting close to the 8urf8,ce of the earth but some-
how not significantly impeded in its motion by air resistance. 
For such a satellite, the centripetal acceleration must be 
Ug ", 80 by equating 1:' to "g" and substi tuting a given value 
r 
of the earth's radius for r, it 1s easy to oalculate a value 
for V. Tne general formula from which the orbital velocity 
lot . ..•• 
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of a satelli te in a circular orb! t of arbi trary radius can 
be found, can be derived after Newton's Law of' Gravitation 
hes been discussed. 
4.10 Newton's Law' of Gravi tatton and felling bodies 
Under tnis heading it 1s required of the pupil tnet he 
should kno1v whs.t Newton's Lavi of Grs.vi t~-'r~lon !..s, 1":~9t 1 t 
ot course" is "vnat ·':.0.J:e __ "' (including sa.tell! tes, real and 
Brtlfi·cial, and plRnets) IJfa11~; . the /tfa1ling" 1s accounted 
for by the postulated "-:""{ist\ n~e of e. rravi te tional force be-
tween any pair of particles in tne uni V(~ :"se. (The use of the 
word "particles rJ in the preceding sentenct? 1s :::rnportant; s.ny 
statement of the Law of Gravitation that begins UEvery body 
attre.cts every other bOd:£. in the universe" ••• is incorrect. ) 
Ne.~urally it was the "felling" of the moon and the plenets that 
I 
interested Ne1'lton and his contemporaries most, and 1 t vies Ne1>T-
ton's de~onstratlon thet tne motion of these heavenly bodies 
was accurately described by his'Laws of Motion and Gravit~tion 
that constituted the crowning achievement of his career. 
The method of present8t~on of tnese ideas will depend on 
the amount of time the teacher can devote to them. At one 
extreme, we he.ve tne ppproech recommended for use in the 
Nuffleld PhysiCS course (cf Nuffleld GUide (V) ), in which 
Ne;oTton's theory of gravitation is approached via a study of 
Bstronomy on the one hRnd and history on tne otne~ Time 
and patience permitting, on the part of both teaCher and pupil, 
this is 'Nl1olly admirRble; tf1e story that is outlined here 
ce.n be me.de exci tinES flnd enJoy~ble, a.no what 1'T111 have been 
learned by the pupil will surely be of lasting value. Bu.t an 
immense amount of time would be required, for i.ihich there 
cert~inly 1>lould not be room "ri thin the confines of the present 
'Common Basic Syllabus. 
, 
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If this "Kuffleld" appro~ch is not followed, one ml~ht 
depart from th-e hlstorlcFll development of the subj eet by 
discussing Cave~di8h' s experiment to determine the grflvi ta-. 
tion9-1 constant, lmmedl~tely efter introducinf, the Law of 
Gre.vi tation. (A film loop of this experiment 1s available.) 
The La11 itself can be int!,t"'1uced purely as a postula te, or 
better by T;ray of some ar{}lil1ent tha t suggests tha t we need 
B:"IDf i....d.'VtJ c!.: Grr.v~tatlon that will tell us tb.at gravity gets 
lveeker as vJ''8 go further away from the a ttractlrlg o:"'j ec t. 
(To justify ~ idea in turn, we ce.n do as recommended in 
th~. :~uff.i.elC. r:;·ulde and have pupils calculate the centripetal 
acceleration C~' tne moon in 1 ts orbi t: the result readily 
shows tha t If gre;'.,. ~ ty 18 much \veak er ou 1.. ~hel"·e".) The v8.lue 
of the'gravitational constant G as obtained from experiments 
of the Cavendish type can be quoted and used in one or t1(.ro 
simple calcule.tions so as to ShO~T h01>l very weak gravi te ti onal 
forces between common terrestrial objects are. At thi 8 point, 
it would be appropriR te to use ~!e~'J'ton 1 s Second La~J of :~otion 
and his Lavl of Gravitation to sho,-r th8t all bodies at the same 
., 
pIece on tne earth t s 8u~fece fa.ll ~Ti th the same constant 
Bcceleration "g" in vacuo. . The clerivation is simple end in-
structlve. Let me be the mess of the earth, m the mass of a 
freely falling object, and R the Y'B.dius of the earth. Then 
m me 
mg = G-R2 
. Gme 
so that g = 
-R2 
The basic equation above expresses the fact that the two al-
ternative expressions for tne earth's gravitational pull on 
the mass mare equiv8lent, the expression on the left-hand 
side coming fron Newton's Second La1-T and that on the right-
nand side from his Law of Gravitation. The expression for 
JIg n enables the mass of the earth to be calculated if the 
values of "g", G and R are known. This calcul~:ttlon is well 
/1'10 rth ••••• 
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wortn performin~ for fupl1s. 
It sl10uld be stressed At tnis point or ",nen tne Lew of 
Gr~vitation is first introduced tnBt there wes no obvious 
reason "my the gravi tationrl force sl10uld have turned out to 
be proportional to the messes of tne interacting particles. 
Tnat it ~ so proportional, with tne consequence tnp~ freely-
falling bodies have tne same a.ccelere.tion at tne :';..:.tiJle place J 
is B. remarlcable fact 'whicr oc!,;.;ed tG It?JJ. f!:1..nstein to his 
General T~.leory of ':-I.elct tivi ty, ane. should certainly not 1:e 
glossed over. 
l\. return could no;. be ';!·~1..1e t·") tt:.L historical development 
wi th a bl'llef account of the a·.;nievement ()f Johannes Kepler, 
wno sho"tved that tne facts of' planetal~ mo "ion ~ould be 8~~,JmeG. 
up in t-hree statements, nOvl known e.s "Kepler's La"t'lSn. The 
pupil need not be expected to remember Kepler's Laws, but he 
s~ould gain some idea of their significance. Kepler's 0..18-
covery of tnese la~'I]'S meant that tne task of giving a satisfac-
tory explanation of planetary motion vres reduced to one of 
accountinG for the exieter.ce Rnd form of tnese Laws. Tnls 
was the task tnat f8ced Newton Rnd "(·.rhien he accomplished ",,1 th 
sucn brilliance. It is impos~lble in a sChool course to show 
how tne Law of Gr8.vi tation "explains rt 8.11 of Kepler' 8 Lnv:s of 
planetary motion, bu t fortunptely one may give a simpler exar.1-
pIe of the astronomicRl application of the La,",_ Virtue.lly 
a.l1 the matheml?tical equipment is at hand for the calculs. tion 
of the speed of an artificial eartn satellite describinB a 
circuIttr orbit; tne only assumption that must be made is that 
earth and satellite must be treated as point masses located 
Bt tneir actuul centres. 
V2 
ms -R 
wnicn yields = 
From the equation 
Gme 
R 
(ms - mass of satellite, me = masS of earth, R = radius of 
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earth, V = magnitude of orbital velocity of satellite and 
G = gravitational constant), the value of V may easily be 
calculated from given data. Since V is also equal to 
~, vmere T is the period of tne orbital motion, it 1s 
T T2 
readily seen that Kepler's Third Law (R3 = constant) follows 
~~; once from this result. 
Ne~rtonls theory of gravitation is a clHssic exs.mplp. of 
an eminently succpssful 9n!p:1tifl~ thel')~"~ 
be made a1-1are of the reasons for tne superiori ty of l'J.eT~ltonJ s 
theory over its predecessors in this field, viz. th~ very much 
greater simplic:i.t.y and elegance of .~ts formal St~"'I1.CtU:~"::, and 
its impressive fruitfUlness. An appreciation of what consti-
tutes a good theory is fundamental to the understanding of 
any science, and discussion of Newton's theory of gravitation 
provides an excellent opportunity for layine the foundations 
of such an appreciatlon in the pupil. First-re. te accounts 
of Nevrton 1 s vlork vier~Jed from this standpoint can be found in· 
a number of books (of Rogers 1960, Arons 1965). 
4. 11 ~\leip;l1t 
4:. 1 ~ 1 The concept of ~leigh t 
Now' tnat tne sensation ()f Uweightlessnees" has become 
part of tne experience of at least some of the earth
'
8 inhabi-
tents, interest has been stimulated in just whet we rnep.n when 
we use the 1vord "w'elght If. In what sense is the spaceman in 
his cHpsule "v.Je1 f.P t1e9s",~ for example? 
The most familiar definition of tne weig~t of a body is 
undoubtedly If the force ·V'thicn the eB.rth exerts on the body" 
(cf Bronnnert 1968). Recently at least one pair of authors 
has sought to \'liden this ctefini tion by making it read "the 
resultant graVitational force exerted on the body by all other 
bodies in the universe II (Sears end Zemansky 1964); tnis makes 
it Possible to talk about the weight of an object on different 
pls.nets ~li tnout having to re-define the quanti ty each time a 
/transfer ••••• 
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transfer is made from one planet to another. For purposes 
of calculation, tne· formula W =. mg is invariably 'used., ,mere 
W is tne weight of an object of m~ss m and g 1s commonly 
oalled' "tne Ctccelera tion due to gravity". It is importa.nt 
to realize tnat vlelgnt in tnis Ie.st sense, '-Thien is the quan-
tity measured by a spring balance, is ~ equal' to the quan-
t.ity referred to in tne first two definitions quoted. 
Tne quanti ty "gil is not, in fact, equal to .~ne grt"j"1 ~~,,"vlona,:':' 
force on a body dividdd by its mess. Inp~ea~9 because it is 
unavoidably measured in an aocelerated freme of reference 
(1. e. that fixed 1\ri th respeot to the earth' s s~\.~fac.;~) ng ~~ is 
the apparent acceleration relative to this frame of rvference. 
In ot,~, .. '3r 'T,ril)l"':q, an r....bJect hanging from a spring balance is 
not re~lly in equilibrium; it is accelerating towards the 
v2 
earth 1 s axis of rotation with acceleration 1r where v 1s the 
magni tude of the veloai ty of rotation of the spring bale,nee 
round the axis and R is its perpendicular distance fro~ the 
axis~ Therefore "gil is tne vector difference between the 
true "acceleration due to gravi t~n and tne acceleration 9.R 
"'1', 
tOl~rds the eartn 1 s axis. It is the veria.tion in magnitude 
of aR with latitude that is mainly responsible for the obser-
ved variation of ftgn OVS1'" the surra ce of the earth; va1"1a-
tiona arising from the fact that the earth is not spherlce.l, 
from differences in e1 ti tude and from local varia tiona in 
densi ty play a compe.ra. tl v~ly minor role (of Sears and Zemansky 
1964) • 
We have not yet finished our list of definitions of 
King (1962) ~ seelting an operatione,l defini tion of 
weight, proposed to define it e,s "the foroe exer~ted by the 
body on its support"~ and thereby 'initiated a friendly debate 
betTtleen himself and Sears (of Sears 196:3~ ,1968, King 1963, 
1967) which shows every sig n of co nti nuing. Sears .prefers 
I,to . .••• 
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'Go reserve the term "weight" for a force exerted .Q...U tne body. 
By implication, he defines "apparent 1veignt n of -l1 body 138 
"The forces [ siC] due to the phenomenon of r;ravi ty ~cting 
on e body as observed ~vi th respect to a specified system in 
whicn the body is at restl1. The wording 1s Rctually t.hat 
of Iona (19G3a ), for "lhom this 1s a definition of "weight". 
HOilT does all tnis affect the treetment of "~leignt JI in 
terms of the present sylla.bus? There is no doubt tnPI :n 
has to deal 11ith If'''leignt" as given by ~l = mg ~'t-fhere IlgfJ ~as 
its usual signiflcance). The important point, the~~ is 
to establish tl1.is formula and to Sh01v hOil and when it ~nay 
be use::!. .. It ttppearb harmless enough to start 'tvi th the. 
first definition of weight given above, to clnim for the 
moment tna t 'veigh t is mea sursd by e. spring balance, and to 
derive the relation W = mg from Newton's Seoond Law and the 
fac t thn t all bodies a t the same place on the earth' 8 sur-
face fall in free space with the SalDe uniform Hcceleretlon 
UglI. One can then point out that "gil is not quite 'ftlhc.t it 
has been assumed to be, and indicate briefly 1'Tny th1s is 80. 
The question of wha t would be meant by t.he ~velght of an 
object on the moon or on some other planet than the eerth 
should be raised vri th pupils; tney should not experience 
any difficulty in modifying or widening t1:1eir original 
defini tion to take this new s1 tue.tion into account. 
It will be impossible and indeed undesirable for the 
teacner to e.vold discussing the nOvl-famlllar phenomenon of 
"w.elghtlessness" in the classroom. It should be made clear 
et tne outset thet in this conrlection, Il'ltleight" ~nenr~s lithe 
reading on a bathroom scale (or a spring balance) n, 1. e. it 
lie ....• 
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is King's II weight" or Sears's "apparent ",eightH that is under 
di seu ssion, Then the essential polnt about l'welghtlessness" 
could be explained with reference to the analogy of the man 
standing on a bathroom scale in a freely-falling 11ft. If 
pupils can apprecia te tha t a sa telli te and 1 ts occupants are 
l1ke~dse freely falling, they should not then have P~y trouble 
1 n understana~ing "weightlessness". ~men it i 9 r(,"G obscured 
by references to "centrlfl·.~:al ~'orcG'" 0:;' by', the prevs.lent super-
btl tion t:lat ;Igravl ty is so weak up there", the issue 1s seen 
to be simple and clear. 
The above approao~~ to 1\\lcigJ:;tle~:,,-<1e88" would not recom-
mend 1 tself to Helsdon (1967a., b), a mec":nnical engineer '"Tho 
1s dissatisfied vn th the present "defini"':50n n of force B..? 
ifF = II)a" (where a is the acceleration relatl ve to "fixed 
space If) vlhich~ he claims, 1s not compatible wi t11 the conven-
i t~onal vie~'T that a body at rest in a gravi tatlonal field is 
acted on by ~ equal and opposite forces. He proposes the 
follo~Ting ne~T defini tion of force: flT~1.e force acting on a 
body is equal to its mass multiplied by 1 ts acceleration"{ rela-
tive to free-fall) where free-fall is' 1 ts motion if it itTere 
not in contact wi tn other bodies (liquid, solid or gaseous) If, 
It follo'\vs at once that a freely-falling body such as a satel-
lite experiences no force and, as he says, "the force of g~a-
vity disappears. If One might think that this 1s simply e,n 
9.ttempt to introduce the ~genere.l-relativistic definition of an 
inertial frame into elementary mechanics, but his description, 
of an iron bar accelerating in a solenoid as being in "free 
fa 11" belies this. (He nO~lhere mentions general rela ti vi ty 
in his articles.) Among the advante.ess claimed by Helsdon 
for his proposed approach is that it entails a much simpler 
description of the motIon of a freely-falling body than IJthe 
conventional one in which it 1s assumed that the body through-
'out 1ts motion is acted upon by two equal, opposite and mutually 
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cRncelllng forces, due to gravity ~nd inertin. n But "lho 
but the most muddle-headed and perverse of physios teB.chere 
would want to describe free fall to an elementary physics 
class as being the result of opposing forces due to gravity 
a nd inertia? Halsdon's attempt at re-definltion of force 
seems to spring from too narro'V' an operational ViP'M' of force. 
Perhe.pa a consistent teach1 ng programme, could be "ca.sed on it, 
he 
as/attempts to Show, but r11;.ir~(: the oor.~l'el1ti'pnal approach 1s 
better 1:1 accord ~vitJ..l our intuitive idens about force end does 
not give rls'e to serious oonoeptual difficulties, it seems 
best to stick to it. The .:":'urI'.7' of 2dverse comment provoked 
by Helsdon' s original commun)..cation (P3"r.ry J Colbeok, 
Armstrong, all 1967), appears to indicat:~' that thoughtf\~l 
teache~s feel the same way about the matter. 
Weight and gravitational and inertial mass 
. 
A matter requiring more serious consideration is the' 
question of whether the concept of flgravi ta. tional mass IJ 
should be introduced in a school syllabus and the;, proportion-
ali ty of weight and mass be further described as "the propor-
tionali t'J of gravl ta'tional a.nel inertial mass ". In at least 
one high-school physics course (PSSC) the topic is dealt ~Ti th 
in this way; and when, some time ago, the present writer 
ra,ised the matter vIi th an "eli ten group of prl vate school 
teachers, tney were ove~whelmingly in favour of this approaoh • 
.. 
The introduction of the conoept of "gravitational mass" 
(or, if this term is thought to be question-begging, IJgravl-
tational cl1.arge fl (Arons 1965) or "gravi tance" (Schriever 
1939) ) is usually achieved in the follolvlng way. In deeori-
bing tne phenomenon of gravitation quantitatively, we eRn say 
the,t any particle has a property, to "'lbich we can give one or 
oti1er of tne names just mentioned, which determines the extent 
of its graVitational attraction for or ~ other partioles. 
!{StrlctlYe.e •• 
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(Strictly speaking, we should distinguish at first between 
the concepts of ac ti ve grnvi tational mass - the gravi te tion-
creat1ng or field-crea.ting mass - and passive graVitational' 
mass - the gravitation-responding or field-responding mass; 
of. Boncli 1957. But it 1s eHsy to sh01'T from Ne~jtont s Third 
Law and his Law' of Gravi t-::: ;;ion that these two kinds of gravi-
ta tional mass must b~ eC;.'.lal.) We do this by analogy with 
T;·he .... v ~ s dG lle :: {! de sori bi ng e1 ec tro 8 ta tic fri'r ce s, whp,r~ the 
ph.enomenon of electrostatic repulsion or attraction is diB-
cussed in terms of the possession of charges by the particles 
couoern,'::.1. Next, we consider how gravi ts.tional mass is to 
be measu.l"ed. ~~.~ain we can prooeed by analogy wi th what is 
done in electron tatics. First we can cay that two particles 
have equal gravitational masses if, when placed at ti!e same 
distance from a third particle, they experience the same 
gravi tational attraction. Further, we can say that it follo1'IS 
from the Lavl of Gravi tation tha t if tw'O particles pl~ced a1- , 
terna tively a t the same distance from a third pa.rtlcle experi-
ence unequal gravi tatlonal 1'01"oe8, the ratio' of their gra.vl-
tational masses 1s equal to the ratio of the graVitational 
forces o The first of these proposi tions, ,\-Thioh is obviously 
B. speoial co-se of the second,' is the basi 8 of t.he compa.rison 
of gre.vitational masses by means of the equal a.rm bale.nce; 
MGA WA 
the second, l.,hich we can \vrite in the form M m WE ' is 
GB 
often used (e. g. by Rogers 1960) as a <letin! tion of the ratio 
of graVitational masses, though no doubt here we ought to be 
clreful not to confuse an equality with a logical identity (of 
Sec.tlon.4. 7.4). For a.n actual measurement of the gravitational 
mass of an obJ ect, we need to compare it wi th some standard 
object; if that standard object is chosen to be the standard 
kilogram, then by tne prinCiples outlined above we can deter-
mine the graVitational mBss of any other object in kilograms, 
11f • •••• 
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if' we agree t.l1at tne un1 ts of gravl ta. t10nal mass are to be 
kilograms, like those of (inertial) mass. 
The above-described procedure for the measurement of 
grav1tational mass would appear to be acceptable to all who 
have treated the gubject, wltn one exception: Hurniston 
Brown (1960a,b; see also Lustig 1960). According to Brown, 
~~ce we have made our choice of units of force, mass and dis-
tance, the enoice of e un! t for gravl ta tic·nal mass ~.~ ~I:.;t ari 
arbi trary one. In part10ular, 1~(; are not CI. t ii certy to 
choose the standard kilogram for this 'un! t. BrOi~n 's method 
of defining the un1 t of gravl tatlonal mass 18 t,. fol .... ,")(~l n 
similar procedure to tnat used for defining tne elec tl",:) sta tic 
un1 t of cnar5~' ~ he 1\1'ri tea tne equation 
F gravitational = 
where IDGA' ffiGB are respectively the gravitational masses of 
particles A and B, and rep,ards this as defining tne unit of 
gravi ta tlonal mass. 
It is interesting now to compare the treatment of Brown 
and nis opponents of tne proportional1 ty of gravi ta tlona"fl and 
1 nertial mass. On the I)onventional approach, one rea sons 
thus: Newton's experiments with pendulums, Bnd sophisticated 
modern repetl tiona of tni 8 experiment, sJ:10W that the weight 
of an object may be expressed in the form W = mg, where g is 
the same for all freely-fBllinR bodies in the SBme pert of 
the earth's surfa ce, and- m i 8 the (inertial) mass of ttl!? 
Hence for a pair of objects A and B we may write WA -- Tn.A 
WE mB 
therefore ID4 = mGA J B t 1 WA mGA. u we a ready have tnat __ = __ , 
WB mGB 
rearranging tnis equation, 
rnA = mE 
- -ffiGA mGB 
mB 
object. 
or, 
Tnie last statement makes it obvious tnat gravitational and 
inertial masses are proportional to aaon otner. It fol1oTh's 
at once that if the same units are used for botn, inertial and 
/grav1tational ••••• 
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gravitational masses are eguive_lent .• Of course, the basic 
fact is the proportionality: the "equive.lence" a1')18e8 from 
our appa.rent freedom of choice of units for the two kinds of 
mass. 
BrOlIn, on the other hand, argues as fol101\'I"s:- ExperiMent 
shows the. t the gravi t~.tional force between t'VTO pa:r:~,t~les is 
proportional to the product of their inertia 1 '!i-9 f~'.3eS, vlhen 
they a.re separa. ted by D p.~ '"cr:. emou f.lt: ~. e~'" we he. ve exper i-
mentally that 
F g:rElvi t,ational =: G 
where G is the gravi ta~! onfll COn.2:talYC 
kg2 J if 81 uni ts s.re used). 
If we com:pe.re this 1vi th the equn.tion VJhi\"';~.J. def-lne.§ grav1 ce.-
t 10 na 1. rna s S J vi z. 
F gre.vi teo ti anal :. ~A 111GB, • 
I r2 
I 1 
we see the. t it follovTs the. t mGA == G2" rnA ' 
so that the inertial mass 1~ greater than the gravitational 
mass by a factor of about 1.2xlO 5. (Bro"'~~, inc~dental1y, 
works this sum out in CGS uni ts, and so obtains's ratio of 
"about four thousand".) Therefore J says Brown, inertial and 
gra.vl ta tional mass ca.nnot be equal. It 1s difficult to 
follo'Vi this reasoning. BrOv.ffi seems to feel tna t grs.vi te tiorl-
a1 mass must be defined by setting the proportior..ali ty con-
-
stB.nt In his defining equBtion equa.l to unity, but he is no-
where able to account for the special magic that ap})erently 
attaches to this choice of constant. In snort, the ca se he 
makes out for his viei':polnt is unconvincing. 
There is a school of thought whioh mainteins that there 
1s no real need to express the propol'~tionali ty bet'Vleen 1·teJr~t 
and mass in the form of the sta.tement thflt Ifgl"lavi tational and 
inertial masses are proportioT'J1l l1 (Gledhill 1965, Bunge 19C7) 9 
.. Gledhill's argument may be summarized by saying tha t as Nev!ton 
. 
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showed long ago that weight was proportional to inertial 
mass, there is no need to compiica te the present-day 'expo-
sition (and the teaching) of tne subject by first introducing 
the add1 tional concept of gravi te.tional mass and then sho1'llng 
that it Is, after all, proportional (or eque.l) to inertial 
mass. One kina~ of mass ~Jra8 good enough for Newton; ",hy 
should it not be good enough for us? 
similar: he puts the 9SP:Jnrr-: of h:~s e r~itude as follows:-
~Thls str-<.tem&nt [:'118~ tf'le iner'tia.l and r;re.vltational masses 
are equal] is ml191eading insof~r as it suggests that there 
~ tl\1'O cl1ffere·nt mas~('s, o;:,):y t:"Iey _~ .. (,Dpen to be numerically 
equal ra ther than ide ntica.l. Such an interpretation 1s bol-
stered by the opere.tionalist demand to '('efine 1 every pL.:,·sl-
cal c?ncept by means of a set of labora tory opera tions. Ii 
This last remark does not seem entirely fair. The concept 
of electric cl1.arge does not ari se from any "opera tional1st 
I, 
deme.nd to ctefine every phys1ca.l concept by means of a set of 
labora.tory operations It J but because of the need to give 8, 
quanti ta ti ve account of a certain physical phenolIlenon. One 
CB_n argue that the concept of I1gravi tational mass" or "grs.v1-
tatloT',B.l charge n was invented. in order to fill a. simlle.r need. 
However, it is certalnly true that "experiment has never de-
tected any difference between these hypothetically different 
masses" (Bunge) I so tnB.t on the grounds of eoonomy of con-
cepts, one might 1",e11 dl~pen8e 1-r1 tn "gravi tptlone.l mass". 
Of course, neitner of these authorities dispute the funda-
mental significance of the proportionali ty between 1tJeight and 
mass in helping to lay the foundations of the GenerBl Theory 
of Rele.tivi ty. Dingle (lg67e, b) ,",oula. not appear to share 
the general conviction regarding the importance of this fact: 
he spea.ks of Newton' 8 experimental discovery of 1 t as being 
"of exactly the same cha.racter 8S the discovery the.t the 
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velocity of sound in 8 gas depends on the retio of the prin-
cipal specific heats of the gas", and regards 'Sinstein' 8 
theory of gravitation, 80 far l:l8 it concerns this point, AS 
beIng an alternative but not p. superior formulation to Nev:-
ton's, Since the dependence of the velocity of sound in a 
gas on the ratio of tne principRl specific neatB C8n be de-
d~ced from the approprietp theory, ~meree8 the proportionel-
1 ty of weir)!t and mass cennotbe deduced frpl'l1 t.he ~:"~l' rc.nian 
theory of grBv~tetion, Dinr,le 1 8 c0mperisor. dOPB not seem to 
be valid. His other pOint, more fully stated, is that 
Einstein· s theory only ap}::eers prpferable to Nt~~t:onl~. in 
elegance if we insist on translating Ne'\<rtonl s theory into 
field ). .. orm. ~tner~lBe, apart from the question of whicn 
agrees, better with experiment, tne one is as good as tne 
other. This is a question which is pernaps not approprl-
ately debated here; but mention of it does serve to shed 
edditional ligbt on the complexities that lie behind the ex-
perimental fact thet lWs been under discussion for these 1ast 
fet'! peges. Of the implic~tion8 of all this for the teRching 
of the subject, toe following cpn safely be said:-
( 1 ) I t 1';0 U 1 d be be s t to om 1 tell men t ion 0 f "r; ra v 1 t p, t i 0 na.l 
mess" in a hign-sc~ool science syllabus; flrpt, on pccount 
of the controversiel n~turp of the concept itself ~nd seoond, 
because the concept .£!!.!l be dispensed with in teechinp; "W = mg" 
~.nd multipllcHtion of mp8~s concepts could ceuse confusion. 
(il) The ~pparently accident~l nnture of tne constancy of 
"g" for ell freely-felling bodies at a given pIece should be 
stressed. 
(lii) Point (ii) Bnd "W = mg" must be used to justify to 
pupils that the equal-arm balance can legiti~ately be used 
to compare masses. 
4.12 New·ton' 8 Third Law pnd Conserve'tion of Homentum 
Althoupn tne Third Law will nave been discussed to some 
extent in tne junior years, it is importpnt to revise it now 
/A nel ••••• 
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and pernaps also to apPly it to more complex situations than 
tnose consider.ed 6Brlle.L·. It would be instructive, for 
example, for pupils to Make a cpreful 8~1~Y of the forces 
8cting ~Then a dra1.,ing pin is being pushed into a bOBrd: what 
forces act on the person' 8 tliumb, on the pin and on the board, 
B nd how are these rela tea T:hen the pin is (8.) a t rest 
(b) e.ccelere.ting and (c) rnovinp, with uniform velocity? 
"'n.e:J 'i;ner(" err.: tne f1=l1Tll1i!3r "difficult" O:39'es of the lrnpos8i-
bili ty of lifting qneself up by one! 8 o",n "bootstrep;:,;!l enCl 
the .horse-and-cert problem. Problems of the letter kind 
sr ... ~.\.~ld rot 1):: left out of c18ssroom discussion on the grounde 
that they are ',;1')0 "difficult" for pupils to understand. 
One of the adva.":It;e.ges the.t Newtcn's lrhl .... "Id L~lW conf.era 19 that 
it ena.bles one to treat the motion of a system without regard 
to the forces that different parts of the system exert upon 
one another_ It is important for a pupil to realize this, 
Bnd to recognize that problems suoh as that of the motion of 
the horse and oart can be understood bot~ from tnis point of 
view Bnd in terms of the forces 8ctinS on the horse end ~~e 
cart individually_ Th~ forces exerted onepch other by horse 
and cart have no effect on the motion of t~e system, consid-
ered P. s a vThole, since they are equal and oppo8i te forces 
acting on the same system_ The horse-~nd-cprt system will 
accelerAte fOr\·n~rd if the fO!"'l/lTBrd push exerted by the ground 
1s stronger th8.n any forces resisting the lTIotion such 8S 
friction. In terms of the forces on the individual oonsti-
tuents of the system, the horse 1vi11 a.ccelerete f'orwards if 
the for"trard push on it from the rrrotlnd i8 more then sufficIent 
to overcome the comb! ~ed effec t of t.he backwe I'd pull of t}1e 
cart and the frictiona 1 forces. The ~ will aoceler8te 
for~wrd if the pull exerted on it by the horse 1s more than 
sufficient to overcome frictional forces_ ( T.hi 8 and 0 t11er 
"action and reaction" problems are discussed in detail and 
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with great clarity by ~oger8 (1900).) In the lest resort, 
it comes to this:' thRt if the tencher himself has properly 
understood the Third 1B~" Bnd ce n communicfl te hi s sense of 
confidence ta his pupils, none of these problemA need seem 
dlfficul tat all. 
Pupils should see the Principle of Conservation of 
Momentum derived from Newton's Third Law for the speci81 ca se 
of B. "straight-Ii ~e" colli e:' on bp"ti',Teen ti:vO "han: ep, '{he 
derivation is entirely str.oightfor1vard ~nd needs no comment 
here. It would help pupils to apprecia te the vector nature 
of momentum if a. tltlo-dlrnensionnl c'-;llision coul ... " be ch.:\l'lon,~ 
Bt!'~ted a no. analysed in clsss. Multiflash or stroboscopic 
photographs o:;~ billiB-rd..,.ball or dry -ice puck col11sions 
would'serve excellently for this purpose (cf PSSC 1860, 1965, 
Jardine 1966, Ritchie 1966). 
The pupil shou ld do simple experiments on n strfl.l ght-li ne" 
collisions or "exploslons lJ as illu8trp tion.§, of the Principle 
of Conserva tion of Momentum. For example, 1 t 1 S 8S.sy to 
os rry ou tan experiment in 'T,47hi c.h the reo tio of the m8r;ni t~de8 
of the veloci ties of ti"O p. s. S. C. trolley 8 i 8 mee aured e f'ter 
the trolleys have been "exploded" apart by B spring (cf. 
p.S.S~C. Laboratory Guide, Shuter 1965, Expf'ril1ents ?l Dnd 
7. 3 in J'ardlne 1966 J pnd the ~;uffle1a. Guide (IV)). 1\180 one 
oen drop objects on to a moving trolley to demonstrate th~t 
momentum 1s also conserved "'Nhen tne ini tip.l momentum of t~e 
system is not zero. In some quartp.rs, doubt hAS been cast 
upon the logical status of experiments of this type; 
Armstrong (196Eb), for example, 8uggests that suc~ experl~ents 
are superfluous since the PrinCiple of Conservation of Momen-
tum 1s a logical deduction from the Third Law Dnd is in no 
need of experimentel confirmation. Now it is quite true that 
experiments of the kind mentioned above do not "prove" the 
!Principle ••••• 
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Principle of Conservation of Momentum: they merely 111us-
tra te it. If, for example, the relative masses of the 
oolliding or exploding trolleys had in the first place been 
determined by a "reaction" experiment. of the type described 
in Section 4.7.3, there is no doubt that subsequent use of 
those trolleys in e.n experiment to IIprovfl" co~serv:-), :Lon of 
momentum would amount to a "Zenzlbar n eX"'ger:1ml?'rt~. Suppose 
instead) that we perfo·~·r;n ·.)~ .. n'" dxperimen./" lrl th vehicles of 
different masses. using ~ever3.l .:piled-up trolleys as one 
vehicle and a single trolley aa the' other. Then our 8ssump-
tion that tne ratio of 'l .. 'le ma::seb of t.'" ... .-:'I vehicles is equal to 
the ratio of the number of trolleys oan ~J:lly be checked by an 
experiment in which the ss,me fOl~ce 1s apJ:.:.l..,led to the t\vO 
vehicles in turn, or in which the vehicles are weighed on a. 
sui te.ble balance. But in ei ther case the Third Law enters 
I 
implicitly or explicitly into the interpretation of the re-
sults of the experiment, so that 't4e are finally in the posi-
tion that the interpretation of the results of any experiment 
we use to prove Conservation of Momentum depends on the ~hira. 
Law, from w'hich the Principle is deduced. . And the T.hird La1il, 
BS we have remarked earlier, (Section 3.8.4 
ne.ture seem capable of direct proof. 
) does not by its 
Nevertheless, a S 'Ale have alreaa~y asserted, pupils should 
oarry out experiments w!1ich illustr8t,e conservation of momen-
tum; they should also ce~rr:'{ out experiments in which the 
Principle is applied in order to deduoe 80mB result. In tile 
experiments on "collisions" or }lexplosions n. they oen work out 
the total initial end the totpl final momentum of the system 
and show tnat the results are consistent with conservation of 
momentum vTi thin the limi ts of experimental error. This is 
really a test of their experimental ability, and they should 
., realize this; but the important point 1s that they have been 
/OOhduc ting ••••• 
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conducting observe tiona on s system to ,,,,hieh conserve tion of 
momentum ca.n b·e said to apply. This kind of experience will 
8id them in their recogni tion of 81 tuations in which the 
Principle can profitably be Applied, and in viet.; of the fun-
damental importance of the Principle, the more such experience 
they gain, the better. 
Prs.cticalexamp10s 1)1' the application of' the Principle 
':".18 most epecte.cula.r is rocket propulsion, the 
general pri nCi:r:le of opera tion of v-Thich ought certa.lnly to be 
made known to the pupil, Naturally any suggestion of mf{t.he-
IDs.\.1cal "3ompJJ.cation should be excluded from th~ discussion 
of tJ.lisexampl~~: there are various simple analogies (e, g. 
a maohine-gun b\.~.! ng fired from & troll\;~ .. )") tha t can be used~ 
to makfe the essential points clear ( 0 f. p. S. S. C.. 1960 ) • 
Any treatment of conserve.tion of momentum would be in-
complete if it did not stress the universal validity of tne 
Principle. No violations of it have ever been found. 
run into difficulty ~rhen we seek to apply Newton's Third Le.itT 
to certain cases in which the inter8.ction bet~~eert partlc~e8 
is' patently not instantnneou8, in contrAst· to what 1s tacltly 
B.ssumed about the for'ces to which the Third Levi refers; but 
even in these cases momentum 'ls found to be con8erved. The 
Principle has been successfully applied in the enalysi8 of 
all manner of reactions in the realm of nuclear end elementer:.r 
pe.rticle physics, Although experiment and theory both tpll 
us to expect deviations from "classice.l" behaviour when ~'7e 
study particles moving at speeds close to that of light, these 
particles still ect in eccordDnce with 
Mo V provided tV'e define momentum as fJ57 .... 
l-~ 0 ..... 
momentum conservntion, 
The interactions bet'o!Teen a pa.ir of lIourrent elements a 
or between a pair of isolated moving charges provide oelebrR-
ted examples of appe.rent violation of the Prinoiple of Conser-
I-va tion ••• , • 
.J; 
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va tion of ::Iomentum. The supposed violation 1n the oase of 
.. 
ourrent elemen.ts need not be a cause for oonoern, since iso-
lated "current elements" can have no real existence; they are 
mathematical fictions used to facilitate caloulation of the 
magnetio field set up at a given point by a given current-
carrying circuit, or of t~~ forces exerted upon each other by 
ourrent-carrying eireD. t 'lB, The latter, forces do conform to 
~T~11t,r}11' S 'I·llirt. Law and the Principle of Con~ervation of l-'!omen-
tum, as one would expeot. However it is possIble to "resoue n 
Conservation of !·fornentum in the CBse of leols.ted current e1e-
me;.\ti3 if ont;.· ~:alce8 into acoount the momentum associated wi tb 
the electromag~~tio fields of the current elements, and the 
interaotion betw0en a pair of mC71ng oh~rge9 Jan be similarly 
dealt with and shorln to satisfy Conservation of Momentum if 
the momentum of the field is taken into acoount (of Page and 
Adams 1945). The foroes exerted on each other cause the 
charges to accelere.te and to radiate aW8,y the momentum that 
i.s unacoounted for in a naive approach to the problem. 
4.J.3 Ce.n one IJderive u the Prinoiples of Conservation of "'f. 
Linear and Angular Moment~? 
We have reoommended abov,e (Sec tion 4. 12) ths."!: th~ :pupil 
should be introduced to oonservation of linear momentum by 
"Il8.y of Newton 1 s Third Lew, the le tter being tree.ted for the 
moment as more fundamental • The teacher Cl;ln reveal 18. tel' 
.. 
that even in situations in which t.he Third Law does not seem 
to hold, the Prinoiple of Conserva.tion of Linear Nomentum re-
tains its validity. It is of interest to enquire whether or 
not this PrinCiple oan be derived in a,ny other "tray from other 
physioal principles, besides the naive "deri va tion" from the 
Third Law mentioned above. A related question 1s whether 
what Truesdell (1967 t 1968) calls the "Pl"inolple of 1ifoment 
of Momentum lJ (the rotational analogue of Newton's Second Law·) 
and the assooiated "Prinoiple of Conservation of Angular 
/Momentum ". , ••• 
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Momentum" are to be treated 8S independent or derived laws: 
both are sometime.s presented as consequences of Newton's 
Laws of 1-10 tion. 
The Principle of Conservation of Linear Momentum can 
easily be proved for a macroscopic system from the assumption 
t.~at the vector sum of all the interna.l forces acting on the 
system must be zero. This assumption ,can be justified on 
the further assumption that all internal fo-rce~ crJ" :/. groulJed 
into pairs to which Newton's Thi:rd Law aPFJ.ies, and that the 
lines of aotion of any pair of forces mtlst coinoide. 
hav·e seen above, this kind of assu.mption is maa.~ in l'\::fer!~nce 
to the "macroscoplc u forces one encounters in problem£ like 
tha t o1:~ the h:):'se pt;.lling the cart and leads to results that 
are co~sistent with experienoe. To extend it to forces of 
intera.otion between the mioroscopic "partioles" oomposing the 
system is perhaps to go further than is either necessary or 
desirs.ble. As Gerjuoy (1949) remarks, the force acting II • • • 
on anyone of three contiguous atoms depends on the simul-
taneous positions, orientations and polarizations of the other 
, "'f , 
two, and can only wi t~ extreme a.rtifioia1i ty be rega.rded as 
resulting from pairs of equal and opposite forces between the 
various atom pairs"; snd we have alrea.dy seen that Newton 1 s 
Third Law oannot be straightfo~vardly applied to the inter-
action of a pair of moving charges. Gerjuoy (oP. cit.) 
has shown that the vector sum of the internal forces must 
vanish provided that these forces do no net work during a 
translation of the system through space. In other words, 
the internal energy of the system must not ohange during suoh 
a translation, if no energy is supplied from external sources: 
this is consi stant wi th experience',> In the same paper, Ger-
juoy has also shown that if the internal forces of material 
bodies do no vlork in a rotation of the body in space, the 
/vector. 4 ••• 
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vector sum of the torques associated with the internal foroes 
must vanish and the Principle of Conservation of Angular 
Momentum follows. (So, too, does the Principle of Moment 
of Momentum, al thoup;h Ger juoy doe s no t say thi s expllcl tly J, 
On this approach, Conservation of Linear Momentum and 
":..nservation of Angular l.ifomentum are independent principles, 
each being der! ved from another, more fundamentB.l prinoi "PIe, 
viz. in the one CBse the 1l1nn.lffe~encen of" the t ... n":j~-,r;"/.ll energy 
of the system to transla tion thrr.)ugh space, and in the ,other 
case the indifference of the internal energy of the system to 
rotation" More recently Noll (c:tted by Bunge :q67 t;.~d. 
Truesdell 1968) has produoed an argument in this connection 
which &ppears ~o be 1.1uoh the same as that of Gerjuoy. As a 
"basie principle of mechanics" he U[lays] down the demand that 
the mechanical pOlier be !.rame-indifferent; 1. e. invariant 
under time-dependent rigid transformation of Euclldean (or a 
more general lneo-olBsslcal') space-time. Any such trans-
~orma tion may be decomposed into a translation and a l"otatlon. 
Considering translations yields the principle of linear momen-
tum (i.e. Newton's Second Law); considering rotations yields 
the prlnclple of moment of momentum" (Truesdell 1968). 
Unfortunately vIe have not hed access to Noll's full treatment 
of this topic, so that it has not been possibly properly to 
compare his approach with Gerjuoy·s. In any event, he and 
Gerjuoy do conour in establishing the Prinoiple of Moment of 
}tomentum (and 1-T1 th it the Principle of Conserve. tion of Angular 
Momentum) as an independent principle. The first perRon who 
seems clearly to have recognized its status as such in class1-
cal particle and continuum mechanics ,.,as Euler. (Cf. Trues-
dell (1968): fJThe genera.l Principle of moment of momentum, 
as independent of the principle of linear momentum and as 
applicable to 6lery part of every bodY', was first propr)sed by 
E-uler in 1775. He was led to it through studies of elastic 
/11ne s, ••••• 
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lines, culminating in 1771 in his general theory of the plane 
l1near continuum" .• ) 
It is possible to derive the above-discussed conserva-
tion laws from considerations even more abstract and funda-
mental than those mentioned above. Noether (c1ted by Kaemp-
ffer (196?) ) showed some time ago tha.t the symmetry proper-
elee of' physical systems lv-ere associated wi th conservation 
laws, in particular the t symmetI'1J wi th respect 1;0 .- t~/~·.r .. f1s1a-
tion in time 18 implies tha t ~nergy must be ,.;onserved, symmetl'Y 
with respect to translation in space implies conservation of 
linear momentum and symmetry wi th respect to 1"0 ~t..' tiOl) 1 n 
space implies conservation of angular momentum. (These 
results 8.re J..0~11.ape 'Ylost easily derived in the context 'of 
quantum mechanics: cf. Feynman et al 1965.) But none of 
these approaches achieves a genuine reduction in the number 
of physioal principles employed: we need just as many sym-
metry or invariance principles as the conserve.tion laws we 
want to derive so that, as Ka$mpffer (1967) remarks, we might 
just as well have postulated the la tter in the first plaQe. 
There seems to be no way of avoiding this situation. There 
are other possible ways of deriving these laws - for example, 
one can derive the Principle of Moment of Momentum from 
another principle enunciated by Noll, viz. the "Principle of 
meterial frame-indifferenoe" ("The properties of materials -
~ctions of bodies on eB~h other 1 - are the same for all ob-
servers" cf Truesdell 1968) - but in no 08.se do we seem to 
be able to derive more than one of them from the same basic 
assumption (it must be remembered here that Noll's uframe-
indifference of mechanical powerf! prinoiple is really two-
pronged.) • 
On the whole, these facts are of 11 ttle direct use to 
the teacher, except inasmuch as tney assure him that he cannot 
progress further at elementary level in elucidating conservation 
lor • ••• , 
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of linear momentum than we have previously indicated, and 
the. t they make oleer that th~ "Principle of HO'menta ft ·(~1j}1ic.h 
will be the limit of pupils' acquaintanc~ vli.th the Principle 
of Moment of Momentum)is in fact an independent principle. 
4. 14 Dynamic s via momentum 
Ogborn (1965) has suggested that it might be pedagogi-
cally advantageous to approach dynamics through simpl~ 0~1-
tween force and acceleratio~ He describes a series of ex-
pe:rlments in· which the collision between two s1.m11e7' trolleys 
is first used to show that the changes of veloc1 ~y of the tifJO 
trolJ.,,'ys ars equal ~ nd oppoai te, and a further series in which 
the "explosive interactions of bodies wi th varying mass-ratios" 
(e.g. a simple trolley and a set of piled-up trolleys) are 
used to show that "the changes of velocity s.re in the ratios 
of the ·sizes' of the bodies, are opposite, and the lerger 
body suffers the smaller ohs.nge. II To interpret the results' 
of the second set of experiments the concept of mass is intro-
duced:" 1 Size' or lheeviness' should begin to seem to be 
acoidental a.ccompaniments of the essentie.l property th9. t de-
cides how big changes of speed will be, and we may introduce 
the name 'mass' for this property~ If The law embodied in 
these phenomena is then formulated in the terms fJThe changes 
of (mass x velocity) are equa.l end oppoai te for interacting 
. 
bodies". At this point one presumes that the concept of 
momentum 1s explioitly introduced, although Ogborn does not 
a otuslly say 80. 
The relation between force and acceleration 1s lntro-
duced by means of the follovrlng argument: 
In interactions, explosive or col1isiona.l, pushes or 
pulls acting for some time produce changes of velocity; there-
fore perhaps "a steady force would produoe a continual ohange~4. 
lor. ~ .•. 
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or a oonstant 8.cceleratlon". The familiar type of experi-
ment in which a constant force is applied to the trolley by 
means of an elastic thre8d kept at constant stretch, is used 
to confirm this hypothesis. Then it is suggested that since 
the interaction experiments show' tha.t the forces s ct1ng in 
t~ese interactions produce equnl and opposite changes of 
momentum, it 1s reasonable to suppose t~at equal and opposite 
forces aot throughout on the interacting boq.ies; :;nf'. 'ls1n;.~~ 
a constant force produces a const8.nt rete :..;f (;,r.t.ange, we may 
put the result in the form: lForce equals rate of change of 
momentum, or mass times B.cceleratlon' ". This ~1:tst ~:·;':ate\."Ient 
1s a.escribed as a I1force deflni tion; II pupils carry o\.s,t a 
"final check (.11 the adequacy of this definition" 1n whioh 
trolleys are pulled wi th several identical and simile'.rly 
stretched- threads, and in which various numbers of sta.oked 
trolleys are pulled with the same thread. 
One of the points made by Ogborn in fs.vour of this ilmo-
mentum" approach is that thp. introductory experiments depend 
on the measurement of velocity or speed, and not on the much 
"'f. 
more sophistlcp-ted concept of acceleration. Also "the out-
come [Of these experiments] is not easily foreseeable from 
the preliminary grouhd "lork; U Ogborn feels tha t in the usual 
sequence of experiments concerning force and a.coelel"'s.tlon, 
II there is a danger tha t the end re sul t "'J\rill be 80 antlclpa ted 
that the element of di9co~ery when it 1s reached will be 
There 1s certainly something in thiS, although 
we are inclined to think that Ogborn's argument may apply more 
appropriately to the needs of O-level pupils, with which it 
is rea.lly concerned, than to South Afl~icfln pupils, 'Who would 
reach a formal study of dynamics possibly at a later stage 
than their British counterparts. The sophistication of the 
concept of acceleration should be lcss bothersome.to sixteen-
or seventeen-yes.r olds than it migh t be to younger pupils. 
fIr .•.•. 
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If Ogborn' 8 "momentum approach" 'tvere to be adopted, ho-vr-
ever, certain det~ils of its accompanying arguments should 
perhe.ps be moc1ifled. First, it is not essential th~t the 
introduction of mass should be done by working with stacked 
trolleys e.nd talking B.t first in terms of the "slzes n of the 
j'1terectlng bodies. Instead, the conoept of inertia can be 
introduced at this point, and it can be suggested that the 
meaeure of inertia, or mass, can reasoneblJ{ be taJr~n ~::> be 
inversely proportioM...l to the velocity aC(~'~1r1ed .in the !1.ex-
plosion ll by the body concerned (cf. the treatment of mass 
recommended above) Sec tion 4.7" 10). Second, ~ +. 1s not r~~cei.;'" 
aery to view dynamics in qUBsi-Machlan terms, as Ogborn does, 
and according:y Bss;rt thet force is defined 8S rate of change 
of momentum. One could simply sey, following the a:'rgument 
used by Ogborn, that these exp~rlments suggest that the pushes 
and pulls exerted in explosions or collisions are proportional 
to the rates of chenge of momentum which they bring about. 
Then one could proceed to carry out the experiments concerned 
with force and acceleration, not to "check on the adequacy" 
"{ 
of one l e alleeed definition of force, but to see whether the 
relationship between foroe and acceleration suggested by the 
momentum experiments receives additional experimental support. 
Ogborn is at pains to stress the "interection" aspects 
of his approach. He rightly draws attention to the interest 
of modern physicists in~the results of different types of 
lntere.ction, and represents his ini tiel two-trolley experi-
ments as the simplest way in which the interaction between the 
two bodies can be investigated. The teacher can certainly 
take a hint from this: whiChever way he chooses to introduce 
force, he should point out that the ooncept of force gives 
one a way of charaoterizing the interaction bet~Teen a particle 
and its environment (cf Section 4. 7fo 4)" This can pave the 
/wa.y ••••• 
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way for other, more sophistlca.ted ~ys of representing this 
inters.ction (e. g. potentiel energy) tha.t the 'pupil ma'y meet 
le. ter on. At the elementary level, force remains the sim-
pleat lJ'8.Y of Characterizing this interaction and the simplest 
to work lA!i th. It CB.n still be very useful in certain si tus.-
tions concerned with elementary particle physics: in order 
to account for the orb! t of a cha.rged particle i r. ~ magnetic 
field, it remains adv8ntp?,ef"~~ to ,!esc:tj"~e what happens in 
terms of the Lore-:.ltz. .fs{£<ee 810 ting on the particle. 
We do not think that Ogoorn's approach necessarily brings 
the idea of 111nter.aot~,"'In" into F'('omi~:~nce better tnan do the 
more familiar approaches to dynamics. Certainly Ogborn's 
interaction between two trolleys is no ~;~mpler 1n principle 
than,the interaction between a rubber band and a trolley. 
Thus on this point Ogborn's a.pproach has no special advantage. 
Ogborn's case for the ped~gogic81 simplicity of his 
approach does not seem entirely convincing. Introduction of 
the concept of mass in the context of "collisions end explo-
sions" prior to the study of "force versus acceleration" 
"'f 
means that in the study of force versus eccelerp,tion, one 
would have to use the comparative measures of the masses of 
trolleys as established in the collision experiments, and 
then show that the product of mass times acceleration was 
proportional to the applied force. Contrast this with the 
approach to mass listed~as number (11i) In Section 4.7.10, 
where the value of the mass is simply given by the proportion-
ality constant whicn relates force to acceleration. Thus 
~impliclty in the introduction of mass Bnd the quantitative 
stu.dy of interactions is achieved at the expense of some 10S8 
of directness in tne treatment of Newton's Second Law. 
One does not wish to be dogmatic about whiCh approach should 
ultimately be regarded as superior; it would be useful to 
have reports on the success of classroom trials of Ogborn's 
approach. 
14. 15 .•••• 
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4.15 Work, energy) conservation of energy and p9.,,,,.ver 
4.15.1 ~kground 
Before we discuss work and energy in the context of the 
present syllabus, we shall give some account of these con-
cepts as they are understood by present-day physicists. 
~a do this for a number of reasons:-
(1) Recently-introduced school syllabuses in physics J9y 
great stress on e~1ergy 8P1 ~ ts c0n8er'tr[-'ltion~ 
(i1) Some teachers,t bewildered IJerhaps by the glib B.nd scrappy 
treatment a~corded to energy in some of our older t.extbooks, 
have requested enlightenment on this issue. 
(li1) In 80me quarters, the prominent role given to energy 
in the new syllabuses ~as given rise to concern (cf our 
remarKs in Section 3.9.1 and the references given there~; 
the critics of this approach to elementary physics feel that 
energy is Deing made to appear what it is not, viz. something 
perilously like the "caloric If of the earlier theo!'i es of hes.t. 
The first and perhaps startline fact to appreciate about 
energy is that in classical mechanics one could dispense with 
this concept altogether; all mechanical problems could p in 
principle, be solved without reference to energy. Why, then, 
is so much fUssma de about 1 t? To answer this question we 
must first examine how energy makes its appearance in mechan-
ics. For simplicity, we deal only with non-relativistic 
91 tua tions for the momen-t. 
We start with the definition of ~. A eonste nt force 
~ -"" 
F whose point of appliea tion i 8 displaced an amount A9 is said 
. __ ,...'!lo. 
to do an amount of work equal to F. As or F' As cose, where F 
~ ~ 
and ~s are the magni tudes of F and .6.s respectively ond e is 
....!3. . ~ 
the angle betT"een the vectors F and .6.s. From this definition 
1 t 1s easy to show the t the work done by the resultant force 
on a particle of mass m in accelerating it from rest to a speed 
Iv . .••• 
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V 1s equal to tmv2 , regardless of whether the aocelerating 
force 1s consten~ or not. 
There are various ways of interpreting this result. 
In earlier decades it would have been fashionable to approach 
the metter as followe:- The particle could do an amount of 
work equal to tmv2 in bei ng bIiought to rest; it has B capa-
,,1ty to do this amount of \'-lork as a result of its motion, 
If 'va call the capac! ty to do workene~&, ... then ";17,'" r:J1}Y say 
ths. t the body possesses enprgy by v1rtu'e of its 'motion, and 
give the appropriate name kin~tic energy to this kind o~ 
energy. NOl'ladays, if the practice of innUmerb,!~'.e mo3err;. 
textbooks (e.g. Sears and Zemansky 1964, Arons 1965, Kittel 
at al 1965, }lt~lliday and Resnick 1966, to mention only' a fe,,,) 
may be taken as typical,one simply defines the quantity 
"tmv211 to be the kinetic energy of a body of mass m and having 
a velocity of magnitude v. In any event, we now have the 
derived result that the work done on a particle by a resultant 
force is equal to the increase in kinetic energy of the par-
ticle. (We have supposed the particle to have beanacc"'fele-
rated from rest, so that its kinetic energy increasps from 
zero to -tmv2.) This result 1s known as the "work-energy" 
or "'''lork-kinetic-energyU theorem for a particle. It is im-
portant to note thet th~ derlvstion of t~e familiar expression 
"tmv2, II which we have oalled the kinetic energy of the parti-
cle, i9 based directly upon Newton's Second Law, and disoloses 
nothing 9ssentiallr new about the dynamics of the particle. 
I t is because energy turns ou t to be s. conservE!§. quantity 
that it has attained its present status in physios. Hlstori-
oally, this aspect of energy first revealed itself in studies 
of perfectly eL~stio collisions. Huygens had used the prin-
ciple that kinetic energy (or vis Viva, 8S it was then called) 
1s conserved in collisions between "hard bodies" to prove 
/tha t ...•• 
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ths.t the magnitude of the relative velocity of two he.I'd 
bodies before ·impact is the same as that after impact' (c"'f 
1:_ 
Theobald 1966), and of course the theorem ae,n be worked the. :'~~ 
other way round, by proving from conservation of momentum and 
the assumption that the relative velooity of the oolliding 
bodies 1s merely reverser: :;y the collision, ths. t l:mv2 (or 
Etmv2) must bj!'.' oonserved in this type 'of colli sion. Now, 
~ s ~1}leobald (r)P. c1 t) correctly remarks, t:n~elmpaot of elas-
tic masses oan be dealt with in "Newtonian terms", i.e. with-
out reference to conservation of kinetio energY)l provided 
cer-tain assu:t\::tions are made about the nature of elastioity .. 
Unfortunately l':d.8 0wn demonstration of this is unnecessarily 
elumsy, if not f.~onfused. His Hassump1,;lon auou t elastio1 ty II 
is that "the compression and subsequent recovery of the 
[eollid! ngJ bodies are ide"ntlcal processes though in oppoai te 
senses. It This Ita ssumption about elastiC! ty" amounts to 88.y-
ing that if one of the colliding bodies suffers a diminution 
of velooi ty D. V during the first stage of theoollieion in 
which the bodies mome ntarily a tta.i n a oommon vel,ooi ty, it will 
"f, 
suffer a further diminution of velocity of the same a.mount 
during the second. stsge in wnich the bodies separate. (For 
the other body, substi tute the 'ATord nineres se II for "diminutionrU. 
From this it follows easily that the relative velocity of the 
colliding bodies is reversed by the colliSbn. 
initial diminution in v~loclty 8uff6red by body (1), origin-
ally tra,:elllng wi th velocl ty Vl a.nd ;6.V2 is the ini tisl in-
crease in velocity of body (2), originally travelling with 
veloa1 ty V2 " then 
~ .............. . , (1) 
and, from the "assumption of elastioity", 
• • • • • , , • • • • , • • • , (2a.) 
and •••• , •••••••••• , (2b) 
• f ( where VI, V2 are respeotively the velocities of (1) and 2) 
lafter • •••• 
, 
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after the oollision. 
From these equatlons one ppsdily obtains that 
v~ - V1 l = - (V2 - Vl ), 
which is all that needs to be proved. Theobald, however, 
a,l though having wrl tten down equa tiona (1), (2a) and (2b) 
~.:l his own nota tion, finds it necessary to des;l wi th the 
ml ,V2 
special case for whioh ffi2 = - V1 ' and then usee SL~se~-
vat10n of m01"1entum to show that "the masses ",i 11 :.:,:+c~le from 
.ad ... ~ 
eaoh other wi tn the veloe1 ties wi th whieh they a'pproached~ " 
Nevertheless, the point is establisbed that 'while kinetic 
energy may be a convenient concept to use in t.i.:.~ analysiG of' 
perfectly ala"etta collisions, it is not essential; w'e can 
d1spense with it if we make use of an alternative approach. 
Two related queries are raised by this study of per-
fectly elastio collisions. These are:-
(1) Can the "assumption of elastioity" be re-stated in other, 
possibly more fundamental terms? 
(i1) Although the total kinetic energy of the system is the 
same ~_tt~ the collision as it is before it, during the col-
. "f , 
lision it is less than the initial amount .. · Cttn sornath1 ng 
significant be said 9.bout this temporary loss of kinetio 
energy? 
We ce.n anS1;ver these questions 1d th the aid of th~ ooncept of 
potential energy, whioh we now introduce in the context of a 
grs.vl ta tional field. 
Let us return to the particle whose motion we oonsidered 
in stating the "work-kinetic energy" theorem. We shall now 
suppose that the foroe responsible for accelerating this par-
ticle is ent~elY grav! tetioool in origin. In thl s cas e 1. t 
would'be relevant to consider the properties of the gravita-
tiorel force field. It is a familiar feature of a gravita-
tional field that the work done by an external force in trans-
port1ng a body at constant velocity from one point in the field 
Ito ••••• 
,,' 
.... 
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to another, depends only on the po!.?i tiona of the end-pointe 
of tne path and not on the shape of the path '1 tself. . Th1s t' 
is a.nother way of saying ths.t the work done by the grevi ta-
~l force when a body is transpor~ed from one point to 
another in a gravitational field is likewise independent of 
the path followed. If the gravitational fipld Ip ~pprox-
mately uniform, as it 1s in any small rf'gion n~al'l thp earth's 
surfs.oe, tnen the proC"t ol t':'..li s result is el ementary. 
A generfll proo~ ms.y be bound in any up-to-date first-Yf'sr 
university textbook I(e.g,. Ha1.11day and Resnick 1966, Sears 
and ZemanAky 1964). i}0re ~rE oall attention to the :re ct that 
the proof does not follow from Newton'b 0eco~d Law and the 
def1ni tion of w'ork alone; the inverse-sq\lB.re law of gravi-
ts.tIon'ha.s to be invoked as well .. 
Beea.use the work done by grs.vl ty on a particle taken frCbm 
I 
ope point to another is a unigue quantIty, independent of the 
I 
path followed, it 1s possible to define a quant1tycslled the 
gravita.tional potential energy of the partIcle i( strictly 
speaking, of the particle-earth system). Using ·the idea of 
"Y, 
energy 9.S "capacity to do work", we can argue as follo"\'lS:-
A body l1fted from one level to another can do work in return-
ing to 1 ts orlgina.l level, and 80 gains increased capac1 ty 
for doing work, or enRrgy, BS a result of being lifted. As 
tnis energy is "stored" (in this os se in thE' gravitational 
field) it is spoken of a~ being potentiRl energy. Altprna-
tively, we oan simply proceed to define a qu~ntity we call 
gravitational potential energy in some Auoh manner 89 the 
following (cf. Seers and Zemansky 1964): "The negs.tive of 
the wo!'k done by thp gravi tstional force when B. bocly is taken 
from an 8~b1trary reference point A to some other pOint B is 
called the gre.vi ta.tional potential energy of the body ( or 
body-earth system) relet! ve to point A" .. "All may be chosen 
. to be anywhere we please (it is.convenient in oertain applioa-
/tions ...... 
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tiona to oanish it to infinity) since only differences in 
potential energy concern us in prectice. 
Referring once more to the particle whose behaviour we 
l!ere considering earlier, B.nd whien we are now supposing to 
be subject to th~ gravitational force alone, let us imagine 
that it returns froTl1 the point B to the point A m::>·-cloned in 
the above definition. The work done bv the g?8',; 1 te.tional 
foroe on the particle 1 s cC1'I~.dl to i ts ~.L:8in in kinetic energy, 
accordi ng to the worJk-k1netic-energy theorem. But according 
to our defln1 tlon of gravItational potentip..lenergy fI thA work 
done by the gravl tatio~~~l force is aj,b0 equal to the loss in 
gra.vl ta ti on8.1 potential energy of the .t-",;!'-,.Y'ti ('Ie (or pal"tlcle-
earth system) as it falls from B to A. That Is, the increase 
in kinetic energy of the pal"tlcle is exactly counter-balanced 
by ·its decrease in potential energy_ It is easy to see that 
I 
tria will be true no matter between what points in the gravi-
tational field we consider the motion of our particle; it 1s 
a oonsequence of the way in whioh we chose to define kinetic 
energy anQ potential energy. We sum up this result by~say-
1 ng that for a freely fa lling body, the sum of 1 ts kinetic 
and potential energies is constant. 
Of course this is none other than the Principle of Con-
Bervation of Energy. AA derived here, it iA cle~r th~t the 
Principle follows directly fro~ the way in ,~1ch one chooses 
to define kinetic energy~ ~nd p,re.vi tation8.1 potential energy_ 
This being the ca S8 one feels bound to ask wha t physicBl fe.ct, 
if any, is expressed by the Principle. The answer is that 
applied to motion in p graVitational field, the Principle is 
a W13.y of stpting thp,t the irlork done by the gravi tetlonal force 
on an object 1s independent of the path followed by the object~ 
Any force field that possesses this property is se.id to be 
oonservati7..e., and the force exerted by the field is called B-
et al 
oonservative force (of NUffield.Gulde IV, Feymman/l963, Kittel 
let . •.•• 
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et e.1 1965). Sqrne forces with which we are famillsr appear 
to be conservative (e.g~ the electrostatic force between 
charged objects), ~mlle other8 evidently are not. The sum 
of kinetic and potential energies of e falling raindrop is 
not constant, for example; presumably this is another way of 
se.ying that th~ frlc· tionH: force exerted by the air on the 
raindrop is no~) ca'iis~!·vetive. 
. ... 
The int:r0a.uction of the concepts of "c,)nservat~ v .... fleJd" 
and "pot:entialenergyU nOlV' m8kes i t possible to d1 SCUSB the 
perfectly elastic colllsion of 8 pair of bodies in more detail. 
SUPPGse we as~,':.;rt the.t 'YfThen t111}'O bodies collide C) nd deform 
each other in Y~rtuB of the fo~ces they exert on each other, 
these forces depend only on the extent of the deformation. 
(Tnis '1s the sort of assumption that we make about a apr1 ng, 
viz. that the restoring force it exerts depends only on the 
a.mount by wnlch it is stretched or compressed). Then first 
of all, it follows easily that the total kinetic energy ot 
the system is tne same after the collision as before. For 
during the period of contact between the colliding bodies, 
eaen body must travel the same di stance, and proy:lded tha t 
no friction-type 1"01'oes act during the collision ('t~rt11Ch is 
implied by our assumption above), it follows from Newton's 
Tnlrd Law tJ:1& t each body must do the same amount of work on 
the other in the collis10n, ~nd from the work-kinetic-energy 
theorem that the 1099 in ~klnetl0 energy sustAined by the one 
body must equal to the gai n in ki netic energy of the other. 
Second, during the 1ntermediate stages of the collision when 
the bodies deform each other t::!nd then reLUrn to theil-- origina.l 
s~ape, the total kinetic energy at first decr~ase9 then re-
turns to its original value. The mutual deformation of t.he 
bodies 1s accomplished by each doing work against the elastio 
restoring forces of the other. This lowers the total kinetic 
energy of the system, becs.use in this process the forces the 
/bodies ••••• 
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bodies exert on each other do not simply decelerate the one 
and accelerate th~ other. When the bodies return to their 
original shape, t.he forces nOLAT act so as to increase the 
kinetio energy of the system to its original value. 
define a "potential energy" for the two bodies in contact as 
being the negative of the amount of work done by their elas-
t:o forces when the bodies are deformed, then we can inter-
pret the temporary 1088 of kinetic energy du.rinr. t\"! ~···Jl1islon 
e.s being a.ue to the 8tor-9ge of th.1s energy as potential energy 
in the two-body system. It is then posslbl,s to say that in 
this type of collision" the sum of kinetic and :,~tent:al l"-·'1er .... · 
g1ee o~ the colliding bodies is consts.nt throughout. So 
again ~\1e he.v€; '1onservation of Energy, l'lhicp arises from· our 
ability, to define an appropriate potential energy for the 
system; and this, in turn, arises from the "consex-vat1ve tf 
property of the foroes of interaction between the bodies, 
which in this case simply amounts to the fact that lithe foroes 
are the same on the WE! Y ou t 9S they are on the way in" J ~ 8 the 
p. S. S. C. textbook expresses it. (This book contains an 
adPiire.bly lUCid and detailed a nalysis of perfectly elastic 
collisions. ) 
At this stage, it might spem that the introduction of 
the concept of energy serves two main purposes:-
(1) It facllitates the solution of certain problems in 
mechanics concerned wit~ v~rying forces (e.g. the problem 
.. 
of fInding tl1e velocity acquired by a pendulum bob when it 
passes through its midpoint). 
(i~) It enables the J'conservative ,t property of certain forces 
or force fields to be embodied in a principle of conaervatlon~ 
If this were all that was achJ.eved by the use of energy 
8.nd its conservation, the concept would scarcely deserve the 
emphasis which it receives today. But of course this 1s not 
all. In the middle of the nlnetee!jth century it was realized 
/prlmarl1y ...... 
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primarily as a result of Joule's painstaking experimental 
investigation of the relationship beti~reen work end heat tha.t 
the Principle of Conservetion of Energy could be extended to 
embrace processes in which beat was generated by friction. 
(The Pri nciple had been enuncla ted 1n this more general form 
by Mayer and Helmholtz J but it ne?ded Joule's 
experimental work to establish it firmly.) This striking 
result led to the belief that non-conserv8t:t;.ve frlr~~J1,)":al 
forces were 8. me.croecopic me.nifesta tion of 1111 c.'roBtOop1c pro-
oesses controlled by conservative foroes. Thi s belief Eu',(cor-
ded well with the kinetic picture of ma tter J 1n ~~rms r)f v-:;Jich 
the energy taken up by a body when it gets hotter is tbe in-
crease in kint: ~ic en\~rgy of the random motion of the moleoules 
oomposi.ng the body B.nd in the mutual potential energy of the 
molecules. (Note the.t when we talk. about "the mutual poten-
tial energy of the molecules" '. we are implici tly assuming that 
the forces of interaction between them are conservative.) 
The success of the Principle of Conservation of Energy in 
making eleer the nature of "heat" resulted in its edoptlo!\ as 
B. Principle of general end universal va.lid1 ty, according to 
which the total energy in any isolated system waR constant. 
There was no' longer e ny question of energy "eppesring 11 or 
"disappearing"; instead, it WRS realized that energy stored 
in one way could be m~de available or stored in some other way. 
As a natural consequence, ~t became customa~! to speak of 
"chemical energy II , lIelectrical energy" J ftmagnetlc energy", in 
referring to the different possible "sources" of energy. 
The Principle of Conservation of Energy has received such 
firm em:perimental support that Etn epparoent violation of 1 t in 
any new experimentsl situation would be regarded with the 
~ greatest suspioion. Evidently it expresses a fundamental 
truth about the physical world. Is there any way in which 
this truth could be expressed without direct reference to the 
/concept ••..• 
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conoept of energy? Indeed there is: we could say that all 
. . et al 
fundamental forces ere conssrvatl ve (of Feynmari!1963,' Ki ttel 
et 8.1 1965). There 1s no doubt, however, that this funda-
mental 'truth 18 most useful to us when v-Te express it e s the 
Prinoiple of Conservation of Energy. In many situations, 
espeoially those whioh arise in atomic or nuclear physios, we 
~r~~y have 11 ttle or no direot knoTtlledge of the forces which 
aot; in such cases we oan still apply the PrincirJe rJ: Con", 
.... 
servation of Energy s.ilcl c'otain ve.luable irr~or;:datlon" 
One of the major consequenoes of Einstein 1 s deve1.oPIDtl,ent 
of his Special Theory of Relatl vi ty was a di8c0~Tery :):' lit :11 thl~'-
to unsuspeoted relationship between energy and mass. How has 
this o0ntr~J.bl.~.~ed tOl-r8rds the understanding of the natul?e of 
energy?, By way of answering tnis question, it is neoessary 
first of all to examine Einstein's discovery in some detail. 
As is well known, Einstein predicted tha t any amou.nt of enel--gy 
E would have a (relativistio) mass m (see our discussion of 
"relativistic massif in Section 3. 7.2 ) where the relationship 
between E and m is given by the celebrated equation 
"'f, 
E = mo2 
c being the speed of light. A particularly interesting a8-
pect of this predlctlon t\TaB that a particle of rest mass mo 
must have assooiated \<li t.n it an amount of "rest energy" equal· 
to moc
2 ; this raised t.he possi bill ty tha t energy " stol'sd IS 
as rest energy might beoom~ available as radiant energy in 
certain oircumstanoes (1. e. tha.t "matter might be converted 
into energylt in oommon parlance), or even that the reverse 
process might take place ("energy into matter"). All aspects 
of Einstein's prediction have received experimental oonfirma-
tion, so tha.t mass-energy equivnlEince must now be regarded as 
an experimental fact, This 1s not the plaoe to talk of its 
applications in the field of nuclear physios; our immediate 
ooncern is with the light it sheds on the nature of energy. 
IDoes • •••• 
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Does the intimate relationship between mass and energy make 
the latter more or less' "real" th&n it has seemed" to ~e in 
our earlier discussions? Does the "equivalence" of mass 
and ene'rgy mean that they are really the same thing? 
To some extent, the answer to the first of these questions 
hinges on the answer to the, seoond, so let us oonsider the 
lp.tter first. Conflioting eta tements are". to be found 1n the 
Ii terature on this subject: "In view of the fa.ot ";".1P (. ~n 
.... 
rela tivl ty ther'e is 0:11y ..)n~ conE'!~rvat1on ·'~aw of' mass or 
energy ;{lmassergyl ), the rigorous answer. 0) •• 111 undoubtedly is! 
maes and energy are identical, they are synonYl:".:' rOi'" ~he ~ame 
physioal substra tum" (Jammer 1960). 
arlse~ wheth~~ mass ~eally ~ energy. 
"The question (.ften 
The answer clea,rly is 
that it 1s not. Matter has two fundamental propertlse,one 
of which ~s inertia, measured by its mass, and the other of 
which 1s energy, mee,aured by its ability to do work, its 
abili ty to undergo changes.... the properties of mass and ener-
gy are different, although their numerical measures are pro-
portional lt (T11eobald 1966). n[].fass and energy] are physically 
"f 
equivalent quantities whioh correspond to one another. It 1s 
somewhat like the oorrespondenoe between the height of a mer-
cury oolumn a no. the air pressure II (Resniok 1988). "The numer-
10al equivalence of mend E. •• is a.s 1i ttle an equivalence as 
the linear relationship between force and displaoement in 
Hooke's Lawe •• The theorem ~oncerned[E. mc2] ••• just states 
.. 
a relation betvreen two properties, E and m, of a material 
system II (Bunge 1967) .. Now there is an important terminologl-
cal point here which must be cle.rifled before any attempt can 
be made to resolve tnis issue. If we follow the lead of a 
number of present-day workers in relativity and use "mass" to 
mean Itrest mass" (of. our disoussion in Section 3.7.2and the 
referenoes given there), there 1s no doubt tnat mass and 
/energy ••••• 
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enel"gy are different, even though for convenie,?ce they may 
be mea 8ured in the sa.me uni te. Ta,ylor end w11eeler ('1966) 
express the matter thus in relativistic language: "The 
distinction between mass and energy ~8 this: maas measures 
the magnitude of a 4-vector ~nd energy measures the time 
component of the ~ 4-vector. Any feetur() of P.~';J di 9CUS-
sionthat emphasizes this contrast is a~l aid to c.nderstandlng. 
Any slurring of termi ~'ol';)f:.;r t.lhnt 0'1080\. :..~e8 th1 e di st1nction 
is a potential sourc'e erf error or confusion. n In simpler 
the 
language, nth,s vB.lue of' enermv depends upon/lnertle.l frame of 
reference from '\'1'1i ch <L'!--~ '0 pel"'ticl~ (ox', :t1ystem of pe.rticles) 
is regarded. The value of the rest m0S~ i~ independent of 
i nertis.l frame Itt (Taylor l3 nd 'V'llieeler J t,·P. c1 t). ('We may 
interpolate here the remark that only 1! we use the term 
"mass Jt to mean "rest ma.ss" and .11 1-;e measure energy in me ss 
I 
~ni ts have we any justification for 1.1sin.g the unfortuns.te 
expression "the conversion of mass into energy". But this 
expression carries with it such misleading implications that 
it is best avoided.) 
However, if we concern ourselves ~~th the relationship 
between "~elativistlc MASS" and energy, the issue 1s not 80 
ple.in. Proponents of the identity of "relativistic meBs" 
a.nd energy would seem to arguE' thRt becflus9 when you mae.sure 
the one you are, in effect, ~eaBuring the other, the two 
must be identical. Oppo~ents of this vi~w point out that W~ 
ordine.rily conceive of mass and ener'gy in two different ).rays, 
ma.ss in terms of the ~.nertt£l of the system, for which we 
can lay down a definite and direct procedure of measurement, 
and energy in terms oi' "work u defined. by the "line 1ntep;ral" 
of the f"orce I for which ~Te also have deflni te e.nd direct pro-
cedures of mes.surement. Therefore, they say, these are 
essentially two differ£nl properties; the fact that theory 
/pred1cts ••••• 
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predicts and experiment confirms that there 1s a consts.nt 
ratio between th~m does not affect the issue. This 1s not 
the kind of question about M11Ch one would choose to be dog-
matic, but perhaps the (admittedly tentatively expressed) 
analogy suggested by Resnick and quoted above might be'of some 
13 38ista.nce here. The height of a mercury barometer may be 
Bnd often 1s taken as a measure of atmospheric pressure, but 
no one would think of ~n11f:vi~f, the b~trometr"~c ~.'''.:1;~:lt w'i th 
atmospheric pressure .. I n the same l;Jay, lf/hl.le ~'e may take 
the relativistic mass of a system as a me8.su-re o:f its J:_Q,tA.l 
energy e.nd vice versB) this does r~0t compel us ~."" lde~~tif:Y' 
the two conoepts. Bohm (1965) has given the following 
l"easoned sumnD. ng-up of the matter: ". ,. In Einstein' B theory, 
ma.ss e.Fld energy B.re not regarded as originating in e13sentlally 
different ways, Rather, they Bre to be thought of as two 
different but related Bspects of a single total process of 
movement, In such 8. movement, there is s. ·:relatively invari-
,8 nt capaci ty to do ",ork, to interact wi th other systems J and 
to set them in motion, at the expense of movement in the orig-
"f 
i 00.1 system, This i8 celled energy. In addition, suoh a 
system has a certain inertia, or resistance to acceleration, 
8S well as a certs.in grav:tte.tional B.ttraction to othel" bodies. 
(Bohm appears here to be using the ~rords "system" and "body" 
synonymously. ) Both of these are proportional to a property 
called by the name of mase •.• lt follows from Einstein's theory 
that whenever a system possesses a certain kind of energy, 
contribu-'Ging a part AE to 1 ts total energy E it has ill. the 
properties (i.e. inert1el and gravitational) that physics 
L).E t 
aBori bee to 8. correspond! ng contribution L'lm ~;2 0 its 
E 
mass I which 1 s part of the total )nass m :: ~2 It. Bohm also 
e ttempts to clarify the difference between "rest energy" and 
energy in its more familiar manifestations by assooiating 
/reet •..• , 
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rest energy wi th "inward· movements i• J in contrast to ~he "out 
ward movement ll to which the more familiar manifestations 
oorre spo nd. 
Whether or not one aocepts this' particular view of maS8-
energy "equivalenoe" J the relationship between m8.ssand ener-
gy revealed by the th~ory of relativity 6.0€:"'~ see'".: to oompel 
aoceptance of the Vie'Ttl that Ift:~ergyH i;~ as i!real" as "mB.ss", 
..... 
J:3urniston BrOv.ln 
(1965) has argue't1. th~·t whil~ mass isa me8Bure of "something 
physicRl (e.g. matter)U, ~~pr~y is eomething qUite dlffprent 
in neture .... a mere result of pl.n~formlng ';J~1thematlcal operations 
on certain measures, u·ndenle.bly useful :")1" 1:~";l')ok-keepli"~~~n 1r: 
certa.in instanoes, but obviously not Usomething physical". 
Brown 18 presumably speeking from a pre- (or anti-) rele.t1-
v~stiO standpoint indeed other writings of his (cf Burniston 
I B~own 1967) would seem to confirm this - because it is diffi-
cult to see how this particular view of the difference in 
nature between mess Bnd energy' oe.n· be sustained in.·the light 
of the proven "equivalence" of these concepts. The truth· 
1 s re t1:'ler the t rna 88 B nd energy ere bo th w11a. t nave been os lled 
"oonstructs" (cf. Margenau 1942, 1950) I i. e. quanti ties ob-
tained by performing methemetloHl operations on the results 
of certain measurements. Neither is a direct manifestation 
of sensory experience, 1.e. neither is "immediately given~ 
(cf. Margenau 1950). 
",i 
If 1'le, agree that energy is as "rea.l" BS ma.ss, the ques- .. ' 
tion still remains ss to what the meaning of "ree1ity" is in 
this case. The problem has been dealt with in detail by 
Theobe.ld (1966), wno ree ohes the conclusion that since energy 
1s a theoretical concept whiCh plBYs a fundBmentel role in a 
well-confirmed theory (indeed, in a wide variety of l"lell-
.. confirmed theories), it must be considered to be "real n 
.' 
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( wi th a sma.ll r). Indeed it is in this sense that we speak 
of the IJreali~yll of >any physical concept. However, ·1 ts 
"reality" emphetice.lly does not imply tl1e.t energy 1s some-
thing substantia.l, 11k~ th~ 08101"10 fluid of old, that cen 
Ii terplly be possessed by a bod.v or system of bodies, oan 
If ........ 
11 ters.lly flo1.y from one bod,v or system to another, or can 
11 ters11y be "vransf"errcr."'. ur tra nsformed, from ons form to 
~ --
(J f. "..;'119 connection of. Dlngle e Qd Samuel 1961 and 
Armstrong 1965& •. ~1e former reference includes an extremely 
luclld hurt frui tles8 sttempt by Dingle to convince the late 
v~, ~~:')ou.r.t SL..!.~~~lel of the Ureal! ty If of energy 1 n the sense 1 n 
whl~h l"1e have nsed the term a.bove, and of the valid1 ty of 
the description of physical proe.esses ~ n ter-;~s of. energy 
tre. nSf~l\ ) };fa ny physio! sts habi tually use this mode of 
speech when referring to energy, but it may safely be assumed 
that they have a perfectly good understanding of ~lat they 
are ts.lking about. ~vhether their meaning is al1'Jaye apparent 
.to their listeners or readers is another mattel"", which \,lil1 
be di scue sed in its proper pIe ce belo1~1 (see the erid of Sec-
"f. 
tion 4.15.2). 
To sum up: energy 1s a "construct" - a particular physi-
cal quantity in terms of ~"1hi·ch one may formulate a Prinoiple 
of Conservation \"11:11c11. et9tes e. physical fact of funda.mental 
imports.nee. It is "not a substance, flulcl, pa.int or fuel 
which is smeared on bodies and rubbed off from one to another" 
.. 
(Arons 1965). The frequently-used expression nrlow of energylf 
must not be taken li tarally, bu t is nevertheless a. convenient 
WB.y of referring to e process in whioh energy is '1J.oet" by one 
system and "gained" by another" It can aid one's thinking 
a.bout such processes, just as the use of imaginary "field 
lines" can ::tid one's understanding of problems in electricity 
a nd magnetism. 
/4. 1 5. f. " " •. 
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4.15.2 The teachinp of the concept of energy 
• 11 rq 
In earlier decades (1.e. prior to the nineteen-sixties), 
it ,~s customary for work and energy to be taught in elemen-
tary courses e.ccordtng to the following P8 ttern (of Duncan 
and Starling 1918, Stead 1948, Smith 1953, Ference at a1 1956, 
T~!~~ber et al 1959; see also Constant 1963, Stol1bf\rg and Hill 
1965 for more recent treatments of this· type. ): 
(i) to 1 ntroduoe the CO,rl cept of l{Q.I1s., approprip "~el.v (:~,t'inea; 
(11) to define energy as t~f-) c8pac"i ty for J.oing t~\Tork; 
(111) follo'Vling on these definitions, to introduce t.~e con-
cepts of kinetic and (gravitational) potential 0~ergy~ 
More recently, t":1ere has been B. tendenoy in fIrst-year college 
or universl ty textbcoks to place the emphasis more fIrn11y on 
energy, in recognl tion of the fact that the purpose of the 
introduction of "work II is to ps.ve the way for energy as a 
more fundamen tal cone ept" In such trestments (of Feather 
1959, Sears and Zemansky 1964, Arons 1965, Kittel et al 1965, 
H:alllday and Resnick 1966, Alonso and Finn 1967), the in! tial 
step is aleo to define work (if lt is a "calculus:il text, work 
will be defined as the line integral of force. i. e. IF. dB ') 
but no attempt ls made to furnish a JSenere.l defini tion of 
energy. Instead thE' work-klnptic-energy theorem is derived 
(cf. our discussion ebove), \vith kinetic energy .Q.pfinr:£! (in 
this non-relativistic approA.ch) as n~ mv2n; "potential energy" 
functions for different o.onservative force fields are then 
defined in terms of work done by these force fields (apain cf. 
our di scusslon above), trom which the conserve tion of the sum 
of kinetic and potential energies in conservative fields 
immediately follows. This approach helps to bl.~ing out the 
real significance of energy as something whlch is B. conserved 
quanti ty, In other recent treatments (e.g. Atkins 1965, 
Orear 1961, 1967, Feynman et a1 1963 and Cotts end Detenbeck 
1966), the approach 1s even more radical; energy 1s introduoed 
/befoxle •••• , 
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be~ work, elthoufh egain no attempt is made to provide 
a general definit~on of energy. Feynman at 9'1' discu's9 
energy as a conserved quantity long before getting round to 
(:3 format definition of "Tork. They begin their ohapter on 
energy conservation with the question, "Whet is energy?U 
The answer they give will not satisfy the definition-hungry 
teaoher or instructor, but it nevertheless demands quotation: 
"It is important to realize that in physios today, W~ r~ctve ~-'J 
.... 
for calcula ting some numerical quanti ty J and when lIe .add it 
all together' it gives 128 t - always the same rl ,.:m1)eI\, It is 
B.n abstract thing in that it does not tell us the mecl"lanism 
or th~ reB. SO~~~. for ""he various formulas. Ii Atkins's approach 
is to s'Pate the formulae for various "forms" of energy early 
in his chapter devoted to the subject, on the grounds that 
this 1s the best ws.y to oombat the belief that energy is a 
"spe.rkling fluid" the.t oen be transferred from one body to 
e.nother. 
The studied avoidenoe of the definition "energy is the 
"f 
os.pac1 ty for doing work It in all these ne~l tree tments of the 
ooncept may come as e surprise to those who, like thl? present 
writer, were brought up on it. (Incidentally Theobald ,in his 
exhaustive study of the ooncept (1966) nowhere mentions this 
definition: the nearest he comes to it is in his referenoe, 
quoted above J to the energy of me.tter as being "mse.Bured by 
.. 
its ability to do work, its ability to undergo change". ) 
Possibly the chief reasons for its omission a.re that there is 
m~ch more to the conc~pt of energy that can be conveyed by 
the phrase "capacity to do work" (contrast this with mOI11,entum, 
which c~n be accurately and completely defined in as few 
words). end that it i 8 consequentlY downright misleading to 
pe rade tni s phra se e 8 a deflni ti on. (As the Second Law of 
Thermodynamics teaches us, "capacity for doing work" would 
not be an adeque.te dp.fini tion of "heat" energy.) 
/The •.••• 
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Tne new' approacnes to energy a.nd 't'lork just. outlined, 
wnile suitable for use in first-year courses at universities 
or oolleges, are too formal end abstract to commend tnem-
selves for use at sChool. Tne p.S.~.C. and Nuffield trest-
menta of tne subject represent satisfactory attempts to ep-
proaon i t in tne same spirt t but in a manner read':,~ assimi-
labIe·by scnoolcnildren. nere, too, tne empl1psls is on en-
ergy B.S a. primary conc'?pt~ r-.~8sured. in J.n1ts-">of \-lork, ultim-
ately to be snown to satisf'ya PrinciplE: of Conservation. 
'-Ie nave seen in Section 3.9 of' tn1s tnesis how energy and work 
are int;roduced, togetn0:a wltj~ tn~ ld.e0. of tne transformHtion 
of energy. In tne senior sonool, it ic app~opriate to give 
a more formal definition of work than th80 wnicn was supplied 
earlier, and also to give a quantitative treatment of kinetic 
end potential energy. At first, the teaener could remind 
i 
p~plls tnat in tne earlier standards they found tnat tne quan-
tl ty ee.lled u'vork ll , measured by rtforce times distance", was 
used as a. measure of tne emount of energy transferred from 
sometning to something else. He could tnen define "wol"k n 
""f 
formally as "the product of tne force and the oomponent of 
tne displacement of the point of application of the force in 
tne direction of the force. II It follows from tne true defi-
ni'tion tnat we may use thE> expression Fe cos B for the '-lork 
done by a constant force, wnere F and s are the respective 
magni tudes of the force 8.n~ the displacement and e is the angle 
be t'ljtleen tnem .. Per~~ps it would be as well for the teacher to 
stress tnat while one can be led to the concept of work by 
consideration of the processes in which "energy transfer" 
apparently takes pla.ce, the aotual definition of work makes 
no reference to energy. (The statement tha t "work i 8 a 
measure of energy transferred", while correct, is not a ~ll­
" ni ti on of ,,,ork.) 
It is usual when discussing. "work" to say that although 
one may get very tired ,,afhile holdi ng a heavy sui teB.se for a 
long time~ one has done no "~Tork" in tne physical sense of the 
/". IterrrL ........ 
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term because one he.s not moved ·the point of appllcetlon of 
the force one exerts. HO"1(~ver, 1 t can be c6nvinclngly 
8.rg1.led the tone .soes do work in these circumstances (of. 
et al 
Feynman/1963, 1uffield Guide (I)). The muscles of our 
erms are striated or skeletal muscles whose individual fibres 
contract momentarily on receipt of a nerve impulse, and then 
relsx tI \Vhile one l s arm holds a heavy Tpreight ~ B ~&rge number 
of the muscle fibres 'vi1] '~~. !fl s. stat: of. contraction at any 
I t is through 
theinoessant bringing into ection of' different muscle fibr·es 
that "lork is done ins~:~, OIlt;' a b,--:dy. 
Attention should now be focussed 0~ the two basic types 
of energy, viz. kinetic and potential en~~gy. Kinetic energy 
should be introduced by consideration of the work done on a 
body by a constant resultant force in accelerating it from 
r+st to a velocity of magnitude v. This work is easily show'n 
t~ be ~ mv2 , and is olearly the work that oan be done bl the 
bod~ when some opposing force brings it to rest. The "rela-
tlvenese" of kinetic energy 1s a point worth discussing after 
"( 
the conoept has been introduced, i.e. the kinetic energy of 
an object depends on the choice of reference frame (cf. Nuf-
fl eld Guide (IV) ). Someone rid11~ along B road at constant 
velocity has a lot of kinetic energy relative to us if we are 
ste·tionary at the side of the roed; but if 'tale ride alongside 
him lqi th the same velocl~y, hi s kinetic energy relative to us 
1 S z.ero. 
This presentation of kinetic energy could be reinforced 
with simple qualitative cless experiment8 in which pupils 
give kinetic energy to 8uitable .objects by pushinp; them or by 
allowing them to suffer col1iAions with other objects already 
in possession of kinetic energy (cf. Nuffleld Guide (IV) ). 
Elastic collisions between tt'-TO similar objects under near-
/fr.ictlonlees ••••• 
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frictionless conditions show up the transfer of kinetic 
energy very neatly, especially if 'one of the ob'jeets ·1.e 
ini tle.lly a.t rest. Of course, whe.t is actually ~ to 
happen 'is that the objects exchange velocities in the col-
lision, and this could equally well be interpreted as an ex-
change of momentum. But this does not negate the value of 
these experlments in this context. The pupil 1s now required 
to think about the ,,,ork (lone by an aocelerating f('r·o~ r.nd 1"'(0 
.... 
relation to ~ mv2 , and to lnterpret 1"1hat be sees in these 
p,lmp1e experiments in the light of these lde~s" It is 1n-
evi table that he should fllBo think a.bout rnomen"<'m, t.J t tr\ls 
1 e all to th,e good; he i11111 shortly be fsced 'rill th th\·) di 8CO-
very tl.1B.t ki~!-:tic e)'''ergy is not conserved ln all kina.s, of c01- I 
118100s, wherea.s momentum is. If a modern version of the 
eighteenth-century debate of "mv versus mv211 springs up in 
the classroom, the teacher can stress that both momentum a.nd 
kinetic energy s.re useful concepts a.nd that the partioular 
virt'ues of kinetic energy will beoome apparent in due course.' 
Pupils who have been through the introduotion to,/energy re-
"'f 
commended for the junior yea.rs of the secondary school should 
be able to accept this view easily enough. 
Although the p.S.S.C. textbook chooses to introduce the 
conoept of potential enel'lgy in the courBe of the study of 
elastic collisions end presents a very elegant treatment of 
this topic ~l t.l1e averap;~ ~senior school :pupil would probably find 
potentla.l energy easier to grp-sp if he met 1 t first of all in 
the shape ~ gravitati0nal potential energy. 
o·f this topiC, the points to stress are:-
I n the tree. tme n.t 
(1) When a body 1s lifted from one level to another, ~Tork 
must 'be done on it. ,~ 
(11) If the lifting force applied to the body exactly counter-
balances its weight, the ~ work done on the body by all the 
/forces ••••• 
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forces acting on it is zero. (Contrast thls wi 'Gn the 
a1 tUBtion used to illustrate kinetic energy.-) 
(lii) However, the work done against the gravitational force 
by th~ lifting force is "recoverable", because one CQuld 
arre.nge for the body to do thi 9 amount of ~JOl"k on SO!l1e other 
body if it were 81lo~~Ted to descend to 1 ts orig1nal level. 
Therefore the act of lifting the body ~ia s €.)1 ven .... t add1 tional 
capaci ty for transferrinp. e"·l1):t~Y tr:. sr-rle ... cnlng else (i. e • 
. .., 
We could Bay in this case 
that tkle body ha s r~c~l v~d B10 incre8 se in gr~vl tatioool poten-
tial energy. Strict~y BP~Dk1nE, 1~ ie the aystem body-plus-
earth that has received the 'increase j Jl grr9.vl tEtiona.l poten-
tiel energy. It 1 s perhaps e pi ty the G the ;·rell knowIl for··~ 
mula for differences in grs.vi tatlonal potential energy, 
AW = mgh, should be misleading in this respect, since it 
epparently depends only on the mass of the body lifted and 
I 
I 
the height through which it was lifted. But it should be 
remembered that g :: ~ , where the symbols used have the 
R2 
appropriate meanings; in fact the full formula ~hould read 
"f. 
AW = :7;!£- . which makes it plain that the increase in poten-
tial energy depends on the masses of both the body end the 
earth as well a 8 on the sepe.rB tion of their centres. For 
small values of h (1. e. in practicB.lly B.ll cases of relevance 
to pupils) this formulfl reduces to flW:.= GmmF.2: == mgh, slnce 
R2 
g = G R~ • It is not sup,p-ested tha t pupils should see the 
above general expression for potential energy in B. gravl ta-
tional field - the simple expression for the very nearly 
uniform gravitational field in which they live will be quite 
edequ~te -- but the teacher should J11B.ke some effort to con-
vinoe pupils that this potential energy is ilstored" in the 
"invlsi ble spring" repl"'esented by the gravl ta.tional field. 
The underlying idea 1s an 1mporte.nt one, since 1 t will be 
lenco~ntered •..•• 
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encountered again when the pup1'l me,eta energy associated l11i th 
electric and magnetic fields. One "Jay in wntch this'idea 
might be successfully conveyed 1s the "experiment n suggested 
by Rogers (1960) (see also Nuffield Guide (I)·), in whioh 
,,~" f?: 
} . 
the pupil lifts a 11;T eight and a t the same time closes hi s eyes i'. 
Bnd imagines himself stretching the "invisible spr" ~g" con-
neoting the weight end the earth. 
(iv) It should be streSSf>J t;~5t th6 vl0J.":{ do,pe against the 
gravi te. tional fnr::.:e 1!71 li-Tt1ng the bO~1 from one level to 
e,nother does not de.pend on the path f'.o11owed; if it did, we 
could not obtain a uni'~'le f;tl~~Wer for :b.e difference in poten-
tial energy between the two levels, and it would therefore be 
impossible to define gravi tational poter~t1al energy in b.ny 
meaningful way. This point is not usually mentioned in ele-
mentary treatments of energy. It is difficult to see why not. 
I After all, 88 we pointed out earlier, the oonservation of ener-
I 
gy o.epends on this fact, end it 08.n be very easily proved for 
B ~Aform gravitational field. The path along whioh an object 
1 e 11ftecl oan be approxima ted by a sequence of 8n),a 11 al ter-
"'f, 
na ting horizontal and vertloB.l segments; elong the hor1 zontal 
segments of this pflth, the p,ravi ta,tione.l force does not 'tv-ork 
and no work 1s done egainAt it, while the tot~l ~rork done 
ege,lnst the gre.vl tationp.l force a.long thE' vertical 9~gment9 
of the path is simply equal to the weight multiplied by the 
tot~l length of the vArt~cal segments, 1.~. the height through 
which the object 1s lifted. 
As the idea of pot~ntial energy is at least as important 
P8 that of kinetic energy , it is desirable th~t other exe.mples 
of it should be discussed before the pupil 1a required to 
work out problems on w~ork e.nd the conservation of energy. 
The obvious exa.mple is the potential energy of a compressed ) 
or stretched 8pring~ Time ~Till probe.bly not permit a 
/quat!tative ••••• 
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quantitative study of tnle oase in the classroom, but a 
general consideration of i twill .help to impress upon ~'1e 
pupil tnos9 features wnicn characterize potential energy in 
genera.l. The matter 1s thus excellently summed up by Mao-
Lachlan and McNeill (1964b): ft, •• , [A system has] potential 
energy ••• when a force external to the pYGte~ 1s r~;ulred to 
prevent tne action of s foroe internal tc th.r- r~:/·stem. Or, 
if a contlnulng forc~ rxi':;~8 !;1':'!at ca.n p/oduce motion when a 
restraint is removed, ·then tne ob .. 1ect on which the force is 
acting possesses potentia'l energy. n 
Of oou:~se, tne moet ~mpol"ts.nt resu)'\ to emerge from this 
study of mec.hanical energy should be the (\onBt~rvation of 
mechanical energy in the absenoe of friotion. The '~ell-
known nder1vationl1 of this principle should be given for the 
oS.se of interc.hange between gravitational potential energy 
i 
I 
and kinetic energy, and examples of tnis type of intercnange 
as well as of tne interChange between elastic potential ener-
gy and kinetic energy should be ~iscussed. It itlould be in-
struot! ve for pupils to oarry ou t simple quali te. ti'Ve or que.n-
"f, 
tltatlve experiments lri tnis conneotion: the Nutfield Guide 
(IV) describes several experiments of this type. Perhaps 
the simplest of tnem all 1s one 1 n which tne pupil observes 
tne swinp;lng of a pendulum end 1s asked to oomment on what he 
sees from the point of view of energy conversion. (There 1s 
also Galileo's modification of th:ls experiment, in whicn the 
motion of the supporting string 1s intercepted by a pin or 
peg and tne bob is seen to ri se e.s nigh as it did in the ;lb-
sence of tne pin.) These experiments and others, in all of 
1'1nicn f!'iQ.tion inevi tB.bly plays 1 ts part ~ can serve 8,S 8. most 
, " 
i 
.. -
, ~. 
useful introduction to the Principle of Conservation of Energy .. 
ln its more general form. 
We nave referred above to the use of the expression "flow 
of energy", and tne posslbl1i ty t;.~at this might lead the 
/unlnitlated ••• ,. 
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uninitiated to conceive of energy as a reBl fluid. We do 
not thiru~ that this constitutes a serious dp.nger in the intro-
duotory teaching of energy. ' By this time the pupil will 
have had considera.ble experienoe of ~lorkinp, wi th abstract 
physical concepts such BS velooity, acceleration, mass, foroe 
and momentum. As energy is introduced on the sarnebasis as 
tha t on which these concepts ,,,,ere, he ~~loul.::i be k"':-l~ to A,ppre-
cia te the. t energy is no m~!'e ~ 4'th'1:-~ Jj ~jhdn B.re these other 
.... 
(;oncepts" 
B.ppeara tl from one sy:ste,m, we :find 1 t turning up in another; 
also, if within a glv~-:l sy;~1:~:m, ~neI;~~ of' oneJJform" becomes 
less, this is compensated fo:p by a cor:~8'spona.lng increase in 
the amount of other "forms" of energy vl1 ~~hin the system. 
It ls,usual (and convenient) to speak of a transfer of energy 
within one system or from one system to another as 8 "flow of 
epergy"_ If the nature of energy as an abstraot physioal 
I 
concept is properly grasped by the pupil, he should have no 
difficulty in recognizing this usage for what it is, viz. 
as e "manner of speeking ff not to be interpreted too 1i tel")ally. 
vie cannot think that damage ae,n be done to, anyone' B under-
standing of physiCS in general or energy in particular by the 
tendency to refer to "the flow of energyl1, or to this or that 
system possessing a particular "form" of energy. No funda-
mental truth i8 obscured by this looseness of language (Cf. 
in this respect the pseudo-definition of mass as "quantity 
of rna tter It) ; on the contrary J 1 t can help the beg! nner to 
understand the idee of energy transfer and so lead to an under-
standing of conservation of energy. 
4" 15.3 PO'TN'er 
..... LQLU) 
It 1s easy to ,justify the introduction of the concept 
of power or the rate of doing work on the grounds that it is 
frequently of prfl.ctlcel interest to kn01,r how fast energy is 
/belng ••••• 
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being transferred by a given macnine, or how quickly it 1s 
bei ng "u sed Upfl. Every pupil 'knoTN's that the more "power-fulll 
the enBine 1s in a given car, the faster it will go under 
gi ven cond.l tions. The uni t of pO'"ler can be introduced 
immediately after the concept has been defined, In a modern 
syl19bus, only t'V10 uni ts of pO~Ter require formal o~eflnl t1o.n, 
·viz. the joule per second, or.lJ!:jl, an(: its mult~;,J.~ the 
kllo't-T8 tt. The hor8e-DOW~r ~~~ si~;ly ~0 stated to be equal 
'~o '146 1'1:3 tts ~ to ~YA.( .",-~ ~ignl:flcent figures). The energy unit 
know-n as the Itllo,yt!) tt-hou.r:, i""\ust be introduced beC8use of i ts 
practic~.l importe.nce'" Ttl\f', ,~ril1 he~"O to brine home an es-
pect of energy to the pupil .. that ene:"~:Jr is ",.,rhnt you pay 
for n, 
Sample calculations to illustrate the use of "power" 
should not a.nd need not be elaborate. Examples requiring 
the calculation of the power expended by someone running up 
a flight of stairs or climbing a mountain in 8 given time B.re 
of some interest and could well be done in the classroom. 
Also interesting ere problema dealing with motor vehicles 
travelling at const8nt velocity along a horizontal road. ~ 
I f the total frio tions.l forr~e i 8 given (!lQ1 the coeffici ent 
of friction end the mass of the car) end the speed of the 
vehicle, the power devploped by the engine ~men the vehicle 
travels on a level road 1s simply the product of these two 
quanti ties. 
509. 
CF-u\PTER 5: ADVANCED HEAT I KINETIC TTIEOR~.1!.!~D THE 
PHYSICS OF ~~j\TIJ.'1r£R IN BUL!. 
5.1 Introduction 
Onoe the principles of mechanics essential to the rest 
of the course have been introduced and elaborated upon, there 
are a number of possible ways of procee,~"i.ng I p ene Common 
Basic Syllabuses for both Phy~1;~8 and P.~ys~.,;?~ SOience, it 
~. 
~_B ~'econ~t'1endp('i the:; +J~.e 4'ol·cp.oing matE;riel be followed 
immedie.tely by a vlide'r study of the conservation of energy) 
leading to the First Law of ~lerrru()c1ynamio8. Tn the Physics 
syllabus ~ ~his is then .»llo-.·c~d by IfTtJ.~ Particle Structure 
of Matter", and "Intermolecular Forces u l 1171110'11 ere fol: ....,wed 
in turn by a study of "Gases, Solids and Liquids ll , the sec-
tion concerned v11 th ge ses dealing among other things wi th 
elementary kinetic theory of ideal gfl.ses, kinetic interpre-
I 
tation of temperature, Kelvin and CelsiUS tempera.ture scales 
a nd "ideal gas la-vls If. (In the Physical Science syllabus; 
the sections concerned with intermolecular forces and with 
matter in bulk: a.re transposed to the IlChemlstrylJ part of.., the 
syllabus. ) 
To some extent this 1s a logical sequence, at any rate 
as far 88 the placing of the First La v; of IJ:lhermodynamlc8 1s 
concerned J for the pupil by thi s time kno1VS enough abou t 
tempers. ture e no. the mea 8urement of "heat II to be able to under-
stand the sienificence ot Joule's experiments. 
have already remarked, "conservation of enErgy" in the wider 
sense finds a readyinterpret~tion in terms of the kinetic 
theory of matter. On the other hanel, 'VTe think. it unfortun-
n te tha t the lnterprptatlon of temper[4ture in terms of nver-
age molecular kinetic ener~y should precede R study of the 
.... " 
ideal gas "la-t-rs fl or indeed of the Kelvin temperature scale; 
/thi e , ••••• 
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this, we thinl:, 1s putting the cart before the horse, at 
e ny ra te in the senior school. We shall ourselves discuss 
tempera ture 8 nd the gas laws befor",~ the Fir8t Law of Thermo'"" 
dynamics and tne kinetic theory of matter, but we appreciDtc 
that there is much to be 8e.id for a compromise appPOl1ch 1n 
which, say, t.he First l.8w· is di8cu8sed imMediately after 
fitcChanics, and Boyle's lEH" is then given a npive der'ivption 
from elementary kinetic theory. 
before tempere.ture is "interpretea~n in terms of 8verege '''':ole--
cu18l'" kinetic energy. 
5.2 '"rempe.??ture and the gee Ip1~rs 
...... ~ .. .,..,........................ ~
5.2.1 The traditionpl epproech 
The traditional epproachto these matters (of Gordon a~~ 
Neser, no date, Prlnsloo et al 1965) begins with an ex~eri­
mental lnvestiGfltion of the vari8.tion v.tith temperature of .. -
volume of a given mass of gas kept at constnnt pressure~ 
'(In this case "tempere.ture Jl means "temper8ture as mCD.su):-,ed 
by a mercury thermometer" ~ a fact which the textbook ~uth')r 
may well not bother to state.) A graph is plotted of r-,r E'(:,y. 
volume versus tempera ture flnd extre.poleted back'w1~rdB to r1 ve 
B n "absolute zero. II Depending on hOl" soph18tic~ted tt}(~ 
textbook authors ere, the emergence of the absolute 781':) 
be interpreted in various waye. 
cit.) confidently announce th~t "In terms of the Kinetic 
Theory of heat ••. lt doen mpan thpt at - 273°C there CR~ be 
no molecular motion," and likewise Prinsloo et 81 tell us 
that "By die temperetuur sal geen stof meer enige ~mrmte 
beei t D.le: al1e P101ekules van nIle stow-vIe SEll, volrenn :::_~_-
molekulgre teorie, stl1etaBn." (Ill\.t this temperature n~ 
subst~:lnce \\7111 have eny more heat; all molecules of l?11 
substances vrill, according to the molecular theory) eel? ~E' 
/Llove. lit •••• 
move". ) One might well ask, . If~'lhlch lkinet1c theory' or 
t moleculD.l" theol"lY'? II T.he next step is to enunciate' 
"Charles 1 s Lal"" in some sUC1.1 form es IIAt constant pressure 
1 the volume of a fixed mp.S8 of gas increases by 273 of its 
volume at oOe for each degree Celsius rise in temperature" 
(cf. Tyler 1951).. "Absolute" (or Kelvln) tempers.t1lre 1s 
then .defined as Celsius temperature pl'c.? 27~ de[('::~:;cl" a.nd 
Boyle's La1'1 and the form ?f :~1:clrle(.·' s '!_ .:lj,,~ J!:.lst quoted a.:re 
. ..;omblnecl ~co {;lVe ::~.lt"; 1o.8al gas equation" 
The prinoipal objection to this approach is that, ex-
pIlei tly 01"\ 1mp1ici tl,~~., th". temJ'ere.t\.~~es specified 1n it a:t~e 
temperatures that are SUppOE3d to be rf::td on a. mercury thermo-
meter. In extrapolating a volume versu i teIiil-;el"~a ture !.:;:" :tph 
tOlvard$ a.n absolute zero, we are moving into a region ""here, 
as some pupils 1dll realize, it is quite impossible to take 
i 
r;eadings of tempera ture wl th B. mercury thermometer since the 
I 
mercury will have solidified. What meaning, then, can we 
attach to a temperature of, say, -100°0, that appears on 
temperature axis of the graph? ~ve.rren (1961, 19,65) hD S 
forcibly cri ti cized this kind of extrapolation and. dr&i~n 
e.ttention to its dangers, yet it continues to be applied: 
the 
in particula.r, it is employed in so c8.refully-thought-out a 
course as the Nuffield Physics course (of Nuffleld Guide (III), 
in which it is recommended that pupils should. plot a pressure 
versus ll1ercury-scale-temp~erature graph for dry air and extra ... " 
polate it in the usual way). Clearly the subjeot needs to 
be disoussed further, B.nd since the Nuffield approach to it 
1s characterized by a sense of responsibility tbat is con-
spicuously absent from other approachA8, 1'1]'e shall use it as 
our point of departure. 
The Nuffielct Guide makes the clear stfltement that lliJ upils 
should eme;t:'ge wi th B. clear idea tha t, judged by e meroul"Y 
"".. AI.::: • ~ 
Itne~mometer, ••••• 
..... 
.... 
_ ... 
" 
, .~ 
the:r:.;nomet~E.' G88 preS8ure runs c1o~",n a straight 11 f;e s s tem-
perature fnlls, e straight line directed to~mrds zero. pres~ 
sure at 8. tempera ture 8ome~vher'e bet1-.reen -250°0 end -300°". 
In the immec1i8tely precedi ng pflragraph, it is suggeRted that 
"If liquid B.ir is available, it is ver-y interesting to dip 
this 'gas thermometer' in liquid air and see what it says 
about the boiling; poi nt of a.il". II lvhat can ~ t Sf-':; ~bou t the 
bolling point of air? 
,-;':-1 ~nstr:'J~tlc"'.l 't,o :r._/.r: J:..f froD the graph the temperRture 
corresponding to the pr€S8Ure of the "gas thermometer tl when 
it is dipped in 11qui~ air, then we obtain from this graph a 
temperature 'Yll1ich, judged by a mercury .nermometer, would 
- ........ -------~. '" ...... ~".... .. ~ ... 
seem to have no meaning. Now this crit.~ cisr,"> cannot be 
shrugged off with the remerk that it is merely the perverse 
applicatlon of lithe operHtlo)."mllst demand to 'define t every 
physical concept by mea ns of a set of 1ebora tory opera tions U 
(if we may quote Bunge (1967) out of context)e Fo!" here ~'le 
B.re directly concerned tv·i ttl the !'.2§.~~nen! of temperatul~e, 
a nd to taJJ\: of tempera tures of the order of -lOQoC or les8 as 
though they vlere the results of measu:r:i3,.!,'11ent"s. 1V'C must hRve a 
precise idea in mind of the temperature 8c81e in tern18 of 
which these measurements pre expressed. If, at this stege, 
the only temperatUl"8 scale 1"8 (or our pupils) have in mind is 
thB."c defined by the liquid-mercul'ly-in-glRss thermometer, th(;n 
temperatures having the values just quoted have literally no 
meaning. Yet many pupils and teachers .§.g, accept ti1~t these 
temperatures have a meaning, s.nd the Nuffleld Guide SUEGests 
t~at one should find out what the "ge.S thermometer!! says 
about the boiling point of air. How is this to be explained? 
Surely tl18 anSVler is tl1at consciolu~ly or unconsciously, terr:-
peretur'es below' the freezing point of mercury are tree.ted 
here not as mercury-scale temperatUl')es but as temperatures 
Ion • •••. 
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on a gf'lS Rcale "'those preduBtions are identical in 817-e 1'11 th 
those of the mercury scale in the reGion where the tyro over-
lap. :ve sue;gest the t 1 t would pronote understanding of tem-
perature anc1 its meR surement if this swl tch of temperature 
scales 'VTere brought into the open 8.nd ctiscussed at the 8ppro-
prlate time; specif'ical;.J, \.ye recommend that the 10.ea of a 
temperature settle .2:;.~!.'.n~;...§. by the properties of e gas should 
:'e ~.lltrod'Ltcec1 prior to a.ny dl scussion of n~b-solute 'tf>1'.per'3" 
ture" 8.!1d liabs01u te zero." Such an approach would not J -l-Je 
th1r .... k, confront teacher or pupils \rfith any Il18Jor difficulties: 
we Qutl).ne 1,", helo\1. 
5. 2.2 ';;'n impr~~. ed el~'proach 
Fi;st, the principles studied in the junior years for 
the setting-up of a tempere.tul"'e scale should be reviewed. 
Then the question of a stendA:cQ.. thermometer setting up a 
.@..,tand?rd temperature sCB.Ie cnn be raised. It can be pointed 
out that lTe may construct a variety of different Celsius ther-
mometers based on different thermometric properties, accordlnc 
to the principles previously outlined, but thpt we must not 
expect the.t these different thermometers 'tviII agree with one 
another except at the fixed points. ~'lhich thermo:neter is 
right? Hhichever one 1"'e choose ftS ll.tnn~:.r£.. Physlclsts 
have found it very much to their advantage to use as a stan-
de.I'd a type of thermometer thB t US8S ae its thermometric pro· .. 
perty the change of pressure of a gas kept at constant volume. 
To see vlhy they made this choice, ;,.,e need to knO'Tf! !TIor~ about 
the way in ~;hich gases behave. 
At this pOint, Royle's Law can be establi£~ed. 
dvys, the idea of carrying out experiments to II verify ll Boyl.f':' S 
(or any other) Law is thoroughly d1scredited, and tencherJ 
vl1l1 want the La,.y to emerge from measurements made by the 
pupils themselves. Still, it would be dishonest to pretend 
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that pupils are "discovering" Anything that is other than very 
well knovln, p.nd vThlch indeed mflY be vel"'Y 1IJ611 kno'VJ'n to them 
also. The Nuffield Guide (III) suggests that pupils be told 
of Boyle's original investlgetlons but not of his results, 
and that they then be asked to try what Boyle tried. "Some 
of you kno1iv 1tlhat Boyle discovered, and in that 08.8e you will 
be trying your skill egainst the eppar·.J tus s to r~"" "i'.1ether 
you agree 'tvi th the relationp'.,j ~ th:. -:. B J~I;::; found. n As to the 
~le~hod of' tr~." -Lng .~ "iJ) fUt."lY schools '~'Jill possess t11e familie.r 
type of' Boyle 1 S M.W e.pparatus in wl11ch the applied pressure 
in mercury levels to atmospr. ~ric presfl'/'e. Thi 8 pre 8 e nt s no 
real difficulty to senior school pupils -1nd l,;'::. nnot be L.~-ld ~~.,:) 
obscu~e the essential simplicity of the experiment. If this 
appara tUB is not possessed by the school, there i.e a CHse for 
t:ryinr; the Nuffield apparatus, in \,rb.ich the gB8 semple is en-
i 
closed in a wide glass tube with a volume scale beside it and 
pressure is measured on a Bourdon gauge grac1uf:l.ted in Bbsolute' 
pressure; the pressure 1s cha'nged oy driving in oil from a 
reservoir. 
l'·!hen finding the "FVIJ products, there is a strong temp-
tation for pupils to '·;1'i te dovln the nn8'Vlers 88 !bur-figure 
numbers, since these are the numbers obtainable from logarithm 
tables. The implied four-figure 8CCUr8.cy 18 quite unjusti-
fled, and teachers should seize the opportunity to issue tha 
appropriate warnings here. Finally, an important point to 
meke concerning Boyle' 8 Ln,·, is that 1. t does not ~xactly deB-
cribe the behaviour of real gases, but that the lower the 
pressure, the more closely does the EPg seem to l10beyll 
Boyle' 8 La"T. An ideAl F,89 can then be defined as a gns t~8t 
,..,...,.... .~£CG4l~ 
would obey Boyle's Law exactly under all circumstances. 
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Next, pupils c~n study gllseous expansion. The first 
point to be made would be that at ·constant temper~ture, the 
volume of a gas depends on tne pressure. Therefore investi-
gation of the change of volume v-li th temperature should be 
carried out at const~nt pressure if the results are to be 
easily interpreted. If the appropriate apparatus 1s avail-
~:-lleJ the standard experiment to 1nvestiga te the chanr.;e of 
volume of D. gas kept at constant pressure with ch8r:~e ~,... 
straightfor"';·;ardly to the result tha t in terms of" the rnerc·ury 
temperature scale, the ge 8 expa nas uniformly 'VI.:" ~h t ··."':!erH +'urc:. 
(It would be good te~chlng tactic8 to inject constant remin-
ders ).:1to ch~:, discu'":;3ion tha.t the temperotures spoken of are, 
in fact, mercury-scale temperatures.) The teacher cpn now 
make the Foint - there would be no time to establish it in the 
classroom - that if different gases were used in turn in the 
eppare.tus, they 1.vould in general be found t.o behave in the 
same sort of 1;:ay. But a further interestinG l"'esult emerges 
when observations are made on the thern~l expansion of differ-
ent gases. This is the fact that at a constant pressure', 
.... ~ 
ell gll se s e :~pe.nd betHeen the lO1'ler and upper fixed 1-'01 ~:t s "by 
the same fr8,ction of their volume at the lOTilJel l fixed I;olnt • 
....... ~~ 4lU :wJ. 
[These fects Hbout the varlptlon of gaseous volume 1'Jith 
tempere.ture ~·!ere lndependently established by J.A. C. Charles 
in 1787 ana by J.L. GaY-Lussac in 1802" 
in "filch nCh.8,rles 1 s Ln"T" 1s often rendereCl~ nowA.days (of. the 
quote.tion e.bove) , it is ir.lteresting to note Gay-Lussac' S ovJ'n 
statement of his findings (Pngie 1935): 
1. "All f2.S8S, -:;·lhntevc·r mDy be theil'" (i.e~8i ty pnd t':1e Qt;.antl t~v 
of ",.;atel"l vlhich they holr} in solution, tlnd all ve.pours expand 
equally between the same deprees of heat. 
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2. For t~.10 permanent ge 8(-~S the increase of volume received 
by each of them betw-een the temperature of meltlng ice end 
80 
tha t of boiling 'tVa ter is equa 1 to 2-1333 of the original 
100 
volume for a thermometer c.lvided ibto 80 parts, or to 26666 
of the same volume for the centigrade thermometer. \I It is 
possibly significant that Gay-Lussac thought fit to state 
his secoDcl cOIJ'Jlus:.on 1'.1 t.:.:;rr;18 of the expansion bE,tween the 
lOt~Tr,(' :tnd i'IPP(:~' :'j.xed points) frp c tional expe.n-
'. 
cion per degreeJ 
The varia.tion of Eressu~ vri th temperature of a gp.s j\:ept 
a~ oonstant volume 8hould next be studied, leadl~B to the con-
clu~i1on thn t d.; constant volume the preS8Ul"'e of o. gas increases 
of a1~ gases increases from the ice to the steam point by the 
same fraction of the pr~ss~re at the lce point. At this 
stage, instead of follo1 .. ring the extrapola tion procedure cri ti-
cized above, the teacher· can suggest to pupils that the facts 
of gaseous behaviour suggest not only that a gas might be an 
excellent sucsta.nce to use in 8 thermometer, but also tl1at a. 
temperature scale defJned 'V,1 th a gas thermometer might be 
roe.d.e the standard. The implications of the use of such a 
thermometer as a stflndard can then be stuc.ied in detDil. 
First, the process of e8t~bllshing 8 Celsius scale \Vi th a 
constant volume gas thermometer can be described or, better, 
demon 8 tra. ted. ThBt is, . the pre'ssur9 of the gO-s should be 
measured at the two fixed pOints, and the results plotted on 
e graph of pressure against temperature. By de~initlo~, the 
tempera.ture8 of tIle t't,ro fixed points ere OOC n nd 10000. 
(Or rethel'l, that of the upper fixed point v.Tould. be 100°0 if 
the pressure lTere one ete nderd 8 tr:1osphere. This is not H 
matter about ,·,rhlch fl great 6.ea.l of ll..lS8 need be made; if the 
pressure is Jlot one stendard atmosphere, then 81 tt..er the 
/tencher ••••• 
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teacher coulQ say "let us 0811 the temperature of this fixed 
point 99. 2°C If (or whatever would be the appropriate value; 
~ he could decide thnt the temperature to be assigned to the 
upper fixed. point ml~ht just as vlell be ofilled 11100°0", 
since the percentage error reAultlng from 8uch a decision is 
of li ttle consec.;",Jer..:e he.("':.) The stralght line joining these 
two polnts 18 ~~1e rr'l:;"j)h thtl.t def'ln§l1 the temperature scale 
~·C".r' thi s ge.. 8 chermometer. With the aid o~'thig g~~r~ we ~an 
nO'iTJ use the gas thermometer to measure t:empera tures on i t3 
own 8cale. 
Evt)Yl nO~'1 t one need not hesten to consider ~he impllcD ..... 
to ",here it cu tB the tempera ture axi 8, Instead, one could 
consider such questions as, "If v;e had a number of different 
gas thermometers u sing different gases in ea.ch, ~·jould they 
each gl ve the s8.me tempera ture reading 1 ... rhen requix-ed to meEts-
ure the temper8.ture of the se.me system? II Experimentally one. 
would find this to be true to lJ good approxima tion., Even 
more important is the fHot that the agreement bet-vIeen gaSt 
thermometers gets better end better 'wl1en the 8aG~e8 in them 
are used at lower and lower preR8ures. For example, suppose 
"re hDve at our dispos8.1 f!. pp,ir of constnnt voll.nne gas ther-
mometers, one containing oxygen and the other hydrogen. 
To becin 't'li th) 1rre adjust the thermometers 80 thn t flt the ice 
pOint, tJ:1e ~reS8ure i 9 '760 mm Ht;~ Then 've use the therrnome-
ters to measure the tempera ture of D. '"Jater be the 
find that the agreement between the thermometers 1s neBrJy 
bu t not qui te exact. Then we re~ove enough of t~e ges from 
each therrnOL1eter 80 a s to meke the preSDure in eHch 380 
st the ice pOint, a.nd ,."e repeat the mC8surement of the ternperD.,.. 
ture of the bath. The agreement bet~veen the thermomete7.'s 
"J111 be better then before; if 1'1e make the prf!BSure at the 
/ice ..••• 
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ice point lO"\vex' still, tne agreement will be still further 
'"' improved. Since it \ores found eprlier thB t a gas behaved 
more like an ideal gas the lower its pressure, the foregoing 
results can be stated 88 follows:-
Gas thermometers using different gases agree \o.r1 th another 
better as the rases in tr,t:~:': approach the condi tion of en 
idea 1 gSt s. 
For this and other reasons, scientist~ 'have dAc 4 ded to 
use the properties' of Rn ideal g8.S e.s the h'=l8is of ttleir 
definition of a standard temperature scale. 
At this 8tage of the argument, it would be appropriate 
to lookance a~~in ~t the (real or hypothetical) graph of 
preS8UI4e versus ~emperature 1.yhich defln~"s B. "l'ealges l1 tern .... 
pera ture scale. If the zero of this temperature scale is 
re-defined to be the point"at which the straight-line graph 
cuts the temperature axis, then th.e pressul'e of the ge.s in 
the thermometer "vVill be directly proportional to the tempera ..... 
ture. (The teacher should stress that this ia a result of 
the definitions by wnicn this temperature scale 1s set up~ 
llQ.l a deduction from experiment.) If one 1\18 8 to set up a 
Celsius scale using a constant-volume apparatus from the 
school labore.tory, one ,"lQuld' find the t the graph of preE8ure 
age.inst temperature would cut the temperature axis at arOJ;~~ 
Could the t~ermometer have been an ideal thermometer 
containing an ideal ges, =the graph o'otnined \vould cut the 
aXis at 273.15 Celsius de~rees to t~e left of the ice point. 
(This, it should,perht:lps be mentioned, is a dednction from. 
the behaviov~ of ~ gases.) Therefore the pres8ure of an 
ideel cas is directly proportional to a new temper8.'ture, T, 
where T is defined by 
T = 273. 15 + t, 
t being the temper8.ture in degrees Celsius. 
/The ••••• 
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The pupil is now ready to be intromlced to the modern 
definition of the Kelvin temperature sca1e, based upon a 
single fixed point (of Sears and Zem8.!1cky 1964 J Zemansky 
1964, Brommert 1965). He oen first of all be told that 
(1) it is possible to set up n temperature scale usi~~ only 
one fixed point ~ 8.8 v1111 ::';:lortly be s~1own to him; and 
(11) tr.fl.t sCie"')tj S~8 ::ie.;-1ded upon the neYJ .. single, fixed 
lJ0 4• nt (the fliJ.·iple point" of tvPter) on the ~'l'"!ounds 1)f its 
superior reproducibility. To explain point (1), nIl that 
is needed in principle is to set up the folloi'J'inG temperB.ture-.. 
8ca:Lo-d€fini;i l :; equa tIon: 
T 
273.16 
- X 
..... --
X 3 
where X is the value of the chosen thermometric property at 
some temperature T other than the triple pOint, and X3 is 
its value at the triple-point. Thus the temperature of the 
triple point is arb! trarily assigned the value of 273~ 16 
kelvin (or 273. 16K) , e.nd the above equation enables any ot.her 
tempera ture to be fou nd if the vc31ue' of X3 and the appropria te 
value of X are kno1V11. Pupils should note that if a tempera-
ture scale is cLefl ned in this vrey, then the changes in tem-
perp.tupe a.re proportion81 to' the chpne;es in thermometric 
property, just P.S before; but trl[i.t in acIdi tion, the tp.mpera -
ture itself has been mode directly proportional to the vfllue 
of the thermometric props!'ty. 
For t.he scale n0111J officially adopted ass ta ndnrd, the 
thermometric property is, in effect, the pressure of' en ideal 
gas kept at constant volume. (In practice, ideal gAS scale 
temperat'lU'l8S 8.re calcul,~ted from sui table formulae into uhich 
B.re substituted ti1.e re8din~8 taken with a real gas const~·.rJ.'t 
v olume thermometer.) By specifying the temperature of the 
new fixed point to be 2?3.l6 kelvin, the internat:lonal 
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cOl;1mi ttee responsible for layln~ dO'\'Jl1 the new scale he B en-
sured that the. tempere tures of the ice and steam pOints 're-
main 273.15 K and 373~ 15 K respectively, just a 8 t"'1ey were 
on the 010. "absolu te tempera ture II scale defined by the addi-
tion of 273,15 "degrees" ~o the Celsius scale. 
To complete this dise"sslon of the standard temper8.ture 
9c~le as such, the teac:--',,~j; must tell pupils of the existence 
r;f t~>~ trn.~d K ::!..v~n sCflle of tempera ture, 1. e... the thermody-
namic scale of tempera. ture. The story he ca n tel..L oa n tn..'. .. e 
the form of the follovli ng simple a 8sel~tions:... uLord Kelvin 
S~':I"hied 1.ast ~entury that it 1s possible to define a tempel~a­
tur~;:. scale thH ( is independent of the prope1"'ties of any sub-
stance. T11e l'pasonlng he used fot'ms ... ""'art O~~· the bre.noh of 
physics called' thermodynamics', ,V'hich is the advanced study 
of hea t as a for:''11 of energy; and so we call this speical 
temperature scale the 'Kelvin the~nodynamlc scale'. Kelvin 
also used thermodynamics to shovt that the ideal gas tempera .... 
ture scale 1'18.s identicel with his thermodynamic scale 1 so 
when we use a gas thermometer to measure l1deal gas Bcele 
temperatures' for us, we are B.lso measuring Kelvin scale 
tempel"'lB tures. " 
The enterpl"i 81 ng pupil me y \lvonder why our deZl ni tion of 
a temperature 8ce.le is so chosen as to mB,ke chan~e8 in tem-
per8. ture proportiona.l to chnnges in thermometric pr'operty, 
and whether, having made ~hi8 choice, there 1B any compell~ 
reason for our having chosen the Kelvin thermodynamic scale 
8.S the standard temperature scale. The answer to the first 
question is tbat this is the .!!.P~ choice we can make, but 
that in this, as in other situBtions in phY8ic8~ "Ie 1'Jere sub .... 
ject to no compulsion. As for the otl:1er question J the :J.nf;"';'!er 
1s that the choice W88 dictated by £2nY~len~~ (of RogerB 1geO). 
The tempert1tul~es on the Kelvin therlmcdynamic scale a.re the 
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tempera.tures 1vlJic.h nppeer in the formulae of t~1el)modyrwmics; 
thus, for example., Steren's Law of Radiation rrl8Y be 't1rl tten 
1 n the form 
,,,,hlch implies that the energy rB.diated by a body 1s prop,)r-
tional to the fourth power of the Kelvin temperature. 1\lso, 
t~e mean kinetic energy of the molecules of an ideal gns is 
proportional to the Kelvin temperature; 
fore compelled by ~~ature to define our tempere.t--ure scale so 
e. {3 to achieve this proportionali ty. 
On the subject of tempere.ture scales, there rema.~n8 to 
be C01'L:,ide),;8~ the apt)arent coincidence of the mercury-in-
gla ss a" no. Kelvin gas scales over the range of valldi ty of 
the forme,r. I t is the agreement bet"YJeen these scales v'lhich 
paved the \"T8.y for the establishment of the ideal g8.8 scale 
and which justifies the use of linearly-graduflted mercury-in-
glnBs thermometers in elementary labore.tories. There is 
not~ing more to be said about this agreement than thnt it is 
8 purely fortuitous circumstence, resultinp; from the proper-
ti e s of mercury. 
One of the advnntpges of repeated reference to the 
etand9.rc1 temperature sORle HR en ":tdeel gns" sCPle 1s thnt one 
does not thereby commi t oneself in advance to peculi~r theories 
B.bout vlhat happens to rea) mAtter s.t the absolute zero. It 
is true the. t B.n idepl ga 8 must be expec ted to exert no pres .... 
sure a t the absolu te ze:-:-o, and tha t the aver8ge kinetic 
energy of its molecules must correspondingly be zero at the 
absolute zero; but since these predictions concern an un-
revllzable "1<1e8l Eas ll , they need·cause us no alarill. Puplls 
should be made 8vrare of this, ond more especially of the 
fect tha.t rlodern (quantum-mechRnical) theory does mt predlct 
the venj~shine; of molecular kinetic energy of l:.§.Q1 mHtter 0 t 
the abso lu te zero. Only a system of particles 1·rhich did not 
interact ;;-7i th e8c11 other nor wi th Flnythj.ng else could h[lve no 
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kinetic energy at tt1e abuolute zero. 
Pupils are bound to have an interest in whether .the· 
absolute zero is a ttainuble oX' not; after all, the defin.:t-
tion of our standard tempera ture Bca le in 8 particule.r v.,-ay 
does not necessarily imply tha t it will 'be. If ,,,e use a 
gas thermometer eonte.lnlng helium at lo',v pressure, vIe eRn 
messure temper-Cl.tures a.c~·~"; .. to about 1 K 1ivlth it. But tem-
etteinec.. and measured; 'by meking ineenious uee: of tho m8.C;'.18..,. 
tic .propert1es of atoMs p-ncl their nuclei, phYE'iCists 1-lere 
a\1:1 ir. 19(\'\ to produce temperatures of' 8S 101-1 BS Hbout 
1.2 x 10-6 K ~n a specimen consisting of copper wires (cf. 
Zemaneky 1964, :.~endel(}sohn 196(;). 
ment of the aosolu te zero, i t 1 s nOl" believed to be a law of 
ne ture (The Third lJ:l.w of ~hermod.ynamiCs) the t 'while in prin-
Ciple vle may be able to come 8.S C10S8 as \'Je please to the 
absolute zero l it 1s impossible actually to reech this tem .... 
pera tUI-e (of. Zeman sky t lvJendelssohn OPe 01 t. ) . 
As here presented, the following relationship is seen 
to hold by defini tion for the pre 8sure and tempera ture of an 
ideal gas: 
P oc. T . ate 0 n s ta. n t va Iu me. 
Usinr; this relation and Boyle's 1,8.1'7, the ideal gas IIla.\<1" or 
better, equation of stBte, viz. PV :: RT, 
18 see n to follow flt once~, f)ncl is reedy for use in 8ubeeq uer..t 
compFlrison vii th the predictions of elemente.ry kinetic theory. 
It h8s traditionally been m~de the excuse in the classroom 
and examination room for the settin~ of surpassingly dull 
problems on real gpaes. ~'le 110ulet sugGest thE t pupi1s should. 
certainly kno1'! that this equatlon CPl1 be apr-lied with 80in€-
success to the description of the behaviour of real CnB.E'S :lnder 
concll tion.s of mode11 8 te pressure a.nd tempera ture (thelr Oitln 
/la bora. tpry ••••• 
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laboratory experiments should convince them of this) and be 
induced to thi.nk of reasons why departures from "ideal g~.s 
beha.viour" must occur, As to problems set on this kind of 
thing, vlhich usually take the form of plugging in five ot 
the values for PI, Vl' Tl , P2 , V2 , T2 and calculating the 
sixth, the fewer of thssp aet the better. "Gas law" CB lcu-
latlons are of' most use and interest to the chemists, ,\-lho can 
~~ e :8 ft tc.> hE' r.dle thi s rna tter fOl"' them se 1 V"e 8. 
The funda11entfll experiments needed. to support the above 
treC!tment of temperatul"le and the gB.S levis have b0.€n c1esoribed 
Ol~ ~i1ent:one(l J:t t the appropria te plGces In the text. ·vle 
would only ad,\ 1.1er~ ths.'t the Nuffleld experiment conceI'nlng 
~lhat t11e gas th0rmometer hes tu say a~:t..~J.t tho bol~ing point 
of a1:r should certainly be done if liquid air is aveila.ble, 
but only aftel'l pupils have" had a gas scale properly defined 
----
for them. If time permitted, interest could be added to 
this section by the introcluction of other types of thermome-
ters (e. g. resi stance thermometers or thermocouples) ~~hich 
a re more accura te the n mercury-in .... eluss thermometel"'8 a nq. more 
convenient to use than ge.s thermometers, 
This completes the recommended treatment of temper~tur'e 
a nd the f38 s la~v8. It 1s some1\l'ha t longer the n the usue lone) 
8 nd i t cannot De clnimed for 1 t that it iSH t a.ll times ex-
oi tlng. On the other hand tempere ture is an .:tmporte.nt funde. ... 
mentel concept" and the ~tree. tment of' funde.mental concepts 
should not be skimped, even at 8c~ool level. There is evi-
dence to shovJ the.t a treAtment of this standard of rigour can 
be Buccessfully presented to senior school pupils, Victor 
(1968) has uescribed a.n alternative treatment to the one out .... 
lined by us J based on deducing the idea.l ga 8 scale from the 
limiting values of PV products (cf~ Sears and Zemansky 1964, 
Zemansky 1964) J 8.nd be olaims tha t this is readily understooJ. 
by his pupils and much easier to make convincing tl1an the 
tradl tional e.pproache s. 
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5. 3 Rele. tion between heat and "Jork 
In the Common Basic Syllabus for Physics and Physioal 
Sole!".!ce J an "historical approach ll to this topic is recommen-
ded. This 1s accepta.ble J because such en approach also 
happens to be a logical one and one likely to prove of inter-
~ ~~ t to pu.pi Is. 
Processes in whicl1 energy is rtlost n,ss a result of fric-
tion seem a11.rays tf) be accomnani 8ft by the evcrlp '~ir J.. ()": hea t; 
is there not a oonnection bE'::t't'Jeen enel"lgy and heat? It 1~tS 
this question ,>;hich James Prescott Joule asked hiMself and. 
which he anSTII'!ered 80 decisively in the e.ffirmatJ..'" ~ fO..:.2.ovll.!lg 
hi s brilliant experimental study of the problem. (tve have 
it on the auti'.:.tJrlty uf Tait, incidentally, tha.t "Joule II' 
rhymes vtl th nl~ule If; see Thomson 1933, Allen 1943. ) After 
B.ppropria te preliminery di scusslon p.long these l1nes, some 
account cou1cl be given of Joule's "paddle-vlheel-rotated ... by-
strings-pu11ect .... by-fa l1ing-weights ll experiment or of his 
'~honeymoon n experlmen t in "rhiOh he measul~ea. theCLiffere nee 
in temperature bet1'leen the top ana. bottom of a ,A,ra.terfall. 
It is ~ necessB.ry to spend a lot of time discussing the 
"ce.loric rt theory of hee.t that prevailed until the results of 
Joule 1 S 1'lork 80 effectively demolished it; there 1s l!O room 
in the course for lengthy considerfl.tion of theories thnt B.re 
'\-;ell B.net tru.ly dead. Nor 1s it necessary to devote much 
a ttention to R1.unford' s plo~neerinp; lTork, interesting B.nd slg-
ni fi can t thour;h i t ~J8. 8. 
Regarding laboratory work in support of this part of the 
sylle.bus, 1'J'e cannot do better th8 n quote Rogers on If Joule 
Experiments in the Labore tory" (Rosers 1960): fiJoule' 8 vlork 
was a miracle of careful experlrueritlng, wrought with outstand-
i ng instruments. Ordinary experiments are spolled by heat 
losses. Yon should do laboratory experiments on energy con-
versIon, to gain a clearer understanding of Joule's work; but 
/he.rdly ••••• 
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hardly to add relinble te stimony to tn.e grea t pile of ev i- . 
denee that he started - your own work is likely to make you 
sympathize 1,:itl:1 Joule in his difficulties end admire his 
skill". Rogers's own suggestion for an experiment in this 
eB. te~ory Is the familipr one in v"hich a cardbo8rd tube con-
taining lead shot is inverted ~any tine~ [n~ the ~ise in 
temperature of the shot deter~'~.!·Jcd. 
i ng of ~r oule 1 S 1"tork M fi nd nothin.G else, i ts obv ion 8 crudi ty 
is not of serious ConBeque~ce. It J..§ importp.nt for pupils 
to try to '~:hink of ell ,1.."18si: l l..e 8ource.~ \")f errOl'" and cont):tder 
how they could be corrected. 
The eVidence for the extension of the Principle of 
Conserva tion of Energy to include other "forms I! of energy be-
sides mechanical is not of the kind thpt could or should be 
I 
provided "by tI1.e results of f!.ny slne1e experiment. Histori-
cally it ~as not so; and it should not be so for our pupils 
ei there Soule.t10v;, they must C8 convi need of the VB lidi ty of 
extending the Principle in this vTay, but it Houlrl tpke tnem 
end their teachers ~ RubstBnti~l fraction of a lifetime to 
repee t the painstaking experl!l1entel 1'Jork of Joule nnd others 
in order to provide their own evidence. The reRlistic solu-
tion to this proole:n is t!1r t 1·:hiC':1 is recommended in Rogers t s 
book (1930) end in the Nuffield Guide (IV): to give pupils 
a survey of tl.1.e numer:tcnl result8 of vRrious determ~.nptions 
of "the mechanic8.1 equivplent of heat l1 , tor-ether vri th 80?:11e 
account of the met l10ds ueed, PD(l to invite pupils to drav! 
their own conclusions. The chert and data given by Rogers 
(1900) enc~ t.f1e Nuffield Guide (IV) Hil} serve excellently :fo~ 
thi 8 purpose. 
Care must De taken when assisting pupils to sum up the 
results of these experiments and arrive at their IJverd.~~ctll. 
/'fhe: ... 
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The principr'J.l points to emerge should be the follovTing:..,.. 
(1) Funcl8.:-'1ente.lly, Joule (find his successors) ShOlJed that 
whenever 1:or]c ".tas done on a system ':-tl th no other resul t than 
the evolution of "heat", the rfltio of' the amount of ''lork done 
(measured in mechanica.l units) to the amount of "heat ll devel-
oped (meas'Jred t'1 nl"''t·l-ob':",.;.:..ete units of Ifheetll) w'Ss nl't,7B.Ys 
the same. Th. '- s rB t:!.c, }lP 8 become 1\:no1-Jn as the "Heche.nical 
~j·q·.)::valent of Heat. " 
(ii) One may conclude from Joule' 8 P8sul tn, D s did Jo'U.le him ... · 
self, that althouGh in these exper-lments no kinetic or poten-
- --
.t:la",~ en(~rsy ';'128 trB.nsferred to the given system \'lhen work 1';t', q 
don€:! on it, eL'):>8Y ~.n some form 1ol8.8 nevertheless tr8nnferrea., 
manifesting itself by the rise in temps:'ature of the system. 
Thus the idea of vlork as e mee.8U!~e of energy transfer is 
generalized to include ceses in 1tJ'hlch heat is developed as a 
reBult of i:rork done: in other ''lords, the Principle of Consel'l-
vation of Energy- is generRlized to include ":1.ea til as \I\rell D·S 
kinetio a.nd potential enere;y. 
(ili) The funclaElentel result of Joule' 0 experiments P1Dy n~ll\l' 
be re-phrased as follows: 
TJ nder tii ven clrcU'lH;tB nces the Flame amount of energy is al v,rays 
required to raise the temper8ture ~f £) given 8u'br~tDnce l:y a 
given PMount, no mptter how the ener~y is tr~n8ferred. 
(lv) Up to this paint, t~e pupil 1'1i11 hnve bee:;. eccustome:.i to 
thinking of rJ:1.ent" as tb8t Hhich is coined by a body ,·,hen 
its temperature rjses (or even, in certBin Circumstances, \vhen 
its temperature stays the same)~ "Heat" in this senAe 18 
now seen to be a for:n of enere;y, [I,nel .. this fnct necessi tntes 
some revi [;ion of terminology. 
,,,h8.tever meens it geins energy; becEl.use this energy is 8ome-
how DssQciD.ted vlith the },nternnl. constitution of tJ1.e system 
(of kinetic and p~tentiel energy in this respect) it is 
logicfll to call 1 t internfll ene.!~" vrhich is the approved 
/modern. OI ••• 
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modern term. The term Jlhes t" 18 no\~.r properly useel in a 
much more restricted 8ense. URea t i 8 t~e energy' trf.111sfer 
bet,,yeen t~vO systems thnt is connected exclu8ivel;~r \vith the 
temper~ture difference between the systems" (Sears ~nd 
Zeme.nsky 19B4), To illustrAte: when body A, 'ftlhicrl ts at 
a higher tempera ture the n body B, 1s plpced 1 n contBc t \,r1 th 
B, A loses internal energy end B geins internRl F'nergy until 
the t~"o bodies att~in the Sflme temperatul"'e." ':Phe ,..>n:;~'t)Y in 
once the energy has been taken up by B it has become pBrt of 
B' 8 sto,re of internal energy end it 1s no longc\," CO.I.,.,'~lct ~·o 
es.l1 it hea t. 
(v) Si~lce 1.n~\:'rn81 i-'!1ergy end heat (in its correct sense) 
B.re fo:rms of energy, there 18 no point in usi ng um tE for 
them which are different from those introduced for kinetic 
end potential energy_ In short, there is nothing to be 
gained by h8,ving the cHlorie in B.dd1 tion to the joule) and 
this fact 1s now officially recognized.. By B decision of 
in 
the 1\"linth Generel Conference of ':"eights end Hep.8ures j(Perlr., 
1948 , the officlal un! t of internal energy end heet is the 
joule., The 15°0 calorie is nOi-V' dELfinerl P8 being equel to 
4. 1855 joules (of Eva ne 1964, Ke ye 8. nd Leby 1966), fl nd t~e 
theI~ochemlcel ~nd "Intern~tionRl Table" calories are re~pec-
tively defined Be 4.1A4J Rnd 4.1868J (Vc Glpshan 1969). 
5.4 The particle structure of m~tter 
5.4.1 Introduction -- irtermo1eculnr forces 
Discussion of the gaslawB And the extension of the Prin-
clp1e of the Co n,serva tl on of Energy farm a n approp~."ia te pre-
peretlon for a more advanced considerRtion of the pertlcle 
stpJ.cture of D8 tter. Pupils at thi S 8 te ge will already heve 
s. rea8on~b1e understflndlng of the perticle .!!l0_~ of m~tter .. 
/This . ..... 
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This must now be extended to include the making o~ quanti-
tative predictions fx'om this model ana compBrlng thes·e \~}'i th 
experiment. 
From their knowledge of the properties of m8tter in 
bulk, pupils can easily deduce that 11 metter consists of 
tiny particles in ceeseless motion, then these ftmolecules H 
must mainta.in fixed meen positions rel~J.,;ive Co O:l~ ~nother 
in the solid state end thC1t ~;!r-J' ml~.).· t F.!,8':> ce packed quite 
.... 
G10d€ to;.;.et11e:; t; .... ," .. :.t~, the liquid state the "molecules H 
must, on average, be still much the same dlst8nce e.par't e.nd 
still cling qui te weI,} tog ... tl1er but r\OW be eble to slide ovej~ 
one another~ vd.th e. certe.ln al:"ount of f:,",edom;; and that in 
the gaseous state the "molecules lf must n.:.ve e1'! .. 0Ut wi t11-'." .. ·n ..... 
siderable freedom end sC8.rcely exert any influence upon one 
another except when they collide. Before these ideas are 
taken much further, pupils should be assisted in guessing the 
I 
I 
general pattern of veria-.tion of' tJ:1.e force bet~veena pe.l1"" of 
"molecules If Ttl! th tneir separation. 
aules" wi tnin quotation marks, 'since by It iAle Int~nd to mean 
. "f , 
atoms, ions or tX'Il8 molecules - 'tV'hichever is appropl"iate to 
the substance under consideration.) No,,, by this time pupils 
mey or may not have learnt in chemistry of the different kinds 
of interionic, interatomic or intermolecular forces - :lonto, 
covalent and metallic bonds Bnd Van der Waals forces. 
is important for them here is not a detailed grasp of the 
natul~e of these forces - though it 1s hoped that te,l.?Chel~B 10111l 
not allow' pupils to be misled by the suggestion made in a 
recently-published South l\.fricB.n textbook (Mecpha.l1 1964) th~t 
i ntermoleoular forces are gravi ta.tional - but an apprecia tion 
of tne features thet ~re common to all these types of blr.dlng 
force (of Helm 1962 ). These fel.? tures can to a large ex tent 
be inferred from the behaviour of matter in bulk. 
, 
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(1) Solids and liquldR resist compre.s.s-?:,on: tl1is ,Jupr;ests 
that irr~en their "molecules" pre close enou.g~ tor,ethep" they 
exert stronr; repulsive forces upon one another. 1\.180 J if 
we seek to explain thp pressure exerted by n ~es on the wRlls 
of its container Be the effect of collisions between the 
molecules of the gP send those of the 1vftll, then l.,re must 
suppose that during tnose collisions s,:.conr repu·.Ir::<·,f: forces 
must act between the mole~u]~? ~;.,:, C!~ ~ ~ :J.isQ re8 son.ebl:r in~ 
.... 
:"ej,· that -... thei: the :.1'':.' cc,:le-s of n grs collide 11'1 th one a.nother, 
BS they surely must, stror:.g repulsive forces B.ot during the 
colli sions, 
(11) Solids may be 8t~etched by the ap;~ication of forces; 
80 may liquids if cere 18 taken to remo",:) 81.:. air bubb ..... '-.9 
from the,m. This suggests th8t molecules exert attractive 
forces upon one another ",,"hen separe.ted from one another by 
an eppropria te distenoe. 
! 
(1ii) To stretch a solid ~ore pnd more, we have to Dpply in-
creesingly bigger stretc11.ing forces to it;; vlhen tnese forces 
ere big enouph, brepkep:e occurs. Thi8 sugr,e8ts thDt the 
p. ttr~cti v§. force betl.-reen nelghbouri nr; molecules increp 88S 
with increasing sepprAtion up to R certain limitlnR velue, 
then decreases 8S the sepBr8tion is made even bigger. Tnat 
the 1I1imiting value" cannot be very lRrge in terms of IImoJ.e-
cular" diameters is olear from the const8 ncy of the surfa ce 
tension of thin films BS those films are made thinner 9nd 
thinner (of Euffield Guide I). Evidently the "tepsionl! c~n 
only come from the two outermost layers of the film. 
solids or liquids ere uniformlz compressed, application uf 
increeslnr stress &mply results in increasing compression; 
t~18 8U[S8StS thet P8 the II ma l ecules ll ere squeezed closer nnd 
closer togeth.er .. the repulsive force bet1'J"cen any pair of tJ~em 
continues to increase indefinitely. 
/When ••••• 
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~tlhen one puts all these conclusions together, the .re-
suIt 1s the familiar c~rve of intermoleculer torde versus 
1 ntermolecular s.epar& tlon. This shows a negligible force 
at comparatively great distances, an attractive force at 
first il:c.re8Sil1g -with diminution of distance, attaining a 
maximum, then dropping to zero ~s the intermoleculDr dis .... · 
tencs reaches the "equilibrium" value usually denoted by ro; 
B nd then~ as the d1 stance decreases yet furth,er, ,. r:, ...... ):..ctly 
tion of attractive force and the other that of :'"'epu.!.::.1j.ve 
fOl'"»ce i:lith distance, tvi-th the repulsive fOl"~ce n'vlnninbu s·t 
d1sta~~ljes 16~:8 than 1"0 B.nd the attrs.otl ve foree Itwinning U at 
greB. ter 0.1 stances. Not only is the behaviour shown in the 
gre.ph 1'1J:1Sl.t we should expect from macrosoopic observations; 
1 t is a.lso in accorfl "r1 th our physica.l 1ntui tlon. Tile would 
not expect the forces to be purely attrectl-ve, for if they 
vlere it would be cl1fficult to sec how the molecules could 
8.tte.in stabili ty of equilibrium. This point is worth plenty 
"f 
of emphaSis, though perhaps the pupil is in less of need of 
1 t tha.n hi s teacher might be, who has perh~p8 been nurtured 
on B. story of intermoleoula.r forces 1vhich concentretes only 
on the attractive forces, 
With the aid of these ide8s about Intermoleculer forces 
1 t 1s no,\.y possible to embarl.t upon a closer examlr.a tion of the 
gaseous, solid and liquid states then was possible earlier. 
5.4.2 Simple ~1netlc theory of gases 
Under this heading, pupils and teacher ere expected to 
try their hand at buildine a simple theory of ga.seous behavlour 
from simple f-!s8umptlont-~ about molecules. Recently (~va.r!"'en 
1965) e responsible critic has poured scorn upon typical 
attempts of this kind. He hes 1~!ri tten: nIn vie't1 of the 
/propertles"" •• " 
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properties l!hich ere usually' Elttx'ibuted to r.101f>cule~; it is 
neC88SaFy to question the purpose in tenchinr;' ~lementDry 
k i net1 c ] 'th eor-y. Perhaps it is the intention to ~ive the 
student some idea of the properties of molecules end to show 
how the behaviour of mAtter in bulk can be expla:lned in terms 
of the interactions of its constituent particles. If this 
J s the obj ect the conventional approsch 1s completely uneui t .... 
able since. o • the properties the.t can be attributec1 tr ,".",,10-
cules are m08t~y inC0~re~G. An ~lte:neti~8 ~Ul~ose could 
be to conduct an intellectuel exercise sl-:,owln£, ho·w 8. pRJ'ti-
euler mechanicel model oen be used to interpr(;·, a 1"."1 £,hf:l')O-
,mena J without regard to the facts thDt exactly the 881.1e re-
cult& oan at: '}btflir.l~:-d with completely clifferent 8.ssumptions 
8 nd tl1,8. t the pl"'operti e s a 8sumerl for thi s model are incons1 st-
ent with.clearly demonstrable properties of molecules. Suoh 
an object miEht be le~itimate, but if it is pursued it is 
obviously essenti81 to make qui te cle8r to· the 8tudont that 
this in fact is the purpoee of the analysis." 
In the rineteen-sixties, everyone seeme to be e~reed 
that there is some virtue ln tepchin8 elementpT'Y kinptic 
There may be some confusion e s tc", ti.le pur-
pose of this, as ~arren hes implied, Bnd certainly it is 
essential for the intending teBcher to be clear about ~fuy 
he is teaching this topiC. Let us therefore attem~t a clear 
s ta ternan t of the reB sons, why it is thought veluable to tea 011 
elementary kinetic theory. 
Surely the situetlt)n is this. \le have "hypothesized ll 
molecules in an early stege of our te~chinB Bnd have helped 
oux~ pupils to look at some of the evid.ence 'Which points to 
the existence of molecules. 
molecules , it is P08Bl~ble to Aey a gooel. deAl in semi-qua nti ta-
ti ve tel'lI::8 about thp forces betitTeen them. 
/try ••••• 
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try to show that we cen make quantitative predictions from 
a simple theory of molecular behaviour based on ,d1flt ·Ylle be .... 
lieva we have found out about molecules. As everyone knows, 
we c~n ·80 quite far llith a siMple theory of this kind, ob ... · 
teining not only Boyle B s Law but a. formula. which enables us 
to form a good idee of the· aver8.ge speed of molecules and to 
;;.'·~~J.a~e the average molecult:!r k:tnetic energy to the Kelvin 
tempera ture. To be sure, this CRn only be,dopp Fl· ~(~ool 
level by consider8ble simplific~ ~~ion; bu t 1 f pupils ere o,.ypre 
of the nature of the AimplifyinF assumptions and r?hy they ar'e 
made, thi 8 1·rlll do no he rr.1. 
Of the important end essentially correct idea that th~ pres-
sure c; a ga~ 0n th~ walls of its container Briees from the 
1mpac ts of its molecules "ri th the v.ralls, and this is in i t-
self an interesting application of the fundamente1 principlE's 
of mechanics. In sum, we can say that the first of the aims 
mentioned by 1/{e.rren is OU1'" principal aim: vIe 8.1'·e D. tter1pting 
to show 1101-.r the behE1.v lour of ma tter in bulk can be explai ned. 
in terms of the interactions of its constituent particles. 
""f 
But we are also n ~onductingJ fU1 intellectuEll exercise show· ..... 
ing hOliol a particul8.r mechanical model cen be used to inter-
pret 8. fe1'! phenomenall , in the sense thrt e.ny attempt t:) con .... 
stroot and use a theory 1s an "lntellectu$.l exercise". 
If we do these things, keeping our eye~ pnd those of our 
thened pupils' telief in the reall ty of molecules and perhaps 
ellowed them to experience some of tne intellectual exclte-
rnent that is attached to the development and testing of a 
·theory. Certninly 'i',"E should. DP carefttl, pnd 'He vJculd tbere ... · 
fore do well to take note of the vorninS8 of Warren and others 
about the presentation of this theory. 
/Fi:~ st .... ~ 
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First, ve 1~nt to be sure about the assumptions we make 
on 'w11io11 1-:e :Dr'ooeed to ,construct ·our theory .. In stD.ting 
these, 1',j8 sho1J.ld clistincuish bet1,!e0l1 those which are funda-
mental. to the theory B.nd those 'Nhich have to be introCLuc.ed 
1 n order to simplify the trea tment sufficiently to make i t 
pale. table to pupils. (In treating the pl'loblem by meens of 
the techniqueE of clnssicnl mechc!:.nics, 'ue are in any cpse 
over8ir.1plif::in[~; properly speakinG, ;:-Te ought to a::-lpJ _.,.f' ~no 
... 
,. ortunP tely 
for the proGress o:f our teachin[; e.t this yoint, applicntion 
of the more fundamentel theory lePQs to the st.', ~ rc"_',,1ts ry9 
the classical tr0atment.) ~e assumptions vie must r\~gard 
a s f't~:-ldamp.G ~~.l to t~., e theory pre the follov;i ng:-
(1) A gas is composed of a very large number of smalJ. parti-
olea called molecules. 
(ii) The ~lolecules are in ceaseless, ra:ldom motion. 
(iii) The r,lolecules occpuy necligible volum,e; that ls, the 
mean distance betueen molecules is large ccr:1pared to the 
linear dinensions of the molecules. 
"f 
(iv) The ranee of intermolecular forces is small compnreci 
with the Dean distance between molecules. 
saying thc.t tI1e j1101ecule£ exert negl:tf.':ible tl~ forces 
upon one e.not:.1er, nnd only exert e.pr.:;rec12.ble E..~ ... pulsiv::. f02~ces 
upon one another cluri DB colli sions. ) 
(v) The duration of interp101ecultlr collisions is short com-
pared \,;:1, th the r~lean time elppsed bet~1een one collision and. 
the next. 
(vi) The tot2l translational kinetic e~erey of the gRS rnole-
cules remains consta,nt~ i. e. , it is uE2.ffected by intermole .. ~ 
cular collisions or by rnc1iption f~;,or;1 the 1-,rf111s of the con-
talner. 
Some conments pre in order concerning this last HS8ump.-
tion. Ue must obviously lay dOHn .f~ condi tion about the 
/totnl ••••• 
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total translational kinetic energy of the molecules of the 
system ·under discussion~ as whatever 1s assumed here ·le 
likely to affect the predictions of the theory. For example, 
1 n terms of this model of a gas, the pressure 1s likely to 
depend on some kind of average of the speeds of the molecules 
that are rushing about in the container, and the behaviour 
of this average must depend on 'IjImether ~he tote.l tr~tnslatiol1al 
kinetio energy :f'luotua tee ~ rises, falls or sta.ys t~9 ~4~~ue • 
.... 
It is olee.rly 8il1iples~ to assume ':,hat ~t vr~.:J..l att .. y the same; 
it is a.lso physically plausible, as lIe might r'e.a.sonably ex-
peot that the total trs.nsle,tiona.l kinetio enerc-:r of 1:·~1e ln01e-
oules of the gas in a constant-volume conts.iner that ~ s 1so-
19. ten :>r iw i;1J.ermal equl11 bruim wi th its surroundings will 
rema1n oonstanto In any event we are at liberty to postu-
late ~1at. the gas will be subject to this condition, and to 
see vthat conolusions will follo'irl from this. One advantage 
which assumption (vi) confers is that it enables us to negleot 
collisions bet"~leen the gas mol~cules themselves when we oalcu.:.. 
the 
late the pressure exerted by gas. 
'Y 
One v~y of ensuring that (vi) must be satisfied 1s to 
specify that the oollisions between molecules must be per-
-
fectly elastic: in fe.ct the corresponding assumption to 
-~ ....... ... 
(vi) is mOl'le often' than not stated in this form" In the 
Nuffield Guide (IV), it is asserted that "Gas moleoules at 
room temperature bounce l\ga1nst each other wi th parfee t elas-
tlcity. Ii In elaboration of this, it is rema.rked thtlt "In 
an inelastic collision a molecule may be torn apart into 
separe. te atoms orq •• raised to B.n excited state, or • ~ , ionized; 
or there may be a 10Ds of energy by rad1at1on~ All these 
are hopelessly improbable events f-I.mong molecules of gases at 
ordinary temperatures a.s we kno'vl them~ ~ We may agree with 
these statements if they are considered to apply to monato-
mic gases only. But diatomio or polyatom1c molecules may 
readily be raised to excl ted rota tionB.l energy states at 
~ 41'" 
"ordinary ...... 
,.;. 
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"ordinary temperatures" by collisions with one another; 
it is only ttle exel ttl. tion of vlbra t10nal or electronic energy 
states by this mef-! ns thet are "hopelessly improbe.ble events n 
at ordinery temperatures for ~ gnses of this kind, ttlough 
by no means for all. The evidence for this is provided by 
~.:':1e observed specific heats of these gases, which show tho.t 
their molecules must havp internal energy of some sort (ro-
tational kinetic pnergy, as w'e n01,r 1~no\t7) in" ecV~i t.J .Jr: 00 trane .... 
Ia tlonal kinetic energy. ~vhen energy is 8up:r;liecl to a gas 
a t constant volume to raise i ts temper8.ture, energy 1 s tre.ns-
ferred from the ~18.11s of the conta ~ ner to the lil::<' eCUl.(,C3 v~~ 
the gas th~ough collisions between the gae molecules and 
possibly also oy ab~orption by the gas molecules of energy 
radla ted by the ~1a.l18 (for aimpllci ty, we she.l1 neg:.ect tne 
latter possibility). The gas molecules can share the added 
energy B.IDong themselves by their collisions wi tn one another; 
and if these molecules are diatomic or polyatomic~ some of 
.this energy must go into their store of internal energy, as 
'\-Ie have seene But this mesns that some at least of the 
.., 
intermolecular collisions must be inela8tl~. If the tem-, 
perature of a diatomic or polyntomic gas is kept constant, 
and inele.stlc collisions tpke pInce, then '\-re must suppose 
that their effect 1s balanced by Buperelastic collisions, 
i.e. collisions 1n wnich there is conversion from internal 
energy to aa_cled trenslational kinetic energy. (On this 
point, of \varren 1965. ) In other ",ords, we are assuming 
(vi) above o 
This kind of discussion would only be found bewil-
dering by pupils being l..ntl'lo~;.!td to elemente ry kinetic theory: 
so that w'e should, in effect, confine our introductory dis .... 
cussion to monatomic gases by making tlle slmplifyinEi assump-
tion that collisions between the molecules are perfectly 
/el8.etlc. 
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elastic, (It is worth elaborating with pup11~ the point 
made above that "~en energy is added to a monatomic gas, 
the only way in wnich the added energy can be shared among 
the molecules 1s by molecular coll18~ons; in building our 
kinetIc theory we are trying to provide explanations for 
just such phenomena as these.) Further, we 8hou~~,~ assume 
for convenience the t the collisions bet'\ree~ t1:: .. : .?8.e molecules 
and those of the vmllr:j a·~''''", r~rfectJ.y f ".Dstie; this 1'1111 
ensure tnat the component of momentum ot a gas molecule nor-
mal to the wall will be reversed hy the collision, 
this is not an e88entl~~ es.:r,",'rnpt:.!.on; ~ll that v-re really 
require to prove the desired result is t~At 0n average. the 
same number of molecules leRve the 'Ttlall }.':er un! t time ~'Ti i;h 
a g'lven normal component of momentum 8S reach it wi th this 
value of the normal component. 
It 1s when we come to consider the velocities of the mole-
cules that vie have to make the most drastic simplifications. 
Pupils will not be able to understand the subtleties of the 
process of averaging by which the complexi ties of I1moleculD.l"l 
"'f 
chaos" are reduced to simplicity; they need a IT.'Uch simpler 
approach which will still convey to them t~e essence of the 
matter. The best that can l)e done here 18 summ~rized by the 
Nuffielcl Guide (IV): ". II II we s.re going to pre tend that v/e can 
divide the molecules into three regiments, one flying elong· 
the length [of the ba:<], ~the other. 0 .,etc. Alt~ough that is 
very artificial J we had better use i there - for all bu t all 
exceptionally brignt pupil - because the resolving of veloci-
ties into vector components v-Till certfl.lnly obscure the 1-rhole 
business, n TIle artificiality 't'lill be 8ppa.rent enoug.h to 
pupils, '\-Ina should nevertheless be able to appreCiate that 
the results derived by tnis approach ought to have some 
semblanoe of the trutn about them. Tney may be worried 
about tne effect of lntermolecu~ar collisions and how th&y 
/ should ••••• 
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should be allowed for. (Our initial Rssumptions took note 
of the exi8te~ of 'such collisions.) ConserVfl tion of" 
momentum takes care of thi s problem for us, ensuring th8t the 
momentum transferred to the "'811s is unBffected 'by the momen-
tum exchanged amongst the molecules themselves. If we assume 
the molecules to be mere .po~nt masses, travelling along the 
tnree co-ordi?J'.:tte ·-:.lrec·~'<j~S only ~'11 th the Barne speed B.nd 
makj :'3.;; peJ'lf8ct,!.y -:;:lsstic col11e10ns wi th one another, this 
- \, 
ides 1s particularly obvious; the molecules w~11 ~ounce 
apart 1,rith their veloci ties interchanged, and because the 
d~~ra.tlon of molecular collis10ns 1s assumed to be negligible, 
the resultant '~:ffect will be as though ind1 vidual molecules 
simply travelle,:. bac1\ and fort;:; uni:~tp('\..1ed be't'~'.i·een opposite 
walls ~f the container. 
Ul tima tely, then, we may me.ke the follow'! ng recommen-
dations for an elementary d~rivAtlon of PV = ~ Nm :;~, :-
(1) Assume that the molecules make perfectly elastic collisions 
wi t:1. one another and wi th the wa.lls of the co nteiner. 
(11) Assume tha t the container is box-shaped, though no t 
necessarily cubical; although it is not possible at this 
stsge to generalize the result to a container of any shape, 
we need not restrict the proof to a cubical contAiner when 
it 1s so easily extended to a rectangu18.r pe.rallelepiped~ 
(111) Assume that all molecules travel with the same speed, 
a.nd tha t they al"fe dl vided ,into three equal-ai z€d groups, eac'll 
travelling perpendicular to one pair of walle of the box o 
(iv) Assume (though this 1s a deductio.J1 from cons$rvation of 
momentum rather the.n an assumption) that intermolecular co1= 
l1eions need not be taken into account. 
With these assumptions, the derivat,ion of PV 
proceeds very simply indeed:-
/Let c •••• 
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.... -- Nm 
-- :3 
Let the dimensions of the container be B., band c. 
Consider a :p101ecule, mass m, speed v J tra.velling be-
t\...reen the walls that are separated by a distance s. 
v 
This molecule makes 23. impacts wi th one of these wall s 
per seconct o 
At each impact it transfers an amount of momentum 2mv 
to the wall. 
If there are N moleeulp.a alt;ogether~ t.he r . tJ-:..r.;'Jtal mOIDen, 
tum transferred to this wall per second = ~ 2mv v = 3 2a 
Nm,,2 
3'a 
This is the force exerted on the wall. 
-t"8ince the a.rea of the wall 1 s be, the pres, ... .:r·e Cl~ the 
wall must be given by Nmv
2 
p = '5abC 
or PV = ~ Nmv2 ., 
~lnce V, the volume of ti1e container, 1s equal to abc. 
(The proof can be slightly extended by calculating the number 
of impacts in a time t and di v1d1 ng by t at the appropria te 
stage later in ti1e proof.) Aocording to reports given in 
.the Nuffield Guide (IV), the major difficulties that pupils 
experience in oonnection wi th this proof conoern the momentum 
transferred to the 10Jall by molecular impact and the interpre .... 
tatton of the transfer of momentum by many impacts over a 
period of time as a force. Of these, the first 1.8 reckoned 
to be the more troublesome. The solution recommended for 
it 1s for pupils to try Simulating collisions between mole-
cules and 1vs.ll by collisions betv,reen themselves, especiall~.Y" 
those in which one pupil stands still and another collides 
"11th him and bounces back with equal and opposite velocity. 
This should help to convince pupils that momentum is trans-
ferred to the wall- tha.t the 101a1l experiences a force as a. 
result of the collision. 
Senior school pupils should be oapa.ble of gra.sping the 
idea behind the slight modification of the above forreula by 
/which ••••• 
which it becomes PV = ~ Nm;2. where by ;2 we mean the mean-
square-velooity of the moleoules. The point can be put as 
follo~Ts: - "In a. more rigorous trea tment in which we take 
into account the possibility that the molecules can have 
(almost) all possible speeds and directions, we arrive at the 
Game formula, except that we replace v2 with v2, where ;2 
mes.ne the average value of the squares "of all the molf"!l(,':Alar 
----
.... 
speeds; ~'J" ta~~ ~y ~ r.r.c!~..l moleoula!~ 
speed j squaring 1 t, adding all these squared qu.anti ties and 
1l1..stU calculating their mean value. OJ In 1 ts p.lter~~t9.tive 
1 -form P :: 3e v2 ~ where ~ 1s the clellsity of the b~S,~,:~.i.e k:tne-
t1o ... ·,+:heory formula for pressure 1 s most useful for oB.lcula t-
1ng the root-mean-square-velooity of gas molecules, and 
,. 
pup1ls should accord1ngly be familiar wi th thl s verslon of l t. 
If the order of p!"esentation recommended above 1s fol-
lo,,,,ed, pupils will have become s.cqualnted earlier wi th the 
"ideal-gas" equation and 'tRJ'ill kno,\,; that at moders.te tempera~. 
·turea and pressures the behaviour of real gases is desoribed 
by it to a good degree of acouraoy, It is therefore a simple 
matter now to identify the expression ~ Nm;ir wi th the right-
hand sid.e of the ideal gs.s equation, viz. "RT", and so obtaln 
the result that RT = ~ X (tote.l ty'anslat1on kinetic energy of 
the gas molecules), and hence that the mean translation kine-
tic energy of the gae molecules is directly proportional to 
the Kelvin temperature .. Whil~ this is an interesting and 
valuable result, it is important that too muoh should not be 
made of it (of our earlier comments on the kinetic-theory 
"interpretation" of temperatu!3e). In pa.rticular, both pupils 
and teachers should note that the proportionality between 
Kelvin temperature and average molecula.r kinetio energy of 
trs.nsla t10n is exac t only for an idea.l. gas .. Also, appropri-
ate stress should be laid on the fac~ that for an ideal gas 
!or ..•• " 
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or a real gas under near-ideal con,d1 tiona, 1 t ,i8 oetvreen 
.!ra nslU,.tQntl ki netic energy and tempera tul'"'e tha t this 
simple relationship has been established; the energy a88ocl-
ated with the internal motions of the molecules is not 
assooiated 'taTith t.l1eir linear momentum and hence plays no 
part in determining the pressure exerted. by the C: .... ,.,~ 
This work on the elementary kinetj ,:1 the0~:'Y' of ge see 
should be 8upplemente·:1. 1:\~ Gr~ '0y demonsl· ...... atlons ",1 th simple 
meohanloal mod.elB which s imul:a te the behaviour of moler.ules 
in gases, and by experiments or demonstrations ''II'hich SUPPOl'·t 
some of tJl.e additiona.";' pred.J.~ti("~18 ot -the kinetic theoT'Yo 
In the former category, 1 t is now stan:.;,~:r'd. ,~ra.ctice tc use 
two-dimensional models of ge see (and als:., of liquids ana. 
solids) in which ball-bearings or similar objects are shaken 
around in a tray and collide wi tl1 another and wi th the 'T.~118 
o:f the container. A strikingly suocessful and i ndeecl beeu ti .. ~ 
ful version of this model has been devised by Meiring (1968) II 
l'{hoBe apparatus 1s both cheap and easy to make o TIle tro.y 
consists of a perspex platform on which is mounted an o.l~.hLL;;-
..,. 
lurn ring; it is egltated by the driver units o~ a pal;. ... of 
4 If loudspeakers, vlol"klng in push-pull. 
which can easily be displayed. with an overhead projecto:" y 
1 t 1s possible to demonstr~te s. number of the fefltures of 
molecula.l'l behaviour in the ge seous, liquid end solid phr ::-3f:8 
of me,tter and also the trensi tiona betv.Teen these phes8s" 
5.4.3 Some predic tiona of the kinetic theory of ge ses 
Concerning experimental support for the pred.1ctior:s of 
the theory I j. t is not enoup:h for us to say: "Our theory pl~e,,'" 
diets tbe't t11e product of pressure and volume of 8 g8.8 sl'_C'f,;J..(l. 
be constant at constfl.nt temperature" Real gases are obse17e~ 
to behe.va this way under certain condl tiona; therefore ou.~ 
theory can be regarded as 'verified'". While it would be 
Ian" •••• 
an exaggeration to say that our theory was in f~lC"~ 'built in 
such a we.y as to ensure that 1 t Tt,Tould predic t th1 s result.%)' 
there 1s an element of truth in this remark. To be able 
properly to judge the va.lld! ty of the funde.mente.l ideas of 
the theory, we need to study aome of its ~ predictions 
and see ~nether they find experimental ~onf1rmatlon. 
An obvious candlds.te for this atu(::/ is .prov~J1~;~ by the 
predic tion from the formula F '#' -31 r: '~J2 tl "une root-mean-
'''' 
By using known values ot 
atmosphel"itc pressure Elnd densitj'"' it is easy to c8.1culate the 
predicted value ot' ab('ut 5~~0 m/s~ Direct measurement of 
this quanti ty is imposs1'ule :! n a sohoo,;" labore. tory. In 
standa,!'d, experiments to messure the d1st.llibut.:on of mo~,\"'ula:,11 
velocities, the time taken by molecules to travel a knol~1 
distance in vacuo is measured, A simplified acoount of 
Zartman's (1931) method is given by Rogers (1960); Halliday 
I 
and Resnick (1966) describe the more accurate experiment of 
Miller a.nd Kusch (1955) II In pr1noiple~ these methode are 
quite simple, but it is doubtful whether a teache;Q'should 
take time to describe one of them 1'17hen there iA available"f to 
him convincir~ indirect evinence of the high values of mole-
euler speeds. Such evidenoe is provided by experiments on 
bromine diffusion and mea surements of the speed of sound. 
The premier advocate of the use of bromlne diffusion experi-
ments in this connection 1s Professor Eric Rogers (l960t1968)~ 
certainly no-one who 11B.S seen him perlform these experiments 
and noted their impact on fflay" members of an s.udienoe Can 
fall to be convinced of their immense effectiveness. AS per-
formed by Rogers and recommended by the Nuffleld Guide (IV), 
the bromine should first be allo'tVed to diffuse lnto airp 'fllhich 
it does very slo\>/'ly - no obvious evidenoe of high molecular 
speeds here! - and then, upon suggestion from pupils, into a 
/vacuum. 
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vaouum, The latter step cannot give us a numerieel estimt:tte 
of molecular speed, but it does demonstrate most dramatically 
that molecules must travel et speeds far greater than "ordl-
nary" • (The technique of performing these experiments and 
the precau tiona the t must be taken. wi th a nde ngerous fI sub-
stance like bromine are fully described in the appr0pri~te 
section of the Nuffield Guide (IV).) ~or iromer'~rl data on 
moleoular speeds 1're turn to YI,~:eur~~-:Jen":.'.~ In the speed of 
.... 
l"-!v'U.tld. TJ.le :"'elsort ': (..,. e..r.periments have been desori bed 1 n 
Seotion 3.18.1 o~ this thesis, and the argument by M110h W~ 
go from the speed of s(;~:r1d tc.., an estill'b. te of a.verage moleoular 
speed was outlined in Section 3.J.8.2. .~ t C~2n nOl'l be 1: t'ged 
that if this a.rgument and elementa.ry kinetic theory are valid, 
we should find that the speed of sound is lower in a gas of 
hign densi ty than in a gas of 101-,1 density at the same tempera--
I 
ture; and tha.t B.t constant temperature, the speed of sound 
should be independent of the pressure. One can point out 
ths.t both these predictions are confirmed by exper1ment; 
unfortul~tely one will not be able conveniently to conduGt 
the relevant experiments at schoole 
It is possible in elementary physics teaching to explore 
other predictions of the kinetic theory, as Rogers and the 
NUff1eld Physics Course (of Nuffield G-uitle IV) ha.ve shown. 
Appropriately analysed, the data obtained from the experiment 
1n whioh bromine d1ffuse~ into ili ce.n be used to yield B.n 
estimate of molecular mean free path. If the reasonlng ls 
carried somewhat further$ an estimate of molecular size can 
be obtained, and compared with that obtained from experiments 
on thin liquid fllmso The chain of reasoning that has to be 
u sed to establish these resul ts 1 s essentially stralghtfor1·W-rd 
bu t, even wi th the n short au ts" suggested. (cf Nuff1eld Gui.cle 
.. IV), 1 t is still qui te long, and 1 t \v111 take a VfJry capable 
It'eacher ••••• 
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teacher to be able both to carry his pupils with him to the 
end of 1 t and to ~ea'V'e them ""i th some feeling 'of enthusiasm 
for the results obtained. That thls can be done there is 
no doubt; nor is there any doubt that, in the right hancls, 
it 1s worth doing. Here 1s some good, solid physioal reason-
'~g from a modern (or fairly modern) theory, used to derive 
~esult8 which are of interest. The who~e exercise offers 
an exoellent introduction to the ~lay in "Thiel! phyp:r}~.~ .. t:d 
have to argue from their date to :J!each Si~:':lltiC\9.dt conclusions. 
The matter is disoussed in great dete.il in the appropriate 
section of the Nuffleld Guide (IV), where the :,:,110,< dg l"~viCt 
1s offered to those intending to follow this argument through 
wi tn tneir p~.~tls: :'Whiohever method the teacher Chooses, 
he wil~ find that young pupils ~ follow the argument if he 
can suooeed in giving the'm a glimpse of where they a.re going 
and a rough idea of how they are going to get there, because 
tl1ey ll1ll then want to follow' the detailed ·story. (As prac-
t10e for that, teachers will find that Drying the argument 
out on another sdul t is very helpful. ) n 
"f, 
The Common BasiC Syllabu2esln Physics and Physical Balence 
do not at present specify the,t estimates of molecular mean 
free path and size from elementary kinetic theory shou.ld be 
dl ecussed ~'Tl th. pupils" We think that the case for the in-
elusion of this topic 1s strong, but that those who would 
have to tep.ch it "\.;ould first have to have it taught to them 
by extremely competent teacnere. In the present state of 
scienoe teach1ng in SOU'~i1 Africa~ 1 t vTould be utterly unreal-
i·stl0 to attempt to introduce this topic wi thou t intensi ve 
preparation for the teachers concerned. 
5,4.4 "Rea t 0_ and tempera ture 
If teachers follow the order a.nd method in which "re have 
recommended t!1a.t I1tempera ture" and "hea til be te.ught, there 
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should be Ii ttle room for confusion of these ooncepts and 
11 ttle need to spend time on trying to establish their 
different nature. The study of the elementary kinetic theolty 
of ga.ses provides an opportuni ty for distinguishing between 
these oonoepts at the microscopic level; or ratner, since 
pupils are now supposed to know the difference bet"· ... :·en "heat it 
(1n i.ts correct sense) and f11nterna.l ene,rgy Ii, 1-16 ~ttn say ths. t 
kinetic theory -eM.bles or,~ tr) lnte:pre r "vne .,.,internal energy 
vf a ga.s. in h.inet:.c ~erjlls a.nd to contraBt this lnterpreta tion 
wi th that of tempers.ture, which has already been studied. 
For e.n (ideal) monB.toj"\~c g~::~. tl"\:1 in~~~r:lS.l enel'gy is simply 
the total translational kine~ic energy 0f all tne molecules; 
for an (ideal) polyatomlc gas, the intel"~~al energy is tlJ.~ 
total t,ransla tlonal kinetic energy of all the molecules plus 
-
the total energy J kinetic plus potential, assoola ted wi th the 
I 
lpternal motions (rota.tione.l and vibrational) of the mole.cules~ 
I 
(The wording of the Common Basic Syllabuses in relation to 
thi s point 1s 90mew'ha t unhappy: n rels. tion of hea.t to energy of 
moleoules. n) This iss. simple ictea vlhich should .·meet wi th 
"f. 
no diffioulty in presentation. The concept of the "heat 
capaci ty II of a gas follows d1 reotly from thi a J though in B. 
school syllabus i t need not and ca.nnot be tl?ken very far" 
The following are important points to make or beer in mind: 
(1) The term "hea. t capac i ty 11 meal1:s the e.mou nt of energl. 
needed to cnange tne temp,rature of the given mses of gss by 
uni t amount. This energy 1s often but not necesEarily 
supplied to the ga.s by hes. tinge 
(i1) Since gaseous volume depends so markedly on the tempera-
ture and pressure, care must be taken to speoify the condi-
tions uncleI' wnicn the uhea t capa.ci ty nand I'I speclf'ic hee t; 
capaclt~y n of a gas al"~e measured. For convenienoe of speci-
fica tlon, trIe oondi tiona of "constant volume" or "constant 
. pressure" are chosen, Heat c8~acity at oonstant pressure 
/must ...... 
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must exceed that of constant volume, 91 nce under the former 
condi tion the ga·s can expand and do work on (transfer enel'ngy 
to) the agent supplying the pressure, and energy has to be . 
supplied to· 1 t for thl spur-pose a.8 w'ell as to increase the 
internal energy of the given mass of gas. 
There 1s nothing to be gained from a derivation of the 
pr~. no Ipf' ~ 
relation betw~an t~el~c~~~ heat capaoi~ies of an ideal gas, 
slnc,fj the~ .. : wo'.;.J:;" be no opportu ni ty fOI' teC\cher and pup:lls 
to make use of ti1is result in a South A~rioan dchc~l scle~~e 
cou.ree. 
(·.~tt) It if: s. simple exercise to use the ideas of elementary 
k1nntic theor7 to derive an expression for the heat oapacity 
of one mole or ):11on~vle of an i!.leal m\.;~"'1~ toml('~ gas. This 
should, be done, and the resul t compared w'i th the. t obtained 
from" mea.surements on real mona tom10 ga.ses J as a simple illus-
tra tion of the power of thi s elementary form of kinetic theorYe 
To take the rna tter further to include dia tomlc or polya tomic 
gases would require the use of the principle of equipsrti tion 
of energy and the concept of "degrees of freedom!8.: the one 
"t. 
could not be adequately justified a.t this level and the other 
is a shade too sophisticated for comf'orte The sy.llabus says 
nothing on this point one way or the other; "'9 think tha t 
advanta.ge should be taken of this ailence to recommend tha t 
no attempt should be mad.e to develop expressions for the 
thermal capac! ties of dia~omic or polya"Gomic gases, lntere(~t-
" 
1 ng though the topic undoubtedly ls. 
5.4.5 Non-ideal gases: introduction 
The Common Ba.sic Syllabuses also list "non-&leal gaeeslJ ~ 
but do not specify which asp~cts of the behaviour of real 
gases are expected to be treated. Obviously it ... u important 
to d1 souss wi th pupils the dep~.rtl,).res of the behaviour of 
real gases from' the predictions of the kinetic theory of ideal 
/gaaes'. 
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ga ses. Perhaps it would be best to initiate such a dis-
ouss1on wi th a consideration of what Inight be some of the 
weak points of the theory J notably t.he neglect of any 
... 
attractive forces between the molecules and the assumption 
of negligible moleoular size. In gases at high densi ty, 
effects associa-r.ed ~",i th ! .r:e long-range attractive for~ces 
bet1A!een molecu les an:;. W~1~ th the fin! teness of molecular 
1"/c:~.l.ffi'le might J.sad to s1gn1flcs.nt depa!lt11rp~ · ... from tl~e pred~, 1-
tiona of the simple theory. Thi s much is t~ail"ly obviOUft! 
what 1s ~esa obvious is how the necessary. modifications are 
The es~ence of our 
recommendatio .. l ~ont.;~rning thl~ prob2em is the.t no attempt 
should be made ~o go into detail, and o~rtainly not to state 
Van de~ Waals's equation of state and to account for the extra 
terms in it. 
By 'f;lay of furnishing the main argument for this reoommen-
dation, we shall consider what advanoed kinetic theory and 
statistical mechanics have to say about non -ideal gases, and 
then go on to outline and discuss some of the elementary ~. 
treatments of Van der Waals's equation that appear in standard 
texts. 
5.4.6 Advanced treatments of non-ideal gases 
.... ~i!JI .. Zf4Iitlt!4#. U;::1:Q.~~~ 
The establishment of an (approximate) equation of state 
for an imperfect gas oons~8ts in the derivation of expreSSions 
for the so-called "vlrlal coefficients", 1.e. the coeffioients 
1 
of the successive powers of V whioh appear in thE? "v5.rial" 
expansion PV = 1 + ~ + Q. 1- ••• 0 Of these, 1 t is the co-
RT V V2 
, 
efficient of V ' 1. e. "Bu in the v1l"~ial expansion (the f2second 
virial coefflcient lt ) which is naturally the most importilnt. 
There are various methods of obtaining the required expression 
for liB" 8 all of which start from the assumption that the inter-
aotion between a pair of moleoules can be described by a 
/potentl9.1. " .•• 
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potential function ¢ whioh depends only on the intermole-
oular separation'r •. 
In what is perhaps the simplest of these methods in 
principle, tile pressure in ~~e interior of the gas is trea-
ted as being the sum of two contributions, viz. the ~~ 
pressure, which arises from the transfer of momentum by 
=-
actual movemel
'
C of' moleJ"·~l'8S across a g+ven pls.ne in the gas, 
end c"':c:;!st;:.' tir; r'~'e ssu re, which ar:l ses from t,he intera.otion 
_".M ._ .... 
betl-leen molecules on one aide of this pJ..ane anJ. tl:0se on t".J.E: 
otller., An expression 1s found fc,r the sts.ttc pressure in 
t'. r.:rlS of th,,") l.ntermoleculnl'~ potential function ¢ ( of. Fo\~-
ler 1929~ Pre~ent 1958). The statio pressure Pa 19 found 
to bear a 8imp~ .. ,~ re::i.tltlon to "B"D viz .. B = V;"'~'~ , if simul-
R'T'-' 
taneous interactions of a molecule wi th more than one other 
molecule are ignored. In' a somewhat more sophistioated 
approach to the problem, Bo~zmann' s rle-theorem u (probeb:l11 ty 
-E/kT 
of a molecule having energy E is proportional to e ) is 
u sed to der! ve a rela tion betTJIleen the molecular concentra tion 
near the walls of the container and that p,?eval11ng ill the 
"f 
interior of the gas (Sauter 1949; see also Fowler 1929). 
The measured pressure a t the 1valls 1s the kinetic pressure $I 
and 18 given by the product of the moleoular concentr@tlon 
there (nw) 'tV"i th k T (k is Bolt zmar~n 1 s consta nt), 90 tha t if 
nw 1s found, it is possible to relate it to "B". 
More sophisticated still 1s the approach which makes use 
of the Virial Theorem of Clausius (of Fo~der 1929, Wannler 
1966) • According to this theorem, the IVpVII product for B. 
gas may be set equal to RT minus a term equal to two-thirds 
of a quantity sometimes called the "internal vlria,l'c, vthlch 
1s in turn given by the expression -~ I: rF1(r), where r is 
the intermolecular separation and F(r) the intermolecula.r 
force, and the summation is carried' out over all pall's of 
«IQl\~ 
/moleculee. 
'. 
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molecules. Substitution of .".. ~ for F(r) lef~ct8 to tne full 
6r 
equation of stc..te. from. which lIB II me.y be extracted,' if re-
quired. Yet anotner way of obtai nl ng IlB" i 8 to find the 
p..8sembly parti tion fune tion of the gas , given by 
>: n -Ej/kT n Q ::..!:....J e ,wnere '"oj denotes tne number of assen'lbly j j J 
p!~enfunctionB associated witn the energy Ej, and to derive 
the equation of state from it by means of tne relation 
P = kT( ffir (lnQ,) \ (of FOvTl!"!' 1929, Band 1955), 
nll these approaches agree in yielding tne follov.;"lne 
expression for "Bn, viz. 
~ 
B '" 2Tr N J r2 \ 1 - e - cjJ ( r) I> ::! ) dr 
o 
In or:::'.~r tc\. ... Ala te ~_Iti s result to Van der Vlaals' s equation 
of state, cp(r) is assumed to take the fOl"D1 etppropriate to a 
gas composed of weakly-attracting rigid-spnere molecules. 
Th8 t ls, CP( r) is set equal to lnfini ty for 0 ~ r ~ d, w'here 
d is tne dinmeter of e rlgirl-sp11ere molecule, and is ello~\frecl 
to tHke on some specific functional form approprinte to an 
B. ttracti ve force for r> d. When this substitution for ¢(r) 
is made in the above expression for B, tne result is an ex;l. 
PV 
pression for RT of the form 
PV- l+~ - n/RT RT"- V -V ' 
Q'O 
where 8. = 2/TN2 kT f r2 (e -(j)(r)/kT -1) dr 
d 
and 
( p + !i2 ) ( -;) ~ RT V 1+\7 . or 
This reduces to Van der Waals' £; eqtH1.tion of state if b is 
small compar1ed. witn V. WB.nnler~u (1966) comments on tnia 
result are Hortn quoting: ". $" tne nature of tne coeffici8!1t[~ 
Tne quantity a 
1s a. consta.nt which tekes into 8.ccount tne long-range attrnc"", 
tlon of tne molecules, wnile b tHken into account their nl:1rc1-
I core •.... 
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core repulsion; 1 t 1. s e. low mul tlple of the olo8$ ... ~paoked 
volume of the molecules. Thus the Vt:tn der Waals equa. tion' 
is based on a considerable amount of imagina.tive insight 
which can partially be justlfiedf) U 
Ita Ii 
It will be noticed that the emergence of the term ---
V2 
in the above form of the equation of state does not'depencl 
on the assumption of a. pe.rticule,r form of y)( r) fv:"· r > d .• 
Howevel-"l~ the integral in ':n; C~:l ¢ alJPer,~ s mus·t converp:e ancl 
this mean8 that i.r q:; takes the form of a const8nt multiplied. 
If ¢ 1s very much. smaller 
than kT» "aU does not \~~penJ., on the "tt."perB.ture; in genera.l, 
however, "aU will depend on the temper\\t'~re ~ the form of the 
tempere.ture dependence being determined \"y the assumed !0rm 
5,4,7 
I 
Elementary treatments of non-ideal gases 
1'" U4 
I We now turn to s. survey of some of the elementary trea,t-
mente of Van dar v{aals' 9 equation that appea.r in elementary 
texts. For reasons '\IIhich will be clear le.ter, \17e ,shall be 
"a ll prlmerl1y concerned wi th the -2 term in the equa.tlon, but"!' 
v,~ 
we ldll include references to the term representing the finite 
size of the molecules where we think this to be appropriate. 
(1) The standarld, I1classical" t:r~eatment (of Jeans 1940~ 
Roberts and Miller 1960), The attractlve forces on B.ny mole-
aula in the interior of the ga B ha.ve an averFl.ge resultant 
equal to zero if averaged over a sufficient interval of 'time, 
Therefore the pressure of the gB,s at "internal pointe fI is not 
affected by tn.e presence of these forces. On the other hand, 
mOleoules near the walls of the contalner ,,1.11 effectively 
be in a permanent field of foroe exerting s. steady in",erc! 
force on the outermost layer of molecules of the ga8~ 
Therefol'e moleoules reaching the Viall l"'J.8tve their momentum 
", changed not only by their impacts wi th the wall but elso by 
the effect of the steady inward force. To take this into 
/e,ccount J ••••• 
'. 
. . 
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aocount, an extra term must be added to the measured pressure 
1 n the equation of eta te to yield a IttotD.l pressure ~ or 
"effective pressure." This extra. term must be proportiona~ 
to the number of molAcules per un! t area in the outermost 
molecula.r layer 8.nd to the intensi ty of th.e 1 n'l.ra.~d field of 
force. Both these factor~ are proportional to the density, 
or inversely propol"Jtionr.:' co the volume qf the gasp 80 that 
uA n 
":iH:\ ~j{tr8. '~err.J C8.n be vlri tten - and the "pr,essure term" in 
V2 a 
the ·equa.tion of st~te becomes (p + V2 ). 
(11) Cowling (1950) gives bB.elcfl.l1y the same a.ccount as does 
Jt:h~'.S b'.~t, )),l:like him., does not s.ssert that the "3.nternal 
pressure" of '~~.:.'\~ gas is unaffected by the 1ntermolecula.r 
8 ttractl ve forch::3. Instead he dra"v'ls ;)~tention to the "static 
pressure It (see above) contributed by the mutual attraction 
of molecules lying on oppoai te sides of en imaginary plv.ne in 
the gas, and shows that the effect of this is to reduce the 
interns.l pressure suffi.clently to make it equal to the boun-
dary pressure~ In his discussion of the effecti of the fin! te 
size of the gas molecules on the equation of sta.te) he suggests 
"f. 
thB.t this would lead (other things being equal) to e.n increased 
boundel"Y pressure,;i end ths.t the internal pressure ¥lould cor-
respondingly be incree sed ae' s. result of momentu\'"G treneferl"led. 
by oollisions between molecules lying on opposite sid~s of 
an internal surfa.ce o 
(iil) (Rogers 1960, Nuffle).,d G'ulde IV) .. Tl'le mecJ1P.ni 8m of 
the reduction of the pressure by . intermolecula.r attrectlons 
below its Ifelementary kinetic theoryll value is suggested to 
be a "weeding-out" of aome of the slower molecules by the 
mutual molecular a.ttrectlon8~ so tha.t these slower molecules 
never ~t the walls. 
the walls, and that exerts a smaller pressure n (Nuffieid 
Guide IV). (Rogers argues that the "'t-veeding out" of slow 
molecules takes. place "in coll1s1ons u; the frequency of 
/molecular •••.• 
. ~ . 
.-;. 
.". 
", 
~ " 
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molecular collisions is proportional to the square of the 
densitY J so tnat tnp correction term to the pressure mUBt be 
proportional to the squ8re of tne dens! ty, or i nvers€lly pro .... 
portional to the squa re of the ,TO lume. ) 
( 1 v ) Born (1946) : "If there ere forces of cohesion acting 
between the moleculAB, O~. e1e~ent of volume sets on Rnother 
of equal size 1,"1 th n fOX',1e w11ich is proportional to n2 J ~711er4e 
,.' i~~ the llUmrtr of molecules per cubic centtmptre. The 
pressure exerted by tne ga s on B.n exter1'll:-?l body is corr"espon-
dingly leas than it would be if there 1>iere no forces of co-
t:t~ A leads once again to the Bddi t ion of e term 
til 
-
to the mee.~\'.~ed nressure. 
V2 
(v) (Halliday and Resnick 1966): This treatment starts off 
in much the same w~y as (Iv), arguing that the effect of the 
attractive forces varies inversely as the square of tne 
volume. Tnese authors then go on to argue that, 8S e result, 
"the gas should J for a given external pressure, occupy a 
volume les8 than the volume it ",auld occupy D8 an ideal gas, 
in lmicn there are no such attractive forces. Or, equi v 13.1. .... 
ently, the gas acts as thougn it were subject to l-:1 pressure 
in excess of the bxternally applied pressure. This excess 
1 a pressure is proportional to -2 J or equal to ~2' where B is V . V 
a constant." 
(vi) We have referred abovp to Sauter's (1949) derivation of 
Van der 1;laale 1 B equp tion of sta te, whicn 1s concerned e 88e~'1-
tlally wi th the cnIculation of the bound.ery preesnre by find-
lng the molecular concentration neRr the wells e In e.pplylng 
this method to tne deriv8tion of tne correction term for the 
finite size of tne molecules, Sauter makes use of the prin-
ciple tnnt in tne absence of intermolecular a.ttractions» the 
pI'obabili ty of finding a molecule wi tnin a given region ot 
tne containel' 1s proportioool to the unobst~ct~ .. d volume in 
/that ••••• 
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tho. t region. The effeot of the wall is to meke the unob-
structed volume (per uni t volume) .~arge! in 1 t'8 vicini ty 
than it 1s in the interior of the gas. Thus on this account 
alone the molecular concentration near the walls should be 
grea ter than in tne 1 nterior of the gas; Ssu ter shows tha t 
th~ effect of this is to introduce 8. correction term for the 
r.inlte volume of the molecules (Van der 1tl~H31s! 8 I1b") which 
1s equal to four times the total molecular vQ..lurne, i'9 _~ the 
value predicted by fIlOl'e 8upJ'11stic;c~ted trea·~dlerd:S. 
(Vii) Sommerfeld (1964) has described e much-simplified 
~fa tl 
account of Sauter' 8 treatment of the der1vatloi. '1f \...~,,~ """"""" 
Vt..,: 
correction term to the pressure. Starting from the C'xistence 
of an lnw8.1"d8··~:9J.rectcd field of force near the walls of the 
conte.iner, arising from tne intermolecular att:C'activ~ fornes, 
he suggests that tne effect of tnis must be to cause lie. kind 
of sedimenta tion •••• 8.W?y from the 1-;all" wniCh must lead to e. 
lO\>Ter molecular conce ntra tion nea r the "ralls (of (11 i) p.bove) & 
By elaborating quantitatively on this idea, he obtains an 
expression for the molecular concentration nepr the wells in 
terms of tnnt in the interior, which is essentially tnpt 
gl ven by more advanced treatments. 
5.4.8 Critique of plementary ~~ent~ 
It is flppC3.rent tnet it is not possible 8uccessfully to 
reconcile all tnese i'!~~~t!f different elementary or ne~r-elemen­
tOl~Y ways of treating the ·problem wi tJ1 onc another. In 
treatments (i) and (11) $. it 1s lmplled that the in\tmros-
directed field of force nea.r the walls leads to a general 
lOv-Tering of the momentum of the molecules incident on the 
walle. (Cowling (op.clt.) Bays expllcitly that ".,as [a 
molecule] approaches the boundary it 1s slowed down by the 
back,l]9.rd pull of the others; 1 t strikes the boundary so much 
the less ~iolently, and the boundary pressure is thereby 
/reduc ed. It. 
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reduced. If) In treatments (111) and (vii), it i8 8u~ge8ted 
1nsteed that t!1e effect of thi~ in1VD.rd field of force 19 to 
reduce the molecular concentrption near the 'Vlalls. In ver-
CI~"""""m ~ 
sion (i) of the standard tr~a tment, th.e preesurte 1s se.ld to 
be una.ffected at internal points and to be equal to the 
simple kinetic ~heory value, whereas in version (11) 1t is 
01aimed that the boundary and internal preS9Ul"'es are the 
same. On the ot11er hand ~ (1 v) s.nd (v) are readily E! ... <:.".,.. to 
'. 
be equivalent. 
The reason for preferring t11e approach of ( 11i) 8.nd 
(vii) to that of (1 ) and (11) 1s succintly stf' ~ed :.'" the 
Nuffield Guide (.~V): :~The usual explanation - tr.Lat ~,.~ bom-
bardl ~"\~ m(",L:~ules v~"'e slowed 'by t..'1at attr~.ction [1 .. e. the 
lnwa.rds field of force] and tL1.erefore exert less pl~essure -
1s rnls1e~ding because it would suggest a cooler layel' of gas 
near the walls. " The latter state of affaire 1s cle9rly 
impossible. Indeed, once we acknowledge thnt the gas Be a 
whole must be characterized by a uniform temperatu:r'te, it ls 
plain that the existence of an iniiJ'arrls-directed field of 
force near the bounds rl f?8 must be to produce the IS sedimen": 
tatlon" refarred to by Sommerfeld (op.clt). For t:-:!.e r.roblem 
1s essentially the same in principle as that of a ges at 
unlfor:n temperature in a gr~(lvi te.tional field; 8.8 is well 
kno'Vln, the molecular concentration in such a gtta decreases 
exponentially w'lth increasing height. Calculation of the 
molecular concpntration at the walls of the container by 
eophistlca ted methods (::.f Fowler 1929 I Sau"'cer 1949) supports 
the prediction that the gas must be less dense near the ,.y8.118~ 
If Jeans' B view that lithe pressure of the gas g.t lnter-
nal polnts is uTh'1ffec ted II 1s tal<.:en 11 terally Jl i t impll es that 
/a" ... ., 
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a layer of ges next to a wall 'w'ould not be in equilibrium; 
the force on the side of the layer nf)xt to the NaIl would 
be less than the appoal tely-dil"scted force 01'1 the other 81<le$ 
and the layer would be accelprated Qutl'1]'ards (of "{arran 1965) G 
But perhaps Jeans simply meant that the so-called i1k11letic 
pressure ff - the pressure arising fl'om the momenttl~ tI'ans-
ferred across an imaginary plane in the.,ge.s bY' [.1.;t1.ls.1 rnole-
cl..llar movement - is not pj"f~-,G"",ed 1.1: tr.r .J.ntermolecu18.r 
..... 
In s.ny event, rigorous 
caloulation of the "i nternal pressure /I (Fo~.,yler 1929 ~ Present 
1958) show's that it i,.. in("'J~.i .ec'l8.1 ':"'.l the boundary pres8ureIQ 
I t will have been notic.Jd that nc ~:~'l': of these tree. tr.1ents 
take into account any possible effeots u~"'lsing out of t!. ... ~ 
attraot~ve foroes between molecules of the we.1Is of the con-
tainer and those of the gas. This aspect of the problem will 
b~ discussed in Section 5.4.10. 
I 
5.4.9 Non-ideal gases and thermodynamics 
m-cs:z .. ::t:!44"W,""," --
So far, our survey of advanced and elemen'ta:ry tre8.tments 
of non-la.eal gases suggests thBt by proceeding carefully ~ 
enough, one oan gi ve elemental'")Y di sc'Ussiol1s of the behaviour 
of such gases which would be correct e.s far a 8 they went; 
in particula.r) one can produoe plausible arguments for 'the 
. "an 
existence of an - cor~reotion term to the pressure) wh:tch 
V2 
do not depend on the assumption of a particular law of 
.. 
a ttrac tion betw'een molecules. ACCOl"dlng to Warren (1965) ~ 
however, suoh approaches are misleading. Following certain 
physioal chemists (e. g~ Partington 1949 and Moelwyn .. ~HugheB 
1961a») he asserts that It. E ~.1 t can be ShOl'ln thermodynamically 
the t the pOrTer of V in th e equa. ti 0 n of' s ta te 1 e 111 f~ac t de';"," 
pendent upon the law of force". No'\'l one rn1gh "(; think 1 t 
strange to talk about "the power of V" in referenoe to the 
.pressure term in the equation of state. Without even con-
s1derlng Van der Waals's modifications to the equation of 
/8 ta te~ ~ ••• 
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state, one mignt expect tHat the general expression for tne 
. pressure of a real gcfS kept et constant ternpere ture 'tATill·" 
constD nt 
oontain a domina ting term of the form V - J wi th Pl"lO-
1 gressively smaller "correction terrnsli proportlon8.1 to -2 , 
V 
13 , •••• It would. be surprising ind.eed 1f-l t turned out V 
that tne correction to thp ~ressure should be charaoterized 
--, by a particular power of 1 ~ At any rate, the argument 
C:I:O"':;'~l1 by ~~arr r,n in support of his asssrtlon""nas received 
eminent backing~ and so we reproduoe 1 t below (note tha t t:o.e 
t\,s8umption j.s implicitly made in this treatmen.t that Van der 
Le t· U be ~.i.'.!. ~ i pternal energy I S tne entropy and V tne 
volume 0 f B. C er1,;~~i n me. S S 0 f get sat temp~ ra ture T .. 
(i) From tne layjs of tnermodynamic s, it follow's the t 
(OU) 
"'SV T - T (££) - p oV T 
(i1) According to one of Maxw'el1 , s tJ.1ermoctynamic relations, 
so tnat T(~) __ P 
~T V 
(1il) For a gas conforming to Ven der vlaals' s equa.tion of state, 
p :: E! ..,. '8. 
V-b ~ 
T (£~) = RT. and, using tne result 
,¢'II V V ... b 
tnerefore 
1. n (11) above, 1'16 nave (.R.1L) ::: a 
'OV T "V2 
(Tnis result also applies to a gas clescrlbed by t:".e equation 
of state 'tV111cn 1'J'e encountered above in our consideration of 
ad.vanced tl"satmenta of equations of state, viz, 
( 
b - ~ PV:RT1+--vE) 
1= 
. ~ . 
i . 
, " 
" ~ 
;:1. 
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= RT (1 + ~)- ~ 
which I'educes to Van del" WaalA 1 9 equntion of stf!te v!hen11b!l 
is very much less than V. 
For in this case = RT 11 b) 
-- \ +-V v 
:: a 
P + v2 e s before. ) 
(lV) "1\8 the volume V must be proportional to the cube of 
the intermolecular distance, r, tll.is eouation'·r}.v r ,", 
( ~·)oC.1: II (lvarren 1965) ~ 
"dr r 4 T 
Hence tl1e volume",r1.epenc~ent part of ~;he intern8.1 t,.::'"lerg:' of 
the g .. '"\ 8 rous;: be ilN A reely propo:rtion.ql to the cube of tne 
intermolecular dlstsnce, from \-Thien it follovls that C/J(r) J 
the interrnolecular potentifl.l energy function, must take the 
form 4>(r) :: Or-3 
Now if this argument were valid, we should be presented 
with a disturbing contrs.dlctiono On the one hand, we have 
a supposed deduotion fror1 tnermodynamics that if e. gas obeys 
Van der ~va8.1s1 s equation of sta.te or the equation 
pV :: RT (1 + 12 ) - a J tne intermolecular potential enfl'gy 
V V 
must falloff lr..versely ns the cube of tl1e intermolecular 
dl s te.nce. On tne other hend, we ha.ve a veriety of arguments 
from advanced statistic81 mechanics and kinetic theory in 
suppor·t of tJ.1e conclu 81 ons tha. t 
(8) the equation of state for a nonideal gas 
b denoe should tru~e the fo~m pV = RT (1 + V ) 
that is not too 
a 
-- -, V 
where 1ia.1i can be evalun ted from (;3 knOitlledge of <p (r) J and lib!! i 8 
four times tne total moleoular volume; 
(b) tne above result does..lLQ1 depend on th.e form of t11e inter-
molecular potential energy function for r>d~ tne rnolBculer 
diDmeterji provided that, lfc,l)(r) :: Cl",-n, n must be gre~ 
~3; 
(0) if rjJ(r) is compflreble 1rlth kT, lIo.!l wl11depend on tempern.~ 
lin ....• 
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in a manner l'.11ich \'1111 be determined in part by trJe actual 
form of ¢(rL, 
As Fo~rler (1922) puts it: I;rt is still frequently stated 
that if Van der Waals's la t 1s to be independent of tne 
volume, the law of e.ttractlon [l o e. of forc~ must be the 
1 nverse 4 th power. Thi s 1s qu.i te untrue ••• the la't-T of ve.ria.· .. 
tion wi th the distance effects e.nd only' affect~ ~~'J.t: form of 
Partington {~94~} and Moell>fyn .... Hughes (1961a) g1.ve both 
the above thermodynAmical argument and thp. results of the 
statistiC81 trea.tment ,l!' thE; nro~J1em; Avidently they accept 
them both and are not aware of any COT1Y';.\."'dit,;t,lon. However, 
it 1s difficult to see how both views of the situation Can 
be accepted without modification of at lee.st one of them" 
The etatistical-meche.nica.l arguments have no ob~vioU8 faul t, 
so one turns to the thermodynamics.l argument in an attempt to 
detect any flaws. The logic in the sequence of steps (1), 
(11) and (111) 1s unimpeachable, so that one must accept the 
prediction that( ~) T .. ~2 for a Van der Waals gllS, and 
hence that tne volume-dependent part of the internal energy 
1s inversely proportional to the volume at constant tempera-
ture. Indeed, direct calculation of the volume-dependent 
internal energy of a nonideel gBB by the methode of statisti-
cal mechanlcs (of FO't'ller 1929, Reif 1965) confirms this con-
clusion, and shows it to b~ independent of the e_ctual form 
of the potential energy function, subject to the re8triction 
that 11 must be > 3 if ¢(r) = Or -n • Hence it is to step 
(lv) that we must turn if we seek to find e fallacy in the 
thermodynamic argument, 
In step (iv), the fallacy is not far to seek. It con-
slsts in the tacit assumption that if the Dverag~ 1ntermole-
cule.r potent.lul energy per molecular pair is a ce.rtain func" .. 
tion of the e.verage i ntermolecul.ar di ste.nee, then the tI'tle 
mutual potential energy of e pair of molecules must be given. 
/by. 4 •• " 
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by the same function of their s~paration; 1. e.· If~ 
'+' ev, erage' 
Now this kind of assumption 
1s generally qui te unworre.nted in statisticAl computations. 
For example, no one ",'auld dare sugges-t tl1B t there should be 
the same fune tional rela. tion between the average tre.nsls. tion-
al kinetic energy and the average veloci t:r' of' B. cr· t:i.ection 
of gas molecules as exists bet'T~r~f.)n th.e 1.1·8.'.;,pl?"::;io~1al kinetic 
.... 
e~e~gy a~d veJocity n~ a~: g~ven molec~le. One can think 
of no good reason Why the corresponding assumption should 
turn out to be justified for the muttlal potential energy of 
ge.s molecu~~e8. In vi erll'1· of the firmne~"t" wi thwhich ste·p Ct v) 
has been asserted by the authori ties ci·v'~·.l a'hove, one 1'1.:-'9i-
tB.tes to accuse them of failure to detect so simple a fa.llacy 
a e this; yet the conclusion ths.t they hs.ve unw1 ttil"l..gly 
absorbed this fallacy into their thinking seems lnesca.pable. 
I 
! There have been other treatments of the problem by 
physlca.l chemi ste "'Iho have sougl1 t to shoTtl wi thou t reference 
to thermocl.ynamics but by direct. consideration of intermolecu-
"e " lar forces that an v2- correction term to the pressure depents 
on an inverse-cube law of va.riAtion of the potenti0.1 energy 
with distance (e.g. Mellor 1902 J Kleeman 1920~7Porter 1928, 
Moel't-JYn-Hughes 1961b). Of these, Porter's may be taken as 
typical. He considers the attraction of one portion of the 
gss on the other, assuming ~. lalv of attrective force beti.(een 
molecules of the form F :. C·r -n • He asserts that if the 
volume V of the ga.s changes, If the force per- uni2t erel:!. (~crOS8 
_1l:L. 
the interface due to all pairs ohanges as V' 3· IJ. 
Therefore if the attractive force per unit area is found to 
h V -2 4 h c ange as $ it follows that n must be equal to J and t e 
potential energy must vary as the third power of the inter-
molecular d1 stance. The key idea here is contained in the 
"quoted st~tement, and it 1s readily seen that its valid.tty 
Ide"pends ••••• 
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depends on the assumption that if the attrac tl V8 force be-
-n ~ tween a pair of molecules is given by F :: Cr ,the resul-
tent attractive force F tota.l bet1j.leen 8-11 posslble palrf3 is· 
• gi ven by F total 19 C r -n • in other \,Tords J thi S18 
everage ' 
the same kind of fallacious assumption as was made in the 
thermodynamic "pl"'oof lt thp -: n mu st be 4 if the pressure cor-
J 
rec ti on term hG S the :roj;l~n V2 • 
If this r~ssumption is dropped~ 8.11 (l1~'rj:cultip3 :'·pasc 
in rega.!~d to the r'econcl1is tion bet-ween ther r1}odynamicB and 
statistical mechanics. In so far as the two overlap, they 
a gr~~ J c.nd n0 1~1.ore need be 68.10.. 
5.4.10 The eflf:ct c..:,'" the walJ.~ of ~:ll'- conta~,:)er' on th~ 
behaviour of the enclosed ~aseB 
f 
Before we pass on to T9commendatlons for elementary 
teaching, there is e further pr~blem to be considered in 
conn e c t 1 0 n 1'1 i th thee q U El t 1 0 n 0 f s t B. teo f a ga s, viz. the 
absence of influence on it of the me.terial of the walls of 
the conta.iner. The existence of a ttl--ac ti ve foroes bet\v'een 
"t 
the molecules of the walls a.nd those of the gas evidently 
has no effect on the eque.tion of stnte. It is customal'lY to 
e. 90ri be this fa.ct to the operation of t.ne Principle of Con-
servatlon of Homentum (cf :qobertB and Hiller 1960, 're.bor 
1965, 1969); it is pointed out that a ~iven molecule enter-
ing the attractive field Of force of the mol~culeB of the 
wall vii th a given veloci ty woulc1 tre.nsfer E8 much momentum 
to the wall during the prooess of approe.chi ng an6. x'eceding 
from the wall as it would in the absence of this attractive 
This 18 true) but we ca.nnot conclude 1'1"om this fact 
alone tha t the pres8u!le of the gas w'ilJ. be unaffected by t:~~e 
field of force of the walls. The pressure of the gas lu 
determined not only by the momentum transferred by lndlvi(lu8.1 
/molecules •• ••• 
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molecules but also by the number of molecules per unl t volume 
in the vicini ty of the "raIl. The existence of a, field ofb 
force near the walls must result in e. concentration gl'sdient 
near th'e walls, end this could conceivably 8ffect the pre88u:I"e~ 
The problem ha s been treA ted in detpil by Sau ter (1 Q49)" 
He bases his approach on the formula 
X 
P = fnx (- ~~) c1x 
o , 
for the preS8u."re ,·f the p..~~,~ wher·r~ nx .~ '3 t}1,_· 1' •• 'm""..rr df mole"'"" 
cules per un! t volume Bt a distance x from the \1!811 ani --1> Is 
the potential energy of a ges molecule at this dist:""Jnce in 
the force field 0f the wall. The tormule expre ... '~es '~~e fact 
thD.t the p~r'28sure on the wall is eque.l to the net force exer-
ted on the wall by B.ll the molecules conte.ined in a cyl1ndell 
of unit cross-sectional area. and height X mounted normal to 
the "rell (X 1s the effeetlve range of the field of force of 
th e \-re 11) • Sauter flrst applies this formulD. to the cnlcu= 
lation of ti1e pressur~ of a gee bet~~~een 't'Irhose molecules t:1ere 
are no attractive forces. In this case nx is given by the 
well-known "barometric" formula: 
= 
ne - Y/kT 
J 
l-lhere n denotes the molecular concentration "mere i( is zero o 
Substitution of this expression in the formula for presS1~re 
yields 
p ::: 
If ~ is set equal to (plus) infinity ",here' x is zero and 
equal to zero '(.11here x = X, this result reduces to the familior 
expression for the pressure of an ideal gas, viz. p - nkT, 
where n 1s the concentration in the interior of the gas. 
Thi8 result is 80 simple that one vlonders 1mether it could 
not be arrived at in some alternDtive p simpler vray /,to that 
g1 ven by Sau tero In fact, this is the CBse. We can me},.: e 
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use of the fact, previously remarked upon, the.t the "totel 
pressure" ("kinetic" plus "static") should be the same 
every,\vhere 'V'li tnin the gas. In tne middle of tne ge8~ out 
of range of the force field of the ~lls) the pressure 1s 
entirely "klnetic fi and 1s given simply by nkT, wher'e n is 
the molecular concentration in the inter~0r_ Bu~,. :;hia must 
be the se.me as tne boundary pressure" s,', thpt ~n;: latter must 
slso be equal to i"'J\.T. 
Two pointe in particular ar~ wortn notlnR here. Fir8t~ 
the assurnptlon that ir tends to lnflni ty e.s x tends to zero 
forces become strongly repulHive a. t vel~.'<\· Ah(.~t di8ts-nc~s be-
...... ... ...... 
t"Teen molecules. vlere it not for thi s £; 138urnptlon, ~Te should 
obtain a net inwards force of tl1e ga.s molecules on the we.ll, 
which would be an embarrassing state of affairs. Second, 
the equation p = nkT can only be considered to be E:ec~~~ 
equivalent to the equa tion of sta te for an ideal gP 8 if H, 
the moleculCll'" concentra.tion where "Ir vanishes, ca.n be consi-
dered to be essentially tne same e.s the ~ molecu18-r con.pe:1"" 
trat1on; and this in turn can only be true if tne force fleid 
of tne molecules of the wa.ll 1s not strong c!!ough and does 
not extend far enough to produce appreciable changes in mole-
cular concentration anY1V'here except in tne immediate neign-
bourhood of the walls. Tnus Warren (1965), wnOS8 own dis-
euasion of this point is brief for res sons of space, 1s 
evidently justified in claiming that "The reRson vmy we do 
not hlive to consider t118 properties of the 'valls is thrt the 
range of th.e intermoleculC!r forces 1s in every C88t~ very 
shor·t compared witn the dimensions of the conte1ner. II 
Sauter (op.c1t.) also ShOWS by appropriate substitution 
in his general formula for the boundf1.ry pressure of' the gas, 
. that the equG.tion of eta te of a non-ideal gelS is similarly 
unaffected by the force-field fl"i.om the walls provlded that 
/the o • " •• 
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tne average moleculal" concentra tlon in the gas is not sen-
sibly affected by tne presence of tnis force fleld. 
(I t i 8 of some interest to compare th18 problem 'It!i th 
one 1-1nic11 is in some wa.ys similHr, viz. tne case of a gas 
confined only by a gravitational field, such as the earth's 
atmosphere. ·t~t u.:-~ 9ul=':./,:ae that irTe may treet the atmosphere 
ss en ideal Ee.·~ enc1 ~~:Jet any attractive forces exerted on 
~ ... tr. molecule~.; by t11€ ~.;a119 of any rna nomete:' 'thn t mp~! lle p~; oed 
in contact i·ri th It ere entirely negligihle e At e.ns- point in 
the 8.tmosphere there w'ill be both a "kinetic pressure II j g:5.ven 
as iAgual. by p ~ nkT, and a. "stntic press;J:-e IJ , c,)ntributed 1.,> 
t~iB case by ·~:·t0 g;,:1vl tationn: attr~~ction of t':1e ee.rth on 
the molecules ot the gas. It is obvi0as that the stntic 
pressure is a stress or traction equal in magnitude and 
oppoai te in effect to the "kinetic pressure, gi vi ng a tltotal 
pressure" in the sense in which 11{e have been using the term 
equal to zero everywhere in the gas. Thls does not conflict 
wi th the fact that t'1.e measured pressure is obviously not 
zero everywhere; 
ure in this caS8 0 
the measured pressure 1s the ~ pre"fss-
For an ideal gas confined in a container 
whose lv-alls exert non-negligible attractive forces on the 
gas molecules, the meesured pressure is JlQ.! just the kin~tic 
pre ssure, since the force exerted on the v.ralls by the mole""" 
cules results not only from momentum transferred In molec~11·3r 
Impacts~ but also fram nttr8ctlve forces exerted by molecules 
some distance aitic1y from the ~"Tal19. ITerp the mse-8ured pres-
sure is in fact the total pressure. The essential difference 
between the t~'I]'O situations is thRt in one of them, the Hgent 
responsible fol'~ t!1e IIsta.tic pressure" Iies outside the 8ystem 
whereas in the other it i s pel~t of :l t. ) 
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5,4.11 Recommends tions for an elementary tree tment of 
• _ ::aAuttaSQ;;::: J --. ... ,......,.-.aa.4......., 
non-ideal gEl ses 
.... JQ):<1JIlDI4#i4 .... ~
The above discussion hS.8 shoi~n that contradictory Vie1tlf3 
hB.va been expressed about the theory of non-ldeal gases by 
some eminent authorl ties, end th8t some of the sts.tements 
:' .. )mmonly made in elementary treatments of the subject are 
open to challenge. It has slso shown that, generall? speo.k-
ing, the topic is far from plementa:r.y ancl shou~c1 "~'.> r-;,pl':108.c:.led 
with caution at the el!?"'lentery level. Wt propose thnt the 
follOi.vlng points should be mec1e in fulfilling the requirements 
of the syllabuses thAt non-1deal gHses should ~"', dlu'-.~:'sst.;;~!: .... 
(1) Both the verY-8hort-r~nge repulsive intermolecular forces 
and the 10nge)·-ranB ... ~ attrB.ct1ve ones can be expected to cause 
d.evia tions from the simple predic tions of the elemen tnry 
kinetio theory of gases. 
(11) The existence of the rep..llslve forces has the effect of 
reduclng the volume in whiCh the molecules are free to move 
around. In effect, this 1. s the correc tion fOl" the .flnit""p;;., 
fli;~ of molecules; the repulsive forces prevent t~e centre-
to-centre distance between molecules from becoming inflni-
tesmtally small durinp; a colliaj.on. The Ilvolumeff ·term in the 
equation of state should therefore be equel to the volume 
occupied. by the gas minus a small correction termo 
(1i1) The existence of thA longer .... re.nge attractive forces 
hes the effect of brlngi~g the molecules closer together in 
the same vlB.y as an applied pressure would. we should. there-
fore expect that a positive correction must be added to the 
measured pressure in the equation of state. 
Beyond this, it is neither necessary nor desirable to 
go in a schoel syllabu8 of the type at present under dis-
oussion (ef e Section 5.4.5). 
/5.4.12 •••• 0 
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5.4012 Dalton's law of pnrtinl pressures 
.".*""'" ....... il1""lIft..... ."!O., •• ~~
This topic i 9 also specifi ed in the Common Basic' Sylla""" 
bu sese This Law is a stralgh tt'orward deduction from elemen .... 
tary lcinetlc theory if 1 t 18 assumed that in a mixture of 
gs sea which do not react chemically 1~i th one another, each 
species of molecule acts independently; i. e. ee.cJ"I -,[=I.n be 
treated as though the other were not pr~Bent (~f deare and 
Zemansky 1964)" 
the. t eaell species of molecule exerts a rtp8 rtlB.1 pressure" 
given by an expression of the form 
1 ~.,. 
Pi 9 ...... Nl m v2 , (N i is 3 r c 
the number of moleGul~~""\ of 8';l901:--:9 i ='.~ the conta.1ner), 1. e" 
each exerts a partial preS8Ul"e which w~'~.\}d l.;'f.!! the same at a. 
given tempera tuX'e as the actual preS8ur~E: :1 t would exert if 
it alone filled the container. It further follows that the 
total pressure of the mixture of gases will be the sum of 
the partial pressures - this 18 Dalton's Law. No immedia.te 
applications of this Law suggest themselves in the Common 
Bnsi.c syllabus for Physics, which does not:> for eXD.Tllple, d.eal 
with the quantitative aspects of mixtures of gases and vapours, 
"f 
sa tUl"a ted or unsa tura ted. But the interested teacher might 
like to take the deri va tlon of Dal to n I s le.N::'· 8 tep or t'toJ'O 
further in order to show that in a gaseous mixture, the £,ver-
age translational kinetic enerFY of the molecules is the rame 
for both species. (This, as Sears and Zemansky (1964) point 
out, is a simple illustration of the Principle of Equiy:al"lti .... 
ti 0 n of Energy. We do not) hOTNever, suggest the t this pain'c. 
should be mentioned.) This means that molecules havinp, 
larger mass would have smaller average speeds. 
5.4,13 
At first it may seem strange that we shoulcl consider 
this topic at this point. 
t'.i-
That we should consider it all 
I, 
arises from its inclusion in the Common Basic Syllabus 111 
/P11ysics. t) ••• 
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Physics and for its intrinsic interest for twent1i:-.th-century 
pupils. We lWve pIeced it here bec8us8 we believe that It 
would be a mistake to intI'oduce pupils to the content of the 
Second Lew of Thermodynamics vie a purely macroscopic Dpproacr~ 
Once some familiFlri ty has been ga.ined with the kinetic picture 
of matter , it is possible to gl ve some account at' the Second 
Law in microscopic terms. If it is thJugh,~ uns~":l . .,l'actory 
to defer consideration of :.h",-:.J top::':.. e"'l."',cf,:ether until after 
... 
(-iu&.ntit8TJ.ve £ine-;'':o t.:hrory has been dealt with:> R cOl~lprom1Be 
approe.ch ir!ould be to turn to the Second Lew immediB tely aft€;r 
lee the.t further clarlflcatinn will fo~ .f)VJ' Jeter. 
To introduce this s~ction, one might P011:'G out the'v it 
i a cer~ai nly posai ble to Itconvert hea t to 1-lork "; much pres .... 
ent-day engineering design and practice t~kes advanta.ge of 
t~is possibility. However, it 1s a matter of experimental 
fact that it 1s never possible for any given heat engine to 
oonvert all the heat 1 t tekes in into wOl"lk; some heat has 
e.lvJays to be thro'Vvn aws,y as part of the cycle of opere.tlons o 
Even the most efficient heet engine is subject to this lill1i .. ~ 
tetion. Of cour8e, no e ttempt should be made to introduce 
Carnot cycles into the d1 Bcussion at this point; no surer 
way could be found of killing pupils' interest. Insteed, 
pupils should be made to realize that this experiment~l fact 
concerning the behf3vlour of hee.t engines is not at ell n con .... 
cequence of the Principle of Conservation of Energy; they 
can be led from thiA idea to think about certain simple pro-
cesses which never occur in neture but wnich ~rould else not 
violate the P1~inciple of Conserva tion of T~nergy. Examples 
of such processes Bre:-
(1) When two bodies e. t different temJ:eJ:'8tures are plc.ced in 
contfl.ct; it is never observed that the cold body gets colder 
and the hot body gets hotter, 1~e. heat never flows from the 
colder to the hotter body. 
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(11) A flywheel never spontaneously coole dOvln and ste.rts ,to 
rotate at the 'sarne time. Too t th.ese thi ngs never hB.ppen ~ 
tr~t nobody would for one moment expect them to happen must· 
a 
~:., 
presumably be a consequence of/general p:r.'lnolple or law not :.; 
as yet made known to pupils. Cleerly the law has to do 
"Ii t!l the limi tp.tlon:; of ~,:1,~ oonversion from "heat" to work o 
Perhaps the te"'-~hl?r 0(;uld go a 8 far as to produce a. simpll-
" 
~l~u version I.)f the Clausius statement of' :he Secor':!. !J~lW c+ 
this point lJ viz. uRea t does not of 1 ts o~m ?ccol'd f'lO~l fj,~om 
s cold to a hot bodYe " But of greater interest and urgency 
1 s the need ;:\.... viaw the rna tter mic::ro9copl~a.l1y ~:nd to appre .. , 
cia te that prc..f:~0eSG ~ of the k~ nd mer~tioned e.bove 't-lould oorres-
pond to sponte.nt:::.QU9 tre nei tions from mt.;...:..ecula.r chaos to (oom-
pS.l,\,ati've) molecular order, and s.re hence extremely unlikely. 
On tne other hand~ apon.te.neouB trans1 tions in thn opposite 
direction are Unatural". This is the essence of the micro-
scopic view of the Second Law. 
Some pupils will have heard of the magic word "entropy" 
nnd may ctemand some kind of explanation of 1 t. It may as 
well be accepted from the start that there 1s no simple way 
of exple.ining ent!~oPJ' to pup1.1·s as a macroscopic conoept; 
as suoh, :tt defies any e.ttempt at simple qU8..nti tetive or 
"denotative" definition. ( Th eo ba 1 d ~ 8 ( 1966 ) If E n t ro py is. II .. 
a measure of the extent to ~mich a system lacks excess heat 
energy of a potentl~l character" is beth satisfactory end 
"simple Ji , but not in the senee that it could eD-slly be under-
stood by beginners.) This is hardly surprising; the a:i:'~gu .... 
mente by which one arrives at the concept of entropy in 
classical thermodynamics are both 10ng B.nd subtle, and one' 
ought not reasonably to expect that 8uoh a concept oould eas-
11y be wrappect up in B. neat verbe.l package. 
scopio or statistioal point of view it II posslble to say 
/eomethlng •• ~ •• 
I 
I' 
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something about entropy that might be of value to the pupil() 
It cen be repre8~nted 8S a measure of molecul~~ disorder. 
The term "disorder" 1s used here 111 s. pertlcular and precise 
sense of 1',;111011 the teecher should be Bwere. To explain this t 
we consider the stBtistioel-mechanical definition of entropy~ 
In statistical mechanics, the entropy S of a system is given 
-ty the equation S 18 k log W where k 1s B pro-
portlolW.ll ty constant (Bol tzmR.nn 08 constant, in r"J, t,; dnd YI 
is a quanti ty sometimes oalled ttd3 fftherrnc.dynamio probabili tyfi 
of the system. It 1s this qUBl1ti ty VI which correspond.s 
d11"€:otly wi th 1'lhat i 8 mee.nt in stptlstical mec~~~' nict3 \'.)Y 
ndlsorder" or "degree of randomnesa lt • To see 1'1hs.t i 'C means ~ 
we ne~J. to lo.:'k ori~~fly at some fundamente.l ideas in ata t:tsti-
cal m,eohanic8. 
For .any system composed of a. large number of micl'foscopl0 
"partioles II J there are me.ny possible ways in which the pSl"'ti-
oles can be distributed among the possible'energy levels of 
theaystem" consistent with a gl ven tote.l lntEn~na.,l energy. 
Anyone such ,vs-y of di strl but1ng tne particles a'mong th~, 
available energy levels 1s ca.lled. a. "complexion" or "micro-
sta.te ft of tne system; 1 t will correspond to s. ps.rtlcular 
elgen.function of the system a s a whole. In general, a large 
number of complexions may be a.ssociated wi th a gi ven Itdiatr1~ 
button-in .... energy 11 of the system, 1. e. to n1 part1cle9 being 
"1nn energy levell, n2 particles in energy level 2, and so 
'on. (vie follow here the standard usimple method" of pr-e-
senting this aspect of the topiC, in which it is assumed that 
effectively tnere BrA many eigenstates associated with a given 
energy level: see Band 1955~) It 1s a fundamental postulate 
of statistical mechanics that all 'complexions are equally 
probable, 80 that the most probable ndistrlbution ... in-energyJJ 
1s that which has tne largest number of complexions 88800i-
e ted vIi tn 1 t, 1. e. tne le.rgest number of system eigenfunctions 
corresponding to 1 t. I t is the numbe1.-' of complexions or 
!system'.I)" 
~, 
I 
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system eigenfunctions eorrespondlng to tne most prolieble 
dl strlbntion-in-energy of tne system whicn 18 tt18 quanti ty 
represented by W in the above statistical-mechanical Axpres-
sion for entropy. 
The connection between ''I end "disorder" oen easily be 
seen. The mOJ'e "ordered" a system i8, in thB stpt" stical-
mechanical sense, tne smaller will be tne number tit "lSYS in 
wnich its most pro"bablp 11r"'.:'.p";.,j1'J.but~ ...,In-.?.·.:-cn~rgyli c~n be 
c.cb.levec'L, A hom~·J..y ex&rnple r,iven by Feynman et a1 (1963) 
helps to illustrate this point. A collection of ijwhite ani 
black molecules" 1s tc., De G.:.. ... stri(ute ... l ")'i'J'Pl'" (1 number of volume 
elements in space. A d18tr~ bu tion in ·)"11ch. IIvJhl te 1s on one 
eide ll and I1black on the other ll can be ac·~teveG. in fe"Vler ",8.YB 
tnan one in vlhich tnere is "no restriction on 'which goes 
where. n Naively, we would regard the latter situation as 
b~lng more "d.lsordered ll , B.nd this is seen to be consistent 
wi tn the idea tne t nWe measure 'd1 soy'der' by tne number of 
ways that tne insides oen be Brranged~ so t11et from the out-
side it looks the semen (Feynman et a1 1963). We would 
expeot J too, thp.t if the system of w-hi te e.nd black moleeu19s 
were started off in the condl tion of "whi te molecules on one 
side and black on tnp otner A Rnd were left to~it8elf with 
the molecules free to move around, that tney would distril;ute 
themselves in a manner which was increaelngly "disorderly", 
thereby demonstre.ting th~ tendency for the entropy of on 
isolated system to increase. 
It is easy to find other simple examples of correspon-
dence bet1'leen IIdisoro.erliness" and. the value of "fl. 'fnere 
ere much gree.ter lim! tettOlJ.8 on the 1J"Jtion of tne molecules 
of a substance in the liquid phase than in the gaseous phase. 
Consequ.ently, a particular "state Ii of a given mass of 11quia~ 
can be realized in fewer ways than a particular state of a 
/s1milar ..•.• 
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similar mass of gas, so that from the point of view of sta-
.. 
ti9tlc~1 mechRnic8, the liquid phase is more ordered tnen 
the ga seou s phase. Again, tnls checks with one's ordin2ry 
ideas about order and dlsorderQ Also, two bodies represent 
a oondl tion of grea ter mol~cular order when they 8.re sepa.-
ra tely at different temp~'Y'~ tures then when they are ple.c'ed 
in contact and allowed ~J attain thermal equilibrium. 
';ne ~;"Aam·~.)lc:s given here are all cons1:·stent wi tn one t s 
nalve~ intuitive l~eas of molecular order and disorder. 
The teacner mignt went to g1 ve an interested pupil an example 
0": cew Jr;iV6 0rder and di eorder n s di sclosed by ac tual numbe:rs 
of l'complexlo;:,~)l In a very simple 81 tuation. An in~tructi~e 
example would t·t a set of tl1ree dlstlL((' ... l.is11alle atoms (e.g$ 
a "very simple solid consisting of tnree atoms" - lA/ilks 1961), 
each capable of taking on amounts of energy 0, E, 2E~ etc. 
Suppose that this system has total energy 3E. There are six 
possible complexions eAsocl~.ted wi th the distribution in W11ich 
one atom has zero energy~ one atom has E units of energy and 
the remaini~g atom 2E units; there are three complexion$ in 
whioh one atom he.s 3E un! ts and t;~e others he.ve none; ancl 
there is one complexion in which each atom has E units. 
From the point of vle~~l of sta.tistical mech8n~.cs, the last 
arrangement is the most orderpd and the first tbe least: an 
interesting result, beceuse it might at first be thoug1.1t that 
a. distribution .... in-energy ~ln which ont: atom was to be found on 
each energy "shelf H (O,E and 2E) was just as much "ordered" 
a s one in lV'hlch all a toms vlex'e on the same energy shelf. 
This type of example might make clear to teacher and pupil 
th ... ~t ne.i ve ideas abou t order a.nd di Border might not aI'ways be 
helpful in understa.nding entropy f'r::>m the statistical point 
of view. (In this connection, cf. Glasser 1969.) 
/5...,4.14 • •••• 
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5~4.14 The solid etnte: c~rBtDllinlty 
• l.I!l"~""""s:; 'll"FlljPU8 
In view of the o~ount of time and money expended on re-
search in solid state physics novlsdays, it is certnlnly fit-
ting tha.t space should be devoted to the solid eta t~ inn 
modern physics syllabus. The real question to be decided 
1 B I1How' much? /J. The only realistic answer i8, regrettably, 
UVery li ttle "; very 11 ttle, the. t is to Bay J in compari son 
vii th the range and complex1 ty of the subj ec t e s 1 t no", ~. cl~ 
the Common Basic Syllnbusea provides the basis for D.n intra-
duction to the subject that 1s more than adequ~~e. r.nh.e 1.1 s t 
1 s: UCrysta llinii::y J arohi tee ture 01' some important crystals J 
pe.ckl~ .. Z SC:;€l';'~S, crJ'.:"tals in terms of bond types, polymers, 
physic~l properties, lattice energy, crystallize. tionl' mel ting, It 
This gene~al scheme is evidently intended to give the pupil 
some idea of how matter in the solld state is put togeth~r 
and of the processes of transi tion to and from this state. 
The entry "phwslcal properties" 1s als.rmingly vague; we 
shall discuss below how it might best be interpreted. 
., 
In the junior secondary school, pupils should alres.ely 
have acquired some experience of looking at cll:y"stals, gl'o1ving 
crystB.ls and making models of crystals, so thnt there should 
be little need for the teacher to emphasize that matter in 
the solid state is largely crystalline. The pupil is now 
ready to consider hOi·! and v-lhy the "!Uolecules \I of particular 
Bubstances arrange themselves in particular crystalline forms o 
Bu t before he studies th ~~ S J he should. have the folIo-vIi ng im-
portant question ans,.,ered for him: IIHow' does one gain knOTt! .... 
ledge abou t the cry eta lline etruc ture of a me.terial? n As he 
is about to hear it asserted thAt certain kinde of meterial 
have pe.rtlculaxlI oryste.l structur,es:> h~:1 shoald hO.ve some idea 
of where thl8 knov;ledge comes from.. From TIlP..croscopic 
. _../""' 
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measurements, tw'o kinde of information can be obtained: 
(i) The shape of the unit cell of the cl~stal can often be 
determined from measurements of the angles betlA!eEHl the 
natural faces of the crystal (interfacial angles)~ 
(1i) The symmetry of the arl"engement of the "atoms U in a 
crystal can sometimes be inferred from the nhabl t" ~ .. chf?rac-
teristlc shape - of the crystal and fro~l1 the B.nii.:,ut.c'opy of 
1 ts physical propertieB (.IIA • (" cheil~ de')t~nde.t1ce on direction). 
To gain more uetailed information, it is necessa~J to 
~se the technique of X-ray (or other short wavelength) dif-
fraction. This on 1 \.~ O'l'flTl ~·~l.ill 'not ,.,.'~ual1y be enough to 
pin dO'rN'n the structure to son~e defini t€ :Porm: one has to 
~ 
invoke other properties of or fects conc·~'.""nlng the Cl~SlH,~l 
in order to complete the picture. (For a more extended 'but 
still simple account of these ideai, cf. Holden and Singer 
1$61. ) 
I 
Prior to the considers.tion of the "archi tecture of some 
important crystals lJ , 1 t 1s desirable for the pupil to study 
with the aid of models some of tJ1e ways in whlch"ato1J1s u 
could be packed together in crystalline struotures. This 
examination of packing schemes should start with close-pa.cked 
structures) i.e. hexegonal end cubical close-packing (face-
oentred cubic) structures. It would be -y.Torthwhl1e polnti ~1g 
out that structures like these can be expeoted fox' crystals 
of slml1e·t B.toms ~Then the bonds bet'TrTeen the a.tome hnve no 
particular directionality. From here one can move on to 
body-centred cubic structures, which are no longer cloee-
packed; it can be suggested tha.t in the ce.se of such crystals 
(age.in, if t11ey ere composed of ~ etoms) J the bonds be ..... 
tween tne a toms must to some extent be di~r~ectional J or thR t 
the"atoms are not effectively spherical (cf. Bunn 1964, 
Holden 1965) 0 The simple cubiC structures should. obviously 
'be discussed here also. 
lIt • ..•• 
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It is usual In sophist1cB.teCl treatments to describe a 
crystal in terms of fl 18ttl9,R find a ~ (cf • Kittel 19(6) 1) 
The lattice is "e regular periodic arrangement of points in 
space" (Kittel, op. cit.); it 1s tne abstract framework on 
which tl'le true crystal structure i 8 erected by a ttac'hi ng a. 
group of sultably-c~osen ~nd- arranged atoms ldentlcelly to 
each point of ~he l~~tj~e. Any Buch group of atoms 1s 
:.;8 '~J.ed the br.'.dl ~ of the structure. 
chloride crystal has e. fAce-centred cublc Ipttice ann 8 
caele consisting of onA sodium ion and one chlorine ion 
sept;:.?"ated by ~.:le-half the body diagonal of' a uC~.t cube. 
This method oJ." des(,:?iblng a. c~sta1 structure is pertlcule.r-
ly well sui ted ,to the analysis of the 8tructure by X-rtJ.y or 
neutro'n diffraction, e.s 1\i ttel has pointed out, but it is 
open to doubt whether there 1s much point in introducing it 
in an elementary course, in which there is likely to be very 
little tlme 2.v8118ble for the discussion of this toplc o 
Perhaps it would be better to f'ollow Holden's (1965) su&;geo-· 
tiOl) of vie1-'ring certain complica.ted structures as coneiet:tng 
'"f 
of lnterpenetra ting simple subs true tures" For exe.mple, the 
sodium chloride r::tructure can be thought of as being made up 
of two lnterpenetrstlng fece~centred cubic centres, one of 
chlorine ions Bnd the other of 80dimn ions. If Holden' 8 
suggestion is follo~"lecl, then in an element8.ry treatment of 
that need be dlsc i .lssed are the ones mentioned in the previous 
perl:lgraph. To elaborete on these idees to the extent of 
dlscuEisir..g "unit cells ll for crystal types is not, we thln...~t 
,~u8tifled In the prer,ent cor:tpxt; t~18 is a metter 1'o~ the 
interested pupll to pursue on 11is own (he 1rlil1 find excE:llent 
guldence in Holden and Singer 19(-)1). 
/A ..... 0 
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A variety of' crystals suggest themselves as "important ll 
B.nd, as such, ca.ndldetee for inc-lusion in s.ny .survey of the 
"archi tecture of some important crysta.ls". Metals are cer .... 
talnly impol"ttant and we suggest tha t pupils should kno'i'~T the 
ne.mes of some of the metals '\vhich exemplify the simple types 
of struoture mentioned above. This information 1~ summarized 
i'1 convenient form in Te.ble 6 of Chapter Eigh t of' Holden 1 ~3 
book "The Na. ture of SolidB n (Holden 1965): here ·N·~ rl"'~~" me:.' .' 
tion that berylJ..ium, r;obs::: t, megp..f~31un~ end "_,.!,..'''; /xhibi t hex ..... 
agor21 close-packed structures, aluminium, copper, gold end 
811 ver face-ce ntred cubic strllc tUl"e s, and Chl~G":".um» ~.7'O n l' 
sodium and tungsten body-centred cubic structures. lIt is 
Blgnif~.can~ t'l1at th~ IS.at-mentioned metals do not sho"fT close 
pe. eking. ) Sodium chloride must be included, in view of the 
fa.m111arl,ty of the subststnce. The different crystalline 
forme of carbon - diamond and graphi te -- must be shown. The 
dis.mond structure (useful as an example of .8 oovalent crystal) 
ce.n be ree;arcted as two Interpenetra ting f~lce-centred cubic 
sub struotul'tes displaced from each ot.her B.long th,B body dla.,.. 
gone.l of a cubic unit cell. There is no point in extenair..g 
this list here, but there 1s no reason 'Why teachers should not 
add to 1 t if they 'N'lsh. Proba.bly the best way of handli ng 
this topio is to set up a IImus8um" of important oryst8.1 
etrttctul'les, with each exhibit adequately captioned. 
In surveying pecking schemes e,nd crystal 8tructure8~ the 
teacher 111'111 probably already have given hints of the depen-
dence of crystal struct\\:r.e on the nature of the bonds linking 
the "atoms" or "molecules". This type of discussion now 
needs to be extended into an aocount of the four idealized 
types of cryste.l, viz. ionic, mol?cular, covalent (or edame.n-
tine) and metallic. In e. pure physics course, the emphesia 
in such an account should be on the relative strengths and. 
directional properties of these bonds and the influence of 
/these ..••. 
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these factors on the type of crystalline structure obtD.ined~ 
Even if the names of the different types of bond do not mean 
very much to the pupil as yet, a treatment along the lines 
indicated should be of some help to him. It oen be Men-
tioned that in "molecular" crystals, tt.le electrically neutral 
"molecules" are held rathp~ weakly together by Van der Waals 
fOl"C88 1tlhich HJSO havp. :\J nlarl<:ed. directional propertlef.~,> 
P"1.C'~l • .;rY8~ :..18 '~r'e expected to show close-packed structu!'tesC) 
Examples are the solid fOT118 of the ra.re gases, hydr:)gen: 
methane and the pareffins. In ionic cryste.ls ll the bonds 
ft."','). mucl'" st.~c\nger and still essentially nOl1-directionn.l 
(a.l't,hough it ~ ,) possible for pos! tive and negative ions 
mu tually to di st ort €Hch other~ 2 chur~·-. distl·.~.butlon end so 
pola,rlze one another, giving rie8 to a directional polar'izfJd 
..... ~~~ 
ionic bond; this is especlally lilcely for other than unival-
ent ions). Thus 1 t 19 still possible for them to form '"~ltHlt 
ere essentially close-packod structures: we have seen tha t 
sodium chloride cen be regarded as consisting of two lnter-
penetra ting face-centY"ed cuclo stl"U.ctu.res. The rela tive 81 zee 
of the ions may determine the actual form of the structure: 
the.t the nega.tive ions in sodium chloride are larger then the 
positive ions results in tne'~tructure tekin~ on the form 
just described, '\'rl1ilp. in cDesium 0hlorlde thp more neArly' 
equal sizes of the positive And negativA ione means that, 
say, a positive ion can ~ave eight Dearest negative-ion 
neighbours, instead of six as· in Godium chlorlde, and the 
structul~e is effectively two interpenetrating simyle cubic 
structures. 
Covalent 01~ adtnnentine cryet8.1s B,re characterized by 
strong bonds 'Vli th very marked directiOl"'lall ty (trle number <If 
nearest neighbours of any given e.tom 18 just equal to its 
valenoe) • Consequently" this tYPE? of cryste.l must be ex-
pected to Sh01-1 some other form of stx~cture than close-packed. 
/The ..••• 
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The most celebrated example of a covalent crystal is cl:tsIDond; 
otner examples are germanium end 'boron nltl'ide .. In' metal-
lie crystals the bonds are modere. tely strtong but ax'E' nei tn.er 
directional nor specific (in the sense that the metallic 
bond does not mind which metallic atoms it pulls togetner)e 
Close-:-;packing str-uctures must be expected 1n IJpul-\e n metallic 
crystals, 1. e. those che.r~acterlzecl by metallic bonding only. 
Examples of such crystals have already been given ~bt'''t''', 
Pupils ahc.-.;.::"d nc~ be left wt ~n trJ.e lctt:d ~!1&"4.1 in any 
given crystal J only one type of bonding is to be expected. 
It has already been noted that certain metalll·. crj".1 ... :1s 10 
have some tenden(1Y to"tvfs.rrle directional! ty. Uovelent bonds 
betw'~,,'\n at~nl0 of dltferent species do have a. slignt flavour 
of ionic bonding; and Van dar Waals forces, although their 
effect may be swamped by those of the othel:~ types of bond, 
are a.lways pJ:'esent. In faot most 8.ctual cl"~ystals represent 
verlous combinations of the basic types of .bonding. 
To round out the picture the pupil has of the stl"uctur;e 
of solids, he should learn something of the chs.rapter of' 
partly crystalline or non-cl,rystalline (amorphous) matel'ials. 
The best-kn01vn example of e.n B.morphou8 solid 1s glass, 'but 
the characteristic feetu:res of gls.ss 8.1"e best understood wi th 
reference to tne properties of liquids, and if they are to 
be difJoussed at all, they a.r~ best left until the liquid state 
has been studied. Of partly crysts.lline materials the poly-
mere are perhaps thp. most imports.nt; as ha s been pointed ou t 
(of. Mark 1967)) life de:;penc.8 fundamentally on organic poly= 
mel's. The distinguishing feature of polymeric materials 18 
the enormous size of their molecules, contB.ining in some 
cases millions of atoms. In ge n~:ral, na ture.l polymers B.re 
partly crystalline and partly emorphous, their physic8.1 
!properties ..... II 
,; 
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p:r'opertles dependlnp, on whether crystallini ty or rW\Ol~phoU8-
ness predominQte8~ In' sy nthe 81 zing man-made pol:rmers, 
chemists have sought to p:t"oduce materials 11it~ desired c l1arnc-
teristlcs. If the polymeric chains are suitably orientated~ 
they can be persuaded to form crystnlline-like structurec by 
Van der Waals and electrostatic bonding between the chains, 
~:j~d 80 produce nlaterinls of great strength B.nd reei8tan(~e to 
heat. The quaIl ties of strength and reels t~ nee or "1 1'. ~ dO bt-
~. 
given to polymers by :':'1 n1:~nf!, the l"olymeric vtH! ..I.TIr. chem:'cD.lly 
with one anothe~ 
:nhe dE;'~'lction f')f the phyeinal properties of materials 
from their structure 18 one of the major tasks of the solid 
eta te physicist. Pupils should be given a little insight 
into this kind of activ! ty by way of the qua11 tutive decluc-
tiOD of certain selected physical properties. Tllese last 
vie think should be mechanical and thermal properties. 
(1) Mechanical Properties. The behaviour of solids under 
........... II! ~..,,,. ... 4UII 
tension and compression has 8.lready been used a 8 a partlarl 
justification for pup119~ benefit of the properties of the 
intermolecular force. The shape of the curve of force 
versus sepa.ra tion implies tho. t for small strai ns, the beh3vi-
our of the material should be described by Hooke's Law& If 
the !fl8terial 18 one in which the intermo1ecular fo:rc~ is coro-
pFiratively le.:rge (1. e. its velue for a. given irltex'molecular 
sepa.ration is comperet1v(,ly large), ''fe should have to apply 
a large force to achieve a given elongation of the specimen 
(1. e. we should expect a high value for Young' e modulus). 
The behaviour of a solid that is stretched beyond its elastic 
lim1 t should be directly obsel"ved by pupils: t~1.e Nuffield. 
Course makes provision in Year I for pupils to study this for 
la. II ..... 
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a stretched wire. Tl1i s "plnstlc flow" in metals could be 
explained to puplls in simple quali tntive ter:ns: . suitnble 
discussions are given by Matt (1967), Cottrell (1967) and 
Tebor (1965). The last-mentioned reference contains a use-
ful general account of the relationship between the mechan-
ieal properties of various materials and their microscopic 
(11) ThermAl prop
'
3rtlss. 
~ ~" 
The microscopic explnna~i("l.' ..".i' 
therma 1 expf1nslv f.L hA. S bee:1 r~fer.rf~cl tc in :-- ;::(, rJ. 0 (. 3. 12" 1 ~ 
.. 
that of ther:nal cond.uction ,-,t28 dea1t with in Section ·3",12.30 
The possession of a thermal cp.paci""t,.z by a 801i:" is ... '\,\~.il.y 
explained in terms of the kinetic theory of matter. If 1v€ 
SUPPOD,} th{:: ';L"olecult~8 II in a solid to be vi bratlng randOl'lly 
about :their mean posi tiona, then the .!Eternal ! .. r:ergy of the 
solid is simply the totnl kinetic energy of these molecules 
plus their mutual potenti81 energy. So iN'hen i1e raise or 
lO~1er the tempera. ture of a solid we are simply. adding to or 
taking avlay from thi 8 store of energy associa ted wi th the 
vibratory motion of the molecules. 
Simple kinetic theory can be used to predict s. value fOIl 
the molar heat cape.city of a solld if it is assumed that 
avera.ge kinetj_c and potcntinl energies of e molecule in a 
~ 
solid s.re each equal to 2 kT, i.oThere "k" is Boltzmann l 8 con-
stant. This let1ds to e vslue of 3R for the molnr heat 08.];)3. .... 
01 ty of any solid D. t any. tempe!l~ tUJ"e et vvhich i t stay 8 80 ltd 
~ ~ .. 
(assuming that in 17J.§ta):..~, the electrons, for· no apparent 
reason, make no contribution to the heat capacity). 
Experiment 811ov:8 that the molnl" heat c8.paci ty of a solid is 
strongly dependent on temper:=,ture., tenliing to zero 8.t absolute 
zero e.nd to 3R at high tempera tl~rr.::·s. Ole 8sical kinetic 
theory cannot be modified in such a 1f.lay Sf] to bring it in llne 
579 .. 
wi th experiment; use of the quantum theory does pr~oduce 
satisfactory agreement wi th e>-'-periment. This snlppet of' 
quantitative solid state physics is certainly something the 
teacher should kno'lIJ about Bnd keep in mind, but one cannot 
convincingly argue that it CAn be included in a school syllabu80 
5.4.16 The solid state: lattice energ~' 
... 
Tl:1e existence of intermo~{..)",,:u.18: fo'; .. o:~:.-::; entails the exis-
any sample of matter in bulk. Let us ohooBe a.s our z.ero 
for thi 8 mu ttlB.l poten -::~ pI ~.'\~C'rp;y; th,s poten tie 1 energy of' 
the sample when its cons~ltu~nt molecuJ, A ere separ~ted by 
1 nfini tely great diets nees. Th en w'he n t ::-t e E-' ~-.1'i1 P 1 e i s i ~. 'the 
solid state and its IImolecules" are in their mean positions, 
their mutual potentia 1 energy will have a certe.in appreciable 
nega ti ve value. 
.. 
This is the binding energy of the solid or, 
as it 1s often called, the lattice ~"'~~; i ta magn:lt~d.~, 
is the amount of energy needed to tear the molecules e.pal~t 
from one another. If t~e condition of our sample of matter 
1s such that the mean molecular separation 18 different from 
its minimum equilibrium value, then the mutual potential 
energy of the sample wi 11 be larger (les8 negs. tl va) tha n the 
113. ttice energy. 
This account shows that it is comparatively easy to 
explain t.he concept of 2.~tticp en!EfZ.. Certainly if pupils 
B.re B.ble to follow the earlier disc1..1.8Sions on int8X':noleculnr 
force and potential energy, the concept should give thern no 
trouble. We are inclined to wonder, howevpr~ whether its 
i::lC Ius io n in the Common Bfl si c Syllnbu,::e s he s much pc i r.t. 
In an i.ntroductory COU1"~se in solid state physic8, it is 0 ... 18 .... 
tornary to derive an expression for the lattice energy of an 
ionic crystal and to compare calculated and exper\mentnl vnlueq 
of lattice energy. There can be no question of doinG ary of 
/thls .... ~ . 
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this in a school course; without such development, there 
seems li ttle need to add anothe'r ne'tv term to the pupil' 8 
vocebulary. Wha t he does need to know 1s the t the mu tual 
potential energy of a system of m61ecules depends on their 
meen separation; this is pertlcularly important in helping 
him to understand the energ~tic aspects of changes ~f ph~8e. 
5.4.17 Changes of phase 
~ a. 
"-
In conne,' ~ior ~,' ~ j'l1 r .. noi1p:es of phAse, the pupil needs to 
he,ve SOT.1e ictea of '\\ihAt is heppf'Blng, both mBcroscopicBl1~f ano. 
mioroscopically., He know~ 0f tne eYistence of Hlat~nt heats" 
of Cl1.anges of phase, ano.. he LI10,\·tS [I_Iso 'r:at he can interpret 
the absorption of "heat" by 8 meltins Bu18te~~e AS en ~,'-
crease of interr~l energy of that substance. He needs to 
be able to interpret that inorea se in interoo.l energy in 
terns of what happens to the molecules; and if he 1s part.l-
c ule.rly bright he rna y want to kno1'IT ,,;by a change of ph8,se 
should take plnce very abruptly a t en extl"'emely well-defined 
tempera ture. 
The first point is reedily explicable if it is 8.88umed 
that the Ilmoleculesll of a 8ubotFlnce are on the average, fUl"-
ther apart in the liquid stetp than they are in the solid 
ste.te .. Then it follo'V/g frorn the above discU8sion concernlne; 
mutuel potential energy of the molecules thBt in the liquid 
state, the contribution to the internal energy froM the mutnal 
potentie.l energy ".rill be greeter in the liquid stat8 thnn in 
the solid sta te .. This simple account obviously :rUl1S into 
difficulty in the C~Be of water, as the den8ity of ice at oOe 
1s epprecia-bly les 8 tha n tha t of liquld wa ter at 0°0. 
(As is \·tell kno\\Tn, the &,nomalous "Lehav:Lour of water in this 
respect comen about because of the hydrogen bonding bet~ren 
neighbouri.ng 'VJ'8. ter molecules, \vhich favours an open structure 
in the solid. state.) In thi s case one should proceed "vi th 
/cftutlon ••••. 
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caution, taking refup;e a"~ this level in the statement that 
1 t remolns generally true thflt in the liquid (;tate the nver-
age molecular energy mURt be p;r'eeter then in the so11.c1 8tate~ 
end rnaklng reference to the struc ture of lce .. If th:l.. 8 8eer:18 
B. fei nt·-heerted way to deal wi th the problem, one rnRY take 
comfort from the fact that textbooks generally avoid discU8-
eion of i t el"~.)get~:er; .; t 18 perhHps it-rieer pot to rur,h in 
whi·oh ch.e.nges of phase occur, as in melting"" is difficult to 
€:<:ple.ln cor.vincingly at e.n element~ry level. There exists 
as ,vet no gen2.t'ally accepted theory of me~:.. tlng \ of. Zeme.nsky 
1968), 80 that lny ~i 't.tempt to ('xplc.i.~, the pl.'0cess of t;.16 
onset of melting in terms of molecular behaviour must be 
largely speculative. Th~ following account by Reif (1967) 
might help one to form some kind of picture of melting, but 
it should not be taken too literally:-
If a solid is hot enoUr;h, 1 tB molecules will have enough 
kinetic plus potential enerr;y to be able to 080illa te abou t 
their mean positions with amplitudes comparable with their 
mean intermolecular separation. If a few edjacent molecule8 
move simul taneou81y out of their me[~n posi tions in the la ttlce 
coc;:::... M:1l:coe_19;Q 
(th.erp. is a11vays e finite probability thet this vJl11 h~ppen)J 
1 t is then easier for neighbouring molecules slightly further 
aWDY to move out of their meen posi tieDs, end in this "!tray 
the process can spreed throughout the entire solid, reault-
1ng in a collapse of the ordered arrangement of its ~olecules 
into the (comparatively) disordered condition of the liquid 
e ta.te. This sudden Change of the degree of o:rder amongs t 
the molecules is che.recteristic of a Change in phase and. is 
worth pointing out, even in a school course. 
/PerhapSQ1) 0 •• 
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Pernaps the teacher would prefer to use the briefer and 
less spec ific statement by Ki taigorodskiy (1967): "A t B. 
given pressure, melting occurs B.t a strictly defined tempera-
ture corresponding to the point at vlhlch the motion of atoms 
or molecules becomes too extensive for long~range order to 
...... ~ maintained any longer. n 
A thermodynamic argument for tne existence of a specifio 
transl tion tempereture cen be given in term's 0"':' t~J"-, )~'obs 
free energy. In reference to mel tlng, tr. .. e argument can be 
put as fol1ows:- Above the melting point tempera.ture, the 
Gibbs free energy per uni t mass of tne solid ph,"'l,,'6 01 the 
substance yTould be grea ter than "chat of the liquid phase, eo 
that the latti3!~ corl'csponds to the stable phase at tempera-
tures nigher than the melting point (P1ppard 1957, Morse 1964). 
To ma.ke thi s intelligible to a pupil requires some expla.na. tion 
of the concept of "free energy". About the best that can be 
done in this direction Is to say that when 'one studies pheno-
l)1ena like mel tlng or eVBpore tion, i tis adva.n tageous to make 
use of a quanti ty representing the amount of worl~ tha.t can be 
"f. 
withdrawn at constant pressure and temperature from the sys-
tem and which is in some ~~y9 analogous to potential energy. 
Then it might mean something to tnp. pupil to refer to the 
connection between stability end free energy. However, the 
pupil would still wish to know ~l!~ tne free energy in the 
solid phase 'W"a8 higher than that in the liquid phase above a 
oertain temperature. Short of ac tua.lly wr1 ti ng dO~Tn the ex-
pression for tne Gibbs free energy and working witn it, there 
is little the teacher oan do about tnis except to point out 
that the free energy of a substance depends onits internal 
energy, ternpe~ature and entropy (at constant pressure and 
provided that volume cnanges ere of little account); tnat 
B. t constant tempera ture, increa se of intel"'na.l energy ~lould 
raise tne free energy and increase of entropy (increase of 
I di Border) ••••• 
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di Border) lvould lO"tler 1 t; . that the solid phe se of a gl van 
.,. 
me 8S of substs .. nce he 8 less internal energy and less 'entropy 
than the liquid phase at a given temperature; and that below 
S oertain temperature, the decrease in internal energy pro-
duced by the freezing of a substanoe would more than compen-
Date for the inorease in f'~ee energy assocle.ted with the de-
crease in entropy, eo j'"') • .;t there would be a net decrease 1n 
At the enc1~ of', all tnis, some mysJcery 1i'ould. stj ..ll remft~n. 
It 1s $mall 1tonder tnat Charles (1967)-, in wri ting a populs.r 
aJ.~~\cle~ sh\)i.:ld have attempted to present wha.t is essentially 
the s.bove argi.l..llent in terms even more fundamental. He uses 
the tnermodynam:~~ a.no. the statictical-~~!":Chanlne.l d.efini tiona 
of entropy, the Second Law of Thermodynamics and the assump-
tion tnat "the geometric 81'rays produoed by freezing are 
fsirly independent of temperature" to show that there must 
be a specifio freezing point for a sUbstanee: "at no other 
h-1gher temperature CBn the geometrio ordering required for 
orystal forma tion occur and leave the order of th,9 uni verse 
"f, 
undistu.rbed.". The essentie.l points of Charles's argument 
by him 
(not all of them explioi tly stateM are:-
(1) The decrease in entropy of a freezing substance 1s deter-
mined by tne l1 ordering" that takes place, 1.e. essentially 
by tne "geometric a.rrays produced by freezlng 11; 
(11) the assooiated 1nor~ase in entropy of the surroundings 
1s determined by the heat given oU.t by the freezing substance, 
divided by the absolute temperature; 
(iil) the heat given out during freezing is also determined 
by "the amour:t of ol"'derlng that 0001..11"8 on crysta.l formation"; 
(iv) from points (1) - (ill), it oan be inferred that only if 
the temperature 1s equal to or less than a certain value can 
the inorease in entropy vf the surroundings be equal to or 
greater than the magnitude of the decrease in entropy of the 
/freezing~ •••• 
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freezi ng substanoe, and eo sat! sfy the Seoond Law of Thermo-
dynamios. If Charles's Brt1cle is available, the teacher 
could refer the interested pupil to it and be prepared to 
elaborate on it, keeping the above points in mind. 
From the above discussion one would expect that for a 
~~·ystal1ine solid, the onset of m,el ting as the tempera tu1'e 
~ -
1s raised would be sudden, as indeed we"know 1 tis. ,. n try-
1 nt to pioture the reversp rrxoces? of r.!~rstP.'11 :-lPr -l.C:4 in these 
4"~~,;;r"'M"."""'''~ 
terms, one realizes thDt it; does not follow thllt aiB 'tJ.~~ t:sm-
perature is ~oVtlered, the onset of erystalllz8.tion €\~ould 
~~,~
neoel3sa rily be sudden .... nor 1s 1 t. It may be tL,3t C!'}"st&l-
l1zat"ton may only oocur at temperatures somewhat below the 
freezing point: - this is the phenomenon of super-, sub- or 
under oooling (cf. Knight 1967). In certain oases solld1fi-
oa tlon may take place wl thout crystallize tlon; this is wl1.8. t 
happens in the formation of glasses. 
the ~lU thor knows ths.t the phenomenon of superoooling leaves 
one with a nagging feeling of mystery if no attempt is made 
to explain it. To tell much of the story 'to pupils, eve·n in 
a simplified version, would be difficult; the energetic as-
pects of the formation of crystal nuclei might puzzle the 
average class member. On t.l)e other ha.nd, such a pupil should 
be able to follow a simple account of ~mat the moleoules of 
a freezing liquid have to do in order to take up their posi-
tiona in the regular lattlce of a crystalline solld. It is 
obvious that for the molecules to be able to do this, they 
must slide past one another and alsO alter their relative 
orienta tiona. For most common liquids, the roughly spherical 
shape of the constituent molecules promotes easy sliding, and 
at temperatures only slightly below the freezing point it is 
quite easy for the molecules to arrange themselves in orderly 
fashion under the influence of their mu tual a ttractlons. 
They still would not do so, ho't-Tever, unless crystal nuclei 
4 
/~,ere ••• , • 
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'"lere formed to start the process off; in Knigq. t' 8 words, we 
must have "the spontaneous appearHnoe of a 11 ttle ordered 
domain in the midst of randomness. II But even if a orystal 
nuoleus were to form spontaneously, 1 t would not oontinue to 
grow unless its diameter exoeeded some critioal value 
('Iurnbull 1966, Knign t 1967). 
needed to oreate the interface betwee n ";;he (n:-y 5 tHl nuoleus 
Only at f. pa.rt1oular radius 
of the ()rystal n;:cleulS m'll the ,decrease in th·e "free energy" 
assooiated with the change from 'the liquid to the orystalline 
sts.te more than oounte:--";1alatlO;:~ tbe in~:;'''II~ase in the free energy 
associated wi th the formation of the il1t.~rft1.~e bet\'1een crys-
tal a.nd liquid. The lOvler the tempera. i~\J,re to whioh the 
llquld'"ls supercooled, the smaller will be this "cri tioal 
radius n and the easier 1 t will be for crystal nuolei to form. 
I Im liquids under normal oonditions of purity (or impurity), 
I 
the formation of these nuclei is aided by the presence of 
"motes" (impurity particles) in the liquid or on t11.e ",aIle 
i 
of its oontainer. Vi bratlng the liquid also aids the onset 
"1, 
of crystallize. tion. 
By way of prefacing the above desoription of crystall1.-
zation and supercooling, we remarked on the air of mystery 
that becomes attached to a phenomenon like superoooling in 
the absenoe of attempts to explain or describe it properly. 
lve hope the. t the fac ts se.t ou t in the precedi ng paragre.ph 
would help a teacher to dispel suoh mystery; but we must 
also point out that there are aspeots of supercooling and 
orystallization Which are baffling even to present-day 
workers in the field (of Turnbull 1965). Thus it is not 
understood exaotly why "motes ll in a liquid assist "nucleation", 
nor why vibrating a liquid should have a similar effect. 
There seems as yet to be no agreed explanation of why the 
'energy needed to form un! t area pf in terraoe bet't'lsen liquid 
and crystal is so large, We mention these points as we feel 
/1 t ••.•• 
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1 t lvould be as well for the teacher to be aware tl1a t thls 
pnenomenon, like many others associated with matter in bulk l 
1s by no means fully understood. 
5,4.18 The structure .of liquids 
In our observations on change of phase, we have already 
"r;.:-;nt1oned some of the points tha t shoul9- be made in deeor! bing 
the liquid stat'S to pupils, viz, the "d1sorq.e·r u of 'l~r:.("~ liquid 
mutual potential energy .of the liquid. (per unit mass) as com-
pared vlith that .of the corresponcling solid at ~1 ... P' Sb.k~. tE>\~-
pare. ture. The pupil needs to kno't~T a 11 ttle more about 
l1qui<.'l..:' thb.n ~his it he is to understand surface ten810'n~ for 
exampl~H and his teacher should know still more by way of 
ba.okgrounq., particularly about the IJstructure U of liquids, 
The following summary would be intended primarily for the 
teacher: we consider at the end of it how much of this should 
be known to the pupil and how it might be appro~ched, 
Let us remind ourselves of some of t.~e sigrlfiicant (macro-
"'{, 
scopic) properties of liquids, They are highly lncompressi~ 
ble, and their densi ties are much like those of the corre.spon-
ding solids ("r1 thin ten per cent near the mel t1ng point tem-
perature), We usually say that they cannot transmit a ph£~r­
ing stress; that is, that we ce.nnot t"Tist a portion of the 
-
liquid. ~ll this gives rise to our usual microscopic plc-
ture of a liquid: "The molecules ••• execute vibratory motion 
about the centres which ~re free to move but whioh remain at 
approxi rna t ely the same di s te nc e s from 0 ne a no t.h er It (Sears and 
Zemansky 1964). From the feet that the densities are not 
significantly different in the l:tq'lid phase from those in the 
solid phase, one must conclude that the intermolecular dis-
tances cannot be much greater in the liquid phase than theY' 
are in the solid phase. 
IDoes" • , ••• 
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Does a liquid exhibit ~ kind of orderliness in its 
structure compara.ble to that dis1J1ayed by crystalline solids? 
We must examine the evidence. First, there is the inter-
esting fact that liquids Q.Q. tre.nsmi t shee.r 1~ves provia~ed 
that their frequency is high enough (i. e. ul trasonlc). 
~'Y:iB 1s comparable' to the behaviour of a Bolid and suggests 
tha t for short times and for localized regions the 11q1)~,d 
po ssp-saes a rlgj a Je ttice ~t;·uc tu:re 1 
supportect by experiments on the d1ffrHcti...;.n of neutron be,~.m8 
by liquids:t the results of "mic~l imply tha t rnolecul~s in 
liquids have time to ezecute from J_Cl to 100 vi bl<" :ionr.: befol"e 
the Btructl~'tle changes (of Bernal 1960). Bu t wha t kinO. of 
structure? Serne have PUt forward the vier; that the instan-
taneOU8 structure of the liquid is such that the immedi8.te 
environment of s,ny moleoule 1s slmilar to that of the crystal ... 
line phase of the 8ubste.nce. But this vie1,y runs into the 
difficulty that some liquids can so easily be supercooled to 
~emperatures well below their freezing pointQ If a liquid 
really did contain crystal-like structures, it 1s diff1cu.;Lt 
to see ~my it would not 8imply form a fully crystalline 
structure on being cooled only slightly. 
An alterr~tive appropch to the problem of liquid struc-
ture ha.s been to sta.rt off -vn th the requirement the t the 
molecules of 8. liquid must be arranged in such a way that 
they B.re spaced at roughly the Equilibrium spacing from one 
another, Rnd to investlgnte the ways in which they could pack 
together. The most exhaustive investigations of this type 
have been carriecl out by Bernal (oP. cit.) who, after trying 
out various fJdense-renaomII structures, arr'ived at a pioture 
of an "ideal" liquid. In this picture, a basic requirement 
in tha t the spaoings between neighbouring molecules should 
be the same, at any rflte to a first a.pproximat1on. Any 
/pOint ••• " 
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point in the liquid not at the location of a molecule \11111 
11e inside a polyhedral hole whose edges are formed by the 
lines joining the centres of the molecules in the vicinity 
of the point. In view of the requirement that the distances 
bet't\reen neighbouring molecules should be the same, these 
polyhedral holes should have equal edge:;" 7he f:~.": .. o smallest 
. . 
equa.l .... s(lged polyhedra are the rc~ular tt.,·;~:r~;~0~~Or! a.nd octa.." 
.,., 
J:'!~c1~?on a:'ld th~8e s~:n1 ~.~r:J~(f .. ~ figures 11.~ving tl.velve, fOul"'lteen 
end sixteen faroed respectl ve1.y. If attention is confined 
to "dense-paokediJ structur~s, in \'lhich the polyhedral holes 
are not lc.-,,;:,ge enough to Gontp.~.n any ex+;.''9. molecule inside 
them J only these fi va polyhedra need. be coneidered. A" 
"1deal liquid" struoture ,,,,ould be formeo. by pu ttlr)g together 
various combina.tions of these polyhedra. A regularly repeat-
lng pattern of polyhedra can only be obtained if only two of 
I 
the polyhedral types are used, viz. the tetrahedron and oota-
hedron, and they must be in the proportion of two of the 
former to one of the latter. ,If a structure consisti ng of 
an arbitrary arrangement of the five polynedral types is"fto 
4CJ4 .. 
fill the available space, then some of the faces of the poly-
hedre.l holes must be distorted, with consequent distortion 
of the edge lengths. It is extremely improbable that if a 
collection of similar molecules were to come together to 
form a structure in \-,hieh neighbouring molecules wex'e roughly 
B.t equal distances from one anotl1.er, they would so group them-
celves that they would form a regula.rly reJ-'eating structtu~e, 
since only two or three arrangements of the polyhedrRl holes 
could correspond to thi s, whereas there are very many we.ys 
1 n ~Thicl1 erbi tre.rycombina.tions of the slightly distorted. 
polyhedral holes could produce a space-filling structure_ 
Thus the characteristic "ideal liquld U dense-packed structure 
lis ....• 
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i 8 one in 1']i110]1 all of the five possible types of poly-
hedral hole e.re to be found and in 'tv-hieh, therefore, t118 
mean distance between neightouring molecules is likely to 
be somewhat different from the equilibrium Cii.stance. 
In sum, Bernal's picture of e liquid is an irregular struc-
~~~re composed of myriads of polyhedra, wi th the molecules 
exche.ngine; positions B.nd migrating through the stl"·ucture. 
The above kipd of modeJ. of li.quic1 stru'Ctu'·] -=,' .. 01"8 1vhat 
is called "short-range order" in the ar'.:r8~.lgemelf1t o:f the m-ole-
aules; that is, the immediate neighbours of e given molecule 
will not be grouped around it in a completely !"l. <r1.om rh,:t.nn(';r 
but in e.n errangement that is somevrhat like that of the mole-
cules in a crJ~talli~1e solid (cf Bernal 1960, Pryde 1966). 
However, this orderliness does not extend beyond a few mole-
cular diameters' distance from the given molecule. The exis-
tence of this short-range order in liquids has long been 
known from X-ray diffraction studies of liquids. 
Of all the above, we suggest that the following should 
be knoi~ to pupils:-
(1) Tne macroscopic properties of liqu:lds to which reference 
was made at the beginning of the above description. 
(i1) The obvious inferences from these properties of the 
microscopic properties of the liquid state, viz. that the 
molecules are on the average further apart in the liquid 
state than ~n the solid state; that although they are still 
bound together almost fl8 strongly as in the solid state, they 
are presumably able to slide over and exchange places with 
one another. 
(11i) The.t the "life" of a liquid consists of a sequence of 
extremely short but significant periods during each of which 
1t has a disordered, but qU9si-rigid struoture, so that during 
such periods t.~e molecules of the li<;.u1d vi bI'a te abou t mean 
poei tions which remain momenta.rily fixed. 
/Points ••••• 
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Points (i) and (i1) depend on~y on simple observation 
and stralghtfor1-Jard inference from it. Point (lii ) has, 
regrettably, to be largely a matter of "telling", ~nlivened 
perhe.ps by 11lustra tions tpken fl"om Bernal's "Scientific 
American n article and by use of the tW'o-dimensional ball-
bearing model described in Section 5.4.2. 
Kno1'1'ing sornethi np; of th('> liquid sta te, of ~\:tpercooling 
and crystallization, tt.1e ... .,1:".";1l. shoD.-Lcl ''-d able to understand 
(One ,,,,.ould not sl:..ggest this e.s a 
sylla.bus topic, bu t g'lass is such a familiar Bubstance that 
curiosi ty about its nb l..'lre ~.~ bO'. ... nd t,:, 1)8 fel t, and the 
teacher should be reedy to 8~ti8fy it.: Su-ppose we have a 
liquid of very high viscoeity; that iS I the molecules ~ve 
grea t .difficulty in sliding past one another. In such a 
liquid, the formation and growth of crystal nuclei may be 
I 
impossible even when the liquid 1s cooled dO'hTn very elo'YIrly $ 
allowing the molecules a good deal of time in which to take 
up orderly positions relative to one another. The substance 
may then become l"igld ~li tn a random structure frozen 1 nto itt 
characteristic of the liquid e.t a much higher tempera ture. 
Crystallographic studies confirm that glese has the short-
range order characteristic of a liquid. It is evident fro~ 
this description why glass is sometimes called a supercooled 
liquid of extremely high viscosity. 
The lc"'-ck of a defin~te melting point may be explelned 
by the inequality of tne lengths of similar bonde between 
atoID8; varyine amounts of energy are required to break these 
bonds J so that the higher the temperature, thr more bonds can 
be broken. hlternatively, we can say that a cooperative 
collapse of a structure such as occurs in the melting of a 
crystalline solid cannot occur in glass, because in the latter 
os se the structure is already in a state of collapse. 
/5. 4. 19 ••••• 
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5.4.19 Surface tension of liquids: introduction 
This topic c'an fairly be sald to demand inclusion in 
Bny ele.mentary syllabus in physics or physical sclence. 
(The psse course does not deal 'with it explicitly, but the 
topic does 110ver in the De.ckground, so to speak, of the im-
..7~rtant experiment on the thickness of a monomo1eculal:' laye1"'II) 
Every time ue see a liquid drop or meniscus 1'le are 1'Ji tns2sinc: 
the effect of 8nr~A.ce ten~l(71; tr-'.e pbs!10.me\:"i- is .er~ import-
ant one in e veryollY life and it 18 the basis of' many :pretty 
demonstrations, 80me of which pupils ma.y have kn01-v'l: about 
since their kindArgart·;:!n days; ane". it is a 8tr~> lng \~"jmon-
stratlon of the reality of intermolecular forces. Yet des-
pite its familiarity, it is customarily taught in a highly 
unsatisfactory manner; and those who have tried to improve 
on this have not been unanimous about the way in which the 
improvement should be effected, since they evidently have 
divergent views of the nature of surface tension. 
The tradi tiona.1 way of explaining surface tension in 
terms of intermolecular forces is to say that a molecule "fin 
the interior of the liquid is surrouncled on all sides by 
neighbouring molecules, all exertine; attrBctive forces on it, 
BO tha t the net force on i tis zero, "lheree 8 a molecule in 
the sUl"lface of the liquid, having virtually no liquid mole-
cules above it, must be subject to a resultent downwards 
attrD.ctive !'orce, so that the molecule will tend to be pulled 
i nslde the liquid. Hence the free surface of a liquid tends 
spontaneously to contract, and 1'!t) have surfa.ce tension. 
More often t11.an not 1 t 1s stated that molecules in the liquid 
surface are subject to an .1lnbalnnced do'ttlnward force (e.g. 
Gordo!1 a.nd ?';eser, no date, and Ference et al 1956; a.ctually 
this statement and Jlexplanation ll turn up in 80 many textbooks 
that it is almost unfair to single out certain of the!1l for 
mention). The absurdity of the latter idea is patent 
(cf .• 4' • 
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(cf ',!t=lrren 1865), since it leAds to. a. picture o.r ln1"ardly 
collepslng rna tter; al so, the sur;cestion the. t a. molecule in 
the interior of a liquid 1s acted upon by attractive forces 
only,leads to the idea that such a molecule will be in un-
stable equilibrium (ef our discussion of intermolecular 
forces in Section 5.4.1). 
McKeehan (1948), who drew attention to th0~~ dlfficul-
ties some time ago, ch::Jrl,··J.f-; ~J assG.mes uhnt" lIan untvary student 
\or teacher) is :-:-:Kely to conclude that the unsymmetrical set 
of attractions [on a. molecule in the sUl"·face] has to be bal-
B.need by a. special - a~,,\~l un~]/~ tu.:<~d -. ':'~8pulsl ve for-ce, normal 
to the surface, to be Bssocia.ted in son c mynterious way \v1 tl1. 
a set of tensions in the surface - also r:~)t pictured ll o 
On the'contrary, experience leHds one to believe that lithe 
unvlary student (or teacher) If or textbook 1iJ'rl ter never gets 
rdund to thinking HOOU t repulsi ve forces a tall. One CHn 
excuse the pupil or student in this; if neither teacher nor 
textbook trouble to mention repulsive forces betirleen molecules, 
then the pupil or student must not be expected to conjure 
""' 
these up for hir:1self; he is not yet sufficiently confident 
of his physical thinking to be able properly to 8.pprecia te 
the consequences of the absence of repulsive forces. There 
is obviously a real responsibility on te8C.I.~er8 end textbook 
authors not to corrupt pupils in explaining this phenomenon 
to them; at the very least, CHre should be taken to intro-
duce simple ideas about ettr<ectlve and repulsive forces in a 
manner which inpli e s no 8.bsurdi tl e s. 
5.4.20 1l. 8ur-vey of vle1'ls of surface tension 
..... 1~%"'"J.l 
118 vTe have noted above, there are (liffering Vie1i;~8 con-
cerninE t.;.1G irla~,! to tea.ch surfs-ce tension; in particular, 
there 1s disagreement about the correct molecular explanation 
of Burface tension. All Buthorities seem to agree that 
/molecules ••••• 
molecules 1\'"1 thin the liquid and in its surface must be in a 
condition of stable equilibrtum; all ac;ree that molecules 
~rl thin the liquid surface are in D. different field of force 
from that in 1'Jhich molecules well insicle the liquid find 
themselves, and that consequently the mutua.l potential ener-gy 
of a group of nej gh'00urlr!:c 3urface molecules 1,.;i11 be grea ter 
than the t of a l.."orrer~~1)(,ling group of molecules well inside 
·~'J.f iiquid. ':'rom thi 8 poi nt onvI8.rds: the v:.iei,;J·s begin to 
d1 verge .. 
Feather (1959) regards ~.ny molecule of the liquid, 
whet:"ler it b{:; ~.n t.he surface or in the interior ~ as being 
under the infl .. ~b!lc€ of Itsteady" attrq.ctive forces (the quota-
tion marks are .t.J.s). For him the repu...:..si ve forces are 
"tre.nslent fl ) coming into plBY only during "collisions" (quo-
tation marks ours), and beiDB responsible for the random 
changes in kinetic energy of a given molecule. Accordin.g 
to him, these It steady fI a. ttrs.c ti v e forces ba1e.nce ou t on a 
molecule inside the liquid, and have a net downwarcls component, 
on a molecule in the surface. Ada~ (1941) takes essentially 
.., 
the se.me viel!, attributing "surfa.ce tension" to the existence 
of 8. net dOvln1,rard attractive foroe on a surface molecule, a1-
though he does not mention repulsions. Rogers (1960) is 
ev idently in agreement wi tl1 these vie1·.ro) bu t he gl vee a more 
detailed account of surface tension in terms of molecular 
behaviour than do Feather or Adam. Be says of a molecule 
inside the liquicl thDt it i's IIjontled by frequent collisions 
with other molecules on all sides" and "also attracted to near 
neighbours ••• ~'li th re suI tant plJ.1l zero. II In accompanylne; 
diagrams he shovls such a molecule experiencing zero reE'u1ts.nt 
ettraction (from IIlong range attractions of neiGhbours nelll~ 
byll) and zero l"esul tant repulsion (from "short-range repul .... 
slons of very near neighbours dux'inc: collision,slt). On a 
molecule in the surface, there is a l~esultant d01J.:"'nvrclrd 
/attraction ••••• 
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attraction on the molecule, balanced by the repulsive 
foroes opera ti ve .duri ng collisions wl th molecules from belo1v. 
In other w'ords, Roe;ers visualizes the equilibrium condi tion 
of a molecule in the surface as being like that of nan up-
eide-dovIn umbrellH. supported by upw'ard-falllng l"laindrops H 
~~ogers 1968b). He compares the behaviour of the molecules 
of a liquid drop wi th that of a cro1·rd of people, the perl-
pheral members of which are tryinp; to push ... the~ r .,-.).:; into 
the centre, and shows that the effect on Ghe inner members 
is the s,a.,me as vlould be produced by pa.Baing a belt B.round the 
perimeter 2nd pulling it tight. 
CtlB.pi!l (1966) reproduces the familiar gra.ph showing the 
variation of 1.ntermolecu18.r force vIi tIl distance, but ln ex-
plninfng surface tension he makes explici t mention only of 
the attractive forces. His diagram shovring the attractive 
forces on molecules inside a liquid a.nd in the liquid sur-
face looks milctly unconventional at first, "but this is only 
because it is printed upside down; it is, in fact, the usual 
di~.gra.m and the usual explane. tion ac campani es i t. He makes 
..,. 
the actdi tional observation ths.t on account of the down~ro"l~d 
attractive force on a surface molecule "a shorter equilibrium 
distance then develops which results in there being more 
molecu188 per unl t area in the [surface] film than in regions 
below it. n 
McKeehan (1948) prefers to approach the problem from the 
point of view of potential energy. He describes a molecule 
vlell inside the liquid as being in a potentlal-enel'-gy valley: 
the forces of attraction to itA neiGhbours just balance the 
forces of attraction from i ts ne~_ghbours. If external 
pre8sure is 8pplied to the liquid (e.g. by its own VB.pour 
pressure), the molecules 1'1il1 be pushed a 1i ttle closer 
together and. the interior of' the liquid will e.cquire a defin.:t te 
/po te nt1al ••..• 
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potential enerGY per unl t volume 'wi tn respect to its confi-
guration at zero pressure. The value of the potential 
energy per unit volume near the surface must be lngher than. 
the. tat an interior point. In contradiction to Chapin, 
McKeehan says tnat tne separation bet~\Jeen neighbourins mole .... 
cules must .l..D.sLJ?~p.J? .. e 8 s ti-"'_,. surface is approacned. In general, 
he does not sa"',' very j .. ·.;.i.::n abou t tIle behaviour of molecules in 
'.1'~1:.\ids, "'out r~e does seem to take a some't\ihp-t different view 
a 
of the equillbl'lium condl tion of liquid. molecule from that of) 
'Bay, }f'e.a ther .and Rogers. ,(lhereo.s they see it HS a dynamic 
prOC~S8) vrl-:;~J. tt flstendyfl attre.ctive force being balanced by 
the averaged-u;~~ effect of thp. replJ.Jsive forces from trans ... 
ient 0011is10n'::\ ~Jitn other molecules, l·'!~Keehu.n' s reference 
to moYecules within the liquid beinE in potential-energy 
valleys suggests that he r~gards such molecules as being at 
the "equilibrium n di ste.nee from the ir neighbours, in esse n-
tlally the same vJD.y a 8 they 1AJould be in a solid. 
Freier (1965) states this latter view explicitly~ nWith-
in a liquid ll , J:18 says, lIa molecule 1-1 is surrounded by nearest 
neighboups at an equilibrium dlstanoe ll - lithe forces are 
attractive if v.Te try to pull the molecules apart and repul-
sive if \'re push them closer top;ether." For him, the only 
difference between a molecule in the surface and one well 
inside the liquid is that the former molecule has fe1'ler 
neighboux's than the la t ter. But this difference is very 
important, becaUSA it menns thAt to create a new portion of 
liquid surface, 1'1e have in effect to pull some of tne nei~ll-
bouring molecules 8vlay fl'om the molecules \Alhicn make ur the 
ne",r portion of surface. To do this; we need to do work. 
In terms of energy ~T~ can therefore explain the contractile 
tendency of liquid surfaces: for a small liquid drop, for 
example ~ the molecules would a.l'lI'ange themselves in such a 
/way .• ' .. 
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way tha t t1.1e smallest possible number of molecules lay in 
the surface (i. e. ·the drop he s the smallest possible surface 
area), because this corresponds to t.ne minimum energy associ-
ated with the formation of the surface. 
Tnis explanation of surface tension implies that sollds, 
:, •. >1), must have a IJsurface tension n , in t.he sense that energy 
is needed to create a solid surface. This expectation 18 
confll'D1ecl b:T expe:r:~ent: ttl!"' If surf.ace ten8i(ln~ II (:l "3 -.:veral 
subntancest"'.E.ve been 8uccessfu11y' r.1eaSUre(~ at temperatures 
below their melting points (cf Cottrell 1964). 
why liquid surfnces ha've an obviov.8 contractile ~:.~nder.ll.y 
whereas sol~ds have not is, of course) to be found. in the 
relative ease cf mobility of the molecules of a liquid; it 
1s easy for a given volume of liquid to adjust itself to a 
oondition '01' minimum potential energy (see Section 5.4.21 
for a fuller discussion of what is meant here by "potentia.l 
energy "l 
Both the uFea ther-Rogers 1, and t~J.e 1I}1'reier" trea tmen ts 
are ce.pable of accounting in e. general way for the phenoqena 
a ttribu table to II surface tension fJ • Yet they depend on what 
seem to be essentially different views of the~uilibrlum con-
dition of molecules in liquids) or indeed of the liquid state 
1 tself. Thus in the Feather-Rogers treatment the liquid is 
evidently tree. ted as a very "dense gas, n -vt1.ereas in the Freier 
treatment it 18 treated as an l1irregular solid" (these terms 
are bOrrO~IGd from Pryde (1966) ). ~'n~ich, if ei ther, is 
rlg,."t? ~ve can only look to experiment as a possible means 
of' decidi nc; bet~'leen t~en1. The relevant experimental evidence 
is tha t concerning the structul'e of liquids - the results 
of X-ray 8.nd r:9utron diffrAction studies and of those of the 
propaea tion of ultrasonic shear 't\'"&ves. As we have seen, these 
point to the existence of sh<'2.rt-ran~ order amongst the 
/molecules ••••• 
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molecules of the ~lquld, and to the possession by the liquid 
of an irrec;ular but defini te structu.re vlhich undergoes very 
frequent metamorphoses. Thi 8 would tend to support Fre1er1 ·s 
view - that ~le may plcture the equilibrium posi tiona of neigh-
bouring molecules as being spaced apart by a distance roughly 
equal to the ne'J..l:lll~)rlum ::..l.stance ll corresponding to the 
equi 1i h:r-ium spa;; il').;:' (.I • .'. molecule 8 in a solid. 
Still, ill.-' should not be too hasty in -r~eferrin-?: rne 
descrlption of thee! tun tion above the other. Each is to 
some extent an oversimplification of an exceedingly complex 
::l'~ Fea ther-Rogers picture oV8rslmr..lifies be-
cause it focusl:;s at"',ention on 0 supy.;0sedly static molecule 
'which has other molecules dashi ng abou t in its vlcini ty. 
The Freier picture is an oversimplification In that, in 
effect, it ignores the molecular motion altogether and looks 
only at an idealized 8i tuation wi thin the liquid in which the 
molecules can be considered to be momentarily frozen in their 
equillbrium positions. In actual fact, the molecules are 
v ibr8. tine randomly wi th, on average J considerable ampli t\ldes 
about their mean posi tiona. It is not surpri si ns tha t tvJO 
different kinds of oversimplification of the resulting mole-
cular chaos shoulcJ~ both prove to be capable of "explainin~J1 
the phenomenon of surface tension. Hoelvlyn-Hughes (1961a.) 
reme.rke(1 not so long ego tha t "[che liquid state] still re-
mains the least understood of the states of matter. II In 
view of our lack of understanding of it, we should be ready 
to accept that there is, as yet t no uniquely se.tisfactory 'tray 
of accountine in molecular terms for various aspects of 
liquid behaviour. 
5.4.21 Surface energy and surface tension 
.,At ~
We have referred a.bove to the fact that a liquid drop 
1s able to assume the conflguratlon appropria te to "minimum 
potential energyu. The facts aXle somewha t loosely expressed 
/by. · .. • 
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by tOie statement. We have failed to specify that the 
changes of surface area spoken of in t~i8 connection must 
be isothermal, and t.hat by "potential energy associated ~vitn 
the surfacer! we "Vlould me8TI whet is properly celled the . (Helm-
holtz) "free energy" of the surface. It is shown in stand-
erd texts on thermodynamic,.;, (Cf Pippard 1957, Zemansky 1957) 
tnat [-! system meJntnJn(]c: tAt constant temperature and volume 
1;.4 ~Jj. equil1brJ'J.m w.hen 1 ts (Helmhol tz) fl"lee ~nergy 1s 1=l min~-
mum. }\i.'I'rlen work is ·done to increa se the a.rea of a liquid 
su.rface, and tnis expe.nsion is cnrried out Ht oonstant tem-
pera l)~lre, the .:. ~crease in lnt€.1'..r.Ma1 energy per un1 t flrea of 
tne e~rface is \:~"Iea t·?r t.han tne work done per uni t area of 
new 8urface~ TI."'~.s is because heat has !,o be (~dded to keep 
tne tempere.ture constant, and the increase in internal energy 
is made up of contributions 'from both the work done and the 
nea t added. It is the contribution from the work done which, 
if the process is I,.eversi"£1Q,, becomes added IIfree energy II of 
the surface and w.!:11cn 1 s recoverable if tJ:1e surface contrnc ts. 
It is 1'lell kn01~n tl1a.t tne defini tions of surface tension 
.., 
a B "fore e per uni t lengtt1 of a line drawn in the surface of a 
liquidU and IIfree energy per un! t surface" are equivalent. 
Does this mee.n tnat there 1s ~. real force parallel to the 
liquid surface, so that, 8S is often 83id, part of a liquid 
surfs.oe on one side of an irn~r:in8ry line drav.Tn in tne surface 
will exert a pull on the liquid on tn~ other side? 
sometimes categorically denied. (Cf. Cottrell (1964): !liNe 
do not regard surface tension 8S a tensile force between par-
tic lea in tne skin II. ) If tnere is such a force, how 1s it 
related to the force exerted by a liqUid 8urfRce on a body 
"'ito which it is in contact, and by wl~at I1mechanism/l· does 
8ucn a force operate? 
/Freler·s .•••• 
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Freier 1 s own discussion of su~face tension stops short 
of the consideration of this problem. It 1s easiest to 
treat it by workln~ backwards from the answers to the second 
pair of questions to the first. It .is easily shown that 
lie. liquid surface exerts a mechanical force on unit length 
of' any solid body wi th vlhlch it 1s in contact, nU~:J'lcally 
equal·to the free 8urf~ce ener~y per un_~.t arep :.;i' the surface" 
(the quotation i9 frOl~ Yr /'.tv) ,'.6. 196G, r,~ i; the derlv8tion of 
this result may :'d f'1J~}l.nd in meny elementary textbooks, e.g. 
Fes.ther 1959). This 1s t~e same as the force per un! t 
Ie ngth vJhich one part ',"!, ttl{:. liq; ... td g~",!':face is supposed to 
exert on e nother. How does this surf(":~~-801id .... body force 
ari se? We can easily understand that v:},9n 1*le stretch a 
liqUid surface (e.g. a soap film on a wire frame with one 
movable arm), we need to apply sforee, because we are in 
effect tearing away 80me of the neighbouring molecules from 
the molecules which form part of tJJ.e ne'\.tJ' 8urfece 1~e ere crea-
tlng, and we have to pull e.gainst the long-rB.nge attractive 
forces bet1veen molecules to eccomplis~ this. (There wi 11, 
.., 
of course, be adhesive forces between the arms of the wire 
frame and the liquid which enable us to ep.Dly this pull in 
the first place.) Conversely, if we allo,"T the surface to 
contr8ct, we can im~.p;ine t'1e following picture: an energetic 
surface molecule ~jump9H into one of the "potential energy 
valleys" inside the liquid, leAving a gap between its original 
neighbours in the surfAce, \,lhich the long-renge fl.ttrActive 
forces between them will tend to close up. 
vlhat if the move.ble arm of the frame is kept stationary'f 
In terp1S of the Freier pic ture of a l:"quid surface, the exis ... 
tence of 8. steady force exerted by the surface on the frl.:une 
must rntan that on average, neighbourlne surface molecules are 
more widely separated than the equilibrium distance (ct. 
IColbeck ••••• 
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Colbeck 1968) Warren 19R8). This in turn implies thAt t~ere 
B.re fet-!er rr.olecules in the surface layer thAn in correBpond-
i ng layers wi thin the liquid. The reason for this is the 
~bove-mentioned tendency for molecules to leap into ~otential 
enerr;y valleys: as meny es possible i-rill r,o into the inter-
ior, where the potential enerp,y is lower, leaving ~ ,~.epleted 
surface layer with an avernge lnternlolecnlar 8Pt_d·atlon 
greater thnn the equil~.br:'·,~ ":alu.e" :."J fo II 0 \ITS also from 
this picture tha.,. ... th8Jr'18 :must be a "tensile force betveen par -
ticles in the surface. n 
5.4.22 The elementary t~achi.~ of 8ur;~~e tension 
... -
It is generally a.ccepted that in el.;::1en\>~~y syllal>. .. 1es, 
such as those at present under o.iscu8s1oD, the teaching of 
surface tension should not go AS far as the introduction of 
surface tension 8S e quantitative concept. 
! 
We c10 no t "'ish 
to contre.diet this View, since the ooncept of surface tension 
does present some difficulty to beginners; also, avoidence 
of direct use of it enables one to bypass the controversy 
about whether this concept is best taught in terms of "force 
per unit length" or "free energy per unit erea n (cf Chapin 
1959, Yar~old 1960, Satterly 1961 and R.C. Brown 1967). 
We recommend th::1t in en elernente.ry syllabus, the treat-
ment of surface tension should concern itself mainly with the 
explane. tlon of the experlmente.l fac t the. t the surface of a 
liquid has a contractile tendency. this aspect of surface 
tep-sion should be explained in terms of molecular interaction. 
The discussion in Sections 5.4.19-20 has shown that errors 
ere all too readily commi tted in such an explanation, and 
that the complexity of the phenomenon makes possible differ-
ent, "but perhe.ps equally permissible ~lif1e(1 accounts of 
the phenomenon. Concerning the first pOint, we note that 
while these errors are readily committed, they are as readily 
/ovolded, .•••• 
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avOided, provided the teacher does not insist on relying on 
treatments to be found in older textbooks. Concerning the 
second point, we make the following comments:-
(1) As a background to hi s understanding of surface te nai on, 
the pupil must have 80:ne picture of the liquid ate.te in mind. 
':::,18 he should nave gained from \\That he has all:'leac1y leHrnt 
about the liquid state, but it would be apposite for the 
teacher to stress here that It is meenlngful to tr.,:;: -':'·;";out 
s. liquid lLtru.ctur'i, end tnat it is ap'pare.·~ly Jf'easonable to 
regard t11.e liquid e s p9.ssir!g through a EPJ.ccess1on Df 1.rregu-
lar structures of very fleeting du~~tion. Thi."-'I w:l.l.~ en8.~~le 
the pupil t.o relate his picture of a liquid quite simply to 
that or a soll!l., ",i th ",hich he should by nOt-:T be thoroughly 
familiar. 
(1i) The teacher should point out that where one has such a 
structure In ~rhich the moleculefl a.re vibrating randomly 'tilth 
ampli tudes comparable i"li th tile separation bet't,\Teen adj8cent 
1)1ean positions, t::tny description of what is happening to any 
one molecule in terms of its interaction ,\",lth neighbouring 
.., 
molecules ~··!ill have to be en oversimpllflc8.tion of 'Whatever 
1s tne ac tual 8i t-ue tion, Whe.t is to follow, therefore, can 
only be a rough description c~pAble of yielding some lnsight 
into the phenomenon but not very much more. 
Of possible elementary approaches to the contractile 
tendency of liquid BurfaQes, thDt used by Freier is undenia-
bly more elegant than that of Rogers, since it does not deal 
direotly vli th intermolecule.r forces and sums up the 81 tUB tlon 
with very simple statements which can readily be accepted as 
epplylng even to the complex 8.ctue.l 81 tU8tion of' a liquid as 
well ns to the idealized, IIfrozcn ll structure from which this 
approach is deri vea .• The essence of this approach is that 
a surface molecule has fewer neip,hbouring molecules then an 
!interior •..•• 
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interior molecule, 80 the. t w~]en e ne1,T portion of liquicl sur-
face is crea ted, 'i-lork must be done to pull aome of the neigh-
bouring molecules ~nvfl.y from th8 molecules which ere to form' 
the ne\'T surface. By the seme token, energy ,·rill be relen sed. 
If the liquid surfa ce contrac ts; if the pri nciple 1 s pccep-
ted the. t a systerr: wj 11, i l i:;i ven the chance J go over to the 
condition in 1i'T1:1·:;.Ch 1 tr~ potentinl energy is a mininr ... lm, then 
~~.1 ',-;..i...11 readi oJ i be understood the.t a 8mB-II 'lrop of 1 ir:uid 
would so arrange itself that tne potential energy RBBocisted 
~v.i til its surface ·would tend to a m1.nlmum. The molecules are 
conl,~nut-L~ly }.h motion, so the.t the liquid certainly has the 
chance to a88U,;>t, th~: configuretion 8.;'Jprop!'ia te to minimum 
potential energs. 
The teacher wish! ng to plug all (or a t any ra.te rna st) 
loopholes can point out that the above reasoning about the 
behaviour of surfaces ppplieo to 1 sott1ermel proces8es only 
(cf Section 5.4.21); that it is in such circumstances that 
the work done in expanding 8 surface becomee "extra potentiRI 
energy". Sinoe thp. Cfl8es of intex1est to pupils effecti'"v.ely 
conc(-'rn isothermal pro cesseA only, the point can t'8 seen to 
have prac tical relevrt nee .. · 
Besides its simplicity and elespnce, this Rpproach has 
the advantage the.t it does not rlln the risk of confusing the 
PlPil about ct supposed tension 1.r!. the surfece resultlr:.g from 
e.n attractive force nor:loi to the 8urfo.ce: tne surface tencls 
to contract becau8~ 1 t tends to the condl tion of minimum free 
("potentlal lJ ) energy¥ and that is that~ A seeming disadvf.iTI-
tage is that it appears to offer no obvious mechanism by which 
the contraction 1s acconpllshed, vJherea f::l the tre,dl tional des-
criptions in terms of forces do provide SUCh a meChanism. 
Certoinly the expla.na tion \"hien snys tnet the molecules in 
the surface are subject to ~,n1:~~ in~vard attractive forces 
!glvcs ...•. 
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gives us a picture of 8urfDce molecules being pulled into 
tne liquid; but since it e.lRo leads us to ~ picture of a 
liquid as being in a short-lived state of inward collapse, 
we cannot te.ke it seriously. Rogers 18 picture of tne 8ur-
face molecules as pressing in upon the others does suggest 
p ~ontracting surface wi thout at tl1e same time being physi-
cally unrealistic; as we have seen, it lends itself to a 
simple Hnl?~logy of people trying to push their ,.78Y ~ .1~J(' 8. 
crowd. Hovv"ever, tne II energy" approech Q) ~~8 i.!ot sufter as 
mucn by comparison e.8 might have been supposed4l In the 
"frozen H ap;;roxlmDtion considered by Freier, tt.i..~ moJ..6;.~'.11e~ 
in the surface of tne liquid 8S v-lell as those in the interior 
ere in potentl·:l ent:i!gy "velleys", since they are in a ·0011-
ditlon~of stable equilibrium. However, tne valleys contain-
ing tne surface molecules are not as deep as those for the 
i nteriol') molecules. If a surface molecule acquired enough 
kinetic energy to move out of its valley, it mignt find it-
self "trapped" in 8 deeper valley inside the liquid. (Com-
pare its benaviour in t~i8 respect witn a stone that hes been 
.., 
ejected from a depression in 8 corrugated iron roof, only to 
land in a hole in tne ground.) Since the molecules of a 
liquid. have, on average, ~ r:reat deal of kinetic energy, they 
are able to cRrry out this process of energy transition and 
sort themselves out into e.n erx'angement of minimum free energy. 
Bece.u88 of the abov6.-rnentioned advantages, we are strong-
ly inclined tow-ards the use of the lIenergyU approach in intl"o-
ducing surface tension in the seniol" secondary sChool. He 
would not go 80 far 88 to suggest that all talk of intermole-
cule.r forces must be suppressed vlhen di scu8s1ng rna tters re-
la ted to 8ul'~f~ce tension. On the co~trary, pupils should be 
fully aware of tne relevance of intermolecular forces to the 
phe nome no n. If they are interested in the problem of the 
/force 8 ••••• 
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forces exerted by or in surfaces, tney can be given an out-
line of the explanation given in Section 5,4.21 of the exis-
tence of these forces. Pupils could also be invited to 
consider Rogers· s "dynamic If , tldense-gas U picture of molecules 
in liq uids as an al terna tive slrnplifica tion of the 11 true" 
picttl.re. 
One thing the t should, if possible J bp P"",",).J. G.'3d is the 
description of 8urf13c~ tr f'3';.(Jfl a 8 n the cends'ncy for t'1e sur-
i'fJce of a liquid -... 0 belheve as if i t \Vere a stretched el13- s tic 
membrB.ne. fJ G:orelon end ~Je8er print t~is stntement in bold 
type as if it w'ere 8 dt:_~I11.tt~~~ O]~ su:::·:t(:"'1e tension, wh€)reas 
a t best it is an analogy of strictly li·!xt :ed usefulness, 
The contractile tendency of e liquid is a simple fact, de-
ducible from many simple demonstra.tions and experirr.ents. 
It is this that should be made the basis of B. discussion of 
"surface tension", bolstered es little as possible by the use 
of the "stretched-elastic-film" analogy. 
5.4.23 Surf~ce tension ~nd the floatin~ of objects on 
~ .:ZmIO ... 
liquid surra cee 
Under thi s headi:1g, 1o1e COllslder briefly the floa tine of 
objects denser than water (S8.Y) on a water surface whose I1skln" 
they have failed to break. Very often this situation 18 
described 8.S though "surface tension" forces are sufficient to 
support the flaa tl nc 0 bj eq t. (C f. Fr~ei er (1965): "~a zor 
blades and screen bo~_ ts floa t on ""N8. ter becRu se of surf8ce ten-
rJion forces". ) As Chapin (1966) has recently pol nted ou t, 
the major contribution to the SUppol'~ting force often comes 
from buoynncy forces. He describes an experiment in "'hich 
an aluminium disc of diameter 100 ~m and thickness 1.57 mm 
we.s floated on distllled 'Nnter at H temperature of 23°0. 
The ma.ximum posslblf' upw·8.rds force 1'lhich surface t~n8ion could 
/oo.n t r i bu t e. . . . . 
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contribute in this case wns equnl to the circumference of the 
dl se multiplied by the su!'fnce tension of we.ter, i. e. about 
0.020 N. The buoyant force on the disc \,,;"flS found by multi-
plying the area of the disc by the difference in hydrostatic 
preA8ure oetvleen its lower and upper surfa.ces. Chapin f'ound 
":~,.1 s to be O. 320 N. (Thi s men nt thn t the depth of the lo\ver 
surface below' the level of the surrounding weter was some two-
end-a-half times the thickness of the disc.), Th3 it?~ght of 
the di 90 \Vas O. 336 N, so t!1nt these figul(; 8 support Chapin 1 s 
claim. In his \-'lords, I1The princlpal effect of the film is 
to dam back the VV8 ter from s.round t~e dlAe and ~>us pt. 1"1mi 1: 
it to displace a greeter weight of liquid". 
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CHA.PTER 6: VIBRATIONS AND WAVES. 
-4 _"'~. ,... 
6. 1 Vi bra tiona 
6.1.1 Introduction 
. 
"Vibrations" may be reg8rded at first as something of a 
"frInge" topic in a 8chooJ syllebu8 in physics or physical 
sci ence. Cer r:.ai n:ly p :~. ~t8 iled trea tmen t of i t 1--,ould be hard 
<4.J ) :,:·.t3tify at ·~:-.ll8 level, since it vlould req..uire the use of 
metheMatics beyond both the knolvledge and the capebil:lties of' 
the ave:rage (Sou t~ African) school pupil. But the idea of 
Vi', 19.ti·.n i.~ i..r.;.evi tabl:l used 1n many p18ces even in en elemen-
tary physi 08 (' J'lrS8; \\Te talk abou t vi bra. tio ne "Then di sou 8s1 ng 
the principles c. f titli~: meB surenlcnt J WE; ~, se vi l1ratory devices 
for timing in fundamental mechanical experiments, and we 
attribute the internal enepgy of solids and liquids to the 
kinetic and potential energy of randomly vi bra ting limolecules n. 
Above all, we study periodic waves, many of which have their 
origin in vibrating sources of one kind or another. It 1s 
therefore fitting that some time should be devoted to vlbra-
tiona as such. In the comments accompanying the Common 
Basic Syllabuses, it 1s stated that JlVibrations are included 
because it is felt that they offer a simple introd.uction to 
~lnve8'j • By this it is pre~Jmab17 meant that certain con~ 
cepts used to characterize periodic 'i,..;-aves can be Introd.uced 
by vroy of the parfl.llel oopcepts used for vibretions, viz. 
displace;nent, amplitude, period, frequency t:)nd phase. The 
study of Vibrations is indeed. useful from this point of view; 
but its intrinsic interest is considerable, end tt:1e teaching 
of' vibration should be rep;arded as being important both for 
1 ts Ovln sake and for its links ,,,i th periodic waves. 
/6. 1. 2 ••.•• 
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6.1.2 Examples of vibrating systems 
To arouse interest in vibration, refere~ce could be made 
to its importe.nce in everyday life and in various branches of 
physic s. Attention could be dra1,oJ'n to both the plea sure.ble 
a nd the annoying 8 spec ts of vi bra tion in our every-dey 11 vee; 
:J'l the one hand, we have vibrAtions 88 the sources of musical 
sounds (including the vlbrfl.tions of our own voeR1 cords) ~ on 
the other, '\lI)"e hEvp annoying "8ym.r?t~1et:; e" v:''bY'j t:i ,"!)f.i produ.ced, 
for example, by a lorry rumblinr: past onE..- shouse a.nrl cp.using 
parts of i t to vi br8 te, or by the engine of a motor ell) r 1-1hich) 
when ftturn1ng over lf f'! t e certei n l1~.~mber of revo:')~ tion~ pel"" 
minute, m8.~r set certain pe.rts of the car in vibration. 
~ro illusl.<~ate~he interest of the physicist in vibre.tion, 
one cou'ld mention that any molecule consisting of more than 
one atom is a system capable of vibration, and that a study 
of the energy associated with this type of vibration can tell 
us e. great deal about how the molecule is put together. 
~lRo, molecules as e whole carry out vibrations about their 
mean positions in solids end liquids, flnd a study of theB~ 
vibrations is important for en understanding of the thermal 
properties of solids end liquids. 
Only two or thrp8 simple examples of vibrating systems 
need be discu8sed in detail. The simple pendulum, an object 
hung from a spring end a. ht9cks8W blade or a metre stick olam-
ped et one ~nd. 'trlill do ve-py "Tell for this purpose. The flrst 
two of these e.re pt-1rtlculerly convenient, since the repetition 
period of the motion can be made long so 8S to fBcl1itete the 
observation of the characteristics of simple vibrations. 
In the case of the third, for which the period of the motion 
could be very short, a strobo8cope could be used to "s 1ov.T down" 
the motion end show that the characteristics of rapid vibra-
'1' tiona are the same as those of slow ones. his might seem 
la . .... 
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a trivial point to the sophisticated; it need not necessnr-
11y seem 80 to the beginner. 
6.1.3 ~hysical chRrncteri8tlcs of vibration 
----------------------------
From a study of simple vlbratinr. systems such as the 
ones mentioned above, the pupil should learn thet vibratory 
mntion is periodic, pnd he should appreciate in a. generel 
1"ay the manner in Ttmich the velocity. and eccelera tlon 0"".' a 
\. 
(sl:nple-harmoJ.l2.::' i:"l.ly) vi~)~ .. ·n"ving t-.JBte:'· ver;; .,') (,1--: cime during 
a cycle of tne motion. 
Second LS1'j that the motion of f-l simple vibrate.:') 1s ,",'.'bject 
to a ~~to .. ~.,!lJl f()rce wi'~oBe mHgni tud.e might well )...Ie pr'·)poy· ... 
tlon::~:: to t!.,O d18pl~cement fr·.)1t the mean posl tion. The 
terms amplitude and frequency should be introduced in refer-
ence to simple harmonic motion. This material should give no 
trouble in presentation; elsewhere (Helm 1963) the present 
author has given a more detailed account of how it might be 
presented. 
It Vlould be sdva ntBgeous to introduce the concept of the 
,E!:a.s8 of the motion, even if only in a sem1-quant1 tative "way. 
All that is needed is that pupils should be able to thj.nk. of 
"phc~se" in thi s context a 8 corresponding to the stage of the 
motion of the system; if, thp-t is to say, two similar vibra-
ting systems are simultaneouRly in the same sta~e of their 
vibrator;)?" motion (e.g. both passing through their mean posi-
tions in the 8~"me direction) they are said to be "in phase". 
If they B.re not in steps there 1s snid to be a "phese differ-
ence" betueen their motions, meaning thBt at the same instant, 
the phases of their motions ere different (1. e. they have 
renched different st8ges of their motion), or that they attain 
the same stage of their motion at different instants. If 
they are exactly out of step, i.e. they pass througn their 
mean positions in opposite directions at the same instant, 
/ they ••••• 
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tney Hre said to be exactly out of phase. These points can 
easily be illustrated witn a pair of similar pendulures or 
springs and snould give no trouble in presentation. 
6.1.4 The energy of vibrating systems 
. 
Tne energy relations in a nfl.rmorlic vibration are worth 
c loser a ttentioT.I(, p~(ovic.p~ ~.l.1Rt tne pupll knows something 
It is very eesy to snow graphically tn5~ 
tne l1wDrk done in stretching a spring by B.n amount x is propor-
Using tnis result, we are able to Bay At once 
tne t ~ne energy associa.ted wi tn a simple na:r'monic vibration 
1s proportional -C) tne square of t.he UBi; .. : i tude, In d:l. splac-
ing tne system ilutlally from its equilibrium position in 
order to set it in motion, we give it an amount of potential 
energy that is proportional to tne square of this displace-
ment; in tne absence of frintlonal 108ses, tl1i 8 ini tis.l dis-
placement remains tne amplitude of vibration of tne system, 
and tne energy initially 8upplied as potential energy is the 
energy of tne vibration. (Tnoee who would prefer to discuss 
tnis situation with reference to tne simple pendulum will 
find 1 t easy to snow tns.t its ·energy of vibra. tion mURt be 
proportionE.l to tne square of tne pmpli t-ude; one need simply 
use tne well-known geometrical result that when two chords 
of a circle, AB and CD, intersect in F, AE.EB = CE.ED, to re-
18 te tne height tnroup;n which the pendulum Envinp.;s to the 
square of its amplitude.) 
It is also possible to show by means of a simple ar~lment 
that tne enerEY of a simple harmonic motion must be propor-
tiona.l to tne squ[lcre of the frequency. Suppose we have a 
particle vibrating with amplitude A and frequency f. Tne 
e.verage speed of tnis partlcle during one complete vlbretion 
1s given by the distnnce travelled (4A) divided by the time 
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teken (t); ioe. the average speed of the partiQle must be 
4Af. T.hi 8 8ho'''8 the t the 8verage speed i 8 proportional to 
the frequency. We Cen reasonably conclude that the mp.xln~ 
speed must be propor~ional to the frequency. The maximum 
kinetic energy, which 1 s equ~ 1 to the totA.l energy of the 
vibration., is proportions.l to the square 0f t~e mB:~~~num speed; 
hence ·the total energy is pr'Oportional't,) the> sr.;ultre of the 
freC1U ency , From thi? re (,1',.J. }..~ @nd the ')'~tev3::ou sly .... obtained one 
oonoernlng the dt;';Jenue'nce on amplitude, we conclude that the 
energy of a simple he.rmonlc vJt bra.tion is propol"ltional to th'8 
To complete tbl s di sQueaion of th.e €,,!1er~;;y &'8800i8. ted 
,",1 tl1. simple harmonic vibre.tion, one 't-':oul6. have to say some-
thing about the damping of the vibrB.tions of any real macro-
soopic vibl"latlng system, such as those shown to the 018.s8. 
! 
I By no\~ pupils ~Tould readily enou.gh a.scribe the diminu tion of 
a.rnpll tude of the v ibra tiona e 8 time goes on to the effec t of· 
friction, and acoount for the mechanical energy lost by the 
vibr8ting system as "heat Jf • 
6.1.5 Forced Vibration end re~onance 
The essential characterlstlcs of forced vibr~tion and 
resonance that are likely to be of immedip.te interest to 
pupils are easily demonstra.ted wi th the aid of a. simple pen-
dulum, or an obJ eet hanglng from 8 spring or rubber band. 
If the ppint of support is held in the hand and subjected to 
Vibration at suitable frequencies, the main features of 
forced vlbra.tion and resone.nce are easily observed. 
6. 2 \ve.v.2 .. ~ 
6.2. lV-laves In.-E?.8, senior seconc1..ery £';2hool 
In the senior secondary school it is possible to treat 
. waves in a more quantitative manner than was possible in the 
Junior sChool. This higher-level treatment should begin 
with a revision of the ideas acquired in eerlier yeers. 
/. /I n •• , •• 
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In particular, the concepts of wavelengt.h, frequency and 
wave veloai ty should be revised (Ilwavelength II can nenv be more 
formally defined; of. the definition quoted in Section 3.17. 
3), as 8.1so the gra.phical representation of trB.nsvers8 and 
long! tudinal waves. Tne amplitude and frequency of e perio-
d~ .. ;; 'Y1Bve should be rele ted to the a.mpli tude a nd frequency of 
the vibrating source generating it, e .. g.'by cons1dere.t1on of 
transverse vroves seY1.t dO'(lJ'n a Jong Flpring or S'tri ".Ig .;.':'1(",;1") e. 
vibrating source at one end. In suCh a CB0e it would be 
obvious that in the absence of the dampi11g It the ampl.1 tude of 
the ""ave must be the sa.ree a.s the amplitude of vi(..:,,~'t1o:u of ~he 
source. It will also be obvious the,t one complete vibration 
of the souro e \,,;j.1.1 produce one complete IIwe.ve" (1. e. a kinlt 
to one side followed by a kirut to the other), and that the 
. number of complete waves passing a given reference point in 
the medium per second must be eque.l to the number of cOI:lplete 
'"\Taves proctuced per seoond, 1. e. tnat the freq'uency of vibre.-
tipn of the source is the same as the frequency of the waves. 
Tne principal new ideas to be introducea. in this section 
. "f . 
ere tne polariz8,tion of transverse 1AfaVeS, the Principle of 
Superposition and its consequenoes, and dispersion. 
6.2.2 Polarization 
-,..""...,.._-_-...-
Tnis topic is not always to be found even in modern 
physioal SChool science 8y~labuses; it is omitted from both 
.. 
the p.S.S.C. and the Nuffield Physics courses, for example, 
Yet the idea of polarization of a transverse wave 1s not 
diffioult to grasp, and since element8.ry discussions of 
transverse waves make use of we.ves polarized in a given 
plane, one mi@lt es well introduce the term that describes 
this state of e.ffalrs and follow this introduction with an 
elements.ry di 8cussion of polarl z·a tion and extinction. To 
illustrate these idea s, one C8.n make use of the well-lcnow~n 
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arrHngement usinc a stl)etched string passing througn a p...~lr 
of cardboard or herdboRrd sheets vIi th long slotB cut in them 
(of Pril1s1oo et 81 1968). Randomly polarized vreven on the 
string incident on the first slot vlil1 be "polarized tf by 
the first slot and "an~lYBed" ty the second; if the two 
slo ts are parallel, the polari zed w'aves i:~c ie en t ~; ': the sec-
ond slot pass through unhin(ler~0" 1vherer 3 ~.1' 1·(:.e two slots 
There ape certai~~ difficulties B''bout the use of the slot-and-
stretched-str:lr..g set-up ~'8 en analogy for the polariz.ing 
act ion 0 f q sh e e t 0 f P L ~ Q 1''&0 i (i 0 n 1i gr .. : \ 13. V e 8 ; th e s e ivi 11 be 
discussed in Section 8.10. 
6.2.3 ?rinoiple of superposition 
AS applied to v~ves, the Principle of Superposition 
8~ates the.t 1.men two or more waves pass over a point simul-
taneously, the resultant disturbance at thot point 1s simply 
the Blgebraic (vector') sum of tl1e disturbe.nces tnat would 
heve resulted. from eech of the individual '\.IiSves. This Prin-
ciple applies only if the medium is "lineer fi 111 :tts behaviour, 
i. e. (in the CRse of mechanical waves) the "restor-ine; foree it 
exerted on Hny part of it is proportional to the magnitude 
of the displBcement of thet part of it from its meen position~ 
If the we.ves pA.ssiDp; throur,n the medium give ris0 to very 
large displacements, the behAviour of the medium may no lon-
ger be linear a.nd tne result~nt disturbBnce nt a point may 
not be accurately given by the Principle of Superposition. 
These are points for the teacher rather than the pupil to 
note; for the pupil, the Principle should rer'lein essentially 
e fpct of experience, 81 though it ,\1ill do him no he,rm to knO'H 
that there ar& 1imitetions on its range of applioability. 
/We ••••• 
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'va think ita good plan for pupils to begi n tneir study 
of the superposi tion of waves wi ttl observa tion of the super-
Position of transverse pulses on a stretched spring (cf PSSC 
1960) • Sucn experiments arB best done with a "Slinky" in 
vie1'! of tl:1.e relatively slow speed of \-raves on it, but 'Ii/ill 
"::.ly really be successful if the nSlinkylJ is ~pended~ in 
tne manner described earlier. Failing'tnis, the experiments 
can be done 'Vlitn 13 l"lound-wj.r~ spr'1ng, In "vV'li5cn !J8::;/,; :It; 1-1.i11 
be more difficult to see whet ha::..)pens v"rl1e!.4 the pulses momen-
tartly overlap, Pupils should see 1-That happens 'tnlhen pulses 
s.re sent do~v-n the spri ng slmul tane(l'~81y from OP1," Q,i te ~nd£ 3 
both when the pulses are on the same side and when they are 
on opposi te si:ies of the spring. 
If these experiments begin with the sending of similar 
pulses down the same side of the spring, it is possible that 
pupils may interpret whet they see as being the result of 
reflection - the two pulses e.ppal'lently collid.e and bounce 
a,part, tn.e reflection apparently takine; place· 111 thou t change 
of phase. Pupils ce.n then be psked to check thi.'s pypothesis; 
it might occur to them that a w~y to do this would be to send 
down similar but opposite pulses from opposite ends of the 
spring I or tha.t t11ey could send dOi',Tn pulses of di fferent shape 
--
fror;l oppo 81 'te ends, or bo th. At the end they should be con-
vinced that the only consistent interpretD.tion they o~n give 
pass 
to tJ~eir results 1s that the pulses/through each other 'tV'nen 
they meet, and thflt in the region of overlap the pulses "addu 
according to the Principle of Superpo8it1on~ (The Ie. tter 
Principle should not be formally stated as yet.) The famous 
sequence of PSSC photographs (PSSC 1960) showing successive 
stages of the pro6ess of superposition can be used to lend 
support to these idee.8. 
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The logical next step is the study' of the .superposl tion 
of periodic \·;raves instead of pulses, and it 1s also logical 
to carry out this study first for periodic waves on 8pr~:r~. 
When the pupil vm.s first shoNn the propagation of periodlc 
Wflvee on a nSlin.1ty11 spring, he mus-: have noticed that inter-
e sting things started to hPppen "Then ths ;.ef~ecte'.:N1.1ves re-
"-T'1'_d j 3 ~Jle obviou[. lv"8Y 1n 'Vlh1ch to intro-
duce the idee of an !'interfex'enee" pattern, with its elter-
natine; points of maximum FInd minimu.m disturbance ... There is 
no need to become invo..i.",~d at t11is st;::())·-: with <3. discussion of 
"standing ~;ravesl! and 80 lay oneself open. 'l·a doubts as tc ,.,he-
ther "standinr; 'WB.ves" should be regardeG. D.8 the superpQsition 
~ 
of two progressive waves travelling in opposite directions 
or simply as the natural modes of vibration of the system con-
i 
c~rned (cf Re}:veld (1958a), who takes issue ,,;\]'1 t~ the "super .... 
pOGition of liB-VeS" epproe.ch). Before there 1s time for a 
complete "standing HElVe" to build up - the frequency may not 
be right for this anY'ttlay - the pupil sees an interference.., 
pattern as t~1e reflected waves start to overlap vti th the 1n-
cident 1VB.ves, and this is 8.11 th2t he need note for the moment. 
The ex:tste~ of points of zero and maximum di sturbC1nce should 
not surprise him overrnuch; if he nov! accepts the vel:ldi ty of 
the Principle of Superposi tioD, he eRn eccoun t for t'.11s pheno-
menon in ter:ns of overlapping llo 1"best£'." or "troughsll or over-
lapping IIcrests" !i.D.ll IItroughs". Hhat is Jess obvious 1s 
that these points should be 8tationar~. Ra ther than pursue 
this ,oint further at this stage, t~e pupil should now study 
the corresponcling phenonenon wi th 'Haves on the surfnce of 
'''f) ter ina ripple ta.nk. A p.S.S.C. H'¢c';tve generator" with 
t'T,.,O source 8 attached to it produc e s very Bucce 8sful inter-
ference pa tterns. The most significant feature of these 
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patterns is the existence of nod.al lines which mo.intein con-
stB.nt positions on the surface of the 1vater. The pupil 
should investigate the mpnnel" in "which the number and spac-
ing of these lines depends on the spHcing of the sources and 
on the wavelength of the \Ve.ves. 
The analysis of the r~~eerance of these interference 
pntterns can be done 'hv t,ne atendard technique of drewing sets 
r"" "" '!,'"cer'na '~in[) 0rests p.nd troughs forming clrcles centred on 
e'8ch sOMrc8:) and Sho\,Ting tht1t the li!1es that pess t.1:1rough 
points of overlap bet~een crests and troughs look just like 
thb node::: li~.~( q of s.n actual lnterfex'ence pattern. From tb~"8 
emerges the mo;t important quantitative fact for the pupil 
to npprecia te al:\..u t such 1 nterfepence };!., tternu - tha t the dif-
ference'in the distances from any point on a nodal line to 
the two source s must be equ'pl to an odd-half-ln"Gegrnl number 
of WE.vele ngths. In the lest resort, it is much more import-
ent for t.he pupil to grasp t~1s fact the.n for him to be able 
to go through t1:1e mo tions of derl vlne; the fp-milier a PPl''1o xima te 
formula relatir~ the sepr-ration of the nodal lines to the v]ave-
..,. 
lenr;th of the WDves and the sepBre.tion of the souraces. 
A t some s te.ge he slJou Id be taken through the der! va tion of 
this for~nula, but he should not be expected to reproduce it 
in exemlD.9.tions. 
So far the 8tud~ of interference patterns hp-s been con-
fined to those pro,luced by. t,,,,o 80urces in php S8. vli th e8ch 
other. It is most importnnt for :;11e later study of the In-
terference of light waves for the effect of difference in 
pha.se betlleen the sources on the interference pattern to be 
demonstra ted. A teacher wit~ a mechanical bent would find 
the task of devising end constructir~ an 1I1nterference pa t-
tern gener8 torI! using e. p8ir of OU t-of-phnse souroes an in-
teresting challenge, well vv"orth the eJ."fox't. The interference 
jpa t tex'n •• II •• 
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pa ttern produced by tnis device ,·,ill ha.ve 1 t8 nodal linp.s 
displl:1ced relative to those for tne "in-phase" pattern. 
It is possible to snow the effect of l?udden changes in 
phase difference between the sources by using ~ peir of 
vibrating 'vires attached to beads as the sources. An experi-
ment of this kind 1s ae8cr"_::'~d in tne p. S. S. C. Le.boratory 
Guide. 
(t 1s Gener~lly acknowledged tnat the word "lnterference"~ 
'~'1h-ose use in tnlo context we seem to owe to Tnomas Young (of' 
M,agie 1935);) is an unfortuna te name for tne phenomenon under 
-1is(;'t~::-siol~ abo·~~.1 since the waves do not ninterfere li 1vith one 
another in tne :' .tterRl sense of t11e word. On tne other nand, 
experience in tef't';·~lng "interference n to QniVel'3i ty students 
and of b~ing taugnt tne subject nimself leads tne author to 
believe tnat t11ere is 11 ttle- danger of confusion resulting 
from tne use of tne word "interference" as a neme for the pne-
nomenon and as an adjectivAl noun to describe "'ene patterns ob-
t a.ined. One comes to accept tn!t t~e word is not meant to be 
taken literally, and ell is well. Per.naps it would be un-.., 
wise to use tne term frpely in the early ete.ges of teBcning 
tne topiC, but it will have to be introduced in tne end, as it 
1s tne accepted scientific term. 
6.2.4 Diffraction 
The main features of tne diffraction of ,,,,aves at Ctn etper., .. 
ture or by an obstacle are eHslly demonstreted with a ripple 
tank. Tne p.SoS.C. recommend tne use of blocks of parnffln 
\-lax as obstacles; a pair of tnese sui tably spaced from eaCh 
otner would m~ke up an eperture of tne desired size. 
-
Pupils Bnould observe ~rha t happens wt18n periodic straignt 
WDves are incident on apertures of various widths. Toey 
snould try the effect botn of keepir~ tne wavelengtn constant 
and varying tne width of tne aperture J and of keeping the 
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vridth of the 8.perture constant and varying the l'luvelength. 
Their investiGations should establish the following points:'" 
(1) In general, streight wave-fronts become curved on emer-
gence from an aperture, 1, e. diffrncti2JJ. occurs in these 
c lrcum stctnce s. 
~ .··~i) The bending of t!1e wBve-fron ts 1 s most marked ,.,..Then the 
dimensions of the p,perture &re of tt1e same ord.er of magn1 tude 
as or less th?n t~2 wRvple~r~h. ' 
(iii) Dlffrection effects £Ire smr-~.ll 'N;~en ~vf1e di:nensions 01"'> 
the npex'tul"'e are large comp&red to the;- TN'flvplenr.;th. 
It is to be hoped thet nei ther' teachers nOl 2xarnll:er~b 
vJill requir~ of pupils that they nhoulcl be able to "define" 
diffraction. It is certainly possible to describe diffrac-
tion in' a single sentence, but the results 8S D. rule are 
only lllun1inatlng to those who already understand the subject. 
Here are some randomly .... selected quota.tions to illustrAte this 
point: "Diffraction is the behaviour of v18ves that pass 
thror:.gh apertures or by edges of screens " (Andre\,l8 lSl~O), 
rl'I'he gener'81 term for the phenomena ••• in ,d1ich one is con-., 
cerned vlith the resultant effect of a large number of 't\I'Dves 
from different pert s of a source, is diff...r£c- ti e:.D,fl (See rs 
end ZemBDsky 19&4). 
", .• nfter I.;8.r;sing throv.gll the op8nine~ not ell of the W8ve 
propagates in its ori{?;inal d.il'ection. Part of it is bent. 
(PSSC 1960, 1965). 
Of these the second is unsatisfactory in any case bec~use it 
is bnsecl on e p8rticuls!,\ theory of diffraction (see "tela,·,). 
Tne first 18 unexceI"ticcf-3ble RS a "defini tion", but 1'J1ll be 
found unGati8fyln~ by those w~o would feel that it ought to 
GO on to cl.ve Game ir:dicFltion of 1'.rlLat the "beh~vlour" is. 
The thir·d no:c'e r:early represents the kind of thing cne might 
expect from a pupil asked to Q.~.§_crlt0 diffraction, viz. a. 
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stetement of v.;i1at he h88 seen hD.ppe.nir~ to 'VfPV8S in certain 
c lrculns tance s. 
It is regrettebly necessary that the phenomenon of 
diffraction should rerr:Bin larp.;ely unexpleined from the pupil' 8 
point of vievt. SO:ll€ might be surprised 8t t~ ... isJ pointing 
to the psse e)~mple of the fornrulation of a ~1mpl~ ~heory of 
diffraction by a slit (PSSC 1960, 1965) 
book the experiment 1 r. af/c';;'~ .. ~t:ed oJ:' Sf v,ding OU t periodic sur-
fe.ce vTaves fl"lom .oJ lin® oi~ In-ph:B8e BOnr(;es sppced. 801"'088 a 
"slit"; pIlotographs are sho1in o.f the resulting wave-pettern 
end of thr~ diffraction ~atte.[11 01. a 8~.~e;le 81i t, frort1 wrlich 
it is apparent that the two patterns 81'\) 8ur:~t8ntially iden-
tieRl. Or rather, 0 ne h81f of the mu11~,~,ple- source pa tterln 
1s Identica.l vlith t.~P.t of the single-sllt, for the multiple-
cource pa ttern is double-8ided (1. e. symrnetrlce.l about the 
i 
line of sources), whereas that of the slnele slit is not. 
(Odc11 Jr e~ough, this fact is not mentioned in the PSSC te):t). 
So the multiple-source theorr, vt!.1ile successful. in predictlr.{S 
the shape of the single-slit pattern, also prediots a duplJ. .... 
cat eve r 8 ion 0 f th i s PR t t ern i n e. r e gi 0 n illh ere i t do e 8 not 
exist. How is this situation to be handlDd by the te~cher? 
One \.,ray is to discuss the "Thole proclem "from the textbook" ~ 
usine the PSSC l,;hotopl"Pph in 1,;hlch the rtembDrrl1ss1nclJ portion 
of the multiple-source p~tt(=lrn is conveniently 8uppre8sed, 
end hope ae;a.inot hope th8 t~ brighter pupils in the CID RS 'Hill 
not 8.sk awkvra,r~cl questions abou"t v7hy there i.e no bflckvrard-
spreading pD.ttern from the single 81i t. 'l'hi s i 8 sure ly 
neither safe nor wise. Another Hay 'Vrou.ld be to do the ex-
periment - in 1>lhich OB se the reali ties of the 81 tUft tion ·vlou1d 
s. t onoe be apiJarent to l:;upils. There is, unfortunately, no 
simple vray of explaining aT,-:ay the difficulty that is encoun-
t ered here; the be s t the t C8 n be do ne is to Eay tf.l.a t the 
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absence of the backwerct w~ve8 can be explained ,by n rrore 
sophistlcpted theory. 
The "mul tiple-soux-ce II theory of diffraction by a single 
s11 t is none other t1)fln fin Hppllcetion of (,vhp-t has been celled 
the Huygens-Presnel }:rlnclple (cf ~olJ'ne 1967), according to 
which each point of a wavefront 8.0 ts as 8 so~:rde for' secondary 
,.;e.velets, giving rise to a rE~8ultv.nt a.i"tu:r:-),n~·Jf':'t:"" at any point 
in .8
l
dvA DQ.,§,. of the \·.'8.vp'~r("Y.G, compoundfr"'. from 't~e superposi tion 
of contributions lroren all th,ese 8econdar~y sources. In the 
nineteenth century this princlpl,.8 'Has successfully applied 
by Fresnel to the solu~:0n of many f~n~nmentnl problems con-
cerned "with the diffraction 0f light; 1 ;~2 UD? for the Barne 
purpose in intermediate optics teaching :s now taken for 
granted,~ and it will no doubt continue to be used ln this w-.ay 
for some time to come. Yet there have al vl8ys been difficul-
t1Jes B.ttached to its use in diffraction theory J of which the 
need to suppress the "be.ok ,'V""8ve II (see e.bove) 1s only one. 
For exe.mple) 1'1.h8. tis the na ture of the suppa sed second.8 r~y 
sources? Do they e.nd the seconde.ry w-avelets to vmich the;r 
are supposed to Give rise ha.ve Dny real existence? A detai-
led analysis of this. a.spect of the matter t>hO\A1S thBt the secon-
dary sources have to have physicBlly implausible chnr8cteris-
tics, Rnd this presumably rules out t~e possibility both of 
their exi stence and the t of the 'tV'fl.ves allep:ed to ori8i ne te 
from them (cf ~endoz~ (195~) for a simple discussion of this 
poi nt) • The truth regardi~ the applic~tion of the Huygens-
Freanel principle to diffraction is the following: that for 
this purpose it 1s "e convenient rna theTI1a tical devine vrhich 
gi ves the right anS"ler (for no very o-c-vlou8 rea Bon) under con--
d1 tiona thDt are often sntisfied in optical [and other] ex-
perIments" (Eendoza 1965;. The tr-ue mecha.nis:n of diffrnction 
18 concerne\.: 'v11 th the interaction betvieen the inCident waves 
/flnd ••••• 
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and the obstacle on which they are incident; putting it 
enotl1er lray, 1::e cen only Give e COtnl)lete deocriptlon of dif-
fraction in any e;iven c?se if ,"e set about solvl~g the appro-
priate 't,filve equation puttin[~ in the boundnry oondi tions. 
Commenting on the present posi tion in diffraction theory, 
J'~.:lrev18 (1960) hopefully remflrk8 "We may expect the subject 
01' diffY-action to be in a more satisfactory st8te wit1tin the 
next genera tionff. vlhDtevex· may he.ppen in the j1e)'.'~ r,r. ~ler8tion, 
we feel thnt the present-day teeeher 1,{ill Alot help his pupils 
very much b:y~ gi vine the!n the Hu ygens-Fresnel theory of dlf'-
fre.ctlon by 8. slit, unless he does this in the ,"'~"irit of 
"let' EJ try this theoI'Y and see how far it OHn take us. n 
6.2.5 Reflection e.nd refraction of surface 1--18VeS in a 
ripple tank 
I t is vrell knotm tha t Huygens' s principle Epplied to the 
reflection and refraction of plane 1~vefront8 very ee.sily 
yields the results that the anele of incidence is equ8.l to 
the enc1e of reflection and thpt the ratio of the sines of 
the anglo8 of incidence and refrRc~ion is equal to the ratio 
of the velocities of the incident and refrpcted waves. 
Clearly the use of the principle here is ~8 IncklnG in physi-
cal justification CIS it is in the C88e of dlffr8ction. 
HOVlever, for mechnnical 1",--eves incicient on 8 boundnry betT'Teen 
two medic.) 1'le ce.n evolve a. physical. picture fall the genera-
tion of reflected and refr8cted \'lavefronte w'hicf.1, 1'1hen treated 
mathematically, Rives us n formAl descrirtion closely similar 
to thHt obte.ined from Huygens' 9 r;rinciple. 
As backcround for this treatment the pupil needs to know 
e little more about tne reflection nnQ transmission of waves 
thnn he learned in the junior Y8ars, In his earlier vlork on 
the reflection of pulses sent dOHl1 stretched springs) he only 
studied reflection at a "fixed" COUnd81'\)T. This study should 
!nOV!Q •••• 
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nO-v-T be extended to tnke into account reflection. from D 
"free" encl of the sprlnr; (simuleted by c'-ttechin8 one er.-d of 
the spring to a length of string), and reflection end trAns-
mission from a boundAry betl·.reen t·wo different springs. 
For the latter purpose a lone; round-Hil'e spring and a 
"Slink:r" coul(l be used; the PSSC Teacherc,' Pesou:r,:·~' Book 
ancl Guide (Part Two) cliscu88p.8 this dem(l(strAtl:.dj in some 
detal1e The mechaniP',( r:r "T:.;r, . .ich these .reflected and trHns-
mi tted 0..18 turb8 r.::,~ 8 &re 1 ni tiR ted is not. difficul t to under-
eta.nei. if t~e forces actin[ at tne boundary when the incident 
Let us nO~'J "turn to the analogous I,~·'!.;bl(',71 for surface 
waves in a ripple tank. The pupil knoV:l~ already the.t itrhen 
straight' or circular waves ere incident on the boundary 
between two resions of different depths, reflected and refrac-
I 
I ted wavefronts appear. In vie~", of his observetions on the 
corresponding phenomenon on R pRir of coupled sprin~B, it 
should not surprise him thpt reflected and trRnsmitted dis-
turbpnces snould stert out from the boundary betv.reen the tNO 
regions. A little further thought on the matter might con-
vince hi:n that ('1S the incident wpvefront s~!eeP8 Bcr088 tlle 
boundary , it \17111 set off a sequence of semicircular ripples 
in each resion,st~rtin8 out from successive points toucned 
oy the lnci<lent l,vavefron"c, Clnd thG,t the overall effect is 
simply to produce the observed reflec ted and transmi tted VJ'ave.,.. 
front 8. "But", 1 t may be argued, "this is just the eppl1cG.-
tion of Huygens 1 s prinCiple all over again"~ So it "v\'ould be 
if "t-'re failed to specify e mechaniBm for the production of the 
reflected and transmitted ripples. Fortunately D mechanism 
of sorts enn be specified (cf Arons 1965). As a. mntter of 
experimental fact, en object moving across the surface of 
. ",a tel" v1i tn a speed gren ter thp n the speed v,i th which 1J1TeVeS 
/v;111 ••••• 
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will t:r·8.vel on it \'lill r:enernte a ~\ . .r uev..!._ The detp 118 of 
the mechanisn 8rF' c01"1pl1cpteo., bu t the phenomenon is fnmi1ie.r 
enough; moreover, i t i 8 eR 8y to sho,\·, the t tl:1 e a np;l e be t1.'Teen 
e1 tner se[3ment of thp bo":" "..,eve (lnd the line of' trp-vel of the 
source is Liven by the equAtion * :::: sin e, 'hThere e is the 
a ngle in que 8 tion Po nel vi, Vs are re spec tlvely the :',~)eed of 
propBEp.tion of the 1'lf!VeS ~nd the speed c~,'c, the P~~I.,:Llrce". l'TOi"J, 
returning to the pro'b]'?l1 ... <' '''',-,flectlon .~nd transm!ssion of 
1-later ,,,,-aves, it:. J al~;·o eE.sy to 'BhO~'i that the speed 'vi th 1'lhlch 
the incident l:avefront s11eeps Ecr.,.Q8S the boundHry (1. €. the 
speed of travel of the .v")1n"c "f J..l1tel·~:cr;tion of vra.vefront and 
boundary) 1s in excess of the wave spee' .. 'in +:he region on 
either eide of the boundary. Therefore ;,v'e can interpret the 
reflecte~cl a.nd transml tted '\>Imvefronts 8S b01v waves generated 
by the advance of the incident 1,yBvefront, and. use of the above-
quoted equotion for these wevefronts reAdily ylelds the re· ... 
suIts the.t t~1e anEle of reflection is equ8.1 to the engle of 
incIdence, and that the sines of the anele of incidence and 
refrac tio n Bre in th.e ra tia of the i.-lave v e1001 ties in the 
two reGions. 
The use of bOi,~T ''';Bves to explain reflection and refrnction 
of surface \·raves may seem HIF:l'lrrting n t first. Eu t as ',r. e ndoza 
(1965) hns pointed out, there is a Gooel C~8e for includj.ne; a 
very bl'ief treatnent of b01'1 1v8V88 end s'1ock 1tlDVeS in 8. school 
syllabus; only those pupil£> H'::O have never been near a large 
river, a lake or the seR will never ~1ave seen a bow -v.rave, &nd 
in futul"lE; years an increasingly large number of pupils \'1111 
encounter the corres}:ondln€3 ecoustic :phenomenon in the for:n 
of 1I 8 upersonic baYlgs!l. It is realistid to reco3nize the 
existence; of t1:le phenomen:>n in planning a syllabus, and far 
from unre8 sO~'lble to expec t pupi Is to unders tB. nd the very 
simple physiCS, geOT:letry And trigonometry required to prove 
V· 
that.2-.. = sin 6.. At Bny rete, the "bO'\'l wDve l1 e.pproHch 
Vs 
is one i.Jr:?.y in lv-hich n tercher CAn teckle the problem of 
/elucldntlnp" 
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eluclda ting the behaviour of wn ter lla.ves. If he prefers not 
to use it, he can .fall back upon the s1mple PSSC (1960, 1965) 
s1n_1.. :: _vI proo.f, applicable to periodic waves" that sin r V2 
This makes use of the appearance of the waves "Vlhen perioaic 
It strR.ight" ~vaves are incident on a boundal'~Y. In each region 
~~'Jt: wevefronts are perRIlel to one another and separeted from 
one another by the appropriate 'Nsvelength; at the bounda,."y 
eox·responQ1.ng -v:ave"fronts mee-r.~ From these '!'D~ts ,~c :01101.,18 
at once that 8111 i = A1 (where AI' A}~ ere the resp·ective 
sin r JC'2' 
wD.velengths i,n the titro regions) and, since the freq\'ency 1s 
s1n i_vI th e gS me, thB. t .s 1 n r S • 
v2 
6, 2. 6 EnerGY: transmi ssion by we.ves 
~ 
Since one of the reasons why waves are studied is because 
of their abili ty to transmi t energy, pupils should ha.ve some 
idea of hOi,1 ene~e;y 1s transmi ttea. by waves and on ".vhat fae-
toX's the ra te of energy transmission depends. The mechanism 
of energy transfer is best explained wi th refel'leno~., to a 
specifio example, such as 1",aves propagated do'tdn a stretchea: 
string or spring. If the W8.Ves are generated by shaking one 
end of the spring up e nd do~rn, energy is fed in a t the tend 
because a force has to be 8pplied (in opposition to the res-
toring force supplied by t~e tension) to disple.ce tl1e spring) 
and the point of application of the force is moved, So 1AJ'or1c 
is done by the hand shakl ng the spring, and energy is oon-
stantly beinB transferred to the spring. As the waves travel 
down, one element of the spring exerts a force on the next 
a.net does \r{ork on it; and so the energy taken up from the 
source 1s transferred elong the spring. 
In general l the energy transferred to a given element 
of 8p!'~ing 1-,111, at a gi·ven. instant, be part kinetio B.nd part 
potential. To discover the factors on iilhich the ~ 8.t 
depend8, 
whl ch this energy 1 s transfex'red past a given po:tnt/i s not as 
/ s trel gh tforvl8.rd. , ••• 
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strnightforW·9.rd a 8 might flrst appear. Suppose ue focus 
s. ttention on a- particular vibre tine; element of the spring o 
We have seen earlier that the energy associated with t~is 
vlbra ting element is proportional to the square of its 
ampli tude of vi bra tion end of i ts frequency. We can there.-
fore say that in onp com;-:.-::te vlPvelength of the wAve, there 
is a totB.l amOHnt of "::d(n"gy, potential plus kinetic, which 
.' s ~~.r:toportior.r 1 to the totpl rnA ss of' this 1 en'gtl1 of t"".8 
sprlnG multiplied by the squB.re of the ampli tude nnd the 
square of the frequenoy. Bu t the total me.ss is proportional 
to 'the ~·:·qveJ..~:-:p;th, vlhich is inversely proportion.al to the 
fre4uency (aSt'J.:-ninC thnt tl1e properties of the spring are 
such the. t the iJ",':·ve veloel ty does not a.c.!,)end v:1 the frequency); 
hence the total mass of one 'Wavelength is inversely propor-
tional to the frequency, and the total energy associa ted 1'J'1 th 
one iNflve1ength of the spring is proportional to the first 
pOt.\rer of the frequency 2nd the square of the ampli tude. 
Before the lmves started to travel down the spring, no part 
of 1 t posseosed thls energy, vlhlch 18 supplied by the wave~ 
alone. The time t8ken for this energy to be supplled to one 
wavelength of the spring i8 simply equal to the reclpr'oc f3 1 of 
the frequency (i" e. the time' tBke n for the ~vFlve to trAvel one 
'\'lT8velene;th) • 
We can now group these facts toget~er to find the fac-
tors on \';~:1ich th.e re. te of energy transfer b;T "V-Taves depends" 
We have established above thBt as the waves travel down the 
spring, the amount of energy delivered to any wavelength's-
worth of the spring is proportiona.l to the product of the 
frequency end. the squ8re of the ampli tude; end v,~e hAve noted 
that it takes a time equal to the reciprocal of the freq~ency 
for this energy to be delivered. Hence the ££:~ at which is 
energy is delivered to any p~rt of the spring is proportlon~l 
to the square of the frequency rnd the square of the amplitude • 
.......... -.-
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From the pupil's point of view, It is thp dependence of the 
rate of energy' supply on the square of the ~mplitude that Is 
most important. 
For waves propa~ated in three dimensions (e.g. sound or 
light 1-Tf-lves), tJ1e qU£lntl ty thrt is used to chBr~cterize the 
rate et vl~1icll enprgy is r:"lx:)gnted is the inten~it~l, defined 
as t~1e ~'78.te at \ihich r:'~lf;rgy is propeca.ted per unit erep of 
--'.1 ~.111ar;i~18ry ,--. JrfD ce drt111n normnl to tl1e d~ ::"ec tlon f'r propP,-
ga tlon. T'lis concept is 80 useful in ill.scussing metters 
related to vrB.ves the.t it should certainly be explained to 
PUPj . .ls, '.[ho CL,;.:,::ht also to be able to appreciate that the 
intensi ty of v,~":'ve8 :'rom e small sour')e emi ttine; waves equally 
in all directic}.:B must falloff inverst":'.y 8S \..he square of 
the dl stance. It should not be difficult for them to accept 
the generalization from th~ arguments given above that the 
i ntensi ty is propo~etional to the sqUD-l'lle of the ampll tude. 
6.2.7 Sound NRves 
Under this hending we t~ke up certoln topics concerned 
wi th sound thRt are best denl t i.d th in the senior school. 
To e.dd to pupils' conviction thpt sound is indeed e form of 
wpve motion, they should h~ve demonstl'lated to then~ thpt sound 
waves mf-l.y be superposed to I?roduce D. deteotable interference 
pattern. A pair of 8iTt1il~r loud.speAkers plr:-ced one ~t each 
end of the demon8tration bench pnd connected to an audio-
frequency oscillator givinG out a signal of around 800 Hz 
vrill do admir8.bly for this purpose. 
The superpoci tion of sound WRves of slightly differlng 
fl"1equencies to form beet§. is very easy to demonstrate, and 
if the equipment used for the above-described demonstration 
plus 
1s aVBlIHble/, a microphone, extra oscillator Rnd an oscillo-
scope , it \'Jill be possible to gl:10'w t11e characteristic IIi,VRVe-
form II of t!1e combinption of 80uncls on the oscilloscope. 
Provided that t~e oscilloscope has a low frequency response 
/tha t •..•. 
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t!'1at '''ill enable it to cope vii th signnls of frequency 20-30 
Hz, no difficulty. should be experienced in obtaining the 
de sired picture. The two oscillators should be set to 
pl"oduce sounds of frequency of about 1000 Hz) differing by' 
an amount of 80me 20-30 Hz, and the osoilloscope should be 
B,rnchronl zed to the bee t freque ney. No attempt need be 
rodde to account in detail for the fact that the beat fre-
quency is eque.l to the difference in frequenoieR. r;. ~.d keell 
pupil can amuse himself by .provinE:?; this r~~..3ulu" graphl,oally 
for a particular csse. 
(The fo llov,;i ng points abou t cea ts 1-Jould be ~Tortl· ... notl ng 
by the interested teacher. First , it 1s the int~E..s.10Z of 
the sOund 'vhi(;~' fluo\;uates at the beat fl"'equency; the!im-
plltu~' goes through a complete cycle of vDrletion, from 
m~ximum posi tive to me.x1mum negative to me.ximum positlve 
agpln, at a repetition rate equal to half the beat frequency. 
The metJ::ema.tics of superposition in this CAse CHD ensily be 
u sed to prove this. Second, the procluc tioD of bea ts is in 
no , .. m.y dependent on any non-linearity in the propsgatlng 
medium, ~~lth.ough the ablli ty of the eftr to heflr the Bound e.8 
hay i ng a single pi tch P. nd va ry i ng J.ouclne 8 8 r.1:=J Y 'tve 11 depend 
on some nor.-lince.ri ty in .tll bebe.viour. It is one of the 
curiosities of the behaviour of tbe ear that while it is 
able to e. remarkeble extent to e nalyse the sour-de i t recelves 
1 nto tn.eir r·.,vull e .... tone compcinent 8 J it does ml do so for a pair 
of sounds of neighbourinG frequency.) 
Another appllcfl tlon of the superposl tion of sound tv'"8.ves 
is the for:nEt tion of liS tanding vlave s II in e.il"l co lumnn. 
ce.n be introcJJ.ced by ana10gy wi th stan6.ing 'Vraves on stretched 
strines or 8,px~ing8) w.~ich the pupil ought to see first. 
/The ..•.• 
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The ·Common Basic Syllabus for Physics specifies IIrela-
tlon between f~equency, length of string, tension end mass 
per unit length l as one of the topics to be considered under 
the hee.ding of "sound". The motivation for this lnclus:lon 
is presuma.bly that it :ts of interest to a pupil to kn01v "Thy 
the frequency ()f vi"':,r8tiu;'l of a stretched string rises when 
1 ts tension is :1n('~..'le::, [jed or its length rec1u.ced. The latter 
.... 
,:",OJ 10lt is easy enough to establish from 't~lhF.l-: the pup~l woul') 
Blrieao.y kn01'J 8.bout· standing v.lBves on str:lnBs~ but the former 
requillel.s knovlledge of the rela ti onship bet't,reen the wave 
velo~lts and ~~e· tension and mass per unit lenBth of the 
string. A sir~;4C'le ~eri va tion of thl 9 os n be given (of Rogex's 
1900), but its ~noluBion would not be j~stified in an already 
crotvdecl course. Thus we have the unsatisfactory situation 
thet if the approprie.te forrnu18. is to be used, it 'lfrill have 
simply to be give n. ~'le feel thu t i11 place of thi 8 it ,V'ould 
be better not to introduce' thi s formula, bu t simply to 8ug- . 
eest to pupils th8t it is plausible that to increase the ten-
I 
slon in the string 'VTould tend to increase the V.rave velocity, 
while to increase the inertia of the string would tend to 
reduce it. SacrifIce of the formula lvoulcl mean sBcrifice 
of expeJ'iments c-p.sec1 on use of the sonometer, but perhflps 
this loss uill be regretted much less toda;y· then 1 t once 
might have been. 
If it is sought to include other topics in the syllabus 
under the l1eadine of "sound u, some conslderatlon might be 
given to the inclusion of the Doppler Effect, whioh appl:les 
to all kinds of i.-rave motio n El.nd h8 S a numcer of technoloGical 
~nd scientific applications, ranslng from the measurement 6f 
speed of motor-cars to the estim8.tion of the speed with which 
distant stars are receding. The tree. tment need make no 
reference to formulae, but simply explain the effect of' t.he 
motion of the source on the v~velenrth of the v~ves emitted, 
---- . -
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end the effect of the motion of the observer on the fl"'pqt1..ency 
of the \'!8 .. ves rece 1vpd. The former point ca n be be8utlful1y 
illustrated on the ripple ta!~; if the requirAd auxiliary 
epparatu8 is a_ifficult to set uP, an excellent film-loop 
(E~ling A80-2371/1) can be used instead. 
· .~ .. 
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CHAPTER 7: ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISH 
IN THE. SE1\JIOR SECONDl\RY SCHOOL 
~ 4 
7.1 Some problems in the teaching of electricity and magnetism 
'I'" , 
When in an ear1i er flection ~Te di scuBsed e.n 1 ntroduc tory 
approach to electricity in the junior secondary 8choo1, we 
wore in an area relatively free from controversy. When we 
come to consider the teaching of electricity and mR~n~c~dm 
1s perhaps the most controversiel aspect of p~e8ent-d;El.y 
teaching of elementary physics. Opinions dif~er ~~~oly over 
the question of 'Vvi1B.t method of presentation of these ';'OpiC8 
8houl~: be ~'o llo't"led. At the centre of this controversy used 
to stand the fundamental question of ",hat system or systems 
of units ~o adopt - MKS - ampere (or, as we should now call 
it, 51) or the traditional triumvirate of electrostatic, 
electromagnetic and Upractlcel" units, or perhaps even some 
qui te different system of uni ts ~Ti ttl its own particular e.d-
vantages .. (The PSSC course uses "naturel B ovln" unit of 
che.rge, the electronic charge, 1 nits earlier stages and "fIe tel" 
",orks i ts itray round to S1 un! ta. ) With 81 units now ~chiev-
lng "officifl.l fl status allover the vJorld, one may reaAons.bly 
hope that the controversy over units will gradually die out. 
But there remains much disagreement about major and minor 
details of pre8entatlon~ Should a senior school course in 
electricity begin with electrostatics or with current elec-
tricity? Should quantl te.tj,ve (point-pole) mB.gnetostatica 
form part of the cour~e? How, in treating current electri-
city, ought one to introduce the definition and mea8urement 
of current ..... treat the ammeter as a "black box" whose method 
of vlorking v!ould be explained Inter (cf. our treemment in 
Sectlon 3.15.4), or attempt a quantitative account of the 
workine of this instrument, based on a definition of current 
/1 n ••••• 
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in terms of magnetic effects? I s the ammeter to be gp_l ... t.-
bra ted by means of electrochemical or magnetic' effects? 
Must the ampere and the ohm be treated as fundamental units 
from which the vol t can be derl vecl, or should the ohm be de-
rived from the ampere and the volt? To what extent and in 
what manner should modern ideas be incorporated into the 
r::'esenta tion of the 8ubj ect? HOiil are eta tic B.nd curre nt 
electricity to be bridged? These are only, some 0:" t:~c math 
ters on which tne teae;hel' will fl ~.ld Ii ttl"".:, 01 no unanimi 1;y 
of opinion if he consults syllabuses, t·extbooks or journals 
devoted to the teaching of the subject. 
7. 2 lJ n1 t 8 
Now that til units are the officially recommended units 
for 8clentlfic and industrial use in South Africe., there may 
seem to be little point in devoting a separate section to a 
brief di8cu8sion of electrical units. But since this matter 
once aroused bitter controversy, particularly in Great Brit-
ain, it is appropria te to consider 1·Jhether the u S8 of SI 
units is likely to create any difficulties in the teaching 
of electricity and magnetism in South Africen schools. 
The vehement opposition in Great Britain to the UR8 of 
SI unite in the teaching of electricity was seen at its most 
extrt-erne in the notorious remark by C.J. Smith in the preface 
to his book) "Electrici ty and Hngnetism", that /lIt will be 
found that I have made no use of a certain system of units 
which finds favour wi th some It (C. J. 8mi th 1959) .. Evidently 
Dr. Smith could not even bring himself to mention by name the 
system of units which ha.s since received official approva.l 
I , , ( from the Conference General des Polds et Mesures of Kaye and 
Leby 1966). The publica.tion in 1954 of the report by the 
Science Has'ters l Association on liThe Teaching of Electricity 
/TpTi the • " " • 
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with Special Reference to the Use of H.K.S. Units" (Science 
~Hoster9t Association 1954) sparked off a heated d~bate' in the 
pages of various Bri tish journa18, echoes of which continued 
to be heard for some time (of Macfa~en 1954, 1958, Lipson 
195?a~b for representative statements of the "opposition's" 
point of view). Unfortunately the SoM.A. Committpo respon-
sible ·for drafting this Report commi tte,u. i teelf :,':. a teachlng 
syll8.bus which wee too rer:~.~~": .. to 1"';0 arr,eptable to mS.ny who 
One regrettable 
result of this ltiTBs tha t the controversy s.bou t the choice of 
a system of un! ts becElH"'\.' lne ... ~trie~bl:y ~~ntangled wi th a con-
troversy on tJ:1e relative merits of diff~pent teaching approa.-
ches. In fact, it 1s perfectly poss1bl\:' to teach via a "tre.-
dl tional approach and still use SI uni ts, while Purcell 
(l965) has brilliantly demonstrated that it ie possible to 
I 
Pl1esent electricity and magnetism in a stimulating "modern" 
way while using IIGs.ussianu CGS un1 ts. In Bri ta1n, the 81 tu-
8. tion has now changed a good. deal. The suocessor to the 
Science Masters' Association, the Association fo~ Science 
"'f, 
Education, has published a new report (Association for SCience 
Education 1966) more moderate in tone and l3ppro~ch than the 
old and likely to win much ~rider support. British journals 
devoted to science teaching reflect a much greater rlegree ')f 
aoceptance of the onoe-controversial system of unite than 
~Tas evident even s. few y~ars ago, and the officla.l adoption ,~ 
of 81 uni ts seems to have been ca.lmly recei vad. (Of Spurgin 
1969 for an example of a. favourable reaction from an experi-
enced British teacher.) 
In the context of South African 8cienee teaching, the 
choice of a suitable system of uni te v,jas less agonizing tlle.n 
it otherwise might have been. This is bees.use the level of 
r· 
the South Afl~icen Ma.triculation examination falls considers- I: 
bly short of the Bri tish A-leve:l: examina.tion, 90 that the 
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teachins of electricity in South African schools must needs 
treat the subject in "far les8 detail than 1s customary in 
British A-level teaching. For this reason, it avoids just 
those oomplications which constitute the most controversial 
aspects of the Gaussian -CGS-versus- 81 controversy, viz. 
the introduction of "rationalization", the expllcl t use of 
the oonoepts ol thc'" npp;fl":,~"i:;ivity" and upermeability" of 
..- -.ao. 
~~e relationships between the E and D field 
\. 
v-ector~ in electrlci ty end betvTeen the B end if i'leld. vectO:C8 
In (elootro-)magnetism. Thus even before the offici~l sdop-
ti· ... l of 8I) _~.t ~fas possible for South Afric8n exemining 
bodi,~s to recor,;llend the use of 81 uni ts wi thout feer of rous-
ing a storm of ~~oteBt. Both ·t·;le ne,,~ "Tol nt ':' €I tricula ti on 
Board .syllabuses of 1965 and the more recently publiflhed 
Common Basic Syllabuses specified the use of SI unite with-
out, 80 far as 1s known, provoking any adverse comment on 
thi s score. 
The adv8nteges of the adoption of a single system of 
units in the teaching of any subject need no stressing, and 
.., 
the 1imi ted scope of the syllabuses under discussion makes 
i t possible for these 8.dvantages to be fully explol ted wi th-
out there being any serious disadvantages. In cu~rent elec-
tricity, the SI units of current, charge, potential difference, 
resistance and pow'er ar~ identical wi th the so-eEl.lled Upracti-
cal" un1 ts, i. e. the uni ts in which these quenti ties are nor-
mally mea Bured. In electrostatics, upe of the coulomb as 
the unit of charge means th~t the right-hend side of the 
equation stating Coulomb' 8 Lei~T incorporate8 a proportionali ty 
constant 1A!hosp, vAlue i8 very nearly 9 x 109 ne11"con-metre 2 / 
ooulomb2 ; this should not lead to any serious practical 
dlf'ficul ties, 8S 1 t simply requires the U8~ of one extra 
number in inverse-square-levI ~nd certBin electric-field 
/calcu18.tione. 
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calculations. This constant need not and should not be 
1 
'tv-ri tten as 4:':"'c in the context of the present syllabus, l18 
II Co 
1 t would bri ng wi tn it no advantages whe.tever·; If 1 t is 
desired to replace the numerical constant in the Coulomb's-
La 1v equa ti 0 n vIi th a eymbo 1, thi 8 can simply be uk It or. 1 f 
(Our recommendation here (of Helm 1963) 
is essentially the Bame 9S that of SeB~s (l963b).) Calen""" 
lations of magnetj C 1 nductlolj. (B) requll"eth~ ". 3e I'./~f lormu-
lee of the same form a 8 a.r~ enco'lJ.ntered 1 ~l the ele,ctromag-
netio system of uni ts, wi th t"1e i nclusioI1l o:f B TT'tul tiplyi ng 
c onsta nt of value 10-7 newton/ampeI<~2. Again, ~!thin the 
limits of t~e syllabus, no sdvantage would be gained by 
)Jo 
wrl ting this ccnstarn; as4'7r; it can be called nkM't if 1 t 
1s deilred to use a symbol for it. 
7.3 Some fea tures of t.he propo sed trea tment 
One of the major objectlves of the more formal trea.tment 
of electricity and magnetism appropriate to the senior secon-
dary sChool 1.s the introduction and use of vector quanti ties 
to oharacterize the electric and magnetic fields. The lan-
guege of modern physics Is, to s large extent, the language 
of fields, and the context of electricity and magnetism pro-
vides puPils ~nth their most extended opportunity of learning 
the fundamentals of this lenguege. The electric field vector 
18 most conveniently introduoed with reference to charges at 
rest, 80 our treatment below (and the Common BaBic Syllabuses) 
begins with a study of electrostatics. For reasons we shall 
eet out below (Section 7.15.2) we believe that the magnetic 
field vector 18 best introduced In ter-ms of the forces 8.oting 
on current-carx')ying conductore or moving charges. 
The treatment of electricl ty- and' megnetlAm le.ld dow'n in 
the Common Be.sic Syllabuses end considered belo'vi deals only 
/w1 the •• ~ 01 
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wi th charges, conductors and rl1sgnets in vacuo~ This means 
that the pupil will not be in 8. position to design capac!-, 
tors, electromagnets or transformers, or give a quantitative 
acoount of whB-t hapPE'ns, electrically ,and m8gnetlcally speak-
ing, inside dielectrics or mS.gnetlc materials. On the other 
}o\.~nd, he w'i 11 be able to understand the fund8mentals of the 
behaviour of charged particles in molecul'es, atoms, ce.thod.e-
ray tUbes and particle accelpreto~s, so that br is 8110wed 
entry into some of the moat inteJ'''est1np: ·e.t'eee of modern 
physios. Also, as has alree.dy been pointed out" exclusion 
of dielectriC and Tl1agn~tlc materia] q from consiC.~:~e.tiCJ:~ does 
permit a m1..1.ch simpler presentation of the subjeot than would 
otlllerwise be 1:-"")~:.8s1 bl~. 
7.4 Coulomb's Law 
7.4.1 §l1.ouldquantl tetive electrostatics star~ from 
Coulomb' 8 Law'? 
--A' . .. 
Tradi tlonally, qUB.ntl tative electrostatics b'eglns ~Ti th 
Coulomb 1 B Law. From time to time, objections have been 
re.ised against this approach; since Rekveld ,( 1958b) has 
taken the trouble to stete his objections in some detsil, we 
she.ll di scuss them briefly before stfl ting our own rea E'.ons for 
adhering to tradition in this respect. 
First, Rekveld pOints out the.t the accuracy with which 
Coulomb's Lsv! can bE' estebl~8hed in a direct experiment (e. g. 
Coulomb 1 sown) 1s not impressi va: "1 t does not seem very 
likely that we could 8ug~~e9t 8ny convincing evidence for this 
law by means of a C1SA91"'oom performance". Tl11 s, he feels, 
mB.kes the use of' Coulomb' 8 LB.1-' as an introductory l.a.w ques-
His argument seems to be that if we are going to 
treat some physical law as funda~nentalJ in the sense that all 
other results in that part of the 8ubject are to be derived 
from it, then that lew should be susceptible of accurate, 
/dlrect" ..•• 
t . 
direct experimental verification by pupils or students • 
. Idee.lly, one m~ght wish this to be so; but B. gls.nee B.t .. 
other are8S of physics shows tha.t this principle is not 
heeded when they are taught, end at the very least, the oon-
sequences have not yet proved to be alarming. 
1s customarily te.ught on th~ be sis of Ne'tvton' 8 law of Uni-
versal Gravi te:'1.;1on, fo::! fActmple, but no t·eacher or pupil has 
f've'!" "verl~"'.lef.'P 'Ghls Lew in the labore.tory. ., Ie it not both 
realistic and sen8~ble to e.ppro8ch Coulomb' A L&.w in p-lectrc-
statios in the spirit of the following statement:- HCrude 
e>..~'~":'imC'nte :'1J.ggest that the 18"'! of force between t~vo cha.rged 
part.j~oles is 0:. the fOl"'m F .eC ~ It s~~ems a reasonable 
" r2 ~ 
guess that this is tile law' of force b€;1'~'Teen t;~~!o charges a.t 
rest; after all, we already have a law of gravitational 
a ttraotion wJ:1ioh has the same me thematical form. At any rate, 
we can do worse thB.n a.ssume the,t electrical forces s.re des-
or1 bed by t1:1i s law of force and see how far this assumption 
takes us. If our assumption 18 correct, the predictions 
made from our theory will be confirmed by experiment." 
Surely we teach a great deel of physics in just this spirit; 
why, then, should 1ft1e frown on the teaching of electrosta.tlcs 
e long these lines? Of cours·e, if we oen find Boyne other law 
or principle in electrostAtics wh!ch can be established with 
greater accuracy than Coulomb' 9 Ls.w and iIlThich oen serve as 
the basis of an eque.lly simPle appI~oach to the subject, we 
should undoubtedly consider very seriously its claims as an 
s.l terna ti ve to CQulomb's Law. Un:r.ortuna tely thel'9 does not 
seem to be any result whic 11 meets J2.Q.E. these condl tiona. 
Hekveld himself offers no satisfactory alternat1~ve; the best 
he can do is to describe an experiment which ce.n lead to the 
equation relating the induced oharge densi ty on a pair of' 
parallel plates in a uniform field to the intensity of the 
!field • 
. '. 
, ( 
i; 
i . 
"~::' 
------~--------------------------------------------------------------~~------~" 
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field. He does not sey how the e~ectrl0 inte~sity is to be 
measured; he suggests that the induced oharge on the' plates 
should be measured with en electroscope or a ballistic gal-
vanometer. This does D21 sound like an experiment which can 
be performed with superior accuracy to the verification of 
Coulomb's Law; and since it 1s intended to J ead ~.~ .fuLues 1 8 
Law, it 1s in any cese not worth consid\~r1ng f\'~:.· South Afri-
can syllabuses. 
J\no'G.b.er obj /~tlt)rl of Rekveld 1 s is that the use of Cou-
lomb l sLaw' 18 a ba:rrier to the understanding and ~lcceptance 
of the electrio fielp. ~,:"'\nceJ.-t;: s~. !'loe :-.~ plecesemphasis on 
the Bction-at-a-distance viewpoint. P0~~velii would have one 
use the fiela. concept right from the 8tf·~.·t" In our view, 
no 
beginning \vi th Coulomb' 9 LavV' \-Tould present/real difficulty 
to a beginner who has inevitably grown used to thinking of 
I 
el.ectrical foroes e.9 exerted by one charged Qb..iaot on another: 
034. 
wi th charges, conductors and magnets in vacuo. This means 
the. t the pupil will not be in 8. poei tion to design capaci .... -
tors, electromegnets or transformers, or give a quantitative 
account of what happens, electrically ,and megnet1cally speak-
lng, inside dielectrics Qr me.gnetlc materials. On the other 
'b.~ndJ he '.vill be able to understand the fundamentals of the 
behaviour of charged particles in molecules, atoms, ce.thod.e-
ray tUbes and particle accelpr~to~s~ so that hr 1s ajlowed 
entry into some of the most inteJ1Iestlng 8.""eas of modiElrn 
physios. Also, as haa alree-dy been pointed out, exclusion 
of dielectric and magnetic materia] ~ from conslC.,-;:~atit'):~ does 
permit a much simpler presentation of the subject than would 
otll:aerwise be 1>.:.891 bl~. 
7.4 Coulomb's Law 
7.4.1 §.houldquantitetive electrostatics start from 
Coulomb's Law? 
1Q!4iII'Iii , .... 
Traditionally, quantitative eleotrostatics begins with 
Coulomb's Law. From time to time, objections ha.ve been 
re.ised against this approach; sinoe Rekveld (1958b) has 
~ 
: . 
~ " 
1",', 
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study electl'lomagnetlc induction, the much greater eaBe of" 
description me.de poss1ble by the use of ufleld" la.nguage 
should become apparent to them. 
Rekveld's other objection to the introductory use of 
Coulomb's Law concerns the difficulties it presents for the 
introcluction of "rs.tionaJ. ~:~ tion n. This objection hee some 
force ll but sines Ii r e.t:t'-:'I:d.llzation" is not introcluced in the 
~~~?~nt syila~~s, it does not apply here~ 
In short, 1ve 0.0 not thlnl{ the obj ections brought by Hek-
veld eDd others &.g~lnst the introductory use of Coulomb's 
Lat ... Of.l.n be t~;.~qte.ined - in any p.vent, not when the Law is in ..... · 
tenced to forv '-l oornerstone of a syllabus of the present 
kind. \Ve thin[".. the.t 1 t is aav~nt8.geo~~2 to tc<gln "Ji th Cou-
lomb's Law because it cen be given ~ experimental justifi-
cation, and it offers a simple and direct meens of bringing 
the pupil into conte.ct ~!i th t11e quanti tat1ve aspects of elec-
tro eta tic S, This does not rule out the possibility that 
there are other and perl1a.ps better introductory approaches to 
electrostatics at this level, As Gledhill (1969), he.s Bugge s-
"'f 
ted, there is room for further reses.reh here:. 
?,4~ 2 Introducing Coulomb' 9 Le.:!",..:.... (i~ t1?~"~!:v.!rAe:~quare la-vi 
One can pave the wey for the introduction of Coulomb t s 
Law by pointing out the need for mea&urement if electrostatics 
18 to be established AS e quantitative brench of physics, 
. 
The foroes bet't>leen stc9.tic r~harges are mepsureble and provide 
a na.tural ste.rtlng point for Ruch an establishment. The 
dependence of these forces on the separation between the 
charges is the first point to be investigated. The p,S.S.C. 
Laboratory Guide describes e simple itTay of doing this, using 
pi th balls coated wi th conducting materiel fI.8 the charged. 
Itparticles ll betvlsen which the force of repulsion 18 to be 
mea 8ured. Ideally such experiments should be done on dry 
!dE..y s ••••• 
days~ but this may not be easy to errange. T11e p.S.S.C. 
recommends that the app~ratu8 eho~ld be parti~lly'enclosed 
in a box; in this way the apparatus can be protected against 
eir currents, and the box 08.n be heated to recluce the rela-
tive humidity before the experiment is done, (It has been 
rp.ported that thi8 exppriment "worked e.dmirably on a humid 
d~y" (of Lord and Ritchie 1962).) With care, this experi-
ment "establlshes il the inverse square le.w iR elec~ ... rO,-.-:,Jtics 
to an accuracy of a fe't'l per cent, At ver.r S~llort diets o'ces 
bet,,!een the balls (8. f.;. le~~ than a -centimetre or two) one 
can expect bigger departures rrom Coulomb's La"".: r,eh&\'~our!, 
on account of the mutuel perturbation of the charge distri-
butions on tl:\.' ballt-" brought about b;,r their proximity t'o eB.ch 
other. ~ This is a most important point: pupils must oer-
tainly be. made to realize the.t the inverse squa.re law (a.nd 
Coulomb 1 s Law as a ,,,hole) can be expected to e.pply B.ccurately 
only to the electric force between point charges, .or between 
~ 
charged bodies whose separation 1s very large compared to 
their linear dimensions. 
7.4.3 Introducing Coulomb's Law: (11) ~'pendence of the 
force on the TT1ag~de of the ~hargee 
The inverse-square lew is not the whole story of the law 
of force between charged particles; a knowledge of the depen-
dence of the foroe on the. magnitude of the charges of the 
. 
particles 1s elao needed. One has first to find a method 
of obtaining a. set of ch',u"gr:s of kno"tvn relative megni tudes. 
(Many textbooks simply ignore this far from unimportent point.) 
There are tvlO main ~!ay 8 in 1"h.ic h thi s os n be done. One 1. 8 
to define what 1s meant by equal charges as follows: "The 
charges on t·vo bodies shall be f~ald to be equal in magn1 tude 
if they exert equal forces on a third charge equidistant from 
them, the dlste.nce being such that all three oan be treated 
jas, •••• 
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as point charges" (Coulomb' 8 Ls.w Comm1 ttee 19509.), and then 
to use the Principle of Superposi tion of electrica.l forces 
(treated as an experimentally established result) to show 
ths.t "if ..u equal point che.rges of the same sign B.re brought 
together at the point P, the force that the combination 
"":~erts on any other point chs.rge X will be 13. times the force 
1-1h1ch e.ny one would exert if ~ctlng by itself. " (Coulomb's 
Law Commi ttee 1950a). These facts ae.n then"'be 30'j1',;j,r",icld to 
yield the conclusion that lithe ratio of tr.L€ m.nnel--:tcfll val'ues 
of any two point charges 1s to be identif'ied 7..n th the ratio 
of the forces v7hich they inal vidua11y exert on \.~ thirG. point 
charge 8t the same diets.nce r. n The other method is tha.t 
apparently fO.tlowed ':Jy Coulomb himself (cf Arons 1965 on 
this paint) ; it consists in the following set of operations: 
(a) Select a number of conducting spheres, as nearly identical 
as possible, as the objects to be oharged. 
(b) Charge any two of these balls, A a.nd B •. 
(0) Place B in contac t ,,,,1 th an unchal"'lged ball 0; by symmetry, 
the oharge on C must equal the charge ~ on B e.nc1 half B' s 
'"f, 
original oharge (the eque11 ty of the ohargee on Band C ae.n 
j4iQ 
be tested by placing eaoh in turn at the same arbitrarily 
chosen distance from A and compAring the forces between A and 
B and be tv!een ~. and C)" 
(d) Obt~in other simple fractions of the original charge of 
B by a.ppropJ.~iate shering of charge between balle. 
It ,,1111 be noticeD. thAt in steps (c) and (d) appeal i9 im-
pllei tly made to the Principle of Conserve.tion of Ch.llrge; 
1 t· i 8 assumed that ~lhen the cherge is shared between two con-
ducting spheres ZI the total cherge on the spheres· is the same 
a t the end as i t we s in the begl :>.n:tng" (We ~re not concerned 
here with charge lost to or gained from the surroundings). 
Thus in either method of establishing 8. 80ale of charge, use 
/has •..•. 
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has to be made of a fund~.mentBI principle in eleotroste.tice 
other than Coulomb's· Law. 
In the Common Basic Syllabus in Physics, one of the 
points listed is: "If different charges ere placed at a. 
fixed distance from A fixed charge, the former charges are 
proportional to the forceR "'Thich they experience. II This 
looks like 8. recon!~llen(L"-:-;~L0D to use the first of the approaches 
r".cr'';;''.ioed :"bO'I.::; if this recommendation is,,to be adopted, ~ve 
hoP€ t~·at teact1ers irJill draw Attention to the part plByed 0y 
the Pri nciple of Superposi tlon. Perhaps, on the whol?, the 
o~~·~r e~pro~~h 1s pi~pler to use in an introductory treatment 
(i t i 8 used i ': the p. S. S. C. trea tment, for example), 9i nee 1 t 
uses some"lhat F.:mplel' conceptub.J. operh!I~.onBo On thp. other 
ha.nd, the first pppro~ch does have the advantage thFl.t 1 t does 
not necessltat~ the description or performance of an experi-
ment to show that the electric force on a charged particle 1s 
proportional to the chnrge on the particle. 
If the second approach is used, then one can argue as 
follo'V1S:- "Pow the t we hDve a method by "tv-nich, in principle: 
a scele of charge can be set up, we oan, also in prinCiple, 
proceed to men sure the force between some standard charged 
particle and otner cherged particles pIeced in turn et the 
ss.me distance from the standard, the charges on the letter 
particles bearing a known relationship to one another. Such 
an experiment should show that thp force is pro~ortional to 
the emount of charge on the 18econd' perticle, from which it 
1s easy to conclude thnt the force i8 proport1onf:<~ to the 
proEluct of the a.mounte of eh8rge on each particle. II Let us 
l?d~it that it vlould be difflcult to carry out S'Jch ~n pXJ.:eri-
ment convincinr;ly, s.nd the.t it is best to let it ~main D. 
II thought experiment ". (The sa.rnp reseFIJ'ation 8.pplies to the 
experimental establishment of the Principle of Superposition.) 
In other words, our assertion that the force is proportional 
Ito • .•.. 
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to the produot of t11e oharges 1s to be trea.ted essentle.lly 
B8 a postulate, to b~ justified by the suocess of the' pr~­
dictions based on it. 
?4.4 ~ntroduclng Coulomb's Law: (iii) the proport!~n~~lt~ 
oonstant end the coulomb 
" .. 
By means (Jf t:'::l fn~ ("2';:ing arguments, and experlments :l t 
ht3s .J{1":,i be~':'l f:f :'I-"~lished thp..t the electric force bet'\'leen two 
''', 
C~:1e.rged pe.rticles 18 proportional to the product 0: th.e 
charges and inversely proportional to the square of the dis-
ql q2 
= K-
r2 F 
where k is a pr(\yortionall ty constant i;~!lose 'Vt,.lue ·will be 
determined by the choice of the unit of charge. It will be 
noted that in our development of this equation we have not 
laid d01lTn a defini tion of the conoept of charge $ This is 
reSf'" C;Q 
because we have taken the view that charge 8S the essentially 
n-e'VT funde.mental concept in electrici ty ~ is basically inde .... 
finable; or, if i tis to be deti ned., such a detiri.1 tion ffl1+St 
be in terms of some other fundamental concept treated as in-
de:f'lna bIe" True I we have describe~ procedures by which we 
CB.n set up a see.le of numeric~l values of cherge, and '\'J'e can, 
if we insist, state a ~ of the ratio of numerical 
vB.lues of any two point charges in termR of one or other of 
these prooedures; but this, it will now be recognized, te.kes 
us no nearer to th~ "logical ldenti tyl! vIe 1'lould require as 
a definition of charge 1tselfe (Cf. Bunge's (1966) critioism 
of Ma.ch 1 8 defi n1 tion of me 98, considered in Section 4.? 4. ) 
In the junior secondary school the pupil will have met e. 
IIdenotative definition" (of Section 3.2.6) of charge in some 
such form as flthe property by virtue of which a body is able 
to attract light objects of any dsecription ll (of our d:lscusslon 
/1n •••• " 
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in Section 3.14~ 3 of the introductory treatment of ch8rge).., 
This will be an adequ8 te backsround to the pre sent qua nti-
tatlve treatment, 
Since pupils will elready have made the acquaintDnce of 
the coulomb in the junior Aecondary school, it may 8e~m that 
one should proceed to u 8e ita 8 one t s uni t of cha:r:--;~ in e leo-
trostetics '\vi thout any hesi tBtion. But therp. J~i3 a diffi-
cuI ty e.bou t thi 8; ~ t t11~ (". ~_; t~~ge tfJ.e r,' ~ il d,oe 8 not kno i "" 
even in. ~rinclpl .... ) hJ'Ih'.r 'co set about rneRGuring the chal"p,e on 
a particle or an iso18ted conductor and obtain en answer in 
couJ..,qrnos" if the coul~'..r, ib ~·"UPI>~'8eQ ~() be defined in tel"ms 
of the ampere and the second. Thus i\ wouJd not be very 
helpful to tell a pupil the t vle alrea.dy J.9cve a uni t of c:'1arge, 
the coulomb, so that the proportionality constant k in Cou-
lomb's Law must be found by experiment; the pupil might well 
retort "How can you determine 'k' from meqsurements on the 
force bet\veen charges if you don't kn01iT the value of the 
charges in 'coulombs 1 ?U What is needed to solve this problem 
is a temporary defini tion of the coulomb J which v:re can obtain 
simply by using Coulomb l s 18.'\11 a.nd making e.n appropriate choice 
for the value of the constent Ilk". 
In view of the Bir of controver8Y which still hangs over 
the matter of electrical units, we should like to dilate e 
little on the question of the choice of Uk". It 1s obvious 
that if tl1e un! t of charg;!3 is A s yet undefined, one vrey of 
defining it is to assign Aome erbitrpry vplue to t1:1e constent 
Ilk ji. The simplest choice is to pu t k = 1. This i8 wha t 
1s done in defining the electrostatic unit of charge (some-
times called the " s tetcoulombl!); wi t'J,.l the eGS un! ts of force 
(the dyne) and length (the centimetre) already available, k 
1s put equal to unity and one can define the e.8.U. of charge 
a 8 "that point charge whiCh, when placed one cent~.metre 8.'Vle.y 
from an equal and like point charge, repels it with a force 
lof • •••• 
of one dyne D /I There is no thi nr-; "f,vronr ifJi th thi 8; 1. t jus t 
turns out that it is an inconvenient choice of" uni t for many 
purpoge8~ On the other hend, there i8 nothing divinely 
ordained about putting k = 1; Lipson's (1957a) vie,,! thB.t 
lie. unit is that 't1 hlch produces unit effect in unit circu.m .... 
stances n (he claims th8t this is" the physicist t 8 point of 
view") looks like an attempt to elevate a useful convention 
into a papal decree<) One snag attaohed to puttlp~ k ' 1 i~ 
that it tends to dist~·8..ct attent1.~.Jn fl:'om .,l/"",e .:act that k is 
not a pure number $ but is a physical quantity having dimen-
sions, and that by the same token it tends to \.' ..... eat0 ~;he 
impression t11at the uni t of charge defined in this we.~, 1s a 
deriv8\1 unlt, i: .e. nne which is expressible in terms of the 
units pf mass, length and time. Now it 1s contrary to our 
intuition· that the new electrical unit should be a derived 
unit of this type. As Fea.ther (1966) pu ts it, "Through 
feml11ari ty 1,,1 th the phenomena we come to the conclusion, 
intuitively, that [electric end mB.gnet1c Phenomena] cannot 
be described convinclnp;ly in terms of the 'massiness' of "f 
bodies, or of the elementary constituents of bodies, acting 
in space ana. time - 8. B gravi ts.t1onal phenomena oan be descl"'i-
bed". Therefore if we put k = 1 or any other value, vie 
should stress that the qusntity concerned has units; in the 
case of the eGS-electrostatic system of units, they would be 
dynes-(centlmetres)2 per (~.s.u. of charge)2. 
We now' come to the choice of "k" for our temporary defi .... 
nition of the coulomb. We suggest tha.t this be apfroached 
in the follow·ine; vlB.y:-
is 
nPutting lk 1 ;; l/obviously the simplest choice 1oJ'e can 
ma.ke .. HOideYCr) using SI units for force and length, this 
would give us a unit of chBl'lge which, although of a conveni-
ent size for electrostetic work, 18 too small for practical 
convenience in current electricity. Putting 'k' equal to 
/9 ..... 
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9 x 10~ gives a unit of ohArge that is of suitable magnitude 
--in 
and e p;ree s very nep rly (i .. e. to ,,,i th 0/1 1%) wi th the lnter-
nationally accepted un! t of charge$ We shall c811 the uni.t 
of charge defined by this choice of 'k' the coulomb. It 
fol101-Ts that the uni ts of thp proportional! ty constent must 
be newton-metre2/cou1omb2 (N_m2/C 2 ) n. (Some teachers may 
have been taug:lt €<:'ect:"":'~dtic8 in such a way that they may 
nnw 1):- 8u~:,·.::.ri'·:,r;i:~ at our failure to stete that "kll is only 
equal to 9 x 109 N_m2/C2 lmen the charges in Q"tlest1on are :"'11 
1fl1at about the influence of the medium? Should we 
n0~ all~w f:~ this by letting the value of "k H in Coulomb 9 s 
Law depend upn J t11.e medium in "Thlch the charges find them-
selves? This :;~ttel~ has been exhaus1..\~7ely (.f~altwith by 
the Cou,lomb's law Comm! ttee of the j\.merioan Association of 
Physics Teachers (195Q;l.); here 1"e shall only indicate the 
main points of the argument. The force exerted by one 
charged particle on another is always to be comp;.ted, in 81-
units, by setting k ;. 9 x 109 units, very nearly. If both 
particles are immersed in some dielectric medium, the reRuJ..t-
~1 force experienced by either one of the charges will oer-
tal nly be less the n "a-'t 1 tis 1 n a vacuum; bu t t 11is 1s be-
cause the charges on the part1cles induce polarization Ch8.I'-
..,..crm" -_ 
gea on the atoms of the medium, and e9ch particle IIfeels H the 
resultant of the forces exerted by the other charged particle 
and by the polarization charges, \Vc feel it is unwise to 
introduce any complications into the picture by references 
to lIin vacuo"; the electrostatics in the syllabus 1s primar-
ily concerned 1ilith charges in air or in vacuo, end any pupil 
who is worried by the lIinfluence of the medium" can alwe.ys be 
given the above explanation.) 
We do not think it 1NOrtllwhl1e to wri te ou t or state a 
formal version of thi 8 temporary def'ini tion of the coulomb. 
/1 t ... \I • 
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It is only temporary, efter All; and if stRteo. in the form 
that "1 coulomb 1s tl1~t'polnt charge which, when pIeced 1 
metre away from a similar point charr-e, repels it with a 
force of 9 x 109 NU, it 1s scarcely realistic! vfuat pupils 
should appreciate B.bout the choice of "k" is that it does; 
in principle, enable one to find the value of the charges on 
.J pair of equally chs-rged particles by m,easuring the electric 
force between t11em a t a knOl·;n separation. ~lso ~? r .. r..J~ .h~.)(~ .~ • .1. ,../., _ _ 0: B 
Ii peir of charg..:.u p8rtlclr:s" the (:'~larg~ OP ~rj." D,l' "t4hic-tl is 
unkno11 n, tIle Charge on the other C~ln be found by ID'easnrement 
of' ttle fore e 'betw'e en them at a kno-wn s epara ti o.i.~ ~ Ell:,:: fi nt' 11y ~' 
that the force between a pair of cnarged particles carrying 
known t:.f1argec can be calculated if their separa tion 18 Itnown. 
The use of plus and minus signs when substituting for the 
oharges i1') tne Coulomb's Law equation ce.n be expl.9.ined as 
leading to a Simple convention regarding thA direction of the 
eleotrical force on either particle; when the chargps are 
oppoai te in sien, the value obtAined. for the force is negB ..... 
tlve, and this means that each particle is attracted towards 
the other; "~Then t.l1e Chargee are like, the positive value of 
the force means that it 1s repulsive. (There is no need at 
this level to turn the Coulomb's Law equation into a proper 
vector equation by the use of an appropriate unit vector.) 
Pupils should certainly come to realize that a coulomb 
is a ve!~ large amount of ~harge to have on an isolated char-
.. 
ged conctuc tor, They should be familiar with the microcoulo~b 
(~) as a submultiple of the coulomb; it would be a good 
thi ng for t11em to kno,., that a microcoulomb i 8 tl1e order of 
magnitude of the chBrgn on the dome of a "school modol" Van 
de Graaff generator when it is 80mB distance away from its 
auxiliary dome and the air around. it is on thp point of "break-
1 ng down". They should be duly impressed with the magni tude 
of the effects this amount of static charge Can procluce. 
II t ...... 
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It would also be of interest to them to know that the amount 
of charge esso.elated" wfth a lightning discharge is of· the 
order of tens of coulombs, 
Pupils vlould also be intere sted to knOitl of the accuracy 
wi th which Coulomb's LB.W 1 s l{nown to hold: does thE? force 
between a pair of charged ~9.rticles falloff exactly Be the 
square of the di8tdno~ ~~tween them, or 1s it possible that 
the 
jhp ~:,vi.,er Jf j .. '18 distance on which/force de-penda ma.y differ 
slightly from -2? A t the time of wri ting, the Ia <test inf'ur-
1IDatlon Ion this subject i8 thet obtained by Plimpton and LR'ti-
tv!. (19".:6) ,. ~;11.0 have established the accuracy of the lnverse-
squpre la.w to;rt thi n 8. few p8.rts in 109 4 Also of interest 
1s the range of iistences over tiliich i~ might be ~xpected 
to holp, (ef PU1'lcell 1965). This 1s enormou 8 - from 10-15 m 
to many kilometres. It 1s suggested that these fects can be 
mentioned to pupils simply for the purpose of erousing inter-
est: there can be no quest:ton of giving a description of the 
experimenta.l methods by which thi 8 1 nforma ti on ha s been <11 s-
coverect. (The brigh ter pupil can. be referred to the rele:rs,nt 
pe.ssage in Puroell' 8 (1965) book, which glv~s a br:tef non-
mathematical discu8sion.) 
? 4.5 Coulomb W 8 Law s.nd conserva tion of aha rge: some 
relevant experiments 
SIC ~~
Prior to further qua~titative development of the subject, 
" 
pupils should ce.rry out 80me important experiments ",ri th an 
electroscope ad.ditional to those i-,hich they carri'Jd out in 
the junior seconde.ry school, These itr.tll help to g1 ve some 
further insight into the vrorklng of the eleotrosoope And shed 
new light on certain 9spects of electrical behaviour. First, 
Faraday's Ice-Pail Experiment, ilTi th which one can show tb.at 
if a large, hollow conductor Y'11th a suite.ble opening is at-
tached to the central system of the electroscope, any charged 
/conducting" ••• , 
" .. ,: 
. ~ 
i 
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conducting object touched to the inside of the hollow conduc-
tor wl11 gi ve up :virtually ell of' its charge to' the latter J 
wi th pl"actica1ly none of this charge reme.inlng on the inside 
of the hollow conductor. This result 1s of practical im-
portance as it 8ho'..,8 that we can arl"~ange for ~ the charge 
on a oharged conduc tor to be tre.nsferred to 8.n elec troscope -
cvmething that would not happen if the conductor were simply 
touched to the knob of the electroscope. 
pointed out tha.t the absence of e!.large on '~ne insi'de of a 
hollow charged conductor CFn be shown better by using 8 
uproof pInnell (conducting disc mounted in an iLt..,"lla\.:.:..ng h:~n­
dIe) to sample the charge on different parts of a cha::·ged 
conduL.'"Vor anC, ".1.n elf't~tro8cope to "detect U the charge on the 
proof plane; he suggests that Faraday 1 s Ice-Pail is chiefly 
valuable in showing that a charged object inside a hollow 
conductor induces charges on the inside and outside of the 
conductor vJ'hich are eque.1 1 n magni tude to the inducing chal')ge1t 
We recommend that as time is likely to be short, the Ice':"Pail 
experiment should be done as the means of shovlingboth of 
'"f 
these results. In viel'1 of the familiarity of the experiment, 
we shall not trouble to describe it here; adequate descrip-w· 
tions and discussions of it ere given by Scott (1959)~ Sears 
and Zemansky (1964), Le~riB (1964) and Bennet (1965, 1968) J 
among others. 
The ell?ctroscope-plu.a.-ice-pail arrangement CAn be used 
to illustrate the Principle of Conservation of Charge (cf 
Lewis 1964, Jardine 1967). Simple experiments oan be done 
to show thvt when "i-'re rub two "neutral ll things together end 
give them opposite chBrr:8s, no W charge is crea.ted. "11 th 
a perspex rod and a polythene rod 'as the originally neutral 
objects (any ini tiel c~arge on them can be removed by passing 
them rapidly through a bunsen flame), the sequence of 8teps 
/vlould ••••• 
" 
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would be as follows:-
(1) ShOi'l i-I 1 t~1 the a i (\ of the alec troscope thnt the rods are 
u nchEJ rged. 
(11) Rub the rods together fl nd pIpee the rubbed ends in turn 
1 nside the "ice-pail". 
(111) Hold the charged en~~ of the rods simultaneously 1n the 
"ice-pall") mMinp; 8U:t~r chnt they do not touch. 
S'crt ~ii) sho')~u 8ho'"l1 thRt thp. charges produ'ced are equ13.1 and 
opposite, B recult confirmed by (iii) which should show thd.t 
the net charge on the two rO~A i8 still zero. 
I1' .) du~ter;_q rolled up 8round a polythene rod and thp two 
ere ple.ced in~'.:.4e the "lce-pF.!il u , the rod ae.n then be slo1Y'ly 
'\11 thdrfHvn. Th'-, duster ".1111 ecquire a .:!l:1erge I 8S sho'W'n by 
the ele~troscope, and after the duster has been removed, the 
rod can be placed inside the CDn to show that it has ecqu1red 
an equal and opposite charge. 
It is 8.180 useful to sho"" that conservetion of ch8.rge 
holds i~hen charge Is shBred bet1-veen conductors. One ce-n do 
this with a pair of metal spheres of unequel diameter, eac'fh 
mountec1 on insulating rods. Ini tially one conductor can be 
charged (e.g. by pIecing it in contact with the dome of a 
model Van de Graaff fjenerator) fl.nd lOi-Vered into the ice:",pail 
without touching it; the deflpctlon of the electroscope leaf 
should be noted_. The other conductor should now be lowered 
into the "i ce-pail" a. nd pJ1: ced in contact w'i th the fir8 t. 
This should produce no change in the <Inflection of the leaf. 
Then the first conductor oen be removed, to show thnt the 
second conductor is chprr,ed. The deflectionR of the elec-
tJ~08COpe le81~ corr~8pondinr; to the chnrge on e8ch.. conductor 
after shorinr should be noted; they Rhould indicate that the 
larger oonductor hes obteinf!c. the bigp;er shere of thF' churge c 
The deflection of the e15ctro8cope is not dil'ectly propor-
t10nel to the charge on it J 80 that one should not expect 
/that ••• e. 
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that the sum of the latter two deflections should be equal 
to the originEl.l deflection; it "jould be as well to warn 
pupils of this. It might be instructive for them actually 
to measure these deflections so BS to investig~te this point 
for themselves., 
Some pupils mey be interested in the mechs.ni8m whereby 
the chprge distributes i tAeIf beti',een the t,wo conductors 90 
the t the 18-1"lger co nduc tOl" tpkpe the larger she. ·'.'2. 
not be possible for the tepch~r to give r det~'lled l=lns~rel" at 
thi s stage, but 11e Cf'n SAY th8t the mutu~ 1 repulsinn b~tlfeen 
111{e charges 1,,111 lead to the exce:.iS charge on .." pair' of !:on-
ductors distributing itAelf so that most of it will bA found 
1-lhere thel"l8 :l.!-;:. more llroom" for~ i t to be. He cen e.dd the 
rider that the equilibrium condition is one in which the 
rou tual potential energy of the [exce8~ che.rge will be e 
minimum. 
An interesting point arlses in connection wi th the 
~h8ring of charge betir.reen a :pair of conductors. Suppose 
that these are two spheres of unequal radius, separated b~ 
B long, fine wire. It is a 't.vell-known fact tha.t the £..Ul19, •. fi,lJ.-
tr8tioll of cha.rge on the sme.ller sphere v,ill be bigger than 
that on the lerr:er sphere, giving rise to a stronger ~lectrlc 
field lr.l t 11e viCini ty of the sT11311er sphere. This is actu-
a lly not in clJnflict 1vi tl:1 the general principle that m.ost of 
the charge ~oes "where there is more room for it". There 
'\11111 be i:lOre ch8rgp on the bigger sphere, since the total 
charge vTill divide itself bet'ft..reen the spheres in the retl0 
of tJ1e capeci t8nces) vlhich arp proportionrl to the radii of 
the spheres. But thP concentrntions of chArge on the spheres 
ere inversely proport1onpl to their surface areas, ",nich fire 
in turn proportional to the 8qu~re8 of their radii, so that 
..... . . 
the concentration of charge will be greater on the smaller 
sphere (of Feynman et al 1964 and Halliday and Resniclc 1966). 
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charged conductor 
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It 1s customary fori the process of lleC1rthingll a charged 
conductor to be expleined 88 R process of sharing of' charge 
b~twepn a very small conductor ~nd a very large one (the 
earth), 80 that thf> e~rth tpkes virtua.11y 8J;. thp 0narge 
(c f HOR erG 1960, PSSC 19(-)0, 19(:) R a no. J 8 <:u "}") ~96'1, to name 
only B fe,:,r sources in 'lh:r,h ;.;his €xplr.'l8tion 1s gi vfln). 
In principle, th~re is nothing vron~ with this; a sl~ple 
calculation shovs thpt thp cP.lp~citanee of the earth 1.8 some 
700 jJJF ~ 1vli.tch is enorm(..'1'.~ly F\~~ea ter t':l'=l'~ thtlt of Rny o:~dinary 
isolatea~ concluc·tor thpt we might expect ~.J find on ea.rt,>, so 
that if there were direct conteot betweeh charged conductor 
and earth, we might reasonably expect that virtue.lly e.11 the 
charge on the former would transfer itself to earth in the 
process of charge II she.ring" c However, Morgen (1953) has 
pointed out that for experiments ordinarily carried out in 
the ls.bora tory, there is no need to brinr, in the (real) earth 
in order to explain "earthing If. The walls of the leborato~y 
are sufficiently conducting for the IBboratory to be regarded 
8.8 a hollo1v conductor, and therefore if 've plnee a charged 
conductor in contDct 1.vi th t'1p insie.e of the IDborntory, m 
of its charge will bp transferred to the outside of the 
labore tOl"ly. 
Morgan has also shoi~n thrt the usual description of the 
cherging of a conductor permenently by indue tion 1 s slightly 
erroneous. SUPPORe thet one gives a permanent chBrge to an 
lsolnted conductor by the folloiving eequence of operations: 
(i) charge a perspex :,od positively by r-~Jbbing it with a 
h8 ndkerchi ef; (11) '.101d i t near the conduc tor; 
(ili) touch the conductol'" with e flnger (or other earthing 
oonnection) v7hile still keeping the charged rod nearby; 
(iv) remove the finger; (v) remove the charged rod. It 1s 
lueua1 ....... 
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usual to say thet ~rhen the rod 1s held near the conductor 
~nd the earth,; causing the induction of some nege.tive charge 
on one side of the conductor, Bnd on the portion of the earth 
nea.rest the rod, an eppropriBte amount of posi ti ve charge 
will be induced on the opposite side of the earth. 
But this ignores the prf\:::,s;--nce of the handkerchief which wD.S 
u sed to charge up the .f'od. Thi S hB s a negA.ti ve ch.al"'ge on 
on the portion of the eB.rth nearest to :1 t. A detailed. 6.ppli-
oation ot' the Principle of Conserr-vation of Charge to the pro-
t':'~'kir..:\ into account the charge on the handkerchief, 
Bho1~TS that th~l~e ,.,., 11 not be any chA.rge induced on the oppos-
It "'Jould be :noet instructive for 
br:lght.er pupils to ana lyse these differ-ent stages of charging 
by induction with the aid of Conservation of Charge. 
Conserve.tion of cha.rge may seem !:llmost self-evident to 
pupils, at any rate e.s applied to everyday matter v.rhich they 
are accustomed to thinking of in terms of e. simple model of 
posl tively-cha.rged, negatively-cha.rged B-nd neutral pe.rticles. 
It 1-lould interest them to know that this Prinoiple he.s pro-
found implioationo in the exciting world of elementary-parti-
nle physic 8. In high-energy physics laboratortes, in the 
upper F.ltmosphere and B-11 over tbe universe, extremely high 
energy nuclear reactions are constantly teklng place in which 
new pa-rticles are contir.ul:l~lly being :tormed. T'nsse pa rti elee 
lead a transitory eXistenoe, some of them decaying into other 
particles \oI1.hio11 ma.y in turn disintegre. te yet further, while 
others 8uffer annihilation on encountering their "antipB.rti-
c 1e s" .. In these processes of creation and annihilation of 
matter, it turns out that the Princlpl~ of Conservation of 
Charge is never violated - the net amount of elect~lcal oharge 
in the universe remains oonstant. 
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7.4.7 f:Phe Princlple of Sllperposi tion 
'jIfi ........ ...,. _ "I!J ..... I • .,.....~ ....  ....... 
The Principle of Superposi tion hat! been mentioned earlier 
in these pDges (Section 7.4 .. 3) ; as vle have elready suggested, 
it is important for pupils to kno\'T of its existence flnd to 
eppreciate thet, like the Principle of Conserv~tion of Charge, 
i tis not self-e"T idF"nt. .'. t need not h8ve turned ou t tha t 
"the force '\;vi tl' whlol:. "v~· .... ·) [point] cha.rges interElct 1B not 
":lr:~tSed by tl:.-' presence of a thtrd charge" (Purcell's (196B) 
:statement of tl1e Principle), but experimentally 'V'le find that 
it 1s SQ. The p.S.S.C. even include an experiment in their 
lab\.il'la.t0::;:~Y C0\..:~""se intended to verify tha.t elect-ric forces 
add vector1.alJ.J .. bv.+. they e.dmit thet dlfflcul ties with leak-
age of Charge J.::":ni t the nccuracy to no ~.·etter- than lO$~ 
vie do hot think it essentlal that suCh an experiment should 
be performed. by pupils or even (lemonstrated to them; like 
certain other principles they have encountered, the Principle 
of Superposition cen be treated as being justified by the 
success of the predictions based upon it. 
7. 5 Th.e electric fi eld 
----~-----------~-
7. 50 1 Jl1..t.;r:odu.ct~.,ol1 
The concept of tne electric field !s the m08t important 
single topic in the electrostetics sectlon of the course. 
In the junior yeers, the pupil has encountered the mep:netic 
field, treated in purely qualitative fashion; he hes learned 
. 
to think of' the magnetic field as a "region of ihfluence u sur-
rounding magnets or current-carrying circuits, ani he knows 
that with any point in the field he can aS80ciate a character-
The task now 1s to build up tne pupil's 
picture of the electric field in e similar kind of way, but 
to extend it to take into account the association of a charac-
teristlc magnitude Ba well as a direction with any point in 
/a.nCl$ ••• 
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en plee tric fi eld. ThiR idea is 80 importent that all 
possible met~od8 of ettack should be used to develop it 
viz. enDlogies with other physlcD.l fields) quplitative and 
quantitative demonstrat10ns Bnd experlmentR, and simple 
illustrative celculp tionR end problems. 
7. 5.2 
prp:~mjr-~j idpns 
-----,.-",........---
mentioned~ It is uRPful up to e point since, like toP. ~l~c-
not '-11d tl.1e qV! nti teti VE' devplopmpnt at all. The grevi ta-
tional field is more ~1elpfu1 iL thlB l~~.~pect; es a result of 
tl1e slmilari ty in form betillTee n the fv. ndflmenta 1 ISlA's of force 
of tne gravitatlon~l bnd electric fields, there are many 
correspondences between the two kinds of field. There 1s 
much to be said for developing the conce}:ts of the gr8.vi ta-
tionB.1 and electric fields "in parellel" , as it were. Other" 
physical fields should also bp mpntioned: the new Teachers' 
Guide for Physical SCiencE, Part I (Prlnsloo et a1 1968) 
specifically mentions the nuclear force field (i.e. the 
"strong interaction") in ordpr lito suppres8 the ~Lct~~e t1:1at all 
fields of force obey the invprAe RquBre lew. ~ The nucleAr 
force cannot be BUl11Plf>O UlJ in p neBt forrnulr-, but thp tepcher 
could sketch a greph of t~p vnriation of forcp with lnter-
. 
nucleon distence (cf J\tklnF: 1965). 
Teachers 1';ho Aenrch thp tpxtbooks \\1il1 find ~JBrioUR F\te-
tements of 1-lhpt is TnPsnt by t11P terrr. Ilfield", be it pr'flvltn-
tlonel or plpotric, rAnp1np fro~ thp piMplp pnd colloquiel to 
the forme1 and 8ophiRtlcAted. On th~ one hp.nd, we h~ve 
Rogers's account of the grpvltptionel field (Rogers 1960)~ 
" ••• • 1",e may express the experimentGl connection between weight 
and .•• mass by im8g1n1ns thAt there 1s a 'field of force' 
/extending~ ••• 0 
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extending out from the !i:8rth like a set of clutc1-)lng tenta-
eles 'tlrD.i ting to p~ll doy.!n on any me 88 pleced there. The 
field 18 not i tRelf p force but 8 stBte of \>,781 ting-to-pull-
on-me 88 It. On the other, Wp have Holton's (1952) descrip-
tion of the electric flpld: liThe totolity of elpctric inten-
~1ty vectors in e glvpn repian we cell the 'plect~lc field' 
.i 11 the. t re p;1 0 n~ 'I Somewherp in between the twols the state-
force field or even just the electric fitPld. II 
understanding of the concept of a force field v:)~ht t;~'pnt:l.'" 
ally to take in all these 1d~a8_ That embodied in Rogers's 
Appr08 che g 
which teck.Ie the problem in this vrFl.y ar-e to be found in a 
number of. textbooks in common use at u ni.versl ty level (cf 
SesrR and Zeme.nsky 1960, 1964, Halliday B.nd Resnick J.966). 
As sppli ed to the ~lectrlc f.i.eld, the a rgurnent runs e.e folloHs:-
Let two charged particles A and B be plaoed in e reBion 
of otherwise empty spece. Each charge experience€ a force 
owi ng to the presence of the other; in pa.rtlcular, B ex-· 
perlences a force o'~Ting to thp presence of A e18e~A!here in the 
region. One wPy of d p 8cribing this stptp of pffeirA is to 
~By thRt the presence of A hp8 modified the surrounding 
space in such 8 itmy t~et a force is nOt-V' exerted on enother 
charge in tt'e spAce; A hp8 set up an ,electric f~-pli ~_n the 
Burrounding spece, w~o8e dist1nguishinr cherecterist1c 1s 
that forces of electro8t~tic ortgln B.ot upon cha.rges plnced 
,\-lithi nit. 
7 0 5.3 Can the electric field vector bp defined? 
It 1s etendard prectlce when introducing the concept of 
the el~ctric fielcl to "def1ne li the electric fielc. vector at a 
point as the force per unit charge \"thiah would act on a. Il small" 
I po sit i v e. • e • e 
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p08itlve test cherge pIeced at the paint, or 9S the limiting 
velue of thp forcp per unit chAr~e as the velue of th~ test 
chergp is ellowed to tend to 7ero. Thet 18, it i8 t~citly 
a 88umed thet this concept is oppnble of genuine defini tion; 
hOivever
,l we have seen in other branches of physics that it 
i 8 unwi se to e ssume ,\<,1 thout qupstion thf!t Flny gi VP": fundamen-
tal concept .Q£.l2 be given p logically 8BtiAf'ecto:',I <lAfinl tion. 
In vie11 of the fundernpntp: ~:r::.)orta('l!e .'.1.' the electric field 
'. 
concept, we 8nou~~ p~ lepst pPy ~o~e attention to the ques-
tion of its definition. We bp~ln b~ subjecting the above-
It is at once 
evident that it is an lI opers."tional def:.,"!1.tionrJ and, as such!) 
open to certain objections. An obvious 0bjectlon to the 
practice of deflnlnp the field vector in terms of the force 
, ' 
on B test charge is that we conceive of the field lndepend-
ently of the presence of test ch~rgeA. The whole point of 
the introduction of the concept is the.t we can hypothesize 
1 t independently in thi 8 we.y. The theory of electromaf,netlc 
WQves, 8ccording to which chnngen in electric pnd mepnetic 
fields are propegeted throup:h Bp~ce v,ri ttl 8 fini t8' spSAd, rests 
on the hypothesis of electric end magnetic fields existing 
indppendently of any teRt chRr~eR which m~y be used to detect 
their pre8ence. 
Purcell (1965) obj ec ts to t1-}e "force-per-llni t-charp.e-on-
B-test-cha.rgeJl defini tioq of t11.p electric field vector, but 
not on the above prounds. He points out that the process of 
letting the magni tude of the test charge tend continuously to 
zero cannot correspond with reality (charge comes in "pack-
eges ll equal to integral multlples of the electronic charge), 
80 thnt one cannot in this way overcome the objection that 
the presence of a test charge will upset the previously-exis-
ting electr~c field. 
of the electriC field 
He therpfore adopts as his definition 
vector the, equa tion 
A ~ qj ~OJ -
- j:::1 roj 
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~ 
where l~ represents the field Ret up [It the point in qupstion 
by N charges ql' Q2, ...• qN' roj 18 the dlstpnce tro~ the jth 
A 
charge to the pOint, end roj i8 a unit vector drawn from the 
th . j charge to the point. At first, t~is does seem a conven-
lent escape route. Not only does it remove the difficulty 
8Psocintecl 1'Ti th letting the test chn~ge tend to zero; 1 t 
cllso furnishes a constitutive definition of the electric 
field vector in terms of the che.rges setting up tf1~~ 1", ~:ld 
'. 
end the distances fro;!1 the c118.rp;e~-; to the :-Jol;lIt in question. 
HO~lever, it is at once obvious thet its usefulness as a con .... 
sti tutive defini tion 1s confined to static elec ~f\ic .l~.eld.:. 
The moment \'le have a field Bet up "by accelera ting ch~u\ges, it 
i8 no .i.anger :-"s8ib..l .. !~ to obtain the electric field at a- point 
by usi1)g Purcell l s formula. In principle, one can still 
manufacture a revised constitutive definition of the electric 
field vector in terms of the field-creating charges and their 
motions, but this can be recognized at once as a highly arti-
ficial procedure, requiring the use of the field equ~tions of' 
electromagnetic theory and the Lorentz force equation B A 
"f 
essential steps in thB production of the required I1defini tion". 
It is significant thnt Purcell shifts his ground by the time 
he comes to the sixth c~epter of his book, concerned with the 
magnretic fie ld. Here he rpfers to 11 ••• h~ving defined the 
electric field vector ~ as the force on unit test charge at 
restf1~ 
The best v~y out of these troubles is to ecknowledge that 
-one cannot find e sifuplY'~8t8ted, genuine defini tion of E that 
will meet all logical objections and that, in the last resort, 
..lit 
E is "defined" by the set of fundament8.1 axioms of electro-
rna gnetlc theory. 
7.5,4 ~he qua.ntitativM~!:_eetment of tEe electric field 
~ ..... 
The equBtion F a. qE states the func1amental relation be-
~ -tween E and someth1n~ we can meR sure, F being the electrostatic 
/force .•••• 
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force on a positive chnr~p of magnitude q. This point must 
n8 turf-llly be e.stabli8hed flPrly in eny qua nti te ti ve tre8tment 
of the electric field. ThiA could be done by appropriately 
continuinr; the story from the point at 'hT11ic~ the queli tAtive 
idea of the electric field 'ftJ(!S introduced (cf. end of Section 
Tha.t intrJduc"vion ~ .. ~!(l.icpted. a method of testing for the 
viz .. place a charged particle in the region anG. nOGe vlhetlv:r 
i t exp;erie nee s an e lec tri c force or not. Bu t a force on ,a 
cl.·-'\'ged par':~c]e is something thet is measurable, at leest 
1n rrinciple,i') that 've now have a mee.ns of essooiating a 
magn1 tude as'tvel1 as a d1rectiorl ~!i th b.. ~olnt .~ n the electric 
field ~ we can measure the magnitude and note the direction 
of the electric force on a""teet charge" pIeced at the point. 
It is sensible not to he.ve the ch.aracteristlc magni tude of 
the elActric fiAld dependent on the amount of charge on the 
p8rticle used as fl test charge? Therefore we can take as 
our measure of the "electric field vector ff , "electric field 
"'f 
strength ll or lJelectric lntensi ty" at a point the electric 
force per unit charge on a smnll particle cRrrying a smRll 
positive char~e plpced at the point. (VIe hpve reproduced 
this "definitionl1 as it weB w~orde(l by the present vJriter in 
the Teacher's Guide for Physics (Helm 1963). I n the new' 
Teachers' Guide for Physical SCience: Part One (Prlnsloo et 
a1 1968), another author hes chosen to re-word the "definit-
ion" a.s follo\'js: "[The electric intensity] 18 the electric 
force per unit charge on ~ smell particle carrying a unit 
posi ti ve cha!'C;8 and pIp-ceO. at the point. It The prGctlcel 
absurdi ty ir.u'1.erent in the use of a test charge of 1 coulomb 
was just 1vht? .. t the 8ut110r sought to avoid in l1.is original 
stetement. On this paint, of Worrell 1960). To call tl1.is 
B "definition" is not strictly correct, as we heve lndiccted, 
and there is no need to clAim thot it is e true definition. 
IIr • .••• 
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If the pupil is happy to eccept an undefined concept of mRSS, 
hpving "force divided by 8cceleretion" 8 8 i ts me~ sure ,he 
should be similarly happy to f1ccept an uundefined lf concept 
of electric field vector, having as its measure the force 
per unit charge on e test charge. (If magnetic fip1ds were 
present , it 1vould be necessary to specify th~,t the test 
~!J.ar·ge must be statlon~:r::L; but thi s 1s B, compllcstlon wi th 
which teacher and pupils need not be saddled at tr:3 ~tage.; 
-"> 
tioned names for the eleotric field veotor should be agreed 
upon 8. s the "official U name. We suggest 'that !~ is 2~febt 
to use t.he term "electric intensl ty If, if only because this 
avoids coni'us]...)n betueen the field 'Vector and the broadel' 
conoept of the eleotrio field~ The parallel between the 
vector characterizing the electrio field and the correspond-
1 ng vector fOl') tbe grflvi tetlonal field should be drawn by 
the teacher. 
7.5,5 Experimental support 
There are a number of simple t:r9.ys in which the idea~· set 
out s.bove C8.n be illustreted experimentally (of p.S. 3"C o 
Teachers' ne80urce Book nnd Guide, Part Four~ Lewis 1964, 
Je rdlne 1967)_ Just as1s the case with megnetlc fields~ 
it is possible to show the direotional aspeot of electriC 
fields by the use both of "compass needles II and patterns of 
lines of force. As a IIc~ompass needle", one can use a 211 
long piece of stiff paper or aluminium, balanced, and able. 
to rotate on a fine pin mounted on a long insulating handle 
(cf Lewis 1964). With this device one can explore the elec-
tric fielcL in the vicini ty of vs.riou8 charged objects p such 
as the dome of a Van o.e Graa.ff gencre.tor, insuleted charged 
conductors of various shapes (including a hollo~W" cylinder), 
and a pair of large, apposl tely-c11B.:rged perellel plates. 
I'We e 41 ••• 
~R:.'.'.' ,. ~ ~~., :0 •• 
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We ha.ve referred in Sect~.on 3. 14.3, pDrt (vii) to the demon-
stration of electric· field patterns with the eid of a paper 
"hula skirtll pIeced on the dome of a VB.n de Graaff generator 
and with gra S8 or lettuce seeds sprinkled on an insulating 
liquid. If these demonstra tions v-lere not done in the junior 
years, they should certainly be done now; and even if they 
were done ear:-:' ~er:. tl1 e~" '''~~''';,lcl be vJell wo rth repea ti ng at thi s 
To demonstrate the qUBDtitRtive Dspect of the electr10 
.fi ?ld ~ the force on ~ chHrged DDl} Sll spended in the uniform 
plB.'l· es could 'iJ :;. mee_ 8U red. In one verpion of this expprlment, 
the plates e.re rtount~d. vertica~:y e1~(l -I-he be}.l is suspended 
from a pair of long nylon threads. The plates ere charged 
from s.n E. H. T • supply. Ae in the inverse-square law experi-
ment mentioned in Section 7.4.2, the electriC force on the 
ball ",jl11 'be proportional to the tangent of t}-le anr;le of 
deflection of the threads. Al terna ti vely, the pIa te 8 can 
be mounted ~orizontelly (Lewis recommends a separation of 
10 em) J 1'li th a ball suspended from a helical glass spring'" 
pe ssing through a hole in the upper pIa tee In either version 
of the experiment, the elect~ic force can be shown to depend 
on the amount of charge on the ball. 
7.5.6 Calculntions 
Use of tl.1e "defi nl tio~1I of plec tric inten8i ty Cfln be illus-
trRted by the c8_1r.ulFl tion of the electriC intensi ty set up 
eta point by a sinRle point ChArge anel by tV-TO equal or un .... 
equal or unlike point charges. Pupils should not be burdened 
,·r1 th f)1·,kwarad calculations requiring much use of vector ndcli-
tion. Teachers should Si~lply discuss 11,1 th pupils the prin-
ciple of the rnet~od of celculating the electric intensity in 
such instances and confine numerical problems to electric 
intensities in the fields set up by not more then two point 
/charges. 
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charges, Examples of some practical interest are the ca1-
culation of the electric inten~ity at points on the axis and 
on the perpendicul8r bisector of an electric dipole (i.e. 
equal end opposite charges pleced a short distance apart). 
7.5.7 Uniform electric fields 
. 
From the point of vieltV' of 8.n elemf'(,tdr~~ COUl.:? in phy-
slc8, the most important typ~ :;r· e]f:;)trj.") t..Lc;J.d :1.s the uni-
p nd $"..,a)" from the 'edg~es of a p~l,r of equal flnd opposi tely 
chs.rgeCl parallel plet~s "m0p.f:' sepnr2 +,ion is smAll compAred. 
wit~ their linear dimenb!ons. Pupils; re not in a position 
to ul1derstand the stenderd proof of the tnif\)~ity of \::.e 
field betw'een a p8.ir of parallel plAtes, "'hich mnkes use of 
Gau S8' s' La-tv. Brighter pupils would be helped "by the argu-
m~nt given, among others, by the p.S.S.C. (1960,1965) and 
I 
Rogers (1960) w~.1ich makes use of a hypothetlca 1 observer 
looking at a charged sheet at different distances away from 
1 t. If his "cone of vision" remains the same (1" e. 8ubtends 
the same 80lid anele), the charge 1 t II intersec ts" on the ~heet 
increases as the square of the distance from the sheet, ,\..;hile 
the force from any element of charge falls off inversely as 
the square of the di8tBnc8. The net effect of this is for 
the force felt by a test c 1 8rge held by the observer to remain 
the same i'Thile thC) disteDce changes. For the rank and file, 
the unifox~mi ty of thp field will have to be sho~Tn exper1:nen-
tally. This can be done wi th the experimpntB.l HrrangeTflents 
descri b0d 8.Dove, in which the force on a charged ball in the 
field between parallel plates is measured; the force on the 
ball can be shown to be independent of its position between 
the plates. (For its uniformi ty of direction, the c1.emonstrH-
tion of the lines of force provides an independent proof. ) 
/7.6. • • • • • 
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7.6 Potential difference 
7. G.l Potenti8.1 enerp;y in r,r8vi ta tioDAl ~nd .. _elect.ric field~ 
Potential energy in an electric field 1s cl0 sely l3.Th'llo.;.., 
gous to potentiRl energy in a gravitational field End pupils 
should have li ttle di fficul ty in accepting end understa nding 
electrical potpntin"1.. ene>~~J, potentinl ond potential dlffer-
ence if they hr'iJ8 ~JnJ(:l'l~:ltooc1 thB kind of d:tscussion given in 
Work (tone in trp. nsporti ng a small positive terot charge 
in an electric field CPD be cOMpBred to the work done in 
trarAspo:cting h particle in B grnvi tation8J fiel\1. If the 
pe.rtlcle is Ii\, ~ed <-:ge i ns t the p;rav5 ta tional fi eld, then 
work i8 done ir. pushing particle and e&.2t'1 apHrt,and we can 
reg,9.rd the energy trFl nsferred in this operation, which we 
call gravi teo tione.1 potentie 1 energy, as being given ei ther to 
the particle-earth system or to the gravitational field. 
I f we f1dopt the former vi ew, then 1'1e note tha t the proc ess 
of "pushi ne; particle p nd earth e.part II ha s negligible effect 
on the earth, so thet we can regard the potential energy as 
.., 
being to all lntents and. purposes aS8ociated~ wi tl:. the pa.rticle 
ala nee TJ1is Vie't'i ~.8 consistent 1'11 th WhB.t happens 1V'hen the 
pArticle fAlls freely in vacuo; we obtain D consistent des-
crlption of this situation if we Rssume thpt we are simply 
conCerned ~ith the interchBnge between the gravitational p6-
tential energy of thp particle and its kinetic energy. 
As analo[:,ou8 81 tUDtion nrises if we push B. "omnll posi-
tive test cl1a.rge" ep;nlnst 8n electr1ic field lA1itnout giving 
it kinetic energy. The energy tre.nsferred 1s presumably 
"electrical rotenti21 energy"; 1,re 1-'ould be justified in 
spe8.ki nc of it in thi s way if the \'iorl: done in transporti ng 
the cl1arc;e 1'-ras independent of the path follo1ved. This "elec-
tricnl potential energy" cen be ree,arded as having been given 
/e1ther ••••• 
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e1 ther to the system "te8t-oha,rge-p'lus-ch[1re;e8~settinfj-uP"" 
the-field" or to the electric field i tselfe I t is o'ften 
the case in problems of interest in electrostatics thpt the 
trDnsport of £1 "test charge" (or any charged particle of 
interest) in the field hes negligible effect on the charges 
settinc up the original field, either becausp the :~tter 
charp;es exert far bir;ger forces on one ;~nothe::, ~r.!an nny 
forces that might be pxeT~el on them l' the ,test charg p , or 
'oeaDuse '(;J,1e fie].;-cr4~I~ting chrrp:'eR ere Ilnniled dovrn" in some 
way. In SUCl1 cr~,~es "-1e C.An rer:ard the "electl~ic.ql potpntlal 
e ner·gy IJ a 8 belonc;i ng E;,~ ~e nt::"i: lly to t;'). '=> te st cl1arge itself. 
(For furtl-:,er co;nment on the :lloca tion" 0:f' electrical poten-
tial energy, see Sections 7.R.7 Bnd 7.1C ) 
Th,e analogy between grBvi tetional and electric fields 
in respect of potential energy should be discussed with pupils 
in some detail. It is important for the teacher to emphasize 
the path-independence of the work done in tran8porti~~ a 
charge in an electric field. This result CHn easily be 88-
tablished for a uniform electric field; it is suggested that 
this should be done for the pupll, or thRt he sh:.>uld do it 
himself, using the dprivetion he will have met "then studying 
t~e ~ravitationDl field. In the course of proving this re-
suIt, it will emerge thrt thp work done in trrnsporting a 
positive charc;e q p distflnce d against an electric field of 
i ntensi ty E 1s equal to q~d - an lmporta.nt re suIt i.~Thic1:1 can 
be used again. 
7.6.2 Introduction of potentip.1 end potential difference 
It is easy now to p~88 to the concepts of potentiRI and 
potential difference. One may pu t the mR tter in thi 8 wa.y: 
"It has already been seen that to every point in an electric 
field we may assign a vector quantity called the electric 
/ i nt ens i ty , •••• 
i ntenoi ty, 1'Those magnl tucle' B nd dlrcction will depend on the 
position of the point. Physicists have found it extremely 
useful also to assign to every point in the field a quantity 
cohnected with potential pnergy in the field o Now potential 
p.nerr:y is D quanti ty e 88oclf1tecl 1-1r1 th D chDrge 28 'Viell B 8 a 
point; somehoj,t ~Ie r:ust :_:~::'":-IOiTe the Cl.epenclence on the mB.r.;nl-
tude of the chp :"g p ~. f\'I]'p ere to define thi A nei--r energy-e. 8S0-
~·jJ::·Bd quantj.'J cOl:.veniently. 
ploying the idee of a 'smBll posi ti ve test c1v.:rge 1 : 1·re define 
this ne~ field quantity, celled the potentia! ~t a point in 
the !ielQ, to ~e the potenti8~ energy per unit charge of a 
small posi tlve -',9st charge plp~ed. at the point If. Thi 8 yl e lels 
'" the formula V - ~ for electrical potential, where q 1s the 
ehsj.,"ge on the test partie] e and ;v is the work done in tre ns-
porting it to the point in question from a point arbitrarily 
chosen 8. 8 the pla.ce iNhere the potent1R.l energy of the chal"lge 
is zero. The discussion end the definition of potential 
8lso make it clear thet the units of potential must be joules 
per coulomb. 1\11 this should remir..d the pupl1 of his mee,ting 
the concept of IIpotentiel difference" in the jun1.cr secondary 
school, defined ir terms of energy riven up per unit charge. 
Ther~ thc concept \-;0 8 de~.relope(1 e-(clusively wi th refereDco 
to electrical cirouitR; here it is defined in terms of change 
of position of charee in an electric field. 
the ie.enti ty of th p vie·IP.ip~ints edopteD in both OF? ses 1"rill not 
strike the pupil. There 1s, however, no hurry; t~e better 
he understands "potentia.l" in this context, the better he 
will be able to eresp the full significance of potentiel dif-
ference in electr1cnl circuits. 
With reference to plectric fields, it is perticulnrly 
e8 ey to IIdefine" potential difference; the potential dlffer-
ence bet1'ieen t-v70 points in en electric field is simply eqtlal 
Ito • ..... 
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to the difference in potentiAl between the points or, in 
terms of lior'1\: per unit chDrre, it is the Vlork done per unit 
uharge agninst the field in transporting a small post ti ve 
test charge at constant velocity from the one point to the 
other. These (lefin! tlons of potential ana potential dlffer-
ence are evidently operBtion~.I, meaningful only in ;:t:.lrms of 
the operations of trp. nsporting tl sma.ll "C?st chp·('t:J~ and meas-
urine the B.ppropriete kinr. o~ 'I'Tork ~·:.or:.( on it. 
\. 
In fact, 
nitions in ter~8 of t~e electric field vector; the potential 
B.t a point in 2.D elect>."'c fl,<l.d ~:i d.E::~t·~ned as the 1I11ne inte-
gre.llf of the electric field V~3ctor Alon:·~ any pnth frOM the 
point in question to infinity, end the po~entiel differp~ce 
betvleen t'10 points is the line intecr8l of the electric field 
vector along any peth from the one point to the other. It is 
readily seen thB.t the previously ..... quotect operHtional definitions 
I 
ere operational interpr~t8tions of these 11ne-integrHl defini-
tions. The line integral of a force along a given path 1s 
the '\-lork done by the for<re '\-!hen its point of application i8 
displaced along thet pe.th (cf Seers and Zemansky 1964, Halli-
day and Resnick 1986), so that when the eleotric field vector 
is interpretecl Hs "force per unit charp;e Jl , it follo'T'TS t118t the 
line lnter.;rel of this vpctor mU8t be equal to the lvork done 
by the electric field per unit charge. It ",rould obviously 
be unreasonable to try ex~licitly to introduce the concept 
of a line integrel into a n elementary course, 80 thel1e is 
'(lathing for it but to try to render the essence of this con-
cept in ter~s intellifible to pupils. The best that can be 
done in this respect i8 to usp the abo~~ operptional inter-
pretations of the line integrAls, i. e. to IJdefine" potential 
and poteYlti2.1 dlfference in terms of vlork done per unit cha.rce 
when a test charge is transported in the field. The "opera-
tional" overtones of such ste tements are regrettfl.ble, no doubt, 
lbu t ....• 
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but vlil:L just have to be acoepted as B. necessary part of 
the compromise so1ution to the present problem. 1ve shall 
encounter a similar difficulty later ~hen discussing EMF. 
(Cf Section 7.17.4). 
7.6.3 Potential difference and the electric field between 
charged }:8.ral1el pIa tee 
_ ... 
The expre saion quoted in Sec tion 7. 6~ 1 for tr..r. · ...r;flk done 
in transporting B test change in a unlf'oTi"'. eleretrlc field can 
be used to 8ho1-1 that the el~ctric intensity cetvleen a pair 
of' parallel plates is equal to the potential d~ ,~ferbl'Jne 1~0-
tween the pla.tes divided by the dl.stflnce between them. 
This fhCt Ca.i: he made the subject of experiments l.vi th paral-
leI-plate electric fields. Using the parallel-platE'~ arrange-
mf:'nt describecL ee.rlier, in which the force on a suspended 
charged. ball 1'18..8 measured, one can 8ho"£.l1 the dependence of 
electric intensi ty on potential difference and on the sepa.-
ration hetw'een the plates. 
requires a little thought. 
The "logio" of suchan experiment 
The experiment mak~8 use ot,an 
E. H. T. supply to cherge the para 11e1 plate s, i~i th e. vol tmetep.. 
to monitor the potentinl difference between the plates. 
The pupil knOi'lS voltmeters frO~l the junior oourse, In which 
he met them p s black bOX'P.8 vThich coulet mee sure energy tre n8-
terred per uni t charge betT~!een e pair of poi nt 8 in a.n elec-
trio circul t - "potentleJ. clifference If, :In fact. I n this 
experiment he can be show'n that e.s the reading on the meter 
goes up, the force on the charged ball increases. '.L'his re-
suIt can be regEl.rded as showinE that there is a. connection 
between "potential difference" as defined for the electric 
field 8.nd "potential difference!l e.-s defined for electric 
circui ts. ~vi th the potential difference betrleen the pIe. tes 
Itept constant and the separation of the plntes inCre8.8ed~ 
the force on the b8.1l 1s reduced - something that should also 
be shown to the pupil. 
/7. 6,4 .••. " 
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7.6.4 The sV.rfpce of en isolpted charGed conductor is 
equipotential 
R P-
In the above experiment use is implicitly made of the 
fact thRt the potentipl 1s thp 8a~e at all points of ~n 
180 Ie. teel ch8.rged. co ndu ctOl'\ At so~e stR~e this fact will 
l1ave to be discu8sed v:1 th pupils; it might ,1'.l8t r (" <:f'i~el1 be 
done 11ere. 
on an iEol[~ted cU.J.cluc.:tor rApid.ly ntteins an equilibrium con-
di tion in lTtJich th'ere is no rnF88 motion of the charge. This 
me~ns that t.l.1ere cen bl' no eJ.~ct.i."':c 1'it.:lc1 insid.e the oonductor, 
80 that there can be no potentia.l diffe'"t('nc€-' bpt"tn,ieen pny pair 
of points inside the conductor. That t0~re is no potential 
difference bet-ueen E ny two points on the surface of the oon-
due tor is 8. result "Thien C8 n be rigorously proved ,,;i tl1 the 
aid of the fact thot the Hork done by tJ1.e electric field on 
B. el1e.rged. i')article 18 zero 'Vv"hen the particle i 8 tal\:.en round 
a clo sec. path. (For the purposes of the proof, the hypothe-
tical p8th chosen has one section in the surface of the con-
..,. 
ductor and the other just beneath it.) But this proof need 
not be given to pupils, 'tv~O CP n be given tll.fl simple 8rgument 
ebove to establish thpt thp interior of a ch~r~ed eonfulctor 
1s en equlpotential volume, pnc; ,:·:ho cc~n be rertinded thrt the 
electric field ~pttern8 thnt they have seen demonstrpted show 
thet the field lines elwa~8 leave the surface of 8n iRolated 
chcrged conductor at right engles to it. From this experi-
mentel fact it is e8sy to prr;ue thrt the surfnce of the con-
ductor must have the same potentifll allover. 
The essentiBl polr:.t to make i 8 th~:>t D charged particle 
Moved al0!lp. tJ18 surface of the cond.uctol" would I!feel" no 
electrical force, rs the electric field next to the surface 
1s perpendi C Illar to it. Therefore the electric field would 
/ do. ; ••• 
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do no ,·:or1c on D ch~rgAd p8y'ticle moved alone i ts sur'face, and 
no worle woula be done Bgainst thp electric field by the 
lIae;ent II movi ng the p8 rticle. Fron the definition of poten-
tiel difference it then follows thRt the potentipl difference 
betvleen Hny t':'TO points on the surfHce must be zero. 
The conprehension of this re8ult depends on B :2A8onably 
secure cOrll)rehension of' the concepts of' force p;:.' It vector 1 
the electrlc field, work r riCl ·~~vtent ~nl ' .. iI'ference. 
less the ground hns heen ·cerefully prepared. Tt1is 18 typical 
of the kind. of che.llel.i.(,q tr~:·"'. el".l'}tr..l.'':-~oty pregents to the 
teacher. 
7. 6.5 T.11e .elec.t.:..~_e 8.8 t:l vol1~p~e.t.e! 
Th~ fundamental role of the elec troscope as a dev ice 
which, in effect, mea sures the potential difference bet~"een 
its central system and its cese, should be emphasized in the 
teachinG of this concept. Using a simple diagre.m of the 
electric field inside D ch~rBed electroscope, it should not 
be difficult to convince lJupils thn t there must be a potential 
difference bet;;een the centrpl conductor 8.nd the cRse, flnd 
t~at t~i8 potential difference must depend on the amount of 
o11arge on the centr[ll conductor, 
the electro8co}je con also be used to investlgD.te the potentio.l 
difference betT'leen a pair of lprce, opposi tely c 1:1srged paral-
lel plates, Provided the plHtes arE:: sufficiently large, so 
that their capacitance even when \\Tidely se.p~~rated is still 
B.pprecio_ble compared wi th thn t of the elec troscope 1 the ViGll-
1\:no"'1n demonstration in w-hich it is S1~01'!n that the potential 
difference betl1een tl1e plete8 incre[' ses \'ji th increasing l:;late 
separat10n vIllI Horl\. very 1-1ell. The p18tes~ when close to-
g ether, are Ci ven t~ei r chn rEes by induction; their sepnrH-
°tion is t]~8n lncreDsed, end it is s110vm that the deflection 
lof . .••• 
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of the electroscope lenf increases. The difference bet'1een 
this situation. and what heppens when the plates are connected 
to the termil18.ls of D n E. H. T. supply' should be mBde clear to 
the pupil. In tJ1e former cese, the charges on the plntes 
remain effectively constant, and the potential difference 
between the plates incre~H~t'>s as the separation is increased. 
In the latter 0Rse, th~ ~o~er supply withdraws charge from 
+}~e ~'3..atef~ as "" .. he separB.tion is incre8sed S,O as to l\.eep the 
potential differen~e constant~ 
7,6~6 Calculations on potential difference; the choice of 
~,..,~ III ..,~---WP 4."~ ~ ., ... ~ ..... 
a pote;(J .. al II ze ro" 
..-...- ........ ,......,"' .. 1'Ila- II' II S"77. 
Calculatic-t.s or~ potential 4.iff0.r':~'1Ce sh!_,~1..1d include 
examples on the kinetic energy acquired by charged :particles 
allowed to move freely in ~ uniform electric field. T1:1i 8 
idea is of great importance in other parts of the oourse be-
sides tho se of pur'ely electricA 1 interest. The "electron-
volt", the energy unit useo. 80 much in modern atomic, nuclear 
and particle lJhysics, CD n conveniently be introdv/ced at this 
, "'f.' 
point, although some teachers may prefer to defer this intro-
duction until after Hillikan's experiment has been dealt with 
(see Section 7.7). 
The present8.tion of potential difference ou tlined above 
will have made it clear that the choice of zero for potential 
is arbitrary, since only potential difference~ are physically 
.. 
significant. However, pupils should know of the choices of 
zero of potential that are commonly made, viz. in fundamental 
electrical theory it 1s customal~ to specify that a point 
very far away (at "infinity", in fact) has zero potential, 
while in labol"atory vTork it is sometimes convenient to take 
the earth as having zero potential. 
/7.6.7 .•.•• 
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7.6.7 Furt11er C011lT11pnt on thp P8soei[Jtion of electrieal 
potential enerpy with thp electric field 
~iIIi .. til .... 
Glecll1ill (1969) hnA 8ur,p;psted that there is an pspect 
of the associetion of electricRl potential energy with the 
electric field that may need clarification. According to 
't-'.~.e conventional trpa tment of energy in the electric field 
~cf Feynm0n et al 1964), potential energy is already present 
in the electric field before one puts [lny t . est cJ~.~·.·f:f"~ in it. 
(For me.cro scopic elee tri c fields, the or:.C:,i n o::f' thi s lenergy 
is rea c1ily a ttribu to ble to the wo rk done in se t ting up the 
system of field-creptlng cl1prges o ) HOVI, if a\.. '"! 11) : 8 'V ~i s 
relevant to the type of situation discussed in Section 7.6.1: 
in "rhi0J.1 one l·~lt a C':1Brr;e into the field and thereby, Bccor .... 
ding to the field-energy view-point, gave energy to the field? 
The point· is best explained 1,,1 th reference to a specific 
example, such as the field between a pRir of equally ~nd 
oppositely cherr;ed perellel p18 te s. Tlis field by itself 
~8n be regarded as h8vinS e certain energy which is not nor-
molly of any interest unles8 the field 1s sOMehow chenped, 
• 1 
e. g. by allouing thp "cp.paci torll formed by the plAtes to dis-
charge, "Then the 1I1ost" stored energy ceD eppeer FlS "hea.t'l, 
or by pushinr.; t.!.1e plptes further app.rt, in \~!hich cn.se the 
work done OD the ~1(lte8 trflnsfers ;nore stored energy to the 
field. If a positively-charred particle (e.g. a proton) 
1s intrOc1.UC8cl. into the space betwee n the pIa tes near the nega-
t i vely-chargec1 pIa te and then pushed tOirJ"ards the posi ti ve 
plBte" no.CLit1.9.DPl energy is given to the field. Typically; 
this additional energy would be many orders of magnitude 
smaller thOD the energy origlnn lly present in the field o 
If thp pnrtic~e 1s now released, it accelerates towords the 
negative plate; usIng the "fipld ll language, i.ve 'Nould say 
that it aoquires kinetic pnergy at ~le expense of the elec-
tricfll potential energy stored in the field. ( When it strikes 
/the ..... 
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the negt),tivc plnte one is left ~\!'i tl) the original field, 
to[,;ether 11i tll its originfll potent181 energy. ). 
We may sum up by 88ylne thnt In ter111S of the field-
energy .picture, the introduction of 8. posi ti ve charge 1 nto 
an electric field 8Ite!:§. the potential energy stored in the 
field. Displacement of the charge in the field will give 
'rlse to a further C~1B nge :tn the field energy; for the rlg11t 
kind of displacement, this change ~Till in fact be FIn ~_:-'v.ree.~·:;. 
the fi eld [l,lone, i t ~.Ti 11 acquire l~ine tic energy D t the ·expen-
se of tl1.e electricel potentiel energy stored i(: the.:'1.eld, 
If we prefer to diBcu8s potential energy with refarence 
must me.lntain t1.l8t 1ve CB.n only he.ve mutual potential r.;nergy 
of the system "field-creatine charges plus field-responding 
ch:?!\ge II when that 8ystem hps actually been set up, 1. e. ''''hen 
the test charge has been placed in the field. Any furtJ1er 
displacement of the charge in the field will alter this mutual 
p~tentlal energy; e.g. pushing the (positive) test charge 
from near the negative to neBr the positive plate will ln~rease 
the mutual potential energy of the system. If the test 
che.rge is alloi'led to accelerate under tlle forces exerted on 
it by the ot1.1er charges, then it acquires kinetic energy at 
the expense of this mutuel potential energy. U sua.l1y it is 
both convenient and p~r~lssible to rererd this mutual poten-
tinl energy as beinr effectively ussociated with only the test 
charge (of Section ?~.l), 
From t!.1is Hccount it should be clepr that a consistent 
de8cPiptlon of energy r..'1flnp'e~ 88socipted v'T1 t'l ~ chp~f~ed pa.r-
ticle 1 n t!1e fi eld Ct-' n be obtpi ned :"J1 th iAJhlchever vipwpol nt 
onp CJ100B8S to e.doPt., "enerRY stored in the fiF>ld lf or Ilener-
gy P880cieted l'Tith thp. intel"rctlng charges". The former 
IVi e iN'pol nt •.••• 
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viewpoint requires us to accept thnt tI1ere i8 alrt;[ldy poten-
tiel enersy in the field tefore we pIece D charge in it~ but 
this energy subtracts out of nny calculAtions we may do on 
energy chances suffered by the particle when it 1s diAplaced 
in the field.. If we adopt the Intter viewpoint, then there 
18 simply no "initiAl potential energyll to subtract ~utJ 8S 
there cen be no mutupl potentlel energy ')f the J-'~J_event 
system of interp.ctlnp; rhA" r:~~~ 'until pl~'. tne~.ch8rges p-re pres-
nitudes of the energy chpnges under~one by the systeM. 
potentiRl ts e concept PRsocl~ted with ~ point in the fipld 
enerry,must be regerded as bpinr; stored in the fipId. 
With the aid of potentipl, e cO~8titutively-defined concept 
f6r the f,.i .. el(~, ~ve cpn computp the potentia1 energy associated 
with the pIecing of e small test chprge at B particular point 
in ttle field. vihether lAle regard thf1t energy as associated 
wi t~ tne field or it!! tl1 the interacting charges is a. mBtte.r 
of ta ste. At le8st, this is tbA case in electrostatics; 
when 1'7e come to conAi der the radio. tiOD of eflC rgy from a ccele-
reted ChArges, we find thot by fpr the simplest description 
of the processes of electro~ppnetic rBdiption is obt~ined 
of energy flnds B. npturpl~ explpn~Jtion in terms of the tr8ns-
port of enerGY throuph spnce by mepnE of dinturb8nce~ ~n the 
fields. 
'1,'it1en the tencber introduceR pote:1-cirl d.ifference In t"1e 
context of electro8t~tlc8~ it is u~nece88Bry for ~tm to rnpke 
much of the idea tnrt potAntl~l enerpy cpn be thoupht of 8S 
being stored in the electric field • At tnis stege, the exls-
. tence of ele0trical potential energy pnd the eseociation of 
/"potentlal" ..•.. 
.---
-------~~:.: 
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"potential" and "potentiBl difference" 't-vith 1 t ere the most 
lmportfJ nt points' to 'estBbllsho Once the pupil 118.9 acql.fl:r.ed 
some understanding of these concepts, he ce.n be led to con.-, 
eider the Possible association of the potential energy with 
the fi. eld i tsel!. 
7.7 The "graj n~ ner:s II of 0h~rp:e 
Th€ n~rHininesn" of electx'ic chDrgE: :;'8 not e -.,;oncept 
whi,ch is funa~pmentfll to thp c1evelopment of the main ideas of 
t:'is ps.rt of the course, AS w"il1 heve been evident froT!') our 
01'1n au tli ne a 1) ·~v e. On th~ other hand, proof that electric 
of 't'fhole-number multiples of e natural uni t of charge - lenc1s 
considerable strength to the reality of the microscopic pic-
ture of electrical behaviour that pupils will have been en-
ooureged to keep in mind. Therefore it 1s worth discussing 
e s soon e·s the pupil he s acquired sufficient understanding of 
bS8ic electrical concepts to be able to nppreelate the reason-
ing underlying the relevant experiment. 
In tl1e p. S. S. C. course the demon Stl'1l8 tion of the gl'\9ini-
n e S 8 0 f e lee tri c c h~ rg e i s ~ c, tuel1y pIe G e d, pri 0 r to th e e x-
1'1101 t introduction of electric intensity pnd potentif!l, in 
acoordRnce inTi th thf! p. S. S. CII "philosophy" of treating the 
pleotronic charge BS ~ (tpmpor~ry) unit of cherge. 
of the opinion thp.t the Soutl1 Af'ricRD lTIetrlculs.tion pupil 
will find it ea 8ier to follow introctuctor·y qua nt11;a. tlve elec-
trostatlcs if t~s topic is presented ~lonR the linen sket-
ched out earlier in this chapter, en~ therefore recommend the 
pl~cing of ];illikan' 8 experiment at this roint. (It could. 
be done even earlier~ before potential end potential differ-
ence are introduced, ,but we thin}\: 1 t will be advante.geou8 for 
the teacher to heve the concept of potential difference at 
hend "'hen eli scu'Ssing the experiment.) 
/There ..••• 
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There Dre vflriou8 "\;ays in 1,!hic1.1 tl1e 12.~ to do Mlllika.n's 
experlment CD n be justified.. It CRn be presented n S D n 
ettempt to mep8ure the vpry Am~ll charre? that might be found 
on vpry small p8rticleR, i·.rith the rr pT'[!inlne8s" emerg:tnr 88 
P sUI'prise reEult. Or it OBn bp presented A8 an attpmpt 
to Investigpte the hypotMr-~i8 thAt matter- contains very tiny 
thr: ::en8C~~ 1d~" :illiken cnrrieo. it out; h~ had been rjtirnp. .... 
of J.J~ Tho~8on Rnd others to belipve thpt t~erp might be 
He shu 11 not do our 
pup~_ls any hD.tl!"t if 1'le omit reference to the historic~l back-
groupd J though -here 1s no re8E<On ''\Thy \.,,,;pcheI'8 should not 
mentiQn it if they wish. The experiment ce.n be very happily 
eccommoc8ted in the course- in its present position; indeed 
it is much better to deal 1vi tl1 i t here than in a 8e~ref,D. ted 
vreA styled "modern pl1yslcs li • 
707. 2 Fi 1m8 of ~':i llika n t s eXperl!llent p nel the f1 s socif! ted theory 
----. __ ..-_- -----
For l'"'epsons whic'1 art'! fully 8Pt out in the NuffiBlcl 
Teachers' Cuide (IV)) it is in the 10Rt renort more srtisfec-
tory to 8 1J011' fl film of 'Millik~ n! 8 ex~eri.rtent to pupils tha n 
to hRve them do it individuplly. Anybody wi tl1 personel ex-
perience of the experimont, eVAn wlt~ one of t~p ~odern "sim-
pllfied f' versions thot prp n0itJ cornrnercielly flv~ilAble~ knows 
thrt it is time-con8u~lng rnd difficult to carry out an~, as 
suCh, li]<.::el~r to pu ~ off nIl but t~e 1r:eene8t pupil;;. Any 
"exci ternent il it r,enprptp8 18 confined to the f!mergenc~ of the 
desired result from the datf.l; for 801118 reeson those W'10 per-
form the eXIJel'iment nO~1'2dp'y8 perversely refuse to be excl ted 
by the experience of lookin~ pt illuminated oil drof8 or 
pIe. stic spheres through (J microRccpe. 
T'"wo ve.riet1es of HiIlik8 n eXf·eriment F-Y'e currently eVDll-
ebl e on film. Both use plestlc spheres in8tepd of thp clas-
sic "oil drops"; from tl18 point of view of cplculetions 
/ VI hie 11.. " • • " 
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",!111eh onf; mipht C'10088 to c8rry out Ipter, this is more CO!1-
venlent, PS the mp88PB of t~P8e pl~stic RpherPR hnve bpen 
previously determined (by s method which does l2Q..! m(:lke URe 
of this type of experlJ11ent; of ~':uffield Guide IV). In the 
form of Htllikan experiment 8ho1·;n in the Nufflpld film, the 
charged sphere is held stptionpry beti!ieen the plBtec-: when 
its charp;e is chDnr;ed, the intensity of the elp::-:'.'i0 field is 
The thpor'Y of 
Let E be the intensi ty o:f the epplied electric field~ V the 
potential difference ~:"~twet,' the per,'!.: leI pl~tes bet\.\~e(;:)n 
'tvhich the field is set uP, d the separp' .. ton of the p18tes" 
rn the mass of the sphere, q the charge or the sphere en~ g 
the ecqelere.tion due to grflvi ty. 
belsnced, 
mg = qE -- qY -d 
80 that ~~ = (Constnnt) q = V V 
Then 1..r'1en the sphere is 
I 
Hen ceo b 8 e rv 8 t ion 0 f the c h [l np: e 8 i n (V) i s eu f fl c i en t to di 8-
cIa ee vlhether or not there i 8 any lIernininess" in the chnr-
gee on the sphere. This method hps the edventege thet its 
theory 1s veri simple to follow. However Its use does de-
penel on tt1e use of e voltmFltpr to meesure V and, -;,.r1th thp.t, 
the accep"tence by the pupil thp t the Jlchprp;e" thnt nO'ITS 
around circuits 1s the same sort of stuff that one finds on 
isola.ted charged objects. ~ 
In tne p.S.S.C. film of the Millikan e~periment, the 
intensity of the electric field is maintained constant through-
out the experiment) a nd the termi nal veIocl ty of the charged 
sphere is measured for different c~Drges on it. As we show 
belo,,.,, the cbe.nges in eherge on the sphere are proportional 
to the changes in its termin8.1 veloei ty under the action of 
- the fi eld. This rPMoves the depender.ce on the voltmeter 
reading, but it does require of the pupil an understpnding of 
/the .. " " • 
;1 
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the motion of 1")00.1e8 in Fl resi stinp; medium 1'.rhich exerts a 
resistive force proportionRl to the speed. Such e.n under-
otendlng is not difficult to pcquire if the b~8ic principles 
are presented as expe~imental fects, .e.g. by demonstretion 
with ball-bearings felling through oil or glycerine. It 
should be sho't'm thAt ,...,hen e small sphere 1..8 .ected d.:::on by a 
constant driving force like its weight ~r en e~d0tricAl force 
and moves through e, f}·fli( .... j ~ " .. very soc.r attains a terminal 
veloc:lty, end th('" G t[Jlls t·ernlnal veloei ty 1s proportlo~al to 
the drivin8 force (i.e. the resisting force is proportional 
to the speed). Then ~l'" e tr<sY.? tm:'::!'lt 0: "the observe. tiona could 
be based on the following outline:-
Let m be the mess of the plastic sIJ;.:ere, q its chBrge, 
v the rhagn1 tude of its termine.l velocl ty under gravi ty, u the 
magni tucle of its up\;vard terminal velocity when it is under 
tl1e e.adltionel influence of en up1'Tard electric flelcl of in-
tensity E between the plates. Then mg ::. Kv 
and qE - mg m Ku, 
""here K is the propor-tiorm.llty constant re18ting the forc~ O!1.D. 
the sphere to its terminel velocity. Combining these equa-
tlons J one obtains 
whicJ:1, for 8 constant intensity of the electric field, im-
pli es th2.t tLle ch~rge on the sphere i 8 proportional to (u+v). 
(Note the.t this refers to the sum of the n:ap:nitudes of the 
terminal veloei tie 8). For any given sphere, v 1s 8 constant; 
consequently any chBn~e8 of cherge on the (l.rop must be pro-
portlon~l to the chr:nges in its upw'G.rd terminal velocity,. 
In analysing the results of the experiments, one has to 
1 
show thAt the changes in V (in the first experiment) or in 
u (in the second) are integral multiples of some constpnt 
value. lilien explaining the deduction from this of the exis-
tence of 8. fl.lndamental unit of charC8, teacher8 may find it 
/helpful ••••• 
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helpful to r:18ke use of tIle "mArble 8 .... 1 n-pnper-be gsll 8 na1ogy, 
deBcri bed in varfoue' Bources (Hopers 1960 J Nuffield Guide IV J 
Jsrdine 1967; see sleo p.S.S.C. 1960, 1965), 
7,7,3 A!2..a1op;ue s of 1":111ike n 1 s experiment 
If electricity is tpught according to the sequence given 
in these pages, r.he:' teD{~'lerB 'ftlould probe.b1y find it better 
to U~f ~he geC(,~}(1. ",;:,:;.-sion of l~i11ik8.n18 experiment, fl8 sho'wn 
:n the p.SGS,S. film, to demonstrate tt2 ~~i8tpnce ~f the 
To help prppore t~~ir purilB for 
t'l:e film, they could 'R11o'tt: thr-:-TfI p mAoroscopic model of ?.8illi-
kan I ;; experimcl t. 
for thls purpose; though 1 t 8ho1'18 a stntic ver8ion of the 
experiment J corresponding to that sho'tvn in the ~Tuffle1d film, 
it nevertheless helps to emphe size the pref:lence of mO!"l1? than 
one force acting on the bell. In p mOl"'1e dirl 8ct model, which 
could help to demonstrate the second version of the experi-
ment, the parallel plates setting up the field are bress 
ple tes formi ng the li d a nel be se of a transparent box wi th'" 
plastic walls (of Jardine 1967). The box is filled with 
11quld paraffin, 8 few greins of s8nd are introduced into the 
liquid Rnd a hign potentiel difference is applied to the plates e 
Some of the grains will b~oome charged by contact with the 
pletes, anc their motion throup:t1 the llquid under thp potion 
of the electric and err.vitation~l driving forces eRn then be 
studied Cl 
7~7.4 Conclusions fro~ ¥i11ik~nI8 experiment 
~~ w ... __ • __ . ____ ........ _-..-. 
it is importnnt to atp..te preci8ely itihet the experiment does 
It furnisheR evidence for t~p existence of en irre-
duclble minimum amount of charge. It does not by itself 
show that this charge 1s to be identified with the emount of 
Icharge .•••• 
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chnrge on the electron, though it certpin1y prompts one to 
thiru~ thnt if there nre electrons, t~ they must surely 
c~rry the IIn[1tural uni til of charge. Pupils might be interes-
ted to knOl" of the speculatlons 8.n10ng theoretical physicists 
concerning tl1e existence of "pArticles", for vlhich the npme 
"n_'..lark" h88 been SupP;P8ted, cerryinp; amounts of charge equal 
GIJ ~ end ~ the Jlnaturfl1 uni t'l of c1)arge (of l'lelsskopf 196f:1). 
", 
7.8 T'1e dist~·:~·;·:.C:L()r.: ()f r.:,'ip:,,'p:p 0::. ~_80"_<:iter_ ~/ "'_d1.,st/or~ 
~'8oO;~~li':IItIit:a: r..n-'_........"."... ""_I ......... ~~
Thi8 topic ht-l8 80nlP interest, principp11y in the ~pec18.1 
caBe of the distribution of c"ergp on a conduc~<""'l"" h(:.~nr: ? 
pointed end or enus. 'The m~tter CD.n only be depl t "V-llth 
que li V1. ti V(' J_ .. ~: p8rt:1.~r by experin!ent and partly by the u a8 of 
the concept of equipotential surfaces in en electrio field. 
'111e pupil has alx'eady met this concept in noting the equnlity 
of potential over the surface end through the interior of an 
isolated cherged conductor; its extension to the electriC 
field surrou.nc1ing sucb a conductor or to any static electric 
field should present no problems. To show that the charge 
.,. 
distribution on p conductor i8 gre8.ter where the surface has 
the greetest curv~ ture, one cen shO;I'J 8. disgrflm in 1'1111.10h a 
set of equlpotentle18 is drawn in the field surroundinp e non-
spherlcel charged conductor (seprs 1946). Ner r the surface 
of the conductor tl1e equlpotentlDls 1<1111 have nenrly the same 
shppe 8.S the conductor, Hhile furt':1er [JvlHy the equipotentials 
will be more nearly sphericpl in shape. The result of this 
1 s the cro""vc1ing together of the eqnlpotentlals near t'1P more 
atronp;ly curved portions of t 1 e conductor, t'l.e most mBr]{ed 
croHdi ng occurring ",here the curvature 18 gret-1 test. Cro~.,ding 
together of equlpotentinls implies a stron~ electriC field, 
end this in tul .... n re8ults from 8 J.B.re;e concentration of charge. 
\1e conclude tJ:18 t the chs.rge spreads itself over the surfa ce 
of e conductor in such a wey that the greptest concentrstlon 
of charge occurs where the 8urf8ce is most shBrply curved. 
/ (cf ••••• 
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(cf. our remarks at the end of Section 7.4.5). 
The mDnner in 'Vrhich the distl'lit:ution of cl1l)rge varies 
over the surfD.ce of A nonAphp.T'icel co nductor cen be shOvrn by 
8~mplins the oharge At different parts of th~ surface with a 
proof plane and using ~n electroscope to indicote the emount 
of charge on the prC'~f pJ.~-.. :~~. The pupils c~n now und~r8tand 
the pheno:'"!1enon I,if pot/!·;) eli 8chnrge, \vh1ch "itlfl R demon8tr~ ted to 
1-1J.(;r~ in tl1e j").lior yeflrs 2nd eRn nO"\1 be oeYJ1-JnstrAteCl +:0 thplU 
again {ef our discussion in Section 3.14.3, part (vi) ). 
The 1noi6 t nee of thunderstcrms is high in South Africa, 
guishe~ tradition in South African physics of research into 
the origin end na ture of tbe lightning discharge. It 1s 
thus fitting that this topic should h~ve been lnc~lded in the 
new Co~mon Basic Syllabuses in Physics and PhYRical Science; 
the following summary indicates the points that need to be 
made in its presentation. 
The most spectn.cular electl'1ic sperks known to man are 
tho8e we coIl "lir;htning disc11arf3es". Many of the details 
of the processes respon8ible .for the formption of lightning 
ere still obscure, but it is possible to giVA Bome ~ccount 
of the mntter in brand outline. An electric 8p~rk p8sses 
bet'rJ'een the domes of a Va.n de Graa:r .... f genera tor when sufficient 
~mounts of opposlte chnr~e have been bullt up on the domes. 
Wi th these large emounts of opposite chflrge 1s 8s f 30cj?ted a 
very stronr electric field And a correspondingly large poten-
ti~l difference between the domes. The "b:r'eakdo~vn" of the 
Sir bet~een the domes can be explained along the lines of the 
discussion in Section 3.14.3, part (vi). 
Since a lightning stro}(e is a. gigantic electriC 8park, 
we may conclude that e very large potenti~l difference is 
/rssponsible •• oo e 
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responsible for it. T~i8 i8 indeed thp. ce8e; potential 
differences of the ordp!, of 20 - 100 million vOlts mpy be 
~enprDted between the bpS8 of a thundercloud end the eerth. 
In the formntion of a thundercloud lorge-Rcale Reperetion of 
positive and negative chargp takes place by a mechanism as 
yet incompletely understood, (31 thouGh it 1,8 in 8on'~ ':my de-
pendent on the behElviour of the Flir cUI'r\~nt8 ~ T,;;'- L-ur drops 
and ice portlcles in thp r ... :r-,'<, anz;' it ".8 tFle very large 
flmount at negB.ti,?, (!'[~(;-.rge at tr.,,<? bese of thp thunderc10ud 
thet m8kes possible the n1"breakdown" of the a.ir in 1 ts vicinity. 
(A recent summary of' m...:~ern _(lee.c~ in '(~~i.B connection is to be 
found in F'3ynms.n et B.I (1964). ) 
The success of the "point discharge~ phenomenon in pre-
venting catastrophic electric discharges is eflsily demonstra-
ted with a van de Graaff generator and a pointed metal object 
held in the hand. This demonstration should alrea~y have 
bee n do ne in the junio r ye~rA; i t should bf' repeB ted here) 
,,,,1 th emph8.s1s on its practicpl importance. 
7.10 Energy in the el~ctric field: crpecitora 
TI1e CflPDCi tence of en iso18.ted conductor or pD.ir of con-
a.uctors (capeci tors) is not Po concept 'VlhiclJ need be intro-
duced into an element~ry physics syllabus, since such (l syl-
labus need make use of no qURntitBtive results which must 
be derived explicitly with the eid of this concept. On the 
other hand, the CPp8 01 tor is a useful device for a pupil to 
know about, and for this rerson it is a pity that the new 
Common Basic Syllabuses make no mention of it. In the con-
text of tnese syllabuses, t!1e capacito!l 1vould be useful in 
demonstretion experiments on account of its Dbility to store 
c118.rge and energy. It can be introduced as a device consis-
ting of a prir of conductors similar in shape and placed close 
togetner but separeted from ePoch other by some insulating 
/mB terial. 
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mf-lterial. As exar1pl~ 8 of C[-! p8 oi tors tl.1e pupi 1 o~. n firs t 
end that old stend-by, thp Leyden jpr. He should see t~~ 
l~tter chnrged up from ~ Ven de Graaff generRtor pnd then 
discharr;ea. w·itJ1. di8ch~rging tongs, Hnd the spflrk he sees in 
the Ie tter CDse should be discu Bsed in terms of th~ ':.'nergy 
released in it as ~!ell as IIflow of chp.r~p'II. 
the idea that tl1.e energy f Jr r~J.e Spt"J.'"'k '",'Jd ~.tored in the elec-
t . .L"ic fielr~~ oet/\vee'" Ch~, CUp'8.c:1tor Ilplntes U ~ reference can be 
mAde to the demonstrAtion in wh1c!1 the potential difference 
ghotvn to depend on their 8epa.'::-8tion~ :t ceD be pointed out 
tha t work ha 8 to bp do ne to nepa ra te the '~'lB te 8, t.ha t th.:J. S 
represents electrical potentiel energy apparently transferred 
to the charges on the plptp8, 8nd thpt thA volume occupied by 
the electric field bptwepn the plptes increeRes As they are 
separated. It is ef! sy to argue thet the vie,., that the poten-
tiel energy transferred to the pletes is stored in the electric 
field between them 18 consistpnt with the above fects; if 
the energy in thls uniform field is assumed to bp. uniformly 
distributed throu8h its vol~me, then we would expect increased 
stored energy to be Associated with a larger volume of field. 
7.11 The prinCiple of the Vsn de Grepff renerptor 
---.uz ............. ...,-
Th.e (model) Van de Grrt1ff generfltor is no,., recognized. 
to be an indispensable pi~ce of appar~tus in the elementary 
teaching of electriCity, and we have recomm~nded its UBe in 
a number- of importent a.emonstra t1ons. Up to this point, 
this device will have remained for pupils a "black box" knovm 
to be capable of Accumulating appreciable amounts of (oppos-
ite) chArge on its domes. Its design is of such elegBnt 
simplicity thrlt there 18 no need for it to remein wholly 
"bleck
"
; much crn bp said concerninp its mode of operation 
It hn t ...•. 
.; 
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that would be intelligible to pupl18~ In tl:1e typical 
school model of t~e'Van de Graeff generator (~.g. 'Griffin 
end George 181 - 280), the belt passes over two rollers made 
of different insulating materials, e.g. perspex and poly-
thene. Contact between the bplt and the rollers produces 
n;pOt!1te charges on th~ t~·ro rollers, positive on the perspex 
~ nd nega ti ve on the polythene. The positive charge on the 
metal comb nea rest it; similarly the neg(-4 Gi ve ChBI'lgP on the 
other roller induces pOBi tlve charge on thfl point?> of the 
other mete1 comb. 
oharge is sprayed on to the outeide of the bplt fro~ the comb 
neare~t the 1~~·2"8pex :::"'loller end posi ti ve chD.rge is sprayed on 
to th.e belt from the other comb" If the perspex roller is 
the lowe1"~' of the two, th e net eff eo t of thi 8 is tha t negs. ti ve 
charge is trensported from the lower to the upper comb" 
.A certe.in amount of controversy surrounds the detB.ils of 
the transfer of cherge from the belt to the dome and, in con-
junction vIi th thi s p the funde.mental theory of th'e opere. t,).on 
of the inst:r:ument. Thus Simon (1954) has: objeoted to the 
statements often made in textbooks that the charged belt dis-
che rges ~!!p,lete}J: to thp. out side of the dome, that (:!ll the 
cha!~ge transferred to thp. uppel" comb must find its T..vey on to 
the outside of the dome end, were it not for insulation diffi-
culties, th0 potentl~l of the letter could be increPBed with-
out 1iml t. He points out th8t for charBe to pess from the 
belt to the upper oomb by point discharge, there must be a 
potential difference betwepn thp two, Bnd that for this ren-
son 8.lone it can be concluded that not ell of thf-l charge can 
be tranef'erred from the belt to the dome. He stresses that 
the che.rge on the belt 8cqulres increased potential energy 
because it is transported to the upper comb age.inst an 
/adverse" ..... 
Bdverse electric fielc1, nnd he dpVt::~lop8 a theory for the 
Elction of a generato'r 1'1h1c11 predicts 8 limi tlng voltcge 
ettninable for its UPPPT' dome, determined 'by the geotnptr;y-
of the TYlDchine. Subudhl find Tii~mri (1962) report experl-
mental result8 1n pgreF'n1ent 'Ttli tl1 Simon' 8 theory. Fortun-
ately the detoi18 of thiR ~hpory need not concern thp teaoher; 
1vould ~be vrise t.or him to mAkp the vpry importAnt yoint thn.C 
E8 CCht;:Jrge :ls trpnsported tOi·mrds the upper comb, its poten-
t.' ,"~. er.~~rgJ ""lust i nel"Sa se, 80 thnt there T'itHit on this Account 
be ~; potentia:·I• difference c·et1'leen the upper rep:1.on of the 
bel t a nd the 1(1' rer (1,11i S 1'1il1 .~~: nega ~: ve if 'i~he tre neported 
charge, 18 negative); end it ~lould be unwise for him to sug-
gest that ~ the ch~rge on the belt finds its wayan to the 
But the limit set by Simon's theory on the potential 
Dtteined by the dome 1s never att8_ined under laboratory con-
dltlons, since "insula.tion dlfflcultles Jl alw-lJ,ys cnUf;p bre(1k-
down beforehand; Bccordlngly the teacher need not worry par-
ticulerly about the exiRtence of this theoretical limit. 
(AccordinR to Simon, it priAes becBuse of thp charge induced 
on the lower comb by the cher~p on the dome.) For all prD.c-
tical purposes, it 18 trup thpt r11 of the ohArra trp.nRferred 
to the upper comb find8 its wayan the outside of the dome 
(ef Faraday' 8 Ice-DAil pxppriment). 
... . 
7. 12 The bric_pe l:et i vppn Po tp t :'-C fl nd c nrrent el~,,<::,!?"lici tz 
7.12.1 The pupil' tl bpckground 
The pupil has studied current electricity to some extent 
l n the ju nior year'so Therp his understrndinr of the proper-
ties of electl"lic cireui ts \:"(18 bullt up on the a ssumption that 
there ,·v8.8 some kind of el PC tric~ 1 !I stuff II circula ting 81"ound 
the cireui t. This hypothetlcel Iistuff" WBS called !lchar-eel!; 
/1 te .•••• 
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its rate of flow past e given point in the circuit WDe called 
the Ilcurrent ". Th~ current ~18.S mea.sured in terms of' the rnag-
netic effect it produced. The uni t of curre nt wa. 8 cn lled 
the ampere, €l.nd i t ,,-13 8 E"etabll shed in terms of mea 8urement s 
with B "ourrent-ba la ncp" Il which ~ras used to calibrate more 
convenient current-measuring instruments called am~:ters. 
The un! t charge i-.,TP 9 defi n~d i n te~ms of' the pmr"- .l'!=' flnd the 
Tl:e C') .icept of potentle.l 
the ~nergy given up p~r unit ch~rp,e by chprp.e flowing between 
those points; its uni "I. ~ th~· ,1ou~~.c,? Pt~.~ coulomb, via.s given the 
speoiAl name "volt". 
In the senior years, the pupil begir,~ his electrice.l 
,studies 1vi th the fOl"'ce bet\,,€'~n stetionery chrll"ges, 'Nhere by 
ffch8.rge" is meant the property by virtue of which a body is 
able to attract light objects of any description. 
! 
As a unit 
of charge, the coulomb is lntroduced~· this time defined (tem-
porarily) in terms of the force bet1'V'een charged particles at 
rest relative to each othe~ These idee 8 leHd on to the con-
cepts of tJ1e electriC field end its charecteristlc vector; 
consideration of the en~rgy of a charged particle in an elec-
tric field leads to the emerfence of the concepts of potential 
p.nd potential difference, defined in terms of potentie.l energy 
ppr unit charge - end thus hBvlng 8S their unit the joule per 
ooulomb, or volt. 
7.12.2 An experlmentpl epproRch 
Before the pupll r,OPA on to pursue A higher-level study 
of electric currents pnd circuits and the mB~netic effeots 
e 800cipted w"i tl:1 them J he needs to develop a unified outlook 
on electricnl phenomena. To be able to menage this, he needs 
to s.ttain the conviction that the "charge" he supposes to be 
"f'lo't'ling around circuits :18 tl:'1e same kind of "oharge" Be 
/produce s ...... 
,.' ~ 
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produces readily observable effects of another kind when it 
i 8 a t res t on i sola ted conduc tors' or on 1 neuIe: tors. The 
idesl way of esteblisl1ing the ldentl ty of the t'V10 kinds of 
charge 'is by means of Rowland's experiment (cf Sh.amos 1959 1 
Purcell 1965). ROvllflnd pl~oecl electrosta tic charge near the 
rim of a hard-rubber disc and sJ1o'tved that wl1en the wheel w~8 
rJt~ted rapidly, a magnetic field ~~s obtained in its vicl-
n1 ty similar to thpt which would result from B ve"'- c' ~.4r':all 
current flo't,ring in s Cir6U1A-r loop~ Un:f'\~4."Itu.il]ately, it :5..8 
not e practical proposition to carry out this experiment in 
the school le.box~8.tory (of NUffield Guide IV). ~Tev~~ '\~hel,-'se 
there are otl1er experiments which C8n readily be carrled out 
8 nd wJ.·~_~ch :fu ... "l."Il. sl:1 ev.tdence which, 't",hen co11ee ted top;(?the:r, 
point; , to the same conclusion 8.S that deduced from RO'l,land's 
experiment. 
Flrst~ pupils can be shown th8t batteries, eleotronic 
pOvler supplies B.nd the fl. C. mains ce.n chflrge up electroscopes. 
(The more batteries there arp, end the higher the voltege they 
heve, the better - four or five 90-volt batterie8:connect~d 
in series will produce a Bubstantial deflection in an ordi-
nary leaf electroscope: • .) This experiment is valuable in 
ShO'Ttling that the bleck bcxes 1'1'1101:1 can melntain a current in 
B. closed circuit cen push "electl"osta.tlc" charge on to elec-
troBcopes and prenumably on to other conductors to ~mich they 
may be connected. If, P-~ was Buggested a.bove, an E.H. T. 
supply is used in demonstrAtions to create a manifestly 
eleotrostatic field betw0en 8 p~ir of parel1e1 pIe teA, pupils 
should not need much convincinp, on this point. 
Next it c[-Jn be shown thpt bBtterio8, po'tver 9up}.::liE'A and. 
the A,C~ mains can ch~rgp up capRcitors of the comMercial 
type, e.g. paper and electrolytic capaoitors. All that 1s 
needed. hex'e is to connec t up the termin~J18 of the cepe 01 tor 
to the termi 0018 of the cha rgi ng devi ce, B nd then to show 
tha t -die:cJ1a11ge of the eEl.paci tor through an air-gap produces 
Ie .. •... 
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a spark. By itself thi~ does not tell us B ~reat deDI, 
but it 1s an essentibl preli~i~~ry step to the next and fuuch 
more importGnt experiment, in which the flo,",l of chergp from. 
e slowly discharging or chBrp,ing capacitor is used to pro-
duce R m~rked mBrnetic effect. It is eS8enti~1 for the 
success of tl1i 8 exppriment. thn t the "tirne-consta nt II of the 
cha rgi nr; or di 8chr~.('gl :J: ~)l'oceS8 should be long, eo tha t the 
It is 
~ls·i) f\s'eentinl thFlt thp charring or clisc1 prging current Sl1vu.ld 
'be J.ar~e enough. to produce 8 detectnl)le mp-.gnetic effflct. 
Be "',: t.h:->se .l ~qriire)1jentR c~n be met if the follovri ng condi-
(1) The capacitcr shoQlrl have & very :~"~ge c~~acltanoe -
e. g. 10PO.,uF. 
(11) There should be a lerge resistance in the circuit -
e.g. 20 000 ohms, With e. 1000 pF-capa.citor, tl1is "Tould give 
a time constant of 20 seconds, which 1s quite long enough. 
(iil) A capacl tor of the ebove CBpacl t8nce WQ1).ld typlcelly 
heve a voltage rating of 30 volts or les8. If it were to 
be charged up throug'1 a resistence of 20 000 ohms from 8. 
D.C. supply of 20 volts, or charged up to B potentlBl differ-
ence of 20 volts end. then pl10Ned to dlsol1argp thr'ough e. re-
8ist!?nce of 20 000 ohms, t1:1P maxl~num current in either 088e 
would be 1 milliamp. T1 is current is largp enough to pro-
duce en apprecirble deflection in deMonstrAtion Rmmetpr~ of 
the rip;t1t kind, Rnd the experiment c~n be done with ~uc'h 
meters if they are avel1nble. But 8.n even more J,lrect i,I}"ay 
of shoHing the magnetic effect of the c'1srginp; or d1 sc~\qrging 
current is tn let it pr8S through thp coil of e t~ngent gal-
va nometer. If these instrumentG pre to be found in thp 
school laboratory, they are likely to be provided with sGveral 
sets of coils, one of which will have several hundred turns. 
Ill . ...• 
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~ curr~nt of 1 milliamp in B coil like this will readily 
cause a deflection of the arderaf nearly 90° in a pi~oted 
magnet mounted at the centre of the coil. In effect, this 
would then be Oersted' 9 experi:nent carried out with the 
charging or discharging current of a cepacltor. This "poor 
man's Rowland' 8 expprimpnt" is both very ep,sy to carry out 
~ i!d very convincing in effect. 
To reinforce the conclu8ion of the previouB e"t:·~)F>;;·~.JI1ent) 
one oen perforIYl 8. siml.:.le (-!xpprimer-.t: wit;h p ""Sl: tUB Gra8:ff 
generetor (preferebly one having B. vari8ble ..... s:p€ed motor) J and 
8. microammeter. In the simplest form of this ~~pel~'~nt. 
one can connect the leeds of the microammeter to the upper 
B.nd lQ':~~'3:r C\)~J'(-8 of ttre Van de Greaf'f' genel"'etor, turn tl1e 
motor on and direct attention to the fact that there 1s a 
reeding 0l1: the microamneter when the belt 1s moving, end that 
the readi ng gro~vs bigger as the motor speed i 8 made a.udibly 
fe.ster. Th.is makes the point that an increase in the re.te 
of flo1-l of electrosta tic che rge from the lONer to t.he upper 
combs is aocompanied by an incre8se in the "current l1 regist-
-"f, 
ered by the 8.mmeter. To make the experiment more spectaou-
leI' end to help convince pupils thBt there 1s electrostatic 
cherge flo"V'Ting right round. the "circuit" thet includes the 
combs and belt of the generRtor, the ammeter and its Ip8ds, 
one cen make the above errs.ngement more ela.borp..t~. rrhe main 
dome of the generator c~n 1:>e put beck in its rightful pIpcs, 
end instead of connecting the appropriate lead of th~ micro-
erometer directly to this dom~, one can oonnect it to a sharp-
po~nted conductor, the point of i~,hich. a.ims at, but does not 
touch the main dome. If a neon Cli scherge tube is fP:a i18.ble, 
it can be connected between the sharp-pointed conductor and 
the microammeter leDd o Then when the generator is running~ 
there will be a continuous flo~'" of charge from the dome to 
the point by "point dische.rge", tl1e neon discharge tube will 
/glow ••••• 
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glow and the micronmmeter will ~lve a reeding. It will 
certeinly be diffieul t for pupils to resist the- conclusion 
tha t cne rge i 8 indeed 8 treemlng continuously All the 1,.,ay from 
the main dome through the eir, the neon tube Hnd the meter 
dO\A,rD to "eE'trtn II. 
Once tne pupil hP.8 accepted that "electrostatic cha.rge ll 
he is ready to study the [lppl.l Ct~tior. of '~;!.-~;.. f,~ • .)ncf:pt8 appro-
ch@rge in verious .kindR of' ct()nc.~~ctor pnd in complete circuits. 
7.13. 1 fi..n introductory exppriment 
It is n01'J' time for the prOIJPS8 of flo,,,, or tra nsport of 
charge to be studied in some detail. A fundamental ques-
tion to a 8k i s "HO'~T does e cell (or e ny other "black box II 
that achieves the seme purpose) maintB.in a steady current 
in a conductor", II In reply, one need not say anything about 
chemlcal processes wit~in the cell. Instead, a simple ex~ 
periment een be performed thpt vrill l1elp to orient pupils' 
thiT'king suitably. For thls experi~ent, the apperatu8 
needed consists of B b~ttery (prefereblye "battery of bet-
teries", such 8,8 Reverpl gO-volt ba.tteries connected in series), 
a lO-megohm resistor ~nd tln electroscope. (The reflson for 
C1.10osing a vGlue of resistpnce R8 hir~:l PS 10 megohm8 is that 
this is hign compared with the internol re81stence of the 
u " bpttery, w~ic~ cnn bp ppprpcipble if the bRtterles are old.) 
First it should be demonstrAted that the resistor is p con-
ductor, by showing thrt whpn the electroscope 18 chprred, it 
cBn be disc~nrged by plRcinr the lends of thp resistor simul-
taneously in contact with the knob end thp cpse of the 
/ electroscope. 
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electro8cope o Then tne leeds of the bflttery should be con ..... 
nected to the knob.and tne ceBe of tne electroBcope p and, 
wnl1e the battery is still connected, tne leads of the re-
sistor should also be secured to the knob and the CAse. 
The leef of the electroscope wtll continue to deflect, sho\v-
lnt that the battery is able to maintain a steady potential 
jiJ.ference across tne resistor. 
This much can readily be 8e~n ana. underB<toor~" rrl~' com-
plete the picture of "'flat is happening in tf .. .lS d'emonstr,BtloD» 
certain additional points should be made. First, the steady 
deflection of the leaf of the electroscope v.rhile ~'1e 1'~~1ist,,-)r 
and tne batter'Y are connected across 1 t 81.l.0v/S that the battery 
is B.ble '~~o mG.ii: ~q.in ol~po81 te c11arges on tne elec troscope' knob 
end cese~ despite the presence of a conducting path between 
them. It ·is reasonable to deduce tl1.a.t what is happening in 
this case is tnat charge is continuously flowing from knob to 
case (or vice versa) tnrough the resistor, and continuously 
being "pumped a.round" by tne bcJttery to t11e knob end C@89 
(positive in the one c~se, negntive in the otner), to replRce 
... 
vln~t is lost through "leakage" dOvln the resistor. 
these ideas are implicit in the ~cceptance of the view tnat 
8 n elec tY'ic current 1 B e 11 terel flovol of charge, bu tit 1s 
just ae well for tnem to be mede explicit in reference to an 
expprlment like the one a.bove, pal"'tlculB.rly as tne exper:'l ment 
hignlights the maintenence ~of a potential difference across 
tne current-carrying conductor. 
7. 13.2 11 particle model Of .. electrical condu~ion 
After this lntroductlon, sttention can be given to tne 
provision of a more detAiled answer to tne question asked at 
tne beginning of Sec tio n 7 .. 13. 1. The situation illustrated 
by tne above experiment can be idealized for purposes of di s-
cU8s1on in the fol1o"tTing 1AYBY:-
/ImBgine .. It f/ •• 
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Imep;ine t.hrt ,-!e have tt·.ro spherical conductors, X and Y, 
each mounted o~ insuiating stonds; X 1s positively ond t 
nE'f3 f1 tively cn.arged~ Suppose thAt a piece of wire 1s con-
nected bet~een X "nd Y; there would be a momentary current 
in the i-71 re P S C11P rge floi~Ted l'lo np: 1 t to neu tra Ii ze the 
chI:! rge on X f-lnd y.. If tbr- free cIlClr~e CctrrierA in the v!lre 
were negatively ch8rgp:, they would be repelled from Yend 
p ~t·~·J..;ted "vOHr,'.'d.s X; ~:nd if X he s a defici~ncy of' npgatl ve 
charge 'cnrricrr (-Ind Y pn eXCP88 of tbem, then che eX08BS 
charge carriers on Y ;vould flow into the wipe, while there 
'Y7t.,-':6. b;:; a :;,::rrespor.ding flol,T of nep:ative cllDrge frorq the 
If the flow of charge along the wire were to 
be kept uP, i t '~~ auld :Je necessb.>Y to 11:-." ntai!; posi tive chp-rge 
on X and negative charge on Y. The continued presence of 
charges of oPPo81te sign on X end Y would mean that an elec-
tric fielc_ itJ8 8 maintBlned in the irJi!18 B.nd th8t there W8.8 a 
potential difference between its ends. We een reg2 rd the 
field as 8upplying the force thnt drives the free charge 
c13 rri ere down the i"Tire, And Cfl n theref'ol'Je eta t e the t 8.8 D n 
essential condition for thp ma.intenance of electric c.urrent 
in a conductor an electric fielcl must be maintAined in the 
condt-:.ctor. (This cnD be co~,pRrec~ i;.rith the cpse of en 1801a-
ted ch~ rr:ec_ co r.duct or Tvi thin whi ch t 1.1ere i 8 no electric field.) 
For the preservption of opposite charge8 on X end Y 
cherge v.rill have to bp 8uppliec1 to t 1.'ern to rppl~cA vihpt is 
lost (e.g. neCGtlve c'1Drge supplied to Y end rPTTloved from X). 
Pushing negative chrrr;e on to Y it1hich is alreBdy neg~tively 
charged requires the r:-erforfT1t'nce of '\<:ork, ft8 does thp rpmoval 
of nep;a~ive ~'~arge fro~ or the supply of' pogitive chr:rre to 
the positively charged X. ElectricRl potential energy 1s 
thus beinG trnDsferred to the free charge carriers by these 
operations, v.'1:11c11 immediptely leads one to Dsk two questions:"", 
/ IIWhD t ••.• e 
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II What 18 the source of thi 8 energy? II and ":.112 t ·becomes of 
Since enere;y cf-!nnot be cre8tecl from nothing, the 
electrical potenti~l pnergy given to the electrons must be 
InDde ava.llable from r:ome othpr fOJ'I~'l of enerr;y. If (l battery 
is the agent used to ~~1ntnln the current, the ~ner8Y is con-
verted from c'.1emicnl form. If X and Y Are the mf:l.in pnd nux-
~liery domes of a VBn de Greaff ~enerator, t~e electricBl 
energy is converted from thp ~pch~n~c81 energy dr~~l~~ the 
---=-----.~ "'-.. 
bel t. 
sources of electricAl energy th~t ~re in com~on USB. An 
instructive experiment in this connection is O~,\(, in !'r.lel: a 
hend-operated dynamo is shown to need more energy to :un it 
when ~ -: is 0_,'"': iveritt,,-:-) e curr~e.nt than when it is not (c,t 
Nuffie~d Guide I). 
7.13.3 The particle model end electrical heating 
;fuet becomes of the energy? If the chrrE8 cerriers 
moved in a vBcuum, the Rnswer is simple: it becomes kinetic 
energy of the cherge carriers. NOi·l VTe knolr! tho t current-
cerrylng Jiiref?;. heet up. Thp pccounts given in elementary" 
textbooks of thp origin of this "Joule hepting" tend to be 
perfunctory. If 8uch textbooks a ttempt an lIexplana tion 1/ 
of tl~.i8 phenomenon rt pll, they net'l1r8.1ly do 80 in terms of 
thp rdmple pru~ticl~ model v-.Thich \\JP heve described p.bove. 
They point out thRt t~p kinetic pner~y pcquirea by free plec-
trans between successive ~ollisions with ions of the lattice 
18 given np to these ion8 in collisions, so thpt the f'nergy 
ecquired by the free elpctrons from the electric field be-
comes f1therG18.1 energy /I, i. e. eneJ'gy E! s800i8 ted ~Ti th the In t-
tice vibrations. 
Frequently, this is nIl that is said ebout the process 
of energy transfer. C f p. S. S. C. (1960, 1965) : II ••• e 8 the 
charge makes collisions with the atoms of the wire, the 
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energy just Goes into thermrl energy heBtinr, thflt section 
of thE" 'hrire II; Kip (1962): "The process is onE' in which 
electrons are Rccelerpted by the ap~lied field but contin-
uplly lose their excess ener~y by collisions with the lat-
tice of ions. T~is heats up the lattice by increPAing the 
energy of thermoSl vibrAtions". 
i 8 supposed by nO~\T to have some knoi'.rledp.~ 01' t1-}. 'f1eChAnics 
of collisions, mvy bfl 0ur:")"".) to kiluH ',IJ:r'e thfln whnt is con-
~.81ned ir. these r;I~\)t;;· tiuns pbou~ the n8ture of the electron-
ion .colli sions. Are they ~lASt1c or inelastic, for ~xemple? 
Sears f:lnd Zemensky (1~>~1) b\·..,te ~,lun .. ;·:'~.r thDt the collisions 
are lne .. lpJ·~tic: "After momentt?ry eccelE.,;';':l.tion, the pBrtlcle 
mekeo an inelastic collision with one of ~he 1'ixed particles 
in the ,conductor, loses whetevel" velocity 1 t has acquired in 
the direction of the driving force, end mRkes e. fresh start". 
This makes it very easy to explain the transfer of energy; 
in view of the grept difference in mass between the electron 
end 8 la.ttice ion, virtunlly nll the kinetic enere;y of the 
electr-on beco1l1es "heBt /I, pnd thpt is thotQ But in en in-
e18stic collision, thp IIheet" th8t is genernteo. ~.s lntpr~ 
enerp;y of the 8yste~1 formed. by the colliding partlcle8, 1'There-
as the pRrtlcle model of JoulA hentinp requires thnt the 
energy received by the ions Must become kinetic pnd potential 
pnpr~y a8Goci~ted with their vibratory motion ~n~ not eny 
"internal motions" they might hAve. On t~iB model, then, 
inelastic collisions between electrons end the latt1cp ions 
do not make senS8. The collisions cen only bp elastic, 
which p-p~~e2rG to rBisf' the difficulty tl1rt we 'vould nomally 
expec t very li ttle er. ergy to be t rr: nEll'erred from 8 n elec tT'on 
to en ion in 2 perfectly elastic collision because the mass 
of the ion is 80 much greeter thRn thrt of the electron. 
This, h01,rev C:l .... , ep:r,::lies to collisions bet\'Teen moving electrons 
end ions at rest. In the T"TOrds .of Purcell (1965), " ••• The 
evereee trpnsfer of kinetic energy is smell 'Vlhen a billiArd 
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bell collides \·,rith e bowling bp11. r~1.erpfore t
'
.1P ion 
(billir-rc1 ball) \,rill'continup to ~ccuJ11ulpte p-xtrfl pnel"gy 
until its average kinetic energy is AO high thpt its Rverage 
1088 of ener~y in ~ collision equals the 8mount r~ined be-
t vi e en colI i 8 ion s. ,f 
only in Purcel1 1 s book, ip the one thFt should be givpn to 
the inquirinr; J..-:,upi:l. ~\rh!) ,!8nts to knOll more of tbe process of 
The "true!! story j concerned ivi t!l. electron-phonon intcY'actl()ns, 
is much more compliceted; it is not realistic to try to dls-
CU~'; it tn [ -::;c!1.oo1 course., 
One furthsr point is perhaps worthy of comment. Some 
textbooks say a 11 ttle of 1...:hB t nnppens t.:) the ions when they 
Acqui re, their extre vi bra. tiona 1 energyo Halliday and Resnicl<: 
(1966), for exa.mple, say that the collisions flincrease the 
smpli tude of the thermal vlbrptions of the lettlce", while 
Atkins (19G5) says that IIth~ copper ptoms vibrate more rppld-
ly. " Of these descriptions, the first i8 certainly to be 
pr~ferred. The second presumpbly nepns thpt the meAn kinetic 
pnervy of the vibrvtory motion is lncrepsed, but could be 
misinterpreted as meflning thp.t the frequency of Vibration 
.., 
This \vould not be justified in terms of' this model 
of electrical conduction. 
7 • 13. 4_ j\ 1.1 S e fu 1 e DP lop. y fop e 1 e c t r 1 C p 1 con clue t ion 
Halliday and Resnick -(19t=;6) ancl ~,:cL[lC1.11an and l~cNel11 
(1964a) both give Dn ana.logy for the maintenance of' cur'rent 
in a circuit ~·.rhic'1 is far more hel:r;,:ful then the \',Tater analogy. 
We suggest that teechers vlho ~'\''i sl:1 to reinforce their teaching 
of electric current8 ~t tni8 level \'Jit!1 the use of en npt 
~nf?logy '(;Iould (~_O \\1el1 to consider t1~lis one, which we sh811 
describe in some detpil. 
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A man lifts bal18 from the floor to e. 8hp,lf. The 
balls roll off the shelf into a ~~rtlcel cylind~r'filled 
11ri th viscous oil; they quickly e.ttB.in their terminal vel-
oCity in the 011, sink to the bottom and are removed from 
the cylinder by a trapdoor mechanlsm o n1ey then roll p,long 
the floor to the man'8 feet and ere lifted up again. Here 
t.i:e oil-filled cylinder corresponds to ,the piece of l-llre in 
our idealized experiment above end the balls to th~ 
'\"0/10 
che.rge c8.rrierp. In lif'~ing the ~Dal18 tht"~ 11;.-'.411 [,1 ves them 
gre.vl tational potentl~l energy, the energy cOlIliiling .from his 
011n internal chemical energy; this correspond;.. .. to '~" ,:. b8~-· 
tery removing chBrge CArriers from one end of the wir6 and 
supplying thVl: to tnp other, providing the necessary al'entri-
cal potential energy from its internal chemicel energy. 
The balls· gain negligible kinetic energy in sinking through 
the oil, 80 that thp graVitational potential energy they have 
been given is converted to internal energy of the oil Fnd its 
container; this proCess is analogous to the generRtlon of 
heat by the loss of electrical potential energy bj the free 
"f, 
<?harge carriers drifting dot~Tn the vrire. The process in 
"lhieh the man lifts up the bells and sends them on thei!~ 1vay 
1s circ,1.U-J;8.J" l~ e. the bplls are kppt moving around e closed 
oircui t~ Similarly a wire and a battery to which its ends 
ere connected form a closed electric circuit in whicn the 
r .. ··:··.· 
. '/ 
",I 
battery, in effect) tekes, free charge carriers from one end.~ 
It ·<'i 
t!, 
of the 1'.rire and t:rii nsfers tj.1em to the other J from which point 
It will be noted that while we have made free use of the 
concepts of energy, chArge Rnd the electric field in the fore-
going nccount, v.Te he.ve made no appeal to formulae or to mat~e-
me tics of Hny kind. 
1-,a ter analogy and the mi slea ell nr; terminology e. seooia. ted TNi th 
/1 t; ...•. 
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it; indeed it would do the pupil no harm if he fox-got all 
8.bout the i,',ra. ter analogy 'from thls 'point on~;rard·.· 'The' ana-
logy we have described 1s seen to correspond closely with 
our particle model of electrical conduction; the one re-
Gpect in 11.111011 the correspondence is not 80 close 1e that in 
the gravltHtional analogy, the bells move in the grB,vitatio-
:-!~.l field set up by the eerth" ~Jl:1el"ea8' in the electrlcfll clr-
cui t, the electric field in the 't-ITire is set up by :./)r:,~cntra.-· 
tions of opposi te cha:;.'ge at its c~r.1ds .. B,' of. t(JI.1s does not 
constitute an effective obj-E?ction to the u~eo:f the ,analogy .. 
which illustrates nep,rly $.11 the important pOiL"'.:, th2\.·: hf?"}~ 
to be me.de in 8. readily P:!t8.speble ma.nner. If the pu~il can 
unders'l.,and ttJ.~. above semi-quanti tDtive e.ccount of the maj.n-
tenanc~ of a current in B simple electrical circuit, he will 
be well p~epared for the quantitative tre8tment that will be 
given later in the course. 
Jardine (1967) describes a simple worl~lng model 'tllJhich is 
closely related to the analogy just discussed. A vaouum 
cleaner is used to blow ping-pong balls up a vertical pla$tlc 
tube to a plastiC box ,-,1 th a hole cut in its ba se large enough 
to allow one ping-pong ball to fall through it at a time. 
The felling ping-pong balls knock a pe.ddle-wheel on the way 
d01,in, so thAt the kinetic energy they acquire is partly trans-
ferred to rots.tione 1 kinetic energy of the pe,cldle wheel, vthich 
1s thus enabled to do vari.,ous kinds of ,job. 
11y fBIl into an inclined chute which lef>ks 
of the vertioRl tube in ~hich they are once 
This model h2S the edventsge of providing 8 visible analogy 
for the tre.nsfer of energy from the electrons to use:ful vvork, 
and not just into "heet" 9S in the analogy described in the 
previous paragr8.phs. 
Understanding of the role of the electric field in a 
conductor in ,maintaining e. current in it might be a.ided if 
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this electric field could be demonstrated in some way. 
Jefimenko (19G2, 19GB) hes described a simple techniqtle 
for showing such fields. TrA nspt1rent t~\!o-di!11ensional 
printed circuit models of vax'ious conducting systems Bre 
mnde on glass plDtes using e trnnsparent conducting ink. 
A power-supply giving n volta~e of about 104 voltp ~8 applied 
to the model circuit rnd fine grAss see~8 Bre ~~~ewn over it. 
I f the teD cher doe 8 nG ~ 1, "'.1.-,!~ i t \'Jurt;- the trouble to pre-
pare the demonst. r Lltlo!1s, 11e cpn use Jef~rnenko' s photogrpphs 
of his O'wn pe.ttprns, 1t1111011 pre t'o be found in the references 
cited. They Sh01v up i'1 i te .: lef;\'ly ~,' ... ~ fi eld p8 ttern both 
lnside and outside current-cBrrying co.,~: .. 'lct0rs; in pe.rticulnx', 
the fi eld inside is seen to be parallel ~;0 the sides of the 
conductors. 
7.14 The nature of the electric current in metallio 
conductors, e,~ectro1yte~, ioni7cd r.,fl Be,.! and electron eno. 
positive ion beAms 
7. 14. 1 I ntroc1uc tion 
It 1tlou1cl ald the pupil in picturing the cor:J.uctlon pro-
cess ancl add to 1118 inte1"'1est i.n the whole metter if more pre-
eise informetion coulcl be giv'en about t1:1e neture of the par-
tic1es t112t cDrry the charges i:1 typic81 instAnces of elee-
trlcp-l conduction. As the p.S.S.C e showed in its new physics 
course (1960, 1965), TYluch~ er n be clone in thi s eli rec tion 'fITl th"", 
out any seriou8 deperture from 8 log1cal presentation of the 
subject" Certainly there is a depar~1re from e historical 
order of presentation, Involvlnp, also the transplBntption 
of certRin topics conventloYl.:"311y deAlt 1-r1 th in other sections 
of a physics syl1tlbu8, but B8 1~Te hB.ve arpued eerller, t~1i8 
fact d08S not in itself InvelidR te t1:JJ.s approach" 
/7 ..... . 
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7.14.2 ~~etHllic conductors 
G ~ 
Experi:nent shoy:s thAt 1-1110 tever they are, the lIelectrlc 
particles" in n metal normally remDln 1vi thin the metal since, 
n s t11e P II S. S. C. textbook points ou t, Ifa eha rged piece of 
me tal in D. vacuum holds its ch.erge 1 nd.efini tely If. The possi-
bill ty of perm18dlne; these pt'Jrticles to escape frol~ the metal-
lie 8urfetce by hea tinr C8 n be investie;a ted :1. n t, .. I.:' experiment 
conventionally used to 8r~),v :"'.le flctlOP ..)1' n-..thermionlc diode. 
'fhe EBg]. Giocle m ..J....l.e 'bJ! Philips 18 very Bui ttlble for this ex-
perl:nent, since it 1,,111 give pJEte currents of a fe1v milliamps 
for a very modest (1 9 f>. lp8B t:hfli.1 10 ..... C!.ts) pl~te voltnge. 
From this kind of experimpnt the follo1<~ .:E'; f'~CtR "'QuId emerge:-
(1) 't..,hen t11e filBment is "cold", there j.e no current in the 
plate circuit of thp diode: 
(11) "'Then t11e filampnt 1s heated by passing a current through 
it, there will be a current in the plate circuit, provided 
that the positive terminal of the battery in the plate cir-
cui t 1s connected to the plate nnd the negative terminal to 
the filament (or cRthode). 
From these facts one can lnfer that heating the filamf?nt boils 
"electrical particles" out of it, and that these particles 
must carry a negntive ch~rge. By themselves, these fects 
do not estrblish beyond doubt thAt n11 the free charge CD!'-
rlers in a metal must be negptively charged, or even that 
electric ct.1:?rGe is trBnspGrted by p8rticles and not by some 
ki nd of flui d., But WA c[.!n say tl,1n.t if there ere "electrioal 
partlcles u in metal8, the ones that ere boiled out carry 
negRtive chrrges. To simplify mptters, WP make the plausible 
guess at this stoEe thRt the charRe cerriers Rre particulAte 
in nature and thet thosp in thp metal n.re !!.ll like the onea 
boiled out \orhen the metel i8 heeted; nnd ""8 cell the hypo-
We can then see huw far this 
guess will take us. From other ~xperlmental facts we can 
ilmmedietely ••••• 
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immediately dra1v a further conclusion about our hypothe-
tical II electrons f1, No chemical change is observed in either 
the filament or the plate of a diode as e. result of the flo1': 
of electrons from filament to plete,. even when these elec-
trodes are made of different metals; none of the lTIeteriB.l 
of the filament is f6'und to be depoei ted on tl1e p' =.~;e; 't-tThen 
chB.rge 1s allowed to flotly fx'om one vrire to anr.'f·:.l·2:r of differ-
of the passage c~ a current" no till:atter !.1Qi.lj long the process 
is alloHecl to conti ntle. ~11 tnl~ 8ugBests thet electrons, 
Since the results of the MIllikan sxperlment are al-
ready to hand, we are in e pas! tion to n~'8ue that sinoe 
electl"'1c cl1arge 1s particult.;)te in nature, it 1s pla.uslble 
that the hypothetical "electrons" really are discrete entities, 
I 
e~ch carrying an amount of charge equal to the ne,tural uni t 
of charge. T.l1is idee could be checked if 1v8 could arrange 
to measure total charge on a knO'\vn number of electrons. 
I f one could produce a concentr'D. ted l?eflm of elect.rons, i t"f . 
would be possible in principle to carry out this experiment. 
Therefore the production of electron beams C9n usefully be 
studied no 1'1. (N.B. We would not insint that electron beams 
should be introduced in this pnrtlcult:lr 'tvay; they could 
equally well be studied for their own sake as A form of 
charge flovl.) 
7.14.3 Electron beams 
.. 
Since electrons pre knoi . ..m to pass frol11 filament to plBte 
in s.n evacuated glB 88 envelope T;.:'hen the filament is hee ted 
end the ple,te is made poel tive \11 tl1 respect to the filament 
i t iJlJOuld a.ppear the t a narrO\1T elec tron beam mi ght be obte.ined 
if a small hole 1~ere drilled In the pla te; presumably some 
,of the electrons attracted towards the plate must go through 
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the hole instead of striking the plnte. This is indeed the 
cpse, flnd electl'lon bpDms are produced in exnctly this \'\"8.y in 
the conventionnl cat11ode-ray tube, of which tl1.e \'n=lll on whiCh 
the electron beam finally impinges is covered with fluores-
cent mBterlal. Therefore, thOUgJ1 the beB.m i teel! CRnnot 
be sE'en, the point at 1>!hj ,...l,. . it 8trikes thp screen is rendered 
vi 81 ble 8. s 8. brir;h t SJ:>~ ~ ~ Nowadays specip.l "electron deflec-
"'~",-r;' tube~~" a·.'_~ available in 1",rhich an electro.n bf:~Bm 18 pro-
iJ.uc·ed in the me nner dencrl bed ebove, but instB8d of 1 t lm .. ~ 
pi nf':L 1.£ on a fluore ~cent 8creen :t tis a llol.;ed to "e;rp ze U 
Pb~~.~. e ,:.'Ii t(l~~iy-rnounteJ. flt::oresoent screen,· 80 thnt most of 
the P~2 of tl;~ oeBm 1s rendered. vif~ible. In our opinion, 
pupils should. r>2ferably see bO'~h form~: of elt~ctron-beam 
demonstration, the ca thode-ray tube bec8.use it 1s the centre.:L 
cansti tuent of the CD thode":rB.y osci 1108cope, end the "deflec-
tion tube" because it ShO~8 the path of the beam. Pupils 
should see the beam deflected both by an electric field 
applied bet~·.reen the deflectinf; ple.tes end by the cherce on 
If a II 1'1 ne-·beam II tube i 8 
available, it could 818:> be used Bt this point. This 1s a 
epeic81 type of hC't-filnment di 8charge tube in v:11ich the 
entire ppth of the cflthode-ra·y beFlTT1 is rendered visible by 
the liCht frO:l~ excited. hydrop,f'n a to~:~~, in the pf'th of the beHlTl, 
The rppprrtu8 is expPDsive, hut the (lemo!1Dtr~tion is 80 benu-
tiful t".nd erhnnces thf' tef-H~1J.inp of t~lA rroperties of elec .... 
trans B.nCl. of the effecto 01' electric ~~nd mppnptic fields 80 
tremendously thet thp ecqulsition of 8. fine-bet1m tube \,TQuld 
be p most Hort1-;'v,Thl1e inveRtment. It Ie sir;nli'icpnt t 11Pt the 
Nuffield Phy~ics Course ~rkps p rrfat denl of use of this 
piece of aprnretus. 
The discussion of the charGe carried by electrons 
e81:' be rounded off ,,;i th & brief nccount of the principles of 
the experiment by 1rJ'hich the evcrage charge carried by fl.n 
/electron ...... 
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electron cen be menrured (of p.S.S.C. 1960, 1965). Such 
nn experiment req'uire's the uSP. of a beDm of electrons 8uf-
ficient1y \'.rcak for the Drri'\rnl of individual elE~ctron8 from 
i t to be (1e tee ted. The Bcintlllrtion produced by thp impact 
of An electron on a fluorescent screen v-Jould be too small 
to be d.etected by the neJtpr. eye, but it cr.n be detected. by 
e sui teble pho/\.l()elt;ctr~J· ~lcvice or by an "electron mul ti-
pl! ~.r . . \ the number of electrons 
~. 
ar'riving per second from the be[-lm C[-tD be conntE:(J.,. (Note 
th8t this type of experimpnt provides confirmption of the dis-
c::r ....... ;nef.~~ 01' ~1'2ctron8.) Then the same beam can be aimed 
into e metal b:ttle t"h1ch ects BS 8 collector of electrons. 
The excess negao,:, I.ve ct.~8rge acqul.i.1 8d uy ~he bottle per second 
can be m~asurec1;'Nhen this result is divided by the number of 
electrons arriving per second) it gives the ~vera~ charge 
carried by eacb electron. This aversBe charge is found to 
be ldenticel 'hri thin the limi ts of experlmente.l error 'TtJi th the 
naturel unit of charge; since we apparently camlot heve a 
emal1er C'.rnount of charge thnn the "ne.tuT'81 uni til on anything) 
'V.Te conclucte thrt thP!l..9...!1!£.1. chnrge on the electron is the 
natural unit of ch~rfe. 
7.14.4 CUl'rent in pJ.pctrolytes 
One C8.n n01'; pn 88 on to consider other modeR of cherge 
transport, since it haR been shown ~~th re880neble certainty 
-thAt t'1e conduction of electric! ty in metnl8 proceeds by 
motion of free electrons. Th i 8 i s :p e l~ha p s not th p b P 8 t P 18. c e 
to deal with charge transport in semiconductors; instead, 
the donductlon of electricity in electrolytes can be dealt 
1;lth, Us the o.reUr:1E'nts thrt "lDve to 'be used hpre Cfln be bfl.s8('1 
on ee sily clemonstroble pnenomena. In an experiment to denon-
strate thp conduction of electricity by a liquid" it will be 
found tha t if conduction does proceed to Dny marked extent, 
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there Rre observable reactions nt the electrodes dippinp; 
i nto t~1e liquid. It 18 not clear how to nccount 'for these 
phenom(=~na if c11cpge transpol't in cOrlductinp, liquid8 (elec-
trolytes) is supposed to tnke plpce by movement of free elec-
(It h88 alreDdy been pointed out thRt chemicvl effects 
aT'~ ~ observed "Then 8 curl'lent is maintained in a, circuit 
IJ.dde up of '\'.'ires of clisslmllnr metDls. ) On the other hand, 
if the liquid contr ined 80mp number of posi tlvely f.1r~ :lf~r;a-
tively chorrecl ior.!£.; "~hp observ8cl t'ehRvio' .. ;:~· a~ the electrodes 
1s readily explicDcle" 
this ter!!1 in 8. i:J:tde sense) that h~ve excess pos~ +:ive .)"r n~":2.a-
tlve charge; if 'vJe suppose thAt these ions can e.ttaiL neu-
traIl t:/ by f,h.\:-:ing 0:" losing electrons, we can give the' fal-
lawinfJ -explfl nation of the phenomena B 8soclated itTi th electro-
lytic conduction:-
In the external 1;-.rlres, electrons are being dl-liven fJ:~om 
the negative terminel of thp battery to the cathode and 
pulled fro~-: the 8 node to the p08i ti ve terminal. 'til thl n the 
electrolyte, the electric field set up betwpen the electrodes 
... 
by connection to thp bpttery C~U8e8 motion of positive ions 
to",mrds the cflthode End of nppntiv0 ions towards the ano(le e 
The det2ils of "I',hnt hpppen8 iV'hen thA ions. reech tfJ.e nE_'lgh-
bourhood of the electrode ~rp complic~ted end need not form 
pert of a 8chool physics course. ~fuat CBn bp said is that 
vThatever occurs nt the elE;)ctrodes must have the result thflt 
electrons are given up at the anode and removed fro~ the 
ce.thode; each second, sufficient negative ions must lose 
their excess electrons et the anode and suffioient positive 
iODS must ~Din the electrons they lack at the cathode, 90 
that a steady potential difference may be maintained between 
the electrodes~ In thiA ,.,ey J the net re.te of transfer of 
charge inside the electrolyte ''loulcl equal the rfl te of cl1D.rge 
/trn nsfer ...•. 
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transfer in the externel portion of the circuit. The chem-
icnl reactlons of thp electrodes are the menns' l oJ1.1crebj· the 
liberetion or removal of electrons there is accomplished. 
(cf. Gledl:1i 11 (1961): 
bu t ion s do 1/. ) 
"Electronn do not dissooe in v,ratel" 
If tne pupils hove sufficient chemic8l background, the 
&~ove discussion of electrolytic conduction can be extended 
quantitatively 80 88 to provid.e definite eVi.(lpr.;'~e.'n :"::tVOlrr' 
of the a.bove picture of tnp conclt~.J~;ion pr.',;esd. 
Bary fee.tures of this DPckgro';Jnd nre the existence and sip;r..i-
ficAnce of the "atomic weight" (relative eto~ic ~aABi anQ 
JSequivt-i.lent" of an element. Provided these are undeJ."stood.~ 
the c<.,;~!.clu8i,,--!.s to l;;:\ drHwn from the following IIthour,ht ex-
periment" (cf p.S.S.C. 1960, 1965) should not present much 
di fficul ty:-
Connect electrolytic cells having platlnum eleotrodes 
Hnd containin~{ hydrochloric acid, copper sulpJ:1e.te solution 
end. silver nitrBte solution respectively in 8eJ:~ies 'td. th a 
be.ttery ancl nl1011 a current to be mD.inte.lned in the cix'lcu:l t 
for some arbl trary length of time. If the masses of copper~ 
and silver deposited end hydrogen liberated 8re determined, 
it i-rill be found thBt thpse m88ses 8.J'e in the retl0 of the 
equiv~lent8 of COPPPT', silver pn~ hy~roren. 
18 tpken in conjunction wit~ t~p significpnce of the eqUi-
valent and ~he view thpt ?hprpe is transferred by ions in 
liquid8, one arrives At the p08sibility t~pt the charges 
c~rried by the copper, 8ilver pnd hydrocen ions are smpll 
inteGrnl multiples of ~ fundnmentRl unit of charge. By it-
trensported ~; these different types of ion is rn inte~rRl 
multiple of a Dflturnl un! t (cf Le~!i8 19(4), but when we al-
ready know from ~illikan's experirnert that there is a natural 
unit of charee we c~n entertain a strODe suspicion that the 
lions ...... 
'; 
ions really do cB.rry cha.rges in integral multiples of a 
na tura.l unl t. And thi~ fits in *lth the idea that positive 
or negative ions in an electrolyte have ~ecom~ ions through 
the gafn or 1088 of the rip)lt number of electrone. 
7.140 5 Current in gases 
In discussing the conduction of electric! ty in ga.s€!s, 
one can start wi t,h the observs. tion the. t under norma 1 r l.r·~um-
very slight indeed; this is ShOvlTl by the fac't that on a dry 
day a chargedeleotroseope ,{111 r,eta.tn 1 ta ,oh~:'r'ge f'''')p a. eon-
slderable time. Evid.~~ntly tne molecules of the air lilust be 
eleC'~rtlOo_Jl~" neutrl:'l, and it oan be sho'tV'n j.n the same way 
that tl1.is must be trUe of the molecules of other gases as 
The presence of ions and of unattacned electrons is 
the essential requlreme~lt for the establishment of B. current 
in a gas, The ions ma.y be formed with the aid of Borne out-
aide agency (X~r~ys, radioactive souroe) or by the action ot 
a strong electric field set up between the electrodes in a 
gas discharge tube. Once iona And una ttac11ed electrons are 
present, the transport of charge between the electrodes oan 
proceed in the ms.nner described a.bove in oonnection ,,,1 th the 
electric spark (of Section 3.14.3, pt. (Vi)J~ 
An important point to make in connection wltn the con-
duction of electricity in gases and in liquids is that in 
.. botn cases the flow of charge takes place in two directions, 
s1rm.Altaneously; posl tively-ch9.rged partioles move towt:lrds 
the negative electrode wnl1e negatively-oharged particles 
move tovJ'a.rds the .poBi tive electrocle. Furthermore, the flow 
of negative charge in one direction is equivalent to the flow 
of posi ti ve c11.arge in the opposi te direction, 80 the.t the 
contributions to the current from the positive and the negative 
lion ..... 
?03. 
ion flow must ~. Gaseous conduction differs from electro-
lytic conduction in that electrons as well as ions partlci-
pate in charge transport within a gas and no chemical react-
ions accompany the removel or liberation of electrons at the 
electrocles. 
7.14.6 Positive 10n beams 
The knovlledge of the pro~c~ses of t<"8PJl,.~o cond.uction can 
" 
t 2·!'sect "~O ex;·:....sin. ~1'? ~ !,r0Q";JC tion of pusl ti ve· .. ion beams. 
SUPPOs€! that we have IS. gl;'ls diaoharge tube eo arranged that 
Virtually all the enc1.osed S?:88 19 to be found between a pair 
of pal"'allei. plates 't'\Thiel... forr.:\ the elec ~:"\')ctes, and that tn.ere 
are emaIl noles in each of the plates. ¥{her1 a. strong ~lec-
tric field is applied to the electrodes, we can expect some 
negatively-charged ions to pass through the hole in the anode, 
and some positively-charged ions should pass through the hole 
I in tne os. t110de. The Is. tter ions form a posl ti ve-ion beamo 
In tne first experlmenta.l studies of poei tlve-lon beems or 
"poel tlve rays", as they were then oalled~ these b/~e.ma were 
produced in the manner just desoribed. 
usual to obtain positive-ion beams by firing a beam of eleo-
trons at the neutral gas molecules end allowing t.nose which 
then become posi ti vely ohs.rged to be attracted towards a neg-
s tively-cnarged plate wi th a hole in it (of Rogers 1960 . .). 
7. 15 !!!.~~alg.r:etic fiel~ tree.ted. q?antl tati~!2.l. 
7.15.1 Reasons for a qunntltntive treatment of the magnetio 
field 1n a school syllabus 
-
There are a number of reasons "Thy t11e magnetic field 
should be treated quantitatively, even in an elementar,y· 
physics syllabus. Tl1.ey are: 
(1) The magnetic field 1s an important part of fundamental 
.. physics; as such it deserves at least an indication of hOl'l 
it c~n be treated quantitatively. 
/(11) ••••• 
~"1't.' ... 
>,.:: 
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(11) If the magnetic field vector ~s not lntro~uced) one 
cannot begin to give a proper quantitative account of'eleo-
trom&.gnetlc induction - which would be a pi ty, since that 
phenomenon produces SUCh readily rneasure.ble effects (and is 
so important in our everyday lives)o 
(1il) Without the B vector, one cannot properly ex~~~1n the 
prlnc~ple8 on which an importa.nt met110d of !.ileap':J:·: .. ng the mass 
of elemental'"'Y (charged) p"rt~~(;~es ~:-4d Jl,r·nl:3 is basedSl so that 
.... 
fj large a:'ee. 0;t'" ro0~€.::A 1'llysie S il'J'i 11 remai n olosed to the 
pupil. 
7. 15.2 S11~".'~:tld the ap"'prl.;.·ch t:~ fiB ~ be ~;.~:',~R~anl1 or "foin.!-
poleU? 
as- JS4 
'l'here are prooo.bly few toda.y who would dispute that 1 t 
1s important to include some quantitative treatment of the 
magnetic field in an elementary syllabus, for the reasons 
I 
cited. But there 1s perhaps room for disagreement concern-
ing the it;ay in which this treatment should be approached co 
It is genera.lly admitted tha.t the mB.gnet1c field '-9 more 
difficult to understand then the electric field o . Conside~J 
for example~ the establishment of 1 ts fundaments.1 field 
~ 
vector B. If one does this by consideration of the "magne-
tic" force on a current-carrying conductor, one has to carry 
out two steps; first, one has to point out that there is a 
particular direction in a given region of the field along 
which we can align our oonauctor 80 that it will experience 
~ foroe - this we call the iirectlo~ of th~ field vector 
(having adopted some agreed convention about the way in which 
the "arrOitl" of the vector should point); second, the force 
on tne conductor is found when it i8 at right angles to this 
direotion (l~e., when it lia8 its maximum ve.lue) and t119 magni-
---
tude of the field vector is specified in terms of the magni-
·'tude of' tnis force, the current In the conductor and the 
/length •• ~ •• 
.. , -
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length of tne oonductor. Compare this with the simplicity 
.,. 
. of the establishment 'of the electric field vector, where we 
place a small positive test charge at a point in the field, . 
meaSU1"e the magn1 tude and note the dll"ection of the eleotrio 
force on the charge and tldeflne n tl1e electric field vector 
as the force per unit cha~;~ on the test charge. The 'aef1-
n1tion" of the Magneti~ lield vector i& almost bound to strike 
+~:e ~':cginndr t.'J clumsy and av.lkwa.rd; as Chrll3.plyvy (1952) T'E!'-
marks» .1 t 1118 probe.tly the weakest point of the so-oa.lled 
Ampre:rian scheme of tea.ching electrioi ty and magnet! sm. It 
ijut tt1i·!~ 1.13 only the beginning of the difflcul ties that 
bese\; tnis 8.pp,'"<.'ach. Suppose one wRnts to go on to derive 
... 
the ste.nda.rd fOl\;,~ula tor the magni tudeb .Jf B Get up at spec1 .... 
fied pqints in the fields of certain types of current-carry-
lng conductors. To do thl"s t one makes use of the Biot-
~ 
Savart formula for the contribution to B from a "current-
element ll ; -bUt, althougn this will give the right answer, it 
does not alter the fact that a !4current element JJ is a mathe-
matical fiotion whose use in the present context we ought at 
"'f 
least to try to justify. Justifioation oan be achieved by 
reasoning from the results of Ampere's experiments on the 
forces between current-carrying conductors p but trle chain of 
reasoning is long (of Tricker 1955, 1965; Shire 1960, Feather 
1968) and not particularly easy to follow$ 
In vieT:r of these CU.f:t:lcul ties, aJ,vocfltes of the IIpoint-
pole" approactl to rnagnetiem mignt eeem to have something ot' 
a Case. On this approach, one develops "magnetoetat1cs" 
to begin ,,,,1 th in an exactly ana.logous fashion to electro ..... 
statios: a "Coulomb's Lew" is established for tne force be~ 
tween a pair of "point poles ll (matheme.t!ca.l fictions, these, 
but let that pass for tne moment), and "magnetic field stren-
gth" 1s defined in terms of the foroe per un! t pole strength 
on an isola ted point north-pole. If one wanta to go as far 
las ••.•• 
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t-! 8 tne Biot .... Save.rt formula, one c~n derive it by making u ee 
of the experimentally establisned similarity between current-
carrying eireui ts and magnetic shells and follow"ing a long 
but reasonably straightforvrard line of reasoning. 
To discuss whicn of tnese approacnes 1s best in a thor-
ou~h-going treatment of eleotrici ty and magnetism would go 
tJt:::yond our terms of reference. 'll1e problem is fully nnd 
fairly discussed by the Coulomb! sLaw Comm! ttee of "J'·'r~ Ameri-
can l\.88ociation of Ph;y'sics Teacher-s (19502', w'ho suggest that 
tnere are advanta.ges 8.nd dlsadvanteees to ei ther approach and 
conclude that fle1tner approach is 1 rignt' and tLt-, stuu.':)nt ,,:no 
goes on in physics must eventually learn both language3". 
What dOBS con\.;'~t'n us nere is wnicn approach is Uright" in an 
elementary p11esentatlon; and here it seems to us pos~jlble 
to come dO'1vn firmly on one side of tne fence. In elementary 
pnyeiC9» there is no pres81D~ need for tne puPil to know now 
to find the force or couple exerted by one magnet upon another; 
on the other n~nd ne does need to know the force exerted by a 
mB.gnetic field.Q.!1 a moving onarge, for v.Titnout 1 t he canno<t 
..,. 
understand tne orbi tal motion of a charged particle in a mag-
netic field" The route to tne expression for the "magnetic II 
force on a cnarged particie is long and tortuous via tne 
point-pole approach; apart from snytninp; e1s8, it necessi-
tateo the introduction of a. ne~l I1fundamental" ooncept, that 
of "pole str"~ngtn fJ) wi th t.he a ttendant problems of the uni ts 
in which it should be expressed, and, if one follo1tS the tra-
d1 tional mode of approach, a tre.nai tion has to be made from 
-'" ..... ~ 
the vector H to the vector B. If one introduces B via the 
tlAmperian n or flforce-on-a-conductor" approach, t'J.e :route to 
the force on a moving cha.rge 1s ohert a.nd direot. (Indeed 
it 1s possible to reaoh tne desired expression in one step 
...:. 
if one enoases to "detli1.e's the magnitnde of B in terms of the 
/force •••• ~ 
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fo l"ce on a movi ng charg e ~ e 8 1 s d.one in some tree. tment SlP 
But this approac.h will not satisfy us if we wS'nt to i'ntl-tlo .... 
..... 
duce B 'VTi tn the aid of simple laboratory measurements 4 ) 
Clearly' we can avoid tne difficulties B.ssoclated wi th the 
i ntrouuction of the Biot-Savart formula in this approac.h if 
we so design our syllabus that there is no need to use this 
f ijrn1ulal) In an elementary syllabus it 18 of primary impor-
~ 
tance to know nov, to measure B in a given field onf'}'2 it fia.s 
.... 
will be11ave if' projected into the field; it 113 of less im-
port1£tnOe to kno1,lj the quantitative details of tl(':'T a g: \"en :P1el'~ 
may be set up. It is convenient for the pupil to kn(.\'l that 
the st~engtn 0f tne ~agnet1c field around a long ourrent-
carryil!g wire falls off inversely as the diets.nce from 1 t, 
and that the field inside a long current-oarrying solenoid 
1s un1fol~; but these results oan be established experimen~ 
tally. 
The conscientiou9 planner of an elementarysyllabu9 must 
be very much ooncerned wi th tne kind of founds tion Which it 
"f, 
will provide for future studies 1n tne subjeot, if any. 
From this point of View, how does tne use of tne "Amperian" 
approach to the magnetic field appear? Suoh an approach 
-'" places emphasis on B as the funda.mental field vector, rather 
........ 
than on H~ where tne latter 1s defined as the force-per-unit-
pole-strengt11 (where pole strength 1s measured in "Kennelly~ 
.. 
units - cf. Coulomb 1 s Law Committee 1950, Ha11igey 1966), and 
is rooted in the view ttv-l.t all known magnetio effects have 
their origin in electrlo ourrents of one kind o:r~ another e 
Since Ampere's hypotof-.!sia IIthat me.gnetl0 pnenomena are due 
solely to electricity" (quoted in Tricker 1965) can, in pr1n-
o1ple, be ohecked by experiment, it is to experiment that we 
must turn for a decision on whetner or not tne Amperian 
approach to magnetism 1s really t118 more fundamental e 
" .,
..; ,', 
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First» we note tnat experiments to detect magnetic 
monopoles nave 80 fs.r proved unsuccessful (of Ford 1963, Kolm 
1968): if such entities do exist, tney are very elusive~ 
Tnere are sound tneoretical reasons for believing tnat mag-
netic monopoles coulA ex1st9 As they stand at the moment, 
Maxwell's equations snow an asymmetry between elect.~~city and 
magnetism: the divergence of tne elect::c:tc fle]I:; OJ 8Dtor is 
equal to the cnarge dens1J. .... ' ;:~.'tfleS & CO:A' ... tL-lnt~. while the diver-
gence of the magr. r c1<.: "field v~ctor is alvlays zero; in the 
expression for th,e "curl" of'B, there is a term involving t~1.e 
electric current densl .... ·; II "W;:l'~~eA:; in i,:i.e co!~re9ponding expres-
sion for t'1e curl of E, therE: is no tel \~ involving B. mS.gnetlc 
cUlrrent density. Symmetry between elect~iclty and magnetism 
could be restored by tne plugging of these 1101es in the equa-
tions, and tnis would require the existence of isolated mag-
ne:tlc cw.rges analogous to isolated electric onss. Dirac 
(1931) advanced arguments from quantum theory for the existence 
of SUCh magnetic monopoles, and predicted a value for tne 
amount of magnetic charge carried by tnemo In recent years 
determined efforts ~ve been made to find magnetio monopoles. 
Various teams of research workers have looked for them in 
elementary-pa.rticle reaotions produoed by the moet enel"getlc 
accelerators ava11able 9 in incoming cosmic ray8 9 in magnetite 
deposita and in sediment from the ocean bed. All these eff-
orts have 80 far proved uqsuccessful, but tne sea.rch continuer,. 
As Ford (oP. 01 t.) rema.rks, lilt can safely be predicted tnut 
physicists will go on searching until they either find magne~ 
tic monopoles or discover a p-ood reason for tneir non-exis-
In the meantime we should pcint out that even if 
the searo~.l for magnetic monopoles is ultimately successful p 
this need hMve no direct effect on the teaching of elementary 
electromagnDtlsm. Magnetic monopoles are not needed to ex-
plain any of the presently kno~m phenomena in electromagnetism; 
lin ••.• 0 
in particular, there appears to be little reason to suppose 
that isolated ~agnetic poles or charges may be found among 
ordir.s.ry matter, where by "ord~lnBry ma.tter" we me8.n matter 
ordinar1ly accessible to the experimenter. 
Some tvlenty .... fiv9 yea.rs agog this la.st statement would 
nave been challenged in at least one quarter. Ehrenl1sft 
(1942, 1944 etJ - tner~ :8 no point in q1t1ng references to 
p11 ~~.I.e m;;::-.lY ·r~!.tpers he published on the 8ub.l .. ect) claimed to 
hB.ve observed uiSo~8ted magnetic ions" in the course of' in-
vestiga tion of the phenomenon of "magneto-photophoresis tf -
Very small particles of 
eler."\9nts such ~,H3 Fe, Ni and Sb were suspended in a homogeneous 
magnetic field t~ nd 1:t~:t'·a.a.iated wi th lit)':Y~~; so~\;e moyed tcrwards 
the north "magnetrode II a.nd others to·vT8.rds tne soutn. Ehren-
haft also claimed that Borne particles would move in the field 
even when they were not irradiated by li~lt; according to 
him, the effect of light was to liberate magnetic charge of 
one or otller sign from the suspended particles" / leaving t11sm 
wi th a net magnetic charge; those particles that ,beh.s.ved like 
"f, 
magnetio ions in the absence of l1ght presumably were al-
ready the possessors of an uncancelled magnetic oharge. Al-
though E11.1")enhaft published many papers in 1tJ'hlch he re1 tera ted 
his claim to have discovered isolated me.gnetlc poles in ol'ldi-
nary matter, he did not win much support. Insteed, his 
claims were contested by qther workers, ~10 were unable to 
detect "magnetiC ions n in circumstances 1 n w'hich, according 
to Ehrenhaft, they ought to have been detectable, or who 
pointed out that the effects ob8erved by Ehrenhaft could be 
exple.ined 1-11 thout recourse to the ~othe81B of ffmfJ.gnetlc 
Hopper (1944) reported observi ng thousand.s of nickol 
particles suspended in 8. homogeneous magnetic field B.nd find-
1 ng that none of them moved in a way consi stent wi th the Ilme.g_. 
netic lon ll nypothesls" G.Kane (1947) pOinted out that some 
/suspended$." •• 
I, ',' 
t· ... 
., 
>, : 
...... ' 
. ": 
". 
suspended particles could well be set in motion 8S a result 
. of t."le current induced in them irllhen the ma.gnetic field was 
turned on, and J3s.lkenl{ohl (1954) a. ttri buted the "Ehren-"a ft 
effect U - motion of the particles in the field when irradi-
ated with light - to a radiometer effect, the particles ex-
perieno:tng radiometer forcP9 o.irecting them along the field 
linese 
p t-~ I,Ir.:1j"1di"" .. ~ (·fl!'v1nclng support for the vie,J',T that magnetic 
charges can be found in ol"'dinary matter 3 end f~tA1 p'clople be,,,,,, 
£ldes ~1renhaft appear to have taken them seriously in this 
The whole episode seems now to have been com-
plet. ~ly forgot ".Ion. 
The second point to be cor;'bidsl'eC: l.n cot~Hection wi tn the 
status, of the Amperian appro~.oh concerns the pl'lloblems raised 
by tne orlgin of ferromagnetism and by the fact too t the neu-
tron, which 1 s electrloB.lly neu tral, he.s a magnetio moment. 
It cannot yet be olaimed that ferromagnetism is fully under-
etood$ but enough is kno1~rn s.bout it for one to assert ths.t 
the pbenomenon hBS its origin in the If splns" of c.ertein of the 
electrons in t11e material oX', more specifically ~ in the intrin-
sic magnetic moments of these electrone. Only experiment 
cS.n tell us vlhether the magnetic bel1av1oufl of micr·oscopic en-
ti ties like neutrons or n spinning It electrons can be more fi t-
tingly represented by ploturing these entities as tiny permaN-
ent magnets (e, g. a 9 unifprmly magnetiz ed spheres) or as tiny 
.. 
tJcurl~ent 'whirls li (e" g. as uniformly charged rotating spherical 
shells) 0 If the latter picture is appropri~.te.l tllen it c·an 
be predicted that a very fast-moving charged particle passing 
t11rougi1 a ferromagnetic epecirre n t~Till experi ence a deflec ting 
force proportionC!l to B ra tl1er than Ii J and thE!. t the behs.v.to'l]? 
of neutrons reflected B.nd diffracted by ferromagnetic speoim-
ens will likevr1se be deter~mined by B rather than by H" (1,ye 
..... -
are referring here to tne ums.oroacopic II Band H; of Section 
/3. " .... 
/-
; 
I' 
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3~16.2). Experiment hae confirmed these prediotions; in 
connection wi tn the reflection e.nd diffraction of neutrons, 
it hs.s sho'tvl1 that both the neutrons and the ferromagnetic 
domains of the specImen beneve a.s if they were infinitesimal 
"current whirls" and not permanent magnets~ (These ideas 
are discussed in detail bv Shire (1960); of also Panofsky 
and Phillips '.19,62i an(' ::hl11ips (1966).,) 
~!Jxpe~~:t.me·.J:;» then, favours tl1e view thaj:; the Amperian 
.approach l·s fundamentally correct and, in line 1'11 tJ.1 this, 
.... ~ 
that B rather than His the fundamental vector for the mag-
n\'~lc f~ eld o 'l'11erefore t~Te need have no misgivings about 
sta:ctlng a bee;.L nning pupil off on the Amperian r06lcl. As 
matters now stel1d in the teacn~Hg ot.' ::;'~t:termeC.iate and e.dvan-
ced el~ctricity ~nd magnetlsm~ it is more than likely that a 
pupil WhO goes on. to study .physics at universl ty will find 
ma.gnetism taught there along Amperian lines; certainly this 
is the case in South Africa. As the Coulomb's Law Committee 
(.19501) pu ts it, "For tne Amperis.n approacn the i broadest 
argument is tha tit proceeds as dirac tly S.9 1s prEicticable 
"t. 
for a freshman towB.rd tne physioal principles adequB.te for 
a satisfactory comprehension of the wnole renge of magnetic 
phenomena including electromotive forces." The force of 
this ~n"'gument is being more ancl m')re appreoiated s.t university 
level. 1Ali th a tendenoy n01v beooming evlc1ent of relating 
electrio and magnetic fletds with th~ aid of speciRl rela-
tivity even in intermediate tre9.tments (of Sears and Zemansky 
1964, Feynman et al 1964 and Purcell 1965), the cmpha.s1s on 
the Amperian view~oint in university presentations of the 
subjeot is 1~.ke1y to beoome even more marked~ 
In vievl of tne considerations advanced above, it is not 
surprising tnat recently-developed syllabuses in elementary 
pnysics (e.g. poS.S.C., Association. for Science Education and 
Nuffleld) should have adopted tne Amperian s.pproacll to mag-
netism. (The 'Nuffleld Physics Course includes only the 
/barest ••••• 
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'oareet minimum of quantitative m2.r.;net1.sm1) but vlhat therbe is 
concerns tne measurement of 1:5 by IffoJ'ce-On-8-condv:ctorlf.) 
Following this leAd, tne new Soutn African syllabuses for 
physics and physical 8cience for tt1e Joint 1,fetriculation 
~oard exoluded "point-pole" magnetoetatlcs 8ltogetner~ C0n-
centra.tine; instead on tnose topics in (electro)mggnetism 
· ... ;;,icn aXile essential for the understs..nding of chClrged-PB.l"ticle 
motions in e magnetic field. The new Common Bssir S:~~Bbu0~S 
~. 
have virtually Ga:i\:en ever these eyJ..labus ~·.'~l.) . .. li/es as th·ey 
stand" so tna.t the Amperian appro8.cn is nO';,r f:imly ent.r<lenened 
in Soutn JifricCI.n physics teaching o 
~ 
?" 15,. 0 Pre~imin~ry ideas to tnA introduction of "BH 
~.~..... ... rT'm" ~;;ft:$lIj..:a ... 
AS nas been mentioned, tne major diffioulty in teacning 
magnetism along Amperian lines concerns tne establishment of 
tne B vee tor. In tne present course, however, the pupil 
comes to this quanti tative study of magnetism vritn a. back-
ground of acquaintance wt tn magnetic field pe..tterns B.nd wi th 
tne knoiflrledge that current-carrying conductorB do experience 
forces ,-,nen tney f1rp, not aligned wi tn the direction of tne 
field o Il1ne Coulomb' 8 tDW Commi ttee has recommended. tl1~t 
"Enougn attention must bp given to the [field] lines, 8S lines, 
to rnp-ke tJ1e student feel E:lt l10me among them before Any problem 
1s re.ised about magni tudes. " In effect, this recommendation 
is fulfillec1. for the Soutn African pupil WhO has studied ptly-
sical science in 8tandard~ Six, Seven and Eight. With his 
qualitative familiarity with magnetic fields and their effeot 
on current-carrying conductors, ne should be ready to absorb 
tne equation relating tne strength of tne magnetic field to 
tne force on H current-carrying conductor n.eld Clt right angles 
to it .. It is advis8ble tnHt before formal teaching of magne-
tlsm beglns in toe secondary senoal years J) tne pupil .should 
see tn e relev8.nt demonstre tlons once againe 
INo ••••• 
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NO doubt tnex'e is nc uniquely satisfactory v-ray of pre-
senting the elements'of (Amperlan) magnetism at tnlB lev~l; 
va.riou8 dlffering approacnss are to be found in tne literature. 
In tne P Q S 4l S.C. course tne first steps towa.rd quantitative 
magnetism are taken by shov.ring tnat magnetic fields add vee-
toriallYe At tnie stage "~ rule is laid down for tne measu-
rement of the &trengtb rf ~he magnetic field; it is Rssumed 
t~~t f'. curJ?~nt .. ~Ctrrying loop produces a fle~p. at its oentre 
equal in stl"'ength to that of the earth if it exactly cencels 
the latter ivhen directed opposite to ita and that tvJ'O equal 
10,.>~):l pr"1dUCl t~'fice the field of a single looP) i. e. that the 
flel<~ stl~ength pl~duced at e. given point in the field of n 
current-carryinE; con6.i..h1tor 1s pJ.'oportlL \~~.l to the current. 
A oompa~s needle 1s used to indicate the direction of the 
resultant field. T11e adva·ntage of beginning in this way 19 
thB t the pupil is not yet brought face to faoe 'vi th the re-
lationship between the direction of the field and the direct-
ion of the force it exerts on a current-carl'ying conductor» 
and yet he does begin to develop a feeling for the quantitn-
tive aspects of the magnetic field o Yet the idea of field 
stx~engt.':l introd.uced like this may seem a Ii ttle too abstre.ct 
for comfort. In ou~ View, there is no need to proceed in 
this way for pupils I1svinp, thp b8.c}tground of e South African 
senior secondary school pupil (which p~SoS.C. pupils have not, 
since tlJ.ey are Bssumed not~ to J~ave me"; physics befol"eo). 
An alternative W:3.y of introduoing quanti t~tive magnetisM 
1 s to sn01'l from consider8. tiona of the force bet""reen current· .. 
carrying conductors how a unit of current can be defined in 
tenns of this interactiono Once one hns placed t~e me~s~re­
ment of curr-ent on a proper footlng fl the concept of current 
can be used freely in the subsequent development of the subject, 
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-particularly in the ae tual definl tion of the magni tude of Be 
This 1s t11e order of procedure 'sucgested by the Coulomb's 
Lavl Committee (1950'0) and by implication reoommended by those 
responsible for dl"afting tho ne1'" Joint Hatriculation Board 
and Common Basic Syllabuses in South Afrioa. Yet another 
met!1od is to sho'tlT fird how the direction 8nd ms,gn'\ :~J.de of 
B may be defined, 1vi t 110Ut using an offi( ... ~ial def.' .. :i. tlon of 
current, but assuming th.9 ..... r -!onc1uc< 00r j par~.llel and next to 
c.ne anotJ:~0r aDd p', 1. I • .'drl'ying the SD-me current 1'1111 produce n 
times the magnettc ef'fect of lOn€' of the conduc tors. '!'he 
deflni tion of current ·,'=!.n i.,~,,·~n b..; deL;:' +, w'1 th in due course., 
Since a choice has t6 be made, we shal~ iescribe the first 
of the approaches suggested in tilis parag)r'flph; but ~le atpre-
elate t,hat in this instance, the case for proceedlng in this 
fashion rather than according to the other approach 1s not 
o~erwhelmlngly strong. 
7. 15.4 Force bet~Teen parpllel current-carrying 't",i.res: 
definition of the ampe~~ 
Althoush this may already have been done in the junior 
years, it 1s advisable here to carry out demonstrations of the 
forces bet'YTeen current-carrying cireui ts or circui t elements, 
and to "explain n these forces by means of the argument that 
current-c&.rrying cireui t A must Bet up a magnetic field Wll.ich 
will exert a force on any p~rt of current-carrying circuit B 
that i8 placed in it. Ii 1s especially important to demon-
strate the forces of attraction or repulsion between long JI 
parallel current-ca,rrying wires. The best demonstration 
apparatus for this purpose would be a two-wire current balance, 
e. g. that manufactured by l,i{elch (of 'Vli111ameon 1958), wi th 
which the effects of the attractive or repulsive forces eRn 
be made very obvious by amplification with an optical lever. 
'A cheaper version of a two-wire current balance is described 
in the 1966 Report of the Associa.tion for Science Educf:l. tion 
on tne Teaching of Electricity (Association for SCience 
IE uclca tl on ••• " • 
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Educa t10Xl 1966). Amperets own appara.tus for demonstrattng 
. the forces between parB.llel currents 1s elso 1.11ustrAted .4in 
this publication; it should be suitable for qualitatlye de-
monstration of the phenomenon. Alternatively one could 
ShO'Vf the force of a ttrac tion or repulsion bet'veen a pair of 
adjB.cent long, M.rro'N', vertical str1.ps of aluminium foil 
through w'hicl1. ( .. cu:rJ."ent to:: several amper,es 1s passed. 
(I:Je's ;:-'ir?t .important quanti tative task in this section 
., 
1'8 to show hO~J tne force betvleen a pair of' pe.r!:'.t.lle2.» currer:~­
OB.lTying conductors depends on the current in them, the lengt...~ 
01 :-11·e condt\ctors and the distance bet't~een them. 
this should be treated experimentally but, even if Buitable 
appara,tus wel"--e .:lval1~ble, the t~~sk ;)'Ot~~d be f~~r from easy~ 
even f~r the experienced teaoher. With ourrents of the 
order of 10 amperes, the forces bet~leen a pair of parallel 
conductors that are some 25 cm long are only of the order of 
10-3 N when the centres of the conduc'tors are separated by 2 
o~ 3 mm. Thus 1 t would take extremely careful i experimental 
work to slJ.Ovv oonvinci ngly the.t the force between the conduc-
tors was inversely proportiorw.l to the distance between themo 
Neverthele8s~ it should be possible to show that the 'tla'tf of 
force" for the two conductors. 1s more closely approxima teet by 
an inverse dependenoe on the Jl!'E!Ji. pOitJ'er of the distance be-
tween them than on the second; and this is, a.fter B.ll, tl1e 
most important aspeot of ~hi8 force law~ (Later, the depen-
denoe of the fiel~. strentt!n of a current-oarrylng vlire on the 
distance from the wire oan be shown by means of e simple ex-
periment to be of the form B oc ~ q ) The dependence of the 
force on the current in the conduotors B.nd on their lengths 
can be established by means of plausible arguments as follo':lS:-
(1) Dependence on current 
'to .... r:eo:, iIliLlCt! a;;a;;o Suppose that one of the wires 
under (hypothetical) test forms part of a very long ",ire in 
whioh a current is maintained. Then to obtain what amounts 
.,.\~:~. 
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to twice the current in the wire under test one could t~ke 
the lon~ wire and bend it into the shape of a long flat coil 
having t1vo turns, one part of thP coil being str8ignt a.nd 
hB.V ing the appropri8 t~ lengtho This procedure C8n eesily 
be extended to give an effective current of any reasonable 
multiple of the origl nel ~~;.rrente (The validity of this 
assumption is jU8t.1flf';~. 'JY the fact that current is a rate 
,,/.r:' ~'~~v~l of' ch·.l'~·'ge; two wires carx'ying the sa,rne current and 
placed next to each other will give t 7,rJ'ice the rate of floTj,f 
of cha.rge past aero ss .... sec tion through both wires as is ob-
A length L of tne Rtraignt por-
ticr: of any of t;he turns composing the la.rge flat coil will 
exert tne same :: . .)rce on a. given length t .. f the other wire as 
would s' length L of B.ny of the other turns. 1£ the Principle 
of Superposition applies tci forces of this type, it follows 
at once that the force exertpd on a given length of the other 
wire 1s proportionll1 to t1:1e .ef.!~i:lv.El current in tne flat 
col1; and from this we oen conclude tl1at thf! force on any 
of 
length of e1 then/ a pair of parnllel curx'ent-cerrylng conduc-
.., 
tors mu.st be proportionnl to th~ product of tne currents in 
the conductors. 
(i1) Depende~ce on leng~ I'f ,,,,e assume, B8 seems r~asonable J! 
that tl1e magnetic field eround eit.~er "long wire" is cylin-
drically symmetrical, tnen we can conclude that tne force 
exerted 2n anyone portion of one of the wires 1s the same 
as that on any other portion of the 8~i.me length; from 1Qhich 
we conclude tnat tne force Qn a given portion of one of the 
wires is proportional to its length. 
(Rogers (1960) gives a more 80phisticflted argument tnan 
the above in order to estnblish the general form of tne fOI'ce 
lB.'trV' bet1'Teen t1vO parBllel current-carrying elements~ which 
ought to be considered by those wno 8.!~f' interested in pursuing 
/the ••... 
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the Amperinn approacl1 further wI tn advancecl pupilso The (Ie .... 
pendence of the forc~ between the elements on the distance 
between them is "guessed" to be an inverse-square one.) 
All these conclusions may be summed up in the statement 
that tne force per unit length on eitner of two long, parallel, 
current-carrying straight T·~_re9 is proportional to tne product 
of tne currentu in tnp ~,~ res and inversely pl"toportlonal to 
For tl1e speCial 
case of tne sam0 current in eech wire~ one obtains the fol-
l01nng l"'ormula for tne force F on length L of e1 ther of tvl0 
lo."y~ pa:r<'-llb~~ straight wires separated by e distClnce d: 
F = k 12 L m!i 
(1 is the currerJ't; in ea.ch wire). I f tti~1 uni t of current 1s 
not yet'deflned, the value of tne constant of proportionality 
km 1s a mtitter of arbitrary·enoice. By international agree-
ment~ tne above formula yields the current in amperes if d and 
and 
L are measured in metres, F in newtons / km is set equal to 
exactly 2 x 10-7 newton per (arnpere).2 The formal definltion 
of tne ampere runs! "The ampere i 8 tha t constant CUI'rent -wnlC1.1, 
if maintained in two, parallel rectilinear conductors of infi-
nite length, of negligible cross-section, and placed at a 
distance of 1 metre apnrt in va.cuo, 1V'ould produce bet1rJeen those 
~ 
two conductors a force equal to 2 x 10- 1 new'ton per metre 
lenp,tn. U (cf Sou to Africa n Bureau ('If Ste nda rds 1968) .. 
Several comments about tnis definition are in order:-
(1) Like tne cleflnltlons of tne otner fundamental SI units, 
e.g~ tne metre, tne kilogram end toe seoond p the definition 
of tne ampere states a relation betHeen a concept (tne a.mpere) 
e.nd a "tning If 01~ set of experimental ci.PCU!'1StP Dceso Acoord-
1ng to I3une;e (1967), 8uch statements pre properly called 
"referltions" p which sets them Apal""4t from true defini tiona, 
which state concept-concept correspondenceso Pupils need 
not be troubled with this semantic subtlety (of Section 3e2 0 6). 
(11) The reference to perallel conductors of' infi..,n.,.1 t~ length 
mfly at first seem to remove tl1.e defir1tion from the realm of 
reelityo Tnis is not really a serious difficulty) however o 
From fundamental electromagnetic theory it 18 pos8ible :tn 
principle to derive a formula for the force of interRction 
bet10Jeen any pair of current-carrying 01J"'0'.)1 tr.:; or (~c:-lductors 
of any sl18.pe or relative oriente tion" 
mulR wil~1. talce the fo~ t.1 (~~(·J.P product of th'"ree terms ~ viz" 
the proQuct of t·/:..e cu}prents in the conductora, the arbitrary 
oonstant k m a.nd e :factor depending on the size» shape and 
re la ti ve 0,....1e nta tion 01' 4-:he oc nclt.t 0 to!::: ... vJhen the conductors 
are supposed to be streight, parallel a:n~: in:inl tely long, 
the formula takes on the very simple f'OI'!j'i quoted above. 
For a realistic arrangement of conductors bet1veen 1Ajhlch the 
force could be accura tely mea sured, the formuls. J if exact 
",tll look much more form1ds.ble, but it will still take on 
the general form Just described. If the same current were 
present in both conductorA, this formula could be used to 
deduce the value of the current from the meesured value of 
.., 
the force provided that e. value has been chosen for kmo 
Thus the real point of the official definition of the ampere 
is ths.t i t !i.~..,the value of kyn'; it does eo with reference 
to the idealized situation of two parallel Dnd infinitely 
long conductors, because only in this CBse is it possible to 
identify the proportionality constant that appears in the 
formula for the force wi th the e.rbi trary constent km that 
B.ppears in all £UCh formulae for the fOl"'ce bet",reen t'VTO current-
carryi ne conductors. (Strictly speaking, the "arbitrary 
conote.nt that appearb in all such formulae II 1s conventio!1plly 
put equal to half our km - it 1s usually written as 11 ~; If 
but the pupil's attention need not be dra:vln to th1so) It 
. will be necessary to clarify this situation for the pupl1~ 
who mignt otheri:Jise be disturbed· by the thought of "infinitely 
Ilong.~ •• o 
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long U conduc tors. 
(ii i) Tl Ii 1 V f"'!. Iue of 2 x 10-7 t 18 pecu ar-seem nB 0 _ new on per 
(ampere)2 was chosen to make the new, internationally edopm. 
ted ampere agree wi th the old 8.mpere, 1~hich we e defined a 8 
one-tenth of the absolute electromagnetic unit of current. 
T:~~ presence in the defini tion of the ampere means that this 
definl tion conflicts ,.;1 tn Lipson' 8 idea of ,,,,rhe.t suoh a d~,­
finition shoulcl be (see earl~er~ P8ction 7..,4"'4~. l""..;~ .:xperi-
ence suggests that pupilsl) students B.nd icstruoto:r:A c~n live 
"1i th thi s defini tion and suffer remarkably Ii ttl e D S e. resul tc9 
Sou th llfri CR n teache r s may we 11 fee J. that the y c~.., ~~ ltv \'-; much 
mox-e easily vllttl tl2 x 10-718 than no. 001118", which was the 
number tha t BJ:.:l-,8ared in the only defin:l tion of the ampere tha t 
could be found in South African textbooks before 1965. 
The C'oulomb can now· be offlci2-l1]l defined in terms of 
the ampere and the second as the quantity of charge that in 
one second crosses a cross-section of a circuit in which there 
l,s a constant current of 1 ampere~ In the junior secondary 
SChool~ the coulomb v18 s e leo defined in this way J but tner·e 
the definition of the ampere was temporary. The pupil may 
now· ,,,onder noVT he coulo. ca.rry ou t measurement s to snow tho. t 
the officially defined coulomb h88 the same size as thet tern ... 
porarily rlef3.lJecl ,."i th the e.id of Coulomb' 8 Le."" or, whet 
amounts to the same thing, how the value of toe consts.nt in 
Coulomb's La'll could be .J].!ll} ttlr,e..d. This question should cer-
tainly be answered for him: it is best discussed in full 
after the theory of electrical circuits has been discussed 
(of Section 7.18). ~nother point on which the pupil may 
require assurance is how one can De certain that current 
measured in ter'ills of the intere.ction bet'ldeen current-carrying 
conductors really does represent a true measure of "rete of 
flow of charge". AS was noted above, we made use of the fact 
that curl--ent 1s rate of flo,", of charge in "deriving" the 
/rundamente.l e ., II ., ., 
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fundamental formulo of this 8ection. A dir~ct check that 
a "current balance It current rea lly i 8 l'lP te of fIov; of· charge 
is provided by FDr~daY'8 FirRt Law of Electrolysis, which can 
be discussed and interpreted later. 
Pupils sJ:lould p.:Hln some experience in measuring e current 
or cali bra ting an emmeter vl1 th a parallel-conduct 0'" type of 
current balance. It should be made cldar /liO t~<,j.t Ghat the 
simple forrnula quoted abo"'r~ :';!".Jdnot :.,pp"'.:/ e.cC(urately to these 
~'url'ent t,:.;{lnnJ8s: f:'60 tne for'ces Detvleen stra.ight wires or 
fin! te lenGth inol'ude '1edge eff€'(cts ll arising from the ends of 
the wires~ (The errc .... int., ~;juc;:d b~" this amounts to a. fevl 
per cent only.)., The resultfl of a calj~}i."atiol'l experiment 
would not be very valuable as cali-oratio!:" ~ but they 't'loui;:-,. 
help t~ strengthen the confidence of the pupil in the vali-
dity of the r1current balance lO formula end in 1118 own ebili'ty 
tq take measurements somewhet more difficult than the everage~ 
(If desired~ thetw~conductor balance to be used in these ex-
periments can be of the parallel-coil type: Seamer (1958) 
he 8 given a clescrl ptl on of SUCh Cl bale.TIee the t can be con6t~r-
ucted from two single-turn coils of Hire J one of which is con-
nected to tne baseboard of tne balance and the other suspended 
above it from the balnnce beflm.) 
7.15.5 Introduction of the B vector 
. 
Since the pupil has had to st~dy the forces between 
cUX'l~ent-caX'rying conductors in some a.2pth, it is loglcel for 
the introduction of the magnetic field vect)r to make use of 
this ne't~Tly-acquired baokground .. Prooeeding along similar 
linea to tnose followed in the introduction of the electric 
fleld J the teacher can sugr;est t.t1at if CUITent-carry:lng con-
ductor X exerts a magnetic force on cu:rrent-carrying conductor 
Y, this interaction can be piotured as follows: 
'(1) Sinoe X has current in it, a magnetic field 1s set up in 
/the ••••• 
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the surrounding space; 
(ii) Y experiences H m~gnetic force because it 1s in tne 
magnetic field of X. (Point (1) could be emphasized by 
once again demonstrating the magnetic field of e current-
carrying conductor with the aid of iron filings.) 
1.vhatever one decides to use as a measure of the atllength 
of the magnetic field in the vioinity of Y, it must be rela-
ted to tne foroe on Yo To find out about thi~ f'c"c.: and 80 
provide B. proper be. s1 s for ttle pupil' a v.r..~ v'l"S IGR nding of tlle 
€ vector$ some time should now be spent in experi~entel in-
vestiga.tion of the force experienc~(l by a currb~\~ .... clil.::-·vir~.:' 
"el·ement if in a magnetic field. A convenient and practlca.l 
currerl!:; elemE;7.\~ 1s 8 emaIl strip of' aluminium foil suspended 
fairly, loosely between tne prongs of a wooden yoke. The 
magnetic field to be explored by tnis l1element ii can be set up 
by a current-carrying coil or bye. etrone pel~e.nent mBgnet 
or electromagnet. Tnis demonstration experiment should BS-
t8.blisn tn8.t 1..men a current 18 maintained in tIle elemC'nt i 
(a) the element obviously experiences a force of non-mecI1ani ... · 
os 1 and non-electroste tic origl n 1'lhen it is held in 90me part 
of tne magnetic field; 
(b) in any 81 ven region of tne fi elc1, tJ1e element Can beheld 
in such \,:1. 1'rdY tn8t it experiences no megnet~.c force; 
(c) tne direction along 1~hicn the element lie~ 1~hen conCI.i tion 
(b) is real~zed is tne 8~me as that in which a compeSA needle 
"J'ould point \',11en placed in tne region" i. e. when the element 
1s held in tne direction of tne magnetic field, it experiences 
no magnetic force; 
(d) tne magnetic force on tne element seems to be biggest 
wnen t118 elempnt 1s at rignt l:Ingles to t11e field directiono 
One conclusion thH t Cen reasonably be drawn from tnese 
observations 1s that tne maximum p08Pible magnetic force ex-
perienced by tne current element in a given region of the 
/magne tic CI • 1/ 1/ II 
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magnetic field depends on tne current in the element end tne 
field itself; tnerefore mesAurement of this f~rc~ wo~ld 
provide useful j~nformetion about tne magnetic field. fI l\t 
tnis point pupils could cer'ry out tne experiment of measur .... 
ing tne magnetic force on li current-carrying conductor. 
Tne latter could be in the shape of a U, 80 mounted tn~t it 
f;·:rms one arm of H balance, enabli ng tne magnetio force on 
tne croBs-piece of tne U to be measuredo 
U -shaped conduG ~or co";:ld ':';8 eueper.ded fI'orr: ..)L .. ~ a;~"m of a bal-
ance. If tne balance is of tne form in "rhicn the 1,engtn of 
tne eross-plece of tne U Can be varied (e. g. b.;'"' u81,,-\." a 8:7't 
of rftJ' 8 n of different tridthS) p 80 mucn tne better. ('Ideally, 
one w0~ld alec like ~o be able to vary tne angle between the 
cross-p,ieea of tne U and tne direction of toe field, but tnis 
may not be possible to arrangeJ. A permanent magnet or a 
solenoid Can be used to supply the field, wnicn snould be as 
nearly as possible uniform over tne vlidtn of tne U. 
Tni s experiment i 8 of fundC'.mental importance. If done 
with sufficient care, it snould snow tnat thp force on the 
element 
current/is proportionnl to t11e lengtl1 of the element e.nd to 
the current in it. (There is no harm in using an emmeter 
to measure the current, as the ammeter may be assumed to have 
been cali bra ted by means of 8. current balance of the type men-
t10ned in the previous section.) If it 18 possible to inves-
tlgate the depende~ce of the force on the angle between tne 
field and the conductor, it would be found that the relation 
bet\'leen t.tle force F and ~~he angle e was glven by 
F oc sin e 
If th.e current and tne length of the Cll OS8-piece of t:':1e U 
are denoted by i and L respectively, the results of these 
experlments show that 
F ex iL sine 
or F 9 BiL sine 
/Since. o •• " 
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Since F ,i, aad Land e Otln 811 be mea8Ul'"·ed..~ the value of the 
proportionDllty const~nt B CBn be found; it is obviously 
chnracteristic of the magnetic field in the region in which 
F 1s measured 3 and can, lncleed, be thought of es represent-
ine tne "strength fJ of tne magnetic field in this region • 
...:!o 
Now the magnetic field vector B may be "defined u 13.8 a veotor 
~JhOBe rnagnl tud,1j is Gne ··"rl.~e of the constant B in the above 
eo.up s:.vn 8/.J. \·T0~e direction is 1-{hat has already been called 
"the direction of the magnetic field. n 
In the precedi ng sentence, we have enclosed the 1"{ord 
"C.>. finec JI i~1 'l.uotu tion marks bec8use similar problems to 
thoE.'·~ consider':rl in Section 7.5013 arise in connectlon wi til 
~ 
the definition cf B. 118 in our di8Cu.~~:"1ion 0'; the definl tion 
~ -
of :8, we must conclude thflt B is in the last resort only 
"definable" by means of the axioms it obeys in electromagnetic 
theoryo Al though we ca n lay dOvTn e. procedure of mea surement 
~ 
for the magni tude of B B.nO. a meAns of specifying i t8 d.irec-
-tion, tnese do not add up to a definition of B in the strict 
sense of the term though th~y do, of courser; constitute an 
"opera tional defini fun u of B. ....ll As was t11e case 1--11 tt1 E, t116 
establishment of t.his "operational definl tion" 1s a crucial 
step in the teaching sequence p but the result does not have 
to be called a definition. 
In its simplest form~ the defining equation for the mag-
nitude of the magnetic fl~ld veotor 1s 
F maximum a 1 BL , 
where F maximum is the force on a current element of length 
L wnen a current i 1s mainte.ined in it and it 1s held at 
~ 
rignt angles to a uniform magnetic field of st!'ength B. 
It would be a8 well to point out to pupils such similarities 
as exist between the operetions that have to be carried out 
to find the magnitudes of the electric and magnetic field 
vectors. To ,find the magni tude of B, one mea sures the forc~ 
/per. ~., ., e 
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per uni t length per uni t ourrent on a sme.ll current-carrying 
lID d • :.: ... t ..... , If .. 
oonductor placed .at right angles to the field~ It is reason-
able tha t "force per uni t length l1 should be the corresponding 
qUB.nti ty- for the magnetic field to n force" for the electrio 
field, since the quantity in question must olearly be lnde-
p~ndent of the length of the conductor. 
Up ..s:. to this point we have been content to refer to B as 
"the ma.gnetio field vector 'f or "the strength o·~ t:'drIAgnetic 
(or "magnetic intenai ty IV) has traditionally come to be 8.8,8001-
ated witn the vector Ht ,.,nile 13 1s most often k71,"'wn by th\) 
name given to 1 t by Maxwell p viz. I!ma.gnetio inductioni~, and 
some ti}:~e s by ~11e t el~:n IImagne tic flux de nsi ty n • "MagnetiC 
lnduc~lon" is an unfortunate name to use in an elemer~tB.ry 
course, in which it seems altogether pointless and, moreover, 
ca,n be oonfused with the phenomenon of magnetic induction. 
~ «-
"Magnetic flux dens! tyll would not convey any useful meaning 
a. t this stage:l since magnetic flux has not yet bee'n defined. 
~ 
l1e feel it best simply to call B the "magnetic field vec17or" 
or the "magnetic field strengthij and for8e~e one's allegianoe 
to history <> The teacher who 1s worried about the effect 
this might have on pupils who ~~il1 be continuing their studies 
B. tun! versi ty ~ can B 111S.Ys cover his tra.cks by mentioning t.ne 
tr·adi tional nfl.mes and pointing out t11at some still use them. 
In any case $ t,here is a tendency for vJ'ri tars of textbooks now-
a.daye to disl":legard the hi stOl'ica.l nomencla ture for the magne-
tic field; the influential textbooks of Feynman et a1 (1964) 
and furcell (1965) both cs.l1 13 simply lithe ma,gnetic field." 
From tne equation F max CiiI lBL~ it is evident that tile 
uni 'C8 of B are newtons per ampere-metre. The name litesla" 
has been offioially adopted for this unit and pupils should 
oertainly be familiar with it. However~ it is important for 
/tllem ••••• 
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them to kn01:1 tne dimensions of B, and occasionel use of tne 
nAme "ne~vton per amppre-metre lt for t~':1e unit can serve 88 a 
reminder of these. Pupils should also hear of the gauss, 
defined as 10-4 of a tesla and a convenient unit for many 
practical purposes. 
In summing up tl1.ese ~.~rjts concerning toe megnet1c field 
teacners should strBPs rr.lv.t it is possible (in theory though 
j'Jt j.l1rlaYB in "jra·c tice) to dl Rpense al togeth-eX' wi t.h cornp~ ss 
needles and iron fi.linge es exploring tools in megnetlc 
fields and that, in describing what one means by the magnetic 
fie~lJ o~e hC: no need to refer to such objects at slIp 
To be abl':.; to ·lse a cUl"rent-carrying element as a means 
of finding the ,;;:;.rectio_Tl of B', one canl:~_.t avoid making use of 
the convention reletlng this direction to tnoee of the current 
in tne conductor and tne force experienced by ito If J there-
fore, the teacher wishes to present a treatment of the magne-
tic field w'l1.ioh makf's some attempt at being conceEtualll 1n-
dependent of tile behaviour of tl1.e ComIA~s8 needle"", end we 
tnink this is desil"able 00> then he wlll have to introduce one 
.., 
or other of tne "L'1and rules" mentioned in our earli~r dis-
cUBsion (see Section 3.16.3). This does not mean that he 
need depart from tne pr1ncipl~ enunciated ep.rlier of not over-
emphasizing the importance of these rules. Thp. point here 
1s tnnt if we use a current-carrying conductor insteRd of a 
-:.. 
compass needle to tell us~the direct~on of B, we need a rule; 
B.nd if v!e need a rule» we ought to know what it is. One 
snould not meke too much of tne rule; e.g. one Should not 
give it a prominent role in problems that mignt be set. 
One form of nRnd rule whict1.~ in tne Duthor$ s expel"lence t 
goes dOvIn "rel1 wi tn ICl class is :Cona 8 s rBI (or FBi!) gun rule 
(lona 1962). lona refers to "a generation of American 9"~U-
dents and teachers to wnom the ordered sequence of letters 
FBI 1s quite familinr". Amel"'lcan influence is suffiCiently 
/prevalen t. eGo. 
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prevalent in Soutn Afrioa J it would seem, for tais sequence 
to be familiar to Soutn Africpn pupils vnd students a18o~ 
The letters F, Band I are respec ti vely 8s8001a ted \d th tne 
thumb, forefinger B.nd second finger of the 1ff.1 hand if one 
W8.nts to kno'\,.T tne direction of t'1e force on 8 currpnt-ca.rry ... 
i ng conduc tor in R fi eld 0 (They can be aS8ocletp~ with 
these fingers of the l"ight nand if one ·~"ento to ;7.:lCnv the d1-
(Note t~e occurrence of the letters 
!Ifilln "left nand '§i II :in Ur 1g.nt It.) 
BiB i of course, ,-' n a:,~: ~ ... l vC'c to.~ or peeudovector, as 
opposed to a. "true" vector 0:: polar ve('~r)r. Tnat is, re-
fleotion of tne coordinate axes through t~e o~igln cnang~8 
the sign of 13, wnlcn it would not do to a true vector such 
as tne electric field vector Eo ---The "axial" nature of B is 
readily deducible from the specified rel~t1on between tne 
vectors F, Band L. (1 i a B vector dravln in tne dil~ection of 
the IIcurrent" (i.e. "current densltyl1) a.long tne conductor 
o n 'W'h i c t1 th e fore e e c t 8. ) The direction of F is related to 
t::10se of 13 and L by e vector product 1-TU1e (F' mil if.:' x B) ; the 
vector product of tw'o If true If vectors must be en axial vector, 
"because it is defined by mef.3n8 of a (rig11t)-"l1anded" rule; 
but since Fand r are both t~~~ vectors~ and F· 19 expressible 
in terms of tne vector product of Land 13» 1 t follows ttla.t 
..... 
B must be an ~xlal vector~ 
... 
The fact that B h8S this special Character need not 
affect tne teaching of the subject directly, in the sense 
that tnere is no need at this level to mention that B is a 
different klncl of vector from t.he ord~_nary. Conventi 0 nul 
elpment~.iry p nd 1nt ermedie te trea tment s of elec tromagneti 8ni 
manl:tge ~;JeIty w'ell lrl thout mentioning tnet 13 1s an axial vector, 
~ 
even tl:1ougn they m1f,h t have introduced B by means of a vector 
/produet .•• 0 • 
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pr-oduct rule" I nevi tRbly, hOitrever ~ tne ~x:t~.l nl:=! ture of 13 .... 
its association wi tn H "handed'! r'lll€) ."... does have B. bevr1ns 
on whAt we may teach about electromagnetic interactioDS Q 
The meih point here - end this 1s something thot could And 
should be said in cIa sa .". 18 that the convention by wt'liCfl 
the direction of ~ is made to Agree witn a left-hand rule or 
:.;! rigl1t-hand scre~'i rule ie ~ a convention" This particu-
ow.., 
lar choice of rule for f.pecif~ring the directJon of Fi ~-4'-~0ord~ 
'~tTith the directlon in Hhic...n the ncrth .... see)'f;dg .,1?'ole of 8 c('Im-
paes needle points J but we could just as well have agre!cd on 
This 1v0uld hDve turned all. our 
BD B ro:.').~1d, i)U'\ mede t'o difference to the forces or accele1"aa .... 
tions w~ would measure (of Feynman et a1 1964)0 
Another WB.y of looking €l.t the situation is the follo\1ling:-
Suppose "rs 1me.gins a "mirror-imagen version of e. particular 
electromagnetic exp~r1ment9 SUCh BS the defleotionof a char-
p;ed pert1cle in a magnetic field. Amonp, thr effecte of the 
reflection of the experiment in the mirror is th8t right-
hand rules for exi~l vectors must be repleced by left-hand 
ones, and vice verStl, 80 thnt in the mlrror-ima.ge space, B 
would be cpecified by e left-hand rule if it nAd been €pec1-
fied by P. right-hand rule in real space o It turns out that 
Nature is so constructed that the mirror reflection does not 
change any observed electromagnetic J:henomena. 
. '1fW:e;r:ma 
Therefore 
if a chareed particle travelling in a given dil"€'ction in or .... 
dinary spece is deflected to "the left", say, by the magnetic 
field p a similer charged particle travelling in the same di-
rection (1 0 e. parallel to the OVl"respondlng axis) in mirror-
image spHce wiJl also be deflected to tbe !lleft". 'l'hue the 
change fro:i1 rlgl1t-hand to left-hand rules for B makes no dif-
ference to 1vi1t3t happens. 
/Hartl n •••• • 
Martln Gardner (1967) hns given an entertainil~ end in-
otructlve popular account of the symmetry of electromagnetic 
phenomena which mBkes no d:l rect reference to polar or axial 
veotorA and which would be worth the trouble of the interes-
ted teacher to consult. The point is far from trlv1al~ as 
1 t 1s nO"tV' 1~n01'rn that not all phenomena l.n nature exhlbl t 
"~2'".l.is kind. of symmetr~r) end some pupils et least mignt te in .... 
terB8ted enoUp)1 to pursue th.e matter further.o 
coil 2nd solenoid 
From tl1e formu18 for tht? force betv.reen two long, pars.l-
lel, ;.~~-:reit/·J.'~; currer!~-cBrl"ying i,'Tires the expre8sion for. the 
magnetic field strength at a given distance from e. single 
straignt wire can easily be derived. A suiteble form of 
the derivation 1s the following: 
To find the magnetic field strength ate. given point D w'e 
must in principle find the magnetic fOrDS per unit length per' 
tinit current on a current element placed at that poInt And 
held at rignt angles to the field direction there e From'" 
symmetry con3ideratlons it is clear that the magnitude of ~ 
will be the same at pll points at a given perpendicular dis-
te.nce from G long, stra.ight, current-carrying wire • '1'0 find 
....:. 
the magnitude of B in this cese one may therefore simply find 
the force per unit length per unit current on a second long 
8trai~ht wire held parellel to the first at the correct dis-
tance from it, since the Aecond iJll1re ""'Till be perpendicular 
to tne magnetic field of thp first and ~ will be the S9me at 
all points on it. From thp for-mula 
Fore e per un! t lenp:th ::;; km 
r 
we then ha.ve directly the.t the m~:;.gnitude of B at. a distance r 
from tne given wire whiCh carries a current 11 18 given by 
B :: 
/Accordlng" •• ~ • 
According to tne formule. just derived., the magnetic field 
strengtn due to ti. lone straight wire varieR invers'ely' ns the 
distance from tne wire. This is a result well worth show-
i ng experimentD.lly (1 t canst! tutes a partlnl verification of 
tne formula fOl'1 tne force between a pair of' current-ce,rrying 
conductors) and snould be attempted by pupils if time permi ta. 
I:' Ct compass needle is pl~ced in ~ vertlc~l plene contpinlng 
the wire Clnc1 tne clirection of tn~ horizontal, compo'·4".P/; of ttl~ 
earth's magnetic fiel&, the tenge~t of itr dnfl~ of deflec-
tion will be proportion8l to tne magninlde of 'B due to the 
'tA!! re C) Therefore tne experiment consists in th~ meQ8~~em0~t 
of tne angle of dElflection of the compass needle vlhen ~he 
latter- 1s p.lCi)~d at :jifferent polnts on B. line passing tnrough 
tne wl~e and drawn in the dirp.ctlon of the horizontal compon-
ent of tne eartn's magnetic field. The tangent of the angle 
of deflection can be plotted against the reCiprocal of tne 
dlstence from the 'tvire and tne resulting gre.pn should be a 
straignt line. (A current of 5 amps is Bu1tHble.) Note 
tne:lt in analyzing tne reBults in tnls vrf::1Yp use 1s made of 
two facts: (a) tne direction of tne resultant magnetic 
field 1s given by tne direction of the compass needle (tnis 
~ 
is an experimental fect)~ (b) B is indeed a vector~ No 
direct proof has actu~lly been adva.need in favour of tne lat-
ter point; ri nag been "deflnedij as a quantity naving both 
megnitude and direction, but no independent demonstr~tion was 
given thct t B conformr.:; to th~ Icnv9 of vector Hddl tion lI' 
We do not suggest tnt? t tlme nep(l be spent on Auch a proof, 
but the point should be brour,nt to tne attention of pupils; 
WhO ce.n be invited to eubmi t 8ugr::eetloTls for a method of 
experimental veriflcetione 
Tne magnetic field of a current-cnrrying flat coil ie 
10 " --.-.. 
of some 1 nterest 1 n 1 tself e.nd of some relev~nce to wna t 
follows. Wi tn tne "fine-beam" tube mounted bet1veen lielm~ 
!holtz ••••• 
noltz coils no~" becoming standard equipment II it. is important 
for tne pupil to l1l:lve some ideA (3 t leest of the "appearance Ii 
of tne field H880ciated with tne flat collo 'l'ne pupil 
snould see Hn "iron-filings" demonstration of tni~; even 
if he nas seen this d~mon8tration done in tne junior eecon-
dRry 8011001, 1 t vlould be l:ldVantClgeou8 to ~no,"r it t .. 1 :.11m Ht 
thi 8 point, and to drtn·, attention to its li10St ~_;npc~~'ttC?nt fea-
axls, tna't tne i'~.r ... j.d t'ery nep!, tne "lire resembles tnat of a 
long 1vire:ll and tnBt tne o'<feral1 :field pa.ttern is similRr to 
tnl!! t whicn mignt be 0 b ;>. tneQ ·,,1 tn a Q:i. t.:1t-shHped megnet hav In.g 
8 nortn pole on one face of tne disk an~ ~ 80utn pole on tne 
otner. 
'l'ne effect of superposing tne fl elds of two or more such 
coils could De discussed and demonstrated; in this lve..y pupils 
can be given some preparation for the use of Helmholtz coils, 
end fI1 so for the form of the fi eld i ns1 de a current-ce rryi!1g 
solenold Cl TI1.ere would be no perticular use in the course 
under consideration for the formula foX" the field. at the ",cen-
tre of tne flat coil. This is just BS well, as the formula 
couln not conveniently be d.erived 1.yithout t~'1e aid of the Biot-
Its estnblishment by experiment woul~ require 
the use of sever81 a.ifferent coils of different rB.dli; this 
..... QiiiUi"'a:cJi - CI!ICI!P~Q 
could be set as a project for interested pupils to carl"ly out, 
but in a course of the scope prescribed by the present Soutn 
African syllabuses, the result of the experiment would have 
the status of an isolated fact rather than un important con-
nee ting Ii nl~o 
The appearDnce of the 1'1 eld of e. 0url"lent=carryil1g f1a t 
coil can t? .. lso be used to el10W thRt a pair of parallel coils 
will attract each other if the current circulates in the same 
sense in eacllp and repel each other if the senses of c1rcula-
tlon are opposite. Similar preglctlons can be made for the 
/fox'c es ••••• 
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forces between current-carryln~ Bolenoids. The tenclency 
of current-carrying flat coils and solenoid8 to aligrt tnem-
selves with t~eir exes pRrpllel to an external magnetic field 
in which they are plt1 ced cs n elso be d:t 8cuBBed and explai nedo 
(The more adva need pupil migt1.t benef1 t from being given 
n private introduction to the Biot-Savart Lew and its use. 
The current-carrying flat coil would be a useful circuit for 
such an intro(luction. The pupil cnn be asked to r0n~~:er 
at tne centre of tne coll in particular, is mede up of contri-
butions from e2011 IIsmaIl piece u or nelementt! (J~' the "',~'ill) 
It can be put to him ttlat all these contributions to tne field 
at tnt- 08t .. ;:1"""" will ~~,\2ve the same direction, viz .• along ,th.e 
ax! s, ~ha.t the magn1 tude of each contri bu t10n will be propor-
tional to the current and to the length of the "element U , 
end inversely proportional to some power of the distance be-
tween the Ifelement" end the centre -- the pupll himself might 
be prepared at this stage to 8uggest thet the dependence on 
the distance is an inverse squB.re one o It is easy to deduce 
.., 
from ttles8 assumptions thnt the strength of tnp. field a t the 
centre is ir!versely proportionel to t.he radius of the coil 
and directly proportionel to tne current, end this 1s a re-
sult which could be checked experimentally by the same tech-
nique as toot.,used for the field of a long straight wire.) 
The formula for B i nelda e. long current-carryi ng solenoid 
cannot be derived in this course, B.nd no useful purpose ~",ould 
be served by quotation 0:' thts formula" I nsteed 1 t ae.n be 
argued from comparison of the appeRrBnce of the field pattern 
i ns1de a solenoid wi tJl the. t of a uniform ..eJ.e;",Q. .. t~f.s f~ eld the t 
the field inside a long solenoid nnd away from its ends might 
be uniform also; and pupilB cpon investigate t.t1.e magni tUde of 
the field strensth inside the solenoid experimentally by 
measuring the force on a current-carrying conductor placed 
1 nslde 1 t. 
II n. e ••• 
In the foregoln~ discussion, we have considered magnetic 
fields of a particu18rly simple kind. In repre8enting tJ:"iem 
by means of field lines, it is the invAriable practice to 
considel'l only the ideelized versj.ons of these .fieldR, e. g. 
the field of Hn infini_tely long stre.lght "'Tire and of Rn ~-
r~=-~ long solenoid o No problems arise in t118S8 idea11 zed 
cases; the field lines can be drawn as closed loops. Evl-
dently we haVe heX'~ exempl~8 of '!,rl~a t 18 often r,'JS·.j·b·ti-"(J.. to be 
a general rule concerning magnet~t~C fielcl ':'iners: "Lines 'of 
magnetic induction [10 s .. of ~ .. .,. form loops vIi thout eny 1:),8-
ginning or end" (KiP 1962)0 
mark.8 "t'1Te l'l8.Ve made earlier in these pages about the uncri ti-
cal use of field lines, we ought to consider whether the 
quoted'rule is of completely genere.l appliea tlon. '1"0 guide 
us, we need to consider tn~ physics lying behind the field-
line representationo The physical fact which tne quoted 
rule 1s intended to represent, 18 thAt the "dlver'gence" of 
t.he B-vectox' 18 zero everyv~'here (everY1'lhere, tnet is, except 
1 n the regions of space 'Trlhich may inc lude the a s yet undl~ .... 
covered magnetic monopol~s~). Put in other terms, this 
means that the magnetic flux through any closed surface in 
the ~agnetic field is zero o The convention usually adopted 
for tne clra1:.ring of me.gnetlc field lines requires that the 
number of lines per unit area in n given reRion of thp field 
1 s proporti0::J21 to the magnl tude of B in that region. 'l'his 
makes it possible for magnetic flux to be pictured as the 
total number of lines passing throu.gh a Biven B.rea, B.nd fol"~ 
tne vanishing of the divergence of fi to be thought of as mean-
ing t.~H.-lt t~1e number of field lines entering a closed 8urffl.ce 
in tne field ~.s tne seme 8.9 the number leaving it. This is 
a basic condition that has to be satisfied by a field line 
representation of the field; enother ls, of course$ thAt the 
Itangent ••••• 
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t8n~ent to tne field line at nny point gives the direction 
~ 
of B at that point. . 
It is generally supposed thnt because magnetic field 
lines do not start or end on magnetic chergeB~ and becAuse 
they ha.ve to satisfy the "zero-divergend.eu condition, tney 
must of necessity consist of closed loops. At the back of 
...;:.. 
this suppositi->n 1':e8 ~~J""" ~elief the.t because tne B-fleld 
j 8 C"'.I)r: ~1nl~.;'· ... 18 ';'':'J.e lines used to represent 1 t must be every-
... 
w11ere continuous o AS Slepian (1951) h&S poin:'ed .Jut~ tl1€·~·e 
al"€' no grounds for tnl s belief, and slmul taneous adherence 
t,"\ ~t ~!}2 t,.' the principles of field-line representation out-
11 ned e.bove \tV:'. 1.1, in gener~ 1, lead to contradic tory resul tso 
Slepian uses th~' exa)~ple of a 8 ;';ee.d~? L>.~?;netic field produced 
by s. c1Jrrent-ca.rx~ying loop not completely in one plane to 
illustrate this point. Lines starting from a given limited 
region would circle the wire end return to the region from 
which tney began but~ because the loop is not plane, could 
not return to tneir original starting points. Nor could 
they now be continued into the initial region~ Be this would 
B.lter tne density (ioe. number of lines per unit area) of the 
lines there. They nAve thus to be stopped, so that the field-
line representation of tnis f.ield must consist of a collection 
of .12.roken loops, drawn 80 a 8 to meet the condi tion of oontinu-
ity of line density. As Iona (1962b) remarks, "The repl:"esen-
tation of a source--free field by lines ending and beginning 
with equal density on opposite sides of an arbitrarily selec-
ted surface is just 9S good an indication of ~~~ ~ 0 as closed 
lines would be. " 
Tne 108B in eaRY picturabili ty occblsloned by tne accep.-
tance of tI1is vie", of field-line :r~epresentation is regrettable 
but inevitable, if tIle dema.nds of rigour are to be satisfied. 
Fortunately this need not complicate tne lives of the teacher 
and his pupils. Iron-filing pa tterns of me.gnetlc field lines 
lof • •.• " 
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of current-carrying circuits look lli~ closed loopsD end are 
in any CHS8 formed in two dimensions and not tnre~. . ThUS 
they do not arouse any suspicion of the troubles to which 
ettention hns been drawn above. They are cle~rly different 
in Character from el~ctric field patterns~ End a crude but 
pr=-~viceable 1vay of expI'esslng this important difference is to 
sey that whereas elBctric field lines begin and end on cnar-
ges, magnetic field lines appear to have net.th~J") t<"'f,~_"'Lline 
nor end. ~'le see no ren son 'V!oy t;ne ma tte~' 9t1uuld not be ;f.1..i 8-
cussed in these simple ter~8 nt this level. The pupil snould 
be made D.-ware of the dlfference in character be~\reen k"~lec"!.I!'lc 
and magnetlc fields, and tl1e RtateJT,ent just given, while not 
rigorously tr~2, doeJ help the pupil to visualize this differ-
ence. . It will not hamper nis understanding of electromagne-
tism at this stage, unless it leads him to attach too muoh 
reality to tne field lines. Tne teacher can guard against 
this by issuing suitable warnings from time to time. 
7'.15.7 Force on f! moving cf1arge in a magnetic field 
~ ;: .... !law re- =c 
To introduce tne derivation of the expression for th~ 
force on a Charged particle moving in a magnetic fiGId, one 
mignt argue as follows: 
Moving Charges set up magnetic fields (cf Rowland's ex-
periment) lJ ano. conductors in magnetic fields only experience 
Jlm13.gnetlc forces" when the frap Charge carriers inside tnem 
are set moving. Perh~ps it is because each moving charge 
in & conductor experienc~s e magnetic force tnat tne conductor 
as a wnole has a map;netic force on 1 t ~,roen it is in f-3 magnetic 
field and carries a current. If thi8 argument is correct, 
we must expect toot a beam of CharGed particles would be de-
flected by a magnetic field, pnd the left-hend rule should 
enable U8 to predict which ltl1?Y the bea.m will be deflected o 
/Vve ••• ~ • 
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We tnink it advisable tt1et tnese predictions should be 
checked before the required formula is derived. Tnis v/111 
help to crea te in pupils tne desire to knot'" more a.bout tne 
behaviour of cnarged P8 rtlcle streams in magnetic fields, 
so thpt tney can see the advantage of l1avlne a formula for 
tne force on a mavins cnarge. (Ct Nuffield Guide v! II We 
show pupllA that ~le end they need the I'esult br-J:J.f. /1) The 
required demon8tr~tion ct' J' ~,t:". done vIi t~" ~ c8,thode-ray tube $I 
"deflect~on tube!: Ol' ~f".tne-heam tuoef{4t For 8 demonstretion 
with a ca.thode-roy tube, one c/)~~ld use the oscilloscope :l.n 
the school la'borator;y ~ tf _~ ,>~ Of' ~".ho6.~~ 'l"'oy tube 1s not surroun-
ded by a rrletnl shield; a ba2~ magnet h:;~rd nAsr the electron 
gun of the tube v1ll1 very re9dily proa.ue-.') e cteflection cf the 
spot on the screen. Gledhlll (1969) has \~rned thet if the 
cathode-ray tube has much nickel in its electrode structure, 
1 t can be ruined by 8.ttempts to carry out thls demonstre.t1onu. 
In cases of doubt, the manufacturers 8hould be consulted~ 
but it may be mentioned that UHeath}{lt II oscilloscopes of the 
O-12U type have been used for this demonstration 1vithout 
apparently suffering any 111 effects. If the laboratory 
oscilloscope cannot be conveniently adapted for use in this 
",-lRY, an independent ca thode-l-'ny tube CHn of course be used; 
lona (1961) has suggested thAt such a tube should 1:e conn0ctecl 
by a lonB multiconnector cable to its power supply 80 that 
the tube can be mounted 8;,t eny given angle and at some dis-
tance from disturblng influences cuch BS the traneformer in 
the pOirIer 8upplyo The "deflection tube" and the tlfine-heHm-
tube" are both mounted betvreen coils y>i'hlch, when they CB.rry 
8 curr8nt~ prOt:uce a 8ubstc:ntially ur:ifom mflgnptic field 
in the region tr8versed by the electron beam. The "fim3-
beam" tube has the particular advantage for this type of de-
monstration that the path of the electron beam 18 shown in 
three dimensions, 80 the.t the interesting effects obtained 
when the beam 18 PI'Oj ected a tangles other than 90° to the 
/fleld .•••• 
fi eld dire etlon ca.n ree.dily be Bhown~ 
The derivation of F max tiS Bq V 18 8 standard piece or 
theory ; sat 18facto:t~{ simple versions of 1 t are given by 
Rogers (1960) and the Nuffield Guide (V). It appears that 
thi 8 re sul t 1>J"aS fi~('At o.erive:d (1 n a more fu ndementnl menner 
then in the references cj+:i) by Heaviside in 1889 (of Shire 
1960, li'eather J.968) () 
'l'l1er~~ i 8 .)11e flspect of this type of de~1 va tion 'vhich 
migxlt worry thE; te~cher: hOTo; i8 the ma,gnetic force an the 
:free electrons in a ':fire transferred to the ",ire itself? 
Tt~l~" qu ':. n tit)':' .. r.ias been Hnswered in detail by Engli eh (1967) ~ 
who points ou<~ that the mechanism of trs.nsfer operates 
through the Hall effect. The ~agneti0 force on the free 
electrons produces e small separation of charge across the 
wire, brlngl~B into being en electric field (the Hall field) 
which exerts a force on the free electrons equal and opposite 
to the magnetic force. This same field must exert a force 
on the positive ions of the metallic lattice 'w'hien is equal 
end parallel to the magnetic force on the free electrons; 
hence It is the Hell :f:'ield vmich ensu:r'8S that the force felt 
by the ~ is thf1 SAme as the magnetic force felt by tne fl"ee 
electrons. ~ne;li8h pleo cllscusses the case of lln intrins:tc 
semiconductor in a m8.[Snetlc fielo) vthin11 is Po good denl mOl'e 
compl1catede In this instance the net force on the conduct-
ing spedimen arises from yeriptlon of "hole" pnd electron 
concentrations ecrORR thp specimen, giving rise to e pressure 
difference between the appropriate faces of the speclmen, as 
well DS the Hall effecto 
In an~;r ;resent[ltion of the derive.tion of the expl"ession 
for the force on 8 moving charge, it would become clear that 
one 1s sayine;, in effect, that vlhenever a charged particle 
is moving in the field of another moving charsed particle, 
ee.ch charge must experience a "ma.gnetic" force in addi tion 
Ito e e ~ •• 
to the electrostatic force between them. Varlou8 interest-
lng consequences of this idea migl1t be used to exerciAe the 
minds of brighter pupils. 
(1) Consider the force bet\1een a pair of' electrons at rela-
ti ve rest but moving vrl th constent veloc! ty relative to the 
observer in a direction normAl to the line jolninr.: "'u r1em. 
Accordlne; to this observer, the force b(~,tween ~~;..-.. u ('leetrol1s 
to the fact tnBt there is an Bttrective magnetic force be-
1'0 an observer 8 t rest 
relative to tne electrons, tl!e force bt\,:;~·reer' them is the nor-
mal repulsive force given by Coulomb 1 s L\. .. 'TA] 0 There 18 nothing 
contra~lctory about this; in fact, apfllcat10n of special 
relativity to tne problem shows that the force as measured 
1 n tne one cs se must be a factor of J 1- :~ \ less then the 
force measured in the other (v is the speed of the electrons 
relative to the "s ta.tionary observer"; c 1s the speed of 
light. )~ 
(11) Consider two similar parallel vares, each cd.l"lrying tne 
same current. To en observer at rest in th;; laboratory, 
the ",!ire 8 a re seen to be at trp. c ted t01i'18 rds eec!~ 0 thP,I\ Eu t 
suppose the.t t11e observer moves relntive to thp laborEttory 
with the same velocity 8S tne average drift velocity of the 
free electrons in the itlires (he ha 8 to move very slovily to 
do this: the average drift velocity will typically be only 
a small fraction of e centimptre per second,,).. Wbe.t ,,,il1 he 
nccording to nim there i8 now no magnetic force 
between the electroDe; but the positive ions of the Inttices 
of the ,-rire a.re now movi ng rele ti veto him ill}'i tn th~ same me.g-
nltude 'of velocity as the electron drift velocity, and they 
must presumably now experience the same attractive force per 
unit leneth of ''lire 8S the elect,rons did In the fir8t instance. 
Therefore tne observer measures the same force as before. 
/1 n .•• 0 • 
(In this case, application of special relativity to the 
",. 
. problem is less streig.htforN'Drd than before, because there 
will be disagreement between the two reference systems 8S 
to what consti tutes nun1 t length". If by "unit length" is 
meant "unit length in the reference system employed," there 
will in fact be agreement :~tween the forces per unit length 
mea aured. ) 
'::·l1.e a:!:.Jovf' t1~TO eeses are discussed ilnaiv:..elyff by Kolb 
("1982) and more rigorously by Ganley (1963). For textbook 
treatments of tnese and relateo~ matters$ see Rosser (1964), 
FeJ.'l:1sn 0t ~"~. (1964)) Sears end Zemansky (1964) and Purcell 
(196t;) • 
7.15.8 £Ebi ts of Oh&rged~ pa~iol~ ix: ,:nagne!ic fields: 
the charge-to-mess ratio of tne electron 
....,.,.. .. ~ 
After the expression for the foroe on a moving oharge 
in a magnetic field nas been deri'V'ed, it should be used to 
derive the aqua tion cleecribing tne orb! t of a cha,rged particle' 
proj ected at right angleo to a uniform magnetic fiield. The 
"t, 
derlvatlon takes one line, so there is time· for g1 vlng it an 
tJ.dequ~.te bHckground, which could take the form of a demonstra .... 
tion with a fine-beam tube tnpt tne orbit is a c1~Jle and a 
preliminary discussion of wny tne orbit must nave this shape. 
In e. discussion of tnis pOint, one must sw:rt t.,itn tne funda-
mental fact tnClt tJ1e magnetio force on C:t charged particle 113 
.. 
always at right angles- to bottl the veloc! ty of tne pa.rticle 
ancl the field. Tnis force oen have no component in the ins-
tantaneou 8 direction of tra.vel of tne particle; therefore it 
oe.nnot cnaIage tne speed of tne pa.rt:J.ole but only its direction 
of motlon(l Tnis meCl.ns the.t tne magni tude of the force is 
constant, since tne field is uniform Clnd tne magnitude of the 
velocity is constant. Tnerefore the particle must execute 
an orbit in a plane perpendicular to tne field (it vms origin-
ally :.p:roj ected "at right angles to it), in SUCh a way that 1 ts 
/speed ....... 
"l.{fj"" 
speed 1s constant and it undergoes a constant accelerat lon 
a t right angles to its direction of trRvel. Tl1 e 0 nly orb! t 
that fulfils these condi tions 1s a circle o 
To find t1.18 eq un tion of the orbi t~ one simply pu ts the 
fOI'ce on the particle (p.;1 'len by Bqv) equal to its mass times 
mv 2 1 ts accelera tion (aa T ) .. 
mv2 
1~ !', 'E\lv :: ...-R 
-D"...!. '. 
or n ': Bq 
Pupils .notv have all the necessary 'backGround for 8. deter:nina=-
t.:. -'~, of ttle ~atio of cha.rge to mess for the electrono In 
the ~~uffleld C~{ide (V), it 1s urged that tes.chers should "ad-
vertise the imJ:( rtar~·:.~" of 3. ~efCt'0·~:-l.nd si!!1e 1t1 t may seem 
m 
to pup! 18 a dull th1 ng for us to vlork ou til. The Nuffleld 
GUide suggests "advertising t.he importance fl of this quantity 
by pointing out that it 18 "e. piece of information a.bou·t ex-
treme&y small t.hings U anel t.hat ; for electrons ca.n be com .... 
pared \.;1 t11 q mae 8urements for other particles. We would 
m 
edd to tne first of these points the 8ue;gestion that if q is 
known for the electron ("'Thiah it is, from 1>J!lll1kan1 s expe'ri-
) .3. 1 t ment ~ we can use m to find the mfl,811 of the e ee rono 
By far the most elegant. end convincing method. of detel"-
q 
mining m for the electron in f:l. sO.hool laborHtory i8 that 
whicn makes use of t.ne lifine-beam ll tube. A suitable accele-
re.ting potential difference is appl10d to the electron gun 
of the tube, a sui table current is 81-,1 tchecl on in the magnetic 
field coils, and a circulnr pBth is seen to be tr~oed out by 
the electron beam. The measurements that are token are of 
tl"l.e strength of tne megnetic f3_eld (using a fo:rce-on-e.-con .... 
ductor balance pL'1ced in the field., 'Vvi th the tube l"emoved) ¥ 
the potential difference applied to the electron gun (u8~t.ng 
a voltmeter) and the diameter of the orbit (see below)o 
Because one cannot pIece a ruler inside the tube, measuremen"lj 
of the diameter of the orbit raises a problem (of Nuffleld 
Gl.tide V for a ful). d1 scuss1on). One way of solving it is 
to .estima. teE! the die.meter of the orbi t J which "'QuId give a 
result known to within 20%0 The Nuffleld Guide au tJ10r does 
not think tt1is is worth improving on except w'i tl1 a "very fast"" 
~~~up of pupils: for such pupils he suggests forming in the 
plane of the orbi t e. .Y.,irtue ..... J... image of an 11lumina.ted scale b 
by plaoing a vertical sheet of plateglas9 bet~~en Cb~ scale 
B.nd the tube so that the plate ie, eX8.ctly ~dldl'F~.y bet1V'ee.n 'the 
scale and the orbital plans o The reason f';or the reluctance 
of ttle Nuffield author to insist on the attainml'l:t 01' ~ret~ter 
aocuracy is that this might detrac t from wha.t 11e concc . .tves to 
be tne l.uain p\.~:::,pose of the experiment, viz. "to bring pupils 
into co~ntact '\V'ith a real measurement of electrons". Perhaps a 
sui ta.ble strategy for t.he teacher to adopt 1r'Tould be to let 
tne measurement of t11e orb! tal diameter be rough in the first 
place, and then leave it up to the pupils to ask for improved 
accuraoy if they want it. Besides the orbital equation de-
rived above JI the "theoryll of tJ:le experiment needs 'one . other 
"f 
equa.tion, viz. that giving the kinetic energy of t11e electrons 
in te~s of the accelerating potential difference: 
qV :: t mv2 
Againp tIle }Tuffield Gutde (V) suggests combining this equation 
with the other¥ first to yield a value for the electron. speed 
-
B.nd th ... en to find s.. on t;na grounds ths.t v 1s a simple PI'O-m , 
pertYil 
q 
is not, 1s very es.slly obtained from the vlhGreas ...". v m 
two equations, and the ~alu .. f; obtained. for v 1.1J1l1 be astonish-
ing to tne unln1tiatedQ Moet teachers will probably be 
glad to accept this recommendation on the grounds of the sec-
and reason alone, sine e thi 8 does seem to be the ss slest i.-ray 
to do the algebra, We have 
qV :: 1. mv2 2 
mv2 
and Bq v ::. -R , 
/SOIlClClO. 
90 tne t 
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..1lY. = g jl by simple division, and 
V R 
v 
2V Me 
This value of then be used to find 
q 
v can =rv from the relation 
m 
q 
.... ~ 
-m BR 
Since the fine-beam tube is expen8ive~ end only one is 
.L:tkely to be available s.t anyone 8c1100l, this experiment 
will have to be done 8 s a communa.l experime:::::.tt» ;,"1 t~.'c".· -:...>y thb 
cIa 89 as a vmole or by groups. r'eoC11e",t8 . ,ll Sf '\'I nJ! ,to i\'n~:'/ "M'.Il ~ 1 .... ' ~ ... ' .•. 1.. ,,3..1 ..... -~ ..1., I..I..J.. \i J.u.-
ualize" the experiment will have to fall back on the p~SGS.C$ 
version of it, which uses a 6AF6-GT or EM-34 "rh~"'t~ic-I.\.'''01~ 
(The credit for 8ugges-
ting t.i::..at 8UC.I.' tubes could be used in this ,,,,ny must evidently 
go to Mackay (1949l) The magic-eye tube is mounted inside 
end parallel to t.he axis of a sui table-sized solenoid., The 
electrons that are accelerated by tne electric field in the 
space betT/Teen the centre C8P and the cathode trevel wi tn more 
or les8 constant speed Bfter emerging from the cap ov~r tne 
remaincler of their path to tne anode. Since these el~ctron8 
.., 
move at right angles to e magnetic field thet is nearly uni-
form, tney describe ppths thRt are nearly arcs of clrcle8~ 
The edges of the ShRdow cast by the electron beem on the 
fluore8cent m~terlal of the anode are thus circulAr. The 
radius of this shadow 19 "measuredll by adjusting tne current 
in the solenoid until the~ radius 1s judged to be the same as 
that of Borne circular object of known radius (e.g. penoil j 
coin or dowel rod). TIle strength of tne magnetic field is 
measured by 8. force-on .... a-conductor balance placed in the 801e-
nold aftel" tne maglc .... tye tube he. 8 been removed.!) and the accele-
re.ting potentlal difference fOIl the electrons is measured by 
meens of a voltmetere This experiment dOGS give a cheap 
q 
a nd simple metl1.od of fl ndi ng the ord2':r of magni tude of 
-m 
the electron, and could b~ used in the absence of tne fine-
/beam., •••• 
for 
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beam tube. If tne lattGr 1s aval1able~ however 9 we doubt 
t11e value of letting, pupils carry out tl1e II mag lo-eye II. experi-
ment f'or tnemselves) except perhaps 8.8 a reminder tnat the 
tnil"lga that oome out of the cathodes of radio valves are of 
the same natux'e as tnose that emerge from the electron gun 
of tne ca thode-ray tube. 
7. 16 An h1sto~\tcI9J. sI)p:r-oach to tne elec tron 
......... ,~ ... ~.q Af1'/~ ~ ... "n _;.st" eaR" =-t'.....,.,.~~ 
It vvill :.tave been noticed t.he.t in tb:' treetme::) ~ ~f th~, 
:ele:otron outlined in tnis account, w'e fil"st tlhypotheaized i$ 
5.t as the entity tnat might be responsible for carrying the 
Cha.l"t~e in ele'" \;rical concluction in metals; we then snor,led 
thB.t the latter' (~ha:rige ca.rrie:r\:~ con'/~,;2red neg£!ltive charge# 
later' identifieu in a.mount wi th tne natural uni t o'f cl1arge 
revealed in Millikon 1 s experiment; and finally we measured 
the ra.tio of tne onarga on the electron to ita mass, enabling 
tne latter to be calculated. All this has palo. scant regard 
to tne hi storica.l d.evelopment of tne subject, w.hicn began 
w'l th the investigation of tne nea thode ra.ys" noticed in ex-
periments on the conduction of electricity in gases at low 
pressu!~es and culmina ted in J. J. Thomson' 8 tneasu!"'oments of' 
~ for the cathode~raY8. We submit tnat if it is accepted 
m 
that an elementary eylle.bus in ph.ysies should include some 
account of the electron, the ~bove outline represents a treat-
ment ,.,,1:1101:1 is HS logical e.nd complete as can be managed 1'/i thin 
the limited space av~ilabie in SUCh a syllabus. To present 
an account of tne ~lectron along strictly historical lines 
would n.ave requlred one not merely to trace in detail tne 
work of PlucJ.-:er) JOl1nstone-Stoney, Crookes, Perrin, Thomson 
and ot1.1ers on t.he Ifpa.rtlcle Ii na ture of the OR t.':1ode rays, but 
also tha.t of Hertz 9 Lenard and Goldstein designed. to support 
the vievl that "CB.t11ode raysll were electromflgnetic w-aves, and 
w'e doubt whether anyone 1tJ'oultl now w'ish to defend SUCh an 
/ appro8.ch. 
approach. An excellent account of tne history of the dis-
covery of the electron 1s given by l\nderson (1964) and good 
sumrr.8ries are to be found in l\ronS (19G5) and Fea ther (1968)., 
'lne ne1'! Common Basic Sylla.bu8es do conte.in a somei'.d1nt 
ambiguou8 reference to "evidence [for the particle fl.ature of 
.. , the electron] from the passage of electricity thro"~h gases 
at 10'1'1' pre 8SUre., II It is presumed that this is :'.L1"Gended to 
refer to some of the hlet,'r.9.i'::.l WO':"K Dr catI~ode ... raY9 end. not» 
We sugges~ th~t in the age of 
the ca tho(1e-ray 'O.lbe nnd the fine-oenm tube, these syl18.buses 
of the relevant fea tures of ·the phenomt'l:.t:l observed in 10l1-
pre sstlre discharge tube 8; thi 8 ou tli ne ~1.igl1t prove uselv.l 
II the ~electron is to be studied along partly historical lines:-
(1) The traditionel B.pperatus for the demonstr8tion of the 
conduction of electricity through gases consists of a lonB 
closed gle.ss tube vIi th electrodes mounted inside it, one near 
each end. The tube 1s attached to e. pumping system cepeble 
of reducing t.be pre88ure of the gas inside the tube to any 
de sired value. When B. sufficiently high potential dlffer-
ence 1s applied to the electrodes and the pressure of the gas 
is mede 8ufflciently lo"w\", ch8rge 18 transported bet1rJ'een the 
electrode8$ as indicsted by 8 milliammeter connected in series 
~ri tn the tube fl To begin witn, the pressure of the enclosed 
ge 8 may be a fevl mm of mercury; as the pressure i 8 lO'Virerecl, 
the appeare.nce of the gaseous discharge changes 8tr:tkingl~\{ 
(but the details of tnese chnnges are not relevent to the 
syllnbu 8) • When tne pressure 1s les8 than 0.01 rnm of mer-
cury, the tube is almost completely d;'ly'k but fOl'l e brlf';ht 
fluore8~ence on the well near the anode. This fluorescence 
can be moved e:bout by holdin? 8 ma-r,net near the cathode o 
(Tnis vJ8 s first observed by Plucker in 1858.) 0 This suggests 
113. ••••• 
a direct association between the fluoresoence an~ tne charge 
coming from the cathode. 
(11) A screen placed in the path of the lirays" emanating 
from th.e cathode castA a sharp shadov; in the fluorescent 
region, showing that the rays travel in straight lines. 
(iii) If a modified form of discharge tube 1s usea~ the 
effect of magnetic B.nd electrio fieldf.~ .. on -cne (;.;;::. ... ~j:ll,)de rays 
ca n be clearly sho·w·n~ 
~jo0~ifle(~ tub0 are: >.~) d mea.ne of making the beam of the 
catnode rays llB.rl'Ow ~nd. well-de:fined" and (b) the incorpo--
ph ide ) on 1'lhich the beam can impinge. 1l'he first fes.ture 
cen be arr8.nged ,vi th the aid of oollima I;ing 811 te. As was 
convincingly shown by J.J o Thomson, the application of mag-
netic and electric fields in the vicinity of tbe beam resul-
ted in the deflection of the bright spot that marked the 
II 
point of impact of the bes.m on the screen. The direction of 
the deflection of the spot established that tne ohal'-'ge carried 
by the catnode rays was negative. 
"f, 
(iv) Points (11; and (ii1) strongly sugges.t tnat tne cathode 
rB.ys ~re in fact sma 11 nega ti vely-chs.:rged partl'cles. Careful 
measurements by Thomson of tne deflection of the spot produced 
by electric and magnet1 c fields of knolvn strength enabled nim 
to make the first satisfactory meaAurements of the :ratio of 
cha.rge to mass of trlese p~rtioles which have come to be kno·~.;n 
.. 
as electrons. 
(v) In one of Crookes's experiments on the particle nature 
of Ce.t110de rays, he s!1o'tved that if t.he rays were allowed to 
strike a paddle ih1.1eel mounted on rails in9id~ the discha.rge 
tube, the paddle tvheel rote ted., Toc1.a.y one may 8 till see 
discharge tubes wi th pHddle ijl.rheels mounted inside them, B.nd 
some of these discharge tubes may be found in school labora-
torles. Crooks t110ugnt th8.t tne paddle wheel rots.ted because 
lof. " ... 
r 
.. " "," , '. -~'.- ..... ' t..;1"",," .' 
i~¥ . 
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of tn~ momentum trRnsferred to it9 but Thomson pointed out 
in 1903 that tne amo~nt of momentum trAnsferred to tne wheel 
by tne electrons 1,y8 s mUCh too small to rotfl te ita t tne ob ... 
served rate, and tl1nt It we rouel1. more likely thRt tne "'Theel 
rotated because its vanes were heated up on one side by tne 
incident electrons (of Aridereon 1964). The rotating paddle 
wheel is thus :.t pre. tty ~t:'i~ misleading demonstra tion. 
~0rne S0nGGJ d may possess tne cathode-ray demonstration 
... 
app..~retus described in (1) above. Because of tne nigh vo:t-
:age:B 't~"1c.tt must be employed to operate these Ilcold ... cathode iJ 
d: .'''\."'!hHrce t'~r,e8, the tubes Cfln l~ct as X-ray tubes and. tnereby 
expc Be demonB.I:~bator end pupils to dangerous radia tione If 
tne effect 8 clef'( ri beQ s.bove Hrt to be ':~monsi::"(la ted a tall ) it 
1s botn,much safer end a great deal more convenient to use 
not-filament discharge tubes which require far lOi'v"er opere.t-
1ng voltages. (Hot-filament tubes 1vi tn internally mounted 
Me. 1 tese crosses are now commercia lly available: tney ere 
sui table for s11ovr1n~ tn.tlt cathode rays tr~':lvel in streight 
lines. ) 
7.17 Electricl:31 circuits - qUP~~ltB.~lveJ::eat;nE:E.! 
7.17.1 Objectives 
In tne junior secondsI'Y s011001, pupils \rler£? introduced 
to tne rudimen.ts of "cireui t tneoryff, including tne concepts 
of current, potential difference and resistance. They S110U Id 
no,,, nave a a.eeper insight !nto the concept of current, ana 
tney na.ve studied potenti8,1 d.:tfference in the context of elec-
trio fields. Tney have also been given a general picture of 
oj.rcul t benaviour in which use is made of tne concepts of tne 
elec trio fi eld and of 'tflow~ of cl1t1.rGe " .. It remains now to 
Ilput the numbers into II tnis more fundamental description of 
the electric current: in particular to sno,,.., ho,\;v "potential 
difference II D 8 defined for tne elec trio field links up wi. th 
tne "potential difference II as defined in the junior years ~ 
land ••..• 
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and to introduce the vi tally importe.nt concept of EMF. 
These must be regarded 8S the main objectives of this' sec-
ti on; all else is secondary. 
7.17.2 Furt~er R8pects of the particle model of electrical 
First, it ,·rould be a 8 Hell to ske"'J .. h i., SOITl'~ 'r~c're de-
teils of tne model we are U8~ :!~ to :>~s~:r.t";,,:j electric8.l con ..... 
We ~evr :~~n ~h~t accordinG to this model, the 
electl"li,:) field 8.ppli.ed alonp P. wire Cfluses the free electrons 
in it to experieYlce ~ serit"r of Al te~nqte accelerations and 
collisions. TI'1e net rbJult is that tl.l electrons drift 
further' anc1 further down the wire a 8 tin ~ gOt~':-' on. 
therefore define an av~r!~drift __ vel~~i~~ for the free elec-
trons as their average dlsp18cement down the wire per unit 
tlme~ In te~ns of tne kinetic theory of matter~ we must 
imagine the electrons to be executing random motion all the 
time, whetl1er an electric field is applied or not. TI~J.e drift· 
motion we nave just descrlbed, which is carried out under the 
influence of an applied electric field» 1s superimposed o~ 
this random motion. 
The magni tude of thi 8 averag e clrift veloc:l ty is, gen-
er~.lly speelc.:lng, extremely smell. Suppose we have a circuit 
consi sting of a battel"r, n 8t.;1 tch, a torch bulb and some 
co nnec ting 1'lire. It hes been calculated t~Bt the average 
drift velocity of the free electrons in a circuit like this 
would only be a tiny fraction of a centiMetre per second. 
Yet 1Alhen vle close the circuit, the bulb lights up almost at 
once; the "message It tho t the current 1s on seems to have 
reaChed the bulb almost instantaneously. Some explan8 tlon 
of tJ1is ought to be given to pupils, some of whom are bound 
to be curious about it. The following elementary account 
'ought to serve the purpose fl.deqlJ.fl.tely: 
/The •.••• 
. :1 
-* ~ .' ,"" •. ,;;. '" . 
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T11e electric field ,.,11.10[1 s'ets the free electrons in the 
wires drifting reacJ1es its stee.dy value all round the'c:trcult 
almost at once. W"ha t happens 1s this: closing t.he circuit 
brings about a. change in the electric field pattern in and 
a.round the elements composing the circul t, a.nd this cha.nfk.~ -
from whatever it 1res before to the new stpad..v con(l.~ !.~:Lon ~'is 
propege.ted around the c1rcui t e 8 a kind \:",f 1'1t')Vt;.,: I,.!oncernlng 
M01"'c deta.il~-, of the rr'cMnge lJ in the electric field may 
be of interest to tee.,chers. Prior to closing the circuit, 
there 1s no electric f:01d .L~4..CL'l. its ~0nductors, but there 
is an electric field in the surrounding ~pac~ set up by the 
distributions of static charge rr.alntainel:~ by tne be.ttery on 
the oondu·ct6rs. When the c~Lrcui t is closed, free electrons 
flow tnroug11 the connection made by the awl tah, initially 
I 
u~der tne influence of the electric field that arises from 
the potential difference between the connecting wires now 
joined by tJJ.e awl teh .. This upsets t11e previous'ly estublish-
·~d . distributions of ehe.rge over the conductors of,/the eir-
, "f , 
cui t; charge stB.rts to flo'fl'l else"lhere in t.h.e circul t as a 
result, rapidly building up a ne1j-, distribution of chel"ge on 
the surface of the oonductors in such a "Vt18.y that the electric 
field ~ri tl1in t.l1e conductors is pal"e.llel to their surf8c8s Q 
(Rosser (l963a) discusses this situation in some detail; 
lncldentallYa he complain8~that the topic 1s "never discussed 
8.dequately in elemente.ry textbooks. 11) 
Teachers and pupils should both be aware that despite 
the use in this model of electr'ica.l conduction of the oon-
oepts of electrons, charge, and potential dlf:!:,'erence, and the 'l:ri 
success 1'11 tn tvhic.h ",e are able to use 1 t to explain many as-
peets of electrical conduotion, it is still only a model, 
which may Y6t prove deficient in certain respects. 
/t111s •• " •• 
. ..... 
,,' 
. ', .. , 
t'1i 8 is very muct1 the CD se; there are subtleties concel"nlng 
the nEl.tul"e of tne .electron and tne free electron Ifge.S il in a 
metallic conductor of ~l'hlcl:1 our model takes no account!) ond 
bec8.use of thls, 80me of i t8 predic tj.ons (eo go those concern-
ing tne varintion of resistnnce Nlt!1 temperature) are not con .... 
.p~ ~~ed by experimente Nevert~eless, despite its inadequacies 
this model has the very real merit of focussing attentio~ on 
fundn.mento.l ~l.~c.t.r.tc .. R..l concepts v-1hen the electr~ OR.: c.·i.~·oui t 
1 s studied. 
7. 1703 Potential difference in electrlcnl cir~ultB 
---------------------.--------~~-----.~----~ 
In tne junloJ:" yeAr"3, the potential differenct:;l bet'treen 
t\'lO :p'.)_~ ute 1.1';' a c1r';:li twas defi.ned a s energy transferred 
per coulomb of clw.rge "passing through" tl1is portion of the 
circuit. In returnl ng to potential ell fference for the 
senior school syllabus, we have defined it for the electric 
field as tl.1e 'tolork done per coulomb ar;ainst tl1e field in tak""" 
lng a small positive test cnnrge from the point of lo\ver to 
the point of 11ip;her po tential., The task now is to shOW 
that as far as the electrical circuit 1s concerned, tn8ee'two 
definitions are equivalent. (T~is point is uGually' dE~D.lt 
with rather cursorily by textbooks and as it could conceivably 
give some difficulty to tne beginner, we treR.t it in some c1e-
tail here .. ) In effac t, we mU8 t sholl that vlhen an amount of 
Cha.rge q IJpasses through" a conducto:e across ""hich a poten .... 
tinl difference V is melntv.ined, the amount of energy given 
up by tne flo'VJinp.; chargr. ~!1 t1.i n the conductor must be q V. 
We must first ole rify 't4'ha t is meant by a charge q "pas-
sing through" t.he conductor. vfuat we mean is that in the 
time consider'eel, an amount of charge q enters one end of the 
oonduc tor and a simlls.r Dmount J.ee.ves it at tne otl1er end .. 
The pupil has now to be persuaded that as far as the energy 
given up by the charge 1s concerned, the effect is the same 
/as •. ".fI 
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Be though the amount of c~er8e q was all concentrated on one 
particle 1'Jh10.l1· !traIls throup;h" 8 potential difference V in 
the electric field (which W~ suppose not to be disturbed by . 
the presence of chnrge q on the pe.rticle). To some this 
me.y be obvious. For tnose for whom it is not, we suggest 
that the matter coul~ b~ ~~plained by con81derin~ in detail 
the process of energy ~~OB8 b~T tne charge" c81"-riEH-a9. Suppose 
" ... "if? i.~ a potentJ~'_tl differ~nce V 1s maintnlned 1;>et'tveen the ends 
of a uniform metallic conductor in 't-r.1ich ttlere s.re N free 
electrons~ each having onarge e~ In the time interval t 
tha J al: of '(~:~se electrone ,,,,ould ta.ke to flow out of the 
conductor, hOw l,'uch electrical energy is given up wi tlfin the 
conductor? OnJ] the free electrons a'~ t.ne hlgh-potential 
,-end of t118 conductor w'ill he.ve travelled the full length of 
the conductor in this time;' the others will "escape u from 
the conductor before the end of tne time interval, and during 
the remainder of it will give up electrical energy elsewhere 
in tne circui to But ~s these electrons move out of tne con-
ductor, others move in to take t':1eir plnce and give up elec-
"f 
trlcal energy within tne conductor, so that the overall effect 
as far e.s t:J.8 trar:sfer of energy is concerned is as though 
all N free electrons hpd simu'l tHneously stp.rted nt the high-
potential end of the cond~ctorQ Therefore the total amount 
of electrical potential energy lost by tne flowlns charge in 
the conductor during the t.ime interv&l t 1s given by 
W :: N x (eV) :: q V, 
1'1here q = Ne is tne totB.l Charge tnat flo1~js into one end of 
the conductor and out of the other end in time t. It fol-
10"\'18 directly "'c1.1c'1.t the ~ 8. t 1'Thien energy i 8 given up ,.;i th-
in tne conductor is given by 
p (l) V 
't 
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This result is extrenely important - of much more fun-
... 
. de.mental importance than Ohm t s La1'1) for' example - and' should 
be thoroughly understoodQ Pupils should be led to realize· 
1 ts complete genert-l11 ty - that 1 t applies to the potential 
difference between any two points in any clrcult~ If, for 
example 3t tne conduc tor aCrng9 which one wants to know t.he 
potentIal difference i;;. t:Ll~ wi ndl ng on tl1e a.rma ture on a 
D, C. p::'ect.(,::.c ~f'.)-:orJ it is stlll true that tk:\e rate of elec-
Griea1. potential energy 1088 is given by the current times 
tl1e .potential diff.erence, In tni s case the Hlost II energy 
ener~:;y of the i~~<)na.uetor 1 taelf , bu t this do es not affec t tl1e 
funda.mental rell:,.·~ionehip bet'i'leeJ.·~ rate (;.;: elee '~~rl cal energy 
lOBS, cu~rent and potential difference. 
In Cl1. scusslng ·tne 81gnlf'ican~e of tne term Upotentla.l 
difference It \'larren (1965) finds it necessary to introduce a 
concept wnicn he calls "current potential difference II. He 
sC\ys: "Tne energy used in moving a charge in a vacuum is in 
principle recoverable unless it hits 8. body, but tn:e energy 
"f. 
used in moving a cnarge along a. wire is diss1:pated as heat. 
It is therefore desirable to define P.D. in current electri-
01 ty in terms of t11e dlssipe.tlon of energy, the t i 8 , tne Pit D. 
across a concluotor ca.rrying a sten=!rly current is the ra te of 
heat productlon divided by tne current. II With hls first 
sentence 1'18 can a.gree, subj~ect to the limi te.tion that the 
"wil"'e n spoken of should not form part of ~ say I s. motor OJ.') a 
genera tor. But we fall to see the force of the ~thereforen 
in his second sentence. In principle, there is no objection 
to the intl""odvction of a ne'V'J' concept ~ defined in terms of the 
ir-reversible energy loes per unit charge und.ergone in s. oon-
ductOl"; what vIe l1ave to decide is whether such, a con.cept is 
ree 11y needed.. AS we navs pointed out, wha.t \1arren ce.l1s 
"electrostatic" P.DII covers all cases of energy transfer in 
oireui t 8, including irreversible ones. As vlarren l1ims'01t 
!pointe ••••• 
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pointe out, It is tne "electroetetlc n PoD~ that one measures 
with a voltmeter~ It i 9 diff1C1l1 t to see that me.ny adVB.n-
tages me.y accrue from defining a new type of liP. Do If to deal 
w~tn irreversible energy transfers only~ The only possible 
one that we can think of 19 that we are thereby enabled to 
say tna t tne "e1e~trrsta t~, .. ·" terminal potential 0.1 fference of 
e. cell (saJl') is ~~qu.~lt..) Its EHF minus (or plu8~ depending on 
ti~e ~llrection ,'f' tJ:'le current) 1 ts current p0tent1al ~.i -Pfere?1ce,. 
But agelnst tnis we 'have to set tl:1e p08sibili ty t.nat the uge 
()f .. tl\~Q. r-~nds of potential difference ~ one mea suren ",ri th a 
~ol tm:,tel'" @nd .~.:~ e other vll th a calorimeter and a stopwa tChp 
may increase ra.tl:8r thCtn lessen the t~ginner' B confusion.. 
To sum up: tue concept of "cUIbrent P.D~·: 1s not tt,;..;.rong", 
but 1 ts use may create mOl~~ problems ttlan it solves (of Helm 
1966) l> 
Ericson (1968a,b) goes even furtner than Warren in in-
troducing different kinds of potential difference. He gives 
tn-a name "thermal p~ d. It to wJ:lat Warren has called: IIcurrent 
he also introa~uces a quanti ty W11icn 11e cal1.~ simply 
" "f , 
P D Ito 
• 0 , 
tiP. d .. " (to distinguish 1 t from electrostatlc' potential 
B 
difference), wnien he defines flsfp. dl , wnere P:: Utotal force 
A 
per unl t cha.rge on the converrtiol1el positive chHrge in the 
circuit excluding tl10se d1ss1pstlve for'0ee wnicn produce 
Joules n hea ti ng. U (In simpler terms, Ericson's "Pod." is 
t11e .vlork d,one per uni t ehs.rge by tnis "total force fI when a 
positive test cnarge is taken from A to B). He uses tne term 
"volts.gel! to refer to the reeding on a. voltmeter, whi'Ch is 
not necessarily equal to one or tne otner of hie three types 
of up 9 d." in particular circumstances. H:ls a rgummt fOl"l 
introducing tl1ree types of p~ d. is one uf expediencyo tlln 
oircuit e.nalysis 3 " he says, nit is in(}onvenJ .. ent to consider 
that tnere 18 a potential difference across a metal-metal 
:Junction or p-n junction w11en no curxlent flows. It (There wi1130 
lot . •.• " 
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of coux~se) be an electrostatic potentle.l difference 8.cross 
such junctionsq ) • Therefore 11.e introduces nis IIp~ do IJ, which 
1 s equal to zero 8.cross a metal-metal or p-n junction '\Then 
there is no current. Also 11e claims the t t119 It thermal p. d. n 
is useful» although he doee not say how. HOv.TeVel"', he do es 
oonolude that "up to O.N.C. and n level physics one can s&t1s-
:r~.otorily usel"" the concept of alec troats. tic P. d." a.na. tha t 
ni S otl1er ce. tegori ee of p", d. al'~e b est left tQ Urno',...-' ~.:.ir cola1., ... 
lzed courses u" 
are In e.gre·ement w'1 tn Ericson'.g re'Oommeno..atio11 :r~egarding .PIJ d, 
in elementar;y~ oourses., 
to deal quanti ta ti vely trl tIl metal-metal or p-n junctions d.o 
not B.:rise in ·;~.~e syl"LabUB under (11 scu8s1on and 1 t is c1'early 
advantageous to use only one concept of p. d. if this is ];)08-
sible. ~'n:1ethe:r or not 1 t would be actvants.geous to use other 
concepts of p,d~ in more specialized courses is a question 
't",hicn falls outside our terms of reference. 
The equation P = iV provides the basis fOI~tne fundamen-
I 
tal calibration of 8. voltmeter In terms of the joule and the 
, .,. "f • 
ooulomb~ whereby one measures the energy disaipated as inter-
nal energy in a resistor when a known number of ooulombs 
"pe.sses throug.tllf it. The number of coulombs is measured with 
an e.mmetp,x' (calibrated 'tAli th a current balance) a.nd a stopvJ't-ttch. 
In effect .. this procedure v/l11 have been dealt 'VIi th in tne 
junior yeax~8, but pupils equld profi tably be reminded of :t t 
here. 
? 1? 4 EMF: '1'116 1'18.ture B.nd defini tlon of t11,e concept 
There is nothing awesomely difficult about tne concept 
of ffEM:F"o Yet, as nes been pointed out at various times (of 
Alexander 1939, Ken~jo:r'thy 1941~ Elc .. :t."io.ge 1948 a.nd Eric son 
1968a."b), tl1.ere has been (and still is) much confuslon about 
the meaning of the conoept and how to define it. Then, too) 
/nmongst ••••• 
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l:tnlongst tnose w110 plainly unde:rstarld tJ:le concept 1'Je11 enoue;n, 
tner'e is d:1sagreement abou t tne best ~vay of foi111ula tirig cer-
tain of tne underlying ideas in elementary tee,ching (of Pugl1. 
1961, Priillips 1962 and p$p. Kane 1962), while the name itself 
has been a t':10rn in. the flesh of instructorfi for many years Q 
It will be best to consider these issues before dealing with 
<~ Y~,3 teacning of the concept. 11e confine., ou!~sel ves 1m. tlally 
to circuits containing only single sources o~,EMF~ 
Quali ta ti vely ~ EMJ.i' (or "elec 't.r."omo ti VE? .,.:or~e If as it iW1l8 
originally called) is e ssoointed wi tI'1 nl"hat m8kes t11e current 
go rOl.l nd n i 1:1 a cireui t. Charge cannot be kept '~1,rcn_t-,tiLt~ 
round a circuit under the action of macroscopic electrostat:.lc 
fl elds ~.:lorH~. Ref'el~.i:ing to tne example discussed in Section 
7.13.2, we can say that cnarge can only continue to flow from 
conductor X to conductor Y under tne action of tne eleotric 
field if at the same time some agency can keep pushing cnarge 
round from Y to X against the electric field~ The agen.cy 
ews lQ4COXA".1!ESI,:1\' 
-w"'hichaci.1ieves ttl:tS B.nd t11ereby me.inte,ins a curreht in the 
C i rcul tis called tne sea. t or sou rc e of EIJ!F. In tJ:1e analo~y 
described in Section 7.13.4, the man lifting the balle from 
tne fioor to tne shelf corresponds to the sea t of EM);1"'1 in an 
electrical circuit. 
It is cIear thRt Hny e.gency 1'Thion pushes charges agalnst 
44A~'r..JrIfIWI 
an electrostatic field must transfer electrical potential 
energy to tne charges, o.nd from tl:1e principle of oonserve. tion 
of energy it follows that tnis energy must be converted from 
some form ot11er tJ1.an the potential energy of a ma.croscop10 
electrostatic field. This fact leads to toe assooiation of 
EMF as a quantitative concept with electrical potential energy 
~~: ~ 
made available to the circulating charges from some form other 
tnan ffelectrlc.al If, and all defini tlons of tne EMF of a 10co.l-
ized source wnictl ce.n make some c:{.aim to B.coeptabili ty ca.n be 
related to tne amount of energy conver"Ged per uni t cnD.l'~ge to 
/electrical •• oee 
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electric form 9 
It nets been pointed out above (Section ?~6.2) tnt:tt po-
tential difference can be defined constitutively as the line 
integral of tue electric field vector along any path linking 
the 'specified pair of points!! ctnd that tnis def1ni tion can 
readily be linked to potential energy transferred pp"f\ un! t 
onarge. One mig11 t nope to fornrula te a., oorl"e sp(.;~f~.l1..\g a.efi-
vec-tor. If This II r'J..eid \/eetor lf snould evid.ently be associs.ted 
~Ti tn tne f'orce 'tv-nitch pusnes toe charges ~in8t tne electro--
static field within tnt.' 90t1l'O'~ 0: F~HJ:'l ~")nd 1i1Thich cannot tf1ere-
fore be electrostatic. Examples of sttC.~'. nonelectroste.tic 
forces in sources of EtVIF 8.re the so-cal1~':.!;i Ifchemlca.l forces n 
tl1l::tt push positive onarge carriers from tne negative to the 
positive poles of chemical cells, tne mechanical forces tne.t 
i 
tr;l;ll1Sport oharges up to tne main dome of a Van eta Grt-:le.ff. 
generator l and tne nonelectrostatic electrical forces tnat ~ T QT. CO",,~;OII.'!NjOl:l;it 
arise from tIle inducect electric fields set up by ohanging 
me.gnetic fielcts~ By analogy with tne procedure adopted for 
"'f, 
eleotfostatl0 fields, one Can take as one's measure of tne 
field vector of a given nonelectrost~tic force field tne 
force per unit onarge exerted by this field on a small posi-
tive test charge. (This presupposes that the magnitude of the 
nonelectrostatic force exerted on a charge 1s likely to be 
proportional to tne magnl~tude of t.he o.harge; the measured 
performance of sources of Ei-1F bears this out. ) The "line 
integral n defini tior! of the El·iF of a source of EIvfF can then 
be formulatect 9.8 fol1.o't'Ts: the EMF of the source is equlll to 
the line integral of the noneleotrost~tic field vector from 
the negati vely .... charge<1 to the pos:l tively-cnarged termlnctl of 
the source. (Normally the actual path of integration d.oes 
not matter.) 
/' 
./ 
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Let us consider the meaning of tlJis line lntegral, to 
see whether it is· consistent wi tn the iclea of "energy con-
verted per uni t cl1ar~ge" tha t it;e are tr'Jing to convey. 
TrB.nsla ted into opera tional terms, this line integral gives 
us the '1ilork done per un! t charge by the nonelectrostatlc 
field on a posi tivelY-Ch8rg p d "test" particle HS it is pushed 
from the negat:1.\7e tv tr;.:. ~~G81 tive terminal of t11e source" 
I of' t~?;:., on1.;" f·o~·:.s oppo sing the motion of th·e particle 111}'9re 
t:he electrostatlc force Elrising from t.he electY0stGtlc fle7t.ct. 
betw;eel1 the termina.ls a 8nc1 if the particle after being star--
te~ off ~oVt~ with constant velocity (i.e. the field vectors 
of tt l 8 nonelec tl"ostatic and electrostatic :fields 1iere equal 
in magnl tude an(,. oppo~}l te in dl~~8cti()n) ~ then the work done 
on the,particle by tne nonelectrostntlc field would transfer 
only elect~ical potential energy to ito Therefore in these 
circumstances t.he line integral of tne noneleotrostntlc field 
vector from one terminal to tJ:1e ot11sr would be equal to tt19 
electrical potential energy per unit ct~rge made available 
to a posi tiv'ely chare;ed particle that is driven tl1.r~ough the 
sourde of EHF. Suppose the 81 tua tion 1s al tereD. so tl1at the 
particle is driven in t.he opposlte di:r'ec'tlon throug11 the 
source of m .. lF, but still at con8te~nt velocity. (']:0 bring 
s.bout 8UC.t1 a change, the strength of :bhe electrosta tic 1'1 elel 
must momentnrily· be made infinl tesimally p;ree. ter than the 
strengt!:"l of tl1.9 nonelectrostfltlc fleJ.rl.) <3 NOiN the transfer 
of energy -'c8J.\:8S place in t.h~ reverse c11rection.: energy is 
convertect from electric81 potential form to 't1Jha.tever n.on-
electrioal fo~n is appropriate to thp particulnr source of 
ENi? Houeve:", the ~:0ni tud~ of tne eneJ~gy converted per uni t 
charge Hould be the same as before 1 pro~11ded thB_t when the 
source 1v"aS opere.ted in the orlg:lnal 81 tuatlon, nothing happen-
ed tha t w·as likely to change its nonelectrosta tic field. 
/We ••••• 
We see that if tnere are negligible dissipative forces 
in a source of EHF, and if the charge may be driven in e1 ther 
direction tl1.rougn tne· source 1vithout sensible effeot on ita 
the 
none1ectrostatic fIeld, then the mag11:itude of/line integral 
of the vector of this field from one termlna.l of the source 
to t11e other is equa.l to the net energy conve,.-.ted ::, .. ~ uni t 
charge fl'lom nonelectrostatic to electrtos~·at1c fern or vice 
It is plain t~at ~~ ~ne ideal~~e~ conditions pre-
scribed above thc:..e energy conversions take place revers! bly 
~ .. ""~ ,=t~. bA1 
in tJ1e strict the.rmodynDmlc sense of the term; that lsl) 
they occur in processes ~n wn!~h the s~Jtem passes through 
equilibrium sta teo e.nd t11e direction ofl \I\,·:tic.i.~ can be altered 
by making an infini tesima.l change in the ~~nvironment of the 
system (cf Zemansky 1957). Therefore the line integral of 
the nonelectrostatlc field may be set equal to "the rever-
slfble work per un! t charge JJ Ol~ lithe amount of energy trans-
ferred reversibly per un! t che.rge Ii ~ a.nd these phll'ls'ses are 
ofte~1 used as alterna tl ve p opera ti onal defin! tiona of EHb"\ 
We have in fact shO'\vn tha t tJ:1e consti tutive 11 line-integr..fJ.l 
definition of EMIt" takes on mea.ning as "ene:rgy converted per 
uni t Charge If provided that the conversion tAkes place rever-
s1bly. 
If tl1ere are apprec1.able (Ii ssipati ve fOl"'ces opera ti ve 
within the SOU.l"llce (1. e. if the SOU1~ce h8.S e.pprecinble Itinter-
nal resistance"), then the energy conversions are no longer 
completely reversible; whi,chever direction charge pa.8ses 
through the source, some energy will be dissipated as "heat"~ 
~n ot1:1er words, uJoule hea ti ng n - the common form of .hea t 
generG.tion within a nonduotor - tHkes place 1vi t1:1in the source ~ 
and tne line integral of the nonelectrostntic field vector 
through the source cannot now be equal to tne net amount of 
., e nergy conv~rted per uni t chal~ge from noneleotroata'tlc to 
{ . 
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electrostatic form (or vice versa). (It is worth noting 
here that rev.§.!:...slb1tt· conversion of "heat IS energy to else: 
trical energy 1s possible in tne so-oa.lled "thermoelectrio 
devices II '\'J'nich have n01vadays a B8umed considerable importance .. ) 'I 
Our a.5~8cuS8ion 80 fer has emphasized the role of a SO\lJ'C~ 
of EHF as a means of mak17"1S electrical potential energy 
available in a cir-Quit, iAtlU hE'S sh01-1n that e. constitutive 
f.J(~f~!~r': -ciofJ of .f,l:1e concept of E1-1F HS the line integra.l of the 
~ .... 
nonelectrosta. tic fi eld vPctor of tn8 source from one term:'t:nal 
to t.ne ottler is dil"ectly related to tne "energy-converting 
The defini tion immediR tely m81ces 
cleaj," tna t th6\'l~ le a conceptue.l d:tft'erence bet't..,een EMF and 
potential diffe:t-Jl1ce; t.ne lattel"1 is dt:::l'tned ilS th·e line 
1 ntegral of the else trosta!J-~ fi eld vee tor, whereas t.he for-
mer 1s the line integral of the characteristic vector of a 
Our d1 sou8sion ne 8 confined itself 80 far to 91 tua tiona 
in whic}1 the source of EMF could be a particular circui t 
element, SUCJ:'l as a oe11 1l ba.ttery or genera.tor. .:t n certain 
"'f. 
C8.seSJ) it may turn out tl.1st t1.1e entire circ:ui t is effectively 
the souroe of E1/IF; this would be so J for example, if tne 
circuit \tI]'8.S a closed loop of 1v'ire h.eld ste.tionary in a mag-
netic field that 'ft!S S cl1~ng1ng wi tt.l tir.le'J Here the "11 ne-
~~ ntegral lf defini tion of EMF must refer to the entire cireui t; 
the EMF is tne line int~g;r~l of the nonelectl"ost8tic field 
vector taken around the entire oircuit. It is not me~ning-
ful to tall\:. about "potential ClJ.fference If in reference to such 
a circuit; a voltmeter connected across a portion of it 
would give a ~eading which would depend on the placing of the 
voltmeter and its leads relative to the circuit and not just 
on the positions of tne points of connection (of Phillips 
1963 1'011) a full discussion,,).. Stl~ictly apee.king, there is no 
electrostatic field in tnls ciroui"G, and we can no longer talk 
/sbou t ..••• 
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a'bout energy converted In 1 t from nonelectrical to electrical 
potentia.l form(l In tne cireui -t l~nder considera tion,' the 
energy derived from the cnanging magnetic field 1s transferred 
directly to kinetic energy of the Charge carriers of the ~nre, 
whence it is converted to internal energy of tne wire. (If 
only a portion of tt1e circuit lay in a region of changlng mag-
netic flux, 1n1e w'ould have a genuine ele'ctrostatic field 
established in tne circuit f'lnd OUY' orip:inal'" de,.J;r·~:..itj\Jn8 o.t 
energy cOl1verslon ''IOU Id apply., ) 
Some authori ties take the view that even in CRses "Where 
the sources of EHF ere localized, ro·iF is properi;. defj,!').able 
for anentil'le circul t or closed loop only (of Panofsky and 
Phillips 1968) Phillips 1962, Warren 1965). Phillips' (1962) 
goes so far as to say that "Only the loop defini t10n of EM}!' 
distinguishes it from an electrostatic difference of potential l 
s.nd tnus makes 1 t a useful additional ooncept., II She does not 
give a detailed defence of this statement, but the underlying 
a.rgument is presumably something like the folloitling: "" 
I 
The fundamentel point of ct1f'ference beti,l!een ,1!l-1:b' end "'f , 
potential difference lies in the dlfferenc~ between a non-
electrostntlc and an electrostatic fleld o The line lntegr-e.l 
of the eleotrostatiO field vector al'~ound a.ny closed pe.th 
n1..ust be 2~e~o; that of the appropriHte nonelectrostatic field 
vector round a closed path passing once through a source of 
EMF cannot te zero. In ~actJ the latter line integral will 
be equal to the ElifF ~8 previous1y def:ln..e~ if the closed pe.th 
pe sees through no other sources of' EMF. It follows from 
these facts that the line integra.l of tJJ.e ~ force per uni t 
che.l"'ge (excluding dissipative forces from oonE;ider8tion) 
around the above type of closed path must aleo be equal to 
the EMF. The latter statement could indeed be treated as a 
perfectly satisfaotory definition of :IZt-1F. 
lIt . • '" •• 
:.:",: : 
.~ 'j ... , 
. .. 
; 
, .... 
· It seems to us tnet, unexceptionable though the above 
reasoning is:; it does not compel one to adopt closed .... loop 
line-intee;rAl clefini tiona {or their u1vorl\: .... per-uni t-Char·ge If 
translations) for ro~F in pleoe of line-integral-through-
source ones when one is dealing i'lith locplized sources of 
EMF, In tile last resort J the approach one preferp to a<lopt 
here is a matter of teste. 
make the point in teachir:" F:.I/,1 tha.l~ tb.J net.." reversible 'T;,;ork 
"""''la:t4C:lOAr.:u;~p. :s_ 
done on f:. charge -:".rsLlIsportecl right round. ,8 01 rcui t 1s not 
~ :1 ~
zero, while th€ ,..,ork done on the charge 'by the electrostatic 
One S110uld stress that in the 1l1oc )/' (l~~fini tion') the por-
tion of the IIclosed path rt lying outside ~.;1e source of EMl:' 
does not have to coincide with any actual conducting path; 
any imaginary path will do fOl-- tne purpose of formulatin.g 
I 
tIle defi n1 tlon of the EMF of the given 80urce~ Thus if one 
prefers tIle r1100plf defini tion of EMF I this does not mee n tha t 
one regards the EI~F of a cell or e. generator as t3. property 
of t!1e cireui t of wt1ic.h the source Is part :> rather than of 
"'f, 
the source itself. Only if the circuit 8.S a 'ilhole is the 
source of E'MF, whicn 1s sometimes the case $ ~. s one justlfi ed 
in reeardi ng EMF in thi s ~ray. 
vfarren (1965) has produced ~l mislee.cllng ver~ion 01' thd 
fJloopu definition of E14F, ViZ9 "the line integr~81 of tne 
electrio field around tn~ loop" (or the 't-rork done per uni t 
cherge by the electric field on a charge tr~verslnp; the loop)~ 
It all depends on "'whet one meens by !'electrlc field'~. If by 
this 18 meant the macl'\Qscop1c eleetric field (1 .. e. the.t vihich 
appears in VA~]ellls equations), then the definition 1s only 
valid for nonelectroetatl0 electric fields, such a8 the 
eleotric fields incluced bY' changln8 magnetic flux. If the 
definltion '18 intended to inClude micro"Bcopic eleotric fields, 
!then •... " 
r,· 
I'· 
i,; 
'-'r 
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then BS Phillips (1962) haB pointed out~ it can be claimed to 
. be generally valld 9 because microscopic electric fields are 
in fact responsible for the other "nonelectrostatlc forces" 
di scussed above. It 1s clear that Warren's definition, even 
in the down-to-earth version of it given in parenthesis, is 
not sui table for ~ n introc1"tJtory treatment of EHF 0 
The appliua tiun of "~(1d Veri0118 def;1ni tions of Er\1F gi van 
e1e~.r'l Can i t 8.1so be applied. to 1..;h8.t 8h1 re (1960) cD.1IE! 
((Jpas9iv~e a.evic€s", viz. inductol'8» cape.citers end resiatoI'H~ 
1!~ :"11:1101: en\..~~:,:;y conversions s.re kno'tlTn to ts.ke place? If a 
CUrI',)nt incre8( .. ,~S in an lnducta.nce~ some of the electrical 
potential energ] aseouiated wit~ the cl~oulat~ng o~arge is 
converted to increased energy of tne magnetic field 8ssocia ted 
wi th the inductance, and if. tne current decre·B. ses 1) tne con .... 
version takes place in the reverse direction. In t.his 08.se 
we ae.n legitimately extend the concept of EMF to a Iipass:tve U 
clrcult element. If we have c11arge flowine; out of a capa-
citor~ electrloal potentIal energy associe..ted Yrlt.l1 the elec-
trio field bet't\Teen the plates of the ca.ps.cltor beoomee elec-
tricB.l potential energy associRted with the circulating char·ge; 
if cha.rge is flowing into the· caps.ci tor, the revel"se· ha.ppens. 
Here '\-ITe certa.lnly hB.ve revel'lsible energy transfer, but no 
nonelectrostatic fields Bre involved. Certaln authors have 
been nappy to tx'eat cB.pe.c~i tors as 80vrC88 of EJ\f}i' (e.g. tvarren 
1965), but this pre.ctice 1s in o.eflni te conflict ,\41 th the cle-
fi nl tiona of EMF adopted above. There 1s no non~lectro8ta-
tic field between the plates of a oapacitor, so that there 
can be no lipp integ~~l BSBocieted with this fleld e If ~le. 
v!ere to find tJ:18 reversible vlork per unit charge on a che.rgG 
transported right round a closed. loop passing through B. capa-
citor. the net contribution from the electrostatic field 
/as8ocia teC'l ••••• 
. ~ 
i 
.. ~ 
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assooiated VIi tn the cnarges on tne capac! tor i8 indubi tably 
. . 
zero o It 18 beC?Ue9 tnere is no literal flow of " charge 
bet':£90.n ttle plates of tne capaci tor tn~t tne device can give 
the appearance of functioning like 8 source of EMF. 
If one drops tne qUNlification thHt the energy trans-
'f~1~Mat1on Characteriz.ing a Bource of E"MF must be revereible, 
tnen it is possi.ble to define Brl E~1F fG1' f) pul"le resistance; 
Shire (1960) has done just tn.is. (I n ttl! 8 08 r,,:; ~ .. r.e ~~ tlon-
electroste.tic field" 1A tnp. field tl1et or;r. ·w·oti.~.1d 118Ve to 
a ssoci~te 1..;i t1.1 the "frictionel forces" tn-et pet on tne Cli1.arge 
carriers in tne conductorJ. Bu t t.ni s r,re.y co nf'~ '!1i 0 n ~\" i e b ~ 
at least in elementary teacnlng. If tne ooncept of ~MF is 
to be extendc'~: to pH·as! ve aircui t elements, ttl'en 1 t seems to 
us to,be completely sefe to do this only for inductances, 
since only in them do we have genuinely nonelectrostatlc 
fields (induced electric fields, in fact) set uP. 
'rna EMF of a source is Dcca sione.lly defined tnus: "Tne 
potential difference bet'Vl,1een tne termi nels ofa source which 
1s not 8upplylng current is called the electI'omo,tive force 
e.m.f .. [s10J of the source" (Pr1nsloo et a1 1968)1/ Ihis 
definition is open to objection on at least tnree counts. 
First, it blUrs tne distinction between the concepts of po-
tentlal difference and EMF. Second (rel~ted to tne first)p 
. 
it confuses CJ. numerical equ~.lity 1'jitn a logic~l identity (of 
Section 4.7.4·) .. Tnird,~ toe numerical equality is not v[-llld 
in all 01 rcumstanc9s. Shire (1960) naB pointed out tnHt it 
does not hold in generel for tne EMF of 8 passive device, 
and mey break down altogetner for Bctlve dev1ceB~ Tne EHF 
of a battery may depend on trIP current in it on account of 
pole.rizHtion Affects, ~.nd a dyn8.IYlO wh.ose 8!'41nature and field 
0011s ur'e connected 1 n series '\-J'ill l1ave z.ero EYtF vlhen the 
current in it is zero. In view of tnese objections, we do 
not tnink tne.t a good case can be made out for ~ip . "lnfa. the 
/EMlt"1 ...... 
"~r' 
r 
EI-1F of a source in terms of tne' potential difference between 
its terminals on open cireui t$ 
Pugn (1961) 11as proposed that the D1F of a device snould 
be defined 8S tne work done per unit charge by tne electric 
field for a onarge tr~nsported tnrougn the device from the 
negt:ltlve to tne positive terminalS! Ifprovided tnet t"";Jre is no 
cUl~rent tnrougn the d_~vlce converting en~rgy to ':"J.~a"tli. 
Toie will be recognizeo. l:;ll"' C1 ~:.11nly.-d.1fr,ui8-~d form of the 
and as ellen it is unacceptablrB. 
UElectromoti ve fo:--<~e" ~ "'de t~8.fli~,~ one.1 ns.me of the con ..... 
cept under cliscussion. 1s a p'Jtentla1 s· .. ·t1rce of confusion to 
botn pupils end teaChers. The au tnor on "9 heerd an expol~i-
enced .. "well-qualified physlcp> teacher trying to formulate a 
definition of EMF beginning iJTha electromotive fOl"ce is t.hat 
i force 1oJhioh. ~ 0 It; the tee.cher was pel'sueded to proceed diffex' ..... 
antIy, but he migJ:1t unwi ttlnglyha.ve confused his pupils about 
E!vrli' prior to tJ1is incident. It 1s not surprising that other 
names for tl1e concept are suggested from time to "time. Duff 
"f, 
(1938) has proposed the name "electroruotBnc:e", wD.ictl he.s been 
used by some authors of textbooks (e.g. by Corson and Lorrain 
19(2) ; l-taj Ol"~ (1960) ha s suggested "electrokinetic potential" 
and p. p. Kane (1962) It eleotromoti va potential". 
the SUN commlssion is content to list Uelectromotlve foroe n 
S.8 tJ:le official name of tpe concept. A compromise favoured 
by many autl10rs and t1dopted in this thesis is the uee of th~ 
llbbr-evlation "EMFIt or "emf" 9.8 the ~ of the concept. 
Obviously this is not entirely satisfactory, but until there 
is general agreement concerning W.na.t 8~lould repla.ce t~e tra-
di tionDJ, name, 1 t plrovides 'trhat is probably the best stopgap 
solution. 
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7.17~5 El,f]' i.~ t!:1e elempntary syllabus 
WU4Aiitu ......... :t:I' 1...,.t=aQ7~qr~~~ 
From t.he for,egolng dlsau.ssionjl it has emerged thet EMF 
can be defined r S I'eversi ble 'Werl\: per uni t c he. rge round e. 
closed loop including t~1~ sauroe, or as the energy converted 
reversibly per unit charge within the source (subject to the 
, .... mi tation that t.hese ere in fnct opere.tionsl definl tions, 
introduced In order to mAke the underlying fVline integra) II 
defini tions intelligible in an element£!r'iJ c-our"~~.) 
Potential difference 1s fundrrnentally def4_,Ged :~tn term'S of the 
electric field, but in electric81 cireui ts \V'e ,oen x-elate it 
to energy conversion. However in this ce.89 WE; ~"'re u..:t c::~n-
fined to ~Y.Et,:r.8J. .... b..l~ energy conversion; the potential differ-
ence b.r."rOSB b. y->ure 1'.':;s1st.!lnce carrying a ste8dy current, for 
examp1e, is equal to the re.te B.t which energy is converted 
from elect:C'ical form to "internal energyll per unit curxlIsnt 
in the re8i8tor~ and tl1e energy conversion l"leferred to in 
this description is entirely irreversible. 
In teaching EMF, the bnBis of its correct definition 
must be made clear p and t~p concept must be clea~ly diet!n-
guished from potentisl difference. The essentia 1 idea 8 can 
be broug.nt out by consideration of energy relations in 8. cir-
cui t consisting of B bBttAry ~nd a pure resistor. llpplying 
the Pri ;:clple of Conserve tion of Energy to thi 8 cireni t, we 
heve t.ha t th,e electrical en~rgy made ave.lIable by the bD.ttery 
fro:n ct1emiCFl fOJ:.~m each second must be equal to the energy 
dissipated each seoond Be internel energy in the resistor 
Rnd possibly in the battery ltselfo The latter point raises 
the possibility that 'the bflttery )~as internal l"leBistance; for 
the time being we treat tnis as a prediotion ~lose consequen-
ces are to be studied. We need t.,) vlr1 te down an eque. tion 
expressing the fact th8.t energy 18 consel"ved in "G.hia circuit!) 
For this equetlon, it will be convenient to express the rate 
of evolution of internal energy in resistor and battery in 
/termS e •• .,. 
,. 
I 
. ; .. ' ..... 
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terms of the current in them_ That in the reAistor is given 
by 1 V J "V'Jnere i is thB current s nd V the potential difference 
across the resistore 
v :: Rl, ;;'There R 1s the l'esi ste nee of tne re 81 stor ~ henc e t119 
expression for the pO'VTe1" dissipation in t 1J.e resistor 18 Ri2• 
(Note that t.he validity of thia expression 1s Ind~;,,"!t1dent of 
w'hether or not the resistor is "oh;nic u,J, .• 
lnternf:1.1 resi8t8nce of th...: 1:'<:~·~tery irU , tl1e..n the pOtier dissi-
pation 1~ it can ~re'~mably be Bet equal to r1 2 , so that the 
total rate of dissipation of elec trlcal energy i 11 the 01 raul t 
is given by 
p 
-
-
NOt~ thl s must be equal to the l"lB.te a t -wh~ ~.h the cell cOn'verts 
energ~ from chemioal to electrical. We must expect that 
tnis rate of energy conversion will depend in some way on 
I 
th~ current in the Cll"cui t. The simplest assumption ille can 
We proceed to make thi 9 Ft8Sumpt~on and work out its conse-
quenC8S. So ~ve now say 
Re.te at whioh energy is converted in battery oc 1-
01'" Rate of energy conversion = el JI 
"f, 
",hen the proportionAli ty constant e is ct1t1r8cterlstlc of the 
bs.ttery. (In principle~ one could check this BS8umpt1on 
directly, for example by carl'";?'! ng out an experiment in 'Vlhtch 
several different conductors ere connected in turn in series 
with the same battery and ammeter for the serne length of tlme p 
and tne amounts of internal energy developed in each conductor 
are compared. Provided that the resistances of the conductors 
were lax'ge enoug11, t1:1ese amounts of lntern8.1 energy would be 
found to r.)e proportional to the currents .. See prediction 
(11i) beloiPl.) 
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The proposed "energy equC1tionll for tne circu:tt now reads 
or 
ei :: r1 2 + Ri 2 
:: (r + R) i 2 
e = (r + R) 1 
Tnis equation, tnen~ is derived from the assumptions that 
the battery nas :".r.tte: ',181 re8istance and tl1at it supplies 
electri~;-J.l ener[(./ Li~ 0 ra.te proportional to 'tt19 current in 
.,., 
flom tnis equat1.on certs:in 3~:~8dict.lor:.~ Cd!l 
be rna de~ 
(1 j If t11e interrr..8.1 resiste.nce r of the bftttery 1s very mUCH! 
c~'1allf\3!~ than tn.~ resiste.nce R in the externGl circ:u:l. t" tne 
potent1e,l differ, 'loe E3.CrOSS R w~:: 1 b~ \.-~1'"'Y nee:--ly equal to 
tne quanti ty e. If r is comparable In magni tude wi th R, 
then the potential difference across R will be appreciably 
lese tl1an e.. Therefore the potential difference across R 
will be bigger tne bigger we make R ~ 1'J'i t11 a maximum value 
(equal to e. ) when the bnttery is on "opencircui t n J 1. e· wl"len, 
the battery delivers no ourrent. 
TJ:1is prediction 1.9 readily verified with a vol'tmeterl/"f, 
(i1) If one were to connect a number of hign resistances of 
different values aoross the battery terminals, the potential 
difference across the b~ttery vJould be much tne same in each 
csse and very nearly equal to £. 
'rl1is prediction could. be verlfir::d if 8. suite.ble volt-
-meter were used to measure the potential difference. 
(111) If tne rate at wtlicl1 lnternal energy were evolved in 
the resistances mentioned in (11) were to be measured, it 
snould be found that the rate of evolution of 1nternal energy 
was proportional to the current. 
It would be awkward in practice to car~ry out the experi-
mental oonfirmatlon of tnis prediction, but pup:lls oan be 
assured that oareful performence of tne experiment would yield 
/ thi B. 0 •• q 
i·. 
I'· 
i' 
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this confirmation. Those sufficiently interested could be 
,,. 
, encouraged to attempt the experiment. It is not usually 
prescribed in elementary courses, nor does tnere seem to be 
any 'tofficial" account of 9uc,h an experiment; but it would 
be well wort.n doing. 
It can now be conclur.:>l that a battery does have internal 
resistance~ and th~tt t~· :!.oes convert chemical energy to elec-
... , ';,.j ,:::~,-;o:t. enej!gy t .. t a. :roa te proport1onal to the ... curre nt :1 t de-
1.1 ver'S~ The quantity E can now be called the EMF of the 
he. ttel'Tff, ,defined as the energy convet~ted from chemical to 
el,.)~ tric<ll 1\,<~1 per unit charge passing through the battery 
or 8.8 the ratE. nt vlrhich this conversion takes place per unit 
current~ The \~.)noept of EMF can no'w \,>~ gene.rallz,ed to in-
c lUd.e -otl:1er devices and complete circuits, and tJ:1.8 revers1 .... 
bi Ii ty of enexigy conversion in true sources of EHF ae,n be 
stressed. The differenoe between the concepts of potential 
diffel~ence and EI1F can tilen be brougnt out. To 8. first 
approxlmation one cpn state tne difference as follo1efs: 
the potential difference between. t"tvO points in a /Circui t he s 
"'f, 
.~.!. 
i" 
, 
to do wi th t11e net energy convertecl fl"om 9+ec tric8.1 to some , 
other form between t.ne pol nts, v.;.h9reas EMF i 8 a que.ntl ty 
e esoaiated vJi tn so.'-':.~ of el'ectrical enel"gy in ciroui tso 
By way of amplifice.tion of tl1e re!;1ark about potent1l=J,1 differ-
ence, one could say that it may turn out that between a ,given 
pair of points in the Circuit there is e net gain of electri-
• 118' 
cEtl potential energy, in Ywhlcn Ofl,S? one 1s concerned wi th a 
potential rise and not a potential drop between those po1nt8~ 
Be it energy cain or 10s8 tl however, :t t is always computed by 
taking lnto b.ocoun t ill the converslon processes the. t tflke 
place, including tne irreversible ones. Also, tor a complete 
circuit tnere 1s no net gein or loss of electrical potential 
i , 
energy ..... when we go righ'l.~ round the circuit we come back to (. 
~'. ' 
lour ...... 
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our stcl rt1ng point wrlere the potential 1s ti16 same as we 
started out witn. Reg~rdiI~ EMF," we can point otit that the 
"sources" of electrical energy might be 80 connected as to 
function as rfsinks" instead., in wnlch electrical enel"gy i~ 
being reversibly converted to some other fonn~ For the 
~nt1re circuit, we should in general expect to f:lnd thet 
t;;:lere is a. nonzero net emount of electricnl energy conver'tecl 
reversibly per uni t charge; this is eque.l ... to t:,e ",~~ .. ~J1F for 
the entire circuit. 
It 1oyould be ir:structiv(!l to sey so:net.1:t1ng to pupils 
about the conditions prevailing in a source of "l,~1'F OL. !toP~,:1 
circuit II. One could point out t118.t in a cell, for eXhmple, 
that is no"t G~~neoted to any circuit elements~ the chemioRl 
action of the cell y..'I'ould ensure that positive charge t.-:ould 
be trBnsferred from the negative to the positive terminal 
1noio.e tJ1.e cell until the potential difference between the 
terminals numerically equalled the B1F of the cell. The 
intensity of the electrostatic field set up by the charges 
on the termina.ls of the cell would then be equal .. B.nd opposi te 
to the intensity of the effective nonelectrostatic field set 
up by the ucl1emlc9.1 forces" ~ti thin the cell. 
7. 17 ~ 6 Ohm t 8 Ls."V·J' B nc1 resiste nee 
.. 
The topic of "resistance" has el1'leady been treated in 
the junior yeers (Sections 3.15$ 6 and 3.l5~ 13). A few 
ae.dl tionnl rema.:r"ks on the logic of teste of Ohi~1 Q S law are 
fi ttingly included hel'le. The simplest way of testing a 
given specimen for ohmic behaviour is to use an ammeter to 
mes.sure the cur~rent in it And a voltmeter to measure the 
potential difference across it, and to take oorresponding 
reedings over as wide a renge of currents BS possible. 
The princ:tple of operation of the ammeter end vol tmeter~ used 
in the test 1tJil1 be based in part on. the valid! ty of Ohm' a 
!Law ••••• 
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Law for the conductlnr; materiH18 used 1n the meters<\! If the 
~, 11 9CMI:III wEat'!" t"r;.,u".'S!saR 'W!to4Sa: .... J ~If,;, 4'iIl4. \t .... 1f. or $-'" 
specimen (loes not consist of one or other of these me.terlals, 
then there can be no logical objection to the use of these 
meters to test l'Thether its behaviour is ohmic or not. The 
result of the test Can be formulated. in the following terms: 
"Since the behaviour of the materinls used in the ~:ters 1s 
kno'tm .to be ohmic, the con8tancy/non .... cO.l~8t8.ncy {.~ the ratio 
of p. d. to current for thr e:Y":Jime n unr}',r t,est ShOvlS tha tit 
But suppose the meters have been 
,£"allbI,ated, by procedures whicjh do not depend on Ohm'g La-vt; 
e. g. that the ammeter :-.,i s b.:: '.11 ct,J.ibl·~~~ea. 1-'71 th a current 
balance, and tl1e voltmeter wi ~h a curre'.·.t tala.nee and the 
hea ting effect of a current. (As vJarren r1961, 1965) l1.IEtB 
polnts9. out) tl1.e cel1bre.tion of a voltmeter with a potentlo-
meter is also independent of Ohm's Law, as the ourrent in 
thr potentiometer- remains constnnt throughout. On the otl1.er 
handJi calibration of an ammeter v!it11 8. s-canclarcl resistance 
e.nd a potentiometer doss depend on OJ2m's Law: the standa.rd 
resistance h~s to be ohmic end kept at constant ~~mperBture 
"f. 
if the calibration 1s to be conveniently cP,rried out.) 
Then the ohmic character of t11e materials in t.he meters does 
r~ot hnve to be invoked in order to interpret the mee.8urements 
cf}:rrleCl OU t 1',;ri th them, and 'VtT8 may U 88 e.n emma ter-vol tmeter 
method to check the resistive behaviour of any mater-ial we 
please. 
To observe the benaviour of a definl tely nonohmic conduc-
the 
t;or~ pupils should use/e.mrneter.".voltmeter method to test E'~ 
semiconductor diode for both possible dil"€'ctions of the 
current in the diode. 'l'herrnionic diod.es could 8.1so be stud· ... 
led in thi 5 ivay if time perT'''!i ttedo 
~ 
The '·lell·· ... known expressions for the effective resistance 
of a number of resletors connected in series and in parallel 
are 80 easily derived that pupils should see them derived 
lor . •.•• 
I' 
t, 
i, 
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(or deri V'e tnem for themflclves). These derivations are 
not emong ti1.e maj or intellectual aC!1.ievements of the course 
and should not be treated as such~ \tV'arren (1965) hee poin~ 
ted out that the validity of the fornula for the effective 
resista.nce of 8. number of resistors connected in series does 
not depend on the a88umptj~~ that tile resistors must be Ol~1ic; 
the eOl'l1"lE'ct ones for the pertlculHr' current in theul" 
also say~{: ItBy contre.st the rec1proce.l rule fOl") reslstances 
i l .. "~.49ra -:'lel ,~")€a depend upon Ohm e 8 Law since the cUl"'x'ent 
gene1"'ally div:\.~s unequa.lly between the brttnches 1i • But sure-
1y the tx-u th of t.he mb tter 1 s :N:~ ther 'L.:.'.~ t 8.1 tb.ough t11e "re-
ciprooal rule" is still ~ for nonot~ic oonductors (as an 
examination of the derivetion vTill immediately ShOyT), no .... one 
would c1ream of using 1 t in such cases, since in order to know 
the resistances of tne individual brancheB~ one would have to 
know hOvl the current divided betHeen tJ.1e branches .... and to 
find this out the resistBl"lCeB would have to be krlo"ln! In 
"'f, 
practice, one \'Tould calr~ulate the effective resistance of a. 
number of parallel non-ohmic resistol")B, wi th the aid of grHphs 
shO°V'r:i.ne; the variation of cUl'\l~el':.t "Ki th potenti~l dil"ference 
for these conductors, 
The Common Basic Syl1nbuees include mention of measure-
ment of resistanoe by tl1~ 1'/he8.tstone Bl~idge. On this topic 
the Nuffield Guide (IV) bluntly says: f1 ••• modern measure-
menta are made witn mult1meters rather than bridg88 4 The 
Vlnee.tstone bridge fell out of use generations ago, except in 
tea chi P"g J.a bc:r·B. to ri e s ~ II This is too Bweep1ng~ Impedance 
brld~ge8, be-sed on the principle o:t t1:1e ~vhe~t8tone bridge ~ are 
still very muon in use in research una. industrial laboratories, 
as are platlnum resistance tnermomete:ns, tb.6 resistances of 
/Which ll •••• 
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vlhi en ere mea sured wi ttl ~Vhef1 ts tone br:1c1gesl: To say tne 
lea8t~ 1. t i'Tould do no harm for pupils to meet· the' principle 
of the hl'he8.tstone bridge in e school science course; it 1s 
en intl"~insically instructive piece of circul t theory which 
pupils oou1(1 study wi th profl t, and is also valuable as an 
illustration of a null method of measurement. The sa.me ce.n 
'0e said of the principle of the potentiometer which unc1eniEtbly 
i 8 still widely applied. 
?18 The proportio r,e. 11 ty constant in C!:oulomb! s Law 
_",~.'.UJWK • ;4r " .... n e 
The bridge between static 8. no. '1urrent elect>iclty 'Will 
not have been completely ereoted until pupils know' .flOTtl, in 
principle" to rileaaure the cha.:rge on a particle in "of'finial n 
oQuloml)s and tnence how to show that the proportional:\,ty con-
stant in Coulomb's Lew is indeed very nearly 9 x 109 N_m2/C 2• 
Once the pupil understands th8.t tue "potential difference II 
measured by laboratory voltmeters is indeed the potentie.l 
d.ifference defined in terms of tne electric field, the com ..... 
pletion of t11e bridge presents no problems. To, meastire "fthe 
charge on a particle one could proceed 8S follows (of Rogers 
1960, P 4I S. S. C. film "Coulomb's ia1-T Constnnt n) :-
Attach the charged "particle" (a charged conducting ball) to 
one end of a simple balance equipped witn an insulating beam. 
Plaoe ~ne ball between two large parallel plates and apply a 
strong electA~ic field to ~t11e plates wi tn a high .... voltage pO't';-el'IJ 
supply. Use the balance to measure the force on tne charged 
ball, and a voltmeter to measure tne potentlol d1i"ference be-
tween the plates o Also measure tne distance between the 
pIa tes. If the ba1l is 'YTell lnside tne region of the paral-
lel plate8$ t.ne electric field in its vicini ty ~Jill be uniform 
and nave an intensity given to a good approximation by the 
potential differenoe between tne plates divided by the distance 
/be t1-;ee 11 •••• ., 
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Ti1erefore tl1e force per unl t c!1al~ge on the 
ball is kno,\·:n from measurements i1'ltn a voltmeter and B. metre 
stick, and the actue.l electric force on the ball is mee.sured ,~ 
di l"Qec tly 1vl tIl tne ba 10. nee. Combination of these measure-
mente yields the actual cl1Hrge on the ball. To find the 
co~stant in Coulomb~s Law, the ball and balance can be re-
~l~,Jved from the parallel plates p the ball' can be made to sna,re 
its cnarge w'i tn a similar bal1~ and the bela:flce U8,-<J. ':J detel~-
mine tb.e f'o:pce betvleel1 the balls 'when the~ ,are ee.ppre.t~ed by 
a known distance. (Of course the t1vO stages of tOle experi .... 
rnent can be performed in inverse oriier.) 
It shoulo_ be mentioned to pupils the.t the pl'loportlonal-
i ty COi:8'tant ~,: Coulcmb t s 1.a1v 1s determined in practice 'by 
more cOl1venie,nt but also more sophisticated rnetnocts, under-
stt-tndlng of tn.e principles of which requires knowledge of. 
electrical tneory beyond tnat outlined in their course. 
7.19 Definitions of current, resistance and resistivity 
.... $11 ... "'''CP'''''$IS''O 1 .. T.'>lh~,jftM!&'II'!!IlJll' '1" M.. .. 
The (lefini tion of current 8.S Ifra te of flow of .cnarga past 
"f 
a given cross-section" is an unexceptionable .constltutlve 
WSO?sl"" 'P"ti'If' ~T.~ 
definl tion of tnis concept in terms of on.arga and time. It 
1s a. logical identi ty: tl'1is ~nd nothing else is i\l11et ~~e mean 
by lieu rrent Ii ~ accorcti ng to tni s defini tion, if there were no 
flOvl of onarge, tnere would be no current, whicn is cOl~reot. 
distance travelled (Compe.re tne Qefini tion of .(average) speed as ....... -'" i6 
. time taken 
wnicn is a siml1Clrly accepte.ble constitutive defini tion of. 
a verag e speedo) 
FOi:~ tne jUlI.1or years J we have c1~efined .r .. 8i' .. Utance 8.8 the 
potential ulffer~nce ' ) quat'lent ._ ...... "' ... - (of Sect1.on 3~15.13 '; current ~ < 
be recoe;nized that tnis defini tien is essentially operational 
1 n cnarac tor. The existence of nresistanoe It does not, in 
general, ctepend. on the presence of a potential dlfference 
across tne conductor or a current in :1. t; on tJle other hand, 
if tne conductor is nonohmic t.ne value of 1 ts resistance does 
- .. 
/.rJp-,.,e MQ~ 
, l '. "- . .:- c:: ). l ., • " • 
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'. 
depend on ttle value of tl.19 current in ito T.ni s make 8 th.e 
analysis of tl1.e concept of resist8.nce a mOl"le difficult tD.Bk 
than might a t first appear. For homof5sneoue ohmio conduc-
tors, we could. argue th.at resistance 1vaS a truly intrinsio 
property ~ determined only by the ma.teri.9.l of the conductor 
p~d its temper8.tnre and by the dimensions of the conductor. 
~ven this is an oversimplification, sinOe it ignores the de-
on otJ:1er factors, sueD as !.t":..t:g previous hi .... -'Gory~ 
if w'e accept tJ1is vie11 of tIle essentially intrinsio cha1"8cter 
of reslstance for such conductors I we could argl'(' that :eo~ 
them resistance must be given a const:ltutive def:tnition in 
tel"~::ns of 'tJ:"le >2sistiv'i ty of the specimen and 1 ts d1mens'ions. 
I ndeect," tllis is t11e manner in 1,,:hich resistance is approached 
in some modern treatments k.g. Sears and Zemansky 1964). 
But even 11el~e ide have to be careful; the resistance of a 
conductor ~vrill depend on the flow lines of the Charge through 
t,he conductor, 1'J'111011 wlll depend on 1101lT 1V'e arrange ,thE.~ terml-
nals of the oonductor. (r:Phe resistance of a hol:Lo~T cyl:ln-
drical conductol", for example" will depend on. whetl1er~ t1:J,e 
charge flo1,.,s from one end to the ot':1er, or radially from the 
inner to the outer surface (or vice versa.).) 
If 'r;;e attempt to define resistHnce in terms of resist!-
vi ty, vre are naturally led to consider' the defini tlon of re-
sistivity itsp.lf. Clearly we cannot now define resistivity 
l.n terms of resistance, so that the usual possibllities here, 
ranging from the ridiculous "resistance of unit cube" (of 
t'larren' s (19G5) exposure of ~'1.e fa tui ty of this pseudo-defini-
'~L 
tion) to "the proportionali ty oontant in the equa.tion R :: ~u ~ 
are ruled ou t ~ See.rs and ZemanBkJ~ (1964) gi va uelectrlc 
intensity per unit current densltyu. llhis does seem to have 
an operH tiona}. c1J.arac ter: it l s akin to o.efi ni ng mass as 
force divided by acoeleration, or distance as speed multiplied 
/by ~ • ~ t • 
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by time. As such, it is suspect, but we shall not be able 
. to ill~prove on it in simple terms. For bulk nonohmic ma ter-
lals mlch as thyrlte, this definition of resistivity would 
be easier to justify, since tne current density is in fact 
a function of tl1e electl"ic intensl ty. 
To gases a net nonlinep~ devices t.he concept of resisti-
--
vity is not rec..l1y appJ.:,:a~Dle. In such·' cases the statement 
can be x~egal"de(l as !1 true canst! tutive defini tion of J.1 esis-
...... -~
tance~ fOl'1l lTe cannot treat ifresistance li as an entirely In.trin-
sl~ 0rop~rty ~02 confulctors of this description. In sum l 
tllis definitio:-l is the only one \nThic11 covers all these cases 
tion in "respect of ohmic conductors, for example, we can 
offer no convenient alternative for use in an elementaFI 
course o 
7.20 Electromae;netlc 1nductlon 
... ........, ... ~ ... _~ ..... Sltiiii ... it .. Q"_~ 
7. 20 0 1 Pnrac1ay 9 s L..'1VT: "motional Ii r.na "varia tionalill EHpa 8 
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"Faraday dec1u ce d. experir.1entally the fol101'ring rule:-
1'!}.1enever the total net magnetio flux tl1roueh 8. c10860. 
circul t varies there is inducecl :1.n t~.1e oi.rcul t a volta.ge [i. e. 
an ElIFJ 1-r1108e magni tude is proportional to the rate of dimi-
nu tion of tl1.e :flux throug.~ the 01 rcul t. 
"This lR'tv is universal~y true, "tThether either 01'\ both 
the magnetic system and the circui t are moving, and eV'en if 
the oircuit changes its configuration as well as position -
so long as the cirelli t remains 010 sed and unbroken. The 
flux densi ty itself a t any point may change e1 tJ:--.;.er bec8use of 
a variation in tne magnetomotive for~ce vlhich caused it~ or a 
physical clioplacement of the magnetic syste;:n, OX' any other 
cause. T11e circui t need not be metalJ.lc or cond1J.ct1ng~ 
In fact it need be nothing moY-e tl1.nn an imaginary closed line 
in space, and t.he cireui t ma.y be as lar'ge or small as tllJe 
/Please, U 
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please. If Tb.us does Be wley (1964) neatly sum up the content 
. , 
B.nd domain of app~icablll ty of Farad.ay~ s LEn;\}' of TGl'ect:pomnene-
tic Induction. Put like this: t1.1e fnc.ts of th.8 matter seem 
plain e110ugh. Yet even today; muoh of tfJ.e t ea chlng and text-
book presentation of electromagnetic induction :t8 character-
ized by serious oonfusion conoerning U1ese facts - confusion 
shall see I is traceable to ,Faraday' s own w:r~i t-
ings on t11e subject~ 
the discoverer of~ thesd phenomen9. GO have :, .iBbcl a"Dout thelr 
interprete.tion wnich are now considel"8o .. invali!d1' no excuse 
can be ac1va.ncecl for tho S8 1vho, ~"lilful1y or othe.,'\\,"ise;,) ,.,.gnl",:18 
the work the.t has been done by MaX1vsll and others in c~iarify-
1 ng the subj eC': ~ Lot us considel"l the precL4..ctions, of HaX'i'lel1 Q s 
electromagnetio theory J 'Which was developed in pal"t f:eom the 
experimental researches of Faraday~ as far as they apply to 
eleotromagnotic induction, for they will enable us to isolate 
the maj or sources of confusion. 
Consicter a closed loop or'" flex:tble 1vire v1111eh is placed 
in a magnetic field. (For slmplicl tY J \"e shall suppose til,s 
sources of t11e latter to be at rest :r'slatlve: to the le.bora-
tory. ) Suppose t11at the strength of the magnetic field ls 
varying 1J'i th time, and that the loop is slmul taneov'sly bel ng 
made to change its shape and size. According to the quota-
tlon above, Faraday! s Lali can be aI)plled to this circul t. 
Stre.ighttoruA.rd but s(lphist1cated mathematical analysis of 
tht~ application of the Law in this case sho1ivS that the inclu-
oed El .. Ur in the circul t 18 maue up of t1'lO contributions: a 
uvari.9.tional n or "transformer u component and a "mot:tonal" 01'1 
"flux-clJ.tting lJ component (of' Bewley 196/:1:" Birss 1961 1l Corson 
and Lorrain 1962) II The IIvaria tiori,al ll component is calculated 
by treatinG the circuit as instantaneously stationary and 
finding the rate of cha.nge of magnetic flux through "chis sta .... 
tionary cireui t~ The liflux-cutting II component is calcula. ted~ 
/by. " .1/., 
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by tren ting the magnetic field as instantaneously constant 
pnd finding' "the sum for all th'e elements of tne circuit of 
the product (len~th of t.he moving element of circuit) :x: (com-
ponent of velocity perpendicular to t..'1,e length of tne element) 
x (component of ~ normal to the plane of motion of the element)~ u 
(The vlordine of the statement inside quotation marks' is essen-
tially Beuley' s. ) 
field; the motional component arises from tJ:le motion of the 
elements of t.t18 cirou':: in > .. ~ mp.t;,;ne~~:~c field. The 18.tter 
is partlc'll.lal'lly easy to under3tn.:nd: tnt conduoting material 
composing tl1.6 circuit oontains free Cllare~38, Cl!ld as the olr .... 
cui t elements move in the field; 80 eto the free charge carr! .... 
era ~ whicll must then experience rJmagnetlc If for-ces. 
In a circuit held stationary :tn a changing ma.gnetic field .. , 
I 
the onl;:l contribution to the EHF is t.he varla t:tone,l co:npo nent. 
Tnis 1s tl1e 81 tuation in a transfo:i."lJ.n8r, 1vhose seconctary co:tl 
encircles a chanGing magnetic fielcl set up by tnecJ1angln~. 
current in the primary coil; hence the alternative name 
If transformer component If. In pictorial langut:l-.ge, 1",e me,y say 
that tIle "transi"Ol"'lner" EHF arls8s from the Change in the num .... 
ber of field lines (or IJflux lines") "linJ:ing U or "t'hreadinsU 
tIle circul t; i. eo the EHF is brought about by change in flux 
linkage. In a circuit pa;r't or all of wbJ.ch is moving in a 
,Q,p_n .. 8,t...a,n:'~ maGnetic field, the only contribution to the Er,1F is 
the motional component. This is the 8i t"t.la tion in a dynamo. 
In pi ctori~ll lane;uage, we may say t1:1,at tl1e motional EHF arises 
from the elements of the cir-cult Ucutt~.nr across tl t!.1e field 
or flux llnes; hence the expr'esnion IIflux cutting, if 
\ie must emphD-81ze thnt the tvlO t:v-pes of contrioution to 
the induc6cl EI·iF given by Fe.rade.yl s La1'T appear to O";-1e their 
origin to t't--TO distinct physical Ce.US8S "'" tile transfo:i:"mer }I1·~F 
/ to. , • 0 ~ 
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to an ind1.1Cod electric field Hna. the motional ENF' to the 
motion of charged p8rtlcles in a ma~net1c t1eld~ Feyh;nan 
at al (1964) 11.aVe commented as folloFS on t11is state of 
affairs: trUe kno\1' of no other place in physics 1'1!here such 
a simple and accura te general p!~inciple reqnil"'8S for 1 ts 
real unclerstanding an analysis in terms of t~V'o 0_tf~~ 
phenomena. U eually su.ch a beau tiful g0nera1.i ZP.. ':1 V~i is found. 
Neverthe- i, e, 
less~ 1n '~nis ca8~-1 trJ.::re does not 8.ppear to be any SUCh Pl~O- /,' 
found implication. \'/18 have to 'L1nderstand tl'le ! rule' a s the 
It is not at all surpris:\.ng that F'~'('aday snoulcl have 
imagined that he had d.i13ooverea. such a fI~.?,.:..ngle deep undel."ly-
ing principle", viz. that all phenomena of electromagnetic 
induction arise from the relative motion between conductors 
i 
8.n~ ma.gnetlc field 11 nes and more especially from the cuttlng of 
lines by conductors. Consider the fol1o ijlrlng quote.tlons from 
Faraday's l.'ri tings (reproduced in Tl'licker 1966):1 n .• c the in-
c1UCi!lg w'il'le and that under inc1uct1on Here arrt-'tngect' at fl f1;.'\ed 
di stance from each other, and then an electric ourrent sent 
through the forwer. In such ca see t1.1e magnetlc curves them-
selves must be con8idered~ as moving (if I may use the expres-
s1 ~n) aero ss tl:1e ·vlire under i ndu ct i on II from th e moment at 
which they begin to be developed until the magnetic force of 
the current is at lte utmo$t; expanCl.ing as 1 t were from the 
wire outv;ards$ and consequently being In the same relation to 
the fixed i-lire under induction as if II he,d moveCl~ 1n the 
opposite direction aCl'lOSfl them .. or 'to1:rards the 't':il'le carrying 
the current. I;r l'On 'breakinG the battery iJor:tact the magnetic 
curves (1·rilich are mere ex.pressions for e.r:r.anged me.gnetlc fOl')-
css) n1e.y be concel \€d as contrected upon e.nd return.ing tov.ra.rd.8 
the f9.11lng 91ectrlcal current .. and therefore mOVe in the 
·opposi te direction across the vTire, and cause an appoai te in-
duced current to the first. If 
/Follo1';i ng ... , •• 
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Followine; Far8day J mDny teachers and "n"'i ters of elemen--
tary textbool-:s hav,e been content to expla.in ill. aspects of 
electrome.gnetic lncluction in terms of "flux-eu tting II; we 
have e.lready noted e.ttern:r:;te to explain the principle of the 
trp.nsforrnel" in this vlay ('Cf. Sections 2.2, 30 16.4)~ As 
JJ!.·~e as 1965, 1-1e find an attempt being made in e. fil:'8t-yee.r 
tlni ver8i'ty textbook (Hazen ~nd Pidd 1965) ·to account for the 
supposec-l IfmHgnetl0 If force on eleci;rol;s reu ... l tlng from the 
rele.tive l'1.1otion bet'\A/een these elect'rons end ml:1gnet1c fleld 
lines mo'v:1.ng invlards or outvlards fl"()~n current-cb,,~yinE' OOl~"" 
d.uctor8~ For example, these authors explain the action of 
lines movang radially invJar~ds wi ti'1 velocl ty VB past an elec-
tron; tney say that this 1s equivalent to tne electron 
moving radially Qut'vElrd, a.nd by this means explain 'the fac·t 
that the electron experiences a tangential force. (For t.he 
purpose of actually deriving the "betatron equatlon" , they 
• ~ T~ 
I 
drop this picture and just use Faraday's Law.) No~i Bccord-
. "f 
lng to wi1B.t "tv""aS sald above, Utransfoxmer action" (the 1nd:uc-
tlon of EMF's by time-varying magnetic fields) is to be 
attributed to ino.ucecl electric field80 Can it be that we 
have nere tl'<,"O equivalent vmys of looking fit the phenomenon----
that the one 1s HS good a.s. the other? It is easy to show 
that they aTe not. First o~ ~ll, tne idea that a charged 
. particle T:1ust experience a force because the field lines of 
a time-varying magnetic field move across :i.t, ls based on 
the assumpt10n that these line8 ~ be thought of as movlng_ 
To Faraday this might have seemed natural enough .... his vrr.1.t-
1ngs ShO"l thnt he ~·U) 8 8 firm bell.ev'er in the phys:tcal real! ty 
of his lines of force an but; nOiiJadays ,·re should be much more 
heai tanto in making sue}) 8.n a 88umptiol)" What it amounts to 
/1 s ••••• 
. t; 
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J 
i 8 that lines of force are supposed to have indi vid.unl:t ty ..... 
thv.t as ne'tv lines are created round a conductor' in lJhich""the 
ourrent increases, the ~old" lines retain tneir identity an4 
are pushed outvi8.rda. No,,; thi sis a pl1yeic8.1 picture hrhlch 
must surely be justified by experiment if we are to use it 
't>J'i th confidencs. Perh8p~ .?ne can argue that tj~e facts of 
electron18.gnetic induct:; ...111 do prov:tde this .,justifica tion. 
VTi5 :.~"'J.:;·.tl1 1.;;:8.\1';, a.side ttl~ objection that in that ce.s8, one 
1'10uld 1rflsh to see q det~11ed quanti tative theory vJJ11cb. SU(~-
...,,_~ • .,:. t4"'~~ 
eesafully prec.1icts the v8.1ue of EI;fF's induced by time-varying 
fj~e.J..:18~ ,~n tSJ,"''''8 of the above physical picture. InsteaCl., 
'lW'''fla:;'Ij n'Cl':aii!4b4QIll4o'\,.~ 
we shall l"[{ise (1. mote funde.mental ot,,~ ection~ 1ve have a1-
ready :pointed O';"~'C that in a well-cLesign6d. tl'1ls.nsformer, vir-
tually all the me.gnetlc flux is confined wi thin the primary 
collI so that tne secondary coil is not even in a me.gnetic 
field. There cen be no questlon here of au twards .... movlng or 
inwards-collapsing lines of force sweeping acrose charged 
particles and 80 giving rise to magnetic forces on tl1em, 80 
tl'1at in this instance the flux-cutting picture breaks dOltv'Tl "! 
completely. No'ftJ' thi B EJxample wa 8 presumably: not kno1~n to 
FaradflY; bu tit h~ 8 been kno,V-l1 to theoretical physic! ata and 
electrical eng:lneer8 for d.ece'de8~ and one can only suppose 
that those elementary tea.chers \vho dia knoliv" of it and persis-
ted in teaching tne Hflux-cutt:tns n expla.natlon of trBnsformer 
action did so in tJ1.e mi6'~aken bellef that they w'ere therebJT 
making life simpleJ"" for their pupl~is .. 
lve conclude th8 t the 1 ndu ct ion of EMF's by tirne-V8.1"yl ng 
fields cannot be attributed to "flux,~cuttlngll, and it is there .... 
fore do~mrlght misleadlnr to teach the subject as thouEh th~ 
phenomenon can be so explainecl. We shall see below (Section 
? 20.3) that in certDJ..n oe.ses vJ'e CHn have induced electl"'ic 
fields set up wl1en there is relative motion bet~Jeen the mag· ... 
netic fleld~ sources end the chosen reference system, but that 
it \-,ould be incorrect in such cases to 8scrlbe the physical 
/CQUrS8 t1 1) ••• 
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C8.use of tl1e induction to uflux-cutting 16 (t Page and Adams 
(1935) long aco drevJ attention to·tne dDnger O"f exclu'sive 
emprw.sis on tne "flux-cutting" vie1v of electl"'lOnlagnetlc induc-
tion: n. oQthe student learns to rely upon [thiS] point of 
view ••• and is greatly disconcerted when this leads to wrong 
predictions. 11 Obviously if the subject 1s to be correctly 
~.:D·~ght I even at; element8ry' level, l')oth the .. II induced electrl c 
fielcl" encl ffmotion in p magnetic field" 88pect~ of r:Jl~~:;cro-
priete. ,:[lhere 8.re c erta in ex~mples of el·ec trome.gnet1c :i n-
duction v!here it is not immedietely obvious whe-:, ls;.1,-~:.)pe:-llr:.g 
(e. g. Fa1"'adays s d:lsc generFltor, HeY'lng 1e exper1.ment ar;.1 
Blond8,~s s e;~l>:·.'!?:i.ment:, ~ but these pars.cloxes ce.n a11f1la.ys be re-
solved by .. careful consideration of the fundamental processes 
that might, ~oe applicable - flinduction of a·n electric field" 
or "motion in a magnetic field If. (A summary is glven by 
Scroggie (1955, 1963); a number of paradoxes are analysed 
in detail by Bew'ley (1964). Certain aspects of these para"". 
doxes are usefully discussed by Scanlon et 8.1 (1969) :from a 
Viewpoint vmich lays emphasis on the mati1ematioal and physi-
oal bB-s1s of t118 general rules gl ven by BevTley for t11.e reso-
PUgl1 (1964) has gone so far as to suggest the.t it v,ould. 
facilitate under8t~ndlng of ell aspects of electromagnetic 
induction if one tree.ted es ~ndamental }:axwe11 t 8 equntion 
rela tl ng the intensi ty of tne 1 ncluced elec tri c fi eld to the 
rs.te of ctlange of magnetl-J field strength, and the~ equation 
giving the resultant force on e Charged TD.rtlcle moving in 
magnetic and electric fields. From t.hese the 1J1oopl~ fOl~m 
of FaradayD 8 L8.\" Can be derived.. ·There is much to be sald 
for this point of v1ew~ for it does lay stress on the funda-
mental pl1ysics of electl'lomagnet10 lnd,1.lctlon; by conslderlng 
whether there can be an induced electrlc field acting B_t B. 
/gi van. ~ •• '" 
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given point in a circuit, or a magnetic force on a moving 
•. 4 
cnarge~ or both, and by making tne simplest choice of'refer-
ence system, an intelligent student can get to t11e bottom Of 
many difficult cases of electromagnetic 1nduction~ It is 
unfortunately not practicable to apply this recommendation 
fully in school teaching; .:;lhereas Faraday's La-'N' in its loop 
form can be prei1ented ~ J.J terms intelligi bl .. e to e pupil, tn.is 
rr'n;:,1r; G be ~lOn( in "'Gh tne expression fOI' tne 1.nt'0nsity of an 
induceid electri.) fi.eld. A sensible compromise would be to 
lnt!'\oduee F'araclay 1 s Law' in its fflmiliar, uloopH form, to 
poi~'~'~ ot:, ~ tht; ~ole of tne inducecl electr:lc field. and of tne 
forc~ on. ct mov~'.l~g cl:1arge in 'various 8elected cases of electro~ ~. 
magnetio incluct:i.<~n, to me.ke fully cleal" ~'ihen one or the other 
of 1;hese ca.use 8 can be expec ted to operate, e.nd to avoid con-
sidel"a tion of paradoxes J except poss! bly for bl"1gh tar students .. 
Tl1e last suggestion 1s ma,de not wi th any base Pioti va of want-
ing to pursue a "treaoherous ostrich policy II (of Scroggie 
1955~ 1963), but simply because time will be snort and the 
prime emphasis snould be placed. on those cases wnic~' are most 
'Y, 
read1ly understood. 
7 .. 20.2 Faraday ~ s Law: dar! ven or II exper:lmente.l"? 
T"'" , l'.-o-"Pn PES;: _ is\ ~ i'lD 11 lII.IIS...... II AWb 
Is Faraday's Law in its more general form ti .. e. embrac-
ing induction of bot11 I1varintiona,l nand Umotional n forms) a 
derived law or an experimental one? It is very easy to de-
rive the law for simple exemples of motional EMF, e.g. ~ 
straight conductor sliding e.long tn8 long arms of a U· .... sh.aped. 
oonductor mounted perpendicular to a uniform megnet1c field, 
and the extension of tnis type of derivation to tne general 
case of different portions of a flexible circuit moving in 
a non-uniform fielo. pre8ents no difficulty in prlncipleQ 
Tnu8 for motiona.l EMFs s it is possible to regard Fa.rac.la.y' 8 
La.w as a 
/derived ll ..... 
,"t' 
'."t 
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derived la~, the basis of the derivation being the expres~ 
sian for the force on a charged particle moving in a mag-
netio field. But Wh8. t of the v8.1'"tia tionD.l E.\fF? One may 
find conflicting Viel>lS on this in the li tera.tul:e. On the 
one hand" 've have Fee. ther (1968): u.". we sha.l1 te.ke it for 
granted t.hat t11e re8ult 11 ~.! the genere.l case" derives direot-
ly from & .:\l11pe:f't~' s LEn'!' i)r the 'po nc1eromnti ve' force on a 
.. ~·.1:.':::-dnt eleme/'G in e. ms.gnetlc field - and tM.'(~ IB.'\.V' of 00nse,,;-
... ~ 
'va tlonof energyJl; . ~.nd }~acfad yen (1958): " •.. if B ia defined 
in t.he trao.i ti0l1tl1 manner :l t 1 s possl ble to predict the la",j 
bine;d 1vi th thE: . .:,'lri n'"'!lple of energy conserva tion. fI 
might have reason to doubt the generallty of·the proofs de-
riV3d in the vlay these a.uthors suggest, in vie't-v of the estab-
lished faot t11at E14F's can'be induced in circuits no part of 
which lie in a magnetic field B.nd upon vlhich 110 ponderomotive 
forces can act. Panof13ky and Phillips (1962) state: "Note 
t·hat [Fe_re_da yl sLaw] 1s an independent experimental la\'l and 
! 
1s in no 1Tc:lY derivable from s.ny of the relations that have 
"f, 
been previously used. In particular, contl"~ary to tJ:1.e state-
ment that is 8omet:lmes made, Fara(lay' 8 10.1"'; of induction is not 
the consequenoe of the law of conservation of energy applied 
to the overall energy be.l;'?.l1ce of currents in magnetic fields. If 
Shire (1960) has examined some of the alleged derivations of 
Faraday' 8 Law' 8.n(l conclud.ei3: 11 None of these derivations seem 
to me to be completely satisffl.ctory. I think it best to re-
ge.rd them, together wi th Far8dayt s t~lorour;h~ if que.Ii tetive, 
experiments, as polntex~s to t'1e rIght direction end to treat 
the law as a b8Sic assumption, justified by its success in 
its many applications." Tricker (1963) has studied the 
problem in some cletal1; his summing-up 1s: uThe deduction 
[or Farad~ayt s J...aw] ce.n only be made on the basis of certain 
lothex-• •••• 
" .. ~. . 
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other a.ssumptions also, and, \..,i th tl:1.e dlsnppea.rD nee of' t11e 
possibility of a mechanical aether 1 these hav~ lost their 
plnusiblli ty. Modern wri ters thus appear to prefer to tl'"~ea t 
the la.'t~l of incluotion as established independently by experi-
ment. II We have quoted two modern Hri ters WJ1.0 prefer to 
trea t t.he Law in thi s 'it.73.y; we eould .have quat ad nv~~? J be .... 
cause tne tendency nOWt as Tricker sugfests, 18 ~u accord 
Alll pere 1 8 :'£1.1'19. ~; l1 H..ivanced tre!?tises on elee tromagnetlsID 
it is becoming comrnon practicle t,o take 1\~a~lells8 equetions 
(one of 1i.hich gl'ves a.n (""X:Pl~8~~\3ion fOl' :h,e electric field in-
tensi ty inl'1uced by a tlme-ve.rying magne\:tc f·~ ald) and the 
Lorentz force Law as the axiomatic basis 0f electromagne~lc 
theory. I' 
Tricker (1966) has also taken up the question of the 
I 
e.c9uraoy 1'J1 t.h which Fe.raday· s Law may be said to ha.ve been 
established experimentBlly. It would seem that in recent 
times, no experiments have been oarried out wlt~ this Bpeci~ 
fic end in vis,,,!. In an experiment to test Fe.rada;1l s Law) 
the method of measurement of EHli' and of rats: of cl1ange of 
flux would both have to be independent of the Lawo Tricker 
ha 8 consictered variou 8 measurement s carried ou t to stande.rc1 ..... 
ize the volt or the oJ1.m from this point of' view. Two of 
these seem particularly promising: (1) comparison between 
the "standard ohm' establl~hed with reference to a calculable 
capacitance and a "stflndard ohm II establishect from induction 
expel~imel1ts; (:li) comparison betw'een the "sts.nelard ohm n es-
tablished. from l1eating experiments and tha.t estnbllshed from 
induction experiment8~ He points out thRt for method (i)J 
the value Qf the permittivity of free space used to calculate 
the capaoitance must not depend on measurements of the speed 
of light~ 8i~ce use of the latter would amount to assumption 
of tne validi ty of MB.xwell D 8 elec~romagnetlc theory, which 
/110.8 ••••• 
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he s Farad.ay· s Law e.s one- of :1. ts cornerstones. Triclcer con .... 
clu.ctes that "There l's now' ample experimental ev1ctence to''' 
support Faraday's Law of the induction of ourrents to within 
an accuracy of about one in ten thousand", and adds liThe law 
is, hONsver, applied in circumste.nc6s 1i1:1ere its accura.cy is 
implied to some one in a mil1ion~" By implication; he re-
gards tnis st::J ce 0:;: a:tf;..J.~::'"B as unsatis:f~ctory; elsewhere 
(rrr':«~er :;;87; 1.:<:3 li.as suggested that tne 8.S~e8sment of cer-
t,ain :aspects of this matter could be a sui table pl'oblem fo.L'" 
a student lito exeI~oige 111mself on. n 
In a.n !:.'~.emelltary course, it 1'1'111 cel.,talnly not be pos-
s1 b'! e fox- teal'~ ler or pupils to un(lertake even a moderately 
acoura te experinenta.:.L verifica t.~_on of .~q,raday: s La:~v. It 
will b~ possible to derive the law for a simple case of 
motional E1~F; for tne rest, pupils will have to be told 
that experimentally, it is found tnat the law is true in the 
general case also e There 1s certainly something to be said 
for tl1.e cLevelopment of a simple experiment whlcl;1 will glve 
senior sChool pupils 8. d.1rect appreclatlon of the /general 
"f, 
vali.dJ. ty of t1.1e law. As far as South African schools are 
ooncernect, tne theory of sucn an experiment oS.nnot depend on 
employment of differential or. lntegral calculus. This lrn-
poses severe limitntions on the method that can be used. 
It rules out tne p0881bili ty of using conventional alternat .... 
ing cux·rent in, say, e lopg solenoid to provide a rapidly 
ohanging flux, since the expression for the rate of change 
of flux clepends on the rate of Change of cUl"rent t:ind so re-
quires clifferentia tion of the sine funotion. I t also J~ules 
out the possjble use of a ballistic salvanometer to measure 
tl1e cl1.arc;e displG.ced in 8. cireui t enclosing 8. changlng flu:x:~ 
Ideally J W118.t is vlanted is a c1J.1"'rent varying linearly but 
rapidly 1"li th time in a c1.rcui t element 'V.Thich can produce an 
easily calculable flliux for a given ourrent in it. Perhaps 
puplls (and tho'se interested in tne tea.ching of physics) 
/ should •••.• 
',·r. 
should be invit;ea~ to nexercis9 themselves onn thiB problem" 
? 20.3 Motional EMF' 8 and "reIn ti vi ty If 
We deal here with certAin problems concerning motional 
EHF1 8 ~lJ:1iCJ1., 'while they need not concern pupils dir:ectly: do 
have some importance for teachers in that tney draw attention 
tu the need ~or Care in tne use of the concepts required for 
specifying or calculating motional ENF1 8 • 
(1) A 8trair:~t f~:;;J.J.uctr)r :;f . ;'V'.i.nr, 8.~J rig:.'.!.t; a"')r;i.<J ~,.) its length 
¢Ji4d>1:lit All~J R eli$t(~~~"~~.;~~~.,,. ~~AIt£I&: s _~~~ 
and to a. uniform map;netic field 
__ "'_oa!IiI"JIIIIOV'~.lJ J....... ~...... is"'U6'lWCIJ". ~ 
~11e vie'\'J't!1.is problem first from a refereno: sys;,(),n e.t 
rest relative to tns sources of t.h.e magnetic field o :3uppose 
the vt:::0clt,,l ·;f tne (,·anductor (rod) has magnitude ve.nd,tne 
magnitu~e of the field strength 1s B. Consider any of tne 
Let it have charge q, 
which for convenience we shall suppose to be posi ti vee This 
particle is moving at l')ight angles to t,he magnetio field wi th 
speed v; t1.1erefore 1 t must experienoe a force pushing it 
a long tne rod., This 1s 'true for any of t11e free qharge car...., 
-- "f. 
r1ers in tne roel, so tnat tne net effect of tne motion of the 
rod in tlJ.e fielcl is for posi ti ve cnarge to accumula te a tone 
end of it, leaving a deficiency of positive charge et the 
oth.er. T1.1e ac'Cun1ula tion of pppo 8i te cl1.a1"~e;e 8 at t.t1e end of 
the rod 1'J111 continue until the electrostatic field set up 
by tnese c.ns.rages eX8ctly c~ncels tJ:18 effect of the llmagnetlo n 
force on the free Charge carriers. Ttlhe n thi s happens, the 
i ntensi ty of the electros'i;a tic field must be equal in magni-
tude and opposite in direction to tne force per unit charge 
exerted on the Charge carriere by the m8gnetic field. The 
BQv latter is equal to q =: Bv, so t1:~[{t tne intensi ty of the 
electrostatic flelt/. must have m8.gni tucte Bv. 
The UequJlibrium H condItion of t':'"lS rod, then ll is 
/characterized ••••• 
~l~?':':'::~, , 
. .~~ 
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characterizect by the follow1.ng:-. 
(a) There is an accumul~tion ofp6sitive and negatlv~ Charges 
at oppo 8i te encls of the rod. 
(b) Because of tnls, there is an electrostatic field within 
and outside the rod. Inside tne l"oc1, this field is uniforD1~ 
hE.8 lntensi ty Bv and 18 directed from the pos1 ti vely- t01v'ards 
nega ti vely- onarged end of the roa.~ 
(0) The existence of tnis field means thD.t there i''J e. :c-oten.u 
'" 
If tne length 
of tne rod is L, this p~ d. is equa1 to BvLoe 
(d) Tb.e intensity of this field 18 equal a.nd Ol}.~~0Sic· .. to 7nat 
of tne effective nonelectrostatic field acting on the onarges. 
Beceu::,~ of -C~,'~? pres0.'ce of tnls latter- field, the rod can be 
ttlought of as a seat of EMF on open cireui t. The Et-1F of the 
be 
moving ro~ must/eqa(;l.l to the energy per unit chal'lge that 
would be transferred to B. cr.,.argec. pa.l'ltlcle by the nonelectro-
static field if the particle were moved from one end of the 
BqvL 
rod to tl1.e otl:1er. Tn1s is just equal to q- ,~BvL, i. e. 
l't is nurnericB.lly equal to the p. d. betvleen the en,tile of the 
, "f , 
roel, e.s vie 1'JOuld ha.ve expected. (Alter'r-ativ,ely, since the 
nonelectrostatic and electrostatic fields are oppositely 
dirac ted wi tf.:in the rod, the line integrals of the character-
i stic vectors of these fields 'vill be equa.l in me.gni tude and 
opposite in sign if evaluateci in the same direction.) Thus 
a rnotlon8.1 BHF of amonnt BvL is inclucecl in. the moving reel; 
.. 
if we insisted, we could ascribe the cause of this motional 
E~lF to "flux cutting If - the I\)d s1veeping across the l1n9s of 
force" 
So far$ all is strA.ightfoY'1i9.rcl a no. fe.milit-1.r~ ;v;any iJlroulct 
~ecognlze in ~i8 situation the problem that frequently turns 
up in the follovling e;ulse: !IAn ['~irJcr8.ft is flying horlzontnl-
ly B.t oonstant sI)eed. v in e region in \v11ich the verticpl com-
ponent of the earth's ma.gnetic fielct strength is B; find 
'," . 
/the. " •• ~ i t 
the p. d, betFeen the wi ng tips [or: , find the E1,If c3.eveloped , 
in the 1'ling~. " But let us nov! consider tt.e entire 81 tue.tion 
from the vievrpoint of 8 reference sy-stem in 1"h1011 the rod is 
at re st (Phi1l1ps 1963; Feyr.man et aI, 1964; Purcell 1965)" 
HO't'l vioulcl i'le nOH describe what is happening? Our instincts 
(1,e. our ingrained belief in ~Galilean" relptlvit~~ tell us 
thE!, t the change of reference 8ystem fl"lOTIl" one t ~'~~r~;ia 1 fr8.P1e 
to another oUgJ1t to mal:.:e ~.J''.J ~~.~fference '';0 our> account of the 
fUlJ.demental fact£; (yf the s1 tuP. tion. This might seem to be 
an open inv:L "'cation to a.pply th.e lde,a of' llflux-cntting li a.gain.)) 
this time by saying thb .;; II tho fi t.;.c1 l:t~,J.~s are now' movin.g re-
lative to ~b.e rod, 80 that they are stl;:", be::ng cut by the 
l .... od, in effect, and 80 we s:b....all still get a motional EMF of 
amour:t BvL indue ect in the rOl~. II (Of Houston (1939): !fIf 
the 11nes of incluction are rege.rded as moving vlith the magnet; 
I 
the [roct] is cutting them and experiencing a.n e',m.f. II) But 
we should be cautious. First, because the rod is no,"" stat .... 
ionary in our chosen reference ~ystern, 1.ve are compe].leo. to 
say that the fl'lse charged pRrt1cles in l.t can experience n,p, 
magnetic force...., the veloci ty tha t appears ih t.he expression 
for the force on a moving charge in a magnetio field 1s the 
ve10el ty relHtive to tne chosen refe1"~ence system, ,npt the 
velocity rele.tive to the sources of the magnetic field. But 
some110'r,i lie woulc1 like to account for t1:1e fact tJ1St cl1.nrges 
of opposite sign accumulate on the ends of the rod, and for 
the faot that free charges within the rod experience no net 
force. Thi s we ca.n d,o by supposing that 1n the surrounc.t.ing 
space there is now a uniform elect!~ic field iiihose intensity 
has magnitude Bv and ~hose direction is parellel to the rod 
and pointing tOHards its posltively-char'ged end. The rod is 
an unCharged, isolated and stationary conductor In this field, 
which induce? equal and opposite charges on the ends of the 
bod. This means the t 1nside the. rod there is .!l9. electrio 
/fj~eld ••• ". 
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j,:'ield, anc1 that tIle electl')ic field in the neighbourhood of 
the rod is not uni.fol~1$ 'since the presence of the induced 
chare;es 0 n tI1.e ends of the rod cau 86 S fjOlne fi old lines to 
term:lna./ce on one end of tne l'lod and others to sta.rt from the 
other end., anct other l1nes to be distorted from stra.ight-
neRS and parallelism with one another. This resultant field 
;,.~, of cours8 11 the superposition of ti<ro f.ields .... a unifor:m. 
fleld extendlng throur;h all space (inclncLing, ... th r . i~JI' ... l(:' .. lJ of the 
conduc tor) and the field. set up by t.t":.8 ehCl. r 6es induced on the 
surfa.ce of the cond.uctor: Inside the c;ono.uctor, these f1d31cls 
e.nnul onc another exactly. (These field patter~'\( are jllu;3-
trated in Puroell (1965).) 
NC:.it ii1tc~~stlng of' all in the present context is the 
fact tna,:'G 8_11 points of the conductor 8.1"le B.t the same poten-
, .. 411 ..... ~I 1 
~ ... to an observer at rest 'VI.rit11 respect to tt18 rod, tnere 
can be no potential difference bet'Vleen the ends of the roo .• 
So "the p(> d. between the ~Jing-tip8ff calculated in the I~stun .... 
(lard problem II referred to above is essentially a/~ .. a,lFcll .... la te",'1. 
! 
quantity - it vlould not be measurable In the p.eroPlane.lt6~lf. 
As Feynman et al (1964) have polnted out, it 'is possible in 
principle to measure the potential differ~ence bet1V'een t,vo 
points in tl~e ]!}}Z2.1.111d}.r£ field, but this is not e. prnctioal 
proposition e.G tne fluctuations in t.ne atmospheric electriC 
field are enormou.s in magnl tude compared ~Tl t11 the magni tude 
of tne induC8a electric fi&ld. 
Wl1a.t ~.8 tne or·igin of t.he inducect electric field? 1ve 
ha.ve seen that our instinctlve view tl1.D.t a che.nge from one 
1 nertial sys tern to [=I.nother shou Id. not al ter the basic phy sios 
l1as led us to postulate the exlf3tence of this field. In 
effect, we J:1B.ve reasoned thUS! Vie~'Jed from the origlne.l refer-
ence system, a partiole carrying cha.rge q anct having veloci ty 
v experiences a force Bqv at rigJ.1t angJ_es to its motion and. 
the direction of -cne magnetic fi aId. Vi e11ed from tne neVi" 
/refel"ence 
.. " .. 
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reference $Y8tem at rest relative t.o tt1e partic.le~ -vte snou~a. 
expect the pB-rticle to experience a for'ce 1n the same direc-
tion and of tl1e same magnitude (if its velocity is small com ..... 
pared with that of light.) This time, however~ we cannot 
attribute tnis force to tne magnetic field, since the pal"ti-
cle is not moving in it. 
conceivably attribute this force is e,n Il:t.nrb)r,:,,~!." 'electric 
field. Applloa tion l''f ·t"'.f~ 3peclal throry o'f l"ela tivi ty 
1")9S.cl11y conflx'l11s Gne above account of the 81 tuation, subject 
to tne restriction to small releti ve veloci ties (of Feynman 
et al 1964:\ Purcell 196:') and )J~9.l1:9 otlle:n' ~oul'\ces). 
tion fully. An electric field must presumably have sources 
of a klnct. In the present instance, what are they~ (The 
authorities c1 ted above me.ke no attempt to e.ns't'lfer this ques .... 
i 
tipn, at any rate not in this context.J Q Again~ special 1"'e-
lativi ty can come to our ald, if we direct our attention to 
the sources of tne magnetic field. Suppose the.t tnis field$ 
~bi IF 
W111cn 't'le 11ave supposed to be uniform, is set, up by" an eno~mous 
current-ca.rrying conducting sheet ~ apPl')oprie}tely orienta. ted. 
Viewed from a reference system moving relative to tne sheet l 
the latter '\'1ill appear to have a net charge, on acoount of 
tne different length contractions uncLergone by the poei ti va 
and negative charge distributions in tne Sheet (of Sears and 
Zemansky 1964, Feynman et 13.1 1964 or f'urcell 1965 fo~ e. dis-
cussion of tne corresponding 91 tuatlon for ~s cur~rent-carl"y:lng 
It is this net "polarization" of the sheet that sets 
up tne observed electric field 8 Alternatively, if tne mag-
netic field is pl"'oduC8d by a huge permanent magnet J one can 
Sn01'j that tJ:1is device "'till simile.rly apfe,~r to be "polarizedu 
vlhen vie1ved from a reference system moving relative to it 
.,(of CullHick 1959, Pe.l1ofsky and. Phillips 1962), and 80 is 
!c·apable •• , •. 
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capable of ,produci:r:.g nn electric field. Thus the settlng-
up of the induced .electric fields in 81 tuntions '''.There 1ve hD."ile 
motion relative to the sour'ces of a magnetic field$ 1vhich 
"'QuId have been necessary bu t inexplicable in terms of IfGali-
lean" relat1vity~ is seen to be both necessary and explicable 
j~. terms of Ein8tein1\~-n relo.tlvi ty. 
From a l"eference system In ~Thich the l"od is at rest~ 
the desoription of the rod as a seat o~ EMF Elee'~'8 J .jfJ~~ certain. 
We can still regard the rod in this 1:iHY If. rfe c'onsider t.~e 
energy thlJ. t \vould be transferred to a ct~'1rgled pe.rticle by the 
.iD.g.uce~g. electric field as the pe_rtinle goes frot;. ')ne e:1 (1 t;:;~ 
the rod to the other. This 1.vlll give us tl1.e same answer as 
before, bu t tl';'!-:. proce·iu.l~e ms.y seem some'VJ'ha t artificial ~ , since 
t11.e induced electric field in this case 1s jus·t as much elec-
trostatio 'as is t.he field set up by t.n.e accumulation of 0ppo-
81 te Ch8.r~ge8 on the end of tne roct. The posi tion vrill become 
c lear w~hen ue study below the case of the rod A 8 part of a 
olosed cirelli t. fl. • " ... ... "'" "'".. "'=:4 ".!IIIt 
VIp give below a summary of the condl tions in /endarotl.n,d 
the rod as seen from th~ reference system in': vlhich the rod~ ls 
at rest: .... 
(a') There is an accunulation of positive and nee;f:ltive cha.rges 
on opposite er:ds of the rod, as the rod is a eta. tiol1<'lry oon-
ductor in an electric field. 
(b V ) There i3 no net electric field in8:1(le the rod; w·lthin 
the roel, t.Ile in(luced electric field o.nd the fleJ.d set up by 
the cha.rges on the surface of' the rod exactly cancel. 
(c~) The potential difference between any two points on the 
rod 1s zero(. 
(d l ) The intensity of tne lnduceCi electx~lc field has magni tude 
Bv. If \'7e consider the effect of this fleld~, we can 
calculate fl~on~ it an IIEr·IF" of BvL for tn.e roel, x~epl")esenting 
the amount of energy that it would transfer per unit Charge 
to a particle displaced thz'ough the rod~ But thls seems 
la . ... q, 
" .... ,-,' 
, .~ 
., .... 
D. dubious procedure if we insist on defining Er'iF in terms of 
. , 
the enerc;y tr8.nsfe,rred by .D.Ql.lelectro sta tic fields, since the 
induced electric fleld here is unquestionably electrost~tt:lc 
in character. 
(11) Conduct1ng rod (XY) sIloing along the long prms of a 
~lll'T .. r:,'13117T"tftlrIQ1i(P 'iii" !;a! 
a u:tlform magnetic field 
(Cf. Rossc;j" J.G6Ba anc. 3c;,:;.n1on ~,t &.:. 19C;'_~ ./.J:T J.iscusslons 
1-"hich partly ovel'~lap 1.;1 th t.~8.t gi ven here.) 
the rod we hnve been discussing to form pa.l'~t of ;:." clc~.t;.4 . .ci.r-
cui to Again we shall view the problem first from a r0ference 
syster.,: !1t :r~8't relat:~ve to the field sources (ancl the U-: 
shaped concLuctor) and then from a reference system in whlol1 
tl1e rod is B.t rest. 
From the reference system at rest relative to the field 
sources, tJ1.e s1 tua tion i s particulal~ly easy .to desari be (see 
Fig. 7. 20. 3 (a) I :page 790A ). Of tne free charge carriers 
1 n U:le circui t" ini tinIly only those in the rod "tvill be moving 
/ . "1 
1n the magnetic field; and only tJ:1ose In the roel 'will exper:l-
ence forces J.'ushing them 8.1ong t.he rod. 
taken l"'ound t~1.e clrcui t tvi 11 only have enel'lgy transferrect to 
it; from a nonelectl~o8tatic field while it is \"J1 thin t,':1e rod, 
and the amount of energy per un! t charge i t ~lil1 recei ve there 
is BvL" TdhiC.1.1 is thus the EHF induced in the cirouit 8S a 
whole. In t.his case s:ffJ the sea t of t~.1e EHF in the oircui t 
1 s the moving rod. 
From tl1.e reference system at rest relative to the rod, 
the situation is more intriguing. 
In the rod itself there i~ no net electric field or 
nonelect~!."ostD.tic field, and 1vit~.11n it no energy is transferred 
to the circulating chnrge fro~ non-electrical sources. The 
sa.me is true for the long a.me of the U -shaped conductor, 
/since. , ••• 
, . . . ..'~ , 
. ,t.·, 
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since a1 thouZh the free Cl'larges' in t~em are certainly mo1ting 
in the mae;netic field, tl1.e "mtl.gnetic!l force s they experience 
do not displace tJ1.ese c.barges. This leaves us to consider 
the conductor PQ forming the e'ro1sspiece of the U. This is 
also moving In the magnetic field, and the cha.l'~ge carriers 
in it 1'jill experience magnetic forces impelling tbf.":-. tow'ards 
one end (Q) of ito 
Hence the 
charges in PQ, expe:;r')ience no ll"et :r,orce, and there is no accu-· 
mulation of opposi te c>I,.'rgeQ tlt t·:1.e c,~'<18 of this conductor. 
This does not mean that no EM? Is induc~(~ in the circul t; 
1 t would be alarming if it oJ.d! There ~~~ an e..ccumulatiu n 
of opposite c11a rges at the ends of the ~J XY, as a resul t 
of the induced electric field, and this vlill be maintained 
: 
I 
aS I lone; as tl1.e relative motion betirleen field. sources and. 
reference system is maintained. Tl"1US c.harge 11:tll keep 
oirculating around the circuit and 1v:i.ll acquire 'energy re-
versibly fro,m nonelectrical sources in PQ~, which i,,~ moving 
'Y, 
in the magnetic field. The amount of the ElvIF i8 easily 
shown to be BvL, just as before; in this CRse it 1s found 
by cB.lcule.ting the energy transfer11 ed per un1 t charge by the 
"magnetic n f'orce Bqv to charges clisplaced through PQ 
Vie",e'd from the reference system' in \'J11icl1 the rod is station-
ary, PQ a.net not the rod, i~8 the seat of the E~F lnclucecl in 
th.e circu.it. This illustrBtes Phillips's (1963) obserovation 
tJ:1a t 1I 0 ne can locFl.lize the V x B fi elds [i. e. the "magnetic 
force" fields] H!1.ich contrlbu·te to [the E;>~F ] only 'V'Then one 
speclfies t.he obs::;rver., n 
In tile simple case itV'hich v.le have consIdered, in \"hich 
one part of a c:.tr·cui t moves relative to the rest in a me.gne .... 
tic field l we have seen that the induced EHF depends only on 
/the .~ •• , e 
,'" ; .- -: 'I' 
. , 
, ," 
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the rela ti ve motion betvieen the' "mo~rins II part o! the circui t 
and the sources of the field. To this extent one might feel 
justified. in talk.ing about relAtl ve motion bet1veen a conduc-
tor and the lines of force, or lIflux-,cutting", IIoT.t;rever, 't'18 
have seen that the sea t of EHF 1vaS that portion of the cir-
cui t wh:lch i'las movine lr1 the magnetic fieJ d !:~ .... : ,.J to the 
i ng to tl1.i 8 conclusi o:r </ 
ional" El,~F enn b~~, loc'allze-d in the same part of the circui t ~ 
whichever inertial sYBte.m the problem is viewed from; e.g. 
a fi~.Ji.C1 ci~cui t d.raggecl ~cr08': a r,.;.agr;,~:: \,~ c field of liml ted 
extent. Here the sea t of the EHF can ,)tt2.y Dce that pa.rt of 
the clrcui t tJ.1at is in the magnetic fielci. From a reference 
system at rest relative to this portion of the cirouit, one 
sees an induced. eleotric field vlhich extends only over tt'lD.t 
region of space that is filled by the magnetlc field, and 
so acts only on part of th.e circui t, instead of on all as 
in the above example, 
7. 20.4 The teB.chi ng 
-...--
of eleotromagnetic induction' 
, • ... ...., qa ~ t .. dQI' rF ~""""""~'II.t 
(1) Mot:tonal EHF's 
•• l ...... ~~
Pupils como to this mate~ial with some 
familiari ty 'Hith the be.sic phenomena a.nd 1..;1 th some understan-
ding of Jil01V' motional E1-1F' 8 ere caus8cLO) Since motional EHF' 8 
can be readily understood in terms of concepts l~Arned ear-
liar, it is sensible to be~1n with them. A convenient exa.m-
.. 
pIe to introcluce t11e subject is t.hat dealt 1'7i th in the fore-
geine; sections viz. a cireui t consisting of' a U-sh8.ped con-
ductor ancl a oonducting rod sliding on it, the vrl101e being 
mounted at ri~lt angles to e magnetic field. This should 
be treated from the point of view of a reference system at 
rest reJBtive to the magnetic field souroes. It is not 
essential to discuss tne case of the iBolated. movins conductor 
/t1rst, •. oo. 
~,; 
".->.:! 
, ..... 
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fil"9st, thouGh if tlme pel1llni tted tnls could. be done; in a 
course of t11is' type the pupil!s maln concern 1'11'111 be 't'lith 
closed air-cni ts, Rnd no complications are introduced by the' 
trea tment of closed cil")cni t s right from the starto The dis-
cusslon 8hould be fully quantitative; thB.t is, the expression 
BvL for tI1.e induced EiviF 8"....~:...'.11d be cteri ved, not so muc11 for 
its intrinsic :L:'ltereet vdJ for its identif.ication later 1vi th 
The velo('tty 
v 01' tl1e sJJ.ding co.nductor should be l~eferrec1. to .9.8 the velo-
01 ty "reID. ti ve to t11e labora tory n (1 n which tJ1.e magnetic field 
SOi .. !. "\.~e s :t.re !,:\ '~a tlonary) J or occasionnlly as the veloel ty If re'" 
1a ti veto the .t·: eld §.,Qurc",e.,.§. n J bu t prefer'abl~- J.'!Q.t 8.8 the velo .... 
01 ty "relative ~;':0 tne field" and. ~y~ !~3 the velocity ure_ 
Ia tlve ~o tne field linesl! (of Burling 1963). To speak of 
a velocity urelatlve to the" field linesl! begs the question of 
~vhet.her or not field lines can be said to have ictentlty and 
"move ""ltn tJ.1e magnet ll (or otner field source); to speak of 
a. ·veloci ty flre1at:lve to the fleld tr raises questions of what 
one means by tJ:1efield 8"nd hOi,! one CR.n be said to move reID .... 
tive to it. The careful teacher \,\;i11 surely w'ant to avoid 
the use of unfortu.nete expressions like these, a.s trvell as tIle 
mi sleB-ding expre 86 ion "flux-ell tt inc II • 
\ 
It is iJorth1vhl1e e.nalyslng the al'~ove example of moticna1 
EMF furtl1el" to sho'VJ the opera tion of the Principle of Conser -
vation of Energy. As ~bo\tld. be real1.zec~ by pupils, the clil"i-
.. 
eotion of the induced curr~nt 1s such BS to give rise to 8. 
me.gnetlc force on ths:_~ opposing its motion across the field, 
(Tni 8 is D, slJeoiel 088e of Lenz 1 S Lo.vr 11 a fae t of 'tlhich pupils 
If the l~luc~ current is i$ 
the magnitude of this force is iBL, wl1.ere Band L have their 
U Bual meaning s, and an equal and oppo 81 te force l.11V.st 1b:e exer-
ted on the roo. to keep It mov:lr.,e; Hith !Jon8t~nt velocity. 
Since this velocity 18 v, the amount of work done per uni t 
/tir.:1e •• , $11 
"-:!" . 
..... ~ 
",:: 
"?.':: 
" .. ~ 
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time in moving the rod is iBLv II 1. e. energy is bein[; tr8ns-
, ferred to the roel et the rate of iBLv joules per second. 
But ~ from tl1e defi ni tion of 8HF ~ (3 n amount of energy BLv 
j aules pel'" second l s bej. ng tre.nsfery<ed per un! t charge to 
the ch&r~e ce.!'riers in the rod. Tl1en if an emount of charge 
q flows in a time t, the e~~~gy supplied per seoond is BLv x ~ , 
or BLvi. The::efo;.-e, r;.~ Clue might expect, energy is being 
whlc.h it is beIng t~n nsferreu. to the roct, 
'fhe:n.<tt8 is a further point worth menticnlng here, since 
(The first r::·erson to r8.ise 1 t 
in the author~ l experience 't,ras e professor of physical chem-
Since .'1sgnetlc foroes [lot at \igl1t nngle8 to t119 
direction of the displacement of a particle. they cannot pre-
sumably tra.n8fer energy to 1 t. Yet in cases of motional 
EMF 9uch as the a.bove ",re ~ concerned ,.;i t.r. energy tl~ensfer 
from the magnetic field to the charged particles. Is tl1ere 
not a contrad.iction her~e'? The contradiction is' only ~i.ppar-
ant, however; it is removed ,~en we rectify a sliiht loose~ 
"1, 
ness in ,·jor-ding in tne sbove descrlption~ 1;rhere t-tTe spoke of 
energy being transferred "to the rod" by the mechanicsl force 
pushing on the 't'7ire. Strictly speaklng, the energy is not 
being transferred to the rod, whic~ gRins neither kinetic nor 
potential energy; it 1s beil~ transferred to tne magnetio 
field, w'hich supplies the force oppos:.ng 1;1.1e mechanica.l force. 
The magnetic field, as 1-;e have seen, tre.nsters energy a.t the 
same rate to tne charge ce.rriel"'s in the '~Jire. Therefore on 
balDnce the magnetic field neither geins nor loses energy; 
it simply acts as a c:'lDnnel through \,!hicl:1 enercy is tra.ns-
(11) Intr·oc.uction of magnetic flux~ Fe.rfldayi s Lavl 
~.~! .. '" .. .~~~~~~~~"'IQ""'Y",p 4J"lIIt,,'T.If'F...-..e 
Next, tt18 above eX8:nple should be ar1Ellysed in tel-tn18 of 
the concept of ma.gnetic' flux. It should be apparent to 
/pup11s •••• " 
" , " 
"~~7' """"",,;(~.c. 
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pupi1s that the lnduction of the El'Hi' in t111s cirouit 18 
8880ciRted witn a chnnge in the area of the ci~cult and with 
this en increEse in the "omount of magnetic fleld n enclosed 
by toe Cil"lcui t. This idea must now be made more precise by 
the introcluction of the concept of magnetic flux. This 1s 
..... "F' C 
ppsily defined for a uniform field: the magnetic flux through 
a given plane area in a uniform magnetic·, field is the proo.uct 
of t.ne al"lea and tile component of tl:1.e m8.gneti'~ f').e~Ar. ~~~l~enBtl1 
normal to the area, i. e. th8 fltlJ~: 1? = R." cose , where B is 
the ffit?gnetic field strel!gth, A t11eal"ea and e the e.ngle be-
t'\'\Teen the normal to tne are~, flnel tt~0 direction o.~ the ,"'ielet. 
\v'hen tIle fIeld is norme.l to the e.rea, g? :: BA, ~ nd B 1s seen 
to be b-qu[.,-\l to the magnetic flux pel .... uni t area, or LlU.?L~­
!!~r. ..In SI units, flux is measured in't'llebers and fiux 
densl ty can obviously be expl"aeBsed in webeJ1'metre2 (Wb/m2), 
1.e. an alternative, equivalent unit to the tesla or newton/ 
amp-metre. 
To apply tJ:l8 concept of magnetic flux to th'e study of 
the s.bove circui t, one oe.n prod.eed as follows:-
"f, 
In a time At, the 'VITire move s a di stanc,e V.6t, so thll t 
the area of the portion of the Cil'lcui t wi thin the ma.gnetlo 
flelct 18 a1 terecl by a n amount vLl\t and th.e flv.x tl1.rough the 
011'ou1 t chanG e s by BvLllt :: ~1> . The change of flux per unit 
time is ~~ :: BvL, 'tv-hleh is just t,tle expression derived ear-6t 
lier for the induced EMF. (Introduction of the sign conven-
tlon ~'!herr.by \'le ere able to 1'171"'1 te the induced EHF equal to 
minufJ the ra te of incY'ea se of flux would seem to be a needless 
complication in an elementary COUrfje. The direction of the 
inc1uced ourrent 18 easily deduceo. for motionAl J!:::HF' B froDl one 
of the tland ruJ .. e8; for tr~nsformer EHFi sit can be deducea. 
from Lenz's Law, if required~) It can next be pointed out 
that Faraday· n Len,.; .- the fact that the:: ind.uced DfF 1s equA,l 
to the rate of change of magnettc flux through the circuit ... 
/appear·s ••••• 
, ! 
, .... 
;. 
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e.ppears to apply to ?11 CCtses of induced EMli', including those 
in v7hicl1. ther'o is no relative motion bet'\',?een a 'circuit and 
the sources of a magnetic field. It should be stressed that 
in tt1e gener'al case, Fe.ra.day's Lau seems to have tne status 
of an experimental law. (cf Section 7 8 20.2.) 
(111) ftVariatiOTIH1" Ol"~ IfTrensformer u El1F1 S ' 
In disoussing "trensforrner" El·!Ft s, ·'tne teacher CGulcl 
'f1 rst deal 'tv 1 tll a simple eX8rnple of a eire u18. r lO'Jj! r )~. 1';ire 
placed with its plane normal to R cnangin~ unlTorm magnetic 
fi eld. Ttiers i 9 no need to deal quanti tat i vely wi th tJ:1i s 
case, but a few importAnt points w~ll have to b~ ~ade:-
(a) T.l1e circuit need not be in tj1e magnetic field tor en EHF 
to be lncluc8ct ~:..n it; all that i 8 necessary is that 1 t 'must 
surroun~ a region of changing flux. 
(b) The entire circuit must be considered the seat of u4F. 
(0) Since tne circuit 1s stationary (in the laboratory frame 
of referenoe) and also because of point (i); we cannot ascribe 
the induction of an EMF in tne cir'cui t to forces on oharges 
moving in a magnetic field. The inescapable cOPfriueion 
seems to be t.hat a cne.nging magnetic flux 1$ responsIble !"'Ol~ 
lnduclng an ele9tric fielcl whicl:1., in turn, glwes rise to t11e 
movement of cnarges 'I',.Thlcn consti tutes the incIuced CU1'lrento 
(aJ This :tnduced electric field is not lils:e e.n electrostatic 
fi old: i ts 1111es must form closed loops (i n idee.ll zect s1 tu-
a tiona, at any :rate - cons.ider our earlier' el18euBsion in Sec-
tion 7.15~6) if it is to be able to supply electrical energy 
to a chHrge taken right around a closed loop~ Thl s means 
that it is not possible to specify a potenti9l difference be-
tvleen anY' t~·.70 points or' ttli e. ci.rcui t ~ since the ~Jork done in 
transporting e cnarge fro~ one polrit to tne other on tne loop 
will depend on the path chosen. 
Bed this case in Borne detel1J. 
(Phillips (1963) haB discU8-
797. 
(e) T11e fieJd lines of the induced electric field need not 
coincide vrith conductors, just as the field lines of electro-
static or mac;netic fields do not have to obl:ncide ~li th rna te~ 
iel obj ect 8. 
7.20.5 Fu:pt1:1er ctis'Qusslon of "varif.ltiona.l lf or rrtransf'ormer" 
~M~? in n region y.Ther~ there 1.e no magnetic fielc~ al'c lvorth 
examining more closely. We consider an idealized version 
of 1';.~is cD.se} namely the EHF that i'Jould be 'induced by a 
Outside the 801e-
noid, there is ,:.rtuc'::ly no mag:,\~tic L~,qld bu \, ~ accOl·~d.lng to 
Farl1day~ s Le.vl, tt1.ere '''ill be an induced EMF in a closed loop 
surroun{ling t.t1.e solenoid, produced by the lnduced electric 
field associatecl wi th the changing flux. The symmetry of 
the 81 tua tiol1 suggests the"3. t the fi eld lines of the induced 
eleotric field should be Q,iroul..BJ: closed loops c,oncentric vIi th' 
the axis of the solenoid. (In this idealized case we may 
"f 
trea.t tne fielcl lines B s closed loops without l~unning into'any 
difficulty II ) 
that is, if 118 ~'lere to take 9 .. test charge around. certain clo-
sed pptl1s in it, there it/ould 1)8 a net transfer of energy fl"'om 
the field to tne pe.rtlcle (of pa.rt (ill) (a) of the preceding 
section. )" But it follo\vs from Far8.cls.y ~ s La"T that one can 
.. 
find certain closed paths in the induced field around vfhlch 
vle could take a te8t cha:rge vtlt::1out it receiving (~nerGY from 
the fi elel. Indeed~ this v,tou.lel be true for any closed path 
which 11e5 outside the solenoid and does not enoircle It • 
...lo 
In more sophisticated langu8ge~ the cUl"l of E vanishes every~ .. 
w.hex~e ou tside ~~he solenoid. Thus --,;-e have an example of f?n 
electric field that is definitely not conservative, but for, 
which it is not tr'tle that its curl is everY1-1here non-zero; 
thi 8 eer-ves a.s a reminder t118 t for a field. to be classed as 
'~:,;::::. :: ". . . 
~. ~(. 
. ~' 
., 
-' 
, " 
" ... 
:J 
~, :~ 
,:... 
conservative, :1 ts curl must vnnish_ ~~~~. (I nslde t.~e 
-.:. 
solenoid, the curl of E does not vanish Q ) 
From Faraclay IS LSiAJ , it also follo~v8 tho. t the magni tude 
of the eleotx'io field vectol" outslde the solenoid is invel'l-
8e1y proportional to the radial distance from the centre of 
+1-:9 solenoict o By considering a closed p~th of suitable 
anape$ or by direct differentiation, it .is easy to shew that 
this result is consistent with the curl of ~ bFinS ZJ:O out-
side the solenoid. )?rom more advanced e> dct.Jl:"omagnetic theory, 
1 t :'-8 possible to 8ho~i tl1at the iivector po'itentlal H of the 
magnetic field of the solenoid. doer;; .llQ.l vanish .~,:'tsi0..,: th!-.. 
"...,;. 
solenoid (cf Feynman et a1 1964, Scott 1959) , although B does, 
I n ~5.ny i nd:uc b",'_ elec t.:~i c fi sId, tJ1.e magni tude of Eat a 'poi nt 
is given by the partial time derivative of the vector poten-
tial at that point; applicability of this result to t.'1.e pres-
ent exe.mple confirms the result stated above, and provides an 
al terne.ti""e way of concei vlng of tne production of t)J.e Ino.uced 
~lectric field, viz. the changing vector potential at e. point 
"sets up" an electrlc field there. 
? • 20. 6 T.he fi eltJ. co nc e pt a no~ e Ie c t rO)~1agne ti c i ndua ti on 
..... a ..... 1ICI\Q1$:i4llti: qp. "'i:41Q l$4:at1U1al 
Is tJJ.e pupil 1n need of any fUl'lther " explaru1tion lf of the 
phenomenon considered in the previ6us section? See.rs (19630) 
considers that the main puzzle for students ls ho,,, t:'1e elec-
trons in a 1-1ire loop surrounding e. region of chenging flux 
"get the mess8.ge t11.8t something is going on" in the source 01"' 
magnetic flux. In Sear-G 9 S vi e1'1, thi 8 puzzle is solved for 
the student once one has dravln a ttention to the existence of 
the inctuced electric field; it 1s the latter tvhich eccele-
rates the electrons Rnd so gives them the message that some-
tning 1s goinc; on elsewhere. On this View, there would be 
no need to take the di scu8sion further than i,rfe have taken 1 t 
above. But 80m8 may still be puzzled: ~ does s. cn.anging 
/magnet1c. e , • ~ 
, ',,' 
, ,~ 
.. ~~. 
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m8.e;netic field produce en electric 1'1e1(17 Is the question 
corl")octly pu t, in. Hny ell se? 
ins thl?t 1·J.t1ile electrostatic fields I1Hve an obvious IIcB-use n, 
namely the mere presence of excess charGe on an object, and 
magnetic fields Cl:1n cleftrly be £:1 8sociated \",1 th current-cPx'r~y-
1 YI;~ circuits, the induced electric field seems to I'epresent 
e. fux'thel" de~ree of B.bstraction - it arl.,ses \ilhen a. magnetic 
fleld che.nges, and there seems to be no obv'i.?usllme' .... '~1f-')'18ml! 
link:tng tne t'V10. It is natural to -icry tr; v1(.'\\;; the pl"o"blem 
in these terJ1s, and those wh.o wish ~GO Tn.ake the att.empt st:oul,d 
be asked to look at hO'Vl the magnetic field :ts n,03e 'L,:: Ch[{;<?;ec. 
As Ed\vnx'ds (1965) puts it» 11, ~, the flux-linking rule gives 
no lnf0~rmatio~! a.bout the physical mechanism of induction un-
til 1tfe .. inquire hOi/.] 1 t is the.t t.ne function ~ [magneti',:} flUX] 
comes to be changing"o The resul t of the inquiry can be in-
corpore te(l into the follo't,vinr,account of the 81 tuation:-
T11e I!changing megnetic fleld lJ of the type unctel'l diseussion 
is procluced by a chAnging curl"ent. If a current is changing, 
the drift velooity of the free ch8.rr,es responsiblE.l for it 
"f, 
must be changing; 1.8, the Dvernged-out motion of the free 
charges must be accelerP.l,te..§., not uniform motion, It tUl'tns 
out that tJ18 force exerted by an f.!.CLQ..Ql..~ chBrged l;D.rticle 
on a stationt3.~J cl:1.are;ed particle is not the same 88 tnat which 
"lould be preclicted by Coulomb' s La\~T. It is this extra. 0011-
tribution tc, the electric. force arlsi!1..g f·rom the acceler8. tioD. 
of tne chargeo. particles "itlhich corresponds to the induced 
electric field associAte~ .. .1!ill tne ch8.nging magnetic field. 
From tnis "action-at-e.-diste.nce" account, it might seem 
thet it is not 8trict~y correct to refer to the changing 
magnetic. fi elC: !lproducing I!, lfer68tlng If, II set ting Upll or IIgene-
rating" the induced electric fieldo Instead uT11e induced. , 
electric field f':u1d the varylng magneti c field have a common 
cause in the P8St, namely, moving CJ~18Pgesll (Rosser 1963bJ. 
/Should ••• ,>~ 
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Should on8, then,diEcourage theuS8 of such expressions as 
lie. cha nging m[~gnetlc field prociuces en electric fleld 'i or 
!fa chanBing electric field produces D mp.gnetlc fielcl"? 
WartuX'ton (1954) he.s strongly urged this) Rncl specificelly 
suggested t~8t the relation betvieen the re.te of chn.nge of 
~;~ flux and the strenr;th of the a8socl~ted megnetio 
field should be derived directly from the motions of the 
cher[:es proc1.ucing roth fiel(1~<> 
lng tIlls a.tti tude appears to be 1'11s belieJ' that J·\8.xvlell Us 
18 smoothed-over" field theory alleged.ly suppresses eert:ain 
aspects of electromagnetic theory e;.'ggestive of ",:.""8 be.:lis-'" 
.-"" 
.; .~ 
tic emiusiol1 of re.d18 tion. ) If it were practicable and 
helpfuJ.. all,raYb to re:Zer induced electric and magnetic field.s 
be.ok to" the motion of the charges frora \\rhioh they ult~mately 
derive, then there would be a CRse for adopting these sugges-
tio!:.s. The prActice 1 9i tua tion is very different, h01'v"ever. 
ppysical content is often expressed by the phreses under dis-
cusslon, CBn be used to derive formula.e 1'-1h1011 relnte t!1.e 'Y, 
electric and magnetic f~. elds 8 t A point to the motions of 
charr;ed. particles. (It is t 1 is derlvHtion ~vhich lies behind 
.!c] .... J.e "e:.r\.:~~lcqnr.d~ion'f 0....:01" thE ir'..-:!"ced eleotric .olD el..:3 rri":'en ' n tbe ~ ~ . ~ v . 1 ~ ,lJ ..... { ,,1 . I...<. t~ v J.. .• 
previous pD.roEl"[-lp.h. ) These fOT'IT.ulo.e B.re undoubtedly useful 
they B.re appliect to the 801u tion of certa.in problems concern-
ing electromer,netlc r8dle.t;ion. - but it is t"eir to 88y that 
for many r-hysicigt8, the habitual approBch to problems in 
electromagnetism 1s by vray of the fielo~ equa.tlons. It is 
na turf! 1 the tit should be so 11 for the equD tions are 80 simple. 
But is not this Dpproach "nx·tificial tf , ccnoea.llng the 
"resli tylf of tIl.e 81 tUEltion, whic11. lies in the interactions 
between oharged particles? One~ 8 answer to a question like 
thi s will depend on the view one has of the "reali tyll (or 
othervJise) of elec trio end magnetio flelds. vi.hen one pau ses 
.' .. i 
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to consiu.er the statu.s of other llab,str8ct ii conc~pt8 in 
physics, such as energy, one should certainly heei tete before 
attemptlnp; to deny 't reRll tylt to t.he electrio ~nd magnetic 
field concepts o These concepts occupy p centr~l position 
in an established physical theor~y; for this reason ~lone one 
might feel justified in fl sari bing as much 1!1"E'~li ty't ~~o them 
as to ·other ph;)tsicnl concept9~ including" elect:'::'c charge. 
Feynma.n et al (1963) ht."'ve ".'E'y';.rked "tha J ; If •• L{ the laws of force 
are so cUl!!pllce.tf,J. th..e.t it tUI"ns ,out thnt the fielcls h8.ve a 
l"eality that is almost independent of the o-bjects which create 
them •• G If the force uP\.J ': 8orii~ chr .l.1ge ~h;~ .. ;end8 upon v-There ano-
ther cha.rge 'VJ'fiS yestero.ey, wi11ch i t doe':i~ th0D '-1e need machi--
nery to keep track of whe.t went on yestet'f~ay, and the t 1s the 
charecter of the field. So 'V;hen the forces get more compli-
eated, the field becomes mor'e and more real, and this tech-
I 
n1Flue [the separation of B. particle - particle interflction 
into two parts - ~particle A creates fieldl and 'field acts 
on particle B'] becomes lese pnd les8 of en artificial sepa-
ration u• We would prefer to say here that the r~61ity of 
the fielcLs beoomes more e.md more ap-oarent es' the' "forces get 
........ ! ..... _..,~ .... _t~ i 
more complicated". However, the message of the quotntion is 
clear: \'Then vie have to cleel w'ith compllc8ted situptions in 
electromagnetism, we ctl11 have a simple bpsiR for the descri-
ptlon of 1':-hat happens, ne.mely the behB.vioux" of tJ.18 field8, ancl 
in such situations we are yarticularly conscious of the ijreal~ 
i ty II of the fields. 
Without becoming dogmatic on this question, we can at 
least state that there are no secure grounds for relegating 
the "field" description of particle-partiole interactions 
to 9 10\1'61' status than thDt of an Ilaction-at-l'/dlstence n des-
cription o..lrectly in terms of forceso it'li t.h this in mlnd, 
'tAle can n.o~-] mFlke the follo1ving points concern1nG tXle elementary 
tee.ching of ele9tromngnetic induotion and matters relstect to it: 
1(1) ••••• 
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(i) It iG U8UD lly much more conve r.~ (-nit to (lescri be thp pro-
eeS8ts of electromAgnetic inductlc'n :In terms of megnetic Dnd 
electric fields then of forces bet~eon ch~rEe8o There i 8 
nothing 'iTl'one; i;ri th deGcribinp~ or thin.k.ir.g of thes~~ Pl"'009SSes 
1 n these terms, and the obviou8 pnd indeed the only prn ctical 
'frey for a teaoher to make qu~nti t~tive 8ense of thf":'~~ pro-
ceSS8S for 11.is :pupils is to do so In ter~.l1s of t>.,.., fleldG and 
.... 
have to l~nderEtnr.d. them entil'!ply in terms of the field con-
cepts. ~or him to be :1eca.~) for +.hiL ""'xperience, tie must "be 
femillar vrt th the desc:rlptior~ of electl '.r·\agn~tlc inductton 
in terms of fiolC\,.§. 
(1ii) 1£ we adopt Rosser's (1963b) view that "the induced 
electric field Bnd the vRrying magnetic field have a common 
cau se in the po st, nnmely, moving chare;es", then iNe 'I'\4',rould 
hElve to insist thAt to spepk of a changing mR.gnetlc field 
Ifsettinc; Uplf, IIcr-eating", "producine;" or "gen€?rFlt1ng fl ~n 
electric field. is not strictly correc"t, 3n6~ t~1nt it iiTould be 
better to say that the one field 1s the other. 
But 1'<:'e have reasoned a.Dove thnt the fifield/J d(~8Cript1on of 
electromasnetlc processes does not necessarily heve a lower 
claim to validity th8n an "actlon-e.t .... A.-c1.istpnce ll descr1ptlcn 
in terms of interacting chal"'ges; 8nci in thf; fl'es8ilt inst~nce 
there 88e1.18 to be nothinr.; ~to prevent one taking the vie1i': that 
1r-lhat hc.ppens in electromagnetic ind.uction is thnt the changlnc 
riH3.gnetlc fields associeted vii th tne accelerating 0111.11")ge8 .8e .. ~ 
~ the lnJuced elec tri c fields. There seem s to be no i·[8 r of 
estrl~liG'.1ing tjJP 8ufericri :'~r Cif one or' otl.ler of' these c't8sCI"ip-
tions by experiment. (In this connectio~, see also Section 
7. 21., 2. ) TJ1e teacher v.:110 prefers to be cAutious 11ere could 
8r?y the. t "1 t fo1101'18 from. FA ppda;y-' 8 La'v! of Blec tron~ngnetic 
/I ndu c tion ••.. 0 
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Induction thnt 1ivhenever 'VIe have a c~1ClngiDg magn~tic field in 
e cerate.in region of space, there 'N'ill be an induced eiectrlc 
field in that reBion, ~ This is a factual statement which 
could be accOJ.11 . l11oda ted within ei tner vie'V'l of the phenomenon. 
( Of. the ft neu traIl! ti tIe of the present sec tion. ) On the 
other hand, the teecher ~Tho prefers to say thf1t rftJ-:.: .. changing 
megnetlc field. produces the electx!)10 f'iei.o." Cfl!1~..;t be e.ccusect 
might be d. very t'J.e'f.\L!L prop for l=;upils to cling to at this 
stage, antI at the very least it repl'lesents a defensible point 
of view. 
(iv) It is natura.l enough tha t B. pupil ,:1::'t~ul!~ be curiour-J abou+: 
the "physical mechanism" of electroTI1agnet::.c induction, as ,,,'6 
ha.ve suggested B.t the beginni ng of this section. To sB.tlsfy 
thi s curiooi ty,- lone ,£.9u1.('1 give the 1";Upl1 the nee tion-a t-a.-
dl r:;te nee explanation 11 oi ted above of the ol"'igi n of induced 
wleotric fields, but at the same time one should make clear 
to him that the details of the foroe set up by a oollection 
of movlng chv.rges on (3 station8ry charge £1.1"e obtai,ned in p:r8.C .... 
'Y. 
tice from application of the field equ2tionB~ Thus there is 
bu t 11 ttle comfort to be gained from this lI~tXp18_nationu; :l t 
pre8ents an al tarne ti ve view of tne phenomenon, but 1 t ~,jould 
be too much to SB.y thp.t it is the ntx''J.e It vie"trJ', 
7.20,7 Self .... induction 
~.. ........1IQI!t ..... ~ 
This is an lmportent aspect of electromagnetic induction 
1~ihich cannot be ignored" even 1 n an elementary course, since 
it leads to the concept of energy stored in the magnetic field 
and is essential to tne derivation of the equation relating 
the input ar:(l ·output voltf-lges of D. tr8nsf'orr.ner to its turns 
re tio. Self-ind.uotion is best intro(lu~ed e:r.:perlmentnlly. 
\,11 th obs81"'Vation of tJ1.e 810\1; rise of current 8't'li tcJ1ed on In, 
·'S8.y. a lare;e electromagnet, and of ''It"let h8.ppens \'111en the cir-
cui t 1 s broken, In analysis of 'wha t is observed, 1 t can be 
/ explal ned • ., • II ., 
, .' 
, ... 
i 
.' 
f .. 
..... 
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explf1inecl tJ.:.at an inc1uced Sl,fF, op.t;oG.lte in oenGe to tl1f~ poteD .. -
tial difference rpplied to toe electromPGnet, is preserit in 
tne calls of t118 magnet ivhile the curre::1t grO'h~S in view of 
the cna nge in the flux Ii riked. by tl'le ~oi18, B.ncl tIle effec t 
of tnis inuuced E!·:F is to ensure tJ1Rt 1',t:1ile the current is 
incree 83.ng not Hl1 tne ene:t~r:Y 8upplied to tne coilr: ., G d.ls-
slpated as inter~Hl energy in them. 
inc up ttle mDc;net.·'\J f.li?lfl of the coil. 
is stored and can l}e reco~jt?rpd 1s d.el'10:r.strp teel w.hen the oi r-
can cause nn impres8ive spnrk across tne ~ontact8 of tne 
8vll tch.' If a neon inc.lcB-to:r lr-nnp is conneoted a.cross the 
terminals of tJ1.e magnet, it viII light up bl"ief'ly 't'lnen the 
switch in tne circuit is opened. 
7.20.8 The dynamo end alternating carrent 
-..wilCW¢l =QT. It q', ar-....... ~III'I'di~. • 'IPL.." .. ~
These topiCS will hBve been studied qualltetjvely in the 
j unlor years. If ne wisned,8 teacner could ShOW a brigh~ 
group of pupils that tne ~!F ~enerated in a simple A.C. dy-
r:.amo must vary SintlGoid~lly ~~3.tn time, by pointinG out t!1Ct 
tne cOJ:lponent perpendlculnr to th.C magnetic field of tl:1.e vel .. ~ 
oel ty of the appropriate pal"ts of the rotor mU8t vary \,!1 th 
time in this way. 
7 "'0 9 .. :"'"'_'~11e trn '''''sPo ")'~'1' e ~ 
• t..-. _: _~;;,.......::..;l-::. 
Expl,?nD. tion of the pri:0clple of opera tion of the trR ns= 
former should present no difficulty, provided t~nt t~e dis-
perly 010.11 11'1 eel earJ1e r. " :~0 In derl vinp .. : the catlDtion -2. mI ~ 
.. V 1 ::1 
(the syrnbols l'lave obvious mea.ninS'~8), t~.le assumptions rrlDde 
··shoulcl "DO clearly stnted, viz. tll.at the treDsforlner is so 
/des1gned ••••• 
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designed. thDt t11e same mBgnetiC" flux links each turn of the 
prlmflr;)T and tl:le secondary, Flnd that the l"'esistnnces of prl ..... 
L\@ ~ 
mary end seconrlary coils m8Y be neglected. Let .6t be the 
rate of change of fl~x in eech turn of t~e primpry end 880-
ondnry. Then, since the induced E~FiS in the turns of eRch 
col1 are in 8e:[1'ie8 8.nd must add, it follow's th8,t ths ~-
i 'I\'T 6. :'rj inducQ.S1 Ei·iF in the pri:nBr;y'" call s 1',1 n'~ end t;",,,' inducecl 
17'''I,f/F i~' diN L\S1? -, tl t.J.. i 
J!Jj," n L{18 secon:;ny s 2 -,!IT J.' ~ J".,;: 1. ns... en va neou s po ~en-
l~l.D.l dli'I\:,H'len0$ e)'lJ1!cd to the prim!J.ry is V1 , then t1:1is must 
be numerioa11y equal to Nl ~~' if the resistanoe in the pri-
mary 1s negligible. 
potential difference Vo 8crO£3 it must Hence 
~ 
V2 = ~r) G • 
Vi Ni 
It should be argued from the Prin0J..ple of CO~1ser"'" 
va tion 'Of Energy tha t the out;pu t pow'er from the secondary 
must be les8 than or equal to the inpu t pO'tver to the prim.ary 
V 
SO! tne t, at best 12 :: v~ i1 
Appl:tcations of the tXlanefol"'mer have for lone been a. 
ste.ndarcl feature of syl18.buses and tJ1.e stande.x-d dlsctlss:tons 
of them (10 not seem to contain any note'VITol'lthy errors. "f , 
Accordingly~ we shell not consider them here. 
7.20,10 .l~.ltex'lnRting current cjArcults 
~4F "'~b~JWfA ~
In view" of tl1.e ubiqui ty of A, C" it is highly desirable 
for PUpils to recei ve some sort of introduction, chiefly ex-
perlmental J to the rUdimeqts of t!1e theory of A. C~ circui te, 
I t would be easy for pupils to carry out an experlm(~nt to 
ahOl; the efrec t of t~e inclusion in an A. CO circul t of indue.,.. 
tors and capacitor8~ For thi 8 purpo 813) a ls.mp coul:i sel"'ve 
as indicator of the current; a more 80phisticated indicator 
could be an oscilloscope connected 80 as to show t~e variation 
of potentlB.l d.ifference across 8. resistor in the oircui t. 
The contrast bet'\veen the behaviour of these c:trcui t elements 
lin ....• 
- ., 
i 
;,:1 
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in A.C. and D.C, clrcults enn be broucht out; a capacltol'l 
doe 8 not "block" 81 ten'lna ting curr'ent, W}.1erep 8 it does do 
this to direct current; an inc1uctoJ~ has a much bigger effect 
on alternating current than it would have on direct current 
estnbli shed in the same cUl"'frent, Also, it can be shown that 
the inclusion of 8. capacl +':1"1 or an inductor- in an A, C. clr .... 
cui t vl111 redu,;8 ti.1e c;".:~·J.~ent, just as the inclusion of e. 
ff'9U~.'~"": r8~<.8t!'.·lce would, so that eapacitors .... ~nd inductors can 
D-e snid to have II :property al1fllogous to resiste.nce. I t is 
import,.an~; to point ou t tn.a t the energy conversions th~t take 
energy conversic n in H resistor-. 
It can be briefly indicated that variations in current 
are not in step v!it}, varintions in potential difference in 
inductors nnd c~paci tors, and this CRn be demonstrated w'i th 
the use of a current of very low frequency ( 1 Hz) and centre-
zero indicating instruments. Tl1e reasons tOl .... the distinotive 
behavlour of .lnductors a.nd c8pr-lci tors in A. C. oirc,6i ts aDn 
"f, 
.:7"~"1.~. 
, .. , ...... , 
..... , 
..')',; 
",'-:;" 
, -'~ 
, . .-.r 
·'.x 
be briefly explained; charge enn flovJ' into ,~nd out of a cap- ';:. 
aci tor, an(l t11e potentia,l difference across an inductor must 
depend 0:1 tl'le rHte of change of flux :1..n i t, \~jh:tch. in turn "vill 
depend on t.he ra te of che nge of cl~rrent!) 
Tne use of a lAmp 88 en indioator of current gives a clue 
to the way in "iv-hich currel1t end potent:i.al difference oen be 
measured in A, C. cireui tG to It should be obvious to pupils 
that 1tThile an oscilloscope could be used to measure maximum 
values of these quanti ties, it would often be more convenient 
to use some ktnd. of neter 1nsteed, Bnd that t'1e kind of meter 
used cannot be the conventional D,O. ammeter or voltmeterr, 
Before (leoiding on the ki.nd of meter t~··l!?tt should be used it 
is necessary to decide wh~t It ls to measure; if it is to be 
/some •• , •• 
.':" 
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some 801"t of "nverpp;~ vCllue" of the c'.).rrent or Po d." hovr. is 
t 11 i 8 ElV e lY~ get 0 bed e l' :1 n e cl? 
ordinarily meant by "nverpge'!l Ii sil~ce t~1e evernc;e value (in 
the u8ual sense) of ~ sinu801dftl alternating curxllent or pot-
entinl clifference is zero "{\Then evalu8ted over Fin inte~J:al 
number of cyc],.'GJ For 'rr~ny prpc tical purposes i t w'ould 
1'Tould produce the same p01lter dlssipctlor: in purely resistive 
circuit elements as tne actual currents or p.d. 1 8 • In a 
resl...;tol' uhoc"=l resistence d.icl not depend (,11 t:1.e r;urrent~ the 
equlvHl€~nt DeC. val'/.e of the t':terr!r~~1.ng cur!lent in it wf)ulcl 
sim}.'lly bc tne a verege value of the .§.9..u .. ?r...e:. of the CU1"1ren t, 
, 
teken over a \'Tl1ole number of cycles, or "root menn squpre If 
current. \'}'ithout their hRvlng to go into the details of the 
rela tion 1)etueen the R. :v!. Se B nd peAk VD lue 8 of ctJ.l"'".rent 8-nd 
potentiHl difference, the ffiAt,l,1enu"ltlcs of which viII be beyond-
them, ~tpi18 should know that A.C. ammeters And voltmeters 
are cuotomarily calibrated to read R.M.S. velues, and they 
should kno~'T something of the principle of operp.tJ..on of t,hese 
instruments, e. g. IIhot-1!rlre" J !ll1'10vine;-iron" ~nd ,l;thermoco'J.ple" 
meters. In this connection the US8 of orQinRry moving-coil 
instruments in conjunction 1,ti th rectif1el~s to mCDeUl"le a1 tel"i-
nfl-tins CU1'll"cnts end voltp,ges S110ulcl ['_180 be mentioned, since 
these ax'e nO'l'1adays in comm0n use, 
7.20·11 The :lncluction coil 
This topic - n no ther cur-l'y-over from trad.l ::;:~onBl 8y11o.-
tUS0S but per~iips worthy of inclusion bec8.use of its use in 
motor-vehicle el~lne8 - is still liste~ in the Common Besic 
Byllabuses; It 18 discussed ~1ere prl~1ci'pal1y b8ca~se of the 
port ployecl by the cn.pDC~_ tor connec"te(1. in parallel D.cross 
/the ..••• 
,'( 
• 
.... 
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the "pointe It in the primary circui t. The stAndard textbook 
B.ccount of thls a~pect of the behavio1J.l-' of the' lnduction coil 
is nlong t r1e following lines: " ••. for a short time after 
opening the conte.cts current continues to flow chargi ng up 
tJ1e ca.paci tor. This gives time for the contacts to move 
fp~ enough apart fox' Brcing not to occur" (Bennet 1968). 
'J.'.i.lls is C81"te,inly part of the story, and,,1-,Tould be adequate 
as far as pupils w'ere concerned, but tea.cher .. !3 li11gh':, Y.~.':'~l1t;O 
kn01'! a Ii ttle more abo'll t 1 t~ 
durlne; the I1bre8,k U J tne primary cl1"eui t is €ssentlally an 
"08cl11ntory U circuit consisting of tln incluctenl2'(, enG. It 
capacitance in sel"~ies and, provided that the sffeeti ve resis¥" 
tance In this ~ircuit 1s small enough, conditions exist'in 
this circuit for damped oscillations of current (and p.d.) 
to be set ·up. Because these oscillations are extremely 
rapid, tl1e induced EHF in the secondary ca.n 8. tta.invery lal'~ge 
peek values • (Pe,ge and l\dams (1931) have une.lysed thJ.s 
situation in some detail.) 
7.20.12 Inter-change of energy betueen electric a,nd magnetic 
___ .0 ...,....,... ..... , .... ii¢&£1tSIk rlil 1*IF L4....,~ ..... , ... P44.AII"'IaIIIIr .... 
fie.\rl~ 
Reference \\Tas m8.de 1.n the previous section to the be11.a-
viour of an "oscillatory!1 circult cont8.inlng an inductanoe 
and a capacitance in series. It is useful for~ the pupil to 
understand the action of tnls commonly-useel clrcult from the 
vi evJpoint of the 1nterch8nge of energJ. ,He fllready kn01.ATS 
about energy stored in elect~ic and magnetic fields end the 
phenomenon of self-induction" and this should form en edeque.te 
be. 0 kgrolJ. nd. Suppose that a previou81~r .... charged capp,~i tor is 
ellO~'Jed to disch.arge through f3. coi~ (assumed to have negllgi-/;, 
ble reslstance)e BeCD-USB of th.e effect of self-induction, 
the currcJnt 18 1ni tiBlly zero; it then bul1(ls up gradUB.lly 
/untll ...... 
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until the oapacitor 18 co~pletely discharceds 
. nIl tne energyoricirinlly stored in the elect~lc field of the 
capacltor has been transferred to the masnetlc field of the. 
coil. Self-induction keeps the current going in the seme 
direction, tl1.·3 current decref1sing in mngnitude until the cap-
acitor is charged up to th~ initlnl extent but in t~e opposite 
r'r-'t~.(. r1el r,,: tc t:18 electric field egain. I~ this Ide~lized 
enex~gy ;;·!ou:l.d go on inc1Aflni tely; 1n pl ... qctice the un8voidnb1e 
·p:r·:.-,~,~nc,:, of ... ·,;slstBnce in the circuit Ltf' it 1s not supercon-
i· 
duct~ng!) mear( that enerGY is constRntly being d1881p~ted sa 
intern81 enerGY I.n tne clrcui t, 80 ttlf't:: tf su;'~~ o8clllBtions 
ere to ~e maintained, energy will have to be supplied to the 
clrcui t to compensa te fox" the energy that 1s "lost II e sinter-
; 1 
nal enerGY. (Of course, if tne frequency of oscillation is 
high enouCh, there will elso be appreciable energy lost from 
tni s circul t by radifl tlon. ) 
There are a number of mechanicnl annloC;lc8 for th.e bo-
havlour of this circuit; the oscillations of a mASS suspended 
la tirg on its nxis, or even the 0 GCillnt10ns of [) sirnple pen·"" 
dulum. The damped 0 8cillr- tlons c. f potentlnl clifference in 
e circuit like ~hi8 can be displnyed on the screen of en 08-
cillo8oope. If an f\uc1io~frequency 0 scilltl tar \,"1 tt.1 A "8qt1c.re-
tvave Qutput Co? (1 te Bpplie<1 vin .a. se1Tli···conductcr cli.o;:.1e to 8. 
connected in series. The p.d. across the resi8tor~ intiuc-
tor or cepDcito:t."l CPll be f1:t.:Pl1ed to the Y-input tel'11rd .. nJ)ls of 
the oscilloscope. 
/7. 21 .• ~ •• 
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\'later \-,"B.ves and longitudinal end tl')ansverse v:'aves on 
springs and stretched strings Cfll1 be observed directlj'" end 
are thus susceptlble of direct study, 1'l11e11 88 e only the effects 
of souncl end electromaGnetic ,·;aves can .~'';; or;serv8.,J. In prfl.c .... 
as :l t is easy to visu'?'liz!e lo.ngiiudiIlal 1V8,Ves being propagateo. 
in solids and liquids ~ n mt'\."'~: the 8aF'~ i!Ttly 8.S they nY'e ppopa-
gaterl alone springs, and it i·~J l1ke'Hise:~a8y to visualize 
them being propagated through a gas confL :.lminc to the mi... .. :~l 
provided by the kinetic theory. :LJo such simple physical pic-
ture is available to anyone wishing to explBin the pr10pagB.tion 
ofr electromagnetic 1>iSveB. In this case, the disturbance that 
I 
I is propaga teet :1.s a· change in the electric and. ma.gnetic fielcls 
at a point in space, and. those v.rho -v. ... ish to explnln ,·;hat is 
hS·Pr.;ening must c10 so in terrIlS of these 1')e1a. tively ~bstra.ct 
concept s. It is scarcely 8ul"'prisinc;, therefore, thnt until 
quite recently this topic h88 either not been included in 
elementary physics syllabuses or, if it has, tea.chers have 
been expected to r,i ve i t only n most perfunctol~Y tr'ea tment. 
And yet it is natural for pupils to feel curious 8.bout a 
phenomenon of llhich they he8r so r.1uch and which is of such 
.. 
general impox'te.nce; end:l t 1s equally naturAl for the keen 
~eacher to want to explG.in it to his pupils .. But in the 
past» such D. teacher y.Jill have been handioBpped by the laek 
of an a.ccoun.t of electromAgnetic ~·m.ves ,v:hich W8.S a t once con ..... 
vincing, easily understood Bt p.n elelJentt~ry level, 8.nd read ..... 
ily avnl1nblo to himQ Nor did the a ttl tude of the p18.nne:rs 
of syll~bu8es encour9ge the 'emergence of such an account • 
.. . The Physical Soience Study Commi ttee are therefol"le to be con-
. 
gra tula ted on taking the bold step of includine this topic lh 
/their ...... 
'1"'.,,' 
. ~., 
. I 
their course and on n1nklng a cere!lJ.l1y considered a ttem.pt to 
. . 
produoe in their textbook the kind of account 6f' it thf't 18 
As we shall see, thi 8 a tt empt vT8 8 no t vii thou t 
minor erl10rs in exposition 't·jhicJ1, ho't'TeVer, the p~S.S.C. were 
quick to rectify in the second edition of their textbook~ 
(It is pleasant indeed to be able to record an instance of 
,t:J::'ompt eLction beinp, taken to pl"l6vent the" perpetuntion of a 
fe.ul ty trnQ:t tion in the tee chi ng of a branch: of ph~- r;:l ::;-.. ;.jo 
... 
Whet t appro8.ch shculo. be Dc101')te(i in t:r·" J. r"f: to ·explain the 
propagation of"' elec trome.gnetic \ciT8VeS in an el'ement·l3.ry physlcs 
course? Before it beoame an accepted practicE.:. 1-;0 i~.,~lud:: 
this topic in such courses, e. nu.mber of elementa.ry tex:book,s 
~ nd pO'r, l"""l '~.- 1-,., "I"rl--lt t o. .I...~1 ctl. '- .11l\. [; SO",, &J. 0 
ation fpom a dipole antenna to which a rapidly-alternating 
potential.differenoe is applied. (One of the best of these 
accounts is to be found in Rogers (1900.).) They descrlbed 
the formation of closed-loop lines of force' in the electric 
field of the antenne. encl l"'lepresented these a.s being pushed 
out by ne~'r lines of force creeted at the antenna, ,/ NO~l "fan .... 
, "f . 
clful u a.ccounts of this kind (the ac1jective :18 Rogers's) oe.n 
help to make t11e idea of elec trom&gnetio waves seem plausible, 
but they 1-'8.188 D. very big question: ho'tN' do V.re knoT,,; th.8.t tl'18 
Ilnes of fo:pce really d.o tasna.p off't the antenna as. closed loops? 
In other' 'N'ords, can electromf't.gnetlc disturbances really tra-
vel tl1.rough space and if ~o, how do they start off and hOvl do 
.. 
These are the iS8ues which are really fun-
damental and vri tn vlhicl1 eny trea tment of the subj eat, even B.n 
elementary one, ought to concern i tselfo 
electrio fi~ld 
It i 8 imposei ble to expla in the propaga tion of electro-
magnetlc ~vaves without reference to Eaxv.rell t 8 UTJ1.eOl"'1em DfI, 
viz, that e. magnetic field is associated with (or "produced 
Ibyfi 
/ " • !t CI .. 
, .~; 
:::r:t 
')] 
lit 
~~:: 
;. ~. ~:.. 
• '> 
i 
,.' ~ 
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a 
by" )/chancins electric field 9 or, P~B l':a.x\'iell himself put it, 
"~vhen the electrIc dlsplncernent increases or dimln1s1:1ee, the 
effect is equivalent to thRt of an electric current in the 
positive or neGative dir'ection n (T~ax1'J'ell 1868, quotecl by 
Bork 19630 See also article 610 of !~ax\"telll 8 IfTIleatise on 
Elee trici ty a.nd l:agneti sm If, 1881,,). U nclers te. nda b 1 :'" enou gh, 
""', ~
book to make this idea plf"1~8:" >J.e i1'~ te~:'Y,jS of/simple (l1ypothe-
" 
/~.1.cal) ex;;;ey-lli"!ent V.I ,£,. lnvestigBtion of the magnetic flelcl 
near a chare; ed capaci torv.rhich 18 slow'ly ell scn.arging on 
account of slight ionJ..·,~'=-ltl(..~, 0f ::~e ~t~.'~ bet~ieen its ple.tes .. 
According to these au thors, tl1e magnetl\:~ field produced by 
the motion of the ions bet'tll}"een the plc_'te-r':t vlhlch constl t1,;.tes 
a currept, would be exactly cancelled by an opposing magnetio 
fielcl set up by the changing .§,;If:.ctrj-.9.. flux bet't.;een the pla.tes. 
I~ prlnciple, this oe ncellation of the magnetic flelcl of the 
I 
flovling ions shoulc1 be observ!1ble but, as the p.SoS.C. authors 
explain, tl1.e prectlca 1 difflcultieG iiJould be for,midable o 
However, as French and Tessman (1963) have po1nte~!out, the 
above argument is erroneous. Suppose one tries to calcul-
.... 
ate the value of B at a point in the field of a circuit con-
taining the capacitor, 'i,hen 1 ts chnrging or discharging cur-
. 
rent is SlOl'lly varyln.-g 01" Hiquasl-8teady") as in the above 
eXB.mple. On the face of it, one should do this by using the 
Biot-Save,rt La1v, taking l~to account the contributions from 
the actual moving charges in tl1e circuit and from tIle chang-
t ng €lectl~ic :(ield of the capacitor. (Obviously an approac,h 
of this kind lay be11inc1 the reasoning of tne p. So S. C. aut110r's~) 
118 VB1'lioU8 [l'l(,tnors l1t1.V8 sno',tln, tt18 "cur-I" of tJ:1e "displace-
!TIent current densi tyll is negligible in quasi-steaclY condl tions: 
..M 
from v-!hlctl it follo'\-J9 t.nDt the net contribution to B from 
Q11 parts of tne changing electric field must be n8g1igible, 
if vle calculate this contribut:ton 't-vlth the Aid of tJ1.8 Blot ..... 
/SeVDrt. " ••• 
"::.1 
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.§.e ...... Y!l,r.t'" LHJ! (Frenell. and Tessman 1963, Purcell 1965, R08ser 
19G8a.) " Therpfore ~e can Bccount for the magnetic field 
associated with this circuit by applying the Biot-Savart Law 
solely to the real currents in it, i.e. to the currents 
....... _nsw ..... 
associa ted vli th moving Charges. TJ:lis means that there can 
be no "magnetic field of +,,:~ displacement current U vlnich can 
cancel tl1.e contrltutiJ)'(. ~o the field fl~qm tne ion8 moving 
Gleaply OT.e ce nno tappeR 1 to thi 8 kina. 0 f tnougrlt ex ..... 
perirfte:nt as a. justification of Hnxwe111 8 hypothesis. In 
the sec·,rta c:-.Jtlon of the P.S,BnC" textbook (1965), the 
faulty clisc .... 1.st.:.·)n of this phenoraenon has been replaced by a 
treatment bnseG:. ~n 1\mpere~ 8 Circui'GRJ. :, .. ""'1.v, i. o. the sta,ndard 
tre·9.tment given in intermediate CO~ll"8es and in },'l2xiiljell' 8 01V!1 
approach to the problem. 'In both editions of the p.S.S.C. 
textbook, tJ1.e final Bum:ning=u.p is that "Even today, the exis'-
tence of eloctromaGnetic v.taves, behaving just e.8 HaXirlell 
predicted, 1s t.he most convincinG proof of tJ18 ,equivalence 
betTl'reen current and the changing electric flux. II ,/ 
Tn.ere is an R spect of the above discusslon vJhich needs 
to be considel'led further, lest the ~"lrong impression be geined 
froT:) 1 t. We have referred to the proof thnt the magnetic. 
field of a IIq 1.'1.8.81- ntee dy" cnrre~lt cpn l)e nccounted for en-
tirely in terms of the moving cJ1.arges in 1 t. As Tricker 
(1969) has recently emp:,.~,~sized, t'1.is d.oee not meD n thRt the 
magnetic field ll~Ji to be accounted fOi.~ in tl1.i s 'f.tm.y, i. e. tl1a t 
the proof cited above establishes t.l~'?t the II clisplacernent 
current" cloe8 Dot or cnnnot produce a magnetic field in the 
nbove circu.lnb l;O noes. Trlcker~8 arcument may be rendered 
(e.nd expandecl) as fbllo't~r8: '" 
It oan be deduced from the applioation of the principle 
of relativity to t~:1e lav..T0 of electroDl::.gnetlsm that the mag-
netic field of a oharge q moving with a uniform velooity tt 
heving a magnitude very much les8 than the speed of light, 
/i s .•.•• 
t . 
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is [;1 von 1J/ t~1e fo rmL11e. 
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This 18 just t!1e Biot-Savart Law, \'.'i th the movll1C chnl"ge 
bel ng trca ted D-S a "current; element II q U. ~{e CDn have t'.-TO 
views of the origin of this field. We can say eit~er that 
tl1e movinr; charge is the Ii 801e oric;ino. toxdl of t'1e field, or 
.... 
displf)ce~i1c~:t ::;-.. ;o':"'cnts" , ~.r: ,,;~>~lc!1 ,,'~' se "vne ;:'~ .. ' I;:, f'0rIl1ula for 
If represents the field pl1>od:~ced by t.he 1I\V'hole s~l"ste:.1~':1 !i:.'LOV-
As VDl'"'ious D.l1th.Oi'S, lnc2.uding Scott (1959) e.nd Rosser (196880), 
have .. J.10W:' .. ; ~ t is );.,·:-esible to cle,J.;"lce this formuln. by 'wQPking 
directly from liaxHell 1 8 equfl tions, in particular from the 
equetlon 1";;]1ch includes tL18 IIdispln.oement cur:r~entll terom. 
One miGht reasonably say thp.t in this npproP'c 11 to the cnIou ... " 
letion of t l18 field, one is treatin£; the "chanslng electrlc 
field fl T'esultin[~ from t11e motion of tJ:l8 charge PS the floricin~. 
a torI! of t.l:le maGnetic field. (ROBser himself firmly rcj ec ts 
this view: see below, this section.) We have no 11fl.y of tc-::l-
ling ~·l.hich of these vielV's of the origin of the field. lB 
IIcorrect fl ; e1 the!"' is consistent it'lith Doth theory and expel'i-
mente 
NOI.I}' "\fe consider· Rosserl s (1968a) proof t11at the magnetic 
field of r CLisplo.cement curl"ent crlnnot con~rlbute to tne mag-
netic field of a qUR sl-steady cUl'rent Q He bRses the proof 
on th.e electric and mnr;r."::ti:'"' fielcls pcssocieted 't",1 th. 9. single 
moving point chn r3e. Puttlnc ourselves in R08ser' s shoeo, 
we 'l<lould seem ini tiR 11y to heve to reD son thU8: lilt is P08-
sible th~t the mag~etic field of r slo~ly-mov!ng charge 1s 
the othC[l frena ttle diotri'bution of 'displacement curl~er:t8t 
assoclntec1 Hlth t.'1e vnT'.y"ing electr:l.a field of the movlng 
/e '11'3 O'~ce II . (-.L L.l • 
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~:8 uculd V1en use the Biot ... ·Snvnrt formul!1 to find 
the 18 ttcp co ntx'i1:lu t io 11, fl nel 8h.o·~{ 'thB tit mu st· SUi;'l' to' zero. 
This Kould 18[:,ve us 't'li t11 only t 11c contribution frOiTI t~e 
cha rge it self. The latter we would also obtain by u8in~ 
the Biot-Snvort fOl'bfr.ula. But as this is kno1'1!1 to Give the 
cOY'rect result for the 8.ctuAl field, it s.ho'J.ld not surpri se 
0",:' that the "displacement current" contr~bution8 to t~e field 
e.s cnlculnteC. frOl~1 tl::.e Biot-Spv~rt 1.,[:.'1/1 should 811m ~'("I ~. ";.{'o. 
II"'"IIit' cmu;oaarft'!.!If .- .... ~ .... ~ .... ~~~-~'i~-~..,*""'ll"i!I'...o;vM.'t " 
chOre;e J...Q tf~e sole opir,ln.'1tor of t~e maGnetic field,; as 
placement currents] to do in our initial essumptions." 
vJlJ.::l.t tili;;,.· "proof" really establlshes is thnt it Is' 
nwrODp; in principle" (to use Ro 8ser' S Oi.vn phl'~a se) to Hubs ti-
tu te the n·oispln.cement current II term into the Blot .... Sa.vart 
formula in oro~er to ce.lculs.te e. contrlbut:i.on to the mp.,gnetlc 
field from the displacement current. The correct method of 
finding such a contribution is to work directlyfl'bom l1flxHell& 8 
equrtlono; 88 alreedy noted, this ~ould lead us in the CDse 
of B sinsle moving cJ1~.re;e be.ok to tl1e above-quoted formula, 
only this time we could interpret the derivation as Imply1nz 
tl:1Bt the CJ1C1nc;inr, electric field of the moving chnr·ge is the 
If sole or:tgi{)[; t.orl! of the observec~ mDEnetic field. 
I t may be arGUed thfl tall thi 8 i 8 not of much prRctical 
interest, s).nee it is US1H':J~11y much Si;11pler to obtain the mag ..... 
netic fields of quasi-nteRdy curren~8 by correct use of the 
Biot .... SaVD.l't La1'1 tnar ... 'by ~'rorklng 1",i th displpcement currents 
and l·:exirell! s equntionc~ ~nci. the flDSv7Cl"l iF more Importnnt 
t h:1 n t ~1 e 17H y" -;. e in t e r p:c c tit. 
in reCD.!~d to II(l:lsplncement curre;'ltslf Dre those in vrhict'l con ..... 
di tiona a.re fnr frO~11 quRsi .... 8teec1y (e. e. rac1ia tion fx'om o8cil~ .... 
In tine Cl"l2·J'C8S); and here 'Vle T!lny Gxpuet to see map:netlc effeots 
/produced •. 0 • ~ 
( . 
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producecl by tne rApldly Changing electric fields o But this 
W8Y of describins. the lHtter 81 tU8tion '\'Jould still be found 
objection8.ble b:? Rosser (1963b, 1968n). According to him, 
"In itself, [tI1e displnc8ment current] pl~<1uces no magnetic 
field. It is D.8sociatecl with magnetic fields, only in as 
In"0h as both tJ1.e electric and magnetic field.s in a system 
e..elS8 from a common cBuse, namely t.l:1e moying cha.rges in the 
sye tem Q II 
in Section 7~20.6.) In fact, IIl.'~ is wro:J~') ih principle to 
say that the 1 displncement current'. fI ,produces a 1I1:~lgnet:.1c 
field" (both quotations from Rosser 1968a). 
tiona are, open to the same objections as were raised in 8eo-
tiOD 7.20.6 aC2inst Rosser's remarks concerning the origin 
of electromagnetically induced electric fields. 
and apparently cannot know whether ~~e magnetic field a88oci~ 
ated ,,;:i.t'J, a ch.anging electric field is IJreallylJ produced. by 
the acceleratlng charge or by tl1e changing electl"lic field. 
Elt'1er vievJ is permitted by tl1e circumstances, but for the 
rea 80ns actvanced in Section 7.20.6 one mlght well /~::'ind the 
latter view more attractive. 
In our vlew', the introduction of Ampere's Cil"cui tal Lav; 
to 
for steady C1..J.rl"'ents end :"~axvJ'ell' s modlfice.tion of it /rneke 
it apply to vRrying cU!lrents @8 1-Tell, ere subtleties ~"11ic.h 
go beyond th.e limits of the kind of elementary ph:)iS:tCS course 
under d1 Dcurslon in tllese ~page8. How do we Avoid them if va 
are never·theless to introduce Maxuell's 11ypothesls? ~'le feel 
tn~ t 1 t lJ'ould be reasonHble to te.ke a sJ:l0rt cu t ~_nd start 
the discussj.on off in the follovling i;;ay: If~{e nO\AJ knOitl that 
an electric fleld i[j pr'oducett by a C.h .. 21'lCing mngnetlc fielo_~ 
Can He intcrc' .... n.nge the t\v-o key adj ectlv8s in this sentence? Ii 
One could then go on to relate that in 1864 Maxwell had argued 
th~ t th.e anS~;J'er to thi £\ questlon must be in the 8.fflrma ti ve; 
that he had been t111nklng about problems connected \\ritn the 
/beh8V iour. ~ • ~ 0 
. .. 
, . 
.... . 
I 
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behaviour of vprying cur:t'ents in 01.1-'0111 ts nncl h.pd poin~ed. out 
that unleS8 one assumed that n magnetic field could oe nssoci-
ated wlth a ohanelng electric field, one encountered serious 
logicel Qlfflcultles in dealing with .these problema (Cf. 
S ti ,...,. ... ~) ec on V.v • (This piece of ~i8tory 1s not essential to the 
presentation of our recoP1mended. I1shOltt cut!!, 'but j:,- ;Tiip;ht be 
psycr}ologically advantageous to lntroclucl..:' it P.t t'lls paint, 
"~ne Illogical di ff.t_0ultl es'lt re:fer::r~e(l to .. ) In pursuins t!1e 
point, it 1":ould be \·dne for tprH:;hers to point out tl1et it is 
tion abou t electric fielcts diJ."tectly and 1 ... '1Dt the best j'lsti-
fica tion for i t is furnished by the precl:: .. ·.:tions bn sed upon 
it, concel"l1ing 't'J'(:1ich detBils "\\1111 shox~tly be given. 
It is tempting to use as a justiflcation of Maxwell's 
! 
postulB.te the simple example thp.t ho.s been (11 soussect above in 
( . 
considering vJhet.l-}er or !'lot a changlng electric field enn pro .... 
duce H magnetic field. 
a given inertial system. In t11i 8 sy stem it i 8 surrou ::1ded by 
a sphericRlly symnetrice.l elec triic fielcll1 and tl1ere is no 
magnetic field 8s8ocleted wit~ it. 
it fro~ a reference system movins with uniform velocity rela-
tive to the fi~st. 
system, one i,'-il1 !fsee II ~ n electric field tj:1et is changing in 
intensit:J", and P.ccordinr: tQ : LaXv.ie 11 , 8 predictlon, this rhould 
be accor:1j?8Dled by H mAsnetic field. Bu t 1'JA know a lrep. dy t1:~a t 
b. movinC; c.he.rC8 sets up t3. m8.gnetlc field - this idea comes to 
the fore in tne course of our study of steady-state electro-
So .tn th~.3 instn:1.ce :~p.Xt'lej.J-':3 preulction leRds 
to t1 concl:'lsion ,·[h.ic~ 8Crc0S vri th 80!';1et~ing Fe have HlreRdy 
decided to accept. This example could be mentioned, in order 
to confro!lt "~:'1e pupil 1-1i th. an Alternatlve "i,"%?J.y of looking a.t e 
/tn.rnl1iax\ •••• 
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familiar situation, at least in the case of a slowly-moving 
. particle, 
To render NnxW'ell' s postula to in mOl'e precise terms,e It 
is necesSB.x~;y- to introduce the cor.cept of £J£ct:t:.:1.£ flux. 
Since thi 8 is defined In 8nplogous fB.shion to Dl8gnetlc flux, 
it should present no diff1n~lty. As v;rlth ma.gnetic flux, the 
lfelectl'~ic flux!; throuF:~j 1:. given loop oan be cleflnecl for e. 
p~·.lfl<::m :{,i~J..d.e it iv111 only be ueed 1.n oonnection ",ith. uni.-
Then for 01.11'" PUl'~poses 'Ne can 
fl~,,-'" th:7--:1u[). ~ given ;::Irea is chanzinc, a me.gnetlc field 1;111 
be s+,;t up "tvi tJ1 fielrl lines whlch arc pe:r1pendicular to the 
electrio field :Ll,nes and which j:"'orm 01C:~9a. locps. 
Tl1e term rrdisplncement current" J ~vh:tch clenotes the effec ..... 
ti ve cUl'"rent cox~respon6.ine -to a ra te of ohange of electric I . ~ 
flux, shoulcl not, in our oplnion, be introcluced to pupi18, 
Since the;r i'~ill not meet l).mpere~ s LD:~·T or i ts 1~10(11ficatlon, 
it 1s not essential for th,em tohD,'VO the concept of "rfl.te of 
I 
change of olectl?lc Dux fl relHted to "current If, though 110 "'1 , 
hnrm would be done by pointing the :r:J8r811e~ cetvreen the two. 
1':axHel:i.' s term flelectrj.c c11splncemen.tU, from vm.lch the term 
"displacement current II derives, is meaningless 1n terms of 
to use the Hord "ctlsplncement li 111 connection with the pheno-
menon diBcussed J1.ere ccuJ.a. eBsily be1rT11c1~'r B.nd. confuse a pupil. 
7. 21. 3 
To e):plain the mechnnism of IJropagation of electr0l118g-
netic racU.Ht1on, it ::t8 obviously Hise to deal 1"lt.h the slm-
pleat form of elec.trornec.r:etlc l;1.:1.ve~ Consciously or uncon-
Bark 1967) I 8. numcer of Krl te:rs have beGun theil'"' treatment of 
it ,,1. th n consiclera tion of' t!1e advance through space of a 
boundal"Y between a region of uniform electric and magnetio 
/fi elds. , • , • 
_/ 
1, • 
fl e16~s and II no f'i81c1 1l (of CFI rr t1.11ci Selle 19('0 3 P /I S. SQ C. 
1965, Fe;/nman et al 196£1, l\rons 19G5, rierce 19(;5, :::8ra i96G). 
That this is indeed the sir.}:1cGt choIce of v"Bve to mnke is . 
evider.t f'ro~!~ the fActs thnt t'.1E' fiel.c1 configurotior:.s are uni-
quely eo.·s~r to deal 1v-lt11 e.ncl th~t the electric nnd mar;netic 
fielc.s are ever·y"·Ther~ in ~1"'~'~se (cot'.pr-!re the r8di~tion troPl 
Purcell (1965) 
t'rea t):::e;~t of electpoMPgne t1c \,,;,,3VGS; he points out thn t nl;;-
-'> - ( rupt C~'18nJse8 in E or E SUC}:"'k as are implied by the existence 
In ODr view, this is not a 
serious 0 bj ec tiO.i1 to wha t seems to h8.V,,: becoLu the stande.Jld 
treatment; in order to make the latter R8 "respectable" as 
Purcell's, it 1s only necebcary to specify that the chanGe 
from "sone field" to "no fieldf~ j~8 not abl"1upt but takes plsce 
over a 81"J18..11 but finite dlstence. OnE) cen alvJays mnke clear 
thRt tl'le "stanclsrd u treatment (teals uith an icleEt11zed sltua- { -
tion vThic.l1. cpn only be app!~OXimnt8cl1o in px-C'ctice,. 
T!1 e B. U tb.o rs cit e d di ff e r 611 GIl. t 1 yin tb. e i r mP. nn e r 0 f 
setting the stage; Carr p.nd 8ells, the p. S. S. C. authors and 
l.rons 8.1J st8.rt 'pi th the i;>lrr!ve nll;.ee.o_y on i t8 1'T8y and mrkc no ;j 
refererce to ~3.1~Jt could 11f!Ve been i t~~ ~;ource, 't·;here~8 Feynplan 
man trep t~'nen t) do c1.escr:~:te the SOl.i.l"lce .... a ver:r large (str:'-ctly-
spe8kinc;~ inf~~r:.it81y lert;e) plnne cor~d.uctlnb s11eet in \11h10h a 
current ic 8uc1<lenly turned on~ In oup vie\v More stage ..... r,etting 
the n ~hls is D6ec.ted to hel~p the Hvel'l.8ce pupil to focus on the 
'::8 2.u~:;ge8t thnt a 8u.~.trble :tntJ."'oduc";,-ion could stnrt 
ITli. tters II B.nd "receJ. verB" e~:i st. Tniu terminology implies 
that a disturbance of 8o~e Gort . If pJ.'0lXlgB tee. from transrnit-
ting antenna to re ce:t 'ling antenna. Pupils enn aleo be told, 
lif .. ..•• 
:-" 
I· 
if t.1J.ey do not plree dy kno~,v, the t vJ11en a transmi ttinc; sta tion 
i s l:'roA.<1cast:tn[~, a high-frequency alternating' CU1~r,ent ·ls ge'n-
era ted in tl.:,e Nires of v:hich the antenna, is constl tuted and 
that "0:herl the progrR1T..me being br'oC1(loast 18 IIreceivedu, a 
corresponrling alterna tlng current is procluced in the a.ntenne. 
of the receivero So whatever the disturbance is that is 
propag8.ted~ it rnust have its or:'cin in ~he etl te:·i~.,...t~ng cUl'lrent 
1 n the tre.nmni tting en ten"",'" 'j ;:..1 mu~·"~ S'j·dC;.101v gi ve ri se to a 
.... 
AS a first p.tternpt 8 t 8.n ex:plana tlon of this phenomena, 
antennas ar'8 like the prlrnar~' e.nd. seeo': :iary coils of an enor-
mOU8 transformer, In tne trRnsmlttins fnterl!!3., there :~~ e. 
Cha.ngl1)S current which. must set up 8. changing magnetic field 
in the surrounding space; in the receiving antenna p there is 
I J • a ;C1.enEJ.ng current ·vlhicp.. must presuma.bly result froIn the in-
I 
duction of a changing electric field in the wire. 81 nee a. 
ohanging magnetic field gives rise to an elect~ic field, it 
looks as thoug11 ue might nov..~ have established tl1.t:/d.eslred 
. "f 
Ilnk bet1'Teen 1'Jhat happens in the tra.nsmitting [1110. receiving 
antennas. But this is obviously only part of the story, 
since in the al'lgument just presentea~ it is not clear ho\v 
there coulct be a time lag netvyeen a change in. curl')ent in the 
transt1i ttinG 2.ntenn8. and a cOl"'responc1ing current in the re-
ceiving antenn8.~ If on~ ree.l1y is clealine; vJi th a ki no.. of 
"t"ave motion, there mu.st be such a time lag. 
It oan now be pointed out tnat the other induction prin-
ciplc of ·Nhic1.1. the pupil has by nOll hefll"'ld, viz, that e chan-
te expected to apply in a situation such BS this, No~'! the 
pupil ~,s re ll6.:v- to stUG.J" wave propar;e.tion fron, an idealized 
"pla.nc....,current-s.tleet ll transmitter of tne type mentior.ed above • 
. First,. 11e l1as to reall ze tha t the mag netic fi eld of such a 
/otll'lre nt. , 0 •• 
current sh'eet must be uniform, ,parallel to the' sheet and 
perpendicular to the direction of the current, and oppositely 
directed on t11e tl-'10 sides of the sheet~ The teacher can 
then argue as follows: 
nWhen the current is S1·Ti tched on in the sheet, the effect 
vl111 be that '18 have a. change in the S'1.1.,......1 .... ~u,.:rllng ~!pace from 
'no magnetic fleld' to t some ~c.~;net4.c f~ p1.i;.~ ~a88uming that 
'.., t~f')"e 1:T8"r· effc.;~tiVG1 ,7 nr;. 1'1d10. present before the current 111.rB.S 
swi tche~l on). '/118 s]::a:a 11 n01i' a~.su ... lTI~.. tha t thi S oha nge do e s not 
occur simultaneously at all points in the surround.ings; in-
stead i t t:~avels ou t fr-C')il th,-:: sheet as .,. kind of v!ave motion.. 
If our assumpt:i.on is correct, then shor'·~.y a:~ter the cl'~rent 
has been turnecl on, the boundary betvleen ' field' e.nd I no field v 
will be at a certain distance fr'om the sheet; B. little later 
it will be further away, and still later even further awayo 
i 
If vre imagine a series of observers placed on a line perpen-
diculitr to the sheet, each armed 1I'T1 th an instrument for de-
tecting a magnetic field, then ,these observers will SUCC6SS-
lvely detect the magnetio field of the current in' the 8h~~t; 
the further the observer is from the &~eet,' the later he vdll 
detect the flel~ " 
It Hill be seen that the approa.ch here is to assume that 
the "message II that the field has been turned on travels out 
through space at a fin1 te speed, and to pu.rsue the consequen ... ", 
ces of this asst1mpt1on~ .. All the au thors 01 ted above me.ke 
this eS8ur:lption; s.t this level, there see1L8 to be no alter-
ne. ti ve e As llrons(1965) remarks~ one (toes much the se.me sort 
of thing vlhen one dar! vas expressions for the speeds of travel 
of sound. lrave8 or itlPVee on strinSB 1·rl thout d.eriving the i3 1'rave 
equation ll • There is~ however, this difference: that when 
one eets out to derive these expressions in the mechanical 
'. cases mentioned, one does so 1'11 th a good idee. of how the dis-
turbances in question are prop8.gE.t;ed, \~lherea8 In the present 
instance the mechanism of propagation is the very thing vie are 
/trYing •• " • ~ 
,,",;' .. 
. " i 
i .. 
:,:1 
trying to finct outq By the same token, one has a good idea 
.~ 
of hovr sound lJaveS or vl&VeS on strings "take off" from theil-' 
sources - one can see it happen in the case of the latter -. 
whereas this know'leclge is not available tOl .... the assumed elec-
tromagnetic waves. It 1s as well for this difficulty to be 
recognized and squarely f'r::-0d from the outset ~ so ths.t the 
teEtcher has no ·111ns1.c:. ... J.E e.bout "That he 1,8 trying to do. 
:.en the a') Jount gl ven by the "hypot1:1etj /)B.1 teache~fi ab0ve 1I 
r"efereno-e 'uas mac1.e .to the advance of the bounde.ry be't1..reen 
"fieldH and nno field". ThiB is the mode of expression adop-
teo. in -:,:I,e 8,:'>('ono. edi tion of the p~ S. S~ Cc:,: textbClok, in con-
tra be to that e:~·;1ployed. in the first ~ w'here the s.u th~re tal.k 
abou t 81nbs of 1'J1t:.gnetic and electric f::t.\~lds mCJving. througJ.'1 
spaes. I' In the latter case one sees what is meant readily 
enough, but, as 't"J'e have all"eady n.ote(l~ it 1s desirable to 
proceed~ 1-v1 th some CB.re when talking about "moving n me.gnet1c 
and eleotric fields. It is certainly preferable to refer to 
the sttvance of the boundaFy of the fj~eld than to say that the 
~~-.. ~ 
field is moving outwards. We are ooncernerl here /~ri th the 
propagation of changes :1.n fields and not of ,: the fields them-
~oQ"!'!!X;I"aCJ'll ...... 
selvase 
To return to our- hypothetlcal teacher 9 who continues his 
summary of his ~pproach:- "Let us pursue the consequences 
of our a.ssumption a 11 ttle further. Consider an imaginary 
rectangular loop drawn with its plane perpendicular to the 
d1rec tion of the mRgnetlc field and. to the current sheet, and~ 
placed 80 that one pair of' sides is parallel to the sheeto 
As the 1"raV8 front separating' field.! fl"om 1 no field' crosses 
the left-he.n.d side of thi sloop, the mHc;netic flux through 
the loop increases, so an electr'ic fiela~ must be induced.. 
A CI.ete.l1ect study of this point would Shovl tha t the electric 
field is :l.nrluced only along the side of the loop crossed €tt 
/that~ •••• 
.. ~ 
) 
/ 
that instant by the Dwavefront'o When "'",78 apply this prin-
ciple to any simila.r loop being crossed by the· ~,avefront: 1're 
realize that there must be an induced electric field every-
where betvi€~en the wavefront ancl the sheet; in other "ljV'ords if 
vJ'9 have a magnetic fielc. whose bounclary a.dvances in the way 
vIe have (:lescr:1.bed, it must be accompanied by an inrluced elec-
t:;:-10 field at right anglsB to ito n 
l\.ge.:tn II "{-i8 need to make certa in comments ... b~foT ,..) :,:,;r'~ceeding. 
The above account leeves e certal~l amount ·.;(.nB'~1d; In pa..rti-
culDr" as is inclicated in it , it 1'a119 to ·provide .a prop.er 
justification for the fact tl1at the inctuced elcs".+'ric :'1e1:: is 
to be found only in the region ocoupied by the magnetic field Q 
Rigorc~ ... 8 j v..st·;.. fica tion can only come from MaxvTell's equa tiOl1S 
thernselyes; t11.8S8 show the.t the induced electric field 1s as 
desar! beet,. v1i th 1 ts lines of force closing up at "lnflnl ty", 
just as those of the magnetic field do in the present instance. 
In the first edition of the PeSQSoC o textbook the induction 
of the electrio field 1s e.ttrlbuted, not to the ,change of the 
flux through a loop, but directly to the passage glf the mag-
....,%7'0 ..... R < ~ ¢!I I 
"'!. 
netic field past a given line. This j,s perilously l:tke 
11 flux-eu tt1ng n) though if ever there was a 81 tua ti on to 1'lhlch 
"flux-cutting" i8 not in the least applica.ble, it is the 
present one. In the second edition the treatment has been 
altered and it nOvT egrees with tha.t to be found in Carr end 
Sells (1960) and Arons (1~65). The rate of cha.nge of flux 
through a loop is considered p and the far side of the loop 
is taken to be 1'Tel1 in s.QV8.nce of the wavefront. Because 
of this, the contribution to the inducecl E1.fF (and consequen-
tly to the induced eleotric field) is tEl.ken tt) be zero along 
the far side of the loop, 'Vlhile thd contributions to the 1n-
duced Er/fF from the long sides are assumed to cancel es.ch other 
because of s:V"Tmnetry. This leaves the contribution to the 
EMF from the near side of the loop 8.S the only nonzero and 
/u ncanee lIed. ~ \> •• 
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uncancelled one J and showe thet it ~8 only in l~ne with or 
behind the 't18.vefront th8 t we v;111 find a component of the 
induced electl"'ic field perpendlculnr to the magnetic field 
and tne direction of adv8 nee of' the 't-Js.vefront .. Now' these 
e.rguments can scarcely be celled rigorous, and those who use 
them do not pretend that they are. Perhaps 'tire os:-.. ,.3.ccept 
the. t the approach of our "hypothetica.l t,(\achern'j 'f:mo omi ts 
these arguments al togethe~. 1 ·,.r!'.:.J..l do a1ft 'Jst a",s w'ell in 8n 
61emE~ntai:·.f oourse" ·vu.1l. th brighter pupils the ma.tter O8.n be 
gone into in m,ore detail. 
The Hhypotl1etlcal ~eaCJ.10 ,::" c.)ulo. ~o~flcomplete his sum ..... 
mery Be follows:-
IIAccording to the princlple of induction Juggested by Hax,,\rell~ 
when th.e electl"ic flux through a loop changes, we should ex-
pect to find a net component of magnetio field around the 
1ve J:1ave shown that if ;'*18 have a. boundary betv.,reen e. 
magnetic field and no field advancing througl1 spa.ce, this 
boundary elso separates a region of ind:u.ced electric field. 
from no fi elct e So let us no,\y study what happens :'~s this 
"f, 
bouncts.ry advances across a rectangular loop :1.,hose ple.ne is 
pare,llel to the me.gnetic field and perpendloular to the in-
duced electric fieldo Using the same argument a.s before fi 
we can see that everywherE> bet"VITeen the "(>Vavefront end tl1P sheetl' 
the electrio field must be accompanied by a magnetic field 
wb.icn 1 t generates by vir~ue of its advance; a.nd this me.gne-
tic field must be at right angles to the directions of both 
the electric fteld and the edvance of the wavefront. In 
fact, if we are careful about how these directions go~ we 
shall find that the directiun of this ~agnetic field 18 
exactly t1:.e same 8 s the one 'i;'le started 141 th B.t the beginning 
of' this <11 scuB81or.J. o N01i\T 'tie see where all thi s has led us: 
1 f the 8.clvance of tne 1AJ"8.vefro nt means that an ino.uced electric 
" 
'-:'. 
~. ~ '; 
,.oJ> 
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field must accompany the magnetic field~ a,nd a magnetic field 
,in the same direction as the original must accompany the "'elec-
tric field, then perhaps 1 t really means thHt each field 
I keeps tl1e ot11er going' -- tha t such e. 11avefront advances by a 
mechanism of mutuel regeneration of the two kinds of field a.t 
right an81e8 to each other f:l nd to tl1e cl1rection of tY"flvel of 
Fo~ tb.;:: ~o be true ~ ea'.?h fielcl must ;generate 
.) ci.le:f:1 :'.,d ey.1..C ely the right strength; and for this to hap-
''"' 
pen't:1e mig11t eX28ct that t.here 1s 8. particular critical speed 
a t which such a 1vavefront mURt tra.vel. 
th~.~ sp6~d B.nA found it was equal to 3 x 108 m/e, 1. e. the 
speerl wi th itlhi'~· J light i 8 knOtin to t:t"8.vel. 
death, Hertz sho',red that if he 0Bt Ul) ~~\~ elec~~;t~omagnetic dis-
turbanc~ in -one part of the laboratory, it travelled with the 
right sort of speed and tha.t these supposed 1 electroma.gnetic 
waves' CQuld be reflected end refre.cted. II 
Thus the story of the mechanism of propagation of else .... 
tromagnetlc waves is complete. Or rather, not,quite complete', 
since no attempt ha s been made to c8 .. rry au t an act'U~ll calou-
"f 
lation of the speed with which the electromagnetic 1~ves have 
to tl--avel. Since the relation bet'Vleen the induced magnetio 
fi eld. stl'~ength and the corresponding ra te of chango of elec-
trio flux is assumed not to be gi'tlen in the form of an equa-
tion. in the sylla.bus under discussion, j.t will not be possi-
ble to derive the expre89~on for the speed of the v~ve9 • 
.. 
Although this i""ill deprive pupils of the ple2sure of seeing 
the me.gic number 8 3 x 10 emerge from calculations performed 
by themselves or their teacher, this 1088 is not too serious; 
it is more imp0rtant for them ~t this stage to know th8t there 
~ a ct1e.racteristic speed of prope.gation for electromagnetic 
disturbances. 
If he desires, the teacher could eontinue the argument 
to explain that any arb! tl"a:t"y ilp18.ne wa.ve If electromagnetic 
: ..... :" ." 
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disturbance could be syntheeiz.ed. from B.n appropriate combi-
nation of Ustep function's" of the type whose propagat1~on has 
vi e vlould not, how-
ever, stiggest that it is essential to make this point. It 
1 s more important to stress the propaga.tion of energy' by 
el~ctromagnetic ,'!aves. It is ee.sy to do this with l"eference 
"liO the above exemple" Sinoe pupils are already familiar 
with tl1e idee. of energy belng 8tored~ in electr-,fc a .... j~~ :j'(~'6netiv 
fields, they sl1.ould sppreoie.te th[i. t the af/'d.Jlce of the W81re-
front divid..tng IJfleldu from uno field" roee.os the.t energy is 
streaming out into space, and it 16 easy for th..: teau.:..,~~r 'C0 
draw the analogy between this situation and the corresponding 
one in 1;11.8 pre: .~·9.ga t1.G n of mechani cal 11B.ves. The mechanism 
by which -energy is fed into the fields in thi 8 instenoe shoulcl 
not be left out of account. A check of the direction of the 
induced electric field "rill 8ho"l11 that it is necessarily oppo-
~ 
~ to that of the field w'1ich is e.pplled. to the conducting 
sheet to maintain a current in it. So in driving the cl'1arge 
carriers through the sheet, the applied field does work again-
'"{ 
at the induced electric field and so transfers energy to the 
combination of electric and magnetic fields, (Pi erce (1965) 
1 s tJ:le only one of the modern authors 01 ted above who makes 
t hi s v 1. t2 1 po i nt, ) This will be recognized as be:lng lden-
tical in all essentials with what happens when a current 1s 
awl tOhed on in 8. col1 - we ~re dealing ~Ti th the same phenomenon. 
? 21" 4 T.i1e generation of elActromagnetic ractie.tion 
There remains the matter of tne initiation or generation 
of electl"omagnetio WB.veSI) Arein ons can mske the egeential 
point by referring to our simple example of electromagnetic 
wave propagation. The 'tvafi front separating "field lt from 
"no field" started. to travel out from the sheet after the 
.ourrent had been 8witched on$ Originally the free electrons 
lin .. ., ~ • 
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in the sheet had zero average drift velocity; when the cur-
rent was s'tvi tcl1ed on they "Jere 'f!..QS~k~""le.,.:r~· .. ~ until tbey' ecqui .... 
red some steady average drift velocity. Therefore to start 
am electromagnetic '''lave off from the sheet $I i t v$.8 neCeSS8.1'lY 
to accelerate charged particles in it. Since it can now be 
accepted by pupils that re.dio troansmi tters send ov~ ~J..~,Q7t.l:.9.-
mep'~..,~c i·.rave~, one can refer to 'Vlhat he.ppens i"'.1 Ghe antenna 
of a trfl.nsmi tter a 8 a(lI~1.i t.,f .yj~: 1 evidencf of tl1'e connection 
between the e.cceJ dra tl.on 'Of charged pal"lttcles and the inl ti-
etlon of electromagnetic ~~veB. In the antenna of a trans-
mltter Jl e~ h.igh-frequent.~ 81t('~:-natine; (.t..:~'\rent is meintalned; 
the motion of the charge carr! ers in su,:):. 8 I..:urrent is ~.ccele~· 
rated motion. Experimente.lly, then, tl1cJ: l e is a clear 0011.-
nection ,bet1'leen the acceleration of charged particles and 
electromagnetic radia. tion; can we sho1'J that there l11J-1U be 
i 
89 ch a connection? The p~S_S.C. authors attempt this by 
mes.ns of a "relatl vi etl0 II argument (p .. S. Sel C., 1960, 1965) ~ 
They point out tha t Ita charge in. constant-veloal ty motion is 
really no d1f'fel~ent from 8. charge a t rest Ii; we wO\,l/ld not ex ..... 
pect radiation to be emi tted from a charged particle if ~le 
simply move a w-ay from 1 tat co nstant v e locl iJy ~ or JI 'Wh8. t 
amounts to the same t.hing, it moves avlS.y from us at constant 
velooi ty. We have referred above (Section 7~21Q2) to the 
electric e.nd magnetic fields assoCi8.ted wit.h a uniformly-
moving c]:1arge; e.s the poS .. S.,C. authors put it (thoug11 tney 
do not try to justify the statement directly), ".,~.the eleo~ 
trio B.nd magnetic fields stB.y "11 th a char·ge in constn.nt-vel-
oclty motion". (A study of the Poynting vectors associe.ted 
with these flelds doeg confirm this statement ~ but this is 
har(Uy elementary physlcs.) So, it would seem that it 1s 
only when one acceler1a tee E3.. charge the.t one has the chance 
of persuadir.g l t to redia tee Thi s still does not answer 
the question w'e put above; ~Te h~.ve sh01'ln the.t acoeleretecl 
/ cha.rge s , ..... 
\ ;. 
.' ~ 
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charges QQ radiate, end that it is only when a charge is 
accelerated that it,~ radiate, but we have not shown that 
it ~ ~('a(liate" To eto that, 1t18 seem to require the full 
apparatus of sophisticeted electromagnetic theory, 80 that 
in 8.n elementary syllabus ~ the question must be J.eft open.~ 
The relationship bet~'leen the aoceleration of charges 
end the suppl~r of snf}rr,,';, to t1:,p "leves the.t ere·' genel"'ated as 
e result ,is possi1.J.~1" ~"'r\jn to misunderst8.nding 9 
.. 
authrfB Jf the ney J 4 M.B. TeBchers i Guide for Physical Scienoe 
l~l'rtnEllooet a11968) h'e.s written: "The energy i117hich the 
~le'Ctromagneti,c r8.dietlon cal"ry [etc] 8'itley is der:tved from 
In a sense II 
this i8 correct, bu\; ::.t t:t10uld not 'b~-: taken. \,~ mean that it 
is only 1~hen charges are ~.ccelerating the.t energy can be 8UP-
plied to the fields compos1~nB th~ \AlB-Ve. Age.in, the simple 
example of transmission from s. plane sheet me.kes this clear. 
In this idealized situation~ energy is being supplied to the 
WDve even 'VJhile a steady current is maintalned in the sheet, 
since work is being done age.inst the consta.ntly present ln~ 
duced electric field~ This is adml ttedly a very specia1 
eEl.se, bu t it does emphe size tha t the existence Q·f' the induced 
field J rather the.n accelel"ation as 8u,oh, :ts the fundamental 
requirement for the Rupply of energy to e1ectromagnetlc WD.veSl! 
We woulcl not regard radiation from a dipole antenna. as a. 
syllo.1JU8 topic, but in vle~r of its ~ractical ::tmpo'rtance and 
the fact that it is l11ustre.ted in 80 me.ny textbooks~ the 
teacher 'vould be well edvi8~:d to acquire some be,ckgrounct know-
ledge of ito As we have already indicated» t~e often-repro-
duced diagrams sho't-!ing closed loop lines of force being pushed 
away from the vicini ty of the antenna, 1-!hile helpft.ll, do not 
tell the full story of the besic physics. In Part J:!'"'ol.lr of 
the Teachers' Resource Book and Guide for the PGS.SqC. course, 
an e.tte~lpt i 8 made to gi va some indica tion of the basic phy-
slc8. Because we believe. th~t tl1e PoSe S.C. account conte.ins 
/the ..... 0 
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the essence of the Tnntter but does not say enough about i t$ 
v.l e tak e ita s th e 8 ta r t 1 ng - po i nt 0 four o.:.t 8 eu }'3 S 10 nQ 
A simple» t1,,ro-rod dipole antenna is shot'In connecteo. to s. 
battery» the upper rod being negatively cha.rgecl and the lower 
rod poei tively cha.rred, encl some of the field lines of the 
resulting electric field a"r'e dr~t~rn in on one side of the s.n-
tenna. (Thef~~ li~les ~.J"'7j {lot drRvJn right ··on to the antenne.; 
tI~i:J ~ s PC-:·J.18."'/:.i unfortun~te p as 1'le shall see.)... 
rrhen: If ~ •• let us 8tlclde nly 811:1 tch t:le 
ba t"tery to tl1e other polari ty 80 that the top rod becornes 
pC':-: ti v~ly ·~ha:rged 8.nd the lo'wer one negatively., U The d.la--
grnn: illustrat,,:1g the new s.:1.tuation 1s o.rB.wn 90 as to ShO~l 
the field as it appA8rs before ~nough ~tme h&8 elapsed for 
the 8tati~ field of the new distribution of charges to become 
fully established~ (See Fig. 7,2104 (b) I page 82911). 
A few field lines nee.rest the antenna. are drawn as pointing 
from the upper rod to the lower ~ while tho 8e further ott tare 
spawn just as they vJel~e in the earlier" diagram. In short ~ 
as fa.r as the field. lines are concernea., the tvlO dlB,grams are 
.,. 
ident1cal j except that the field. lines nee.rest the antenna 
heve had the arrovrs on them turned roundo In order to make 
our point properly, we quote ·the p.SGS~CO author8~ comments 
on thi8 elia.gram in full: "There T".T8.S no mi 8tpke made in the 
dre.wing. ThE' field beyond P 1s sho'lJlm just a Bit "''"8 S 1Jsfol"e $ 
while only the field near t~e antenn~ has changedo The point 
1 s the t the regions beyond P heve not yet had time to 'learn 
about i the change of the polarity of the antenna o ~~hy not? 
When the electric field 1,~a.8 che.nged in clirection
,l a ~et,~.~ 
fi~ld vJ8.S generated. perpendtculer to the paper& But if a. 
n.~!":IIIItIoI,'tl4~~ 
magnetio field appeared wnerB none vIas before II 1 t ~() 
This changin? magnetic field generated an electric field which 
'" ~ ~Q:'L a AA~J!,!! ~ ~ lU4'B t 
wB.s just 8u(~h as to compensB.te fOl"" the change in the orlglnal 
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electric field for points beyond p. The result of all this 
1s that pOints distant from the p.ntenna can ~'learn about l the 
change in polarity of the e.ntenna only through a changing 
electric and perpendicular magnetic field 1'1h10h can tl"l8.vel 
only at the speed of 11ghto" 
All the statements made in thi8 quotatinn err;- .;;orrect, 
but iNe do not beli~ve that the a.verage teaoher" ·,d.ll rege..rct 
8.11 of them as being ~o (.JI'./v).)usly y;ru?, I::1S not""to requlre 
further elaborat~ono C'onsidel:& the central sentence of the 
quota.tion, in ,-,hleh it l·g 8:seerted that an electl'-'ic field. is 
generateo. vJhich just l,· .. "npe:n'-.;Hter for ;.~'iJ.'l chenge in the elec-
trio field at points beyond ~. Teach ~;).') and pupil should by 
now accept readily enough tha.t a changl1\; electric fielt1 vrill 
ltproduce 11 a changi ng magnetlc field vlhich ~vil1 in turn Plo')O-
duoe an electric field, but it will be far from obvious to 
i 
t~em that in the present instance this process of mutual re-
creation of fields will have the stated effecte This :1 s 
beC8use prior to this they will only have studled the simplest 
case of electromagnetic we.ve propage.tion" in which ,the line""C3 
of force of the magnetic and e1ee tl'1ic fielo.s ,-'ere stre.ight 
lines "closing up st infinity"" Since thp lines of force of 
the fielcLs participa ting in :t"adia tion fr'Om a cl1pole do not 
form such simple patterns) D deeper insight into tl1P induction 
of electric and magnetic fieldR 1s required for the understan-
d.ing of 1'TaVe prope.gat1.on 1n~ this cese. It might occur to 
the teacher from considert=Jtion of LenzI s Lsw that ~_ 8udden 
change in the electric field must paradoxically produce no 
che.nge~ but .I1.e v·lould Q.oubtless like to see how it 1,\},OI'k8~ 
The root of thA problem would bs more clearly seen if 
in both PQS.S~OQ diagrams p the lines of force were not abbre-
. vie.ted but s1.10wn in fu11~ It 'lfTQuld then be clear' that in 
the seconct Po s~ 8 0 C" diagram; tl1e Ilnes of force (;if' the (ap-
parently) "unohanged" part of t.he fieltl, unlike those of the 
ne\11y-emerging n sta tic II field of the 1"l8versed dipole, form 
/part""" I). 
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part of closed loops. In fact~ these lines must sweep round 
to connect up wi th certain of the outermost of the li·nes to 
the left of the point P in the second diagram. lio'tvever J dia-
p:!'8ms sho1·rinp;' an. extend.ed t\Aio-o.1mensionel pictur'e of the field 
1n this particular" case do not seem to be given in textbooks -
at ell events, we have not been able to find any books in 
wh1 ch they appear - a nd the Po S. see 0 m[.~i we·, 1. hp ". C heen l"e luc-
tant to be the first to prov~.,~_~ su~l; d1r1.~·r:"~rni::1. 
To .~ ustl f'J tr..(--' .... " ... s !~:tion th8 t the lines of force of the 
IfunchB.nged fJ porti'on of the f1 eld must be part of closed loops, 
one may use the fol1C'~;ring~: ~"'~ument" If we assume the Hanswerll , 
viz .. that tne original lleld is to be Il~;;'~'jept out of the v..ra.y" 
by tne ne,\·'! at t118 speed of light II then i.Le 11~'~e8 of the: r")ri"'" 
glnal f~elct that still remain in the picture can no longer 
be attached to the char~ges on the dipole J and if they are not 
so e.ttacheo., then they must form closed loops. (From the 
I 
I 
general appearance of the pattprn of field lines, it is a.lso 
clear t11.B.t tl1e lines in question c2.nnot close up at infinity.) 
Electric field line8 of this character can only be the lines 
of an 1.nclt1W~ field, 10 e. one that has been set up by a 
changing magnetic flux. So \ItS see thnt for the original 
eleotric field to be Msus talned" after it has become severed 
from the dipole, we need a change of magnetic f~lXo 
Now we can return to the PQSoS.C. explanation Bnd elabo-
rate on' it. Suppose that m~en the connections from the bat-
tery to the dipole are rever8ed~ the original field tries to 
"flip over" all at onoe. In doing so, it would produce a 
very ra.picl increase in down'Yra.rd ..... directed electric flux 
.through a plane perpendicu]ar'ly bisecting the axis of the 
dipole, ena. ttlis 1iould set up Cl. magnetic field ~vhose lines 
of force l'ionld 8urrouna~ the axi s of the dipole. '1'1.1i8 means 
a rapid increase in magnetic flux directed ~ of the pe.pel» 
. on the rlgnt-ha.nd 81 de of the dipole, and into it on the 
\ . 
.' 
( . 
, " 
.' ~ 
other side o To see 'TrTha t kind of induced elec trio field 
results fron ~his,l o'ne could consider the change in magrtetic 
flux passine; througi1 e narrow reo tangular loop ''11 th 1 ts 10!1.B 
side parallel to the dipole axls 4 
829..'1) • T.he lineal'"' dimensions of the loop are supposed to 
be small compared with thp distance of the loop from the di-
pole e.xis; fur tl~e 8f!:v:( \Jf clBri ty, thls, condl tion is not 
Lenz's La,', (and a ,oommonsense 
r&eali~atlon of what ,..;ould h~ppen in g number of such l"'ecta.l.1-
gular and pal"lallel loops plAced side by sia.e) ,-;ould shot-' one 
t}~,:'1 t tr~~ :t.Ll;"1ced electric field. must h8.ve an uPt'J'Rrds compon-
ent on each 1·~11[!, B~ de of the rectanq,ular loop, a.nd that the 
electric intene.;' ty is bigger on the 81!;.8 neax'est the o.lpole • 
.....:. ....:.. (The relatlve lengths of the vectors labelled El and E2 in 
the diagram are intended t·o ShOvl this.) This is precisely 
the field pattern that is \4ranted (at any rate a.s far e.8 its 
variation along a perpendicular bisector of the dipole is 
concerned) $ viz o an upitlards-directed electric field diminish-
tng in strenBth vli th increBsing o.:tstance from the d'lpole. 
In accordance w'i th expectations ll the induced electrio 
field has in this case been found to ha.ve the same direction 
a 8 tne original field; and perhaps one can. now take on trust 
that its intensity is just so much as to compensate for the 
attempted .change in electric field produced by the rever8al 
1 n connec tion o This meane tha t the mess8.ge tha t the con .... 
nections h.ave been reversed wlll not travel out instsnta.n-
eously but must be prope.gflted at the speed of light by the' 
process described eBrller o A teacher 1'Tho wants to ge.in ex-
perience in thinking about t~lis topiCvlould find it instruc-
tive to work through the process of propega.tlon in det8.il, 
showine; tllat the cl1rectiol1s of the E and B vectors are a.11.;ays 
in accorclance wi t.h expeotation and tl"".I.Bt ~'lhen comb1ned they 
gl ve tJ:1e oorrec"G direction of propagation of the energy of 
/thel) ~ $ ~ • 
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the wave o To do the first, he should use the technique of 
investigating the. chcnge of magnetic or electric flux through 
a narrOi'l l~ecte~ngulBr loop$ and remember that although the E 
or B ve·ctors ma JT point in the same direction 8.1.ong both long 
sides of the loop, there will be a net D1F (or I1circtll~.tion 
of En) round the loop if thp field stx'ength is bigger along 
·t.;.lS one side then on the other~ To do the second, h~ can 
make use of the ooncept of the 1IPoynting vecto"'" It, f.bj i ... h points 
in the direotion of tne energy flow o dipection o? this 
vectol' OB.n be found from a corkscrew rule: if the corkSC1"e1'l 
-:.. 
1s ttmrned in the appropriete sense fl~om the E t·~ the ;; ve(~tor 
through the smallest Possible e.ngle) it it7111 advance in the 
The ~idee.s cJ.eveloped a,bove in an.alysing the simple 911'1 tCh-
over of a.dipole can be applied to a discussion of the "08011-
latlng dipole", 1.,e. one whose field strength is made to vary 
sinu8oldal1y \'T1 t.h time e It 1s rea.dily Been that near such 
a dipole, the varia.tiona in strength of the IE and B vectol~8 
are out of phase., When the current into the dipole: 1 s zer'o"{$ 
....... 
80 that B near the dipole 1s zero ~ E is a me.x:tmum; when E 
- - ~ 1s decreasing, B i 8 inc rea sing; when E is zero, B 1s B. maxi-
mum; and 80 on. Use of the PoyntinG vectoJ:'~ to investigate 
the enerey flo1v in this CBse 8h01'18 that near the diPole, the 
energy of the electric e,nd magnetic f:i..elds merely surges al-
terl18 tely towarde end e1-vay f~om the dipole, never rea,lly ea-
caping from 1 ts vicini -eyo On the other .he,nd, in those por-
tions of the field '\.o,hio1.1 dete.ch themselves fl"om the dipole, 
~ .-
the E and B vectors are in phase anc1 the Poynting vector is 
consistently directed t:'lway fr'Oftl the dlpole~ as one might ex-
(This is particularly well·illustrated in Bitter 
(1956), ) 
We are nOvl able to give a more ('".onvincing explane.tlon of 
,,,hy the fl elds can "detac~h themselves II from the dipole than 
/180.'0' 
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is possible in terms of tJlines of forcel! alone .. If the di .... 
pole is lI o8cl1latlng i1 rapidly, t1:1en the resultine; re.tes of 
eh8 nge of electric and magnetic flux ,-rill be large enough to 
II sus taln If some of the field area ted during eElch ha.lf-cycle 
of oscillation (cf what happens when the dipole field 18 
"flippec1 over n, 't,!hen the re te s of cl1snge of flux arp so large 
that virtually the entire field is ini tia11J pr(;·4f J!\; ed) and 
so a.llo'iJ it to go on i 1':8 'T'(J,V ~ '.lroug i ..... srrcco "" The more rapidly 
-ene oscil~Lations ~·JkcJpl(lee, th,e bigger will be the rate8 of 
change of flux an{1 th,-e more (pnergy 'VJ'ill be redia ted avl~-Y. 
c ely any of the new field orcd. tecl each Lr{lf .... cycle ~'l1'ill be 
"preservecl tf ; the fields simply grow ancl 1011a:pse, and h2lrdlr 
any energy escapes from the vlc:tni ty of the dipole. 
To complete "Cl'18 'background to radia. ti on from a dipole 
E3.~tenna$ 11e mention the.t the soph.isticated theory puts the 
I 
above ideas on a secure footing. It predicts that the ex-
..... ~ pressions for the E Bnd B vectors in the fields of a dipole 
11\7111 contain terms correspondine; to those one obtains in the 
"steadyU condl tion, and terms ~T.hich depend on the inve!"ase 
f1r§.l power of tJ~e distance from the dipole. The first 
terms in these expres8:tons are sometimes called the "induc-
tion" terms; the other terms, known as the "rsclie.tionlJ terms, 
represent the portions of the field. assooia ted '\-vi th the '\vaves 
ra.ctieted a .. -ray from the dipQle. As we might expect, BS we 
go fUl""'ther 8:v:;ay from the .dipole ~ the re.dla tion terms e 88t1me 
greater importe.nce on account of their inverse first power 
dependence on the distAnce" The racllation terms 8180 de:pend 
on the square of the f:'P8qUCDCY, confi:~:tnp; our expects. tion 
that the higher the frequency~ the more effioiently the di-
pole itJill :radiate. (lr'eyrunan et 8.1 (1964) have pointed out 
the interest:1.ng fact that for very small distances$ the .lUiQ. 
.-. 
terms in t11e formula for B yield a resu.lt which is identical 
/wi th •• " 0 0 
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'tvith that \-r1.110h 1rTould be obtained if electromagne'tic effects 
were propagated instantaneousli.) 
"'11;_ ~l 
Teachers should be on their guard against faulty deG-
crlptior:.s of clipole radie.tion which one occasionally finds 
in textbooks~ In a recently-published textbook (Stollberg 
and Hill 1965), no mention is macle of the phase d:l.f';'erence 
between the If and 13 vectors olose to the'antenr'':. ~ and in the 
diagre.m illustratinp. Glpf."l':'t=' '·:ediatl.on j -the el"ectric and mag-
netlc f:lelcl. lint' ... shown giVt? a PoyntinG vector (not ~,ho"V1n) 
"t..,.hich is directed to'~«lf! rds the antennal 
7 0 21.5 Electron1egnetlc waVeU in the :,L~\:;oratol~Y 
It is important thB.t thp foregoing trea-t:""ler..t of eJ.'-'lctr(" .... 
magnetic~ vlaves, 1>lhich has been conducte(l exclusive,ly in 
terms of the highly abstract concepts of the electric and mag-
netic f'1 eld, should be supplemented by sui table clemonstra tiona 
! 
and experimentse It is not enoup,h to point to the role 
played by I!raa.j~oll in everyday life; the pupil needs to study 
some of the properti e s of electl"omagnetic w"8.ves at ,:flrst hand. 
First, he needs to be shovln tha t if an electJ:iome.gnetic 
disturbance is produced in on~ part of tl1e laboratory, a 
corresponcting disturbance ae.n be "received" somewi'1sre else 
In other 1',Torc.s, he needs to cal"lry out 
Hertz's experiment (of Magie 1935), or a suitable modern 
version of i t. One Buch version has been desoribed by Bai-
-
ley (1967), in wh:lch tJ~"le "transmitter lJ is a bu~,zer B.nd bat-
tery connected in series with e tuned circuit. A porta.ble 
tre.nelstor radio oet ll set to e silent point on its tuning 
dial p can be used as a reneiver. 
Next, the pupil should see thGt electromagnetic 1r18VeS 
have some of the chare.cteristlc8 vJhich he ha.s observed '{,;raves 
on ripple tanks to possess. The most convenient appara.tus 
for this pur'pos8 i 8 the cheap 30m mlcrowave apparatus nOvi 
available commercially from' a numbeJ~ of 80U)~Ce8. There is 
/a ..... 
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s. da nge r here thl:"J t the mYB tery a tta.chl DR to the 8e blo cl{ boxe s 
may o.istrnct the .pupil' s ettpntion from the true purpose of 
the experimen ts. It y.jould not bE" \\Torth the trouble to ex-
ple.in the oper8.tion of ~ klystron transmi tter to the pupilq 
Fortune.tely, this is not necessary; the pupil has merely to 
be conv:i..ncecl of the fect that the transmitter is e source of 
electromagnetic \.Ire.vee, and thi s con be clone by showing tha t 
"lhen it is s1vi tched on, electromAgnetic disturbe.:r ... 'Jr'. ::.an be 
detected in its vicinity. This focuses ":. tt£.:ntion on the 
detector, vJ'hose Jlmysteryn has now to he elucidate.do For 
this purpose, "He suggest the following experirrl:-:-:'1ta.l :Jequ~.nce1'''' 
(1) Set up a simple triode vrlF o8cl118.tor/tr8l'1smltter (of 
Chauncly 1864) ~ and. cho'tV' that this prod.uces a uresponse" in a. 
detector- 'oonsisting of a dipole antenna of approprie,'te dimen-
sions (1m overall length" if the frequency of the signal is 
150 MHz) \'Ji th an indies. tor bulb a t it s ce nt):»e. There l8 
11 ttle or no mystery about this d~etector: . the lamp ligl1ts 
,up "when there is a current in it. The fact that' this detec-
tor (loes respond. to the V. H~ F. set shows thGt the l~tter 1s 
"'t 
e source of electromagnetic disturbance. 
(1i) Replace the indicator bulb by a cryste.l diode 'li'ri th e 
milliammeter connected across it. The rectifying properties 
of the dio6e can be reed11y established with the aid of a 
battery and a milliammeter, ~nd the functioning of the d1ode-
ammeter conbino.tion 8 S fl. replacement of the 1 ndic~.tor bulb 
can be simply explained& The arrf),nr,ement can now be used to 
detect signals from the V.H.F. transmitter. 
It C8n novi be polnted out thB.t the detector in the micro-
wave set 1s also a combination of diode and ammeter. T11is 
prepares the pupil for the conelus1on thot when the miCrOi,-ll8.Ve 
detector gives e. reading~ it is indeed receiving electromag-
/There. " ••• 
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There 18 no neecl ttl OJ..flCU8S in cletn:ll thp ele-mpnte.ry 
experiments inilmicro'wflve optlcs ll \·thicl1 the pupil should cnrry 
out or sec I)erformed, RS they Rre strnif,htfoM..r8rc1 in prin-
ciple anu fully diRcu8sed elee1'Jll.ere (Cll.8.undy 1964 11 Beiley 
We cen simply mention here ~18t with 
this cheap micro1'lave appp -,J tus it :l s possible to sho"" A var-
i ety of ';[AVe effeuts; _ ',~Cil as reflection,' refraction, polari-
delic£~te adjuGtment. 
t ion loan be obtained from mec8ux'e~TlentB on 8. st8.nding-v.~.ve 
P8: ter7, se\, ""9 between the transrni tter 8 no. a metal reflec tor 
(fOi'; this eXl\,,:"iment 8 probe detector must be used, in ple.ce 
ammeter )'. It is unfortuna te that direct measurement of the 
frequency of' the micro1..rHv8S c~nnot be undertaken by the pupil 
at tbJ_s level" e.s it vTould othe1"Vlise 1.1ave been possible for 
him to oa1cu1ate the velocity of the ,~ves from measured 
valueo of' the l.j8velength and fl""equencYe There does not 
seem to be a.ny T"leti10d for' rnen8url ng the veIocl ty of electro-
"\' 
me.p;netic \'TD.V8S in thf' I!rs.dio" range thnt is sui ta.ble for 
sChool use. In this connection~ however, the teacher can 
tell J:ri..e. pupjls of "rsdBr" or miCl"lOW8.Ve method8 cf o.iste.nce 
mea 8u:rement (i ncludi np: thDt hf'S8:1 on the "tellurometer", 
an instl'''ument desi£!,nec. in South !.fricf\) ~lThich depend on the 
adoption of an agreed value for the velocity of electro~ag-
net i C 1·;a V e s " 
. ( 
on 
As we indiceted in our d18cussion!light in Section 3.19, 
an important aim in thp teaching o~ light is thp promotion 
:;1' knoirJ'leCl.r;e pnc1 understpnding .of its nptur~. The extent 
firm conclusiolJ.8 Bbou t tho nptur·:~ of lif~h t .• 
there is on those ~8pP.CtS of light norm~11~{ co~ere(l by the 
he a 0.1 ng 1/ g e om e t r5. r; a lop tic 8 /I • 
de81f~ed EG qS to mAkp it pos81ble in the junior secondary 
school to compare "'·!a.ve ll and "particle ll predictions for the 
speed dr light in a tran8paren~ medium; we have argued in 
Sec ti 0 n 3. 19 thfJ t th i 8 ~. s be 8 t do n e in th e 8 e ni 0 P yea r 8. 
(In Section 8 0 2 we consider how this evidence against e naive 
"particle theory" of light ce.n be presented, enc1 to whet ex-
tent Foucault's experiment on the speeds of light in air and 
1 n WB ter can be co nsldered e s "crucial".). It 1s nO\'\T neo e s-
.... 
eery to a.l101;! the pupil to study those aspects of the bchavi-
'our of light that sef'm particularly "wavy" in chvrecter, such 
BS interfererce and diffrpction~ 
quanti tatlvp experimentel work of Young encl FrAr,nel th8t led 
the ~rave ttceory of lif,ht to be tek.en 8eriously once Tl1ore, 
efter it heel been in a 8t~tp of eclipse dU1"'~inr. the previous 
century. It seems 8pproprie tp' thB t t11e 1I~·mvy n P 8peo tA of 
light should be brought to thp Rttention of pupils in Ei:Lml1ar 
fe shion. 
It i~ perhnps only frir to point out th8.t pt leAst one 
,modern e.u thorl ty he p. ser:lou sly pu t fori·:-r~rd e th f-lory of llght ,'. i 
in general (o.nd of thp. diffre.ction of light in particular) 
e.ccor<llng to Tdhich there ere no \vflV8S trevell1ng in 8p8.ce and 
~ 
.' r 
:/ 
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11eht is tr8ntecl "not as n t~11ng but nn interGction betHeen 
t111 ng 8, co n8:u~.t i DB .•.•. of ra pi dly r 1 ter!1s ti ng force II 
(Burni8ton Br01'ln 1963). In support of this theory its t:uthor 
points out, among other t~1infB, thnt "pttention 19 concentI\~.-
ted on 't{he. t i 8 dernonstrl1bly pre Re nt, D2mely the source 8 nd 
the screen, and not p tprtlum quid - the completp,J:" ,)ndemon-
viet1 of electrodynamics is someT;.rhat d_il~~'-?rer:t from the usual: 
that this is so is apparent fron1 enrlie:t" papers he has pub-
lished (e.g. Burniston Brown 1956, 1958). While it i8 true 
that his theory 1s better flble to account for the facts of 
diffraction than any nelve app11cntion of Fresnel-Kirchl10ff 
theory, it should be noted that rigorous diffraction theory 
in v-rh1cJ.1 the VDve equetion is solved by puttinr;in the boun-
dary conc1ition[~, is elso sble to 8.ccot:'..nt for these fects (a 
simple account of this approach i8 given by Mendoza (1953f.). 
Thus it cannot be cJ.eimed by Pro't'ln thF:t hls nnorthodox vieH 
of light is better 8upportpd by the f8Ct~ thpn the ortho~ox 
one. Certainly it doeF, not 8 C1 errt t1J.[lt e Cf-lge can be ?1?0G out 
for tepc~ing Erown'e rather than the orthodox view at en e1e-
rnentary leve 1, 
It is a featul''IE' of thp NuffielcL and P,~ So S(! CG courp.en f;.nd 
of the ne;;-,; Common Be sic Syl1abuRes in South Africa tt.pt the 
being Fho'V!n ':?OlTle stron[ pv1.drl1ce for lirht bclnr f! fa!':"! of 
wave motion, after which he 18 confronted wittl the photoelec-
tric effect and its implications. This 1s pArallel to the 
hi storical /leveloprnent: the 118.ve theory of 11r;h~ had been 
firmly established end 8ucceesf1!11y fueed wi th Maxwell f s 
/ t h eo ry" Q 0 " • 
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theory of electromagnetic 'tv8ves before que. nti tati ve i nvestl-
gation of t11e photoelectric ef'fect 11ed be~un to raise doubts 
about toe completenesR of the theory. Tnis sequence of 
presenta tion iv-ould seem to be pedagogically sound$ 100 smuch 
as it gives the pupil 8 chance to get used to one important 
idea at a time o Interestingly enough, the corresponding 
sequence of prer;r,nt,!=l ';ion .... ~:(. the nature of fl.f..Qt:ronR hFlS re-
cently b~en Gi."'itJc:-:ied by l'lichmann (1967) II who is stron;:.ly 
.... 
0fP08ed to t.he tradi t:1on~l TTlPt"1o(1 of indoctrin8tir..g the pup~~l 
at fi:rst '\;ri tn the corpu8culBr clescription of elp.ctrons, Bnd 
Bepecto of electJonic bennviour. A C co rdi np: to I'V i c hma nn , 
"lie should proper'.y fil st le~rn i:.l-l8 most ~p.s1c facts," among 
which he includes the fact that an electron of momentum p hes 
,\ 11 
wavelength /\ = 13 associpted wi tn 1 t. Wichmann! s suggestion 
might work for teaching pupils about ~~, but if it 
does it will surely be pertly on account of pupils having 
previously learnt from their experience of light that Nature 
1s not as simple 8S one might think. That experience, we 
suggest lis best gelned in the tredi tione.l sequence of tea.ch .... 
ing. If pupils werp to hHve evidence for the corpuscular 
bei1a.viour of light presented to tnem in the same brep'c.h B.S 
the fects of optlc£ll interference and rl1ff'raotion, one sus .... 
pec ts tJJ.a t no t 0 nly 1.vOU Id they a cq uire thp be 11 ef thE! t Ne. ture 
1s not simple, but Polso thpt pJjyslcs is ? thorongt11y bewild-
t?ring and confusing subj ect. 
In tvhe.t follovls J we consider ~lnBt should be don8 to 8S-
tablisn and reinforce the idet:1 tl1.9.t lir11t is ~ form. of wave 
motion, and that light waves are to be ldentlfied 1-'ti t.n ele-c·p , 
tromagnetlc waves. 
8.2 Refraction and the particle and wave ~odelB of light 
In the Plo' 8 11 S. C. physics course, pupils meet t.he le.\vs of' 
/reflec tion ••••• 
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reflection n nd refrflction and tnen stucly a particle model of 
light slmilDr in its essentiels to thnt proposed by Newton. 
It 1s 8ho~\m t.hCl.t "rit~ this model it is possible to predict 
Snell S 8 181v, provided thpt it 18 l?ssumed thnt the lip:ht pa.r-
ticles tr8.vel .f.:'l st~ in media of gren ter option 1 densi ty" 
ThA results of Foucpult's exppriments on the veloc~+y of 
light in air and water Bre quoted, Dnd it is p~~.~~2d out that 
"Not only 1.1eve the expprj',I,."d"'Jr, f~i·~e.d ~ . .) phO,\·T tt:1,p rFltios [Of 
.... 
they indic[lte th~-3·t the l""8tio:8 pre inverterl., Our pprticle 
model of 11 r).1 t seem8 ~I.. fv':'.~·' (:?., SII :: .. C~ 19(-)0 ~ 1965" IDG8) D 
In tnis oonnection, the p.S.::.CI) ~,tuthO'~'2 quote the result of 
Foucault' 8 1862 determinotion of the ve:L1,city of light :'!1 
wa ter. It is of interest to note that S8 early as 1850 p 
Foucault he.d already established to his own satisfaction that 
"~he veloci ty of lir,ht is les8 in vvater thDn in air lJ (Foucault 
1850, q uot ed in Teylor 1959). 
In tl1e Nuffleld course (cf Nuffleld. Guide III) much the 
same line of reDsonln~ is followed, except that ~he dptniled 
quantlto.tive treatment of the law of refraction ancl its fm-
pllcations for the velocity of light in different media Are 
no t given. In t.':1e PI) So S. C. course, thp presentetion of t!:1is 
msterial precedes thp introduction of "f,J8VF'l motion, v!hic'1 19 
introduced essentielly as "something else 1hic~ "crp."l!els", i.e. 
a8 R possible altern8tive model for light. 81 nee thi ~ fol-
101'/8 t~:1.e principle of heving the pupil consider onp model Df 
light at a time, we feel it to be recommendable, despite the 
fect that this presentption does not run quitp perDllel to 
the hi8toric~1 developmpnt: thp WRVP theory of lipht had 
gl?lned mpny follovrere before F'oucA-ul t neel cprried out 1118 
Supposedl.:l "crucialll experiment Wl1ich exposed the li'Ttit8tions 
of Nei.vton 1 8 particle model. (cf. vJhi ttaker (1951): "By the 
genius of Young and Fresnel the vrtlve tJ:1eory of light was 
/estRbllshed •.. ~. 
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e eta bli 8'.1 cd 1n p po B1 t ion 80 8tronf~ tt.(l t he nc eforth tJ:1P cor-
pUBcular nypothesis WAR unnble to' recruit anyDdh~rpnts ~mong 
the younge!"' men IJ. ) 
The que stlon [l rl ses v.~.1ether ~~e1'tton' 8 lI'v1ro np: If model Bhould 
be included at all in an ~lementary study of 1ipht. If i.ts 
inclusion were only R mnt~pr of te8ching the history of the 
cubject~ it would bp difficult to defend. But th e rf':' 1 A a. 
deeper motive: pup118 fJj~e given an opportunity tr e~,,~I..;r1ier.c..e 
somethine; of tne te8ting of n pl.;-J...lsi1)J.8 t~I-=O .. ·~r,~· end to note 
it 
tl1e groll.nds on w'oici:1/:ls Ilre,j~)ctedu. 11;e pIece th,e woro. r:lre-
jected" in quotfl.tion m8rks bf'CAUSe the reject:!.·.'') i1:- ~l)t r.bso,· 
lute, Wl1ic11 is another valu8ble point to be made in t:1t~ te9,ch-
One cannot hope to teach besinners every-
thing ab?ut the assessment of a theory by the consideration 
of only a few examples, but something: nevertheless, c~n be 
_. rTl"QI~ 
taught nnd the present example is conveniently slmple for t.he 
Care neecls to be exercised in tne lnterpretotlon of 
FoucpultVs resultR as fer BS they affect p~rticle models of 
Ii gh t. ~'l e . no te t1:1~ t t':1e PeS. S. C. tex tbook 8RY s iI.rllll! p8 rti<J Ie 
mod~l of light e.ppel?rs to fFlil," e.llo1"ing for the posslbl1i ty 
thRt other particle models might yet be found to succeed~ 
Nineteent.!1.-0entury edherentR of the 1·rAve theory 't-\1ere not 80 
cPUt:tOU8. Tnere is no doubt thp t t11ey rep;8.rded Foucpul t' s 
experiment as ncruci81" in tnis respect. As Foucaul t l1im-
Gelf put i t ~ 111 t should be observed.". the t thp experiment 
\1hich demonstrates a le8~~er speed [Of light] in ~J'e.ter than 
sir 1s entirely decisive end that it passes B verdict between 
thp t;~ro syste:ns the t .:~ 8 vii thou t appeel II (Fouct~ul t 1850, quoter.:: 
by Bur};:e lS{-:6). With the hindsiGht now available to us, it 
1s easy to see that this view is erroneous, but as Sparberg 
(1966) and others hsve argued, one ought to be suspicious of 
rr cruciD-l" experiments on principle. As far 8S Foucp.ult's 
/experlment ••••• 
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experlmRnt 1s conc~r=H·")d,l Spnroerg remprks th8t it Ii clj.8provecl 
.... 
one of tl1e a 88umptions of Np-.:..rton i s theory, v.!hic!1 i~T8 8 not 
killed by t'1e deRt1:1 of onp 8A8umption.1/ In discussing the. 
failure of !lourn particle model wi th pupils, 't~ie our;t1t to make 
clear tJ1at failure of R t':1eory to ar;ree l-!i th experiment on a 
particular point doef-l 1l2..1;. :~PCF!88i ta te tne complete reJ ectlon 
of the t_1.eo!"ly; there:,; 81weys the possibility tht:1.t the 
." 
In the present instance, the teaching sequence requirus 
that 1:re.£Q drop the perticle model for tne tir:te being end turn 
to "t,ne '::8."1 C? ',/)<lel ins tead. One can provide a motivation for 
this: the pu~·,.!.l already knows from 111s ripple-tank studies 
th~t vJilVeS obe:y tl1e 10:vl of refl·{;.ction ~:>.:1d trf..:'?el more slowly 
in the medium in vmich t~1elr direction of travel 1s bent to-
wards the normal to t11e i.nterface. Therefore it should seem 
no tural enough to tl1e pupi 1 thn t a i,,,.-ave model 1 s now bel ng 
oonsidered as e serious elternRt1ve to tne perticle picture 
of lip;ht. T11e teacher AJ1Quld tFlke care to warn the pupi 1 
agalnst the idee tnrt any mod~l chosen 1s likely to be com-
pletely sati8factoF,{. In t'l:1.1~ 'tvay he can prt='pp.re the puPil 
for the fact lat8~ to be disclosed that light does after all 
hBve particle-like 88 well 8B wRve-like propertirs, and at 
the same time teach n vAluAble le8Ron on R sensible attitude 
towards theories. 
To sh01tJ hO"ltl thA ne lv~ particle 110del could predict 
. 
Snell's law, tne experimpnt descrjbed on page 21 of the p.S.S.C. 
Laboratory Guide could be done by pupils or demo~8trated by 
t11 e teH C.her 0 In tnis experimpnt steel b811s are set rollins 
Rcr08S a level ffilrf~ce at Dn oblique engle to &n edee of the 
surfece; on crossing the edge, tne bells roll clOvln e 8hor~ 
slope 8. nd then on to e level surface e.r;ain .. Because the 
balls speed up in a direction perpencl:lculer to the edge of 
the surfnce \"men they roll down the slope, they must change 
/dlrect1on .•• •• 
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directlon in tl1.e pr.10ces8, so thAt "l'efr8ction" occur8 .. 
From the fnct that the co~ponpnt of the velocity 'of t~p ball 
parRllel to the e~~e of tne Rurf~ce does not chan~e, it fol-
lOTN'9 directly tl.1C'!t the ratio of t'1e sine of the "engle of 
lncidence" to tne sine of the 11 8np;le of' refrflction ll is con-
stRnt for a ~iven heiRht of elope, end th8t the steel balle 
c:re movinG ~..r: 'when tr1eir path in bent to'l"rmrds the normal. 
It is desirabie for pupils to know t:.1Dt the conv2'l"fjing 
end diverging action of lenses is explicable ~n te1~~ of n 
"JPve mode 1(1 1J.1h.~.:' ripple tank should be used to ~llu£· ... rH te 
G18ss sheets cut in the shape of tne cr088-
sections of converging and diverging lenses C8n be pleced in 
the tank SJ that the leo yer of ir/a tel'" Hbove them forms a con-
verp;lng or di verginr; lens for the incident v18ves. The cnange 
of curvature of tl:1e "mvefront is pletnly visible in the8e de-
monstra tions. It is neither necessary nor desirable to 
~ttempt to justify this behnvlour in terms of Huygeno's prin-
ciple (cf. our rernerks in Sections 3.19.4 end 2.2.4); the 
pupil sees tOBt thp ivH'vefrontfJ .22 c/1.flnp;e curvFlture so tJ1nt 
the "'Teves converge or diverge, and he sees the analop:y vIi th 
the action of lenses. 
8$4 Diffraction of lignt t I 
__ f.rl'~""~~.;:::: ~ C"IPIP 
Pupils nO~'l krio1V tt1.?t~ a simple "lave model Rccounts satis-
factoril;,T fol" toe fActs of refraction vlhere88 a simple parti-
cle model does not. A natural continuation of tne argument 
is to consJder "T~1Y other i\~ve effectt] ere not refldily epp8r-
ent ~·,i t!.1 lif-'1t 1'i1.1erep s they B:ee 1·;i tn sound; in other \'Tordsjl 
the attempt ~~st be ~pde to meet ~e~ton's objection to R wave 
model of lif,ht. As tne pupi 1 hn s 81 reB (1.7 studied the f!.1.t:-
tion effects pre to be reRdily apparent, the essential 
/ c r ~_ t 8 r 10 n. e • " • 
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criterion to be seti8fi~d is that the dimensions of thp dif-
It should conss-
quently not be difficult for him to eccept th8t if light is 
correctly clescribed by a 'hTflVP model, t11e reflAons 'Vl.by its dif-
fraction effects arp not ordinarily noticeable could be that 
the dimensions of tn~ obstscles and apertures normally en-
li p;h t. TLlis ,iJo~nt e~'lou.:"d at On("2 be put "uv ~tlf.) test, pre-
ferebly by means of a large-scale demonstration of the aif .... 
fraction of light by apertures and obstacles. ThE:.. ~~'3l n re-
qu iI'sment s for stlan a demonstra tion 11flve bee n fil.lly ('~t out 
The essential point 1s 
that tne experimental eet-up should be as simple as possible. 
In p8:rtlc.ular, tne arrangements fOl~ vie1'ling tne diffraction 
pattern8 snould be simple, so tha.t no confusion CEtn arioe 
in the ptl1::1-1 t 8 mind concerning the possible role in the for-
mation of these patterns of J say, lens8e used for_vie~'Tlng 
the pa tternso As 8ulteble obstacles for cast1~g shadows, 
the Nuffielct Guicle8 8up.:gest the use of Ilfarnllier things, such 
e 8 a pin ond a needle ~ (.!nd perhl:?p8 a hall", II For ~pe:rtures, 
it is possIble to follo~·.r thp Nuffielo. recommena.8.tion of using 
e mete..l p18.te (or foil) 'Ouncherl v!ith holes of various sizes, 
If the school laborAtory includes a slit of adjustable width, 
it would be a good idea ~o use this to show thp effect on the 
.. 
pattern of the gradual veription of 811 t 'Vl1dth. The "Cornell 
Interference and Diffrect:lon 811 tfilm Demonstrator ll , cODsis-
ting of sets of single and multiple slits of different widths 
rlre't\rn on film e~nd mounted in RIess, 1~~ aveilable 8.t a very 
lo"Vl price (of the order of t, .. ro RDnd) from the N8.tione:1 Press, 
Palo Alto, California. It is ~;minently sui tnble for elemen-
tery demonstrations end experiments in diffraction pnd inter-
ference, a nd could certainly be used to selva ntflge in demon-
etratlons of the type cODnidered here o 
/For .•• e • 
(" 
For comment on. tl1.e use of the Ip~..f:J2 In this connf-'ction, 
8ee.Section 8 .. 9 0 
8.5 Two-slit interference 
In the demonstrptionp di8CU8Sec. in the precediDE Rection, 
pupils are sho'tvn that lirht eRn be diffracted end CAn deduce 
from the nature of the experimental set-up thot the wavelength 
of the 11gh t must be vel"Y smell. At this' point in tt2 ;rep~ 
KhG tis rna re i 'llportan tis tha t p"tlpi 1. s 
should nOF study in more detel1 8. phenomenon ';';."'1c11 ,"111 en-
able them to make e. passB.bly accurate measurement of ~;he wave-
length of .i.i~:'it and. ;,rhlch will extend their experience .of the 
wave behaviour of light. In the Nuff1eld Guide (V) it is 
mentioned. that some tepchers mie;ht wish to use the diffr8C .... 
tion gret1ng in place of Young's slits st this point, on the 
grou nds thE! t lithe gre ti ng geometry is simpl.er" D nd e180) one 
preBumeo, becPus8 it 1s eRsier to set up the grptinr pxperiment0 
Vie Are pt one 1'.rith thp Nuffield Guide in inEJist:1.np: on the use 
of Youngis slits, PB we feel thet, vlh[;~,tever mpy be s8:tcl flb,?ut 
the geometry, the phJrsics of the phenomenon of two-slit inter-
ference is 80meHha t simpler to grA sp thAn the t of mul tipl~-
811 t di f:t':r8. 0 t ion. 
The stanCJ.&rd methods of carrying out tvlQ-slit interfer-
ence expe:cl 1:lents at university or A-level (e.g. use of Fres-
nel's biprism) are too ex~en8ive and complicated to be con-
sidered for school use. Fc.rtuna tely ~ th.ere are a number of 
simple ways of deT"<1onstretinp: tiNo-sli t interference, ~11 of 
Nhich are essentls.11y Just modern verr:ions of Yount:' 9 orj.ginal 
experiment, 
bed in thelr Labore tory Cuid;:::, i:3 thp simplest to set up$ but 
it 18 Hlso the one i~:hich, prepents most dtfficul ties of' inter-
pretetion for the pupil. The experimenter looks .a t the 
/li.p.:ht ••••• 
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lieht 80U11 Ce ( p lonr, Btl'Flight-filpment lamp or A long» 
nerrow, brightly111umlnnted slit) throuph B pair of slits 
scratc~ed on a microscopic 81ide coated with 8u1tnble blaok 
meterial. Having IfmonochrornAttzed" tl-:'.e inc:1.c.lent lip.ht by 
placing a piece of coloured cellophene in front of the source, 
he makes measurements on the fringe pattern he sees by hold-
i nr; 8. ruler or m~t;. f.: st~ ... ~~c just above the source end vlewine; 
(A nW'i ndoH 1\ 80 ra t cb ed 
-In the slide IflBkes possible simult8.neouE vle"\.Jll'\~ c P fringe? 
end mIcro) \','hflt pe rtly obscures the lnterprete.tion of this 
eXD~rlment for the pupil (8cholar, that is.') is the fact that 
the interferet'r:' frir:.ges B.re formed only on the re.tinH .• 
The pupil h.as t) cai.~~. on h.l~ ur.:~:ers·~,3.r'·;i.Dg of geometrical 
optics in order to appreciate that the relation between his 
meesurements and tl1e wavel~n~th is correctly given by the fOl'l-
mula for two-slit interference. He has to realize that the 
aPPArent frinEe pettprn he sees in the p18ne of thp source is 
the same as 1vould be procluce(l there by a pail'") of actual (00-
herent) sources in th~ pasi ti.on of thc-; t1vO 811 ts. One BUS .... 
peets that this is thp kind of fact the pupil might be in- "f 
cJ..ined to accept 1vithout reBlly understending it. Perhaps 
it is for this reeson the.t this version of "Young'3 slits" 
interference is not d.iscussed at 8.11 in the Nuffleld Gu1.des o 
The Nuffield proposels for demonstrating interference require 
the use of e .. similar experln~ent81 arrangement to thB.t recom-
mended for d(::monstre.tlng diffraction (Nuffleld Guide III, V). 
A pair of slits is illumlneted by e very bright sOJrcc, either 
directly (in \'lhich ce 8e the eource should be a 'tline II SOu.rcE~)) 
,.,11 <!-~h the source i t8elf functioning r s tl:1e first "811 til in 
""-'ounp;' s oririnal errnnge'T\ent, or through e lens "'Thiel"') has been 
set up to focus an imAge of the source rou~hly in the position 
of the viewing screen. If the lBtter Bc~eme is adopted, the 
/rlouble ••••• 
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double slit 1s pIeced immediately in front of the lens. 
The viet-ling screen 1s of the sa.me·type 8S that recommended 
for tJ:18 diffra etlon demonstra. tiona. 
Several lTays of ma.king a double 81i t ere discussed in 
the Nuffield Guides. NearlY,all of them require ruling the 
eli ts wi tl1 a sui table instrument on a micro"'Scope slide tha.t 
n~s been coated black. Of theBe, they recommend ruling with 
a ball-point pen as the baste The present euthorig ~~~erl-
the. t the method recommended by tne PI> S., S. C • .a nd not~a by the 
Nuffielcl Gula.es~ viz. ruling the 811 ts \.'\r:1 th n >~ir ~.,'" th}.l1 
razor blades held next to each other does produce sat!8factory 
reBul~ .. ~ - :::~t"g.ny re.1.,~ 'tv-hen the£le slits ~re used in conjunction 
Ttl1 th a laser. A8 1 s fe.rniliar from diffre.ction theory B.nd is 
discussed in detnil in the Nuffield Guide (V), the ~ppee.r'ance 
of the two-slit interference pattern will depend not only on 
the sepe.ra tion of the ell ts bu t also on the rela tion bet1:1een 
s11 t 1!i}'idth and 811 t separation. UsinR a pair of double-
edged rf:1zor blades of stpnderd thickness to rule the sIlts 
l"lesults in Cl slit width and separetlon llhich can give rise to 
El pattern of several dozen clf;erly distlnguls.ha.ble fringes 
when the arrangement is illumina ted bye, le.sere If a bright 
source of the type recommend.ed by the Nuffield Gulde 1s used, 
thlB too should bp. ablp to produce a sa tisfe.ctory fringe 
pattern itJi th such cl pe.lr of eli t8~ 
For preference, pupils 8houlc1~ ffi8.ke their Ov.ln pair of 
eli ts Po nd teke their own meG 8urements on the 0.1 sta nt screen 
'Vrhen a frlnge pattern is obtelned vri th "monocnromatlzpd" 
light from the source, The septn")atlc.n of the slIts Cf'ln be 
deduced~ frOLl the thickness of one. of t.l1e ra zor bl[ldes e e 
measured 1",1 th 8, micrornp.ter-screi'T gauge y The resul t the 
pupil obtains for the wavelength of the 1ipht he nas been 
using ",!il1 be fl.ccura.te enough for 11im to know that the 'ttJ8.V9-
/le ng th. ' ••• 
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lene;tl.1 of light 18 of the oreler of !1J-1ndreq.tl rnther thAn tens 
,4 
or t!1.0U 88 nds of ne nome treso Thu s he doeR no t have to take 
this important fDct on trust from enybo<ly; ',Then more accur'~ 
~,te v~lues of the \·,r8velength of the light from p8.1-:otlc.ulHr 
sources 8 re q noted in thp l:rterature or by the teaChp.r, he 
\-lr111 know' from his ner8or.~-;. expprience thBt the or(ler of 
tnegnl tude of t}'\ese v~J:~f~S is correct. 
Certvin ,:u.8s'tions remain to be enr·n·1erpd [l",bout the under ..... 
lyi ng pr:t nCiple of· the experlmpnt. First, how much attention 
should b:e directed to the .£9.h!~rene~ of the sour'ces Bt this 
The ~\1f'fielc1 Guide (V) suggests th8t tJ1is should n0t 
be emphasized .. " llprf)bab1y not even r1entioned. unless e pupil 
psks - bec8use ~e are discussing a bas10 demonstration of 
~>.:::' ~ 
.yr ~.,. : '.'5 
.. 
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~lave behaviour re .. t11er t11an examinine; t11e more edve.need deta.:tlsfl. :<: 
Perhsps thi sis too modest' 8 view of 1/<Jl1e.t senior pupils can 
cope with in connection with interference. The pupil knovJ'S 
from his ripple tank investig8tions that there must be e con-
st8nt phase difference bettveen sources if there is to be a 
stable interferenoe p~tterns He 08.n note the experimental 
fect that tvlO independ.ent light sources illumine.tinp; different 
gli ts \'.Till not produce e.n interference pattern, and infer from 
thiA that tylO independent ligl1t sources cio not hr.-:lve a constant 
phpse difference between them. 'fdhy oonvpntional lip.:ht 
sources behDve in this way ne~d not bp. discu8sed at t11.is 
point. (Teachers might Cf-J;rA to note thet even if the t'liIO 
1 ndependent light 8ourC88 flrF> Ip 8~.:.r .. 6., they ~Til1 not bp able 
to maintain a oonstant phase difference long enough for a 
stable interference pattern to be observed: cf p.SaS.C~ 
1 ~)65) 19G8.) .. 
The second question to bp answered in connection with 
the princlple of the IIYoung's-slits" experiment is why one 
1s justified in treetinB the slits as the effective sources. 
of tne lignt. TJ1e usua.l exple.na tion gi van in elementary 
It extbook s ...... 
':, 
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~, 
f: textbooks relies on Huygens' s Pri.l1c:tple, 81tJlouFh this fact 
.. 
1 s not a11,;ays ·made expllci t. Cf. 8ea:1"8 Bnd Ze111nnsky (1964) ~ 
!lAC coreli ne; to Huygens' s Pri nOiple, cylinclricr '1 iv-avel~tR 
spread out from slit So and rAPch slits S1 end 82 at the same 
in8tant. 1\ train of Huygens 1iiBvelets d.iverges from both 
of these 811 ts~ '\,rni~r1. thr-:,.·,-'fore Bet 8.8 coherent sources~ II 
Tne idea. t11at n:1:vl:tnr..~;~~e!.'Jl 'til"avelets ll spree.c1 out from 80urce 
~0 ~3 1tS6if !~rOneOU8j prpsupposlng AS jt iaes thp+ ~he 
phase of the di sturbance i B con8tant along So' bu t apar't :['rom 
thil9 lV'e h8.ve the doubtful status of Huygenst s Pr'inciple l t-
eelf to ~on~~~d with. It vrouJ.d probably be 11J.-edvised to 
The 8f.lfeBt 
procedure is to .::Joint to t118 direct anb,l')gy betN'een Young IS 
experi~eRt and a corresponding experiment carried out in the 
ripple tank o Pupils should be 811.ol'ln the t waves rli vergl ng 
frorn a IIpolnt fJ source in the r:tp;:le t8nk and intel"cepte,-:l. by 
a barrier with two holes in it, give rise to an interference 
pattern on the far side of the barrier that is just like that 
for two point sources. Tt1en it 02.n be suggestecl to t,hem that 
"1', 
.!1 light is e. klnd of 1·1@.'ve motion, it mi[:,J1t behe.\1s· :tn the se rn8 
we.y ~.s lrateI" UB.ve~ erie obs~rved to do P. s fer as t~·ro-8l1.t inter-
ference is concerned o 
problem need be gon0 into More deeply than this. Ho't·rpver $ 
we do thinJz: that at leest e8 much needs to be 8ald about it 
B.S bes been indicated 2bove~ It is ['let enongh to pBSS from 
" t'llo-source ff to IItvrO .... sli t Ii 1 nterference wi thou t some sort of 
comment. 
8.6 Interference in thin films 
This topic is briefly treRted in the PeS.SQC e course 
end not mentioned at 8.11 in t!:le Kuffielcl course; 1 t fa 0.1: 
"optional extension" to the Sou th llfrical1 Common Basic SylJ.a.-
bus for Physical Scienoe. It 1s tempting to include some 
mention of it in an elementn.ry syllabus - the colours ShOW:1 
/by" " e Q l) 
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by thln fllms are B vpry famll1nr p[lrt of everyone Q 8 exper"". 
ience ~ and tr:1e phenOlTl.en.9. D8BoclB.ted· \flith thin-f11minter"': 
ference are strikingly beautiful
,l hflve many interesting 
epplicatlons ind are further impressive evidence for the 
1f1']1?V y lf aspects of the behaviour of ligl1t., Eu t 8.8 anyone 
wi tl" ~':xperience of teachi ng thl s topic at uni versi ty will 
p~··()be.bly confirm, many difficulties arise ~lh,en one trles to 
teach i t properly, of ylhi ch the deri VB tion of th.,e for"",' I:. :~ or 
the path difference betY.reen 8uccessl"Je refler··;"2d 0r crB.nsmi t-
ted "rays II is by fa r t11.e 1 eest. One ha s to explain 1'l1hy broad 
nerroW' sources 1n tt\To-slit inter:ftr.ene;e; ",;rJ:1Y a soep film 8I...;pee.rs 
df',rjs. by reflecte0. light if it i8 very thin; ~Thy n,,,edge frir-
ges ll in thIn films eppe~r to be loce.ted in the vicinity ()f the 
film, \·,h11e IJpe.r811el-plnte U fringes Hre locelizerl at "infin-
i ty II; 't'ihy the Ie tter fringes must be circular; ""hy t1:1.e films 
must be thln if fringes ere to be seen and the· light is not 
too well collimated; end 80 on~ All this needs an appreci-
ably higher level of understanding from the student t~1an does 
"t, 
two-slit interference. We eto not think that c.ons1dera tion 
of tnese subtleties should or need form part of any trea trnont 
of the topic in a rnatriculDtion syllabus. Pupils should. see 
demonstrations of the pl1enomenon, eo€!,. by viewing the light 
reflected fl'10m B. pair of perspex sheets irrs.diGted by a mono-
chromatic sourJe!) Tr1e Ii'VITedge fringes II produced in the G.ir 
film between t~e sheets are generally very obvious to the 
naked eye under these conditions. By 1·my of exple.na tion of 
these fringes 5 B.11 thBt pupils need J:no~'r is thnt interference 
18 possible between light cominR from the upper nnd lower sur-
faces of a thin film because these II sources II :':1e.ve a constant 
phe se clifference bet'VIleen them. The qualitative relationship 
betvleen the spb.cing of the fringes a no. the angle betvreen the 
8urf8.ces of t.lle film should be pOintecl out. Pupils ~1i8hing 
Ito • . ~ <II • 
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to knovv vJhy the films have to be 111i.u can be shown 'vi th the 
Bid of ray diagrD.ms that if t!1e film is too thick, paIrs of 
coherent rays cannot simultaneously enter the eye lens~ 
A very spectacular form of thin-film lnterference can 
be obt8ined 111i th B. very thin parallel-sided film illuminnted 
by lir;h t from a very brigh t, .. arla)-1. source. 
fringes are "non-localized fr1.np;eB of eCl}1f1.1 1nl'l.·; :-.. lh t;ion it , 
to " 8e Tolansl,.Y ...... (lQ;.1Q "r~,;:_~'l taro"~ no' '. ~r v. ... ),. .,;-) v J.., .J ~'," ~ • 1, • .L J .J t, ,{ 'II .... T!:1i s demon 8 tx·a-
'cion ~TaB popular~~ ~ed. oy Pohl, so tha t tt.8 fri ngee are some-
times known H8 nPohl l s fringes li (cf. Se8,r8 and Zemansky 1964) 0 
The simplj,city of the :'.,.:""ralli·~0men!.; is ~-, y~ecommend.e.tion fOl'; 
:t ts use i!~ elementary cla.88eD 8S an 8.dJ.l,~l .. tione.l meens of brine:-
ing home the ,,\\ra.ve c1is.racter of light. 
~ 
8.? Colour, 'tva..!.elength and frequ~r~cz 
In the context of interference, it is natural for the 
I 
connee tion betirJee n colour 8. nd 'i18Vele ngth to be noticed by 
pupils. I t is obv1ou s even from their rela ti vely crude 
mee,8urements tJ1et the "lsvelength of red lig.ht 1s gx\eeter than 
that of blue light, so tnat the pupil can make the correla-
tions: red light ·...,..longer wavE~length;-blue light....:;. shOl .. ter 
~1e.: ve le ngth. Follo~Jing the usual approach, the teecher 1.vould 
then elaborate theRe correlations into a more detailed state-
ment of the relationship bet1·i een C010U1"' end. wavelength, per .. ~ 
ha.ps giving a tftble of \,-.rave length b2.nc3.s corre spondi ng to the 
-different spectral colours. .And there the metter ~J'oulcl be 
left. In our opinion, i tough t to be tBk~n (;l. Ii ttle further" 
The wevelengths 1"1i th y,lhich it is usual to correlate the 
colours of tJ1e spectrum ar~ those in eir or in va,cuo. 
fect reml nds one thB t thp waveleng the of ligh t i nsi de tl1e 
vi treons humor (t11e flmedium u for light; in thp. neigh-bourhcod 
of' ttle retina) must be shorter by the e.pproprinte factor, 
viz. the reciprocal of the refractive index, than those 
U 8ually quoted. But then one 1s led to reflect that it 
/vJOuld ••••• 
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v~oulc1 be oeld lndeed if the senSA tioD. of llght were to depencl 
on the 1·.ravelen[~th of the incident light; hOi~l' vlotfld t.tle re-
~~""'''"'''~ 
the other J1pnd, it il\~ould be entirely re88on8ble to expect 
01' tne incident light, 1",hich is 8D unchanging feBture of the 
llght 8.8 it posses from medium to macLiuin' (cf CoffmB.n 19P1O) 
retina) • Hence it is better to correlatr thp colour of 
light with its frequency than its l~velength. The teacher 
should point this out, explRining t~at although ~t 18 ~U8~O-
mS.ry to quote vJavelengths in vacuo vlhen indic8ting t'1.E> physi-
cal s'~lmulus ~.·,:"rre8I--,ondlng to colour, this i8 e88entl&11~y· a 
matter of habit. At present it is not possible to measure 
the frequency of visible light directly, 1'rhereas i ts 1~mvelencth 
can be measured to considerable flccuracy; hence It 1s an In-
g rp-.i ned habit to refer to ~Javelength rather t1.1Bn. frequency 
when referring to visible light. 
8.7 Diffraction of li~ht, II 
,. '" T "". lIiI'i\lI' .... e ..... "' 
There 8.~e certBin ~spect8 of tl1e diffraction of 11~:'lt 
~",hic.h t.he pupil should 8t~Hly besides ti-Io 88 he 118 8 ~.lrp8 dy CD-
countered. First, he should note the dependence on wave-
length of the optical diffraction pattern for ~ single slit 
of f'ixec3~ 1'lidth; obsArvetion of 81 np;le-sli t diffraction pat-· 
terns for lif)1t of different colours l'Jould do for th.i B purpoRe, 
If it is available, he sboul~ also be shown the excellent 
film-loop (Ee.ling 1\20-2066/1) 11}'hich Sh01'JS the effect 0"1 the 
diffre.ction pattern of continuous variation of 1"avel:-:~;gth fXlom 
one end of t;J1e visible spectrum to. the other., Time should 
not be spent in the clDssroom on the derivntion of the well-
kno"tvn forn1ulB. for sine;le-sli t Fr:;1.unhofer diffraction. Ir11.e 
standard simple derivation depends dn Fresnel' 8 modification 
lof. l' •• '0 
i' ~~ .. ,. 
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of J:"luygens i 8 oonstruction, the' use of 1·;hich p 88 1,ro have seen, 
is to be rer-;orCLed 88 justified by the succeS8 of its 'predlc-
tions in particular conditions rnther than by any sound under-
lying phy-sicnl principle. The direct dependence on l~ve-
length 8nd the inverse d.ependence on 81i t i.'lidth of. thEl sepa-
retion of the diffr8ction bpnds oen be treated 88 P~ p~irf~~l 
resul.t, dec1ucible from me~Burementr on the J:,:tr.:;:<:.r': "cank ana-
r',Q p. 11 t:,le furtl~',r, one C8n me!:'.tion thDt the light emerging 
from the 61i t behaves to l:j good. ap;roxime.tion ~ 8 if ell fferent 
Then 
the diffraction pattern cen 't,e expla1n~~~~ as erising from the 
constructive B .. nd destructive interference of tnese 1-J8.Veb ll 
Pupils should have at least a nodding acquaintance with 
the diffraction grating. Cheap c11ffro.ction gratings are 
I 
n~w available and greatly facilitate the study of spectra in 
c le. 88. Intl"'oc1uction to the conventional optical diffraction 
grating makes it possible for the pupil to meet the principle 
applied in three-dimensional X-ray diffraction stuCl.ieB to 
deduoe the spacing of ptoms in solids, encl fj,18o to understano. 
The Nuffleld. Cuide (V) comments: IIS of1e pupils 1;-7111 take the 
grfl.ting as an extended form of Younp:' P 81i ts~ ana .. the p8ttern 
of spectl"l8. 8.S 2. brigh tpT' form of Young' 8 fringes. If Thi 8 is 
perhflps the mo st conv e nlen~t way to i ntroc3..uc e the gra ting in 
cle.s8. The pupil knor!Ts from 1118 ripple te.nk pnd optical 
8tU~y of two-slit interference that two slits in a barrier 
or 8creen can eot B8 effective sources of waves, 80 that the 
idea of a multiple errpy of slits pct~~g 88 r set of multiple 
sources should not be too difficult for him to accepto 
It should be reinforced by a demonstretion in 8. ripple tank 
in vJhich 8. r;rating is simulated by an arrangement of multiple 
sIlts and, if it is available, br the p.S.Se C• film loop on 
/multiple~ •.•• 
,.~.:- . 
. -.1..:' , 
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.11 
multiple-slit diffraction (EAllng h80-2439/1)0 If the 
pupil hns unc1erstood the geOnlAtry of Young's t1c-lo-sli t ex-
periment, he should appreciate thet at polnt8 fD.l" enough 
8.way fro~'n the gre ting p constructive interference from the 
v,reve contributions from p8irB of adjA.cent "811 tEl" should 
occur s. t pa.rticular Angles of emerp;ence e from the grp.ting 
glven by sine ~.~ D.:- '\"::.l.l~; ~': the symbols have their usual d , 
It is desirable for pupils to carrj out m(;88u~.'ements {.)f' 
w"B.velength Hi th the Bid of the diffr2.ction gret1nga (A des-
c~lption of a class experiment of this type is given in the 
Nuf:'j.eld Guid(:) V). The grating spacing must of course be 
given to pupilf" .i\~: the Nuf:!:] 21d !:u~.3e (V) .90ints out t the 
maker of the grating dedu ces the spacing from the nwnber of 
rulings made on the gratlng Q PuPils could be invited to 
suggest ho "(,] , in principle, mee 8nrements obtaineo~ vii th Young IS 
slits and with the grating on the same kind of light could be 
used to check the maker's value~ 
8.9 Use of the laser in demonstrating interferenc~ and 
~~f ~~,_~,~_. __________ _ 
diffrDction 
Gas lasers sui table for use in elementFlry teechlng pre 
expensive, but not prohibitively so; the current South African 
price of suo]]. an instrument is betueen t11T O p.nd three hundred 
Rand. It is thus bFlcoming feas-tble for a school to consider 
buying at least on8 1e ser I'Ol'" 1 ts labore.tory, and teachers 
will be wondering lrhether it 1s sensible to buy one and how 
they shoulct use it if they do. 
We consiaer the second of these questions first. The 
commercir~.l gas Inser for educatioDBl v.se is ,a demonstrator's 
d.ream" requiring on1y to be 8\-111 tchec1 on in order to be fully 
l'lee.dy for use. To demonstrate interference and diffraction 
/effec ts •• " •• 
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effects 111 ttl it, ell th~t is necessary i 8 to place the laser 
behincl the slnr;le slit, double slit or multiple sIlt '"hos8 
interference or diffraction pattern is to be shown - the 
light 'Vli 11 do the re 8 t. Tl1is mB,kes it ver'Y tpmpting to use 
the 18 sel" in the .;1. .. n1 t:tFJ 1 demonstrations of the 88 phenomena., 
Of the possible objeotioD~ ~o this, we may dismiss at once 
8.ny whici1 ere ~c(!8ed. on i..~:le fact thet the 18.ser is a "black 
.AllY 1 . ?r):1t source is to SOr.'l8 extent A ,black boX';; f1 s far 
as pupil'S are c:>ncerned; even the tTlmple incanclesoent lamp 
comes into this ca tegory, since thr:? processes by i.vhich l t 
raQii-lter~ l:lg!.i~ i,·rill be far fron fully understood by beginners., 
But tl1elaser '~Q a source of highly col1erent light, so that 
it 1s "special" ~;..n B way convantione.l l~;ht scurce.s s.re notc/ 
Even thl-s 08 n hardly be counted an obj ection to its use. 
The fact that t11e ligh t from the le.ser is £9.he..r..8111 intro(luces 
no ne1'T o.'p.t .. i,c8. .. ± principles into the cLiscussion; let us fra.nkly 
admit the.t if certein more conventional light source8~vere 
Cbherent, we should be onlY' too glad to use them in demon-
strating interference end diffraction. A more 8eriou~ ob-
"'!:, 
ject10n to th~ use of the laser is the simple fact of its 
novelty; it :i.e l:1.k~ly to ettra.ct 1/fhat may bp pn undesirs.ble 
emount of fl.ttention to itself on p.ccount of the p,lamour 1'Th10h 
at present surrounds it,' There is 8. r'pf-'ll da nger tha t pupils 
m8.y think thB.t interference a.nd diffraction phenomena ere 
connectecl essentially '\>,i ttl ~ the la.ser ~ 1'.;1:1ic11, is not the 1m .... 
preosion one ",ants them to receive, So a wiser strategy 
might be to carry out the 1ni tiel demonstrf-ltions and experi-
ments 1n this, connection wi th conventionel light sources, as 
described above, and to postpone use of the laser until pupils 
have 8.ppreciated the essentiAls of the lJhenomena under studs"" 
Then a laser can be used both to edd a touc11 of glamour and 
excitement to the proceedings ~nd to reinforce and extend 
pupils' know1edge 8.n(l understanding of these phenomena. 
/I t ...•• 
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It could be u8ed for a comppratlve study of interference 
petterns obtained vTi th double 81i ts of v2,ryinr: seperatione; 
for demonstration of 'Vrhs.t is meant by coherent lig.ht; for 
8.n exceedinc;ly effectlve demonstration of the dependence of 
the spacinr, of 81nrle-811 t diffraction fringes on sli t 'rN"idth 
(if a 81i t of continuously variable w"idth is ave.ilp.":~,e); for 
c1emons.tration of tile fOrn1ntion of cliffra~,tion 1;'c~v:'erns from 
the rulings on a metal :ru: ,~.r~ pnc1 ~;jO cr." 1\.,.,1 top, e trJ.er J the 
1~8er wou:a certei~ly be more t~pn merely B v81uAble toy if 
it ,..;ere :part of' the equipm·ent of' the school 18.boratory 1 Fl nd, 
other things being equL':. on~: cou:d r'scoTllmend itR purche..se., 
Hov..rever~ if money vlere short, :tt is dou;Y:;ful vi1:'1ether one could 
give it the highest priority; several o~(illo8cope8, say, 
mignt be, of more value to a 8c]1.001 laboratory than a single 
laser, 
In the p.SoS.C. physics textbook, second edition (1965) 
and in th.e Po S~ S~ C, flCollege Physics lJ (1968) tne fol1o~~~lng 
remHrks appear: nPhysicists.hope the.t one day it will be 
1:t~ ..... . 
. .. 
: ~:~' . 
possible to make Ie ser sources of identical itiHvelengths) fully .. ::, 
"t, 
locked in ph8.se. Then interference effects ,1V'i th light Hill 
be e.s easy to see and understand as those \I\d th 11rater er~ in 
t!1.e ripple tank. II When this happens it may bA that lesers 
will have become much leR8 expensive th~n they are now, and 
elRo that their glamour will have faded. In that C8.se it 
mipht be wise to amend the ~bove reconwendations pnd insist 
that all sChool laboratories be equipped with pt least one 
:pail" of gas lasers of "identidal vlavelength II, (Perhp-.ps, in 
vierN' of wha t has been said in Sec tion 8,7, it vTould be better 
to say of such Ipsers t~8t they have leentical frequ~ncy.) 
r"" w::M!t 
8.10 Pol~rization 
This is 8. topic which is obviously fel t by the pla.nners 
bf both the Nuffield and the p. S. So C. syllabuses to be II non-
essential", since it 1s mentioned in neither course. Indeec1, 
/i t .• , •• 
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it is not even referred to in the "ColleGe Physlcs ll version 
On th e other he nd i tha s fotind its 
way into the Conwon Basic Syllabus for Physical Science in 
This 1s l'leasonable in e. syllabus which does 
include explicit treatment of electromae;net1c 1\raves. In dls-
cussinG the latter, th.e teacher 1\Till have had to exnlB.in thnt 
the I/vibrations" of tl1e electric nnd magnetic fi':::.d vectors 
in D. plane electromagnetiC""- Wf~~;-3 tal~0 p!fCe 8.t" right 8.n~les to 
each o tho:,.' anci to " .... ~ .. :l(::' direction of propa::;ation of the wave,. 
According to the outllne given in the Common Basic Syllabuses, 
one ShO:lld introduce Pl.::' A.riz·'. I~ior'. of ':;·!L'ves bY' pointing out 
tha t conflnement to one plane of the vi t:'1'f:3ti0ns of the parti-
oles of the medium indicates "polo.rize.tiot: 1f of the 'tlF.Ve by 
def! ni tien. 1t1ith this background., pupi1s should be able to 
e.pprecla te that plf:lne elect1"'omagnetic \vi:3ves of the type hi th.-
er~o disoussed with them are, in fact, polprized. If one can 
no,,y shoi.-J tha.t _+~~~:1! exhi bi ts polariza tion in addi tioD to 1 ts 
other properties, i. e, that ·the intensity of thf? right kind 
of llght beam on passing t11roug1:'l the right kind of '8_nelyzer 
depends on the orientation of the analyzer, then this 19 
(a) valuable supporting evidence for the wave character of 
light, 
(b) evictence for the .tr ... a-n8 .. ver~ character of light tvaves; 
(c) further evidence of the similarity betHeen light end 
"'f 
electromagnetic v;aves. Tl1,e invention of "Polaroid" he s made 
it an easy ma.tter to carry out this experiment at elementary 
level; one 1i tere lly needs no more than t1'lO pc9.irs of "Pola.-
raid" sunslasses and a source of 11~htJ alt~ouph it would 
doubtless be more elerant to use mounted plpne s~eets of 
polerold .• 
It is i"Torth exaMining "mDt this simple extinction experi-
ment proves, and how it proveR it. It is f.ound th~t the 
/tra nsmi 88ion~ . 41 •• 
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trft nsmisoion is a ~m!lm for t"t,!O orientAtions of the analy-
. zer, these orientatio'nBbeins at 1800 to one another; is' 
reduced px)[tctic811y to .!ero, at tw'o other orientations of the 
analyzer \,'T1J.ich ;nake e nelee of 90° 1'Ji tb respect to those for 
maximlun tranGmj_8sion; and 11.a s intermedla.te vB.lues between 
these orientations. Thi 8 ~ 8 preclsely 'tv-hat one expects if 
the i1vlbration~:'1 ir! the-:,~cln emel-'"lging froJ)1 the II po18rizer" 
flJ"b.o (,;~'~d'in: .. :~ t') GDe plane only and if the anfl.+yzer transmi ts 
only the Dor1pODent of these vlbrA.tioDS in 8 cerc~.in Cl.lrect.l.ol1. 
,~~II¢W"~. 
To t":1is extent it supports the vie':i t~1at the WRves lncident 
o n ··~I.: e [1 :1aly ~.2 r mUG t be po18ri ze Q" 
ha.8 ~;tre8sed, '~::e experiment does not rule out thA possi bill ty 
that these l;TaVef) migh t be a miJC"~\tre of :'Jnr,i tU~li nal and trans-
verse fo:rms of itiaves. Longitudinal components of the inci-
dent 1-laVeS might be absorbed by the polarize!l a.n(l 80 not reach 
the analyze~c; or longl tudinD.l oomponents might be transmitted 
by both polar1zer and analyzer but be inca.pable of p.etectlon 
by t1.1e eye. In TOi;'lne 18 words $ HAll vIe can say 18 tl:1at 'tv8 
flre successfully able to interpret t;.1e results of certain 
"t. 
experiments 'liTi thou t making use of a longi tudlpal component. II 
It would help to sharpen the critical faculties of pupils :If 
they v'lere remindec1 of 8uoh points 88 these. 
A more complete argument concern1n~ the siml1RY'lty be-
tvTeen the observed behi1viour of lir;ht \'TBves and the expectecl 
behaviour of electromagnet19 v.raves "tv-auld tAk(~ into 8.ccount 
the detailed dependence of the intensity of t~e transmitted 
light f11 0m the ana.lyzer on t 118 oriente.tion of the letter. 
T~e expected variation of intensity ~ith an~le 1s given by 
l.tTa::"us' 8 I_air: (:r :: Io cos2e ); ideally.Q one shoulc1. checlc 
1~hether the intensity of the trB.nsmi tteCl. light is c1escri bed 
As a first approximation to this, we may accept 
t11e results of the simple tvjo-polarold experiment as being 
suggestlve enough. 
IA . . 4 •• 
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1\. 'vTorcl needs to be SfJ.ld abou t tl:1e actIon of IIPoleroirl" 
1 tself (cf. S.~lurcllff 1964, T01-rne 1967 ~ Crlatvford 1968.). ,.. 
"Type HI! polaroid, now comrnonly usee1., consists of a. stretch~d 
sheet of some sui table pIe stic material (usua.lly polyvinyl 
alcohol) that h08 been impregnated with iodine after stret-
ching. The polymeric molecules in the sheet are aligned by 
the stretching, en~ the ~cilne atoms that attaoh themselves 
t~) "'~(J:;Be L,sle(;l·,.J.dS in the process of impregne. tion thus form 
..... 
long, th .. i..n Jlcheins ll 1'>,1 thin the sheet, The io~lnG atoms 
11 {Yrowia.e.J conduction electrons th0t can move e.long the chalns 
bL~ not per~~naicu18r to theM" (Crawford 1968). Therefore 
e sheet of rrT~r.)e Hit poleroid resembles a grid of metal "liree 
in that it .has [- preferential <i1reot10~. of cO.'lduction and, 
like tl1e metal grid, will tr~n8mi t electromagnetic '\i1TaVeS best .. ' 
if the eleotric field vect0r 1s at right engles to this pre-
ferential direction of conduotion~ If the teDcher tells his 
pupils [\,bout the intern81 constitution of JlPo18.roicl", he 
S110uld be cD.lo')eful to make .this pOint, lest the impression be 
gained that the cheins of B'toms in t~e polaroid sheet func-
"'{ 
tion as a kind of picket fence, per!:1i tting ,only the pe.8sage 
of 'V'mves \'Jhioh he.ve their "vlbrHtions" aligned parallel to 
the etomi c cJ1a.ins (cf. Shurcliff 1964). If pupila have been 
shovvn only t~:1e analogy of trn.nsverse 1vaves on strings incident 
on suitably aligned slits, they might well be inclined to 
gain this impression. O~n the other h8.nc3~$ if pupils have 
been s1101·;n the miCrOil'll:tVe 8nalogue of the action of polpr'old 
"H" sheets, they t-,ill be prepared for the correct view. 
There is no need in this essentially brief treatment of 
the pol~·\r~_z8.t:'on of light to :1ntrortuce r?ny special ne1~! terms, 
such 8.8 "plane of polflrization fl • This term, for ~vllich COl".I-
fllctlng meanings hAve been given in the literature, seems 
now to be falli~~ out of use, to be replaced by the use of 
.-
the ter~ms lithe plane of the E-vector ll and "the plane of the 
IB-vector. " 
"'," 
l 
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At this point in the treatment, where the iden-
tificot1on of light waves 't"li th electromagnetic 'waves has not 
yet been made~ it 1s not yet appropriate to use this termino-
logy; one snould talk simply of Itthe plane of tne vlbre.tiona u 
[Of the E-vector, that 18 to say] for the moment. 
8. 11 I ntensi ty ': 5.1J~1:fllna t 'j, on end the l.nvers$ square lB:hT 
~vM ".~J"~/~"''''''-~ __ Q":Tt 1 
fJ~l to ~"l1i~J pr:~n~ the pupil will have been using tl1e term 
1 ts UtEJ'e in connection wi th Wl:)ve motion in generF.ll o The asaum-
pt.~,(")n tS.ci tly ma.cle here 1s that light .Q;peA tl')ansport ~nergy~ 
'rhis 8.8sumptl0.: shoulo. be brought into the openp and pupils 
asked to sugges'; evld~nc~ in fc:\''')ur :'>! 'it. ~~ ophi stica ted 
pupils will probably reca.l1 the laser and its a.bili ty to 
ttpuncr~'t holes in rS2',or blad~8, which clee.rly :t')equlres energy; 
some may tnink of a. light meter for a camera and the fact tha.t 
it responds to the incident light by giving a reading; others 
will think of sunlight and "its obvious heating effect, or of 
ultra-violet or ordinary incandescent lamps. Per.t':u:J.ps in the 
ca se of t.he last-mentioned examples pupils 1'1111 accept that 
all incident radiation, visible or otherw1 .. s9 t contributes in 
Borne measure to the heating that 1s produced. 
On the assumption that energy is transported by light 
w'aves I) it is easy to show thet the intenai ty of the light must 
falloff inversely as the square of the distance if the source 
is small and there ere no compllc8.ting factorslJ 
textbook (1960,1960) 8Ugg~9t8 an experiment ~dth s light-
meter to confirm this, though the experiment described seems 
more of a "thought" experiment than one which could convenien-
tly be oarried out with e olass. The 11ght .... meter 1s c81tbrR-
ted by setting up one~ two, three~ •. slml1ar "standard light 
sources" at a standard diste.nce from the meter ll noting the 
resdlng in each case and mDrk1ng the scale as registering one, 
t"TO, three ••• units of 111um1natio'n at t.'1ese points. The meter 
i 8 then used to measure the illumine. tion at kno~-.rn di stances 
/from. e '" • 
·r', 
~,~' 
r / 
from one of tne standard 80urces·o \~e do not th1nl..: it essen .... 
tlal to deal 1-,1 tn this experimen't in the classroom; pupils 
should knoiv tha.t the i nverse--squ81~e law ~ be verified, bu t 
the means whereby this can be a.ccompli shed can be left as a 
reading assignmento 
The "illumination" used in the above experiment ~'Tas not 
given formal deflni tiono 
for tne pu.pil o s benef! t? 
How exec tly st~.ould. ons r."..e:l'1ne i t 
nC...l8 flux l--ier urn t :'T'V~111 r~igeg tOtO many difficulties 101hich 
oup:h't not at all to be the concern of the pupil e t this stage0 
If Luminous nux fl is''a qU~"\"1t1t~" ,,~i(,lJ. dt!:~nds pertly on the re .... 
sponse of the eye to incident ligl.1t J and '\'ThOBe un! t is defined 
in terms of the luminous flux from a stand1rd source into unit 
solid al1E1e. It 1s not Burp~i91ng th~t in recent ye~rs a 
number of introductory textbooks intended for use at firet-
year university level have omitted all mention of this aspeot 
! ' 
of tne subject (of Sears and Zema.nsky 1964, Halliday and Res-
nick 1966). We sugp.est as the answer to tne above question 
that since under given conditions "illumination" 1u propare .. 
t1ons.l to "intensi tyiV, tne readings on the light-meter in the 
above experiment be taken laS a mae-sure of the latter quantity. 
The oalibration procedure described in the previous paragraph 
must tnen be regarded as establishing a sca.le of 1nt~'18~1., 
for tne metal". 
8.12 Identifies. tion of l .. i,,~ht iN"~,!~_ elee trom~gnetic ""aves 
Tnere ere a number of points t11a t can be made by way of' 
convinclp..g pupils th@t "lig.ht" (meaning, for the moment, infra-
red, vi slble B_nd ultra-violet light in the usual sense of the 
term) 18 to be identified vnth electromagnetic Wflves. 
Obviously the most set1sf'e.ctory WS.y of esteblishlng trlis iden-
tification is to provide direct evidence of the electric and 
magnetic flelds B_88ociated wi t;:1 light, say wi th some ki nd of 
. 
/antenna •••• & 
f,1!.r, 
~~ ; . 
.1' 
f 
antenna capable of responding directly to tnese fields in a 
'light bee.ffi 4 Hut there are obvious dlfftculties associated 
witn trying to set up such an arrangement; the extremely higJ:'! 
frequency nnd shorat '\-v-e.velength of the radiation make direct 
observation of the fields impossible, because we cannot set 
up f1eld=detecting equipmen+ capable of following tn~ extrem~ 
ely rapid var'in GiOnd in :!!e flelc1.s 9 or of sufficiently Bm~ll 
s~ ze ~.J be~olr, 'tv record toe flelds over e :r.:eglon small 
enough for tne apatlnl veriAtlon in field strength to be ne~~ 
llgiblelt 'rhe a toms or molecules of mRtter in bulk have to 
8el'·~ as theJ~ antennos, and much has now been done in tne 
way of checkln~ theoretical predictions concerning the inter-
aotion bet'l'rJeen l:1LSnt and matter; 'tITitl:1 1}19 9.d"Qt,,::nt o.f tne very 
strong ~lectric fields made ava.ilnble by highly intense laser 
bee.ms ll \I1ork in this direction has received added stlmuluBo 
In all cases, tne experimental results are in accord witn tne 
theoretic~l predictions based on the (partly) electromagnetic 
character of the incident r$diation~ This 1s impressive evi-
dance, as near direct as ~an be arranged g of tne electromagne-
tic Character of 11ght~ but it 1s not of e kind. that will be 
of much help to the teacher in the present situation. He will 
be B.ble to me.ke his point best- by direct comparison bet'Vleen 
the obs9r-v-ed bel1aviour of 't~raVAS th~t l3.re obviously electrome.g-
netic in che.rscter and th~t of light. 
To introduce this comp~rlson, he coula_ st~.rt by reminding 
pupils of the predictions of Mp.xwell1 s theory of p.lectrom~g-
netic \vs.ves. T'ne relevant predictions ere the followirlg:-
(s.) Electromp.gnet1c waves exist; 
(b) they do nnt need s m&teriel medium; 
(0) they are transverse; 
(d) they shoy; 8.11 the usus.l cM.recteristics of waves, i. eo 
tney Can be reflected and refracted an~ obey the principle of 
/superposltlon .•••• 
superposition in eppropriste cil'lcumstnncea; 
(e) they tra.vel th.rOUFh free s:pace with a speed of'3 x 108 m/s~ 
v ery ne~.rly; 
(f) they exert f!rediatlon pressure Ir(l 
Preferably, e,11 this m&terial (with the possible excep-
t~~)n of (f) ) should have been studied earlier by the pupil!! 
perhaps wi t11. the aid of simple rnicro't·;ra.veequipment &9 far as 
(a) II (0) and (d). are conc~rned (of Section 7 Q,.21 5) ~ ~r\egard-
lng (b) 1\ i tis probsOoly ee siest to stx'eBB t"1.1is poi.nt with re-
ference to the no'tv 'Vlell-knolln "spa.c·e-age If fact that red'io sig-
nals have been successfully tral1smi ttect over rrl8LY mil",.: ont.: of 
kilometres of largely empty spaoe. Regarding (e), th0 deter-
rnina tiun of tl~~. speed of tolTElves of obviously electromagnetic 
origin by various teohniquea can be used as the basis for the 
oomparison betw'een the behaviour" of light end electromagneti0 
waves in this respect~ In other wor(lstl the tee.cher does not 
have to depend only on Ma~~ellI8 calculation of the speed of 
light in vacuo in order to establish this pOint, 
he might pe:t"haps wish to be able (1) to compare MaX'ilell 9 e pre-
"{ 
diction with the observed speed of eleotromagnetio wsves ~~ 
(li) to compere the measured speeds of electromagnetic waves 
and 11gn.t; but to rely essentiEtl1y on (11) while simply 
asserting the facts of (1) would be quite adequate for pres~ 
ent purposes, The mt=l.1n potnt to make is, after a.ll, that 
light trllvels sa fsst 9S electl'Qomagnetlc wsves are kno'tlrn to do. 
Conoerning (r) J it might at flrRt be thought surprising 
that this should have been lncluded D as it is rether more 
Bubtle than the otners and thAteacher may feel it is less 
However, the prediction that electromagnetic 
wa.ves must exert a "re.diation pres8ure II is interesting in more 
way B t.nan one. It 18 of immediate relevance because it has 
been shown experimentally that light exerts a radiation pres-
sure equal to that predicted by Haxwell for electromegnetlc 
/W8.ves o 
Also ~ pupils should nave heard of radiation pressur.e 
by tne time they come to study the photon cnaracter of lignt, 
since tne fact tl1e.t 11gnt exerts suc.h a pressure 1s consistent 
wltn tne idea that photons transport momentum o In any event, 
it 1s not too difficult to explein wny incident electromagnetic 
radiation should exert a force on a con~'ntin( 8ne~~ pl~ced 
If such e. sneet 1 p placed pe~r'~p11cfu\ler to the 
incident J"Ro.lation, PI r~·nr:".\.~'.:1.on electr(n in '·"t.b.e surfece 1vould 
ecquire a. dr:tft v~<'Locit;y in tne plane of the sheet under the 
action of tne electric field o-t tf19 1'\T8.ve. It would tt1en ex-
perience a "me.gnetic for·(,!.:' rJ in the diri}~ :'lon of trav~l of the 
WB.ve: t11e oombined effect of such force8 \)n '1.he "free U ~lec-
trons in tne metal would consti tute a pressure on the sheet. 
(For an kccount of how tne forcse on tne eleotrons ere trans-
mi tted to the sneet se a '-lhole b see Sec ti on ?., 15. 70 ) Detal1-
ed CalQulation snows tnat tne "radiation pr~Bsure" exerted by 
a polarized beam of electromagnetic radiation is simply equal 
to the energy densi ty of the racllation (of Panofsky and Pi:1l1-
lips 1962) \) This relation was verified for light waves b~ 
Nicnols and Hull in 1903 (of the a.ccount gl ven by Halliday 
B.nd Re snick (1966) ) ano. by Lebedev a t about the sa.me time. 
Pollock (1963) has devised 1:1 beautifully simple methoo. of 
mee.surlng tne radietlon pressure of 8. light beam; a mirror 
suspended by a torsion fibre in air is driven at resonance by 
tne force derived from tne Tadietion pressure in a light bea.m 
wIllen 1s interrupted at the eppropria te freq'}.ency p B.nd from 
appropriate measuremAnte on this system tne radiation pressure 
can be inferred .• U nfortuna.tely II the comparatively sophi8t1·,,,,, 
os. ted theory of damped .'1arrnonic motlon required to rela te the 
messul"ements to the result puts the experiment beyonct the reach 
of a South African BChool syllabus. The teacher will have to 
fall back on simple assertion and tell pupils that the predic ... .., 
ted v8.1ue of rudiation pressure has been confirmed experirnen-
tally. 
II t ... " ... 
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(It is of some interest to note tnat what 1s sometimes 
called the La.ngevin r8dietion pressure of an ac'oustic \.ysve 
(cf Beyer 1950) is also equal to the energy density of the 
radlatlon o However~ the origin of the radiation pressure 
in acoustic 't;"!B.ves is qUi te different from that in electromag--
netic '"'laves .. In tne latter case, tne redietion prefJsure 
r:c::see from the fact that thp.:r·e is a net trensport of momen-
the wpve are perpendiculer to e~cl1 other and to th,e direction 
of 'the -v.rB.ve" 
pressure arises from the fact that the compressions occupy 
appreci:'.bly sn,~~.'.ler ~olumes than the rarefactions!) 80 that 
the ave~age value of the pressure on the walls of a tube in-
side wnic11. sound waves are tra.velling is less than 1 t would 
have been in the absence of a eound o We are thus not dealing 
here with a result Which may be thought to be generally app11-
cable to all forms of wave •. ~eyer (oPe c1t.) gives a full 
discussion of the radiation pressure exerted by sound weveB~) 
In sum~ the case for the Identlf1c8.tion of "light n wi th 
electromagnetic ~mvee is to be made to rest largely on the 
fact tna.t, quantitatively tiS vrell as quallta.tlvelYt/ ligllt 
seems to benave in essen.tially the same way 9;8 vl8ves of ob-
vlouely electromagnetic charaoter. It wes evidence of this 
kind whicl1 convinced liertz~ E:'lghty yes_rs ego of tne correctness 
of tnis ld.Antificatlon: as Me then put it, (see Magie 1935) ~ 
"The experiments descrlbe6. appear to me ~ at any ra te, eminen-
tly adapted to refr1OV~ any doubt B.S to the' identi ty of light ~ 
r8dlent heat and 't-vave mot1on o n One mey co nf ~ de ntl y nope tha t 9 
clearly presented, such. evidence w'ill prove similarly convln.~ 
clng to present-day p~p118o 
I' 
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8.13 Dispersion 
Tl10. di8pere.ion of ligtlt 18 ~iorth BOffle ettention in a 
school 8~rllabu s, pClrt ly for :1. t s Oi,~Tn 88ke (e 8 tne II C ornrnentn It 
on the Draft Common BRgie Syllflbus remark~ Ifd18pel~81on i8 
fundamentD_l physlcs ll ) end pertly becnuse it underlieR fln 
eler:ently simplp r.··~tr.·)d of ..:,,"otnlninp: spectra of lign.t sources. 
Tne prinr-ipal pc )_nt~ 1-:) ~8tBbl:t8h here j.8 thAt tne speed of 
be done in the follo'i"Jing sequence:·,,· 
(i) Snovr ttlE1.t H11i te lignt passed throue;h a pr.ism gi vee e 
(11) Remincl pupi."l,..; 01 tne 8 S80C~ a tion bet'ween the colour of 
light encl its frel:tuency (or wavelength in vacuo). 
(111) sho1'.T ~ wi tl10u t der1 ving CJ.ny formulae, tna t tl1.e devia tion 
produced by a prism depends on 1 ts refrs.ctive lnde:'t. 
(lv) DrRw tne conclusion from (1) - (iii) toat tne refrBC-
tive index of tne prism deppnds on tne frequency of tne light 
p8Bsing throuBh it. 
(v) Dr8w tne conclusions from the relation between refractive 
index f:1.nd ilT8.ve velocj.ty that (iv) implies thnt the, speed of 
light wpves in a trnnnparent mBcllum clepends on their frequency. 
Comprn_1 e th:t 8 l-:i til the behaviour of 8Uy'f'f-!.ce vTavps on viDter in 
ripple tanl;:~ 
This 1s as far B8 any 8~1'11abus for South African Hetricu-
letion requirAments shoull take this t0pic. Brl ghter pupils 
migl1t be interested in certnin furt:ler impllce.tions of the 
above di8cu88ion~ such as the concept of group velocity. 
However, 8.8 Hcndoz,a (1965) ObflerV€c) :r. ~ ~ th.e croup veloel ty 
finds no immediate ap:;:lication in 8cYlool ph:>1'slcs" , 80 tht':t we 
Bee no particular point in discussing it here. 
/8. 14 .••.• 
8 0 14 The electroma~netlc 8p~ctrum 
~~~~d:1OW''''''CF l1' er iCW. :s: :a1i!4~ 
It is fl tting 'to tollo1'1 a discussion of the id.ent·iflca-
tion of electromagnetic waves B.nd light wi th a discussion of 
the electromagnetlc spectrum 8 S e. whole!) The difficulties 
of teaching this topic as one would like to are well summed 
up in the Nuffield Guide (V) p where it is remarked :~lat l1T'ne 
things that we Oan demonstr9.te malta a Vt}1'7 palJ0!:"J stOry-If a.nd 
"! n practlc e, our teechi nr: £1f';:'!'V..1 mue t bE' 1JSr~ely by assertion, 
w~ th some pier"ss ')~ c,,:sc:t~1ptlon t'o support ito., <) 1tle should give 
8 quick survey and pos't up a la.rgechart for the rest of the 
year". 
Among "Tl:16 things that W~; can demo:·~~'trateU are t.ne exis-
tence of infra-red and ultra-violet elect..::I!omagnet1c radiation; 
details of suitable demonstrations are given in the NUffield 
Guide (V), With regard to the longer-~revelength-than-lnfra-
re4 or shol<\ter-1.,avelength-than-ul tra.-violet sections of the 
spectruffi l there would be little time to give pupils any de-
tailed justification of a8sertions made concerning w~velength 
or frequencyo On the long e r vnl vel e ng th 8 i a. e, us el C1lU 1 d be 
"t. 
made of the microwave apparatus (if available) to show that 
the wavelength cha.racteristic of the equipmf:3nt ~,Tas of the 
order of a few oentimetres (3 om~ typioally); for the rest 
of this section of the apectrum p pupils could be lnvi ted to 
look at t.he ~vevelengt119 R.nd frequencies stated on the dial of 
a rB.o.l0 set. On the sho~'tter~wavelength-than-ul traviolet aide 
.. 
of the spectrum, it will have to be all lig seertlon"; the 
tee.crler l1as merely to take care that what he asserts are facta 
and not fantasie8~ such as the old story about cosmic rays 
being exclusively gemmr:J.-rays of very short wBvelength. 
A<4CtNItS; J 
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T11e pupil 1'8 now ready to leal"'n something of tne associ-
ation bet1i1Teen pa.rt:tcule.r kinds of spectra and their sources e 
II t ••• , , 
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It would not be a.pproprltlte at this stage to make too muoh 
. of this - a closer study of Borne of the features of atomio 
spectra 'tPlll1 have to be undertaken later when the pupil ltno11js 
something of atomic physics - but it might be useful for the 
pupil to lee.rn to appreciate that certain tYPRS of spectra 
originste typically from ,:,:,·~tain kinds of source. 
there is the c:.L;9.8sifl~~.l·: .. on of spectrp. into continuous, Ilne 
by photogl"laphic illustration of these types b tbough Lu~tur~:Jil1y 
it wDuld ne better for pupils actually to see examples of 
~ese spectra 8hould first be studled as emi£:H3i'')n 
spec ~ra ~ 1.;1 th t~1.e B.l del tl1er of a 81 mple gra tl ng spectrome tel' 
of tile type devj. Jed by the P (I SQ S. C. (of' p. S. S .. C. Labors tory 
Guide) ~or ~li th a conventional spectrometer wi th a priem or 
grating mounted on its table. (The p.S.S.C o spectrometer has 
the ~tdva.ntage that it can readily be replica ted., ) A contin-
UOllS spectrum can be provided by an incandescent lamp; a neon 
indicator lamp is a cheap source of a line 8pectrrtlm~ and a 
conventional hydrogen discherge tube 21 \\Thich ca. n be operated 
"f, 
from a small induction 00119 gives the line·apectrum of ato-
mic hydrogen with the bB-nd spectrum of molecular hydrogen as 
a fairly strong background. 
For s. reB_90nably complete presentation of absorption 
spectre., one should ide8.11y ShOilT examples of continuous, line 
and bend absorption 8pectta~ 'rhen nobofty could be in anY' 
doubt that there really were three kinds of absorption epec-
tr'a, and there could be no excuse for anybody adopting the 
ridiculous cla.ssification of spectra into the t.P..ll.!: categ()ries 
of "continuouG 8 line II be.nd ana. absorption" ~ 
remarks t11at IlThis extraordinary cla.ssification has been ex-
plicitly demanded by G.C.EI) examinere ll !) Perhaps, ho\;V'ever, 
it 1s not necessa~r to go as far as thise If pupils see 
Frauntlofer lines in t.h.e solar spectrum and a demonstration of 
!the. eo •• 
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t11e absorption spec trum of sodium vapour, this shc,uld make 
the ;:;t~ur_~ of an absorption spectrum clear to them~ . The 
teacher can point out that bend and continuous absorption 
spectra can also be obtained with the appropriate absorbing 
ms.terlal. 
At tnls stage, 11 ttle need be said rega.rding 1~r-:~ souroes 
of these different types of spectra beY~H1d 'the f; .. uts tna. t 
(1) any solid, liquid, or t~a;J ~·c i1.1~.>L1 ~i"'GBs.~re that 1s not 
r:J~ dbsolute z:::ro v~l~J -t?ln.lt el'entrome.gnetlc waves over a con-
tlnuous x:ange of :frequenoies; 
(11) line and band ape', tra 
tively low pressure. 
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9 0 1 Introduction: some genera,l considerations 
..... !( .". ........ = .., ........ ~ .... well'~~;&$ r.e:~'t) 
Follo1..;ing tne lead of tne "ne'tt/ff syllabus of tne South 
African Joint Matriculation Board~ tne Common Basic Syllabus 
for Physical Science includes a It s ingle-square-bracket 19 sec-
tlon on the funr1~~''ierr; ale ,;~' electronics; l. e. this section 1s 
In this 
the Nuffield Physics Pro.1 ect II neither of l-lhio~.1 includes any 
tree.tment ,-of electronics as suoh D al though the P <) S~ So C. COU1'se 
c.oes ~~reat the""l\lonic emission in passing. The planners of 
in their proposea. eleotraonics s90tion,but add that ft, •• there 
is an a1.most irresistible demand for some understanding of 
eleotronics and tni 8 should be seriouslyconsider(!,d. 11 vie feel 
that to lend serious consideration to the inclusion of elec-
troniCB is no more than realistio at present; that even it 
syllabuses appear to be cro,..,ded, efforts should be ,me.de to 
find some room for electronics in them. We ha.ve, :indica t~a. 
the reasons for tnis in Section 2.9.4, where l'le suggested tha.t 
if eleotronic8 werE: to be included, :t ts teacning should be 
ba,sed as far as possible on underlying pl1ysical principles ca 
In this section vve sha.ll be principally concerned witn h01'! 
that suggestion might be applied. 
Should s~mlconduct 'or~ electronics be included in, e, sec=-
tion on elementary (~lectronics'? 'rl1ere s.re 80m e to whom 1 t 
",111 appear absurd thHt this question should ~ven be put: 
surely, they will say, in view of tne extent to wh1c~ semicon-
ductor devices have supplanted thermionic ones in everyday 
eleotronics, it is obvio~e that we should include 80me semi-
conductor electronics if we are not to give pupils a false 
view of tne subjecto But thos~ who wish to proceed more 
/cautlously.o ••• 
. . ... ~ 
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cautiously do have e point in the1.r favour: 11hereas 1 t is 
qUite easy in an elem'entary tre~tment to relate Uthermlonlc 
electronics u to the underlying physics, doing tne same for 
semiconductor electron1c~ presents problems whlcn might at 
first be thought insuperable, if electronics 1s not to come 
rignt at tne end of tnp. pl1~I"~1cs course. In our viewJ the 
attempt should nev6rtn8~~sB be made, fo~ several reasons. 
~ro-rld; second, it is much lees expensive to equip e labora-
tory for ~semiconductor instead of thermionic electronics, as 
co.~"-:~.y r:')~'{er ~ur-plies Gre not TI€9cled; third.l'f the use of lo'tr-j 
vol t[~.ges obvie..'t·2'S the risk of shocks 6 There is no mention 
of semiconductoj,1 cliorll?S or tra.ns:tstoI"S ~~11 the ;~electronics" 
square-:,bracketed section of the Common Ba.s1c Syllabus, but 
1 t could be claimed the.t this does not mean tha t these devices 
a re intended to be exc lude d. UnfortulW.tely II the 'VtJri tel'" of 
the correspond.ing section of the nevl Teachers' Guide to this 
syllB.bus (Prinsloo et a1 1968) b.as taken a very cB.utious view' . 
of nis responsibilities in this connection 6 The /only con .... 
"f, 
cession he makes to semiconductor electronios 1s to say: 
ealthough its [sicJ action cannot be explained satisfactorily 
B.t this stage, pupils should be made a'WCl.re of the existence 
of solid-ste. te cLiodes o (Ms.ny pupils ,,;:111 probably be famil .... 
ler with the cflt-whisker=galenR dioo.8 used in crystal receiv .... 
(The parenthetlcp;l rem~rk here i8 surely more appro-
.. 
prie.te to pupils of $) sPy, tW'enty years ago th~_n to those of 
the present de,y!) The tr~.ns19tor is not mentioned at all. 
We shall proceed below on the assumption that eny acceptable 
mOCL'2H'!>n 8y11no11B in school electronic8 ~ include aemicor1·m 
ductor devices, and we shall show that there are ways of 
solving the problems which this inclusion raises. 
One Can agree that thermionic emission is still a good 
stax'tlng point for the study of electronics in general. since 
/1 n. 0 ••• 
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in this v~ty one does begin by discussing a physlc~l pheno-
'menon e.nd then ,leadi n'g on from it to a discussion of its 
appllcetion in electronic8o Semlconffilctor diodes c~n be 
j. ntroduced as black boxeR ""hleh ere seen to have the sems 
property of iirectlfica tion" es thermionic diocles. Ther-
mio!1ic triodes can be d1sc":,,:sed next, again bees.use they 8.re 
devices the phJi sicai Pl"~~ /,,j .:i..ples of ~lhich, fire qui te ee 8y to 
g'YT·~Pj.~~ e.n~;. e.f'C'3:i:' triode amplification l1as Qeen dp9.1t i#1thg 
the tr~nsi8tor can be introduced as an e,mpl1fying device ~ 
and :Bom~e ~tttempt ca.n be ma.de to explain its action in terms 
of 1;~e b~hav'lr')UT' of e combination. of semiconductor dioc1es9 
If tee overall .Jyllabus for the course were 80 designed a.s 
levels in solids a.nd other e.pplications of atomio physics, 
further attention could be given there to discussion of the 
physical pri nciples of semiconductor diode and translator 
action. 
9.2 Thermionic emiAslo!!.:", ..... : ... ec.:l!lcntlon end. 8emtco~2-.uctor 
p.iodge "f, 
If the method of presentation of electricity advocated 
in the preceding pages (of especially Section 7 e 14r.2) has 
been followed~ pupils vlill l1s.ve encountered thexlmionic emis-
sion in their study of the electric current in metallic con .... 
ductore. At thG.t stage, the principal point of interest was 
the fact that the emitted "pert1cles must have a negetive 
charge, ,,,,hleh was d0duced from the r'one-'VJayli beha.viour of the 
current in a thermionic diode\! For present purpose8~ the 
study of this phenomenon need not be taken much further. 
Pupils should have some idea of tl1e shape of t11e voltage-cur-
rent chul"'scteristic of a the,rmlonlc diocle. It is not vltclly 
necessary for them 8ctually to observe the flattening-off of 
/the ••..• 
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the characteristic at higher voltoges: what is more lmporte.nt 
. 
is thet they should bt?' 8\\rare of the non-·linear1 ty of the cha.r-
acteriRtlc and of thp feet thAt it is virtually confined to 
the region of the greph corresponding to positive anode-csthode 
vol tages'll To demonstrate these pOints, B.ny lO1il-voltege diode 
A rough ex-
planation of tne sht~i:Je o:~ :'G€ graph, or B. .. t any rate of why the 
ourre~~ in ~~e ~~c~e should rise at first with increasing anode-
.... 
(;d.thode potential difference ~ should be given to pupllr:L, The 
existence of the space charge g its neutralizlng effect in the 
v1c~~:ty 0f tn? cathode on the electrio field set up by the 
anodec~cathode p, '.i~ 11 and the effect of this applied electric 
field on the net lumber of' elect:r:,)ns ent:~:,::"llng and leaving the 
spaoe Chl?-rge per uni t time are polnts vIhich could be briefly 
disou 9sed~ 
It 1s fltting that pupilB should meet semiconductor rliodes a 
since they have la.rgely supplanted tl1.srmionic diodes in convel1-
tional diode appllcationso These devices can be introd'J.ced 
8S black boxes "{'\Those current-voltage characteristic.s can be 
"f, 
investigated by the pupilR themselves. Thesimilaritiee be""" 
tween these characteristics and those of thermionio diodes 
should at once be apparent. The use of diodes 8.8 rectifiers 
Cfln lmmedla tely follow thi 8 compal"180n$ besinnl ng wi th tl:1€! sim-
plest possible rectifying circul t, 'viz., a diode ,.,1 th a loEtd 
res1stor connected in 8erle~ with its oathode~ the two oircuit 
.. 
elements being connected across the output from a source of 10101-
voltage AoCI) (Gordon and Naser (no date) show as their 2..nl;z 
example of a rectifying circuit that used to charge a battery; 
since theY' me.ke no reel attempt to explain ho\"J' the circul t 
work 9 J the readel"'l CQuld ee ally be left ii'll ttl the erroneotl s im-
pression tl1.at a battery is somehow essenti.al for the operation 
of a rectifying clrcuit~) The' rectifying action of this cir-
cui t should be demonstrated. wi th the aid of a ca thode-rB.y os-
cilloscope, with pupils betne ~8ked to account for what they 
Isee. 
, 
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Sde. The point should be made that the diode will behnve most 
nearly like a simple on-onel-off slNi tch 111 this clrcui t 'if 1 ts 
forward resistance is negligibly small in com~qrlson witn the 
resistance of t~e loado Extension of these ideas to include 
smootl1ing ( with a single os.pac1 tor) B.nd full-,.,ave rectifica-
tion (with four semiconductor diodes forming a brio~e recti-
:t:~ :~.~) raises no great problems provided that tne trea tment 
remains qualitative. 
9 9 3 Triodes and amplification 
=ua::::G :W.il;W(_ ~~_""44IPl:Q 
'l'he fUndamente.ls of triode Bction should b~ demC'18tra:ted, 
preferably witn a ~riode that looks like a triode ~1.e9 one 
whici1 .:~'9 s a ('.~ early vi 81 ble anod.e J grid and os. thode) • TJ:1e 
reasons for tne ~rlode behaving llke tnis should be dleoussed~ 
"J'1 t.h perticular reference to tne action of the grid. Gordon 
and Neser (oP. 01 t) give a good example of hO·~T not to tree. t 
the latter: "If the grid D is given a negative charge lJ the 
electrons from C will be repelled 80 that they do not rea.c.h p. 
Eu t if D i 8 poei ti vely cnarged it 1\Ti 11, like P, 1St ttract tne 
electrons, many enooting through the openings to tne platen" 
The clear~ implication of t.his passage 1s that tne grid J~a a only 
to be given a negative potential wi~~ respect to the cathode 
for tne anode current to be completely cut off. That this 18 
not the Case will be obvious to any pupil who sees tne action 
of the triode demonstra ted$ Rogers (1960) has given an ex-
cellent elementary account ~f tne controlling action of tne 
grid: provided that pupils have a qualitative understanding 
of electric fields and their lines of force, they should have 
no difficulty in following this. 
The discussion of the amplifying action of the triode 
should be kept gimple. This 1s evidently not thA ~1ew of the 
author of the relevant portion of the Teachers' GUide to the 
Common Basic Syl1abu8 9 who says that "111though this section is 
Ito. Q ••• 
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to be treated quantlta.tlvelYa 1l1ustl'Rtlon of th~ me.aniflg of 
the follo\dng tvro quantities [amplifying factor (sic) and 
transconductance] with the use of typical triode characteris-
t 10 S ~dill lead to a better understa ndlng of aL1pllfica tion~ 11 
He then proceeds to give verbal equivalents of the approved 
9~' nbolical defini tions of r~amplifying factor" and tl""anscon-
.. 
ducts.nce, and comments that "Knowledge of. t.hese quant:t ti .:::~~ 
.... 
should. clal"~:1fy ·Ct.!~ ~J.'\()c~9S ::'-: dmpli:' '~ce t "_vrl (',':/, 1.J.r;':8b:J.y ~ and 
c~n best -be illustrated wnen the C!.langes in 'Vol tage ,and CU1f~ 
rent 'ihien· are ·used in tne deflni tions ore show"n 4")11 t~.-.~~cal 
triode cnaracteristlcs. a Such an 8.pproach wou ld ·be! ao.P 1ll'11al.)le 
for stu,:,;,~nt8 0.2 electx"..,nics at e. unive1"t sl ty or technics 1 ?ollege, 
but is surely muCh too sophistlos.ted for the &verage matriou-
ls.tlon pupil. Tne teecher could res.sonably complain tnat the 
time he 1!foulcl nave to spend in clarifying the concepts of amp-
lification factor and transconductance would be much better 
spent on other, more fundamente.l topics in the aylle.bu8, eSIJSc·-. 
lally when tne essential points concerning triode amplification 
CB.n be conveyed to pupils by simple demon8tl~e.t1on8~' For &Xs,m-
pIs. a suitably-chosen lo~d resistor can be oonnected in series 
wi th the anode» and the varia,tion of anode vol tD.ge wi th grid 
volt.e.ge can be demonstra.ted both wit11 Slovlly ver'ying voltages, 
monitored. by meters, and \1]'ith more rapidly verylng VOltages, 
monitored by a cathode-ray oscilloscope • 'llhe pupil does not 
.. 
really need to know more about emp11flce.tion that what is con-
veyed 'by tJ:1is demonstration,;. 
9.4 Transistors and 8~plificnt1on 
q:s'Q'S"" &il;u.:...,.~,.,...... C'C?ZI Sf" Fq ~ 
As vJElS 8up:gestec1 in Section 9~ 1 ~ the tra.nsistor ct!n be 
1 ntroduced at this point. Some attempt should be Made to 
explain the action of the trsnsistor in simple terrn~, otherwise 
it will not be possible to justify to pupils vlhy 1 t should be 
/connec ted ••••• 
'.' r'-
"', 
,.,:" 
connected up in th.e W9y in' 'V-!hlch it is for measurements of 
1 ts characteristics or use in an amplifying cir)cul to . Unless 
the pupil already knows something about eleotrons and holes in 
semiconductors 9 t11e explann tion gi ven to him of transistor 
action should not make explicit use of the term "hole u • excapt 
a s an unexplB.ined term used to describe the (maj ori tv) charge 
carriers in p-type semiconductorB~ 
standing of tre.nsistors, tl10 T,,':~':l r,;;'-.;df t(; know first of all 
tr.:.t there are "'vtvO ';::1:""'8 0f' semiconductor used. in e. transistor: 
p-type j In 'Vlhich there is a prepolik-derance of positive eh8.rga 
n-type~ in ~11ch there 1s a preponderancs of ~lectroneo Also 
he neec18 to kno1.v t.tlB.t a semicono.uctor junC'~ton diode C0!1.81stS 
of the junction betV'ieen these two types of semiconductor, and 
that its ca.tl1ode is the portion containing n-type semiconduc-
tor, 1 o e. t118 cliode conducts readily 'Vlhen its p-type po:rtlon is 
! 
made positive with respect to its n"""type portion", With this 
back~round~ pupils can be invited to consider the tran8i8tor~ 
\ihich can be represe nted 1:0 them ·as /fa combine. tion of two 
junctIons very close together on the same oyrstal" (OBbor~ 
1964) • (Tnere is surely no way in which the pupil can be 
led to "di soover for himself" tha.t it would be a gooo~ idea for 
a device of tole sort to be constructed. After all, the di~-
c overy of t11epoint contact and Junction tre.nsistol1lG was con-
eldered worthy of the award of a Nobel Prize.) That s. tran-
.. 
eistor does in fact consist of SUCh a combin~tion of Junctions 
should be made a.pparent to pupils by a llo't'dng tJ1em to 1nspect 
the con8t~uction of a trensistor (e.g. a photo tr8nelstor g as 
suggested by Osborn (oP o c1t.) ), The standard "simple- exple.n-
etion U of transistor ~ction (of Eennet 1965, 1968) can then 
be given, follo"VITed by approprif!.te demonstrations or experiments 
(cf. Osborn op.clt., Jardine 1967) using the transistor connec-
t~a in the grounded-emitter configuration. At this stage, 
pupils need not obtain a full-blown set of collector-current 
/versu s, , II- •• 
t', 
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versus collector-voltage ch~r8cteristic8o Instead g as sug-
Bested by Jardine (op~cit.), they cen plot the transfer char-
acteristic8 of the translstor, loe, tne grapn of collector 
current versus base current for constant colleotor voltngs o 
The next step in the argument is the comparison between 
t~~ triode and the transistor; tne essential point to make 
; .. 1.'3re is the. t vJ'herea 9 1 n the triode it is the grid-ca thode YJ?];-
tne base-emi tter Ct1,rr p p.! which controls the 'collector ,current o 
Then the pupil, should. proceed to the experimentel stufty of 
tr@ nsistor 8,mplifir.8tion~ sui tpble t..! roui ts are gl. ,,~en );y 
these circuits, such as the use of a protective resistor to 
l1rni t the collector current B,nd. so prevent "therma,l rune!.i,,1ay" 
'and the use of a C'J8.p8.cl tor in pa.re.llel vii th this resistor to 
minimize "current feedback"~ ought n6t to be glossed overp as 
they are stande.rd features of any translstor emp11fy1ng clr-
cul ts the pupil is likel~r to use$ and he ought to' .nave some 
idea of their function" Simple qualitative explanations can 
"1, 
be given in eaOh case. 
9. 5 0 scilla tOl'l8, triode and tl"'8 nei stor 
__ ....., • ..."C'~_"'~, 'is =1l~C .u ..... ,"" 
Electrical oscillations ere widely used and in 8 modern 
coupse in scnool pnysics will play their part in certain demon-
stra tiona. Pupils should ~nerefore nave some idea of how 
.. 
tnese osOillations can be generated and maintained. Funde.men-
tal to this section is some que.Ii tative under8t~nding of t!1e 
beheviour of circuits contBining lnducte,nce, CHpl:l.ci tance Bnd 
1"e aistanc e in seri es ; this ~.you ld ord1ns.l~ily heve been coveJ")ed 
in the study of electromsgnetigm (cf. Sections 7~20.10 ~nd 
7.20.12)~ T:'rom that preliminary stucty, it \Ad 11 ne.ve emerged 
the.t to maintain oscillations In any practical L-O circu1 tl) 
energy will continually have to be supplied to it in order to 
make up for 't'Tha t is lost B 8 rthea t ", Under the above headlng p 
/1 t ....• 
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it should be mnde cle~r how this can be aChieved "electroni~ 
(Resistance .... cDpe.c1 tance oscille.tors e.nd mul tlvlbra.""" 
tors could not conveniently be incorporated in the syllabus, 
unless it were decided to allot "Electronios" a mucn more 
prominent role in the complete sylla.bus o ) 
Preferably, electronically-maintained osc111ation8 should 
first be demonsT.r.')8tr<i. at r:-c(}uencles low enoup:h to permi t the 
chp; -r"}P-~ :-,~=) vo: "'vag OJ:i 0r cu rrents to be recorded on meterso 
.... 
·.'.nal.lnd~y> (1964) gl ves ~ circuit of a tuned--plete o8cillp.tor 
\Using ~ very l<=tl~ge inductence (B'OOE) and cs.pp-ci tance (12-80/,lF) 
Higher frequency oscillations using a 
sme.ll'2'r indue ta '1 .!a a no. ca.peci tance in the tank circul t can be 
studied IIi tn tne Lict 01' en oscill08cope .. Tne~8 are several 
otner fal1'ly simple osc:1.llator c1:r'cuits whic11 could be used to 
demonstrate electronically malntained oscillations, but we 
suggest tnat in a course like this it is necessary to show 
only one D and t11et this should be shown in 'botn ita. triode and 
transistor ver8ion8~ Jardine (1967) gives a circuit of a 
transistorized version of tne tuned-pls.te oscl11atora using an 
'Y. 
0071 transistor ~nd a 9:1 t~.ns:t8tor-clrou1toutput t):'ensfol:'-
mer to pr)ovlde tne tonk coil and tne necessary coupling to the 
emitter circuit, 
9,6 Tne catnocle-re.y osci1108cope 
~Di ... a:: .,..~._ .. fDIiit 
The catuode-ray oscilloscope may nOi-! be said to occupy 
p. n establl snarl. place 1 n element~ry physic s teBch! ng. Pupils 
should ~_ccordingly Bpencl a l:.t ttle time in making closer acquain-
tance Hi tJ:1 tne principles of operat:lon of this instrumento 
By the time they come to study the in8t!~ment itself, they 
should be familiar witn the principal features of the catnode-
ray ~~ viz. lts el~ctron gun ~nd def1ectlnp; plates. 
Addl'tional features that would requlre comment at this point 
are the grid for control of intensity, and the foousing elec~ 
trodes. 'rhe function of tne former prenents no real problems 
/of."o •• 
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of explanation, being similar to that of the grid in a tr1odeQ> 
... 
The latter ~o\Llg present difficulties if one tried to 'go into 
detail about the action of th~ focusing anodese Fo r tu na. t e ly 
this 1s not necessary. One need simply Bay that the electric 
fields inside these anodes are so shaped. t.ne.t they have tt1e 
desired focusinr, effect O~ ~ne electron beam pesslng through 
them 41 It should be l"1~·dt:toned the t the .. walle of the os thode-
is co nn.ec ted to the, sec ond enode <) This provides B constant 
potential enclosure for th~ electron beam. 11 Iso 1 t should be 
form part of a ~:'irot1.i t wnic.n should be closed 1 n some wa.y. 
emissi9n of electrons from the screen follov.Ting on 1 ts bombard-
ment by electl~ons in the inCident beam; these secondary elec-
trons drift back to the anodeo 
Pupils sl10uld acquire a Itblock ..... O.iagram 11 degree of faml1 .... 
lari ty wi t.h tne oscilloscope, so tha t tney are a't'lare of the 
:tunc'tf~ fulfilled by tne various circul ts in tne 09ci110·" 
"f, 
scope& :tn particular tne horizontal and vel~,tical amplifying 
c1rcults~ the time-b88e circuit, tne triggering or synchroniz-
' 
ing circuits and tne beam positioning circuits. Pupils shou1d 
by tnis time know enough electronics to understand the pri~­
~.ples of operation of amplifying and beam-posl t10ning clrcults. 
The principII? of operetio;n of t,ne time-base clrcul t is \.1Torth 
some II ttention e First, it snould be explained that tne ~wave-
form If output of a t1m~ ... be.se ciroul t must be of tne torm of a 
voltage r-1sinr; 11.nearly wi th time $ tt1en falling back to its 
in1 t:;'8.1 value .... a S8 ,\ilTt 0 0 ttl w1.lveform. I\"!'ext, it should be 
shown that a crude sawtooth waveform (one vll1icn 1s not Ilnear) 
CB.n be pl"loduced by a simple l"esistanoe -capacl tS.nce cireui t in 
w.hich a neon tube i 8 connected in parallel wi t.h the capa.cl tor" 
/For ....... 
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For the pupil to unders t(-l nd. tt1e opers.tion of this c lrou! t ~ 
he needs to knot·J tl1e.t the neon-tube Ustrikes ff at a hig..'1·er 
voltage tl1an tl1at at 11hich it /lcuts off"e Ideallys the vari~ 
ation of voltage across tl:1e capacitor should first be demon-
strD. ted by a voltmeter connected aCI'OSS the la tter a.nd then 
by dlsple.y on the cd3cl11osc~::-;~ screen, but this presents dif-
ficulties: the voltmete~ ~uBt have a resistance of several 
mer/)l"':J~J.:-: if :'.08J.)11nection into the circuit 18 not to upset 
.... 
'cne operat1on of the .latter (a large resistance ~.nd capaci". .. 
tance must; be used in t.~e c il1cui t to provide a sufficiently 
If a suitable high resist0nce voltmet0~ 
1s not availabl('~ the omission of t::1e prellmtn8.ry clemonstrntion 
does not matter Vt~y much. As we mentic~~ed, in Section 2.4~ 
tnere 1s nothing really circular in using the oscilloscope to 
display ~raveforms vl.hich !lelp -to elucidate the oper8.tion of the 
0901110 scopeo The pupil should have been shown much earlier 
in tne coux'se tha.t the oscilloscope does indeed plot grapt1s of 
voltage against tlme ( of Sectlons 2.4» 31116.4) p .so that he 
can accept the ctisp18Y of a sawtooth ,\vavefox'lm 8.8 sho~vJ'ing the 
voltage across the capaoitor in a simple sweep circuit. 
Finally J thi s crude sweep clrcui t should be used to provide tJ:le 
time-base for the oBcilloscope g ' to show that it causes the spot 
to Bweep back and forth Bcross the 8cre~n es expected, and to 
show that even ~li th a 8imple tlme-bflse circui t of this type it 
1 s possible to obtain statl.onary pa ttel'lns on the screen 1"lhen 
.. 
a repetltlv8 signal is applil~d to the Y ... lnput terminals $I although 
the pe ttern 1vill appee r tf 8qua shed-up" to'HEJ.rds one side. 
will provide opportuni ties fOl" dlscussi ng th e condi tiona u~1der 
~rhiol'l 8tnt1onar~" p9tterl DO can be obte.ined~ and tne des1rabili ty 
of having a linear time bsse. 
M:odern oscllloscopes, including those which the pupil 
1s likely to use, employ "t~1ggeringn, rather tha.l1 synchroniza-
tion of tJ:1e repetl tion frequency 01" the time base w'l th that ot 
/theo Q ••• C) 
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the input signal, in order to secure a stationery display 
.on tne screen o JrTr:tggering ll circuits are much too 8ophitjti-
cated to be suitable for treatment in a course such as the 
present one, bu t tl1eir function can be briefly indicated" 
It can be explained thp,t in f'trlggered lJ operation tJ the sweep 
cireui t only ufires" when 1 t 1s triggered by the t:r-iggerlng 
c ircui t 1\ and tn?, t t ~~'.,j 18 t l~::~~" opera te s in such a way t11R t it 
only '~f~res:~ t.t1~.) ("""eep clrcui t ~rhen the voltage of the input 
f.>lgnal .attains 8. certain set v8.1ue on the rls1nr pa.i.,'t of t.i-J.e 
voltage curve (posltlve slope operation) or on the fa.lllng pe.rt 
of >4~ C1)rve ~nega.tive slope operation)$ 
:'~n ti1e pr€(:~nt context it is desirs,ble for the pupil to 
see h01rV' the oscl.I .. lo8C(;·1-~e can be ~~ aeft;.l ~,:, the study of elec-
trice.l and electronic circuits, both as a mee.suring lnstrument 
Me.ny poeslbi-
lit1es will suggest themselves to the enterprising teachero 
For help in tnis connection the teacher can turn to an article 
by. Christiansen (1963) Il in which B. number of waveform and 
other demonstrations of interest are describedQ 
"f, 
9.7 Module.tlon, transmission and reception of rad.io 'tv-aves 
--.~~~ ~Uli!;'*"""J: ~~Ql4II;P:W:S;W , .... ~ .,...,. ... R~IIF~' ......... 
The ubiqulty of radio makes it sensible to include a sec-
tion on It in the "electronics!t section of the syllabus. The 
A'? __ ~ of mo du Ie. ti on, tr~ n srni 8 al0 n Rnd. race pt1 0 n of radio 
,..,aves ~vould give rise to many diff1cnl ttes of presentation B.t 
this level~ but the general principles on which these are based 
EleewherfJ (Helm 1963) 
. " 
.,'" 
the present 'ttlriter has outlined ~. suitable teachinr; sequence. \<c, 
·10. 1 The pArtlcle-l1ke behnviour of lipbt 
lO~l~l Introduction: teaching objectives 
~"'!lII , ;;. :=fbo:Il ra.'1 '" ..... A",.- •.. 
Besides belnt; concerned i.\ri th the topic that fOl~m8 the 
above title, this section of the syllabuB serves the import-
ant purpose of intrortucln~., ~he pupil to t11e quantum theory. 
Tracll tionally, i)1e Ipt::Bl' 1s often intr'0duced along strictly 
perplexing data obtai ned by Lummer and Pl~ingsheim in the:tr 
ex.periments on black body radiation. But this 1s en Brea 
very ~emote f~o')l;'l'1 the pupils t experience. Since th,e photo-
electric effe eli ·;nn ;)$ sily be f:'lAd.e pt:-.:rt of the pupils t ex-
perlence and its quantitative aspects o.l!::1close the need for 
Planck t s quantum hypothesis in a comparatively simple ~.'f1).y II 
.. it is sensi1)le to begin 'hTlth it insteaa .• In any event, dis-
cU8sion of the photoelectric effect follo\·rs ne.tur8.11y enough 
on a consio.eretion of the \,;ave theory of light. 
TJ18 main dlfficul ty- in teach1 ng this mete:rlal. is the 
treumatic shock l.t eives the pupil "Nho, despite \~T$rni11gR ,rlG 
may havo receivecl» will hs.ve settled down quite hGpp11y ~11 th 
e l'f}:Jvgz picture of :igt'lt and e p!)rtlcle picture of the elec-
~~~
tron., tve 0.0 not thlnkp hO'VIrever~ thAt he cnn safely be sparecl 
thi 8 upoetting experlence; the quantum theory ha.8 been vIi th 
us for a. very long time and we cannot nOl,f expect to ignore its 
implica tions even in an e~emente.ry physics course. If this 
leaves tn.e pupil with the impression tha.t nature 18 not 80 
simple, after all, this ,dll be all to the good. Certa1nly 
the pupll wll1 "vorry a.bout 1.10'N the l1'wave fl and I!pa.rticle U e.8-
peets of p11otons or eleotro~8 can be reconciled, and eque.ll;~r 
certainly the te9cher ,,: .. ,.j.11 J:18ve to guide him tOi~"Hrct8 B 801u .... 
tion of this problem. Only the most optimistic of teAohers 
,~il1 believe thet he oan flotup.11y "s,olv.!l, thi s problem. for his 
/ pu pi 1 s ,. ., •• 0 
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pupils g 1., 8" leave them fill wt th. the feel:tng the.t they 
lJunc.erstand lf the 'nature of photons and electrons; the gut 
ject is too new and bewildering for that~ I n our vi e~l real...., s . 
istlc teaching objectives in presenting this material would 
be the follo1ving: 
(1) To give pupils ~ secure knowledge of tne relevant ex-
perimental fac"t.is a:.ld t~.:... l.:JPotheses intpoduced to explain them~ 
(~i) '1.'0 r.)··.~e r,ldar the circumstnnoes in whic11 it is eppro-
.... 
pr:tate to use tl"le "W'SVe li or "P81"tt1cle" aspects of photons ur 
electronB in describing a given situationo 
( , ~ , ) , .,L. _ .1. ''I'o g.' ... q!~ the pupils some insight into the Iipl'tobabil1 tyU 
de sc;reiptlol1 of' photon 8ncl electron behe.viour. 
(iv) To make cJear ttle differe;-:0es ab :'I'ell ae the. slmilal~i ... · 
ties be't'vleen photons and electrons. 
(v) (An important negative. objective) Not to mislee.d pupils 
by means of dogmati0 statements concerning the nature of 
photons and electrone. 
10" 1.2 In troduc to;'ey demonstrB tiona 
~!l4J!VR:$l»4G1Ai ::w:w:d'fI1DQI"'_~~ 
A simple and. well-known demonstl"a.tion of the photoel-e,c""" 
trio effect makes use of An electl"oBcope, an insulated zinc 
ple.te wnose surface 1188 been car~efully cleaned~ a.nc.l an ultra-
violet or rneI~(nn:y vapour le.mp (of Le"V'rls 196/±. Nuffield Guide 
V)o The zinc plate is connected to tne electroscope, and 
the lamp is shone on to the plate after the electroscope has 
been (1) positively 8nd (11) neg~tively charged. No effeot 
is ob8erveCl~ itlhen tr..:.e electroscope is positively chgrgpd, but 
the electroscope is found to disoharge if it hBe been nega-
t 1 vely Charged. T111s shows thl3t tl1eradiation from the lamp 
causes the plate to lORe itR excess negative chargeo Again 
with the electroscope positlvely charsed one can show that 
bringing the la.mp closer to the plate produces no effect J 
whereas tl1i S opera.tion results in an increased ra.te of 
/dischal"lge ••• ,. 
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dischArge if the electroscope haB been negatively charged~ 
Therefore the greater tne intensity of tne incident rRdiation 
the more rapid 1s the 108s of negative charge from the plate. 
(Robinson (1965) has described a varietlon of this demonstra-
tlon in vtl1ich the electroscope 1s not given an lnitiB.1 char~ge, 
but instead poeitively- and negatively-charged objp~ts are 
held near t.he zinc plete vrhile the latter 18 l:r':':-::(~latedo 
If a positivelY-Cha.rgei1. o"',1e~)~ lshv.Ld r..eer12y, tne electro-
£0ope is ~:ound to .1c4:.tire e positive cJ:iBrge" ~'Jhel"ea9 the near-
by presence of a negati v,ely-cha.rged obJ ect has no effect.) 
Pupils vlil1 no do:-<"'t g .. ~,'\lS f' ~ 8 .!. ~S;).l t of their prf"vious 
experience of thermionic emls~d.on from ','(~t8.1s tna.t tJ.le incident 
radie.tion produces e lOBS of .~1~ctr.Qr1~ f~\:\',-"\m the zinc pIe. ta. 
Tney s!?-ould be asked. hO'Vl thi A guess could be verified; the 
answer 1s "by measurement of tne charge-to-mass ratio of tne 
emf tted particles ~nd. by mee.suring the total charge on e. kn01'ln 
number of particles emitted froM the plate" (of Section ?~14.3). 
Mee.8Ul"-ements nave been made of the charge-to .... mass ra.tio of 
particles emitted photoelectrically; in all csseg the figure 
"f, 
obtained has been that for tne electron. The p:r-~cess by 
~lnlcn electrons are ~j ected from a metallic surface by incident 
radiation CRn be explained 1n terms of tne aoquisition by tne 
electrons of energy from the incident beam. Those electrons 
""h:1en nave gained sufficient energy in this 'V-}'AY ~:n'ie able to 
overcome the attractive electric forces binding tn.em to tne 
.. 
metal and so they leave its surface o 
10-. 1. 3 "Problemat1c8.1 n Hspects of tne photoel~otric effect 
The above fea tures of the pn.otoelectric effect c~n readlly 
be reconciled vIi th the view that tne 1.ncident radiation 1a a 
form of 1-;D.V e motion~ One cpn see in a general way how elec-
tromegnetlc waves can transfer energy to tne free electrons 
''in tne metal; the elec trio field comFonent in tne itlS.ve 08.n 
/exert ••••• 
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exert forces on tne electrons Hnd do wo!"1\: on them. Tne 
. above experime~t a186 8nOWB that the bigger the rate of flow 
of energy to tne metallic surface, tne bigger 18 tl1e rete at 
Wl1icn it 10s8s its cnarge) Be we 11.Tould expect in terms of 
The pupil nOvl needs to be confronted vri th tne If d:t sturb-
lng" 8spects 0: tn(; phr;"'('electric effec.:t, ViZD (1) the absence 
of pn~ cor/dlpti0n between the intensity oztne incident light 
and tne t lme el~psed between tne turning-on of tt16 ber.Pil and. 
tne emlsSlion of pnotoelectron9~ (11) the fact that if tne 
fl\..')·'.len.cy ot tne radiation ls too l01v, no pnotoelectrons will 
appe;cr no m8.tt(J~) what tne intenei ty mHY be~ (iii) tne feet 
that tne energy )f thB photoele~tron8 ~~pendB on tne frequency 
and no~ tne intensity of tne incident lignt. It 1s custom-
ary in elementary treatments to deal onlyw1 tn polnts (11) 
end (i1i)~ but point (1) is just as important, sinoe from a 
detailed study of it there emerges a picture of e. lig.h t beam 
a..8 a randomly-arrlving stream of' IIpart1cles." In the p. S$ S. C. 
treatment of the topic (1960, 1965) I t.his aspect6f it 18 con-
sldered first" 
10. 1.4 Ran(lomnes8 of 8-bsorption of photons 
,,"all' 1:O~;::uc;Q: .......... OfJiP~A«Ii ~T ... ~
Unfortunntely~ those 8spects of the photoelectric effect 
whicn run Coul1tel'"1 to the llfaVe theo:C';T of light pre much less 
easy to ctemonstrate convincinp:ly th.'3.n t.hose which do not 
appear to confliot with ito Point (1) in Section 10.1.3 
in tl1.e form in "jn10h vie have stetecl it is impo8sir.)le to demon .... 
stra.te 1n s.n elementery course, 0.1 though we ca.n demonstrate 
, 
t.he random arx'l val of photons front ~veak. beams of ul tre.""''''liolet 
11gh t or X-reye by usi nr, Geiger-}~uller counters to detec t t.he 
arrival of ind.ivldunl photons from these beams (of Nuffield 
With points (11) and (iii) vIe can fare Bome11'111a.t 
better, a1 tnouch even here t1:1.e demonstrator! 8 task is fax;) 
from easy I even when he has managed to acquire the right 
/equipment. 
. ~J 
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equipment (0 Botl1 the Nuf'tield end the P Q So S<'t CQ au thori ties 
. think it best to ·solve the problem by sl10wing tne Po S. S. 04) 
films on "The Photoelectric Effect" and "Photons", with any 
demonstrations that might be done being allocRted a second-
ery role" This recommendation is obviously sensible) and 
one en n only hope thAt these films· ~'Jill be more readily avail-
preB~,'fj·" • 
demo:n:str'iB tion, iple gi ve bcloiN' a bl'iief survey of some of the 
me~hods that can be used and the difficulties that attend 
tl1.em,. 
In princip .. ,~, pc)!nt (1) it ve:FJ G':..'I1lple t(,<, snow, B.nd the 
p.S.SeCo textbook gives a detniled account of an elegant ex-
pe rim en t tha t we. 8 oar ri ed o!-l t to i nv e s ti g&, t e it. (Those re-
8ponsi~ble for t.ne original experiments of this type are not 
named in tJ:'le p.S.S.C. textbook, but it would appear ths.t it 
1 s the ~rork of Derieux (1.918) and Kelly (1920 ) that is being 
refe!~red to. Cf. Hughes 8.nd Du Brid.ge (1932).) /1'>. num'b er 0 f 
tiny specks of metal float in the space between a p&.ir of"f, 
p2r~11el plates having equal and opposite charge. It 1s 
supposed the. t the specks e.ll J7-ClVe the same ITi8 sa and t~1S.t they 
all csrpy the 88.me chfl.rge. If a light beam is shone on to 
t1:1e specks, electrons wi 11 be 11 berrited from them, their cha.rge 
must Change, the electric end grav1to..tlonal forces on them no 
longer bo.18.l1oe and they njumpff, i. e. they suddenly c118.nge 
tJ:leir v·eloci ty. ~n experiments of this type ~ it .'1. S found 
tha t there i 8 no defini te "w'al ti ng period" after whicJ:1 all 
the specks jump, as might be expected if the li~~t were simply 
a form of "'(:lave rnotlon» nor do all t~le specks jump at the same 
ti;ne. Some of the specks mey jump lmmedie.tely after the beam 
1 s turnecl on; afterW'9.1'ds others will fo llo'w' sui t, bu t not 
according to any particular pattern. No matter how weak the 
/light •• ~ •• 
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lignt beam is, there f:lll.veys seems to be sone chance that a 
speclc t1'111 jump immediB tely After tt1e beam 18 turned o'n e 
On .... the av~e:r:ae;~ more electrons are ej ected per uni t time by 
a strong than by a 'VJ'E'[lk beam II bu t the behaviour of i ndl vidual 
specks appears to be entirely ra.nd.om" ThUS there appears to 
be no orderliness a tall abou t the T.t/ay in ·w·hlch t.'1e r'lpecks 
take up energy from the incident light. 
Bridge (1932) have pointed 0U~ ~nat~ st~~cGly speaking, ex-
.... 
trons e.nd not tJ:18 rand:om abBorp'tlon of photons o In fact a 
great many of the latt ... ,~ ha','''' to 1)e e.1..'~o1..~beda on average, be-
fore an electron is emltted.) 
'llhe above summery makes clear both the elegant simp':ic1 t~7 
of this type of experiment - no "black boxes" by way of fe.ncy 
detecting eq ulpment, no sophistlca ted methods of timing - and 
1 ts utter impracticabili ty S.S B. demonstration experiment in an 
! 
elementary elass q The experiment shown in the p.S.Se C• film 
"Photons" (devised by John King of M.I.T.) is desoribed and 
di scussed in some deteil by French and Hudson (196'5). The 
, "'f: 
de sign of tJ1.i s experiment is simple enough" bu t the equipment 
it needs 1s of a high order of sophistication. Light from 
e lamp is shone on to the pl1otoca thode of a photomul tipli8r 
tube. The incident beam 1s interruptect 1)y a rota.tinr; shutter 
1tThich allow's one pulse of light per shutter revolution to pass 
through to the photomultiplier. A filter is interposed be-
.. 
tween the shutter and the photomultiplier to reduce the inten-
Hi ty of the light by B. l~nown fnctol'1$ The output from the 
photomultiplier tube is displayed on tile screen of an 0801110 .... 
scope. For IHrge light i ntensi tl es, t1.i 8 outpu t appears as 
a smooth variation of voltage with tlme~ For consider8.bly 
~educed lntensl ties, the output is no longer smooth but "spiky", 
1ndlca.tlng the fact that fin! te numbers of electrons e_re being 
/relea sed ••• I) • 
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released from the photocDthode of thA Jrube~ 
. is nothing in t11e experimpnt the.t poi.:lts to f1 Ifgrainincsg fl 
in the incident light. However, suppose the intensity 1s 
reduced. to 8uc11 an extent thAt the ~:.ern.ge energy B.rriving 
per pulse at the photocnthode is less thnn the amount needed 
to eject a single electro~ If' light w'ere simply a form of 
'''lave motion, then tne s~~r~:J nrrivlne: E\,t the photocathode 
W"):.l :-t,.t "De s,~: .t.1ee J ·...tnl formly 0 ver the i llumi naJ;ed surface e. nd 
there 1,tTould not be ~nough enerps reacl1ing sny one portion to 
11 'bern .. te :an electron" In fs.ct~ the experiment sho'tvs ths.t 
el~~~ :;ror<1 lal't: em! tted even in these oircumstances. This 
sugg,-;;·sts tl1at t.~'e incident ener·gy J instead of flo'Vling in a 
succession of Itpackages It, 80 that although 2.22 -8.lSver:=t~ thel"'e 
1s insufficient energy in the beam to eject an el~ctron, any 
one package may cont8in more thnn enough ene:l"'gy for this 
PUl'''posee In add.i tion, the expel"'iment shows that even 1'11 tIl 
very weak incident light, electrons ~ be emtttea, l"ight et 
the beginning of the light pulse o 
Fr(~nc.h ana. Hudson stress the need for icau tlon In inter .... 
preting the resulta of this experiment; that although it is 
difficult to interpret the results of this experiment in terms 
of the wave theorrJ of light " it i 8 not impo8s1ble o 
$A :PIVCr ';;44:::::;na~ 
For 
example $ one could imagine that some 80rt of enersy storB.ge 
mechanism was operative l;.n the metallic aurfece l' having th.6 
effect that energy received during one incident pulse was 
only concentrated on partlcular electrons as klne.lcic energy 
duri ng the next pu.lse. 'l"herefore ~ although tIle experiment 
is IIbeB.utlful and. sugp;esti ver! (Fpencl1 8.nd Hud.son) J it shot;.ld 
l"iaVe theory of light. (Of. also the point men tioned above 
concerning tne fect tnet in experiments of. this type 1rle Cl.re 
/not • .,o •• 
Dot directly observing the random ab801'~ption of p110tons bu t 
tt1e random emlssion of electrons consequent upon the absorp·-
tion of a ~reat many photons by t1.1e surface.) 'l'eachera 
using the film or simply describing the experiment should 
encourage t11eir Jupils to look for Ucontra.ryfl interpretations 
of tnis kind. 
The ffextra lf equipment needed fOl" Ki'ng's experiment; ~~tch 
not be available at any Sout.h 1\fr~1.can 8cho01 no:r .. one SUE, .... 
pects~ at most sChools in tllP '\florId.. Even if 1t we~e 2val1-
able II 8. dedicated enthusisst would p:iX)bably .he.va 'l.>~ spe:-:d many 
hours in getting it to "go" to his own satisfaction. ThUS it~ 
too~ is Hot D. f:!.::1.otiCt:\l proposition as a demonstration experi-
ment. 
We seem to be left wi th the demonstra.tiol1s in which ul tra-
Violet lign t or X-ray beams are directed. on to Geiger=MU11er 
tubes and cause the le.tter to "count". In t.helr w'ay ~ tnese 
are impressive demonstrations, since they show' that an appar-
9:ltly steady bee.m of radiation can produce a disorderly . SU<4":,, 
oession of counts~ Tl1e Nuffielct Guide (V) J?ecommende holding 
lighted matcJ.1es in front of a G-M tu-be that is intended to 
count 8.1pJ1a p8.rticlee $ and using B. G-M tll.be intended to count 
gamma-rays to rletect tne photons from an X-ra.y tube operated 
at 10111' fll8.ment vol tage ("barely warm U) and less than 1 ts 
usual high ten3ion voltage.~ Of the ~irst demonstration, it 
is l.mpliect t.hat interposi tion of a sheet of glass betiAreen tne 
G-M tube and tne lighted match will oompletely stop tne count-
ing, 80 that visible light is presumably not responsible for 
tne counts .. Of tne otner demonstration 9 the Nuffield Gulde 
(v) says: "A G-N tube at the other side of tI1e room 1,,:111 
count X-ray p110tons one by one, snowing us a random stream., If 
This implies that each photon 1s counted as 1 t arri ves, Etnd 
notning is said els8'vhere to oontradict t.nis implication • 
. Actually, G-H tUDes designed to count gamma"",rays do not count 
!eaCh ••• (I 4 
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1·theree s a If partie Ie fJ en terlng s. G-r-1 tube 1i1111 
readily produce an ion pair and so' ntrig/S0r u t.':18 tube, gamma-
ray or X-ray p11ot0l1S rarely produoe ion p~lrsQ Their arrival 
is recorded by a "secondt4 ryii process: if' a phot,on re8.ches 
t.he 1'ta11 of the tube, it may eject an electl'lon by photoel€,c-
trio emission and this will trigger the tube. But by no 
rJl;:::).ns every incident photon will cause the ami eeion of en 
electron; in fact) the "counting efficiency fl of ge'~'rrF" :-tty 
Bensi ti ve G-H tt.l.·Des fOJ.1 11:t..~ident }/.1.0tOLiS i:· gc<.n!:)ral1y l'e8:s 
than 1%, 14 eo les8 than 10 countB fOl" every 1 000 incident 
photons (of Segre 1964). This fact does not ti~~rac~ :ro~ 
the value of the demonstration, but teachers should be cere-
ful no:, to \)"~/""<V)8tD.te the fa.cte when interpreting it. (Were 
ser.1ico~ductor8 reee ..ily t:tvailable, 1 t might be possible to 
obtail'l mucp grea.ter counter efficiencies: n~vi th some semi-
conductol:)S one ce.n get close to 100 per cent" (Frl£ch 1965).) 
FOl-- this demonstration, i tis desirable thBt. the G-f.1 tuce 
shoulcl no·t remain entirely B. "black box"; some account of 
its pl-'inciple of opera tion should be tii 'Yen to pupj,.ls. 
These films, demonstre. tiona or descro:tptions' of experl'-
mente. sb.ould be Bupplemented by the use of photographs o 
French and Hudson reprodu.ne a very striking 8eries of photo-
gre.phs taken from 8.n e.rticle by Rose (19B?) showing hO~T 't.'1e 
quall ty of a photograph impro'ves as the amount of light used 
to produce the image is increesed. There ere six photo-
e,rephe in the sequence, e.nd the ovel'ball increp. se in the 
"amount of light fl (1. e. t:'1e energy used to produce the lmage) 
is by n. fe,cto:e of 104 from the first picture to the 18st. 
(l\. simi18 .. 1"J seauence of photogJ'FJphs is !'8pro(luced by i:ugg1ns 
In the first plcture t 8.11 the.t ern be seen 1s a 
mess of ranclo1111y .... ctistributed 1':h1 te clots~ in the second, it 
becomec evident that there ere more of these dots in some 
/plnc8s.o •• CI 
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places than in others, f.lnd en .. ~ pattern of' cU.stribut1on 
T 1.118 fea ture is co nfil"lrJe d by the tIll rd 
pic ture, "'1111ch begins to look like a conventional photograph~ 
ancl of course the quell ty of the .i.mage improves progressively 
in the rema1.nil':g three pictures. As French and Hudson re-
mark, the tlrandom-graininess n (our vora) the. t is so :Jtrongly 
evident in the images obtained wi th ver~ wEak Jj.~.:: G would. 
present very great difficl<i t~: . f!·d of ~ntf.1'pre.,:tatlon for a 1-J'9.ve 
ti1eory of lig.ht, :-".,1,. t ~:s instantly understBncleble in terms of 
a corresponding I1 r androm-[reirAness ff in the lnciclent ligtlt. 
Pupils certainly ought ~0 8€~ phc~ogr~;hs like this. Only 
simpler in principle than procluc:1ng Else:r), .. es of photogre.p111c 
ims.ges" of the same object wi th progrees1.vely incl'eesing' illu-
mlnation? The teacher -v,rho 1s interested in photography 
mif;ht like to make his OvTn set of sui te.ble pl1otOgl"S.phs. 
Photographs show"1ng the result of the passage through a cloud-
chember of a beam of X-rays are also relevant here. The 
p~ s. So C~ textbook (1960,1965) reproduces e. p110tog,l)aph shot1'ing 
, "'f , 
the tre.cks produced by photoelectrons ej ec~ed by X-x-aye from 
e rgon e. toms ina cloud chamber. What 1s part:tcularly sig-
nlficant is the similarity of the photoelectron tracks in 
length p indlcating that each photoelectron must b.a.ve rece:lved 
much the sane energy from the incident beam, 
10.1 0 5 The photoelectric" effect: dependence on frequency 
----------------------------------------------~. ~ 
The above evidence is concerned to establish the fBct 
that, 8.8 far as lts interRction 1~rlt11 matter is concernecl, a 
beam of 11g.t1.t behaves as thoup.:l1 it "jere a randomly-til'ad vol-
ley of pe.cke ts of rpdia. nt enere;y II I nV8stlge. tl on of 't1hn t 1~le 
h2ve called points (1i) and (111) in Section 10.1.3 reveals 
some inforne tion concerning these "packets". The simple 
-demonstration of the photoelectric effect with an electroscope 
/ desari bed. 0 .. ~ • 
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described earlier cnn easily be extended to give an indica-
tion of point (ii)Q A glBSS plate placed between the mer-
cury vapour lamp. and the zinc plate arrests tl.1.e discharge of 
the electroscope, if the latter lws been given a negative 
charge. Ul tre-violet "lig1.1t ff cannot penetrate the glstss, 
80 that the emission of pl~::: ... toelectrons from the zino plate 
1s presumably brournt 1':.:'I'JUt by ttle ul tr,a-violet component 
'.1:: j"l.Je inuJ.de',lu re.dintion end not by tJ~e lo..nger wavelength 
visil")le light component., This sug~e8t8 thAt there 19 e. 
c,onnection bet'\AJeen the tV'~_velength of the light and the Pl~O­
duction:>T' C\~."fn~'tlise of the photoelectrio effect, a connec-
tio!;. that 't'lOU:i(~ oertainly be d.ifficult to explain on the be.sis 
of a simpl e 'tiav r~ theory. For thi s cOi11~ection to be pl~,lner 
to tne. pupil$ he S110uld see performeo. 3I e1 ther on film or in 
the classl1oo~, the ole,ssie "expel"iment in vlhlch the dependence 
of tne maxlmum kinetic energy of tl:1e photoelectrons on tl1.e 
l'requency of the incident ra.a.if~.tiun is investiga ted. In prin-
ciple, this experiment is a180 exceedingly simple. Tne essen-
tial epPB.ratus comprises a photoelectrlc cell, a :'SUi table 
light source , filters O~ some ot11er means of restricting the 
inciclent r&cliation to one ne.rr01nT band of frequenc:tes a.t a 
time, Every senei ti ve e,mmete'r for registerlng the current in 
the photocell~ and a means of' epplyln2: 8 sui t~,ble adverse po-
tential difference between the electrodes of the cell. 
If tne photocathode of tie photocell io irradiAted with mono-
chromatic li~l:1tJ e.nd an adverse pctentiHl d:tff'erence apPlied 
between anode and cathode is just large enough to cut off the 
photocell current, thiR potentiRl difference 1s B measure of 
tne ~J"'11illll kinetic energy of the e::nl tted elec trons. (rr\~le 
rea son 't1'hy ~ve stress the_ t 1. t j. s the maximum k1 netic energy 
that 1s measured is the t the rtfree Ii electrons in a metal ",rill 
not all nave t11e same enert'~Y; they 8.:t~e distributed over a. 
range of energy levels up to - or, at room temperature, 
/ sligh tly .•••. 
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s11g11 tly beyond .... the 80-C~ lIed ItFerml level If 0 
trons occupying different energy 1e\7e18 will oonsequently 
emerge 11itn different kinetic energies upon tnkine up the 
same energy from the incident radle.tion~) To carry out the 
experlment $ one need simply sho",' that' the 8.dVel~8e potential 
difference required to procluce Ifcut-offrl depends on tne fl'te-
qu ency and no t on thp. intensi ty of tl1e ~; n0ir>:.nt !" .:'Jl~!:~ ti oni 
Photoelectric 
cells specially made for use in tnis type of experiment Bre 
very expensive (they ~,,")uld :~0Bt R25 01'" mOJ'0 in Soutl1 Africa). 
Tne curren-ts tl1.ey deli vel' f\ r~ eX(1sedine) I sma.ll: the demon-
stra.tion photocell marketedoy Rank l\uo.i,) Vls\)Cll Limi tee. .~aB 
to be used vli th a gal vanometer able to cope wi -'en currents of 
the order of 10-7 A, and that made by Leybold produces cur-
rents of as little as 10-10 or 10-11 A at Borne frequencie8~ 
I 
whicn means that it Os nnot sa tisf'actorily be used v.ll th con-
ventional galvanometers: a D.C, amplifier, a costly item in 
1 t self, 11B.S to be usee. to obta.in a mea8ul~ble defleotion fOll) 
these currents. To carry out t116 experiment a tseveral tLif-
ferent fl'iequencies, one nends {iOme sort of umonocl1.romator" 
to single out the frequencies required, which meens using s. 
set of filters or a spectl--'ometer (of Bolton 1966) ~ altnough 
tne latter alternative means working with H reduoed light 
1ntenai ty 11 If the filters are to be any good they will cost 
.. 
several P~nd apiece. One can use an ordinary commercial 
photocell in place of tne speciel cells: Anlgren (1963) gives 
det~ils of an experiment using a 929 phototube, wnich costs 
"about $3" and Bolton (1966) suggests that Rank VA50 and liul-
lard 90AV cells can also be used (they cost about R6 each). 
Sensitive galvanometers must still be used, nowever; for 
example, Ahlgren suggests the use of a galvanometer having a 
~en8itivlty of at least 1 microampere per mm, 
/no't'le vel"\l , ~ " •• fj 
."""";'t-;,';-"-.:,':. 
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however~ at least one exception to tnis ruleQ Gottlieb 
(1965) hoS d.escribod a cneap version of tl.1e experiment using 
a 929 tube, a fluorescent tube as source, ~ plastic replica 
diffraction grating RS monochromator, a.nd a t1'lo-transisto]:'b 
amplifier to amplify tne current. T1J.e to tal co st of this 
appal""atus is arouncl 25 dollar's, Hnd the amplified current caD 
be read on a 100 microamp galvanometer o 
The difficulties 1're hl-lve :r·0!'er~_:..d ";/) 80 far concern only 
We still nave to consider 
the ditficul tieo H ttB coed to tne :actual performa nee of tne 
experlment ll 
potential difference II betv.reen the photon:l thode (-Jnd the col-
lecting anode, walCh prevents direct detelmination of tn8 
"work function" of the metallic surface (i" e. tne minimum VlOl"k 
necessal"'Y to remove electrons from tJ1e surface). The Nuffleld 
Guide (V) lays sorne stress on the presence of conta.ct potential 
I 
dlfferences in the experiment; since its dlscusslon of tl1is 
aspect of tne matter seems to us rather puzzling in certa:ln 
respects, we consider it here. TJ1e G1J.lde descr1heB tne plot""" 
"f 
tlng of tne graph of or1 tical opposing voltage ve'reus fre-' 
end 
quenc.y.,/ says that "wi tn very careful 1vork and some apprentice-
snip to t.ne ap:paratus, tne plotted points of tne overall 
gre.ph "\1111 be likely to be close to a 8traight line II ,but 
"tne best stxl8.ignt line will not pass through t~e origin be-
cause the opposing vol tege w'e meA.8Ure is not the full voltage 
that operates inside the tube to drive electrons baok, 
'I'1.e1"8 ax'e other 'contact' potential differences 'which must be 
te.ken into account; 110 In the first place, even in t~e absence 
of these contB.ct P. d. ' s, the grRph 1vOUJ f! not pns8 through the 
origin, but 1'lould cut tne frequency B.zis B.t the "threshold lf 
frequency for t11e metallic surfa.ce in questlon, i, e. the mtni-
mum frequency of light required to eject photoelectrons from 
the 8ur.!'ace. 'rhus t~e inteI)Cept on the frequenc:r axis finds 
a very simple physlcal lnterpretation$ T11e presence of 
/conta.ct •• " •. 
i 
! . 
i' 
oontact potential differences will alter the value of the 
interoept and so n~Hke it impossible to determIne the value of 
tJ:1e vlork tunc tion directly, as we have noted. Bu t t11i 8 1-1111 
not affec t the s.l?'p~ of the line, \·;Thien yields by far the most 
importRnt piece of information in this context, viz. the 
" 1:1 r vPre of ~ \ Ifh If is Planck Q s constant, fie Ii 1s the electronic 
Jtlarge) II The Nuffleld Guide's objectio.,n that one '''lould bave 
to explain the phenomenon of contact p. d. and EV.i "::?O:l~~ the 
teachi::l(3 of tl:18 simple, important ideas of the .'phot1oeleotrlc 
effect" therefol'"'e appears to fall away at 
}l.lo!'e serious obj ec tlons to the performance 'vl~ thi s experi ... , 
ment in the school laboratorJr concerYl tl~le difficulty of~ taking 
the actual vo~t~ge measurements. 
1tJ'ere absent, It is not in fact true in general that the adverse 
P. d. which' produces zero net curraent is the true Ustopping 
of 
potential u. . T1.1is i 8 because /the "counter-current If produced 
by pnotoelectrons emitted from the anode (of Haag and Korff 
1948, A111gren 1963 , rona 196G). Zero net current is ob-
talned 'tv1:1en the photocurorent frorn the ca tJ10de is e,Xactly ba.l-
anced by the counter-current from the anode.· To determi!19 
the tr-tle stopping potential, one should determlne the value 
of adverse p. d. at "l.~ich the curve pl1otocurren"'G versus edverse 
Thi 8 makes "accurate It perfol"'-
mance of tl1is experiment e much longer Bil(1 more troublesome 
a ffair than TJl1.ei1.t have been a_educed from our brief descrlp:-
tion of it above. Add to t.1:1is the fact that the exceedinr.;ly 
small currents measured in the experiment make it particularly 
au sceptlble to malign $.nd often untr8.ceable influences, 8.nd 
vie 8 e e t1:1.a tit l s S C r-l r c ely an 0 bvi 0 U 8 c; .no ice a 8 adem 0 n 8 tra-
tlon expel'-'iment. Gottlieb (1965) 6Jaims that his version of 
the experimen t "'tTi 11 provide uconvlncing demonetra tion:a ", and 
on account of its low cost$ one 1s in21ined to feel that it 
is vlorth trying. But the following statement from the 
/Nuffl eld~ .••• ~ 
..... "c, 
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Nuff'ielcl G-uid.e (V) seems fs.ir as a general summing-up: u. eO 1ve 
do not recommend this demonstration except "V-ll1e're the teacher 
hns a stron8 interest in carrying it out - in which ce.se his 
explanntion Hill gather force from the sense of persorol ex-
perience thnt w'ill invest his teaching"q. 
Tnose teachel'"s '''ho might want to ,pre!a,c! a demonstration 
c:C this experiment or the showing of t.qe relev8.nt film ,\,,'-1 th 
an 8.ccount of the approprle te theo!~y Ii/ill l~ave hir i·O~;;:·- part'loy 
on their s:tde; in tJ.1D"G Einstein p:tblisheo ~.i.i8 7ch~ory of the 
photoelectr1c ef:fec t eleven yeArs before l·iilli,kan publi sh.ed 
the account of his brilliant confir:r!Rtion of i'c~ 
(19660) quotes substantial excerpt8 from Millikan' 8 p:~pe:r on 
Eints ~eln' s theory coulo. be introduC9cl i'n this 
way: ~Ii\'le have seen some evidence for light behaving as though 
it were composed of 1partlcles' of some kind; let us call 
them 'photons t • ide also knovT tha t if tl1.e frequency of the 
lisht is too 10-v7, it tvill not cause a photoelectrio effect 
J101vever intense we make 1 t. ['J.1his supposes that this aspect 
of tne photoelectric effect 1vill alrendy have bee./n dlscusseaJ 
"f, 
Let us, following Einstein, try the guess thet the 'photons' 
composing the radiation carry '11th them an ~lmount of energy 
proportional to tne frequency. A. 1 photon' a s socia ted '"1:1 th 
radiation of high frequenoy would then have a comparatively 
large amount of energy to hand over t~ an eleotron, enAbling 
it to detactl itselt from.the surfRee of the mete,1 B.nd perhHps 
move off 1~ri tJ:1 considerable kinetic energy. By elaborating 
on these ideas, Einstein ",,-,as able to produce a very satisfac-
tory theory of the frequency dependence of the photoelectric 
The very slrnple derivation of the famous photo-
electric equation can then follow and be used in due course 
to interpret the experimental results obtained in the school 
laboratory or on film. 
/10.1. 6., " ••• 
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:!.O (/1$ 6 The n8.ture of photons 
The magic quanti tie's lih" (Pla'nck' 8 constD,nt) 'e.nd· "hv U 
(tl1e enel-'C;Y of' a. photon) 1"1"111 h8,ve 8!nerged from thls d.i scus-
sian of 'the pl10toelectl~ic effect. The teacher will now have 
to mAke some a ttempt to ansitrer the questions n\vha t 1 S 8. pho-
ton4'( nand rtHo"rtJ' can vle combine photone. and waves in a single 
~J-:(':ory? tr J_n a sens~ $ the first of tt1ese questions is unansitrer .... 
able* 1"ve knou that 8. p1:'loton is cJ1aracterized ... by r. d:)~·J..nit8 
IfquantumU of en\jrgy whJ..ch 1s equaJ.. to 'che ;,:> .. eq~en!jy of the 
radiation multiplied by Pl~nckfs constant~ This leads to the 
famil18.r Bhort i.,"lay of describing a photon~ vvh 1 C:.: 1se,,: caJ2 
ita !Ibundle of er1€re;y If, a phre se (or one of i ts equ1v~'11ents) 
no;;V' we::~,l en. ~:l':-:':tc.hed ~.n the p11yslcist 18 vQcabula:FJ. How lit ..... 
erally 811,?uld one take this desc:rtiption? A sentence from 
the p. S. s. 9. textbook may help us here: "Each photon caJ'l"ies 
(or perhaps the photon ll) t11e energy l:1.Y U• Let us note the 
use of the worct Ifperhaps IS, .a.nd proceed 1vi"'en due caution; 
there is more to "cne photon t.~r.n can be conveyed by a sine;le 
slIck phr8.fj8 .. 11 t ]e3 at one Cf! n adO. to tnl s some ot.her i nfor--
matlon concerning the physical properties of the photon; that 
1 t always trG.vels \.'li th ttle speed. of light, that 1 t has zero 
rest mass and ttat it hae momentum. (Some mention of the 
Compton effect could be made in order to support this last 
piece of information.) Thi S ShO·t.ATS that while a photon has 
..§~ of the characteri8tic s qf i"lha t is ordinnrily ce.l1ed a 
pe.rticle I t1.l.e word II p8.r ticle II 1s clearly not e.n adequa te des-
cription of itt Consl del'E tion of the anSt~Ter to tt1e second 
of tne questions posed above will reinforce this view~ 
In trying to exple1.n ho~1' to (,jombine photon. 8.nd wa.ve pic-
tures of ligl1 t into 8. single descri~t1on, it is probably beet 
to start by referrine to a specific situation. Suppose 1:1e 
set up an arrangement of screens and hlits and a monochromatic 
light source 80 as to produce an interference pattern from 
/IIYoung 1 S. l\ " ... 
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to be forned on n screen o ~~ve t~eory tells us and experi-
ment confir~s tnrt tnere will be n pattern of alternntine 
clark oncL briGht bands on tne screen, :,:1:1.088 sepAration is de;'" 
termined by tne wrvelength of the liGht, the separation of 
the slits Elnd tne c-llstance betv!een the slits nnd t~,. soreen. 
We fit photons into this picture by 88yi~18 t~p~ lJ:: ... e wave 
theory of 11[:/1 t tells p ~ 9 (~p "'·vere..g d, 1'.', ..... 7 the .,photons from 
number8 of photons pe 88 throu€{h the f1.ppare.tus, most of them 
will go to tl10se parts t~ f tJ~:'" SC:~"0en 'Jt" call tne maxima oJ.:" 
the interference pattern, non~ at all H.'.l1 arrive at tne min-
1ma, and intermediate numbers will go to ene regions of inter-
mediate brightness. l\ccording to tnis idea, tJ1e pattern that 
we cen see on the screen (or record on a photographic plate) 
ls~ procluced not by the effect of enerGY streaming continuously 
from tne source fu tne Appropriate points of tne screen t lut 
by the 1ntermltte~t prrival of photons at these points. 
We cnnnot Sivc a detDiled 8.ccount of vlhut individual pl"l.O-
"f 
tons do. Theory nnd experiment are pOvlerle88 to tell us, 
for example, i'mEtt peth 1'J'ould l)e follo1ted. by n partlculpr pho-
ton as it plays its part in the formRtion of t~e interference 
pattern; iDcleed, they 8uggest that t118 concept of e f'photon 
path n i 8 meaningless. In prlnciple~ He can re:30rd the errivf.'tl 
of a photon a t a particular point in space by means of ~. sui t-
- . 
s.ble detector J thoufj-'r1 we mey not al1tu~ys 8ucceed in prectice; 
but ~.he moment "\/:8 do succeed., vIe destroy the photon. ~mat it 
does bet~·;cen the moment of' i t8 creatIon (i~ e. 1 ts emieslon 
frOi:l t1:c source) and i tE, dcstr-Jc'tiOD" \'/8 cnnnot kno"i' s'bout{> 
Suppose the light souroe 18 so weak that, on average ~ only 
one photon cnn P[~SS through t.he apparatus at a. time. ~,/1 th 
such Be 80UrC.3, Hhat kind of pattern 1;Jill be formed on the sc~.'een? 
litle' • .... 41 
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1-1e can fi no.. tl11 s on t by r~3plnc ing the sc.reen '\v1 th a pho to-
·craphic plate 0nd using ~n exposure time long enough for~the 
light rea.cl.").:tng the pInta to produce [!. cleveloppble ime.ge. 
(Tnisklnd of experiment hns been done using exposure tineo 
of as long as three months; ofo Te.ylor (1909).) On comple-
tion of t11e exposure it is Hl·H9.ys found tlJat the ime.ge on the 
plate is on ir:.Gerf~-.'iten("~; ;~.ttern of exactly the same form as 
n spectacu18r version of 
-", 
such an experll'l1ent 1"'DS carried out in 190'7 by .j·ane;ssyand. 
Nar;ay \10.1' HJ.1iteman 19G?) , using e 1,iichelson interferometer 
t~·i >: very lc.1~ ligJ1't peths (about 14m) fop tne interfering 
beam .. ~. It 't"mE found tl1e.t the "'rhe plo.cing of t118 [inter ..... 
ference] bands 'L 3.bou·~ 1.5 mm aJ;.:~ .... "tt) 1-rd~ conspJ.cuousl;)' the 
same for a. 101',1' intensity (less than one photon in the appare. ..... 
tus at a. tlme) as for an in.tennity 10,000 t~Lfnes as great ll 
(V~'hi ter.ie.n 1967). 
The8e fO.ats ere ver~r rern8.rkable: they suggest that [1.1-
though a photon may stal-.t out from Ct 1,rell-defineQ, point in the 
source, and end its life on B.n equally lle11-defined:Poir.t 011 
the Doreen or photographic plnte, it 80me1:101'11" travels through 
both 811 ts a.t once - i t If interferes \'11 th itself If. (Attempts 
to locallze tl.").e photon near 011e or sll t or the other and 80 
show tho. tit must go through one 8li t .91: the other ~ CB. n easil:r .. :.; 
be sho'Vln to be doomed to fa.ilure, since thEY inevitably lead 
to the destruction of the conditions under which interference 
.. 
can take pla.ce.) This is another indication of the special 
nature of the photon: no ordln8.ry particle can bnl18V'G in this 
way. 
In the cpse of TAylor' 8 experlment 1,'e can picture t118 
photogr'ftp11ic image being built up by tl1A photons arriving at 
the plate one by one. 'I'he times of arrival of the photons 
will be irrer;ular, find at first tl1ere 1'v'"ill not seem to be any 
/p~ rticular .•••• 
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pArticular orclerllness :i.n the v71?y in 1t.nich thelr points of 
arrival are distributed over the plQte o 
after enough photons hnve e.rrived, 80me orderliness cloes be-
gi 11 to appear; it defini tely seems th[{ t:; more photons go to 
parts A~ Band C of the plate, say, than to parts D, E$Fo.o~ 
Eventually 1;1e find tlw.t the overall pattern buil t up oy the 
ar1"1 val of a g::r;s.t >'dny :.,l,r·,Q'00nS is 1'lhat ';:V'e recogn1ze as tl1e 
(\Ie have already 
(:esurib$il some of the evidence that sh01'!S G.tle.t :~he :~mage of' 
the :pattern is built up in exactly this 1~·Y,,) 
We can ~um up the main features of th~ present view of 
~he '11w-e.ve .... part'J. ;le dUB-Ii ty" of photons as f"olloi~ls~ => 
(e.) Neither the ~'t3.ve l.heury nor ~:. ny ot~.""('r can t,:ell us 1,:here a 
particular photon will go. However, the electromagnetic lwve 
theol"'Y rloes correctly tell us the P!-£b.!1l;~~i ty of finding a 
photon at a given place. Where' this theory predicts 8. maxi-
mum of lntensl ty) the probabili t::r of fina.1ng a photon 1;-r111 'be 
hi.gh; in other words, if :large nUlnbel1 s of photons' are emi tted 
by 8. source ~ a grea t ma.ny of them trill find. theil~ itvray to tIle 
pls.ce ~There the 1vave theory predicts an inten$l ty maximum. 
(b) Al trJ.ough we oannot pred.ict the p2th of an indi vid.ual pho-
ton, 1",e can gi va an exact deec.ript,ion of ~d1a.t haPPAns when a. 
photon interacts with matter. When a photon 1s absorbed by 
a metallic surface and a photoeleotron is ejected, 1qe cen place 
an upper lim! t on t11e kinetic energy of the emitted electl"Ol1 
by using Einstein t s quentum theox~y of th.e photo'electric effect. 
(0) Suppose that 1v9 arrs.nge to form an interferenc~ p.9.'"ctern 
on a flat metal plate~ and "iC use foy' the pul'-'pose light of 
8ufJ:iciently high frequency to eject ;,hotoelectrcns from tb.e. 
plate. 'rhen the we.ve theory 1v111 tell 118 a. t "ij"hlch reglon~:; 
of the plate most electrons will be ejected, while the quantum 
theory will tell us the maximum kinetic enel-'gy we CB.n expect 
the ejected electrons to hRve. 
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(d) The p110ton hes son':f!, pR.rticle-like ettx·:tbutes, 'but the 
collect:j~ve be1.1aviouI' of photons has to be described by·8. Ttl'ave 
theory. So the entity tha.t is called a photon is something 
whose attri~utes do not fit neatly into a. category labellecl 
"particle n or a ca.tegory labelled "we.ve n. It may be that 
sometimes 1'J'e are more av.1Elre of the "i'd-aVe If character :.f pho-
tons tl1a.n of their "particle" c11al"lacter, ~l"l vice v'3rSA. In 
a very intense beam of Jif~/~ .. for inst8.~Je, s() many photoms 
are Rrri '\Y'i, ng per ~.i:,d t p rea per uni t time the tone cB.nnot be 
directly Rl.jare -of the 8.rrlvel ·01 ind:l vidual p11otons. It is 
only v-men one allovrs th0 light to !.ntc:,::·~nt 1V'ith matters» eo g. 
to be absorbed by 8.toms, molecules or e~e~troY),s, that its 
"particle n aspects become evlc1ent. }Jeve~··thele8s the results 
of countless experlments este.'blish thp.,t all forms of electro-
magnetic radiG.tion - from th~ lovrest-frequency radl0 waves 
I 
to !the hi81'lest frequency gs.mma-rays - exhibit the kind of 
"we.ve-particle duali ty Ii we have bee n talking abou t. As the 
frequency of tJ:18 ra.diation is incl"eased, so 1 ts partlcle-like 
aspects become more obvious and its wave~11ke aspects cor:res-
"f 
pondlng1y les8 so, since the energy of the photon<.3 is co:npe.ra-
tively high and tt1e 1vave1ength of the radia tlon verrY' shortt. 
But vie can stlll obtain dlffre.0tion fa tterns 'tvi tn X-rays or 
lo,\ver-energy gamma-r~Y8 by using crystals as our dlffractlo).1 
gra.tings; ancl for higher-energy gB.mma-rays one CA.n use the 
atomic nucleus as t11e means ~of obtaining diffraction with them 
(of p. So S. C. 1960, 1965). 1\8 the frequency of tne ra.dia tion 
1 s lO't'lered, 80 vle observe the inverse behaviour. For radia-
tion at moroi'lave or radio fJ:'tequencies the energy of a photon 
is very low, 80 that particle effects 1)ecome very c1ifficnlt or 
a 
imposslble to observe (there is no hope of producing,Lpnotoelec-
trio effect vfi tJ1 radio vlaves ~ for exa.mple); on the other hand 
the wavelength of the l"'adie.tlon becomes very long, so that ·~ve.ve 
effeots are rectdily observable. But atoms and molecules do 
/emi t. III , .,. • 
~-' 
emi t or absorb p110tons having t.hese loti energies; the prin-
ciple of operation of' the nevJ"ly-adoptea~ caesium "stande.rd 
clock" is based on this phenomenonl/l 
(e) In tryl ng to see tne photon "'Thole ~ He are compelled to 
tne realization that no model of this entity that we may try 
to build using ideas f'amiJ.1! :·r from t11e macroscopic world can 
fit all the fac~so Wt· /:ave nO~T been led to a. description of 
1"'4.:1P .• '!-'2 tha"'v srrms decidedly challenging to "-eommon sen8e". 
But tne "corru110n8en,8€ n tn.at is che.11eneed by the "wave" ... pal~-
t.icle u picture of light is founded on the familiar world of 
ing :vaves on w:\ter or stretched springs or strings) and par-
tioles are part:\.~les {meaning otJjects·i):.3.t Cf:ln alv-,ays hs.ve a 
def1 nl te momentum and posi tion e.sct1i1bed to them, like marbles 
or oricket balls). In seeking to discover more about ligJ:1:t, 
we have had to probe into e. 't,.qorld some aspects of ,",Thich are a 
good deal l'"lemoved from everyday experience. Per~haps it is 
not 80 surpri sing after all that we should in the end 11e.ve to 
I 
be content w'itl1 Ct description using ideas that Cantlot cOl1v~n· .. 
a 
1 ently be aooommoo..a ted t.,1 tnin!frRme1'lork of "oommon senss. U 
We nave really only touched on tJ:1e problems ralsed by 
tne dualistic nature of tne photon. Some of tneo8 problems 
nave been entertainingly dre.me.tized by Frisch (1965) in the 
form of a oonversation between several onaracters. In his 
summing-up, J?x'isch rerle.rIte ;,tnat he still feels ua bi t uneasyfJ 
about certain aspects of tJ18 interpretation of que.ntum theory; 
#lo.~ .... ftrl ..... ~ 
tnis lends point to tne "negative teaching objective" wnich 
~las tne f.ift.r. of t.l,18 teacning objectives listed at tne begin-
In tne next section we discU88 some 
of tne problematica.l aspects of qUHntum tJ:1eory in some detcd.l, 
and consider their implications for elementary teaching of the 
subj ect II 
/10. 2 •.••• 
i'··. 
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10., 2 TJ:18 intorpl'etp tion of quantum theory and 1 ts impli-
~~ I{ 4 & Mtra'tCI, :::cas; 
. . . 
on tlona for elementary teachinG 
lmT' tl'. a I;!": WI/IDW~ .... .", 4. R. ~~""""'!D WI'IiC: II! ~~WMr!iR~ 
10 0 2, 1 vlaV9-particle dual! t3T and quantum theory 
.,"'~ns:.t8Q itC±4tA .. Ii ... r PI;' .. 'I" r ':tr.Jm " ~ 7 
The average Soutn African teacher concerned with trying 
to teach t.l1e delica te topic of l.vave-particle duali ty is not 
2.:~ely to have an extensive acquaintanoe wi tl:1 quantum theory. 
Such an a.cquaintance i8 not essentlal for gooct teaching \.:, 
.... 
+i"lis .... opJ· ~ b·'~:·~?.lI t· i 8 t r v.I.·. V .. v , L-t. ,!,., .... ..J l-:-.! taU~)lt \t:··I."~;h ~;,:)'·';'~dl;':'.1c/e and oon-
vlction, tr.l.8 teacher should have 80me familiHri ty 1rT"1 th cU:rJ:-ent 
vie1;'lS on t.rle i nterpx1eta tion of' qU8.ntum theory l:>:yond ";:'at he 
might fino_ in tlJ.e \)fficlal textbook 01" whAt he 't'ras tolrJ at 
This 't..r. .. ll help him to feel tha t \~ha t he he,S to 
say about the nature of the electron and the photon has some 
, 
olaim to aoceptance and is f1:tee from self-contre.diction (even 
though his pupils may not; immediately be convl need of t11e lat-
ter) and Trill define for him the areas of the subj eet that ax-e 
still controversial. For a,l though quantum t]:1eory is generally 
accepted~ its interpretation is still a source of ~ively de-
bate among philosophers of scienoe. It has been claimed"fthat 
the so-called flCopehl1agerl interpretation" of the theox'Y (see 
Section 10.2.2 beloi"i) "is still espoused today by the majority 
of theol'e-'cicinns and practlsi:1g physiclsts" (Jammer 1966; 
Peierls (1967): reviewlne Jammer's bOOK, concurs), but this 
intex'Ipretatlon is by no means the only one in the field; it 
has been strongly crl ticiied by various 1v-orkers (13, g. Margenau 
1950, 1968, Lande 1960, 1961, 1965a, 1965b~ Bunge 1967, Popper 
1967 and 1/1i tmer 1967) 'liTho have put fOrl18.rd other lnterp1"'eta tions~ 
(Still others have even decla:-eed themselved d:tssa tisfied with 
tl1e existing tt1eory Dnd l1ave sought ,to supplant it vIith theo-
riee of t.~1eir o-wn; since none of these theories has yet 
a tta1ned tJ18 status of a vlorking alternative to the established 
quantum theory) they will not te oonsidered here. ) 
/Fortuna.tely. t~oe 
~r:.',.:" 
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?ox'tuna tely 1 t is possi Dle.9 a 8 '\ve shr:tl1 sh 0 11}' J) to extract 
certo.in 1c.1e8.8 fl'lom the c'ontroversy' wtlich can serve' as the 
basis fOIl an adequa te elementary trea tment of ~'lfave.,...particle 
duall ty 9' 
lOQ2.2 The Copenhae;en interpretation 
~~~ ... ,~ Q 0' .... 
In vle1-r of the esteem in 1..n11ch tJ1.is interpretation of 
the quantum theory is said to be ileld, it is fi ttin.s t'.J0: 
cluality 'tv·it.h an examinntion of 1-jhat t!:19 Co:peTh~:agen intel~pre-
tation has to· sayan the subject. 
interpretation stt:..nds the nprinciple of Complementarity ", 
According to Bohr, 
lithe imposs:l:bili ty of any sharp separa tion betvleen the be-
, 
hZlviour of 8.tomic obj eats and the intel'11action w'i th tne measur-
ing instruments 1'11:1iel1 serve to define the condl tions unde:r~ 
which the phenomena appear II and the fao t tl'1a t uhoil'18ver far 
the pnenomen8. transcend the scope of olassical physical ex-
planation, the account of all experlmental evidenoe must be 
expressed in elassica 1 terms" compel us to adopt the prinoiple 
t11a t "Evldence obtained under different experimental condi-
tions cannot be oomprehended vlitl'1in a single picture, but must 
be regarded as oomplementary in the sense that only the total-
. t. :!lOI:iIC .. 
ity of the phenomena eXt~au8ts the l)ossible information abou"t 
the obj ectB II (Bohr 1958). The fi eticlence" referred to here is 
. 
experimental evid.ence concerning the nature of microsystems 
SUCh as electrons and pl'1o,l;ons~ Bohr is saying tha t ftexper~­
mental a:;'<'lrangements in 1.;hich behaviour can be vj.sualized as 
~,.,. _ • .,.bollf III', :eA 
predominantly vlavelike exclude arrangements under \-Thich pt~,l"}­
tiola-like behnviour is dominrnt$ and vice versa If (Barboul'" 
1966) • As an example, 'v6 may ta.ke tJ.18 familiar thougqt ex-
periment of' t11e diffraction of electrons by a. pair of eli ts 
(of Feynman et al 1965 for a particularly full and clear 
/di8cu8sion ••••• 
'V'" 
f 
) 
\ 
dl scussion of t'-lis experiment) 0 If the electrons from a 
suitable source pe.ss unhindered. thI'OUe;.h the' eli ts, ttley pro"''' 
duce an intel'~ference pe.ttern on 8. soreen beyond the slits., 
To this extent~ they exhibit 1~ve behaviour~ lvere t.t1e e 1eo-
trons only capable of behavine; llke ~iaves) it would be mean-
-
ingless to ask through vll1ich 81i t a particular electron passes. 
Ho'vever~ kno111eclge ttla t the electron does p088es~~ ~;.a.L~ticle-
l11ce attributes suggests tln,.ftt: G~1.e qtj.dst~.'Jrl might be vlorth ask-
.... 4\ _".. 
1118; exper.lrnentalli~" 81:.'.$ ~by allo1':ing the elec trons emerging 
from the slits to scatter photons from a sui tably-ple.cecl 
source O.p. ul'_~ f.)')ht U of SU',I'f", J.J1 ci~~."".l+ly nho' ) .... 'T·~""volengtll .I. , t: _ v 'c:J_ ... .l.. l. nO. t;; ~ ).. Then 
one migJ:1.t be s,ble to establisr: that an ('~:_,~ctron apparently 
has gone t11rough a particular slit, and sc re,,"':tve confidence 
CliiCllULJei _ ill ~ 
in tne .. vie1-' tJ1.a t the electron is really a pa.rtlcle. But one 
ae.n only achieve thi s e. t the. expense of destroying tne lnter-
I 
fe:vence pattern and wi th it, the macroscopic, "classical It evi-
dence of vlave-like behB.viouro \'/l1en a photon from the light 
source is scattered by an electron, tne latter is also de-
flected, D.nd. t11e na ture of the interaction bet,-.reen. photon and 
"f 
electron (and of these anti ties t.hemselves). ensures t.hat tlle 
conditions under -v.mich interference was originally observed 
no longer applyo According tv Bohr, one cannot accommodate 
the results of tnese tvJO experiments uv1ithln B. single picture" 
(in tne sense tnat the electron or photon cannot be a v}'aveand 
e. particle a t the same time), btl. t nei ther experirnent tells 
tJ,1e vlhole story about- tJ1e "behaviour of the atomic obj eat" 
(Bohr 1958); t.hat can only be given by listing tne informe. tion 
obtained in both experiments, The Jl l Tave .... like fI and Hparticle..., 
likei~ pe.rts of t11.e story are complenencory, in the sense tl").e..t 
~~~ft'.,.... 
both are r:eeded for e. description of natul"8 e 
. In view of the stress that is laid in this approach ·to 
.~omplementa.rl ty on the role of the experiment8.1 arrangement 
in bringlnB to the fore the wave-l:1ke or particle-like 
/characterist1cs ••••• 
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charactel'listlcs of electrons and photons» 1 t is \.vortn point-
ing out that 1111.Ht Jamrner (196G) calls t~.1e '*sharp eX11ibltlon 
of such complementar:l notions" may uell not occur in B.ny prao-
tical experimental arrange!nent, contral'lY to lJt18.t 11e seems to 
imply. F10r example, in e.n experl:nent in which light is 
diffracted, tne diffra.c tiol"" pe.ttern is still bull t up by tne 
l"landom arrival of pi.10tOi:~ at different pOints on tne screen; 
8 Y J: :? tne dcr') .. :!l is macLe of suitable metal .... and enclosed in 
a vacuuffi$ the maximum energy of the ej ecteo. photoelectrons 
1'1111 still be detepmined by tne energy of t.he incid.ent photons .• 
Al tt.·') . .l.gh 0118 "f' tne ucomplementar:y notions" me.y pl'ledominv.te, 
it dces not setd possible in principle completely to suppress 
the otller. 
To complete our picture of complementarity, we may men- ·1 
tion tnat a number of authors follow Pauli (cf' Jammer 1966) 
ratner than Bohr in tneir statement of the Principle of Com-
plementarity, preferring to express it in such terms as the 
follo1ung: irA t tne quantum level, tl1.e most gen·era1 physIcal 
propex'tleB of any system must be 8xpl"lessed in terms of com-
plemente.ry pB.irs of val'liables, each of whioh can be better 
defined only at the expense of a corresponding 10s8 in the 
degree of definition of the other" (Bohm 1951). Here the 
"complementarity" refers specifically to pairs of "variables u 
(e.g, position and momentwn); in Bohr's exposition) it is 
e.88umed thD.t comple!11ente.r~ .. ty mny refer to mOl"e general con-
cepts (or ITnotions"), such as those of Have and particle. 
1:le shall continue to interpret the principle in the IDtter 
sense J mai nly "bec£lus8 thi S fi1nkes i t en 8iel~ :tn an exposi tion 
at this level to relate it to the issue under discussion, viz~ 
the nnture of Ilniorosystems" such as the electron and the 
photon. 
/We, ••• fI 
adhel~entE of t118 Copehhngen l:1~erpretation to 'the c1.11'~e"Ct 
quectlon~ H~:l1.18.t U B.n electron? /I (or ut;iJ.1Dt is a pl10ton? II) ~ 
One type of nnSlTer is tne follo'wing: ". " "the question: • Does 
liGht consist of particles? 1 is nei ther true nor false. The 
point is that the anSHer to this question depends on the ex-
periment one has in mind. I f we try teJ fiY".:.d t1."J' .!lu ture of 
light by doinG 8. dlffrectj.)n f,:~'peril:"ent, ~·de find that it pas-
.... 
perimen t T.tle find i t8 corpuscuJ.a'l"l> na ture 1t (ter Ht18 1'~ 1959). 
Thl s lei nc1 of nnswer he ~ bee (1 (trnF<:' tiL:.~:.:1 by the memorable dia ..... 
logue: "Daddy, is [the elect)."on] a pa.rt:1cle or a, 11S.Ve?" 
nYes ll (Hoffmann 1959) ~ As we have impli2d above, it is going 
too fa.r to suggest that we ce.n completely isolate the w-a·ve 
or particle .pl')qpertles of a photon or electron in nn exper:t-
me~tal arrangement, so that it 1~ simply not true to suggest, 
as ter Haar seems to be doing J that we can give a Clear-cut 
anStver, ffThe electron (photon) is a 1'J'ave lt , or uThe electron 
(photon) is a particle", depend.ing on the kind of/1nterro .... 
"{, 
ge. tory e:xper:.tment v1Te c1:1.oose to cal"'ry out. Ter flaar' 8 further 
oonclusion, t11e.t "one needs a logic sy-stem "lhlch is no longer 
ba sed on t.he excluded midctle or tertium non da tuX' to dee.l with 
this problem" is thus unjustified. It is not clear \vhether 
ter Hear is actually adopting the vie1'! characterized by fdhl te-
mB.n (1967) as IiOne-' e'y"e1 Dupli~£X.$ l. e" the vievl that there is 
Just one level of physical aetna-Ii ty 'I •• and that tlJere will 
w~, at that one level of actuality, either particles 
(Euclidean points?) or idea.lly contiml0u8 1'rD,ves, accol""ding to 
the exper:lment.s.l set-up ·~·,Th:1.ch 1-7e choose to arrt.9l1se ll If l1hi te-
mB.n remarl::8 that IlThis [Vle't-r] l1p..S merely to be stated witl1 
some precision of laneuage"".to be seen as self-contradictory 
B.nd also incompatible ~lith the essentia.l fea.tures of the Copen--
nagen Interpretation"" It seems to us to be not only self-
contr8.dictory but incompatible Ivi th what can actually be re-
v ea led experiment.ally. 
/Another .•••• 
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Anothor e.ttltude to our fundamental question shown by 
adherents to the "Principle 01' COl11plel~enta.rltyn has been 
neatl:y~ summarized by Bunce (1956), 1\'"ho cloes not share It: 
"!\~iCrOSY8tems •• , simply are not in themselves" since they do 
not exist apal'lt from the experImental set-ups designed to 
measure observables. The vtords particle and Tt,rave ~ ::Jsigna. te 
nei ther rf1D. terial obj ecte nor properties ('If mate:r'::'(;J. object8$ 
but concepts,. 1mB-ges or mrJ:e>: ~.~ tl1a t 1"re ".88 l.n the compler.1en-
tary desc~iptlonf 0f ~ertain possible 8xperiments o Outsicle 
the descriptions of experiment S \il1hich descriptions are eq ui-
valent" \vhether they a ........ ,. couvhed :n t.tlt: corJ-'Usculal" or undula-
tory languD·ce), there are neither pHrti'~:es :lor \V'aV9S nor 
wavicles. It is meaningless to ask about the properties of 
something whic11, like ma.tter~ is only a fiction". Some phy-
sicists would no doubt prefer tl1is posi tivistio e.PP1'\oach to 
i 
tl1? problem - it absolves them fran tne duty of J1Qving to 
answer alJl~1'lara. questions; others would perhaps not go as far 
as to assert that the "m1croeystems Jl are only flct:tons, but 
\.<loulcl merely claim th.at they a.re co ncerned wi th ansvrerl ng 
questions about the Jl~haviouT of these mlcrosyst8lTIS and not 
abou t their nature. The latter would appear to be Bohr's 
own st8.11clpoint, since he is cc·ntent to use such tep1Ils as 
"atomic object" anct "atomic corpuscle ll in such E. if"i'flyas to 
imply t11at these entities exist, but does not commit himself 
to any overall vie1V' of tl1ese micro systems. 
In sum, it appears to be common pl'l8.ctlce in interpretir.tg 
the Principle of ComplementB.ri ty to st&.nd a.loof fl~om ensvvelr;ing 
direct questions conce1'ning the nature of rhicro8ystems, 8.nd 
instse.d to "accept a set of' mu'*cually 8j.~clusive representations 
apI)1'loprl.ate under different clrcumsta.nces" (Barbour 1966), 
on the understanding that these representations are simply 
models of limited applicability, or to aesert that these micro~ 
systems ~ ... r.e. lJ8.Ves .Ql'. particles, ~~epending on the experimental 
lei rcumstanc e s. 
,~. 
~. 
r. 
/. 
eire umstn r:c e s" vIe nave inclicated above 1my 1v-e believe the 
In tter v:lel;- to be 'Untenable. 1\ S for the fenoe-si tting nB.ture 
of tne fOl~ler view~ this is unlilcely to satisfy m2.ny of those 
\1'110 hold to the belief that exper:tments like those of Millikan 
(the "oil c1ropll experiment), Davlsson and Germer» and G;p. 
T'" :,mson and tile various determina tions of tne che.rge-to-D1D ss 
~a tio of the electx'on ,-"ere after all measux'ing the phYBlcal 
properties of Gomet l.1.ing., 
~tIb .. ;".--.~...."... ..... ~
quire ir,r]:1at thls "something It is and that tt.r..,y soould hope :f.or 
astra igh t a nS"Her • This seems to be denied th·em lrl thin tIle 
t're.me't·lork of the orthodox Copenha.ge~~ interpreta ti~.:1. 
sider below some attempts at providing °stralght answers". 
10.2.3 Ot.l1er interpretations 
.~~._I-------------- the 
Among, the most trenchs.nt cri tics of/Copenhagen interpre-
tation is Lande, 1'lho in a series of publications (Lande 1960, 
1961, 1965a I 1965'0)· has upheld a /JuDi "'cary-particle n vie,., of 
quantum theorY$ as opposed to the lfctualistlcll vie,'r enshrined 
i ri the CopenJ:"lagen interpre ta tion() Ac co rdi 11g to Lancl~, 
"f. 1I}1atter OOl)olstJ?, of particles ~!h:lCh by their statistical quan-
tum performallce give the 2-ppee.r8 n2.! of "tva-va s. Radiation oon-
~ of 'f:telcl oscilla torE>! which by their quantum act'.ons 
produce the ~e!-r:8.nce of photonic particles dashing a.round u 
(Lande 1961). To explain hOvl the "statisticB.l quantum per-
formance n of particles C8.l2- "g1 ve the appearance of waves If in 
the case of diffraction of electrons by a crystal lattice, 
L ., I anus resorts to the I1 meche.nical p~trticle If theory of diffrac-
tion pu t forraro_ by DU8.ne in 1923 (of BOJ:1D1 1951). In terms 
of this theo!'y, the erystBl eDn change its momAntum perpenc1i ..... 
cular to its 18.ttice plsnes in arr.ounts of magni tude Ej5 , v"here 
D 1s tne spaclng betw'een the lattice planes, h 1s Planck's 
constant and n = 1, 2, 3 .• ~ Transfer of these amounts of 
momentum to electrons would result in their being deflected 
lin .•••• 
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in directions '\';:.11cl1. ere exactly those pl~edlcted. on the aS8ump.-
tion that tn8 electron l1as a l,ravelength given by the de 
Broglie relRtion A= ~. Single- or double-slit diffr~ction 
of electrons is explained by pointing. out that tne "me.tter 
distribu tion C111"Ve [of screens containing a single 811 t or a. 
. 
pair of 811 ts ] can be decomposed into sinll soj 1al c-t.I:'~ponents 
of var-ious periodic lengths t occurring \,"1 tn. VGj,::lOU8 ampli-
tudes" (Le.no.e 1965b), !]3C> r/~~J~lodic sp::.Je c'emponent ree.ch1ng 
from on8 end to ~}J.e otner of the screen. Incident electrons 
react Uta tne Bore'en ::: ... 8, ... 8. \:t.1oJ-~ .. salld body by vfay of its l1ar-
monic components..e 11 (L~.~~-9.e op. Ci'~~.)" Once againa application 
of tne rule of qUHntizect momentum trans':·~~~ 11..~ads to the dlffrnc-
tion pattern predicted on the assumption i.~hat the electron nas 
approp:ria te wave properties. To the objection usually raised 
against a particle explanation of "t1vo-slit" diffraction, viz. 
I 
IfHc;ni does the particle-like elec tron passing through one 81i t 
knOiv there is another 81i t further' along so that it C8.n make 
1 ts due contl"ibution to Cl two ..... oli t diffl~action 'pattern? n 
Lande a nS1,:ers tnc.t IIi t (10es not need to kno'tv bec[luse it 1"'e-
"f, 
acts to tne diffl-'actor e.s e. ,'!hole mechanioal un! t via 1 ts 
periodic space components t If (La nde 1965b). 
Tne cU.fficulties Hi th this explHnntion of t'18 vJPve .... like 
behaviour of matter have been pointed out by Bohm (1951) and 
~rhi temen (1967): attempts to make it 't"lork in ca ses otner tb.Rn 
the specinl ones chosen b~ Duane Rnct l.nncte requil~e the use of 
speci~"l ad hoc rules to sui t the neH s1 tv.e.t:i ons ·a.no., in cer .... 
tain a't'lki:-rdrd cases, the a.doption of "compllca.ted, f.\,rtlficiRl 
e. nd implau 8i ble assumptions n ,~;hi oh are unlikely to be ei tner 
self..,.,consie.tent or "c."")nsistent 171tl1 a.l1 JcnoKn date. conoerr..ing 
tne properties of rna tter II (Bohm 1951) • 
. J\ subtler form of l1unl tary pax'ticle If interpretation hES 
been proposeQ by Popper (1962, 1967)~ Laying stress on the 
vie1"" that quantum mecnaniC8 is a .statistical theory" he 
/a ttrl bu te s ••••• 
'''''~l;; :": .. ' 
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B. ttri butes ·U1.18t he calls the "greet t quantum muddle II to "takinc 
a distril)ution function, '1 ... eo a sta:tlstical mea'sure fU11ction 
cna.ra.cteriz:t ng SOMe sample s:r.£ce (o r pernaps some I po})Ula tion S 
of events), and treating i t e 8 a phys:l.C8.1 property of tne e1e-
............. :d"~0$ " sz "" ...... ~" m=-w 
mente of tne population" (Popper 1967). According to Popper~ 
fltne elements n in quantum theory (e.g ... e1ectrons) have the 
:!rvperties of a particle» and tne IJvTave shape (In configura-
tion space) of tne "'-V function", 1vhich is as",soc:l.atf'J ";: 1 "vn thG 
distribution function, uhas next to nothil!? to do ,-rl th the 
physical properties of the particles" (Popper 1.967) ~ To jus-
tify his interpl~etation of the i.j/ function, Pop}:' .... 'Y' B.};;1.'~,a18 to 
his IJpropensity interpretation" of pr{1babl11ty. T.his is an 
a tt empt to prvv1.de a.n obj ect! ve int erpreta tl on of pl'lobahi Ii ty 
other t}:1e.n the pUI'ely opera tional one in irlhlch ftprobabili ty is 
the relative frequency in a long run" of repetitions of an ex-
periment. Pointing au t the. t such l'~ela tive frequencies v1111 
depend on the experimental arrangement, he suggests that pro-
ba.bilities be looked upon as properties of this- arl'langement, 
"f, 
to which prob8.bili ties "ch8,racterlze ••• the pl'-opensi ty of, the 
experimental arrangement to gi~e rise to certain characteris-
tic frequencies ,,:!hen t.he experiment is often repes.ted" 
~ .. 1iv_rte.o f:!!&: ZIi.~~l_~Q =0 =tQ;z I'! 1-4 ...,.,.-4 !($I'III~""'.02. $tA 
(Popper 19G5),. On t~:1i8 vle":J, tl1e 'f-t function of p_n electron 
"determines t11e propensi ties of tt1e states of an electron. 
,) •. TJl:1e electl'lon is e. particle, but its 'ttl8.ve theory is a prop.-
ensi ty theoJ:T\J ·which attributes 'T/veights to the electron's 
possible stetes" (Popper 1962). In sum, "Propensities are 
properties of noither pB.rticles nOl') photons nor electrons nor 
pennies. They are properties of the repee.tab2.e experimental 
al"'rRngement 1/ (Popper 1967). 
There is an appealing simplicity about a view of matter 
!n irJhich flparticles If 111\:8 electrons are really particles in 
the classical sense, while their alleged.ly i/Jave-like behaviou.r:l 
/VlhiC_h ••••• 
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1'lhicl1 is bounD. up \.;1 t11 the '-V function, is to be regnrdecl as 
..... 
'S property' not of t~1pm8elve8 olone but of tJ:1e entil'le expel"'i-
mental arraneement. A t first, tl1i:J in terpreta ti on seems to. 
be SUpp0l'·tecl by tJ1e fact tl1nt tl:1e potential function and t.t1.e 
boundttry conal tions, set by the oxperimental arr8.ne;ement $ 
playa cr"l.1cial role in det~~:-t1ining tl1e tm of the, ~ funotion. 
But this is far~ f:r.:'O~li S1.1:i":·;· ... cient reftson for regarding tIle 
fl' J:c-<~ ~ Jl1 a~~ a 1/'!cj;Jerty of the expcrimen tal qrl'langement ra.thel'l 
'.J1~4 4t( .. ~ 
The natural modes of vi bl"e. t5Mon of' an 
.air colttmn 1n apipe are determined by the boundary conditions 
a.t "'v,>18 e~,'ls u.:: the pipe 31 but t.1.is does not mean that the 
aounG. 1'lav.e s in ~:~1e pipe Rre a "property of 'the pipe n. The 
fundamentally si,s:1ifioant fact here is t,~,at the l.jf ,function 
eor lta.equivalent in some other "representation" of quantum 
mec11,anics) is ~~~ to the description of t.he behavio'lJ.r 
of a quantum-mec.t1.anical microsyste:n, e.nd tha t this l.jf function 
has alwe.ys to satisfy a pe.rticular p'3rtlal dlfferenti8.1 equa.-
tion, viz, Schrodinger 2 s (or Dirac's in relativistic situations). 
tie 8Jlall only be able to uphold Popper~t s view tha t tne "k, 
function is a property of the experimental 8.rrRngement rather' 
than of tne microsyst9m if we can somehow show independently 
of tr.~0 conventior:.al quantum-mechanical fOInmnlism t:1a't the 1)8 .... 
h8.viour of 8. microsystern cnn al~'lP.y~; 1)8 treatec1 as the inter-
llC tion betueen a classlcal particle and t.Ile whole experimental 
arrangement. T11is is pr~ci8ely ':'lhat h~8 been attempted by 
Lande (see above), end it is signific~nt that Popper (1967) 
appears to accept Land6 t s tree.tment$ we have seen that this 
treatment is not free from objection, and must conclude that 
Popper: s vie~'7 -l;L1at "i,V'8 should 8peal~ of 8. pe.rtlcle (in the 010:8-
sical sense) and its associated propensity fields rests on 
1 nse'cure founcla tione, 
The name of ivIax Born has sometimes been associated wi t1.1. 
a "unitary-particle" interpreta.tion of quantum theory (cf 
/Bunge ••••• 
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BunGe 19G'7) e .J:-I01'!eVer, the account Born gives of qunntum 
t':1eox~:'l in his book. UAtomic Physlosll (Born 194f)) seems to be 
'Nri tten from the vie1vpoint of an orthoa.ox e.dberent of the 
Copenhagen interpretation; and in a rebuttal of SCl1rodinger l s 
"unitp~rY-1,ro:VGn interpretation~ Born (1956) hrs the follov-ling 
t'" say of "particles II in quantum mechanics: II [The concept of 
iJ. particle] must sa tisfy t-W'o condl tions: First it must share 
some (not in t118 least all) properties of tn.e pX':tm~. r:l~/(; idea 
of particle (to be part of' m6ttter in bulk.:. .jf :vJhich it :can be 
regarcled as composed), and seconClly t,tlis primitive ide.a. 1111.U'St 
be a special~ 01'" better, liml ting 08.8e. It 
from these statements the. t Born bel:teve s tha t t11e 'Iparticles tI 
of quantum mec.::!.,").nics are c le.ssice.1 particles Jl whicl1, due to 
their random motion, behave collec ti vely as if they W'l~re ;;lJS;ves U 
(Bunge 196?). Thi s viet'! has been advocated by Bopp (1962) J 
who has backed. it up with a detailed theory. The latter is 
not of the kind that can be summarized. in sfmple terms; 1 t 
has not aChieved a v.Tide8pread follo'Yring, and it' is not clear 
hovJ' it meets the c11fflculty feced. by all "uni tal'rJ~partlcle n 
"f, 
interpreta tiona, ro.mely to explain how a. pe.rticle can tnter-
fere wi tJ1. itself. 
The above al ternatlves to the Copenl1.tlgen interpretation 
have all Pbeen lIuni tnry-particle If ones. It is not surprising 
that Huni tarY-1-iD.Ve n intel'lpretations have also been proposed. 
The foremost proponent of~ such an interpretation 11as Schro-
d:tnger. In the early days of the development of his own 
"WClve mechaniosl!, SChrodinger suggested that the absolute 
square of the \/f function repreBenting an elect:pon should be 
inter~preted as t~1e vleight function of H charGe distribu tioD. 
in space) and .I~11at IItne particles or corpuscular physics are 
essentially only wave groups composed of numerous, strictly 
speaking " infinitely many, "'lllve functions It (Jammer 1966). 
/Havine; ••••• 
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II8.vinp; sho'\'.rn thnt Fl. lAl8Ve pt:cket constructed from the ei~en-
functions of the lineAr harmonic osciilator did not 8p~ead out 
in tl1e course of' tine, ~nd thnt the ni2.xlmum of 8UC1:1 8. -Vlave 'pB.C-
ket executecl simple harmonic Flotion, he IIconcluded thnt the 
particle picture of tne oecills tor [could] be consistently 
interpreted a.s resulting frorT1 the existence of such ~ 'if/ave 
,J;f:1cket ll (Jammer opo clt.) ~nd believed. thrt it ~"cU3 possible 
in the same \'n."'cY to retain ... ,,'1('. pictu:.:e 0/ el~ctr\on8 orbiting 
i ~l hyclrogc n-liKe f': -:: om~", Hot'~ever j it 'pan 800n 8110\.,;n by 
Heisenberg tJ18:t st10h 'Um~tt,er-'1-}AVe pCtckets If must II in r:ener~l ~ 
spread out (the harmoni', osci.:Llat".'v 12 ~1l exception in this 
respect), and tl1is "concrete" picture 0:" "l18tter "raves hAd 
therefore to be aoo.ndoned. But to the eLd of his Ilfe" 
Sch:rod~nger helo~ to the view tn.at vl8.VeS of some kind vlere the 
ul timate l .... eali ty underlying rna tter. In a lecture given in 
1992, he remarked thet If ••• once one deprives the vroves of 
re~lity and o9.881[,n8 them only D kind of inform[-ltlve role; 
it becomes very ctifficul t to understand tne phenomena of in ..... 
terference a net c1iffraction on the be.sis of combin~(l action of 
"f. 
discrete single :particles. /I The fl 1vaves of pe.rtlcles" hnve 
an individuality which the microscopic particles do not have; 
the 8toms of a given mess of g~8 like helium must be treated 
as indi8tinguishable in stRtistical-mechvnicR.l cOMputations, 
but "everyone of the [eSSOci8ted system 1Q8Ve functions] has 
e 'tv-elI-defined strtl.c turF' ~Jh1c":1 i 8 different from ths t of B ny 
.. 
other II (SCl1rodinger 1953). Still, one CRnnot reAd~ly p.bDn-
Cion tl''l8 concept of "corpuscles", [:!,n(l one is bound to ask how 
"C01'"lPUSC 1e s" fl t into thi s picture of rna tter ul tinu~ tely bel ng 
e. kind, of wnve motion. To t~is question ScnrEdinger would 
not give a preCise answer. "At the most ll , he remprked, it 
may be p(~rr:-!i8si1)le to sP.y thB.t one can think. of particles as 
more or less temporary entities ~li thin the weve field 1'ihose 
form and general behovioul" are nevertheless so clearly and 
/ sharply. t ••• 
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shDrply cleterninec.1 by tl1e lrnv8 of i,'iG.ves th8.t mr:ny processes 
. teke plr.c e fl./-"\ .l.f. t.:1E: 8~ tempOrEI.I'Y e nti ties 1V'ere eu bs ta ntiFll1y 
permanent belng8~ The mess ~nd the charge of particles, de~ 
fined with such precision, must then be counted Among the 
s trl'l . lctural elements determined by we.ve laws o The conserv8.-
tion of charge and mnSB in the large must be considered 9S a 
statistical eff8ct, -OP.8(:", ei.l the ~la1v of large numbers ° If 
Concernin£s this interpretRtion, one might obser'\te thn,t 
its claim to acceptance would be strong if the ideas expressed 
in ~~;~13 B.'hove -::uotDtion ~.Tere incorpoX't;,ted in e satisfactory 
theorv. But :].1! quantum mechanics in its pl"'esent form, there 
appea 1"'8 to be no ~vay ot accour..tiLg f(;r ~."1.e rna nner in ~V'hich 
the "mass and charge of ••• pa.rtlcles lf are "determined by the 
SCl'1rodinger's ,lIuni tal~Y-t--l8.Vell picture of ms.tter 
should be regarded not as en interpretation of orthodox quan-
tum theory, bu t r8.ther e 8 e.n interprete,tion 1n search of a 
theory. One should not despise it on that pccount; it is 
e.lways possible thnt Schrod.inger' B fe.i th in the ultimate 
realIty of "matter vle.v9S" might turn out to pe justified. 
Bu t vte ere concerned here wi th interpreting orthodox qU8.ntum 
tb.eory·. and in this context it· 8eems thrt 1,.,,-e are not; enti tIed 
to press tl1e claims of Schrodinger' 8 :l.nterpretat1on. 
An obvious v18.y of cil"lcumventing tn.e diffie'lll ties encou.nt-
ered by t118 COpef'lJiBgen Int~rpretfJ.tion ~.nct by tne "uni tary-
.. 
pe.rtlcle" a,nel nunitarY-vlflve f1 inter'pret8tlons 1s to e.dopt the 
VieliJ that electrons (anci photons and other "microsY8tems") 
Bre nei ther Ifp8.l' .. ticles" in the classicnl sense nor weveB, but 
ent~. ties 1·;hich nave some of the a ttri buteF, of both ~nd 't'jh ich 
rete.in these a ttrl butes in ell circu:nst8ncen. 
pris.tely t.lJ.e dialogue given by Hoffmann (1959) and quoted above: 
"Dec3.di, is the electron a pBrtlcle or a v.J8.ve?" "Non.) It is 
obviously impossible to !lJuAllze entities of this sort, but 
/this ••• ~~ 
".'. 
I· 
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this is no eooc1 reA son fOl~ refusing to cQuntennnce them; 
... 
'it may be that .this is tne price we shell have to pay for a 
self-consi stent interpreta tlon of qur ntum theory Q A number 
of contempor8ry a.uthori tles l1Eve sho-vin their ,\d11ingnes8 to 
embrAce this vievl of 111icl'~osystemso Cf .. Feynm(-ln et a.1 (1965): 
"Things on a very smp.l1 sC"':P. behave like nothing th8t you 
have any direct experiei:,-'a abouto They do not behave like 
wr t(,PJ;J they dO.10t behBve like perticlesSl th~y eta not behe.ve 
like clouds) or bil~lnrd bells, or weights, or springs, or 
1i]{le e.n.y-thJ.ng the.t you have ever seen\)" .. Historlc~11y, the 
elt.'_"Cl'lOr., fo.: example J! wee tl10Ught to lJehpve like a pal"ticle;-
and ~":1.en it \ilJac ~toi.lna the.t in many respects it behaved like 
e. wave. So it l'eelly behe.ves like nei '!.':~er. NoW' .we have 
gi ven Up. ~'le say: 'It is like neither' ." 
Wlchm8.nn (1967): nThe conclusion to be drB:t'J'n from [the] ex-
perimental facts is that en electron is not a particle! 
It 1 s not a particle in the 018 ssj.cal sense of the 1~rord ••• 
El.ectrons J1aVe "t,·;e.ve properties but they most certainly ere 
not classical "tvD.ves: the electron 1·r8ve-pa.cket can.tlot be spll t 
., , 
like a classical vJave .... paoket lr • (Throur.;hout, hi s book, Wich-
mann is concerned to stress thpt eleotrons, protons, neutrons, 
phOtoD8, etc. e.re replly what he first of all cPlls ftre.pticles ll , 
i.e. objects ii-Thich benpve neither Ilke c128sicRI pa.rtlcles nor 
CIB 88io[ll vie.ves.) 
Bunge (1967): nOne of the~ goals of ttiA study will be to jus~ 
tify our claim tht::lt quentonB [Bunge '8 term for the ent! ties 
wi th which quantum mechanics is concerneoJ are nei thel~ particles 
nor wave8~ •• a t the qU8 ntum level there seem to be no corpu8 4"" 
cult;r clncl no undu18.tor'y properties but rA.ther p~rticle-like 
find v;e.ve-lilce ones - in ShOl")t the 'paI~ti01esa and 'weves' of 
quantum mech8nios are metaphorical not literal, and we had 
better stop tryi~g to picture the neT;T in 01(1 terms. n 
Me.rgena.u (1950): II ••• the obvious properties of 'tvtives end par-
tlclee a.re incompatible~ .• Furthermore, wave and pa.rticle 
/aspects. , •.• 
,', ",-'" .. 
t.· 
8 spec ts do no t ex.hnu 8 t tl:1 P c.hpr~c t er of r1 n elec tl'~ono e _ Flee-
III: d 110 •• ", ... jfIII tu ~. P ..., ... JtQ--. .... oac,... Ji44l!~1"' •• ..... ,~~ ...... t: .• "* All ~m~ JifHI 
~hey pre 
no more one or tne otner thrn they ere hot end cold, red and 
blue. And in saying tnis one should point out with parti-
cular empJ:l8.sis t.l:1e.t thi 8 i 8 not an admisslon of ignor~_nce. 
w~ meen to claim it A8 a positive fact that en electro~ is 
-J1elthel""' par'ticle nor 1AJ'B.ve, and we deny thet 1.,e don't know' 
1",11.8 t it .~ C! n 
.t.PCI 
80n (1959): UT~108e wno ask \vhat an elec·tJt:".rn 111 are guilty 
of a sort of renk anthropomorphism 4 f!) 
It 1'1111 be noted tha t $ properl~; speeki ng, tL 'I., q i 8 Cllso 
a unitary r&ther tnan a dualistic vlew of qu9.ntum .... mechanical 
mi croey r3 terns. The 18 tter me.y be "dualistic 11 in the sense 
tha t tney pal"ltake of both we.ve B nd particle propertier.l' bu t 
it is not dlaimed that these micro systems are sometimes the 
one, sometimes the otner, depending on the experiment~l err-
e.ngement; they B.re f-!1't-T8·Ys V1l1~t they ere, viz. something spe-
cit=!1 of ,{hieh 1'7e can, Rle 8, form no overall moclel or picture 
but is\nlch itl8 are not entitled to reject on thBt ac60untQ 
., , 
As M8.rgenau (1968)' remarks, "Things too sme.11 to be seen need 
not parte.ke of the simple plctul'lable attrIbutes of visuel 
obj eo ts. Ii One may clRim vIi th some justice th~t this pe.rticu-
lar uni tC.j_~y :t nterpretA tlon of qua.ntum mechanic 8 is the only 
one free from self-contradiction ?nd not in need of eny spe .... 
cial pleB.dins. By e 8 sertl. ng tne. t II quantons" are nei ther 
pRrtlcles ~or 1';-aves but possess particle-Ilke and \-lave-like 
properties, one is saying notnlng that conflicts either with 
experiment or the theory in its present form. Consequently 
tnere 1s no need to reSol"lt to (~ny of tne ine;enious arguments 
of the type that have been put fo~,;e.rd to reconcile tne facts 
with "uni tary-particle" and "uni tarY-lv8.Ve If lnterpreta tione. 
/We ........ 
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We tlRVe implied Hbovp that there is no difficulty in 
. reconcilinr: tn~ conce'pt of a rlquanton ll Hi ttl existing quentum 
The entities (microeY8tems) such os electrons with 
which quantu11 ,T;lP.Q1J.el1j.c.8 deals pre postul£lted to have l:.ar·ticle-
like properties suen a8 mess ~nd charge, and the wave-like 
properties arise from the k 1.nd of probability statement made 
by tne theory ~oout tne rJsltions of tne rnlcrosystems: the 
pr(1)~).b!.l.itj of '.1 :iquanton" being in e.n eleme,p.t dv of configu-
J.""(9. t 1 on S pB.C e i s gi ve n by l'Ir I 2 d v, 1'jl1 e re '\( J t 11 e s ta. t e funo--
tion of the particle, satisfies an equation wnich is analog-
CU;y ;"'0 b'1 t ty no mea n8 identical "'wi tn tn8 cl8.8sical wave 
equation o (Fn r~ simplici ty iI we have referred here to e 8yS-
tern consisting C~.' B. single "qu8IJ.ton" or.l..!..~to) It is s.rguable 
tnet inpistence on tne "quanton" ooncept can lead to en im-
proved appreciation of what-the theory really says. We have 
referred above to the importance attached by adherents of the 
CopenhAe;en interprete.tion to tl1e interaction bet~veen met=l8Ul~ing 
in.strumen"GS and atomic obj ects" wi th pe.rtlculal"l ireference to 
the role this intera.ctlon supposedly pL:-,.ys in bringing 1AJ&V8-
., , 
like or particle-like characteristics of microsystems to the 
fore. It seems to be a tenet of this theory that this obser-
ver-object interaction is of fundamental significance for the 
understanding of what quanturn theory is all about. Of Bohr 
( 1958) : " .... Th.e elucldntion of the pare.doxes of atomic physics 
has disclosed the feet t~a~ the unavoidable interaction be-
.. 
tw'een t:':1e objects and the measuring instruments sets an absol-
ute limit to the possibility of speaking of a behaviour of 
etornic objects which is independent of the means of observR-
tion". Bohr (op~ oi t.) e180 x'efers to "pJ1enomena like 1!1d.t-· 
vidu81 atomic processes whlch l dt:te to their very I1.~tul'''e, are 
essentls) .. ly determined by the interaction bet1veen the objects 
1n question e.nc1 the mee,suring instrtlments necessal"Y for the 
definl tion of the experimental arr2ngements. II Bohm (1951) 
/e IFlims ••••• 
. : ~ 
I.' . 
claims that Ho~~ at tne quantum level of accuraoys an object 
does not .have any· Qintr1.nsic Q properties (for instancejl "lave 
or particle) belonging to itself alone; instead it shares 
all its properties mutuully e.nd lndi visibly vIi th the systems 
111f1 tn wnic.h it interacts. Ii Someone unfamiliar wi tl:'l qua.ntum 
;,':"':eory might assume from these statements the. t one of its 
featux~e8 is the prominence it accords to lnterection bet~,:een 
object" T11e actual 91 tuation ia very dl,i."ferent'AI L·st us 
take tne quantum-t.neorettcal treatm,ent of the hydrop;en atom 
levels of t~is system o These energy levels can be found 
(to a good f1:cst approxima.tion, at any rate) by subet1,'tutlng 
the S.PP1"iopria te form of the potential tunc tion into fJchrodin-
gar' 9 ampl1 tucle aqua tion and flndtng t.tle values of energy 
wnlctl correspond to physically acceptable (1" €L, ma.thematically 
well-benaved) solutions of tnis equat1on~ No account is taken 
~n tnis procedure of any observer-atom interaction. 
I 
Actml ttedly, the l"'elevant postula te of quantum meChnn}C 8 
19 sometimes stated in the form: "The only' possjable values 
whicn a measurement of the observable p can yield are the 
elgenve.lues p of t:ne equation p~.:: p v/ II (Lindsay and 
A. A A. '/\ 
V[argenau 1936), tnereby introducing an operatlonaliat note 
into tl'le ,formulation of the theol'~Y. But this bald statement 
Sf.'J.ys nothing about the de;:tai1s of anY' observer .... atom interne-
tlon in any actual mea surement of, say, the energy levels of' 
the nyea.rogen e.tom; nor does it offer any reason for tne 
a s·ser'tion tl1ti t these partlcule:c- values of energy will be ob-
tai ned no ma tter 'N'hat mode of rneasurement 1s used o If obser-
ver-obj ect interaction ree.l1y were fundamental to tne qua.ntum 
th.eory'J) these om1.ssions would seem surpria:1.ng. 
quantum meohanics 1s actually ~ in connection \tl1.th suoh 
!problems, •••• 
. ~.-
I ~; 
f'" 
'." 
" 
, .. 
problems as the hydrogen atom as thouCh the solutions of the 
SChrodinger equation And tne 8 8socie ted energy values refer 
to the hydroe;en n tom by itself and not to 8.tom ... plus-meHsuring-
t3 ppa r8. tUG. In accord8.nce ~li t'1. this usage, it \-'-lould be bet-
ter to word the above-mentioned postulate in the form: IJThe 
only possible values of the observable p a~e ~he e~G2nvalues 
P, of tne equB. ti on P \j( = P Y.i n e 
/1", J\. )" A (Zioek (1?~9) rives 8 state-
theoretical prediction of the energy eigenvalues? Surely 1;<1e 
ere ooncerr:~d here ;.,vi th ,,:".:servt-:l"-8 tomio (,bj ect inter-Retion .. 
This 1s true, lJUt the "inter~.ction" is rl(;- of the kind t.tr.e.t 
is nea tly c1escribed by any "quRnturn theory of measurement n. 
As Bung~ (1967) points out, "the observations and e;:perlments 
that have corroborated [quantum 111e01.1an108J ht=lve macrophysical 
I 
upshots. u ;'le Can oheck quantum-mecl1enical predictions about 
the energy levels of the hydrogen a tom by ~'macrophY81cal If 
observation of the spectrum of tpe light emi tted by hydrogen 
gas in a d.isCJ1arge tube, or by Il macrophysi,Jal Jl obsel'vatlon., of 
the ionization current in a Franck-Hertz typ:e of experiment. 
In the former case w'e relate the observations to the proper ..... 
ties of the J1yeJ_rogen atom by trncing Hi tt1 the 8}.<1 of the quan-
tum theory the connections between the light emitted Rnd tran-
sitions between tne atomic en~rgy levels. The theory does 
!l.9..t predict any distur'banc€ of the energy levels by tl1e B.ction 
of emission (except in so fer ~.S it takes into nccount the re-
coil kinetic energy of the atom); it does predict a distur-
banee of these energy levels as R result of vnrious effects 
consequent upon tJ1.e pl·ssence of the atOn1Es in B d.isc1.18rge tube .. 
e.nd does 80 in a mannel"' 1v1:11c11. ennbles t:1is disturbance either 
to be allo~.,ed fo1"~ or to be v:irtue.lly eliminB.ted in a sui tnbly .... 
designed experiment. This ena.lysis sUGgests thRt in an ex-
periment of this type, ,V'e !ll:f;. able to ge.in information a.bout 
/"1 ntrinsic ••••• 
~ ... -
'liYltrinslc properties" of flto r11ic obJects: thp. energy d..if .... 
spectral lines refer to the ptoms themselves, not to otoms-
plus-disc)1nree-tube-plus .... sp(?ctrometer-plu8-observerf) 
Eviclently the way the quantum theory is used to make 
predlctlons, tne 1l18Y it is tested, e.n.d the way it is used in 
the analysis of suol·,. tep:'r.- ,,;'11 presuppose t~1at the tl1eory is 
not f· ... d'::.c3.me:·' ...... 8.1j J ..;onc erned vn th i ndi vi 81 ble system- lIobser-
.... 
':er 1f combinationB but vlit~ t11.e "intrinsic prope:~tledll of 
Ad~erence to the Copenhagen interpretation, or at 
Dn~· J.~te to ~ +'s orthodox variety, tends to obscure this fnct I' 
if not to oonc9t.l it pltogether~ On the 0 ther .hand, adl1er-
enoe to the nqua:~tonrr Goncept 01' me. ttel' ~ s not boun,d up itJi th 
an in8i~tence on observer-object intera.ction; instead, one 
holds to the view that quantons are forever quantons, and it 
is a natural extension of th:ts vie,\rJ' that mlcl"1osystems should 
have their own intrinsic propertiese 
On balance, we incline to tne view that of the veriou8 
conc~pt8 of tl1.e nature of matter considered above J ./tJ18 II quan-
., . 
ton" concept - i. e. the vievl that tne electrs>n 1s nei ther par-
ticle nor ",·ra.ve, but is a 8ui
h 
.. 6,.ene,rU entity possessing parti-
cle-l:1.ke and wave-like attributes .... h8S t!1.e most to be sa.id 
for it. \1e t.tlink thBt it could. be used as a satisfactox"y 
basis for tll.e elemental"Y teaching of fundnmente,l ideas con-
cerning electx~ons and phot?ns, on the understanding that nei·ther 
.. 
teaCher n.or pupil need pledge 11imself to t!.1e whole-hearted 
acceptance of this (or any ot.her) vievl r;>f matter ar.lli ractiat:lon. 
We elaborate on this idea in Section 10.2.6. 
1'fl1en pupil~3 study the 1Ii;y"8ve-like II e.speo ts of t~e behavi-
our of m&tter, one of the points that will heve to be discU8-
sed i 8 tne ~1a ture of these so-cp lIed "ma.tter waves ". 
they differ from. "ole sstoal" wf'lves? Are they ree 11y "waves "? 
ITo • •••• 
923. 
(In otl.1er ."':Iords, (108S the '\1/ -funetion represent 
8ometr:1in{~ thf1t in _p.hysic!~lly reel~ or is it p mere CO~1put8-
tiona 1 clevice?) 
As a first step to,\.,TfJrds Answeri:1[; tl1ese que8tlon8~ we 
mU8t pry some c..4 ttentlon to t~e t1.1eory 1·thich .hns been built 
1:1~"CJunc1 Hmetter vraV8g", viz. thAt form of quantum mechnrics 
k novrn p n II U2.V e mec1:}p. ni c Silo 
aspects of tnis theory hr?ve been referr'ed to in the pr'eceding 
section; 11ere it u111 be necessa.ry to consider ~. ~ in r:l:)~n8 
more detail. In thi8 theory, t~e stnte of a given 8yste~ is 
co-ordi~Qte8 of the system and of the time. In pri nclple t 
if 'fr for q system is l{nown, then all significant physicHl 
information concerlline the system can 1:e deduce{J. from 'V by 
carrying out certDin mettlematlcnl operRtions on it; for ex-
ample t we can predict tne values of the energy, the linear 
~Cl~enturn" or the angu1811 momentum of the s~rstem by carrying 
out tne J:-'ight mathemBtice1 opera.tions on i/. It ma.y be that 
for a gl ven V, one or more of these quanti ti es cannot bG 
known preci sely: 11owever, ppproprlnte rna theme tice.l oper·a tions 
on '¥ 't-Ji11 in th.B.t Cf/se tell us the "spread" or "uncertainty" 
in the values of these auentitiec. 
J 
Typic8l1y, 'hThen we stp.l't 
to solve a. problpm in i1Pve ~mech~nic8, i:/e do not knoTl; the 2P-
pro:.;;rip-te form of '¥" for the system of interest. To fi nd 
it out, He h.p.ve to solve tJ1E' Equation which relBtes the depen-
de nc e 0 f the 'iF fu nc t ion 0 n t 11 e 8 pa. c e C 0-0 T'd i nc t e 8 to 1 t 8 
dependence O~ timeo T';J.8 eqUt' t:t on, ,(:~~:1. c 1.1 c pp 1 ~. e 8 to R n;)'" "\-v 
time ", aftCl'" its inv e n to r. It 1"'e 8eiilbles, bu t i 8 not iden ticpl 
wi th, the equation that is used in clas:;ical wnve theory nnd. is 
knov:n as the n,,:n.ve equnt:ton". 
·on p string tells us how the sic.e'"18;Ys 6.isplncement of An:/' 
point on the string depends on the position of the point and 
on tt1e time~) Two fentures of the Schr6dlnger equetion are 
worth special mention. FirAt, it is H JJ.nee:r:, partie.I cLif-
ferertiRl equation. Thi8 ~esn8 thRt any linear combinetion 
of solu tions 01 the eaHr :~..l.on is it self e solution; in other 
v.r':...·~'r. .... , tne ''¥ -i"ltnctions obey e "Pri nciple Qf Superposi tion n. 
S€conrJ.~ t.ine coeff:l.cient of one of the terms in it conteins 
the qu~-nti ty ,J :"1: TIli::; f8.ct is impol'lt8 nt it;hen vie come to 
COL; lder the ~~~"cure of "'¥. 
Solution ()t the SchrodinBer eque.tion for a system con-
pal~tiCt~larly si.mple me. themat:'Lce.l form. We shall not quote 
this expression, but simply· note tW"O things about it, viz. 
that it resembles, but is not identical with, the expression 
for a very long train of sinuso:1.clal ~vaves tr8vellins dO"J'n a 
stretcl"led stx'ing~ and that it is "complex" in the mathemati .... 
cal sense; that is) th[1t it includes the que.ntit;j J-1<)' 
(This is a consequence of the presence of this term in SChrod-
lnger i s equation.) Leaving Bside the second point for the 
moment~ we remark thet the close resen:bl8.l1ce bet'ttleen the "'¥ 
fol" e. free particle end R 018881081 '\ITBVa function end the 
fD.ct tl1at '¥ is subj eat to D Principle of Superposition lead 
one to spe8.k of 'lI also p~s a "wsve function ll • l<1oreover, the 
resemblance between the tva ex-presGions is close enough fo!~ 
us to be able to look Bt tee expree.sion for 'Yand from It 
deduce an expression for the IL~Ip.velenGth n for the free p8r .... 
t lc Ie; thi 8 i:: none other thn n de Broglie t s fo r~mu 18. (~lhnt 
this means is thnt vlvve mech8nics has been so formulated PS 
to procluce the de Broglie formul~ vThere 'tole ,,.,ould expect 1 til ) 
Applied to more complex sltuation3, such as e partiole 
bou.nd in some i.·ray, e.g. by being located between 8. pa.1I' of 
frigid •••• " 
I 0, 
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:''''igi(l "tval::Ls or belnL subjected to [9 restoring force propor ..... 
tionpl to Itf1 displncerrle·nt, tne th·eory 8h01>1}"8 thet '1 t 18 1::-08-
sible in tJ.18se cases to obte.in expres8ions for ~{t -~Jhich eRn 
be iA.rrltten as the proctuct of tliO f80tol~SJ 13. sI)D.Ce-coordir.e.te 
-dependent factor and a time-dependent factor. This happens 
in the solution of 018.881081 1-JaVe problems too; the " s tend-
~ li?> 1·mveo u formed on stretched springs or strings 01" in ~ir 
columns eorresponct to solutions of the clEl8$.ioe1 vl.f'.f'e Jqua't:iol1 
... 
of just this tyye. 
ent fl fa.ctor in the w'p.ve-function r;ives tl1e variBtion of' tlr"1e 
Hmplltude of the ,·rAve ~'lith distnnce along the v.lbV~; bO 11 .. 
Have mechanics we speek of the spacp.-dependent part of the 
It 1'8 
u sua.lly denoted by '/J. Manlpule.tion of SChrodingeJ~t 8 equa-
tion lncluq.ine; tne time so as to give "sta.nding-ir.nlve" solu .... 
tions ShOliiTS that the ampll tude \j/ of the 1v""8.ve func tlon ~¥ has 
to obey a speoial equ~tion. This equation 1s called SchrBd-
1,nger l 8 If time independent" or Ifampli tude II equa tl'on. Stand .... 
ing-ifTaVe solutions of Schrodinger l 8 time .... clependent. i equB.tlon 
are very important, becFluse it tu.rns out that such solutions 
correspond to stable energy stetes of tne system in question. 
ac:Ai>IA D1:'AI 
If the system he.8 a '-]! which is one of the standing-Wf)Ve solu ...... 
tions of SChr~dinger'8 time-dependent equation, then it ~~ll 
be In a. atcl,.ble enerr.;y stete from vrhich,however, it Cfln unc1er-
go spontaneous or induced tre.nsi tions to other stHble energy 
stetes. !n many problems of interest in molecular, etomic 
Hnd nuclear physics itTe ''J~ish to know the values of the energies 
corrsspondlnp to the stable enerGY states of the system l i.e. 
we Ni 8h to kno\A." i ts ene:cgy levelf:e So we solv8 the Scnr~d-
inger tin:e ... ·dependent -equption for standi1jg., .. 1v8ve '\f(' 8. 
In. practice, this mesne 801vit:.g the Schrocl1nger amplitude 
equD.tion for the approprie.te YJ's: vinen we do this end put 
in the rig.ht rtboundnry conditions" for tl:le problem, we are :In 
fact solving for the energy levels at the BEl.me time. Again 
/there II ••• '" 
, . 
there is a simple pD.raJ.lel wi t~oln8sic8l II)-llVe theory~ 
firlding t~1e possible ~18ve functions for st~ltldfng 'k8.Ves· on a 
string stl'etched bet'ween t1'10 points~ one J:1.as, in principle, 
to 801 ve an uampli tude If aquB tion I pu tting in the boundary 
oond1 tions that the di splncements of the enc3~-points of the 
s tri ng are zero ate 11 times. One finds, of cotlrp,,:,,~ the.t 
standing l·rave soJ..utions are only p08sibl1? for cB'':'";~ein :fi~equen .... 
c 1 e 8 0 f the ,\'lB. v e • Tilis c Y.r~(""spondG to 3ulv:~tng Schroo.inger l s 
tiona are only possible for eertpin energies of the system. 
As we have descrl~~d it. th0~e sacmu to be a great deal 
in common betvreen ItwBve mechaj\ics u B.nd o1.9.8s1cal wave theory .... 
hene e the name. So far" we seem amply Jl E;tified in usi:rig a 
"we.ve II ~~,ngu8.ge to de serl be the beha.viour of eleotrons an.d 
otner micl'oscopic "particles.", particularly as W8.ve mechanics 
ha~ been so fruitful a theory. But vie l1ave come no nearer 
to answ"ering the fund8mente.l question posed at tt!8 beginning 
of tJ:1is 0_180u8810n - 1nJ'he. t is tne nature of these I1ma tter \J'8,ves'lI ? 
is Borne familiar physical quantity -- the di~placement of a. 
pe.rtic1e on a string from 1 ts mean posi tion~ t11e "sound pres-
8~,{ren :Ln H gas, t!.1e electric 0"-- magnetic field strength. at a 
pOint, to give only some example~. 
In ti1e vel~l early cleys of tne development of "rave rnechB nics" 
nobody really had any cle~r idea. Nor did it seem to mntter 
so much, since the theory did give tIle right energy levels, 
Rnd this was of more pressing importance. However, the ques-
tiOl1 'j'lF .. §, impol~tant end one 1'J'hich 1'!GS bound to exerci.8e the 
minds of worker"s in the fleld. As we D9W in the previous 
section, ScJ'lJ'odinger 1n1 tiBlly proposed that 1"0/12 be inter .... 
preted l?-.s ti weight function of e charge cListribution in space, 
but tnis vias found to be untenable. In 1926, Hax Born put 
/ f 0 rt'J-ard. • • • • 
i , ~ . 
. .~ 
'~~.'~ ": . 
:(0 l"r.-rt-J.rd a II l:Jr 0 baoil! 8 ti c 1 nterpretr' tion It of the w'"ave funct ion ~ 
in tne COU1"88 of a pB.per· c1e81ing \'vl th tl1.e ,v8.vc,,;,mechanlesl 
treatment of collisions beti"een microsoopic particles .. 
When re~dlng throU~h the gBlley proofs of this pAper J Born 
added H statement me.kinr; it c1891' tl1Ht this probBbility inter-
preta tion referred to '¥ 2 (strictly l'"'IrI2) ~ and not to \f! 
::. ·tself'. Acoording to Borni' the probe.b:tli ty of fincLing, say, 
an electron in Cl given smRll l'Pgion of 8pPC~ ... 1'lP8 POVi" .. p:,/'·cionft: 
to tl1.e value of the aC801u. te SqUH:CE! of '¥"",J!" Gne el ectrorl 
in the.t l"egion. Not only did Born i 8 interpretptlon Ojfpp·~2 
find. general 8.CCept8 nee, but it was soon realiz >~. th;) ... it 
could be satisfactorily inCol"1JOl"'atecl in the formalism 1)1'" wa.ve 
mechenlos as .0. speol<~l Case of 1vhat is sometimes knOvin He the 
"expect"atlon value" postulflte. 
Clearly we hove still failed. to give a direct statement 
concerning the meaning of \II 1 tself, although vJe n01v hnve an 
interpl"letation for the absolute square of 'V. He oan d18-
pose of the question by saying tJ:18.t since Born i s interpretat16n 
6J'10W'S us that the 80-callect "mCltter \Alaves" erIe in ifaot Iipr'oba.-
bl1itytt w-aves, the ttintensi ty" of whiCh is proportional to 
tne square of '¥ ,\v itself can be regarded a s a I1probabil-
:.tty amplitude". This 't'To.cks especially neatly for stetionctl'1Y 
states of systems, since here /\1112 is equal to 1'\.,1/12 , 1. e. the 
squ~.re of \f! is Ii ter~.11y equal to the square of \./.1, the 
"amplitude Ii of the itlFlVe fynction \J!. But we B.re still left 
1"londering p.bout the physicHl re8.11 ty of' \If, if any. In this 
connectlon 1",'"e l1ave firBt to face the fact tne.t '¥ 1s ~!n~le~, 
mathematically speaking; tne quantity it represents is part-
There ere 81 tUGtiODS in olas-
sical 1:;!1ysics \;here tne squere rt)O t of minus one appears but 
rai 8es .DO conceptue.l difficulties, because it is recognized 
that 1 t is merely 8. convenient shortr.;.8.nd way of stating cer .... 
tain physical facts of tne "realltyfl of wnich thel"'e can be no 
/doubt. 
doubt. (T118 use of [-T in 8.na·1Y8inr~ e.lternRti.r~ ourrent 
circuits is a cnse in point.) 1'le CHDnot aboliSh .;::=r from 
tne expression for 11 but, ~8 Bunge (1956) hp8 pointed out, 
.... lS/}1 (x,t) 
"'¥ oen be put equal to tt10 expression .R(x t t) e 
1<:here R anc1 S are real func tions ~ and substi tu tion of tnis 
expression into Schro'dinger's eque.tion s))l~ ts the :;..,-:;ter into 
two real equations. 
tne resulting equation::, ay~ :)~n-line8.r tnd d@ not sepol"'Clte 
tIle R ano. S parts ..Jf 'tCl!'1P original function .... but it 1s 818-
nifican'c in suggesting that a.1 though -'±' is complexjI this does 
not necessarily imply t:,,·~, t tn.c'l"'le 13 no ~nderlying real! ty 
a.ttached to it. 
taken 11gt1 tly .. 
Still, the complexi ty ':,!t \}" 1s not to be 
The presence of J-l'ln :;.1e expresslon for 
"p" 8.hoWB 8_ t once t':la t tJ:1ere is an essential difference be-
tween the form of '"'¥ and the.t of a classical wave function, 
8.n(1 it pu.ts one on one' 8 guard in fOl"ming too concrete a pic-
ture of lime. tter 'waveSe " 
Reputable authors are sometimes careless apout the 8888n-
tiB.l flcomplexi tyU of '¥ . Thus Atkins (1965) Eay'~ If • •• the 
., , 
~rave function", .• ., has an oscillating value; at s.ny point in 
space, 
'If :: Vo cos 21ivt n, 
e.ncL Halliday and Resnlck (1966) say rlthe mBtter \Vave 1s <les-
eri bed ... by 'II" [iJ;. sin n;4J cos wt ", 
The cases refel'lre(l to B.re different, but in both the error is 
mnde of' -vll"li tine the time-dependent part of the 'Vn".ve runction 
C'. S .9. real instead of e. complex numberll As they stand, nei ther 
i. 
of these ex}:ressions could satisfy Sch::~odlngepi s (time-depend- \. 
Orear (1961, 1967) correctly remarks in re-
gard to lin-'.n. tter 1'?[l.VeS /I tJ:1H t lIeven tJ:10ugh t11e 't-lave intensi ty 
... 
, . 
is al'l'rT8.yS a real posi tlve nur.cber, sometimes the wave ampll tude 
m.ust be expressed 88 a complex number contalnine 
by uvl8.ve amplttucle" he is referring to y, but he fails to 
/polnt .•• (I 4 
929 0 
point au t tl1['1t "{J- as p W'~lulB ~ be complex o 
.. 
Tl1ex'8 pre ot1:1cr Dspects of 1I 1l1f'tter i\:aVCS If "w111ch l~eveA.l 
tJ.1ei r1 ver-y dI ff'el'le nt cha r[1 c ter from II classical
" 
'l;1Taves. 
111 tl,10Ug1.'l in referring to the probabill ty interpr'eta tion of 
1':1(1 2 above ,·re hElve compared this quantity to the intensity 
of a clnssical 1'lD.ve, the o"o::nti ty H8S0cie,ted '\i'li th matter vl8.VeS 
"/hleh is in fac.G E10.ee t.,,":'IJ.y analoGOUs to Iflntensi tylJ 18 tl1e 
past a eiven cr0ss .... ~ection - 1,,1110./1 i8, in general, given bJ 
a cQ:r.npLi.O(;f?,ted expression involving \.}! and its complej~ conjug .... 
atl..~~i\f·12 is ;-'etter thought of as uprobability denslty ll, 
being as such [,,~f),logous to Il energy density" in classical wave 
tJ1eO!'?J • TJles6 \ ery analogies make us 1'2alize that In "mat,..,. 
ter "I"Jf3.V/:3SI1 it 18 not energy (end momentum) that is being 
transported, as in classios.l waves, but probebility. 
____ ,.,._,u~ .. ,~ 
we have noted above that f 'Ol'-' a single-"pal'-.ticle" system, 
'¥ ls H function of the three spece ccoro.inD, tes FI nd time 11 as 
is' 9. classical ~·;8.ve function. Eu t for~ 8. two-partlcle system, 
\f! is a function of ~ spece coordlnD.tes (three per part1.,cle) 
and the time; find for 8, system of N pCl.rtlcles, -\f' is a func-
tion of 3N space coordinates and the time. This alone seta 
\.]I c3.rf'mFJtioally apart from 010'891ca1 i.·rave functions. It is 
2 
im:pol'ltsnt to be cleAr about the meaninc of /"vl"'"' for systems 
of more than one particle. We :lllustrate this for a two-
particle sjtstem. Suppose;. t~Dt vIe pre clei-lllng 111th a "stoncl-
i ng ~.,a \re If S to. to of the sy at em, Th J'\TrI2:: /'\,Ir /2. and 
_cn I 'f' 'f',. 
the latter 'Tilill be a funotion of the six space coordlnates Xl , 
of V'Hlues of tJ,:esG co-ordinn tes, representlng e p-3.rtlclJ.lt:3,r 
I '2 pair of points in space, ti1en this value of ,'-,ifl"" tells us the 
probnbili ty of simul ta neously fi nding one of the particles in 
a small region surrounding one of the points and the other 
particle in a similar-sized region surrounding the other pointe 
/~ve ... " • 
',' t,,_ 
1·< 
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We note here that there 18 no question of solving a two-
di vi(luel particles; ii!O e. we c~nnot thlnk of t~e \fJot 8 DSSO-
cipted 1-rJth t~.1e indivldu[1l particles 8.8 interfering wi tl1 each 
o tl1er. If t!1e ttvo partlclp 8 interact only slightly or not 
e t all ~-li th ee.c:l ot~J.er ('? .. g. if they are tvlO wio.ely-separa.ted 
e' ~ ..... .:~. ns) ,..-1...' _'J. J I : thr;'j GI1.el~e is indeed [t simple re,,tatlon betvJ'een 
Eu t ttle s:~r stem lJ'{rrt in thi S CD se is no t tone 8um bu t t:1.e pro-
* ,9:1.~ of ~'1e J):,"lividunl-particle it' 8. 
As ~_n intl.\~:'Bst:t ng example of a bilo ..... particle system 1 vIe 
may tako the hyo'<.0gen atom, consisting 0: 8. positively char-
ged nuc3..eus and .'3. single electron outside the nucleus. The 
stanclDl"'d pl-'ocedure in solvihg this problem by tJ:16 methods of 
tvave meche,nics is to choose a special set or Ellx space coord.i-
nates~ three of tl1em for the centre of mHSS of t.ne 8ystem, 
f1.nd the ot.tler three specIfying tr:18 posi tlon of the electron 
relative to the nucleus (or vice versa). Then the mathema-
tics of "Gne problem le(.1ds to the convenient ,solution tJ.1f'1t '¥ 
for the entire system can be ,..,ri tten as the product of ti:TO 
IIsub'~\I!' Sll, one of them refel~1'11ng to the motion of the centre-
of-mf:lss of tIle system through Apec 9 ~ a.nn the other to the 
"inter'nal lf rnotlon of the a tom. Tl1u S "V-Te enn thi nk 0 f the 
2 
overpll!'I!1 [l"S telling U8 ~the probability thf;1t the centre of 
msss of atom will be at a partlcul~r point in space and that 
the elec tro!1 it-rill Bimul taneously be a t a certai n c3..istance from 
the nucleus. (IIoyt (19G8) 1188 pointed out thnt the IISU~""'I!°fl 
\,;r15.Ch refel'l8 to t 11e intern~l motion cpn be thougi:lt of 8.S de-
terrnlning t-'1.e probability of' electl"'on anc1 nuoleus simultaT!eou8-
1y beins at known distances from the centre of mRSS of tne atom.) 
/Th& ••••• 
it More generally., a llnear comb1na tion of such products. 
.~ f~}:":o<oo::o 0:;, ,;~. 0 
r:: 
~.';-'< 
The points l~aised nbove eS1:f'"bl1sh be~ron.d doub't t.1.at 
"the ontolof~ic[J.l Stfltu8 of [ \l( ] hAs to be considered as some .... 
thing intel'Jl1ediate li , ~ 8 J~mmerl (1966) puts it. One could go 
further nnd ctisCU88 t'1e nature of ~ in re18tlvigtlc 1-J1?ve 
mechanlcs 1"merG» instepd of being merely [1 ~'Tave function, it 
becomes 8. llfunctional rl (Schiff 1955), i. e" a 4- lf component" 
the present context it :t 8 scar~ ... (·:.1 n:se8'Y~I:",i to pursue the 
Bu t .', if: as Hell to note tha t the quantum 
theory does not have to use th i8 rna thema tical language of the 
equa "'clons tha t l:~.s .. e":l,:blc tnos"', '"'If 018 88'~ cal wave theo:FJ. . As 
~vas guessed. by Heisenberg and others eve'~. 'before Scl1rodinger 
in'fJ'entco. IJHave mechanics" J one could use -11~,.e laI.tguage of 1l1::-1t .... 
rices instead to build a "matl"ix mechanicc" which also makes 
successful predictions about the behaviour of molecules, atoms, 
electrons and nuclei. (It was Schrodineer ~mo first demon-
str8. ted tne complete equivalence of these very different-
seeming theories; "they .have a common abstract skeleton .. 8.no~ 
tnis skeleton 18 the abstract vector space theory" / (t'lichmann 
., , 
1967).) So it is possible to describe or to teach quantum 
mechanics ;;'r1 thout ever mentioning the phrase "mA.tter w'aves If 
or even the IIord If-~lavo If. At least one textbook written in 
recent years 8,dopts this approR.ch (KB.empffer 1965); another~~ 
aimed a t a some-;..-Jha t 10\1e1" level (seoond-year students 8. t the 
California Insti tute of Technology)) does not introduce tl1.e 
" ter:n "\'Jave function" or the Schrodinger equa.tien until the six .... 
tean th chapter OU t of' twen ty-one (Feynman at til 1965). 
We are now in D position to attempt 80me kind· of answer 
to tne questions rai sed e.t th(:: begi nni ng of thi 8 section, 
First J there fI.re a number of corresponde!1ces bet1A'een tne vlnV88 
familiar fr'orn classlcal physics and nmetter 'WS-ves lf , Tl1e 1a t-
ter are represented by functions of the space co-ordinates and 
tri'e time; these functions 8~tisfy [J linear partial differen· .. 
tial equatlon; "free particle" T",]'8.ve functions resemble t,'1ose 
Ifor. III , •• 
"', 
.. ~ 
")~w··,,:·~·: 
" 
for trpvelling, plnne l'classicf!l!1 ,\1Pves Rnd Cf!D /:lAVe a vm.ve-
'length R8DOC:Lat.ed vlitn them; 8nd " s tending-irlOVe" solutions 
of tne matter-1~ve equation CDn be obt8inede On the ot!Jer 
h2nd, t~ere are 8 number of sl~nificant differences between 
olRssical t'rCtves End "matter "i1f1Ves". Ti:1e SOh ro di ng er eq ua-
tion is not ic1enticel vIi tJ:1 ~ne classicnl 1vave equa,tion; be .... 
ca.use tne Schroc1ingpr C'1.li~ltlon includes a term containing I_1b 
j L' ~.'!', tl1e' 11m2 (Gel" ,\'leve" function \Tf is nec'6?ssarily c0111plex~ 
-~. 
f-or systeii1S of N p8.rticles, 11 is a .function of 3N space co--
'To tl1.8 que. ;J+;1or: of w'hethe):' "ma tter '\v9.ves" ere 1"'ee 11y 
J;J.pves, He must F.~lsw·er tha.t 1 t depends on ~'!I~n tone IT.sans by 
tne lat.tep. I: under the heeding of lI·t1aVes" we are p:'t'~epRred 
to ac1..Jni t rldlsturbances", whe.tever they nre, 1vh1011 conform to 
Schrodincer18 equation and B.re propagated in 3N-dimenslonal 
sps.ce vlhere N co.n be greeter than unity, then "ma.tter \'j8,VeS Ii 
are y.'f). v e 8 ! Perhaps, hOl,vever, it is 11101')e £:ensi'ble simply to 
no te tha t II T1.l.cro exl st s only~ D limi ted formn,l B..!1D,:i..o.GZ be tv:e en 
'\V and a classical WDve field." (Bunge 1967);, and, instead of 
trying to \viden the concept of \\TD.ve to embrace the if function, 
to st.pes8 the 
e.ppli ect to \v 0 T1e fact that ':P". 08.1-: tpke on G. ctifferent 
guise in other representations of quantum mechanics lends 
support to tt18 2.ttitude 1;hHt t'1e phree6 Fmr.tter 1·ulve lf is only 
e mrnner of' speakinE:~ and should not be tAken too Ii tera lly. 
Fln8.11y; 1'J11B t of the "physical reali ty Ii of Y ? 1'-V1 2 is 
directly Dea8ur~ble, at least in pril~iple, and 80 one need 
not hesit?to to confer phY8ic~1 re~lity on it. Enough !.'J.t' 8 
been eDicl to shaH tI-:.p.t '\¥ 1s mucb, marc elusive. In our Vl01i, 
the key to its "reali ty" lies in the centrel role it plays 
in qUD ntun mechanic s, in 1'.:11n tever roprese ntn tion. In this 
theory "¥ repl~esents the state of a system and is linkeel to 
mensurFlble pl"operties of the system by means of vnriou8 
/ma themp.ti cal ••••• 
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TI:D tJ1E'ir.~~ ticnl relt'. tiODS thn t fOrTfl 1':::' rt of n theory $ Funcl~-
mentrll~.r, it Is 'P~ \i~1ic!1 is "subJect to tl.1f; lO~iJ8 of npture Jl 
(Vnrgennu l~~)J). At t':":e very leDst, it seerr:s reasonable to 
of strtUG i;.Jithin a physicAl theory •. \f! cannot be nensured 
enr1.. is dlffic·~Jlt to .pin Qo'\'rn in Hords other th(1n in such 
;?Ll"'eses 88 "stD.te function!! or Iistate vector H , so th~t one 
i 8 /I 80r:lethlng i nte l'!"1edifl te "" 
F.lcceptecl as B. valid. pDrt of physicnJ reality" «"rgeLt·u l~;5C)'l' 
The te0.cJler 1vho is moved by interest e.nd necessity to 
f1.nd. out l11OY'e c.r)out the quantum theory 1'Il11 , inevitably en .... 
counter tl.1e uelsenberg Uncertainty Principle in his rer-lding$ 
As the Principle is of consider~ble importance for the light 
it shedEl on ce:r.~t8in aspects of the quantum. tl1eory, and as the 
account of it that the teecher mn~r read may be misleadinf" 
we consider it here. 
As ap}:liccl to the posi tion rtnc1 momentum of a ilpartiele n, 
the Uncertalnt:r Principle 0211 be stfltecl symbolicelly in the 
form b,p Lq > ~ , ~,'here Lp 8.nd Lq rerre3ent the lIuncertl'.ln-
ties" in tbe !!':C~·~ler..tum p.nd in the position co-orcl1nate respec-
ti vely, 0.n(1, 11 i 8 :?la nck' s co nstp. nt (lJ. vi (led by 27\ • The me8.n ... 
-inc of the ter:j1 "uncertainty" is crLlclc'.l to the interpretation 
of ine Prlnciple and req'J:r'es preclse c1.efini tion. In the 
worcIs of ~,rax'BG nau Hnd Cohen (1987): 
represent the standard deviations, or the square 1"'oot8 of' the 
va r'18 DC e G 01' Get 8 of repep ted observ[1 tions of p e ncl q 1'~hen 
the Dystem (loosely sperKlng, t~1A I>?rticle) i8 in p,n 8pbi-
t reo ry bu t cl. e fir J. t e q u. a nt u m 8 tat e ,/1 It. To test the Principle, 
we eho:11d l1D..V8 repeatedly to "prcpnreli the eyste;n (Ol~' t? 
/sequencc ..••. 
934. 
sequence of Identicnl nystems) 80 thnt it is in.the'specl-
fied state Y:I and to c8rry out t'le l"'equired meDsurernente of 
p or q after eBen prepnrption of tJ18 state" Sometimes the 
"px=eparation ll is explicit1y mentloned. in the statement of 
the pl'inciple~ IIThere exists no prepG.ration cnpable of pro-
cl...ucing El.n enser~1ble [1. e. a set of systems of t:np Sr::'.,,,I-?: kind 
prep[-Ired in tJ.le same 't1a;y] wI th both an x",compOt"lF'd~: of posi-
tiorl (fOl'" any x') T'ii thl n rJ~ ~j~'10ert<'3.1nty ..J.x ~nd. 8 n Yo: component 
oJ.:' momen-L:.u'1 (l'or '')~lY i?~x j 1;!1 trJ.in~ n unce.:.:t~.i nty Llpx if the 
prot1.uct .6.xf1px i 8 less tt.e.n e quanti ty of the orc.er of Plo nck? s 
constant, jJ If (Eisenbud .... ?,t56). 
Tne Principle Oan be dedtiCed from ·L;'J.~ f'l~ ndamental postu ... 
la tes of quantum mechanics; the Cieri vati:~n is straightfort·.rax1ct 
a nc. csn be found in many stands l"d texts : e. g. Lindsay Hnd ]~rar-
gena.u 1936, Bohm 1951, Schif·f 1955). In simple terms, He 
i 
may SHy tho.t the Principle is 8 consequence of tne fact that 
tne statistical behaviour of micro systems is describable in 
An eleotron with a well-defined momentum 
I 
and constrained to move 810ne; tne x-nxis onlY..,has:'e. \.vell-~e-
fined de Broglie wavelength. But a wavetr9in of absolutely 
deflnl te 1V8.velength must have t=tn infinite 8p~t;inl extent, 
i.e. tl1eiF-function extends t l1roug'/1out ell space ~1Tit~ t'1e 
seme Bmpll tude .. Therefore the value of /il12 is the same 
at all points ctlong tne x-axis, and acc.orc1i ng to tne pror;8.-
bi Ii t;y interpretation of V¥/2, thLs means that the proba-
bility of finding tn.e electron in B.nj- one mr:;g 11 segment of 
the x .... axIs is the same as t.hat of finding it in any other 
simi la:.~ly- sized segment. Tnis in turn means that if the 
electron lIere repeatedly pre,p8red to be :tn this state, SUCe ... 
cesslve measurements of its position would yield an infinitely 
large sp~eead, uhile successlve me8.81..l1'lements of its momentum 
/ would 8.1"('18.'\]'9 .. J ••••• 
I \ . 
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By altering the state 
.,. 
of tne elec t11 0n to one in \'l~lich t.~1e 'Y' rune tion cOl-'responda 
to a shftrplY-P8G.kecl '\'1flVe l?8cket,ll one attslns s. situation in 
which t.r:1e position of the electron oen be qUi te s1:18.rply spe-
cified, since nOvl t.r:1e probabili ty of finding it wi thin a 
smell segment of the x-ex"~.-") only hB8 a nonzero "\falue over a 
limited region (:f the x~nxis. Bu t [) W8.ve p[:lcket oen only 
p-onding to a .. rp,r2Jl~ of irJPvelengths, so that t'1e momentum of 
the electron is no longer well-defined. Hence an increBse 
at tne expense i.yf' r€'duced sharpness 1 n the other. 
The foregol!~ account ShOW8 that the Unoertainty Prin-
clple is built ::.nto tne foundations of the quantum tneory. 
We do not have to appeal to· particular experimental situations 
or to an apparatus-obj ect interp..ction in order to derive the 
PrincIple. In popular or semi-popular accounts the matter' 
19 often represented differently, not to say misleadinglY g 
(0 f Peierls (1964) ~ "T.his principle expresses the fect tna't 
any obser~vation on a Physlc(-ll system must neeesst--l.rily involv'"e 
its interaction 1,;1 'i~h a meRsu1"ing app8.ratu8, end this 1nterac ..... 
tion illey cause P. c.':1p.nge in the state of t":'le system under ob-
Whereas in cl~ssicel physics •••• one can in 
principle ••• reduce tbe disturb~nce of the system 80 as to 
m~ke 1 t uni~1Portant, tne Qocurrence of the quantum of e etlon 
in t-t tomic physics 11m! ts th.e extent to 1~Thicl:1 the interference 
ca n be rectuced. Ii) Thl s appro[-lCh to tile pri nClple 1 soften 
supported by fln account of T::elsenbel~G' s celebrAted IJt~,ou[)ht 
experiment/! in 'vl:1ic~ ~. f:AmnlA-rpy mioroscope is used to T"IPke· 
simultaneous measur~ements of tJ1.e posi tlon And momentum of ti1.e 
electron. To lYlak.e the reso1v1ne pOt1er of the microscope 
large and so minimize tne unoertainty In the position of the 
electron, snort-w2velength gamma-~ays are used. Suppoee one 
photon 18 used. to detect tne poei tion of the electrono 
/When •• \I •• 
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W~en it is 8cRttered by tne electron, it iMpart8 80me recoil 
·momentum to it;. tne ~ore energetic it iS 3 tnelprger th~~ 
recoil momentum~ Accordln~ to the fundamentDl ideAs of the 
theory, one cpnnot SRy anythlng definite about tne ilpnt!:1!' 
follov,red by the photon from t'1.e eleotron to t.ne screen on 
which the image of tne electron 1s to be formed. Therefore 
one cannot kn01'i h01i ;ltUCI: 1':':'0:11 momentum t.t:1e electron rec~lves, 
becavr:f> thE' ~nff8 i.;.t1rougl.1 ",11ich the photon is scattered is 
'~I.ncertaln by the amount of the aperture &ug:te of' tl1(' lens. 
Calc'uleti,on of tne uncertai nty in posi tion resul tlng from the 
l:lLi.~ ~~ti()n o~. t.he resolving p01ver of the microscope set by 
the 'h'!i.velengtn '.ii' t.he r;9.die tion li sed, and of the uncertainty 
1 n momentum set ~ iy t1.'l~ momen tum u f tl.te ~hoto n t~nd the B.per-
ture a.r~gle of tJ:"'l.e microscope, yielo.s a pair of unoertainties 
1vhoS8 procluct is of tne order of magnitude of h. 
The analysis of t!i1.s tl1oug.':1t experiment is useful in 
illustrating tl:1e difficulties that wouJ..d 'be encountered in 
carryi~g out measurements ?t tne quantum level,.and 1n Ahow-
lng tne e.ssoc19.tion of Plttnck9 s constant 1'11 th tne ,/"errors u in 
simul ~~ meB.8urementB of posi tien end momentum. Unf~r-
tuns.teljr :i.t is seriously mls1eec1ing in a number of respects, 
8S various critics, notably Bqnge (1967) and MDrge~au and 
Cohen (1967) have pointed out~ The criticisms made by tne 
latter pair of authors pre worth quoting in Borne detnil. 
First, 1 t is polnted out thst tvt1ile tne I~U inferred from 
tne limitation of the resolving power of the microscope re-
fers to tne position of tne electron hefot§ tne me~8Ur&ment, 
tne ".6.p" w'niCJ1 results from the disturbance of 'the electron 
by sn incident photon refers to the state of the electron 
It terms of tlle func11lmen'~al form of 
tne Uncertainty- Princtple, the 6p and 6.x are both e.ssocieted 
1-11th the ~ 8tpte of tne system in question. Second, nearly 
all of t.ne analysi 8 of the g8mrne.-rBY mioroscope experiment i 8 
conducted in strictly clpssical terms. For example, the 
calculation of the uncertainty in position 1s bosed entirely 
Inn 
........ 
';,1 
( : 
on classical l~ve tneory, and t~e interAction between the 
incident photon and t~e electron is rlso reg~rded in eR~en-
tlally clnssical terms o It is only in re~Brd to the pAssage 
of tne scattered photon from electron to screen that classical 
reasoning is abandoned o But in this step: one is making use 
of the very ideas from v;hlf"'~ the Principle can be derived in 
i te fundamenta.l form Q ',; lUS it cannot be held that t.."le Pr~ln-
c~:?J.~~ 1s 8. ~ ... _-!,jc>que= of the nunpreill.ctabl~ and uncontrol .... 
l:able" e:'fect of t.ne interp.ction bet-ween tl1.e measuring instru-
mentand the s;;-ste:n 'tvi tn ii~lnicl1 it interi;l.cts: the 81 tuet.1on 
i.8 l'b G 11./ tnE:; ether 1"ley round. If... T11e uncerta.inty principlt':: 
ent ... ~]..j.~. tnat tr ... s rep,:.,lts of tne thouf~1J.t experiment B.re rela.-
ti vely ur;,certnin, bu t is not entailed by it n (Hesse 1961) (0 
Thlr(l, '"tne "dis't;urbpnce t.h~oryU (80S Nargenau end Cohen ce.ll 
1 t) :t.n its nHive form, in 'Wnich largely clessicfll reasoning 
18 supposeclly used to u·derive li the Uncertpinty Principle, 
violates logic: "QuElntum mE~c~11:1nlcs is a iVicler di8cipline 
tne:1n classical physics, o. Hence [clRsS1Cpl PhysiCS] cf-Inn.ot 
possibly contain [qup-ntum mechanics] since its rnr1ge is smal-
ler, an(l one CHnnot use ~19s81cal reasoning: to derive the un""" 
certainty prlncip10" (-H~n'lgeneu and Cohen 1967). Finally, 
tne 1:..;; and~Y.. have no meaning·wlth respect to B s1.ngle measur'e-
ment. "$ ID 0 T~us unless the gprnmr-ray p:icro8cope ntory 1s 0X-
tended to embrHce a eJ~eet number of' interactions bet~Teen 8. 
particle an<..1. 8 photon end~ .6. is underutood to r'efer to the 
ets.tisticel deviation of the reBults, ttle disturbe.nce ~lypotheCIII 
81 s 1s wi thou t relevance" (H8rgena.u e.nd Cohen 1967). 
To these crl tiei t:ms we 1'.;1811. to 8. dd D. comment of our ovln, 
Virtually 811 COnH!lel1tfltOI'~:~ on the qUAntum theory, includln.g 
those who evidently fflvour the "di stur·ttr~nce 11 ·explanp,tlon of 
tne Uncertainty Principle, pre concerned to stress thf-!t the 
Principle does not me9n tntlt the eleetl'on really ~ ~ slm~.J.l-
teneouoly ,\fell-defined p08i tlon anel momentum, only one is 
/unpble ••••• 
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unf!ble to rneo.sur'c tnem, but :r'ether tI1n.t the electron I'sin:ply 
doer: not r:f1V8 e.n ex[-{ct simultanno'J8 position Pond momentt;.m ll 
(E1 e:enbuc1 1ge6) .. The student ~l'ho i 8 introduced to the Un-
certainty Prir.oiple vif!! the "disturbence thpOl'\Y'~ And the 
gemme-ray micposcope experiment mey 1'1[e11 ne-ve difficul t:r in 
~ .• ~t:' epti ng tnl s. In order to imagine the meosurement process 
"dif~turblnGn an electron on ",!hich the measurement is oP1. ~.:;: 
naviLC a precise pOFition pnd A precise rno~entum. He con 
justify this by referring to t~1e gHmmEl-ray microscope experi-
In the 'L1S1lal B.n~':llY8i8 of th~_q experiment, the e}.ectl'lon 
seems to 1)8 repre-sented throughout C!8 ~ a definl te po-
131 tlon and momentum; the position cannot be ~_ur~~.£ exaotly 
bAcaus~ of the limitation on the resolving power of the micro-
scope, Hnd' the momentum os.nnot be .llllle .. ,J?.)2;;r_~<1 exactly because 
the 1nciclent photon gives the electl"'on an impulse \,;hlch 1s 
uncertain becB.use one cannot kno~~;~ exactly where the photon 
gO e 8 a.ftervrD rds. The posi ti vi et-opera tionali at retort to 
the point vIe are mp-lting here would probably be that Ii •.•• 0., , 
81 nc e po 81 tio nand momen tun1 ca.nno t be mea BUrea. simul ta neou sly 
B.nd exactly, 1~e cennot prove that the electron cnn hflve both 
Since w'e cannot prove this, it is operationally mes.nlnglcs8 
to associRte a precise position pnd momentum with an electron, 
ond no more Tl(;i:?d. be seld. ~ In CU}'l vie~l, this l1.ne of argu:lent 
misses the point. Undenipbly, it folloi'fs from the ftl1?d§~m~~ll-
tS.l ~':'§lnlp1'qt .. i.o.!;.§.. of the quantum th~ory tJ1.[:lt entities llke elec",· 
trons £~ siL(ulta.neOttsly have precj.sel~7 definecl. poei tiona 
H nd r:1omen tH 0 In other 1·;ords~ this is a consequence of the 
na "cure of theSE! enti ties and not of the mee 8urement opexl 8.tions 
vIe may o'y- may not carry out. ~Vhe ther or not physicists ex=-
:pound the U noerteinty Principle in thi 8 1 ... ~y, they certtd. nly 
/UBell •• "1) 
" , .... 
l!.se .. J~ in thi S l18Y" For lnstfinc8, it is common (and unex-
oeptionnble) practice to use the Principle in ~rgu~ent8 for 
the existence of ~ zero-point energy in bound systems, and to 
provide rous"!. est:i.mptes of the lO\r18st peri111 tted energy of such 
system8 as t~e particle in the box and the hydrogen atom 
( c f F'eyrul1e.l1 e t 8.1 1965). In such 8.rguraents 01"'J calculations" 
"::l~ ffuncertaintiesn in posl tien and momentum are never related 
the "uncerta:lnties If are treBted e.s ~rt ·of thei r na ture ... 
To present the UncertDinty Principle in a W'8.y ir,)'h~ ~h vl,J."'\tua.ily 
compels the l)eeinn(~r firet to think of the electron cll:.:.Bsica.l-
ly and ::.hen rc~,~'l.il~e8 t:im to banish this classica.l imBge 'on 
e88entl~11y operationalist grounds is to put the empha8is in 
e.ltoget11er.the 1iTrong ploce, since it obscures the "bui,lt-in u 
chal'l8.C ter of the "uncerte i ntles. II 
He think thct the mea.ning end origin of" the Uncertainty 
Principle are ~'!ell summed up in tne fol1ovn.ng statement by 
Hichmann (1967): "The uncertRinty l"leletions refle,6t experi=-
mentally cliscovered fB.ets about nature [e. g •. the possession 
by an electron of both 'v8ve- FInd p8rticle-like propertie~. 
The p8rtlcles occurring in nAture are not like classiCI?: pflr-
tlcles; i~hey be118ve quite cliffer~ently, and thfJt is '{-my Oel?-
+ i 'i ~ f .., t).... d ;." =- n 
,.;8 n ri: no.s 0 meHSUrel11enc C~l1no l.:e me. e or even _WJfi.lpeS-
We trust thet tiJ.e discussion Rbove hAS mDde clear that 
.. 
nowever tempting it might be to present certain consequences 
of quantum theorty by -r.'ley (If though.t experlments leecling to 
the,Uncert~inty Principle, this materiel 1s bost kept out of 
the elementary clcssc Nor would it be possible in such a 
cl~s8 to t:; .. ~y '>co derive the PrinCiple in e more funa.amentel 
way, say, by usinG tl1e Ilit-rave-packe til 8..pprof-tcl1 mentioned above; 
the pupil' 8 kDoil'lledge of' elp. 8sioa 1 W8.Y 8 theory 1s nothing 11ke 
sopnistlcated enough to enable him to understand this kind of 
deri va tiol1. Fortunetely, there 1 s no desperete need for the 
/Pri nciple .•• c 0 
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Ppi nciple 1n 8.n introducto ry course, '2.111e only. purpo ce tha t 
its introt.uction 1,"oulcl serve ~;roulc1 be to point up the fect 
that a, quRntu:n .... mechanlcal microsystem does not I1f!Ve 8 simul .... 
taneourly ~ell-defined position and m9mentum, so th2t the 
concept of 8D liorbi t fl Ol't "traj eo tory" c~nnot apply to it; 
t? nd the la s t-mentioned poi nt CR n be broug.h t 0'1 t eu::>::o iently 
~nd radiation 2nd eRpeci8~iy ~o the f8(~ that the ~wave in-
tenG:L tytt t;iV8S onJj' t~~re \rele'ti1!e) pro'bft1Jili ty of fino.ing an 
electron or photon in B given region of space. (SignifieD nt-
to element8i:'\Y quantum tneory, rnekes no L's:",ticn of the Uncer-
tei nty Principle.) 
10.2.6 Impllc2tions of the foregoing discussion for the 
.........,..,..MiJ4IZrnsvr; *""","l'Id:ii QlS., • JI .... tIj~mm::;r • OWl ~ _ 
elementary te~chirg of quentum mechanics 
~fttoJ;.t~ ViIi~ll$o~~~~ ft'dIIr~:a¥A""alll' 1G~!'fCCH_~ ........"..214 .......... 
Before (le Broglie pub11snecl his fe.moufl paper in v-ihicl'1 ne 
suggested. that "ph8se \~re.ve8" snoulcl be associAted ~'ritJ:1 metter, 
1'1. L. B!~agg remal'lked to G. Po Thorn so 1'1 the t he thoue:rvt thB t the 
eleetron liDS not 80 81 mple as it looked (Thomson t968) " 
In due course, Thomson ~W.8 to plflY 12i8 part in proving th.nt 
the electro:;:'l vTHS indeed ."not ~() siwple as it looked. If In 
tn€ forty years thRt heve since elapsed, not only has this 
idee. become generally aceepted, but it hAS also beoome accep-
ted in oerte.in quarters th~t physics teRc11.ers shoulct convey 
to their pupils tL1e essence of t11e nevi picture of the electl"on 
~nd of matter in general. The poS.S.Co physics course in-
eludes a sUbsta.ntial introductory trea tment of tole topiC J 
Year V of the Nuffield Physlns Project concludes with a brief 
qUD11 teti ve treD.tment of i t$ And "Ie may confid.ently look for, .. 
1'J8.rc.. to 5 .. tD incluslon in more end more senioI) sChool'sylla,buses. 
One 1 !3 attitude to'\vf!rd teacnine. it is inevitebly linked to one
'
s 
" 
a.ttl tudes tov·jards tne issues discussed above in Sections 
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10.2.1-5, GO thEt tn0 impllc~tions of that diecu8sion for 
ele8entary teachinG must now be oonsidered. 
~~Ht cnould toe teecner say to pupils about toe so-colled 
According to t.he Nuffielcl Gulde 
(V), ''''Ie certp.inly s110uld not burden our young pupils wi tJ1 
P PU7.Z linr; description of +"":,.~ co ncept of complementari t;y'. 
Yet thl:Jt 18 a ve-:?y pow'c:'':'lu.l nev! 1eloe tnat emerged from our 
Jnutuallyexclusi've B.ccor-ding to our cholae of experiment .... 
rl nd t\eHC1t1:ers ma7l fi !!.cl 1 t vforth t1:1. e 1 r i'lhile to reCl.d en ClC count 
eente~),ce of tnis quo+'etion, Clnd elso :·;1 tn t.ne recommendation 
contpined in the ~econd sentence, provld21 thet teachers were 
not encou:-eaged to reed aCOOtlntfJ of 9E.~~ tne Itccmplementari ty" 
vie".!' of que.ntum theory. As' 'V<le have seen,9 thi 8 "very powerful 
new idea" 1s not immune to critioism. As to positive e.dvlce, 
~~~
tne Nuff'ielct Guide authors evid.ently feel t?1.a.t one' 8 tet;tching 
should be directed ten'lards mnking pupils IIleaI'n to live 'ii thIS 
t.he idea that both ~!B.ve and particle models of llght end mat--
tel'" have to be used 1ft} appropris.te circnmstances: 
stop try:tng to decicLi~~ ~l.Q]l, and start trying to leB.rn to use 
bOt!1» or re.tl1.er ~Q1: Hccor(iing to tJ:18 kind of eXperl:11ent iHe 
are doing ••• To help pupils to understand thet more than one 
model may be kept in fruitful use, to pel'tsuade t!1em not to ask 
too strongly 'i',rhlch model f 8 true; v.lhic11 i 8 rlgh t?' we ShO'l'e'i' 
them t'tvo maps of Lon:lon~ One ~8 the usual styllzed Under-
ground map in severRl colours e The other is P. map of strests 
wit~ ~1e UnderGround lines mRrked on it too. We 8.sk vlhich 
is the right o~e; and we are likely to receive 'It depends 
on ~·,ha t you ~'lant it fOl"'. II 
Several point 8 ce 11 for comme nt here • First, it seems 
. to us eppropriate th?- t in teHchi ng this topic, emphasis should 
Ibe. \II • , 0 
¥.,~,.> .. , 
~. 
(' 
j--. 
t" 
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be plncod on tne use of"' models [-l nd on l'lecosnl tion of the cir-
cumstnnces in IT!1ich they ere best used fl Pupils cannot turn 
to the full-secS.le qupntum theory for e. prediction of now 1:tl~1t 
or matter is to behave in B given experimentnl situation. 
They hElVe incteRd to d.epend on p dr'Hstically simplified ver-
-:'~.,0n of' that theory, in ~vhlch use is mHde of T;J'Bve and partlcle 
models in order to mRke tne underlying idees intell1Bibl~ in 
macroscopic termR. There ·JitJ. be ?to ob.~ e:Jtt'~li (0 1";:11.3 provi ... · 
ded t~et tnese models pre trepted as no mere than aids to 
vizuplizfttion and simple qua.ntitative predictlon, aDd to l<l'he.t 
Bunge ("19G7) calls lidesarlptions of 'necroevents .... ~og.l~lea8-
ure.:nents. II Consider Cln experIment in which light pesses 
through a pair of slits and then falls on a metallic surface 
:t n a VtlCUUlU. To predict the intensity distribution on the 
metal surface, one enn .Y.~'§}L.~izE!. lig11t 9.S B. "wave motion in 
the process of travelllng fro:n the 80'Lu')ce to the metal sur", ... 
f8ce by WHy of the ell tso To prec1j~c t the maximum kinetic 
el:1ergy of tl1e photoelec tl"lons ej t~C ted fr~m the metal sur:f'8ce, 
one ce.n y.L~tJP:...~i.z,~ light D9 sharply locallzed partioles, e~ch 
carrying energy hv. To take the 'tvave a.nd perticle models 
11 ter~e.lly 1·rould mean th.et llgh t i 8 8. v.rave motion \'I!hile on 
1 ts "'v·ray from Gource to metel surface enct cha:'1ges over to being 
B collection of perticles vlhen it reo.c!:1.es the surface. Not 
even tne most davo ted ucomplemPD tari st" vlould have one regard 
the situ a t ion in t!1 i 8 ~·le. y : For thi s reB. son vle thi nk it dan-
gerO'..lB to say as the Nuffleld Guide (V) does of electrons and 
pnotons, that !lEach has particle properties in some clrcum-
stAnces, and 820h has wave properties in other circumstRnces." 
Tnis could 88fily be misinterpreted by the tencher unfamilipr 
with quantum t~~Jeory to meen thet in the experiment just des-
crlbed, 'light and mette:c do carry out an actual transformation 
trom one C.rAl'8.cter to tne ot.her. Suoh n teacher might be 
able to oonvince himself that this kind of thing could happen; 
/tle ..••• 
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118 '1IQUla. hr..VB r.reat diffieulty in convincIng hi:? pupils! 
Hesse (1962), in defending the use of' 1itlVe and p81"ltlcle 
models in thinking about quantum theory, hos. arr;ued t~nt pro-
fessional PLl.Yl:75icists still t8ke these. models seriously, v;hat-
ever they may say nbout tnem~ and t 1 at these models "are still 
essential, supplemented by the hunches thpt p~YSi~:ptB have 
acquired about iN"i1en to nrgue in terms of one P !·i(': ";lhen the 
othel' •• u T.l1ey are sti "'l.1,;'.lf<-"dti.91 'becr:).se -{fif \-re were fox'bid-
den to talk in t(y~s of models Rt all, we should have no ex-
pect&.tions at all [about t.he beh~vlour of 17lattcr in ne\v situ.-
s.tion~J, and He should '1,11en '--'0 iI4l)ri8Ct~'1d forever inside the 
rp.nge of our existing experlmBnts" n T II ~~ q i c· pu t t i ng ita 
little too strongly. Physici eta do afto:!." all 11sve 8.n e s.tab-
li8hed~t~eory to guide them In this conn2ct1on, so tJ:18t their 
ft.", .. asa" ........... 
"expectatiOllS fi cl0 not ~ to be guided by thinking in terms 
i 
of! moo.els, altl10ugn tl1is m8.y prove l1elpful. 
Tne remalning comment \1e 'Vllsh to make on the N1 .. 1ffleld 
Gui·~le9 8 (V) advioe on the teechine; of vlav9- per·ticle dUB.Ii ty 
COnCerY"l8 t'1.e use of t't·.ro different kincis of' mep o~: London -:to 
111ustr8.te the fruitful use of different models of rn.9.tt~r and 
rB.dia tion. If used wi th due care, this is a l1elpful ana,logy, 
not only for its obvio~s suitability for its intended purpose, 
but becAuse tl1.e maps pre bOtt1 mp.ps of 1..g:.ll19..n: nei ther Gives 
full infOl"T.1@.tion about London, but ee.ch oonveys some corJ:'}ect 
and velus.ole inform~tion !3bout sOMetbj.ng thpt " .. 8 t..'1 .. e.~ .. Rl.,l_ .. :~che 
~. The analogy should not be pressed too far: we cannot 
synthesize 1ITave and particle properties into e single, neat, 
vlsualizable model as we CRn synthesize a map of London 1 s 
streets end a mrp of its reilwoy lincD~ rivers, canals and 
Undergrour.d into a IIcomplete ll map of London, B.nd teachel")s 
should take care to point tnis out. If the attitude we have 
.peen adoptinG tOi*,.rds tveve .... p~rtlcle clUt:.li ty is justified, 
then teachers should e1so not encourage their pupils to 
/believe .••• 0 
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believe t:1.[lt the 1·rnve (01' I~'ll.,ticle) model of liGht (or mAtte~) 
1s "llifjht lt and .tne other ",,,,rang" in a. f,iven set of ci:rc~nn8t1.n .... 
nes; neithcl'l model is ever v:rf.1011y Ifrignt U ~ but one 01'"1 t.he 
other may 8oL1etimeo be more helpful. 
The poS.S.C. COUPS8 gives en introductory t:r;eatment of 
wave-pnrticle dURlity whic/"l seems to us to exemplify the oor-
rect approach at th~s lp7dl. On the one hand, there is as 
or'i:lp:~""~e 8. -.JLlr"l; .:J~~ of the experi:-nen:fll b[l.ckg!!ound as 1s possi-
~le In the cirCDmst0ncea; en the other hand, tilere is no 
,3 tte:rnpt to suggest tnet the wD.ve/particle properties of light 
Cln{~ (:·e.tt-:-·:r 8..~ ~-., Gomehotv uproduced u by the experimental set=-
up 0:' depend ef\:~entiall:r upon the lnter8.ctlon between tJ:1e 
UmiC1"'osysten" ir., question ~ncl. the expel·.l:'1enta.l set-.up. 
Concerning pJ:1otcns, it is polnted out t1:1.at as tne frequency 
of tne racliation goes uP, i t8 ~rave aspects become more diff:l.-
cult to demonstrate because of t!1e SnOl'~ter vIB,llelength, tv-':1ile 
the particle aspects become more rea.dily appre1 ensible, be-
cause of tne fJree~ter energy associB-ted 1'J'itJ:1 an lndlvlduo.l 
photon; and concernin~ electrons, a corresponding'discusBion 
i s given of the cand1 ti 0118 under" 1vt1ich t1:18 ¥Clve-like aspects 
of electron, proton And neutron behaviour are most likely to 
be apparent. The implicption behind these (11 scusslon.s seems 
to be tl1l?t l:tght and matter ar'e 8.1uays of the Slime ch?racter 
whatever tl1e experimental circuD1stnnces are, but that in a 
particular experimental a~rangernent it might be easier to show 
up one a.spect of tnis fund8mental behaviour then anot.her. 
The nature of ligl1.t 1s summed up like this: " ..• trJe l"'eal 
nfl ture of light is more subtle. It Shov.J8 us bo tl1 ir18 'tie P.. nO. 
pho'ton b811Bvioll'r>t We have therefore been forced to makG a 
new plctuPG of light, one ~vhlch combines some 8.spects of t\1"tJ.ve 
benavlo(u)r as we previously understood it with some aspects 
of photon OP particle b ehp.'fJi our. ~. ?Je1'J"ton's corpusculer pic .... 
ture of light is by no mepns :t'estored bY' t118 photon. It is 
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no more true tJ1D;:) the pure electro!:H-3.r,netic picture, v:1 th 
. i ts NB''y''es of' cor.tinuously c1istri bu teet encpgy~ Light ls to 
be understood fully only by e novel scheme o:J;' the kind He 
nave tried to outline", Similar statements are made conoer-
ni r~g tne natv.re of the elec tron: nOnce egr-!ln we have found 
that the 8.tomic 'YJ'orld canT"-:::-t "be fully described by the simple 
models of tl'1e 01de:.v phy:"lcs o •• " TJ1e '--Taves determine t.he pro-
r:) b:.r-, l.oca :'1.01" 0.( tne particles JI En:d. the mo:t;lo n of ''-lave tra.ins 
deter:-nines the ;;rob?-ble motion of tne partlcles ••• Inside ttn.te 
e tom 1"]e must be prepared. to use a neN' version of mechanics 
whl,·l..l eC'':'''Ibitl!=;.!~~ parts of Nev;tonG 8 pe.rtlcle :118Chanics lvl th the 
ef'fe:.its of tne \,uve nature of matter ... If T1J.e 8e sta tements 
represent h01'J frl.2 it is necessar'y or il~~~8ed posslble to go 
in trying to 8U)I:marize and 8~~nthe8iz.e the "cluall tyff of' light 
end mHtter for tne inqulrlnf7, pupll. Presumably .hard-core 
"complementari sts If 'would deplore th.e failul"'e of these stB te .... 
mente to draw attention to tne alleged indivisibIlity of 
ptomic object and apparatus. But even tney mi~~t be prepared 
to e~ree tnet n description of complementarity mi~ht be found 
~ 
I1puzzlingfJ, P8 the Nuffield Guide puts it; ,the.t 9. beginning 
pupil mlCht finct it e~sier to accept tn.at "quantons tr had J..J:J.-
.. tri,n.Gs properties or ettrlbutes, and that introduction to 
quantum theory from this p'3rtlculf1r stpnd.point does not cora ..... 
mit tne pupil to continued Bcceptance of it in the yeers to 
come. 
It migJ1.t seem thRt v:hflt has bee:1 8s.ld above about modeJ'n 
quantum tneory constitutes an argument against the teaching 
of tne flc1uali tyl1 of electrons in Hn elemente.ry course; If the 
m8tter is as :ubtle 8S this, surely ons cannot hope to convey 
its essence 8uccessf"Jlly to beginners. This takes us bank 
to our set of IJ rea11stic tepcnlng objectives" (Section 10.1,1), 
which ide might S'Jrnnarlze by saying th.pt the generAl eim of 
teaching pupils about electrons 1s not fully to explain their 
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nature - tnat is probAbly bpyond an¥body nt Dny level - but 
to pcquRlnt' pupils ~lt~ some of tne basic experl~entnl facts 
of electron behRvlour, And to give sone indlcntion of how 
tnese facts can be accommodAted in a modern theory whic~, 
in turn, can give some explr.nAtion of ttle behaviour of ~tom8, 
molecules Rnd nuclei .. Since this is 1969 end not :099~ it 
would be dishonest to present ~ny su r'vey of" th ~ ~ ~:, ct S flbou t 
the electron. 1vhic~:1 only n1(.J.tj '';{led po.rt·~.r,le-,:}.ike Rspects o 
i:"he C' ~C"C'{")~n l" s It., '\~. ~'Ojln"p'lefl .... r~ i.J.. i c r.D tlSL'..1 preten:jir''''' 
_ .... 1. .Jt...~ U.L U "·.v Y ID' , D.l~'I1.... ... _ V __ LJ Alt, C ,'" ~ '-'- Jt~.: 
o ther\.;i se .. The Booner one is confro~ted with this fect, the 
800r:e1' one can come to ~erms \ji tr it. 
10. 2c? i\' possible teaching Bppro[-lch to ~"le nt?tul'-e of t\~~ 
E """"""'~.... ., lIUC~~~~",,""""'''' ~'-~ 
elec trot) 
Hlstorice.lly, study of the 1~ave-like attl"ibutes of ma.t-
ter began on the theoretical side, in pa.l-"ticular lrJi th de 
Bl"og11e' B " m8.tter y;ave /I hypothesis; the ob8er'vation of clec-
tron diffre,otlon l)y Davi sson ?nd Germer in the U .. SQA. and 
G. p .. Thomson in Gre~,t Bri tei n did not follow' until some three 
years later (Jammer 1966, Trigg 19660 and Thomso11 1968). 
In the me8.ntil:le, prornpted by the public8tion of de Broglie's 
ideas, Schrodlnger "1['1(1 developed. his theory of' "'t'V"ave mec1'}anics" , 
which he applieci successfully to the solution of such problems 
of 1 nterest to "micro scopic II physiCS as the ene~~g~r levels of 
the hydrogen etom, the linear harmonic osoill~tor and the 
.. 
riglcl rote.to:c (Jam::l1er 1966) ~ This is a satiefnctory tepch-
:tne; sequence to follo'li! (though at an elernentt?ry level it must 
r..ecessF!l'\ily omi t Schr'Odlnp;el'l l s v,Tork), 10 e. to begin \',iitt. de 
Broglie' B ]1.ypotl1esis and then to consider the experimental 
ev lde nee in support of it. Su:rprl 81 1'l[jly J the Common Dn sic 
Syll[!bu;:~es om.it 1::ention of 6.e Broglie! 8 l1YPothesis (the Cem ..... 
mente issued. 't-.Tith tne d.-rafts me.l<e it plain thnt the omission 
1'188 intentional); vie think thet even thour;h one might not 
mention de BroglIe's formulCl, the idea behind It should. 
--
/certninly. " ••• 
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certoiLly i'O:L:Ll t'1e cprlngbofJr(: for t.l."'Jc tepcbir'!? 0"[ this topic. 
The fO:rll!ulr: 1-::; :J011.' i 8 so ~11n'lple thO! t 1-:8 ca n th lnk of no rood 
ref! [~Gn fo:t 1 tc. exclusion. 
De Broc1:'e nr'11j_vpd R this celebrG ted forn'ulA by uny of 
e. 8u'btle !"elr-ti vistic Ayogument which could not 'be Biven in 
pr elel~1ent8ry course ~nd. 't·:hlch 18 tocl:?;/" of only historicAl 
..L uter€,pt; in moclern trep. tments of qupntum mec llRnlcs de B!"og-
lie' 8 forn-ulr. is dp1"l.ved fl"crn the fun(18Jr'\ent~1 r~!s+'''~~f;-:Jef~ .. 
~,~~~ -,jr
rather then 1::;e1l';[:, rCt?,l-:lrded DS one of tJ:e ~l: .. r:dar.r,ental :r;.08tU-
IE'. tes. In [Ul~; case, de Br'oglle t s f03.-rInule. vi8.S egsentifll1y 
the result of en in.Gpired guess, an':~ any 8.ttempt ... , (inc:~lding 
de Brogli e g 8 o't'ln) to "(leJ'Il ve /I i t from ba se S 0 ther the n th e 
fundA.D:t;ntc.l pc.;.~.tl.llntes of quantum mecnDnics must be reg81'ded. 
as no more than plaus1bili ty arguments. Therefore teechers 
or syllabus planners need go to no great trouble to try to 
find e s:Lmple ITpX'oof II of de Brogli e' E formula I 81 nee no such 
thi ng exl st s. 
We Duccest thRt de Broglie's ideas c~n be introduced by 
8 ,,"1y100 ' +~;-."'" l"11 lC'0L he p·u ..... for ~ .... :t'a.~ tl""e- nUU'0 8stjon tJ1"t J"u ,:O'14 (.., " U v L: ... LJ .::.; I~ ... L, "\iIi r.' I... _ J. U ab' 4 •• n '-:! 'J 
PB photons exhibit both w-ave-like and particle-like behnv3.our, 
so micht "m~terialn porticles, such as electrons. To rneke 
tl:is ia..eo. qu~ntltntlve, de BroGlie propoeed t'1.~t ~n ele'ctron 
(sn"r) t....~v.'! ..... ·r'J' T'1,..ymel1t~1m ...... hng "("! .... oo~Q.,I,Ger; -·~l·tl1 it ~ 'r,~!.)veleno~''''' CJ", J.lr: .... .,.;...1.-0 ' ,-.l~t ...... ·'LA. ~ i-.J (, .. '-_ C:I u;:' Jl.c~ \...l. \, I. .. t. ... \.J{A. lJ U~a.l. 
h 
gi ve n by til e fa rDlU Ip. /\.:' P This forLluln should. be Ifjusti-
fied" ty shovinc thot it hAS the same form as the correspord-
. .. 
1 ng forFr~Jln for the photon. To eta this, one nee'is the for-
mulD. for the p!10ton moment.'l ... m, viz. p;;; ~ • This can be 
st f:'t""e'"' ..l..o 'or, 01" e~~pe""ll· '·'entnll"'" (:-jAr; ved- Y1e'a""io"'(" .... ·t p (e a ..t">""'om D. I"t U. LJ c.; c.-.. J....)..:. , : _ ~ I • C· J' - ;. ... .; ..... ~.J ...;.. L L w !..L • t.) • J. ..I. 1 
measurements on the C01Y.ptcn effect or 011 t':1e "r'2dlo.tlon pres-
Eure ll of l:igh~ - cf~ Sectior. S.lS). Since the \ilJaveleng tl1 
c 
8S80ciated vrith a photon is e;iven by V : it f'olloi,nIS dlrectly 
from the expression for the momentum of [J photon t~at we may 
"Hri te p = X ' 1Jh':'ch is the desired formula. 
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For tne moment, the pupll i 8 not co ncernecl v;i tl1 the use 
of the de Broglie ·formula. to t 1uild e theory cfI.palJle of pre-
dieting the energy levels of Rtoms and Qolecules, Instead, 
he mU8t be given some nccount of hOrl diJ~ect evide r:.ce for 
de BroElie!s ideas hOB been obtained. The Po S.S Ce film on 
rt~.~~ tter ~""D.ves n provide 8 the best solution to thi s problem. 
If this is not aVDilRble, or even if it is~ pupils should see 
phO togreptls of d:lff.rac tion pr;.d i n i-:ell fer0f!Ce" Dp +ter-r.s ...ibtAined 
with e1ectrons and other fnetel""iaJ. partlcl .. -'$ ~nil 1'.rh,ere possi-
bIe compnre tJ:1e appearHnce of these pD. tterns 1~"'i th Gorre:spond-
ing optlcf'l or X-rt1Y di ffrection or interference ~attE~~ns .. 
In the p.S.S.C. textbook (both first and second editions) 
photoGraphs of t118 optical interference pattern obtained wlt.h 
Fresne1 8 s biprism and a corresponding electron interference 
pet ttern are s.hov'J'n; e similar comparison is made between the 
optic? 1 a.nd elee troD di ffre.c tIon po tterns of a 8tl"lelgl:1.t-edge. 
The photograph.s of these electron diffraction end interference 
P?tterns ,\r.Jere taken 1-r1 th p.n electl':lo:n. rr:iCl")oscope', th8t iSj 
wi th a devIce 1'!i10S8 principle of opere.tion is be $'ed on tt1,e 
wave-like aspects of eleotron behaviour. 'To tnis extent it 
enn be claimect that the use of these phOtOgl'"l8phs is "cheatlng u• 
HO"t,yever ~ in thi 8 ll1stpnce the "cher.ting IT or n reBc1i1y 'be con-
doned. 1ve 88.n regard t:le electron microBcope in this context 
as 8 Itblack box u which, in the realm of operetlon of pO~'J'el~ful 
optlcP-.l micTof;cope8, is kno'hil1 to give us the same pattern. of 
images as the latter. So we tl~U8t it to beh8.ve like [.l micro-
scope v;.11en it is usecl to exemine obj eets in which the dete.il 
1s too fine to be resolved by optical microscopes. Certs.inly 
it e:1Qul(1 bo ):1entioneo. to PUI.;ils in d.ue course that the prin--
ciple of the electron microscope 18 b2~8ed on the vJave-like 
propertlen of the electron: sinGe this instrument 1s n01l1Tada.ys 
en impol'ltant research tool in indu st:cy and in the physical 
/and q e , •• 
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Rn(l blolo["icpl cc:lence8 9 it is 8!l :tmJ!ortRnt cxrmple of t~e 
pr:?cticf11 usc tl) "('hieD f'r1ptter 1-TCl\'80. 11 can rc:' put. 
resides sG8ing t~ese pnotorrRphs and~ if possible, GeeinG 
t!1.e reco;'.11::enclecL film, y.:tlpi18 should, plso leArn, perh~p8 thpouf)1 
Cl rep.dins RGGirsnnent., () ....... • L t~e clnsslc enrly experiments on 
electr'on diffraction (ef TrJr;g 196C.c~ Thr.nvion 1968~ .. rr'his 
Hill bring [10r18 tc them not merely t'18t ploctrc'0cl CAn forr.1 
dlffr8etion 8nd interff'r~e;,'c ;.dtterlJs» .~l)"t tbat the qUBnti ta.-
t:Lve R8r;,ec..ts of t~J...;8e l=:pttel'>ns C::-'ll ce prE;d.icted from de Brog-
lie 1 S re 18tlon )"'::. h • p P.erhBps plso as part of e reF~dine; 
r.; S 81 cn:nent, I~lplls shou:1 ~~ f:l ,",,: au~, the~. co rr8 spo r.di ng expel~i ... 
mente heve been successfully c8.1-eried out ,;1 th other microsoo-
plc "pD.rtlcles H such AS neutrons, protons; t=l.tor~18 ~nd molecules. 
The cost of commerclvl1y·-av~11f"ble (..Lectr·on dlffre.ctlon 
e·PPBrptu8 for elementBry tenching puts it beyond the buo.[;ets 
of :Sou th Afl~icp n 80110018 R t the momen t. Since demonstrations 
of this kind oan have only gUA1~tAt!v~ value At thi8 level, 
it C10G8 not seem th~.t c stronr; en 8e cnn be rnnC.le out for a s:t:ing 
the 8uttlol'itles to spend .. e great c1epl of money onsuppl~Tin.g 
scnools 'N1 tIl t11.8 npproprip, te Flppnre tU8. 
A question 1,f.1ich must bp tHken up v,!i th Pt~9ils is our 
~wprene88 of t nell \'!f1 V i n e 8 Po If 0 f' pn Y' tic ~_ e 8. One cr n stP rt b~l 
referring to R specific (Rnd in t~is cpse fpmillnr) exemple, 
8uch as the electron bea.m in l1 cpthode-rRY tube of ,\",-rJ1atever 
kind. Such B. beH:T1, we mny \'1e11 SHY, does not behnve mU!Jr.. 
like a lrd.ve: it behCl ve 8 remarkHbly like e. s ~",:pee 111 of P[1 l"tlcles, 
5.3 earliex' expel'llmen:s vlere indeed intended to show. Calcu .... 
latic-n of tJ1e ~\T8velengt!1 of tne electron in A cathode-ray 
tube L~O;.:-S the.t it :2.8 of tl1e orderof O.lnm (:Lor" 811 electron. 
accelere-tcC. througJ1 e p. d. of 100 vol ts) • trl118 is mr.ny 
oro.ere of magni tud_e smaller tJ:1pn the clin1ensions of t.he cethocle-
r,p.y tube or its components, 80 tnat the electron beom enCQun""" 
ters nothing in8ide the cBt!1ode-~.y tube 1<Jhic.h. could pOBsi"bly 
18 1.10\-,1 • •• e • 
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show up its !i'ravelike e spects. . To revee.l these 1'Te should 
have to 8.rraange for the electron beam to imp1np;e upon '8. 
structure v'i1ich does ha.ve the right specia.l feetures$ such 
8 s a Il period:tci tyll of the eD.me order of magn:ttude as the 
e lee tron ,(·rave leng thQ In genera.1, I,m ether or no t 'fIVe can not-
ice a particle' 8 "1'laviness U 1'r111 depend on its v.Jav(!lo~.Jngthll 
and tha.t is ctetermined by its mass and. i +'8 vel(")r~::ty. 
Teachers should o.isouse w~.~n -r;upil~ nULr;ricel examples of the 
. " 
"~avelengt:1S 01' ppY';';lu.J..l9s {from electrons to cricket 'balls) hav-
i ng kn01t'ln massies and vel.oci ties. 
Lest there should :18 9.1'1,/' P023ibi ;.~ ty of confusion, the 
question of the differences e.s well as t1"18 Slmile.ri ties be-
tween photons and electrons must also be Jiscu2sed (of our 
teechi~g objective (lv) in Section 10.1.1.)$ For the pupil's 
benefit, most of the pOints that have to be made are quite 
, 
simple, The electron has e. nonzero rest mass; the photon 
i 
has z~ro rest mass. The electron ca.rries a negative elec"", 
trio oharge; the photon ce.rrles none o (This pl"lovides us 
wi th a reacl..y experimentel meens of cI.i8tinguishing,ibet\~Teen 
electromagnetic fl.nd other fonns of radiation; the f'ormer'ls 
undeflected by electric and magnetic fields although) as Ein-
stein was the first·to point out, it may be and possibly is 
deflected by a gre.vi ta tional fi eld of sufficient strength.) 
In e. sense, this is a 11 wi thin the pupils' experience. 
Another point that he sho~ld be oapable of understanding, al-
.. 
though it vTill not be possible to offer him direct proof of 
it~ refers to the ~~ with photons can be crested (cf. PeS.SQC o 
1960, 1965 and Teachers 1 Resource Book and Guide, Part Four). 
Photons can be created by 8triking a m~toh or switching on a 
light, "t'jhereas the creation of~ electrons, protons, neu-
trons 01'\ other m8.terial "pe.rtlcles" of th.e microscopic 'Vi\~orld. 
needs large e..mounts of energy a.nd rather r:pecial cj~cumstences. 
/Further,. I)" ~ I) 
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Furth8r~ in l1 0 rclinnry 8ituetions" (the Po 8., SQ Co' 8 phrase) 
'the tote.1 number of electrons or protons is conservecl, 
t'lhere~s the number of photons in an enclosure nonte.inlng 
re,die.nt energy is not necessal"ily constant .... heating the v,re.lls 
che.nges the enolosed number of photon8~ 
(A further point for i"!le teacher l'")ather than his pUPils 
to note is thB.'G there :; ~ 8. difference bet'tveen the intrinsic 
pr:@.",A ~_dr mO::1en+Flt of the electron and tha.t of the photono 
.... 
The quant~rn number characterizing this property had the value 
:of one half for the electron and unity for the photon~) 
F 1 ~:'3.11y ~ the teacher 11il1 have to try to cOr1bine the 
particle-like t:,',Yld "iJ8ve-lilce aspects of the electron in a 
s1 ng le (Ie so ript:ll')n. To point 'the v\ra;j +:0 thin, he can refer 
to a hypothetical experiment in which electrons emitted from 
an elec tron gun pass through a. pair of pal"allel 811 ts in a, 
soreen and strike another "soreen" on the other side. The 
electrons reaching the further screen (listri bu te themselves 
on it in an interference pe,ttern of bright and ,cla.rk flfrin-
ges"; the separation of these fringes is correc~ay calculat-
ed using tle Broglie's formula for the wavelength' of a. particle. 
There is no tl1.eory tha,t can pr~dict vJ'here any gi ven electron 
\41111 go, but the "electron wave" theory correctly preo_1cts 
the probability of finding the electron in a given region of 
the screen; electrons are most likely to go to the centres 
of the br~ight fringes, and ~Tl11 not ~o at all to the centl"8S 
of tne clark ones. 
Sometimes an experiment like thi s 1s explain3d 1-;1 th the 
aid of such statements as If... 1-lE.11e patterns guic'te the par-
ticles to inteT'ferer.ce pa tterns n (Nuffield Guicte V). 
We would not 88.y that the statement is vJl1011y incorrect 
many would know' vTne.t 1s really meant by it - bu tit 1s eo sily 
misinterpreted. To the unsophi stice-teet it ",oula. suggest 
the.t electrons anct other microscopic enti ties are rea.lly 
/partlcles ••••• 
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particles (in tl1e ordin8ry sense) 8.~(1 retDtn their ldenti ty 
as such throur;hout the process of formation of interference 
patterns., As iole S8vT in Section 10 0 203, this lnterpretat:ton 
of quantum theory 1s difficult to 8ust2ino The "guiding 
wave" idea also gives the misleading impression that there 
really are 1·rav ... 6S which are someho",! separate from eJ p~t:rons 
or oth,er microscopic enti ties but vlhiCl'l di:r8ct t:~,L8e enti-
ti es ",here to go,> More r~·r;:'(.<;tly $ Ght i1'waves If represent 
.... 
e.n aspeot of '~he8v ej,l:"oi ~~l Be, in that our description of these 
entlties is incomplete 1rlithout them" Picturesque language 
such as is used in the ,":l,boV~ ''"\lUO-:-.<9d t,; ::"1.tement may help in the 
description of this experiment, but the '~e8,eher should if he 
uses it ,hasten to add tha.t there is res,11l "something about" 
each electron tha.t goes through both sli ts at once. On the 
other hand, when the electron is detected, it 1s deteoted 
1i11..Qk~ so that this particle .... like aspect of the electron is 
a lways there too 9 
'l11e teacher can next suggest that since el'ectrons and 
other microscopic entities have both IIpe.rticle-liltel! end flwave-
"l 
like" properties, they can be neither' partlcleal10r waves, 
Bu t in that OB.se one must be careful not to 9. ttri bute proper ...... 
'ties to the electron (sey) whic,h one C8,nnot be sure thaot it 
ree.l1y hasC! An electron, because of its l1eture, does not 
simultaneously have a well-defined position and momentum; 
therefore one is not enti~led to think of it as executing a 
.. 
definite orbit or path. Pic tUl"'Ae s shoi!11 ng elec tro 118 execu t:tng 
Circular or elliptical orbits around atomic nuclei are entirely 
fictitious - there is no experimental evidence which supports 
the idea of electronic orbits. Pup:tls may be prompted to 
comment here, rq'lhat about the electron pe.tJ1S in a f:l.ne-beam 
tube? if In reply, one can point out tl:lat the path of an elec-
tron beHm in a fine-beam tube is very coarse and ill-defined, 
Imicr68copicallY.e,o. 
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mlcroRcoplCGlly spenk:tnrl'l wberf~rn if ,',rE; Ouppof~e an electron 
to be exec'tJ_tlnE~ P Fell .... defined orbi t in cn etom, \',;8 arp ri 38UD1-' 
inf\ thvt et 8.ny instpnt both itn position [!.nd its momentum 
8re oeternined to a ver'y l1ig'1 order of precision, mA.ny or(lere 
of magnitude higher thRn that of these quantities for the 
electrons in the "beam lf of the fine-heBm tube. 
In an elef"tentr:'.('y F:'.·,..-..:;··:.nt of Have mechanics thHt 1s he El.V""· 
l1y .. .'r::ll.lfJ':;80 /..j~' the "disturbance theory" (cf. Section 10.2 0 5) $I 
... 
Bennet (1965, 1968) refers to "the inevitnole t~.nce:;.·tainty 
about the p2.tJ.1 follo,. .. Jed by an indlvidual photon" and remarks 
tl'l," ~ffIi\jr .D.. qine;le electron all \."e can state is the probe.bi ... 
11ty of its fa- . .lowing a given path. iJ Inasmuch as they sug~ 
gest that photo!.~s an6. electrons do :::OJ.:-:OVl PB.tt~8, these s"cate-
ments are misleading; the term IIpat11U would appear to have 
no meening fol'~ electrons end photons. That such statements 
can appeal"'! in 8. recently- (and carefully-) 1"ri tten elementary 
text is an indication of how easy it 1s to lrps9 into error 
when tryin[~ to express the 1deB 8 of quantum mechtlnic8 in 
simple terms, and it mU8t be a.ccepted that erl~orB like tl1is 
ere goine; to be made in the elemente.l~ teaching of' t.he sub-
jec~, at least to begin with. But aa~erence to the princip-
lee end facts outlined above ~an prevent the teacher from 
falling into grosser errors, and perseverance and willingness 
to grapple wi th t.hese chnllenglng ideas 1<-1111 surely bring 
their re1vard in the end.o 
10.3 TIl,e atom 8.no its nucleuo 
~ __ '-~~CM8 
10.301 In tro<1n c tio n 
~~Qi ~:o.Q 
It is fitting that the final section 
of a 8cll.001 syllabus in physics should be devoted to a study 
of' the properties of the [ltom and lts nucleus o Up to this 
pol:1t» ptlpils "::;111 not hove been officlally encouraged to"bc-
II 11eve in the existence of atoms and molecules. Some evidence, 
most of it qualitative, h~8 been presented in favour of the 
/existence., •• \I $ 
~: 
~ 
~ 
/ 
;;, 
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existence of these entities» and use has been made of them 
. in build.in~ model·s and theories to expL."lin various fee.tures 
of the behaviour of mettero Bu t fram J1ere Oni'Tfl rds p th e 
£..xitl~,p .. c..e" of atoms e.no. molecules must be taken for granted, 
and the emphasis is to be on the investie;ation of the struc-
ture of the atom and its nucleus tvi th t11e use of the tools 
of the physlct,::t. 
j{~en -::s s;;(/ "'vnat the existence of atoms is now to be 
.... 
caken for granted, ,"e do not mean that pt1p~18 e~.lou.~.cL nO\iJ bo 
.fl. ske,a. to acoept thi 8 e 8 a dogma o T1J.i s would lndee a. be e. sad 
l@..I."'\~e from ~·.?1e approach the.t has characterized the precedi ng 
8ect.~.on8. Tht point is tha.t the quantitative evidence for 
the .exi tite.Jl~ 0/ at OJ:it; come 8 ma).:11y .f:c., "11 ohemt stry; long be-
fore physicists measured atomic (or rather ionic) masses di-
rectly, ohem1 sts had been sucoessfully intel"pret1ng the re-
sults of tt1eil'l measurements in terms of the atomic hypothesis, 
using the additive property of mass, and had been able to 
drew up a table of so-cslled "atomic itleights" (relative atoa .. 
mi 0 rna s 8 e s ) " Alt110UfSh this evidence 'hras not e.bsol1.),tely con-
vi neing - it did not, for example, convince !vfach' and Oat11Tald 
-- 1 t was strongly' suggest! ve, 8 nd subsequent evidence obtaJ.ned 
by physlcists vras able to put.the issue ;)eyond dou'bt. \i!e do 
not thil'ik it is the business of the physics teacher to teach 
his pupils chemistry as part of a physics course, but we do 
feel that if the pupil has not had the opportunity of study-
.. 
ing the chemical evidence elsewhere , it should be me.de avail-
able to him, perhaps 1 n the form of a summary whic:l could be 
dupllcfJ.ted, distributed B.nd ma.de required reading~ 
The follo1-rlng order of presentation seems B rea.sonable 
one:-
(1) The mass of an atom; 
(1i) the size of an atom (preliminary discussion); 
(ili) tIle unstable, atom - rad10Hctivl ty, the nature of 
/x~8dia tions ••• ., . 
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radiations from unstable atoms and methods for studying these; 
(iv) tElA discovery of the atomic nucleus; 
(v) the strLlctur'e of thE!' atom; 
(vi) tl.1e structure of the nucleus (including the discovery 
of thA neu tron) ; 
('"'i1) tl1e bombe.rdll1ent of nuclei - nuclear~ reactions; 
(I/iii) miscellaneous related topic8, e.g. raa.ioi8otope8~ 
fundamental particles and cosmic ray8~ 
" 
This is not the only possIble te~tohing or!J~rl' but it has the 
meri t of being a logical development, ,\-111.11e at the same time 
it 1s likely to prove at least as UexcitingJl to ~eacncya a~1d 
pupil as any other order. 
10.3.2 The mass of an atom 
The cLirect determine. tion of atomic masses is of interest 
not only in itself but also because of what is revealed by 
the data obtained in this \~.y~ While average values of re-
1!$4 ...,""~ 
lBtive atomic masses can be determined 't-rith great e.ccuracy 
by chemic2.1 methods, it i 8 thp me 88-spectrographic determin-
ations of atomIc ma.sses which unmistel\:ably l"6veal t.he exfs'-
tence of isotopes and vlhich show that the bulk of an atom 1 s 
mass 1s associated with its positively-charged component. 
There is no need for a teacher to cb;1ell on t1.1e historical 
8. spec ts of t.tl e subj ee t e The pupil is already familiar 111 th 
the principles of the measurement of the ratlo of charge to 
.. 
rna 88 for the electron, and preci 861y tJJ.e same principles apply 
to the operation of mode:{'n mS8S spectrographs or spectrometers. 
Accord.ingly J.J o 'l'11omson's method of obtaining positive .... ray 
parabolas need not be discussed, nor is 1 t necessary to des-
cribe Aston J 8 origint'1.1 me.8S spectrograph. Warren (1965) 11.as· 
comple.ined that "Except in very advanced books it is rare to 
find any mention of'modern ln8tl"~l1nent8 such as the mass spec-
trometers pioneered by Nier bvl th theip ,,,,ide range of Applie8.tiona 
/ln 41 • <l •• 
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in pL1ysic8 anCi cl1emistry, 8.nd yet these instruments are no 
more difficult to underAtand than the older oneso n While 
we mlgJ:1.t c.gree th.st this 1s e. fair crl ticism of the presen-
tation of tJ:lis topic in s.n A-level syllabus, for 'Nhich thel-'e 
migt.lt be a C8 se for the inclu8ion of up-to-date tech.niques 
of mass spectrometry, ,.,e do not thin1\: that one need go as 
iCtr 8.8 this in tne course under considerEttion here. It is 
enour;h for pupils to J.tnow t1:1~ bAsic princifles of "'J:JF'~~:.~ cion 
of the mass spectrome"GE-?:t'll" and the8e can b r) cOflweniently ex-
plained vi th refel')ence to the instruments of Dempster or 
Be. inbrldge. The pupil interested in mor'e mOdb~"1. 11i~."'.Jrum,;~nts 
ce n be g:tven sui t8.ble material for reference. 
Since iL. ~.11 mai38 spectrometers OI' spectrographs one is 
actua~ly measuring the charge-to-maS8 ratio of positive 10ns, 
the pupil. should have some understanding of why particular 
values of the charge are chosen when the ionic masses are 
calculated. How do we know, for example, that when the 
·7 Cl'1l3.rge-to-mass ratio for hydrogen ions is 9, 58. x 10 a/kg, 
we must assume that the Charge on each ion 1s one electronic 
oharge and not two or more? What enables us to make slrr~ilar 
dec le10n8 vii th equal confidence in l~egar(l to other posl tive 
ions? An essential el~nlent in the background to 8uell de-
cisions is the belief that electrons are constituents of all 
mlltter, or at 8.ny rs.te of matter as He commonly encounter it. 
A t some sto.ge the eviden~e for thi s belief must be revie't.red 
.. 
for the pupil: the va lue of ~ i 8 the same for the "partlcles II 
emi tted photoelectrically fl'lom 8.11 sorts of metals. It is 
"11 th some confidenc e ~ then, thn tone ae.n e 8sert th8 t 1.Jhen an 
etom or a molecule is turned into a positive ion b~.r lORing 
some of its negative charge, it leses one or more electrons o 
Millikan1 s experiment supports the view that the process of 
ionization amounts to a 10s8 or gain of electrons. 
/Turnl ng ...... 
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Turninc to the hydrogen ion, we oen 88y that its chareB 
should be an inteeral mtiltlple of' the electronic cha~geo 
In Thomson's original experiments, he found that he obtained 
two values for.9.. for hydrop;en i031S - the ons quoted a'bove and 
m 
one equal to exactly he.lf t"1.1s value .. He interpreted the 
former value 8,S corresponding to a hydrogen atom that had 
:J.~ at an electron, and the latter as Correspondi n~ to e. 
If singly-ionized ll hydrogen .!Tlo}.EtQ~~ Support for ~n8~~ intdr-
.... 
prete.tions comes from otller evide~lcee ~ fOA'" ttle 11ydrop;;en 
ions 't-rhic.h take part in electrolysi s is also 9'1) 58 x 107 a/kg, 
and the context in \vhich this res111 t is obta.1nt;·~ SUg6~Btb 
that the hydrogen ions which take part in electrolysie ere 
lonizc~: J:1y0.rc~:~8n .8,to.:iflo Thomson (iid not find any indicfitlon 
of va~ues of ~ for 11ydrogen equp,l to ti'rice 9.58 x 107 C/kg, 
which ,,,ould have corresponded to a nydrogen ~ carrying 
dou ble tJJ.e chal'1ge of the ione observed in elec trolysiso 
On these grounds it-VIlas reB-sonable to suppose that an ionized 
nydrogen atom had lost one electron, and might.lndeed have 
only one electron to lose~ (Th ese facts are luoid.ly discus-
. . 
sed by Rogers (1960).) The value of the mass of an ionlzed 
hydrogen atom could tnen be calculated on the assumption that 
it carried a c.t1a.rge equal to tl1e electronic cha.rge; t111s 
-':'.7 yields a vB-lue of the mass equa.l to 1067 x 10"" kg~ (There 
1s independent el~dence that this result is correct; if one 
uses 8 valuE' of Avogac1rol~s number obtained from "kinetic 
theory n measurements) one can combIne this wi t.n the mass of 
a gram-atom of hydrogen to find the mHS8 of B. l1ydrogen storno 
The answer agrees with tnat obtained from mass spectrometry 
to wi thin the limi ts of experiment81 error,) 
Tne result for hydrogen :tI'l1T'l(~cU.atelY esta.bl:lshes that much 
the greater part of the rn8.SS of an atom is associated ",1 th 
its Positively-charged portion. It elso makes the task much 
easier of interpreting the results for the ions of heavier 
elements, since the !!:!!!,!;£ne rele,tive atomic masses of the 
/elements ••. ,l. 
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elements are known from chem18tryo 
Fi nally, the rnn s s-- epec t:r'ometric evidenc e for the. exi 8"':' 
tence of isotopes should be d18cu.~8ed:t using neon 8.nd/or 
chlorine as example8~ and the pup11s w attention drawn to the 
fect that i:.rhen 'tve o.11ow 1'01') the existence of isotopes Bnd 
compute relative atomic masses e.ccord:lng1y,l all atoms have 
relative m2_sses ths.t are very nearly bli.~J ne';.'8r f·>l ... ('tly (\~:t th 
the exception of 120 !) equal J'(' in1-:;'::'Grs}. '"dultiples of the 
" 
":-t.'mic F,3SS '/:.lit". i}-... s 'tea'cher can, in di scu8sing this 
ls_tter fact 't-1i th 'PUpiJ..s~conRider its implic8 tions for atomic 
structure anc1 hj~nt thh+' mo:;.~~ light 'T;;r~ 11 be shea. on it later~ 
10.3.3 The 8wi~~E;...9.f en aton.! 
Talking of t11e "size II of en atom raises an important 
question: hO,\'l exactly does one define the s1ze of fin atom? 
It 1s prudent to 'Vmrn pupils about this d1ffj.culty ~,nd sug .... 
I 
ge$t to them that they will d.i soover la ter tha t e toms do not 
really have well-defined boundaries. But for the present 
it vlill be useful for them to see that 1'lith date. all~ead.y e.t 
their dispose.l, they can make a tolerably precise: estlmat~ of.' 
the volume occupied by an atom ~len it is part of an element 
in the solid state. For example, the aver~ge volume occupied 
by a gold atom oan be calculated from the mass of a hydrogen 
atom (know'n from mass-spectrograph measurements), the relative 
atomic masses of hydro~en and fold (" atomic weights") and the 
density of gold in the solid state. If one then imagines 
for the sake of simplici ty that e8.ch atom is si tting in a 
cub:tce.l box of this volume, and that the 8toms t1.re like 11 ttle 
balls just fitting into these boxes, one O8.n easily cS.lcule.te 
the "(liameter lf of an e tom. Pupils can be referred to their 
earlier rne[-lBUrements on the e~:~tlma te of molecular B1.2.8; and 
to the fact that the spacing of atoms in crystals can be meas-
ured by using X .... l'·ay 8 of knolvn "re.velenr;th; the la tter spe.c lng 
is in e.ccorc1ance wi th the celculated figure of the atomic 
dIameter" 
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Can one .D.£,Q fttoms(j Photographs of a toms taken 1'li th a 
field-ion rnicroDcope should be '8hol,:n to pupils to illustrate 
that in n sense, atoms can be "seen", and that the feature-
less 11 ttle blobs thet ~.ppear in these photogra.phs tell us 
nothing e.bout t11e .§.tJ:1.lctp.r~ of the atOTIle To disoover more 
about the latter, other, less direct method.s -v.rl11 hBve to be 
resortecl to. 
10 ~ 3 ~ 4 1'}~~ .. Y·..n~.~P~~ }' .. I:Or: .... 
There 8.re ti,.·:V ma.in reaBons for including some account of 
radioactivity in 8. course of this l:ind - the intrinsic inter-
est of tl1.8 subject and 'G.l~e f~H;t tllat o('l'~B.in radioectiv'e atoms 
emi t radie. "Gions w'hich can be used to pro'~~s a ;.oms. The 1.n-
trinsic interest of the subject is considerable, but there 
would ~ot be time to develop it in a thorough, systematic 
fashion in this course. The stano_ard way of demonstrating 
th~. t there are three categories of re.di8.tion from na turally 
radioactive substances 1s to plot absorption curves using 
some suitable detector for the radiation. In prlnciple, 
ther1e can be no ob,j ection to introducing radioaoti ve l~adl,?-­
tions in this it18.y, but, as the Nuffield Guide (V) urges, 
fI~J'e shoulcl not l8.bour [this] study". A carefully-conducted 
experiment shovring tl1e rl:tRcontinui ties in the a.bsorption 
curve would te.ke some time for teacher e.i1d pupils to carry 
out; this 'h·oulcl be acceptable if the teB-cher had a particu-
lar liking for the e:xper:lm~nt an(l could communlcate his en-
thusiB ern to b.is pupils, bu t not otherwise. ~-n1a t 1 s requi r~ed 
i 8 to sh011{ the pupils a 8 quickly as possible the. t there a~re 
u q: SCI It 1.1 
three distinct types of radioactive radiations and to acquaint 
them wi th the me.in chpracteristlcE-'. of each~ A 'tva.y to do thi s 
1s to use pure alpha-) bete- and ge.mmfl.-ray sources to show' 
some of the distinguishing features of each. Alpha partial'es 
.oen be "deteoted" by a "spark counter" (see below') and by a. 
/G-M ••••• 
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G-'M tube \'Ti th a sui t8bly thin end vlinclovi; they ioniz.e heaV'-
11y, produclnr\. readily visible tr8cl(8 In H cloud. chamber~ and 
Bre able to proctuce sufficient ions in the vicini ty of p n 
electroscope to discharge it if the source is held 8ufflcient-
ly ne~r. They are epsily stopped, having a range of only a 
fe't." em in air at So T. p., fll"ld being un8.ble to penetr8te a piece 
of ppper of or·,.Lina~ ... y t 1:j",:'}:i18SS" 11.11 thls can be demonstl""ated 
v·J~ t~). :,ompr,,:-8 to).~.' 8 ea 8P. One would like also to be able to 
" 
demonstrate directly the.t a1r:he.-rnjTs ce.rry a c:large or ind0ed 
that they 118.Ve a m~.8ur8ble charge-to-mflS8 l"latio. Unfort-u ..... 
nc~ -<~01y, vey.~y strong magnetic fields ~1re required. to produce 
aPPJ:'eciable (In.-leotion of alpha- Urays Ii ~ which maKes such de-
monstrations fOJ)blda.lngly cliff::''..:ult i~ a. 8ch001 laboratory. 
It 1s easily 811011',n that the radiation from a pure beta source 
1s at once more penetrating and less strongly ionizing ti1an 
plpha- "rays II e (It is not invariably tne case that beta-
U1"'18.Y9 11 are more penetret:1.ng; as 11arren (1965) points out~ 
the lenst energetic beta-Itra.ys" are less penet;rHting even 
than elpha- ll rays".) B6ta- lJ rays" are ree.dily deflected by 
magnetic fields of moclerate strength (e"g. the field of a.' 
8trone~ portable permanent magnet), as can be shown by fixing 
e. pure beta source at one end of a glasB tube, pIecing the 
""indOvJ" of a G-l-i tube at ti1e other end and holding e, strong 
magnet at right B.nglee to the beam (cf Lev·tis 1964) 41 'rhe 
count rate of the G-M tube is reduced almost to zero, sugges-
ting that the beta .... rays tlY'e in fact chargeel particles. 
Repeating thi~ experiment with R gamma-ray source will show 
that the application of the mAgnetiC field does not affect 
tl)9 counting rD.te in the slightest: the teech8r could assure 
pupils that inCre8.8in~ the strenp;th of tne magnetic field. 
",ould mak.e no cJifference to the .. "1::esult,9 so that \'Jhatever 
gamma- radiation might be, it is not composed of charged 
pe J'Itl cle Be The fact tllat gammt3.-reys are, in general, more 
penetr8tlng than beta-rays is easy to demonstrate" 
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There is a celebrated dla~ram used in nearly all ele-
mentary textbooks .to illustrf:lte the Deture of &lpha ..... ~ beta .... 
8 n d gamma .... ray s e It shows the three kinds of radiation emer-
ging from a hole in plead. ve8sel containing radium; a un! ..... 
form magnetic fi eld i 8 eppl1 ed 8 t rig11t a.nr;les to the pl~ne 
o-P thp pS1Jer ~ and the gemm8-rays ere shOvin undpflec ted, the 
oeta.-reys strongly deflected to one side 8n(1 alpha-rays 
slightly deflected to tne other o Thls ell g,gram "t\TS.J 1'.'1. yost 
used in 1903 by lJfadame Curif..~ enc1 shortly r. :tel-$liarsds repro--
duced by Ru t.herford in his early book on rJadio.activi ty <Ruth-
erford 1905)" His example has been followed b~ couz~less 
writers on tne subject, including tJ1e a.uthors of a textbool~ 
on physical 8\..~.;'ence published in SoutJ:l Africa. in 1965 (Prins .... 
100 et~ al 1965). Unfortunately, ma.ny users of tl1is diagram 
have failed to take proper note of a cau tlonary remark by 
Ru tnerford: "T.t'1e amount of the devia.tion of the alpha-rays 
compared wi ttl that of the bete .... rays is much' exaggerated in 
the figure. U If tn18 diagrem is shOvln to pupils, th1. S C8D. t-
ion should be borne in mind. There is another r~8pect in 
whicl:1. tl1.i 8 diagrem can prove mislea.di ng~ .As Warren (1965) 
nas pointed out, nIt certainly 8ucceecle in impre8sin~ many 
r<·::··: . 
~ . 
I:: 
i.' 
students with the wrong idea that all radioactive materials ~. 
emit these t1.1ree kinds of rays" This vTrong la_l?e is 1n fa.ct 
sometimes explicitly taught." (\Alarren' 8 (1965) book g1 ves 
a convenient 8tUnme.l"Y of 'the releyant "1"ig11t ideas II, ) 
.. 
For the purposes of the present course, pupils need know 
11 ttle more about tne pI~ope:C"tie8 of alpJ:18-, bete.- and gamma-
radiation than will already have been established in the de-
rnonstrations mentioned above. o f COUl:.~8e) they rous L know' tne 
1denti ty of the tnree types of :tte.d.lation l and this is some-
thing that experiments in D. 8011.001 labore.tory cannot establish 
wi th finali ty. Hi8torioally~ the identity of 
/wa.s • ., ,. •• 
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we 8 estnblis.t1ed by a sequence of experiment8 in which the 
Che.rge-to-me 88 ratio of 'alpha particles ~.ra8 S!10wn· to be the. t 
of doubl;y-ionized helium 8tor'18~ t.he CJ1.Brge on a know'n number 
of alptlt-i particles was me88ured and found to yield an everage 
value of the charge on the alpha. particle of about twice the 
electronic c.nerge,ll end fln811yl' in Rutherford's and Royd~ s 
f~moue experiment, it was shown by spectroscopic examination 
of the gas formed by accumulated alphA. pBrticles~ ~/.1p c GL~leS('" 
.... 
particles must indeed be ~oubly-10nized hC~~~~ a~om8~ There 
is e. film of t.ne lest-ment:tonpd experiment vihich Le'tAlis (1964) 
recommends 8tlovJing; we would suggest, h01vever ~ the~· -:;hl b nee::. 
not receive 111gb. priori ty. The Nuffield Guide (V) rc..'commends 
instec2 th.!~:t; '~upils ntudy e photograph of the cloud-cha,mber 
tracks produced by alpha particles in wet helium (e.g. the 
famous set of photogre.phs obtained by Blackett and repro-duced 
in Rogers (1960) a.nd e1 sewhere) ~ since lf th.e righ t photogl"aph 
is used it ~vill show the result of a collision bet1':een an 
alpha-particle e.nd e helium atom. The tracks, of the particles 
after collision are similar in appeal'lance and are at rig11t 
angles to each other. I t should be easy for ptipils to con-
vince themselves that this mee.ns t11B.t the colliding pe.x·ticles 
have equa.l maS8; the ell?: stic collision. bet"VIreen a mov1ng pal"'t-
tlcle flnd a stationary one of equal mass 1s epsily analysed 
in terms of oonservation of energy and momentum to show that 
the veloai ties of the particles after collision B.re at right 
anrles to each other, and this conclusion CAn be shown to be 
true for dry ice pucks on a t8ble or for equel steel bells 
Btl spAne-led fro!Tl ver,Y lone pendulums (of Rogers 1960) 0 \'Ie 
agree 1'/1 th t11e ~luffield GuidA (V) tha.t Ifi t is bp,tte!" to sl10w 
the right-D.ngle fork 8nd relegete the spectrum [Rutherford's 
and Roydsls J experiment to historical or A-level studies. ij 
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The intex~ested. pupil can alit/ays be referred to textbook accounts 
t' f .~. 
f~ 
'\ t~. 
I) 
of the la tter experiment, t'lhich i 8 entirely straightforward 
in principle. 
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'1'118 lc1entl ty of beta~ Rnd gamma-rRYs is not a matter of 
me.jor consequence. for 'Ttlhet remBins of the cour8e,' 80 'thst it 
does not mRtter if tnp establishment of this identity is done 
largely by 8.ssertion Q The pupll kn01'18 alreedy tl1a t bptH-
reys ere readily deflected by ml:lgnetlc fields, nnd th8t ge.rnma-
~Py8 ere not affected by such fields. To complete the pic-
ture he can be told thet bets-reys are fast electrons and 
g8mm~.-rayg are 11igh-frequency electrom8.r;ne~:i.c rR.('l~ . .:'t~:("Il; a'S 
evidence of the former statement} li1eH8Ure~j1Jnt.o or' the eharse-
to-mass rfl.tio of beta ..... particles C8.n be mentioned .- at tni:e 
stage it is not necessary to d'Vlell on the V'ar1~., ~ton l...:)' uY.i'·::S8f~ 
wi t.h veloci ty - and as evidence of the latter, it can be 
point(-;c.l au t ·~t~qt garil~na-reys eXhibl t essentially the same PI'O-
pertie~s 8.S vle associate 1!t}'i tll electromagnetic r'adlation: fOl" 
lO"Ter frequency gamma-rs.ys 1 t is possible to measure tneir 
~Te.velength8 directly by tne techniques of X-ray diffraction, 
tLle speed of tr8.vel of gamme.-ray's has been mea 8ured and found 
to be equal to tnB.t of ligl:1 t t. gamme.-re.ys are polarized 8.ncl can 
give rise to the photoelectric effect, etc. Tl'lG' fe.ct ttlB.t 
all these radie.tions stem from the nucleus. should not be em-
phasized as yet, slnce the eXistence of the atomic nucleus 
he s yet to be clemon8 tra ted. 
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The pupil should not be lef't 'illi tl10Ut some understancl1ng l, 
~~,\~ 
of the principles of operation of t11e detectinp, devices of ~:;, 
whlc.h so mU!1h use .I1B8 to be mede in this section. He 1'1813 e.1-
ready met tn.e cloud chamber in the junior years, but the ion-
iza tlon chamber and the G-Htube B.re nevI to him ana. some ex-
planation should be given of ho'tv they 1-{ork. 'l'he 1011i za tl 0 n 
chamber raises no difficulties of understanding; the G-M 
tube is muon more complex, but tt £':imple account ce.n be given 
of tJ:1.e ini tia tion of an 8.valanC.l:le discharge in it by the en try 
of an ioni zl ng particle into the tur-e. The action of e. 
scaler attachecl to tne G-M tube to count its output pulses 
~'.: . 
,', ~ ':. 
" ~; 
i' 
need not be explained; tne sceler is simply B convenient form ;.~ 
jof.fle •• 
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of pulse counter, fino the f~ct tJln.t it is p:pnuinely counting 
the pulseD from theG-J.1: tubp or 1'1 be n1po.e plBu8'i ble if tnp out",,· 
put from the tube is D1so connected to a louctRpenker., 
Then th'e occurrence of "clicks'l cen be seen to be 8Bfloclp-.te(1 
wi th successive counts of the 8cpler" 
Prof. Eric ROpel"'B has a.ev:l~ed a simple but highly ef'fec-
t':ve tee.ching sequence for lntro(lucing the action of devices 
like G-}f tubes v.~.1ich can record the passage of 5.nd4.vj rj,,·'; ... l 
.... 
p8 rticleD. III this, PUI.'.11s ere ~,uccfs8j:"rl"~~J .shr,t'ln a :'sDlt· 
counter li ~a "match counterH and a n spark counter~l", D:etej.le 
ere p,iven in the Nuffield Guide (V)& 
Ti1.e exponentie 1 decRY of the l~aaia.tion from a gi''''' en 
sourC2 shoul-; in our opinion, be rege-rded as a P08sible 
"optional extension II of the course rather the.n e.s essential 
to 1 t. Oertainly the story of radioactivity is. not complete 
vIi thout an lnvestigetion of this aspect, but the pupil who 
has follolled t1:18t story up to this point is reBdy to grasp 
the UBe of aJ.pha-particles to probe atoms, end this, 8.S itle 
have suggestecl, is the primer"y Rim of his study "lof rodio~c-
tl vi ty. ~ire would agree 1~Ti th the recommendetion of the "l ~Tuf-
fl eld course the t IlpupilA 8hould, i f possible, 'VtTB tch FJ coun-
tel'" recorcling the decoy ~)f e reFl.l 8ubstence II (Nuff1.elcl Guide 
V); the Nuffield authors recommend the use of protoactinium 
\ 
(J1.alf life uf about e minute) for this purpoBe, as it oen 
easily be separated from uranium by extredtion with an organic 
solvent. 
lO.3 e 5 !.he, di,scovery of the 8tom1c nucleus 
TJ:1e present section of the syllfl.bu8 is one of the least 
amenable to presentttlon by means of selected demonstrations 
e.nd C10RS experiment8. At pre~ent, the cost of the necessary 
apparatus meke8 it 1mposfJi ble to arrange for the classic ex-
peri!l1ents on alpha-particle 8c8tter'ine; to be performed. in the 
I school ••••• 
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8e11.001 III bor~ tory. Lpwis (19R4) hos expre~8ed thp hopp that 
the developmpnt of silicon diod~ ~ptector~ ~il1 chAnpp this 
R1tu~tion, but nt thp timp of writinc this hope hRS not yet 
be0n fulfillec1 e The present writer once psked e claRR of 
u ni v prf.~ i ty student 8, "H ow (10 you kno"\·! tl1 e e tom hp 8 a nue lou s? Ii' 
The f1rF5t anSi'terl "VTA 8 promptly gi ven: "Becpuse you told UB. H 
Strictly spe8king, the ens1\Ter \v"e.8 incorrect - the lecturer 
had not previously ~A8erted anything pbou~ thp etr~ ~0 theec 
ctudents - but the stJ.derlt hrd m(:JJ.e h.lS r:'~n·._~ There is a 
serious danger of one's teaching of atomic and nucle2:r physics 
taking the form of "Believe it or not fl , or rat~\,?r 1l}·:\lie~;-9 
th 1s or 818 e. • ~ ". The teacher fanes the problem of trying 
to me~~~; the ,-':toni81"ling fects of t11e subject 80und convincing 
~ri thout being able to bolster up his 8.rguments vll th (lemonstra-
tiona of the crucial experiments. He cen solve this problem 
e t least partly by conEttantly eppeallng to physical principles 
and by liber8l1y illu8trf-ltinr: nis les80ns on the topic i,\ri th 
x~eproc1.uction8 of cloud Bnd butble che-mber photogrpphs ~ photo-
grv.phs of appnretus and other sui t8ble mBterial, In this Hay 
he cen at lep-st give the pupil the feeling that if ~. "rere 
eaked to prove that the atom hAd a nucleus and given thp fac-
ili ties "rl th 1'!:1ic:h to do i t p he 1V"ould knoiAJ which expflT'iments 
to perform and how to reRAon from the date obtained. 
At this st8ge in his invpstigat10n of the atom, 'the pupil 
has seen no evidence for Any particular kind of atomic etruc-
ture~ 1, e~ any rarticuler arrangement of electl'"~ons D.nd pOAi-
ti vely-charged matter 'A'l. thj.n the 8. tom. Pupils can be in-
vited to sucgest possible mode18 of the atom that are conois-
tent toli th "(,.rhtt they know about i t ~ This mipht st~lke them 
POS 80meiJ1!at 2rtificiBl - lI everyone kno""vs the [':torn 1128 a nu-
cleus u ..... but it 'Hill do them no harm to be reminded of the 
need always to i?sk vlhere the eviden~e ls. We do not 8uRgest 
that much time need be spent on such preliMinaries; m1at is 
more import£? nt is thnt pupi18 should. r8pidly be introduced to 
the 1n€'thods by ihicl-J thp fltom cpn b€' probed, flnel in portlcular / 
Ito. e " •• 
.. , 
" .f-,j,.; l~,' ~---:' 
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to the elph8.-partlcle ~c~tterlng experiment[~ lnitiBt~d. by 
'1u tl1erforcJ ... .There is certp:tnly much to be 88icl for Rtickinp; 
close to history herpo Eu t 1 erforCl ~ s (or, s tri c tly speeki ng, 
Geiger's end Fersden 5 8) E'xperlrnents w'ere of B classic 81m-
pllcity end elegance in principle and design, and are corres-
pondingly simple to describe And discuss. They are also well-
documented. (e:;,'jellcflt h:.I~tJrical accoun.ts by Romer (1961) and 
l\nd'r,s~d (J.;:'35) &:-e aV811sble)>> end something like a II s tanderd 
.... 
analogy·1f for alpha-particle scattering hHS bee:.l eV01't!E:d an'i 
'is nOviT 1"J"Tidely used in teaching (see belo1-l) ~ 
On~ C8": lntroc1uce the fllpha .... scattering experiments by 
dr8i,;-lng e.ttent..:.on to the fact that 81ph8. end beta particles 
are able to pen~ trste very thin foils, qhowinf~ th~t the 8.toms 
themselves must be "transparent". The question now erises 
as to ~rhetheJ' this "trsnsp8rency" results from the etoms con-
siRtlng 18.rgely of I1soft" mattAr or of empty spa.oe. This 
~le8 the question that 1'188 dE:'cisively ansv.Tered by the elphe.-
e~9ttering experiments carried out under Rutherfordcs direc-
tion Rt the University of MpnchARter o The pri nq/iple of these 
experiments can be expleined 1,r1 th the aia. of one 01' oth€'~'·; 
simple D nalogy. The " s tsnc1erd e.nalogy II mentioned above 
(Cf. PeS.S.C~ 1960, 1965, Ro~er8 1960, ~fuffield GUide V) is 
of the use of bullets fired into 9. bale of hay in order to 
find the position and size of lumps of metel concealed in 
the J:1s.y. Tho se bullets whicI1 scored direc t .1:11 ts on the hid-
den lUr:1ps vlould bounce off B nd emerge from the bale e.t var'lous 
a ngles to their direc tion of incidence. Hea 8urer:!ents on the 
pe th 8 of these bullets could be u sed to o.eclu ce the posi tion 
of the hidden targets. If suffiCiently meny bU.llets were 
fired into the hey in the nei~hbourhood of anyone of these 
deduced posltions, the pettern formecl by thp scattered bul1\~ts 
would give inform8tion ahout thp shape of the hidden target. 
Anotner instructive en810gy i8 th.et suggested by Ashford 
/ ( 1 9 60 , • • " • e 
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( 19 f) 0 J 1967). A contrA~tor is ~lven a certpin pmount of metal 
from I'Thicl1 to meke p t-re.l1 of pi vpn cl:t:-nen[dons o Hf! c~ n mnl\:8 
the lvall in the form of ei ther p 1'18 t nomop:eneous shpet of 
metal o~ of e wire fence, If the finished ~rticle is cov-
ered in v.ra IlpaperJ) h01v could one fi nO. out '\Arhfl t the contrHctor 
has done without removing the paper? One could fire rifle 
~r:·.Allet8 at tne 1,>;"all end note i,."he.t happened~ If the '~18.11 con-
8i sted of thin sheet metal, all bullets would pass thr'f'V0h 
undevleted ana. 1':1 t,'~ sli8ht 1,i88 0; sper;;"l.. · .. ·::r ~::h2 't~(.11 ",ere 
in the form of .9 fence, however, 8 small fraction ,of 'the bul-
lets l~oulc1 be reflec ted off the thick 't·ri res a.nrl. uncl0rf;o de-
flections in Con£2quence. 
~n 1908 Rutherford suggested to a junior colleegue~ Hans 
Geiger, that a young reReerch student, Ernest Harsden$ etl.auld 
see whetJ:ler some of the alpha-particles used to bomba:rd thin 
foils could be turned round through large angles. (Ru tnel"ford 
diel 80 i'lit J:10ut 8.pP8rp.ntly having any reBl conviction that e.ny 
would be. ) The alphD-perticles T;,lere to be U 8!?d R 8 the I1bul-. 
lets" intended to probe the atomic "hayti. The sE-'lection of 
alpha.-pa,rticles from polonium as tl1e bullets 1'188,' promptee., by 
their high kinetic energy, their comperat1 ve ease of ooser·va .... 
bl11ty and the fact that 't'lhile they penetrated matter to some 
extent~ they did not penetrate it so well that they simply 
went straight through under ell circumstances. 
Before proceeding to a description of the results of 
these experiments, the teAcher should draw attention to the 
results a~reedy obtained by Geiger in experiments on the pas-
sage of alpha-partioles througl1 thin metal foils. Ge:i.ger 
had ShO~1Tl~l tttBt in general these pertlcles could be o.evie.ted 
throuph smell angles, the deviation being grerter the thicker 
th? foil" This could be explained on the assumption thBt an 
alpha-partic1e passing thr~ougl1 the foil underp,oes 8. le.rp,e 
number of very small chance deflections in r~ndom directions. 
I The •• II •• 
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The foil is e large number of atomic dis.meters thlcl~~ 88 can 
be shown by 8 simple'calculation o Thus Geiger's experi~entB 
had establis!1ed tJ1et alpha-particles could P88S through l1un~-
reds or even thousBnds of atoms without apprecisble deflection 
of their patt18 • 
. 
It is important also ~9r the teacher to know of the se-
quence of even"c8 follo~·,i:Lg Ruthp.rford t 9 above-mentioned. RUg-
p28t1~n to ~e~~e~ and MprRden~ since tnis ~8n guide him in 
nis ,apr;~8ch to hiE? pupils, In their ini ti8.1 exper:!.mente, 
Geiger and Mareden (1909) found that a few of the incident 
all-'~'d.-p[<rtic,~.'"'ls ~ cleflectea. throuR;h lerge rngles; flbout 
1 irl 20,000 W€\'(':l turned through en aver8ge angle of 90 0 , and 
a very few' of t1J? pe.rticles were turnec thrOUeJ1 angles of 
1500 Qr even more. Rutherford has recorded 11is utter ama.ze-
ment at tJ1is news: lilt was qUite the most incredible event 
tJ.1a t he.d. ever happened to me in my life. It 1va.S almost a.9 
incredible as if you fired a 15-1nch shell at a piece of tis-
sue psper e ncl it ca.me back e no. hi t you If (Andrade 1965). 
81 nee t11e average present-day pupil alre2dy "knows the 8.ns't-ler lJ , 
"l 
it will be impossible for tne teacher to create in him the 
sense of wonder that Rutherford and his colleagues experien-
oed.; but the teacher should ·bp able to convince such e. pupil 
tl1nt if the 8tom d.id consist of ~ pudding of positive charge 
in 1,,;111011 electrons v.Tere embedded, then the ,\.v-ide-angle Bc~.tter­
lng of alpha-particles 1!3 not merely dj.fficult but 1mposslble 
to explain o 
Having i.lad one or ot.her of the e.ppropriHte an9.logies fOl" 
alpha-scattering desoribed to him, the pupil will be reedy 
to interpret the results of Geiger and Marsden (pnd the nppear-
ence of t11e tracks in suitable cloud-c.b.B.1nber photogr;1phs) a~ 
indicating tha.t B.toms do not consist of "soft matter" but 
have hard cores instead o This is excellent as far as it 
goes, bu t the teacher should. make it clear tha t the matter 
1s Bubtler than this. It iiB8 not until e8.rly :tn 1911 (10 eo 
/more • ., IJ " e 
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more tt1an e. year nfter t~:i.e performpnce of the 1 ni tiel experi .... 
. mente of Geiger [-lnd ":~f)rsden) tl1pt Rutherford vlPS a"ble to· tell 
Geiger t.hot he fI}cne,." whe t the B.tom looked 111{e 1/. He hed 
t11en worked out the theory of the scattering of alph8-parti-
cles by concentrations of poel ti 'Ie cl:1arge in the e.toffio 
This v-lB.s published in clue ~ourse (Rutherford 1911) 0 Geiger 
And Marsden then set e~,~~ v~rlfying this theory in detail. 
~Il~~ were dbJ2 to show tnBt Rutherfordts formule relptlng the , 
proport:ion of r!.lph~-pnrti cles 8cpttered tn ~ gi verl direct:t.)n 
to thp anGle of scatt~ring fitted their re~ult8 1'1,Tithin the 
1:';', ~:, ts :')f 6'2'.--,:;ez'imen tfll E?rl'lo:r; in effect, they h8.d confirmed 
the cO!lrectne ~.(~ of Rutherfox~d' s hypothesis of a nuc1eer &tolil 
(Gelger' 8.nd Mar~den .L913). B\.~\;f)U se :)-:? the GI)mplexi ty of the 
der1~atlon of Rutherford' 8 formula (and indeed of the formultl 
itself') J pupils cannot be conducted along all the steps of 
tl1is argument .. But it is necessary to point out to them 
tna t the a.eduction of the existence of the atomic nucleus 
does not depend only on the quelltatlve observation that some 
alpho.-pnrticles inoident on mett?ll foils are scat'tered through 
very large angles\) To guide them along Hut.herford' s l1'ne of 
thought, they can be shown B simple qualitative experiment in 
electrostatics (of Lewis 1964). A small pith bnll casted 
wi tl1 equ8.ctap; hc~ ngs from thp top of a retort 8tand by t1 n 1n-
BulB. tlng thread, A smnll metal ball mounted on an lnsulat-
lng stand is plRced verticelly below the point of support of 
. . 
. 
tl1e tl1read, metHl ball end pith ball be:tng at the ~amfJ height. 
The b811s are given F.l likA electrical chargp., one! tte pi th 
ball 1s drawn to one side and released o I t ~li 11 be found 
th~t tne trejectory of the pith bnll about the stationery 
metal ball is approximt~ tely J.1yper'bolic. The apparatus oen 
tnu8 be used to give a qua11tetlve idea of what happens when 
a moving charged. partie] e passes nee.r a stationary one; in J 
particular, it ShOTI'!S tl1e influence on the tl"lajectory of the 
moving baIlor' the value of t118 flimpact pa.rameter~ i. e. the 
/perpendlculRr .•••• 
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perpendiculpr di Frtpnce bet\veen t11P. ini tiaJ. line of motion of 
the centre of the b~11 ~nd tnp cpntre of the stetionery ball. 
T11e smeller the impAct p~rameter~ the bigger the flngle of 
deflection of the direction of thp movinr ball. 
As we hove alre~dy ment1on0d~ the deriv~tlon of Rtlther-
ford 6 A formula is complex; it is impossible to give it in 
a school course .. o n t'~JJJ other hA nd'}l th e be 81 fl of the deri-
V'A"';~ ... ·:-1 :t8 '~iery B:lmple; the nAcessRry phYRt'1-191 princ4..r1es e:T"e 
just the la~Is of particle mechnnics and Coulomb' 8 Lavy. Tbis 
should be stressed. by the tea.cher; ~Jnc1 by vley of achieving 
an 0·~cep\:stblt~ ~ompromlse bet'1reen no theory et all 8.nd the 
full theory, hE.~~Bn nres&nt pupils tvj, th a table sJ:1.owlng 110v" 
Gelger' e B.nd Marf<1en a 8 results fi tted in 'wi tIl Rutherford 0 s 
formul~. " This course is recommended by tne Nuffield Guide 
(V), in 1')11.1C11. the eppropria t8 teble is reproduced" We think 
the recommend_ation w'ell tA}'orth follovving, since it reduces by 
a considerable factor tl1e amount of matel"lal the pupil has to 
take on trust" He sees some data and cen cheok, for 111mself 
the c8.1culctions 1,!hich test ~"ht?ther or not the data fi t tl:1e 
..., , 
formulfl o The p. S. 8. C. have me,de e film on.: "The Ru therford 
A tom" VlT11ic1.1 could l)p used 1\'1 th gree. t benefi tin the te8chlng 
of this section~ 
In his de1"'lvptlon of his scattering formula, Ruthprford 
(1911) assumed tl:1at e[.!ch inciclent e,lpha p~rticle would be 
scattered once only. Th~8 gives rise to thp prediction that 
th~ number of particles sC8ttered per u~tt time at a given' 
angle and arriving on a given small eree of the detector must 
be proportional to the thickness of the scattel"'ing foil .. 
Geiger and Mar6den (1913) investigated this prediction in de~ 
tail end showed it to be correct, provided the thickness of 
the scattering foil was not too large. I n their earlier re-
sea:r'ch, Geiger ana. 1;~arsden (1909) hac1 shown that the number 
of alpha. particles soe.ttered back~t8.rds from tl:18 target in-
oreased wit~ increRsl~B thickness of target and then became 
/ st er. dy , ••••• 
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ste~dy, t~~reby estnbl1Rhinp thp importnnt rPBult th8t t~lB 
II re flection ["'las] not [l surfpce but 0 volume effectll. 
Elementary accounts of Rutherford scattering often omit 
reference to this m~ttpr, but it should definitely be men-
ti onedo Pupils should be mede aware of the p08sibility that 
the effect coulr. :~~BV(- bee:} d "surface" one, Bnd of ho~" this 
po 8 sib i J 1. t yeo u; d 1; (-i 211 r,~ i lU'J ted 0 
It v-T8.8 a further prediction of' Ruthe:rfc:'f1c1. ij 8 fO),'1'fTula 
t.1:18.t the number of particles 8c8ttered must be proportions.:L 
to tnie cha'rr;e on the nucleus" The inclusion of this point 
:n tnt".: te<:\chirlO, sequence ~1111 be dealt wi tl:) in tt~e next sect::>l1. 
(The conscj{-nt10uS teec.l:1er me.y I';~nder why it is pt3rmis .... 
91 ble in dealing wl th this pe.rtlcular microscopic pI)oblem to 
use completely classical reasoning. Incident alpha-pal"tic 1e 
s nd target nucleus B.re both trea ted as cla salca 1 particles ~ 
1.e. 88 tiny billiard balls) and only classical l~ws ere used 
to derive the scattering forrnulu. Ye t tl:1€ fo rmula wo rk 8 .. 
Strictly speeking~ we should use the principles of quantum 
mechenics to solve this problem, but if we dld, ~e 8houl~.find 
the t by 9. slngulerly fortuna t~ coincidence v1e ere led to 
exactly the same formuln a's 1-'flS d.el"ived. by Rutherford elong 
purely classical lineD, This "co inciclence" i 8 a consequ{~nce 
of the unique property of thp. Coulomb force; if a 8oe. ttering 
formulA is derived for C8ses of scattering of microscopic 
IIparticlcs lf jn irJhich tn(~;'18w of force ls not Coulomblc, 
"claesicEll fl 8.nd IIq1)antum-mechFlnical li derivations vlould not lead 
to the same result$ and it would be the quantum mechanical 
end not the clB.ssicB.l formula vlhlcJ1 vlould be correct. As 
far 8.8 vie knovl, therp is no simple \'I1f-l.y of shoir-ring that e. 
"w-ave tl:1eory " of 80a tte:r~Lnr; must lead to the results obtained 
in the Manchester scattering experiments. Therefore tne only 
fea. 81 ble "my to teac'1 thls topiC at tnis level is to U 88 the 
/e18 88ioa1" •• a ., 
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clsS8icnl approach BS outlined Bbove~ Certr1nly we Bre to 
Aome extent "ct1eptlng ff by doing tl1.is, but if ~~re make 8 clean 
breast of this we shall do no harm. It cpn bp arfued that 
we might Cl'"lea te fewer di ffioul ties for pupi18 if we taught 
the discovery of the 2tomic nucl~us before teGchlng pupils 
v tOil Q'C:tII 
r~0ut tne singular behaviour of microscopic entities, Then 
w'e could approach alphn-particle scatterinp; cl~sslcelly ~v5.th 
a clear conscienc8; bec8use ~t th:1g stage ,the P')pjJ d (10uld 
11Pve no reason to expect any other apprOBc,'i o Slgnifice.nt;ly 
botl1 the Nuffield and the p. S, 811 C~ courses follow this order 
of presentation!) C1nd it may well. be tne.t the SOU.'\I.~ Afx·jcal;. 
Common Be,sin Syllabuses ere in error in apparently advoce.ting 
thpt one teHch 9upile about p110tons and matter 't<J'8.VSS befol"J6 
golng~on to talk about the existence of the atomic nuoleus. 
There 1s room for some divergence of opinion here, because 
the II photons and matter 1'18,VeS first" ~tpproach has It.8 adve.n-
te.ges too: after one hp s di scu8ged tJ1.e JI'tvav1 ne ss II of ligh t, 
1 t seems re8. eonB,ble to go on to ta,lk about i -'cs' "particle-ness", 
and then to do the inverse for elec troDs and othe::b micl'-'oscopic 
entities. Perhaps tne teacher 1s the best judge of the more 
successful order of presentetion, tl.10ugh J1.1s ju~gment in thls 
case may well be arr1v~d pt SA A result of h8ving firRt tried 
out both methods.) 
10.3.6 The siz8 of tne nucleus p,nd the size of tne a.tom 
~-~. 
.. 
The question of tne relative sizes of the atom end its 
nucleus is obviously importar:t because of its rela.tlonshlp 
to 8 tOfl'li C S trt1.c ture. An essential preliminary to the dis-
cussion of this question is to make th8 point tnat tne magni-
tude of t.l1e positive c.harge on the nucleus oen be deduced 
from alpha-scattering mee.8urements wi tn tne aid of Rutnerforc1 t s 
formula. It ";-78.8 C1H=!d't~jick 1hJhO first measured tne nuclear 
charge in t11i S vlay end fou nd the t 'Hi t.n1 n tne lim! t 8 of 
lexperlmental •• , •• 
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exper1mentB.l error i tvm 8 ~quel to the liD tomic number" of tJ:1e 
element times tne electronic cnarge c At that timp, tne con-
cept of "atomic numberf! vas elrepdy in use in chemi~itry 88 
the indioator of thp pla ce of an element in the period.1c Be-
quence of elements, and jU8t prior to Chad:t-Jick' S lolork ~\~o8eley 
I1G.d c8rried out en investigt3tion of the ch9.ra~teri .. "l::"C X-ray 
spectre of elements, that estpb11shed th~ connc~cion bptween 
nuolear eharge B.nd fltorrrtc 7'",u,;,1..;er l';ich (~.'eflt(~r eccurecy than 
was POBs:l01e fron: :Jhedwick l s dir,ect measurements. The pupil 
11':111 not 11t?.ve the Dec]tground to u.nderstB.nd Haseley's "'lork, 
end 1 t is Dot necessary +:0 met'tio!~ i te All that need be said 
here is th&.t nccurete measurements on tl~6 scr..ttering of alph~r-
particles by nuclei confirm that the cha:J:lt;e on tl1e nucleus 
is en ~integr8.1 multiple of the electr'onic charge. T.hel'-e is 
no harm in simply designating this integral multlple ae the 
at6mic number, although if the pupil hS8 some chemicAl back-
eround it 1s sensible to point out the connection between 
this "atomic number II And that defined from chemical conslclerR.-
tions. 
F01'" pl'lesent purposE's thp :1.mportnnt fapt is that the charge 
on the nucleu8 is kno't.vn from e.lphe.-flcattering mee8ureme.nts, 
80 thnt lts value can be used in tln ppproxim~te calcu18tion 
of the up~)er J_11111 t to the nuclee.r rRdius, 31 nee Ruthe1"foJ1(l' 8 
alpha-scattering formula. 18 d.~ri"ed on the aS8umption thnt 
the interaction betvleen ~he alph8.-particles end the nucleus 
1s purely electrostatic in origin" its success in pred1ct1ng 
the observed facts of e.ly;ha-particle scattering may be taken 
8.8 proof that in the initiFl experiments these parttcles 
never actually "hitfl rny of the tarp;et nuclei (of p.S"S.C .. 
1960, 19Ci5). If they did~ forces of other then purely elec-
trosta.tic origin ~Jould set bet"VTeen the nucleus and the par .... 
. :t1cles, and the observed scattering \'Tould not be in strict 
RCCOro.p.nce vlith Rutherford' 8 for-nulla. One must therefore 
/concllude ••••• 
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conclude tnnt even Vlnen one of the incident alphn-pHrtlcles 
came as close as poss.lble to the centre of a target nUCle}ls$ 
its distance of closest approacn still exceeded the nuclear 
radius, 
Tl1.e distance of' closest approach can easily be calcula ted 
from energy considerat1onso l\.n nlpha-particle of given 1nifl<$ 
tlal k1.netic er.8)·gy ~11ill :ApproHch closest to a nucleus if 1 t 
is a:1.m~cl st~aif,(lt p'!; 1 te centre o It ~rill advance towards the 
~Ju~!leus until all 1 tf.) kinetic enel"'gy l1&~ ~b~n convf:>t;,"'d in'i·) 
mu tD.al elec tro stati"c potenti81 ene:t"gy of nucleu s and alpht~-
p~rticle; the process of energy conversion will then teke 
placr. in tne Cr,tJosi te direction and the 81phe.-pf:Lt"tlcle will 
re trt3ce its pa \:,'0 ba!;·k'Vt1ara.~ T~ calc01ste the distance of 
Closest 'approacJ:: tl one need simply write; l1owl1 the equation ex-
prens-ing tne fact that 1-,nen tne alpha-particle is at a dis=-
tance d from the centre of -toe nucleus, its initial kinetio 
energy has all been conveI1 ted into potent:te.l energy~ There 
is a minor difficulty about ~v.riting down this equationp vizo 
that the pupil has not had derived for him the expression for 
the mutual potential energy of a pair of cnarged,partlcles 
seps.ra ted by a kno\'ln di stance. Nor can this fo'rmula b~ pro-
perly derived for him, since he lacks tne mathematioal equip-
ment to understand the derivation. Fortunately tnis is not 
a serious pro blem. The oelculation under discusslon is only 
an estimate of the nuclea.r radius J intended to establls.h tne 
difference in orders of ma.gni tude bet"lJ'leen tne radli of the 
atom anc-l 1 ts nucleus, so that the pupil need not be unduly 
concerned about not being Gbl~ to derive the preCise form of 
tne expression fOl~ tne potentIal energy J viz. 9 .x 109 qlqL~· 
d 
We suggest "t.l1at it be pointed out to pupils tJ:1n.t this expi"ea-
sian represents the emou l1t of wo:t"k t11at would be done by the 
electric field. vJ"hen n ct1srr-ed pal ... tic:le of Charge q2 moves a 
distance d in a uniform field of strength 9 x 109 ~ • end 
d 
t11Ht this amount of work would certa.inly be at least of the 
same order as tnat wnich would be done by the field of a fixed 
Ipolnt,,~~e. 
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point charge ql on 8. c1:1f-J~r:E-) q2 th2ct roes from 8 c11st8Dce d 
from ql to a very '~re8t distrnce a~Ryo 
The equation to b~ written down is then 
9 2 9 x 10 Ze 
d 
:: 1 mv2 
2 
where m and v are respect! vely thB mass and ini tisl velocity 
I'I the elpha-particles, e is the electronic charge and Z the 
a tomic number of the nucleus. By substi tu ting thp e.:: r..:.'o-
.... 
prie.te va·lues fur e, m, v e.nd Z 11"J "chid eo';:,-t~.J.n, using 
Z :: 79 for gold and v = 1.6 x 10 ? mis, .as in the original 
experiments of Geiger B.nd He.r8den~ one finds th~:'~ d 1," rO\.'3h1:y' 
- 1.:]: 
equal to 4 x 10 - m. TI1is, then, is the upper limit to the 
nuclea~ radluc set by the measurements of Geiger and Marsden, 
-'0 S:tnoe~ the re.dius of e. gold a tom 1s of the order of 10..1.. m, 
it 1s readily seen thet the nuolearJ o.imensions are four orders 
of megn1tude smaller thAn those of the atom. !-1 ere i 9 the 
justification for asserting thRt the atom ccrsists largely 
of empty spa.ce. 
It is 'N'orth mentlon:tne; to pupils that in leter exper:t-
ments in \vhich nuclei vel'e bomb8rdecl by mo.re energetic Rlpha-
particles and otJ:1er su1::atomic "bullets", it we.s found thAt 
when the "bullets" had enough energy, there w'ere significant 
departures of the scattering pBttern from thet predicted by 
Hu therforct 1 s formula. This showed that some of the incident 
pe.rticles had evidently .come close enough to the nuclei to 
.. 
be acted t~pon by forces of otner than electrosta tic orlgino 
These experiments neve enDbled. more precise determinations 
of nuclear size to be mr.de, 80 thnt it is now' poss:l.ble to say 
-15 that the radii of nuclei range from 8bout 10 m for the 
lightest nuc1et to ebout 10-14 m f(;r the heaviest. It is a 
considerable achievement of modern phY8ic8 to be able to 
apeoify the sizes of atomic nuclei, end the fact is i~orth 
underli nIng. 
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10 0 3.7 A critical survpy of nome possible approaches to 
_.4 ...... IlIIcW ~ I1!'MlP.l!'la'Pq~1J(I! 111 __ 1014."."" ItICi4 ~-.~ a: 4!tsasft'l 'I'<CIo~,_trQ"(ltS ____ __ 
Htornic 2.truc ture 
The planner of a sylla.bus hav1 ng the scope of tnat dls-
cussed in this thesis is confronted with certain important 
decisions 1,:hen considering Wh8t should 'be taue;ht under the 
" <~ct di rJf; of 118. tomic 8t1"~UC tu re ". Should he recommend the teach-
lng of the Bohr-Rutherford model~ on the grounds that p~ 
lesst this give~ t:,~ pupil:', :"0mett·~J\E t>3.i'" t~I':'" C"')'j readily 
vi sualize? If he does~ then it is with t~p awarpness thGt 
.he is edvoca.t:lnc; tr1P tepching of an 8tomic mo(lel 1,·,hc,gp Bucces£-
es 'Yte:re vil"'tually confl:1ed to hyclro€;~;n ... "like ntoms, end v,jhich 
11a 8 be~ n kno~'l1 for som8 forty yeB rs to be incorrect. (As 
long a go as 1929, we fi nd i;'lesta",r8 y (1929) 1ilarning teeohers 
thBt liThe planetary picture [of the atom] is just e pretty 
flnalogy borrow"ed from as-:-;ronomy, and pupils should be edvised 
not to assume thBt it 1s reH11y anything more",) Or should 
1'18 J:"ecommend the use of the "orbi tal II approach, explai ning 
the eXistence of energy levels in 11.yarogen.-lilre a.toms 'by using 
a picture of electronic standing-iV'aves fi ttlng ~ound the, 
nucleus? As vIe shall 88'3 belo,,,,, this approach is not unob-
jectlonable either. Or should he decide that tl1e safest way 
out is to concentrate on the teaching of tnoss aspects of the 
atom which. Etr'e accessible to direct or' ne8.rly d.irect .!!te,f)su~-
JJ.l.t.!lt: its energy levels, 1 ts ioniza.tion energy, the frequen-
aiee of the lines in it~ spectrum? There is e great deel to 
be seid for tI1is 18st eppropch (it is stron[lly advooetecl by 
Le'V!i S (1964)) ~ bu t if 1 tis deal t \All th to the exc lusion of 
eny attempt ~o say tvhat the a.tom is like, the pupil is bound 
to feel cheDted 9 
Of course, the P. bove thrpe 8ppronche8 Bre not neces8ari ly 
mutually exclusive; end the obvious 1:1a.y out of the dlfficulty 
i 8 to try to find an appro8ch whi ch combine 8 thp bes t fee turos 
lof • •• I) e 
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of nIl of them. Let us first consider 1'lhat mlg11t be vlorth 
(1913) . 
saving from tne Eohr theory of the Htomij Bohr/assumed that 
",hen fin atom i\T"8f3 in p. stntiona.ry ste.te, it would not radiate; 
thBt the atom 'Vlould only radi8te vlhen. p88sing from one such 
state to another; thet w~hen the 8.tom wes in a stAtionery 
stete its "dyn8micel equilibrium" vra.s l1r:ovex'ln~d by ;·~e ordi-
nary lalnlS of mechanic 8 rr ; thHt the radir ·~ion fl"'·t.1. G Led would 
h8ve e fl"eqtlency V determ:·~ r"~e,} ·oy the rr.-:"pt...ion.6E ::: 11)), "'there 
~t ;",r88 the energy- dmi t'ted end 11 '7',1'8.8 Pl£J.ntJ],~i 8 constant; and 
the a.llo1·;ed St2- ti'onary st~tf\S ''lOU Id bp determi ned by thP con-
dl tion (in the CB.se of "'~ rCU.Lf·r 01~bi tc~) that fftl'J.e 8ngular 
momentum of tl.1.e electron rounJ. tJ.10 nucll~;~3 i 0:.; equal to pn 
en tire multiple of ~ . " Of this list O'i' eS8nmptlons, only 
the t~ird would now be rejected outright. vve know nov; tha.t 
we can obtain satisfactory descriptions of the behaviour of 
m19ro8coPiC systems only if Ttle assume that tne ordilW.ry le.we 
of mechanics do not apply at all to such systems. The lest 
of Bohr' 8 assumptions he.s to be 8ome~lhat modified to bring 
i t into li ne ~\IJi tJ:1 pre se nt 1 dea S. We 1vou1d no it! ,6ake no men-
tion of "orbi tsll, and formulate tl1.e IIquantlzationll condi tion 
for the atomic angule.r momentum by 88,ying trHt the me,ximum 
orbi tal 
value of tne component of tnp/pnp;ular momentum in a particular 
direction must be a.n i ntep.:ra 1 multiple of !L.2· _~ '!'hus BOhr! s 
" 
theory of the atom 18 fBI' from being un8cceptable in its en ..... 
tirety; its most 8eriou~ defpcts e.re its adherence to t!1e 
idee. of "orb:tts" governed by the laws of clas8:tcel mechnnics, 
nnc1 the ad hoc cha:ro.cter of its basic assumptions. (Those 
e 89umpt1ons of tne Bonr tneory tne.t are now knoivn to be cor-
rect C8n be c1educed in quentLIIT1 mechanics from be.sic postulntes 
of a much More general nature.) 
It '\'lould seem thnt only a fana tical 8.dherence to the hls-
toricBl development C8n justify the full-seA.Ie teac1.1ing of 
~~~
the Bol1r theory in n mod.ern physl~s course at 'V'J'hatever levelo 
II n. <I ij •• 
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In a oyl1obnc; cuell Pf:\ t'1e onp under' d.1EcusfJlon i it 1tould. in 
any C[-1SC b8 ilY'poGsi"ble to teDc1.1 the qunntizfl.tion of [lnf~ulnr­
momentum, ns the latter ooncept doe~ not Rppear in the sylla-
bu 8. 'de shD.ll consider belo\~J \1rhether any of eUl'" te~chi ng 
of 8 tom:'lc structuJ~e OUfht to meke eXl)licit UGe of Bohl'd 8 ideD.s" 
Turning nOI': TO p~rt 't., ... cpn cpll (-l. I1simplified '~'iTrve-mecl1-
anicnl ['~):;:~roi~chP to Elt{;~lJ~J t~tructur(', HP meet tl1e serious 
0.1 .r'~" .. ~;ulty· t i1[-' r thp v.Tnve-!11Pc'1.enicnl treRtTn~rt of eVPl1 thfl 
8irnplf1~.t -of Atoms Q£JllJ..2.! bp M!-3tisfnctorlly 8i';lpl:tfi(?d~ 
One c~in f:3.,ve 8. berinner ;"J'1o i~ fpmilipr l.ri th the de 'Prop-lie 
:nelaT~2on 'lerivbtions of t~:1P expressions for t'lP ~"lnergy leve10 
of e p8:eticle i~t n. 8,-::uare i:.Jell or in q box ll \",l~lich do not nec-
P8sit8te the soll:tion of thp Schrodingel' equnti.on; e8senti-
elly, r tt.11s is r 088ible beCf-lUS8 thp SchrOedinger equAtion re-
(luces to 8 particulerly simple fOM1 in these CBses. The 
situption is exactly anelo~ous to findin~ the allowed wave-
lencths of stpnding waves on a strins stretched between two 
points; one con do t~is very simply by "inspection", :inste8,d 
of solvinG the appropriRte differential equation. But for 
the hydrogen-like ~tom W2 hRve An entirely dlfferent stnte 
of affAirs; tt18 sr.lution of tt1e Schrodinger equ,ntlon for thls 
Of'Sf' 1s lenr:'thy ['11(1 U8e8 8oph18tlcrted n18thpn1pticrl procpd.ures, 
r nc9. thppe <':l-.e no honest r,llort eu ts to tt1E~ correct exprp~jsion 
for thp ener~y levels. 
T r1i [', Ie 8 t renv:) rk ms.y oecp rio n f",or~l c: rrurpri 8 e, B 8 thp Pr'P.C-
tice of fi ttinr el~ctron 8tr>nc9.inp.: ','"D.ves eround t~1P. nucl~us 
end thence cRlculatin~ tnp en~rgy level~ hRR bpen much u8pd 
in eleT'1ent~.ry texts pnd courses, t:.nc1 it inrlubi trbly giVP[1 
the ri rh t s ns~·.7ers. r:~orpf)ver) its [1ncestry is honourpb:.e -
it oririnrted with de Broglie. ~e list below those reSpActs 
1 n vthlch it CD.11 be held to be defec ti ve:-
( i) I t g i v e 8 no i nd i cpt ion 0 f the f [1 C t t hn t the true II w'U veil 
is one which represents the two-partiole system (electron 
plUG nucleus) end not ,just the electron by itself. 
/(11) ••.•• 
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(11) In ordpl~ to c~lculp.te thp enp.r[~y D.8sociAt.ed ,{,rith eElc~ 
electronic 8tr.nldln€~ v-Jf1ve IIfi ttir..g on to Itself ll around the 
nucleus, it is necessary to find Rn expression for thp elec-
tron velocity by equating thp centripetal force on the elec-
tron to the electrostetic attrpctive force between mlcleus 
pnd electron; to substitttte the restJ.lti'l1g f,:{prer.,t:::-..on for the 
veIocl ty into tJ.1e CIR ssicp.l ~:\'1::re88ion for t!~,.:.o kInetic pnergy 
8nd to 8.dd ttlis to thr. e:'''(','',;J?ostptic ~.'\)t0ntigl enerp::v of the 
Htom., :'ut to CFJ.1rry rout the fi~t'-8t steps of this procedure 
one h[ls to treat the e-lectron like (3 clB8sical pfn"tlcle su.b-
ject to flt~:1e ordinary ~<:l11S u~~ mf;!)1an5.~;,~it, which is :r:recisely 
11\rha t we ought not to do in a proper "/a\"~::~mec~an1cal ap:;roach 
to the 8.tom" 
~~.~~: 
(iii) It 1s often pointed out in connection with this approach 
to tne atom tJ.1at it represents e. §J~£,t}:e ... tio.n. of the Bohr quan-
t~zBtlon condition for angu13r momentum instead of e mere 
postulrtion of tJ:1is condition. It is much less often poin-
ted out tl'1at 2~lthour11 by use of the incorrect' proce(1u!~e men-
tioned in (ii) this appro8ch glves t'le rig11t (nbn-:rel~tJvistlC) 
expression for t11e energy 18vels, it does. not . give the right 
value for the maximum orbitvl pngular momentum associpted with 
any given energy level. It 0'1. 8 not Ju s t t11Pt tl1 F' trup. mp. ximum 
value of the Anrulpr mornenttPl1 t8 not a rational mu1tiple of 
h 
'2-::'; even the meximum VA lue of the COf1Donent of angular momen-1\ -
tum in a given directlo~ 1s Incorrect1y given 4 Hl1erea B nccor·-
ding to the above derivption one would expect this value to 
~)e lL.2h .  for tl1e n th enere;y level, i t i 8 in fac t (n-l) h...2· ; in II 7r 
particular, the ground state of the hydrogen Atom has zero 
orbital enpulnr momentum w118reee if t!:le ebove dex'ivetion were 
h 
correct 'de lIQuId expect it to be 2'(1' • To pu tit in i t 8 8 im-
plest terms, the de Broglie derivation of the Bohr qunnt1za-
tion oond1 tion predicts the wrong number of nodes in the 1.;tlve 
function for a given energy level o 
(iv) This approach gives no hint of the exiRtence of other 
kinds of sta.ndin~ i\TSVe in the spece surrounding the nucleus. 
1I4 
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It is pre8u~ably for these re880ns thrt Elton (19G7) hus 
referre(l to t!le idep of stpnc11ng ('.raves in p. closed orbl t 8.8 
Ifq ue ntum mechenical nonRense ". In feirnes8 WP must record 
that some at least of those ~';ritpr8 \'!~10 describe it e.re 8ifTare 
of its defects, though they mAy not neces88rl1y refer to these 
in det8il fl The Nuffielfi Gulde (V)) for pxarr?)le, .~~','28 sey 
ths.t Uj~ven for l1ydrogen ll tl1.8 picture of \'lBV8S orJ. ·Gitacu18!' 
e orbi ts l proves incornplet" ... P:l:~ p~rtlf'{.l~_·/ ·~ncorrect. " 
The above cr"'.l~iccll examinetion of t11€ Hs tanding-v-18ve-
patterns-in-closed-orbi taU ap'pr()~Ch to t118 atom has shown that 
it is, after 8.11, not 11:\;.~h o~' Rn ~mprc\,qrnent on the Bohr 
theory. Its only edvantage ls that it 6~ab~es us to derive 
the correct expression for the energy lev81s of hydrogen-like 
B toms in B. simple v-lay, by m8king some use of t.he "v-JSlviness If 
of metter and without our having to appeal explicitly to the 
i 
Bohr quantization conditions. One might Rrgue tnet by darry-
ing out this derivation, one at least has produced a thporeti-
cal predic tion 'who 8e e.greement '\',~Tl th experimpnt 08 n be stud:ted; 
but since the theory in question is bogus,: as 1~re he.ve sQ01'ln, 
this exercise "lQuld seem to bp of doubtful VEIl ue. From time 
to time, e.ttempts 8re made to procluce simpl~~fiecl accounts of 
trle hydrogen atom ",hich do not fnlsify thp theory end i..rl1ich 
do' give bep;inning stud.ents Rome ideD of the properties of the 
e. tom as preclicted by quantum mech8nlcs. A thorough-gol ng 
B_ ttempt along t.lJ.8se Ii n~8 he s recently been publi shed by 
Cohen (1967). This mekes use of tJ1e concept of "equivalent 
squ81-'e TtJ'ell" po-centlel energy functions to discuss the depen-
dence of t1.18 wave function on the r nnd e coordinates (I1r Hnd G 
o.irections", ct8 he cpl1s them) ~ end by this mepns is able to 
8.rrive at nn E;..F..~~~~ expression for the energy levels. 
But it still includes e number of metheme ticel end physical 
subtleties i)T!:lich rulp it out of consideration for use of 
/80'110018 0 
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SChools. Indeed our only rep80n for mentioning it hpre 1s 
t1.1P.t 1 t illustrote-s thp ~8~entif'1 im:po8sibili ty <5f producing 
p worthwhile, simple, quantitBtivp treatment of the hydroren 
atom th2t can bp understood by pup:1.1s o 
There remains to bP considered t11e e.ppro[!ch to the etom 
'tT~,~! the experimentel fe.cte concerning etomic energy levels o 
'llhe Nuffield Guide(V) 11as co~e out strongly Bp:p.inst th~.S9 
cleimine; th8.t liTo (")ur pupils. the p.rr;ument 'from fr~.J,.,·~,rJDCY 
di fferences through tl1e que.ntum l.dea to erJ~rgy levels t10uld 
be new and far too difficult." 1vi th this Vie11i "W·..8 concurll 
We feel th2.t ptl.pi18 shQuld cer·t8inl~,r know of thE; ::~onnFctior;. 
bet'fple8n tJ:le fi"lequencies of spectral lines and the energy levels 
of atoms, but t~H3t to expect of them to infer tne eXistence 
of tne~latter from observations of the former, even with care-
ful f-u1d.ance, is probe'bly unre~ sonable. Hott (1964) .he s 
edvoceted that tne existencp. of quantized ener~y states should 
be presented to pupils ~s a streightfo~Nard deduction from 
tne experimental fact that the (moler) specific heat at con-
3 ' 
st!3.nt volume of B. mont? tom:tc gP 8 is 2 R. The argument i~ 
th~t this value of the specific heat Sh01p18 ;thatlt'T,AThen ~toms 
collide in a gas, they do not apparently treDsfer eny of their 
kinetic energy to the energy of internal movement of ~18tever 
the lnter-n8.1 constituents of the 8tom 8.re. II TI1ereforft 0 ne 
CB.n postule te tJ:1et e m! nimum Bmount of energy 6E he s to be 
transferred to an starn t~ give energy to its constituent parts; 
~nd tl1nt L~E must bl? much greeter t11an tJ1.e meen kinetic energy 
of a gas atom at room tempereture~ We suspect t.hat tnls 
ressoning m:tgl1t plso be found to be too subtle by tne everaee 
pupil, 8t D.ny rete by tne everti.ge O-level or 90ut.h AfFic.an 
matricula tion r.;upil. Be i nG v.rl 8 e p, f t e r tn e even t, i t 1 s e 8 8 Y 
for one to agree thp.t trH~ tJ:1ermel be.l1.8Viour of monatomic gases 
is suggestive evidence for energy quantiz~tion, but one may 
doubt iJlThether the neHcomer to modern physic 8 ,-,i 11 see thi 8 in 
lqui teo ..... 
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quite tne Geme light. (Matt hiMself remnrks thRt It would 
be an nin~eresting t'listoric.ol studyfl to enquire 1-'lhy it 1.',r88 
not realized prior to BOhr's paper of 1913 that quantization 
of tne grouncl state of en atom could be deduced from the ob-
served specific heets of gases o ) 
10 0 3 0 8 l\. sugE;ested teaching 2PPl'''08C1:1 t::' c;tcf,ic: ~·:·-Dcture 
~ .. J,anrf oc:st;;4iJi:OO n~~' -"41. 4~2$4U 
In an 8.tter.1pt to comb:tn~ 1,...~.J.p l1",·'.=,t '1.;:'~u.eble features of 
., 
t>? clbove·-Dis~'·_,.88P0 ,.-)'prr ... eches to atomic structure in fin 
eppr08Ci1 v;ni011 nould still be l?ftsimilable by pupils 8.t South 
.l1fricrn sC~10018>> i"le S'l';:ge8~L: ~he fol1c,··ring outline:.-· 
One should begin witn so~e d18cus8~cn of the picture of 
the nuolear atom suggested by !iutherforc1 3 el1>~a.-perticl~ 
sC8ttering experiments, since in this 1\'IPY the c1ifficul ties 
co nnected i'ii th a purely "ele saicel ll particle model of the 
~,tom cen be brought home to the pupil. These difficulties 
reside in the inherent instability of such a model. A simple 
"particle electron" tr8velling round the nucleu.s is an eccele"';" 
reted particle, end Eln B.ccelerated charged pnrticJ/e radiates 
electromagnetic v!8.ves end so loses energy; 88 'the electron 
108e8 energy it must move closer to the nucleus and~ eventuB.lly 
coalesce with it. According to this model, any given atom 
would ver;y qu:tcLly collapse into the volume OCCUI)iea~ by the 
!I-~>' . 
h' f: 
( 
~' , 
I 
" 
f 
" 
;';-
i·' , 
i' 
r. .. ' 
nucleus, but the observed behaviour of l11ptter is not consi 8- ,', 
tent with this prediction at all. ~!evertheless a toms £lQ emit' 
light: atoms of a particular element emit chprpcteristic 
"light patterns", or ~pe~~!.J by \~.Thich these elements may be 
identified, and these spectre consist of 
to electromagnetic 'l'tiP.V88 of ,,,·'pll-defin8cl. frequ~ncy~ So Atoms 
do r8diRte p~ay 8o~e enprBY, but they do not do this in ~ccor-
d~nce vrith 1-rhA.t lIould be expected of ~ 1I0188S1c81 atom". 
It CAn now be 8Ur~e8ted to pupils that since they have 
rilready learned to be suspiclouA about the application of 
"ol'ld.lnoryfl physlcal levvs to mlcroE'copic phenomena, they shoulct 
Ibe • • c ... I 
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be similc::rly suspicious herp, and that [) \Vay out of the <i1f-
..• 
ficulties rrentioned. ebove is to pssert that en atom cen on.ly 
hBve certain allowed energlen, and thpt when it is in one of, 
these ~llo~ed energy 8t~te8~ it cennot rediBte. These, of 
course, are t¥o of the key ideRs of the Bohr theory and are 
amonf the features oftha~ ~heory ~~ich ere in accord with 
the ne1·IJe:r qU[-l nt1 ';n m(~cr:{-> d:~" 8. To introduce the ides, of 
P{'\o,:.''(_y 1evf:18 .In this \,r'eY certninly p;~10untR, ... to "tenC}'1jy)[?: by 
pesprti01j'ff, bu t 1'le do not sep. nov! it cr-:n t:P i ntroc,uced othBr-
wise in a .rep,8onnbly short space of' time. It vToulo. be p~t-
Antl,\i' un .. et:;";ali~~~,1c to P£~sume thpt pupilR could see in advanc,e 
of enybocly tell'~ l'~R t.~1.em thnt tl:1p exi~:tence of 8tation~tl""Y en-
ergy 8tates 18 O. necessary consequence 0:': Ih~·le.ve mechBnics., II 
I t seems to us a fair cornpromiFle bet'\,reen Jldl scov ery l1 and 
"dogmatic ff teaching to 8UggeSt to pupils tha.t there ~ 
energy levels end then to show them that this idea is consis-
tent with observation end theory~ 
The clemoDstretlon tho.t energy levels in the atom are con-
sistent with what 1s observed has two aspects: c6mparlson 
wi tJ:".i. data from 8.tomlc spectre, Flnd study of,: collision experi-
mente of the Franck ....... l·1ertz type. The'first of these. if it 
18 to be clone prope:rly~ requires the introduction of the idea 
of p spectral series, the demonstrRtlon thet the lines in a 
given ser:tes oorrespond to trenBi tloYls to B. pnrticulp.r lO1-Jer 
enerp;y level: and thrt th;e frequency of G. line in 8 glven. 
ser:'LeR is equal to the dlfference :1n the frequencies of two 
of the lines in one of the othpr 8erie8~ This discu8Bion 
ern be based on the spectrum of ~ p8y'tlcnler element, fo'!'f 
\'lhich t',1e o1:)ViOUEt choice i"J'oHlc1 be l1ydrop'en. Photorrppl1r<\ 
must be used to clispley thFl8e 8eri€s, 8~.nce only a revJ' lines 
of the hydrogen spectrum appe8r in the visible region. DRta. 
giving the act1.H?l frequencie8 or "vu~ve numbers" of the spec-
in 
tral lines are readily avnilable (e.g./Lewls (1964).) 
/ND turBlly. Q 0 •• 
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Nfl.turelly it lr nOvt nece8sary to introduce Bohr' 8 postulate 
thrt vtoms roc1i8te i'ihen underr;oinp; trensitlons bet1'!een energy 
stetee, and the frequency of the radiation is given by the 
energy difference divided by PlanckBs constant. 111e exi s-
tence of a series limit is significa.nt end should be explained 
e 8 beinp; tl:1e result of ~~le tendency of the energy '.:·!els of 
the atom to become mal',· nd more closely spfloed ~:le 11igher 
their enel"gy, 30 that t'le~' t,:,:>'-:J. to,·t~rdrJ 8. l.j.mitlne, value of 
tile enerLJ. It ~~n chen be BURg€sted t~pt 8 repsoneble 
physlca 1 inter.pretE! tiiO n of thp exls tence of .9 n upper 1imi t 
to the (in terne.l) e nere:::)- of ';'le I~,!"(lro~:,,-\ n [-l tom 1 A thflt thi 8 
upper limit corresponds to the removal ~f the electron, i.e. 
to the ionizetion of the atom, Finally ~he 1~elation8hip 
betwee~ the ioniz8tion energy of the atom and the :fl"'lequency 
limit of the spectral series representing transitions to the 
grpUl1d eta te should be ma,de plain. 
The Eecond aspect of the experiment81 confirmation of 
the existence of atomic energy levels can, in principle, be 
dealt with by direct dpmonstration of the Frenck-aertz ex-
periment. Severa.l firms manufec ture a ver:sionof thi 8 npps.-
ratu8 sui table for demonstration of the energy levels of 
mercury atoms. (In certein English sources it 1s implied 
thet one of these firms (PhYi.ye) alAo P1pke [J FrF.ll1ck-Hertz 
helitUll tube (of Le'\'lis 1964, Duncan 1967), but tl1is firm h.98 
re801utel~! clenied thi A '1;\Thfn i tR South J\fricp n egents hf-1ve 
queBtioned it on this point.) The Nuffield GUide (V) 1.s 
not in favour of the performence of this experiment in itA 
O-level course, on t1:1p rrounds the t it lookA Iltoo corl1plicn-
ted and too spociFll f1, It eertpinly dOGS 8eel~i unwise to re-~ 
co:nmend th9 purch288 of the 8ppropri8te equipment by 8choo18~ 
since it is both expensive end of strictly liMited usefulness o 
The P.S.B.C. film on the Frenck-Hertz experiment presents a 
/pr . .la table ••• " 0 
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palatable 8ccount of it and Rhould be used if aval1abls o 
Fnil1.np, this, pup~ls should t1[lVe the experiment br'iefi~r des .... 
c ri b~d to t~1 em. warren (1965) has werned agAinst the des-
criptlon of UimHginBry experlments" in this connection, po:tnt .... 
lng out that it 1s risky to describe a Franck-Hertz experiment 
eR thou~h it were done with ~B8POU8 hydrogen, since this or-
.:i.~l.nsrily consists of di~tomic molecules having very different 
energy levels from those of atonic hydrogen~ 
It remains to.show tbrt th~ f"xit~tenc( of [fIltomic energy 
~ev el r, can be a ccou nted fol" t 1 eor€ticFl:.ly. .l\ di 8CU 8s!on Df 
this point ct'.n be introduced, flS in the Po 8.S, C. ',~urst'~ i,·T:J.. th 
"T:'.,~:;:.~, .: ." 
f'~ 
~ . 
!. 
f 
t·,· 
the c1.emonstrption that stf1tlonery e~1ergy stnter, for an elec- t 
tron i.l·~ a fl\·Je:.:~ 11 CGn be predicted from the 'W'ave properties 
of me.tter. If an electron is confined bet~Teen t"-",ro rigid 
wells, it .is to be expected thet the "probability wave" 
e ssocia.ted vi th it must be a standing vlave, which must 88.tisfy 
the condition the.t only 8 n integral number' of half-vluvelengths 
oen fit into the space between the walls, This readily 
yl I?lds the re eul t th~ t the elee tro n OR n only hav e/ cert8 in 
p.l1o'frJed va.lue 8 of the me.gni tude of its mome;ntum vmen it is 
confined in the "well", viz. p = ~ , 1vhere n is an integer 
~Jh08e l01".rest velue is uni-cY JI -e is the distence bet1~!een the 
wells, h is Planck's constant pnd p is the maRnitude of the 
e lee trans Flopentum. If we use tb e elf< ssicel formulf1 for 
the relation bet1,repn rnomepturn pnd kinetic energy (quantum 
mechanic8 actually confirms its correctness in this epse), 
viz. K.E. = ~~ • w:<1ere m 1s "the mass of "the electron, w'e can 
use the above result to find the Rllowed energies of the 
electron" r:':'hey e.l"'le gl ven by 
2h 2 n .... 
En 8me2" 
Two points in pertlculer should be brought to the pupil's 
attention in connection with the ~bove derivation and result. 
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(1) The electron is confined o~ ~bound"J Bnd i~ is the fact 
of i ts confinement t,rhich 11{! s hAd the direct effec t of limi t-
ing its 'h'"avelene;th pnd l1ence its momentum end energy to cer-
tein discrete values onlyo 
(1i) The lowest energy of the electron is not zero; even 
1rlhen it has its lea st energy, i t pp~8.ren'rly 1088 ~''2t lapse 
into inel')tness inside the i'TeJ.l~ 
This tre8.tr:1ent hr.? '~~LC\'~~'l t1.1pt in ve"1'Y simple cPRe, 
thl? OCCU1.1 rence cf'di~crete energ)7 levels ern be deduced from 
the 1,.rave nspect of' elpctro n be~.l.?viour.t One can no~ turn to 
the hyc1rogen atom and .:-<'\lnt (:'It "that :J~.:~ electron in it is 
elsa to GcmG extent IIbound n, 8:1. nee it:.. s su:,J ect to tllf:l Oou-
10mb interectlon betllreen the nucleus anci. itself. Therefore 
it might be expected that here, too, vie ~rould heve standing 
waves corresponding to certain discrete energy levels. 
i 
Oqly this time, it is not very easy to visualize these stand-
ing ",ra.ves, since they ere now in three-dimensional sp8.ce. 
hlso, the electron is not oonfined within a ri~idenclosure) 
I 
E'nd Tt.!e must expect that the nucleus must 1 t8elf J:x'e.ve some 
"motion" under the influence of the Coulom~ Intei"8ctlon be-
tvleen 1 t a.nd the electron. At tl1i 8 poi nt ~~r{; thi nk i t it/OU ld 
be wise for the teachpr to tell his pupils th?t it will be 
irnpo8sit,le for him end the1T\ to continue further nlong th:ts 
road, ~s tne problem is one ,~ic~ can only bp solved properly 
by tf18 use of the techniq~ue~ of lI i ,!ave mecI1pnios", Fhich are 
too advenced to be de8lt with at school. ( (") f. OU1') rem~:rl{ s 
in Section 10.3.? on this 8ubJect.)w Certainly he cen ~n<l 
shou+d 81-.10'", them the pictul"es of the ":probebili ty patterns" 
for the electron in e hydrogen ptom; An~ he Rhould BS8ure 
thelTJ that there is very setlsf[lctoT'Y Hp;reement bett-!een the 
quantum-meCll.Bnicel celcule.tions of atomic energies and the 
values of t~e8e that are inferred from spectrometric meesure-
menta. That tne pupil wi 11 h8V~ to t8.ke thi 8 on trust need 
not be deplored too deeply; it is simply a reflection of 
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the foct t!1c't onp cr'nnot fully tep(;n nIl DSrect8 of p~Y8lcs 
8 t sChool o (If cncmi etry teflcherB in3i8t~ sometning :'11iC:ilt 
'oe said. nlso about d:1.fferent species of fl qt1 [l.;1tum number ll ll 
vbout "electron spin" t?nd rbout th.f; PAull Exclusion ?rinclple 
p nd the bui Idinr~-up of '!:he Pf'rlotiic ~'oble. Bu t vIe wou Id not 
)'l~;;nrd these 88 beine; urgently npc8Ssa:r'y in a physics syllD-
OU s, espec inlly [-18 B ny t~1i np: th8 t \'TenIa. be II trur;ht II Unct2r tr'lese 
hepdlnt~8 eould. be riven little or r.IJthing i'};:l tl~':: i"~'/ 'Ji.' ~up-
porting 
10.,3,9 
tj~H1' 1" p' t \ 
c... r b 1.., J ~, !1 .) 
The CO!11T';(Jsl tion of 1:1J.(:I nucleus 
~"'I-:'IMIfh~M'AcL~~~~~"""'ut~"'lI$>."~ 
Concerning t~:~.e 8tomic nucleus, the pupil nOilT kno~r'3 the 
fo 110·;·.·,: ng :f'J; t., ~ 8: 
(1) The nucleus has a positive charge whose magnitude is a.n 
integral multiple of the electronic charge. The number of 
electronic uni ts of charge on the nucleus is cD.lled the 
II~ tornic number IT 0 
(1i) Nearly all of the mass of the atom 1s associated with 
the nucleu s. 
(iil) Measurement of the messes of positive ions shows th~t 
the :celntiv€ mpS8es of ptoms (8nd therefo!'e of nuclei) vx"e 
very neprly \,r110lc numbers. 
In eddi tion, the pupil 'IJiII have to l\: no "hi Bomet1.1inp ebout 
th e ell se ov c j:~r H nel pro pe rt i P 8 0 f t1.1. e lli:.ll tl~O_U.. H:t 8 tori cnlly , 
the disoovery of the neutron did not come ebout PS 8 reRult 
.. 
of H sE?[:1rch intended to solve the puz.zle of the composition 
of the nucleus, [lnd one s'.10ul:9 not ette'Tlpt to ft?18ify history 
by preG8ntl~~ it 88 Rueh, teMptlnp thouph thin might b0. 
Nor i 8 it necessary to tell the det.r~ ilJYl f.itory of 110'\-; thf' neu· ... 
tro;:'l even.tuc.lly crr'.p to be identified rfter the ini tiBl rlis-
covery ty Bothe end Peeker of th0 mysterious, hlphly penetra-
tl ng rB.dlp tion ej ected by alpha-particles from beryllium. 
It will suffice to Aumm~rlze t~e mnin pOints, viz:-
/(i)8 ••• 0 
~ 
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P. ncl boron, ,\'!'1en the It-1tter pre boml)[1r(l.ed lJi t'l nlpha-:pnrtleles. 
(11) By means of tje uBuol tPRtR, it ~~8 estpbliAhed thBt these 
Ii pFl rt io Ie 8 II 1'.rel"'8 1). nc h8 rg ed. 
(iii) In 1932, ChrdH:tck i·rP8 nole to c1eter:'-:i.np thp Jr~:-28e8 of 
these pnrticles oJ Dllo'i/rinp: t1-18 Inttpr t') cr;11'·.,.·t P 'tvi t~ hydro-
g e 111 P n<1 n1 trog e n nuc Ie J~ f:j \ j ( . .;. r 11R lyr.:;l !;;s ,",I'p COllisions in the 
lipht of t'-:e pr!r/.;lpl:es of conse:r'{7'8.tion of l~)or:1pntum pnd energy. 
The relevont cDlcu18tions pre very si:1i-)le B.nd pupils sho'uld 
see them d0ne as en ili}~trat:0n of h0~ ~n lmportent result 
ODn be deduced from en entirely 8trBlr;h>t')r1v,\~d and s1m!)le 
a na 1 y 8 i 8 ( c f p. S. S. C. 1960, 1 ~ 65 ) • 
(lv) The dlscu8sion of point (11i) ,",auld. not be complete w-ith-
out some account of the method of meD8urement of the recoil 
veloc1 ties of tlJe hydrop;en end ni tro?:en nuclei, Hhich. cansti-
tute the nctuo.l date obteined in the experlment. Cl1Fdwlck 
mea Bursd ttl e recoil veloei tl es of the hydrogen nuclei by 
finlling the tt1ickness of absorber required. to prevent thegl 
from enteri ng the i ani 7.a ti on chpP10er 1.1 f"jec. to detec t them. 
Thf-"' recoil velocities of t1Jp ionized nltrof0D ntoms were de ..... 
duced fro~ the Ipn~ths of the trAcks they mpdp in R cloud 
chpmber. Pupils mny wonder thy these velocitips ~erp not 
deduced from me88urenentA of the curvptu~p of the cloud cham-
ber tracks in 8. ma.r;netic fi eld. It poula. be R.n lnBtructive 
exercise for them to calcul~ te the stpengt1.1 of t.he mpr,netic 
1'1 eld reql~iY'ed to Give the8P p(1rtlcle trac1<:s 8 mes8urpble 
curvnture, given the veloei ties of t!.18 tlyo.rogen end ni trof-~en 
r-lt ' c ~(' ~ .~.' D"; -. ... eC'-"er\+i .,:::. .... 'f 7, '".I;, :x: J0 7 '"Inr':' 4 7 . ln 6 /, (f-1.-\(') 1:. OITto l, ... ) O('.L -[, .J. "'!-' 'v 'oJ \i e..L J (.,'. \...i • (.11 • X u ml S ,.'J.~v 
values attained in the eArly experiments) 0 
(Up to this pOint, vre hBve used the term 'Ihydr'ogen nucleus H 
.to refer to tlJ.e nucleus of t'1e (lir;ht) hydrogen ntom.. It 1s 
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up tot ll. e t en c h p r to cl pel d. e -vm fI t:.1 fl r 11 e 1'70 u 1 d 1 ik p to U. 8 e th e 
term II pro ton ll instepd in the course of hip tr·pntment of tI1.e 
foregoing m2terial~ Cert81nly it is appropriete thHt he 
should use it therep.fter.) 
Pupils curious ebou t tne mati va tion of the experirnents 
~l~A.:~t led to the production of thp mysteriOUFl radiAtion lAter 
identified 8S neutron8, can be told that these experiment9 
were ettempts to pr.'obe the n'J.clf~uq itself b:v u"ll1.n~:! f1.ipht:"'" 
particles 0 
Prior to the discovery of t.ne neutron" it 11\TS-S supposed 
that the nucleus must be made up of protons and ,~:ect~~\)n8, 
tl1e resldu81 cnarge on the nucleus bel ng accounted for by 
t118 8S8umptioL tl1.et the number of protons exceeded the number 
of intra-nuclear electrons. TJ:118 rna de 1 itlB- S U ne. ble to PI'OV ide 
a. satisfactory expls-natlon for tJ:1e observecl vB-1ues of intrln-
sic nucle8.r angu1811 momentum (nuclear sPin); moreover an 
electron inside the nucleus should .heve hed e. far greeter 
e~ergy thenl thet v.rhich it198 typical of the electrons emitted 
in bete- decay processes. It is impossible et scihool level 
to glve a. satisfactory e.ecount of tJ~e difficulties encountered 
by tJ1f1 proton-electron model of the nucleus. Fortunrtply 
tbere i8 no loricpl n~erl to pppr08CQ the probl~rn of nuelenr 
composition from the historicpl point of view. The pupil 
knows the facts concerning thp messes of atoms Rnd thp chprges 
of tneir nuclei) and he k~ows of the existence of the neutron 
~nd the fBct that its mess is epproxlmetely equal to that of 
the proton. From these facts it 1s clear that the simplest 
pictuJ~e of r:ucleer compost tiOD is thDt \·:hich ~ 8sumes tne nuc-
leu8 to be ;:'tL! (1.e up of protons t:l nel neutro ns in t"1pproprie.te 
number8. It is true thp.t to proceed directly to the proton-
neutron model of tl1e nucleus is to short-cireui t hi.story J but 
it does not snort-circuit thp logic. 11.8 1'r8 have rema rl{ ed, 
ttle neu tr~on i;l[l s not discovered p 8 fl o.irect reRult of de8per-
pte attempts to solve thp problem of nuclepr composition; the 
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diRcovery of tr'J.P "r8dlr'tion" "rtJ~ f'p.8Anti.~111y t? fortuitous 
occurrence, unrelptpc1 to pny RppculDtions con.c~rninf v.Jh~t ilRS 
i n81 de the nucleu8~ ~hprpforp it is perfectly fpir to accept 
thp existence of the neutron wtthout ~ny prior considerRtion 
of tne proton-electron model of the nucleus, (In an 1 nter-
n::,·'..iste Course in nucle~r pt:1ysics
,l it is instructive for stu ..... 
dents to consider tne reasons why electrons cannot be found 
in tne nucleus, but such conpd.::1.erations 8re'-..not of .f_rr../)Jrtpn(;e 
in 8 n elemente ry course Q ) 
T11.e te2 cher could present the topic of nuclear compost-
tion' to pupils in some SUCh terms DB these:-
1I~1e kn0'il thBt 8tom:ic nuclei .have mtlsses that are nsal"ly 
lntegr'flJ. multi;-les of the m8.8S of' tl1e J1ydrogen nucleus, 'or 
proton.' Bu t ttte helium nucleus ~ for example, a1 t.hougl:1. 1 t 
nas four tl~es tne mASS of tnp proton, hes only twice its 
Ch,8.1'lge, 80 tne t 'Ne os. nno t simply lmap;ine tne he lium nucleu 8 
to be made of four protons. Wp encounter ~imller difficul-
t;1PB v'Ti th all nuclei heavier thAD tl1.e proton. The "rIley ou t 
1s provided by tne neutron, 'Vlhicn is electric~lly: neutrel_ 
and J1as verI's nearly the same mass 8S the proton. Perhaps the 
nucleus i8 simply made up of the r:tght numbers of protons and 
neu troDs; for example, t~.1e helium nucleus or B Iphe-pp-l'tlcle 
t·w·o 
must consist of D'TO protons Bnd/neutrons." 
It must nOvi be l1 expleined" hON it is possible for protons, 
presumably }:acked very close to one another inside a nUCleus, 
to stay close together despite the strong electrostatic re-
pulsion bet~'ieen them. Naturally ~ thi s rna tter can only be 
dealt with very superficially, but one c~n at least 88ythat 
very strong shol't-r(ln(~E' forces ?Ttust act bet1":8f'n nucleons 
(protons or neutrons), tnat the8~ forces are ettractive ovel: 
mo et of their renge - this accounts for the ebili ty of nucleons 
to stick toget11er - bu t must epparently become repulsive at 
very s.hort inter-nucleon distances. 'l'hese nue lee. r fore e 8 
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(by a fne tor of 100 or n:ore) t!1n n el ec tro s tr tlc fore es, ,·,hie!} 
rrf' in turn eno:C':1ou~ly stronger tnrn e,rr-vltetiol1:r::l forces. 
It is necess~'ry to stress thpt t~1E' r:ucle2r force [lots betl.reen 
proton nnd proton, proton c?ncl neutron, r;nt'i. nputron Dnd neutron. 
(~e npve quotpd in Section 2.7 P pPG?Rpe from D textbook which 
in&lceted tne author's belief tnrt tn~ internucleon ~orce 
8cted bet'·.Teen proto~ rnc1 neutron only,,) I t i 8 ;' :. ,;:1 0 WO 1" th 
iIlentioning t'1n.t t 11e rt8t~""O~.t" .9:..,.."uerr~C" ... l0rt is.pot yet fully 
llnderstoCili; tIler,·' ~~r'~' P1Rny unrT.S">Tered. quer~tionf'; ebout nucle2r 
fore~s T.rhich co nt1nup to o·conpy the mindt: of [' ~re8t rnpny 
t 11 pore ti c p "J [), n c. ex per 1 h ~. 1<'} t P..L rh:r t : c 1 c", ::.. . This i8 one of the 
frontiers of knowledge of the subject, 
Accept8nce of t'1.P proton-neutron mod,~l of tJ1P nUClF'ld1 
makes irt an 88SY n18tter for tnp teacher to r;ive a More funda-
mental interpretation to the mpaning of the term liisotope", 
·whicn the pupil \Alill alret?dy b8ve met, end "isobar" r to i·.rl1ic.h 
ne should nO;,'l be introduced. The fie tomic number" cen no~,r be 
identlfied HitLl tne number of protons in tl1e nucleus; tJ1.e 
If mpss number" of en ~tom CDn be defined UF3 the neBl'est '''hole 
number to its Ettomic 111888 w11en the le.tter is expressed in 
stomic me.S8 unlts, ~nd it Cfln be pointed out that it 1s equal 
"GO the total number of nucleons in the mleleus. The feet 
thClt \·.rh.pn tBlk:i.nr pbout IlmrRR nUf!1bers lt E.'nd "lsobt3rsll one 18 
really concerned with numbers of ruleleons rAther then with 
maS8es snould bp 8tre8se~by terchers; thi~ idea will beoome 
particularly importpnt when ~cle9r reactions are a2~lt wltn~ 
10,3 0 1D h.rllcloar rE:A.ctiol1s rnd linueleer e!!erp:yn 
~~RW .1'!M3£!~8" • • 
Nany puplls 'tvill h@ve "P8rrl. of, end hnc1 their imnrinp-
t ion fir' E: (1 'b Y II nu c 1 e f1 r r 0 pet ion p II .. It is possible to five 
en n.dequt'~tp tnt-roDuction to this tOfic. ~.Jt sc~ool level, nncl 
i~.ie thinlc the tit i 8 senrd ble to inc lude such ~ n l ntroductlon 
in () 8c11.001 syllecu8. (At the moment) this and certpin 
/rpln ted ..... 
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relpted. t.orics J1.:1VP 'igqurrf> brocket!! r,tr~tu8 In the C0n1F10n 
B n {~i c ~ v 11 ': 1-" 1 (.' fo 1-' 1";oi-J v ~ 1 C 1M 1 q c j C) Y'\ C e ) .-C'. \.1 ~')tl (.1 )l-I.,,' • ! .'_ ",- .('"J ~! J .\....l..i .... 0 
8i nc e mr ny of th p r~tH~ tio nr. 8 t pre sp nt under 8 tully in 
nucleAr r.:'1yeics reser-rel1 lpboretorles pre ini tinted t:y ehor-
red pf'll'tlclps \,:11ic11 hnvr. been 8ccelerntea. in B flperticle 
a0~ele:r'nt;or", it is sensiblf' to prefflce e d18cu881on of r:u-
, .. <l.eFlr reFlction8 1vi tl_1 Rome ~ccount of the princi lJles of pp.r-
ticle Rccele~rtiono The l-'P f? T'P t\I!O TTlP i n poi n t s to ~J(' Jove red: 
the need fO}'1 pArtlc1f> pccf.~le!·['!to:('t:~ And "['1" principle8 on 
l,.-rh1ch they ~.rork. Concerninp tbp first point, rpference can 
be f11f!d.e to :s.utl1erforC':i 8 elphp-pnrti01e 8c8tteriL,!~, ~xf·e~""imt,;,:t8 
end to thp eX1Jerirlpnts in vl1ich certaln element8 \"er~ found 
to emi t neu 'tr'(: ,"'8 aft .. : r bomcp rdment 'N:1. th p.lphe p~ rtlcles: 
The bo~bardment of nucl~l with plpha-perticlen led to an in-
creesed understanding of Rub-f)tomic stx'ucture, 80 thAt it 
is conceiveble thBt the technique of 8hootlnp. the l:'ight kind 
of bullets 2t nucle8r t~rgetf. might 1:;e fruitful in yleldinfj 
;y-et mOl"'e i n.form8tion rbout the nucleus. If bornbD.rdi ng far .... 
ticles eould 2.ctuelly penetr;':tp the nucleus, their'scattering 
pattern miRht be able to d18close 8omethin~ of the details of 
struct'ure; 8180 they might initiate nuclear r'eactions 
whlc l] could, be studied in detp11. AlphD-pertlcles emitted 
by nntur~~l1.y T'ndiO[1,ctivp eleMents hAve certpinly sho,.,n thej.:e 
usefulness PS sub-r:tornic bullptA, but they hRve their limi tD-
ti ons. If ODO simply takes the FllphFl-"pel'ltlcles AS thpy 
comA, the\r energy ir, detprmlnecl by t~etr $ource, ":'II'herAflA it 
might be rdv~ntegeouR to hcve t~e energy of thp bullpts under 
dil~e~t controJ.~ Ind~ed it Mipht be p~vpnt~FeOUB to rive 
t hncc IIbul-..LE'·-!-r....,fI po 1Yl"c'n '"'n ..... l ... crv ."c:! pOr:t~"-""'lp r-l~ nco +hCl'r !')'re J. ... c- .:: \,-~ -, v u .' ~" , ! l t...~ ,. . ... t":'''' ~ r. ~ (~. \J, 10.) r.. . ~,~ l' .', ~. '" .I C-' I''''', (. __ ... 
positively chr~ged ~n~ experience electroptat1c forC88 of 
repu lslon from the tt? rp et nuclf'i e 
The p1.1.r:i 1 r!'!ifht P sk abot! t the u c.~fulness 1,11. thi A C onnec-
tion of neutrons, electron8 9 protons and other sub-atomic 
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particles beslcJ.es t:lpha .... pertlcles e . }~eutronB f1re obv:l.oUG 
c~ndidete8 for upe AS Bub-etomic bullets, since they pre 
electrically neutrAl p.nd Hould not be repelled by the posi-
tive cherge on the nucleus; they hav~ been used with some 
success in this field. High-energy electrons £Ire useful for 
studying tl.1e d.iRtribution of f"!lectl'lic chpr?,(€> ~n th~" :-ru.cleus,~ 
Ji:lectrons of sufficiently higl! energy l1a"; e vJp.Vc~Le(lgthB corn .... 
pDrBble v-:ith the c11.menc.·,iO·J', (.~' the nuo7.';ns, ''''pnd ~.t is to l')e 
expected th2t t.hE ,t"FY in "~mich th? nuclet:'l' ch~rfe scetters 
these Uelectron v-~"VesifJ 'Will yield informptionacout the 1~rt)y 
in which tt1is chDrge 18 ~p1"aepc' thl·OUfj;.'l 400he nuclpus.. The 
successes ~lchieved ~Tlth this technlque~.;.~. tc the constJ"'uctio:1 
of the tHo-mile long 1111 near" ~cce lel"a.tor 8 t Ste nfor(l U ni ver-
sity in the U.S.A~: with which it is nOi"; posslble to accelerate 
electrons to previously unattainable kinetic energies. 
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These Bre the terms in vrhich the nee.;..d for particle accele- :~ 
retore can be presented to pupils Q It is necessary to des-
cribe only the basic principles of operation of/these mechlnes~ 
}'"1irst, it should. be olenI' to pupils thst the only:/fessible 
v1ay to e.ccelerete microsoopic particles and,: thereby give them 
8dcJ.ed energy is to 8ubJect them to .§leczt .. x:~£. fields. ~'his 
mp~ns thr?t one oen only pccelerAte c~8rre~ per'ticles, such as "y 
p.lectrorlS, protons, deutpron~ or 81ph~-pa.rt1cleg; neutrons 
csnnot be accelerated pfter emission from their sourop. 
Clearly any Accelerntor m~8t hAve a source of particles to 
be accelerated; in any accelerator othpr then those pppoi-
f1cel1y intended for plectrons the pArticles employed will 
be ions .... e" g. protons $ hep-vy tiydrogen ions (den terons) or 
helium ions (81ph8·-I~8!'ticJ.e8), Ther0fore en 0ssentlnl re-
quiremer;t for such a n accelerator i 8 an l".Q!l source. 
In prlncipl~, the simplest way of accelerAting a char~ed 
particle is ~o subject it to en electric field of very high 
intensi t;y applied over the grep tE;st possible dl stance. 
/Then .• " • ~ 
9~4o 
T 11 fl n t 11 p e 11 (". 1" i~ ~r n c q u t r ~:, d by tr11? r'"l!'::: 1 c 1 P fro 1"11 t t1 P 1'1 p J. d. i 8 
riven simpl:r by tJjp c.hr'rp,p on th0 prrtlcle multiplie\l l:y 
the potent2.nl (-::l.fff:r~nee thr-ourh T'/1ich it "fells". Th:ts 
principle is r:pplied in tllP Coeker'oft-'}alton nnd V[ln c1~ Grt~f.Jf'f 
~ccelprptorr, of ~~lch therp nrp spver81 in ~outh Afrlca~ 
but there is a limit8tion on the enerpetic c~pabilitiA8 of 
t~!ese macl1ines set by the fect thr.;t it :1.8 lmpr'pctlcnbJ.p to 
genero.te pot.en"i.J.pl differences of gref1ter t:.hf?n Fl ~~~'t! T':er;8-
volts in the l~Dorato~Y$ In thr.·· f110st PO·"' . .:r1: .. d. II)[:chines n.t 
present in use, the same electric field is ppplied. oV,er and 
over egG!n to the pDrtlcle, p;ivlnp; it e little ·','re t71?'1'"lEY 
each timet> In 1111near il pccelerntors, such as the tvT0-ml1e 
one [<. Ste t!.:t ('.t.'.'). ~ IrE;' dy referred to, the same compR.r~:~ t1"Vely 
week electric field is applied continuously to the p~rtlcle 
over En appreciable dist8nce until it hB8 gAined enou~h ener~ 
gy. The former method ( (a) ) CAn be compAred to rep~pted-
ly hi ttlnr; a bpll for\·,'t:l rd F.! R i t mOVE; s along; the Is tter 
method ( (b) ) cpn be compered to continuing to push ~ tr~ol-
ley ,·rhile it moves fp pter "nft fflstel". l' e th 0 d ( [1) i 8 U 8 e d 
1 n thoRe type8 of p8rticle pceele:rptor in v.r'1ich the pfJrtlcles 
are made to go round in spiral 01'\ circu18r orbits. ~,;,egnp,tic 
fields are used to ruide th~ p~rticle8 into thpir orbltp, pnd 
the pcceler2ting electric field is epplipd to thp pprt1cles 
either onCe or twice per orblt. T~e simplest of these 
machines, the cyclotron (one exemple in South Africa), pnd 
the Il e l"cernrtln[ gr<?oient proton 8YJ.lchrotrons ll 8t the C.E.R, :~" 
lebOT"t!torles at Geneve 811d the Brookheven f,:etional Laboratory 
in tne Vnited Stptes COntP into this [e~erpl c[ltep,ory. 
Method (b) miGht 8PPPB~ to be no different in princivl p from 
t}1o t f'J11ployet5. in Ven de r::crPDff or Coc}\:cr-oft-\ielton Bccelcrn-
tor8. Ho~ever, there is n considerable difference between 
the merns of thp ppplicption of t~e electric field to the 
ps rt i c 1 e 8 i n t'1 e two c p 8 t:: 8 • In lirleGr pccelerBtors u8p.d to 
/rccelerB te~ ..... 
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pc c.e Ie rn ~;e E' It--:c tro Dr J t~l ~ P 1 ec tro n r~. ri (~(l [.10:1[; ~'Tl t~1. ~1 f'>C tl'O .... 
~rvnetic ~:,nlef' Hhic!l FT'F' RrrF1nrpcl to :!DYP f-' eOfT'lponent of 
Rlectric field oppoplte to thpir direction of trpvel o 
The electponr, in Fuch f! 1"'1Pchinp q'1J.lckly oer>8A to nnderp:o 
pccelerrtion in the kin~m~tlc spnsp, 1 o e. they ~re soon 
trevellins Fi th vcloc1. tie!:' excer"clingl~T cl()e.e to tr,~,;. of light. 
But their nOI'.lentum 2nQ. enerfY cO:ltinue t l", lnc)"lc·.~pn 08 they 
trav~l d.o;;·~n t1.18 trpck r~f ".""it~· ':cceler'p tl)'.'g ... 
In iG,~ :nOElt 1·<?nc.,I("'el f)ense, t1-le term iinucleer repction" 
refers to Dny lJrocese in ·k1hic'l1. thB nucleus undergoes some 
form of Cl1.2nce - 8 C1.1fli~~)O 111 'lne,~'\t-~Y O~'\ ,., chDnge in cO!T!f'oei-
tion~ In tl.l1s context 1 tis 1 ntended i,( .. ~p~C'ly to procpsses 
in 1>J'1ich. a t8rget nucleus io bOIT:'barded by so:ne or other fiper'", 
tlcle ".' In lieu of pctual demonntrptioDs of' such reections 
in the school lnoOT'story J pupilR Rhould be sho'it!n cloud-chflMber 
bubble-c'1pmber or nucle8r emu18ion photoprnp'1s of th.e trc1 cl-:s 
of incident ancl product pprtlcle8 of Ruch repction8~ The 
n1ein purposes in tepcl1ing pupilR Flbout nuclepr repctions 
should be to 9how the operAtion of certein conservation laws 
and to explain the fsat8 of enprry relef"s8 or abRcrptlon in 
the8p. Y'e8C tions e For these purposes it 1M only npcpssary 
to conRider p few selected re~ction8. Ar; an introductory , 
example I thf't in 1,.rt:1ich Bu thprforcl puccppd.ed in trf'lnsmutlng 
n1 trogen into oxygen by alpha.-pDrtic1e bombrr1ment 1'1111 serve 
8.8 v.;ell a s any. (Cloud-chp,mber photographs showl ng thl s re-
III •. .. 
~lction e.re reproduced in ~ogers (1900).) It ca n be poi nte(:, 
out that t1.1.8 sums of the atomic encl mRSS numbers must be the 
88m~ on both pides of tnp repction equntion, this bei~g the 
conSt'quc!:ce of t~··o cODe.ervDtlon 1[n'"8~ Ghe cODservption of 
me 88 numo,:::r (sometirne£:, cnlled nucleon or bp.ryon number) and 
the law of conservation of chnrge. The first of these 1s 
ne~,\r to pupi 1 s, p.nd 1 t Rhou Id bp 8 tre ssed to pupi18 thflt i t 
1s a new and distinct conpervptiQn low And not~ sey, a 
/cons p qllpnce •• o • o 
9sr c 
C()nH('qu0rc.(l of "cnnFPrvntion of m''1~\8fle t" ceo r ell Tlr to it, 
tf1 f' r:umber' 01.' nne Ie () np fJ t the end 0 f t 1,}0 X'(-'(lC t ion r,l,10ulrl 1)e 
the BA1'18 [1 R tile nn r"lbpl'" ~t the> bcp;1. nn·i.nc~; i 08. 'pe con ne~_ ther 
crf'f!te t).d~1j,:ion[:1 nucleons nor destroy [1l} or prrt of nny 
nucl por. in 8. nne len r rep etlan., 
Other expm~les of lntp-estinr nuclear renctions pre neu-
, 4 0 12 1 
tron-pro(!.ucinr; .re[!(;cior~:;;. ,e.g. (,Jle +4 Be -- 6 C + n) end 
G ,0 
t:., ... :J ('uckcruft- "Cilton spli tting of the J.lt,'1in.rfJ nucleus 11i th 
1 7 4 4 
acce1,errt8d 1JY'oJ~on8 ( H + L1'-- He + He)~ rrhe letter :18 
- 1 3 2 2 
of intereEt not only because it 'ioTa S the first exp-mple of 80 .... 
.:'el1\~.:" Hc;"'c0T11-\~~r;-·~.i.. tting II by ~rtificiRlly eC'.:eler8 ted :r;artioleb~ 
but because it .. ')~··ovicles p dire(.~ exrt~2:lment81 verificr.t1.on 
of Einsteinis mess-energy relation. This bri ng 8 up the im-
portnnt questions of how tnis relRtion should be introduced 
in such a course B8 this Rnd how one should describe the 
enerfSY transfor'71ptioDS that occur in nuclebr re(-lctions. 
On tt1e first of tnese que8tion!~:l Guggenheim (1968) h?8 u'i'li tten: 
"There is no rer!80n irJ'hy [Elnstein' s reletton bet1.,reen int~rnal 
energy and m8.8sJ should not b~ t8ught at school wi thout s.ny 
men tion of the \'''orcl i relf:1tl vi ty' • " His Brticle implies thot 
this relation should be tpught 80 en experlmentnl f8Ct; thus 
1:1 e ~'J1~i t e 8 : II/\.lthourh this l"'ell:!t:1.on ';·;rs brought to light 
througn special relativity, it 1s independent of special re-
lativlty ond CQuld heve been estnbllshed by experiments such 
t;i.8 that oJ~ Cockcroft 8nd '~781 ton. " One begs leave to wonder 
whether l:1e is rir;h'''c- in claiming t~,t1t th.e mD88-enerE;Y rel.stion 
i 8 "i ndependen t of 8pec lnl rel~ tlvi ty ". It is true as Guggen-
helm points out that it is "independent of velocity", B.nd 
thD t ';If: co uld J.educe 1 t fro n experi ~'(l ~ nt s suoh 2 8 th~ t 0 f Oock-
croft pnc1 ·.:8.1~;on by post'(.J.1f'tinr that the p:rin~iple of conE',f:r-
vAtlon of ener~y must hold in all circumstrnces. But ,,, i thi n 
thp context of specirl relptivlty, we nre led to expect t~at 
1'Ir1 th & 8ystem of m~88 m there must be aS80cipted pn P1110unt 
lof."flt 
~. ~::~ 
.oi~ 
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rccurr:te to r-:"rprd tl1e Cockcr·~ft-i{nl.ton pnei other experlme:1'ts 
o f t~l8 type [' n experl';11pnt f' 1 ~1 ~ iop ti 0 )18 of t~1i fJ rel[l tl on 3 
rather thsn 8.~3 8stnblis!1ing :l t independently of speclal 
rel~ ti vi ty\\ ~'irp cFn, nt any rnte, fo110\v Gugp;enhei111 in his 
~"'~l)lled 8uCGentlon t"rt 'T".r~ introduce t11e Ein8tein nlPRA-enerf,Y 
relrtion by conpiderrtion of t~p energy bnlrnce of thf Cock-
c ro ft .... ~'t[11 t C>tl r'es ('."'r~ on, poi 0t~" Dr 0 1': t thE: t if'" t,h r E'~ Yd:; i' ~'in re-
12 t ion is r 88Ufl'lec.1, He p p t enf!rP:l co nserHJp ~i () n; bpt N'P fee 1 
it 1s no more thnn nonest to point out to plp11s t~pt this 
re18tion cpn, in f8Ct, be inferred :Prom Eln8tei~l':::' t'1t.!ll;ry. 
(In A.n;/, caf';<=!, mnny of thAm if,rill hnve seen liE = mc 211 before 
r.nd willl1.D.ve come tC) Pssociflte it \\'ith F.in8teinlg name',) 
Demonstration of the relation between internal ener~y 
~nd mass from the Cockcroft-~d'8lton (or any other) nucleer 
repctlon is inaeed simple enoug~. I t 18 fou nd tho t th e eu 111 
of the l:inetic enerp;ies of the tFO elpl:1R prrtlcles resulting 
:t:rom tt1e reection exceeds the kinetic enerp:y of the incident 
protons by some 17 MeV. On the other hend# the sum of the 
rest m.rsses of incident proton pnd lithium t8rget nucleu8 
exceeds that of the ~o alpha particles by 0.0186 u. Conver-
B ion 0 f t ''1 0 In t t e r to 1t,: i 10 g r~ Yl18 t1 n d :nu 1 tip 11 C;1 t ion by t 1;. t~ 
SqUF1'f' C)1' t;",,(-, ~~l;eea. of lip:ht lends to D fif~ure 1.v~1ich, 1',itl1in 
experinent~JI error, is equal to J.7 :~eV (e,~prpB8ed in joules). 
It cpn nO i • .: be cnserted tl'J..Dt thp. f:rtin in kinetic energy of tne 
system is 8ccomprnied by a correspon1ing 10s8 in internnl 
enerp;y of t1.1(~ system 1 erplAl in mne~ni tucle to thP decreps8 :in 
D1P88 multir:·li€~c1 'by tne speed of light 8qunrE·cl. 
In 01.11" vie\-!, the tf:'flc'''linr; of' tl1if·: f'8~ect of nucleel" y·e-
8ct-lonn SL1oulf) cert~inly not stop here, for if it did, ptlpils 
could easily be left with t~e impression that the rele~8e of 
energy in certe1.n nuclepr reactions !s lIexplrined fi b.Y the 
/co1'1version •••• 101 
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conversion of mntter into ~Dergy, or th~t thpre is 8 oppcial 
kl nd of er:c rr y or' lIed II nue lep r e ner r:~i II ~'Tf10 ee eon roe is nw s 8 ~ 
( C f 1·~ 0 S 80 P (19 G n) : flTne ultllTiP te 80Ul")ce of nuc1e8 r enerf,Y ls 
mn 88 11 " ) If this \\Tpre to h~ppenj it hTQuld be prefereble not 
to til GOU 88 t!.1e energ ptic 8 8pec t S 0 f 0UC lei? r r~.? ctions s t 811, 
F"" : ... t~ 1 n!': tel;t.i' 1. tis q nit ~ e a RY to pX' eRe n t t hAC 0 r re c t vi E'vl 0 
vne !Y[u.pt 0cfin 1':i t!1 th~ correct lntcrpret8tion of mpsf.·-cnergy 
"equiv81ence I1 , ";·l'j1ich enn bp stp,tf'd. [;8 follo'y.7r,:- 11..1 t '.! R~r8tem 
g fl ins 0 r 10 8 e e in t e r nn 1 e n ~ YTY 0 f H~~ au n t L.. ~;, I 1 t s mas sino :.1'"' e e. 8-
.6.8 
es or 0.8C:C82 ses by pn ~mount -(5 n 
~ C/~ 
(~~here prp thof1? -:-.11:10 
Vlould -v.Jis)} to remo\"e the qU81ificat~on thpt the ~-:'1erf;Y p:r<Ln 
or 108S must oe llltpr!1F!J.a 80 thpt if a system 1.yere to gain 
kin0t ... ~~ ... ene2g,~,' ~ its }:',["188 could nlso be said to increp8e' by 
the appropriate amount. We pointed out in Seotion 3~?2 
tns.t 'ltJ'hethel'" or not one wished to use e. "relativistic mess" 
defined in t;nis more generDl way wa.s to some extent a matter 
of taste~ In the present instpnce we are concerned only 
witn cnanee8 in internal enerfY.) By "internal energyll 1s 
meent any enerGY tn~t eRn rightly be regarded As being stored 
~li t.l1in the sY8tem, viz. re8t energy associated 1...,1 tl1 eny p8.r-
ticles thBt Rre pre sent, kinetic energy of internal motion 
Rnd mutunl ~otential enerpy of the pBrticles compo8in~ the 
8Y8tern. If, t~erefore, R two-pertlcle system h~8 mu~unl 
potentipl energy Rnd negligible kinetic energy, its overall 
mass must bE.~ equ·gl to the~ sum of t1:1e rest meS8e8 of the ppr-
tlcles Dn;J tiie ma 88 of tl1eir mutual potpntlF.ll energy f! As en 
eXB~ple one moy consider toe ~puteron, which is the nucleus 
of "t18e vy fi l1ydrogen rnd contrd .. nn onE' proton PDr1 onp neutron~ 
If tne nurl;o::i -Sian is correct thr~t t~lf: neutron RD(1 proton 
ere subject to strong 8ttrp~tive fc;pces ilJhen close tOGet~1er, 
one 1'Toulc1 expect tile mutuel potential enerp.:y of ttle t1iV'o nu-
oleans to be very much less when they form a deuteron than 
/wl1en. O.,.G 
~. 
~ 
;. 
f· 
\ 
;.j 
~ ~'\' 
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w·J.1en tn0y pre ver,:r 1Vldely 8Cp~1·pted. Gonscc1"ucntly t~1c' lntcr-
nnl potential ene~ry snould hf-'ve ,1 lnrp~e ner'r'! tlvp valne -:d. th 
~<""--
reRpect to a zero of potenti81 energy thRt correspondR to t~e 
nucleons bGin:_~ fur epvrto No "f·T t~1 e n1!J 8 s 0 f t h 0. den t e ro n j~ s 
equ81 to tho re st r"\P R8 of tllP proto n plus tnp re st m~ Sf', of 
+~0 neutron plus t~e mass of t~p internal potpnt1~1 and kin-
etic enerEYo Suppo 8e the Mn r ni tucle 0 f tJ:18 (nege ti V~) r:.:., 4;e n-
tinJ. enex'cy p:"ceec3s tt1f-"t o? ":;\1P k~~ Yletl(' er:e:r,":"'v;~ r'll':':.n t:1C 
net i nt erTIf? 1 enercy 18 .nep:~ t 1. 'l'JP, Po nel t'1G ri.!) ss n f th~ de'~~ t2ro~ 
must therefore be less then the sum of the rest m~S0eB of 
proton flncl neutron" Accurate datA of the mOSSSl af thA par-
ticles conc~rned show this to be the C888. 
In tryinf" to explain this, t1.1C teDcher could slmplify 
80me1'V11a-t by treating tne internal enerp;y as entirely potential. 
In vietV' of the obscur:l.ty of 't,mat is l10ppening inside the deu-
teron thj~8 ;·.~ould per!18ps be pprdonf:!ble. lino tJ.1er point to 
note 1s tnet the mess of the neutron ca~not be determined in-
d~pendentlY of the m88S of tne deuteron or of ~ln9teln~8 mees-
energy relntion with pn accu~cy comparable with that to which 
the masses of toe proton and deuteron are known (of Taylor 
s nd ~ilheeler 1966). We would therefore be on dangeroun ~round 
~f we tried to upe 8tpnd~rd dpta on these ~~B8es to prove 
~insteinl8 relntion; but si~ce we ere here concerned only 
~Ti th !11u~!~2r' ti.~ the Rpplic,~tion of tl1i.s relption to tne 
simplent multl'-J)8.rticle nucleus tbR.t there is, it 1:-!ill do no 
harm to U~je stB.ncJ.Hrd datB for this purpose. 
Generalizing from tne C~8e of t~e deuteron, one cpn now 
explain the discrepancy between the rn2SS of a nucleuA and tne 
sum of tJ:1C re st me 8 ~p 8 of i t f~ co nsti tttt:;D t nuc leoDs by SF yi ng 
thpt 1'lhen 8 nl1!;;'ber of nucleons cO"Je to[ether to for~ A nuclf:::uS J 
tl1e resultinf~ 10s8 of internBl energy of tne system is 80 
great tnat tne essoclpted decre~8e of mnss of tnp system 1s 
,. 
/rep dily ••... 
~)'f ~:f~)' 
loaOI) 
readily detcctnb10 0 ..L~t l"c ~lno DO~01'1(' to e~~)'lnl-n in \.~ (.. -,,-.~ 1 .... ,i.:) \.} .. i...~) .. .... ~ "./\',.1 (~.. .... 
p-encrel teJ';:8 \~.1Y it i t:i p08s.i·ble for ellf'rgy to be relefl sed. 
or nbsorbe:J_ 111. certnin nucle81' reections o In t?ny such ro-
actions it is rerson0ble to expect t~Gt the rerrr~ngement of 
nucleons that tokes p18ce must be acco~panied by en overoll 
ch~nge in mut'U8.1 potenti81 enprgy of t11e j"!ucJ~on8 ;>:I~l tht1t 
inter-nel 
the over~11 totPJ./ energy of thf'> p,y8te~1 l"j 11 bE' :-:1 ~.'f'erento 
II. t:'" f"\ re Cot' It t',,, e "" .. C! ~ ~·~i 1- ,.., (" 0.:111""" e·· .... c; n" j ~ c;~, .. \:-: \ l' ) ), J.. : \ (~ t,_-: L • : .J. J . ' 1 -:...!.. ,~l ~ .. ' <;t 'i f t 118 fi nfi 1 f'n ..... 
~ r f: -:;,r 0 f ~.~ 1 C .;- ~l s t c- ! i B 1. e sst hr> nit 8 i nit 1~) 1 en err Y, p n P. r f Y 
hn 8 been Y'eler sed in thp rep r.~1()n. If t~e maSS0B of the 
incident p~l'lticle, tflr~: ... ~ nu(;~leFt.~ pr;~~,t.~:'ct nucleuR pnd pro-
duct p~rticle pre known, it is oonven1e.:,"\; to use them to pre .... , 
dict the pmount of energy releAsed in the repction, but it 
is 8, strante misuse of vlords to say that mASS 18 the JlQll..l~ 
of thls enerr:;y. One might with equRl justice say that mass 
Wt",8 the source of the energy lost by e body ~vhen it cools 
do\vn. It 18 no less ~i1isleB.dlne; to say of common energy-pro-
c1uc:'l.ng nuclee.X' reflctlons th~~t in them; "metter is converted 
into enercY'o II There 0 re circums to nc e 8 :tn 1'r~1ich .the 11 se of 
this unfortuJ1nte phrase might elmost seem justifi8ble, vlz .• 
reBcti6ns in which perticles ceRee to exist and their rest 
6 nergy e.ppee rs 8 s rfl cl:ta tion. Eere woe .have e disflppearsnce 
of "mntter 1r 2nd the IIpror1uction" of enAl"lf,Y 88 p result; in 
8uch epses, mrss ~8y be 8sid to be a ~ource of energy, 81-
thoUfh one uould prAfer tbRt this strtement would not bp made 
vIi thout an immediate explpnntlon of i,That it refllly 1~e[1nR. 
But in conventionel nu01ear reDctions in iP7hlcl1 \Ve simply have 
8 reDrr·[lDcert0nt of nucleon n , o::"rlth no p8rtlcleR d18Pppe~r'lr:r: 
end DO nel'" ~~l.'1.rtlc.le8 rlp;.'n~Y'lr.R, It mrkcs no 8ense to tr·lk of 
reetter beinG converted into Bner~y. All thAt hps h~ppened 
1s thHt the enercy of interF.'ction of the pertlclpatlng nu-
cleons he.s 81 tered. To refer here to rr.8tter being converted into 
/ en er g y. • v " • 
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eI~erF~Y 01' vIce ver~~[l cnn o~ly be c1efc::(led on "i)1.P: Froundr of 
t1:1e r'~08t :.~r'ivc r:s8oc'iDtion tr>ti.rf'Cn TY'~~S pod lIouDntlty of 
metter. II (Frisch (1?G4) ~PR m~~e the feme point in refer-
cnce to t11f' reaction in \'.1'111c 11 tT·ro deuterons p-ivp raise to fl 
:proton Flnel n. tri ton: flIt ney be ~:rort'1 strA8sinp; t'lr.t this 
18 not p tr;:Dsfor:'1ptioD of IT\pttpr jnto pr ll!"rp:"; t~~,~ 00rr1}:on-
ents of t'le t~·ro nuc1ei pre E'.t).ll the S.Ur','" p.nd:':;:~i.·(? merE'ly 
t·ecome renrr:3.nr;ec. to f_~rT"" <J1f) otbf'r iiu:.Lei':", jUBt PS P,t0!18 
lJec,;one 1"'(;,:' rro ng8c: in :p chemi cr.11 ::r:ePl c ti on ..... p nd energy :t 8 
freed t~J.ere·by, i7hich ('8usep t~e finGl nuclei to be a little 
lighter t;'~f>n the inj.ti,.~ ~ on~~. II) 
TypicaJ. fission end fusion l"epctio:'E r.hl,.~uld be quoted on 
8ccount of th8:Lr prDctlcf1l inter~e:~t. Pu~ilB can also be 
told sGlmet:.ling of i,lthet heppens in nuclear reactions initiated 
by bombarding particles of extre~ely hiSh energy, the main 
point of interest here being the creation of new ~nrticle8 
from some of the energy me.de nvpilvcle in the re8ct:ton. 
In terms of conservption of enerpy, such processen enn be 
descr'ibed 28 the convp:r~ion of some of thf' aveilnble energy 
into rest energy of t':1e nei'! pt-~r-i:lclep. I n th i 8 conn eo t ion 
it 18 pocsi:)le to mention the pvistence of SO:lle of the bew'il-
6.~~rinr: Array of lIelprn~ntDry :r:.;:.~rtlele8rl Fhich ht1VP bp~n iden-
ti fi eeL. 
~'lith the con8ider~tion of these Tt1ptter~, 1,-.]"0 thlnk thnt 
the 111'ni t i:2 .. 8 now been reeched of ~ili8t CPD end Rhould b~ for-
melly tDu[ht to l:upils under the heeding of "nuclear' physic~ ... I!. 
~nO~£h h28 no~ been said to enable them to derive benelft 
from furt"'lE::r reedinc on the topic. It WOll Id bp better for 
them to pU:r':'UE: the :::rttE;'l" in this lJ'OY Ulpn to Itsten to ".rhnt 
must lncvit2bly teco~p more Rnd more like a mere recitrl of 
fects as t~le tepcher tries to ~o deeper into the 8ubject. 
The Common E8Sic SyllRbu8 lists 8rtificially induced 
/rndi08ctivity ••.•• I 
n 
,1 
A j 
f 
":1 
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:4 
radiopctlvity and oosmic rpY8 
() 1 pxtenslon o ~le t'11nk tfJf1t 
81 mply a 8 reading {-3 ssip;nments o 
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CHAPTER 11: RElJ~TIVITY IN THE SCHOOL SyrJ..JLABUS 
~ .. 
11.1 I ntroduc ti..9.!! 
Special relat! vi ty htl.s not yet become a part of school 
syllabuses in physics and physical science. I t is n0111J 
accepted that certain predictions of relatlvistic mechanics, 
viz. the ve.rif<~ion ,#}f "r:l }etlvlstic mass" with velocity B.nd 
the lYI.P::·J3-enerf'::;- rr':'<l.~"vion) should be mentioned in school phy-
.... 
.dl~s, bu t no _tirm & tt empt spems yet to j:l~.c,rG bpe~ mpJ.e to inr ... 
elude sp.eci8-l relatl vi ty as such in school syllabuses. j'j?he 
pr'imBry p'LlrpOSe of this chepter is to discuss 'tv-hethersuch 
an ~ttempt 1'lO\.;~\,1. be 'Vlorthwhile. 
A point tL"::t should be ma::~ B.t t;~l~ outS€+' is the.t the 
scientific respectability of special relativity has long ceased 
to be in doubt. Not only have its predictions 'been amply 
confirmed by experiment, but they are constantly 'being employed 
"toTi th complete success in the design of new equipment and ex-
periments. Oocasionally the theory is attacked by those "ton1o. 
cleim to have clisoovered that it conte.ins internal contradic-
tions (of Burniston Brown 1967 end Dingle 1967c) but their 
op'Jectlons invarie.oly tUrn out to be based on elemente.ry mis-
applica tions of the fundamentals of the theory, e.nd as such 
neve v8:lue only as tutorial exsmples of the "find the fs.lla.cy" 
kind. (Of Dingle 1 s opposition to the theory it can fAirly 
be sBid that he has at lest demonstr8ted to his own satisfac-
tion that the brand of relativitY,he has been expounding for 
so long (cf Dingle 1940, 1956) is JJuntenable", to use his own 
favourite word in this connection. Indeed, Dingle's only 
error has been to confuse his own brand of relativity with 
Einstein' s IfSpeci~l Theory".) One would not therefore be 
"misle8dinG the youngll by formally incorporeting relatlvl ty 
in an elementnry physics syllabus. 
Becau se of the funde.menta 1 importance of special rela t1-
vitY J there has in recent years been en increasing tendency 
Ito. , It • 0;. 
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to teec11 tnis subJec.t et lO,"/f-r levf·le in univer81.tles tntlD 
wes nitnerto tnbufht 8Bfe~ TOP m8ny introductory teyt~ook~ 
tnat have recently Bppe~red are an indication of the n~ed 
that 1s currently being felt for clear pre8ent~.tion of specia.l 
rela tl vi ty n.t an elementary level. Experience in the DepRrt-
ment of Physics At Rhr;des r;,,:vers1ty su("(pcets that 8peci~~1 
re1e.tivity can b,~, succe<':tl";"ully taught in the second or Bven 
ir.t t'.'c firs··1:; yrr r in a South Africen un:lvers~ty pl")ovidecl that 
enough time ~.nd 'cutorial attention is devoted to it .. 
Can it be successfully te.ught at B. lOv;ell level B.nd our,ht 
('ne tc tr'~)? :J('.rlcerning South 1\.fric2n school syllabuses, 
Professor JoA, l~12dh5.11 (1964) has r€~arked that while lithe 
fund.B.mentals of 1-'111slc6 appear to be ree.t;-:;.nebly well cQvere(:to •• 
There i~ an exception to this - the tneory of relativityo 
Whi1e this is fundamente.l to physics, it is not tanght ~.n 
SChools. " He p,oes on to sey that n~lJl1l1e I 8m sure that it 
will eventually have to appear in the school syllabuses, I 
very much doubt vmether it ~dll do 80 in the next ~ year8~ 
let alone fi ve. II The s8stlmption underlyi.ng these ste.tements 
i8 clearly that it is deBil"J:p .. l!t the.t special r'elativl ty Bhould 
eventually find a place in the school curriculum. The idea 
1s not nevI. 1'!eeta'Ttlay (1929) sugpested forty years ago the,t 
"Inasmuch e.8 relativi ty is trnnsfo.i:T.1inp; our fundnmental no-
tions of physics, and therefore of SCience penerAlly~ it 10 
desire.bIe that at least DO outline of th.e subject should be 
presented to Sixth Form boys~ " This argument 1s given in 
1 ts most extended form by Rekveld (1965), who forcefully pu to 
the case for teaching special relatlvtty in SChools. Af .tcer 
asserting tn.rt "the choioe of e certain topic should be ~'i()~t-;:1. ..... 
vated by pointing to the specific and n70essBry contribution 
it ndds to the underste nding of tl1e pj.oture that modern map. 
na 8 made of tne phenomena 1n ni s n8.t'~trJl surroundings U , .D,e 
110te "three specific Bnd neces8ar~'T contributions 'Ttmich the 
teaching of relativity could provide." Fil"st II re let:i vi ty i 8 
/ !fa. ••••• 
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Ila typica.l example of 8 theory sho'lfrlng hOvl man has been e.ble 
to surmount hi s' everyd8Y experience, nameiy hi 8 biologiC811y 
founded conceptions of space, time and motiono II Second, 8.1-
thour;h much time has to be spent on giving adequate coverage 
of the la.~is of Ne1.vtonlan dynemlo8~ t11ese la.vtS have restricted 
valldlty~ and one should rr:,~"e it plain to pupils that they 
I1do not present the Ips'~ ~J'ord in mechanlca il l/l Connected 't}'l th 
t~.J~ ~(~cond poi",l v is the third: tha.t courses.. in modern physlcs 
are bound to include mention of the Itinertia of energy I~, . ana 
that it is fi tting that the pupil should not only ftknow about U 
'this, bu'c a.l se ~1nderstand ths,t it i 8 a "logical consequence 
of the fundament~ ... l p,~stula tes of rela 1~ivi ty theory t " 
These argumlS'nts s.re convincing~ Sfecisl relativity is 
no mere- orne.ment added to physios by the efforts of Einstein 
end others; 1 t is part of tne very founde.tions of the subj eot. 
Not only are "relativistic" effects commonplAce in the labora-
tories of l1igh energy physicists; they are p.e.rt and parcel 
of ou.r everyday 11 v9a, to the extent that the latter o.epend 
on the laws of classical eleotromagnetlsm~ If, then, special 
relatlvi ty interpenetre.tcs 't-11 th our experience in this Trlay and 
1s fundamental to tnp. outlook of the contemporary physicist$! 
we ought to do something B.t edhool tOvl&rds preps.ring the 1~lay 
for its appreCiation at a higher l~vel~ At the very least 
we ought to teacJJ. physic s in such a way as not to inni bi t 
understanding and acceptapce of speci&l relativity at a later 
sts.ge. Mo re po s1 ti v e 1y J "rle migh t .."10 te Rekve Id' 8 pol nt that 
special relativi ty is a "typical example of a theox'Y showing 
hOW rns.n nas been able to surmount h.is everyday experienct~j~ 
and try even at SChool to makp t'1is apparent to some extf'lnt., 
We can also agree with Rekveld that it is desirpble, if possi-
ble, to demonstrate the origin of such rerults as the varia-
tion of relativistio mess with velocity and the mass-energy 
rela tion. We add a further point: the present writAr's 
I expe1'1 e no e $ ., • 1/ • 
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experience of tec1ching relativl t:{ to nn:tvcrSl tY8t'Llc1('~~:: ,:,: :, 
gents that tnere are fev; e s:pects of f11yeics lthich sti?"'ulE' \:::~ 
the imaglnatlon of students as much tl.S speciel rclctivi ty ~;.·li· 
Once they have overcome the pSYCl101ogice.l nurdles v:hlch rf:,ln~· 
tivi ty appears to present J students seem to enjoy greppline' 
witrl tJ:le intellectual challenpf3 presenter:, ;)y >ome ,:.~ 'G\1~ pD:r\[;~. 
doxes of the subject and in arr,u'1ng 1i."lth ()n,:". ~.'<;Gher nno',:t i.,'" 
If e comp':lrpble a_egr~p !)f ·:r.rereRt ccuJ/1. bp" stimulater) 8:00r"r-··~·~ 
pupilR 9 the effor'~ will nave b~p'n wortlJ1rJ'hile indeedo 
130ulind (1957) htt.s remarked the.t n [rele.t1vi tyJ doe~ L':';~; 
seem to entqr naturally i~to {4~;'y sonoo"; \')hys1c8 8ylle.bu'~q tl 
By this he presume.bly means thnt there 't",~"\:'e 1"~) obvious ;'~_nl(s 
between relativity and the type of school phyeic8 syllabus 
vlnich 'was common at the time he 'vB.S '·lritlng. He do~s Eey 
that "It may be mentioned briefly with reference to gravitn-
t16n: the effect of tne sun on light rays from starE! cnd tIlt:? 
anomalous benaviour of the pIa net, }:ercury. 11 But tl13.S FOU le.. 
be of no rea 1 help to pupils, to whom the connection bet1',reen 
gravi tntion and relativi ty could not be oonvincingly expL'"3.1nt'(~ 
1 n a fev! sentences. On tne otner 11.and, there are Ilnks ~')e-
tween special rele.tivi ty and particle and Y1"J.cJear pl'lysiCt;, .?J.~d 
tnp uPrinclple of Relstivityll arises in limited. fOT-m in "'T;~ .... ~ 
tonian mecllBnic8, so that here, too, the theory hps a dp~·'ir.~:_· 
link wi th knouledge alreCldy Rcau:tred by the pupil. In t':.:t c 
- . 
case "VITe oou1(1 use thp link 8S e stBrt:i.nc-point fOl? th~ te~ci-:.~ 
1n~ of the theoYj (cf Section 11~4.1). Pr0perly approRche~~ 
special re18tlvl ty C8n be made to seem as "nD.tural" 8. PE-u.--t o? 
the syllabus ~8, say, electricity~ 
11.2 The dlfficulties presented by elementnr;r rr~18ti·rtt': 
.... , 'I ""we ......... ~~_T _____ ~ _______ .-n, 
Th~1 argll.'11onts presented above sugp.est that it is d~~::':;,..r .. -
!~ to teach special relativity e.t school: the fef.t8ibil:1-~.r 
of this must now be considered. The I ... re8ent 1vrl ter 1-)as r:\)':~ 
come aCI'OSS any accounts of e.tternpts that hnve been made t~l 
/thi 8 •• , '9 • 
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this direction partly, he 9uspects$ because there have been 
few Buen attempts.Bs yet. Perhaps the main reason for tl1is 
timidity is a prevalent feeling that the topic is difficult 
difficult to teach and difficult to understand. Rekveld 
(1965) accepts the alleged "difficulty". "It cannot be de-
n" 3d", he says, "that relativi ty theory forms 8. difficult 
cnapter of physics fl ; but he a.dds: "v1e feel that our res.ction 
to thi s fact should not be thHt 'V'18 had better ~voj ,i ~ .. r:dchi ng 
this top1c~ On the contrary: \'Ij"e should ".Je encoure.ged. "by 
this circumstance to exert oUl"selves as much as weoan to 
find con-venient 'tva.ys and means to bring these t;1.:s.'·:~'.ou9~on.;~;p­
tiona befol~e our students and ma}\:8 them understa.ndable. It 
We shall try bt:low tC) pinpoint these "arduous conceptloi1s 11 
or difficulties and to show that although these are g8nu1ne 
dlfficulties~ it is possible for them to be eased or overcome 
in elementary presentations of the subject. 
No treatment of special relativity) however elementary~ 
Os n avoid oonfronta tion 'iIi t.h tne fundamenta.l postula tes of 
the tneory, and accepts.nce of these is undoubtedly one of the 
"difficulties n experienced by the beginner., Unless he is 
properly prepared for it, the Principle of Relativity itself 
could be a stumbling-block to a pupil, while the Principle of 
the Constancy of the Velocity of tight conflicts with what 
the PUPil has learned about the velocities of material objects 
Bnd o~ sound signals. The actual derivation from these pos-
- -
tulates of ffilCh predictions of relativistic kinematics as 
the relativity of simultaneity and time dilatation need pose 
no· serious mathematical or phY~lcal problems for the pupl1~ 
On the other hand, the solution of problems (otheJ:~ than I!plu~­
in" ones) based on these results i8 found awkw'ard by the be-
ginner, mainly because of the initial difficulty in adjusting 
to tne need to allo,", for relatlvl ty of simultanei ty \vhen going 
/f"J.'om" ...... 4) 
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frCJm one freme of reference to another~ In the pI'e 8pnt 
writert 8 experience, even the better students have trouble 
to begin with in trying to cope with this type of problem. 
11.3 The liRe of inertial fremes 
We suggested in Section 4.6 that explicit teaching of 
the concept of an inertial frBm~ was no',' neC-::-.88f:i.":{ '; n teachj.Dg 
elementary classical mechantc~. dnd ~mp:~?: tnere that this 
'. 
(';~ncept 11j ght ~)1"'e8:""l'~ dC·".e difficulty to pupi18 if explic:L t-
ly taugn:t~ HOVJever, "inerti-2.1 frames 'I 8.I)8 indispensable to 
any satisfactory expo~::tior~ '.f 8peci~: rplativity, 80 tnat 
this matter must be dealt '-lit.I'). at the od.;set of any relati-
vi ty co~r8e. We are inclined to feel tLiLt or~("e the PUl-,·~.l. 
has studied classical mechanics and electromagnetism, he should 
be ready for the concept of e.n inertial frs.me. Formal In-
troduction of it mlgh t be apprecie. tecl by him as bringing into 
the foreground someth1nB that he now recognizes as always 
having been in the background of what he has been taugh t. 
Certain 8ophistic8.ted expos1 tions of special relativl ty 
(e.g. those of TRylor and Wheeler (1966) and Woolfson (1988) ) 
use "Einsteinian" inertial frflmes from the beginning (i<> e. 
frames defined locally by frPAly-falling particles,). We 
believe that t.his app:roHch "rouln only confuse the averflge 
South African matriculation pupil, since it requires him at 
the eta rt of 8. new e.nd nonA too ea sy topic to 81 ter hi s ste nu-
. 
point on gravitational forces. It :is probably irriSE'st in a 
school courge to stick to the conventional method of presen-
tation of special relativity end use "Newtonian" inertial 
fra.mes, which have indefinitely Ip',rge spatie.l extent and re-
lative to 1'Jhich grEtvitationt1l forces aXle treRted as l'~esl 
forceD. This kind of lnert18.1 frame is "t-,rhB.t hus been im-
plicitly used by the pu:r::il up to this point, 80 that the pro ..... 
'eentation of speciel relativity in term8 of such frj 8mes i-lould 
/In ...... 
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in t111B respect 1'011011 emoot l1.ly on HhD-t 118.8 vone before e 
11 () 4 'l'h e po 8 t pI D. t e 8 0 f s p ee l n 1 r e ]. n t i vi t y 
--= ~ 
ll~ 4 .. 1 The "Principle of Rela.tiv~ .. tyll 
It would seem thet the teecJ:1er of elementary rela.tivl ty 
mus t be prepHrec1 for the ~I')':' 381 bi Ii ty that h1s puplls or stu-
dent~ may find ttle fp:""jc:.ei!lentel postulnteB of. special re18ti-
'V.I ty l1ard co r.r cepto A possible l'pmeCly 1'0:' 'this d"lf:'"":tcvlt~· 
has already been hinte-d at, viz. edeluatf! prepert-ition of t;'le 
pupil for t,ne acceptllnce of there postule.tes o One vray of' 
preJ:.;2riTiG hirli :rnuld b~ to drs"" his Rttent1.0n to '~he IIPrincip~.(': 
of Rclativi tyll :.:tBt 1.8 imp1ici t. in ~~>:;rrtonie_n mechanic8~ so 
tha.t he will be ~.·sa.dy indue course to concicer the sugges tiol1 
that thi.s Principle might be ve.lid for all physics. This 1s 
essentially the approech so'strongly urged by Bono.! (1965a,b, 
1966, 1967). As he says," surely, it would be good 
tencning to emphasiz.e the continuity vlith. earlier thoughtlf 
(Bondi 1966). By "drs.v!i ng tne attention of tne pupil to the 
Principle of Relativityn vl'S mean that in the course of learn .... 
ing {;I.bou t mechanics, the pupil should be led to t~:~.nk abou t 
whethel" he could Cf) rry out a dynamical experiment in, sey, a 
Jumbo Jet, vThich will en~ble h'lm to tell 'VJhether or not the 
vehicle is "moving 11. Our experie~ce of discussing this point 
,yi th uni versi ty student 8 suggests t112.t tl1e pupil might not 
easily be convinced of the ;,Correct vle\,J"" (As Bondi (1967) 
remarks, "the really difficult step is the step taken by New-
ton end Galileo, and not the step taken by Einstein. II) Bpt 
1 f he £..a,U be 00 nv:l nced ~ i t should be les8 trou ble80me to oon·-
vince 11im th0t lithe principle of the uni ty of physlcR rel'i.uires 
that systems that cannot De di8tlnp:v.ished by internal dyrw!r(:'Lc~ 
, ~~ .... o 
c8.1 experiments should be indistinguisha.ble by ~ internal 
experiments" (Bondi 1965n). NeturBl1y one would not put the 
/pol nt ...•. 
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point to tne PUpil in such sophisticated language, but the 
idea it self 18 not e. di fficul t extension of "Ne1itonie n rela-
tivityllo One could lead up to it by using Bondits argument 
the t there is no such tbing f>8 a. purely dynpmlcal experiment 
or phenomenon; "even in the prototype of 8,11 dyne.micel pheno-
rn~:;.a1l the collislon bet'toleen tw'o billiard balls, you rely on 
ellS' meterial properties ot' bllliarc1 ba.lls~ which as "V-le knl")1-'r 
are due to complicated quantel electrome.gne"/J:ic :'Jr.! ... :f;f' (Bondt 
1967) 0 
In ad.voce.tlng ths.t pupils should be Introduced to the 
nP:ri nCiple of Rela ti vi ty II by ",ray of Ne1Altonian d;y ~'"I,-'i111c8 p 'tV'E:: 
are not suggesting that tnere should be expl1ci t s.nd deta.iled 
teachil~g of iG&,i.:!.leani~ or UNewtonian Jl relativi. ty, including a. 
dar! vation of the Galilean transforme,tion. We do not think 
that any benefits are likely to accrue to the pupil from 
acqua:trltance wi th the latter, whiCh migl1.t actually be hS.I)mful 
at this stage. Rekveld (1965) has reported'that "there are 
some teachers ,,,ho are inclined to assume that aconfrontat:lon 
with olassical relativity could reinforce the vagu~ concep-
tiona of our student8 about Hbsolute time end mass. Conse-
quently the ac cepte.nce of tne revolutione.ry ideas of Einstein 
might perhBps rather be hindered than prepared by this di8-
cU8si0I1~ n But if the subject 18 introduced in the me.nner "Fe 
have suggested above, the implications for space and time of 
the indistinguishabili ty ol inertial systems by means of 
"purely dynamical experiments" will not be discussedet all, 
so tha.t there is no chance ot pupj~18 having their livegue 
ooncpetj~on8 tf reim.forced. (To undermine rather than reinforce 
these "vague conceptions If, tl'16 teach.er could while teaclling 
the fundamentaJs of kineme.t1cs and dynamics vlarn against me.k-
ing un-vrarranted e.s8umptions ebou t spaoe and time, egp~cial1y 
the In tter. ) 
/11" ...... 
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110402 Tne eo:-:~tcncy of ttlP veloclty of 11pht 
~~.toI:!I'~''''_~~~r-.'t''''!.A~_.,..,. ....... QIJrI~·,rr~fta~1t 
Bondi (19t:;5e p bjl 19GG~ 1967) GIBO c,rnW8 nttention to tl1e 
implicrtions of the "principle of t'.1P uni ty of r-l1yeicg U for' 
the velocity of light: thp latter nust be the same in all 
directions relative to any inertial frnme of referenne, in-
dependent of tne ve]')city ~'f thp. 8ource. Actually this 1s 
not en inevitnl:J e C0}'10:~vHion fX)OT1 the preml8e that If [inAr-
+).83"j eystems '-,onnat bp di stlnr,uisi:1ecl. by PD~~: i nternpl (~xpe~·'·~.-
ment81l~ If tne laws of electromagnetism arr-' correctly rJ.ven 
by Maxi-;ell v s equHtions, then tn.e Principle of the Constency 
of' 1,;:'e V~:~loc5."t.:r of Lignt does ind.eed follo'!y fron: the Princlp·· 
Ie of Relativi~~ (cr Rosser 19~7). (AS Rosser (lSS7) ~oints 
out, Einstein cOJ,lc1, in fa.ct, have tc.ketl ft8 his second postu .... 
latE! that the la"t'ls of' optics end electr'omagnetism 'VcJeroe Max-
well's equations.) Otner formu.lations of electl-'omagneti sm, 
such. &8 tnose of Ri tz (cf Fox 1965) ~ in 1 .. r.1ich it is presumed 
that the velocity of light depends on the velocity of the 
souroe, are also possible; j.ndeed the Ritz theory 1s 8c'tually 
in co nforml ty Hi th Ge Ii lee n rele ti vi ty. It i 8 partly the 
impressive experimentDl support for special relatIvity thet 
sustains one in the ~1ew that classical electromagnetism is 
correctly described by },iax1,rell' 8 eqnations. One cen herdly 
discuss rival tneories of electromagnetism in an elemAntary 
tree. trnent of specia 1 l"ela ti v 1 ty; wT'lB. tone £..e..ll do is to re-
mind the pupil that in the trpe.tment of the gene::{'ation and 
propagation of electromagnetic waves, no mention WR.S rna.de of 
any influence of the velocity of t.he source on the propagn tion 
__ ... ,..,.'rJ\:~ .. 
of the v-Iaves, and to tell him tha t the full t11€Ory implies 
that there is no such lnfluence~ The siml1e.rlty between thls 
CBse and that of Bound cen be pointed outo Tt1US the pupll 
cen be led to 8.ccept 88 reasoTh",.ble the principle tho.t Ilin a. 
VaCULL'Tl light is never overtaken by 11ght ll , which is Bondl~ 8 
/ ( 1966. " D ,. 
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(1966, 196'7) non-metrical fOltiJlulation of the postulate t11at 
the velocity of light iA independpnt of the velocity of its 
source" 
The teac11er might wish to back up tl'1is e.8ser1::j.on with 
some mention of relevant experimental evidence, The evldence 
often c1 ted in tnls connect! on (ell g. by Br:nd:i 196f; 19G7) con.· .... 
sistsof the results of de Sitter's meap~rempn~~ on the spec-
tra of double stars, HC;'\f.3': .... ;.j.., tnis m"~i no..t be as clear .... cut 
as has long been .r .... ssumed': Fox (1962, 19(5) has argued that 
the .effect1v~ sources of the light received on eal .... th are no't 
the double stars tnem8t.\,~res I..J\.,t i,ne i):'~~'J:1stellar matter 
through whic'h t.ne light has passed. I~ ~ec~nt years a good 
deal of "v'lork 118..S been done on check:tng tl~e "source indepen-
dence I!r postulate by measuring the valoci ty of gamme-re.ys 
"emitted" by fast-moving particles. Dingle (19670) cl.a,lms 
I 
th~t tnese experiments "nll involve a circular e.rgument n in 
that they supposedly invoke special relativity at cruciRl 
pOints in their interpretation. It is true that in the 
interpretation of these experiments (cf Farley at 81 1968) 
it 18 customary to use the relatlvistlc formula 1-01.' the 
Doppler Shift to deduce the velocity of the SOU1'lce of the 
gamma-rays; but these 80uroen are produced in high-en~rgy 
oollisions in l,·.r.hich the veloa! ty of t.he centre of 1118.89 is a 
substantial fraction of the speed of light so that, as Farley 
et 8.1 remark, til t can ne.:l?dly be doubted tha t the gamma-rays 
come from a moving source." The measurement of the veloci~y 
of tne gamma-rays was carried out by a time-ot-flight method 
which does not seem to depend on any assumptions derived from 
specinl relativi ty, and it we 8 found. tnat lV'it1:lin the l1ni ts 
of experimental error (1.3 parts in 104 ) tl1.e meaAured velocity 
of tnese gamma-ra.ys is in agreement w'i tn the accepted value 
_of the velooity of light. \ve may take it, theng that these 
/experimentalo.~,. 
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experimental results are cons:tstent· ,'Vi t.l~l trH::; "source inde-
pendence" postulate o As thA principle of these experiments 
i 8 stralgh tforll8.rd, t11~ teacher could mention them briefly, 
wi thout giving any experimental detal18~ 
The other aspect of tne "Constanoy of the Veloc! ty of 
Light li J viz" that the velocl ty of 8. ligJ:1t: sip·le,l lr ~he same 
in different inertial frames lI if.! less ea ~:ly t~ ,r;6tK(.',' plauslble 
to the pupil, Rince it lp d(j+, in a.ccor<)).noe · ... 'vi t;~ the pupils s 
previous experier<.;e 01' the behaviour of 'waves. A p09slble 
solution is to point to the experimental evidence. It j.B 
genera.lly l1eld t11at tne ,:'elevb-:1t ~vlde!')\..~\~~ is provided by the 
Michelson-liorley and tne Kennedy-Thorn(l.l,.·!{,~; e~\~erlments 'of 
Robertson 1949 1 Grlinbaum 1955, Taylor and Wheeler 1966). 
( Specifically) experiments. of the Michelson.-Morley type 88-
tB.blish that the roun.d-trip· speed of light is isotroplc in 
I . 
different inertial frs.rne 8 J and the Kennedy-Thorndike experi-, 
ment establis.hes that the round-trip speed of light has the 
same numerical value in diffe:rent reference frames,) tloHever, 
tnere are t~TO possible obj ections to detailed di scussion pf 
these experiments in an elementary course on relativityo 
First, such a discussion would take up a considerable amount 
of time. Second, as Bondi in particular has pointed out 
(of Bondi 1959, 1965a,b, 1966, 1967), these experiments corne 
close to being nZ8.nzibar u experiments (of. Section 2.5, ) 
a1 t.hough this could not nave been appp..rent -vlhen they were 
first carried out. Bondi's argument rests mainly on the 
fact tnat lithe size of our mea.suring rods is determine(1 by 
atomic interactions which themselves o.re fully cne..ra.cterized 
in pri nei ple by tne atomic ~fres~no,ie..s,tJ (Bondi 1959). He nee 
the lengths of measuring ro'ds al'~e "cle te:r:rnined by a 8uperposi-
tion of radar methods!! (Bondi 1965a), 1. e. by the time of 
~travel of light signalB~ But the essence of experiments of 
/the. " " • \II 
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the !.1icl1elson->rorlpy type is to compprp t 11P t:ee'llel tillJ~S of 
lignt signals over paths of supposedly fixed length; if the 
lenr:t118 of these paths Brp func1Amentelly determined by the 
travel times of lirht signa18~ then it is not at ell surpris-
ing tnat tl1ese experiments should ]:1~-lve established tl:1Dt the 
speed of light in different inertial fl'~F:1~8 :t.:; 1BO <;:"Jpic and 
has the same numeric8.l value" 
Apart frol11 this o"l-)j e~","'.,j ,'I,l Bond4. r.~_8o m,91ces the point 
tha t in ti18 perfer J1an0e of a Mich.clson-r..ioT'ley experiment it 
,.,oulct be desirable to ensure that the di ste.nee from the 80urce 
to tne mirrors is kept ~~n8ta2t, ond t~2~ it seems to be im-
possible to conceive of a check on this . :~.:pe(",+' of tne €yperi-
ment 'V!rnic.h does not depend on the properties of ligl1t. In 
tne light of tnis criticism, it is intere8ti~~ to consider a 
recently-performed modern version of the r;fichelson-l-101"lley 
experiment (cf Jaseje et a1 1964). In this experiment the 
two legs of the Michelson interferometer were replaoed by He-
Ne masers operating in the infra-red reSion. The frequency 
of each maser depends on the spacing 6f its mirrors and the 
effective veloci ty of light in the space lneide it; thp pre-
sence of an "ether drift" should therefore ~e~8e e change in 
the beat frequency bet~veen the- masers p.s the flppare.tu8 is 
tu rned through 90°. Thp experiMen~er8 epparently did not 
try to check that the lengths of the masers were unchpnped 
by the rotation. They do discuss the effect on the frequency 
spread of the maser output of the thermal v.:tbra tions of the 
spacers between the maser mirrors, and also consider the effect 
on the spacers of magnetostriction 88 a result of tlle earth's 
magnE:~t1.c field .. Evi~ently they ~88ume that only effe~.ts of 
this type or 8. possible anisotropy of space could fl.ffect the 
effective lenEths of the ma8ers. This is reasonable, al-
.though it ·\'lDc.le . . nave been bettE~r to hB.ve hed 8n inlepenc.ent 
checl\:; in this C(;3.8€, dJ.rect meas-urement of the frequency of 
/the e '0 •• 
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the mAsers could not have been used for this purpose, 88 th~8 
frequency v:as about :3 x 10 14 Hz .. (From th e1 X" re Bul te ~ the He 
experimenters concluded that "there is no anisotropy or effect 
of ether clrift larger t11an one-thousa.ndth of tt16 sma.11 frac-
v2 tion~.l term 2 8.ssociated wi t11 the eal"th' 8 orbi ta.l veloel ty. ll) 
C 
We incline to the view the t Boneli t.r:- !J~e.i ~J cri i ~.ui 8m does 
not entix'sly invalidate modern :"'f~pettti(' {is {':: ~Jr.le l~ichelson­
MorJey ara Ken~edy-mhr!·n~4K~ experimen~8. '(Bondi nas made 
it clea.r tllat fle does not l<lish to m1r.imize the historical 
importance of tne orlginalexperiments of this type.) At 
the very 1~a8t$ null reL~) .. l ts (,1' tt'le H::;"c·t.'~.:~lson-l'forley ar..d 
Kennedy-Tnorndike experiments can be reg~~de~ as conflr~qtio~ 
of tne self-consistency of our view of nat;ure. The beginner 
who 1s ~groping his v;s.y into special rela ti vi ty might be glad 
of the assurance provided by tnis confirmation; but in a 
i 
sohool course in relativity, there is unlikely to be enough 
time to allow fol"~ an adequate treatment of these eXI)el--lments. 
We "[QuId accoX"clingly recommend tha t t11ene experlments be 
given only tne briefest possible mention in the classroom; 
1nteresteo.. pupils can read a.bout tnem if t.ney wish. 
It may be thought that Bondi 1 s a.bove-quoted. nopers tion-
al" argument concerning msasu!1ing r'oels provides the tee.chel" 
with a convenient justification of the constancy of the velo-
01 ty of light: t11e lengths of OU1"l measlU1ing rods 81 .... e effec""" 
ti vely determined by a "8t~perp08l tion of r't3.da.r methods 11 , so 
that any measurements we make of t.ne velocity of light with 
the aid of tnese roels e..re bound all1B.ys to yield the earna 
answer. T11ere are a. t lea.st i;'wo ree sons vlhy 1 t 1'1ould be In, ... 
advisable to use this argument :tn an ele;nentary COU1~E-e~ 
F1rst, the ar[ument 1s subtle - it might not be easy to per-
suade a "beginner that the length of a measuring rod really is 
.. d~ete!·mined by a ifsuperposi tion of' radar methods". Second, 
one may clCiim that it mi sses the -real point at issue. Neither 
special relativity nor }~xwellian electromagnetism are based 
/upon •• ~ • (I 
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upon any ass'l~mption8 concerninr~ the- n0.tUY'e nncl atru.cture of 
meaEJtU--ine r-ods or clocks, and it 1s tJ.1creforf) rnisleadinr to 
justif'y tile constancy of the veIocl ty of lir'1t 1'T1 tl1 an 8rgu-
ment \'.T11icl1 6.08Cl depend on 8uch assumptions. Surely the cor-
rect vieu to t~ce is that space and time are 80 interrelatea 
T""'.at tne postulates of speciel relativi ty must 81~rHYs be 
valid in tne appropriate circumstances o 
We a.re st].ll left v,r! tn tne pj~01)ler.n of tlr)"t:tf 4.10 YIP'., j the 
If constancy of tl.1e veloei ty of liEn t If p18.u ,- .L ble to tne pupi 10 
A pos8ible appror!.cn is to contrast tne propagB.tion of lig11t 
witn that of sound. Tne cnarac ter.i.stic veloci·L.~1 of n 8ov..nd 
wave 1n a given medium 1s evaluated relative to the medium: 
wna tic tne V~ ~.oci ty of light "rela ti ve to II? Thepe i 8 no 
rna terial meclium for lignt propaeating in vacuo. One possi-
bility 1s ·to assert tnat the velocity of lignt is expressed 
relative to its source (tnus denying the validity of Maxwell-
ian electronognetic theory); bu t experiment ShOllS tha t the 
v~loClty of light is independent of that of its sourcs. 
AnotJ18r p08s:lbill ty is to postulate an lJether" as the non:-
material meclium for light propaGation, relative to 1'.1'11to11 the 
velocity of light should be specified. But this implies 
tha t ODG can c1eter':1ine one I 3 veIocl t~i l"lela ti ve to a If special II 
referenco fr[l_?":~e (the ether) by an optical experiment, ,·,herefl,s 
this cannot be done by dynamical means. This contradicts 
the princip19 that II sys teij18 that cannot rJe diBtinguished hy' 
:l n;ternal rlyn8.!:"1ical experiments s.l1ould be indi stinguishable 
by ~ internal experiments e " !~ this principle is to be 
retained, it must mean the rejection of the idea of an 8ther~ 
at least In t.tlE::' form of a mecl1um V:.1088 pre8enc~ can be detec-
te(l by c"llrect :'le[lsurement~ T11is in turn sur;Gests t11flt the 
same value 3Jl.oul(1 be obtB.i ned for tne velocl ty of light in 
different inertial "frames" \I 
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The l)r(~v:to1.l[J p('lr'pgrnph rives tIle' ste.nc1n.rc1 nr[3Umr:;1~t for 
tl1e conDt2~ncy of ti.1e numerical vaI1.'!8 of t'.18 v010city of l:i.r:ht 
in all inertial frp~es. There is little chance of simplify-
i ng 1 t furtl1er o If one is to try to convince pV.pi1s of this 
aspect of the lI u niqueness" of 11.ght, then one has to try to 
sur;r;est to ther:1 i·my light can.r.J.ot be ex:pe~-f:ed 7:0 be:\r"'-·/e like 
sound in e.11 respects; in pal"tlcule ..r, t"lS ·'rn",::,:~.di;·.tion8 of 
the nb3en0G of H mater';.3.] . tf,..1.J.um for 1:.'~ht i~,('1\,1e8 should be 
clearly 'brought C/.L t \I 
The argument given above could be expanded by gj.v:i.n~ 
pupils a q~lalitative ve ... "\2i..on c.1' &til ar~:l.~\~nt based on the aPl)l:i-
cation of tne Principle of Relativity t~ ~ne laws of el~ctro~ 
magnetism. As tl~y 8tan~~ these le:~'ls in\;;ly tha t electromag-
netic disturbances are propagated. in vacuo 't'rith velocity lieu 
relative to the p;iven inertial frHme~ If the laws of elec-
f 
tr'on1Rgneti Sr:1 are the same in all inertial frames, then it 
follo'tvs tl1at the veloel ty of light must be the sam(; in l:l.11 
i nertlal frames. 88.ylng that tl1e velocity of light is ..lli?J. 
the same in 8.11 inertlal frames is tantamount to saying tl1at 
the laws of electromagnetism are not the same in all inertial 
frames, 1'Thich is contrary to the rJprincip18 uf unity of Physics lJ 
(Principle of ~elativity). l\cceptance of t.hi S 8,rgument ','Toula.. 
depend on pU.pil0 acceptlng tnat the corr'ect law's of electro-
magnetisM are those they have been tauGht, and that it does 
folIo"'" from t.hese law's th~.t liGht tr2.~;;,els 'vi t~:1 a 'veloel ty "e" 
relative to a Given frame of reference. P.l thour.;h demonst!"a-
tion of the latter point cannot be included in the cyllabus ~ 
it rnlgl1t comfort some pupl1s to knOF tllat such a a.eduction 
can be made, ~1tlich might make them :{'eel l1appier abol'.t t.he 
connections bet':Teen the Ilprinciple of t;.18 unity 0:[' 1-~hy8leci" 
and tne constancy of the velocity of licht. 
Boncli (196580) ha s ~i vcn a sumrr:ary of tL1is 1:1nc1 of n.rgu .... 
ment ,vhich miC;l1t be helpful to e: teacher: "Just as one can 
/ tr.1J\: ~ {j 41 • " 
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talk. ao eas:i.J.y on D. plnnp, D.8 on t.ho r;:r"ounc;., 80 on8 08n rend. 
as enslly, D.ltl10nr,11 thic involves "'Gl1t1 prop8[~ation of light!} Ii 
So neatly does this express tl1e essence of tJ.le matter t~.1.ut 
a teacher niC1.1t feel teropted almost to say jU8t this about 
the subject and leave it at that& However, this 1s a summ-
~. ":;-UP, not an argument: the sceptical pupil vJould 'Hunt to 
Know wl1.ether possible c.hanges in the veloclty of light b~()uGht 
about by the motlo":. of ttle p!8.ne c~uld 1-:ffec~:l- h,l S .r .. ;rf.J.ng! 
Bondl (1965a, b~ 1966~ 1967) actually ~)refer's an 8.1terna .... 
ti ve approach to tne one we have outlined above. He bases 
thi s on t118 P.1ea8'..~~ement of d1 stance by radar metL".:tS) ~ , .. ~gui ng 
tha t 'bv 8..(10l:ting, t.ne veIocl ty of ligl1.t as a una tural standard 
of veloei tyU t.:tYHl setting this equnlto un1 ty, we reach the 
nappy conctltion of measuring distance by time, takine; as the 
uni t of distance the 11g11t-yee..r, light-second 01"1 light nano-
second, ancl. lI a ll the talz abou t tne velocl ty of ligl1 t di 8801-
vee into nothinG. If The yardstick is really n very complex 
system, far more complex than a radar set combined with an 
a tomic Cloc~(; 1vi th the veloei ty of light set equal to utl:\. t:y' 
by defini tion, I1 measuren.ent of tl~e veloel ty of light 19 be· ... 
comes instead the determination of t.he Jength of one 18 yard-
sticks in "light-seconds II or similar un! te. Bondi claims 
that "tlle constancy of the veloci'~y of light" is indeed ob·-
vious once it is agreed that distance measurements should be 
made by radar me thods, paJl.'tly, 1 t "lould seem) because the 
veloclty of light is no?N' "a purely conventional (and arbi-
trary) number", and partly becau88 of' the require;nen"ts 1m"", 
posed by tl1e "I)1~inciple of tne uni ty of physlc 8 11 • Bop.di 
does not e:':::-~:licitly di scuss h01'J applica.tion of' tt1.8 la tter 
principle establishes the point at issue. One can do t:li 8 
by discU8sinC tne question that is raised by the above aCc0unt~ 
viz. hOirr can \"18 be sure tnat tne r.:.'1..dar Jlietl.10d of distunce 
/meR8ure~ento •... 
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measurement 1,;:"Lll €;lve consistent an8.~Tej:>G for the lengt'1 of' a . 
given obj ect if ttle measurernent is c8.rried out flr£!t in one 
inertial f!'aame!1 then in another ,,11ich is moving '\.d th respec.t 
to tne fir st1 For an anS't'Ter one can appeal to the IIprl nclp",,· 
Ie of the uni ty of p11ysics If .... if the anS't<Ters fOJ~ the lengtI1 
1tlere different, tl1is 1vould be a way of telling one' -: !iabsol-
ute n veloci ty by a purely internal exper::1,rnenc~ 
Bondi t s aI"gument look _4 ,,": . .1 ::-.pler tJ11a: J~J.1e .... II s tandaTJ(]. argu~ .. 
ment". t:u t tl'18 'fj-:aO.i.:l.er -vJho dec ide 8 to r:re se nt it villI pro ...... 
bably finct tnat he has "CO back it up by disoussing tl1.e ilun:t= 
queness II of light in mu~~" tne 8a.m~~ te:J:\.'t:' as "re J~ave done in 
presenting the sta.ndard argument) so thc.·~ IIa]..l. the tall\: about 
the velocity of light il will not c.luite "o..io:Jolve into noth"'-ngrl~ 
The teacher may ,,yonder vi::1at effect; If any, the reoent 
re~deflnition of the standard metre in terms of the ~~velength 
of la sta.ndara~ lieh.t source has on the teB.ching of' the "con",,. 
stancy of the velocity of light II. The answer here i8 th~t 
it re,~lly has no effect on the basiC po:lnt at iS'sue, viz. the 
Ituniqueness lt of light. If any pupil ',Jere curious:' about th.is:-
the tes.chel'l CQulcl help him by discussing the impliccttlons of 
defining length stande.rds in terms of the wfl,ilp'length of a 
souroe of ..§Q..1.LQC1. 
vie conclud,e that the principle of the constancy of' thE,' 
veloo! ty of light oan be reno_ered plausible by careful pres-
entation, provided that t~e pupil can accept that internal 
dynamical experiments oannot disclose 1'lh8,t the ob8e:r~vert8 
'\) &1001 ty Is rela ti ve to e.ny other frame: and the. t it "lould be 
very o-o.d if any other form of internal expsl""'iment coul.d Pl'O"" 
vide this inform8tion~ The "constanc~ of the velooity of 
11ght ll m,9.y still be o.ifflcult for pupils to 8.ccept, hut at 
least they should 'be willing to cons:tc1er its consequenceB" 
It may '~·.1'orry some teachers that they should b8 expec ted. 
to intx'oduce the postulates of sp.eclal relat1 vi ty wlth ve:pj" 
little experimental support, even of the "reported experiment ll 
/vRrlety. 
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v(-~rietYe Hut it should be remembered thnt Eln8t~ln, the 
prime cre8tor of special l'elativity, did not Iny c10i·,rn itH 
postulntes as inevitable penpralisations fran experiment o 
He stflted (of F.:lnstein 1905,1923) thRt the unsuccessful 
8ttempts to discover any motion of the earth relative to the 
Jllip;nt medium" .~:!!.p.r:..~ 1:~c~t the same Inw8 of electrodyna ..... 
mics an{t optic£' "vV(Yl1 r: ~)e veli.d for nll frames of refe:rene~) 
/.)1 '~Tnic!1 t118 equBtions of mp.chG.nics tJel r'. S,';'ocL H s ~;}) en 
"raised this conjecture 00. to the status of a p08~11ate" 
.and lntrDduced a.nother postulHte, viz. that the velocity of 
lign'l: was in(U·~l·\~ndent of the rrotion of t11e sourc~. T11UB 
the first post1.~l·~te ~~88 ~~:+-~e:.....<!, n~·t compelled., by tne ex .... 
perimente.l evidence available at the time, while convincing 
direct 'evidence for the sE:cond postulate became f).vailable only 
after Einstein had died (see above). In form1J.lntin~; special 
relativity, Einstein eVi(lently act(~cl on the conviction that 
1118 t~1'o postulates ~ be v~lictll a conviction the.t vms based 
not on clear-cut experlmental evlclence but on profound oon-
templntion of t11e establiAhed theorIes of tne dRY a.n(1 of 1.vl1at 
hed been estvblished experimentally. We are not obliged to 
follow history in our tea.ching of pJ1ysics, but fl"loni history 
we may learn th~t we give a f81re picture of the WRy science 
",ork8 if our teachinp; implif'g thet theorie8 ere crep-.ted 2en1X 
on the basis of well-established experimentol ~vidence. 
"Conjecture"; as 1.,re have ~pen, may p12Y' D11 lmportnnt pe.rt 
(of elso J.iaxvlell'::. postulatio:1 of IImagnptoelectric induction") 
and we would do well to show pupils how plausible conject~re 
can form tIle basis of a theo:r'~J which G.fterwards turns out to 
be amply confirmed by experiment. 
11.4.3 Relativity Hnd history J. ~..,~~".. 
The presentation of tne postu18.tc8 of rele.ti vi ty DUF.~~e8"" 
ted in the preceding s€ctlon8 has not been based on an nis-
torical approach i essentially because we believe tnet an 
/hi storical~ e •• " 
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1:1i storlcal pp~rOnCh dO~8 not in th ~_ 8 CHF;e br:' nr \'.rl th :1.t p ny 
speciDl H~ventn~eA. Cf. Rpkveld(19C5): if I t i R trup~ CI' tJ.1n -;; A.. 
dlsc.uRnlon of t11P nl storieel rroc 8R8 moti \YAtes the net?cl. :Cor 
B ne't'T B.nd revolutionary theory 3 but it does not l n trp~ lea et 
prepClre or prOT1tote ~n unc1er~tDndinr: of relativi ty proFpr"; 
e ""-::. Ho 88 e r { 1 S 67) : "Thf' 8.uthor 118 S fonnel that, 1':1 th eJ.f~mpn-
~ary students, it is bettpr to proceed as directly aa possible 
from Ne1,\rtonian mech~nl 08 to tnp theoj~y of sp~c ir'~ '/, J} .,1 vi ty. 
Wi tn such stuclents 1 t 18 t18rdly ,vorth;:..r1l118 -.!ult:;j v[~,ti ng tne 
confusinp; ether points of vieH in detail, Merely to replace 
them vii tl1 t118 conventiona.l point of vie1vo /I In>. ~ Pl":~ '"' e6..~. ng 
sections we have seen now one could leBd in to special rela-
tlvity from pr2;iously acquired knowledge, so that tne intro-
ductionrof tne subject to pupils need not seem arbltr&ry or 
forced in the absence of an historical introduction. This 
:i.s just c18 1'1811, as the time Clvails,ble for the teaching of 
relativity in any future Soutn J\frican sChool syllabus is not 
l~kely to allow anything reRembllng an extended treatment of 
tne b.istorical background of the subj ect. 
11.5 Probl_em-'8olvlnp. in plementa.ry :::lativ1-ty 
We remarked in Section 11.2 that beginners in relativity 
are likely to find problems in it hard to solve. I n ou 1"1 vi 81': $ 
tne only way to deal witn this situation is not to set such 
pro blems to .=iny bu t tne brightest pupl18~ The extent to 
waich SOMeone can cope with problem-solving in Dpec1al rela-
tivi ty is certainly an E'x:"elJ.c:nt means by whiCh to gauge 1118 
understandinG of tne subject, but toe experiences of univcr .... 
aity students 8u~geGt tnpt we cannot re~8onably expeot that 
tne understnnding of special relativity by the average pupil 
OH n go very cleep. Th e be 8 t \\'e (', ~ n no i..'e for i s t h.a t a wa y to 
an ultimately "d.eep" understp.ndins will he.ve been successfully 
paved in the c1888room~ T1.1is Vie1-1 Ti1ay 8ppes.r unduly pessl.,.,.. 
mis tic. Cf. Bondi (19f)7)) for example: "I hp ve al'\'i"B y8 Geld 
/thn t •.• 0 0 
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tl:1['1 t my ultlll10tc Aim i ~ to ("et rpecin 1 !'e10ti "~_.ty j.ntl) t~.-~P 
pri~Ary sc~ool syllnbu8. ':J11nt on~~ ':tP.ntr. to do 1:.1 o:r·c1€~~· to 
act1ieve tr.1is hns [llso ~ee!11ec1 to me quite 8imple~ If 801"'18-
body could (levise n cneap flnc9. safe toy w~1ich ls nn eccelera .. = 
tor fast enougn to show relatlv1stin effects so thRt chil~rcn 
of five I six or seven could pIny \tll tJ.1 it ~ thp:'1 spr .. ,:' :::,1 relfl.-
tivlty \'Jould be rega.rded as obvious and sui-r.:;t..l(~ subjeet 
for the prime ry sChool ou· .... j ,·~_d.um" Ii ~~'I doubt Bondi is COrL-' 
sciously exa~gere~~ng nere o Many of tL1e toys ohi.ldren pIny 
'\vi tl1 provide happy illustrations of the principles of Ne~'lton~· 
ian dynfl.mios, yet no-ot!"" 1119.8 ~"Y")i€;). to ')':':--)1 talize on this bJ" 
i ntroduci .:l,~ Hevrtonia n dynamics 1 nto tne -.:;:'lm ... 1.~y school·· nor 
is it likely that anyone ever '"Ifill. PreBumably Bondi 1s 
trying ,to dramatize his vie1'l that special reL'3.tivity 1s sim .... 
pler than one mif)1t think, and per.haps .he is right. But 
there are limi ts to vrJ1.at ce.n be a ss:tT1lilaterl and undGrstood Ht 
a given age and, though nothing that could be call'3d IIscien ..... 
tifle evio.ence" is yet available on this point, it d.oes seem 
as though it is unrealistic to expect mOl"le than a 1'l8.ther ?uper-= 
ficle.l understanding of specie.l rela.ti vi ty from school pupils. 
Certs.in facts 8.l1ould serve as a salutary waJ.'Y11ng in this con-
nec tion. l'le no ted in Sec tiOl1 11. 1 tha t certai n pnysiclst 8 
have claimed to nave shown that special relativity is self-
contradictory. If physicists of the standing of Dingle and 
Burniston Brown can persu~de themselves of this as a result 
of confusion about vthat speclal rela ti vi ty has to say about 
clock synohronization, we should allow for the possibility 
tha t pupils 1 Grasp of the fundaJT\entale of epeclal rGla ti vi t:r 
may not be too secure~ 
Until quite recently physicists who Accepted special re-
Inti vi ty seem generally to 11GVe e 8sumed tha t the lenEth contrM" 
tion 1"18.8 l? phenomenon "'~~1.ich J) In prlnciple II coulci b~ J/se en j'; 
Ithn t. ' .... 
"'~ 
if 
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tJ1Ut is» if on8 tool\. [l photorr~ph of D f'nnt~.:~lovini'~ ol)J~et, 
the lett~r 1-!ould. nppeer on thf' photo::r8ph to J'lClVe been cor."", 
tr8cted in tne direction of motion o Tl.1i 8 i den \'H3 s uno rl ti .... 
cally nccepted nnd described and illustrated in many booksj 
popular or otL1er':'J"i8e~ until Terrell (1959) And othel'-s pointed 
out that it failed to take JI,:1to account the fact that light 
signals re8.cl1int~ thd CP'~i·':':'.G. at the 88.me instant fl~om the ends 
o-F' tl,);;-, obj «,;. t "I'.:.G G have sta rted OU t at diffe:t1ent times, and 
'. 
that if this 1-,Jere taken into account, it 1'lould L.>e l'~aJ.l.zed 
t11.st t.hr: object 1vould appear undistorted in shape but rotatec-l. 
Onc(:. thl'-. ~,;a8 ::"ointed out , it seemed obvious enongh end in 
one 18 1v1 sdom a/ \';~r t~e event, one "V!onder'ed why 1 t ha d taken 
so long for this point to be appi'eciate~:,,~ Tht'lt it 0.1 d take 
eo long, ShOillS thB. t sp~c 101 relet1 vi ty does efter all demand 
very careful tnought if its' implications a.re to be properly 
grasped. Evidently we should not set an unreasonably high 
standard for our pupils in this respeot. 
11~6 The teac~ln~ of relativiAtic kinematics 
_____ '..._Jt"t' "_fLJId_=-
11.6.1 The relative velocity of inertial frames 
--_______ , ___ ...-r~~~ 4'"" I 
W'hichever v-ray one wi shes to teach relatl vi etia kinema tic s, 
one must make use throughout of tile result t!1at if an lnertlal 
frame S has a veloel ty v reIn ti ve to another inertial freme 
, , -'" 
S , S will have a veloci ty -v re1a tive to S" No doubt the 
average pupil vlould be happy to acoept this - it agreen ",i th 
nis experience and wha t he has lea)"nt in classical kinema tics -
and it would probably be ",ise of the teacher to t~r13at ::his 
point inltie.lly as though it vJere se1f-evldente (In this he 
""ould be fol1c;"\;:l:lg tn~ practice of lnRny textbool:s on the 8'lb ..... 
j ec t. ) But tne brigJ1t pupil 1-1110 (.'ucce~d8 in due course :~~n 
p,raeping some of the predictions of relativistic kinem8tio8 
may become uneasy about it. It has heen impressed upon him 
/that ...... 
"!~ 
1~ 
'l' 
). 
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that time and space measures are not tne same in different 
"'" 
. inertial frames; on ",-hat ground8 can J:;.e be certain these 
mee.Bures nevertl1.eless combine in such 8. -Vv"9y that a pail'" of 
inertial "observers If ~lill al1trays s.gree on the magni tUd.e of 
their relative velocity? 
To answer such a pup.q:;. one must appeal to the principle 
of rele.tivity (cf Smltb :.865)~ Suppose the inertial observers 
C'~ d~',et diif'eT2nt values for tl1eir relB.tive ·-speecL 'rr..en the 
principle of re:etlvity requires that these valueA must satis-
fy the fo1.1o't'ling condi tion: if 'VA and vB e ..re the values of' 
the ~elatlve ~~Aed measured by A and B respectiv01y! then 
VA = F (VB) an~ YB ~ F (vA)' wr.ere "F" denotes the same func-
tion in each ca8~. For if they dld not meet this'condition, 
e. g. 1f~A and B agl~eed thfl.t vA ,-,ras bigger than vB, then there 
would Ce a means of telling' the two frames apart hy a physical 
exper1ment, vlhich is contre.ry to 'what the principle of relGt-
tivl ty asserts. (Tn1 S 81 tue.ti on can be compared wi th the 
reciprocity of "tirrl8 dl1e.tation U and 1J1ength contractlon lf ; 
each observer find.s tha.t the otJ:ler; 8 clocks "go slOw" and 
thEl.t his measuring rods ere contl"actefl 1n the clirG')tlon of 
relative. motion.) l'he only function wn.lch yields a physi-
ca.lly meaningful solution of the above pair of equ8.tions ls 
just the variable itself, i.e. we haV8 VA = VB. 
We feel that there is no special need for this argument 
to be given at the beg1nnl~ of e treatment of relativistic 
k1neme.tlcs, but thClt 1 t could bB introduced after "'~he p1 pil 
has had tlJ.e time dilatation e.nd length contraction formula.e 
derived for him. 
11. 6.2 Should one start 'V-li th the Lorentz tra 118forma.tionr, 
.. m ~n~'P$$E''''''' • _... ill:P 
Conventionally, the teaching of relativistic kinematics 
begins with a derivation of the Lorentz transformatlono 
The Case for beginning in this way has been summarized thus 
by Sears and Brehms (1968): If, •• tne Lorentz transforma tion 
Ill. · . · · 
~"" 
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tr. relBtlvlty. Unless one t1.ndf';-'otooncts thp mernlng of the 
tp[l nsformn tio nJih e. CfJ nno t undere to no.. PC If] ti vi t;,/ ". Bondi 
(1967); on tl1e other l1and., refArs ~o "pnot11er~ olel myth~ nomely 
that you mu~~t understnnd thf' Lorentz trCln8forn~f)tions 1n o:r"cle:r~ 
to und8rstF.nG relati vi ty. /I 
The fundanental 8ignific9nc~ of tt.1P lorentz. transfonnn-
Glon for special re19tlvlty is undenioble, but it is f01ng 
too far to J.P1ply that one cnnnot HCqlJ.irp ..:.~QE-Lf:, u·.'dp .. ·:\&/lld.ing 
of spec:tal relativity wi tl10vt und.(~r8tnnclll/, ox' knovling eccut 
the Lorentz transformation. Bondi (1966) has strongly argued 
the case for n~oJ~ teglnnlng witl1 the Lorentz trBL ... .F)orr,b;j~~ioJ.:~ 
'>i~ 
UMy OVTn experience II , he YJ'rites, "even wi th me.thematics stuo.-
ents, j~nctic8-"'GC~~ to mt~. that althouf,h they are very much. used 
to l\rork,.1ng vi t.h coordine.tes, e. coordinate-free approaeh tend.s 1~ 
" to go nome more readily." He points to E.A. Milne's distinc-
tion betvleen c.. "world ma.p" and a ""tvorld picture" of events: 
"tne vlorld picture is simply whet the obser'v'er sees at one 
1nstpnt, so that it refers to distant events at an e8rller 
time uncI to near event s at fl 18 ter tino:e If, wheree 8 the world 
n1PP, 1-rhicl1 is essentially e coordinB.te representation of 
events, Ilis made •••• by B. survey, as it vlere, putting on one 
sheet all the events to \'-lhich the ob8erver P8sirnR the same 
---
time 11. Finelly, he points out that "there 18 p tendency 
tnroup;110U t the vlhole 8ubj ect for the ~"lorld pie ture to be slm .... 
pl~r than t1.1~ world mnp 1r: x'elatlvistlc theoryo" For this 
rea son, he adopts a ",orld-picture at t1.1e beginning, 1. e. a 
non-coordinate ~pproache we shall examine Bondi's approach 
in due couree. In tne meantime, we note his observation 
tha. t the coorc.".ina te-free epproP.ch 8UCC8t?dD bettel~ in! tic:~lly 
the.n tne coorC1.::nr'lte approach, end believe tha.t this is likely 
to apply even more to South African matricule.nts, 'Iimose mathe-
~a tic 8 is not particularly 80phi stice. ted and who would. pro1;n.b1y 
/be. , , .. 
~ 
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be beH'lldel'8C!. c:ncl cli(:~,coUr'8r('(~, b;t ~~ prc~.<ent8.tlon cf ET'(>c~:[;::-
relD'tivi ty ,,:h2.c,~ f:3tarts by oor~centrnti:(lr on tl1P troDsfoj"',>! -:-::1.'::'4" 
bptween coordinate systpms. 
11 0 6.3 DerivAtion of 80mp of thp standerd rerults directly 
•• _ ... "'lP''lid 
from tJ1!.~!;.,n(1f'.nentn,1 )::o8tule,tto.s 
The main ;/lort~ terr~ ;-':"-:1 of tef1cl1ing relatlvi8tlc kine,w 
me ti r r; : s T'j'2 8 1:.r.!". '~':'.Y to o.eri Vp i ts mo Bt 8 tl~ik.i r:[c- predi cti ant'l!I 
~. 
'iz,. the rela'i.;ivity of simultaneity, the u:i.latr,:'ior: of tlm·', 
and thB CD ntrac tion of lenr;tn. All of these CDn be derived 
di~'!jp.ctlY ;:'ro:-'1 tJ.1€ fundamental postu18tes of tne tl1eory, 10 e. 
.;itnUJt referei).e to tne Lorentz transformation. For example, 
tne time c1ilClta.1~,on f'~'rr:1ula CHn ~e d·,;r~'t7ec1 by 0onslderat;ion, 
of tne time elapsed between the emission of a llgnt signal 
from tne origin of an inerttClI frame and its return after re-
flection at a distant mirror (Kat?, 1964, Smi tn 1965). Tne 
derivation depends on tne result that Cl lengtn mea8ured at 
rignt angles to the relative velocity between a pair of iner-
tiB.l frame8 is tne same in both frames (t11i8 1s fJ conseqllen~e 
of tn~ principle of relativity - see below), and on the con-
ntancy of the velocity of l1rnt. Once these premi8es have 
been ecc()~tea., the depired re~.ult follo1'lE e8r.ily fr')m tne reo-
me trJT of tne 8i tUf!.ti on, It is therefore temptin~ to use 
this derivation in an elementary presentation of tne 8utject~ 
However, tne first of tne above-mentioned premises would not 
(B.nd indeed stlould not) De l'egardecl as 00\"10U8 by H pupil, 80 
some tnought must td given to tne matter of how to prr~cnt it 
convinoingly. (In fact, th~,B reG-uIt hr;s to bp used f!.9'!0.f.J',::J_~,r:..:?, 
in virtually any presentation of special relativity one ChOOSC9 
to follo~'.'1 So') tile tf't-3cner of elemen.(~b-ry relDt1vit~r oan 8C,!":l~1<'I"!-'-
vvoid f'Dcing t!;::'r-: pro'blem. ) 
In tn8 r'10st extended of his popular- exposi t::ons of rel[t.~ 
tivity, Bondi (lC65B) discusses tnis problem R8 follows:-
I 1e to •• s • , . . , 
" 
10 ;~? e 
o " II lp.t us 811p:~.'08e tl:1nt Dl"in:1 11~8 t'.. rt~lE'l' 1:1J":lr;\"ecl in ;pet t'nd 
11 e 1 d a t x'i g 1'1 t 2 ~l f-'r J ... 8 8 t r) t':1 e d ire c. t :i. 0 n i n \'Jh i c 1.1 '1 e see (1 /1. 1 f' :~ ed, 
and that Alfred hOG n similar ~ller ~eld p8rnllel to Bripn~s$ 
and therefore also at right angles to the direction in lfulch 
he sees Brian. [Brien pnd ~lfred move at constant velocity 
rp~ative to each other Q ] Then a foot in Brlan i s ruler looks 
~ l'OOt to Alfred, or vice ver8a~ for if Alfred moves D foot 
alon~,: his ruler" then in the d.irection B.t ri;gJ1t Anr~ I e_, --~O hlJ 
ruler tnere 1-1il1 be the foot Tfl8rk 0D Briar~ d l'l.llexle fJ'hus 
tnere i8 no difficulty in trRnslDtlng distAnces along t.':1ese 
tvlO pJ.lers into eacl1 other - they nre simply tJ1f.:,-'ame ". S>.~is 
sounds very plo.usible, but - 1vi th tne greatest respect to 
Bondi - 1 t l s Ct~Afficul t to escape tne conclusion that wria t 18 
suppooeci to have been proved has reRlly been assumed from tl1e 
ste.rt: nO~'J do i.'!e ~ that "if .A.lfred moves a foot B.long his 
rulerj) t11en in tne direction at l"·igl1t 8ngle8 to the rulerjl 
there 1"il1 be the foot mnrk on Brian's ruler? /I (r n fairne 88 
t? Bondi, i,ve must point out thet he has implici tly acknO~vled­
geo. tne ine.clequ8.cy of t11is e.pproac 11, because in hie 19G6 
article on the teaching of special relativity (Bondi 1966) 
he remarks tl1at "the fHct that the coordinates at right angles 
to the direction of motion ere not Cl1.anced is .• I ra tIler mOl'-'e 
difficult to present convincingly [tl1an the one-d1.mension9.1 
Lorentz transforma.tion ~ll) 
A more 0B.refully cons~dered approach to this problem dettls 
'TIll th titlO rods ~'!itI1 identical re8t-lengths ~Thlch are transvers-
ely mounted in tneir respective inertial frames, Sand 0' , and 
are allowed to move past each other (Kittel et al 1965, Smith 
1965) • For argu.ment'.3 sake 1 t ls supposed th·'1t one rod \'11.11 
appear shorter in tne other frame, .9 nd tt~t3.t 1 t is arre.nged 
that as the rods pass each other, the ends of the shorter rod 
~w'i 11 make mark s on the 10 r.ger rod. ~hiA mnkes it possible 
to SCl.y that the "moving" rod is defini tely sl10rtpr then t 11e 
I'gtp tionaryll rod. But the principle of relDtivity requires 
thnt the rod tl.1Ht appefll:8 Shol··ter in the one frflme should 
/l1ppenr e ..... 
'>f~ 
i; 
~?, 
"". 
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appear loncer in the other frame o 'l11i 8 CD nno t l;~ ).'("'('1 0 !~,C 11 (:<J. 
"{"ri th tt1e 1:;J.1vDlcal record that tf1e one rod i8 8ctuz:;11v J:"'lO~ ... tpT' 
_. " 0. __ ~
tn~n tne ott.1er. Tnerefore the lengths of tne rods must 
eppear to bp t l1e same 1~hen vieNed. from elther fr&m8 o 
This arcument is correct Ds far as it goes, but it f811s 
to make explicit one important pointo I~ a .3imiJ«~ expc'r:\,.""" 
ment had been conducted wi th t\'lO mee.8urj ~:g ;'''0 r:,..! P.1.:tgned p~r[l-
11E'J to the c11"rectit>n :f /'r>." . ",tive motj . .'.l of ~the ti,~O frp:-:les, 
a pl1.Y8ic~1 recor~~ cO'll.ld have been obtD.ined apparentl}" f:',I10Hi~:·.), 
that one ro(1 is 31:1ortpr t11.f1n the other; 1':rhe.t is mor(~, t'113 
"physical ~"'ecor(ll/ is rel.."1 ncl1~ !::lIe ~'ii tL ~.11e feet t1u':l t in .t.Q.£Ll 
frHme, tne rod nt rest in thp other frfn;:'~ e.p:.<~ars sh()!.~t:)r(l 
This epparent contradiction 'ls easily resolved when the role 
played by sinrultaneit! is taken into account (of S~lth 1965, 
Tay1o)."' and ;'lheeler 1966 and many other sources for full di B-
cu~sions of tnis point). HOi.." if at all, does simul t·~nei ty 
enter into tne case unde/consideratlon? First we note thpt 
clocks mounted along 8 straight line in S t " say, perpendicular 
to tn~ direction of relative motion of Sand 8' I will appear 
synchronized in S if they have been synchron:1,zed in S'. 
(Tnis follows readily from Einstein l s criterion of synchro-
ni28.tlon (Einstein 1905) and tl.1e constancy of t,he velocity 
of ligt1 t. ) Hence observers in Sand S' will agree t~at tno 
ends of a rod transver8ely mounted in one frf-lme ere 8irrt&~~~~~~-
ously mar}cec1 on e similer ~rod in t':le ~)t!1er frame e Thi 8 j U,[~-
tlfies one in applylnp; the erp:ument ci ted e')ov:? ~ v.iz. ttU-l t 
a physical x~ecord S!101vinp: onp rod shorter thnn anoth.er 'itTo111d 
be a Violation of tne principle of relativity. Accordingly ~ 
i t i G rn i s 1 e a ell ng top. e ? t 11. n t II ':,r i t ~1 t :-1 f' r l : e t r e 8 t :t c k flo r e ':: '1 c 
YEOOO 8xls" \11e did not h~ve to Horry abo1..1.t ql1estions of sirnult"8-
nei ty in t.':1e comp8.rison of B moving and a stationary metre 
. stick" (Ki ttel et al 1965). Simultaneity 1s Aurely i~-
pliei t in 8ny comparison of lengths bet",een a "moving ll Flnd R 
/"s ta tioilllry " .... ft • 
~??-<~ 
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!! eta tionary" rod, vTt"letner tl'1e rods a.:re transversely oX" longl-
tudinally placed w.itl1 respect to tne directlon of tne1:r l'~ela.u" 
ti ve motion .. It is just that no problems arise in conneotion 
wi tl1 re18.ti vi ty of simul tanei ty "\jImen "tJ:1e metre stick is along 
--
the y-axis II, 
To make clear thA role played by simul to.nei ty :tn t11e case 
of length comparisons perpendicular to tne direction of r~la~ 
tive motion, some ~reatment9 (e.go Pano?sky ~n~ ?b)~1~pe 1962, 
Arons 1965 2 Rosser 1967) use tnoup;nt experiments 3..n "illhich the 
marking of tl1.e positions of tne ends o)~ t11e rod is triggered 
off by lj.gl:1 t signB.ls from its mid-potnt. T11en 'V"I'~ Elr·t1tein 
ori terion fer synchronizatlon or simultanei ty Oe.n be directly 
applied in the oourse of the~enalysise 
It ~\'J'ould appear that the teacher who wants to give a 
ree.sona.bly· rigorous derlvation of tne time-dilatation for-
mula based on the reflection of light signals, has first to 
take up tl1.e matter of tne compa.rison of leng'the perpendicular 
to tne direction of reJ.ati ve motion of tne refer'enoe frs.mes. 
From the fOl'leGoing di scussion it can ~be inferred tllat· t.his 
might be a tricky issue to handle in the cla~sroo~8 The 
teaCher might be tempted to gloss over tne subtleties in tne 
argument, or even to try his luck at deriving tne time dila-
tat10n formula without explicitly mentioning tne matter of 
lengt11 compari 80n. This woule!. undoubtedly be de ngerous. 
In view of the startling nature of some of the predictions of 
8pecj~a.l rela ti vi ty, brlg1J.ter end more sceptioe..l puplls in the 
cIa,Bs are like1y to v!etch very closely every step in the argu= 
merits px'esented to theM, 8.nd to cha.llenge flnythlr..g that seems 
su spect. Tl1e teacher comrli ttecl to a 1181.mpler~! appro9ch me·::l 
find himself pllled up short by challenges on the pointe dis-
au ssed above, and if he he s not budgeted for thi s k11:0.. of 
thing$ his sc:nedule of presentatlon IT18.y be seriously 8nd 
/perhaps ... <I II • 
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perhBps ('.iGO ntro 11Ply interrupted. ( 0 J1 "'. lle· P ,1 )'q", r'ii] 11 .• , '1 () -r h ~ '1-l:-· •. ; "".... ....J.( .. , ,,,t. ... J 1',- \..,' ", ..... L. ... V 
the teec1-;Cl' 1-;-'.10 CDnr:ot cope \';i ttl 8UC!.1 c!1nllenf:et~ 10 unlil\'.('J.y 
to be able to e\.o t 11e ceuse of spec:io.l re1Bti."v-ity much fo oel .. ) 
ThUS he might find it better 8fter all to po into some det~il 
on the subject of len~th compl-1risOD, perhRps along the lines 
of the ppproach of Smith (1965) flnel Kitt r.-1. et ~l C!'_'35)., 
Like MC?ny otl:.cr espects of th(~ +~nct"J:1"Df~ ).f' s,:>').t?J rel~~tivl.tY'3 
th"_8 18 c~rtD.ir:.ly r :"C~ilt- .'1(;". ":;11. invest~ .:8tiot'1 in the reAlity 
of th0 classroom. 
Once these aifficulties hove been overoomp, it 18 neC8S-
SB.ry for tl~? teacher to .... ,~kp. 't;l2 :i.ntel·l"r.\:·t{~tion of' "time di-
le.tation" as clear as he cent Tni 8 is;.... er-l~(: ~,-f.ll step ~: n th~ 
teacning of' special relativi ty-, fl8 rniscoT:veptions acquj .. red at 
tnis stage about l~et relativity is Rlleged t6 say about time 
and clocks may prove impossible to root out later on. Suell 
mi~conception8 may be foetered by what the pupil reads in 
popular book s on thE=' 8U bj eo t. Consider the fo 110irrl 11£ 8 tc:. t e-
mente on time dilatation taken frOM one Fuch book (Coleman 
1959) : IIIi' Jl tnen looks at his clock and comp~r€'s its !·ee.dir:.2 
with B'a, 11e will be 8urpri8~d that E'g clock appenrs to be 
ru nnlng slaYTer. Thi sis preci Rely 1'ITI1R t ttlt:'; ~;pec:l8.1 Theory 
pr~dict8, ~ince m2t1'1ern.pticp,1 l'lPRultc Sh01,T thrt thE' ti'"'tflS 
.. 1-;2 
given by tne clocks ere rel8ted by ••.• t l := t 1 "'" """'2 vrhcxle 
C 
t~ is tne time A reedR for B'e clock, end t the time A rend8 
on ni8 o~'!n clock. II Nothfnp is said ~y the euthor of this 
book fl.baut the proceB8 by ",h~cl1. A compares ttl8 clock rf'pdi:1g 
v11th B' 8 or even c:"bout "That exactly is Me8lnt by lithe time A 
reeds for B's clock,1I But vrithout all ul1clel"stnnciing of these 
pOints, thp r'08clpr' CRnnot I1rve pny reB1 iden of ~fn[-!t tr~e 
au thor is talking ebou t. 
Perh8·P8 the first poi nt to be emphp 81 zed in nny di E;CU~-
.81on of time 2.nd re 18 ti vi ty 1. s thn t tl1e prF:dic t 10118 of the 
time dilatation fOl~u18 cpn ppply to the actuol readings of 
Bctual clocks. Authori.ty for tt1is stDte':lent comes from 
l~in8teint8 ... o.o 
10,31. 
rCin~t~inV 8 firEt papAr (Slnste1r., 19051' 192.3) p In 1"rt11c11 tJ:1P (!j"r:l~ft 
eu s8ion tnrcur'l1out i 8 fOl"'l1lulnted 1n teri"1H of mee e:urir.g roo.~ 
pnd clocks And the reBdlnp:8 on the 18ttcr. Einstein tnpkf'O 
the point perfectly ClPRl' in his diGcU88ion of thp definition 
of simul tD nei ty. Hprp hp refprs to thp determi~ation of 
"':.: ·'iPS at points A end B by rnepnR of olooke locpted et tl108e 
pOints, and then dpRcribpA thp proc8sR of 8ynchroni71n~ t~~8e 
clocke by J1180rle, of light 8j ?-:rels, In r'tht?r~'~10};1~, l"J i8 con··, 
cerned ,,;";ith the synchroni7f1tlon of tne Hct',t81 rf:pdlr.p:8 of 
clocks at different places. The roint may seem obvious 
enouf':h, but it hBS been denied by O~'>9 forrrter adht,','?nt fJ-: 'tj:e 
theory. Dingle (1956) hes contended thnt tne time assigned 
to an event by~in observer not co1 ncldent with it "i 8 e 8se n .... 
t1slly unobservable lJ ; one cen only W~ it by applying 
Einstein1 SO cri terion of 8yncnronizo.tion, and tne r'esul t of 
th~ calculation will not in general agree with B reBdin~ of 
Bny clock actually present at tne event. Tnere i 8 no 1vB.r:'Ca nt 
fpr this claim in Einstein's paper, end it is smell wonder 
that Dingle snould eventually heve shown that arguing fro~ 
such premises BS thPBP must inevitably lead to contradictions 
(of Section 11.1). The truth of tne matter cannot bp. too 
stronrly ern:;,;h8sized, Hnd opportuni ty for bringing it out fur-
ther Braises in oonneetion wi ttl. t'1e next "tea.ching point" to 
make: that ti~e diletRtion is concerned with th0 comp~riBon 
bet"t!llJeE-"ln the 'r:roperlf flnel "non-proper" timp. intervAls bptv!l?cn 
events; tnat is, between thp time interval between these 
events as recorded in B framp of reference in which they occur 
at the same plRce, Hnd BS recor~ed in B frame of reference 
hHving a non-zero velocity reJ.(ltive to the fir~:',t. To measpre 
B. "proper time!!, only one clock 1 S :1eeded; to mea sure e. II non-
proper time", one needs two synchronized clocks. Once the 
pupil hes Brssped tnis dlstinction~ i~ should be aPfPrpnt to 
/hlm ••••• 
",j~ 
; 
i 
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him how tne familiar statement "a moving clock runs slow" 
must be lnterprett?d~ and tne confusions th8t al"ise in conuo> 
nection with it can be avoided (of Smitn 1965)~ The present 
author's experience eug~e8t8 tnBt tnie pedagogical use of the 
concept of IIproper timp /I would help to clarify rna tters for 
tn~ pupil and th~t, altnougn tne latter might nave difficulty 
ill applying tneee idees in cprtein circumstances, he mignt at 
1eest graBp and remeMber tho feet tnRt "tnt-' ~~r0~:.\e)"l ,;:ite is 
etlways 1es8 t11an tnp non-proper tlme. " 
Tne remaining results from relativistic kinematics of 
interest to tne pupll are tl1.e l~ngt~i. contrBction "-,~1Cl tDt." tu.1.-
dt tion for-mula for collinear ve1001 tiesG Th.e formpr OR n 
readil~ be dex')7ed from tne time-dilatation formula; Eisberg 
(1961) gives a particularly simple derivation whicn would be 
eminently suitable for an elAMente,ry course. 'rhe veloci ty-
8.ddi tion formula c~n be dar! ved a t this level by an lIintelli-
gent guess1JIlork ll met1.10d 'Vlnicl1 1s based on the' results that the 
forrl1ula must reduce to a simple addition a.t lo\v velocl ties 
8 nd tJ1at it must be symmetrical wi th respect to th~ inter .. ", 
cnenge of velocities in the formula (cf P, S. y. C. 1968). 
The above scheme of presentation of relativistic kine-
matins does seem 8S thourh it mip;ht be 1'lorkable at SChOOJ..~ 
subject to the difficulties m~ntioned above ll Apart from tne 
l.etter, its ma,in dr8i'Tback 18 tnc?t it operates very much. in 
the realm of highly-ideRll~ed thought experlmpnts, with itR 
u t1e of ligl1t signels B,nd sets of synchronized clocks. 
11,6.4 Bondi's K-celculuB 
-
An alternative appro8ch to relativlstic kin~fl18tif.~8 1vhicn 
11.as recently come into prominence is Bondi's "K"",calculu8,iI 
Bondi has publi shed si;nplifi ed ex})ooltioDs 01' 1 t in x'ecent 
books (Bondi 19658, b, 1967); more sopJ:1isticated e.ccounts are 
Riven by Bohm (1965) and Rosser (1967)0 Tl1e K-C8.1culu8 de-
velops special rela tivl ty in terms of a lI one ... ·dlmenslonal set 
/ of •• _ • , 
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o f .1. nf~ r tin lob ~':', 8 rv p r ~~. II w.n 0, j. n B n e 1 e '~l e n t [; r:r t r f: r t Fl e n t ~ C [-I n 
be 8UPP08f?c1 to betP8ve11ine; in spnce ships. CommnnicDtlcn 
bptween them is by meane of rpd8r slrnals. Suppose that VIe 
considpr two of theRe sppcp snips w~ic~ hapren to be recedinG 
from e8 Ch otJ1er Hi tn co nntB nt rela ti ve vploo:i.. ty v. Let one 
(J~:' tnem!) fl., be sending out rHdpr signnls at regular t1.~-q8 
1 n t e rv D 18 T (.1 8 re cor cl e d 0 nh i 8 0 i;," n c lock ~ R pCP U 8 e t h f" :"' ;./1 c e 
snips FIre mO~J'l:1p' ~-l~~1rt~ 'tc\Tp/.rc,·:ld e,'pect "tn~t~':":-,-':1 ',J.,.:,:,p rdg-
npls Rre received by the other 8pQee-ship, BJI th?Y 1.ri11 '1""0 u . 
separotcd by a some1vl18t longer ti!llP inter'V'vl PP reco:-",ded on 
B'g clock. Let the tij·1e inter'v81 t·:tv;een succefL."' ~.ve '::~e;nB18 
received by ~ be KT, us meDRured by B. Accordine to the 
postulates of s~eclal relati~ity, the factor K can only depend 
on tne ,rela tiv~ veloci ty of t.ne two space ships. This lm-
pIles that if B sends radar signals to ~, and these 81~na18 
are 8epar~ted by time intervals T' Rccording to B, they must 
be received by A at time intervels KT' as recorded by A. It 
is tnie K-factor wnich gives its name to Bondi's method of 
presenting relativistic kinematics. 
The formula for' ti n;p dile te tion can be der! ved very s:lm-
ply with tne aid of tne K-nalculus. Suppose space Sl1lps A 
and B Bf3ree tf18t l'ihen B receives 8 signnl from A, he ",rill send 
one bRck, and suppose thnt the first such exchpnGe is made 
when A 2nd B coincide. After a time T on his clock) A trBns-
mi ts Hnotner signDl, vlhich~ B r~ceive8 r-1fter a time KT on...J"~ 
clock, Rnd his return sipnal to A is received by the latter 
at a time K2T. B meosures tne time between his receipt of 
the two s1gn .. '31p. from A as KT; tnis 1s the proper' time bet1'Jeen 
these "evente ll (i. e. the arrivr:,l of tt.-i.:-:~ 8lRn81~3 8t B). A 've. t: 
present at tne firRt event but not 2t tne second, 80 he has 
to compu te the time at "tlhicn J acco rding to /1ll clock 11 hi 8 
second slgnul arrived at B. 81 nc e t lle si gnals tra ve lIed 
througnout at tne speed of light, A is bound to conclude that 
Ih1 s .... 0 
1lIf~ 
1~ 
(~.~~~~~ 
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hi s second siGnal reached B m:ld1~Y pet;;.reen the ,tlme hF; sent 
ou t tne sip;nal (T) and tne time he recelved B ~ 8 anS1.v p r1!1p; 
signal (K2T) ill e. a t time ~ (I\2 + l)T. Ttlis is tne oru-
aial step in tne argument. As Bondi (1967) says$ "please 
real! ze tha,t thi 8 i 8 somet1:11 ng compllcated; II A has to assig;n 
-......., ........... 
a time to an event at which h~ 1~ not pre~ent~ an~ ~d does 
tn1s by using Einstein's (190:3) criterio~: f0~tl '(;:';.e simulte.n-
ei t y 0 f spa tie lly 8 epa ""3. t ,-' ,~. 've nt 8 ~ -" 
From these l"r"d~ul t'B ~ it flImerge 8 tha t tne ra ti 0 of At s 
non-proper time to B's proper time for tile intex'vel bet1,reen 
~"2 L 1 
the cn08en pair of even ..... "' is··:'-.:L·_-- rr:o express this in 
. 2K 
terms of ", 1 tis nace Bsary to fi nd K i.' ~-:ern; ~ of v. T111 s 
) 1 ("- ..{-v """" rele.tionshlp is easily shown to oe K = (~·=v ,2 , where c 1s 
the speed of ligh t (of Rosser' 196'"1), so 
of non-proper to proper time becomes (1 
that tl1.e s.bove ra tic 
"2 -1 
v ) ""'" 
--r''j 2. 
c~ . 
One would hesi teo te to deeeri be tJ.1i s eppr'oacl1 as Ifee. 9y II. 
The teacher would have to lee.d 111.8 pupils carefully 't.hrough 
it, stressing particularly tJ:'108~ points 8.t wI11ch tne postu-
lates of relativity 11C:'Ve to be invoked; tut, the approach.,is 
essentially straightfor1vsrd. Ihis may Bee~ a longer way 
round to time ctllatation than thA e.pproach iiier~tloned in Sec-
tion ll~6.3, but tni8 one-dimensional approach does heve the 
edvantege of not depending on the result the t lengths perpen ... " 
diculer to the rela ti ve veloel ty al"l8 un.'3l tered. 
'llhe length contrecttdn ena. veloctty addition formula.e can 
be derived with co~p8rative ease by meens of the K-oalculu8. 
Besides the above-outlined derivation of time dilatation, it 
is possible ,-rith K-calculu8 to ShOi-v ttJ€: "route-dependence" 
(Bondi's phre.se) of t:.me i.n oth.€r eimple 'but st~lking \T8YSII 
The offic-ial K-calculus derivation of the le.E-,,~-
trflctlon formula mekee use of the idea that radar signels 8..re 
WSS5W l$ ... ~ • 
·.sent out from space shlp A 80 as to arrive slrnulta.neous:.y 
(according to A) at the ends of the spa.ce ship B, w,her-e they 
are reflec ted back to A (of Bondi 19658., Hosser 1967)" 
/The •.••• 
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The length contrAct1an result is plsD imfl1cit in the K-cel-
QuIus derivation of the time diletetion~ 8ince A and B dle-
agree on the distence t~At sepArBtes them w~en B receives 
A's Becond eign81; 1 0 Bccording to A, this distance is ~ (K~+l)vT, 
vJ'hile according to B it is KvT, p.nd the rfltio of the latter 
v2 1 (1_~ ,.~tflnce to the forpler 1s (1 - -:1!)2. 'l'h~ teacher mir-;ht ~.:ell 
c 
prefer to clerive this result in this shortEH"l vlfJ.y. In tr'f1t 
ca se it 'would be a p welJ. fo~ ~im t') B,pp:rec1a ')-;9 '~,I.1p~' ~ .. 'I f:1UJ..-
taneity plays e, conceeled but Btil1 funde.m-:.:ntal role in this 
8i tuation ll The position of B in. Ats frame v-Then it receives 
A.' B second. signal ce.n, t n principle ~ be directly ) Qco:r\.·;~d Gl1 
a suffioiently long measuring rod stationary relative to A, 
or by a space 8J.:ip AI at rest relative to A and l')y happy co-
lnc1.dence exactly opposite B when the latter~ recel ves it; s 
signal. On the ot11er henct, the posi tion of A in Bt 8 frame 
when B receives this signal cen only be int.~rrecl~ say from 
knowledge of tne relative speed of A and B. Let L' be B~s 
c~lculatea. v8.1ue of A' 8 distance from him when B receives 
A I 8 signal, and suppose tl1ere is e space sJ1ip Bl statlonerl 
relative to B and located et diRtence L' from B on (or, 
strictly speaking, near) the line joining A to B. Let B= 
have a cloc~ tnat hes b~en synchronized witn B'e clock~ 
Then B' 1 s clock, muet reed KT i~rh8n A is opposi te B~; 10 e. 
clocks in E and B' 81multaneou~ly read KT when B' 18 opposite 
A and B is op~oslte A'. On the other hand, the appearance 
of A oPpo8i te B' and A I opposite B 1-1111 not be s.djudged 
simulte.neou8 in A' a frame. As can easily be shown by using 
the results of tne derivation of time dilatation, A's clock 
2K2T 
must read ~K" 1 ;:Jhen A 1s opposj.te E'. (NODo-p:'>'7oper time be-i(t.::+l 
tween events !Ill. op}.~o8i te En and Ph. opposi te Be /I is KT; there~ 
2K (KT) 2~' 2r-: fore proper time 18K~1< ~ .'~-l III LlkeYlJise, if' AI is 
K +1 
equipped with a clock synchronized with A'Sj it must read 
/! 
~ (I 0 • III III 
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1(K2 +1)T 2 ~vi1en .f>.' i8 opposite B~ ~!hu sin en ch frame, 'the 
clocks in tne otner frAme appear not to be synchronized; 
eeen "observerll cc.n p8rtly account for the di 8crepancy be .. ~ 
t'w'sen ni sand tl1e otner '~ob8erverl s n value for their separD.-
tlon in terms of ninco:t~rectll syncJ1!'onizatlon of the other; 8 
clocks, 
The analys·'.s "upt, t?J.ven of the further implications of 
t>a IJl"lobleL1 of the receding spece ships iJ.l'.:l-1 .. trBtes tr·.::~ BUt .. 
tleties 'L'rhich lie in ''lei t for the st'Jdent of :rele.t:tv'i ty. 
The teacher will certpinly have to master this kind of thing 
if ht~ is to f0(,!. confident abou t teaching ~~e1a ti vi ty to begil>· 
ners. Tnere lU,L:t c1 }.ways be 8. dlstil:'3t pOBB:tbl11 ty that 80me 
member of a clHE.0 will 8.sk B.wkward. ques·~.!.onr, ~rhict1 ·are fund.a .... 
mentall~ concerned with relativity of simultaneity, and it is 
thus vitally important tal" the teacher to know vrn::t he is 
talking about in this c~nnection. It is tne merit of tne K-
c~lculu8 approHCh to rela tivi ty tl:18,t these subtleties are not 
in! tial~z apparent; in partlculer, the pupil does not have to 
fe.milie.rize himself from the ste.rt "Ii t11 the use of :the conQep·-
tual device of sets of C~OCkB which are synchronizod in a par-
ticular fre.me of rt:ference. A further merit of this approach 
is thut it can, as nes been done above, bB presented in terms 
of space ships sending radar sipnals to eaCh other, e picture 
wnlcn is not so far from re~lity ~s 00 strike pupils a8 ludi-
crou s. True, the reletiv~ epep,o.s il.?ith Hhich these space 
Ships would nave to MOVe to produce aetectable reletivistic 
effects are not those o11erecteriBtic of present-da.y spBce 
venicles, but these speeds are readily attained by oharged 
particles in particle accelerators. 
Reporting on the use of K"""cB.lculu8 in teRc'li nr: 8p~Ci9.1 
relativity to university students, Rosser (1967) states: 
"Tne author nas found that students find this method of mess-
uring the positions and times of distant events easier to 
follo'Vl tn~n usin~ sps.tlally dlstr:tbuted synchronlzed clocks" 
II t; Q •••• 
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It i 8 to be J10ped thCJt mOY'e and. more teacners tvill try the . 
approt!.ch of [the K-c.alculus] If Elsev7nere (Rosser 1968b) , 
he de 8 c rl be 8 tJ1 e K - CHI c u 1 usa s II i de alII for tn e dl s cu 8 8 ion 0 f 
tne kinematic aspects of special relativity. tiere, then, is 
direct evidence in favour of tne eff'ectiveness of t11is e.pproach 
to relativistic kinem~tics. If this tr<;i-J :',3 ·to he tHUgJ.1t 
at 8cnool$ it does seem es t11("1;.:·;: 'the K-,~~: 1·"\'l:~u8 approach 
OP;7,t.t to r'e tr~ 8r1 i:, y' YP~!'~T't'dce to mortS t:red.ftioDBl methods. 
11. 6.5 Experimenta 1 ev ldence foT' rela ti vi p t:lC ki. ne~":1B tieR 
. ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~, ____ ~~. __ ~~~~~~~~~ ~ x~~~~~ 
A 8011001 courBe i f! ~'lE'lCl.-L: vi t~/ sh()'~'t: ~l. include some 1'l1en-
tion of the experimentp,l evidence tha.t c\)~fiT'~1S some of tne 
startling predictions of relativistic kin?m~tics. At t118 
time of ~riting, no evidence is available concerning ti~e 
dl1at~tion experienced by conventional clocks or by labora-
i 
tory a tomic clocks, bu t thi s effec t ha s been observed ",1 th 
I 
,.,nat Snert-lin (1961) calls "disappee.ring clocksll, viz. deca.y-
ing muons and pions. '11nis evidence nelS been dubbed f1ir..con-
clu 8i ve II by Prokhovnik (1967), bu t he considered no evidence 
of a later date "man 1941. Of the experiments on ~ de-
cay, those by Farley et al (1968) and Frisch Rnd Smith (1963) 
present data t.l1at appear to bp much more reliable than those 
of :toss! and Hall (1941)0 An experiment on t'1.e a.eeBY of 
pions was carriecl ou t by D-Jrbin et 8.1 (1952)) who used pions 
createa~ in t11e laboratory; the results confirm the e):-pected 
dilatation of the pion meen life, but the interpretation of 
toe results is complicated by the fact that a large correc-
tion hClS to be made for decay muons contlnning in t.~1t? direc-
t ion of t,r:1e ppx'ent pi 0 ns. 
The principle of the meson-decay experiments is that the 
number of fast-moving mesons 1.A.rhlcl1 survive after l1eving trav .... 
elled a. certv.in time (in the laboratory frame) 18 ::.ompared 
'41 tl.1 tne number tna t set OU t, e.nd. the effeo ti ve 1/11fetlme II 
lor . .... 
f~ 
'i. 
"-'" 
',: 
. ~ 
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of tnf' pnrticles in ttlP laborAtory frDme 18 inferred from 
this infcrnlotion. In tne experiments of Farley et a1 
(1968) JI tl1ese measurements ,,,,ere cerrlecl out on muons injected 
into circular orbits in the muon stor'age rin~ of CE:RN, 8nd it 
was found that the circuletinr muons had lifeti~es of 12 times 
as long 8.8 thosp 0f ~tatiJ"~ry" muons; tt1:l.S vms V!Tithin 2 per 
cent of tne prer\ictpfl. :'d(!tOX' of c1ilatntion o Frisch Rnd Smith 
( ~ 9: ~ 0 ) com Pf-l r (r~;.. t11 e nu 111 be r ') f mu 0 n B Fl r r 1 v ~ n ~~p E~ r 11 n i ~ t 5. me;') t 
tne top of :·:oun"G ':-!asI:11ngton v.Tit!.1 those arpivjDf Ht ~e8 lev~·;l~ 
Since tne distance trflve11ed. by p muon befol'"'8 d.ecflY is equal 
to itq tllne c.: ;:iurviv.al multiplied by :t ts ppeec1, it is e[!8~.1:·· 
se e n that the s l. ',~ea : ... ·ll"eme n t 8 1 ~ k e~'Tl S r:' perm:t t a. deduc tl 0 n of 
a dilatDtion fe.o"Sor (S.8±O.8 in t.hj.s cD:Je, agDin in agree-
ment 1Ni tl1 tne predicted ve.lue) 0 
In explainine; the b8ckground of these experiments to 
pupils, one can poi nt ou t that unE: table particl es of a. given 
kind do not all "livell equally long, but tha.t one can fore-
cast to a nir;h degree of accuracy iNi1at fraction of the orig-
inel number will have decayed after a certain time. The 
time fOl/\ 8. collection of particles to have dimlnl·shed to 37% 
of its orlginc:.l nU.m.b~~r is called its Ilmean llfe. If If one 
kno~vo toe "P1 ee.n life II from j1H!~aBUrement8 fllrG!?Icl.y carried ou t, 
one c~n r)rec1ict tne numb~r of par~tic10s t.'1.C!t 14111 survive 
after a certnin time. In tnp expe~i~ent of Frisch Dnd Smith, 
SOMe 560 muons per hour Brrivpd at their detector on Mte 
Washington; of these, only 27 could be expected to arrive 
at sect level if one P88Um~a. th~t the "mu.on CJ.OCkSil reco:rde(l 
the 8Bme time 8S the r-ynch:roni7..cd clucks on l~t. ~'re.shinp;t()n 
and at sea level. Actually, SOMe 408 muons 8rrived pe~ hour 
€It tne detector Ctt sen level, sl.10iAjin~ t;ilot tl.1e mean life ::;f 
1'e at-mavins muons is ePJ:;reciably loneer thl:ln tnet of statl·Jn .... 
a ry !Tn.l 0 n s • 'rhe latter nl~an life iq (:~!)out 202).).8, which meaDe:; 
/tha t ..... 
"*~ 
i~ 
~ 
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that in tne absence of time dilatetion~ C1 colleqtlon of muons 
travelling \'vi tn nearly the speed of light 't-lould be reduced 
to 37% of tneir original number p-fter tl'\8velling a distance 
~ 
of 660m, e~nd to only Bbout (0.37)V of. the original number 
after travelling a distance equal to tne height of Mount 
Wssnlngton (1910m). Thclt thp numbers B11rviv:~.ng 8;':' fBI" 
larger is a clear indication thRt accord'~np: "r: t) 'Lne; labol"'a.tory 
clock.s, the moving muo'·:t;3 > .. 1vr a mean l~c'e far· longer than 
2.2,Us" 
NatUl~ally one ·1.yould like to clinch thp. argument by B~10W-
ing tnat tJ~e measured vt.-~'le of tt16 me8_l"' :ife ig equal to t11e 
predicted value. Thi s couln not conveL" ,-nt] ,? be dOl1P :: t1 a 
Benoel course, because of th~ manner in waioh tne mean life 
1s infer,red from the da ta end because of the details of the 
measurement of muon velocity. In tne Fr:t se h-Smi t.h experi-
j 
me~t, tne velocity is inferred from measurements of tne stop-
pi ng distance of muons in iron; thi s gives tne value of the 
energy J from wtlicJ1 the velocl ty is calcula.ted by applicatIon 
of tne relativistic formula. In tne experiment ot Farley 
et al, tne llLQ.,.11lru1turu of t11e muons 1s known, and tn? veloai ty 
1 s inferred from the appropriate relativistic formula.. If 
. relativistic kinematios is treated before relativistic dyna-
mics, these formulae ~Tould not be at the disposal of the 
tee.char. But it 1s not essential for the full quanti ta. tive 
story to be told to pupils,~ for v;hom j tis chi efly lmporta nt 
the-t they should ga.in the impression that fJf98t""movingll un-
eteble partlcles 1i ve longer thBn slo1"T-moving ones. 
"lhieh experiment or experiments should be descrjJ)pd to 
pupils? The feet thr~t -\<Ire hpve devoted rn epprpcinble i.?mour:t 
of spt3.ce to the Fri sch-Smi th experiment indica tes OUl~ Oy-Tn 
bia stow rds i t. This deri"tes mainly from the homely 8im~ .. 
plicity of the basic arrangement. Also, the experiment 
/forms •••• , 
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ferns the b8 sis of 8. film entitled IlTime Dilation -- 1\.n Ex-
, pE'l')irr:ent \\"1 th JJ .. -l~esonsll, end consequently I-;hotograpl1s of' tJ:1e 
Bppnretus eno. examplE's of the measurements taken Cl,re avail- . 
able in .textbooks (eeB. French 1968)e 1111e experiment of 
Farley et al is more direct then that of Frisch ~nd Smlth J 
since the numbers of muon: :3urvivlne; at different knov,rn times 
are mefl8urea.~ but tnp ~~.A,·OPerimentDl arranf,ement is mOl"'1e Bophls .... 
t J Or:. ~:cd th~ n tY"a t U 81 ng na tur'p.l muons. Ho~'"Ie.ov er t}"l ~ ;",luonr 
travel In circulBr .orbi te, Hnd 8.1 though it 18 not o.itt,ficuJ..t 
to prove that the time cll1atntion fp~ctor oup:.ht to be the sa.me 
fOl' pert.~clec t1"'8velling in 8uell orbits 88 in st~e.ig11t .... line 
path8, this p~)~f w0uld complicate the discussion end must be 
rer,arded as outtL.de the scope of' a school couX'se. 
Th~ famous experiment of Ives and Stillwell (1938) on 
the longi tudine.l and tr8.nsv~rEle Doppler effect of light from 
fast-moving hydrogen atoms is commonly regarded BS the first 
experimental test of time dilatation. The de. ta obtai ned a:re 
beautifully consistent with special relativity, but the de-
ta.lls of the analysis ere too complex in tJ1e case of the long-
"! 
i tudinpl Doppler shift to be oonveniently summerizect in a 
brief account (of Ropser 1967, Frencn 1968). The "tra nsverss 
Doppler shift" does not present such problems, sir.:ce the fl"e-
quency shift to 1\1:1:1iO.l1 it gives rise is simply that resuJ.ting 
from time dilatation. However, the present writer h88 not 
S8f!n e.ny convenient summary~ of the re:s"\"n~nt d8te. in flny book 
on relativi ty that migh t be accessible to teachers. There 
1s clearly a case for making these data more widely knowne 
In any discu8sion of experimental evidence relatin~ to 
tiMe dl1atatiGn, it should bp mRde clear thRt the tiMe dila~ 
tation factor nas to be allowed for in the design of certain 
experiments j.nvolving very fa.st·ftmoving partlcles r and that 
this has never led to any anomalies. Hig11-energy and pax't1clt 
/physi 018 ts. & •• , 
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physici At s apply specivl rele. ti vi ty a s a ma tter of cou:':'se in 
designinc their experiments and interpreting the results, and 
the fact t.t1a t tney do so successfu l1y i 8 itself a highly eon-
vlncing proof of the validity of special relativity, including 
relativistic kinemat1c8~ 
If tl1e teecher vants to discuss evidence for th(~ length 
contrElctiOl1, he can rr!f~r sgain to th.e exper:tments on mu""':-:. 
decay; from the pf)int of v:1, PTvv of the t~ave] ... l_l 'r/, r',' .(~:':~, their 
lifetimes a.re norma. 1 , but the dir:tence thej trf3vel is ~~£2.."" 
ted by the appropriate factor. 
11. 7 Rela ti vi 8 tit; dy nemic 8 
11.7.1 Mass o~d momEntum: thought experiments 
One of tne argument8 e.dvanced for tefl.ching rela t:l.vi. ty at 
school ",as' the tit enabled one to show pupils vlhere the me.BS-
velocity and mass-energy equivalence formulae came from., 
We now consider 'itThet11er one cO.n find a simple i:la.y of deriving 
these results or making tnem plausible. The stande.rd elemen-
tary methods of nderiving~ the relativistic expression fo~ the 
moment1..l.m of a :particle ere generally one or other version of' 
tha t originally proposed by Le1"r1 a and Tolman (1909) Q This 
1s the analysis of a perfectly ela8~ic, symmetrical collision 
or Iflntel"2ctionll bet1feen tt\TO identical pal"ticles, subject to 
the requirement that the principle of con8erve tlon of momen-
tum remains valid at relat1vistic speeds. (Full textbook 
accounts of this anfllysis are given by Sherwin (1961) and 
Arons (1965).) In simplifierl form, 1V'e may 8nmm(-)ri:?'e it 8S 
follo·NS: .... 
Consi c1er Cl two .... eli !:!ension&l 1 n tere. etlon be t"ir;ee n t'\'/O :tde n .... 
tical particles A and B Which J ir~ one inertiel frame (S' ~ 
say), a.ppears to be completely symmetl"'lce.l; i. e. the x .... com .... 
ponents of tne velocities of A and B are unchanged by the 
lntere.ct1on, v.rhile the y-cornponents I;lre simply reversed. 
/ (1\8 •••• ~ 
'.J~ .• , . ' d"'1~~·i.:" •. ~ 
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(AS C:J. speCiAl case, the inte:re.ction m8.Y teke t.t1e form of 
'lmpartlne equal and opposi te y-components of veloclty to J.\ 
and B» while leaving their x-components of veloel ty unchengedo) 
It is possible to find another inertial frame (S~ say) in 
1mich particle A hp 8 no x-component of veloel ty. In this 
frame, the effect of time ,-,:lBtation is such tl1e.t the y-velo-
ci ti es of A t'cnd B 9,.r~-,r;1!~'£ be equal a net opposi te; in feet» 
ti'e :'-veloc:it:y of B rnuet be les8 than that "'~ A. Jf ,.t if.' 
assumed that the principle of conservation of momentum CAn 
'v81idly be applied to this inter8ction, and that the classi-
cal ;;efiLi ti07.}. of momentum 8till applies, viz. momentum equa:,.q 
mass times ve100ttY 1 then the lnequa~ity of the y-veloclties 
of ,/}. Ctnd B as me'-~surect in S implies tha't the mdSS of B as 
measured in S must be b~ ... PJi~ than the ma,ss of A as mee,8ured 
in S. If t.ne magnitudes oOr the y-veloci ties of A and B HJ:,e 
small compared "il:ith tnat of t,ne'relative velocity v of Sand 
S', it is easily deduced from the above argument that the 
me.S8 of B meesured in S must be equal to its IIrest mass" 
v 2 -1/ 
multiplied by tne time dilatation factor (1 .... :-z) 2 • 
, c ' 
Cel"tain points call for comment in connection 1t\ri t,h t.he 
role played by timlj dilatation in tl1is argument: 
(1) In fr~me Sf, tne y-velociiies of A and B are equal; tney 
cannot be compared in S unless one comperes the times taken 
by A and B to travel the same distance in S, or the distances 
travelled by A and B in the eame time in S. Of tl'1ese posn:'L-
bilities, the first is tl1e obvious one to use, becAuRe of the 
fundamental result that di stance mea .surements in dlfferent 
frames will agree provided that they Dre carried out in a 
direction perpendicular to tne relative velocity of the fra~e8~ 
The dependence of the argument on this 1101nt 1",111 have to be 
exp18ined if tne deri vetion of the mass-veloc! ty for:nula ls 
to be understood (cf ""nat v'lae. said on this matter in Section 
11. 6~ 3:) • 
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(ii) If tne pupil underste.nds "~ime' dilCitation"· to be con ... · . 
earned. ,,,i tIl the comperison beti~Teen proper B nd non'-proper time 
intervals betl1:een events, ttlen it must be explained to him 
why it 1s tnat the time taken by A to' travel a given Y-dis-
tance in S can effectively be treated as a "proper time" in 
S, s.nd 1~l.hy the obviously lion-proper ti mF: 1-(lkf' '1 by a to trRvel 
an equal Y-distance In S must bp relateo tr; ~l<, at)ove proper 
timf! for ,~\ by t.he UPU~·~ tJ.llE>·dl1p.tatio: 1 f8ctOl"'t) These pointe 
are usually dealt ·,71 th r-e. ther cursorily in e1eme nta rly text-
books. TI1US Rogers (1950) simply says" .... E, 1",8 tchi ne; S' at 
l'lork, sees that E,' uses )., ... clor.~:;: ti·H.~ .. t 1"\..'1 .. \.' sloitJ'ly": end Bondi 
(1965a) siml1ax'ly says ,only that "the ti:"<,,:: tl~Dt in Bria,"\1 s 
reckoning is only 60 minutes~ is 100 minutes in Alfl"'ed 1 s 
reckonirrs ". The time for A's journey 1'r111 effectively be a 
proper time in S provided thet the speed of A relative to S 
i 
is! small compared wi th t.ha t of 11gb t. This is alwa.ys USSD.-
med in pre senta tions of tJ:1is argument; e. g. in Rogers' 8 (1960) 
ntlJne!~ical example, the va lu€! of. th:t s speed 18 taken to be 
3 m 8-1 • To compute B' 8 time a 8 mea sured in S, ohe not ea., , 
first of all t11a t becs.use of tl1e assumed symJ11etry of' the in-
teraction, a clock travelling wi th B 1iTil1 r1eglster the same 
_ .... sc; :;e:::Q&) 
time interval as a clock tr.e.velling 11}'i th A when A Bnd B travel 
e q 00.1 Y - di s t a nc e sin S. (In other words, the proper times 
for tneir respective journeys are the same for A and B.) 
The time interval recora.ed ~by At 8 cloc.k agrees wi th tnat 
measured in S, since the speed of A relativ~ to S is small 
(see above). If B has an appreciable x-velocity relativn 
to S, one must use tne time dilatation formula to find the 
retio between the time interval recordod on Bls clock and the 
corresponding non-proper time interval measured In 33 1'1.118 
tells us tnat in S, tne time elapsed during B' s journey is 
2 .... 1 ( V~) -
.. 1 - 2 2 times as great rae the time-interval recol~ded on 
c 
B' 8 clock. Since the latter time is equal to that recorded 
/by ..... ~ 
~ ,,., 
r·~'~,·.:,:· 
, ~ 
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by 1\' 8 Clock~ irTJ.1iC1.1 in turn 18 equal to that mef'l8urec1 in S 
for A's journey, one finally obtpiDS t.h.Bt in S, tl1e ratto of 
the times taken by B end A respectively to trnvel equal y .... 
v2 -1. 
distances is (1 - ~) 2 
In Rogers's (19RO) simplification of the above approaCh, 
':.··s considers two observers riding on p18tforms moving pBr::.l-
leI to eaCh other and in opposite directions. ERcn obsp~ver 
na s a pln tinul:1 stflYl.derd kl1oe:re.m ~·1'hic,h -rests, ... or 8f';.'>.!/~'; cion.-
less table o ~'v'hile the platforms P8.SS esc'.l other~ tbp. obser .... 
vera attaCh Ct long lig11t spring to tJ:1e t1'lO messes, along a 
di rection perpeno.ioular to their re~ a ti ve veloci <1-.:, e.n~ aJ..~Lovl 
the spring +'0 give each mass 8, momentary ini,vards tug. lI:8.ch 
then measures t~e transversi velocity of his standard kilo-
grB.m; on comparing notes aftervrards, these observers find 
that each has obtained the same value for tne transverse 
velocity in his own frame of reference. Each nov; 8 pplies 
thp pri nCiple of conserva tion of momentum, a_educing from it 
t~at the other 1 s standard kiloRram must have ecqGired en 
equal and opposite momentum to his own. From here ontffl.rd.011 
the argument follows the same lines as in th~t given above$ 
TI1.is treatment is shorter ~nd easier to follo1{\; tha.n the 
/lsts.nde.rd" one~ 'vlf1ile r1aking Hl1 t~e essential po~nts of the 
18. tter. Th0 deli bere. tely-contl"i veo. syrnrnetry of the 81 tun-
tion may still puzzle beginner'S, 1;1110 may finel this kind of 
a.rtific1ali ty (perfee tly Pl?rmi 881 ble i.n a Ii thought expe:c':l.rnent II ) 
and the unreal nature of the whole arrangement somet..;hat off.".. 
pu ttlng. Bondi (l965a) J in 11is version of the II lntera.ction II 
approaCh, doals witn an even simpler and more realistic situ-
etion tnan Rogers does, viz. a bullet fired at a sheet of 
armour-pIa ting.., The latter is at rest in one of the refer-
enoe-frames end is 80 placed thet in tne other frame it will 
be seen edge-on. In the rest ..... frame 0f the sheet, the bullet 
/1s ...... 
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1s fired at right angles to it. In each frame, it is a~reed 
the t tJ10 "l.Rximurn t l1ickne ss of Llrmour plati ng penetrD. ted by 
the bullet is a measure of its (transverse,f momentum 9 The' 
Barne value is obtained in each frame for the depth of pene-
tra tioD of the bullet ~ implying ttH~ t t11e transverse mornent1.;.1'J 
in each fr8.me is tJ1P ssmr:, From this point on, tne e.:rgt~ment 
fo11o~Ns sim118,J" lines "'uO t.tle otJ1ers outlined ~bo'7et) 
Of t118S8 3implifica.tions, it 1s probnrJ)- Bondj' r '!~Jhic'') 
beginne:r'8 1\1'ould find eesier to fo11o~'1' and ac(;.ept g fOl-"l reaf~,ons 
implied above~ Bondi (1966) 11imself remflrks thHt he hB8 not 
seen e. ;'!~:;imp~L~ dynB.mical exper~imentli 1·fi1.ich ser~ve8 i ts purpos~. 
in this connec t).~n ~:; s ~Tell as 11i8 eXClmple of the penetrptlng 
pOv.!8r of' bullete, but he feels Jithat it shoulo. be possible to 
refine and improve the procedure, and get a simpler and more 
convincing cl..ynamical experiment to show t.he increase of me.sa 
wi th veloci ty. " No one seems yet to nave found one. 
In follov,r:t ng Bondi' 8 approach, t11e teaoner is Btll1 faced 
wi tn tne need of having to explain why lengths tranBveJ.~8e to 
the direction of relative motion are the same in both frames 
(s.s8uming that he hes n0t e.lree.dy had to do this , 1'Jhlch t .. Tould 
be the case if he 11.88 introduced his pupils to kinematl08 via. 
the K-onlculus); and if he fs conscientious, he '1'1111 11Ja.n't 
to take rjaJ~ticulDr Cfl:re in exp18i ning h01A,7 time dilatation en-
ters into t.l1e 81'lgument. "de hpve indic.e. ted h01.oJ these protlews 
eEl n be solved. in prlnciple~, but their 8xistenoe means thflt 
even Boneli' 8 pppro[1.cn to r1relfl ti vi stio mASS" 18 not al together 
s tre 19ht forllardp) 
11.7.2 l~DSS and momentum: empirical approflch 
~CIWt"_c..1-..9,.ftS'R $".."....,,,11:14 *' .... ~~~~ .... ~ ... ~o1~' II.,. 
It hR 8 bee n sholnTn thr t even trle simpl! fi ed forme of tl"'~p 
11lnteraction ll 2·PPJ'Ol3CJ.1 to reJE.ti'vistic 1"11888 have difflcul"ji0:;:) 
lying just beneat~ the surface. It is not 8urprislr~ to 
find Bondi (1966) re:porting that "the introduction of mess 
seems to give rise to some difficulties of preeentatiol1<ou 
, / we ~ , _ •• 
fl-" 
fe/ f,' 
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We . CB n be Eulded t01{nrc1s a sui tl1ble· a 1 terDatl ve. approB eh by 
noting that the methods of presentation of speclnl relAtivity 
outl,ined 80 fer have been e8sentially' cleductive" Such ex-
perimental evidence B8 1s adduced in this connection is drAwn 
from books or, at best J from films$ and is c1 tecl to suppo:t't 
the predictions 8 no. not to point the T:!8Y to't,r8:"ds t~f):7I, Ie. it 
not po"ssible to present certain espects ')f 81:")f\c;i81 relfltivity, 
SUC.i:1 8.8 oyn2mic8, by vr .... y ,,' ... r".J.Fcu2sion )f eprpropriete expe!'I1-
mente? In this ' . .ray one might be able to by-pass the 8\vk-:,'?erd 
questions that a~ri8.e in connection -;-,ri th a deductive presen .... 
ta tion. 
Rosser (1968b) is firmly :In favour I')"! t~-~9 "empix'IieR11I 
approe.oh: !lIn the true tradition of phye:[..cs teaohing l! he 
wri tee, ' "the varia.tion of mass ,~i th velocity ca n be presen ted 
as establishecl by experiment." He actua.lly advocates £ .. l~r:i-
ing one' B teaching of special relativity wi th C\ynemlcs<I ~te 
~
shall consider the latter question below (Section 119 8 ); 
for the moment, i-Ie consider tl"1e, possibillty of pres,ent1ng the 
variation of mass with velocity as a result established b~ 
experiment fl HOi,oj should such an experlment ,be i ntroc3.uced? 
Suppose one decides to describe Bucherer' 8 (1909) experirr.ent~ 
as ROBser (1967) hAS sppcifical1y suggested; how does one 
lead up to i t? Simply to describe the experiment, report 
its results and shoy! thflt they B.pe consistent injith the re:l(> .. 
vent formula. 1'lould surely ~not be in "~he true trAdition of 
school pnysics teeching~" When Bucherer pF'!:rfo:r'Tned hlp, ex-
periment on the rfl-tio of chflrge to mass for beta-rpys, he G.id 
80 against a background not only of Sinstein's newly-deve~c~2~ 
speciel theory of relativity but 8180 of Lorentz' 9 earlle::" 
theory of tne electron, which predicted the same maso-velocity 
rele.tionshlp fox' electrons e.B was la.ter to be predicted by 
., special relativi ty for particles in general; also, earlie:!:"' 
experiments by Kaufmann had suggested that the mass of tJ n 
/ elec tron$ !J •• " 
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electron depended on i t8 velocity., . Tf"1US Buc l.1p.rer's experl--:--
ment V.ra 8 not done in e vecuum (i n a metEl.phoricAl sense, e.t 
e. ny 1'a te) ; 11e had some idea of ""The t to expec t t' nd tiNO th eori e s 
to help him interpret the re8ult8~ Since thi8 beckground is 
not expeoted to be kno"V!n by the pupils to whoM the exper:ment 
is to be described, one must try to thinJ~ 0f '":ome '~;'.,,:er viey 
of placing the experiment In 8. context. One :-:/!.~n t tell 
pupils thE~ t sino e 1 t hr 13 r to'" e'~'1 .(ound tl1F r devi-e tlons from 
cla 8sicaJ.. kinema.t:.Js become. ITlHnlfest at 8peE':ds comps.rable to 
that of light" it might be reasonable to expect correspondJ,ng 
devietions fl"'om cla8s1c(,."~ dynf;''11icc 8,t 0~0h speeds Q But even 
then 1 t vlill be difficult to Justlfy vThy ('De 8hould speoifi-
cally set out to investigate~tne varietio2 of electron mass 
wi to veloci ty l",hen, unless ot;e has alrea.dy sought to B.pply 
special relatlvi ty to dynamlcR, one has no reason for picklng 
I 
on !m8-ss as something likely to vary significantly wi th speed 
e t ve·ry high speeds. 
It 'would. be better if a mO~'e gener'al experlrt1en't on the 
behaviour of electrons (say) at hig.l1. speecls could be dlscu~sed.. 
Sucn an experiment Is aval1a.ble J viz. Bertozz:l' 8 (1964) on 
tne limiting speed attained by electrons acce1erAted to high 
energie s. But an approaCh to relativistic dynpmics through 
this experi~ent is better discussed under the heading of 
energy (see below, Sectldn 11.7.3). 
. mo 
that to Justify the formul~ m =ji:V~ 
~ c 
Hean1vhile J 1~Te must 8 tl"C8B 
simply by describing 
Bucherer1 s experiment is scarcely any improvement on not doing 
any relativi ty at all., 
11. ? • 3 -X'~·.!:!f2Z 
If a deduc.tive approa.ch has been follov!ed in teaChing the 
mass-velocity relationship, the latter result can be taken 
?s the point of departure for tne deduction of tOe m08s-ener lY 
relation. At univeroi ty level that deduction w'ould be c8.rl'1ed 
/out ..••. 
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out by finOJl.nr; t11e work done on CJ pClrtlcle by Hn accelerBtinr; 
-" 
'force~ usinr- tone relativistic for111 of l'JC't·rton i 8 Second Le.i'; to 
1"e 1~ t e fo r c e H::ld me 8 B " This ShOvlS that the kinetic energy 
gel ned by tne particle 18 equal to 11:0 8 - moc 2 , v:here mend. 
rno ere respectively the relativistic and rest masses of the 
system, and th18 ~e8"-lt 0"':'." be interpreted by eaying that the 
extra mass gaiD R1 by thd particle is just the ~ain in kinetio 
r.r.e·~\,ft.v divic1e(:. OJ' 0 2 , Hnd t_he.t flioC2 is tJ:10 1I'~8t enp~r.:yl! of 
the particle. Huoh of thp. mDt J1emHtlc8 of this deduction :Ls 
beyond. the l'1ea.ch of South 1\fricRn pupils, but it is possible 
+:0 stlort-circni-~'~ the det8iled Rrgument by i,'81ng the femil:lar 
trick. of,te.king, :~he ~;(pres8iol1 for rc-.la.tivistlc }11888 f-l.nd sho1'r-
~ ." 2 2 ing thHt for lov]' speecls, it re(luc8s to ~~mov +mo·e -) divided. 
by 0 2• 'This should properlr be done by using the binomial 
V2) ~-theorem to eXlX-=-,·nd (1 - 2 2, but this the'orem ~ s not offi-
c 
01811y in the mathematics syllabus of South African sChools, 
T.his 1s not 8 n insuperable obstCtcle$ as pupils can be Sh01rm 
1 
Hi th tJ:1e aid of ari thmetical examples that (1 - x) -'2 equa.ls 
x 1 + 2 'tinen x is very much smaller trlan unity. 
T118 most interesting Hspect of mass-energy scr 1ivalence 
(some - e.g. Taylor ond Wheeler (1966) - would say, tne really 
funda 111ental aspect) is tne prpdiction tl1.Dt energy is aS8ocla""" 
ted t·,l tn the rest me ss of e p9.rticle 01") system, and in pHr"G:L .. " 
euler that if the ~ mBSs of tl.1e 0ystem 1Vere to chnnge, tl:1ere 
must be a correspond1n~ gafn or loss of lnternBl energy. 
Tnls could be trea~ed as a result to be verified by experiment -
ample experimental evidence for :i.t is ave.ilable (of Section 
10.3.10) - but it is also possible to give a more direct hint 
of it from t f.18ory, by nho1~ring thBt t~e totel rest mrtss of a 
t11o-pBrtiole system i s J.Cl!"gt~r f:! fter a p8rfectly inelastiC 
collision between the particles tnan it is before the 001118-
ion, the increase in rest mB 88 being equal to tJ1.e 1088 in 
I /klnetlc ••••• 
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kin'etic energy of. the pB.l"ticles dl vided by c2~ Arons (1965) 
gives a treatment of an inelastic collision between identioal 
pl1rtlcles \'r11iol1 1s symmetrical In one frame of referencG& 
Tl.1is ",rorlts out str8igt1tforl,'J'ardly enough in tl1e lOi-v-velocity 
approximation, but tne analysis involves viei·ring the oollision 
from different f':r·'jmf."~) of 1'eference ancl ta.king the l1mi t 8.8 
tne rO~8tlve ve~~c:~f of tne frames tends to zero~ which must 
"'rc) ~.:egDrdecl ,9 C too comple~x fox' Rn averHtr : :,r;'lool"boy c(, foll'" F" 
" ~ 
Pupils eould be gi~en B qualitative ccco~nt of inelastio 001-
11~ions from a relativistic stRndpoint, with the point being 
:m t t:> them tf.'l.1'. if no energyesca.pes from the sistem as hea'c ~ 
the addeCl~ lnter.'(l.l energy 1")e8u~ -+:i.ng j~·.::":)m the }oss of kinetic 
energy is accompa.nied by an equivalent increase in' ~ mass~ 
InE~tead of follo'V\ring ttle above essentiHl1y ded.ucti ve 
approach to mass-energy equivalence, it is possib:e to follow 
a quasi-experimental, inductive approach, based on the above-
mentioned experiment of Bertozzi (1964)$ An approach of this 
type is employed O~{ the p.S.S.C. in their "College Physics" 
text (P. S. S. C. 1968), and is 1;,e11 IN'orth cons:ldering for U8",~) 
in sChool. Because of the importance of Be~tozzl's exper1-
ment in this connection, we discuss it in some detail first. 
The experiment, -rJlThich demon8trates t~:18 existence of [3 111111 t-
i ng speed for electrons, vJ-as plpnned 8S t.ne be.sis of one of 
e series of films on special rela ti "i,ri ty; tne film i tsel£' is 
called IIl'he 1)1 timate Speed~li An Exploration ~{i ttl Hlp;h-JI:nergy 
Elec trons. 1I As tt:.i 8 expel'limen t see:ns tol:1ave been the first 
directly to sh01v the existence of a. lirni ting speed for pBl'ti-
oles, one may remark that in this case pUJ'ely educationel 
needs hDve given rise to the perfor!"Gance of' flD expel~irI1~nt of 
fundaMental sicnificanc80 The principle is vpry simple" 
Electrons are accelerflted in a Van de Greaff machine and then 
emerge into a field-free space in wnich their time of flight 
over a kn01im clistance 18 measured. The kinetic energy of 
/the ••••• 
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tne emerging electrons i 8 81 so mea 8ured~ 80 thtit t.l18 l'leln t.ion",,, 
ship bet~een tne kinetic energy of the electr~ns and their 
speed is determined directly 1n t~:1i8 experiment!; As the time 
of flight of tne electrons is measured by messuring the dis-
te.nce betvJeen "blipS Il on an osci11oscope tl'\8.Ce, and the kine" .. · 
"t~.~ energy i D mee sured by e calorimetric method. the pri nciple 
of \",bien is easy to ul1der8t~nd$ pupils should hnve no di:tft",,· 
cuI ty in follo i;Jing B simp11 f~ t)cl 8fb0ount of B~r ::Z7.1' ~~ cxperi~· 
ment. ~re say "simpllfie<1 1i becHuse there ,.ire certe.in c-letBils 
of the experiment ,"vi th which one need not trouble th.e beginner(j 
First, tl1.ere are 80rne technical sub·:=l.eties, suetl ).~g thl- mei;hod 
of oal1brat~.on of the oscilloscope sweep and the details of 
the metJ.1oc1 useo. for finding -the numbel"1 of electrons respons:i.""" 
ble fol" giving up a kno~m. total amount of kinetic energy. 
Second» to' obtain electron kinetic energies in excess of 10 5 
MeV Bertozzi had to use an electron linear accelerator to give 
additional kinetic energy to the electrons trom the Van de 
Graeff macnine; t.hese addi tion8.1ly .... accelera ted electrons 
gained kinetic energy over part or all of the IX'3·tl1 :bver v!hich 
tney were timed. As Bertozzi's measurements showed that 
these more energetic electrons had much the BB.me average speed 
(viz. the speed of lip:ht) over t1:'l:1.s pctth as electrons of 
ki Dr>tic enerGY 11l 5 HeV, i tis jus ti fiabl e in B n elementHry 
aocount to omit all mention of the I1Linac" and. its function. 
We have implied above ~(Section 11.7.2) that it migbt ~e 
pedagogically advantageous to use Bertozzi's experiment in 
teaohing relativistic dynam1oB~ One advantage is that we 
Can quite easily justify the pe~formance of an experiment of 
thi s type 8.8 a logice.l further step in t~1e explol'll8.tion of 
special relativity. (Here we follow what is essentially the 
PoB.S.C. line of reasoning.) In relativistic klnemetlc8~ 
v 2 _1 
the facto~r (1 - '9) 2 emerges. 'r l1i& quantity becomes lmagin .... 
01-..1 
ary as V exoeeds c, implying tha t there ca.nnot be a IIrela. t:t-
vi stic kinematics" for speeds r;reater tha.n c,. i\. possible 
limpl1catlon~.~ •• 
t~,,?::;~:::, . 
:::. 
, ., 
,~ :'J 
,;; 
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'f:' 
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implication of this is that partiole Gpeed8 cannot exceed C 
i n r~ ny inertiDl frame. 1':e'IJ,ltoYli8 n o_ynamic8 imposes no upper 
lim! t on the speed of a particle .... in princil:;le II it CD n be 
a C 0 e Ie re ted to any 8 pe p don e pleD s e s by the 8, pp Ii cat ion 0 f a 
for'ce for t.he o.pproprip te lenRth of time. Thus the impll-
c~~ions of relativi8tio k1nemRtics are in conflict with the 
predictions of Newtonian dynpmics, and there is the possibility 
tha. t at high speef1<.p Nei,o:toniPl') dynaMics mtght r~p.F fj8 1',,) 'I. A 
valid. One might investigate thls by 8.cc~-·J.erati.ng ps.rtio:i..es 
to very high speeds to see whether or not their oehaviour 
is in B.ccord vii th Nevitorian expectat:~.on. Berto~~1 's ~~pe~l-
ment does ,just this; a. knOT/in electric fOl'lce is appliea. to 
electrons over £) fixed distance, and thekinetio energy 'and 
speed seq-v.ired by the electrons are mee sured. The rEJ sul t; s 
can be oom~ared with the Newtonian relation between kinetio 
enel"BY and speed., 
Th e experiment ple.i nly shows tha tel eo t:ro n s do a t tel n 8. 
limi tine; speect He their kinetic ener8Y is increa 8€)d.. It 
/ 
also reveals a relationship between kinetic energy dnd speed 
~lhich 1s at variance· vli tb NeNtonian o.yne.micfl at very high 
speeds. Nou 8. formule. must be found to fi t Bertozzi' s re-
suIts, since this might give a clue as to how Newtonian mech-
enlcB SI:1oulcl be modified in relativistio situHt:lons. The 
2 _1 v .... ) -vi te.l factor in the correct formula is (1 "';2 2 -, 1, end 
the pupil must someho~l be lecJ~ to this in e manner which i8 
an acceptable compromise between simply telling him it 1s so 
and giving him a formal derivation. The guiding princ~ples 
to 'be le,leI clo-v.rn are tha.t tne net;' formula for }:inetic energy 
rnus.t reduce to tJ:1e classicBI one at lO'i:i s'peede~ and that the 
value of the kinetic energy must becoree very large as the 
speed of the pB.rticle approaches lithe ultimate speed~ Ii .. 
v2 -~ 
1\.8 a first po ~J8ibili ty, one can suggest the fae tor (l-~) ..., 
c 
la 8 •••• 
':1 
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&.8 p. qunntlty ·,·-:.-;.1.C:.1 cloer, Decorne very lc:rr;e Be v tends to\.'J.n:L:';·i.f:~ 
c. It C;:l1 bf~ SI.10'C,7~ trlrt for lO~'J 8f8CdG~ multil l 1ic[ltlon cf 
r) 
t!lis fDctor t~r n~c/." i-'here m is tne 1110.88 of tr.1f' 1:; [1 :r tic 1 e ~ 
yields an expression wnich 18 equal to ~c2 ..l... 1 I -2 ( r.'l" C J. ' .... "1V 2 lI. 
('"\ 
ir;.troduct1.()n of' IImC'-=fI here need not Geer!'! too ar·tificial; :l.f 
v 2 _1 
(1 - 2) ~~ 12. f'i;:-»st exfa .... ·j.':d in its 101'1 veloel ty epproxin18tion, 
C 
"mc 211 i s r:~een ''-,,,) G8 7.·;.ie terrI'! by ;,~llicl1 to mul tlply it in ord.er 
. • .1.. ~: II 
ro . otnl"'\ 1/.- .".'V in V"'IO rectlltj n('~ e·"V'\"r"'e~'''.l! "lfi) Ij1IA.~ .;: ex-
, vi .) C "" ! 2 _. 01. \. - • \.: '... .. .. ~ • .l' 1........ ' ...... _, ." J. - I -" 
prp8sion 1001:8 pronirlnp:, but eontnJ .. DS pn un~:1"flnted "111C 2 !1/\ , to 
remove this, it is necessAry o to B8sume thnt mc~ must bp mul-
'.) -1 
. p . .i... 1 eU. oy ,,_'- ," _ f..., _ • ti '.1 :'1' t ., v·...., ) D 1 
c2 . 
To 81:10'\'[ thp t thp r(·~ su J_ ting for .. ·· 
mula fl ts Bert~",;zi ~;-: resul ts v~"Py cJ.:"'l8ely is a mnttel" of not 
very troublesom0 Brithmetic; this is e~ important 8t~p which 
Bhould 011 no [lCCOU nt be or1i ttecL. 
'J'he pupil would nov,T kno~,t, [1 s a rna tter of exrerimentftl 
fact, that the kinetic energy of H very fast-moving particle 
is given by the expression 
E}{ 
mc2 
'7_G:?~ 
,- I v,2, I 
J 1-2 c 
__ mc2 
Tne interpretation of the two te~18 in this expresoion could 
be given to pupi1r plong the lineo skete11ed out earlier in 
thi e sec tion 1 or left for later expanslon in co nnec tion ~;,:i t~1 
nuclear p~~"8ics. 
11.7.4 Relativistic momentum pnd ~erto7zi's experiment 
______ .._~~ ___ ~ .....-r .. ~~.~ ..... ~
In tne p.S.S.C. (1968) treat}11ent, tJ.':e ebove Bnalysis is 
extended to Hrl)lve Ht the reletlvi9,tic expression f02~ the 
Momentum of tne })B.rtiel e. j~8 e fund8rnentFll ~8su!1lption? tbe 
classicRl equality bpt~een force and rate of chRnre of mom-
c:r.tum i8 Y'ctvined. Thp time for ~~ich tne pccpleret1nr 
electric fOl'ce F acts on the :particle i 8 very neHrly t ) 
",11ere d is the distance over ·V'lhicf·~. the force Bets on thr pHr-
ticle. 'l'he momentum e cqu:trnd 1s tf.1erefore ~d I 1'.'1;.10h 1 rl turn 
Ek is equal to ~ 
c 
But for such fnster-moving pArticles 
/18 .•••• 
E,i' 
l~ 
,'-.l 
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is vc~ry nourly equal to E) trle totBl ene:cgy ( v little nr~ith-
rnetlc r;:-;i)(l.i.ly P.'l0~.·78 thpt t!1e rest ener{"Y is fV~1clll compnred 
,-,1 tn Ek if t':18 e1ec tro n h:1 8 an enercy of severn1 r:eV) , 80 
E thHt the mOl:lenttlJ11 c~n be set pqual to r. very ne8rlyl' 1" e~ 
'-' 
m~ 
v (:.., • tOJ~1--- On the other hpnd, for low velocities the (;J c .... , 
expression mug.J..; l'86 .... 0 e + J :.;'.>,~. 
sn0P to 8e~:8fJ tot~ condltioDs Q 
J 7 The expression l-~ 
'''. 
0) 
c t ... 
is 
1\.n importo. n t C!c1VD n tC'J GC of ~r:P l"OP 0!.11 rig re 1[1 ci vi 8 tie: dy l·~,),"'· 
mics in tJ.11s 1';rvy is thHt 1 t is tne expression. for momentum 
[-J 8 :' \\"hO!.G t~:'-J t 18 underl CtiP,CURSioT'l. One doen not stprt off 
_______ .............. t"~ ...  "'- ''\'lIIilIf 
by a.~.suming tl:1n t, momentum must be tl10 1J.g.l:1t of 88 Ilma.se tlrnes 
veloei tyll; inst.',IFd, cJn expr~e88:i.on 1\)1" ·I,""'mentl.:';1 is. found 'i:hlch 
is con8i~tent TTi ttl the classical relLltion between foroe and 
rate of cJ.1.ange of momentum end B19.0 't'iith the experlD1E'ntnl re-
quirements imposed by the result~ of Bertozzl' s experiP1ent. 
Onoe th,e correct expression has been t.'.rrlvecl nt, it Cfl.n be 
interpreted as "relativistic mDSS times velocity") as l!m~88 
times proper veloclty", or simply as IImomentu:r. 'I • (I n t.IJ.8 
p.s.s.c. treatment, "rel.!J.tlvistic mass" is relega.ted to a 
brief footnote.) 
11.7,5 ::' .. 812 ti viG'~lc mOrrlent'Un! expf.:':eij';'l0ntrl confir:nc ~:ion 
"l1:li' elt'PUoi......,"'oa..,......"""'~~~ .......... ~ _____ _ 
Direct evidence for the correctness of the reletlvi8tic 
expression for momentum is provided by the resul t~ of E?Xpel'bJ.-D 
mente of the type in1 tie ted -by Kpufrn8.nn FJ'r1d Bucherer. In 
these experiments, fnst...,mo'V'ing chprgecl pertlclss (71SUFll.1y 
electrons) are projected Bt right engles to D uniform megne-
tic field, and the radius of ourvature of the orbit of tne 
particle i:3 ,118n uurec1, The equBtion relating the moment'lrJ 
of the p[lrticls to the ;i'iDgDetic flEld. st:r'ene,tn (inc1uction) B: 
tJ.1e chal"ge on the partIcle q 2nd the orbital l"CJ.dius R is very 
simple, viz. P = Bq R, This result follo1-vs ea si1y from nOE .. " 
/re18 ti vi 8 tic ••. , • 
{'~;: 
~~ 
#-
( 
;'1 
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rela ti vi stic meC'1Hnic8, and pUp:t18 B~l.oulcl elree..dy be fDTl1ili8.1') 
with it. ~lliat is of intere8t here is that it 10 also valid 
for particles moving ~rit11 relntlvi:::,tic speeds. Elel'lentary-
end inteI'IJ:1edlflte- level textbooks on general or modern f·hY-
SiC8 tend to be sOf'1ewhe.t caSUFll in their treatP.1ent of t.he 
latter fact. Some (e.~. Bitter 1956, Se~Bt 1962, ~~ons 
1965, ·Halliday and Resnick 10(6) nW.ke U8G of j:' J.!l c1i~cus8lng 
Buc.l:1erer's exper.imen t, bu'~ c~· not e" cte: J'./t to jus tlfy tt'll s 
u sege 0 At least 0'De (Blanchard et al 1'269) aotuEllly sr-tysJ) 
lilt is by no means obvious) but tl1is S8~11e formul.!:1 continues 
to hold even for speedt.. '1eel; ··~t1e ~pee~~ 'it light if we mean 
b~l p t11e relatiVistic rnomentUl'il ll , but do ~~._ not explain fur""" 
ther. One he.s to turn to textbooks on :.t'~.le.tlv:ttJr to see 
t11i 8 po;).. nt adequa tely di scus£ied. 
TJ:1is is surprising, beoause although the result mB.y be 
! 
"bW no means oovious", i t i 8 fo 1'" fl"'om diff:i..cu 1 t to derive. 
The main fact on 1tl.l1.icn tne result rests is tl18 t the speed 
and tne magn:t tude of momentum of the partlole remain the same $ 
since the force is ali-ra.ys at right e.ngles to. the v'elocl ty .,of 
the Fe·rticle. This i 8 obvious in classiCCll dyns.micB, but 
cannot be t8.ken for granted in relativistio ely'nemios, in 
1:Thicl1 the acoeleration of the perticle is not necessarily 
in the direction of the resultant for-ce on :l t. From the 
fact that the force must be perpendiculer to the velocity~ 
it follo~vs that the p~rtic:t.e does not r;ain kinetio ener'gy; 
from the relativistic expression for kinetio energy it fol-
lows that the spee~ of the particle must ste.y t119 S8!J1e I which 
in turn means tnat the mar;ni tude of 11: E t10mentum mU8t eta y 
-~-
the same. Once tne89 points pre estHD1:Lshed~ one can proceed 
in a variety of "(prays to tJ1e deri va tion of p :: Bq H(> By con-
sidering the changes in rllrection of the veloci ty and momenttun 
Iv eo to l'S ••• '" • 
l:, '~,:' 
, ~',.. 
-.; 
l05S<) 
vectors p~ ~.~ Ule l'('Hltu8 vpctor of tt':e £-~:r,jclcle eJ.c::;cri ben c ['mall 
p nr.;le ~ 1 tis 8f? r::y to Rho;': t~n t th.e ce~ltripet,s 1 force 0:: the 
PR rt i cl e 1 8 gi ve n by 1ff-. Or one mpy m8ke usp of the fvct 
t!1P.t tl1e flreletiviptic ;np.es ll :>f t1'1e }'It'l:t'ticJ.e is constnnt in 
this 8i tuat:"on, so tnt=! t the rote of c;'1rne;e of momentum of th8 
pRrtlcle is 8i;llpl~~ eC:.1Rl tr:- ~ts IlrelBtiviRtic mes8 1i multiplied 
by its opntripet~l ~nc~~e~8tion. In ei ther CP 88 tne dp slr'ec1. 
r" di\"~C follo~"s -.li re c tly Q .~. 
Si no e i n ex~cerime nt 8 of the :3uc!'l81"er tyP(~ v n 1 ndepencle nt 
meaSUrel7'lent of tne s-peed of tne pnrticle i8 macle~ the T1esults 
'-'f tht..:se \.~.xpe..::·~ I::\~nts P1C3kA it possible to d·2duce t'1e re18tion-
ship betl'ieen p ,-';:":3.. V -::>r, if' one prefE':"s to put it tnF!t \'i·ay, 
to find ~ (the "rolativistic'mass,l) 8.nd G:)mpare It '\,;,"ith 
R......J!lQ.,~~ I_v: c 2 ').111.1s is subj eat to th.e assumption t.ha t t1.l.e chB.pge 
on the particle is 'independent of its velocity. One might 
feel that this seems to be implied by certain aspects of 
Bertozzi 8 8 experiment, in 1I,hloh the measured values of the 
eleotron kinetic enersy a~~ee with tnos8 CAlculated by multi-
plying tne accelerp tlnR potential difference by the ch8r~e on 
tl1e elGctro~. Either tne Charge steys tne same, or tne force 
veries '\',',rith speed in sUC.'1 H i~r8,Y as to compenSf!te f()'r f! carres-
ponding vCtria tion of electric e.I1Hrge 1,;;1 t.h speed. Bertozzi 
ectually t~ke8 thp c~RrfP on the eleDtron to bp constant and 
regards this part of the experiment 0.8 esta.blishing that the 
-electric force on the electron is independent of the speed of 
the latter. He m'1.A.Bt tl1erefore seek independent eT ide:-]I'3e for 
what Rosser (19G7) celln the Jlprinciple of constant charge!'. 
T~J 8 is provic1ed by experiments such as tl:1ose of J., G. King 
(1960), l:no sho-;-ed the t tJ18 cl1n.rges on electr~n8 Hnd protons 
in hydrogen molecules 1.1Hve t:.18 8a;:1e )r't8gnl tude to "i11 thin 1 ~A-1.rt 
in 1020 • As tne velooities of electrons in nyJrogen mole-
cules or atoms are expected to be vastly dlfferent from those 
lof • •.•• 
,"", 
.". 
.oi~ 
; 
\ 
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of PY'OtOr'l,~, il0. mn:r t[lKP it t l18t t'.lP eJ.ect}'"'icnl .neutr;nllty 
of the hydropen molecule demcDstrntes thp velidity of tho 
Ifprlnciple of confltpnt c):1nJ'gp~" Kinr elso performed e 
similar experiment on hpliu~) wit~ a similar resulto Another 
method of eho"r1n8 the c:J1erp:p nputre.lity of et01'l1R B.nd mo1p.-
cule8 And so confirming constancy of chArRP is thp~ of Zorn, 
Chamberle in anc1 Hup;heR ~ "'-lho have m88 BUT"t-:' 1. the? ,::_. ~.·~ection of 
neutral :molecular be8J'T'lA p'. rp~ "~r': thl·vurJ .. en el..!?ctrlc fipld 
}',:~rpendic'~{12r to ';~.le :.tirection of motion» ond fou.nd j.t to be 
2 e ro ( c f Hugh e s 1964) '. 
He see thn t al thu'<"h t:~ "I aPl:ticb . ..:' on of the formula 
p = Bq R to relativistic pe.rt.i..cles orbi"\.·.~ ng ~,n a magnetic 
field does need justification that goes v Ii ttle beyond t1.16 
obvious, ~ this justifIcation 1.8 not difficult to provide. 
But the vel"y fact thB.t one h,as t? d.ig a 11 ttle deeper into 
th:e theory at this point may dl?ter the syllabus planner from 
including discussion of the a·IJove-mentioned experiments in 
his exposition of rela.tivity. (It is perhaps sign:tflcD.nt 
that thA PoSoSoC o treRtment does not mfntion them.) If it 
1s thought 1vorth1vhile to di8CU8S these experiment8, then it 
would be well to mention ot~er) more recent experiments than 
Bucherer's, such as those of Zahn and Spees (1938) and M.M. 
Rogers et al (1940). 
11.7.6 Pho ton mechA ni c 8 
ro; __ 
It ls cURtomary to ~xt~nd tl:'H~ tr~8.tmont of relativistic 
dynamics to include a brief discu8sion of the mechanics of 
photons. The p.S.S.C. method of doing this i8 quick end 
easy: comparison of the expre~slon8 for momentum and total 
Ev 
energy of e. ;:cl",ticle ShOilJS t~at p :;: 02 » from ~~Thich it follo";JJS 
that if v. equals oJ 8S in the case of ~loton8, "'" E ~p .- c S:~b-
stitution of v = c into the originally-obtained expression 
for momentum leacls to an embftrr8.8sinr; infini ty on account of 
!4°h e. 0 ••• I ... 
""~ 
f; 
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the vanlshlnr of the d~n0111inntorJ to be Dvotded only by 
8ett1 nr the rest moss of thp photon 8qunl to zel .... OQ Ti-H1 t 
17" 
photon h88 zero reRt :18RB and hRR ~no!:1entum ~ [Jre the pr'irne 
fects tt1at specia1 relativ:l ty tpBches us about the photon; 
in connection \·.'1tJ1 South J\fricen syllabus8s l1 they ",raulc'. be 
.:.ok) ,.~ 
<oJ ' •• \.:, 
best derived and di8CU88~d 1,;hen the "photon" espect8 of llght 
(; ~~'-A bei ng tree. ted. In such a context~ the Compton eff~ct, 
the annll1ila tlon of pos! tr~on-electron pairs t..o r:rof.).Y :.il::1.irs 
of gamma-ray ph0~on8 8"Ld t:le conVf.'.'se prOcl', ... ~8 (.,f "pair pro,,, 
duction" CR_n be 01 ted £3 8 examples of the successful appllca."" 
tion of the ideas of rela.tlv1stic dync~mics to pi. ',~onb" 
This view of photon mechanics 1s that which 1s to be 
found 1 I; vi.: tL~'-' lly erJ;"- intermediate-level textbook on spec,isl 
1"e1a ti vi ty, to say nothing of more general text books ';",hich 
treat special relativity in passing. It has recently been 
sharply cri ticized by Bunge (1967), accordinp; to whom "spec-
ial relativity meChanics" rpfers only to material systems: 
entities such as photons and n~utrino8 "are not 8upposed to 
'obey' ctynamics but quite different t11eoriea. II Congpquen tl~r 
the concept of mass (rest or relativistic) oen apply only to 
me.terial particles or bodies; 'file are not justified in equat-
ine; the energy of a photon divided by 02 to the relativ:r.8tic 
mass of a photon, because "the mRS8 concept i 8 a 8 OU t of place 
1n the theories of the rac11a.tion field 8.S the concept of' g!\~nd-
fa ther. " UOvT it is tl'lue that the bGhaviour of photons is 
properly de8cribed by quantum electrodynamics, according to 
which the energy and momen't'-.tm of the eleotromagnetic field are 
hv 
respectively quantized in units hv and c- But the la t ter 
prediction coincides ~,ith that wb~.ch wes obtained B.bo;r€ by 
extr8polatj .. ns rele.tlvistic dynsmic8 VPlJrolJriately, and is 
moreover confirmed by such expe1"'i].ents as the Compton scattel"1l-
ing of photons .. Indeed, the results of these experiments can 
be satisfactorily interpreted wi thin the framework of 
!relativistic ....• 
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relatiVistic ~vnnmic8 on thp ~.88umpt1.ons that thp pJ:10ton :lc~ n 
h,) 
"pnX'-ticle" of zero rest mASs, enAr'rY 11)' ~ln6. morflontum C 
May we not be dealing h~re with an Dcceptable overlap between 
theorles? 
One coul(l. anSIoJ'er this quer.tlon in ttlP Rffirmativ'e if on(~ 
could someJ10W show experiment811y that thp concept ,.:: roB SS 
WDfl d.irectly relevant to the photon, eob,. the.t F .. :·,luton be-
r' haved BS if it had a relat~7~2S~c m~dS .~ The possibility 
f, '-. 
oi 1 ts bet. .. uvinv i·., tt.1::'s {.yay seen18 to be f,xplici tly denied by 
Bunge. "rf the field In a hollow cavity increases in energy 
by 6.E u) he vlri te S j /I the 7':1 e:.u ... t n ) t gf' ~ ;'" ~ no rna R 8 al t110ugh 
!~ E 
the ".ralls do lose mass by the amount Lm ,~ .l2 " 
... ' 
In otJ:1er 
words~ he seems to be denying th8 possibi~l.lty that t11e enel~gy 
of tne electromagnetic field in tl1e cavi ty ca.n cont~j.bu te to 
the rest mass of the system cavity-pIus-field. This d.enial 
he s di sturbi nr.: IT'l'lpli C8. ti ons; fo r example; it impl1 as th[~. t if 
a pulse of radia tion T...rere to be emitted by one iA:all of ths 
oe.vi ty ana. absorbed by the ot11er, t11e gravlta.tionnl Rttrac-
tion of nnother bocly for the box enclosing the cavi ty would 
be less while the pulse was in trflnsi t th8n befor0 its emie-
sian or after its absorption. This particuler question can -
not be settled directly by experiment, but it has been claimed 
(e.g. by the FoS.S.C. (1968) ) that thB recent experiments ~f· 
Pound and Rebka (1960) and Pound and Snider (1965) on the 
gravitational red-shift of photons do provide supporting evi~ 
. hv 
dence for the idea that the photon has a relAtivietio mass ~"~ 0 
c"'" 
In discusslng this polnt, it is important to distinr;uish 
carefully bet1"Teen'1.yhat 1'1.8.8 been observed in these e:r.perirl1ents 
e.nd 110"'" one interpre ts the o'Deerva tionEio 1,'/h8.·c has bee.n 0 b,,·,. 
eerved if; thC1t if a sto.tionary atom at the bottom of 2 to,.;er 
emits a }-lhoton, this photon viII not be abcorbed by s similar 
stationary at0m at thp top of thp tower. If the Bource of 
Ira diR ti on •...• 
""~ 
1; 
~'l 
r 
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radiation at the bottom of thF' to~,{eJ:' is movpd uPtvards et Ju.st 
the rip:ht speed!) l1o'\"rever s the photor.s arriving nt thp top 
will in fAct "be abAOp'b?d o 
It can immediately be inferred from these observations 
that the frequency of the radiation emitted by A stationary 
p 'l·~m e t the bo ttom of the t01"ler i 8 too 1..Q:~ v,Then j. terri v cs at 
che top to cause an eb8orptiv~ transition between the norres-
ponding energy states of a simile,r e.tom at t10e ~.:or ~)f ~dC 
tower" Tl.1is fact, as well as th(~ a.mount r •. f 'cne discrepfJr-ey 
1 n frequency, can be explained wi thIn the fra.rne",:ork of rela-
ti vi ty theory in va riout~ '!fays. Onp. such expla ... I.. . -t~1011) p;1:;~:n 
by the Po So S. C. (1968) and others, i8 fJased on the pre~j.8e 
lTV 
that e. photon J',~a.s a r-elati vi stlc mB ss ~ • ct:; 1\ 8 the photon 
rises a·height d in the earth's g~avitatlonal field, it gains 
potential 'energy of amount equal to the above mass multiplied 
by gd. (The vfl.riotion in enel'lgy of the photon is a ssumed to 
be very smell compared with h in order to ensure that the 
lI,ma.AS" remains effect::tvply constant 11 hi1e the photon rises,,) 
This increase in potential enerry can only b8 ~eined at the 
expense of the kinetic energy of the photon. Therefore at 11 
height d above its source, the photon's kinetic en~rgy must 
( hVI have been reduceo. by 2) gd, and the frequency of the radi-
o ) 
etlon rr.u~t correspondingly be le~s by (-2)gd th8n lts value 
c" 
just after emission. This is exactly the amount of the red-
shift observ8cl by Pound and his co-workers. 
The p.S~S.C~ (1968) Bum up by saying that the results of 
these experiments "confirmed to 1vt thin 1 per cent thB-t :photons 
indeed behave as though they have a mass 
E 
of m =- ----11 0 2 ., But 
as Boneli (19G5b) in pe.rticular he. 8 insi steo_, thi sis not the 
only way in 'Hhieh one can interp~("et thpse results. Bondi 
i8 disturbed by tl1e idea thet the radie.t1on ectually loses 
frequenoy on the r.;ray up: IiVJe cnnnot l1 after ~11» envisRge the 
electromagnetic 1r(rHV~8 maki nr up the radietion 2ctuelly to 
Ilose •. e> •• 
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.10 se cycles on tl1e waYo " Hp prpfer8 to take thA view that 
,4 
. /fIn a static r:rAv.1 tationel field one~ cannot see from the top 
B clock at the bottom losing More en~ more time unless it 
...,..".$ _0. Itlta»4O:A '" 
actually (toes 80" II 
.... 1dI&S5",'I!JS a -; 
For him, "the only tenable interpretation" 
of the gravitationAl red shift is that if one .heR two clocks 
of identical constru(\tion .}~cupylng different positions in a 
gravitational f:~'.eld ... the clock in the pos! tion of lO'V .. 1'61"* poten-
t..l8.1 ener8Y ,.Jj .'.1 actually go slow'er than th(.!),-.. other .. This 1 n--
terpret;Etion is alsa consistent vli th the experiment8.1 :facti~o 
Fl~isch (1962) hes a.1so discussed this point, but takes 
a 16('8 rlg1d. ':)~fH .. , than Bondi. In e.n oper8tionel approach te. 
the problem, h~ ~ugCqstB that l~ether or not one chooses to 
rege.rd the radi8:,lon as losing frequenol depends on .ho";! one 
decides ~ to establish one's stflndal"ds of time in ple.ces of 
different gravitational pot~ntlal~ If one does t.his by adop-
t1 ng a 8i ngle ma.8ter clock fOl") one' 8 fundamental eta nda.rd and 
using "light ll sign81s to s;ynchronize all other "a tatlonarylC 
clocks wi th it, then the radietion emi tted by an' atom a t the 
bottom of a to'V\Ter 18 una.l tered in frequency ~Jhen it e.rJ:~i VE'.,s a. t 
the tOP 1 by definition. But if independent: clocks of iden-
tics.l construction sr-?' used to define fl~equency at thp pIe.cee 
vJherE.~ they are kept, then thp' clocks at the top and thA bottom 
of the tower go at the same rate, by defin1tion~ end the fre-
quency of the radiation chBn~e8 in transit between the two" 
Which of these views pne prefers to adopt is clearly a 
matter of taste" (The present 'tnTr5.ter is strongly inclined 
towards Bondi in this matter.) This being the case, one can 
argue that the PeS. S.C. go too far in claiming that the results 
of the gravi tationel red-chift expel"iments "oonf'irm Jl thet 
photons bel'1a.ve 8.8 thoue;h they he.ve a rela ti vi stic mass., 
The bending of light in a gra.vltatiol'l..al field. is often 
interpreted in simple accounts (e.g. Bergmann 1968) in terms 
of photons havi ng a grav ita tiona.l mass. However, naive 
/applicatiol"l$ 8 ••• 
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applica tion of t11i s idea leads to t.he 't~rronr; re su It; a 9 Webel" 
(1964) points out, the photon actually behaves In this case 
·~rl.;;:·, ... :'., 
~ '.'fr 
. :'j 
, '{: 
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ae though its gre.vi tational mElBS 1s tvTice 1 t8 inertlel ma88oS~ 
Witnin the framework of gener81 relativity, this prediction 
of photon behaviour is obtained not by making any assumptions 
cl"'ncernlng the supposed mass of the photon)) but by making 
''I' 
.. ' 
." G.ppropl'liate use of thp fact that for a light signal, the ICin_ ~::'; 
terval U ds alvrays vanishes. 
" 
It appears that experimentai work or. ~hoGol1 behavioul'1 
oa nnot a 8 yet provide any firm anSirler to the question of 
11hether or not tne pho ton he 8 some kind of a m~ ~~:' .. ~'t 1 ~~ 
therefore advisable to proceed ce.utiously in this matter, 
especially iL ~ school course. Perhaps the line to take is 
that if, one had "pa.rticles" capable of travelli ng w'i th tn.e 
speed of light, special relatlvi ty prec11cts tl1at such parti-
cles must have momentum ~ a nc_ rest mass zero,> ( Even t111 sis 
not an unexceptionable ~ray of putting it, at any rB.te &.8 fa!~ 
es photons or neutrinos ere concerned; there 19 no inertial 
fre.rne in 1-.Thien these particles can e.ppear at rest,:/ so. that 
the phrase "rest mS.s8" is not re8.11y applice~ble to them. 
It is safest to refer to these entitles as having "zero maS811~ 
but for this to· be properly understood the concept of mess 
must preii"lously he.ve been treated as a veloai ty-independent 
property.) The experimental evidence concerni ng the 1 ntel~-
action of photons 'ttli th mat.tel" Of! n be 01 teo. in support of the 
- E 
possession by the photon of momentum c ' 8.nd 1 t Can be stres-
sed that this is oons18t~nt vIlth these prea.lctlons. 
11.7.7 Which approa.ch to relativi stlc d;yne.mic8 should one use;? 
• '!.'II~~ $~I>,'nl; Uiao e:::;:;: ~~~~
Bondi's approach to this topl~ starts off with an attrac-
tively simple situation (bullet penetrating armourplate), the 
a.nalysi 9 of vrhich depends on certni n facts which mRy not be 
easy to explain to a pupil. TJJ.e "quasi-experimental!! 
approacJl deseri bed above starts from Bertozzi 1 s experiment p 
11411 i c 11, 0 • f/ .. 
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~!hich is simple in principle) end a,De.lyses i t~ ,resul tr. in B. 
''lay 1flhlch is a [3ood (teal better t1:1fl n just te+li ng pupils the 
a newer, al t.l1oup:h it 1 s ba sed on ,·,1 so.om after the event. 
2 -1 v ) ...... The factol"J (l~ 2 comes into the analysis as a hint off-
ered by rela ti vi stic lei nema tic 8; no at"lktV'8.rd points concern-
ing length and time mea Burement have to be conside"l""~.]o No 
doubt ,1 t i 8 a di sadvante.ge of thi s approp,cl1 thp;~ 5, t does not 
properly ShOvl h01v the lle8ri-4n·~J!.:.ct_lly ':~.1n(r,aGic nature of rela.= 
.... 
tJ. vi ty" (.srehlne Jr·<j8 ~ d.e termines t,he nat"lre of the rela ti V18-
tic expressions tor momentum and energy. But the pup:l.l would 
kn01v from studying the ,'lesuJ.. :\3 of act1) .. :'1 experiments the. t fOl~ 
~~.',,""'''''''''·~ftJa J ,:~ 
fast-moving particles, cla,ss1oal clynami '\t mt'l,0t be mod..tfied ll 
and from those results he ca.n (,'Iii th a8si~:: ~;ance) deduce t!.1~ 
na. ture of the modi fica t1orn. That certain subtleties are by-
passed in this approach is sUl"ely acceptable in a "first-
i 
or!der" approach to rele ti vi ty. 
We e.1"e inclined to favour the IfquHsi-experirnentnl" 
e.pproach, on t.he grounds thet it appears to raise fe"\A7eX~ prob-
lems of exposition than "intere.ction" appl.'oaches, ,6f which 
Bondi's is an example. Ul tima,tely this queiBtion should be 
settled by classroom trial. 
11.8 Special relativity via mechanics? 
~~~-~~---~----~~~~ 
We have noted above (Section 11.7Q 2) Rosser's (1968b) 
suggestion that special relativity should be taught via mech-
B.nica. It seems to un that this 1s open to object:tQn~ 
Al thoug11 special rela ti v1 ty' deri ves very st!'ong support from 
the results of dynemical experiments, one oS.nnot easily find 
a convincing way of introducing these results at the ~g 
of a discussion of special relatlvitYa (Thi 8 applies e.s m!.tcl1 
to Bertozzi 1 s experiments Be to those of the Bucherer type~) 
We can, however~ agree with Rosser that therp may be 
pedagoBlcal aa~-vantage8 in initially replaclng the "principle 
of the constancy of the velocity of light" with what he calls 
I" the •• ~ •• 
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"tJ1e principle of the co~stancy of limi tinp: 8peeds of parti-
olea Ii (Rosser 1967', 1968b) 0 As enunciated by him, this p:~-Qin ...... 
ciple states that "the numerical value of the limitins speed 
of particles 1s the same for a.ll inertial reference frames 
and 18 equal to 000 x 108 me -1 the speed of light in empty , 
~·,::!,....a.c.e If • As Rosser says, it is a reasonable extension of the ., 
.' 
principle of relativity to postulate that the result of Ber-
tozzi' 8 experiment should h"Jd in $.11 inertia..l ~'ra~,J,:f, PupiJ..s .;: 
might find it 8e.sier' to und.erstan.d and aC(.).3pt tili's principle 
than the prin~iple of the constancy of the velocity of 11ghto 
If, as Rosser implies, pupilA are 15Jrely to iN'Ona..: .. ' abot .. 1; a 
mediur'l for '~he tranemi Beion of light, they might tend to con-
fu S6 1 ts behaviour wi th sound£! whic]:'! would certainly hlnClel'" 
their acceptance of Elnstei n' 8 second postulate. In Section 
11.4.2 we have suggested 1V'ays of overcoming this difficulty, 
but it might be convenient to sidestep it by using the "con-
stancy of limiting speed" postulate o 
Rosser suggests that in presenting the K-ca'lculus one 
might have the space ships firing bursts of accelei:a te(l elec= 
trons at each other from ray-guns instead of: cOMmun1cBt1~g 
with each other by radar signals. Were one to introduce re-
lat1viatic kinematios in this way it would mean preoeding this 
introduction 11i th a description of Bertozzi' s expel"1ment. 
I t would. not be necessary to infer from Bertozzi 18 resul ts 
what the relativistic expr~s81on for kinetic energy must be; 
only t.he fact that there 1s e liml ting speed is relevant to 
wha t wou.ld fo 11ow. Bertozzi's experiment could be intra-
duced for tnis purpose by di scussing with pupils whether one 
. ought to take for granted that p8.rtlcles ~,joul(~ be acceleratec. 
to infini tely high speeds, and 'WJi:1ether it would not be a good 
idea to examine some r~levant experimental evidence. 
I n our vi e1'1, approachi ng the K-calculus by ''lay of spa.ce 
fiction electron guns and Bertozzl's experiment is a 
IpedagogicallY •• ~.Q 
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pedagogically ncceptDble wHy of introducinG It speci&l rela ti-
vi ty via mechanics II 0 If the introduction of ApeciGl ~ela-
tivl ty into tl1e sChool syllabus 18 to be attempted, this is 
certainly one of the approac11es to the subject t11,st should 
be te8ted. 
1109 Conclusions 
(i) The above survey 8ugp:estp 1'1 ... ot ~ -: J11'~')"~ be possible, in 
'. 
p,:, l11ciple. to ceCl0~' ~'enJ";ntary special rela ti vi ty to me. tricu ...... 
lation pupils. There seems to be at lef!8t RD even chance 
of such pupils being t.;" le \:, ,"cl1i~ve (1 UfJ r8t~or(lerll under..., 
8 ta ndinB of tne 8ubj eo t. 
( 1 i) Specia 1 re la ti vi ty he s grea. t po te nt~., ).1 f'c ,-" e tlmula I. '" '1g 
the ime.gil1.E.tion of pupils, and this is one of the strongest 
arguments for trying to teach it at schoolQ If it is to be 
taught there, something must meke 1fJsy for :tt. The p!'esent 
e.u thor- has ho d experie nee of trying to teach a cInes of th~*m-
year un1 versi ty stud.ent s e some"'Tha t more advanced vcrp2.on of 
th e "8;r112. bu s /I consi a.ered a 'oove G He "V$,S ellotterl slx fOl"aty ... 
five minute periods fox' the purpose, and found that the ma-ter-
lal could be covered - but onl~r just., It would be wise to 
ellot pt least double this amount of teaching time to a 
sChool course in relati~ity. Thi s should not oocupy too DB ny 
,,,,eeks of the teachinp. year, 8S pupils cB.nnot do any Ipcorato.\."'y 
'tvork iNhich \'T111 illumi n~tf' the subj eet for them. Still" thi 8 
1 A time tha t 1<J"ould otherHi 8e have been i~i ven to some th:l ng 
else, 80 that some deCision will have to be made concerning 
whet is to be left out. 
(lii) It 'Hould be unwise to present special relativity to the 
pupil -v-ri t.hou t preparinp; him in some 1·re.y for eCC(?ptD nee of 
some of the predictions of the theory. In parti cular" C:.8 8&~ 
sical mechanics should not be taught to h1m as thoufh it were 
th e la 8't vlO r don tl1 e 8 u b j e ct. As he studies it, classical 
/ me eha nl c 8 ~ ~ ., • • 
~ 
1t 
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mechanics dealA only V\11 th slo"",,-moving particles; as f'ar as 
leboratory experiments are concernec1~ wi th very 81o~\I'l-moving 
particles indeecl. Hp should not therefore be led to RSAume 
that ole.ssieal mechanics must e.pply w'ithout moctific8.tion to 
fe.st-movlng particlep. Above RI1 J he should not sssume that 
N,::~. toninn a 88umptions 'ebou t tiMe wl1lch "lark so w'ell in ox~di­
:lary experience must apply to ~ll experience (of Secticrn :':L~ 6 ) ~ 
The pupil could 8180 be preparecl for re18.tivl ... t:'r ~'r)y f' '(.;·,ntetl\/8 
introcluction of the Principle of 'telatlvlt.·· in th~ contpxt 
of Npwtonian dynamics. 
(1 v) Contre.ry to the view expre BAed by Rosser (1)~8b),, ". t 
seems best for the pupil to start hi 8 formal study of bpeclB.l 
relativity wi~~ relativistic kinematics. It has been~uggeB-
ted tha t~ at school level it i 9 not desirable to B ta.rt !lela t1,..,. 
vletlc kinematics wi th B. derivation of the Lorentz trensfo:rm~1.-
tion. Two Possible approaches were considered: of these p 
it was thought that Bond.i 19 "K-ca,lculus lf for' collineerly mov-
i ng observers 1va s better suited to elementary teachi ng~ 
(v) It 1s important to inc lude some form of cleri VB. "tion or 
Justification of the key predictions of rela~lvistlc dynamics: 
the so-called "varie. tion of mass w'i th veloci tyIJ and "mas8-
energy equivalence". Two elementary approaohe S 'V'Terp oonsicl-
ered: si;Tlplified ver8ions of the "001l18:1on" or "lnter8ction li 
approach, devised by Rogers (1960) and Bondi (19R5a) reepec-
ti vply, and £) II qua. si-exppr~ mental" approach J u sed by the 
p " S. SoC. ( 1 96 8) • In view of cert~in snags inherent in the 
fox~mer approe.ch, it wa 8 thought tha t the p. S. S~ C. approach 
miBht prove easier to U88. 
(vi) One should not expect that a very profound understanding 
of special relati"'vi ty ",;Quld be 8~~t&"ined by pupils tvho have 
been taught the kind of course considered here. One should 
especially not expect them to grappl~ too successfully with 
problems in special relatlvl ty -which deal wi th oertain parEt-
doxlcal situations. Problems given to pupils should be kept 
/simple ...... 
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simple and compara ti vely free of subtlety .. 
(vii) Although'we hove concluded that certAin methods of 
approach to special rela ti vi ty are more l:1.kely to 8uoceF'd 
than others, we have done 80 without experience of teaching 
the subjeot at school. Therpfore ille feel tha.t ,~nile the 
sbove discussion m~y be h~!pftll in pinpointing some of the 
difficulties th~t th~ ~r08ppctivA teacher of special relet1~ 
~~t! will fRce., its conclusion" conc~rninr ~~eching 3.~pr0f:1C'he8 
must bp submitted to experlmentel test. We aocept R~kv~ldge 
(1965) summing-up: "Tl1ere. is'no tr'adition on 'V-Thich 'fftrp C8.n 
draw for tne ~~8ching of relativity at th0 level of secondary 
educa tion .. I~ :5een~s Hdviseb1A to s~~,9.rt pilot courses 1n e.ll 
cou ntrie s, tryi rJ{:j perhaps severe.l fl.ppro.:..~~he 8 to t11A tee.chi ng 
of this ,topic. After these teaching experiments we might 
find one or a few sure meth·ods ~:hlch seE~m to be a.1)propl"liB.te 
and effectlve for our purposes. II 
(viii) Both special relativity and quantum theory offe~ 
challenges to "common sense. II This is an argum~nt in favour 
of trying to teach these topics at school, since a'Picture_of 
sCience which sugp.:ests the.t science accords only Tiri th ever'Y-
de.y common sense 12 ~e:rtp1nly a false picture. No doubt W'e 
need more evidence than is at prS8ent available on the extent 
to "fJ.i'hicJ.1 the matriculRtion ~'Upl1 can ~leconcilFl himself to 
"cha.llenges to common APnRe." Thej"e is much to 'be said for 
gaining 80me of this pvid.eocp. from 8ctual clAssroom experience~ 
(lx) Relativi ty me.y well offer e blggel~ chp.llenge to pupils 
tha.n quantum physiCS. In te8ching the lattpr, one Can Bt~rt 
with certain experimental fects en~ ~er1ve certain conclusions 
from them which conflict with conventjonal views of light and 
metter, and then 81101" ho,,, all is recone·i.led tvi thin the frt;me-
work of t.he quantum theol'Y. The pupil may find this puz,zling, 
but at least he is not required to change hie attitude to 
f.!mi~ tnings; ~le.ter 1~J'aves remain water waves, 8.nd billiard 
/ba.lls. 0 ••• 
l ·~~'· ~~:' 
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balls remain billiard balls o On tne other hend r relativis-
tic kinematics leedn quickly to a challeng0 to the eccppt~d 
view of time anc. 8pac8, and to the fact tne.t relat:tvisttc 
effect s are "reclproca 1", T~us in learning special rplnti-
vi ty the pupil mflY have to v,iork even hareer to adjust tl1m-self 
to new views than he hps to in learninR quantum PhY8icR, with 
cl correspondingly harder effort from the teecher Q 
(x) Some years B.gOl! Boulind (1957) oD8erved tl1Pi: "f':?~.( teach-
ere lcnow about relativi tyo /I One su spect~t the t in Boul:t nd; 8 
01'1n country (Gree t Br1 tai n) the picture mf)Y have changed a 
little in view of the tendency to tAach more re~~~lvlt; a~ 
uni veT's! ty, but in Britain and in many other countrles, in-
clud.lng Sou th !~fric8 I there' must be many practl sing teechexlis 
wt10 have, never heel the opportuni ty properly to come to grips 
\vl th relati vi ty. Suoh teachers ought not to attempt the 
teaching of reI&. tivi ty 1N1 thout working carefully throuBl1 some 
kind of preparatory course, for which such books as those of 
Bondi (1965a)} 8mi th (1965), Taylor and ltlheeler (1966) ~ Re s-
nick (1968) ancl certain others should be required reeding il 
A course of this kind shoul~ include plenty of problem-solving 
and opportunities for discussion, in order to give the teacher 
the confidence he needs to teach relativity adequately. 
Until the~e erA enough teachers who have hed this kind of pre-
ps,retion, relativi ty cannot b~ successfully taught in our 
schools. The problem is npt insoluble: if the step cen be 
taken of including certain 8.spects of quantum physics in the 
school cux'riculum, we can oertel n1y cqnsider doing the same 
with relativity, althoughp as we have suggested above, rela-
tivity probably presents a biRger challenge to teacher and 
pupil than elementary quantum phy.sit}s. One way of clearing 
the ground for the acceptance of special relativlty as a topic 
in school physics \~Tould be to encourace discussion of l t among 
teachers by means of sui tD.bly-a1med e.rticles in journe.le ~ a11c1 
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to sup;p,est to teachers tha t they urge thei:r brigl1ter pu;:'Lls 
to reed abou tit. If thp letter 8U~re8tion were followpd, 
teachers migl1t finel thpmsplvps hF.1vinc: to take special rpln-
tivlty seriously in order to bp able ~o diBcU88 it properly 
with interested pupils, and would then be in a better posi-
tion to teach special rplativity w~en thp ne@~ aro~~. 
(In connection 11'itl1 poin~s (iv) 8.nd (v) fJl.>~".~, it Rhoula. 
be mentioned that Rekvrld ~l:Yj;-3) has rrr.entl¥ published lIa 
brief" survey .. ~. r { four ne'tv" approaches to tl1e tea.ching of 
spec 1a.l re J.a t i vi ty u, :1 n wh.:l ch he bri e fly de ecr i be B fou r' 
"lines of approach Ii to ~~e 8·u·I ,).j ec ~; "1/';" ~" the K-c,9.1culus JI II the 
inve.riance of the space-time lnterval lJ , t1J.e IIdyne.mlcal appro8.0l'l il 
(1. e. Rossert s (1968b) suggestion to intx\ ... duce rela.tivity by 
means of' experimental resul tu tha.t support rela ti vist1c mech-
anics), and "thought experiments" (i.e. the derivation of the 
I 
"f~ndamental effects of rele.tivlty" by t.he exclus1.ve use of 
tnougnt experiments). Of these, 't~e h.8.ve not troubled to con-
sider the secono. in this chHptpr, believing that' its relinnce 
on spece-time di~1gr8m8 of one kinel or another (e. g,,/ I:Hinko"'i..; .... 
ski n, "Brehme" or "Loedel'" ) -would pla.ce it beyond t'1~ compre-
hension of most South African sChool pupi18~ In our op1.n:ton~ 
Hekveld'e discussion of thp other three approaohes is valuable 
chlefly becHuee it drBvvA att~ntion to their exist~nce. He 
does not mention any of thE' difficulties inhel'~ent in these 
approaches, nor does he a.t~t?mpt 9, compnrat1ve assessment.) 
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CHAPTER 12: SUivj]\ffiRY .liND CO ~,!CLU SlONS 
..,.~~,. -ca ~
In the main body (Chapters 3 to 11) of this thesis, we 
havp a tt'empted a detfJi lea. cri tical a.nalysi 8 of teaching 
e.pproaches to tIle "standard" phye.lcs.1 topics included in 
ne1V' South .llfl'llcan Common Basic Syllabuses in Physics and 
the 
.~j:!.J81cal Science, and he.ve also conside1"'ed possible teaching 
approaches to certs.in IInew" topics whlch have been ':;r ,J".".r!Jl't.: 
..... 
conceivablY be 1nclude~ 1~ these o:11a~u8e~ lIe na.ve i9 rgued 
that in tne case of certain topics II tea,ehlng e.pprOaCL1.eS cur-
rently in. use' or recommended by textbooks a.nd t·<"Iche:-"~ 
guides aXle mi slee.ding 01'\, a t worst, unlikely to promotcl und~!r .... 
standi:~G of t:-,:~se to:f, . :l.cs, and we have suggested that these 
" 
approaches should be sui tably modi fied. or repla,ced by otJ.1ers 
which we h~ve outlined. Even for topics for w.hich it ,ha.s not 
been necessary to recommend any major modlflcation of teach-
ing practice, v,e have thought it appropriate to di scuss the 
backg~ound in considerable detail, and to draw a~tention to 
certeln pitfalls that lie in wei t for the un~..,ary te/e.cherl) 
In dealing "nth the main 8ubject-mattel"of' thls thesis'31 
we have devo"GeCl_ considerable ettention to pl.1ilosophical l'rob-
lems attached to particulf'r physical conoepts. Our justifi-
cation for this is our bp1ief that sooner or later the able 
e.nd conscientious physics teacher v1i th a concern for the 
structure of .his subject ",111 find himself driven to think 
about these problems, end that his confidence and. effective .... 
ness 8S a teacher will depend in part upon his success in 
aChieving a consistent and defensible philosophical sts.nd-
point. The teacher who feels that he has attained ~larlty 
on such m8.tters e s the n8ture of definttions; physical 181-'18 
s.nd t118cries, the Il reali tyll or o~n8rvJi8c of physical concepts 
and the interpretation of certain aspects of modern physics 
has some chance of sowing the seeds of a similar clarity of 
mind in his pupils. 
I'ro . ••• ~ 
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To some teachers, the stres8 18.id in these page8 on 
careful logic B.nd ·the Deed to flvoid C.il'lculal'" p,rp,uments may 
seem excessive. But th~ development of 8 01"1 tic8.1 attitud.e 
is en essential aspect of the training of t11e pupil in. sclen-
title thinking; and on~ Tf!ay to encO'IJrage thls clevelopmAnt 
"...'":l to pa.y careful attention to logic of pref!8ntation end to 
take pupils fully into one' 8 confidence Nhen outljning @Y'e:u.""· 
mente the lOGic of 'ti"!h1ch 18 J<"nov.rn to be SU8P~Qt ,):r ~.r:'''umplete", 
Brighter pupils could be invi ted to apply .. .,neir mi nds to tJ:1e 
cr1ti.cism of those "Zanzibar" experiments a.nd arguments 11hich 
oan still be found in textbookBo Rven tee.chers \:1-).0 rt. ~·oi}. 
from th.e thC'ught of di scu8sing 8uch rna tters ",r1 th theil'" pupils 
must surely grL'.nt the desirability of kno't"v:tng abo'll t them 
themselves. 
The S'outh Africen physics teacher must use as 11 tt1e 
mathematics BS possible in his teaohing, 88 the mathematioal 
knowledge he may expect from hi 8 puplls fe.lIs short of the 
differential and integral calculus, the binomial theorem or 
even the formulae for the sines and co sines of the: sums 8 n$l 
differenoes of angles, In our vievT, this should be regnrdecl 
as a challenge, not a handic8.p. In outlining and criticiz-
i ng tea chi ng approB ohe sin the foregoi ne; che.pt ers, 'TIle hS.ve 
mede but little use of mathematics, even i~,rhen vpnturinr: beyond 
the 'oonfines of the syllobuses in disoussing the specified 
topics. We hope that this tres.tment has provided El eS.tif>-
factory illustration of the use of primArily physical think-
i ng ,in the elementary presentation of key topics~ rrhe trai-
nee teacher needs to be exposed to such largely non-mathemB-
t1c81 discussions of physical topics, not only for the obvl-
QUS rea.son tl1Dt he cannot rely 1"l(38Vlly on mathematics in his 
teachlngl' but also beceuse his reeent tr81nlng 88 an under-
gradua te student of physic 8 mHy have left him wl th the impres-
sian that ~! a.iSCu8sion of the subject vlithout the eid of 
/Boph1sticated ...• , 
"~l,jf: 
f .. 1 
-\..,~. 
, .~ ... { 
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nophiAticated mpthpmnttC8 i8 bound to bp 8uperficiol. To 
be surp, it in 1~po88iblp formnlly to ntatp thp fu~da~ental 
p08tu18tes of modern ~l-}y8icHl t~1f'or'ie<:? such f!~ ql~antum mech-, 
anie8 vJ"it110Ut mekinp- use of pdv8ncecl M8thel'18tical concept::'" 
and a proper pr2sp of theBe concepts an~ of th~ appropriate 
JTletherneticel theory is essential if one .e:..~ fu:_ly t,~, dnder-
ste.nd what these theories ero tr~llng to 'j~:r. :rju; even here 
it 18 possible, P8 i.N~ r· r! v'.: ti'~ed to 811(.", in Ghepter 10 D to 
.oi~ 
tell 8ome~hinB of che story to the mathe~et1c~1 novice with-
out misleading him as to its content. 
In our opinion, th~'~"A is o.n u:l."le;er'~ need in South Afr'ica ; 
for sYBtemBtization of the "method" trai"t.~ne; ':.'f teacher~: of 
physics, particule.rly in regarc1_ to instr'Lll ... tlon in tl1e con-
tent end~ phllosophy of the subject. There should ~e an 
agreecl minimum syllabus for these aspects of :lphys:tcs method" 
and, needless to 8~y) competent instructors should be appoin-
ted to present it and be allotted adequate time in ,~ich to 
deal '",1'1 th it. Ideally, textbooks deelinr ~ith this material 
should be made availBble to treinee teacher8. Rothing of 
thlA kind 1s currently available in Enrlish or AfrikRone; 
indeed, if it '\·'1p.s decided to provirle such e toxtl:;ook in A 
l.1urry, the l8-tter Houlrl probrtl.y h~ve to conr.ist of r trpns .. · 
lation from one of thp many Russian books that have Rppeared 
on the subject in the last few decades! (Of the review by 
Galanin (1959) of thp cont~nt of 9nme of these book8~) 
The problem cannot conveniently be solveo_ by p;iving t 11P teac:l-
lng Ciiploma student e list of sui table references to work 
nis wey through; in the absence of a suiteble textbook, such 
e list would h~.ve to te enormounly long in order edequately 
to cov er t;~le cant ent of the courFle" We have exprePRcd the 
view earlier (Section 2.9.5) that the material of the main 
Ibody .•• e • 
~ 
:r .. 
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body of tt1is the81~ could 8PMrp 88 the b<?sie for a suitable 
t ext book. ~lli€tner or not this material 18 ever uRed in 
thl~ 't",,~y, Ne v!ould 8Urrpst thAt tho st8nclpolnt it ac10pts 
meri ts serious considpration. We have taken t~p view that 
increBsed rifour is dpsirRblp in the teAching of plementary 
physics, and -VTe ha.ve trier ;.;0 ShOTtl that B ~Tilllnp,ne8s to be 
careful about 111P,tters t;':: AcCUrRC;'{ 18 by no meens incompat:tble 
~!~. tl:1 ~<l.D.ri"l." j 0:" ?re 8 en ta ti 0 n. There will ~~WAYS be room 
.for l'ur"ther resf'arch into thi8 8ncl other pspects of elemen,· .. 
t,ary physics teaching J and '"e hope that this thesis might 
he:,t: to .:"tim,.~~a.te such research in South .Africa, 
*. 
" a nc:'! so Tl'''' fr.e.::.. ~ i 8 I n ..... .q se n . J. _ ,.i .. ) .... , 6!"': v'. . • ... ~ 
* (Beaumont and. Flf,tcher, "Tt.4e Knight of the Burning Pestle"; 
of. also t11e end of Benjamin Bri tten' s "Spr:tng Symphony. II) 
~~. 
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